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Five reasons why you should choose GradeResultsl

Over 9000 online courses
Grade Results partners with Edevate to offer over 9,000
online courses.They also offer dual credit courses through
MicroDegreeTM, which uses enterprises from corporate
and traditional academic universities.

The solution can help you recover dollars and improve
graduation rates by providing those students who would
otherwise elect to be home schooled or attend a private or
charter school the ability to easily transfer to Grade Re
sults' Great Teachers Academy.

Grade Results provides those students enrolled in virtual
schools with the ability to participate in a school's band,
athletic, and other extracurricular programs.

Grade Results' virtual schools are accredited, and they
have a team of live, certified teachers available to assist
students.

Grade Results' virtual solution can be established as a
white-labeled application of the Grade Results or Edevate
platform, allowing school to uniquely brand their virtual
school experience.

Course Name

Specialization

DESCRIPTION

Access 2003 Essential Training

Computer Science

Access 2003 Essential Training with Mark Swift is a movie-based
tutorial that will enable new and existing database designers to develop
an understanding of the latest version of Microsoft Access. This
training begins with an introduction to database concepts and a design
methodology that will help new designers organize the data being
stored, and quickly advances to cover many of the features and tools
needed to design exceptional database applications. This training also
looks at features that are new or improved in Microsoft Access 2003.
Exercise files are included, allowing you to follow along and learn at
your own pace.

Account Manager for FileMaker 8

Computer Science

In this tutorial, Vincenzo Menanno introduces FileMaker Server
database administrators to Account Manager's powerful features.
Account Manager is especially useful for companies that need to
manage many users and many databases and don't have support for
Active Directory or Open Directory. Vincenzo teaches administrators
how to take full advantage of its capabilities, including administering
users, managing access, and notifying users on the fly. He also covers
how to import a list of users and grant them access to database
privileges and how to disable server access and display a notification
during maintenance. Vincenzo also demonstrates how to set password
validation and deactivate or set an expiration date for a user account.
Find out more at http://www.fmnexus.com/products/accountmanage

Acrobat 8 Professional Essential Training

Computer Science

Acrobat 8 Professional Essential Training provides a thorough
explanation of each of this application's essential features. The training
covers how to put together slick cross-platform presentations,
assemble large media-rich projects for distribution, and create
customized tools. It also teaches users how to edit, secure, and
distribute PDFs. Instructor Brian Wood demonstrates how to create
and modify PDFs, export images and text, create secure documents,
and customize the Acrobat interface for productivity. Exercise files
accompany the tutorials

Acrobat 9 Pro Getting Started

Computer Science

Acrobat 9 Pro makes it easier than ever to combine elements from
various sources into a single, universal document that can be an
interactive hub of digital communication. As Brian Wood demonstrates
in Acrobat 9 Pro Getting Started, not only text and images but also
audio, video, Flash, and other assets can now be seamlessly
combined in a PDF or PDF Portfolio. He shows best practices for
streamlining collaborative editing and review, and demonstrates
information collection via forms. Brian also covers how to encrypt and
sign documents to provide authentication and security. Brian reinforces
all these techniques as he works his way through end-to-end workflow
scenarios that might be typical of a technical or creative business.
Example files accompany the course.

Acrobat X Tips and Tricks

Computer Science

Let Anne-Marie Concepción share her intimate knowledge of Acrobat
with you, and reveal the application's hidden gems. This course goes
beyond the manual to reveal the secret techniques of Acrobat power
users: editing text and graphics directly within the PDF, adding the
Typewriter tool to the toolbar, creating a better default preview for
portfolios, outputting double-sided pages and printer spread booklets,
and converting JavaScript into one-click actions. These tools can be
put to use immediately on the PDFs that users receive and distribute
every day.
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Advanced Website Creation For Small Business

Business

In this course I will show you step by step how to create search engine
and visitor - friendly website for your new or existing small business.
Let's start! It's nice to have a Wordpress for your web project,
Wordpress is constantly updating and you don't have to pay for it. The
only 3 things you will need to purchase. Please see course
requirements! Course Summary: - Preparation - Wordpress installation
(Benefits of cPanel, One-click WP installation) - Wordpress Theme
(Premium Vs. Free) - Content (Keyword research, outsource content
writers) - Creative Flow (Designing website with "Premium" Wordpress
theme) - Search Engines Optimization Basics (On Page SEO, Off Page
SEO tips. Creating first bundle of backlinks using PR social sites)

Algorithms for Computer Animation

Computer Science

Animation is a compelling and effective form of expression; it engages
viewers and makes difficult concepts easier to grasp. Today's
animation industry creates films, special effects, and games with
stunning visual detail and quality. This graduate class will investigate
the algorithms that make these animations possible: keyframing,
inverse kinematics, physical simulation, optimization, optimal control,
motion capture, and data-driven methods. Our study will also reveal
the shortcomings of these sophisticated tools. The students will
propose improvements and explore new methods for computer
animation in semester-long research projects. The course should
appeal to both students with general interest in computer graphics and
students interested in new applications of machine learning, robotics,
biomechanics, physics, applied mathematics and scientific computing.

Analyzing Your Website to Improve SEO

Marketing

In this course, search engine optimization (SEO) expert Peter Kent
walks step-by-step through the process of reviewing the content and
markup of an existing web site to improve its ranking in search engine
results. This course offers a consultant's take on how to analyze each
component—from keywords to content to code—and determine what
improvements are necessary to become more visible to search
engines like Yahoo!, Bing, and Google. This course was updated on
10/12/2012.

Andy Phillips Webinar Profit Secrets

Business

Over 1 Hour And 20 Minutes Of Pure Content - Discover the top 5
Webinar Models Yes... Now you can discover the top ways you can
make real profits from one of the most immediate and personal sales
tools available. I show you how to use the top 5 webinar models that
give you the opportunity to turn this into another business Income
Stream. I have sold this course in the past but now I’m giving you all
access completely free of charge so you can take massive advantage
of this lucrative and essential route to more leads and sales In this
FREE training course from me Andy Phillips, I will share my experience
in how to use readily available and easy to use on-line software to put
on Webinars that can be broadcast worldwide to invited and targeted
audiences. As you can see this is a massively comprehensive course,
which guides you technically through the software set up, but more
importantly how to set up webinars for maximum marketing impact.
This course is worth hundreds of dollars and will help you to become a
Webinar Expert instantly.
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Become a Winner in the World of Kindle Publishing

Business

Kindle from “Zero to Hero” course, the only one of its kind out there!
Interested? Are you looking for a quick, down to Earth, nothing held
back, no B...S... course that will arm you for success in the world of
online Kindle publishing? The course that will provide you the secrets
“from the trenches” other authors keep for themselves? The seminar
that is not conventional, but a little “out of the box”? If you answered
yes to any of the above questions you came to the right place: “Kindle
Secrets from the Trenches” is the shortest and the quickest way for
successfully starting your online publishing empire. The author and
instructor is (as you probably very quickly noticed) a non native english
speaker and nevertheless is successfully competing with best selling
authors on the Amazon (you can do the same)! Since “the wizard
behind it” comes from one of the smallest countries in the world, he
knows what is meant when he says it is for the people without the time
and thousands of dollars to invest in their new business!

Bento 2 Essential Training

Computer Science

Bento is a personal data organizer for Leopard that provides a place to
store any information Mac users might want to collect, track, or
connect. In Bento 2 Essential Training, database expert Cris Ippolite
introduces the concept of databases to Bento users and demonstrates
techniques for getting data into the application. He describes the
features of Bento that allow Mac users to create libraries and Smart
Collections for all sorts of information, and he shows how to use
calculation and media fields. Exercise files accompany the course.

Bento Essential Training

Computer Science

Bento is a personal database for Mac OS X Leopard that provides an
organizational hub for anything a person might want to collect, track, or
connect. Bento is designed for those with no previous database
experience, and having database expert Cris Ippolite as a guide makes
it easier to get the most from this unique program. In Bento Essential
Training, Cris introduces key database concepts as they relate to
Bento, including collections, records, forms, and fields. He
demonstrates how a little planning and setup results in a more useful
collection of information. Cris also explains how to link Bento to other
Mac applications, like Address Book and iCal; how to design custom
templates; and how to follow best practices for backing up and
restoring data. Example files accompany the course.

Beyond your first 100 or 100,000 Mobile App
downloads

Business

Reduced Price for the Holidays - get going and commit to an app
portfolio optimized for success in 2014! After completing this course
and applying the proven techniques used by the most successful app
companies and publishers - your apps should generate 10x the cost of
the course at a minimum. There are so many factors that go into how
much an app makes per download - but even at very modest
monetization rates - and depending on how well your app is optimized
for success with user acquisition going in - executing the steps outlined
in each lesson and across the course will give your app or app portfolio
a significantly improved chance for app store success. This course is
intended and addressed to companies, departments, agencies and
individuals with at least 1 app already on the store.

Biological Engineering Design

Science

This course illustrates how knowledge and principles of biology,
biochemistry, and engineering are integrated to create new products
for societal benefit. It uses a case study format to examine recently
developed products of pharmaceutical and biotechnology industries:
how a product evolves from initial idea, through patents, testing,
evaluation, production, and marketing.
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Biomedical Information Technology

Science

This course teaches the design of contemporary information systems
for biological and medical data. Examples are chosen from biology and
medicine to illustrate complete life cycle information systems,
beginning with data acquisition, following to data storage and finally to
retrieval and analysis. Design of appropriate databases, client-server
strategies, data interchange protocols, and computational modeling
architectures.

Blogging for Your Business

Business

Blogging for Your Business takes you through the planning process of
creating a blog as part of your business marketing strategy. Author
Morten Rand-Hendriksen provides a structured approach that divides
the planning process into discrete stages, each with its own tasks and
decisions. Through the course you are presented with key decisions,
best practices, and expert advice that make you better informed and
more equipped to build a blog that helps boost your business and its
presence online. The course also shows how to set goals, delegate
responsibilities, find a content niche, recruit contributors, and how to
make technology decisions.

Business Analysis Using Financial Statements

Business

The purpose of this class is to advance your understanding of how to
use financial information to value and analyze firms. We will apply your
economics/accounting/finance skills to problems from today's business
news to help us understand what is contained in financial reports, why
firms report certain information, and how to be a sophisticated user of
this information.

Business Analysis: Working with Use Cases

Business
Use cases are one of the most commonly used techniques for
analyzing and modeling systems and business processes. They are a
core component of every Business Analyst's toolbox.This course will
give you everything you need to know to get up and running with this
powerful methodology of analysis.The course consists of four lectures
plus a case study. It should take no longer than two hours to
complete.Students will be able to download a use case template for
their own personal or business use.

Business Happens

Business

The Business Happens Online Course—which Mitchell D. Weiss
developed for undergraduate nonbusiness majors at the University of
Hartford—delivers the practical knowledge you need for the venture
you have up and running, or have in mind to launch. From writing a
business plan to choosing the right legal structure, tracking financial
performance to borrowing money, you’ll learn what it takes to create
and competently manage a business the will stand the test of time. The
30 videos—which are grouped into 4 multi-part segments that can be
viewed on your own schedule and at your own pace—compliment the
Business Happens book on which the course is based. Udemy
students can purchase the book at a 10% discount by inserting the
word, “Udemy” into the checkout coupon in my store.

CFA Calculator

Accounting

This awesome online course deals in nuts and bolts of CFA Calculator.
This course discuss in details all the functions of a CFA Calculator.
Master CFA calculator with eduCBA. All three levels CFA participants
must be efficient in using CFA Calculator. This Online course has
simplified the CFA calculator with different tips and tricks. Website: https://www.educorporatebridge.com/online-training/cfa-calculator
Facebook: - https://www.facebook.com/corporatebridgegroup Twitter: https://twitter.com/corporatebridge Blogs: http://www.educorporatebridge.com/blog
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Concept-Centered Teaching

Science

Do you like teaching, but find yourself frustrated by how little students
seem to learn? Would you like to try teaching, but are nervous about
whether you will be any good at it? Are you interested in new research
on science education? Research in science education shows that the
greatest obstacle to student learning is the failure to identify and
confront the misconceptions with which the students enter the class or
those that they acquire during their studies. This weekly seminar
course focuses on developing the participants' ability to uncover and
confront student misconceptions and to foster student understanding
and retention of key concepts.

Connecting with Executives

Business

Develop confidence connecting with executives in a one-on-one
meeting. In this course, John Ullmen, PhD, from the UCLA Anderson
School of Management, explores common concerns employees have
about engaging executives and shares winning strategies to connect
with executives one-on-one—and make sure the relationship endures
after the meeting is over.

Content Marketing Fundamentals

Marketing

What is content marketing? Photos, words, audio, and video—
everything you create to tell the story of your product or company online.
It's not a new concept, but the tools have changed dramatically in the
last 10 years. In this presentation, C. C. Chapman walks through the
why, what, who, and how of content marketing, and shows how to
transition your marketing efforts to the digital landscape. You'll learn to
define a strategy that's right for your company, choose the proper
platform and tools, understand how to build a successful content
marketing team, and gain insight from C.C.'s years of expertise.

Create A Business Plan - An UpStart Bootcamp
Course

Business

If you want to build a business, you need a business plan (yes, this
means you). A good plan will help you think through your ideas, and
communicate them to partners, investors and advisors. We’ll show you
how to create a plan quickly - one that’s compelling, comprehensive
and easy to update.

Create a Webinar That Sells in 30 Days or Less

Business
This course will give you a QuickStart toward making a webinar that
sells, very soon. The course includes 4 45-minute videos, providing
clear directions on what you really need to focus on, to make your
webinar SELL. A more complete course, with small group coaching, is
in the works, so stay tuned!
What are the requirements? You need a microphone and a computer
with an internet connection. Period! What am I going to get from this
course? Over 10 lectures and 3.5 hours of content! Within 30 days or
less, you should be able to make your first webinar that Sells. What is
the target audience? For any size business, any industry.

Create High Impact BtoB Personas in 4 Easy Steps

Grade Results

Business

Whether you work for a large enterprise or your own small business,
your ability to grow revenue depends on how well you know and
understand your ideal target customers. And for that, you need a
persona to act as your guide. Because whoever understands the
customer best, wins! This course teaches you how to build, critique,
and apply a persona for your business-to-business (B2B) marketing
programs and campaigns. During the course, you'll learn how to
produce high impact marketing personas using an Agile approach to
engage your customers more effectively. No more guessing at which
target audiences to prioritize. No more frustration in debating with
colleagues about the definition of a good quality lead. No more wasted
time and money spent on aiming at the wrong target. The course takes
about two hours, but you can learn at your own pace by starting and
stopping the lectures based on your schedule. And, best of all, you’ll
continue to reap the benefits in the years to come! As a bonus, the
course includes downloadable sample personas and a persona
template so you can do your own!
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Creating a Mail Merge in Word 2010

Computer Science

One of the most powerful features of Microsoft Word 2010 is mail
merge, which is simple in principle, but sometimes tricky in execution.
In this workshop Tim Grey takes you step by step through the process
of creating a mail merge. Learn how to prepare your source data,
create a document, and merge the two to create individualized letters,
envelopes, labels, and more. Along the way, gain an understanding of
the options available to you when creating a mail merge in Word and
gain confidence in your ability to create even complex mail merges with
minimal effort.

Creating Business Web Apps with ASP.NET 4.0 Web
Forms

Business

From zero to hero This Asp.Net Tutorial for Beginners course will teach
you step-by-step how to create business web applications easily using
ASP.NET 4.0 Web Forms, with the free tools available from Microsoft.
It's perfect for developers that have never worked on web development
and need to get up to speed creating business applications for the
web. ASP.NET Web Forms is the ideal framework for developing
business-oriented web applications quickly. You can drag and drop
controls in a design surface and response to events such as clicking
on a button from the browser or selecting a date in a calendar. At the
same time it's easy to extend and fine-tune for the most advanced
situations. The Asp.Net tutorial for beginners course is more than precanned videos for you to watch.

Creating Ebooks with InDesign CS4 or CS5

Computer Science

Expert trainer Gabriel Powell takes you through every step in the
process of creating an ebook, from setting up the Adobe InDesign
document to exporting an EPUB file that can be read on a computer,
smartphone, Apple iPad, or Sony Reader. Plus, learn how to edit an
ebook, customize its navigation, and create scalable images, as well
as how to validate an EPUB file to ensure that it's error-free and fully
compliant with the EPUB specification.

Critical Thinking and Problem Solving

Business

Are you constantly ‘firefighting’? Does it seem as though problems
always appear at the last minute or just before the weekend? In this
course, you will learn strategic steps to prevent much chaos and solve
new or recurring problems. Through the use of application exercises
and rich multimedia process, your ability to think critically and solve
problems effectively and in a timely manner will increase thus
propelling your end results to new heights. This course will take
approximately 35 minutes to complete. Note: To preview this course
please hit the free preview button for a 5 minute demo. Due to the
SCORM format of our course it is currently not available on mobile
platforms, but we will work on adding this functionality going forward.

CSS: Frameworks and Grids

Computer Science

Have you wondered if using a CSS framework will speed up your site
development? In this course, senior author James Williamson
introduces the types of frameworks available—including the most
popular choices among working web developers—and provides an
honest assessment of the pros and cons to using a framework. He
guides you through downloading a framework, setting up a directory
structure, and building a framework-based site, such as structuring the
HTML and working with forms. A separate chapter explores layout
grids, often included with CSS frameworks, which provide a simple
system for laying out page content.

Customer Referral Programs: What You Need To
Know

Business

Grade Results

Dear Potential Students,My co-founders and I have been working to
build customer referral programs and tools for the last two years and
thought it was time to share what we have learned. I spent an
afternoon in front of the camera and answered 18 of the most common
questions we get and produced just over an hour of video content on
building customer referral programs. Questions covered: The what,
why and when of customer referral programs Information on what
prizes to use when Customer referral program analytics How to
optimize your customer referral program We also tossed in a bonus
section on the rarely talked about area of customer referral program
fraud.
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Data Management for Scientists

Science

Scientists and engineers- eliminate repetitive work! Learn how to
automate the conversion of experimental data to concise humanreadable formats.

Data Management with AutoCAD 2013

Computer Science

In this workshop, AutoCAD expert and author Scott Onstott teaches
you how to build intelligence into drawing objects so that the symbols
used in your drawings carry meaning beyond simple geometric
representations. Learn how to embed manufacturer, model, and pricing
data into commonly used blocks; create invisible attributes that embed
data in geometry without it appearing in the drawing area; and use field
codes to display information from the AutoCAD database inside text
objects. Plus, discover how to format, edit, and extract attribute data for
use in external spreadsheets and/or for display within tables in
AutoCAD drawings.

Data-Driven Presentations with Excel and PowerPoint Computer Science

Learn how to drive your Microsoft PowerPoint presentations with data
straight from the source—Excel. Gini Courter first shows you how to
use conditional formatting to highlight important data, summarize data
with PivotTables, and visualize your data with sparklines and charts.
Then learn how to leverage the linking and embedding features of
Office to bring Excel tables and charts into PowerPoint. Gini then uses
SmartArt to provide a conceptual framework in PowerPoint and
animates the results. Finally, learn to create links from PowerPoint to
Excel to fire up a workbook directly from a presentation. If you've
wondered how to create compelling, data-driven presentations that
always stay up to date, this course is for you.

Deke's Techniques: 2012

Computer Science

Deke's Techniques: 2012 is a collection of short Photoshop and
Illustrator projects and creative effects that can be completed in ten
minutes or less. The series is taught by computer graphics guru Deke
McClelland, and presented in his signature step-by-step style. The
intent is to reveal how various Photoshop and Illustrator features can
be combined and leveraged in real-world examples so that they can be
applied to creative projects right away.To find other courses in this
series, visit Deke's Techniques and Deke's Techniques: 2011.

Demystifying Intellectual Property - An Actionable
Intro

Business

Should I file a patent? Should I apply for a trademark? What is a trade
secret? These are all common questions that most of us have asked
over the years...and unfortunately have often not had great answers
too, affecting our ventures and their success. While Intellectual
Property (IP) is one of the most important aspects of creating,
launching and growing a new venture of virtually any type, it is also one
of the least understood. This course will provide you with actionable
outcomes to help make progress with greater confidence and success.
We guarantee it!

Design the Web: Clipping Masks

Computer Science

In this course, author Chris Converse shows you how to use clipping
masks to create interesting web design effects in Adobe Photoshop,
while leaving the original images unharmed. Learn how to clip
photography behind type, create a custom clipping shape with the
Paint and Erase tools, create silhouetted images, and limit layer
adjustments to specific layers.
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Design Your User Experience in 7 Simple Steps

Business

Do you believe that great user experience is a competitive advantage,
and want to learn how to design your own product? Ever had a great
idea for a web or mobile app, but didn’t really know how to start? Or
are you wasting a lot of time and money on freelancers that aren’t
producing the results you’re expecting? This step by step course takes
you from the idea stage into creating a simple and intuitive user
experience blueprint. There is no theory involved, and no use of design
jargon. In this course, I demonstrate how I move from the idea stage
and through the various steps of designing the user experience, then I
provide you with actions to follow at the end of each step. No creative
skills needed, and no design tools required. Just a pen and paper or a
whiteboard and markers, and you’re all set to go. By following the
simple steps provided in this course, you’ll create your user experience
in one week!

Design, Develop & Sell WordPress Themes

Business

Purpose - "Whether you just can’t find the perfect theme for your own
business or if you'd like to generate big profits by selling themes to
others we'll show you how to design, develop and sell WordPress
Themes. While other courses might train you how to do-it-yourself, to
get a JOB, (Just Over Broke) WE show you how to use outsourcing to
create amazing WordPress themes and build a complete successful
online business around them! Best of all - you don't have to write one
single line of programming code. Inside “How to Design, Develop, &
Sell Premium WordPress Themes", you will learn everything from start
to finish.

Designing a Newsletter

Computer Science

Creating a successful newsletter means spending less time on
repetitive tasks and more time creating the design. In Designing a
Newsletter, graphic designer and Adobe Certified Instructor Nigel
French teaches effective design and production techniques. He uses
Adobe InDesign, Illustrator, Photoshop, and Bridge to create an eightpage newsletter that's eye-catching and impactful. Nigel establishes an
efficient workflow using multiple programs, examines the aesthetics of
integrating text with images, and teaches best practices for outputting a
final document. Exercise files accompany the course.

Diagnosing the Financial Health of a Business
(FinHlth)

Business
This course shows how financial reports provide a wealth of
information into the performance of a business, and how they can be
used specifically to identify early warning signs of potential future
problems.
We will see that a profitable business may not necessarily be
performing well or taking the right steps to build for its future. Just as a
doctor conducts a diagnosis of a patient and recommends a course of
treatment, we will use simple and yet powerful tools to analyse a
business and identify where and how things can be improved.
Guy Ford is an associate professor in finance at the Macquarie
Graduate School of Management. Guy is also the Deputy Dean and
Director of Programs at the School. Guy teaches in the areas of
corporate finance, accounting for management, corporate acquisitions
and strategic finance. Guy also delivers customised executive
education and open enrolment programs in finance and accounting at
the School.
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Discover Freemind Mindmapping Software

Business

Draft a Social Media Policy

Business

If you find your to-do list getting increasingly long and incomplete, you'll
love taking this comprehensive course from Bob The Teacher. Mind
mapping is a simple and easy to adopt habit to increase your
productivity and get more done. In this course, you'll learn how to use
the free Freemind mindmapping software to get a handle on business
projects, make decisions with greater confidence, and improve
systems. The course provides the foundations for using mindmaps
while walking the student step-by-step through real-world applications
of using Freemind. In addition to the basics, the course provides the
student with all the hidden elements of maximizing the tools within the
software. And don't worry if you don't have Freemind yet. I'll give you
free access to the software in Module 3 and show you how to install it
quickly. You'll love how "in control" you start to feel once you see your
own mindmaps unfolding before your eyes. Enjoy creating a virtual
dashboard for your business, and eliminate the clutter of sticky-notes
and scraps of paper that litter your desk!

Are you ready to get your organization using social media for business
gain?
You need a corporate social media policy. But getting that right is no
small order
Because you need to provide everyone in your organization with clearcut, easy-to-follow guidelines to help them distinguish between
conversations that can happen in public, and conversations that need
to be kept private. And doing that requires the involvement of everyone
in your organization.
In this course, you get the benefit of my real world experience
developing social media policies for major organizations including
Edison International and the United States Marine Corps.
Dreamweaver 8 New Features

Computer Science

Easy Local SEO - Your Business Website to Google
Page 1

Business

Macromedia has added significant updates and new features to its
incredibly popular Web development application. This series of movies
will get you up to speed with the most important and noteworthy
improvements and features. You'll learn about the new zoom tools and
guides for viewing and aligning Web page content. You'll also see how
to use the new unified CSS panel to manage your style sheets, and
you'll explore many other new features, like the code view toolbar,
savable workspace layouts, and Dreamweaver 8's new ability to
visually lay out XML data on your Web pages. If you need to quickly get
up to speed with what's new in Dreamweaver 8, you've come to the
right place!

Drastically reduce your spending on advertising And Bring a constant
stream of new customers or clients to your business with Local SEO.
All with zero ongoing costs In the past we would probably have opened
the Yellow Pages if we wanted to find, say, a new hairdresser, but now,
with fast broadband and Smart phones, most people will go straight to
Google and search for ‘Hairdresser Burton on Trent’ or ‘Hairdresser
Sunderland’. In other words they search for what they’re looking for
(Indian restaurant, driving school, plumber, beds etc.) followed by their
town or city name. Try this in Google for your business and the town. If
your website appears in the top 10 or so results then you will already
be getting visitors to your website from Google. But if you don’t appear
then you are missing out on lots of new potential customers or clients!
Take a look at your competitors who are appearing on that page of
results … they are the ones getting free advertising from Google!Free
advertising? Yes, the great thing is, once you get your website to
appear on this first page, there are no costs involved and so it is totally
free advertising for your business.
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Economy and Business in Modern China and India

Economics

Eight Keys to Sales Success

Business

As markets or production bases, China and India are becoming
important and integral players in the global economy. Foreign direct
investment (FDI), portfolio investments and outsourcing businesses
have increased dramatically in these two economies. Despite the rising
importance of these two economies on the world stage, our knowledge
and analysis of these two countries in an integrated manner has
remained poor. The two are often lumped together by business
analysts as "emerging markets," despite the substantial differences in
their political systems, reform policies and business organizations.
Academics, in contrast, have tended to treat the two countries
separately, preferring to specialize in issues and questions specific to
one or the other country. The purpose of this course is to analyze these
two countries within a coherent analytical framework. Our learning
model is inductive, and heavily based on class discussions and
participation.

Sick of calling customers but not getting through? Making sales calls
and being told no? Customers trying to drive the price right down? Or
prospects putting off making a decision? And then never getting back
to you? Sales has changed Sadly that’s the day-to-day reality for the
majority of salespeople today. Why is it? Simple – they’re using sales
techniques that used to work, but just don’t get results any longer.
Without realising the world has changed, they have accidentally
become sales dinosaurs. Customers have become both more
knowledgeable and more demanding. Today’s buyers are savvy, hardnosed people who know exactly what they want and negotiate hard to
get the best possible deal. Or alternatively, they’re super-cautious
about taking any sort of risk in today’s world.
Everyone is a Leader

Business
For a time, the Disney company got some of its best ideas from the
janitor. Leadership can be seen in any role and from any person. Using
application exercises and rich multimedia, learn how to identify
leadership potential and how to use the influence of ‘unofficial’ leaders
to everyone’s benefit. This course will take approximately 25 minutes to
complete. Note: To preview this course please hit the free preview
button for a 5 minute demo. Due to the SCORM format of our course it
is currently not available on mobile platforms, but we will work on
adding this functionality going forward.

Excel 2007 Essential Training

Computer Science
Like the other applications in Microsoft Office 2007, Excel 2007 boasts
upgraded features and a brand-new look. In Excel 2007 Essential
Training , instructor Lorna A. Daly introduces the new version in detail.
The training begins with the essentials of using the program, including
how and why to use a spreadsheet, how to set up and modify
worksheets, and how to import and export data. Lorna then moves on
to teach more advanced features, such as working with functions and
macros. Exercise files accompany the tutorials.

Excel 2007: Pivot Tables for Data Analysis

Computer Science
In Excel 2007: Pivot Tables for Data Analysis, Microsoft Most Valuable
Professional Curt Frye helps dispel the common fear of the Pivot Table
feature, by demonstrating how to use this powerful tool to discover
valuable business intelligence. Curt shows how to create Pivot Table
reports from internal Excel data and outside data sources, use filters to
focus on the most important data in the sheet, and make visual
presentations of data using Pivot Chart reports. Exercise files
accompany this course.
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Excel 2010: Data Validation in Depth

Computer Science
In Excel 2010: Data Validation in Depth, author Dennis Taylor shows
how to use the data validation tools in Excel to control how users can
input data into workbooks and ensure data is entered consistently and
accurately. The course covers creating dropdown lists, preventing
duplicate entries, and controlling the format of numeric data, dates and
times, and text entered into worksheets. Exercise files are included
with the course.

Excel 2010: Real-World Projects

Computer Science
In Excel 2010: Real-World Projects, author Curt Frye demonstrates five
important new features in Excel 2010. Using real-world examples, Curt
shows how Excel 2010 will be a beneficial upgrade for all users. He
highlights the improvements in PivotTables and the visual presentation
of data. The release of this important business application will give
users a number of new ways to review and present information.
Exercise files accompany this course.

Excel for Mac 2011 Essential Training

Computer Science
In Excel for Mac 2011 Essential Training, author Curt Frye gives a
comprehensive overview of Excel, the full-featured spreadsheet
software from Microsoft. The course covers key skills such as
manipulating workbook and cell data, using functions, automating
actions, printing worksheets, and collaborating with others. Exercise
files accompany the course.

Excel For Real Estate Bootcamp from REFM

Business

Learn from REFM (Real Estate Financial Modeling), the trainer to
executives at Prudential, Vornado, The JBG Companies and more! A 3
to 4 hour self-study session guided by a 56-minute video tutorial,
specific to real estate analysis. Used by top real estate students and
professionals since 2009 to get up to speed and stay sharp. Unlocked
Excel file with solutions included. Over 20 hands-on exercises
throughout to make sure you are learning what is being taught, and an
additional 7 Quiz questions. Ability to apply what you learn towards
REFM's Certification In Excel For Real Estate (this tutorial is the
preparatory material for the FREE Level 1 Certification Test). Steps to
Certification: 1. Do this self-study course, including the Quiz questions
within it 2. Create an account at the REFM testing center to take the
REFM Level 1 Certification Exam for Excel in Real Estate. This exam is
available online 24/7/365, and is free! 3. Pass your exam, and instantly
receive a Certificate via email.
Facebook Advertising using Pay Per Click

Business
This course is designed to take you from the basics of facebook pay
per click (PPC) to more in-depth material such as segmenting, splittesting, managing multiple ads. The course covers both 'internal' ads;
those that link to a fanpage/business page within facebook and
'external' ads which link to a website outside of facebook. We also look
at ad types and how facebook PPC differs from other PPC platforms
such as Google Adwords.

Facebook for Business Pages Insights Content
EdgeRank

Business

FileMaker 8.5 Web Publishing

Computer Science

A detailed walk-through Facebook for Business or Brands. We cover
account and Page creation. We then turn to Content and how it
interacts with Search and EdgeRank. We explore Facebook's Graph
Search and then turn to deep dives into the new look and feel
Facebook Insights and the new version of EdgeRank.

In FileMaker 8.5 Web Publishing, instructor Cris Ippolite delves into
one of the best new features of FileMaker 8.5: the ability to publish
databases to the web. The training covers how to incorporate all kinds
of databases--for commerce sites, shopping carts, guest books, and
interactive businesses--on the web using components from FileMaker
Pro and FileMaker Server Advanced. Cris also teaches about Instant
Web Publishing and custom web publishing, as well as using
FileMaker with XML and XSLT. Exercise files accompany the tutorials.

Grade Results
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FileMaker Pro 9 Essential Training

Computer Science
FileMaker Pro 9 represents a significant upgrade over previous
versions, with many new and enhanced features. These include
support for external SQL (ODBC) data sources with supplemental
fields, an enhanced Web Viewer, toolbar improvements, multiple script
editing windows, and new calculation functions. In FileMaker Pro 9
Essential Training, instructor Cris Ippolite covers each of FileMaker 9's
features in detail. He demonstrates how to build a database from
scratch for a thorough understanding of FileMaker from start to finish.
Exercise files accompany the tutorials.

Final Cut Pro Optimization and Troubleshooting

Computer Science
In Final Cut Pro Optimization and Troubleshooting, instructor Larry
Jordan shares professional shortcuts, techniques, and problem-solving
tips for tackling Final Cut Pro's most common challenges and trouble
spots. Larry shows how to set up a folder system that works, name
files, use Safe Boot and Repair Permissions, trash Preference files,
and configure your system. The training also covers audio/video and
user preference settings, customizing keyboard shortcuts and buttons,
changing sequence settings, and more.

Fit for Life - Exercising Your Business Mind

Business
If you have ever considered being in your own business, you will need
to develop your business mind. Life changes us and our
circumstances, yet few have learned the art of mapping those changes
and mastering the results. Business Models were developed to inspire
large corporations to remain relevant in a changing marketplace. The
book "Business Model YOU" extended their use to include individuals.
The problem with individuals is, even if inspired, it's difficult for one
person to consider everything they need to do on their own. This
Personal Business Model workshop takes a proactive approach to the
problem by using both Organizational and Personal Business Models
for individuals in business to put their inspirations to use.

Flipping Cars On eBay For Fun & Profit

Business
If you like cars and want to discover the secrets to making money by
flipping cars on eBay, then this is the Udemy course for you! In this
course, you'll get the real story on how to effectively and profitably sell
cars and other vehicles on eBay Motors. You will learn from Dave's
real-life examples as he shows you what has worked for him over the
years. Dave has been fortunate to earn $89,000 (profit) over the years
by selling "real" cars on eBay Motors! In fact, Dave says: “Selling cars
on eBay Motors has been one of the most profitable things I've done!”
And... not only is it a profitable business, it's also a ton of fun! In this
course, Dave will show you: His real-life examples from cars he's
bought and sold on eBay. What are the most profitable cars to flip?
Dave shows you. The absolute best listing formula to use when selling
cars on eBay.

Flourish Digitally: Part 1

Business

Attention! Business unit and marketing professionals looking to
enhance their careers and performance of their business unit using
digital media. Overview: The business landscape has changed
dramatically. Whether it is large retailers going online with their own ecommerce stores or Fortune 500 companies using crowd sourcing and
Twitter to increase revenues understanding how Social Media enables
business performance is the key to success of any business unit
manager. Here are some facts about the effectiveness of Social Media
Marketing: Percentage of marketers / business ownerswho found
customers via social networkingsites in 2013: 53% Facebook/43%
LinkedIn/ 36% Twitter More than 50% of marketers believe that social
media has helped them improve sales.

Grade Results
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Font Management

Computer Science
With literally thousands of fonts now available for download, it's no
wonder that nearly every designer needs a system for managing them.
In Font Management, Ted LoCascio discusses various font types,
where to download both free and for-purchase fonts online, and how to
manually manage fonts on both the Mac and Windows platforms. He
also profiles a number of third-party font management applications,
including Suitcase, FontAgent Pro, Font Book, Font Reserve, and
Linotype FontExplorer, and explains how to handle fonts for print
output and electronic distribution.

GarageBand 2 Essential Training

Computer Science

Are you an aspiring musician without a band? Or maybe you're in a
band that's looking for an inexpensive way to record some demos.
Whether you're an accomplished musician or have no musical training
at all, Apple GarageBand 2 will have you making music in no time. This
series of movies starts by taking you through the basics of using the
GarageBand interface, and then shows you how to work with Apple
Loops, Software Instruments, and Real Instruments. Along the way
you'll learn important skills like selecting the proper microphone, setting
audio levels, mixing your songs, and how to export the finished product
to iTunes. In addition, you'll also learn how to use new features in
GarageBand 2 like its multi-track recording capability, its pitch and
timing enhancers, and its built-in tuner. By the end of the tutorial, you'll
have all the GarageBand skills you'll need to record your next
masterpiece.
Genomic Medicine

Science
This course reviews the key genomic technologies and computational
approaches that are driving advances in prognostics, diagnostics, and
treatment. Throughout the semester, emphasis will return to issues
surrounding the context of genomics in medicine including: what does
a physician need to know? what sorts of questions will s/he likely
encounter from patients? how should s/he respond? Lecturers will
guide the student through real world patient-doctor interactions.

Getting Started with Muse

Computer Science
Adobe Muse is a web authoring tool designed for non–web designers.
It lets you create rich, high-fidelity website layouts without having to
delve into HTML and CSS code—perfect for visual designers who are
not yet ready to dig deep into web page markup. In this course
educator Jim Babbage introduces all the major features of Muse, as
illustrated through the process of building a simple website. Along the
way, learn about some best practices for website planning and see
how Muse integrates with other Adobe products such as Fireworks and
Photoshop.

Getting Started With WordPerfect Office X3

Computer Science
Want to take advantage of WordPerfect Office X3's full potential?
Those new to WordPerfect, Quattro Pro, Presentations, and
WordPerfect Mail will find this tutorial essential to understanding it's
many features and functions. You'll learn how to create, open, design,
and save files, lay out spreadsheets, create presentations, import and
export between applications, use animations and transitions in
presentations, manage calendars, share and publish files, and more.
Getting Started with Corel WordPerfect Office X3 will not only get you
started, but it will also teach you many essential techniques that you
can use in your business every day.

Global Problems of Population Growth

Social Sciences
This survey course introduces students to the important and basic
material on human fertility, population growth, the demographic
transition and population policy. Topics include: the human and
environmental dimensions of population pressure, demographic
history, economic and cultural causes of demographic change,
environmental carrying capacity and sustainability.
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Food Science

Science

This is the first (SECOND-) of two courses in which students learn food
preparation techniques with an emphasis on quantity foods, catering,
and basic skills needed to be part of a professional food service team.
Safety and sanitation standards expected of workers in the foodservice
industry are covered, with an emphasis on the Hazard Analysis Critical
Control Point (HACCP) system.

Emergency Medical Services

Nursing

Emergency Medical Services (EMS) course. Topics of instruction
include the EMS system, roles and responsibilities of the First
Responder, basic cardiac life support, as well as pathology,
assessment, and care of the traumatized or acutely ill patient.

Google Analytics Mastery

Business

Now You Can Learn The Secrets of the World’s Most Successful
Online Marketers!
Breakthrough, specific and proven advice that can turn web sites that
suck into websites that rock…starting TODAY! Best part: You can
check everything out for FREE if you choose!

Groove 2007 Essential Training

Computer Science
When collaborating on a project, getting all team members on the
same page can be difficult, especially if the team is spread across the
country–or even the world. In Groove 2007 Essential Training, David
Rivers demonstrates how this workflow collaboration tool can make it
easy to work together no matter where the team members are located.
He shows some of Groove's most important features, including audio
chat, file sharing, and the ability to display and monitor changes to
schedules and assets. David also explains how to integrate a Groove
installation with a SharePoint site and its functions to enhance
collaboration. Exercise files accompany the course.

Grow Your Business Using The 8 Factors

Business
Whether you are starting a business or trying to grow a business, The
8 Factors Business Framework is a powerful business management
tool available for today's entrepreneurs and small business owners.
The Framework has proven its ability to help busy small business
owners who want to improve their business, while they run it. The 8
Factors Framework is a focused, easy-to-follow business management
course containing real-world solutions to small business problems. The
8 Factors distills the best content from business books, MBA theory,
and personal experience into a practical and powerfully simple
business framework.

Hiring Your Team

Business
In this course, veteran talent director and author Cindy Mayer shows
how to prepare for and conduct employee interviews in person, over
the phone, and with video-conferencing tools. Understand what your
ideal candidate would bring to the table and use that information to
structure a job description and effectively scan resumes. Next, build an
interviewing plan, and develop questions that elicit thoughtful, helpful
responses. Finally, learn how to conduct an interview, probe for more
depth with follow-up questions, navigate pitfalls, and take next steps
after the interview. Cindy includes a sample interview that illustrates
these techniques in action.

Grade Results
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How To eBay Your Way To Fast Cash

Business

STUDENT REVIEW: "How To eBay Your Way to Fast Cash is worth 10
times what I paid! Dave Espino is very clear in explaining each lesson.
No fluff, but very good content in how to actually make REAL money
online. The gold nuggets in Section Two for Craigslist were invaluable.
I would highly recommend this course to anyone seriously looking to
making money online."
Every eBay / Amazon seller gets to this same point in their business...
Once they've gotten past the beginner stage and have sold everything
they could from their home, they start thinking: What Should I Sell On
eBay / Amazon? As a 14 year veteran of eBay and Amazon, I can tell
you, the answer is simple: You should sell Collectibles and other highdemand items... That's right, profits of 100%, 500% and even 1,000%
are not uncommon in this category and every year, over 2 BILLION
DOLLARS worth of collectibles and antiques are sold on eBay.
How to Make Money Blogging

Business
This course will show you all you need to know to start a blog and
make lots of money doing it. Share your unique message with the
world and no longer have concerns of paying bills and being in debt.
With this system you will become a blogger and actually makes money.
This course is designed to;
What are the requirements? None What am I going to get from this
course? Over 24 lectures and 2.5 hours of content! Learn how to
promote your blog Learn what a blog is exactly Learn why people love
reading blogs Learn why search engines love promoting blogs Learn
why you should blog Learn how to blog Learn how to make money
blogging Learn the best blogging platform What is the target audience?
People who want to make money online People who want to contribute
to the world by sharing their message

How to make money with local businesses online

Business
This course is about how to make money by selling online services to
local businesses. This is not a get rich quick scheme. This is a real
business that require time and hard work but can be very rewarding.
Unlike working at a boring job the earning potential is unlimited. I will
show you step by step in getting started in this very lucrative business.
Not only that I also included the promotional material that made my
business such a success. This course is over 2.5 hours long

How To Self Publish a Book on Kindle

Business
Want to learn how to self publish your book on Kindle but don't know
where to start? Do you want a step-by-step, proven system to
follow?The "How to Self Publish a Book on Kindle" course is your stepby-step strategy for researching, creating and self publishing bestselling books on Amazon. This course takes you through my same
exact steps that I've personally used to become a 3 times #1
International Best-Selling Author that receives passive income from my
books.Learn:The benefits of publishing on KindleHow to research and
find profitable topics?Whether you should publish fiction or nonfiction?What are the costs for self publishing a book?How to find an
affordable graphic designer for $5?How you can complete your book in
14 days or lessHow to self publish your book in 24 hours or lessand
much more!

How to Start a Business - Guide to Starting a
Company

Business
What am I going to get from this course?
Over 104 lectures and 8.5 hours of content on What it means to be an
entrepreneur. Also the basics you need to succeed in business and the
starting cost you will need for your business. You will also learn
everything from how to present your business to investors to building
the best team to run your business.

Grade Results
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How To Start an Online Business for Free

Business
Have you always wanted to run your own successful online business?
If so you are in the right place as this course is designed specifically for
people like you. Best of all, I am going to show you how to start your
new internet business without spending a single cent. Learn how to
start an online business without spending a single cent Step-by-step 10
part video tutorial series spread over 3 easy-to-follow modules Over
1.5 hours of tutorials – learn how to build a business in under 2 hours!
All you need is a computer and a desire to succeed It sounds almost
too good to be true doesn’t it? Well its not. You see, there are
companies out there willing to give you products and services 100% for
free simply because it allows them to charge more money to their
advertisers.

How to Twitter for Business: 5 Steps to Start
Successfully

Business

If you’ve set up a Twitter Account for your business and don’t know
quite what to do with it, or if you think Twitter might help you but don’t
know where to start, How to Twitter for Business: 5 Steps to Start
Successfully is just right for you.This course is in 5 easy steps so that
you don't feel overwhelmed.The business-orientated sessions will help
build your confidence in using Twitter and show you how to get the
most from it. Within each step, you will be given Action Points to do
before you move to the next session to reinforce the main discussion
points and get you well on the way to being a confident Twitter
user!Step 1:- Understanding why Twitter works and getting your
branding rightStep 2:- Finding your way around Twitter and
understanding the languageStep 3:- Meeting People: How to build
relationships and get followersStep 4:- What to say: Things to Tweet
about and Twitter etiquetteStep 5 – Tools, Time-saving techniques and
Tips to make Twitter easierYou will have worksheets to work through
and Actions for each day.
How To Use LinkedIn To Grow Your Business

Business

The true power of LinkedIn lies in it's ability for you to build meaningful
and profitable business relationships with like-minded individuals. This
way you can easiliy build your brand quickly! You get exposure while
building your brand and this means getting massive amounts of
targeted TRAFFIC to your websites, products and business! Getting
more clients and customers has never been easier. But the problem
you face is: LinkedIn is MASSIVE and full of features and could be very
hard for anyone to get their head around. Do you have questions like
these: - How do you market your business on LinkedIn for maximum
results? - Where are you going to find the right strategy to fully benefit
from LinkedIn? - How to build you brand? - How to gain exposure for
your products or services through LinkedIn? The answers to these
questions is in this course. You will harness all the features of LinkedIn
to skyrocket your business.
HTML5: Video and Audio in Depth

Computer Science
In this course, author Steve Heffernan contextualizes the state of
HTML5 audio and video and shows how to embed media into a web
page using HTML5. The course sheds light on configuring the new
HTML5 audio and video tags, ensuring backwards compatibility by
setting alternative playback methods, encoding the needed file formats,
and building custom controls with JavaScript. Also included are
tutorials on troubleshooting known issues and reviewing real-world
examples of HTML5 audio and video.

Illustrator CS2 FAQs

Computer Science
As the former product manager for Adobe Illustrator 10 and CS,
instructor Mordy Golding knows the challenges that users face when
learning and exploring Illustrator CS2. Illustrator CS2 FAQs answers
each common question about the program in detail. Mordy covers
changing object and preference characteristics, adding security to PDF
files, using filters and effects, importing and exporting files,
understanding ambiguous terminology, and troubleshooting common
issues. Illustrator CS2 FAQs is designed for viewing as a series of
tutorials, or on a topic-by-topic basis for handy everyday reference.
Exercise files accompany the tutorials.
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Illustrator CS3 Essential Training

Computer Science
In Illustrator CS3 Essential Training, instructor Mordy Golding teaches
the basics of this application to new and experienced users alike. He
then delves into Illustrator CS3's new features, demonstrating how to
use each of the tools to its full potential. From the interface to the
intricacies of the drawing tools, from transforming, editing, and
positioning objects to applying filters and live effects, Illustrator CS3
Essential Training covers each aspect of this popular vector graphics
application. Exercise files accompany the training.

Illustrator CS4 One-on-One: Fundamentals

Computer Science
What you will learn
Adobe Illustrator has long been a popular vector–based drawing
program, but for many the learning curve is steep. In Illustrator CS4
One-on-One: Fundamentals, author and leading industry expert Deke
McClelland shows users how to get in to the Illustrator mindset and
overcome this learning curve. He covers the application's key features
in a new way, making it simple and easy to master Illustrator. Deke
teaches viewers how to use the core drawing and shape tools, the
transformation and reshaping features, text, and the Pen tool. He also
explains how to export and print. Even if learning Illustrator has been a
struggle in the past, this training can help make sense of it. Exercise
files accompany the course.

Improve your Agile or Scrum Stand-up

Business
Stop having daily status meetings! My name is Todd Charron, and I'm
an Agile Coach and an Improvisor. Most Agile and Scrum stand-up
meetings are boring, lifeless, status meetings that don't provide any
real value. In this stand up meeting course I'll teach you Agile & Scrum
Standup Meeting Rules and how to take that status meeting and turn it
into a collaboration meeting where everyone is listening, working
together and engaged.

InCopy CS3 + InDesign CS3 Integration

Computer Science
While InCopy CS3 and InDesign CS3 are both strong applications on
their own, their true power shines when they are used together to
create smooth and comprehensive systems for print content
management, editing, and layout. In InCopy CS3 + InDesign CS3
Integration , instructor Anne-Marie Concepción teaches users how to
take advantage of both applications to collaborate effectively with
others on a publication team. She also covers the essentials of
creating and editing content, streamlining workflow, and optimizing
each application's features. Exercise files accompany the tutorials.

InDesign CS4: 10 Free Must-Have Plug-ins

Computer Science
For designers who want to get more out of InDesign CS4, plug-ins offer
a great option for adding to the finished project. With InDesign CS4: 10
Free Must-Have Plug-ins, instructor and InDesign guru David Blatner
shows designers how to tap into some of the best free plug-ins to boost
productivity and streamline page layout and workflow. From the
practical Keyboard Shortcuts to the engaging Tetris plug-in, David
introduces a batch of quick solutions for getting more out of InDesign.

InDesign Styles in Depth

Computer Science
InDesign Styles in Depth covers the ins and outs of styles, a timesaving set of features that allows designers to maximize efficiency in
InDesign. This course covers text styles, table and cell styles, object
styles, and every feature in InDesign that is improved by the use of
styles. Author Michael Murphy explores the use of character versus
paragraph styles as well as advanced text formatting with nested
styles, multi-level lists, table manipulation, cross-references, and
creating a table of contents. The course also covers how to map styles
upon import and export, whether taking documents to the Web with
HTML and CSS, publishing them as EPUBs, or distributing them as
PDFs.
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Info Marketing Classroom - Kindle and Beyond

Business
Time to Dominate Kindle And Create Killer Profitable Info Products!
Everybody knows that for some time now, Kindle isn’t just another way
to promote your products and make a few bucks as an affiliate! It’s a
money making machine, and if you use it right, you can generate a nice
passive income with it! Kindle lets you live the life that you always
dreamed of and know the success you always wanted, if you know
how to use it to its full potential. Do you have a book? Do you have an
idea for a book? Do you want to generate a nice passive income? Do
you want to get rid of your day job? Do you want more money? Kindle
is the solution! But, the question is: How can you take advantage of
Kindle and how can you make sure that what you’re selling there will
make you some nice passive money?

Installing SQL Server 2012

Computer Science
Learn how to install, secure, and maintain SQL Server 2012. This
course is designed to teach new database administrators how to
choose the correct SQL Server edition, install it using the GUI or from
the command prompt, configure services and network connections,
and create and connect to databases. Author Gerry O'Brien also
reviews critical backup and restore procedures.

Interviewing Skills Level 2

Business
“Can I ask this?” “Will she be a good fit?” “Who else should I invite to
the interview?” When you are on the other side of the table, there are
still many questions to answer in order to have a ‘good interview’.
Using application exercises and a rich multimedia process, you will
learn the skills to conduct effective interviews in this timely course
designed to help you get the right people in the right seats. This course
will take approximately 25 minutes to complete. Note: To preview this
course please hit the free preview button for a 5 minute demo. Due to
the SCORM format of our course it is currently not available on mobile
platforms, but we will work on adding this functionality going forward.

Introduction to Business

Business
This is a complete college course, the same one you would take in a
University. This course covers an introduction to the world of business
and all its disciplines. Dan McCarty is an MBA graduate from the
prestigious Haas School of business at the University of California in
Berkeley. He worked is way from entry level to President/CEO of billion
dollar businesses, having run such well know brands as Del Monte,
Hain Health Foods, Brawny, Quited Northern, Crystal Sugar, Dixie
Cups and Plates, Underwood Meats and more.

Introduction to Business in Asia (BusAsia)

Business
This course will give you some beginning ideas on how to understand
and negotiate business in Asia. The emphasis is on the social and
cultural aspects of business, such as leadership, management and
personal relationships. We focus on China, Japan, Korea and some
countries in South East Asia including Indonesia, Malaysia, Singapore,
the Philippines, Thailand and Vietnam.
After completing this course, you should have some understanding of
how to work with business managers in Asia, how to build business
relationships in Asia, and how to understand and approach cultural
differences that you may encounter.

Introduction to Computers in Public Management II

Computer Science

Introduction to Operations Management

Business

Second of two modules facilitating a basic understanding of computing
in planning and public management. Students develop problem-solving
skills using computer-based tools for "what-if" analyses. Emphasis on
spatial analysis using geographic information systems and database
query tools.
This half-term course introduces students to problems and analysis
related to the design, planning, control, and improvement of
manufacturing and service operations. Class sessions involve
explaining concepts, working examples, and discussing cases. A wide
range of topics are covered, including: process analysis, quality
management, supply chain design, procurement, and product
development. Toward the end of the course, students work in teams to
manage a virtual factory in a web-based simulation exercise.
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Introduction to the CFA Program

Business

Committing to take the CFA Program exams is a big decision. Rob
Thakur, CFA, one of Fitch Learning's most experienced CFA trainers,
will take you through everything you need to know about the Program,
and give you his expert tips on how to approach Level I.The CFA
charter is an elite designation. It is considered the gold standard within
the investment profession, and its typical candidates include fund
managers, analysts, investment bankers, portfolio managers and
traders. The designation is career-enhancing, well respected, credible,
globally recognised and globally relevant. The curriculum is based on
the Candidate Body of Knowledge, which is divided into four broad
areas:Ethics and Professional StandardsInvestment ToolsAsset
ClassesPortfolio Management and Wealth PlanningThe Level I exam is
held twice a year, in June and December, at a number of test centres
around the globe.
IT and Business Transformation

Computer Science
The purpose of this Proseminar in Information Technology and
Business Transformation (ITBT) is to provide students with a view of ITenabled transformation and the strategic issues in the management of
IT. The seminar will bring in CIOs, CEOs, and experienced consultants
and industry observers to provide their perspectives and tell their
stories about the use and management of IT today. Their talks will deal
with the new technology, the new applications, the issues of
implementation, the changes in industries and companies, and the
strategic management of IT. In addition, there will be several case
discussions of issues to be decided by senior management, with
students taking on the position of executives and consultants. There
will also be frameworks presented and used to position all material and
speakers.

iWork '09 New Features

Computer Science
In iWork '09 New Features, instructor Garrick Chow focuses on the
improvements to the new versions of Pages, Numbers, and Keynote.
These three applications form the perfect partnership for developing
and publishing dynamic documents, spreadsheets, and presentations.
New global features include a host of new templates and themes for
eye–catching documents, plus new password protections for files.
Garrick demonstrates the improved thumbnail navigation in Pages,
mixed charts types in Numbers, and the enhanced motion guides and
new text transitions in Keynote. Best of all, he explores iWork.com, the
online collaboration space from Apple. Exercise files accompany the
course.

Joomla! 1.7 and Joomla! 2.5: Access Control Lists in
Depth

Computer Science

Leading Change

Business

Grade Results

In this course, author Jen Kramer uses access control lists (ACLs) to
define and implement user permissions on a Joomla web site. The
course covers granting access to front-end content, customizing a
login page for different user groups, delivering specific content to
certain user types, and creating a simplified back end. The course also
includes tips and tricks for styling the offline access page and working
with the ACL Manager extension.
Help your organization embrace change and make sure new initiatives
are successful. In this course, Britt Andreatta, PhD, shows you how to
lead your organization through change in a five-phase model that
includes assessing the need for change, deciding who to involve,
designing the change, announcing it, and implementing it in a way that
sticks.
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Leading Successful Change

Business
Are you frustrated about organizational change? Do you want to
improve your skills as a consultant or a manager? Does your
organization need change to succeed this time? What would it be like if
you could really make a difference ... ? Enroll now to learn how!
"Leading Successful Change" offers you 5 inspirational and insightful
lectures stuffed with real cases and examples that you can utilize right
away! The videos were recorded during the 3-day workshop we do
twice a year - in front of an audience which makes them lively and
interesting. Based on the book “Organizational Culture Change:
Unleash your Organization’s Potential in Circles of 10”, author,
consultant and trainer Marcella Bremer will guide you through the
“Change Circles of 10”-approach of successful change.

Learning Acrobat 5

Computer Science
Learning Acrobat 5 with Garrick Chow is a self-paced study program.
The lessons cover the most commonly used features of the program,
including creating links, adding interactivity to forms, linking to PDF
documents from a webpage, and using Acrobat for commenting on
documents in a multiple-reviewer setting. Learning Acrobat 5 will help
you turn your PDFs into dynamic, interactive documents.

Learning Acrobat 6

Computer Science
Learning Acrobat 6 is a movie-based tutorial for people who want to
quickly get up to speed with Adobe Acrobat. Covering both Acrobat 6
Standard and Professional, these hands-on exercises teach you how
to take your PDFs to the next level by adding interactivity such as links,
bookmarks, and form fields. You'll also learn how to use Acrobat for
commenting on documents in a group review scenario, and how to
create dynamic PDF presentations by embedding multimedia items like
sound and video. By following along with this tutorial, you'll master key
features of Acrobat 6 Standard and Professional in no time.

Learning Internet Explorer 6

Computer Science
Learning Internet Explorer 6 with Garo Green is a movie-based tutorial
designed for those who want to quickly get up to speed with Internet
Explorer 6, the most widely used browser on the internet. In this tutorial
you'll find hours of tips and techniques that will help you to use Internet
Explorer 6 easily and effectively. Topics include browsing web pages,
favorites, downloading files, security, email, newsgroups, instant
messaging, and much more!

Lightroom 4 Image Management Workshop

Computer Science
In this course, author and digital imaging expert Tim Grey teaches you
how to use the Library module in Adobe Lightroom 4 to manage your
images, ensuring that you'll always be able to find any image you need,
when you need it. Learn how to make full use of the Import feature, sort
and organize your images, add keywords and otherwise identify key
images, filter and search images, create backups, and much more.
Plus, get lots of tips on configuring the Lightroom interface to suit the
way you work, making everything you do faster and easier.

Mac OS X 10.4 Tiger Essential Training

Computer Science
Mac OS X 10.4 Tiger Essential Training, with Sean Colins, a Certified
Apple Consultant, provides a guided tour of Tiger that teaches tools
you need to start using your new operating system right away. Whether
you just want to know how to communicate with family and friends on
the internet, or you want a comprehensive tour of the new features of
Mac OS X 10.4 Tiger, this is the course for you.
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Mac OS X 10.6 Snow Leopard New Features

Computer Science
Mac OS X has been rewritten from the ground up, and Mac OS X 10.6
Snow Leopard New Features highlights all of the most important and
user-relevant aspects of this release. Experienced instructor and
lifelong Mac user Garrick Chow introduces current Mac users to the
improvements in the latest OS. While not a complete overhaul of the
operating system, this update does address a fair number of internal
systems and external user features. Garrick explores all of these
updates, including enhancements to the Finder and the Dock and a
completely revamped QuickTime player. He shows the wealth of
improvements to built-in applications like Safari, Preview, iChat, and
Mail, and explains the updated 64-bit support within Snow Leopard.

Mac OS X Mavericks Essential Training

Computer Science
This course can help you get comfortable working with Mac OS X
Mavericks, while demystifying what an operating system is and how it
works. Nick Brazzi will show you how to navigate the OS X interface;
open and organize files and applications with Finder, the Macintosh
"filing cabinet"; and set up your Apple ID and iCloud accounts and sync
your data with multiple computers and iOS devices. He also shows
how to run the most popular Mac OS X applications, including iChat,
Maps, Safari, and iTunes, and install new ones from the App Store.
Plus, learn how to back up your Mac and make sure you don't lose a
single bit of data.

Make Money Online as a Freelancer

Business
Looking for extra income? Maybe you’re between jobs and need an
income? Job hunting can be exhausting! Looking through want ads,
browsing hundreds of websites. Never mind that when you find a job
you’re interested in, the application process is exhausting too. This is
where freelancing comes in. No need to fill out long applications and
browse the Internet for work; all of your jobs are in one place. And in
this class, I’ll show you where you need to look, saving you time so you
can do the things you want to do. We’ll cover what types of jobs are
available – if you can type, there is work for you! This class is more
than just giving out some of the most popular freelancing website
URL’s (although this is included). It’s about discovering what skills you
have and doing what you truly want to do.

Management for a Competitive Edge (MgtEdge)

Business
Whether you're interested in running a multinational company, a
domestic manufacturing plant, a coffee shop, or even working for
yourself, management is a key function in the business world.
In Management for a Competitive Edge, you'll learn about what makes
a good manager, how to perform in different organisational
environments and cultures, management tools and strategies you can
use in your life and career, and the principles of leadership, teamwork,
and communication. You'll also build the knowledge you need to study
more specialised areas of management.

Management Tips

Business
In this weekly series, Todd Dewett, PhD, shares the tips respected and
motivated managers use to improve rapport, navigate tricky situations,
build better relationships, and drive the business forward. Each week,
we'll release two tips ranging from avoiding the dreaded
micromanagement to managing a multigenerational workforce,
cultivating better listening skills, and developing an understanding of
your organization's politics. Check back every Wednesday for more
Management Tips.

Marketing Management

Marketing
This course is an introduction to marketing: the study or practice of
providing goods or services that satisfy human desires. To illustrate
and discuss marketing concepts, we will read articles from scientific
journals, chapters from marketing textbooks, newspaper clippings, and
selections from popular literature. We will also use case studies to
illustrate marketing principles and to apply marketing concepts to the
real world. These case studies will involve a wide variety of products,
including flowers, computer software, power tools, watches, and even
contact lenses for chickens (seriously).
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Master Your Mind: 6 Steps to Success

Business
How is it that Steve Jobs was fired from Apple and yet went to create a
competing company, Next, and the leading animation company, Pixar,
as Apple crumbled until he came back to the company and revived it to
success? What distinguishes companies like Google as the happiest
and most productive places to work? This course debunks the MYTH
that creativity and innovation is only gifted to a select few. Every
human being is born with the capacity for genius and the most
successful companies and leaders know how to harness this potential
and use it to their advantage. Learn how to approach business
decisions, planning, and problem-solving using simple and easy
techniques that naturally increase your brain's creative power and
performance.

Meditation for Entrepreneurs

Basic Skills

Do you ever feel stressed out by the end of a long day of work? Does
your mind stay in over-drive even after you're done working, but trying
to relax? Do you ever feel as if there were thousands of monkeys
screaming in your head? Do you ever just want to let go and turn off
your mind? Do you wish you had some sort of magic cure-all? Do you
wish you knew how the mind worked so you could actually feel relaxed,
at ease, and chilled out? Do you wish you could just take a break? Do
you want to know how? It's so simple. You can learn how right now.
Just Startup Meditation. Why Startup Meditation? More and more
scientific research is showing the benefits of a daily meditation
practice. Anyone who regularly meditates will tell you how much they
enjoy it. With just a few minutes a day, even you can begin
experiencing the benefits of meditation. Here are just a few benefits:
Stay focused longer. Improved problem solving skills.
Meetings That Get Results

Business
Frustrated with boring meetings that waste time? Never fear! This
pivotal course will teach you how to shift from boring, ineffective
meetings, to strategic meetings that get results! Through application
exercises and a rich multimedia process, learn the specific
components that make meetings worth the time and effort of everyone
involved. But what if you are not in charge? Not a problem! This course
will also take you through the steps and options to make meetings
effective even when you are not the one conducting! This course will
take approximately 30 minutes to complete Note: To preview this
course please hit the free preview button for a 5 minute demo. Due to
the SCORM format of our course it is currently not available on mobile
platforms, but we will work on adding this functionality going forward.

Mentoring Others

Business
When it's done right, mentoring helps people take positive steps
forward in their careers—which also helps develop the talent pool in an
organization. In this short course, author Todd Dewett shows you
simple steps to become a mentor who works with others to achieve
more in their professional lives. He explains the difference between
coaching and mentoring, and provides simple techniques for becoming
an effective mentor. Learn how to agree on a mentoring schedule and
goals, ask smart questions, provide straightforward advice, and more.

Microsoft Visio 2013

Computer Science

Microsoft Visio 2013 is a powerful diagramming tool that helps create
pictures out of complex information. Business plans, processes,
flowcharts, organization charts, network diagrams, and more can be
easily created with a few clicks of the mouse. In this VTC course,
author Brian Culp introduces you to diagram creation by looking at a
variety of diagram types and then by adding and editing the shapes
these diagrams contain. He then shows you how to add personal
touches to your diagrams by adding text, pictures, and changing shape
styles. He also demonstrates how to integrate Visio with other Office
applications, allowing for easy collaboration and sharing between
diagram stakeholders. This title is a self-paced software training course
delivered via pre-recorded video. We do not provide additional
information outside of the posted content.
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Migrating from Access 2003 to Access 2010

Computer Science

Migrating from Outlook 2003 to Outlook 2010

Computer Science

In Migrating from Access 2003 to Access 2010, author David Rivers
walks through the switch to Access 2010 from Access 2003. The
course covers key differences in Access 2010 and shows how to
perform common Access 2003 tasks in Access 2010, such as filtering
data and designing forms and reports. Exercise files accompany the
course.
In Migrating from Outlook 2003 to Outlook 2010, author David Rivers
explains how to successfully transition to the 2010 version of
Microsoft's email and calendaring client. This course covers
transferring emails, contacts, tasks, and calendars from Outlook 2003
to Outlook 2010, previewing email attachments without opening them,
sharing a calendar, and searching for content.

Migrating from PowerPoint 2003 to PowerPoint 2007

Computer Science
In Migrating from PowerPoint 2003 to PowerPoint 2007, author David
Rivers explains the key differences between PowerPoint 2007 and
PowerPoint 2003 and the benefits of upgrading to the 2007 version of
Microsoft’s presentation software. The course covers the new Office
Open XML file format, changes to the PowerPoint interface, and how to
perform common tasks in PowerPoint 2007 versus PowerPoint 2003.
Exercise files accompany the course.

Migrating from Windows 7 to Windows 8

Computer Science
Upgrade to Windows 8 quickly and securely. David Rivers takes a stepby-step approach to transferring files, saving settings, and determining
the best data migration option for any system. There are three key
phases: pre-installation on Windows 7; the actual installation of
Windows 8; and post-installation, where you make sure any remaining
files are in place and external hardware is connected. Along the way,
David offers tips and tricks for a smooth transition from Windows 7 to
Windows 8.

MYOB AccountRight Essential Training

Computer Science
MYOB AccountRight is an accounting and inventory solution designed
specifically for small businesses. Learn everything you need to know
about the features of AccountRight in this course, from navigating the
Command Centre to invoicing customers and processing payments.
Author Elizabeth Haverfield shows you how to add opening balances,
create supplier and customer records, design a service form for
invoices or purchase orders, process payments, pay bills, and back up
your data.

MYOB AccountRight Reporting Necessities

Computer Science
Learn how to produce reports with MYOB. Elizabeth Haverfield walks
you through the command centers and setting up tax codes, before
moving into reporting preferences. Then learn about the most
commonly used reports—trial balance, balance sheet, profit and loss,
aged receivables and payables reconciliation, customer ledger,
transaction journals receipts, and disbursements. Finally, learn to
prepare GST reports and complete the ATO calculation worksheet.

Office 2008 for Mac: Small Business Projects

Computer Science
In Office 2008 for Mac: Small Business Projects, author and business
owner Maria Langer shows how anyone can build a small business
with the tools provided in Microsoft Office 2008. Maria teaches the
concepts as she creates documents that every business needs:
business cards, letterhead, contact records, and invoices. She
demonstrates how the Office applications contain all the functions and
features needed to build a strong company identity and communicate
with customers. Throughout the course, Maria gives tips from the
perspective of a successful small business owner, highlighting the
features that she uses every day. Exercise files accompany this course.
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OpenOffice.org 2 Calc Getting Started

Computer Science
David Rivers offers a concise tour of useful concepts and techniques in
OpenOffice.org 2 Calc Getting Started. Calc is the spreadsheet
component of the free, open-source, multi-platform OpenOffice.org
suite. It is compatible with many other popular applications, including
Microsoft Excel. David demonstrates how to work with cells, sheets,
functions, charts, and other spreadsheet features that are key to
becoming productive quickly. Example files accompany the course.

Options Spreads Bundle- the heart of Options
Trading

Business

SECTION I - PHILOSOPHY AND DEFINITION OF SPREADS We
introduce all four Options Spreads in this Bundle (Bull Call, Bear Call,
Bull Put and Bear Put). This bundle is a very comprehensive coverage
of all four Option spreads. Options spreads sit right in between the 4
basic Option positions and the more Advanced level Option strategies.
The Spread is the bridge between the basic Option strategies and the
advanced strategies. In fact, most advanced strategies are composed
of the spreads we cover in this course, so this stuff is key. For the busy
professional, Spreads offer the right mix of reward and risk. All 4
vertical spreads introduced in this course are extensions of the 4 basic
Options. Spreads add an element of cost control and / or risk control to
individual Options positions. Master the four Options Spreads, and you
would have acquired a skill that can create consistent monthly income.
Additionally, you'll be well on your way to mastering the advanced
Options strategies.
Organic Chemistry II

Science
This intermediate organic chemistry course focuses on the methods
used to identify the structure of organic molecules, advanced principles
of organic stereochemistry, organic reaction mechanisms, and
methods used for the synthesis of organic compounds. Additional
special topics include illustrating the role of organic chemistry in
biology, medicine, and industry.

Outlook 2007: Effective Email Management

Computer Science
In Outlook 2007: Effective Email Management, author Gini Courter
demonstrates techniques to streamline the Outlook mailbox workflow.
The course covers strategies for customizing views, adding filters,
utilizing flags, and creating and organizing folders. The course shows
how to automate tasks as well as make effective use of the Out of
Office Assistant.

Outlook 2010 New Features

Computer Science
In Outlook 2010 New Features, Karen Fredricks demonstrates the new
and upgraded features in Outlook 2010. This course teaches how to
create Quick Steps to automate commonly performed tasks, find email
faster with enhanced search, and connect to social networking sites
such as LinkedIn directly within Outlook.

Pages '08 Essential Training

Computer Science
Teaching users how to create elegant and effective documents in
Pages '08 is the goal of this tutorial. Instructor David Rivers explores
each step in the process, including preparing assets and layouts,
working with fonts, applying and creating styles, placing text and
graphics, and printing and exporting finished files. Exercise files
accompany the tutorials.

Photosynthesis: Life from Light

Science
In this course, you will journey through the web of physical, chemical,
and biological reactions that collectively constitute photosynthesis. We
will begin with light harvesting and follow photons to the sites of
primary photochemistry: the photoreaction centers. A molecular-scale
view will show in atomic detail how these protein complexes capture
and energize electrons. Then we will follow the multiple pathways
electrons take as they carry out their work. Consequent reactions, such
as the synthesis of ATP and the reduction of CO2 during the synthesis
of carbohydrates, will also be discussed in structural detail.
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PowerPoint 2010 New Features

Computer Science
In PowerPoint 2010 New Features, David Diskin explores the latest
version of Microsoft's presentation software. This course covers
themes and transitions, the ability to add equations and over forty new
SmartArt diagrams to presentations, new photo retouching and video
editing features, and new ways to collaborate and share presentations
across the Internet. Exercise files accompany the course.

PowerPoint 2013 The Basics

Computer Science
This course is designed to train the student about the basics of
PowerPoint 2013 for presentation use whether it is for personal or
business use. The course begins with an introduction in developing a
PowerPoint presentation. Students will then learn about advanced text
editing and how to utilize graphical elements. They will also learn how
to modify objects within a presentation, how to add tables and charts,
and how to prepare to deliver their presentation. Total Video Time: 4h
15m Review Quizzes included for each Section, test your knowledge!
Workbooks included for each Section, print out the course slides and
take notes as you go!

PowerPoint Tips and Tricks for Business
Presentations

Computer Science

PowerPoint: From Outline to Presentation

Computer Science

In this course, author David Diskin lays out a practical framework for
building and delivering business presentations in Microsoft PowerPoint,
and covers tips and tricks for controlling elements in slide decks. This
course demonstrates how to engage an audience, present data in
meaningful ways, incorporate gestures, and manage question-andanswer sessions. The course also includes tips on creating photo slide
shows and utilizing keyboard and mouse tricks.
Sometimes presenters get so wrapped up in creating the perfect
slideshow, they forget its job is to support their talking points. In this
course, Rich Harrington shares his workflow for building an effective
PowerPoint presentation, starting with a strong outline. Learn to create
the outline, get input from collaborators, and then transition that outline
to an initial slide deck. Once you're in PowerPoint, Rich will show you
how to format your slides; add tables, graphics, movies, and animation
(like transitions and reveals); and prepare and rehearse your
presentation for your final audience.

Principles of Applied Mathematics

Science
This course is about mathematical analysis of continuum models of
various natural phenomena. Such models are generally described by
partial differential equations (PDE) and for this reason much of the
course is devoted to the analysis of PDE. Examples of applications
come from physics, chemistry, biology, complex systems: traffic flows,
shock waves, hydraulic jumps, bio-fluid flows, chemical reactions,
diffusion, heat transfer, population dynamics, and pattern formation.

Principles of Human Disease

Science
This course covers current understanding of, and modern approaches
to human disease, emphasizing the molecular and cellular basis of
both genetic disease and cancer. Topics include: The Genetics of
Simple and Complex Traits; Karyotypic Analysis and Positional
Cloning; Genetic Diagnosis; The Roles of Oncogenes and Tumor
Suppressors in Tumor Initiation, Progression, and Treatment; The
Interaction between Genetics and Environment; Animal Models of
Human Disease; Cancer; and Conventional and Gene Therapy
Treatment Strategies.

Professional Selling

Business
This course teaches the student basic sales and communications
theory. Upon completion you will be able to conduct a professional
meeting with a buyer with a well-written, persuasive sales presentation.
Even if you are not going into sales, but would like to know how to sell
your ideas and yourself, this is a course for you.
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R12i Oracle E Business Suite Fundamentals

Computer Science
Oracle E Business Suite is the most comprehensive suite of integrated
global business applications that provides the most adaptable global
business platform. It helps to provides the most customer-focused
applications strategy, which is further complemented by the integrated
business intelligence portfolio.In this class you will learn the Oracle E
Business Suite Release 12i Fundamental Concepts. The class goes
with a basic assumption that the participants have no working
knowledge of Enterprise Software, and hence starts with the
fundamental concept of an Enterprise. It then introduces the concept of
enterprise software and Oracle E Business Suite.

Search Engine Optimization Getting Started (2010)

Marketing
In SEO: Search Engine Optimization Getting Started, author Jill
Whalen explains the importance of site rankings and why search
engine optimization is necessary for increasing web site traffic. The
course covers choosing the best keywords, performing keyword
research, augmenting keywords with search-friendly site architecture,
creating social media networking strategies, and measuring the
success of an SEO campaign.

Self Publish Weekend by Andrew Pyle

Literature

BOOK! BOOK! POW! The Self Publish Weekend is an online course
that will teach you in one weekend, how to self publish a book. For the
latest discount coupon for this course, head on over to
www.selfpublishweekend.com What do I get? If you're looking to get a
big fat advance from a publisher before you write your book, then this
course isn't for you.
If you just want to write a book and let someone else handle all of the
other stuff, then this course isn't for you either. Stop reading now and
take your manuscript to a literary agent and see what they say.
This course is for you if have an idea for a book and want to be shown
step by step, how to take a few scrappy notes of paper and turn them
into a self published book. Your book will be sold in a range of formats
and distributed via platforms such as; Kindle iPad Nook Kobo Amazon
Barnes & Noble Google Books iBookstore What will I learn? Most
people get paralysed trying to write and publish a book because they
get "overwhelmed" with how much they have to do.
Seminar in Environmental Science

Science
Required for all Earth, Atmospheric, and Planetary Sciences majors in
the Environmental Science track, this course is an introduction to
current research in the field. Stresses integration of central scientific
concepts in environmental policy making and the chemistry, biology,
and geology environmental science tracks. Revisits selected core
themes for students who have already acquired a basic understanding
of environmental science concepts. The topic for this term is
geoengineering.

Sexual and Gender Identities

Science
This course introduces scholarly debates about sexual identities,
gender identities and expressions, and sexual orientation and its
representation in film and literature. We begin with a contemporary
debate about biology and gender identity, considering its relationship to
the historical understanding of sex, gender, and sexual identity. Our
investigation continues with the theoretical underpinnings of the
emerging field of queer studies, from the nineteenth century to the
present day, and considers how subsequent work in transgender
studies continues to challenge traditional understandings of sex,
gender, and sexuality.

SharePoint 2007 Essential Training

Computer Science
SharePoint 2007 Essential Training covers each aspect of using both
Windows SharePoint Services and Microsoft Office SharePoint Server
(MOSS). Instructor David Rivers takes viewers through the whole
process, from smart content management to publishing collaborative
projects and documents online. Along the way, he teaches how to
create and organize sites; manage content; control security levels;
understand simple and complex searches; and create and manage
team sites, blogs, and meeting workspaces.
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SharePoint 2010 New Features

Computer Science
In SharePoint 2010 New Features, Simon Allardice highlights the new
tools and user interface enhancements Microsoft includes in the 2010
version of SharePoint Server. This course covers document
collaboration and the social computing features in SharePoint, editing
pages, creating themes, and integration with Office 2010.
Improvements to the user interface, as well as updated permission
controls, are also demonstrated.

SharePoint Designer 2010: Building Custom
Workflows

Computer Science

SharePoint Designer 2010: Building Custom
Workflows

Computer Science

SPSS Statistics Essential Training

Computer Science

See how to boost your productivity and efficiency using self-monitoring
document workflows in SharePoint. Author Gini Courter explains how
to design streamlined workflows, from analyzing inefficiencies in
manual processes to leveraging automation to avoid performing
tedious, repetitive tasks. The course also covers setting up forms and
email notifications, collecting and working with user data, performing
calculations, and making workflows reusable.
See how to boost your productivity and efficiency using self-monitoring
document workflows in SharePoint. Author Gini Courter explains how
to design streamlined workflows, from analyzing inefficiencies in
manual processes to leveraging automation to avoid performing
tedious, repetitive tasks. The course also covers setting up forms and
email notifications, collecting and working with user data, performing
calculations, and making workflows reusable.
In this course, author Barton Poulson takes a practical, visual, and nonmathematical approach to the basics of statistical concepts and data
analysis in SPSS, the statistical package for business, government,
research, and academic organization. From importing spreadsheets to
creating regression models to exporting presentation graphics, this
course covers all the basics, with an emphasis on clarity, interpretation,
communicability, and application.

Start a Home-Based Online Business in 30 Days!

Business
There are many courses out there on how to start an online business.
Our course are DIFFERENT. We recommend you take this free course
before enrolling in our course about how create multiple income
streams online for your business: Make Money Online The Smart Way.
It is less about giving you an abundance of information and more about
you taking focused ACTION. Rather than passive absorption of large
amounts of information you may have seen in other courses, we built
this course in a way that divides the information into manageable
chunks. More importantly, each and every lesson has specific ACTION
ITEMS that helps you implement what you learn immediately.

The Bootstrapper's Guide to the Mobile Web

Computer Science
This class is based on the book, The Bootstrapper's Guide to the
Mobile Web; and hosted by the book's author, Deltina Hay. Topics
covered include: What is the Mobile Web Why you need a Mobile
Website Mobile Website Solutions Mobile Website Issues An
Introduction to Mobile Apps Mobile App Solutions Mobile App Issues
Other Mobile Marketing Tactics The Bootstrapper's Guide to the Mobile
Web - published by Quill Driver Books - can be found wherever print
books or e-books are sold and at TheBootstrappersGuide.com.

The Psychology, Biology and Politics of Food

Science
This course encompasses the study of eating as it affects the health
and well-being of every human. Topics include taste preferences, food
aversions, the regulation of hunger and satiety, food as comfort and
friendship, eating as social ritual, and social norms of blame for food
problems. The politics of food discusses issues such as sustainable
agriculture, organic farming, genetically modified foods, nutrition policy,
and the influence of food and agriculture industries.

The Rise of Modern Science

Science
This subject introduces the history of science from antiquity to the
present. Students consider the impact of philosophy, art, magic, social
structure, and folk knowledge on the development of what has come to
be called "science" in the Western tradition, including those fields today
designated as physics, biology, chemistry, medicine, astronomy and
the mind sciences.
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The Ultimate SEO Certification Training

Marketing
Search Engine Optimization (SEO) is undoubtedly the foundation of all
digital marketing tactics! Businesses simply love SEO as it provides the
highest Return on Investment (ROI) among all marketing channels. No
wonder SEO is one of the hottest digital marketing skills to learn in
today's ever changing marketplace. Instant E-Training is proud to
present an exclusive SEO Certification program on Udemy that
includes of 12 hour long training videos by some of industry's sharpest
SEO minds. In addition to training videos, you also get downloadable
presentation PDF's and Quizzes to test your knowledge and earn your
certificate of completion. We have designed this self-paced SEO
Certification Training from the inside out for YOU.It is perfect for
attendees who are looking for an immersive SEO learning but at your
own pace.

Topics in Brain and Cognitive Sciences Human
Ethology

Science
Survey and special topics designed for students in Brain and Cognitive
Sciences. Emphasizes ethological studies of natural behavior patterns
and their analysis in laboratory work, with contributions from field
biology (mammology, primatology), sociobiology, and comparative
psychology. Stresses human behavior but also includes major
contributions from studies of other animals.

TorontoX: BE101x - Behavioural Economics in Action Social Sciences

How can we get people to save more money, eat healthy foods and
engage in healthy behaviours, and more generally make better
choices? There has been a lot written about the fact that human beings
do not process information and make decisions in an optimal fashion.
This course builds on much of the fascinating work in the area of
behavioural economics and allows the student to develop a hands-on
approach by learning its methods and more importantly, how it can be
harnessed by suitably designing contexts to “nudge” choice. In three
modules, students will be able to a) explain and interpret the principles
underlying decision-making and compare the nudging approach to
other methods of behaviour change, b) learn how to critique, design
and interpret experiments; and c) design nudges and decision-tools to
help people make better decisions.
Traffic Leads Conversion

Marketing

TLC consists of 10 modules, 43 videos of almost 300 minutes. Each
video is 5 - 13 minutes in length so you can concentrate on the subject
and not get overwhelmed by long videos & pdfs. You also get invited
for 'live' online sessions held twice a week for 60 days. In small steps,
you will learn: Keyword Research How to keyword research using
Google and why keyword research is critical to attracting targeted
traffic to your website. Traffic Do you know how small or big your niche
or market is? Learn how many unique visitors are searching for your
product or service each month. Competition We all want our websites
to be ranked no.1 on Page 1 of Google. Learn how to spy on the
number of competitors and the strength of your competitor’s website.
Mind Mapping Before starting any project, campaign, product or
anything new, you must have a mind map so you and your co-workers
know what you want to do. Mind mapping will improve your
communications and your workflow, learn how to do this. Google Most
people think of Google just as a search engine. Wrong. Google offers
over 150 products of which most of them are free.
Visio 2007 Essential Training

Computer Science
David Rivers explores the many ways Visio 2007 can be used to create
effective business and planning documents, from flow charts to floor
layout diagrams. In Visio 2007 Essential Training , users new to Visio
or updating to this version will learn how to incorporate diagrams with
integrated data, create and utilize text fields, edit templates and
projects with AutoConnect, and create and use themes for consistency.
Exercise files accompany the training.
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Wayne Winston on Analytics

Mathematics
Data—whether it's sales, stock prices, or test scores—helps
organizations measure their performance, but it's analytics that helps
them identify patterns and make better, more comprehensive
decisions. In this interview, awarding-winning mathematics professor
Wayne Winston sits down with us to explain why analytics are
important, and offer guidance for those trying to break into the field as
an analytics professional. He also explains how analytics can provide
insights into supply chains, marketing, and financial data, and help
cities, school systems, and hospitals better meet the needs of the
public.

Where to Market and Sell Information Products

Marketing
In this course you find out exactly where to market and sell information
products online. This is a Beginner level course taught from real life
examples and results - not theory. From 2009-December 30, 2012 I
had hundreds of information products online producing zero dollars.
Now I have over 20 on multiple platforms that sell every single day and
I'm sharing the #1 secret that you must learn online to succeed. I
strongly suggest that you enroll in "How to Create and Package an
Information Product" and complete this course so that you have a
product to market and sell.

Windows 7 Essential Training

Computer Science
In Windows 7 Essential Training, David Rivers helps users of any level
feel comfortable with the improvements and enhancements found in
Microsoft's operating system. From simple navigation through the
updated graphic user interface, David shows how to install or upgrade
and get the most out of Windows 7. He covers using the new Internet
Explorer 8 and boosting a computer's memory with the ReadyBoost
tool. He also highlights hardware configuration options and explores
the advances made connecting a home or work system with Windows
Live, the cloud-computing environment made available for Windows 7
users. Exercise files accompany this course.

Windows 7 Tips and Tricks

Computer Science
In Windows 7 Tips and Tricks, author David Rivers shares tips and
shortcuts for working more efficiently and to get the most out of
Windows 7. The course includes advice on controlling Windows with
the mouse and keyboard, customizing the display, working with utilities,
protecting your privacy on the Internet, improving the performance of
the operating system, and more.

WordPress Express 30 Kick Start Videos And 14
Themes

Computer Science

"A Christmas Carol" by Dickens: BerkeleyX Book
Club
"A Study in Scarlet" by Doyle: BerkeleyX Book Club

Literature

"Dracula" by Stoker: BerkeleyX Book Club

Literature

"Dubliners" by Joyce: BerkeleyX Book Club

Literature

This Wordpress Training: Learn Wordpress with 30 video course
Shows You Exactly How To Master WordPress Websites. The Process
Is Geek Proof. As An Added Bonus, We Give You 14 Ready To Install
WordPress Themes. Take this Wordpress Training course and learn
Wordpress with 30 Videos and 14 Themes.

Literature

Reading, discussing, and writing about Charles Dickens’ classic
novella, “A Christmas Carol.”
Reading, discussing, and writing about Sir Arthur Conan Doyle’s
mystery classic, A Study in Scarlet.
Reading, discussing, and writing about Bram Stoker’s classic vampire
novel, Dracula.
Reading, discussing, and writing about James Joyce’s short story
collection, Dubliners.

"Espace mondial" الرؤي ة الفرنس ي ة ﻟلدراس ات العالمي ة
حول هذه المادة التدري سي ة
 ن درس التبادﻻت،لكي ن ف ّسر كي ف أن العولمة تعي د بن اء السي اسات العامة والس لوكي ات اﻻجتماعي ة
، العامة أو الخاصة-  واﻻجتماعي ة،والتفاعﻼت بي ن مختلف الجهات الفاعلة السي اسي ة واﻻق تصادي ة
 هذه المادة التدري سي ة تعتمد على. والطري ق ة التي تعي د في ها صي اغة العﻼق ات الدولي ة-الفردي ة أو الجماعي ة
ً  وهي متوفرة أي ضا.المق اربات السوسي ولوجي ة والتاري خي ة الفرن سي ة العائ دة للعﻼق ات الدولي ة
◌ ف ي ن س خة
 وأخرى باﻟلغة الفرن سي ة،(www.coursera.org/learn/global-studies) باﻟلغة اﻹنجلي زي ة
"The Jungle" by Sinclair: BerkeleyX Book Club

Literature

"Video Marketing, YouTube & Social Media Made
Easy"

Marketing

Grade Results

Reading, discussing, and writing about Upton Sinclair’s politically
influential novel, The Jungle.
Your step-by-step guide to creating simple yet professional videos
using profitable strategies to grow your business.
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$100,000 in 6 Months? And Only 3 Hours To Learn!

Marketing

At the end of this course you will have complete system blueprint,
tools, know-how and insights of setting up your own Local Affiliate
Marketing System which makes money for you all on autopilot – by
spending 1-2 hours/day – no matter who you are or where you are.
This course is designed for 2 kind of people :
1) People who want to start their own business
Small business internet marketing is one of the largest growing market
but it's still untapped. People are trying to jump into this market but with
wrong inputs they are making repeatedly same mistakes. Inside this
course you can learn what mistake they are making, how can you turn
that around in your favour. After completing this internet marketing
coaching, you'll learn how to do internet marketing for small business
and will be able to set up your business which can start generating
money this week. This is one of the easiest system to make money
with affiliate marketing.
2) People who are working with local businesses
If you are working with local businesses, doing online marketing for
local business and offering them any of the services like - web design,
seo, reputation management, mobile app creation etc. - then this one
of the best small business internet marketing course which can multiply
your profits overnight. Inside the course, you will learn how you can
reduce the time taken to convert clients to almost nothing and apply
multiplier model to double and triple your profits overnight.
So if you want to start your own business or if you are already working
with local businesses, this is a MUST HAVE course.
Inside The Course, Learn What These Businesses Want, Talk to
Them In Language They Understand and Learn a Small Business
Internet Marketing System Which Makes Truck Loads of Cash for Your
Clients and Make Them Chase You - Not The Other Way Around.
● Your leads will practically beg you to take them on - because you’ll
provide them with measurable results instead of wishy-washy promises

$OCCOULIA: Programming Reality Using Alpha
Brainwave Meditation, Sigil Creation, Computer
Programming and More

Computer Science

1 Dollar a Day Facebook Ads that Generate Real
Leads

Marketing

Learn how to program reality the same way you program a computer.
Change your life and change the world.

This course is about how to get the best growth for your page with the
least amount of money.
The only reason you've got a page on Facebook is because you want
to market to relevant people in social media with a view to converting
them into sales. This is the basis of everything I do in my campaigns.
For me, the true measure of success of a Facebook ad campaign
comes down to Cost per Action. You and I want the most sales with the
least cost.
I have adopted a process that I use for myself and for clients to quickly
and effectively build a highly relevant and convertible fan base without
breaking the bank. I'll show you how to get great results from a
campaign with only a $5 budget per day. (see the event photo for an
idea of what I did with $5 a day for 3 days).
This is not about buying cheap Likes in strange countries. It’s not
about shady services. It’s about implementing a process to strategically
target people who will flock to your Facebook Page and engage with
you. They will learn to like and trust your brand and you'll have a
proven campaign designed to convert them into revenue. I do this in a
7 step process.
All you need is a Facebook account and about an hour to complete. By
the end of the course you'll have an Ad of your own that will generate
really great results within days.

Grade Results
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1 hour excel for absolute beginners

Business
Learn how to use Excel in 1 hour! This course is a very short and
comprehensive course on how to master the basics of the best
spreadsheet software to date. This course is optimized by John Bura
who has been teaching since 2002 and programming since 1997. You
get to learn the basics of how Excel works and you get some fantastic
knowledge about how computers work. If you have some previous
excel experience, then this course might not be for you. Enroll in this
course. It is the best course for complete beginners

1 Hour Video Workshop - Build a CSS Web Page in
Dreamweaver

Web Design
Empower yourself to create your own web sites from scratch, using this
practical, step-by-step video course.
In this 1 hour video intensive, you'll learn how to build a web page from
the ground up using Dreamweaver, an industry standard for building
web sites. This course takes beginners step-by-step through building a
CSS based web page, linking it to other pages, and uploading it to a
server.
Focuses on a real-world project
This course focuses on a single real-world project, creating a working
web page using pre-made graphics. At the end of this course, you'll
walk away with a fully functioning, flexible CSS web page that you can
later customize for your own purposes.
Includes course files saved in stages
This course includes downloadable files saved in stages, so you can
compare your work to each step along the way, or start fresh from any
stage.

10 Beat Making Techniques To Become A Hip
Hop/R&B Producer

Music

So, you went out in brought thousands of dollars worth of production
equipment. You turn on your DAW or hardware set-up and randomly
select sounds as part of the foundation of an untitled track. After
spending countless hours constructing a track with no specific focus,
you finally settle on an idea and move on to the next track.
Contrary to the belief, a beat maker and producer are not one in the
same. There are many differences between being a beat maker and a
producer. A beat maker comes up with beats and rhythmic elements on
top of samples or other instruments. A producer may not create beats
at all but he or she can bring bring in musicians and tell them what to
play and how to play it. He or she understands the basics of music
theory and production psychology. Making the conversion from beat
maker to producer can be a difficult path, especially if you don’t know
the necessary steps.
What You’ll Learn:
I’ve created this course to help music students transition from being
beat maker to a professional producer. This course will also help
students identify the specific focus areas of Hip Hop and R&B
production to make the best possible project. I have 10 techniques that
will help the aspiring producer take his or her music to the next level.
Areas of focus in this course include: Conceptualization,
Instrumentation, Melody creation, song structure, Dynamics, coaching,
Collaboration, Sonics, Creativity and Education.
This course will prepare you with the tools needed to produce a
professional music track for independent and major label recording
artist.

Grade Results
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10 Common Photography Mistakes (and how to fix
them)

Photography

There are certain mistakes in the photographic journey that just about
every photographer falls victim to at some point. Learning those
mistakes ahead of time and seeing how to avoid them and/or correct
this can be an invaluable asset towards creating memorable images
that tell the story you want to tell. That's why the 10 Common
Photography Mistakes video course was created.
James Brandon is a professional photographer who has traveled the
world in search of beauty and perfect light. He has taught tens of
thousands of photographers his techniques through his articles at
Digital Photography School, his blog and newsletter, his best selling
ebooks and now his video tutorials. His straight forward, in-depth and
often humorous approach to teaching will make learning these
photography mistakes fun and rewarding.
Learn how to spot, fix and avoid the most common mistakes that
photographers make with their images.
Receive step by step instructions as James walks through (in-depth)
each mistake in both Adobe Lightroom and Photoshop.
Learn new advanced skills.
Avoid future frustration and embarrassment!
Watch the videos any time, at your leisure.
10 Essential Lessons for Easy Singing

Music

This course teaches you how to master the nuances of your voice,
whether you are a beginning or professional singer.
It teaches how to sing in a way that promotes the longevity of the
singing voice.
Revise your learnings with handy PDFs
Participate in the videos at the provided opportunities. Make sure you
watch somewhere you can sing!
The lessons in this course can take anywhere from weeks to years to
master, but getting through the content will not be that long! You can
watch again and again whenever you want a singing lesson with
Marion.
Based on research from training thousands of singers, founder of
Voiceology, Marion Rouvas has developed this course to start students
on a fast and effective beginning to mastering voice production.
Using The 10 Essential Lessons for Easy Singing students are able to
improve their vocal range, tonal quality and power of the voice with
astounding speed. "All they have to do is follow the lessons - and the
vocal exercises will do the rest", says Marion.
A unique program where you not only sing, but you have someone to
guide you through the lessons vocally, so you can't go wrong!
Many students have tried and tested these exercises and one of the
most exciting benefits they have discovered is their ability to connect
registers - a technique which is sadly neglected in modern-day singers
and teachers of today. Marion's technique, when mastered, will truly
blend the voice into one and enable students to sing pop songs of
today with astounding ease as well as many other styles available to
them. This is not a style of teaching. it is a foundation for the voice to
provide years of producing great and consistent performances!

Grade Results
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10 Powerful Steps To Boost Your LinkedIn Presence

Marketing

A lot has been said about LinkedIn and great advice can be found all
over the place. But LinkedIn is not rocket science. It's often the
simplest things that make the difference. This course gives you 10
steps you can take right now to enhance your LinkedIn presence. I am
using all of these techniques myself and get 80% of my business
through LinkedIn. But it doesn't matter whether you own a business,
are seeking employment or simply seek to expand your network, it
doesn't matter whether you are an expert or a college student,
everyone can use these steps to move a step up. I teach social media
and networking strategies to graduate classes at university level
around the world. Networking is the cornerstone of every successful
career, and online networking a wonderful tool to meet amazing people.
In this course we talk about:
Your profile theme.
Your headline and how to improve it.
Your public profile and profile URL.
How to ask for and give recommendations.
How to get introduced.
How to become a top contributor to a group.
How to set yourself apart through one simple habit.
10 Steps to Dramatic Nature Photography

Photography
This is a comprehensive course that will help you dramatically improve
your nature photography. In the 10 videos, Jim Zuckerman gives you
concrete steps on How to Become a Wildlife Photographer by creating
stunning landscapes, increasing your awareness of light and how it
affects nature photography, capturing powerful pictures of wildlife,
paying attention to background elements, macro photography, and
much, much more. Jim's instruction isn't theoretical or hard to follow.
It's down to earth easy to understand concepts that you can put into
practice immediately.

Grade Results
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10 Steps to Get Your Local Business Found Online

Marketing

Step 1: Business Name, Address & Phone Number (N.A.P)
-Business Names
-Local Addresses
-Local Phone Numbers
Step 2: Claim Social and Brand
-Domains
-Vanity URLs
Step 3: Website & Blog
-Platform & Foundation
-Keywords
-Email List Opt-in.
Step 4: Directory Listings
-Top 20 Listings
-Industry Specific
Step 5: Reviews & Testimonials
-On-Page & Off-Page Reviews
-Schema Mark-up Testimonials
-Review Acquiring Strategy
Step 6: Google+ For Business
-People Behind Brand

10 Steps To Your Awesome Service Provider Website Marketing

While there are tons of courses that teach WordPress Web Design,
there are none that teach it specifically for service provider websites. In
this course, you will learn how to create and optimize for the search
engines a WordPress website specifically for service providers. All of
your questions like "Should there be just one Service page" and "How
do I optimize a page to attract local traffic?" will be answered.
Who is this course for?
(1) Service Providers i.e. Doctors, Attorneys, Insurance Agents etc.
who are creating their own website or have someone on staff creating
it.
(2) Web Designers & Virtual Assistants who are creating websites for
clients who are service providers.
This course will provide step by step instruction, some in written format
and some in video.
Within a few hours, you can be creating awesome websites designed
specifically for service providers. The site you create will be a true lead
generation tool and it will bring potential clients.

Grade Results
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10 Things Every Coach or Consultant Needs To Know Marketing

There are so many things we simply can’t know or anticipate when we
first go into business for ourselves.
In my experience going into business on my own, and as I’ve seen
with all the coaches and consultants I’ve worked with over the past 16
years, there are MANY things we don’t know, don’t anticipate, and that
no one ever tells us. And then, there are the common sense things we
simply tend to overlook.
Don’t go into business blindly.
I used to think; maybe I wouldn’t have wanted to know all this before I
started my own business… I may have chosen not to go into business
if I’d known all it entailed.
However, with 16 years of experience under my belt, three successful
businesses and several not-so-successful ones, my perspective now is
I absolutely wish I would have known all these things going in.
I would have…
Been better prepared
Enjoyed my businesses more
Avoided mistakes
Eliminated failures
And, saved myself a lot of frustration, pain, and heartache!
That’s the reason I decided to create this course.
The course includes instructional videos and a 10 Things Checklist &
Action Plan Workbook. Utilize the workbook as you go through the
course and when you're done you will have an action plan for applying
what you've learned in your business.
Whether you’re thinking about becoming a coach or consultant, you’re
just starting your business, or you’ve been in business for years and
things aren’t going quite the way you’d hoped, I believe understanding
the things I share in this course will help you.
There's no reason you have to discover these things the hard way.

10 Things I Wish I Knew Before I Started In Reality TV Film Studies
The course is about the business of reality TV. It consists of informative
videos with real world applications in today's reality TV industry
combined with supportive, supplemental text. The course can be
completed in the same day and is structured in 10 lessons containing
information on a specific aspect of the reality TV business. There are
bonus preview lessons of the course "Reality TV 101" which gives
more in depth information on the industry from how to conduct yourself
at auditions, what a callback is and how to prepare when you are
booked on a reality TV show. These 10 lessons are also found in the
Reality TV 101 course, which contains more in depth, technical
information on the business of reality TV.
10 Tips for Building a Profitable Blog

Marketing
From July 2012 to August 2013 I built a blog from 0 email subscribers
up to 10,000. That enabled me to write and sell ebooks grossing over
$200,000. Each of these videos cover ideas that were critical to my
success:
Teach everything you know
Average speed
Use email, not social
Price based on value
Use tiered pricing to triple revenue
Establishing expertise
Be definitive
Real feedback requires a credit card
Launch sequences matter
Be personal and authentic
Included with many videos are bonuses resources to help you learn
even more!

Grade Results
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100 Social Media Tips, Tricks & Techniques

Marketing
Welcome to this course brought to you by Three Sixty Academy.
Here with Three Sixty Academy you can study online towards learning
how to boost your social media results, with our course on 100 Social
Media Tips, Tricks & Techniques.
Our course is comprised over 3 sections all focussed on helping you
boosting your social media results.
Lets Get Started
100 Social Media Tips, Tricks & Techniques
Lets Wrap Things Up
Most of you will already have a great and unique approach towards
your social media, but we hope with this course that you can pick up
several ideas which you can implement into your social media
approach to boost your results.
Best of luck - we hope you enjoy our course!

100 Ways to Pass the Chemistry Regents

Education

100 short, informative videos covering the easiest and most commonly
asked questions on the Chemistry Regents totaling over 3.5 hours
worth of videos!
Over 450 multiple choice and short answer questions broken down by
topic so you can see exactly which units are covered the most!
Many videos are followed by quizzes containing actual multiple choice
and short answer questions from Chemistry Regents other than the
ones shown in the videos to test to see if you truly grasped the concept!

100% All Access Lifetime My Master Course
Production Bundle
10Clouds
118 Pitch Course - Business

Design

12 keys to hiring great teachers
12 Steps to an AwesomeSauce You (Step 2)

Education
Basic Skills

Basic Skills
Business

You will also learn how to use the Reference Tables correctly!
http://coursetalk.org/udemy/adobe-all-access-lifetime-master-courseproduction-bundle
Create your perfect elevator pitch! Secrets of personal branding and
influence, with Bloomberg TV's Jeffrey Hayzlett
Hiring Great Teachers

This section is called Connecting the Dots and it is the second of
twelve sections. This section, Connecting the Dots, is about making
sense of the data we uncovered. In this section we take the time to
understand a little bit more about our current situation so that we can
gain clarity on why we did the things we did, have more compassion
around our actions and begin to see the possibility of other options. In
the Science track, we look at how the brain decides and how our
choices have come to be in our lives. In the Psychology track, we
explore limbic resonance and how to re-attach to those we love, even
in the midst of our pain. And in the Spirituality track, we learn about the
concept: “Being Right vs. Being in Relationship”. And how we
continually ask ourselves this question in relation to ourselves (like our
body – are we overeating), others (how do we react when someone is
late to an appointment) or the world around us (when we get cut off on
the freeway). There is only one exercise for all three tracks in this
section.

Grade Results
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12 Steps to an AwesomeSauce You! (Step 1)

Basic Skills

This section is called The Beginning and it is the first of twelve
sections. In this section, we start by understanding how we arrived to
exactly the point at which we’re standing. This is about looking at
patterns, assumptions and beliefs. Most importantly, those patterns,
assumptions and beliefs that no longer serve us. In fact, I would wager
to say that they are outdated. In the SCIENCE lens we look at the
TRIUNE brain, the reptilian, the limbic and the mammalian brain to get
a grasp on how they work together or give rise to conflict. And we
briefly touch on unconscious bias so you can understand where your
assumptions are coming from. For the PSYCHOLOGY lens, we explore
our family of origin, the feelings of belonging, or lack thereof, what
happens when we feel that we don’t belong to our family and the
judgments that arise in those circumstances. And with the
SPIRITUALITY lens, we take a look at what has been passed down
from our parents, our grandparents, their parents etc. We call these
unconscious contracts – loyalties that have been passed down transgenerationally. This helps to quickly spotlight where issues of money or
love relationships are being blocked in your life. As for exercises, there
is a different exercise for each track. Take a deep breath, take your
time and take good care of yourself as you embark on this journey of
designing a new you!
12 Steps to an AwesomeSauce You! (Step 3)

Basic Skills

This section is called Finding Bottom and it is the third of twelve
sections. Mandela is known for saying the following: “I have walked
that long road to freedom. I have tried not to falter; I have made
missteps along the way. But I have discovered the secret that after
climbing a great hill, one only finds that there are many more hills to
climb. I have taken a moment here to rest, to steal a view of the
glorious vista that surrounds me, to look back on the distance I have
come. But I can only rest for a moment, for with freedom come
responsibilities, and I dare not linger, for my long walk is not ended.”
This is important quote for this section because we each must be
willing to enter the valleys, the darkness and venture into places that
seem scary. It’s only on the way up, toward that peak that one begins
to see the value in being in the valley. So this section is about finding
your bottom, your current pain point in your life. Examining where your
blocked or stuck. In the Science track, we’ll delve into the
Fight/Flight/Freeze syndrome and see how this may impact your
everyday experiences. In the Psychology track we’ll look at the core
rights developed by Wilhelm Reich and how this may be impacting
your relationships with friends, family and co-workers. And in the
Spirituality track, we’ll dive into the hero’s journey and the dark night of
the soul and see where there might be resonance if your life. Each
track has a different exercise.

Grade Results
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13 Fan Page Strategies That Trump Facebook's
Algorithm

Marketing

With the recent changes in how Facebook delivers content to news
feeds, fan or business pages have seen a dramatic decrease in the
reach of their content. In fact, the organic reach of fan page content
has been cut down to 6.5% according to recent reports. How does this
impact your business?
As a fan page administrator, if you're using Facebook to attract new
business leads and market to prospects, the majority of those that
have liked your page will not see your efforts organically anymore. The
days of expecting your fan page content to reach all that liked your
page have come to an end! You must now pay for that full reach and
develop new strategies.
This course will show you how to work around the algorithm that's
blocking your fan page content and how to do it for free. It will also
introduce you to Facebook ads, which too have undergone changes in
the last few months.
Included in this course are:
7 instructional videos sharing overlooked Facebook marketing
techniques
A content creation resource guide in PDF format
Bonus slide presentation introducing the new Facebook ads and the
Power Editor
It will take approximately 1 hour to 1 hour and a half to view all course
materials. Taking notes is advisable so that you can begin
implementing the information immediately.
13 Twitter Marketing Apps: Automate Social Media
Marketing

Marketing

With over 200 million monthly active users, Twitter can not be ignored
by marketers. Whether you’re looking to grow your professional
network, find customers for cust dev interviews, or drive traffic to your
website, Twitter can be an incredibly valuable channel.
Twitter makes it easy for you to find customers and for your customers
to find you. It’s a great channel to engage and build rapport with your
customers. And it’s free to use!
This course covers Twitter marketing strategies and tactics and 13
apps you can use to automate and optimize your twitter campaigns.
Before you start acquiring customers, you must first identify who your
customers are and where they “hang out.” Once you know who your
customers are and where they are, go there to attract them, engage
with them, and eventually acquire them as a customer.
What You Get From This Course:
Actionable advice on how to effectively identify potential customers,
attract them, engage with them, and acquire them as customers
How to optimize and automate attracting, engaging, and acquiring
customers using 13 different apps
Tactical advice on using the 13 apps to help you find customers,
engage with them, improve your brand, and get more Twitter followers
How to get more traffic to your blog or website using Twitter
How to find customers expressing a need for your product or service
Join this course if you want to get more traffic and increase sales!
14-Day Yoga Detox and Empowerment Course

Grade Results
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14.73x: The Challenges of Global Poverty

Social Sciences

This is a course for those who are interested in the challenge posed by
massive and persistent world poverty, and are hopeful that economists
might have something useful to say about this challenge. The
questions we will take up include: Is extreme poverty a thing of the
past? What is economic life like when living under a dollar per day?
Are the poor always hungry? How do we make schools work for poor
citizens? How do we deal with the disease burden? Is microfinance
invaluable or overrated? Without property rights, is life destined to be
"nasty, brutish and short"? Should we leave economic development to
the market? Should we leave economic development to nongovernmental organizations (NGOs)? Does foreign aid help or hinder?
Where is the best place to intervene? And many others. At the end of
this course, you should have a good sense of the key questions asked
by scholars interested in poverty today, and hopefully a few answers
as well.
15 Concepts to Know for the Chemistry Regents

Mathematics
In less than 20 minutes, you will gain enough confidence and
knowledge to boost your chances of passing the Chemistry Regents!
The following 15 concepts are some of the most commonly asked
concepts on the Chemistry Regents as made evident by all of the quiz
questions that follow, all of which come from the January, 2014
Chemistry Regents exam.

15 Days to Social Media Success

Business

16.101x: Introduction to Aerodynamics

Engineering

Quiz questions contain 9 multiple choice and 6 short answer chemistry
regents type questions.
Learn to Make Money with Social Media from the World's Leading
Experts!
This is a course about aerodynamics, i.e. the study of the flow of air
about a body. In our case, the body will be an airplane, but much of the
aerodynamics in this course is relevant to a wide variety of applications
from sailboats to automobiles to birds. Students completing 16.101x
will gain a conceptual understanding of aerodynamic models used to
predict the forces on and performance of aircraft. Topics covered are
relevant to the aerodynamic performance of wings and bodies in
subsonic, t...

16.110x: Flight Vehicle Aerodynamics

Grade Results

Engineering

This course covers the physics, concepts, theories, and models
underlying the discipline of aerodynamics. A general theme is the
technique of velocity field representation and modeling via source and
vorticity fields, and via their sheet, filament, or point-singularity
idealizations.
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1st Degree Reiki Practitioners Training

Health And Nutrition

The First Degree in Reiki is the start of a wonderful journey in this life
force of Reiki.
Here you will receive the 1st set of Reiki attunements aligning you to
the Reiki energies and understanding the principles along with hand
positions, you’ll understand what Reiki is, where it started and the
history of Reiki.
This course is a comprehensive online course that is packed with indepth understanding easy step by step lessons, audio, manual and
music downloads, fully equipped to walk away with a great
understanding and knowledge to start practicing the 1st Degree in
Reiki.
This course is perfect for complete beginners as well as Reiki
Practitioners wishing to recap on their knowledge.
The course is around 30 hours long however it really depends on the
student themselves, we don’t want to put a definite time frame as
everyone is different there is no wrong or right, what feels right to you
is the correct path.
As part of the course there is a test paper which needs to be
completed by the student, there is no pressure and push to do this
quickly, we would rather students take longer taking their course then
rush and make small mistakes.
This course is perfect for complete beginners as well as Reiki
Practitioners wishing to recap on their knowledge.
SUPPORT:
Support is given before during and after you have passed your course,
I'm here to support you every step of the way no matter how big or
small the question is even if you feel there silly questions to us they are
not!
We have just introduced a new Support Group feature for our students
which means you can meet like minded souls, make friends, speak
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2 Cent Facebook Clicks - Cheap Targeted Traffic

Marketing

Learn how to funnel responsive targeted buyers on demand to your
offers using Facebook Ads at almost zero cost!
If you've done online advertising before, you will know that a winning
ad campaign can literally make you a fortune, but a losing ad campaign
could cost you a fortune.
But the truth is, you should never be in a losing situation if know what
your doing. Pay-per-click advertising, specifically FB Advertising, does
not need to be risky or costly!
As a matter of fact, it is possible to get Facebook Ads for as little as 2
cents per click... today, and everyday, without any tricks, gimics, or
anything unethical.
With 2 Cent FB Clicks you will master and learn...
how to create highly targeted FB custom audiences and user lists
how to create, write, and optimize your Ads for maximum conversions
when and when not to use Facebook Ads for your offers and why
how to leverage the viral nature of social media to get more traffic
and most importantly how to get people to buy your offer
It's always a good feeling to know that you can get quality traffic
whenever you want it.
This comprehensive series of step-by-step training videos will walk
you through the exact same process that we use to profit "big time"
with Facebook Ads... time and time again.
Put this training to work for you now, and ensure your next level of
success.
Are you willing?
2.01x: Elements of Structures

Architecture
The course covers fundamental concepts of continuum mechanics,
including internal forces, displacement fields, stresses, and strains.
The students will learn to predict linear elastic structural behavior, and
prevent failure, by relying on the notions of equilibrium, geometric
compatibility, and constitutive material response.

2.03x: Dynamics

Engineering
In this course, students will learn to analyze and predict the dynamic
behavior of objects and systems, their motions and associated forces,
and understand mechanical systems of complexity that are
representative of engineering practice. Students will also analyze the
kinematics of mechanisms, understand torque and angular momentum
in rigid bodies in rotation, and imbalance in rotating systems. Finally
students will derive nonlinear equations of motion for a wide variety of
mechanical systems, solve them using numerical methods in MATLAB
as well as plot and interpret results. The course combines a unique
blend of rigor and realism to produce fundamental skills in an
accessible, entertaining format.

2010 SBIFF Women's Panel: Creative Women in the
Business

Business

2010 SBIFF Women's Panel: Creative Women in the
Business

Film Studies

Grade Results

As a sponsor of the 25th Annual Santa Barbara International Film
Festival, lynda.com is delighted to put you in the front row of four
fascinating panel discussions with some of Hollywood's top filmmakers,
including a number of Golden Globe, Emmy, Grammy, and Academy
Award winners and nominees.
As a sponsor of the 25th Annual Santa Barbara International Film
Festival, lynda.com is delighted to put you in the front row of four
fascinating panel discussions with some of Hollywood's top filmmakers,
including a number of Golden Globe, Emmy, Grammy, and Academy
Award winners and nominees. Join us for the women's panel featuring
Sarah Siegel-Magness (producer, Precious) and Joan Sobel (editor, A
Single Man).
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2010 SBIFF Writers' Panel: It Starts with the Script

Film Studies
As a sponsor of the 25th Annual Santa Barbara International Film
Festival, lynda.com is delighted to put you in the front row of four
fascinating panel discussions with some of Hollywood's top filmmakers,
including a number of Golden Globe, Emmy, Grammy, and Academy
Award winners and nominees. Join us for the writer's panel featuring
Alex Kurtzman (Star Trek) and Nancy Myers (It's Complicated).

2011 SBIFF Directors' Panel: Directors On Directing

Film Studies

As a presenting sponsor of the 26th annual Santa Barbara International
Film Festival, lynda.com puts you in the front row of four fascinating
panel discussions with some of Hollywood's top filmmakers, including a
number of Golden Globe, Emmy, Grammy, and Academy Award
winners and nominees.
Moderated by the vice president and editorial director of Variety Peter
Bart, these six directors speak to the pressures of being on the Oscar
circuit and the need to get back to work as soon as possible. Unusual
for a group of nominated films—with the exception of Toy Story 3 at an
estimated $200 million—these are all relatively low-budget films,
ranging from $1 million to a high of $14 million. The directors discussed
how not having a big budget to work with forced them to be more
creative and focused on the story.
This panel includes Darren Aronofsky (Black Swan), Charles
Ferguson (Inside Job), Debra Granik (Winter's Bone), Tom Hooper
(The King's Speech), David O. Russell (The Fighter), and Lee Unkrich
(Toy Story 3).
2011 SBIFF Producers' Panel: Movers and Shakers

Film Studies

As a presenting sponsor of the 26th annual Santa Barbara International
Film Festival, lynda.com puts you in the front row of four fascinating
panel discussions with some of Hollywood's top filmmakers, including a
number of Golden Globe, Emmy, Grammy, and Academy Award
winners and nominees.
Moderated by Patrick Goldstein from the Los Angeles Times, these six
producers cover many topics not often discussed in the entertainment
press. The struggle to get a picture funded, ratings battles with Motion
Picture Association of America, where the lines are drawn making a
dramatic film based on a real life event, and working with a difficult
director. They offer amazing stories of perseverance and triumph.
This panel includes Darla K. Anderson (Toy Story 3), Iain Canning
(The King’s Speech), Alix Madigan (Winter’s Bone), Todd Lieberman
(The Fighter), Mike Deluca (The Social Network), and Jamie Patricof
(Blue Valentine).
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2011 SBIFF Women's Panel: Creative Forces: Women Film Studies
in the Business
As a presenting sponsor of the 26th annual Santa Barbara International
Film Festival, lynda.com puts you in the front row of four fascinating
panel discussions with some of Hollywood's top filmmakers, including a
number of Golden Globe, Emmy, Grammy, and Academy Award
winners and nominees.
Moderated by Madelyn Hammond from Madelyn Hammond &
Associates, the Creative Forces: Women in the Business panel
features five talented women filmmakers whose talents range from
visual effects and animation to documentary films. The women speak
eloquently about how they each got their start, their mentors and
inspirations, and the positive effect that they feel women have on the
creative arts. We hear stories from the making of Toy Story 3, doing
costume design with director Tim Burton on Alice in Wonderland, and
working with George Lucas at Skywalker Sound.
This panel includes Darla K. Anderson (Producer, Toy Story 3),
Colleen Atwood (Costume Designer, Alice in Wonderland), Gloria
Borders (Executive Visual Effects Producer at Digital Domain on
TRON: Legacy), Lesley Chilcott (Producer, Waiting for Superman), and
Alix Madigan (Producer, Winter's Bone).
2011 SBIFF Writers' Panel: It Starts with the Script

Film Studies

As a sponsor of the 26th annual Santa Barbara International Film
Festival, lynda.com is delighted to put you in the front row of four
fascinating panel discussions with some of Hollywood's top filmmakers,
including a number of Golden Globe, Emmy, Grammy, and Academy
Award winners and nominees.
Moderated by Anne Thompson from indieWIRE, the It Starts with the
Script panelists talk about the development of their films, their research
before sitting down at the keyboard, the evolution of the script, and
finally, getting it to the screen. What's clear is that there's no formula,
no easy path, and no shortcuts. The writers candidly reveal the
obstacles each overcame on the way to seeing their vision realized.
The anecdotes range from stories of triumph over adversity to
remarkable collaborative efforts to just plain luck. Panelists are Aaron
Sorkin (The Social Network), Scott Silver (The Fighter), David Seidler
(The King's Speech), Charlie Mitchell (Get Low), Lisa Cholodenko (The
Kids Are All Right) and Michael Arndt (Toy Story 3).
2012 SBIFF Directors' Panel: Directors on Directing

Grade Results

Photography
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2012 SBIFF Directors' Panel: Directors on Directing

Film Studies

As the presenting sponsor of the 27th Annual Santa Barbara
International Film Festival, lynda.com is once again pleased to open
the door to four entertainment industry panels that feature some of
Hollywood's top talent from the world of producers, directors, and
screenwriters. Panelists are carefully chosen during the awards
season and include many you'll see on the Golden Globes® and the
Oscars®.
Moderated by Peter Bart (vice president and editorial director from
Variety) the Directors on Directing panel features a who's who of
Oscar®-nominated directors on their way to the Kodak Theatre on
February 26, 2012. With a dynamic range of films, from feature
animation to comedy to silent films, this panel offers a diverse group of
opinions and stories from the set. Gore Verbinski (Rango) was
shocked that voice actors were recorded one at time, so he arranged
for his ensemble cast to be recorded at the same time to take full
advantage of the actors' comedic interactions. Michel Hazanavicius
(The Artist) talks about the challenge of getting a black-and-white silent
film made in the 21st century. Terry George (The Shore) tells how he
found humor in the serious subject of the conflict in Northern Ireland.
Chris Miller (Puss in Boots) leaves room for improvisation in his script
with his three main characters, two cats and an egg. Jennifer Yuh
Nelson (Kung Fu Panda 2) shares her darker moments during
production, assuring a nervous studio (a year into production) that
everything will work out—despite having nothing to show them. Paul
Feig (Bridesmaids), discovering the brilliant performance of actress
Melissa McCarthy in rehearsals, rewrote parts of the script to take
better advantage of her comedic genius.
All of the directors speak candidly about the importance of great
casting, a strong story, and the ability to listen to their audience through
prerelease testing.
20th Century American History

History
This 8 tutorial course provides a fascinating insight into this important
century of one of the most powerful nations on Earth, a century that
saw the development of the nuclear bomb, put a man on the moon,
and shaped the international climate in which we now live.

21 Critical Lessons for Entrepreneurs
21st Century American Foreign Policy

Business
Social Sciences
What is American foreign policy? Who makes it? Why is it the way it
is? How does it affect the rest of the world? Professor Bruce Jentleson
has taught the subject for over 30 years, written one of the leading
books on it, and has served in numerous U.S. foreign policy positions.

Grade Results
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21st Century Brand Building | Regenerating America
Movement

Marketing

Greatly expand your perspective on brand building ~ Guaranteed!!! A
Verifiable Certificate of Completion is presented to all students who
undertake this course.
If you’ve ever wanted to learn something new that would catapult your
career and your company by positioning you at the forefront of the
latest business trend, then this course on 21st century brand building is
for you.
I’ve designed this course to impart my knowledge, skills, and
experience to you as it relates to building a successful brand. The
invaluable information contained in this course is a culmination of
Gallup’s best research in human psychology in the workplace,
research regarding behavioral economics, the grounding of the new
paradigm of 21st century business, and our vision for building a
regenerative economy.
This is an advanced course in 21st century brand building, though it’s
laid out in such a way whereby high school students, college students,
corporate executives, established entrepreneurs, budding
entrepreneurs, strategic consultants, executive coaches, and human
resource experts will all greatly benefit by this one-of-a-kind training
program. It is my personal download of virtually everything I know
about building a successful brand that is fitting for the 21st century. If
you want to be armed with a new perspective of business, helping to
differentiate yourself and your company, then this course is right for
you.
In this course, you will learn about:
~ the new paradigm of 21st century business
~ the new context for 21st century brand building
~ how behavioral economics will evolve our next economy
~ an emerging trend of eXpansive entrepreneurism
~ a model to build a highly successful brand
~ Gallup’s research on maximizing human performance
~ And, how to leverage all of this information to strategically build the
most
successful brand for (yourself and) your company.

24 Hour Success - The Art of Making Money Online

Grade Results

Business

Create the lifestyle that you deserve without the hype. Go from ZERO
to HERO with ease... and succeed!
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24 Hour Traffic Plan - How To Get 68.452 Visitors a
Day

Marketing

Hi, Mark and Paul here
I will not write here 123 Pages of Content ;) Our Course need's no
HYPE!!!
So what is all about...You ask yourself!
Is very simple and powerful...Over 10 Hours of Amazing and Proven to
work SEO, Tricks and Pro Tips with MARK and PAUL!
The 24 Hour Traffic Plan - Learn how to get 68.452 traffic to your
website a Day Quickly & Easily and Get All the Visitors to Your Site
That You Ever Wanted - 100% Guaranteed!
One Question:
What you will get when you invest in our Course?
One Answer:
You will learn: How to get traffic to your website Quickly & Easily That
You Ever Wanted - 100% Guaranteed!
Why?
If you master the 24 Hour Traffic Plan...
You will:
Make $5,000 Within The Next 3 Months And Never Look Back. Learn
How You Can Earn $5,000 In The Next 12 Weeks, And Then Make
$1,000 or $2,000 or Even $3,000 Or More --IN CASH-- Every Week
For The Rest Of Your Life!
Remember:
We must learn to walk before we can run...so START Today and walk
in a new Life of possibilities.

24.00x: Introduction to Philosophy: God, Knowledge
and Consciousness

Philosophy

24.00x: Introduction to Philosophy: God, Knowledge
and Consciousness

Philosophy

25 Steps to Rock Your YouTube Views
2D Animation Principles

Communications
Design

This course has two goals. The first is to introduce you to the things
that philosophers think about. We will look at some perennial
philosophical problems: Is there a God? What is knowledge, and how
do we get it? What is the place of our consciousness in the physical
world? Do we have free will? How do we persist over time, as our
bodily and psychological traits change? The second goal is to get you
thinking philosophically yourself.

This course has two goals. The first is to introduce you to the things
that philosophers think about. We will look at some perennial
philosophical problems: Is there a God? What is knowledge, and how
do we get it? What is the place of our consciousness in the physical
world? Do we have free will? How do we persist over time, as our
bodily and psychological traits change? The second goal is to get you
thinking philosophically yourself. This will help you develop your critical
reasoning and argumentative skills more generally. Along the way we
will draw from late, great classical authors and influential contemporary
figures.

Bring a cast of characters to life. By following the basics principles of
animation, you can build characters that interact naturally with their
environments, convey realistic emotion, and talk and walk convincingly.
In this course, Dermot O' Connor shows how to design a solid
character and stage and storyboard your animation before you begin.
He'll examine principles like anticipation and squash and stretch, which
provide characters with a sense of weight and flexibility, and show you
how to animate walk cycles and dialogue. Finally, learn how to
thumbnail scenes from start to finish, so you can sketch out the action
before you commit to fully rendering it.
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2D Character Animation
2D Character Animation with After Effects

Web Design
Design
In her career as an animator, Angie Taylor has developed some
powerful techniques for creating quick but compelling 2D animation,
and in this workshop she shares those secrets with you. Learn how to
import layered files and paths from Adobe Illustrator into After Effects
and how to animate flat vector artwork in both 2D and 3D space, and
explore options for outputting your animations. The videos are short,
focused, and solution-oriented, and all the project files are included so
you can follow along as you go.

2D Digital Animation with Flash Part-1

Design

This module will teach you how we can use flash tools and techniques
for Conventional Character Animation. The module will also introduce
you to basic traditional animation principles which will help you better
understand how to use these techniques in your character animation.
Also it will teach you how to render various outputs from flash. You can
complete this course in 1 month if you dedicate 2 hours a day. This is
1st part so focus is on basics. Today's increasing use of flash for
animation/gaming makes this course a worth to take.

2D Digital Animation with Flash Part-2 (Character
Animation)

Design

Hello Students. Welcome to the course! This module will teach you
how we can use flash tools and techniques for Conventional Character
Animation. The module will also introduce you to basic traditional
animation principles which will help you better understand how to use
these techniques in your character animation.

2D Digital Animation with Flash Part-3 (Visual Effects) Design

Hello Students. Welcome to the course! This module will teach you
step by step how to use flash tools and techniques in very smart ways
to animate visual effects such as water, fire, smoke etc. These
techniques are very simple to use and can give you very professional
results.

2D Digital Animation with Flash Part-4 (Multimedia)

Design

Hello Students. Welcome to the course! This module will teach you
step by step how to use flash tools and techniques in very smart ways
for Multimedia in different types of buttons, text animation, image
transitions, simulation, ActionScript 3.0 , get & set property, login,
calculator etc. These techniques are very simple to use and can give
you very professional results.

2D Video Game Character Animation for Beginners

Design
Like us on Facebook and/or Follow us on Twitter. Message us to let us
know you liked us, or Tweet us @sr_elearning.
Animators are the unsung heroes of the video game industry. The fact
is, no game gets developed without them. This course will show you
how to start designing characters for games from scratch.
What You Will Learn
You will start by learning how to draw unique characters using time
tested animation and drawing techniques. You will then learn how to
create realistic movements, from walking and running to attacking and
other common movements.

3 Steps To Success - WordPress, ListBuilding &
Monetization

Marketing

3 Steps To Success - WordPress, ListBuilding and Monetization will
teach you how to build a successful business online, the proper way!
This is so much more than just another marketing course.
It has been designed for you to succeed!
You will learn everything from building your own professional looking
website from scratch to monetizing your visitors through cleverly
capturing there email before they leave.
Everything is covered for beginners to the more advanced, all with our
24 premium easy to digest videos, that run to just over 2 hours.
A must for all business owners & marketers!

Grade Results
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3.- El Cálculo - Modelo Cúbico

Mathematics
Este curso forma parte de una secuencia con la que se propone un
acercamiento a la Matemática Preuniversitaria que prepara para la
Matemática Universitaria.
En él se asocia un significado real con el contenido matemático que
se aprende y se integran tecnologías digitales en el proceso de
aprendizaje.
La transferencia a varios contextos reales permitirá fortalecer un
aprendizaje con significado e integrar tecnologías digitales
especializadas. El objetivo es desarrollar un pensamiento matemático
en el aprendizaje de contenidos relacionados con el Modelo Cúbico.

3.086x: Innovation and Commercialization

Business
Innovation and Commercialization is taught by distinguished practicing
innovators. They debunk the concept of innovation as a linear process,
from research to development to product in the market. They present a
simple model for understanding it as a highly iterative process, in which
you cycle repeatedly through many factors in the areas of Technology,
Market and Implementation -- until the right pieces come together.

3.091x: Introduction to Solid State Chemistry

Science

30 Day Blog Transformation Challenge

Marketing

3.091x explains chemical principles by examination of the properties of
materials.

The Blog Transformation Challenge is a 30-day training program which
will show you how to transform your blog into a well-tuned marketing
powerhouse.
This isn’t a “how to make money with your blog” training program. This
IS, however, a program to help you TRANSFORM your blog by
perfecting your writing, optimizing your design, and learning how to
optimize the marketing funnel from your blog.
The course is laid out in daily bite-sized lessons, averaging just a few
minutes each. Each video will cover a new aspect of your blog and
show you how to optimize it for maximum effectiveness. You can do
the course on a daily basis, or you can speed through it. It is
completely up to you.

Grade Results
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30 Day Yoga Challenge & Detox Diet Transformation
System

Health And Nutrition

This is not your typical yoga program.
Are you ready for a major breakthrough in your life?
It takes 21-30 days to rewire your neural synapse in your brain to
create a new habit. This system is designed to help you create positive
health habits that will dramatically improve the quality of your life on all
levels. Whatever you may be dealing with can be healed, transformed
and you can break through to the next level. Begin by following this
comprehensive system.
This course is designed for ALL LEVELS, with videos and practices for
beginners, intermediate and advanced as well. This powerful 30 day
system (comprised of audio classes, videos and ebooks) is designed
to maximize your results in just 1 hour or LESS per day utilizing proven
effective techniques that are not available from any other source.
During this in depth training, you will learn how to create miracles,
healing and happiness in your own life. You will experience a mix of
audio classes, video tutorials and ebooks for visual learning as well.
Everyone learns in different ways, and this course covers all bases.
When you join this course, you will receive bonus material from time to
time, added to the membership area you have access to for a lifetime
with a money back guarantee.
This power packed program, with 41+ hours of training, provides
access to the world class experiences that people pay $7,000+ per
month for to train with Dashama live, for a small fraction of the price
and you have access to all of this material with a lifetime membership
and money back satisfaction guarantee. This course can be used for
CEUs for yoga teachers & health professionals, as a system of
transformation for your own life or both.
This comprehensive system includes tools and techniques Dashama
has compiled over the past decade traveling the world, teaching and
training with the top healers, teachers and masters in the fields of
Yoga, Thai Yoga Therapy, Qi gong, self healing, inner child healing,
transformational breathe work, personal development, functional core
fitness, high performance training, longevity, meditation, detox diet,

31 Days of Online Marketing Ideas

Marketing

3D Animation & Visual Effects - Introduction to Maya

Design

I decided for the month of October to document some of my regular
online marketing tasks as I do them. Plus it was incentive for me to get
things done. The result was these short videos, since I decided to
create one video tip a day. After the first two videos, they are in no
particular order and you may or may not need to do all of the tasks I've
mentioned.
Learn the basics of 3D Animation theory and practice from professional
visual effects artist.
Download a free trial of Autodesk Maya here.
The course covers:
Introduction to Visual Effects
Introduction to Maya Program
Animation Basics
Modeling
Lighting
Shading
Texturing
Rendering
Dynamics (Effects)
A verifiable certificate of completion is available upon completion of
this course.
Please let us know if you have any questions! Otherwise, we'll see you
inside the course!
Phil & Abhishek

Grade Results
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3D Animation: Basics To Full Body and Creature
Mechanics

Design

HI! Welcome to the course; 3D Animation: Basics To Full Body and
Creature Mechanics! My name is Charlie Grubel and I am a freelance
studio animator, instructor, game developer and 3D Artist. I have been
animating for years and now I get to share my knowledge with you!
When you become a student you will get a personal critique of your
work! So send in your animation you learned from my class and
receive as much help as you need. In here I will demo all 12 principles
of animation, a ball bounce, overlap with a tail, a full body character
walk cycle and a zombie crawl! You can watch my entire animation
process, from blocking to polishing. There are hours of work here and
you get to animate right alongside me. So join the course and learn
what the pros had to learn. Hope to see you there!
Rigs belong to:
Malcom- AnimSchool
Zombie Spitter- World Zombination
The links to download Maya (or your choice of 3D software) and 3D
models are below;
http://www.autodesk.com/products/autodesk-maya/free-trial
http://www.animationbuffet.blogspot.com
3D Character Creation: Retopologizing For
Animation - Zbrush

Design

Instructor Info
Corazon Bryant always had an artistic bone in her body. When she
was only 2 years old, she would make detailed drawings on her
mother's wall. Her mother loved the drawings so much, she decided to
keep them. With the encouragement of her mother, she continued
drawing and she only got better as time when by. When Corazon was
in middle and high school, she earned money making portraits for her
classmates and even for her teachers. She pursued a college degree
in Media Arts & Animation and later worked for architectural and
entertainment companies such as Camm Productions, ID DI Design,
and PDT International. She also had an opportunity to do some
freelance work for Mega Pickle Entertainment. While working as a 3D
artist, she had a chance to teach 3D animation classes in an A+
school. This is when she found her true love - which is not only to talk
about 3D endlessly but to also inspire greatness in young upcoming
artists. Corazon is currently working on a new project called Victory 3D
with fellow industry-experienced artists to provide an affordable and
effective learning system that will make it easier for students to get a
job in the 3D industry.

Course Info
In this 3-hour video course, Corazon Bryant will go over different types
of tools that you can use to retopologize your character. You will first
start by understanding the purpose of retopologizing and learning the
kind of geometry structure that is needed to create an animatable
mesh. You will gain knowledge on how to use Zremesher to create a
clean topology for your character. You will learn how to control the flow
of your geometry and manage the amount of polygons that is suitable
for games. You will also gain insight on how to utilize the Topology
brush and Zsphere Topology tool to create accurate topology for your
needs. By the end of this course, you will acquire the skills to be able to
turn your high res sculpt into an animation-ready low res character. So
get your detailed Zbrush ready and it's time to have some fun!

Grade Results
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3D Character Creation: Sculpting in Zbrush

Design

Instructor Info
Corazon Bryant always had an artistic bone in her body. When she
was only 2 years old, she would make detailed drawings on her
mother's wall. Her mother loved the drawings so much, she decided to
keep them. With the encouragement of her mother, she continued
drawing and she only got better as time when by. When Corazon was
in middle and high school, she earned money making portraits for her
classmates and even for her teachers. She pursued a college degree
in Media Arts & Animation and later worked for architectural and
entertainment companies such as Camm Productions, ID DI Design,
and PDT International. She also had an opportunity to do some
freelance work for Mega Pickle Entertainment. While working as a 3D
artist, she had a chance to teach 3D animation classes in an A+
school. This is when she found her true love - which is not only to talk
about 3D endlessly but to also inspire greatness in young upcoming
artists. Corazon is currently working on a new project called Victory 3D
with fellow industry-experienced artists to provide an affordable and
effective learning system that will make it easier for students to get a
job in the 3D industry.

Course Info
Are you curious about how realistic 3D characters like Gollum from the
movie Lord of the Rings are made? Have you ever played a video
game with outstanding graphics and wondered how such detailed
characters are created? Are you currently going to school right now but
want to speed up your learning curve so you can get ahead of your
peers? Are you a traditional artist and want to apply your sculpting
skills digitally? Do you want to know about the latest 3d industry
workflow and become a better 3D artist?
If you answered yes to any of these questions, then "3D Character
Creation: Sculpting in Zbrush" is the course just for you.
In this amazing course, professional 3d artist/instructor Corazon
Bryant will show you how to use the brushes in ZBrush to create
believable muscle structure and anatomy. You will then move on to
sculpting folds and wrinkles for your character's cloth. Corazon will
3D Coat 4- Volume 1: Getting Started

Design

In this first video volume of 12 volumes 3D Instructor Adam Gibson
introduces the beginner 3D student how to get up and started quickly
with 3D Coat Version 4.
Topics Covered: Importing and Exporting or Models, Creating Quick
UV Maps, Voxel Sculpting Introduction, Retopology Introduction, and
Exporting Color, Specular and Normals Maps.
Running Time: 1 hr. 54 mins.
Video Format: MP4 (.mp4)
Level: Beginner

3D Coat 4- Volume 2: Getting Started II

Design
In this second video volume of 12 volumes 3D Instructor Adam Gibson
introduces the beginner 3D student how to get up and started quickly
with 3D Coat Version 4.
Topics Covered: Importing and Exporting Sub-D Models, Working with
Subdivision Levels, Understanding Settings and Data between 3D
Coat and Lightwave, Displacement Maps, Creating a Displacement
Map Node in Lightwave, Exporting Single Color, Normal and
Displacement Maps from the Textures Drop-Down Tab.
Running Time: 2 hrs. 48 mins.
Video Format: MP4 (.mp4)
Level: Beginner
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3D Logo Design using Autodesk Maya

Design

Welcome to 3DTraining Institute's Quick Start Video Series: If you are
a beginner looking to learn Autodesk Maya, these videos will give you
a quick overview of the software to help you decide if you seriously
want to pursue a career in 3D.
In this project-based course you will learn:
Autodesk Maya's Core Interface and Navigation
3D Workflows (modeling, materials, lighting & rendering)
Design your own 3D Logo and get started towards your 3D career!
After this course, you will have created a personalized 3D Logo that
walks you through step by step how to work on a project from start to
finish such as modeling, materials, lighting & rendering.
Included in this course is a link to download the 30 day trial version of
Maya (Courtesy of Autodesk) and approx 60 minutes of training video
provided by 3D Training Institute. The average student will complete
this course in approximately 2-4 hours.
And if you enjoyed your experience working in the software and you
are interested in professional training to find work in this field visit our
site and sign up for a free one hour intro class for more information.
Also when you visit our site, don't forget to check out our company
news page to see how the 3DTraining unique training methodology has
helped our students launch a successful career in the 3D industry.
3D Modeling In Mudbox - A Definitive Mudbox Tutorial Design

This AutoDesk Mudbox training video from Infinite Skills is your guide
to this powerful software, used to sculpt 3D characters and models.
Designed for the beginner, you will learn from the ground up how to
apply the various tools and techniques available, to achieve the best
results possible. You will follow a single project through from start to
finish, with each step building on the previous, until you have a
completed model.

You will start learning Mudbox 2012 with a tour of the interface, but
quickly move into some basic techniques for sculpting and painting.
Once the groundwork has been laid, Brian takes you through the
creation of a model from the ground up, with each section introducing a
new tool or technique. Through the course of this video tutorial, you will
build the entire body, from toes to fingers to hair, in intimate detail. This
tutorial is as much an anatomy lesson as it is a software training
course! You will paint your model, create accessories, pose it and
finally prepare it for export to 3DS Max and rendering.
By the completion of this computer based training video on Mudbox
2012, you will deeply understand the sculpting process for a 3D model.
You will be familiar with the tools available in this software, and how to
use them to achieve the result you want. More than 9GB of working
files are provided by the author, allowing you to work alongside him
each step of the way.
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3D Modeling in Photoshop - An In Depth Tutorial

Design

In this training course for 3D Modeling in Photoshop, an expert trainer
will show you how to use the 3D tools in Adobe Photoshop to create
and render high-quality 3D models and animations. Photoshop is not
just for editing photos any longer, the 3D tools that you have at your
fingertips will allow you to quickly and easily create 3D models, and this
video tutorial will show you how!
The course starts your Photoshop 3D training by showing you how to
setup your workspace, and walking you through the camera and view
controls, which are essential for building models. This computer based
training course covers almost all of the 3D tools that are available to
you in Photoshop, such as; creating 3D meshes using presets, using
tools suck as deform, taper, inflate and shear to extrude objects. The
training explains how to work with 3D text and setting and changing
environments and scenes. You will learn how to add textures, adjust
colours and shine, and how use lighting with your models. You will
combine Photoshop Video functions with 3D functions to create
animation, learn where to get third party models, and how to use them,
and finally, you will learn how to render and export your projects.
By the completion of this video training course for 3D modeling in
Adobe Photoshop, you will be fully capable of creating amazing models
using the tools that Adobe provides to you in Photoshop. You can
create, animate, render and share your models with friends, family and
the world! Working files are included, allowing you to follow along with
the author throughout the lessons.
3D Printing

Design
3D printing is a form of additive manufacturing technology where a
three-dimensional object is created by laying down successive layers
of material. 3D printers are generally faster, more affordable, and
easier to use than other additive manufacturing technologies.
3D printers offer product developers the ability to print parts and
assemblies made of several materials with different mechanical and
physical properties in a single build process. This module aims to
introduce the learner to the history and background of 3D printing.

3D Printing Applications

Engineering
This course will examine how 3D printing is being applied across a
number of domains, including design, manufacturing, and retailing. It
will also demonstrate the special capabilities of 3D printing such as
customization, self-assembly, and the ability to print complex objects.
In addition to business applications, this course will also examine how
individuals, including those in developing countries, are using this
technology to create solutions to the problems they face. This course
will also provide an overview of design thinking and how you can use
this framework to develop ideas that can be turned into objects.
Learners who complete this course will obtain a rich understanding of
the capabilities of 3D printing and how to think about designing objects
for this new technology.

3D Printing Capstone

Engineering
The capstone will integrate the learning acquired from the four courses
in the 3D Printing Specialization through a hands-on project. This
project will enable you to turn an idea into an object using the
knowledge and skills acquired through the other courses. Specifically,
you will be guided through a step-by-step process in which you
imagine, design, make, and share a 3D printed object. Thus, through
this capstone, you will be able to put course concepts into action and
utilize the skills that you have acquired throughout the Specialization. In
addition, you will be able to obtain an actual 3D print of the object you
design at a discounted price through our corporate partners, 3D Hubs
and Shapeways.

Grade Results
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3D Printing Hardware

Engineering
This course will provide an in-depth exploration of desktop 3D printing
hardware. It will examine the history of desktop 3D printing and
demonstrate how 3D printers are made and how they work. This
course will also provide step-by-step instructions for how to use and
repair a 3D printer. It will also explore the different types of materials
that can be 3D printed and will demonstrate how you can create
various objects using these tools and materials. Learners who
complete this course will be able to successfully operate, repair, and
upgrade a 3D printer. In addition, learners who enroll in the course
certificate will be able to purchase a desktop 3D printer at a discounted
price

3D Printing on Shapeways Using Maya

Design
3D printing allows your digital creations to emerge in the real world, but
you don't need a 3D printer to bring them to life. Learn how to prepare
your models in Maya and then send them for 3D printing on
Shapeways, an online service that ships reproductions straight to your
door. Author Ryan Kittleson shows how to hollow out models, define an
object's thickness, and work with texture maps for full-color prints. He
shows you how to export the model, upload it to Shapeways, and view
the finished result. Once you have mastered the basics, Ryan invites
you to test your skills in a series of challenge videos.

3D Printing Project: Designing a Replacement Part

Design
Creating replacement parts for household appliances and furniture (like
a broken oven knob or draw pull) is a great use of desktop 3D printers.
In this short project course, author Kacie Hultgren takes us through the
four steps needed to design and ultimately print a replacement part
with your 3D printer: sketching your ideas on paper, translating notes
into a digital design with a CAD program, testing the print, and then
revising and improving on your model. Start now and learn to create
replacement parts that are almost as good as the original.

3D Printing Software

Engineering
This course will demonstrate how to use 3D printing software to create
digital designs that can be turned into physical objects. It will also
demonstrate how 3D scanners work to turn physical objects into digital
designs. This course is hands-on in nature and will provide step-bystep instructions to guide you through two popular 3D modeling
programs, Tinkercad and Fusion 360. Learners who complete this
course will be able to use 3D software to design a wide variety of
objects for both personal and professional use. In addition, learners
who enroll in the course certificate will receive extended free access to
Fusion 360 (provided by Autodesk).

Grade Results
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3D Printing the Future - Ideas for Different Industries

Design
3D printing creates tremendous opportunities in the years to come.
Join the next industrial revolution and find ways to generate cashflow
for life.
Please support our 3Dponics Kickstarter campaign.
3Dprintler compiled a course based on the interviews of various
business industries leaders and showcased how they see 3d printing
disrupting existing business models.
Our course is absolutely FREE. Join it now and see the future!

*********************************************************************************
************
Interested to take your 3D Printing skills to the entirely new lever?
Take our webcourse: How to Make Money with 3D Printing - Guide and
Walkthrough We will use our own experience starting a successful 3D
printing service to show you step by step how to go about finding a
niche market, designing your product, marketing it and selling it on a
global scale.
3D Printing with Makerbot Replicator 2, 2X, 5th
Generation

Design

Take this course and learn from our mistakes, it took us months to
come up with some tips and tricks. Here we are sharing it all absolutely
free. Be part of the next industrial revolution.

Please support our 3Dponics Kickstarter campaign.
Join our FREE webcourse now!

*********************************************************************************
************
Interested to take your 3D Printing skills to the entirely new lever?
Take our webcourse: How to Make Money with 3D Printing - Guide and
Walkthrough We will use our own experience starting a successful 3D
printing service to show you step by step how to go about finding a
niche market, designing your product, marketing it and selling it on a
global scale.
3D Printing with Photoshop

Design
Now you can use Photoshop CC to make 3D printing easier than ever.
Photoshop's new tools take a lot of the heavy work out of 3D printing
preparation, helping automate the process of hollowing models and
exporting for full-color printing.
In this course, Ryan Kittleson shows you how to import 3D models or
create your own right inside Photoshop. You can use texture maps,
opacity maps, and bump maps to define the details and then export the
models in print-ready formats. The finished models can then be printed
at home or through a service like Shapeways.

3D Printing with ZBrush

Design
Prepare your models for 3D printing with ZBrush, the popular program
for 3D modeling and digital sculpting. Learn how to measure your
models with real world units, so everything prints at the right size; save
on material costs by hollowing out your models; and make sure your
colors print true. Author/artist/3D aficionado Ryan Kittleson also shares
some advanced tips and tricks for getting the best results from your
particular printer.

Grade Results
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3D Using Photoshop CS6

Design
There's heaps of 3D graphics out there at the moment, it's like the new
drop shadow for Graphic Designers! Get yourself up to speed on
Photoshop's easy to use 3D interface and WOW your clients with
AWESOME eye popping 3D type and models.
This course firstly covers the need-to-know basics of working in the
3D in Photoshop environment and then digs deeper with some cool
projects and great ideas for creating fantastic looking designs!
Many of the CS6 Photoshop 3D tutorial lessons also apply to
Photoshop CS5.
This course is designed for Photoshop users to at least intermediate
level.
Take this course now and learn 3D in Photoshop with our ultimate
Photoshop 3D tutorials.

3ds Max 2009 Beyond the Basics

Design
Picking up where 3ds Max 2009 Essential Training left off, 3ds Max
2009 Beyond the Basics thoroughly explores materials, lights and
cameras, animation techniques, rendering, special FX, and more.
Those new to 3D animation will gain the most by simply working
through the chapters in sequence, while experienced users can jump
directly to a particular subject of interest. Lessons are reinforced with
projects that apply each new technique to a real-world scenario.
Instructor Steve Nelle also shares valuable tips and insights gained
during his years of working as a professional animator. As he says,
"There's a lot more to becoming an animator than simply knowing
which button to push!" Example files accompany the course.

3ds Max 2009 Essential Training

Design

As the most widely used 3D animation software in the world, 3ds Max
is capable of creating stunning visual effects for a broad range of
purposes. It can be used to create effects for everything from video
games and feature films to architectural walkthroughs and mechanical
designs. In 3ds Max 2009 Essential Training, instructor Steve Nelle
provides a thorough introduction to the principles of 3D modeling, while
also sharing practical techniques that experienced users can apply to
their own workflows. Steve establishes the principles and best
practices of the 3D production process, introduces the 3ds Max
interface, and explores modeling in depth. He also demonstrates how
to create and transform primitive objects, use specific modeling
techniques, work at the sub-object level, and apply a variety of
modifiers. Example files accompany the course.
3ds Max 2010 Essential Training

Design
In 3ds Max 2010 Essential Training, instructor Steve Nelle provides a
thorough introduction to the techniques needed to take an animated
project from start to finish. Steve provides new users with everything
they need to know to get up and running, while offering experienced
users plenty of tips and tricks they can apply to improve their
productivity and workflow. He walks through the program's newly
designed interface, details how to create both simple and complex
objects, and shows how to bring things to life through a variety of
keyframing techniques. Exercise files accompany the course.

3ds Max 2010 New Features

Design
3ds Max is the industry leader for 3D modeling and animation, and the
2010 version of this application offers a load of new tools and features.
In 3ds Max 2010 New Features, Steve Nelle explores many of the
cutting-edge features in this major release. Steve introduces users to
the redesigned interface, the brand-new Modeling Ribbon, and many
other advancements designed to improve scene interactivity and
production workflow. Exercise files accompany the course.

3ds Max 2010 Textures and Materials

Grade Results

Computer Science
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3ds Max 2010: Lighting and Rendering with mental
ray

Computer Science
3ds Max 2010: Lighting and Rendering with mental ray explores one of
the most powerful toolsets for photorealistic 3D image visualization: the
mental ray renderer in 3ds Max. Aaron F. Ross shows how to use
mental ray's combination of materials, lighting, and rendering to
achieve a variety of effects, from glossy surfaces to reflections and
transparency. He provides an in-depth review of photometrics and the
tools used to adjust lighting in 3ds Max, including brightness, intensity,
and color temperature along with a wide variety of lighting scenarios.
Aaron also devotes time to getting the most out of mental ray's
powerful rendering engine and improving render efficiency. Exercise
files are included with this course.

3ds Max 2011 Essential Training

Design
In 3ds Max 2011 Essential Training, author Aaron F. Ross
demonstrates how to use this top-tier application for digital content
creation, widely used in diverse industries such as architecture,
industrial design, motion pictures, games and virtual worlds. This
course covers modeling with polygons, curves, and subdivision
surfaces, defining surface properties with materials and maps, setting
up cameras and lights, animating objects, and final output rendering.
Exercise files accompany the course.

3ds Max 2011 New Features

Design
In 3ds Max 2011 New Features, author Steve Nelle introduces the new
features and productivity enhancements in 3ds Max 2011, with a
special emphasis on the Slate Material Editor and CAT character
animation system. The course examines enhancements to existing
features, customization options to the modeling ribbon, scene
management improvements, as well as creating scene objects using
the Object Paint tool. Exercise files are included with the course.

3ds Max 2011: Getting Started with Reactor
3ds Max 2011: Particle Effects
3ds Max 2011: Particle Effects
3ds Max 2011: Particle Effects
3ds Max 2013 Essential Training

Computer Science
Computer Science
Design
Web Design
Computer Science

3ds Max 2014 New Features

Computer Science

Grade Results

The course covers Autodesk 3DS Max from the ground up, providing a
thorough overview of this advanced 3D graphics and modeling
package. Author Aaron F. Ross covers the 3ds Max interface and
walks through common tasks such as modeling, texturing, lighting,
animating, and rendering. The course is centered around real-world
projects that provide designers practical examples to use with the
lessons.
3ds Max 2014 is here, and it comes with an impressive set of new and
improved features. Join Adam Crespi in this course, as he walks you
through the new functionality and utilities that make creating 3D models
and animations easier and faster than ever. Learn how to create
particle systems and simulations; add people to your scenes with
Populate; place and align 3D objects in still images with Perspective
Match; generate light from still images with the Skylight mode; and
speed up rendering with the Unified Sampling mode in mental ray.
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3DS Max 2014 Tutorial Video. 3DS Max For Beginners Design

Over 10 Hours Of Comprehensive Instruction.
Complete With Working Files
This 3ds Max 2014 training course from Infinite Skills introduces you to
the fundamentals of using this 3d software from Autodesk. 3ds Max is
used for modeling and animation, and contains a plethora of tools to
allow you to create models for games or movies and even to create
movie effects and movie pre-visualization. This tutorial is designed for
beginners, and covers fundamental features that have been around for
a while, and new features to the 2014 version of 3ds Max.

Some of the topics that Joel covers include; file and project
management in 3ds Max, essential viewport navigation and visual
feedback controls, an introduction to the enhanced menu system
option, state sets - as a render layer manager and live link to After
Effects, and scene management in 3ds Max using Containers, Xref
objects, the Layer manager, Groups, and more. This video tutorial also
covers the new features in the Mental Ray engine, how to use String
options, enabling hidden features, UVW Mapping, mParticles, mCloth,
Hair and Fur, and much much more!
Once you have completed the training video for Autodesk 3ds Max
2014, you will have a comprehensive understanding of this 3ds
software and how to use the tools to create your own incredible models
and animations. Working files are included, allowing you to follow along
with the author throughout the lessons.
3ds Max 9 Essential Training

Design

3ds Max 9 Modeling

Architecture

Grade Results

Covering the fundamentals of rendering, animation, and modeling,
instructor Chad Perkins demonstrates how to push the limits of 3ds
Max 9 for stunning effects. Chad starts with the application's basics,
then goes on to discuss many of the key features of 3ds Max 9, as well
as important principles of animation. He teaches users about creating
and editing mesh, modifiers, architectural modeling, texture mapping,
keyframe animation, rigging, basic kinematics, and much more.
Exercise files accompany the tutorials.
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3ds max Mentor: Getting Started in 3ds max

Design

The overall goal of the course is to get you confidently working in 3ds
max to create some portfolio pieces that demonstrate your creativity
and skills in the software.
Aimed at those with little to no experience with 3ds max who are
looking for a 3D coach to provide a learning path that navigates them
through the wealth of training material. providing you someone to
answer your direct questions and help to avoid a traumatizing learning
curve. It’s a great course for those taking a college class involving 3ds
max as it will get you working confidently in 3D space so that you can
create 3D rendered scenes and animation. It is also a useful for
instructors that provide instruction to beginners in that it identifies some
of the best free 3ds max related resources on the web and provides
creative assignment ideas.The course will cover basic 3D modeling,
Materials, Lighting, & Animation in 3ds max.

The course is organized in a way so that you can create portfolio items
along the way as you are learning the software. Videos will introduce
you to several tools and techniques and at different points there will be
exercises for you to do to practice what’s been demonstrated.
This course is not a series of tutorials and every little facet of 3ds max
will not be explained.
However, the course is designed so that it invites you to come up with
questions about how to do something or why something is occurring.
As your mentor I can connect you to answers to the questions or in
some cases ease your frustrations you experience as you go along. In
that way you will be much more prepared to freely create from your
own imagination or be able to deliver on the demands from a client.
3DS Max Tutorial. Learn The Art of Modelling and
Animation
4 Proven Principles For Creating A Life Worth Living

Arts

4.605x: A Global History of Architecture — Part 1

Architecture

This course is a history of architecture from a global perspective.

4.605x: A Global History of Architecture: Part 1

Architecture

How do we understand architecture? One way of answering this
question is by looking through the lens of history. This course will
examine architecture through time, beginning with First Societies and
extending to the 15th century. Though the course is chronological, it is
not intended as a linear narrative, but rather aims to provide a more
global view, by focusing on different architectural "moments."

Grade Results

Become A 3DS Max Expert with 3ds Max Animation & Modeling
Tutorials course. Over 18 Hours of Training

Basic Skills
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4.605x: A Global History of Architecture: Part 1

History

How do we understand architecture? One way of answering this
question is by looking through the lens of history. This course will
examine architecture through time, beginning with First Societies and
extending to the 15th century. Though the course is chronological, it is
not intended as a linear narrative, but rather aims to provide a more
global view, by focusing on different architectural "moments." The
lectures will give students the appropriate grounding for understanding
a range of buildings and contexts. The material in the lectures will be
supplemented by readings from the textbook A Global History of
Architecture . Each lecture analyzes a particular architectural
transformation arising from a dynamic cultural situation. How did the
introduction of iron in the ninth century BCE impact regional politics
and the development of architecture? How did new religious
formations, such as Buddhism and Hinduism, produce new
architectural understandings? What were the architectural
consequences of the changing political landscape in northern Italy in
the 14th century? How did rock-cut architecture move across space
and time from West Asia to India to Africa? How did the emergence of
corn impact the rise of religious and temple construction in Mexico?
These are typical questions that the lectures will address.

45 Ways to Get More Clients For Your Membership
Site

Marketing

BRAND NEW: Tested & Proven Ways to Get You More Clients,
Customers, and Money for Your Business
If you are an entrepreneur, one of the most painful things to have to
admit to yourself, your colleagues and your family is that a product or
program that you invested so much time, money and effort in putting
together is a complete and utter failure.
Not only are you NOT making more money, but you are operating in
the RED due to the costs of doing business.
And the worst part is that you KNOW if you could fix those invisible
"problems", not only would you not be hemorrhaging money every
month, but you'd be MAKING a bundle.
As a result, you'd finally be able to buy your family the things that they
need, make some improvements to your overall quality of life, and pay
off all the bills.
But even better than that, you'd have the confidence and satisfaction
of knowing that you are a successful entrepreneur and that your
financial freedom lies in your hands and not someone else's.
Sound good?
Well, if you have ever wanted to put together a group program (or
membership site) and/or you already have a program that's just limping
along...you'll want to check out this short cut to filling your membership
while avoiding the many pitfalls and mistakes.
In this easy to follow course we'll cover the proven strategies, tactics,
and techniques to build your membership quickly.
Inside this course you will:

5 Day Twitter Mastery Course

Grade Results

social media

Discover 7 proven enrollment strategies
Get 27 tactics and learn how to tweak them specifically to funnel
members into your site
Learn how to avoid the Top 10 mistakes entrepreneurs make that
Master Twitter in only 5 days, guaranteed. Sign up for free today.
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5 Essential Designs for Your Business with
CorelDRAW X6

Design

Why pay hundreds, if not thousands of dollars for CorelDRAW training
when you can receive high quality, interactive, web-based CorelDRAW
training at a fraction of the cost? Introducing excellent, online
CorelDRAW training that allows you to learn at your pace without
spending entire days at a time away from the office or your college.
The course includes basic introductory lessons to CorelDRAW X6.
You learn commands and techniques for creating, editing, create and
printing drawings with CorelDRAW with ease. You will become familiar
with the CorelDRAW interface, tool, basic shape, effects artistic-media,
setting up drawings for print, manipulating reusable content, working
with text, shadows, and basic display features. The course is
presented via an intuitive, easy-to-use interface, allowing you to learn
at your own pace.
The course package:
- 7 modules with 26 video tutorials (about 6.00 hours total) and 4
slideshows online PDF
- 5 exercises tutorials
- Videos available, 24 hours on 24, for any PC
- Learn when you want (every day or week-end)
Pre-requsites:
- Some programing knowledge is good but not required
- No special hardware or software is required, a headset and an
Internet
The course outline:
- Install CorelDRAW X6
- Interface of CorelDRAW X6
- My first image
- Add the Text
- Tools
- Exercise
5 Factors That Set You Apart in College Admission

Education

This 60-minute course will teach the participant how to gain a
competitive edge in the college prep process. The instructor reveals
why, in the current college admissions environment, good just isn't
good enough.
Have you ever asked the following:
*How much foreign language do I need to get into college?
*Is it better to get a "C" in a regular course or an "A" in an advanced
class?
*Can I skip math my senior year?
Then, this course is for you! Through twenty-two engaging lectures,
this course will teach participants how to become GREAT candidates
for admission.

Grade Results
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5 Habits of Innovative Educators

Education

The truth is, innovation is like your health. If you treat it like a fad diet,
you'll get frustrated and exhausted. If you develop good habits, then
you'll see results that will engage your students like you've never seen
before. This class will uncover those habits, first introduced in this
Huffington Post article, 5 Habits of Innovative Educators. The
foundation of the course includes 6 high-quality video lectures from the
instructor. However, the best part about this course is the curated
content! Guest lectures from innovators in and outside of education,
innovation case studies written by innovative educators, and TWO live
Q&A sessions with innovation thought leaders.
Courtney has years of experience in teaching, and has a niche for
creating highly engaging virtual content. She has previous experience
in teaching innovative leadership at Rutgers University. The course will
include videos, case studies, worksheets/resources and experiential
exercises to engage the class in a variety of ways that help to develop
the habits of innovative educators.
5 NLP Techniques To Power Up Your Life

Health And Nutrition
In this video course you will learn, 5 powerful NLP techniques, which
will help you to.
- Feel good instantly.
- Reduce the impact of negative memories.
- Legally steal someone else’s skills
- Achieve your goals faster
- Live each day perfectly.
Below are the techniques which will be taught in the course1) Anchoring
2) How to feel good
3) Learning new skills faster
4) Techniques to reach where you want to be
5) Make your day a perfect day

5 P's of Marketing

Marketing
Many startups, and even established businesses, don't understand
how important marketing is to their business. It is quite simple, if you
don't market, you wont't be in business for long or you won't grow your
business. You will stagnate!
The 5 P's of Marketing Course covers: People, Place, Price, Product
and Promotion. Each lecture explains in detail each segment that
enable you to understand and implement into your business.

Grade Results
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5 Simple NLP Techniques To Overcome Anxiety

Psychology
Everybody in their life have lots of stress and anxiety.
Most of them do not know how to deal with it. In this course you will
learn 5 power simple NLP techniques to help you overcome stress and
anxiety.
Stress & anxiety is a part of your day to day life. NLP is a very
powerful tool to re-program your mind by just following these simple
techniques which take 2-5 mins each to complete.
In this course Mr. Pradeep Aggarwal will guide you and teach you 5
very simple and powerful NLP techniques. Which you can do and
practice while watching this video. While doing the exercises you will
quickly master your state of mind and control stress & anxiety and any
other negative feelings. This technique has been used by many of his
clients in his workshops and by prominent international sportsmen.

5 Steps to Get the 3 Results You Want Most!
52 Week Financial Challenge - 2013

Basic Skills
Finance

6 months of Film School in 101 minutes

Film Studies

Join the challenge today and get started on your path to financial
success! It's never too late to get started saving.

Don't have time for a a semester of Film School? Need to learn how to
use your DSLR or Video Camera? Want to learn a shooting system
that helps eliminate pain in the editing room? Need to buy some
microphones or plug into a Public Address System...learn more about
exposure and color temperature? It's all here...6 months of film school
in 101 minutes.
Aron Ranen is lead instructor at DVworkshops.com in Los Angeles
and NYC. He is currently a Video Journalist for Reuters News Agency
and Agence France-Presse. He was Clint Eastwood's cameraman for
Jazz documentary work produced by Warner Bros. Aron's
Documentaries have had over 2 Million views at his Youtube Channel.
His Corporate Video clients include Bank of America. Google..Hewitt
Associates...Telecare..Jones Lang LaSalle.and many more. He has
been leading video workshops for more then 20 years...including years
training NAVY Combat Camera groups at Pacific Fleet HQ.
6 Steps To Skinny - Weight Loss Plain And Simple

Health And Nutrition
The 6 Steps To Skinny program is a simple, tightly-edited class on
weight loss designed so that you can learn all six steps in a single day
and begin implementing IMMEDIATELY! The program takes you from
how to start your program through how to measure your progress, how
to eat, how to exercise, hot to get your brain to follow through, and
finally how to maintain your results!

6.00.1x: Introduction to Computer Science and
Programming Using Python

Computer Science

6.002x: Circuits and Electronics

Engineering

This course is the first of a two-course sequence: Introduction to
Computer Science and Programming Using Python, and Introduction to
Computational Thinking and Data Science. Together, they are
designed to help people with no prior exposure to computer science or
programming learn to think computationally and write programs to
tackle useful problems.
The course introduces engineering in the context of the lumped circuit
abstraction. Topics covered include: resistive elements and networks;
independent and dependent sources; switches and MOS transistors;
digital abstraction; amplifiers; energy storage elements; dynamics of
first- and second-order networks; design in the time and frequency
domains; and analog and digital circuits and applications. Design and
lab exercises are also significant components of the course.

6.00x: Introduction to Computer Science and
Programming

Grade Results

Computer Science
The course is aimed at students with little or no prior programming
experience who have a desire (or at least a need) to understand
computational approaches to problem solving. Some of the people
taking the course will use it as a stepping stone to more advanced
computer science courses, but for many, it will be their first and last
computer science course.
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600 Tips for Improving Productivity...and Peace of
Mind

Social Sciences

7 Business Steps for Your Personal Facebook
Timeline

Marketing

13 different eBooklets on specific productivity topics

I take you step-by-step through your personal Facebook Timeline and
show you how to support your business through your personal
account, without being spammy, or breaking any of Facebook’s terms
of service.
I have created 10 short video tutorials to take you through my 7-step
process. And I have included a guide you can download. I am happy to
answer any questions you have here or through any social account.
First we need to look at the larger picture. I think everyone here
understands that there are two main types of accounts on Facebook;
the personal account (which Facebook calls the “Timeline” and the
business Page.
You create a business page from your personal account. In the past,
you could not promote a business through your personal account
(that’s why Facebook opened up the business pages in the first place).
But things have changed a little in the last year and now there IS a way
to support your business on your personal account that won’t
jeopardize the Terms of Service that Facebook has for personal
accounts.
Take this course and learn how to make your personal Timeline
support your business.
7 Vital Steps
1.Cleaning up and adding to your Timeline
2.Creating Cover image strategies
3.Turning on your Follow button
4.Strategically Following
5.Engaging in Conversation
6.Posting to Friends and/or Public
7.Remembering your Friends
7 Day Yoga Routine: Increase Energy & Balance Your Health And Nutrition
Chakras
7 Days to Becoming a Better Person
Basic Skills
THIS COURSE IS NO LONGER AVAILABLE
Are you tired of the way that you interact with people?
Are you ready to make some serious changes in your life?
Are you looking for ways to improve yourself and to feel better about
your life?
This is the class for you.
In just seven days, we're going to talk about specific ways that you can
improve your relationships with the people around you. In just seven
days, we'll talk about positive ways you can start relating to people,
how you can start communicating more effectively, and how you can
help the people around you to live better lives, as well.
Each day contains a video or written lecture, lecture notes, and an
activity that you can do on your own to get the best possible
experience from the course.

Grade Results
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7 Days to Better Photography

Photography

Hello and welcome to 7 Days to Better Photography.
This is a video course that lasts roughly 90 minutes.
The course covers 7 different photography subjects, in an effort to
give you a solid understanding of a wide range of photographic
techniques.
Here are the lessons included:
Landscape - learn how to take stunning photographs while making the
most out of the great outdoors. The world is all around us, so it’s
important that you understand how to accurately capture it by using the
right focal length and aperture.
Portraits - if you ever want to make money from photography, you
really need to know how to take good photos of people. I’ll walk you
through some top tips, as well as point out all of the mistakes that you
should avoid.
Black and White - shooting in monochrome is a different art altogether,
as colour no longer comes into play. You need to focus more on
texture, shape, form and light, which I cover in this video.
Night - easily one of my favourite times to shoot, as it’s one of the most
creative times of day, where you can capture interesting lighting, long
exposures, and funky images. It’s not as hard as it looks, and provides
you with some very interesting results.
Low light - this is one of the hardest times to take photos as your
camera will struggle to focus, and you’ll be putting a lot of strain on the
aperture, shutter speed, and ISO. Let me show you how to do this with
ease.
Sunsets - who doesn’t love a sunset? Easily one of the most scenic
times of day and great for capturing stunning landscapes during the
golden hours.
How to Capture What You See - This is one of the most common

7 Days to Living Your Yoga Practice!
7 Lessons For Boosting Well-being & Life
Enhancement

Health And Nutrition
Basic Skills

This course is about helping teach people some simple ideas that can
boost their well-being, health and good fortune. The course is made up
of a series of videos and can take less than an hour to view. The
lessons often suggest ideas and tasks to be done to apply the learning
from the video, and it is often best to watch a video and apply what has
been learnt and then a few days later view the next video.
You should take this course if you are interested in increasing your
health and well-being and good fortune, or are interested in helping
others to increase their health, well-being and good fortune. It is made
to be really simple and quick to follow with as little jargon as possible,
trying to focus on each lesson just giving you what is useful to know.
Those that are interested in further information can engage in
comments and questions and additional research and I am happy to
offer support, further ideas and guidance
7 Proven Attorney App Marketing Strategies For PI
Law Firms

Grade Results

Law
How PI Attorneys Are Using Apps To Attract Clients, Automate
Referrals, and Bring More "Winnable" Cases Into Their Firm
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7 Simple Steps to Pinterest Selling, Traffic and Profits Marketing
Over an hour of simple yet very powerful videos (plus many links),
Pinterest expert Paul Tilley shows you how to Make Profit with
Pinterest in 7 simple steps
Paul will show you:
A system to profit on Pinterest.
Discover everything there is to know about Pinterest
Pros & Cons Pinterest
Who and what to target for max profits
The things that you must avoid when making money on Pinterest
How to get into Pinterest, configure your account, get followers and
automate your profits on Pinterest
How to optimize your Pinterest account to generate Mass Traffic so
traffic to any website, affiliate link or product you want.
How to use the affiliate profiting strategy, so that you can side step all
trial and error everyone else goes through when promoting on
Pinterest.
How to use Pinterest itself so that you don't have to scour the Internet
all day to find images that people "want" to see on Pinterest.
BONUS: How to automate the whole thing!
The entire course is over one hour long, but you have the ability to
pause the videos and re-read the .pdf text so that you can go at your
own pace.
The instructor, Paul Tilley, will also take any of your questions, you can
type these into the "Questions" box on the right-hand sign of your
screen.
Sign Up For Our FREE Newsletter, Learn Different Money Making
Strategies & Freedom Lifestyle Tips. Also Includes Free Access To A
One Of Our Paid Courses
Add me on Facebook!
Tweet Me!
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7 Steps: Vision to Action

Basic Skills

Success is easier when you know where you are going.
We believe that everybody has it within them to achieve greatness and
be successful. We have the Power to Choose the way we want to live
our lives. Our CHOICES enable us to CREATE the reality of our
Visions. By engaging in positive and creative thinking we are able
shape the roadmap that can lead us to the life that we want. This
course provides you with a practical framework for creative and
innovative thinking to help you move from where you are to where you
want to be.
7 Steps: Vision to Action online coaching is designed to provide you
with a sounding board to get your ideas out, a system of accountability
and a practical plan to achieving your dreams no matter how big or
small. In fact the bigger your dream the better.
The course is broken into 7 Steps, each one is sequential and allows
you to piece together a workable plan to turn your vision into reality.
Within each step there are a number of exercises that you are required
to complete before moving to the next step. This course is
accompanied with a downloadable Journey Map for you to complete all
the exercises. The course has been structured with a motivational
coaching style with one goal in mind – move you from vision to action!
All successful people have personal development gurus and coaches
pushing them to achieve peak performance and challenging their
creative thinking abilities. This course is no different! 7 Steps: Vision to
Action coaching is an affordable, no non-sense coaching course for the
people that want their lives to work. This course is for the people that
are motivated to make their lives work, it’s aimed at the people that
know there is more to life than what they currently have. If you want
more from life this course is for you. If you want to change your
circumstances and create the opportunities that will enable you to live
the life of your dreams this course is for you. Most of the exercises will
take at least 30 minutes to 1 hour to complete (variable from person to
person).
This course is not for the feint hearted. It requires you to invest time
into creating your own journey map to success and follow up your plan

7 Tips for Hot Looking Videos

Film Studies
This course is about how to create "do it yourself" video content for
your website, blog, promotional material and social media. Designed
for the "non professional" you'll have access to an easy to understand
step-by-step guide. Everything from how to videos, cheat sheets and
links to resources is provided. Each module is broken down into short
easy to follow steps so you won't feel overwhelmed. If you want to get
ahead of your competition, build your brand, or connect with your
audience on an emotional and humanized level; this course is for you!

7 Tips on how to visit Disney World in Orlando on the International Studies
budget
How can you visit the Walt Disney World Resort for cheap? What's the
secret to an inexpensive Disney World vacation for the families? How
do you purchase Disney tickets, hotel and transportation on a limited
budget?
My name is Vadim Mikhailenko and in this course I will share with you
7 valuable tips and techniques on how you can maximize your Disney
experience and save money at the same time. As a family of 6 (2
adults and 4 children) spent vacation at Disney World in Orlando
Florida, stayed at luxurious 2000 sq ft 3 bedroom 3 bathroom condo,
visited Magic Kingdom, Epcot, Animal Kingdom and Hollywood Studios
for 5 days for less than $500.00 per person.
This course is created as a series of videos with overview tutorials.
You also have access to AudioBook MP3 file, which you can download
and listen on your smartphone or other MP3 players: this allows you to
consume the course as audiobook without watching. Course also
contains links to the tools, budget worksheets and overview tutorials on
how to make required reservations
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8 P's of Marketing

Marketing
This is a comprehensive course on 8 P's of Marketing. Understand
different concepts of marketing in easy terms and different case
studies. The program starts with a detailed understanding of Marketing
and its different aspects. Gradually, it takes care of each P in details.
We start with Product and understand every aspects of Product
strategy. Then we move towards others Ps, that is Price, Promotion,
Place, People, Process, Physical evidence and finally, we will be
talking about the productivity and quality strategy.

8 Steps To Automating Tumblr For Profit

Marketing

When it comes to making money online, Tumblr is one network that
can often be overlooked. But Tumblr is a little like blogging meeting
Facebook with a touch of twitter. This is because you can create blog
posts that can be liked and shared by other Tumblr users.
With such a great free tool available it would be crazy not to explore
ways to make money using Tumblr. So this course will show you:
How To Find A Niche For Your Tumblr Blog
How Setup Your Blog
How To Source and Automate All The Content For Your Blog
How To Monazite Tumblr
How To Get People Viewing Your Site
Get More Free Tips, Trick and FREE Courses By Signing Up To Our
Newsletter
Add me on Facebook!
8.01x: Classical Mechanics

Science

Covers the basics of Newtonian mechanics, fluid mechanics, kinetic
gas theory and thermodynamics in addition to exploring other realworld phenomena.

8.02x: Electricity and Magnetism

Science

8.02x (Electricity and Magnetism) presents the basic concepts of
Electromagnetism, and how this touches upon a vast variety of
interesting real-world topics.

8.MReVx: Mechanics Review

Engineering

80000901_1X: History of Chinese Architecture — Part Architecture
1
80000901_1X: History of Chinese Architecture: Part 1 Architecture

Mechanics ReView is a second look at introductory Newtonian
Mechanics. It will give you a unified overview of mechanics that will
dramatically increase your problem-solving ability.
This course explores China's rich and varied architectural history. (In
Mandarin with English subtitles).
China's architectural history spans thousands of years. In this course,
we will explore the ancient cities of Chang'an of Han, Luoyang of
Northern Wei, Chang'an and Luoyang of Sui and Tang, Kaifeng of
Song and Dadu of Yuan, and delve into the history of the awe-inspiring
ancient buildings that still grace the landscape of these bustling cities.
The course will cover construction and aesthetics of these imperial
palaces, religious structures, pagodas, tombs and gardens. We will
study the basis of Chinese architecture, the wood framed building, as
well as the brick and stone construction of many Buddhist pagodas and
tombs.

80000901_2x: History of Chinese Architecture: Part 2

History
In 8000901-1X, History of Chinese Architecture: Part 1, we know the
development of Chinese architecture from the remote antiquity to the
Song, Liao and Jin dynasty. In Part 2 we’ll go on looking at Chinese
architecture of the Yuan, Ming and Qing period. We’ll explore the city of
Dadu of Yuan and Beijing of Ming and Qing, and delve into the history
of the awe-inspiring ancient buildings that still grace the landscape of
these bustling cities. The course will cover construction and aesthetics
of these imperial palaces, religious structures, pagodas, tombs and
gardens. The course will culminate in an examination of the Summer
Palace in Beijing, the ancient royal garden at the Chengde Mountain
Resort, and the private gardens of the Ming and Qing dynasties.
Dwellings from various region and nationalities of China blossomed.
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9/11 and Its Aftermath -- Part I

Social Sciences

This course will explore the forces that led to the 9/11 attacks and the
policies the United States adopted in response. We will examine the
phenomenon of modern terrorism, the development of the al Qai'da
ideology, and the process by which individuals radicalize towards
violence.

@fondalo's A to Z Social Media Marketing

Marketing

I've Actually Done it! Learn everything you need to know about Social
Media Marketing A to Z for Twitter, Facebook, etc

A 12.5 Hour C# Course With Microsoft Visual Studio
2013
A Beginner's Guide to Arabic Calligraphy

Education
Design

Double Your Skills: Learn C# and Microsoft Visual Studio 2013!
This is an 8-week comprehensive and step-by-step course to learn the
Naskh, Thuluth, and Diwani scripts from absolute scratch. Following is
the outline for the course:
FAQ
Is this course suitable for my kids to take?
Of course, the earlier a child starts learning calligraphy, the easier it is
to pick up the art.

When does this course start and end? Is there a fixed schedule?
There is no start and end date to the course, and there is no fixed
schedule; this course keeps your busy life schedule in mind and allows
you the flexibility to attend the lessons whenever you’d like.

Are these live sessions or pre-recorded lessons?
These are pre-recorded detailed tutorial videos which you can watch
as many times as you’d like.

Since this is an 8 week course, will we have access to videos for only
8 weeks?
8 weeks is only a suggested timeframe. As you will have the access to
the lessons indefinitely, you can complete the course in 8 months or
perhaps 8 years; it is totally up to you.

Does the course include supplies used to write calligraphy?
No, as this is an online course, there are no supplies provided with the
course. However, I teach how to create your own bamboo qalam and
suggest brands/types of paper and ink you can purchase from any
local art store.

What if I do not want to create my own bamboo pen and want to buy a
ready-made pen? Where can I buy everyday calligraphy supplies?
You can checkout the website www.arabiccalligraphysupplies.com for
A Beginner's Guide to Irrational Behavior

Economics

A Beginner's Guide to Mastering Photography

Photography

A Beginners Guide To Setting Up A WordPress Blog

Web Design

A Beginners' Guide To Using SketchUp 3D Design
Tool

Design

In this course we will learn about some of the many ways in which
people behave in less than rational ways, and how we might overcome
these problems.

Starting a Wordpress blog might be an amazing experience for
someone new to the field. In this course, you will learn Setting Up
Wordpress and How to Start a Wordpress Blog.
In this Introduction to SketchUp you will learn all the basics you need in
order to use the program.
SketchUp is a wonderful program that helps you visualise your ideas
and make them reality. Ever had a problem explaining to someone a
idea you had for a room alteration? Well with the course you'll be able
to show them!
Whether you are new to using 3D software or even new to a
computer, Michael's straight forward explanations ensure you will be
making your own models with ease.
The course is broken down in to major categories and most students
should be able to complete it within 2 hours.
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A beginner’s and intermediate guide to VBA
programming

Business

Have you ever felt frustrated using Microsoft Excel to perform
mundane and often repetitive tasks? Have you ever felt that there has
to be an easier and faster way to perform to do something? Well, using
Microsoft Visual Basic for Application (VBA) programming language
allows you to automate manual tasks within Excel and allows you to be
more effective and efficient with your time. Not only does it provide you
access to a rich library of additional tools and capabilities, over and
above what a standard user may have access to, it can also be used to
integrate with some of the Microsoft other Office applications such as
Outlook, Word and MS Access.
So, who should take this course?
Anyone who wants to learn how to be a proficient VBA programming
Anyone who wants to learn how to effectively utilize the tool to solve
and automated manual tasks
In this course you will learn some of the fundamental concepts of the
VBA programming language. Not only does this course include a
review of the basic concepts and key functionality available within this
rich programming language such as the IF, Select Case and Loop
Statements, you will also learn how to design and develop your own
custom objects using the concepts of object orientated programming
through the use of class modules.
This course starts off with a brief refresher on the basic concepts of
the VBA programming language and a review of the VBA Editor, the
development environment that we will use during this course.
This program also includes a number of practical examples, to help
demonstrate how to effectively utilize the concepts that you have
covered during this course. This course includes the key concepts and
practical examples of the following VBA statements and functionality:
IF Statements
Loop Statements (For Next, Do While, Do Until)
Exit Statements
Goto Statements
Select Case Statements
Enumeration Data Types

A Better Reflection in Autodesk Softimage

Design

Rendering engines have given us better control of the look we desire in
our rendering in recent years, but like any managed software, the
default look and options are not always appropriate. This course goes
in detail over the reflection process in DCC application and how to
tweak the results to get a life like results.
The course will go over how to achieve textured reflections, reflection
blending to simulate life like materials like ceramic, porcelain and metal
and ultimately have full control of the desired look of your rendering.
The course is only an hour long and requires no assets beside two
spheres and a grid.
Happy rendering!
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A Blender Game Character

Design

Create a superhero in Blender, from scratch! Blender is a great way to
generate sprites for games. The goal of this course is to show you how
to create an animated character and then render out sprites. In this
course you'll model, texture, rig, animate, and render out images in an
iterative fashion.
This course is taught in real-time, no accelerated video (so a 10
minute lecture really is 10 minutes of work). My intended teaching style
is like sitting down with a friend. You'll see my workflow as I develop
this character from scratch. When I make a mistake, you'll see how to
correct it. You'll see how Blender supports iterating over the creation of
a character, even when in different phases of its development.
This course is intended for folks with some Blender experience (so not
complete newcomers). If you are comfortable with A Blender
Quickstart, you will probably be okay (but challenged) with A Blender
Game Character. If you haven't used Blender in years, you should be
fine if you used the 2.4x and/or 2.5x series. #blender #b3d
A Blender Quickstart

Design

“A great overview of Blender and it is a perfect starting point to learn
how to use it.” - Olivier Monceau
“Just love the way it’s explained” - Rama Raju
“Helps you get a quick and practical start” - Kalpana Pandey
“It looks simple but covers a lot of topics” - Leandro Voltlino
“This really helped with animation skills” - Mark Diaz
“Got me using Blender again after many years away” - Justin Dike
“It’s a nice beginner course” - Bram
“I enjoyed the fast pace and step” - James Burke
“Fun project with useful skills” - Heidi Broderson
“I went from knowing very little … to having fun in an hour.” - Mark
Smith
“I thoroughly enjoyed this tutorial series” - Greg Peart
This course is a quick tour of many Blender features it is in real-time
(only about 1.5 hours). It is not long on explanation but it will give you
an introduction to:
* Modeling
* UV unwrapping
* Texturing
* Rigging
* Animating
* Rendering
All done in the form of a project. From scratch you'll build and animate
a pencil. If you've never done 3D before you may find A Blender
Quickstart challenging as it is intended for those with some 3D
experience to give them a tour of Blender's feature set. #blender #b3d

A Brief History of Human Spaceflight

History
This course provides a view of the history of spaceflight, from early
writings telling of human's fascination of space through the early
Russian and American space stations. Developed as an interesting
and entertaining slice of space history that is accessible to anyone with
an interest in human spaceflight

A Brief History of Humankind

Humanities
The course surveys the entire length of human history, from the
evolution of various human species in the Stone Age up to the political
and technological revolutions of the twenty-first century.
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A Brief History of India.

History

Have you ever wondered how one-sixth of humanity lives in India?
Have you ever wondered the story behind India's immense diversity?
Have you ever been curious about various events that changed India?
Whether you are an Indian trying to understand your own country or a
foreigner trying to get a handle of India, this course would be apt.
You can finish this course in a couple of hours. The course is
predominantly video based and a lot of effort is put into making the 170
slides for this course.
A Business Guide to Facebook Marketing

Marketing
You could spend hours trying to learn how to use Facebook on your
own. This course is designed to be the ultimate resource for anyone
who is looking to use Facebook to market their business. It starts with
the basics and takes you all the way to advanced tips and tricks. This
course will be updated weekly with more content and tips based upon
the questions asked. There will also be some live Google Hangouts
where I will answer any question related to Facebook marketing. You
will also have the opportunity to have your questions answered on a
daily basis!

A Complete Guide to Adobe Photoshop Tools

Design

Adobe Photoshop CS6 is a widely used application mainly for editing
images. The key components that you need to know in order to get
started with it is understanding its interface and its tools panel. This
course gives you a comprehensive guide of how to use each and every
single tool in the tools panel. You will get hands on experience on how
to use each tool and its various options and whats the best tool that fits
a given instance.
There are nearly 70 tools in the tools panel of Adobe Photoshop CS6
and you will be learning 99% of those tools categorized as follows:
Selection Tools
Crop and Slice Tools
Measuring Tools
Retouching Tools
Painting Tools
Drawing and Type Tools
Navigation Tools
There is still a long way to go as a Photoshop User but i'll ensure that
you are in the right path to become a PRO in Adobe Photoshop!
Also don't forget to catch up with my Adobe Photoshop CS6 for Web
Designers Course if you are interested.
A Course on building a Course!

Education

This course is for those who want to learn what goes into the making of
a successful online course.
Everyday people are going online to learn new things because it is so
much easier watching a few videos than reading lines upon lines in a
HUGE textbook full of jargon...
Don't miss you opportunity to teach & make some good money!
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A Crash Course in Data Science

Computer Science
By now you have definitely heard about data science and big data. In
this one-week class, we will provide a crash course in what these
terms mean and how they play a role in successful organizations. This
class is for anyone who wants to learn what all the data science action
is about, including those who will eventually need to manage data
scientists. The goal is to get you up to speed as quickly as possible on
data science without all the fluff. We've designed this course to be as
convenient as possible without sacrificing any of the essentials.

A Day at the Supermarket

Computer Science

A Gentle Introduction to Programming Using Python

Computer Science

Let's manage our own supermarket and buy some goods along the
way!

This course will provide a gentle, yet intense, introduction to
programming using Python for highly motivated students with little or
no prior experience in programming. The course will focus on planning
and organizing programs, as well as the grammar of the Python
programming language. The course is designed to help prepare
students for 6.01 Introduction to EECS I. 6.01 assumes some
knowledge of Python upon entering; the course material for 6.189 has
been specially designed to make sure that concepts important to 6.01
are covered. This course is offered during the Independent Activities
Period (IAP), which is a special 4-week term at MIT that runs from the
first week of January until the end of the month.
A Guide to Copyright for Media Artists and Educators Education

Gain a clearer understanding of how copyright pertains to you as a
content creator or educator teaching a media class.

A Guide to Copyright for Media Artists and Educators Photography
Copyright Basics: Learn How to Obtain a Copyright is an entertaining
and informative look at the importance of copyright when creating or
using media as a professional, hobbyist or as an instructor in a media
class.
In addition to copyright law, learn about trademark and patent laws,
fair use, public domain, creative commons, DMCA and the TEACH Act.
Take this ultimate Copyright Basics course right now and learn how to
obtain a copyright.
A Hands-on Introduction to Engineering Simulations

Engineering
In this hands-on course, you’ll learn how to perform engineering
simulations using a powerful tool from ANSYS, Inc. This is a problembased course where you’ll learn by doing. The focus will be on
understanding what’s under the blackbox so as to move beyond
garbage-in, garbage-out. You’ll practice using a common solution
approach to problems involving different physics: structural mechanics,
fluid dynamics and heat transfer.

A History of the World since 1300
History
A Journey through Medicine: How to Get into Medical Mathematics
School
A Law Student's Toolkit
Law
This course consists of a series of short lectures and assignments. A
reading list complements each lesson, providing you with a roadmap to
help you explore the subject matter more deeply on your own. Although
the lessons may cross-reference each other, they are modular in
nature: you should feel free to approach them in whatever order fits
your schedule, interests, and needs.
A Life of Happiness and Fulfillment

Basic Skills
This course, based on the award-winning class offered both at the
Indian School of Business and at the McCombs School of Business at
The University of Texas at Austin, developed by Prof. Raj
Raghunathan (aka "Dr. Happy-smarts") draws content from a variety of
fields, including psychology, neuroscience, and behavioral decision
theory to offer a tested and practical recipe for leading a life of
happiness and fulfillment.
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A Love-Hate Relationship: Cholesterol in Health and
Disease

Science

A MAGIC 5-Step Formula for Success in Life

Basic Skills

In this class, we will examine cholesterol's role in the cell and in the
body as a whole, from its function as a structural component of the
membrane to its function in signaling. We will discuss mechanisms of
cholesterol sensing, mechanisms of feedback regulation in cells,
cholesterol in the brain, cholesterol in the circulation, 'good cholesterol'
and 'bad cholesterol,' cholesterol-related human disorders, and the
drugs that deal with some of these disorders. This course is one of
many Advanced Undergraduate Seminars offered by the Biology
Department at MIT.
This course will show you how to design the life you want; how to form
step-by-step plans to create it; how to develop an unshakable selfconfidence in your ability to succeed and how to persevere until you
are living the life of your dreams.
It consists of video lessons, meditation / visualization exercises, a
workbook with fill in the blank templates and information about my You
Tube channel where you can get more information.

A mathematical way to think about biology
A Non-Geek's Guide to Evernote

Mathematics
Business
Go paperless in your home, office and the rest of your life.
Did you download Evernote, but still have no idea what it is really for?
You will find all the answers in this quick easy to follow Evernote
Tutorial.
In a short time you will learn how to install, launch and add items to
Evernote through your smartphone or computer.
This video manual teaches you How to Use Evernote and takes you
inside Evernote and shows you exactly what you need to know. The
perfect tool for visual learners!
Get started today using my Quickstart Guide and simple template files.

A Practical Introduction to Responsive Design

Web Design
Designing for the web is no longer what it used to be. The number of
devices with web-browsing capabilities is growing at an increasing
speed. In order to deliver a solid web experience for your users, it's
essential to design for these varying use cases.
Enter responsive web design. In this class, you will learn the basic
concepts and tools needed to design and build a mobile-first
responsive web experience. Covering topics such as media-queries,
progressive enhancement, setting appropriate breakpoints, and
establishing a percentage-based grid — this course will get you up to
speed with the basic understanding you need to get started. Get ready
to throw pixels and fixed-width layouts to the wind.

A Pro Tools gourmet training

Design
This course is mainly for people who would like to learn more about the
new features that were introduced in Pro Tools®10.
You need to have a basic understanding of Pro Tools® to be able to
follow the pace.
It also has a bonus section at the end which covers the proper way of
routing a real time reverb plug-in in your mix, how to use automation in
virtual instruments, and two different 'bouncing to disk' methods. These
bonus lessons are part of a bigger online course offered on www.beyc.com. For this bonus section I chose three of the most popular
subjects. I hope you'll enjoy this tapas course as much as I enjoyed
developing it.

A Problem-Free Approach to Problem Solving

Basic Skills

A really interesting course
A Romp Through Ethics for Complete Beginners

Philosophy
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A Startup’s Guide to Hiring a Virtual Assistant

Business

Why every startup should hire a virtual assistant (VA), answers to your
questions, and how to hire and manage your VA.

A to Z Grant Writing

Literature

A to Z Grant Writing is an invigorating and informative course that will
equip you with the skills and tools you need to enter the exciting field of
grant writing! You'll learn how to raise needed funds by discovering
how and where to look for potential funders who are a good match for
your organization. You'll also learn how to network and develop true
partnerships with a variety of funders, how to organize a successful
grant-writing campaign, and how to put together a complete proposal
package.

A Vampire in Photoshop

Photography

A Vampire in Photoshop, is a fun way to learn how to use tools &
techniques in Photoshop to manipulate images. Over the course, we'll
show how to not just add fangs, but also show exactly how we made
our model go from tan, to pale white…WITHOUT losing her skin
texture! We take you step by step from the original image, to a pretty
convincing vampire.
This course takes the average beginner about 2 hours to get through,
if following along, and has plenty of tips and tricks to sink your teeth
into… sorry for the pun :)

A Venture Capitalist Innovation Process

Business

A Year's Worth of Piano Lessons in One Weekend

Music

Enjoy!
Randy Komisar, a partner at Kleiner Perkins Caufield & Byers and
author of the best-selling book
Learn Music Easily.
* Learn all the keys on the keyboard.
* Learn all the notes through stories and color.
* Learn to play songs.
* Learn the language of Music!
This course includes all of the downloads needed, including the music
flash cards that are
colored coded with the keyboard.
If you have always wanted to play, this is a most wonderful way to
learn. Over 35 years
of research and development have been put in, always looking for the
results of learning
music with ease and grace.
This course builds a most solid foundation and then you can continue
with music
on skype if you wish.

A Young Entrepreneur's Guide To Growing A
Business: Part 2
A Young Entrepreneur's Guide To Starting A
Business: Part 1
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A-Z Twitter Profits Blueprint

Marketing

Twitter.com provides a lot of ways to make very good money working
from home online. Twitter's website gets massive traffic from all over
the world. In fact there are so many ways to make money on Twitter,
that it can be very confusing.
In this course you'll learn how to minimize your workload to make sure
you're working smart and not hard on Twitter. Most people spend too
much time trying to reinvent the wheel with social media, but in this
course you'll learn how to figure out what's working now to save you as
much time as possible.
Though it is focused on beginner to intermediate I believe there are
hidden gems in this course for anyone interested in making money with
Twitter as an affiliate marketer or selling your own products.
My course is split into two main parts that breaks down into six
sections, twenty seven lectures, twelve quizzes, and over two hours of
video training content.
Part One: "Twitter Tycoon" = Three sections and eighteen lectures.
In section one you'll learn how to find your niche and your audience
specifically on Twitter to make sure you get started right. I'll show you
how to streamline your Twitter account completely by front loading your
tweets, and you'll get a backstage pass to a killer social media
management software that will help you automate all of your Twitter
processes completely. I'll also show you how to hit the ground running
by benchmarking your competitors' best practices
In section two you'll learn how to create your Twitter account to attract
followers like moths to a flame. I'll also show you an underground
technique to getting over 10,000 Twitter followers in less than 3 days.
Here you'll learn why your competitors on Twitter can become your
best allies when it comes to getting followers. You'll learn how to build
relationships with your competitors then turn all of their followers into
your followers.You'll also see how to strike deals with "Influencers" on
Twitter to gain a massive following in no time.
In section three you'll learn everything you need to know about

A/B Testing The Easy Way

Grade Results

Computer Science

This course teaches you an intuitive and novel way to setup and
analyze a/b tests on your website so that you can come to the correct
conclusions. Don't be one of the many people who just starts running
tests without a clear understanding of how to set it up and analyze
correctly. You will save yourself hours of arguing and months (or even
years) of making decisions based on misinterpretations of what the
data is telling you.
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ABC for Designers: Tips & Exercises for the Design
Practice

Design

As more lectures will be added soon, the price of the course will go up
in March. Take your chance now to get life time access for the current
$16.
This ABC course will walk you through a landscape of design
methods. A quick tour, it will be. It will show your potential toolset in a
series of 26+ selected verbs, all with their unique initial. Not too many
words for an introductory course as this one. Just the right amount, so
they are distinctive and you can easily remember them.
Each of the selected verbs has tips and exercises with them. You are
encouraged to exercise the exercises, developing your selection
criteria as well as your self-discipline.
The aim of the course is to develop your creative skills by showing
methods and techniques that have proven their success in the past.
The design practices can assist you to reorganize your thoughts, to
adjust your design process. It can be a modest but dedicated coach to
make you adapt your vision on design. It also is a tool to convince
potential customers and employers that you know how a design
process should be managed.
Surprise yourself with new visions on what your design process can
be like.
ABC of investing

Finance

Ableton Live 8 Essential Training

Music

Ableton Live 9 - New Features

Music

The straightforward, no nonsense guide to investing your money, in
plain English.
Ableton Live 8 Essential Training with Rick Schmunk offers a
comprehensive overview of Ableton's live audio and MIDI sequencing
software and the techniques required to compose, record, and edit
music, in real time, on stage, or in the studio. The course includes
tutorials on compiling live sets from audio and MIDI clips, loops, or
samples, applying MIDI effects, warping audio, and recording and
producing songs in any number of contemporary styles. Exercise files
are included with the course.

This is a down and dirty look at the new features in Ableton Live 9. It is
broken up into 10 small videos and will teach you some basic Ableton
techniques as well as show you some key features that have been
added in the new update coming Q1 2013 in this Ableton tutorial for
beginners course.
Take this FREE Ableton Tutorial For Beginners and learn about all
Ableton Live 9 New Features right now!

Ableton Live 9 for Live Performance
Ableton Live 9 for Live Performance
Ableton Live 9 for Live Performance
Ableton Live 9 Tips and Tricks
Ableton Live 9 Tips and Tricks
Ableton Live Beginners Crash Course

Engineering
Computer Science
Music
Music
Engineering
Music

Abnormal Language
Aboriginal Worldviews and Education

Science
Education

Grade Results

By showing how to create a well-known pop song from scratch this
course teaches the basics of Ableton's Arrangement View

This course will explore indigenous ways of knowing and how this
knowledge can inform education to the benefit of all students.
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About Life Coaching & Life Coach Training

Education
I will teach you much of what I know about being a coach and attracting
clients, etc. I can teach you all of that but you will have to be willing and
able to put the time in to make it happen.
And we all seem to have this magical thing I call "attraction power". It's
a mystery. Maybe it's karma. Maybe it's what you chose before you
incarnated into you. Maybe if you work the Law of Attraction, it will get
you what you want.
I don't know if any business is easy but I do know that it is about
attracting and working with clients - working with them in a unique way
so that their experience is everything it can be. That means that you
will be honing your skills and growing as a coach and a human being
for as long as you live.
You can apply this training to any kind of coaching or you can use it to
complete some of the requirements to be a YOU University Coach
(must complete YOU University first to be a YOU University coach.
Other requirements upon request. You can email me at
maiaberens@youuniversityonline.com.)

about nazi art
Abstract Algebra I
Abstract Algebra II
Academic Information Seeking

arts
Mathematics
Mathematics
Basic Skills

Accent Reduction Made Fast and Easy
Accent Reduction: English Pronunciation Mastery

Foreign Language
Foreign Language

This course will introduce you to the basic elements of academic
information seeking - we will explore the search process from defining
a strategy to evaluating and documenting your search results.

This Accent Artisan: English Pronunciation Mastery course - is an
online English speaking training program that will transform the way
you experience language learning - just a few minutes at a time.
Together we will target the sounds that are more difficult for you and
tackle them separately and in a context of whole words and sentences.
We will turn your hesitation into excitement and doubts into confidence.
These videos & training exercises teach you how to produce all of the
sounds of English, approach particularly difficult items and leverage the
simplification of a task to achieve great results. They train your ear,
tongue, lips etc. to master the physicality of English pronunciation.
You will have the confidence to speak up, present your ideas and fully
participate in conversations. Are you ready to take the next step
towards your English mastery?
Access 2007 Advanced

Business

This course builds on the Introduction and Intermediate courses to
show you how to bring all of the different Access objects and
development phases together to make a cohesive application. It also
teaches you many different techniques to make Access even more
interactive by using dialog boxes, subforms, and more controls. Finally,
the course shows you how to create different types of macros and how
to select the proper Control and Event for the best possible outcome.
The course will cover programming tips as well.

Access 2007 Essential Training

Computer Science

From using predefined Access 2007 database applications to building
them from scratch, Access 2007 Essential Training covers each step of
understanding, creating, and modifying databases for custom business
purposes. Instructor David Rivers shows even the most databasechallenged how to utilize this powerful software for creating reports and
charts, as well as for business record keeping and analysis. Exercise
files accompany the tutorials.

Grade Results
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Access 2007 Intermediate

Business

This course builds on the skills and concepts taught in Access 2007:
Introduction. Students will learn how to normalize data; work with
Lookup fields and subdatasheets; create join queries; add objects to
forms, print reports and labels; create charts; and use PivotTables and
PivotCharts. Designated as Approved Courseware for the Microsoft
Certified Application Specialist program, this course will help students
prepare for the Access 2007 exam (77-605). For comprehensive
certification training, students should complete Access 2007:
Introduction, Intermediate, and Advanced.

Access 2007 Introduction

Business

This course covers the basic functions and features of Access 2007.
Students will learn how to design and create databases; work with
tables, fields, and records; sort and filter data; and create queries,
forms, and reports. Designated as Approved Courseware for the
Microsoft Certified Application Specialist program, this course will help
students prepare for the Access 2007 exam (77-605). For
comprehensive certification training, students should complete Access
2007: Introduction, Intermediate, and Advanced.

Access 2007 Power Shortcuts

Computer Science

In Access 2007 Power Shortcuts, Access expert Alicia Katz Pollock
shares hundreds of tips and shortcuts to vastly increase efficiency and
get the full power out of Access 2007. The course includes tips for
working with the Ribbon and Quick Access toolbar, managing files,
customizing and automating Access, rapid data entry and editing,
working with tables, queries, forms, and reports, managing your
database, and much more. Exercise files accompany the course.

Access 2007: Forms and Reports in Depth
Access 2010 Advanced

Business
Business

Access 2010 Essential Training

Computer Science

In Access 2010 Essential Training, Alicia Katz Pollock gives a
comprehensive overview of creating databases in Access 2010,
whether using predefined database templates or building from scratch.
This course covers each step of constructing and modifying databases
for custom purposes, as well as working with tables, forms, queries,
macros, and reports and charts for record keeping and analysis.
Exercise files are included with the course.

Access 2010 Essential Training

Business

In Access 2010 Essential Training, Alicia Katz Pollock gives a
comprehensive overview of creating databases in Access 2010,
whether using predefined database templates or building from scratch.
This course covers each step of constructing and modifying databases
for custom purposes, as well as working with tables, forms, queries,
macros, and reports and charts for record keeping and analysis.
Exercise files are included with the course.

Access 2010 Intermediate

Business

This course goes into more detail on how to make the database objects
more interactive within Microsoft Access 2010. Starting with an
explanation of the different table relationships and setting advanced
properties within a Table, this course shows you how to effectively use
the tools within Microsoft Access to verify data as it gets entered into
the database. Additionally, this course shows you how to import an
Excel spreadsheet and use the different Action Queries to create a
relational database. Finally, the course shows how to create interactive
forms and reports by adding calculated controls.

Grade Results

This course builds on the Introduction and Intermediate courses to
show techniques to bring all of the different Access objects together to
make a cohesive application. It does this by showing the viewer how
and why Microsoft Access utilizes the Properties and Events of the
different objects. Finally, the course shows the viewer how to create
macros using the new Macro editor and how to select the proper
Control and Event for the best possible outcome.
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Access 2010 Introduction

Business

This course covers the basics functions of Access 2010. After an
introduction to database concepts and the Access environment and
Help systems, you will learn how to open and use existing databases
and design and create databases. Next, you will work with tables,
fields, and records; sort, search and filter data; and set field properties
and data entry rules. You also will learn to create queries, forms, and
reports.

Access 2010 New Features

Computer Science

In Access 2010 New Features, author Alicia Katz Pollock explains each
new and enhanced feature in Microsoft Access 2010. This course
covers the Backstage view that replaces the File menu in Office 2010,
shortcuts for building tables, new layout tools and navigation controls,
the macro designer featuring IntelliSense, as well as exporting to and
collaborating in SharePoint. Exercise files accompany the course.

Access 2010 Power Shortcuts

Computer Science

In Access 2010 Power Shortcuts, Access expert Alicia Katz Pollock
shares hundreds of tips and shortcuts to vastly increase efficiency and
get the full power out of Access 2010. The course includes tips for
working with the Ribbon and Quick Access toolbar, managing files,
customizing and automating Access, rapid data entry and editing,
working with tables, queries, forms, and reports, managing your
database, and much more. Exercise files accompany the course.

Access 2010: Forms and Reports in Depth
Access 2010: Queries in Depth

Business
Computer Science

Access 2010: Real-World Projects

Computer Science

In Access 2010: Real-World Projects, author Gini Courter uses realworld examples to explore Access's database creation and
management features. Gini shows how to create professionally
formatted forms and reports and make ugly databases a thing of the
past using Office themes. Creating a database in Access is even
easier with built-in navigation templates and reusable Application Parts.
Gini also reviews how to save reports as PDFs for easy distribution
and how to highlight important data. Exercise files accompany the
course.

Access 2013 Essential Training

Business

Join author and database expert Adam Wilbert on a tour of the
essential features of Microsoft Access 2013 and discover how to build
a database and store your data more efficiently. First, Adam explains
the concepts behind relational databases, before moving onto building
tables—the foundation of any database. He then shows how to define
the relationships between tables and use queries to find and filter data.
The course also shows how to apply rules and validation to minimize
data entry errors; build an interface for the database from forms,
complete with interactive buttons and combo boxes; create reports for
printing and sharing; and automate these tasks and many others with
macros.

Access Your Genius with Richard Wilkins
Accessibility Features of iOS for the iPad and iPhone

Basic Skills
Design

In this course, author Adam Wilbert illustrates how to create and
leverage real-world queries and turn raw data into usable information.
The course covers setting up queries, performing calculations, using
the built-in Access functions to further refine query results, and
identifying top performers or areas for improvement based on a range
of criteria.

This course will cover all of the iOS accessibility features up to iOS 6
for both the iPhone and iPad. The course with go in depth into 3 key
accessibility features:
1. VoiceOver
2. AssistiveTouch
3. Guided Access
The in depth videos include setup, the feature in action and usage
scenarios. There is a resource list at the end for further information.

Grade Results
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Accessibility Features on Android

Design
This course will cover all of the Android accessibility features up to
version 4.3 on both tablet and phone devices. This course does not
contain code for developers and is intended to help people learn how
and why accessibility features are used. This course will cover:
1. Vision Features
2. Auditory Features
3. Physical and Fine Motor Features
4. Language Features

Accounting - Financial Accounting Part [1 of 2]

Finance

Financial Accounting in a practical approach to help participants
develop Accounting credence needed in Finance Industry

Accounting - Financial Accounting Part [2 of 2]

Finance

Accounting - Financial Accounting Part [2 of 2]

Business

A Practical Approach to Financial Accounting Advanced Concepts as
done in the Finance Industry
This Course on Financial Accounting explains Accounting concepts
with a practical approach, the way it is done and required in the finance
industry. It helps participants build and develop the much-needed
Accounting credence. The course introduces financial statements with
a simple case study. Participants will develop the technical skills
needed to analyze financial statements and disclosures for use in
financial analysis. Participants will also learn how accounting standards
and managerial incentives affect the financial reporting process.
Companies communicate their performance to outsiders and evaluate
the performance of their employees using information generated by the
accounting system.

Accounting Analytics

Accounting

Accounting Analytics explores how financial statement data and nonfinancial metrics can be linked to financial performance. In this course,
taught by Wharton’s acclaimed accounting professors, you’ll learn how
data is used to assess what drives financial performance and to
forecast future financial scenarios. While many accounting and
financial organizations deliver data, accounting analytics deploys that
data to deliver insight, and this course will explore the many areas in
which accounting data provides insight into other business areas
including consumer behavior predictions, corporate strategy, risk
management, optimization, and more. By the end of this course, you’ll
understand how financial data and non-financial data interact to
forecast events, optimize operations, and determine strategy. This
course has been designed to help you make better business decisions
about the emerging roles of accounting analytics, so that you can apply
what you’ve learned to make your own business decisions and create
strategy using financial data.

Accounting for Beginners: Financial Ratio Analysis

Finance

Accounting Fundamentals

Business

Ratio Analysis concepts in a simple and lucid manner to help
participants develop the much-needed Accounting credence
Learn about bookkeeping, financial, managerial, and tax accounting
and how they work together to help businesses make decisions. Jim
and Kay Stice review the accounting equation, the three basic types of
financial statements, how to use accounting to drive decision making,
and how taxes figure into business decisions . They use real-world
example data from Walmart and other business so you can really see
how numbers drive everything from wages and product costs to home
budgets.

Accounting I
Accounting II
Accounting II

Accounting
Business
Accounting

Grade Results
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Accounting in 60 Minutes - A Brief Introduction

Business

Accounting Principles I
Accounting Skills for Managers

Accounting
Business

Accounting: Introduction to Financial Accounting

Business

Ace the IELTS/TOEFL Writing Sections Part 1

Foreign Language

This is not your typical accounting course!Professor Turner has taught
thousands of students basic accounting. He has developed shortcuts
and analogies to make learning accounting easy. If you want to
understand this subject in a simple, fun way then this brief introductory
course is for you.This course will show you the very basics of
accounting. You can complete it in about an hour. The course includes
videos of the instructor at the whiteboard. You will complete simple
quizzes to reinforce what you have learned. This course is intended for
business owners, business students, managers or anyone who wants
to understand basic accounting. It presents the information in an
understandable format. Even if you have taken an accounting course
you will find the material insightful.

Welcome to Finance Train’s online course on Accounting Skills for
Managers. You are about to learn one of the most important skills that
you need to help you manage your business successfully. As a
business owner or manager, you need to understand the basics of
finance and accounting. Even though you will not be directly involved in
day to day accounting and record keeping, this information will help
you understand your business better and help achieve the financial
goals you have set for it. You will know where the money is coming
from, and where it is going, which will help you make more efficient
decisions. It will also reduce your dependency on others to make sense
of the crucial financial information that you always need to keep a track
of. Finally, you will become more confident while dealing with your
accounting personnel and reduce the chances of any wastage of
money, lacunae in processes, or accounting fraud within your
business. The objective of this course is to teach you how to speak the
language of accounting. It will not train you to become an accountant,
but it will provide you with enough knowledge in understanding how
accounting is done within a business. This will complement your core
business skills and other talents.

This Beginner Course explains basic Accounting concepts in a simple
and lucid manner to help participants build and develop the muchneeded Accounting credence. This is a customized course to address
basic Accounting and Finance needs for Professionals and Students.
This course deals with ratio analysis in details. This is an ideal course
for students, professionals in the area of HR, Marketing, Strategy,
Sales etc. The high point of this course is its simple and easy way of
explanation of the concepts. Every participant taking this course will
enjoy it.

Many students have to pass the IELTS or TOEFL Exams in order for
them to continue their education in the country of their choice. The
writing portion of these exams is difficult for many students. This class
is the first of two course which include a detailed English grammar
review. It also directly teaches students how to score a 6 or higher in
the elements of task achievement and grammatical range and
accuracy. These are 2 of the 5 areas students lose points in the most.
Students will look at example essays and how they are good and how
they can be improved. Lectures have practice exercises for students to
complete and they can ask the teacher any questions they have.
This course takes about 1 week to complete and is structured into two
parts REVIEW and PRACTICE of key grammatical issues, and
APPLICATION of these in writing.

Grade Results
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Achieve Your Potential Online with the GlobalNiche
Method

Marketing

This repeatable, dynamic six-step method will help you become your
own North Star on the Internet.
1) JOIN thousands learning in our self-paced program
2) MAKE PROGRESS with friends in a study group

Ask us about joining a peer-led study group, leading your own
community in a study group, or how to get one-on-one coaching by
video.
3) EMERGE with inspiration, direction & confidence

VISION that lights you up & GOALS you can measure
do-able PLAN & DIGITAL SKILLS you need
PEER GROUP & PRACTICE you can rely on to keep going
Is GlobalNiche training right for your community?
TRY IT YOURSELF AND SEE. Then we'll help you bring this practical,
transformative methodology to your people -- anyone you want to see
succeed, people you want to be closer to -- so you all can work in
community on your own goals while you enjoy a stronger network.

For 5 inspiring years we've been helping you
TAP YOUR UNIQUE POTENTIAL using online tools & spaces
GROW A VALUABLE NEW RESILIENCE for being seen & heard
around the world
GET YOUR NETWORK CONNECTED with a methodology to continue
working together on personal & pro challenges
"I felt I couldn’t catch up. The way GlobalNiche describes social media
– it’s about using technology to communicate naturally – clicked for
Achieving Your Goals
Acing Your Interview
Acoustics of Speech and Hearing

Basic Skills
Basic Skills
Communications

Acquiring New Enterprise Customers

Business

The Acoustics of Speech and Hearing is an H-Level graduate course
that reviews the physical processes involved in the production,
propagation and reception of human speech. Particular attention is
paid to how the acoustics and mechanics of the speech and auditory
system define what sounds we are capable of producing and what
sounds we can sense. Areas of discussion include: the acoustic cues
used in determining the direction of a sound source, the acoustic and
mechanical mechanisms involved in speech production and the
acoustic and mechanical mechanism used to transduce and analyze
sounds in the ear.

Every organisation survives on its ability to acquire new customers for
its product or service. Acquiring customers is an uncertain task and the
effort is always to move towards increasing the probability of success
of acquisition This probability of success depends on how good is the
marketing of product or service. As the world evolves the service
sector has grown in prominence over the physical products because
the deliverable from a service have different meaning and value for
different customers.
Therefore while services can give the best returns it is also a difficult
to acquire new customers due to the complexity of customization. In
this course we shall start from the basics of marketing and understand
how fundamentals apply to a services business . At the end of the
course, you would better understand principles of acquiring new
customers in services business by creating win-win solutions.
Acrobat 3D Version 8 Essential Training
Acrobat 3D Version 8 Essential Training

Grade Results

Business
Architecture
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Acrobat 7 Essential Training

Computer Science

PDF has become the standard format for electronically sharing
documents. But what can you do with your PDFs once they're created?
Acrobat 7 Essential Training shows you how to take your PDFs to the
next level by adding interactive elements such as links, bookmarks,
and form fields. You'll learn to tweak your PDFs using Acrobat Distiller,
make changes to them using Acrobat's editing tools, and keep them
safe using the new security features. Covering both the Standard and
Professional versions of Acrobat 7, these movies ensure that you'll
master the key features of this diverse application in no time.

Acrobat 7 New Features

Computer Science

Acrobat 7 New Features is a movie-based tutorial created for people
who are already familiar with earlier releases of Adobe Acrobat and
who are upgrading to, or considering, version 7. This short series of
movies covers the most significant enhancements and changes to
Adobe Acrobat Standard and Professional, and provides expert tips
and tricks for making the most of the new tools and features.

Acrobat 8 Professional Beyond the Basics

Computer Science

In Acrobat 8 Professional Beyond the Basics, instructor Brian Wood
demonstrates how to use Acrobat 8 Standard and Acrobat 8
Professional to fully optimize PDF documents. The tutorials teach
users how to collaborate with others to streamline the design and
creation processes, and how to import and export images, text, sound,
and movies. The training also covers optimizing security, creating
interactive forms and documents, and much more. Exercise files
accompany the tutorials.

Acrobat 9 Pro Essential Training

Computer Science

With Acrobat 9, Adobe continues to evolve the venerable PDF from a
simple paperless document into a collaborative hub for many forms of
digital communication. In Acrobat 9 Pro Essential Training, Brian Wood
explores the many new and enhanced features in version 9 of Acrobat
Standard, Acrobat Pro, and Acrobat Pro Extended. He demonstrates
different ways to create and modify PDFs, including the enhanced
OCR tool, and shows how to combine them with other files into a PDF
Portfolio. Brian covers collaboration in detail, including the new
Collaborate Live and Shared Review options. He also investigates
redaction and other security features. Example files accompany the
course.

Acrobat 9 Pro Tips and Tricks

Computer Science

PDF documents are the lingua franca of the digital world, but most
users barely scratch the surface of how Acrobat can help them edit,
manage, and improve PDFs. In Acrobat 9 Professional Tips and Tricks,
expert trainer, designer, and business owner Anne-Marie Concepción
uses her intimate knowledge of this program to reveal the application's
hidden gems. Her tools can be put to use immediately on the PDFs that
users receive and distribute every day. Throughout the course, both
beginners and pros will find themselves exclaiming, "I didn't know I
could do that in Acrobat!" Exercise files accompany the course.

Acrobat 9 Pro: Creating Forms
Acrobat 9 Pro: Creating Multimedia Projects

Design
Computer Science

Acrobat X: Creating Forms

Design

Grade Results

Acrobat 9 Pro has the ability to integrate JavaScript, multimedia, and
Flash within interactive PDFs. In Acrobat 9 Pro: Creating Multimedia
Projects, Brian Wood teaches web developers, graphic designers, and
anyone else how to use Adobe Acrobat 9 Pro. He shows how to create
visually exciting PDF presentations, documents, and interface
elements for distribution on the web, on CD/DVD, and via email. Brian
explains the difference between embedded and linked media elements
and shares several JavaScript examples that relate to all aspects of
multimedia. Exercise files accompany the course.
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Acrobat XI: Creating Forms

Computer Science

PDF forms are easier to design, distribute, and capture data than either
web or print forms. Let Claudia McCue show you just how effortless
PDF forms can be, in this Adobe Acrobat course. First, learn how to
design a basic form in Word, Illustrator, or InDesign. Then Claudia
shows you how to add interactive fields like check boxes, buttons,
dropdown lists, and digital signature fields; how to add calculations that
can total or average your data; and how to write some simple
JavaScript that will unlock more advanced form functionality. Plus,
learn how distribute your forms via email, on the web, or through
Adobe's FormsCentral service.

ACT! 2010 Essential Training

Computer Science

In ACT! 2010 Essential Training, author and ACT! Certified Consultant
Karen Fredricks explains how ACT! can help small to mid-sized
businesses become more organized, efficient, and profitable. ACT! is
the most popular contact management software on the market, and this
course is designed to get users up and running fast. Karen
demonstrates how to build a database of contacts and customers, work
with notes and histories, and run reports. Scheduling and task
management are covered in depth, as well as integration with Word,
Excel, and Outlook. Karen devotes time to new features in ACT! 2010,
including e-marketing and integration with social media.

Action-Driven Business Plan: From the ‘Classroom’
to the World

Business

This assignment asks you, our learner, to pull together all you have
learned in the three startup entrepreneurship courses that comprise
"Cracking the Creativity Code" specialization. This project promotes
deep understanding of the actions that transform an idea into an actual
business, or non-profit. "Taking it into the real world" is in fact the
culmination of the process.

ActionScript 3.0 in Flex Builder 2.0 Essential Training

Computer Science

Instructor Joey Lott is known for his expertise in Flash, ActionScript,
ColdFusion, Java, MySQL, XML, and more. In ActionScript 3.0 in Flex
Builder Essential Training, he puts some of that knowledge to work,
first explaining what's new with ActionScript 3.0, then demonstrating
the program's important capabilities. From working with variables, to
understanding and applying functions, to creating practical applications
(as well as a few fun ones), you'll be exposed to all the powerful and
practical features of ActionScript 3.0. Exercise files accompany the
tutorial, allowing you to follow along and learn at your own pace.

ActionScript 3.0 Projects: Game Development

Computer Science

Adobe Certified Instructor Todd Perkins makes ActionScript fun in
ActionScript 3.0 Projects: Game Development . He explains the
principles of game design and development, then shows how to
overcome game-making challenges to create all kinds of games. Todd
teaches developers how to deal with case sensitivity, create
dynamically moving enemies, add event listeners, determine a win or
loss in a game, and add additional features and artificial intelligence.
Each set of tutorials covers how to build a game from scratch. Exercise
files accompany the tutorials.

ActionScript 3.0: Building Particle Systems

Computer Science

From understanding the basics to creating advanced effects like
explosions and smoke, ActionScript 3.0: Building Particle Systems
covers each step involved in creating particles and building particle
systems. Instructor Todd Perkins explains how to make a versatile
particle class that controls particle movement, gravity, friction, spin,
rotation, fading, scaling, and other movement effects. He also
demonstrates how each unique particle system can be added to a real
world application. Exercise files accompany the course.

Acute and Chronic Rhinosinusitis: A Comprehensive
Review

Medical

This course is designed to inform primary care physicians and general
otolaryngologists about the differences between acute and chronic
rhinosinusitis and how to distinguish and treat them. It is also
applicable to individuals who wish to broaden their knowledge and
vernacular about this disease process, especially those who may
suffer from this condition. The course has been divided into four
modules, each of which is followed by multiple choice questions to help
attendees further understand this condition:

Grade Results
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Add a Video to an iBook for iPad
Add a Video to an iBook for iPad
Add a Wraparound Effect for a Marquee with jQuery
and Dreamweaver

Design
Business
Web Design

Add Slide To Your Guitar Playing

Music

Join Chris Converse as he teaches how to add a wraparound effect to
your homepage marquee with Dreamweaver and a concise bit of
jQuery code. The course covers positioning the photos, adjusting the
navigation, activating the marquee, and making sure the marquee autoplays. In a few short movies, designers can learn how to add this
dynamic feature to their web sites.

Increase the variety of your guitar playing by using a slide! If you
already have some ability to play a steel-string guitar, this course will
explain the basic principles and technique of using a slide instead of
frets. Whether your destination is folk, blues or rock, the knowledge
you gain in this course will equip you to begin exploring the eclectic
world of slide guitar.
Ten concise lessons cover topics such as different types of slides, the
way string action affects your ability to play slide, the role of the left
thumb, muting techniques for a better tone, and more. Several
exercises are also demonstrated. All of the video segments are
presented with clarity and are uniquely optimized for you, the learner,
to have the best point of view.
Dave Matthis is an experienced slide guitar player who has played
semi-professionally in numerous musical groups over three decades.
He also is an experienced professional in the development of
instructional video.
Add Your jQuery Project to a Digital Magazine

Computer Science

This short, project-based course combines the use of Adobe InDesign
and the Digital Publishing Suite plug-in to add an interactive web
experience to your digital magazine. Author Chris Converse reveals
how to download Digital Publishing Suite, how to create articles and
add them to a magazine with the Overlay Creator, and how to preview
the finished magazine on a mobile device such as an Apple iPad or
Android tablet.

Adding a Filmic Glow to Your Footage Using After
Effects

Computer Science

Adding a Filmic Glow to Your Footage Using After Effects was created
and produced by Trish and Chris Meyer. We are honored to host their
material in the lynda.com Online Training Library®.One of Chris
Meyer's favorite tricks is a technique for adding the glowing highlights
and richly saturated colors often associated with footage shot on film.
This trick originated as a way to compensate for the flatness of
unaltered 3D renders, but it can be used to improve any source video,
whether shot on DV, HDV, or even film. The effect can be achieved in
many video editing and motion graphics applications using the same
basic approach: duplicate the source footage, mix it back on top of
itself using blend modes, then apply a blur or similar effect to the
duplicate footage. In Adding a Filmic Glow to Your Footage Using After
Effects, Chris shows a variety of approaches for setting up a filmic
glow in After Effects.

Adding a Filmic Glow to Your Footage Using After
Effects

Film Studies

One of Chris Meyer's favorite tricks is a technique for adding the
glowing highlights and richly saturated colors often associated with
footage shot on film. This trick originated as a way to compensate for
the flatness of unaltered 3D renders, but it can be used to improve any
source video, whether shot on DV, HDV, or even film. The effect can
be achieved in many video editing and motion graphics applications
using the same basic approach: duplicate the source footage, mix it
back on top of itself using blend modes, then apply a blur or similar
effect to the duplicate footage. In Adding a Filmic Glow to Your Footage
Using After Effects, Chris shows a variety of approaches for setting up
a filmic glow in After Effects.

Grade Results
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Adding a Filmic Glow to Your Footage Using Final
Cut Pro

Computer Science

Adding a Filmic Glow to Your Footage Using Final
Cut Pro

Film Studies

Check out the free training on the new Apple Final Cut Studio suite
released July 2009. Final Cut Studio Overview includes three free
hours of tutorials on Final Cut Pro 7, Motion 4, Color 1.5, Soundtrack
Pro 3, DVD Studio Pro 4, Compressor 3.5, and Final Cut Server
1.5.Adding a Filmic Glow to Your Footage Using Final Cut Pro was
created and produced by Trish and Chris Meyer. We are honored to
host their material in the lynda.com Online Training Library®.One of
Chris Meyer's favorite tricks is a technique for adding the glowing
highlights and richly saturated colors often associated with footage
shot on film. This trick originated as a way to compensate for the
flatness of unaltered 3D renders, but it can be used to improve any
source video, whether shot on DV, HDV, or even film. The effect can
be achieved in many video editing and motion graphics applications
using the same basic approach: duplicate the source footage, mix it
back on top of itself using blend modes, then apply a blur or similar
effect to the duplicate footage. In Adding a Filmic Glow to Your Footage
Using Final Cut Pro, Chris demonstrates the specific tools and
techniques for achieving this effect in Final Cut Pro.

Check out the free training on the new Apple Final Cut Studio suite
released July 2009. Final Cut Studio Overview includes three free
hours of tutorials on Final Cut Pro 7, Motion 4, Color 1.5, Soundtrack
Pro 3, DVD Studio Pro 4, Compressor 3.5, and Final Cut Server 1.5.
Adding a Filmic Glow to Your Footage Using Final Cut Pro was
created and produced by Trish and Chris Meyer. We are honored to
host their material in the lynda.com Online Training Library®.
One of Chris Meyer's favorite tricks is a technique for adding the
glowing highlights and richly saturated colors often associated with
footage shot on film. This trick originated as a way to compensate for
the flatness of unaltered 3D renders, but it can be used to improve any
source video, whether shot on DV, HDV, or even film. The effect can
be achieved in many video editing and motion graphics applications
using the same basic approach: duplicate the source footage, mix it
back on top of itself using blend modes, then apply a blur or similar
effect to the duplicate footage. In Adding a Filmic Glow to Your Footage
Using Final Cut Pro, Chris demonstrates the specific tools and
techniques for achieving this effect in Final Cut Pro.
Adding a Filmic Glow to Your Footage Using Motion

Film Studies

Adding An iPhone & iPad To Your Photography
Workflow

Photography

Grade Results

One of Chris Meyer's favorite tricks is a technique for adding the
glowing highlights and richly saturated colors often associated with
footage shot on film. This trick originated as a way to compensate for
the flatness of unaltered 3D renders, but it can be used to improve any
source video, whether shot on DV, HDV, or even film. The effect can
be achieved in many video editing and motion graphics applications
using the same basic approach: duplicate the source footage, mix it
back on top of itself using blend modes, then apply a blur or similar
effect to the duplicate footage. In Adding a Filmic Glow to Your Footage
Using Motion, Chris explores how to create and fine-tune this effect in
Motion.
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Adding An iPhone & iPad To Your Photography
Workflow

Photography
This course is designed to show you some of the built in features of the
iPhone, iPad, other iOS apps related web apps that can be used within
your photography workflow.
Some of the items you will learn about are meant to help plan your
photography session, and some are meant for scouting. You will also
learn about some iPhone and iPad apps that are useful during the
shooting process for determining optimal times to shoot and mapping
out your lighting setups.
Note: This is not an in-depth how to course. This course shows you
some of the products available that can help your workflow. Each video
is a brief overview of what the products can do.

Adding Custom Weapons to UDK

Design

In this course on creating a custom weapon in UDK, Justin Harrison
takes us through the pipeline of setting up a completely unique tesla
weapon for use inside the game! We'll cover the rigging and exporting
process from Maya, setting up the actor classes, as well as adding up
our own custom FX and attaching them! If you've ever wanted to bring
in a custom weapon for your mod or game type, this course is for you!

Adding Dynamic Functionality to Your Joomla! Site

Web Design

If you already have a Joomla! site and want to take it to the next level,
this workshop from trainer and consultant Laura Gordon is for you. This
course shows how to take a basic "informational" site and make it more
dynamic by applying Joomla! core functionality and enhancing it with
feature-rich components such as event managers and document
managers. Laura also introduces Access Control Lists, which limit who
can edit and view different areas of your website, and see how to
modify templates, link your site to social networks, display automatic
updates from within the site, and much more.

Adding Graphics and Animation to Video
Additional Workflow Patterns with TIBCO Business
Studio

Design
Business

Addressing Workplace Bullying

Business

Do you work with someone who is overly aggressive? Do you often
worry or stress about going into work and having to interact with a bully
in the workplace? If so, this course will be of interest to you. This
course has over 1 hour of lectures with 3 tools to enable you to
address bullying in the workplace. In this course you will learn what
workplace bullying is and how it is different than harassment. The first
lecture provides information on the causes of bullying in the workplace
and the most likely targets of bullies. The first lecture also discusses
the symptoms and consequences of workplace bullying. The second
lecture deepens your knowledge of the total consequences of bullying
in the workplace has on the target, their colleagues and overall
productivity. You will learn how being bullied in the workplace:
· Reduces your sense of personal identity ·Reduces your willingness to
give your work your all ·Isolates your from colleagues

ADHD: Everyday Strategies for Elementary Students

Social Sciences

This course will provide an overview of ADHD diagnosis and treatment.
Course participants can expect to learn about ADHD as a
developmental disorder that begins early in childhood, and participants
will also learn about evidence-based approaches for diagnosing
ADHD. Following that, two evidence-based treatment approaches (the
Daily Report Card and Parenting Strategies) will be introduced. (Note
these course activities are informational and are not intended to
replace working with a licensed/trained professional).

Grade Results

‘Modeling Workflow Patterns in TIBCO Business Studio: 2’ examines
several more common workflow control patterns and workflow
resources patterns used by practitioners to support workflow
development. Upon completion you’ll be able to use TIBCO Business
Studio to model the several workflow patterns demonstrated in the
course.
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Adjectives and Adjective Clauses

Foreign Language

Administre Proyectos Efectivamente - Curso de
Fundamentos
Adobe

Business

Adobe - PRO X

Design

Computer Science

Being able to adeptly use adjective clauses in speaking and writing is
useful for upper level English learners. Adjectives and adjective
clauses are very common in English, so students need to be able to
understand them when they see them or hear them. Students often
struggle to bring complexity to their speaking and writing and adjective
clauses can be a great way to do this.

85% of all courses ALL OF THE TIME! To enroll for just $9 per course;
1. Click on link below #3 2. Select course or courses 3. Click on LINK
under course banner 15 Internet Marketing Courses only $9 HERE!
Adobe PRO X is a software interface which allows users to create
stunning, interactive documents, memos, ebooks, forms and general
office communication documents. We have partnered with one of the
Top 5 Adobe PRO X Instructors in the world from Software Video to
bring students this amazingly effective Adobe X course! Regardless of
business or industry, this program assists small business and
entrepreneurs in business management in the following (but not limited
to) areas; Communication ideas in written, visual and multimedia forms
Team building through document creation collaboration Building brand
credibility with readers Providing a cohesive platform for business
document Easy to understand tools Above every other consideration,
Adobe PRO X brings forth a nexus, or meeting point, between your
personality, creative style and business goals. Join us today and learn
to easily master every area of this ground breaking, simple to
understand program. NOTE: Free Video Viewers - to view in best
quality which is 720HD, once video is launched, go to bottom right area
of video player and switch from '360' to 720HD.

Adobe PRO X is a software interface which allows users to create
stunning, interactive documents, memos, ebooks, forms and general
office communication documents. We have partnered with one of the
Top 5 Adobe PRO X Instructors in the world from Software Video to
bring students this amazingly effective Adobe X course!
Regardless of business or industry, this program assists small
business and entrepreneurs in business management in the following
(but not limited to) areas;
Communication ideas in written, visual and multimedia forms
Team building through document creation collaboration
Building brand credibility with readers
Providing a cohesive platform for business document
Easy to understand tools
Above every other consideration, Adobe PRO X brings forth a nexus,
or meeting point, between your personality, creative style and business
goals. Join us today and learn to easily master every area of this
ground breaking, simple to understand program.
Adobe Acrobat Pro 9

Grade Results

Design

In this course, you'll discover how to bring together content from
multiple sources that you can customize within Acrobat Pro 9. You'll
learn how to modify text, add bookmarks and add navigation to guide
your users. Additional topics include adding security to your PDF files
and creating user-interactive forms.
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Adobe Acrobat X Professional Tutorial - Learn The
Easy Way

Design

A Verifiable Certificate of Completion is presented to all students who
undertake this course.
Adobe Acrobat Professional is the perfect tool for professional
document creation and distribution, from official forms to scanned
copies and customer surveys. In addition to the security and
reproduction quality offered by PDFs, Acrobat now includes a full suite
of data collection and collaboration options that this course will cover
step by step.
In this Adobe Acrobat X video training course, expert author and
trainer Michael Hoffman will show you how you can create documents,
forms, add interactivity, collaborate and publish your work for
everybody to view. Starting with a review of the interface and toolbars,
this video tutorial will teach you to get the most out of Adobe Acrobat X.
But this is much more than a rundown of product features. You'll learn
exactly how Acrobat fits into a professional business environment, with
tips on workflow and productivity that can save you time and
frustration. By the conclusion of this video training course on Adobe
Acrobat X, you will be fully capable of creating, editing, and sharing
your documents in PDF form. The author has included extensive
project files to allow you to work alongside him as you learn.
Adobe Acrobat XI

Business

Author and expert Geoff Blake will teach you to work efficiently within
Acrobat by showing you how to customize the interface to suit your
needs. He will not only show you how to navigate the tools and panels
with ease, he will also demonstrate how to manage pages and files,
remove and replace pages, and extract different types of content. Then
you will learn how to apply security to your PDFs to protect their
contents. Finally, you will discover how to make use of commenting
and annotation tools, and how to efficiently manage, import, and export
annotation. All this and more awaits in Adobe Acrobat XI! This title is a
self-paced software training course delivered via pre-recorded video.
We do not provide additional information outside of the posted content.
Work files for this course can be downloaded from the first lecture.
Adobe Acrobat XI - Creating Professional, Interactive
Forms

Design

This Acrobat XI - Creating Forms training course shows you how to
take advantage of one of the most powerful features available in
Adobe Acrobat - forms. Acrobat is more than just a simple PDF reader,
it puts powerful form management tools at your fingertips, and this
course will show you how to take full advantage of them!
This tutorial begins with a brief overview of creating the basics of your
forms in Microsoft Word or Adobe InDesign. You will then learn how to
import these forms into Adobe Acrobat XI. Once your forms are in
Acrobat, you will learn how to add and edit different form elements
such as text fields, radio buttons, and even calculated fields. You will
also learn how to add JavaScript to your form elements, and how to
collect and track your form data. Finally, the author shows you how to
use Adobe Forms Central to create, distribute, track and share your
forms.
Once you have completed this form creation video training course for
Adobe Acrobat XI, you will be familiar with the tools available to build,
create forms, and collect data from distributing them. Working files are
included, allowing you to follow along with the author throughout the
lessons.

Grade Results
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Adobe Acrobat XI Tutorial - Learn Acrobat XI The
Easy Way

Design

This Infinite Skills Adobe Acrobat XI training course will show you that
Acrobat is more than just PDF viewing software. In addition to reading
PDFs with Acrobat 11, you can create, manipulate, print and manage
files using a powerful set of tools. This Acrobat video tutorial is
designed for the beginner, and you do not require any previous
Acrobat experience to get the most from this training.
The course starts with a quick tour of the Acrobat interface, showing
you how to access the tools you will be using throughout the course.
You will then explore how to create PDFs through Acrobat and other
programs. This training course also teaches you how to edit PDFs from
right within Acrobat 11, how to combine files, add multimedia, insert 3D
content and even how to add backgrounds and optimize your files.
Acrobat contains powerful collaboration tools, and the course will show
you how to take full advantage of this. Finally, you will learn how to
combine files into a portfolio and create bookmarks in your PDFs.
By the time you have completed this Adobe Acrobat XI tutorial, you will
be comfortable with the tools and techniques that are available to you
to manage and manipulate your PDF files. You will discover that
Acrobat is indeed, MORE than just a PDF viewing application! Working
files are included, allowing you to follow along with the author
throughout the lessons.
Adobe After Effects CS5: Frequently Asked
Questions

Film Studies

Adobe After Effects CS6

Photography

In this course, Todd Kopriva helps you avoid common Adobe After
Effects hiccups with a collection of answers to frequently asked
questions. Whether you're having audio hiccups, getting pixelated
vector graphics, or getting oversized files or jerky playback, Todd
equips you to zip past these common hurdles and get back to creating
great effects.

This innovative product from Adobe Press combines interactive video
and a full--color printed reference to teach the fundamentals of Adobe
After Effects CS6. Experienced instructors Todd Kopriva and Angie
Taylor present 10 hours of high quality HD video, complete with lesson
files. This course will not only show you the basics of After Effects, it
also teaches you what you'll need to know to take your skills to the next
level. The presenters will give you an overview of the workflow and the
user interface, and then you will learn how to bring assets into After
Effects. They'll explain how to configure After Effects for optimum
performance, focusing on the global performance cache and persistent
disk cache features added in After Effects CS6. You’ll learn a range of
compositing features, including the new variable-width masks and 3D
camera tracker features introduced in After Effects CS6, as well as
basic masking and color keying. You will discover how to troubleshoot
and avoid common problems, and then how to create finished movie
files.
Adobe Audition CC Audio Production Course Basics
to Expert

Grade Results

Education
Learn Adobe Audition audio editing tips, tricks and audio production
secrets with Mike Russell in a complete A-Z course.
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Adobe Captivate 5 Training for Beginners

Design

Welcome to the Udemy Captivate Training: Adobe Captivate Tutorial
for Beginners Online Training Course. Your VHOT instructor for this
course is a full-time eLearning developer, Certified Technical Trainer
CTT+, and has over ten years of experience teaching the Adobe
software solutions. In this course you will learn skills and techniques
from an instructor that develops eLearning content in Adobe Captivate
on a daily basis.
This Captivate Training video course includes demonstrations and
examples of building eLearning content with Adobe Captivate 5 as well
as tips and tricks for productivity. You will start with the basics of
learning the Adobe Captivate interface and creating a new project, and
move very quickly into building quizzes and assessing your learners. If
you enjoy this Adobe Captivate Tutorial for Beginners course, please
follow us at twitter.com/vhotraining. VHOT Training Inc. also offers
online live instructor-led training and on-site custom training classes.
Take this Adobe Captivate Training course now and learn from
ultimate Adobe Captivate Tutorial for Beginners.
Note: Due to image license agreements, there are no downloadable
files for this course. However, you may substitute with your own royalty
free graphics and follow along as we guide you step-by-step through
the Captivate development process.
Adobe Captivate 6 and 7 Training for Beginners

Design

Welcome to the Adobe Captivate 6 and 7 Online Training for Beginners
Course. Your VHOT instructor for this course is a full-time eLearning
developer, Certified Technical Trainer CTT+, and has over ten years of
experience teaching the Adobe software solutions. In this course you
will learn skills and techniques from an instructor that develops
eLearning content in Adobe Captivate on a daily basis.
This Captivate Training video course includes demonstrations and
examples of building eLearning content with Adobe Captivate 6 and 7
as well as tips and tricks for productivity. You will start with the basics
of learning the Adobe Captivate interface and creating a new project,
and move very quickly into building quizzes and assessing your
learners. If you enjoy this Adobe Captivate Training for Beginners
course, please follow us at twitter.com/vhotraining. VHOT Training Inc.
also offers online live instructor-led training and on-site custom training
classes.
Take this Adobe Captivate Training course now and learn from
ultimate Adobe Captivate Tutorial for Beginners.
Note: Due to image license agreements, there are no downloadable
files for this course. However, images purchase references are
included and you may substitute with your own royalty free graphics
and follow along as we guide you step-by-step through the Captivate
development process.
Adobe Captivate 8 First Look

Education
Adobe Captivate 8 is here, offering better support for mobile devices
and new learning interactions. Aaron Quigley offers a first look at
Captivate's responsive templates, which intelligently resize your
elearning content to fit a variety of screen sizes, including iOS and
Android phones, and other mobile-support features, like gestures and
geo location data integration. He also covers the new set of learning
interactions, like interactive timelines and drag-and-drop elements,
which can enrich your courses instantly.

Grade Results
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Adobe Certified Training: Adobe Photoshop CS6
Fundamentals

Design

Adobe Certified Training: Edge Animate
Fundamentals

Design

Adobe Certified Training: InDesign CS5.5

Design

This Adobe Photoshop CS6 Tutorial will demonstrate how to harness
the power of Photoshop CS6 to create superior images and artwork.
Learn how to perform key image editing tasks, including retouching,
sharpening, and color correction. In this Adobe Certified Training, you'll
see how to effectively work with layers, blend modes, masks, and so
much more. If you've ever wanted to learn Adobe Photoshop CS6 this
is the place to start!
Edge Animate Fundamentals covers how to create animations and
build interactive content in Adobe's new animation tool. Using Edge
Animate your content utilizes the latest web standards including
HTML5, JavaScript, and jQuery. This course looks at the possibilities
Edge offers web designers and developers, including drawing and
animating with Edge, working with the timeline, exploring symbols, and
creating interactivity with timeline triggers and object scripts.
This introduction to InDesign CS5 provides you with an in-depth look at
Adobe's page layout application. You'll learn how to create publications
using master pages, understand typographical capabilities, and
prepare your documents for output to a variety of formats including
PDF. Contains over 8 hours of videos and sample files are included.

Adobe Certified Training: Photoshop CS6 New
Features

Design

Adobe Certified Training: PSD to HTML with Adobe
Photoshop

Design

Adobe Certified Training: Photoshop CS6 New Features. In this course
we cover Photoshop CS6 New Features. Learn all that you need to
about what's new in Photoshop CS6, including improvements to the
crop tool, layer enhancements, content-aware move, the styles, the
blur gallery, and much more. Each video in the course covers a
Photoshop CS6 New Features.

If you want to learn how to convert a design from an Adobe®
Photoshop® file, into an HTML/CSS document, then this PSD to HTML
tutorial course is for you. It’s a step-by-step PSD to HTML tutorial
course that explains everything you need to know to get started. You
should already be familiar with basic concepts of HTML & CSS. We'll
convert a layout in Photoshop into a working HTML/CSS file that works
consistently across all major web browsers.
Take this PSD to HTML Tutorial course now and learn how to code an
HTML/CSS pages from Photoshop.
Train Simple is an Adobe Authorized Training Provider.

Adobe Connect Essential Training

Business
In Adobe Connect Essential Training, author Tim Plumer, Jr. explains
how to deliver and host interactive web meetings, webinars, and elearning tutorials using Adobe Connect. The course covers the
software's many tools for streamlining communication and engaging
participants, such as the screen sharing, full-screen, and whiteboard
features. Also included are tutorials on recording presentations, video
conferencing, and using Connect with an iPhone or Android-based
smartphone. Exercise files accompany the course.

Adobe CS6 New Features

Grade Results

Design

Adobe CS 6 software delivers a whole new experience for digital media
creation, enabling you to work lightning fast and reach audiences
wherever they may be. Plus, access additional applications, publishing
services, and new products and features as they are released. Check it
out!
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Adobe Digital Publishing Suite (DPS) for Beginners

Design

There’s a revolution happening in publishing, and if you want to stay
marketable, you need to learn digital skills, fast. Readers can now
touch and interact with magazines and other publications. These digital
publications can be produced with Adobe Digital Publishing Suite (DPS
for short) which is quickly becoming the industry standard. Used with
Adobe InDesign, you can make tablet-ready content, and preview it
instantly on your iPad, Android device, and computer.
Adobe Digital Publishing Suite for Beginners is made up of several
lessons from my larger course, Create Your Own iPad & Android
Publications, which covers other topics, including design principles,
interactive pdfs, and eBooks. Adobe Digital Publishing Suite for
Beginners is for you if you have knowledge of design fundamentals,
and just want to get up and running with Adobe DPS.
Download templates and lesson files if you want to follow along, and
re-create the examples shown in the video lectures.
Adobe Digital Publishing Suite Essential Training

Design
Digital distribution is the wave of the future for magazines and other
print publications. Get on board now, with Adobe Digital Publishing
Suite (DPS). DPS tools are included with InDesign and can help you
create rich interactive publications for mobile devices, such as the
iPad, as well as Android and Windows 8.1 devices—with no code! Bob
Levine shows you how to create DPS folios in InDesign with striking
cover artwork, create and import articles, and add various interactive
features, like buttons, audio and video, HTML content, links to outside
sources, and even animation. He also shares his advice for publishers
targeting more than just the iPad, as well as useful scripts and
extensions for automating parts of your workflow.

Adobe Dreamweaver CC Learn By Video

Design

This critically-acclaimed training program from Adobe Press offers
exceptional quality high-definition video to teach the fundamentals of
Adobe Dreamweaver CC.
Including more than 10 hours of video tutorials, the course comes
complete with lesson files. Experienced instructor David Powers
presents a comprehensive introduction to Dreamweaver as well as
best practices.

Adobe Edge Code and Brackets: First Look

Web Design
Get a first look at Edge Code, the impressive new code editor from
Adobe, and its open-source cousin Brackets. Learn about the
differences between the open-source and the commercial flavors of the
software, and the exclusive features you get with Edge Code, such as
Quick Edit, Live Previews, and integration with Creative Cloud features
like Typekit and Edge Inspect.

Adobe Encore CS6 Tutorial . A Course For Video
Professionals
Adobe Flash CC

Design
Design

Learn to create professional DVDs with Interactive Menus, Buttons and
Intelligent Navigation.
This critically acclaimed interactive training program from Adobe Press
offers exceptional quality high-definition video to teach the
fundamentals of Adobe Flash Professional CC.

Including more than 4 hours of video tutorials, the course comes
complete with lesson files, assessment quizzes, and review materials.
Experienced instructor Joseph Labrecque presents a comprehensive
introduction to Flash Professional, including best practices as well as
fundamental concepts of animation and interactivity. Covered topics
include working with graphics, sound, tweens and masks, and
exporting files to various formats, and how to work within the Creative
Cloud.
All project files are included in the first lesson.

Grade Results
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Adobe Flash CS5 Introduction

Design
This Adobe Flash CS5 Tutorial is an introductory course that provides
designers and developers new to the Flash environment the
knowledge and hands-on practice they need to create rich Flash
content. Students will produce an engaging interface using text,
graphics, animations, video, and sound. Simple user interactions are
added using basic ActionScript commands. In addition to teaching
essentials, in this course you will Learn How to Use Adobe Flash that
focuses on teaching best practices for creating Flash content.
This self-paced, video based training class contains over 7 hours of
material and was developed by Train Simple, and Adobe Authorized
Training Provider.

Adobe Flash CS5.5 for Beginners

Design

A Verifiable Certificate of Completion is presented to all students who
undertake this course.
Adobe Flash is still the leading way to create animations, games and
presentations that can be viewed on any computer and countless
mobile devices. It's also an incredibly popular way to share high quality
video. Now in this hands-on Adobe flash cs5 tutorials for Beginners
course, you'll learn how to work within the application to create
impressive visuals for interactive animations, website interfaces and
streaming online videos with usable controls.
The Adobe Flash Training Video course presented by professor Andy
Anderson is a beginner-friendly guide to multimedia creation using the
program's professional features. You'll learn how to work in Flash from
the most basic creation of a project to adding layers, working with the
timeline, adjusting colors, importing graphics, introducing interactivity
and more. It could take years to learn such a wide range of skills on
your own, but in this guided course you can learn how to put your
videos, animations and presentations online in a matter of hours.
Take this Adobe Flash Training course now and learn how to create
awesome animation with flash CS5.

Grade Results
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Adobe Flash CS6 Essential Training

Design

THIS COURSE IS NO LONGER AVAILABLE
Adobe Flash is the leading development tool for creating animated and
interactive content for the web. Designs and animations can be created
to deliver high-impact content across all browsers and platforms,
providing users with an impressive web experience. Flash can even be
used to create complete multimedia applications. Adobe Flash is still
the leading way to create animations, games and presentations that
can be viewed on any computer and countless mobile devices. It's also
an incredibly popular way to share high quality video. Now in this handson Adobe flash CS6, you'll learn how to work within the application to
create impressive visuals for interactive animations, website interfaces
and streaming online videos with usable controls.
You'll learn how to work in Flash from the most basic creation of a
project to adding layers, working with the timeline, adjusting colors,
importing graphics, introducing interactivity and more. It could take
years to learn such a wide range of skills on your own, but in this
guided course you can learn how to put your videos, animations and
presentations online in a matter of hours. The student gains a solid
understanding of the tools so they can continue along any path:
animation, gaming, application and mobile development, or working
with premium video solutions.
Some of the key takeaways from this course are listed below:
Defining frames and keyframes
Creating button, graphic, and movie clip symbols
Nesting timelines
Integrating audio and video
Using ActionScript code snippets
Configuring SWF and HTML publish settings
Building shape tweens and motion tweens
Applying filters, blend modes, and masks

Grade Results
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Adobe Flash Professional CS6

Design

This critically acclaimed training program from Adobe Press and
video2brain combines exceptional quality HD video and a printed
reference to teach the fundamentals of Flash Professional CS6 as well
as the basic principles of rich media design. Structured around the
objectives of the Adobe Certified Associate exam “Rich Media
Communication Using Adobe Flash Professional CS6”, the product
includes 10 hours of video, complete with lesson files. Experienced
instructor Joseph Labrecque presents all the foundational features in
Flash Professional CS6 through workable examples. The student gains
a solid understanding of the tools so they can continue along any path:
animation, gaming, application and mobile development, or working
with premium video solutions. Joseph starts with a survey of all major
application interface elements, asset creation and manipulation, and
document properties and file types. He continues with a deep look into
the Flash Library and the use of different symbol types across projects
to exploit robust animation techniques using the timeline. Next, he
explores the inclusion of sound and video, the ActionScript
programming language, and application development for mobile
devices. Finally, Joseph demonstrates testing and debugging
applications before compiling and publishing onto a variety of platforms.
Steps for Certification:
1. Register with Certiport to take the Rich Media Communication with
Adobe Flash Adobe Certified Associate exam. This exam is typically
offered multiple times a year. To sign up to take the exam go to the
Certiport test-locator website: http://www.certiport.com/Locator
2. At the Certiport test-locator website, enter your location, select the
type of Program (Adobe Certified Associate), select the version (CS6)
and select the exam (Rich Media Communication with Adobe Flash).
Click Search. A list of nearby test centers will appear, and you will have
to either call the center or show up in person to register to take the
exam.
3. Study the required material to pass the Rich Media Communication
with Adobe Flash Adobe Certified Associate exam. This Adobe Flash
CS6 course teaches you the concepts and skills covered in the Rich
Media Communication with Adobe Flash Certified Associate exam, and

Adobe Green-Screen Workflow

Computer Science
Working with green-screen footage can be a daunting task. The Adobe
suite of video tools provides a wide array of choices, but how do you
know which to use? This course aims to answer that important
question. By providing an overview of the import process, and then
moving into Premiere Pro, After Effects, and popular third-party keying
tools, author Rich Harrington guides you through the keying process.
Learn how to use the Ultra Keyer, KEYLIGHT, Primatte Keyer, zMatte,
and more, while discovering ways to work with transparency and
create great backdrops in Photoshop.

Adobe holiday season bundle

Design
It's that time of year again. This course teaches you how to to use
Adobe After Effects, Adobe Photoshop and Adobe Illustrator. In
addition you get to learn how to make fantastic holiday content from
scratch. This course is a must for anybody who wants to learn After
Effects, Illustrator or Photoshop.
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Adobe Illustrator CC - The Complete Guide

Design

In this Adobe Illustrator CC training course, expert Vlad from Motion
Sea Designs walks you through all of the tools and techniques in this
amazing program. Adobe Illustrator is the perfect solution for artists,
graphic designers, web designers, business owners, advertisers,
marketers, promoters, or anyone else that needs to illustrate their own
images and branding on the computer.
Some of the topics included in this course are:
Illustrator layout and interface
Each tool explained
Panel usage and settings
Starting your first project
Effects such as 3D and stylizing
Basic workflow
Output and saving
and much more!
By completion of this video tutorial course for Adobe Illustrator CC,
you will have the knowledge to create any project, artwork, vector
image, or design.
A VERIFIABLE CERTIFICATE of COMPLETION is presented to all
students who complete the course.
All course materials are downloadable for viewing on any device. We
will also show you how to download a free trial of Adobe Illustrator CC,
so you do not need to purchase to learn.
I can't wait to see you in this course! Let me know if you have any
questions about the course.
Cheers,
Phil
Adobe Illustrator CC Tutorial - Training Taught By
Experts

Design

In this Adobe Illustrator CC training course, Infinite Skills takes you
through the the many tools and techniques that are available to you in
this vector graphics software from Adobe. This tutorial is designed for
beginners, and no previous Illustrator experience is required to get the
most from this training.
The course starts you off with a quick tour of the interface so that you
are familiar with the location of the tools you will be shown in this video
tutorial. You then jump right into using these tools, while learning how
to control your interface and selecting and manipulating Illustrator
objects. As you progress through the lessons, you will be taught how to
work with shapes, fills and strokes, anchors and paths and how to
manage vector shapes. You will work with type, add effects, learn to
manage your design with layers, work with images and masks, and
learn tips, tricks and techniques from the authors own experiences.
Finally this video tutorial covers how to save and print your design
depending on the intended final use of it.
Once you have completed this comprehensive overview of Adobe
Illustrator CC, you will be comfortable with the tools available to you,
and how you apply them to your own vector graphic projects. Working
files are included in this computer based training course for Illustrator
CC, allowing you to follow along with the author throughout the lessons.
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Adobe Illustrator Complete Course - Preview

Design
In this Adobe Illustrator CC training course, expert Vlad from Motion
Sea Designs walks you through the basics of design in Adobe
Illustrator.
*This course is available for free on the Video School Online YouTube
Channel.
Some of the topics included in this course are:
Illustrator layout and interface
Exploring the menus
Customizing the layout
Making a new file
Saving files in AI
Selection Tools
3D effects
Making a mosaic
Making your own logo
and much more!
A VERIFIABLE CERTIFICATE of COMPLETION is presented to all
students who complete the course.
All course materials are downloadable for viewing on any device. We
will also show you how to download a free trial of Adobe Illustrator CC,
so you do not need to purchase to learn.
I can't wait to see you in this course! Let me know if you have any
questions about the course.
Cheers,
Phil

Adobe Illustrator CS5 (Beginning, Intermediate, &
Advanced)
Adobe Illustrator CS5 Introduction

Design
Design
Train Simple’s Adobe Illustrator Training explores core principles and
techniques to get you up and running with the industry-leading vector
graphics program. You’ll learn how to use Illustrator CS5 in detail and
learn about core elements that make up vector graphics and how to
create them with Illustrator’s expressive brushes and drawing tools.
Maximize your productivity and creativity by understanding paths,
groups, layers, text, color, effects, and much more. Course files are
included so you can follow along with the instructor.

Adobe Illustrator CS6

Photography
This innovative product from Adobe Press and video2brain combines
exceptional quality interactive video and a full-color printed reference to
teach the fundamentals of InDesign CS6. Experienced instructors
present close to 13 hours of high quality HD video, complete with
lesson files, assessment quizzes and review materials. The video is
wrapped in a unique interface that allows the viewer to jump to any
topic and also bookmark individual sections for later review. Project
files used in the lessons are included so viewers can practice what
they’ve learned, and interactive review questions help reinforce freshly
gained knowledge.
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Adobe Illustrator CS6 for professional logo designers Design
OFF 75% use code: off75
on this course you will learn how to create a logo in 3D style, this
course is for beginners to professional, you will learn step by step how
to create a logo from start to finish. so you are ready to get a job
designing a logo.
if you are a beginner in using adobe illustrator, don't worry, you can
take this course with ease
basic use adobe illustrator in the section 2
section 3 specially for logo designers
provide format of the logo
file training
make money online become freelance logo designers
This course specifically for logo designers. very much at work
designing a logo and 85% client like logo in 3D style. but you will learn
create logo design in the 2D style too.
you will also see 2D graphics that I will modify to 3D, you can certainly
make a logo in 2D and 3D styles after learning in this course.

Adobe Illustrator CS6 Master pro techniques for print
& web
Adobe Illustrator CS6 or CC Training to Become TOP
Designers

Design
Design
get 70% off use coupon code : 0ff70now
This is a very complete training, from beginner to advanced and pro +
+. guaranteed you will get so many techniques and development in
making design using adobe illustrator.
Complete Adobe Illustrator Training
create a logo design with best style and best effect
create business card
create letterhead
create envelope
create other design
create a worksheet, worksheet size and so on.
create objects automatically, manually, and unique objects.
learn to use a solid color and gradient.
use tool in adobe illustrator
edit object in adobe illustrator
set the color gradient.
create designs in 3D style.
create and combine designs.
make the object as you like.
create best effect for graphic
create business card
create a logo design in 3d style
create letterhead
create envelop
save and open the file of work
and more. you will get many technique and experience adobe
illustrator in this training.
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Adobe Illustrator CS6 Tutorial - Training Taught By
Experts

Design

A Verifiable Certificate of Completion is presented to all students who
undertake this course.
In this Adobe Illustrator CS6 training course, an expert author and
trainer guides you through the tools and techniques that are available
to you in this vector graphics editor from Adobe Systems. Used by
professionals around the world, Illustrator can be a mystifying program,
but this course breaks it down into easy-to-understand sections that
even an absolute beginner with Illustrator can understand.
This tutorial starts out with a tour of the Illustrator interface, and an
explanation of vector art. Once you have a grounding in the basic
navigation, the course quickly takes you into applying Illustrator tools
for selections, color management, shapes, fills, strokes, as well as
anchors and paths. You will learn about creating and managing vector
based shapes, using the pen tool, working with effects and layers,
working with masks and images, and much, much more.
By the completion of this video based tutorial for Adobe Illustrator CS6,
you will fully understand the difference between vector and raster art,
and how to create high-quality vector images using the variety of tools
provided to you in Illustrator CS6. Working files are included to allow
you to work with the same files that the author uses throughout this
video training course.
Adobe Illustrator for Cartographers

Design
This course teaches the basics of Adobe Illustrator for specifically for
people who are interested in producing incredible-looking maps that
will be suitable for publication in books, magazines, academic journals,
or on the web. It assumes no prior knowledge of Illustrator. The
lessons begin with the very basics of setting up the project and then
advances through all the tools necessary to create maps while sharing
cartography-specific tips and tricks and pointing out how to avoid
potential cartography-related pitfalls.

Adobe Illustrator for print design

Design
on this course, you will learn how to create a business card, this course
is for beginners, so easy to follow. you will learn about:
size for business cards
create templates for business cards
write the details for a business card
create a simple logo design
make business cards front and back
change the format to print
This course will help you to become a graphic designer, let's start
learning.
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Adobe Illustrator: Creativity Completely Uncovered

Design

This series was created (and illustrated) by Joshua Geiger and
narrated by Penny LaLiberte, an Adobe Certified Instructor.
51 HD Video Lessons (1080p)
4+ Hours of Video Lessons
40+ Downloadable Illustrator Files
Illustrator is a vital tool for anyone who wishes to produce high-quality,
useable artwork for a variety of mediums. Illustrator produces 100%
vector artwork allowing for unlimited scalability. Over the 51 videos in
this series, you will become very familiar with the most used tools,
effects and options available to us when creating our artwork.
Over the 11 sections and 51 videos, we'll start with introducing the
student to the interface and navigation so that the student has a strong
foundation for moving forward into dissecting the other wonderful
attributes of Illustrator including Effects, getting creative with text &
type, in-depth coverage of the Appearances panel and some of the
super creative things you can do using simple shapes with a variety of
effects and transformations applied to them including transparency,
blurring, shadows and some other tricks you'll have to see to believe!
This course is about teaching the tools, and introducing unique ways to
use them to your creative advantage.
Be sure to download the 41 supplied files to follow along with the
lessons. Examine the artwork included to find creative ways to achieve
some really cool, complex styles! Enjoy!! :D
Adobe InDesign CC

Design
This critically acclaimed interactive training program from Adobe Press
offers exceptional quality high-definition video to teach the
fundamentals of Adobe Indesign CC.
Including more than 8 hours of video tutorials, the course comes
complete with lesson files, assessment quizzes, and review materials.
Experienced instructor Chad Chelius presents a comprehensive
introduction to InDesign, including best practices as well as
fundamental layout and document styling concepts. Topics covered
include working with text, styles, and objects, and outputting files as
ePubs, and how to work within the Creative Cloud.
Project files used in the lessons are included so you can practice what
you’ve learned, and interactive review questions help reinforce freshly
gained knowledge.
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Adobe InDesign CC Tutorial - Beginners to Advanced
Tutorial

Design

This Adobe InDesign CC training course shows you how to use
InDesign CC from the ground up - no experience required. InDesign
CC is a desktop publishing application that allows you to design, layout
and publish documents. This tutorial will show you how to use the tools
and features available to you in this industry standard publishing
software from Adobe.
The course starts off by introducing you to the new InDesign CC
interface. He shows you how to set up your workspace and
preferences to make your workflow efficient. As you work through each
of the lessons in this video tutorial, you will learn how to layout your
document with pages, add and manage objects, insert and format text,
create styles, add tables and work with graphics. This training video
covers all of the basic functions that you will need to create and publish
amazing documents. You will learn how to work with color, swatches
fills and strokes, add effects such as bevel and emboss, and even
prepare your document for printing.
Once you have completed this computer based training course for
Adobe InDesign CC, you will have a comprehensive understanding of
how to create and publish your projects using the tools and techniques
available in InDesign. Working files are included, allowing you to follow
along with the author throughout the lessons.
Adobe InDesign CS6 - Beginners to Advance
MasterClass
Adobe InDesign CS6 Tutorial - Beginners to
Advanced Training

Design
Design

This Adobe InDesign CS6 training course from Infinite Skills teaches
you how to use this powerful digital and print layout software. With the
introduction of amazing new digital layout features, InDesign CS6 really
is the industry standard when it comes to not only traditional media
layouts, but also EPUB and other digital standards.
Starting with the absolute basics, this course assumes you have no
prior knowledge in InDesign. This video based training begins with how
to setup preferences and work in the InDesign interface. You will learn
how to start you layout and begin adding text and objects to your
design. As you continue on you cover features such as formatting your
text, working with tables and graphics, adding color and effects, and
even making your layout interactive. Finally you cover eBooks and how
InDesign can expedite creating your EPUB publications, as well as
publishing or printing your layouts.
By the time you have completed this computer based training course
for Adobe InDesign CS6 you will have a deep understanding on how to
utilize the powerful tools and techniques available to you in this
software to create your own high-quality layouts. Working files are
included to allow you to work with the same files that the author uses
throughout the training course.
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Adobe InDesign Made Easy. A Beginners Guide To
InDesign

Design

This Adobe InDesign CS5.5 training video by Infinite Skills is an
indispensable resource for anyone wanting to learn this powerful, often
intimidating page layout and design program. Including a complete
chapter on the latest edition to InDesign - EPUB, this computer
software training program is designed to teach the absolute beginner
how to use the industry standard Adobe InDesign CS5.5 software.
Starting with the basics in this video training tutorial, this course
teaches you how to use Adobe InDesign CS5, covering topics ranging
from setting up your workspace, to using grids, the new layers panel in
CS5, working with text, paragraph formatting, creating and using styles,
and combining text and objects. New to CS5.5 is the EPUB export
capabilities, and the course goes in-depth with this new feature, as well
as exporting your finished work in a variety of formats, from print, to
interactive documents.
By the conclusion of this computer based training program, you will be
fully versed in creating print and digital ready documents in Adobe
InDesign . The author has included more than 2GB of work-files, so
that you can work alongside him as he teaches you the ins and outs of
this powerful desktop publishing software!
Adobe InDesign Turbochargers: Work Faster and
Smarter, Vol 1

Design

You know InDesign, but you want to get faster. You want your hands to
move your mouse and fly over your keyboard as quickly as your mind
is coming up with ideas. Sound familiar? Well, then, this course is for
you! We’ll work on getting repetitious tasks done quickly, so you can
spend more time solving the creative problem.
The pace is fast, and it’s assumed that you already know the
fundamentals, so if you’re new to InDesign, you’ll need to have them
down before you start. The prerequisite knowledge is covered in my
course, Intro to Adobe InDesign. No matter what your skill level is, if
you find you’re falling behind in a lecture, watch it at least once, and
familiarize yourself with the techniques until you feel comfortable
enough to work along.
The lessons will be shown in Mac OS, but if you’re a PC user,
everything inside InDesign will essentially be the same.
Adobe Lightroom - Crash Course

Design
This Lightroom training course is the perfect course for beginners.
Learn all of the basics to get started in just over an hour of content.
Whether you are using Lightroom 5, 4, or 3, this course will teach you
how to use the program to its fullest potential.
Make your photos shine with this great course from Phil Ebiner. Each
lesson is available for download, so you can take it with you wherever
you go.
Some of the key topics include:
Program Layout
Importing and Exporting Photos
Basic Tools
Advanced Tools
Photo Editing Technique
Adding Watermarks to Your Photos
Graduated, Radial, Spot Removal, Adjustment Brush Filters
and so much more!
Also, no need to purchase Lightroom for this course. If you don't have
a version, I will teach you how to get a free trial version of Adobe
Lightroom 5.
Receive a verifiable certificate upon completion of this course!
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Adobe Lightroom 5 Learn By Video

Photography

This critically acclaimed interactive training program from Adobe Press
combines exceptional quality high-definition video and a printed
reference to teach the fundamentals of Adobe Photoshop Lighroom CC.
Including more than 10 hours of video tutorials, the course comes
complete with lesson files, assessment quizzes, and review materials.
Experienced instructor Mikkel Aaland presents a comprehensive
introduction to Lightroom, including best practices as well as
fundamental photography and image editing concepts. Beginning with
an overview of the Lightroom interface, Mikkel goes on to cover
Lightroom’s powerful tools including Smart Previews, the new Upright
tool and noise reduction enhancements, how to work within the
Creative Cloud, and much more.
Adobe Lightroom 5 Master Training - Complete
Crash Course
Adobe Lightroom 5. The Library and Develop
Modules.

Design
Photography

A-Z guide to getting started with Adobe Photoshop Lightroom. Learn
everything you need to know to start editing photos.
Adobe Lightroom 5 gives photographers, no matter what our level is,
all the tools needed for having a complete workflow with our
photographs. From importing, organizing and editing our pictures to
publishing them in the form of a book, social networks, web galleries or
slideshows.
In this course you'll learn the fundamental concepts and techniques for
mastering Lightroom from scratch, focusing on the two most important
modules: Library and Develop.
Of course you will also learn the new features of this new version,
always at your own pace, and with the warantee of having a
professional photographer teaching you.

Adobe Muse

Design
If you are a graphic designer and want to design and create Web sites
without using code, then Muse is for you. Muse is a new tool from
Adobe that allows you to create professional HTML Web sites using
familiar tools like those found in Adobe InDesign. With Muse, simply
design your site as easily as you would create a print layout. This
allows you to produce user-friendly, interactive sites that you and your
clients will love. Never hand off your design to a developer to code a
site for you again! But Muse isn't just for graphic designers--it's for
anyone who wants to build and publish Web sites to the latest Web
standards without writing code.
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Adobe Photoshop CC For Photographers

Design

This Photoshop for Photographers training course from Infinite Skills
teaches you advanced techniques aimed specifically towards
photographers to touch up, correct, and enhance digital and scanned
images. This course is designed for users that already have a basic
working knowledge of Adobe Photoshop.

You will start by learning how to organize your images, and then
review some basic photographic techniques. This course will show you
how to reduce digital noise through filters, channels, and the raw plugin. You will then learn how to fix your images using the tools in
Photoshop, including the clone tool and healing brush. This video
tutorial will cover topics such increasing image sharpness, removing
distortion and correcting perspective, and working with multiple
images. You will learn creative blur effects, how to create custom
lighting effects, and how to convert an image to black and white. This
course will teach you how to enhance your portraits, adjust the image
with curves, using dodging techniques, and more. Finally, the author
leaves you with some of his tips and tricks, including adding a
decorative border, saving custom formats, and aging an image.
Once you have completed this computer based training course, you
will have learned a number of techniques that can be applied to your
photographic images. Working files are included, allowing you to follow
along with the author throughout the lessons.
Adobe Photoshop CC Learn by Video

Design

This critically-acclaimed interactive training program from Adobe Press
combines exceptional quality high-definition video and a printed
reference to teach the fundamentals of Adobe Photoshop CC.
Including more than 13 hours of video tutorials, the course comes
complete with lesson files, assessment quizzes, and review materials.
Experienced instructor Kelly McCathran presents a comprehensive
introduction to Photoshop, including best practices as well as
fundamental photography and image editing concepts. Beginning with
an overview of the Photoshop interface, Kelly goes on to cover
Photoshop’s powerful tools including features new to CC such as nondestructive editing using Adobe Camera Raw 8 within Photoshop, the
new Smart Sharpen tool, rounded rectangle options, how to work in the
Creative Cloud, and more.
Table of Contents
Introducing Photoshop CC
Photoshop Projects
Customizing Photoshop
Image Editing Concepts
Layers and Masks
Image Adjustments & Retouching
Improving Images with Adobe Camera Raw
Working with Type and Creating Mock-Ups
Video Editing, 3D and Special Effects
Outputting Your Images
Adobe Photoshop CS5 Tips & Tricks
Adobe Photoshop CS5: Advanced Level

Photography
Design

Adobe Photoshop CS5: Beginner Level

Design

Adobe Photoshop CS5: Intermediate Level

Design

Grade Results

In this course, we cover the fundamentals of color management,
editing RAW images, designing web assets and using the 3D feature in
Photoshop.
In this course, we cover the Photoshop interface, editing and repairing
images and working with vectors and smart objects.
In this course, we cover the animation Panel, using the Puppet Warp
Tool, automation in Photoshop and how to create your own brushes
and other resources.
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Adobe Photoshop CS6

Photography

This innovative product from Adobe Press and video2brain combines
interactive video and a full--color printed reference to teach the
fundamentals of Adobe After Effects CS6. Experienced instructors
Todd Kopriva and Angie Taylor present 10 hours of high quality HD
video, complete with lesson files. This course will not only show you
the basics of After Effects, it also teaches you what you'll need to know
to take your skills to the next level. The presenters will give you an
overview of the workflow and the user interface, and then you will learn
how to bring assets into After Effects. They'll explain how to configure
After Effects for optimum performance, focusing on the global
performance cache and persistent disk cache features added in After
Effects CS6. You’ll learn a range of compositing features, including the
new variable-width masks and 3D camera tracker features introduced
in After Effects CS6, as well as basic masking and color keying. You
will discover how to troubleshoot and avoid common problems, and
then how to create finished movie files.
Steps for Certification:
1. Register with Certiport to take the Visual Communication with
Adobe Photoshop Adobe Certified Associate exam. This exam is
typically offered multiple times a year. To sign up to take the exam go
to the Certiport test-locator website: http://www.certiport.com/Locator
2. At the Certiport test-locator website, enter your location, select the
type of Program (Adobe Certified Associate), select the version (CS6)
and select the exam (Visual Communication with Adobe Photoshop).
Click Search. A list of nearby test centers will appear, and you will have
to either call the center or show up in person to register to take the
exam.
3. Study the required material to pass the Visual Communication with
Adobe Dreamweaver Adobe Certified Associate exam. This Adobe
Photoshop CS6 course teaches you the concepts and skills covered in
the Visual Communication with Adobe Photoshop Certified Associate
exam, and will help put you in a great position to succeed in the exam.
(Note: While this course is comprehensive in regards to covering
material on the exam, we do recommend using other aids to guide your
study.)

Adobe Photoshop CS6 for Web Designers

Design
This course takes you all the way from the very basics to having an
incredibly confident handle in using the tools and techniques of Adobe
Photoshop CS6 to design a simple but very attractive web page in less
time.
The four key components of a great Website Design are:
Layout
Typography
Color Scheme
Design Elements
Adobe Photoshop is an application that allows you to do this
effectively.
Rather than showing you each and every feature and making things
complicated I will walk you through the best tools to use at the right
time to achieve this goal.
Let's Get Started!
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Adobe Photoshop CS6 Tutorial. Self-Paced and Easy
to Follow

Design

A Verifiable Certificate of Completion is presented to all students who
undertake this course.
Are you looking to master Photoshop CS6 and learn the secrets of
professional image editing ?
Would you like to be taught by one of the World's leading trainers and
learn how to really leverage the power of Photoshop CS6 ?
This course is without doubt the most comprehensive learning
resource on Photoshop CS6 available. Covering over 13 hours of
content, each topic is broken down into a series of simple to follow
stages. The lessons are clearly presented and use an unique teaching
method that boosts learning and aids retention, it's never been this
easy to learn Photoshop.
Right from the start, you will learn professional image editing and
photo correction techniques that really are used by the pros. The
course starts by building a solid understanding of the fundamentals of
image editing. Once the basics of Photoshop have been outlined, the
course moves on to cover more advanced topics, with each passing
lesson your knowledge of Photoshop will expand as the author shows
new tools and the creative way they can be employed to great effect.
The only pre-requisite for this course is the desire to learn and create
stunning digital imagery.
You will quickly learn how to leverage advanced features like curves,
layers and masks to produce amazing digital imagery. By the
conclusion of this course, you'll have developed the skills and creative
insight to use Photoshop CS6 to a very high level, you will be an expert
of digital imagery.
Course objectives:
Learn about the new tools in Photoshop CS6 ; see how to build
workflows that take full advantage of the new tools
Learn how to get organized with your images, and use Adobe Bridge
to increase your workflow.
Learn the basics of the application layout and how all the functions

Adobe Photoshop CS6: Colour Correcting Images

Photography
This course is all about fixing colour in your images from balancing the
colour across the entire image or just in selected portions of your
image(s). Using a variety of tools and features in Photoshop you will
learn how to adjust colour and tone. This course should not take any
longer than an hour or so to complete and you will have access to not
only a detailed PDF booklet but also the images used in the training
videos so you may follow along step by step.

Adobe Photoshop CS6: Getting Started

Photography

This is Module 1 of 5 in my Photoshop CS6 Basics series. I have
developed this series over many years of teaching at both the College
and University levels in a variety of departments including the
Multimedia Program, Graphic Design Program, the Fashion Program,
and the Creative Photography Programs both daytime and evening
diploma and certificate programs. This basic course in Adobe
Photoshop CS6 starts right at the very beginning assuming that the
learner has no experience in the application.
The course materials included in this Photoshop CS6 course are video
tutorials, image file(s) related to the videos so you can follow along and
a PDF workbook with step by step instructions which may explain
topics slightly different than the videos do.
If you have ever wanted to learn Photoshop from the ground up, so to
speak, then this is the best starting point. Have you ever worked on
your images only to find that they do not look right once you have either
sent them to friends via email or uploaded then on-line to image
galleries. There is a reason for that happening and you will learn how
to control these issues in this Photoshop CS6 tutorials course.
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Adobe Photoshop CS6: Making Great Selections

Photography

This is Module 2 of 5 in my Photoshop CS6 Basics series. I have
developed this series over many years of teaching at both the College
and University levels in a variety of departments including the
Multimedia Program, Graphic Design Program, the Fashion Program,
and the Creative Photography Programs both daytime and evening
diploma and certificate programs. This selections course in Adobe
Photoshop CS6 starts right at the very beginning assuming that the
learner has no experience in the application.
The course materials included in this Photoshop CS6 course are video
tutorials, image file(s) related to the videos so you can follow along and
a PDF workbook with step by step instructions which may explain
topics slightly different than the videos do.
Each Section in this Photoshop CS6 tutorials should take
approximately 1.5 hours to complete and is structured so that you may
read the PDF first to get an understanding of the topics that will be
delivered in the video and then practice with the supplied image file(s).
Adobe Photoshop CS6: Retouching and Repairing
Images

Photography
This course on retouching and repairing images will show you how to
get rid of unwanted objects, touch up facial imperfections, blend
components of images together and much much more. Included in this
course is the step by step PDF and some of the images used in the
training videos so you may follow along. You are encouraged to try
these techniques out on your own images as well. This way your
learning will be faster and have more meaning to you. This course on
retouching and repairing image should not take any more than a n hour
or two to complete but in order to really master the techniques
presented here you will have to practice, practice, and then practice
more.
If you have ever wanted to remove, repair or just clean up things in
your images, this is the course for you.

Adobe Photoshop CS6: Understanding Layers

Photography

This is Module 3 of 5 in my Photoshop CS6 Basics series. I have
developed this series over many years of teaching at both the College
and University levels in a variety of departments including the
Multimedia Program, Graphic Design Program, the Fashion Program,
and the Creative Photography Programs both daytime and evening
diploma and certificate programs. This Layers course in Adobe
Photoshop CS6 starts right at the very beginning assuming that the
learner has no experience in the application.
The course materials included in this Photoshop CS6 course are video
tutorials, image file(s) related to the videos so you can follow along and
a PDF workbook with step by step instructions which may explain
topics slightly different than the videos do.
Each Section in this Photoshop CS6 tutorials should take
approximately 1.5 hours to complete and is structured so that you may
read the PDF first to get an understanding of the topics that will be
delivered in the video and then practice with the supplied image file(s).
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Adobe Photoshop Elements 10 Made Easy

Design

A Verifiable Certificate of Completion is presented to all students who
undertake these Photoshop Elements 10 Tutorials/Course.
Because of the advanced technology in today's cameras, it's never
been easier to take high quality photos, and so many! But once it's time
to put your images on your computer, the problems begin. What's the
best way to organize them? How do you prepare them for online
publishing or to print? Photoshop Elements 10 is Adobe's latest answer
for home and small business customers, packing many of it's most
useful high-end tools in one affordable program. But you have to know
how it works to get results! In these hands-on Photoshop Elements 10
tutorials from InfiniteSkills, you will learn how to organize, edit and
share your images with ease. You'll learn how to remove red eye, fix
color issues, and do many of the things previously only possible in the
full version of Photoshop costing hundreds of dollars. Led by
multimedia expert and author Jerron Smith, you'll get practical advice
on how to use Photoshop Elements to clear the digital clutter,
streamline your workflow, and get fantastic results in your final, edited
photos.
What You Will Learn in the Photoshop Elements 10 tutorials
- How to apply professional image editing and correction techniques to
your digital and
scanned photos.
- How to prepare and optimize images to be printed, shared online and
backed up on
remote storage devices.
- How to work with layers, brushes and drawing tools to accomplish
basic graphic design
tasks.
- How to sort and organize large collections of photos based on
custom keywords and

Adobe Photoshop Elements 11 Tutorial Video Infinite Skills

Design

In this training course for Adobe Photoshop Elements 11, expert Andy
Anderson teaches you about the tools and techniques that are
available in this powerful software used for managing and editing your
photos. More than just the basic photo organizer it once was, Elements
includes tools to manage, edit and enhance your digital photographs.
You will start learning Elements 11 in this tutorial from the very basics,
with no prior knowledge assumed. Andy starts by showing you where
all your tools and panels are located, and how to access them. You will
learn how to import your images to the organizer and how to use that to
find your images quickly and easily. Some of the techniques and tools
covered are - cropping, straightening, whitening teeth, removing redeye, color balancing, working with layers, working with camera RAW
files, filters, adding text, distortion, and much, much more - over 12
hours of video based training in all!
By the end of this training course, you will have a clear understanding
of how to use the powerful tools available to you in Photoshop
Elements 11 to organize, manage and manipulate your digital image
library. Extensive working files are included to allow you to work with
the same source files the author does throughout the training course.

Grade Results
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Adobe Photoshop Elements 12 Tutorial Video Infinite Skills

Design

This Adobe Photoshop Elements 12 training course, from Infinite Skills
teaches you about the useful tools and techniques that are available to
you in this powerful photo managing and editing software. This course
is designed for the absolute beginner, meaning no prior Photoshop
Elements experience is required.

You will begin with an introduction to the program, including learning to
work with the tool options, navigating in expert mode, and working with
gestures. You will learn how to import your images from external
devices, files, and folders. This video based training course teaches a
number of photo editing tools and techniques, such as cropping and
straightening images, utilizing layers, manipulating images, working
with Raw image files, adding text, and more! Finally, Andy will show
you numerous ways to output images, including saving images for the
web, saving files for quality and portability, creating and printing
greeting cards, and printing images through Shutterfly.
By the completion of this computer based training course, you will
have a clear understanding of how to use the many tools available in
Photoshop Elements 12 to effectively organize, manage, and
manipulate your digital image library. Working files are included,
allowing you to follow along with the author throughout the lessons.
Adobe Photoshop for Photographers

Photography

A Verifiable Certificate of Completion is presented to all students who
undertake this course.
Photoshop is now a household word, and with good reason. It can
make washed-out imperfect images into digital masterpieces, or even
take decades-old photos and repair damages that have been there for
years. Professional technology trainer Andy Anderson will show you
how to get professional results, with the same straightforward teaching
approach he used in seminars for Disney and The White House in this
Photoshop CS5 Tutorial that will inspire and inform.
This Adobe Photoshop CS5 for Photographers course goes through
techniques that are tried and true, and used by professionals
everywhere to touch up and enhance digital and scanned photography.
This tutorial is not for the beginner to Photoshop. You should have at
least a basic working knowledge of Photoshop and the tools that are
available. Starting with a basic introduction to the fundamental
photography concepts of ISO, Depth of Field and Shutter Speed, you
will quickly discover that this video tutorial covers more than correcting
red-eye, although it does that too, but it also is rife with techniques that
photographers can use both in Photoshop, and before you even take
the picture with your camera.
When combined with the Photoshop for Beginners tutorial course, you
will have an impressive range of knowledge of the program and a
specific expertise when it comes to working with photos after learning
these Photoshop Actions for Photographers.
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Adobe Photoshop Lightroom 4

Photography
This complete training program from Adobe Press and video2brain
combines over 10 hours of exceptional video training to teach you the
fundamentals of Adobe Lightroom 4 as well as the basic principles of
image processing and management. Award-winning photographer and
teacher Mikkel Aaland walks you through the main features of the
program, showing you how to import images, apply keywords, and
create Collections; then moving on to the Develop module, where you
use sophisticated controls to bring out the best in each image. Mikkel
also shows you how to export your photos to print, the Web, or to other
media. The course includes extensive coverage of what’s new in
Lightroom 4 such as the Map and Book modules, and vastly improved
image processing engine.

Adobe Photoshop Lightroom 4 Tutorial

Design

A Verifiable Certificate of Completion is presented to all students who
undertake this course.
Course Duration 9.5 Hours
If you're into Digital Photography, you need to master Adobe
Lightroom - Let us show you how.
This Adobe Photoshop Lightroom 4 training course takes you through
the features and functions of this comprehensive software for both the
professional and amateur photographer. Designed for the beginner,
you do not require any prior experience working with Adobe Lightroom
to take advantage of this tutorial.
You will begin by touring the Lightroom interface, and become familiar
with the tools and features that are available to you. You will them
move on to cover features such as basic and advanced catalog
organization, tethering, manipulating your images, geo-coding images,
working with modules such as Develop and the Book Module, and so
much more. You will learn to create slide shows, print and publish your
images, and even export them to use with other Adobe Suite products.
By the conclusion of this video based training course on Adobe
Photoshop Lightroom 4, you will have a clear understanding of the
features and functions at your fingertips, and how to utilize them within
the software. Working files are included to let you work alongside the
author as he proceed through this software video tutorial.
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Adobe Premiere Elements 11 Training - Tutorial Video Design

In this Adobe Premiere Elements 11 Tutorial training course, an expert
author teaches you how to create high quality videos from footage you
record and import, using Adobe Premiere Elements 11. This tutorial is
designed for the absolute beginner, no previous experience with video
editing is required, and the author has provided all the working files you
will need to follow along with him throughout the lessons.
The adobe premiere elements 11 tutorial course starts your Premiere
Elements 11 training with the absolute basics - opening and setting up
the software. You will explore the organizer, setup your preferences,
and get comfortable with the Premiere Elements interface. Next, you
jump right in, importing and editing your first project. Throughout this
course, you will use actual video and projects to re-enforce the subject
and tools being taught. This will help you learn faster and retain more
of what is being taught. Some of those subjects include color
correction, working with effects, creating and using transitions, working
with your projects audio, and adding titles and credits. You will finish up
with post-production tasks such as adding DVD markers, creating a
DVD menu, and exporting your final project.
Once you have completed this video based Adobe Premiere Elements
11 Tutorial, you will be fully capable of importing your own video
footage, editing it, sprucing it up, and sharing it with your family, or
even the whole world!
Adobe Premiere Pro CC New Features

Design

With "Adobe Premiere Pro CC New Features" you will get up to speed
fast with the new features in Adobe Premiere Pro CC!
TOP 10 NEW FEATURES
Project Browsing
Improved Multicam Editing
Auto Sync Clips With Audio
New Audio Clip Mixer
Link & Locate
Lumetri Deep Color Engine
Sync Settings with Adobe Creative Cloud
Improved Paste Attributes
Show and Join Through Edits
More Keyboard Shortcuts
One of the best things about the Adobe Creative Cloud is that
Premiere Pro CC will be updated with new features on a much more
regular basis.
NOTE: I will continue to keep this course updated as new features
start to get released by Adobe!
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Adobe Premiere Pro CC Tutorial - MasterClass
Training

Design

This Adobe Premiere Pro CC training course teaches you how to
import video, edit it, add effects and transitions, and then export your
video projects. You will learn the tools and techniques that Premiere
Pro has to offer you, and how to apply them to everyday editing
scenarios. Designed for the absolute beginner, no previous editing
experience is required in order for you to get the most out of this
Premier Pro CC tutorial.
You will start with the basics in Premier CC. Step by step, the course
introduces you to the different tools you will use in your video editing,
and how to apply them. Extensive working files are included with this
video tutorial, allowing you to follow along with each lesson using the
same files the author does. Some of the topics you will learn about are;
importing and managing assets, adding and arranging clips, trimming,
adding transitions, working with video effects, the use of layering,
animating clips, using the titler, audio edits and effects, and of course,
how to export your finished project.
By the time you have completed this Adobe Premiere Pro CC video
tutorial, with over 18 hours of lessons, you will have a comprehensive
understanding of the tools and techniques available to you in this video
editing software. You will be able to apply what you have learned to
your own projects, and create outstanding movies for professional or
personal use!
Adobe Premiere Pro CS5: Beginner Tutorial
Adobe Premiere Pro CS6

Photography
Photography

This critically acclaimed training course from Adobe Press and
video2brain combines interactive video and a printed reference to
teach the fundamentals of Premiere Pro CS6 as well as the basic
principles of video editing. Structured around the objectives of the
Adobe Certified Associate exam “Video Communication Using Adobe
Premiere Pro CS6”, the product combines 15 hours of video, complete
with lesson files. Experienced instructor Maxim Jago introduces core
non-linear editing techniques as a first step to using advanced edits,
with special effects, complex timelines, titles, clean audio and music.
By the end of this course, the student will be able to work with multiple
media types, create sequences and output to multiple formats using
Premiere Pro CS6. Maxim walks the student through the complete
editing process using Premiere Pro CS6, including importing media,
using clips and markers, adding transitions, correcting color, and
compositing. New features get special treatment, like stabilizing
footage without visiting After Effects, applying effects via adjustment
layers, and streamlined trimming using JKL dynamic trimming, which
allows you to play your edits and adjust the timing of your cuts in a
single step.
Steps for Certification:
1. Register with Certiport to take the Video Communication with Adobe
Premiere Adobe Certified Associate exam. This exam is typically
offered multiple times a year. To sign up to take the exam go to the
Certiport test-locator website: http://www.certiport.com/Locator
2. At the Certiport test-locator website, enter your location, select the
type of Program (Adobe Certified Associate), select the version (CS6)
and select the exam (Video Communication with Adobe Premiere).
Click Search. A list of nearby test centers will appear, and you will have
to either call the center or show up in person to register to take the
exam.
3. Study the required material to pass the Video Communication with
Adobe Premiere Adobe Certified Associate exam. This Adobe
Premiere CS6 course teaches you the concepts and skills covered in
the Video Communication with Adobe Premiere Certified Associate
exam, and will help put you in a great position to succeed in the exam.
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Adobe Premiere Pro CS6 Tutorial - MasterClass
Training

Design

In this training course for Adobe Premiere CS6, expert author Jeff
Sengstack introduces you to the powerful tools that are available to you
in this video editing software from Adobe. Designed for the beginner,
this Adobe Premiere Pro CS6 tutorial begins with the basics, and
gradually teaches you everything you need to do to create high-quality
video projects.
You begin by learning what a video production workflow actually is,
and how you are going to utilize this. You will learn about non-linear
editing, and how to setup Premiere Pro to suit your own needs. As you
progress through this computer based training course, you will learn
how to create projects, edit them, add video and audio transitions, and
even add video effects. Jeff introduces you to other editing concepts
such as color correction, compositing, effect animation, adding titles
and graphics, working with audio and much much more! Of course,
you will also learn how to export and share your projects with the world.

Adobe Premiere Pro Training for Beginners

Design

By the conclusion of this video based Adobe Premiere Pro CS6
tutorial, you will be comfortable creating visual masterpieces with your
own video using the powerful non-linear tools that Premiere provides
for you. Working files are included to allow you to work alongside the
author throughout this Adobe Premiere Pro CS6 tutorial.
The course contents for this Adobe Premiere Pro Tutorial are as
follows:
1. Introduction – Nonlinear Editing Explained
a. Preparing and optimizing your computer
b. 64 bit and Premiere Pro’s requirements
c. Explaining how nonlinear works
2. Setting up your video project
a. Where to store your project
b. Scratch disks
c. Sequence settings
3. Beginning of Editing
a. Layout overview
b. Tool Overview
c. Importing Footage – DV or HDV tape
d. Importing Data Clips
4. Adding Footage to the Timeline
a. Learning about In and Out Points
b. Preview window
c. Playback – Smoothness vs. quality
d. Snap Tool
e. Ripple Delete
5. Video and Audio Transitions
a. Setting up shortcuts
b. Changing the default transitions
c. Adding Transitions, When and when not to
d. Changing the length of transitions
e. Changing the properties of transitions
6. Basic Audio Editing in Premiere Pro
a. Reading the Audio Meter
b. Reading the waveform
c. Rubber bands
d. Transitions
e. How to remove clicks or pops
f. Adjusting gain
7. Taking Advantage of Nonlinear
a. Grouping footage
b. Nesting footage
c. Moving Footage
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Adobe Story Workshop

Film Studies
Adobe Story is a powerhouse tool for scriptwriting that includes
automated script formatting features, a new story mapping mode,
scheduling tools, metadata tagging, and a key workflow for editing
video with Adobe Premiere Pro. In this course, author Maxim Jago
takes you on a journey from script concept to completion using Adobe
Story. Learn about important industry-standard layout rules and how
easy it is to adhere to them using Story, and about the power of
metadata, not just for post-production houses, but right at the start of
pre-production.

Adult Education Essentials: Build A Learning
Environment

Education

Adv Final Cut Pro 7 Training

Photography

This 8 hour program is one of the most comprehensive, easy to
understand, applicable set of adult learning techniques available
anywhere. You’ll learn everything you need to motivate adult learners,
keep them interested, deal with challenging or disgruntled participants,
and maximize learning. Whether you are a trainer looking for all of the
tools you need, or your organization needs to quickly roll out a
complete train-the-trainer curriculum, this is the program for you.
Bonus: Includes a 150+page workbook, training checklists, review
templates and a learning style assessment.

This is an amazing Final Cut Pro (Studio) course that consists of 62
video lessons. This course focuses on visual effects using Final Cut
Pro 7, Apple Color and Motion 4.0
Highlights of this course include:

Advance Android Programming - Saving with
Preferences &amp; File
Advance Design of Logos and Brand Identity

Computer Science

Learn incredible visual effects that will teach you how the Final Cut
Studio Applications work together.
Each lesson is self-contained, so there is no need to watch the videos
in order.
Downloadable practice media is provided so you can practice the
lessons on your own.
Quizzes are provided at the end of each section to test your
knowledge.
Opportunity to ask questions with prompt response from the instructor
Bonus Lessons that will teach you the interface controls for Apple
Color and Motion.
Advanced media management techniques
Learn how to fix audio problems with Soundtrack Pro
Learn to save preferences using Preferences and saving data to Files
in Android.

Design
The design course focuses on brand logo design and composition.
Logo branding and design deals with the process of creating a logo
that will last a century or more. When looking at major brands such as
Texaco, Arby's, Sony, and Nestle their logos are somewhat timeless
and memorable. The course teaches one how to develop a creative
mindset as well as the technical aspects of creating logo designs. The
course will teach basic color theory, preparation before designing,
design workflows, creative thinking and composition of logo designs
step by step instructed by Pierre Kenal Louis. The course feature two
study case of two different style and field logo designs composed with
a professional and clean look.

Advance SAP HANA Training

Business
This SAP HANA training provides you the practical and applicable
concepts which will hone your talent as an SAP HANA consultant and it
should equip you with more than enough skills to land you a job in a
high ranked firm.
Our goal as training providers is to provide an effective and easy to
understand training which you can easily implement in your work.
These are practical skills and is must in any organization having SAP
HANA.
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Advanced Adobe Acrobat XI

Design

This Advanced Acrobat XI training course shows you how to take your
documents to the next level in Adobe Acrobat. Acrobat is more than
just a tool for creating and reading PDF files. This software is a
collaborative tool that provides a seamless and automated
environment for almost any document management need you may
have. This advanced course deals mainly with is designed for users
that already have a basic working knowledge of Acrobat XI.
This video tutorial covers some of the more advanced and security
features in Adobe Acrobat XI. You will learn methods of securing your
PDFs using password protection and using certificate encryption. You
will learn how to create and sign your PDF, and certify signed
document validity. This course also covers how to use actions, and
create custom actions. This training video includes a chapter on
professional print handling, from color management to pre-flighting and
problem correction. Finally, you will learn how to handle sensitive
information through hidden content removal, redaction and Bates
Numbering for legal documents.
Once you have completed this Advanced / Security Acrobat training
course, you will have a clear understanding of how to more effectively
use the features that Acrobat has to offer your document management
process. Working files are included, allowing you to follow along with
the author throughout the lessons.
Advanced Algorithms and Complexity

Advanced Apache Spark for Data Science and Data
Engineering
Advanced Artificial Intelligence
Advanced Beauty Retouching
Advanced Business Strategy

Computer Science

Computer Science

You've learned the basic algorithms now and are ready to step into the
area of more complex problems and algorithms to solve them.
Advanced algorithms build upon basic ones and use new ideas. We
will start with networks flows which are used in more obvious
applications such as optimal matchings, finding disjoint paths and flight
scheduling as well as more surprising ones like image segmentation in
computer vision or finding dense clusters in the advertiser-search
query graphs at search engines. We then proceed to linear
programming with applications in optimizing budget allocation, portfolio
optimization, finding the cheapest diet satisfying all requirements, call
routing in telecommunications and many others. Next we discuss
inherently hard problems for which no exact good solutions are known
(and not likely to be found) and how to solve them approximately in a
reasonable time. We finish with some applications to Big Data and
Machine Learning which are heavy on algorithms right now.
Learn common Apache Spark use cases and take a deeper dive into
Apache Spark’s architecture and APIs.

Computer Science
Photography
Business
Advance your strategic analysis skills in this follow-up to Foundations
of Business Strategy. In this course, you'll learn the tools to analyze
strategy across time (competitive dynamics), industries ( corporate
strategy), geographies (international strategy), and institutions (nonmarket strategy). We'll introduce the tools you need to complete a
comprehensive evaluation and understand the strategy dynamics of an
industry: Competitive Lifecycle, Internationalization and Stakeholder
Analyses, and Diversification Matrices. We'll apply these tools in case
studies of industry leaders Disney, Orascom Telecom Holding, Sony,
and GE Healthcare India.

Advanced C++ Programming Training Course

Computer Science

Advanced Chemistry

Science

Take your C++ Programming Training Course Will Take Your Skills To
The Next Level.
This course is designed to look at the topics covered in advanced high
school chemistry courses, correlating to the standard topics as
established by the American Chemical Society. Engaging instruction
and supplemental video demonstrations are designed to help prepare
students for college level chemistry.
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Advanced Circuit Techniques

Computer Science

Advanced Competitive Strategy

Business

Following a brief classroom discussion of relevant principles, each
student in this course completes the paper design of several advanced
circuits such as multiplexers, sample-and-holds, gain-controlled
amplifiers, analog multipliers, digital-to-analog or analog-to-digital
converters, and power amplifiers. One of each student's designs is
presented to the class, and one may be built and evaluated.
Associated laboratory assignments emphasize the use of modern
analog building blocks. This course is worth 12 Engineering Design
Points.
In Advanced Competitive Strategy, we will look at how companies can
build up and maintain their customer base by increasing switching
costs and facilitating strategic customer lock-ins. We will find out how
firms can increase their profits by pursuing suitable price discrimination
and product differentiation strategies.

Advanced Compositing, Tracking, and Roto
Techniques with After Effects

Computer Science

Advanced Content and Social Tactics to Optimize
SEO

Marketing

Advanced Converter Control Techniques

Engineering

In this workshop Jeff Foster—video producer, compositor, visual
effects artist, and author of The Green Screen Handbook—teaches
you the advanced tips, tricks, and workflow techniques he's used over
the years to get great video/film composites, even when working with
near-impossible footage. Learn advanced roto-painting techniques for
the Wacom tablet and get up to speed on motion tracking, multipass
mattes, multiple keying layers, simulated lighting effects, painting on
video background plates, and more. Finally, Jeff shows how to apply
what you've learned to a series of real-world projects in Adobe After
Effects.
Understand the content marketing and social media ecosystems and
how these interconnected channels drive search results to a website.
Learn how to leverage content marketing and social media as part of
your SEO strategy, and how to use influence marketing to establish a
website’s authority.

This course covers advanced converter control techniques, including
averaged-switch modeling and Spice simulations, modeling and design
of peak current mode and average current mode controlled converters,
as well as an introduction to control of single-phase ac grid tied
rectifiers and inverters. Design and simulation examples include wide
bandwidth point-of-load voltage regulators, low-harmonic power-factorcorrection rectifiers, and grid-tied inverters for solar photovoltaic power
systems. Upon completion of the course, you will be able to model,
design control loops, and simulate state-of-the-art pulse-width
modulated (PWM) dc-dc converters, dc-ac inverters, ac-dc rectifiers,
and other power electronics systems.
Advanced Crystal Reports 2011 Training Video

Business
This Advanced Crystal Reports Training course, expert trainer and
author Guy Vaccaro covers advanced topics and tools available to you
in Crystal Reports. This course is for users that are already familiar
with the basic operation of Crystal Reports, and want to get more indepth with its capabilities. Guy starts you off easy, with a quick review
of some of the basics of Crystal Reports, and then take you right into
some of the more complex features. You begin with conditional
formatting then move on to working with parameter fields and report
alerts. You will learn how to create multiple sections, and sub reports.
Advanced charting is covered, along with cross-tabs, formulas, even a
chapter on SQL commands. You finish the training course with a quick
look at the data map tool and how to distribute your reports.

Advanced CSS Selector

Computer Science
You have seen a glimpse of the magic of CSS selectors, and now it's
time to grasp the full power and make the internet purdy once more.

Advanced CSS Training
Advanced CSS3 and HTML5

Design
Computer Science
This course will teach you how to take advantage of HTML5 "semantic"
tags that make page design far more intuitive, faster, and easier
compared to older versions of HTML. And you'll learn to use HTML5 to
create basic mobile pages and apps.
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Advanced Data Structures in Java

Computer Science

How does Google Maps plan the best route for getting around town
given current traffic conditions? How does an internet router forward
packets of network traffic to minimize delay? How does an aid group
allocate resources to its affiliated local partners?
To solve such problems, we first represent the key pieces of data in a
complex data structure. In this course, you’ll learn about data
structures, like graphs, that are fundamental for working with structured
real world data. You will develop, implement, and analyze algorithms
for working with this data to solve real world problems. In addition, as
your programs you develop in this course become more complex, we’ll
examine what makes for good code and class hierarchy design so that
you can not only write correct code, but also share it with other people
and maintain it in the future.
The backbone project in this course will be a route planning
application. You will apply the concepts from each Module directly to
building an application that allows an autonomous agent (or a human
driver!) to navigate its environment. And as usual we have our different
video series to help tie the content back to its importance in the real
world and to provide tiered levels of support to meet your personal
needs.
Advanced Databases
Advanced Distributed Machine Learning with Apache
Spark

Computer Science
Computer Science

Advanced eCommerce Investigations and
Intelligence Gathering (AEI)

Computer Science

Learn how to develop and deploy distributed machine leaning pipelines
and gain the expertise to write efficient, scalable code in Apache Spark.

Do you want to take your online investigative skills to the next level?
This is the workshop for you! The Advanced E-Crime Investigation
Methodologies takes the skills you learned in the basic workshop and
takes those techniques to a whole new level. You will learn how to
conduct successful online investigations in an effort to identify, isolate
and prosecute organized retail crime rings, fraudsters, and employee
theft on auction platforms and classified websites.
Upon completion of this exciting webinar you will close more online
investigations then you ever thought was possible, recover more
losses for your organization and successfully prosecute more
fraudsters in a 1/4 of the time. Guaranteed!
THE M.I. DIFFERENCE!
Lifetime Access. No Limits!
iPhone, iPad and Android Accessibility
Certificate of Completion
Nationally Accredited through NASBA!
Earn CPE Credits!
Key Learning’s
Advanced methods of Buyer/Seller fraud, Sales of Stolen Goods,
Counterfeit Merchandise and Brand Violations.
Innovative and Closely Guarded Secrets of Elite Law Enforcements
detection & investigative methods to identify stolen merchandise and
fraudsters online
How to identify multiple seller/fraudster accounts across different
auction and classified platforms
How to identify hidden seller/fraudster accounts through feedback
systems
Prosecution methodologies, documentation and digital evidence
Advanced Engineering Systems in Motion: Dynamics
of Three Dimensional (3D) Motion

Grade Results

Engineering
This course is an advanced study of bodies in motion as applied to
engineering systems and structures. We will study the dynamics of
rigid bodies in 3D motion. This will consist of both the kinematics and
kinetics of motion. Kinematics deals with the geometrical aspects of
motion describing position, velocity, and acceleration, all as a function
of time. Kinetics is the study of forces acting on these bodies and how
it affects their motion.
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Advanced Excel Ninja

Business

"Advanced Excel for Professionals" is a comprehensive online training
program. It is divided in 12 sections and covers exhaustive list of
topics. There are 90 tutorial videos and the duration is 13 hrs. Topics
often ignored in other intermediate/advanced online programs have
been included. Demo Preview Lecture 89 and 90 to find the difference.
VLOOKUP() with MATCH()
HLOOKUP() with MATCH()
INDEX() with multiple arrays & two MATCH()
Using TRANSPOSE() formula
Form Control Buttons for Dashboard
SUMIF() vs. SUMIFS()
SUM() vs. SUBTOTAL() while using Filter
Hidden Text-to-Columns tricks
Using IFERROR() vs. IF() + ISERROR()
Applications of INDIRECT() and OFFSET()
Pivot Table tricks on calculating automatic sum, count, percentage and
generating grouped data headings
3-Data Consolidation
Power of "GO TO - Special" along with Ctrl+Enter
Using "Find and Replace" with wildcard characters
Combo techniques for Data cleaning
Formula-based Conditional formatting
Charts - Thermometer, 2 axis, Trendline, Axis value settings
Inserting Picture in Comments... and the list of such tricks is very long
So if you intend to take your Excel application skills multiple notches
higher, gain from the experience of a training instructor who Is a qualified Chartered Accountant
Has worked with KPMG and J.P. Morgan
Has trained 5,500+ professionals (Apr 2010 - June 2014) in face-toface training programs
Has incorporated in this online program 100s of tip-n-tricks, which he
has acquired over the years through various forums, experimentation,
problem solving challenges and training interaction
And by the way he has conducted more than 100 (hundred)
workshops for one of the Big Four firms, where the participants are
from numerous departments and domains. The insights acquired have
been meticulously incorporated in to the program.

Advanced Excel Training - Online Excel Course

Business

Advanced Facebook for Business

Marketing

Want to learn how to leverage the massive potential of Facebook
marketing for your business or personal brand? This advanced, stepby-step course offers you the opportunity to:
1) Learn how Facebook really “works” so you can begin generating
real results by leveraging everything it offers behind the scenes.
2) Discover best practices for setting up and optimizing your profile
and business page for the biggest impact.
3) Find out how you can use Facebook Groups to dramatically benefit
every part of your business.
4) Maximize your rewards by learning how to use ads, badges, apps,
places, deals and more.
In just six one-hour long sessions, you'll discover than when you get
the “inside scoop” on how to leverage Facebook the right way, the
benefits just keep on coming.
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Advanced Fiction Writing

Literature
In this course, you'll explore all the topics a writer needs to create a
successful manuscript, including story structure, plot, character,
dialogue, setting, suspense, conflict, action, viewpoint, tense, and even
how to get published. Each lesson includes an assignment that will
help you develop or polish your manuscript. And in the Discussion
Area, you'll have an opportunity to share your work with classmates to
obtain their feedback.
In Advanced Fiction Writing, you'll explore the essential techniques
that are often overlooked by other writing classes and textbooks. And
you'll explore them in a clear, step-by-step fashion that will make it
easy for you to turn your story idea into a published book. Join us for
the next six weeks, and you'll never look at fiction writing the same way
again!

Advanced Flash 5

Computer Science

Advanced Flash 5: Introduction to ActionScripting with Josh Ulm and
Garo Green is an instructional workshop presenting the radically new
object-oriented scripting mode introduced by Macromedia Flash 5. This
workshop offers completely new and original exercises developed
specifically to teach the fundamentals of object-oriented programming
inside of Flash. While traditional scripting methods are still accessible
in Flash 5, adopting object-oriented methods will significantly change
the way you develop Flash movies. Object-oriented programming will
produce movies that are smaller, faster, more powerful and extensible.
This workshop breaks ActionScripting down into easy-to-understand
fundamental concepts, so Flash developers can harness the power
and complexity of Flash without relying on complicated single-use
tricks.
Advanced Flash CS5 Training

Design
This advanced Flash CS5 Tutorial starts with creating movie clip
symbols and learning How to Use Flash CS5 advanced features and
the basics of ActionScript. Students then learn to work with sound and
video, to create Flash CS5 components, to load and control Flash
content, and to publish their movies.
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Advanced Google AdWords

Marketing

Are you looking to learn how to optimize your current Google AdWords
search campaigns? We have the course for you. Designed by
Webucator, a global training partner, this course covers all of the best
activities to get you started. And it's packed with readings, trainer
presentations, and exercises!
In this Advanced Google AdWords course, we take a deeper dive into
understanding and optimizing search engine marketing campaigns.
The course covers optimization of keywords, campaigns and ads, and
other advanced features of Google AdWords. You will also learn about
conversion tracking in Google AdWords and how to integrate Google
Analytics with your AdWords account to gain insights into the
effectiveness of your marketing campaign.
The Advanced Google AdWords course is geared toward AdWords
users who are acquainted with basic features, such as keyword
discovery, keyword bidding, campaign creation, and management.
Class Goals
Learn how to optimize your keywords list.
Learn how to leverage dynamic keyword insertion in Google AdWords.
Learn how to optimize your Ad campaigns by using geo-targeting.
Learn how to advertise on Google's Content Network.
Learn how to optimize your Ads using advanced settings in Google
AdWords.
Learn how to set up conversion tracking in Google AdWords.
Learn how to integrate and leverage Google Analytics with Google
AdWords.
Advanced Google Analytics
Advanced Google Spreadsheets

Marketing
Business

Google Spreadsheets is a full featured spreadsheet application, much
like Excel. However, it is web based, so you can access your
spreadsheet from any location, and share and collaborate securely
with people you invite to collaborate on the spreadsheet.
This hour long course covers the skills you'll need to be able to use
the advanced features that are unique to Google Spreadsheet. You'll
learn how pivot tables and charts work inside of Google Spreadsheet,
and the filtering and views options so you can analyze your data
without altering the view for your other collaborators.
Take this course if you are looking to use Google Spreadsheet to
collaborate with other people at the same time on the same document.
If you are an employee in a large company that is using Google Apps,
or you work at small start up that isn't using Excel, this course will help
you be productive using Google Spreadsheet.
Advanced HTML5 for Web Developers

Grade Results
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Advanced Instructional Strategies in the Virtual
Classroom

Education

This course will help you ‘up’ your game and develop the advanced
level skills and techniques that elude even some of the most
experienced virtual teachers. We will examine the pitfalls beginning
teachers run into and learn how to overcome them by focusing on the
fundamentals that have the greatest impact on student learning in a
blended or online environment. Throughout the course, you will be
challenged to assess your own skills and apply what you are learning
by creating a guide, assignment, or resource that you will be able to
use in a class that you teach or hope to teach someday soon. By the
end of the course, you will not only have a better understanding of the
basics, you will be able to put them together like a pro and empower
your future students to be voracious learners who are ready to go out
and make the world a better place to live.
Advanced Interviewing Techniques

Business

People interviewing for jobs today often fail because they are using
yesterday's strategies. Recruiting technology has become more
sophisticated, and the best employers are constantly changing the way
interviews are done. This course gives you detailed strategies for
handling tough competency-based, or behavioral, interviews so that
you can communicate the knowledge, skills, and abilities that you have
and that employers demand.

Advanced Java Programming

Computer Science

Advanced Java Programming (Java SE 7)

Computer Science

Advanced JavaScript Programming

Computer Science

Advanced Kitchen Chemistry

Science

Take Your Java Programming Skills To The Next Level. Become
Proficient In Java Programming
Harnessing the Power of Cross-Platform, Object-Oriented Application
Programming
Learn advanced JavaScript techniques and good standard coding
conventions from the experts at Webucator Training.
This seminar will be a scientific exploration of the food we eat and
enjoy. Each week we shall have a scientific edible experiment that will
explore a specific food topic. This will be a hands-on seminar with
mandatory attendance of at least 85%. Topics include, but are not
limited to, what makes a good experiment, cheese making, joys of tofu,
food biochemistry, the science of spice, what is taste? This course is
the second in a series of two courses in kitchen chemistry. The
prerequisite to Advanced Kitchen Chemistry is SP.287 Kitchen
Chemistry, which is also on OCW.

Advanced Linear Models for Data Science 1 : Linear
Models

Mathematics

Advanced Marketing: Secret Strategies For
Growth...in 1 Day!

Marketing

Welcome to the Advanced Linear Models for Data Science Class 1:
Least Squares. This class is an introduction to least squares from a
linear algebraic and mathematical perspective

Discover how to leverage maximum profits and long term value from
your marketing on this Advanced Marketing Training.
Featuring professionally narrated videos, MP3s, student handbooks
and cheat sheets, this advanced marketing training will walk you
through proven marketing modules to help you grow your firm...in just
one day!
Delegates on this course will learn about…
Competing in Your Marketplace
Identifying the Unique Capabilities of your Business
Maximising Your Profits from Multiple Market Sectors
Examples from EasyJet and Virgin Atlantic
Creating Your Powerful Offer in the Marketplace
Business Growth – Market Development, Service Development
A Key Example from Supermarket Giant Tesco
Growing Your Business With Existing and New Customers
Creating Your Strong Brand Identity
Growing Profits By Leveraging Your Brand Value
Suitable for both business owners and those already in a marketing
role, this advanced marketing course will share the marketing secrets
that help companies grow.

Grade Results
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Advanced Mesh Painting for Games in UDK

Design

Advanced Microsoft Access 2010 Tutorial

Business

This tutorial takes an advanced look at UDK’s mesh painting features
for game art (often called vertex painting). We’ll go in-depth on how to
create several advanced blending materials such as snow icing over
stones, puddles that react to light, and cracked and weathered
concrete.
This Advanced Microsoft Access 2010 Tutorial Video picks up where
the InfiniteSkills beginner course leaves off and shows how to work
with some of the program's more robust database creation and
management features. Presented by a professional IT trainer, the video
lessons go point by point through advanced query options and form
design, as well as a number of shortcuts and productivity options that
can simplify and shift the way you work. Given the advanced subject
matter, the order of the Access course is logical and easy to follow.
The earliest lessons focus on advanced table design with indexing and
input masks. The course shows how to create advanced queries using
joins, unions, and sub queries, going step by step where things get
complex. Lessons on advanced form design and reporting will allow
you to better manage and display your data, and the course's full
chapter on Macros make it easy to manage and access data in Access
2010. Project files are included to match the examples onscreen.

What You Will Learn
- How to perform advanced data manipulation across multiple
databases and sources.
- How to create complex user forms that will improve the quality and
quantity of data collected.
- How to perform crucial management and maintenance functions
using Access utilities and commands.
- How to enhance and develop secure, compatible databases that can
be accessed by users working with Office products and common
industry standards such as SQL.

Who Should Take This Course
- Anyone with a basic understanding of Microsoft Access who wants to
unlock the program's power user capabilities and security features.
- Anyone who wants to implement Access solutions within SQL-based
and mixed environments.
- Access administrators looking to work faster and smart through
shortcuts and macros that automate repetitive tasks.

Grade Results
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Advanced Microsoft Access 2013 Training Video

Business

This Advanced Microsoft Access 2013 training course from Infinite
Skills will take you beyond the fundamentals of this powerful Microsoft
program. This course is designed for users that already have a basic
working knowledge of Microsoft Access.

In this video tutorial, you will jump right into learning advanced table
design with indexing and input masks. You will learn how to create
advanced queries and action, and how to use SQL (standard query
language). Guy will cover topics such as advanced form design, how to
create an advanced report, and creating and using bound and
unbound subforms. This video based training course will teach you
how to create and use a Macro, a Sub Macro, and how to configure a
Macro. Guy will show you how to turn a database into an application,
and how to back up a database and convert Access databases to and
from previous versions. Finally, you will learn how to create a custom
web app and how to use Access with external applications.
By the conclusion of this computer based training course, you will be
fully capable of creating, managing, and displaying your Microsoft
Access 2013 data, and have an in-depth understanding of the many
tools and techniques available to you in this Microsoft program.
Working files are included, allowing you to follow along with the author
throughout the lessons.
Advanced Microsoft Excel 2013. Online Excel
Training Course

Education

Advanced Microsoft Word 2010

Business

Master Advanced Excel 2013 Features. Become A Expert And Learn
To Use Excel Like A Pro With This Advanced Excel Training

Are you looking to quickly learn advanced techniques in Microsoft
Word 2010? We have the Microsoft Word training course for you.
Designed by Webucator, a global training partner, this course covers
all of the best activities to get you started. And it's packed with
readings, trainer presentations, and exercises!
In this Microsoft Word 2010 tutorial, students learn advanced
techniques, such as working with tables of contents, footnotes, and
endnotes, adding comments, tracking changes, comparing and
combining documents, creating envelopes and labels, using Mail
Merge, and protecting documents. This Microsoft Word training is for
Word 2010 on Windows.
Microsoft Word 2010 tutorial Goals
● Learn to work with tables of contents.
● Learn to work with footnotes and endnotes.
● Learn to insert bibliographies and indexes.
● Learn to use comments.
● Learn to use track changes including accepting and rejecting
changes.
● Learn to compare and combine documents.
● Learn to use Mail Merge and create envelopes and labels.
● Learn to protect documents.
● Learn to use bookmarks, add watermarks, and customize the
Ribbon.
Advanced Mind Mastery: The Science of Getting Rich

Grade Results
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Advanced Modeling in Revit Architecture
Advanced Modeling in Revit Architecture
Advanced Natural Language Processing

Architecture
Design
Computer Science

Advanced Neurobiology I

Medical

Through this course, you'll have a comprehensive understanding of
basic neuroanatomy, electral signal transduction, movement and
several diseases in the nervous system.

Advanced Options Concepts - Probability, Greeks,
Simulation

Business

This course covers three advanced Options concepts - Probability,
Advanced Options Greeks analysis and Options Simulation SECTION I
- DEEP DIVE INTO PROBABILITY ANALYSIS. While Probability has
been mentioned a few times in previous courses, we take a deep dive
in this course. Having a finely tuned probabilistic mindset coupled with
good analysis is an absolute must in financial markets. This course
shows a few different ways of looking at Probability and how investors
can create strategies to put Probability on their side. SECTION II DEEP DIVE INTO THE OPTION GREEKS This course also takes a
deep dive into the four Greeks - Delta, Gamma, Theta and Vega. We
introduced these concepts in the previous module, but it is time to take
their understanding to a new level. The Greeks are the path to putting
your strategies on "Auto-pilot". We explain the subtleties of all the
Greeks - very cool stuff, put your Math hat on...

Advanced Organic Chemistry

Science

This course deals with the application of structure and theory to the
study of organic reaction mechanisms: Stereochemical features
including conformation and stereoelectronic effects; reaction dynamics,
isotope effects and molecular orbital theory applied to pericyclic and
photochemical reactions; and special reactive intermediates including
carbenes, carbanions, and free radicals.

Advanced Photoshop 6

Computer Science

Advanced Photoshop 6 with Bruce Heavin and Joe Maller is a selfpaced study program that includes instructional movies you can watch
at your own pace. Movie-based tutorials tour you through the deep
recesses of Photoshop 6, with an emphasis on practical and usable
techniques. If you know Photoshop well enough to get around, but
aren't using many of its advanced features, this workshop will prove
invaluable in raising your awareness and skill level to new heights.
Special emphasis is placed on masking, shortcuts, and choosing a nondestructive workflow.

Advanced Power Searching
Advanced Ruby Programming: 10 Steps to Mastery

Computer Science
Computer Science

Grade Results

This course is a graduate introduction to natural language processing the study of human language from a computational perspective. It
covers syntactic, semantic and discourse processing models,
emphasizing machine learning or corpus-based methods and
algorithms. It also covers applications of these methods and models in
syntactic parsing, information extraction, statistical machine translation,
dialogue systems, and summarization. The subject qualifies as an
Artificial Intelligence and Applications concentration subject.

Take your Ruby programming to the next level with Huw
Collingbourne's simple guide to advanced Ruby coding.
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Advanced Scenery in Soap

Design

Soap Scenery goes beyond simple layering and embedding. You'll
learn to combine multiple techniques to create complex designs
through step by step video demonstrations, plus we'll explain the theory
behind achieving the designs you love.
This is a comprehensive course consisting of slideshow presentations,
videos, downloadable PDFs, and quizzes to highlight important
information in a professional format. You'll be able to learn everything
you would in a traditional classroom and ask any questions along the
way all from the comfort of your home.
Topics include:
Planning a scene
Mountains and hills
Oceans and beaches
Trees and sunsets
Hot air balloons
Cityscapes
Cherry blossom scenes
Seasonal designs
Step by step demonstration
Tips & tricks
And more
Includes: Advanced Soap Scenery Manual PDF
Our classes are unique in the industry. Each course is designed in
logical sequence in a well thought out curriculum. Classes are very
comprehensive and cover small details that are often overlooked in
other courses and books, but make life easier for soapmakers (things
we wished we had learned as a new soapmaker). The class is built on
a professional platform, where you can learn at your own pace on your
own time, anywhere in the world. You just need internet access and a
desire to learn.
Advanced Search Engine Optimization Strategies

Communications

Advanced SEO: Tactics and Strategy

Marketing

This course focuses on technical, mobile and social strategies for
increasing site traffic. Learn how to build SEO for international
audiences through content localization, global team alignment and
optimizing for local search engines. Discover techniques to optimize
mobile-friendly websites, get mobile apps discovered, and leverage
social media to drive organic SEO traffic. You will also learn how to
identify key SEO metrics and collect, interpret, validate, and report
success to your clients and stakeholders.

In this course we touch on a broad range of SEO subjects to give you
some quick tactical wins as well as an understanding some of the
deeper SEO concepts and strategies. This course provides digestible
information for all levels of knowledge, from users just beginning to
learn SEO to advanced SEOs.
If you like what you see here feel free to stay up to date on current
information at our blog: Moz Blog
Also if you would like to take a free trial of our product sign up here:
Moz Analytics Free Trial!
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Advanced Social Media Intelligence Gathering

Computer Science

You will examine these new innovative ideas in-depth as they are
introduced by our experienced instructors which come from the world
of eCommerce, loss prevention, law enforcement, and the intelligence
community to bring you an action packed seminar that will leave you
eager to return to work, to utilize your new found skill set.
Navigate the website, search, advanced search, sign-up, register a
profile
Learn about connections, friend’s request, & privacy settings
Identify fraudsters, criminals, and illegal information Identify personal
details, addresses, phone numbers, email address & more
Learn how to bypass privacy settings, visualize seller networks and
gather intelligence
Identification of criminal activity and what is needed to prosecute
Evidence gathering and chain of custody for digital evidence
Legalities of online investigations, terms of service violations and
subpoenas
THE M.I. DIFFERENCE!
Lifetime Access. No Limits!
iPhone, iPad and Android Accessibility
Certificate of Completion
Nationally Accredited through NASBA!
Earn CPE Credits!
What platforms you will learn:
Facebook
Facebook (Graph Search)
MySpace (New Version)
Twitter
Friendster
What is included?
Instruction by an expert facilitator
Small, interactive classes
Specialized manual and course materials
Personalized certificate of completion
What you receive:
Participant Guidebook – This manual is filled with tons of open source

Advanced Social Network Search

Marketing
This course will teach you how to properly search social networks for
complete information about a person. It is often used by private
investigators to find a target, teachers to identify problems with a
student, parents to monitor their children, and law enforcement to
investigate crimes. This course goes far beyond the standard online
search practices. Among MANY techniques, you will learn how to:
Conduct searches through the Facebook Graph options
View tagged Facebook photos of a person
Identify "Likes" and interests of any Facebook user
Obtain GPS information from Twitter and Instagram posts
Locate hard to find Facebook profiles
View deleted posts from Twitter accounts
Use the Instagram API to find additional information

Advanced Software Construction in Java

Grade Results

Computer Science

Search for social traffic by location
Learn how to write programs that are safe from bugs, easy to
understand, and ready for change.
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Advanced Statistical functions in EXCEL 2010 (Part 2) Business
You will learn how to effectively use Advanced Excel Functions about
the Normal distribution, Student-t distribution, chi square distribution, F
distribution, Gamma, Log-normal, Negative Binomial, Exponential, etc.
You will learn how to calculate the margin of errors respectively for the
Normal and Student t distributions and use them to create confidence
intervals.
You will learn how to create Standard Normal tables as well as
Student t tables.
You will use these advanced functions of Statistics in Excel 2010 to
obtain P-values when testing various hypotheses about the mean,
variance, proportion, etc.
Clear, relevant and easy to understand examples are shown in each
video to increase your understanding.
Advanced Styling with Responsive Design

Computer Science
It used to be the case that everyone viewed webpages on about the
same size screen. But with the explosion of the use of smartphones to
access the Internet, the landscape of design has completely changed.
People viewing your site will now expect that it will perform regardless
of the platform (smartphone, tablet, laptop, or desktop computer). This
ability to respond to any platform is called responsive design.

Advanced Swirling Soapmaking 1

Design

Love swirling but need some help? You've come to the right place. Not
only do we show to make zebra stripes and elemental swirls in step be
step video demonstrations, but we also explain the theory behind
achieving the designs you love.
This is a comprehensive course consisting of slideshow presentations,
videos, downloadable PDFs, and quizzes to highlight important
information in a professional format. You'll be able to learn everything
you would in a traditional classroom and ask any questions along the
way all from the comfort of your home.
Topics include:
Pot and Drop Swirl (AKA Holly Swirl OR Swirl in a Swirl)
Elemental Swirl
Zebra Stripe swirl (AKA Dandelion)
Snaking Swirl
Hanger Swirl
Mica marbling
Squirt Bottle Swirl (AKA Impressionism)
Step by step demonstration
Tips & tricks
And more
Includes: Advanced Swirling 1 Manual PDF
Our classes are unique in the industry. Each course is designed in
logical sequence in a well thought out curriculum. Classes are very
comprehensive and cover small details that are often overlooked in
other courses and books, but make life easier for soapmakers (things
we wished we had learned as a new soapmaker). The class is built on
a professional platform, where you can learn at your own pace on your
own time, anywhere in the world. You just need internet access and a
desire to learn.
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Advanced Swirling Soapmaking 2

Design

Love swirling but need some help? You've come to the right place. Not
only do we show you how to make peacock swirls and feathering in
step by step video demonstrations, but we also explain the theory
behind achieving the designs you love.
This is a comprehensive course consisting of slideshow presentations,
videos, downloadable PDFs, and quizzes to highlight important
information in a professional format. You'll be able to learn everything
you would in a traditional classroom and ask any questions along the
way all from the comfort of your home.
Topics include:
Mantra swirl
Modified Mantra swirl
Peacock swirl
Feathering techniques
Bouquet Swirl
Butterfly Swirl
Column pour
Column pour variations
Hand swirling
Step by step demonstration
Tips & tricks
And more
Includes: Advanced Swirling 2 Manual PDF
Our classes are unique in the industry. Each course is designed in
logical sequence in a well thought out curriculum. Classes are very
comprehensive and cover small details that are often overlooked in
other courses and books, but make life easier for soapmakers (things
we wished we had learned as a new soapmaker). The class is built on
a professional platform, where you can learn at your own pace on your
own time, anywhere in the world. You just need internet access and a
desire to learn.
Advanced Tactics with HootSuite Pro

Marketing
Looking for more efficient and effective ways to manage your social
media community, and demonstrate results? This course will teach you
how to take advantage of HootSuite's advanced features in order to
more effectively listen and engage with your community, collaborate
with team members, and analyze your social media results. Once you
are done with this course, you'll be comfortable with HootSuite at an
advanced level and be able to better maximize your effectiveness with
the tool.
If you would like a refresher and review fundamental HootSuite
features, check out our Getting Started with HootSuite class.

Advanced Topics in Cryptography

Computer Science

The topics covered in this course include interactive proofs, zeroknowledge proofs, zero-knowledge proofs of knowledge, noninteractive zero-knowledge proofs, secure protocols, two-party secure
computation, multiparty secure computation, and chosen-ciphertext
security.

Advanced Topics in Python

Computer Science

In this lesson, we'll cover some of the more complex aspects in Python,
including iterating over data structures, list comprehensions, list slicing,
and lambda expressions.

Advanced Unity 3D Game Programming

Design
Unity is the number one game engine, the favorite of game developers
working on iOS apps and console games alike. This course picks up
the programming side of Unity, continuing where our other Unity
courses leave off. Michael House concentrates on scripting, custom
GUI controls, prefab customization, multiplayer networking features like
chat, and optimizations that will make your game play better on mobile
devices and desktops alike. Take a deep dive into Unity's controls and
learn how to build more interactive, high-performance 3D games.

Grade Results
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Advanced Unity 3D Game Programming

Advanced User Experience Design

Computer Science

Design

Unity is the number one game engine, the favorite of game developers
working on iOS apps and console games alike. This course picks up
the programming side of Unity, continuing where our other Unity
courses leave off. Michael House concentrates on scripting, custom
GUI controls, prefab customization, multiplayer networking features like
chat, and optimizations that will make your game play better on mobile
devices and desktops alike. Take a deep dive into Unity's controls and
learn how to build more interactive, high-performance 3D games.
For a limited time, get $29 off the original price of this course by using
coupon code 29OFFAdvanced when purchasing. This offer expires
September 15, 2014. Coupon codes and discounts cannot be
combined.
Building an attractive, useful and usable website is difficult, and can
take much time, thought and creativity. Even so, the quality of a site’s
user interface can be the most important part of a site’s success. This
is especially true as websites and web ‘apps’ become more complex,
feature rich, and mobile responsive.
Wouldn’t it be great to have an updated list of virtually ALL usability
software tools, and have them
Separated into reasonable categories, and then
Ranked by popularity?
Don’t you wish you knew which were the top, most up-to-date books
on web usability and user experience (UX) design?
Couldn’t you benefit from knowing the latest research results on user
experience design?
Wouldn’t you like to know which operating systems and browsers are
most used, so you can focus on ensuring that your sites work well on
them?
This course not only provides a discussion of the best tools, books
and research, but also ranks them to help you better understand which
are most popular with your colleagues, including thousands of website
designers and user experience (usability) professionals.
What makes this an advanced ‘user experience’ course?
We assume that you already know the basics or fundamentals of good
user interface design for websites and web apps, so we will not waste
your time by repeating what you already know,
We know that the world of user experience design is constantly
changing, so we do not try to force ever-aging information into a static
book or a limited training course,
We take full advantage of the most useful characteristics of the
Internet by making it an integral part of the course, giving you access to
Web-based information (dynamic content) that is updated even as you
are taking the course,

Advanced VFX and Cinematics for Games with UDK

Design
In this course, we take you through the process of setting up a complex
- but visually stimulating - particle system that warps a character in
through a teleportation device, as well as an amazing look at "phasing"
the character in to view! We'll look at creating the holographic
projections you see in the scene, adding texture and distortion to the
sequence, and then wrap up the series with an in-depth look at setting
up a basic render and animating the camera and lights so that you can
make your very own cut-scenes and cinematics!

Grade Results
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Advanced Website Creation For Small Business

Web Design

In this course I will show you step by step how to create search engine
and visitor - friendly website for your new or existing small business.
Let's start!
It's nice to have a Wordpress for your web project, Wordpress is
constantly updating and you don't have to pay for it. The only 3 things
you will need to purchase. Please see course requirements!
Course Summary:
- Preparation
- Wordpress installation (Benefits of cPanel, One-click WP installation)
- Wordpress Theme (Premium Vs. Free)
- Content (Keyword research, outsource content writers)
- Creative Flow (Designing website with "Premium" Wordpress theme)
- Search Engines Optimization Basics (On Page SEO, Off Page SEO
tips. Creating first bundle of backlinks using PR social sites)
Advanced Writing

Literature
This is the third course in the Academic English: Writing specialization.
By raising your level of academic writing, this course helps prepare you
for college-level work.

Adventures in Classical Music

Music

Advertising - Website Ad Design

Marketing

After completing this course, you will be able to:
- plan and write a more sophisticated argument essay
- identify plagiarism and explain how to prevent it
- read and analyze several articles to form your own opinion on a topic
- make connections between several articles
- form thesis statements from your readings
- use sources effectively when writing an essay
A journey through the history of classical music, including an expansion
on the basic fundamental elements of music.

Advertising design refers to the creation and organization of visual
artwork used in advertisements (ads) for products and services. The
designs used in advertising can be easily created using online tools
such as the one students will learn here, in this course. Although
design elements often appear fancy and created by someone with
graphic design skills, nothing is further from true! With ZERO, that's
right, ZERO graphic design knowledge, entrepreneurs and small
business owners can create high level, visually stunning ads which will
drive website traffic and get results.
In this course, we introduce students to the easiest banner creation
tool available. This software has the following features;
Drag & Drop features with no coding required
Animated banners and ads with no flash design skill needed
Easy insertion of stock photos, clip art as well as personally branded
company images
Rotator banners in just a few clicks
One-click publishing
Join us today and learn how to super-charge your advertising tools
and best practices.
Advertising and Promotion
Advertising and Society

Business
Marketing
This course examines the relation of advertising to society, culture,
history, and the economy. Using contemporary theories about visual
communications, we learn to analyze the complex levels of meaning in
both print advertisements and television commercials.

Grade Results
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Adwords Editor Video Training Tutorials

Business
The purpose of this Adwords Editor video course is to teach complete
beginners how to use Google Adwords Editor. Adwords Editor is a
downloadable program you can use to make bulk changes to your
Adwords PPC campaigns. Videos 1 - 16 teach you the basics of what
you need to know and how to use each feature and setting for
maximum use and efficiency. Videos 17 - 19 show you how to build a
paid search campaign from scratch using a hypothetical rhinoplasty
plastic surgeon example.

Adwords for Beginners - The Ultimate Adwords
Tutorial

Marketing

Search advertising is one of the most effective advertising that exists
as it has a lower lead cost than most forms of advertising.
With search advertising, you no longer have to go out and waste your
precious time finding new customers. Your potential customers are
already looking for your products and services through search engines.
What you need to do is make sure that your company is being found
when people are looking for you.
Google dominates the search landscape. There are 12 billion queries
on Google sites each month in just the United States. When you
examine how many search queries Google processes worldwide, the
numbers become staggering.
While search advertising is very effective; you need to make sure you
are doing it correctly or you can just as easily waste money as well.
This course will teach you the fundamental you need to know to create
effective search marketing campaigns with AdWords, Google's search
marketing product.
Adwords for Beginners - Ultimate Adwords Tutorial

Business

Search advertising is one of the most effective advertising that exists
as it has a lower lead cost than most forms of advertising. With search
advertising, you no longer have to go out and waste your precious time
finding new customers. Your potential customers are already looking
for your products and services through search engines. What you need
to do is make sure that your company is being found when people are
looking for you. Google dominates the search landscape. There are 12
billion queries on Google sites each month in just the United States.
When you examine how many search queries Google processes
worldwide, the numbers become staggering. While search advertising
is very effective; you need to make sure you are doing it correctly or
you can just as easily waste money as well. This course will teach you
the fundamental you need to know to create effective search marketing
campaigns with AdWords, Google's search marketing product.
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AdWords For SaaS Startups

Marketing

Many startups still believe marketing is a dirty word…
But while there are examples of “bad” companies who’ve used
marketing to edge out better alternatives...
There are also lots of respected companies who know a solid
marketing plan is one of the most important parts of creating significant
user growth.
As Fog Creek put it:
“Marketing isn’t about scamming or duping people. It’s about
communicating to people what they want.
Engineers often treat marketing like it is black magic, but really, it
comes down to making sure the people whose lives you are aiming to
improve with your software actually hear about you.
If they don't hear about you, they'll be stuck using whatever duct-taped
together work-around they are forced to use in the absence of your
software. That isn't good for them and it isn't good for your company.”
They’re not alone in their assessment, either.
Neil Patel (KISSMetrics, Crazy Egg, QuickSprout) says:
“The number one mistake you can make when it comes to marketing
is not doing it. People aren’t going to learn about your great product
unless you tell them.”
Marc Andreeson (Mosaic, Netscape, Andreessen Horowitz ) notes:
“The press focus on the rare companies like Instagram who build
super quickly. But most startups don’t have that kind of amazing story.”
And Chris Dixon (Andreessen Horowitz, SiteAdvisor, Hunch) instructs:
“Most people do not automatically adopt the best product. Any
company that’s successful over a long period of time has a MASSIVE

AdWords: Running a Successful Campaign
AdWords: Running a Successful Campaign

Business
Business
Hi, I’m Jeremy Hermanns, and I’m a search engine marketing (SEM)
expert. I’ve been working in search engine marketing for over ten
years, beginning with my career as an affiliate marketer back in
college.
After graduating, I was an analyst for Overture, the company that
actually developed and patented Pay-Per-Click advertising, which is
the most popular form of online advertising today. Overture licensed
out the PPC patent to all the big players, including Google and
Microsoft, and was eventually bought out by
Yahoo.
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Affiliate Marketing

Marketing

This course will teach you good-practice strategies to make money with
affiliate marketing and to create a great passive income revenue
stream. The course is based on 14 lectures covering various topics in
affiliate marketing. The lectures are all video which is the preferred
type of course material in Udemy.
The course will take just over an hour to complete. After this hour you
should have a very solid understanding of how to make money with
affiliate marketing which is one of the common passive income
strategies. Hopefully this course will get you heading in the right
direction towards building your affiliate business.
Here is how the course structured. There are three parts to the course.
The first part of the course has lectures on affiliate marketing basics
and fundamentals. Some of the topics covered are: why it is important
to choose a good niche, how to choose the right affiliate marketing
niche for you, and what common affiliate marketing mistakes to avoid.
The second part of the course covers how to actually do the affiliate
marketing. Some of the topics covered are: how to choose affiliate
offerings and products, different affiliate aggregators, and how
maximize affiliate earnings.
The last part of the course covers how you can do marketing because
at the end of the day, you will need to be a great marketing so that you
can get a high volume of traffic from whom to make money.
Affiliate Marketing and Physical Products
Affiliate Marketing For Noobs

Marketing
Business

Welcome to Affiliate Marketing For Dummies! This is a no BS, filler or
fluff course and was created to teach and introduce others to online
affiliate marketing. In This Course “Affiliate Marketing For Dummies:
Learn Affiliate Marketing” You Will Learn ✓ What is affiliate marketing?
✓ Different ways to advertise online? ✓ How to pick offers to promote?
✓ How to write an effective ad? ✓ How to split test ads? as well as a
number of other tips, tools and resources By the end of this “Affiliate
Marketing For Dummies: Learn Affiliate Marketing” course, you will
have a basic but solid understanding of online affiliate marketing, you'll
know what types of offers to select and promote, and you'll have the
information you need to go out, take action and begin to see results.
Take this ultimate Affiliate Marketing For Dummies course right now
and learn affiliate marketing.
Affirmations course (Personal Development)

Grade Results

Psychology

Affirmations course (Personal Development) - use the power of
affirmations to change your mind and live better!
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Affordances and Their Importance to UX Practitioners Design

In this interesting, enlightening, and sometimes entertaining close-up
look at the concepts, the author carefully and clearly defines and
explains affordances. Five different types of affordances are
distinguished and the author shows how practitioners should use them
together in UX design.The types of affordance and principles of their
use are illustrated with engaging examples.
The course is entirely in the form of videos, as voice-over on
PowerPoint slides. Lectures are interspersed with thought questions
and exercises. The approximate running time of all the videos is about
four hours, including the time to work out the questions and exercises.
Why take this course? Few topics in HCI or UX have been as
misunderstood and misused as the notion of “affordance”. Yet few
concepts are as central to effective UX design. The author of this
course is a leading expert in the subject and this presentation is based
on a seminal paper and a defining book chapter.
African Art
African Politics
African-American Literature
After Effects 5.0 Overview

Design
Social Sciences
Education
Computer Science

After Effects 5.0 Overview

Film Studies

In 2002, Adobe and Lynda.com teamed up to create a free promotional
training CD-ROM for Adobe After Effects. The subject matter varies
from beginning, to intermediate, to advanced examples of how to use
After Effects in a variety of creative workflows. The CD-ROMs have
been distributed and forgotten, but the movies live on here! This is an
online movie training library exclusive. These movies were created by
Steve Kilisky, Senior Product Manager for Adobe After Effects, Lynda
Weinman and Bruce Heavin.

After Effects 6 Essential Training

Film Studies

After Effects 6 Essential Training with Lynda Weinman offers a
thorough overview of the most essential features of the standard
version of the latest release of After Effects! The newest features, such
as Paint effects and Text Layers are covered, as well all other
fundamental to intermediate features. You will create animated
compositions as you learn everything from simple transformations
using Keyframes, Effects, Masks, and Track Mattes, to more advanced
concepts covering Photoshop and Illustrator Integration, Text Layers,
Paint Effects, 3D Layers, Lights, Multiple Cameras, Expressions,
Parenting, and Compositing.

After Effects 7 and Flash 8 Integration

Film Studies

For those ready to combine professional motion graphics from Adobe
After Effects 7 with interactive applications created in Adobe Flash 8,
this tutorial is the first stop. From discussing the differences between
Flash and After Effects to showing how to seamlessly import and
export vector animations from each application, Lee Brimelow explains
everything involved in using the two applications in unison. The tutorial
covers working with third party plug-ins, exporting QuickTime from
Flash, using the Audio Spectrum and Audio Waveform effects, and
creating special effects in After Effects for use in Flash. Exercise files
accompany the tutorial.

Grade Results

In 2002, Adobe and Lynda.com teamed up to create a free promotional
training CD-ROM for Adobe After Effects. The subject matter varies
from beginning, to intermediate, to advanced examples of how to use
After Effects in a variety of creative workflows. The CD-ROMs have
been distributed and forgotten, but the movies live on here! This is an
online movie training library exclusive. These movies were created by
Steve Kilisky, Senior Product Manager for Adobe After Effects, Lynda
Weinman and Bruce Heavin.
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After Effects 7 and Photoshop CS2 Integration

Film Studies

After Effects 7 and Photoshop CS2 Integration is a series of videobased tutorials designed to teach you the most efficient methods for
using content from Photoshop in your After Effects animation. You'll
learn how to best prepare Photoshop layers for translation into After
Effects, how to create 3-D layers from Photoshop layers, how to apply
lighting and special effects, how to work with displacement maps and
mattes, and how to animate still images. Exercise files accompany the
training videos, allowing you to follow along and learn at your own pace.

After Effects 7 Animation Techniques

Computer Science

In After Effects 7 Animation Techniques, Jeff Foster shares methods
and best practices for creating fantastic animation. From setting up a
camera and getting the right angles, to imitating the movement of the
human skeleton and animating text layers, Foster explains everything
you need to know to create and edit animations for the most realistic
effects. Exercise files accompany the training videos, allowing you to
follow along and learn at your own pace.

After Effects 7 Animation Techniques
After Effects 7 Essential Training

Film Studies
Film Studies

After Effects 7 Animation Techniques
After Effects 7 Essential Training with Jeff Foster is a comprehensive
overview of Adobe's powerful motion graphics software. The videobased training covers the interface, creating a project from scratch,
working with keyframes, motion paths, animation presets, layer
essentials, moving and trimming time, text layers and animation, filters
and special effects, painting and cloning, alpha channels and masks,
track mattes and color keying. Other topics include working with
expressions, tracking motion, adding and adjusting audio, and
rendering final movies. Exercise files accompany the training videos,
allowing you to follow along and learn at your own pace.

After Effects 7 New Features

Computer Science

After Effects 7 New Features is a concise tutorial that offers an
overview of the new features contained in the latest After Effects
release. Assuming you already have a working knowledge of previous
versions of the program, Lee cuts to the chase to describe key
changes and improvements in the new release. The training gets you
up to speed on managing files with Adobe Bridge, project management
enhancements, fine-tuning animations, animation blending and freeze
frame options, converting alpha channels to masks with AutoTrace,
using the new Script Editor, and more.

After Effects 7 New Features

Film Studies

After Effects 7 New Features is a concise tutorial that offers an
overview of the new features contained in the latest After Effects
release. Assuming you already have a working knowledge of previous
versions of the program, Lee cuts to the chase to describe key
changes and improvements in the new release. The training gets you
up to speed on managing files with Adobe Bridge, project management
enhancements, fine-tuning animations, animation blending and freeze
frame options, converting alpha channels to masks with AutoTrace,
using the new Script Editor, and more.

After Effects 7 Title Design Techniques

Computer Science

In After Effects 7 Title Design Techniques, instructor and industry
expert Daniel Sorenson demonstrates how to create enticing titles for
video projects such as opening or ending credits, showing real-world
projects and examples. The training teaches how to create effects such
as oozing blood to pixel dust, lightning bolts to billowing curtains.
Special focus is placed on how to choose title techniques that
communicate effectively and create an emotional impact. Exercise files
accompany the tutorial videos. The video tutorials in After Effects 7
Title Design Techniques require plug-ins only available in Adobe After
Effects 7 Professional. If you are using Adobe After Effects 7 Standard,
you may not be able to recreate all the example techniques.

Grade Results
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After Effects 7 Title Design Techniques

Film Studies
n After Effects 7 Title Design Techniques, instructor and industry expert
Daniel Sorenson demonstrates how to create enticing titles for video
projects such as opening or ending credits, showing real-world projects
and examples. The training teaches how to create effects such as
oozing blood to pixel dust, lightning bolts to billowing curtains. Special
focus is placed on how to choose title techniques that communicate
effectively and create an emotional impact. Exercise files accompany
the tutorial videos.
The video tutorials in After Effects 7 Title Design Techniques require
plug-ins only available in Adobe After Effects 7 Professional. If you are
using Adobe After Effects 7 Standard, you may not be able to recreate
all the example techniques.

After Effects Advanced Motion Graphics

Design

After Effects Apprentice 01: Pre-Roll
After Effects Apprentice 01: Pre-Roll
After Effects Apprentice 02: Basic Animation
After Effects Apprentice 03: Advanced Animation

Design
Web Design
Web Design
Design

After Effects Apprentice 03: Advanced Animation

Web Design

After Effects Apprentice 04: Layer Control
After Effects Apprentice 06: Type and Music

Web Design
Computer Science

After Effects Apprentice 07: Parenting
After Effects Apprentice 07: Parenting
After Effects Apprentice 08: Nesting and
Precomposing
After Effects Apprentice 09: Expressions
After Effects Apprentice 09: Expressions
After Effects Apprentice 10: Time Games
After Effects Apprentice 11: 3D Space
After Effects Apprentice 11: 3D Space
After Effects Apprentice 12: Tracking and Keying

Web Design
Design
Design

After Effects Apprentice 13: Paint, Roto, and Puppet

Web Design

After Effects Apprentice 14: Shape Layers
After Effects Apprentice 14: Shape Layers
After Effects Apprentice 14: Shape Layers
After Effects Apprentice 15: Creating a Sports
Opening Title
After Effects Apprentice 15: Creating a Sports
Opening Title
After Effects Apprentice 15: Creating a Sports
Opening Title

Web Design
Computer Science
Design
Web Design

Grade Results

Learn my entire workflow for creating these motion graphics projects in
After Effects. This training helps you with everything from creating the
shapes and animations, to the look in each video with a step by step
process using Adobe After Effects, with a few hints from Cinema 4D.

One of the cornerstones of motion graphics is creating and animating
type. In this course, Trish Meyer shows how to typeset titles
professionally and create custom animations, as well as apply and
modify the hundreds of text animation presets that After Effects ships
with. Additionally, Chris Meyer shows how to add audio to projects,
including spotting "hit points" to align keyframes and video action.The
After Effects Apprentice videos on lynda.com were created by Trish
and Chris Meyer and are designed to be used on their own and as a
companion to their book After Effects Apprentice. We are honored to
host these tutorials in the lynda.com Online Training Library®.

Web Design
Design
Web Design
Web Design
Design
Web Design

Computer Science
Design
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After Effects Apprentice 16: Creating a Medical
Opening Title

Computer Science

This project-oriented course leads you through the creative and
technical process of building an opening title sequence from scratch in
Adobe After Effects. Author Chris Meyer shows how to pull together
numerous skills you've learned in the other After Effects Apprentice
courses, from working in 3D space to creating type and shape layers to
writing expressions. Along the way, Chris lets you in on the mental
process he uses when creating similar spots for real-world clients,
while sharing numerous tips that will help broaden your After Effects
skills.

After Effects Artist in Action: Eran Stern's Broadcast
Design

Film Studies

Work along with motion graphics artist Eran Stern in this course, as he
uses After Adobe Affects and Illustrator to create a TV broadcast
promo from concept to design. Eran shows how to build compelling
broadcast graphics, tell a short story with huge impact, and create a
graphic package for a special sports event by harnessing the power of
simulation effects, 3D spheres, and live footage. The course also offers
tips on building a matching color scheme for your video, creating 3D
titles, and much more.

After Effects Artist in Action: Eran Stern's Personal
Transporter
After Effects CC Essential Training

Web Design
Film Studies

Delve into the world of motion graphics, keying, and compositing in
After Effects CC. In this course, Ian Robinson lays out six foundations
for becoming proficient with After Effects, including concepts such as
layers, keyframe animation, and working with 3D. To help you get up
and running with the program, the course begins with a project-based
chapter on creating an animated graphic bumper. Next, explore the
role layers play in compositions and find out how to add style to your
projects using effects and graphic elements. Last, see how to build 3D
objects with CINEMA 4D Lite, as well as stabilize footage, solve for 3D
cameras, and paint in graphics with the Reverse Stabilization feature.

After Effects Complete Course: Motion Graphics for
Beginners

Design

The BEST complete video guide for beginners. Covers everything you
need to start & succeed with Adobe After Effects.

After Effects Compositing Essentials: Matching
Foreground to Background

Film Studies

Creating a moving shot that is made up of disparate elements and
looks as though it was taken all at once, with a single camera, is the
very core of visual effects compositing. To make the effect look natural,
compositors also need a deep understanding of how to match color,
light, and phenomena specific to the camera, including grain and depth
of field. Matching requires no special knack; for example, you can learn
to effectively match color even if you have trouble seeing color
accurately. So join Mark Christiansen, as he teaches you how to
composite 2D or 3D foreground objects to a background scene with
After Effects and seamlessly match light, color, depth of field, and
noise, so that every element looks natural.
This course was created by Mark Christiansen. We're honored to host
this training in our library.
After Effects Crash Course - Getting Started Lite
Version

Grade Results

Design

A beginner video guide to get started with Adobe After Effects. Take
the Complete Course after this one!
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After Effects Crash Course - Getting Started Lite
Version

Photography
In this After Effects training course, professional motion graphics editor
Phil Ebiner takes you from zero to hero. No experience in After Effects
or video editing is needed to take this course. You don't even need
After Effects. You'll learn how to get a free trial version of After Effects
to follow along.
Here is a glimpse of what we'll be covering:
After Effects program layout + basics
Adding layers and working with transform tools
Creating unique shapes with motion
Exporting with transparency
Exporting for YouTube
and so much more!
Knowing After Effects is a great skill to have that is in demand and
highly marketable. I've landed many jobs with the skills that I teach you
in this course.

After Effects CS3 Effects

Computer Science

In After Effects CS3 Effects, Adobe Certified Instructor Chad Perkins
explores the basic purposes and practical uses of each of the
application's effects. He teaches in detail how to apply every native
effect, covering 3D Channel effects, Blur & Sharpen effects, using
channels for blending and reflections, color correction, distortion,
particle systems, and keying. This training is essential for those who
want to push After Effects CS3 to its limits. Exercise files accompany
the course.

After Effects CS3 Effects

Film Studies

In After Effects CS3 Effects, Adobe Certified Instructor Chad Perkins
explores the basic purposes and practical uses of each of the
application's effects. He teaches in detail how to apply every native
effect, covering 3D Channel effects, Blur & Sharpen effects, using
channels for blending and reflections, color correction, distortion,
particle systems, and keying. This training is essential for those who
want to push After Effects CS3 to its limits. Exercise files accompany
the course.

After Effects CS3 Professional Beyond the Basics

Film Studies

After Effects CS3 Professional Beyond the Basics shows how to take
After Effects to the next level. Instructor Chad Perkins teaches
techniques for bringing photos to life with displacement, crafting fire
and water effects with Fractal Noise, mastering masks, using the
"other" puppet tools, creating a lightsaber fight, running the gamut of
expressions, and taking advantage of advanced 3D options. Chad
shares his best tips and tricks for mastering After Effects CS3
Professional, and takes viewers through each of the program's
advanced features. Exercise files accompany the tutorials.

After Effects CS3 Professional Essential Training

Film Studies
From creating simple animation to integrating Photoshop, Illustrator,
and Flash files, After Effects CS3 Professional Essential Training
explores the possibilities available using the motion graphics and
animation features in After Effects. Adobe Certified Instructor Chad
Perkins teaches the fundamentals of managing the timeline, working
with 3D layers, creating projects for iPods and mobile devices, and
more. Using numerous hands-on visual effects and motion graphics
exercises, he teaches the skills necessary for mastering After Effects
tools and workflow processes. Chad even devotes an entire chapter to
using After Effects and Photoshop together effectively. Exercise files
accompany the tutorials.

After Effects CS3 Professional New Features

Grade Results

Computer Science

After Effects CS3 Professional New Features provides an exclusive
look into the world of After Effects, and is a must-see for new users
and experts alike. From exploring the new interface to demonstrating
integration with other Adobe applications, instructor Chad Perkins
gives an in-depth first look at this highly anticipated new version of
After Effects.
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After Effects CS3 Professional New Features

Film Studies

After Effects CS3: Animating Characters
After Effects CS4 Beyond the Basics

Web Design
Film Studies

After Effects CS4 Essential Training

Computer Science

In After Effects CS4 Essential Training, Chad Perkins teaches
fundamental motion graphics design techniques from the ground up.
He shows how to gather video, audio, and graphical source materials
into layered compositions, make edits and adjustments, then bring it all
to life with a powerful array of visual effects and animation techniques.
These skills are demonstrated in a series of increasingly intricate
projects, from creating a galaxy to building a fantasy battle scene.
Chad also demonstrates workflows for keying and compositing, shows
how to integrate with other applications, shares useful tips and secrets,
and much more. Exercise files accompany the course.

After Effects CS4 Essential Training

Film Studies

In After Effects CS4 Essential Training, Chad Perkins teaches
fundamental motion graphics design techniques from the ground up.
He shows how to gather video, audio, and graphical source materials
into layered compositions, make edits and adjustments, then bring it all
to life with a powerful array of visual effects and animation techniques.
These skills are demonstrated in a series of increasingly intricate
projects, from creating a galaxy to building a fantasy battle scene.
Chad also demonstrates workflows for keying and compositing, shows
how to integrate with other applications, shares useful tips and secrets,
and much more. Exercise files accompany the course.

After Effects CS4 Getting Started

Film Studies

In After Effects CS4 Getting Started, Chad Perkins reveals why he and
so many others are passionate about this software. After Effects is an
intuitive and powerful environment for experimenting with motion
graphics, compositing, and animation. Chad introduces the basic
workflow of collecting and organizing assets in the Project panel,
assembling them into layered compositions, and applying color
correction and other effects. He offers detailed explanations of 3D, text,
and character animation options, including the Puppet tool, which is
used to bring organic motion to static images. He also shows how to
output finished work into file formats that can be used by other
applications.

After Effects CS4 New Creative Techniques

Film Studies

After Effects CS3 Professional New Features provides an exclusive
look into the world of After Effects, and is a must-see for new users
and experts alike. From exploring the new interface to demonstrating
integration with other Adobe applications, instructor Chad Perkins
gives an in-depth first look at this highly anticipated new version of
After Effects.
In After Effects CS4 Beyond the Basics, Chad Perkins explores
advanced techniques for working with motion graphic elements,
animation, color correction, and more. Chad provides tips for working
more efficiently, and then moves on to advanced effects, detailed
masking techniques, and real-world expressions. Integrating
Photoshop into the After Effects workflow is also highlighted. Exercise
files accompany the course.

After Effects CS4 New Creative Techniques was created and produced
by Trish and Chris Meyer. We are honored to host their material in the
lynda.com Online Training Library®.
Motion graphics artist Chris Meyer, who has used After Effects since
version 1, created After Effects CS4 New Creative Techniques to
highlight some of the most exciting features in the latest release. These
include several new effects; integration with Photoshop 3D layers; and
independent control and keyframing of the X, Y, and Z position
parameters. The new composition manager and mini-flowchart are big
improvements, as are the Flash export features. Enhanced integration
with Adobe Device Central greatly eases authoring for mobile devices.
Other interesting changes Chris discusses include the newly bundled
Mocha tracking and stabilization program, Wiggle transformations for
shape layers, and Pixel Bender integration.

Grade Results
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After Effects CS4 New Features

Film Studies

In After Effects CS4 New Features, Chad Perkins explains all the
changes and improvements in the latest release of Adobe's popular
motion graphics application. Many of them are small workflow
refinements that increase productivity, while some are revolutionary,
like the new Unified Camera tool, the ability to import 3D objects via
Photoshop files, and the new ways to work with compositions. Chad
also discusses each of the latest effects, the enhanced integration with
other CS4 applications, new rendering features, and much more.
Example files accompany the course.

After Effects CS4: Apprentice's Guide to Key
Features

Computer Science

After Effects CS4: Apprentice's Guide to Key Features was created
and produced by Trish and Chris Meyer. We are honored to host their
material in the lynda.com Online Training Library®.After Effects CS4:
Apprentice's Guide to Key Features is a series of guided tours with
Chris and Trish Meyer. It is designed as a gentle introduction to some
of the major features of After Effects CS4. This quick–start course is for
beginners who already know how to animate, users who are not
familiar with the latest version, or those who need to get up to speed
with advanced tools. Chris and Trish cover features such as text
animators, shape layers, expressions, and motion tracking. These
guided tours are also included with the second edition of Chris and
Trish Meyer's book, After Effects Apprentice (Focal Press).To learn the
basics of animating in After Effects CS4, check out After Effects CS4
Getting Started with Chad Perkins in the lynda.com Online Training
Library®. To go deeper, see Chad's After Effects CS4 Essential
Training. To get an overview of the new features in After Effects CS4,
watch After Effects CS4 New Creative Techniques with Chris and Trish
Meyer. To purchase After Effects Apprentice—the book—go to
www.amazon.com.

After Effects CS4: Apprentice's Guide to Key
Features

Film Studies

After Effects CS4: Apprentice's Guide to Key Features is a series of
guided tours with Chris and Trish Meyer. It is designed as a gentle
introduction to some of the major features of After Effects CS4. This
quick–start course is for beginners who already know how to animate,
users who are not familiar with the latest version, or those who need to
get up to speed with advanced tools. Chris and Trish cover features
such as text animators, shape layers, expressions, and motion
tracking. These guided tours are also included with the second edition
of Chris and Trish Meyer's book, After Effects Apprentice (Focal Press).
To learn the basics of animating in After Effects CS4, check out After
Effects CS4 Getting Started with Chad Perkins in the lynda.com Online
Training Library®. To go deeper, see Chad's After Effects CS4
Essential Training. To get an overview of the new features in After
Effects CS4, watch After Effects CS4 New Creative Techniques with
Chris and Trish Meyer.
After Effects CS4: Wiggle Transform Tips

Grade Results

Web Design

After Effects CS4: Wiggle Transform Tips was created and produced
by Trish and Chris Meyer. We are honored to host their material in the
lynda.com Online Training Library®.After Effects CS4 features a new
operator for shape layers: Wiggle Transform. This useful tool can
automatically animate the anchor point, position, rotation, and scale of
a layer without having to use expressions or animation presets. In After
Effects CS4: Wiggle Transform Tips, Chris and Trish Meyer present
helpful advice for using Wiggle Transform to its full potential. For
example, they show how to combine it with the Repeater operation to
create writhing, pulsing, wiggling masses of automatically animating
shapes. This video assumes prior knowledge of how to use shape
layers inside After Effects. For an introduction to this topic, we
recommend watching the "shape layers" movie from After Effects CS4:
Apprentice's Guide to Key Features in the lynda.com Online Training
Library®.
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After Effects CS4: Wiggle Transform Tips

Film Studies

After Effects CS4 features a new operator for shape layers: Wiggle
Transform. This useful tool can automatically animate the anchor point,
position, rotation, and scale of a layer without having to use
expressions or animation presets. In After Effects CS4: Wiggle
Transform Tips, Chris and Trish Meyer present helpful advice for using
Wiggle Transform to its full potential. For example, they show how to
combine it with the Repeater operation to create writhing, pulsing,
wiggling masses of automatically animating shapes.
This video assumes prior knowledge of how to use shape layers
inside After Effects. For an introduction to this topic, we recommend
watching the "shape layers" movie from After Effects CS4: Apprentice's
Guide to Key Features in the lynda.com Online Training Library®.
After Effects CS5 Essential Training

Computer Science

After Effects CS5 New Creative Techniques

Film Studies

In After Effects CS5 Essential Training, author Chad Perkins discusses
the basic tools, effects, and need-to-know techniques in Adobe After
Effects CS5, the professional standard for motion graphics,
compositing, and visual effects for video. The course provides an
overview of the entire workflow, from import to export, as well as
detailed coverage of each stage, including animating text and artwork,
adding effects to compositions, working in 3D, and rendering and
compressing footage. Exercise files are included with the course.

Chris and Trish Meyer have been using After Effects since version 1.0
and have written ten books about the program, and they are always
among the first to dive into each new version and discover what it
offers to their fellow motion graphics artists. Chris takes you under the
hood and explains how each new feature works in After Effects CS5.
This course covers both the technical and creative implications of this
latest release, including tutorials on the new Roto Brush tool and
mocha version 2, blending modes, text options, and new and improved
user interface elements in Adobe After Effects CS5. Numerous
examples show the most efficient ways to use the new features and
avoid potential pitfalls when applying techniques. Chris ends with a
discussion of which users will get them most out of upgrading to After
Effects CS5.
After Effects CS5 New Features

Film Studies

After Effects CS5.5 New Creative Techniques

Web Design

After Effects CS5.5 New Creative Techniques

Film Studies

This course highlights some of the most exciting features in the latest
release. These include enhanced 3D lights, cameras, and effects; the
Warp Stabilizer; new stereoscopic tools; and the simplified audio
workflow between Audition and After Effects. The course also includes
bonus tips, "Tweaks for Geeks," on working more efficiently in After
Effects, including searching, sorting, saving, and more.

After Effects CS5.5 New Features

Film Studies

In this course,, visual effects guru Mark Christiansen covers the
relevant new features of After Effects CS5.5, including the new Warp
Stabilizer, 3D Stereoscopic workflow, and Lens Effects tools. The
course also covers light falloff enhancements and workflow
improvements in this release.

Grade Results

In After Effects CS5 New Features, author Mark Christiansen explores
the added tools, plug-ins, and other productivity enhancements in the
CS5 release of Adobe's motion graphics and visual effects software.
This course covers improvements to the user interface, changes to
RED footage and 3D and text compositions workflows, the Roto Brush
tool, and the new mocha, Color Finesse, and Freeform AE plug-ins.
Exercise files are included with the course.
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After Effects CS6 Essential Training

Computer Science

In this course, author Ian Robinson introduces Adobe After Effects CS6
and the world of animation, effects, and compositing. Chapter 1
introduces the six foundations of After Effects, which include concepts
like layers, keyframes, rendering, and moving in 3D space. The rest of
the course expands on these ideas, and shows how to build
compositions with layers, perform rotoscoping, animate your
composition with keyframes, add effects and transitions, and render
and export the finished piece. Two real-world example projects
demonstrate keying green screen footage and creating an advanced
3D composition with the expanded 3D toolset, an important addition to
CS6.

After Effects CS6 Master Course for Video Motion
Graphics FX

Design

Master the art of motion graphics for film, video & web. Benefit & learn
from my 23 years of motion graphics techniques

After Effects CS6 New Features

Computer Science

Get up to speed quickly with the new features in After Effects CS6. Join
veteran After Effects user Chris Meyer as he explores the key
enhancements to this industry standard visual effects and motion
graphics software. Chris shares creative ideas and important
production advice while covering the strengths of features such as
memory optimization with the new global performance cache, 3D
motion tracking with the 3D Camera Tracker, and the new 3D
rendering engine for ray-traced 3D rendering.

After Effects CS6 New Features Overview

Film Studies

Adobe After Effects CS6 has lots of new and enhanced features in
many areas of the program, from importing and compositing to effects
and especially 3D animation. In this course, Adobe Technical Support
Lead Todd Kopriva walks you through all of them, including extruded
text and shapes, the ray-traced 3D renderer, the 3D camera tracker,
fast previews, and variable-width mask feathering. Plus, learn about
changes to performance and the user interface, and how these can
affect your workflow.

After Effects Genius

Design

At course completion you will be awarded a motion graphics course
certificate.
After Effects Genius is a step by step video course teaching anyone
from completely newbies to intermediate users in after effects, how to
create professional promotional videos.
You will learn how to create the exact video you see above in a step
by step format. This is a unique course in that instead of having to
learn what each feature does you will learn how to use each feature to
create something amazing!
This course will arm you with all the skills you need to begin creating
unique videos and video templates you can sell to businesses or
others online.

After Effects Guru: Animating Logos

Grade Results

Film Studies

This episode of After Effects Guru combines the powers of Adobe
Photoshop, After Effects, and Illustrator to help you make polished logo
animations for your clients. Learn how to use the Keyframe Assistant to
build animations with multiple repeating elements, and animate with
color, starting with grayscale values you'll use to generate different
hues. Ian Robinson also provides some project-saving advice for what
happens when you don't have access to the full-res version of a logo.
Last, you'll learn about the best formats for outputting animated logo
bugs and animations that contain transparency.
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After Effects Guru: Color Grading Footag

Film Studies
Whether you're looking to "fix it in post" or "make it pop," After Effects
offers a wealth of tools for making both technical and artistic color
enhancements to your footage. And this class has you covered. Rich
Harrington introduces a basic workflow for getting a shot back to its
best natural state, and then advanced techniques that allow you to
push your footage a little further: converting it to black and white or
adding creative color. Start now and learn how to make your video look
its best within After Effects.
This course was created by RHED Pixel. We're honored to host this
training in our library.

After Effects Guru: Mastering the Timeline

Computer Science

After Effects Guru: Mastering the Timeline

Film Studies

In this course, Rich Harrington offers tips for creating a fast and
efficient motion graphics workflow in the After Effects timeline—leaving
you with more time for creativity. This installment of After Effects Guru
reveals time-saving features for navigating to specific timecodes,
adjusting keyframes, changing layer behavior and applying effects with
switches, and using markers to annotate your projects.This course was
created by Rich Harrington. We are honored to host this content in our
library.

In this course, Rich Harrington offers tips for creating a fast and
efficient motion graphics workflow in the After Effects timeline—leaving
you with more time for creativity. This installment of After Effects Guru
reveals time-saving features for navigating to specific timecodes,
adjusting keyframes, changing layer behavior and applying effects with
switches, and using markers to annotate your projects.
After Effects Guru: Working with 3D in C4D Lite

Design

After Effects Guru helps you dig deep into advanced After Effects
options and techniques. This first installment focuses on the new
CINEMA 4D (C4D) Lite plugin—a slimmed down version of MAXON's
3D modeling program offered with After Effects CC—and the exciting
ways the two programs integrate.
Author Ian Robinson walks through the basics of using C4D Lite and
moving between C4D and After Effects. Learn to match your frame
rates and project settings, create 3D type and other models, apply
materials, add animation, and output your project for compositing in
After Effects. Covering the basic linear workflow, this course is the
perfect introduction for the experienced After Effects artist who's new to
the C4D workflow.
After Effects Guru: Working with Vectors

Film Studies
Join Ian Robinson for a closer look at all of the different ways to
animate vector graphics in Adobe After Effects. But rather than
focusing on just the tools native to After Effects, he explores why you
should consider integrating Photoshop and Illustrator into your vector
motion-graphics workflow. Learn about time-saving vector creation
tools native to each application, from the Custom Shape tool in
Photoshop to the Blend tool in Illustrator. Ian also shows how to tie all
of these elements together while exploring how to import and animate
vectors in After Effects with shape layers and the dynamic effects
Stroke and Vegas.
This course was created and produced by RHED Pixel. We're honored
to host this content in our library.
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After Effects Project Workflow

Film Studies
Understanding how a post-production application like After Effects fits
within a larger workflow can be valuable. After Effects Project Workflow
shows how to integrate the various parts of the Adobe Production
Premium suite and other applications with After Effects in a real-world
project. Adobe Certified Instructor and Expert Chad Perkins explores
this integration as he creates an interesting project, building with static
images, animation, sound, particles, video effects, and 3D elements to
produce an impressive final project. Chad explains the creative
process from paper to final project, and shows all the steps in between.
Exercise files accompany this course.

After Effects Project Workflow

Film Studies
Understanding how a post-production application like After Effects fits
within a larger workflow can be valuable. After Effects Project Workflow
shows how to integrate the various parts of the Adobe Production
Premium suite and other applications with After Effects in a real-world
project. Adobe Certified Instructor and Expert Chad Perkins explores
this integration as he creates an interesting project, building with static
images, animation, sound, particles, video effects, and 3D elements to
produce an impressive final project. Chad explains the creative
process from paper to final project, and shows all the steps in between.
Exercise files accompany this course.

After Effects Technology Preview
After Effects Technology Preview
After Effects: Creative Cloud Updates

Computer Science
Web Design
Computer Science
Learn about all the exciting motion graphics and visual effects features
in After Effects CC. In this course, author Chris Meyer reviews the
streamlined connection to Maxon CINEMA 4D, highlights the Refine
Edge tool for creating mattes around hair and other partially
transparent areas, and reveals how to get more accurate tracks and
stabilizations with Reverse Stabilization and ground planes. The
course also introduces a host of other enhanced features.

After Effects: Extended Vignette Techniques
After Effects: Extended Vignette Techniques

Web Design
Film Studies

After Effects: Insight into Effects
After Effects: Insight into Effects

Web Design
Film Studies

Grade Results

Vignetting is a classic photography technique involving darkening
areas of an image in order to focus the viewer’s attention on a desired
point of interest. In After Effects: Extended Vignette Techniques, Chris
Meyer shows how vignettes can also be leveraged in video. Multiple
applications are demonstrated, including framing a subject better, fixing
a poorly composed shot, giving a vintage feel, creating "quiet areas" to
overlay text and other graphics, and blending an image over a new
background. Vignettes can be created using masking, shape layers,
and gradients. This course also includes advanced techniques unique
to After Effects, using the CC Circle effect and 3D lights, and
employing motion stabilization to center the desired action within the
vignette. Exercise files accompany the course.

After Effects gurus Chris and Trish Meyer share their real-world insight
into how to get the most out of the effects that come bundled with this
popular software. After Effects: Insight into Effects covers their favorite
effects, hidden gems, optimal parameter ranges, "gotchas" to avoid,
and alternative effects to consider. Among other tidbits, this course
also contains "special topic" movies that pertain to more than one
effect, demonstrate how to use After Effects more efficiently, and
compare different effects to try in order to achieve a desired creative
result. After Effects: Insight into Effects is recommended for all After
Effects users, regardless of which version they use. This ongoing
series that will be updated with new movies on a regular basis.
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After Effects: Light Transmission

Film Studies

Projecting one 3D layer onto another is useful for creating film and
video projections as well as stained glass effects. In After Effects: Light
Transmission, instructor Chris Meyer demonstrates the required steps,
including mastering shadows and the Light Transmission parameter.
He teaches numerous tips and tricks for building 3D worlds (including
using seamless tiles), grouping together layers and lights, softening or
sharpening projections, and using "negative light" to remove unwanted
light leaks from a scene.

After Effects: Lighting Effects in Post

Film Studies

After Effects: Adding Lighting Effects in Post demonstrates how to use
virtually any version of After Effects to easily add animated lighting
effects to existing footage. Going beyond basic techniques, Chris
Meyer shares his personal experience and uses many examples to
teach the best way to select and fine-tune lighting clips to enhance a
variety of underlying shots. He presents techniques for subtle
enhancements that will help hold the viewer's attention while adding
production value to virtually any shot. Chris also discusses how to
create lighting clips from scratch, either with a camera or by using
Fractal Noise.

After Effects: Natural Light Effects

Computer Science

After Effects: Natural Light Effects was created and produced by Trish
and Chris Meyer. We are honored to host their material in the
lynda.com Online Training Library®.Volumetric lighting effects, such as
light rays and glows, are susceptible to two common problems: They
can look too synthetic, and they are prone to banding when
compressed for DVDs and the web. In After Effects Natural Light
Effects,Chris Meyer shows how to make light look more realistic by
adding dust or swirling smoke, creating natural imperfections that help
with compression. He demonstrates how to do this using stock footage
of this natural phenomenon or the After Effects Fractal Noise and
Turbulent Noise effects.

After Effects: Natural Light Effects

Film Studies

Volumetric lighting effects, such as light rays and glows, are
susceptible to two common problems: They can look too synthetic, and
they are prone to banding when compressed for DVDs and the web. In
After Effects Natural Light Effects,Chris Meyer shows how to make
light look more realistic by adding dust or swirling smoke, creating
natural imperfections that help with compression. He demonstrates
how to do this using stock footage of this natural phenomenon or the
After Effects Fractal Noise and Turbulent Noise effects.

After Effects: Principles of Motion Graphics
After Effects: Rigging a Character Arm for Animation

Web Design
Web Design

After Effects: Rigging a Character Arm for Animation

Animation

Join Chad Perkins as he breaks down the process of creating, rigging,
and animating the arm of a character in an opening title sequence in
Adobe After Effects—a task traditionally performed using rigging or
skeleton tools available in 3D programs. Instead, this short course
shows animators how to use a combination of layers, parenting, and
expressions in After Effects to create a similar effect. The course also
covers parenting the arm component, picking up objects with the arm,
and obscuring objects.

After Effects: Rigging a Character Arm for Animation

Design

Join Chad Perkins as he breaks down the process of creating, rigging,
and animating the arm of a character in an opening title sequence in
Adobe After Effects—a task traditionally performed using rigging or
skeleton tools available in 3D programs. Instead, this short course
shows animators how to use a combination of layers, parenting, and
expressions in After Effects to create a similar effect. The course also
covers parenting the arm component, picking up objects with the arm,
and obscuring objects.

Age of Jefferson

History

This is a six week course providing an overview of Thomas Jefferson's
work and perspectives presented by the University of Virginia in
partnership with Thomas Jefferson’s Monticello.

Agent-Based Modeling in Netlogo

Science

Grade Results
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Agile Development Capstone

Computer Science

The Capstone project provides a guided opportunity for you to practice
your agile development skills. Using the venture design process that
frames the four courses in this Specialization, you will apply agile
processes to a project of your choice or to a provided venture concept.
From persona, problem scenario, and user story development to
designing user testing and product launch, you’ll practice leading an
agile project. You’ll finish the Capstone with a portfolio-building design
brief that demonstrates your learning and specialized skills in agile
product management.

Agile Development Using Ruby on Rails - Advanced

Computer Science

Agile Planning for Software Products

Computer Science

Learn how to apply Agile techniques to enhance and refactor legacy
code to become a true Ruby on Rails developer.
This course covers the techniques required to break down and map
requirements into plans that will ultimately drive software production.

Agile Project Management

Business

Agile project management allows you to produce smaller deliverables
more frequently and efficiently, making it an excellent choice for teams
that work in product development, programming, business analysis,
and other collaborative areas. But it's a fragile process that requires the
right scope, goals, and management. In this course, author and Project
Management Professional Bob McGannon shows you the tools and
techniques you need to successfully manage a project through the
agile life cycle. Learn how to use agile for the right projects and then
walk through the four major phases in the cycle, from scoping the work
and designing your sprint structure to collecting requirements,
managing the project without interfering in the rapid build process,
adapting to feedback, and closing the project. In the bonus chapter,
Bob discusses real-life challenges he's encountered running agile
projects, giving you real-world perspective into the project life cycle.

Agriculture and the World We Live In

Science

How agriculture feeds the world: a study of farms, farmers and the
challenges they face.

Agriculture and the World We Live In (Agri)

Science
You will learn about the world’s population and the crucial role of
agriculture in feeding the steadily increasing number of people. You will
then see how climate and soils dictate the types of farms we see in
different regions and countries.
You will then “drill down” and look at individual farms around the world.
We will talk about how the farmers manage these farms, and why they
do what they do. We will finish off with a look at the exciting new
technologies that are transforming agriculture and the sustainability
issues that farmers are dealing with in the 21st century.

AGRIMONITOR: política agropecuaria, seguridad
alimentaria y cambio climático

Grade Results

Health And Nutrition

Conoce los efectos de las políticas agropecuarias de América Latina y
el Caribe, usando la plataforma AGRIMONITOR, desarrollada por el
BID, para ayudar a analizarlas.
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AI12.1x: Poetry in America: The Poetry of Early New
England

Literature

This course will be offered in an experimental format and will not
include any graded assignments or offer certificates at the conclusion
of the course. The Poetry of Early New England introduces students to
the most important poets of the 17th century, including Anne
Bradstreet, Michael Wigglesworth and Edward Taylor. Texts range
from theological verse dramas to intimate love poems, from
meditations on nature, family and death to reflections on the civic and
communal hopes of the New England migrants. Students will be
exposed to relevant poetic forms and traditions, to rare manuscript and
printed materials, and they will have opportunities to practice and refine
the way they read, and write about, poems. Course materials include
video lectures, roundtable and online discussions--but also interactive
exercises and interpretive expeditions to key New England sites.
Poetry in America surveys nearly 400 years of poetry in America.
Treating individual figures (Poe, Whitman, Dickinson, Frost, Williams,
Hughes), major poetic movements (Firesides, Modernist, New York,
Confessional, L-A-N-G-U-A-G-E) and probing the many uses of poetry
across changing times, the course provides a historical time line for the
American poetic tradition while also giving students tools to approach
any poetic tradition. Who, and what, are poems for? For poets?
Readers? To give vent to the soul? To paint or sculpt with words? Alter
consciousness? Raise cultural tone? Students will read, engage with,
write about and also recite and record American poems.

AI12.2x: Poetry in America: Whitman

Literature

A module in a course that surveys 300+ years of poetry in America,
from the Puritans to the avant-garde poets of this new century, the
course covers individual figures (Poe, Whitman, Dickinson, Frost,
Williams, Hughes), major poetic movements (Firesides, Modernist,
New York, Confessional, L-A-N-G-U-A-G-E) and probes uses of poetry
across changing times. Who, and what, are poems for? For poets?
Readers? To give vent to the soul? To paint or sculpt with words? Alter
consciousness? Raise cultural tone? Students will read, write about
and also recite American poems.

AI2.2x: Poetry in America: Whitman

Literature

A module in a course that surveys 300+ years of poetry in America,
from the Puritans to the avant-garde poets of this new century, the
course covers individual figures (Poe, Whitman, Dickinson, Frost,
Williams, Hughes), major poetic movements (Firesides, Modernist,
New York, Confessional, L-A-N-G-U-A-G-E) and probes uses of poetry
across changing times. Who, and what, are poems for? For poets?
Readers? To give vent to the soul? To paint or sculpt with words? Alter
consciousness?

AIDS: Fear and Hope

Medical

The basic biology of the virus, HIV, and the disease it causes, AIDS.
The economic, social and political factors that determine who gets sick
and who remains healthy, who lives and who dies. The progress of
scientific research and medical treatments. The reasons for hope; the
reasons for fear.

AIR 1.5 for Dreamweaver and AJAX Developers

Computer Science

AIR 1.5 is a leading platform for building and deploying native desktop
applications that work across different operating systems. Developers
can use HTML, CSS, and JavaScript when creating applications with
AIR. In AIR 1.5 for Dreamweaver and AJAX Developers, Adobe
Certified Instructor David Gassner brings AJAX developers deeper into
the functions and features of AIR 1.5 used with Dreamweaver CS4.
David explores the power of this platform to work with the local file
system, create and maintain local databases, and manage native
windows and menus to create more responsive and engaging
applications. Exercise files accompany the course.

Grade Results
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AIR 2 with Flash and Flex Essential Training

Computer Science

Airline Management

Business

In AIR 2 with Flash and Flex Essential Training, author James Talbot
shows how to develop and deploy Flash-based native applications with
Adobe AIR 2. The course includes demonstrations in all supported
development environments: Flash Professional CS5, Flash Catalyst
CS5, and Flash Builder 4. The course explains how to build and deploy
native desktop applications that are integrated with the operating
system and use many of the runtime's features, including native
installers, offline capability, interacting with other processes, and more.
Exercise files are included with the course.

This course provides an overview of airline management decision
processes with a focus on economic issues and their relationship to
operations planning models and decision support tools. It emphasizes
the application of economic models of demand, pricing, costs, and
supply to airline markets and networks, and it examines industry
practice and emerging methods for fleet planning, route network
design, scheduling, pricing and revenue management.

AJAX Crash Course by SitePoint

Computer Science

Algebra for A-Level Maths

Mathematics

In The AJAX Crash Course , published by SitePoint, instructor Kevin
Yank explores the many technologies that come together in AJAX
applications. These technologies include the Document Object Model
(DOM), Extensible Markup Language (XML), JavaScript, and
XMLHttpRequest (XHR). Along with providing an application tour,
Kevin explains how to make intelligent decisions about which of these
tools to use, and gives hands-on examples of how to apply them.

Welcome to Algebra for A-Level Maths. This course is designed to
support students who are taking A-Level Mathematics with the
algebraic skills required to study Mathematics at a higher level.
As an 11-19 Mathematics teacher I am regularly faced with having to
go over algebra studied at GCSE level before moving onto the new,
more difficult Mathematics. The idea of this course is for students to
independently review previously taught algebra enabling more time in
lessons to be spent on grasping new topics. This course is also
suitable for students looking at the higher grades at GCSE level too.
I have selected some of the GCSE topics that regularly appear at ALevel and produced a video showing examples followed by questions
and answers. There is also a mini test at the end of each section.
You will learn how to
Solve equations with the unknown on both sides
Solve equations with fractions
Solve a quadratic equation
Sketch a quadratic
Use The Formula to solve a quadratic
Complete the square
Solve simultaneous equations (both linear)
Solve simultaneous equations (one linear and one quadratic)
Rearrange equations
Learning Mathematics can not be achieved by passively reading. You
need to actively learn Mathematics so make sure you have a pen and
some paper at hand! I hope you enjoy the course and find it useful in
your mathematical studies. Good luck!

Grade Results
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Algebra I (Beginning Algebra)

Mathematics
This course is an introduction to the basic principles and skills of
algebra. Topics include: Variables, Grouping Symbols, Equations,
Translating Words Into Symbols, and Translating Sentences Into
Equations.
This course contains a series of video tutorials that are broken up into
various levels. Each video builds upon the previous one. Level I videos
lay out the theoretical frame work to successfully tackle on problems
covered in the next videos.
These videos can be used as a stand alone course or as a
supplement to your current algebra I class.
This course is consistently being populated with new videos.
Anyone who wants to fortify their understanding of algebra I or anyone
that whishes to learn algebra I can benefit from this course.
This course is consistently monitored ready to reply to any questions
that may arise.

Algebra I: Straight To The Point

Mathematics
Boost your confidence in Algebra I with our course! We offer over 200
worked examples from the most important topics of the course and
hundreds of practice questions (including answers).

Algebra II (Intermediate Algebra)

Mathematics

This course is a study of linear and quadratic equations and
inequalities, system of linear equations, polynomials, exponents and
radicals, relations and functions, graphs of functions, exponential and
logarithmic expressions and their applications.
This course contains a series of video tutorials that are broken up into
various levels. Each video builds upon the previous one. Level I videos
lay out the theoretical frame work to successfully tackle on problems
covered in the next videos.
These videos can be used as a stand alone course or as a
supplement to your current algebra II class.
This course is consistently being populated with new videos.
Anyone who wants to fortify their understanding of algebra II or anyone
that whishes to learn algebra I can benefit from this course.

This course is consistently monitored ready to reply to any questions
that may arise.
Algorithmic Thinking (Part 1)

Computer Science
Experienced Computer Scientists analyze and solve computational
problems at a level of abstraction that is beyond that of any particular
programming language. This two-part course builds on the principles
that you learned in our Principles of Computing course and is designed
to train students in the mathematical concepts and process of
"Algorithmic Thinking", allowing them to build simpler, more efficient
solutions to real-world computational problems.

Algorithmic Thinking (Part 2)

Computer Science
Experienced Computer Scientists analyze and solve computational
problems at a level of abstraction that is beyond that of any particular
programming language. This two-part class is designed to train
students in the mathematical concepts and process of "Algorithmic
Thinking", allowing them to build simpler, more efficient solutions to
computational problems.

Grade Results
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Algorithmic Toolbox

Computer Science
The course covers basic algorithmic techniques and ideas for
computational problems arising frequently in practical applications:
sorting and searching, divide and conquer, greedy algorithms, dynamic
programming. We will learn a lot of theory: how to sort data and how it
helps for searching; how to break a large problem into pieces and
solve them recursively; when it makes sense to proceed greedily; how
dynamic programming is used in genomic studies. You will practice
solving computational problems, designing new algorithms, and
implementing solutions efficiently (so that they run in less than a
second).

Algorithms
Algorithms

Computer Science
Computer Science
Class Summary:
Ever played the Kevin Bacon game? This class will show you how it
works by giving you an introduction to the design and analysis of
algorithms, enabling you to discover how individuals are connected.
What Should I Know?:
This class assumes an understanding of programming at the level of
CS101, including the ability to read and write short programs in Python;
it also assumes a comfort level with mathematical notation at the level
of high school Algebra II or the SATs. What Will I Learn?:
By the end of this class you will understand key concepts needed to
devise new algorithms for graphs and other important data structures
and to evaluate the efficiency of these algorithms.

Algorithms

Computer Science

Algorithms for DNA Sequencing

Computer Science

Learn how to structure and use algorithms to solve real life problems.
We will learn computational methods -- algorithms and data structures - for analyzing DNA sequencing data. We will learn a little about DNA,
genomics, and how DNA sequencing is used. We will use Python to
implement key algorithms and data structures and to analyze real
genomes and DNA sequencing datasets.
Algorithms on Graphs and Trees

Computer Science
If you have ever used a navigation service to find optimal route and
estimate time to destination, you've used algorithms on graphs. Graphs
arise in various real-world situations as there are road networks,
computer networks and, most recently, social networks! If you're
looking for the fastest time to get to work, cheapest way to connect set
of computers into a network or efficient algorithm to automatically find
communities and opinion leaders in Facebook, you're going to work
with graphs and algorithms on graphs.

Algorithms on Strings

Computer Science
World and internet is full of textual information. We search for
information using textual queries, we read websites, books, e-mails. All
those are strings from the point of view of computer science. To make
sense of all that information and make search efficient, search engines
use many string algorithms. Moreover, the emerging field of
personalized medicine uses many search algorithms to find diseasecausing mutations in the human genome.

Algorithms, Part I

Computer Science

This course covers the essential information that every serious
programmer needs to know about algorithms and data structures, with
emphasis on applications and scientific performance analysis of Java
implementations. Part I covers basic iterable data types, sorting, and
searching algorithms.

Algorithms, Part II

Computer Science

This course covers the essential information that every serious
programmer needs to know about algorithms and data structures, with
emphasis on applications and scientific performance analysis of Java
implementations.

Algorithms: Design and Analysis, Part 1

Computer Science

In this course you will learn several fundamental principles of algorithm
design: divide-and-conquer methods, graph algorithms, practical data
structures (heaps, hash tables, search trees), randomized algorithms,
and more.

Grade Results
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Algorithms: Design and Analysis, Part 2

Computer Science

Alternative Approaches to Valuation and Investment

Finance

In this course you will learn several fundamental principles of
advanced algorithm design: greedy algorithms and applications;
dynamic programming and applications; NP-completeness and what it
means for the algorithm designer; the design and analysis of heuristics;
and more.
Preview Lectures

Amazing Photography Secrets

Photography

In this course, participants will develop an understanding of the intuitive
foundations of asset and investment valuation, and how alternative
valuation techniques may be used in practice. This is part of a
Specialization in corporate finance created in partnership between the
University of Melbourne and Bank of New York Mellon (BNY Mellon).
Revealed, the World's Easiest Way to Learn How to Get Incredible
Photographs.
Want to dazzle your friends with the amazing photographs you nailed
but can't figure out your new camera?
You’ll learn in this course, secrets from my 27 years of shooting over
722 weddings, angel investors, CEO's, families in Silicon Valley, Palo
Alto, USA and from my worldwide travels.
1. You'll learn how to use your camera, how to see and work with light,
and compose like an artist.
2. Learn how to love people with your camera to capture their unique
essence. Discover pitch perfect timing when you're shooting people in
the first video here.
How to have fun while shooting so you stay relaxed and happy.
3. See with fresh eyes while traveling and in your own backyard.
There's no theory here.
This is hard-won wisdom after decades on the front lines of
professional photography making $500 an hour shooting.
Why am I doing this?
So you don't have to go through the pain and struggle I had to when I
first started my photography business.
No one told me the secrets you're getting here.
I don't care if you've never picked up a camera before. 665 students
from 29 countries online and one-on-one have seen their photography
improve with these simple techniques.
Here's what they have said,

Grade Results
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Amazing Sunset Photography

Photography

How to Capture Amazing Sunset Images.
Come along with me and I”ll show you everything you need to know, to
capture these amazing sunsets. Never miss another beautiful sunset
again. Your friends and family will be so impressed by your creativity.
Capturing an Amazing Sunset can be Frustrating
Are you frustrated with the dull-looking sunset photos you are getting
with you digital SLR camera? Have you seen an amazing sunset,
photographed it and then when you got home were disappointed in the
final images - that looked nothing like the impressive sunset you just
witnessed?
"Where is the best place to photograph sunsets, what camera gear
should I bring along, what camera settings are best & how do I edit
these images so that they look awesome?" If you have ever asked any
of these questions then this course is definitely for you.
I will teach you how to photograph an Amazing Sunset - my way,
creating the most amazing, visually stunning images every single time.
My Sunset Photography System - it works!
Come along with me on a real sunset photo shoot, where I show you
what works when it comes to photographing sunsets. Use my system
to create amazing sunset images every single time.
This step-by-step video series covers the following: The equipment,
location, techniques and tricks for capturing the sunset, HDR, Long
Exposure, post processing and then sharing these images online – and
getting a great response!
I have even included my original images from this shoot – download
and edit along with me.
Short & Sweet Videos Lessons

Amazon Affiliate, Basic Wordpress Site Building
Course

websites

Amazon Web Services For Entrepreneurs and
Bloggers

Business

Included are 7 short videos (average length 4-10 minutes), quiz's and
Learn Exactly How To Build A Basic Amazon Affiliate Website Using
Wordpress, This Course is Ideal For Beginners.

Over the course of these videos, the viewer will be introduced to a
number of concepts that are important when beginning to explore
Amazon Web Services (AWS). These topics are discussed with the
small business user and blogger in mind. Technical terms and topics
are discussed, but do not assume the viewer is an Information
Technology Professional. We will show common tasks and application
setups in AWS such as: how to sign up with AWS, Wordpress
installation, how to use S3 and CyberDuck and how to setup domains.
These videos will demonstrate the AWS console and how to find what
you are looking for and will discuss the tools and administration you
need to know to get started.You will learn how to use Amazon S3 to
store, backup, and archive your documents. You'll also learn how to
give contractors or employee's access to their own buckets. And we
will learn how to setup a wordpress installation with no technical
requirements at all. All the video's can be followed along on your own
AWS account for the same results. We will do all of this using Amazon
Web Services FREE teir. You'll have storage and web hosting for
FREE for 1 year!
America's Unwritten Constitution

Law

America's Written Constitution

History

An introduction to basic techniques of constitutional interpretation.

Grade Results

An introduction to the main themes of the American Constitution—
popular sovereignty, separation of powers, federalism,
and rights.
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American Accent Training for East Asian
Professionals

Foreign Language
This course trains East-Asian professionals how to speak with more of
an American English accent. It includes video lectures and practice
sheets for each section. Background languages targeted are: Chinese
(Mandarin/Cantonese), Korean, Tagalog, Vietnamese, and Japanese.
In American Accent Training, feedback is very important. This course
features videos of feedback sessions with Mandarin (Chinese)
speakers. Participants are offered feedback individually as well; once a
week, you can send in a voice recording and you will receive feedback.

American Accent Training for IT Professionals

Foreign Language

American Accent Training for IT Professionals

Foreign Language
Everyone knows that a clear American accent is important in the world
of IT.
Clear communication is critical if you want to improve your earnings,
get access to new opportunities and gain respect in the workplace.
Our goal is to help our learners achieve their communication goals in a
way that is easy, fun, practical and meaningful.
Learn to communicate more clearly in just 6-8 weeks with our short
and concise lessons focusing on the words and phrases you use most.

American Counter Terrorism Law
Law
American Education Reform: History, Policy, Practice History
Discover what shapes how we talk about schools today by exploring
the history of U.S. education reform. Engage with the main actors, key
decisions, and major turning points in this history. See how social
forces drive reform. Learn about how the critical tensions embedded in
U.S. education policy and practice apply to schools nationally,
globally— and where you live.
American Government
American Government
American History from 1865 - Reconstruction

International Studies
Social Sciences
History

American History/미국사

History

American Law

Law

American Political Thought
American Sign Language, ASL, Level 1

Social Sciences
Foreign Language

The Reconstruction Era
American history for college and high school classrooms and adult
learners
This course offers a serious distillation of the five basic courses taught
at American law schools.

You will learn the basic of American Sign Language (ASL), Deaf
Culture and History of ASL from native language users.
Materials: ASL videos with English captions and quizzes for each
lecture. No purchase needed.
It takes few hours or days to complete this course. It is self-pace
learning. Enjoy and have fun.
Course Structure: You will watch the lecture videos then do
assignments and take quizzes to show that you comprehend ASL.
This course is the first in a sequence that studies the structure,
vocabulary, and conversational strategies of American Sign Language
as it is used within the Deaf culture.
This course is intended for students interested in learning to
communicate with members of the Deaf community as well as in
pursuing a second language. Also, will help you to pass ASL 1 class in
high school or/and college.

An Advocacy Algorithm—For Today's Global Citizens Social Sciences

Grade Results
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An Effective Leader's Guide to Decision Making

Business

Sometimes choices are tough. We second guess our decisions or stall
making one to start with. In this Effective Leader’s Guide for making
decisions, learn the steps to make more strategic choices and to feel
comfortable with the decisions you have made. Using application
exercises and a rich multimedia process you will soon be more
comfortable in your own skin and more effective with your choices by
applying what you have learned in this foundational course. This
course will take approximately 30 minutes to complete. Note: To
preview this course please hit the free preview button for a 5 minute
demo. Due to the SCORM format of our course it is currently not
available on mobile platforms, but we will work on adding this
functionality going forward.

An Effective Leader's Guide to Energy Management

Basic Skills

Have time set aside, but no energy to use the time well? Learn the
skills of managing your energy to find yourself getting more done and
feeling better while you do it! Through the effective use of application
exercises and a rich multimedia process, this course will take you on a
journey of discovery to implement a workable plan to energize your life
and get more done. This course will take approximately 30 minutes to
complete. Note: To preview this course please hit the free preview
button for a 5 minute demo. Due to the SCORM format of our course it
is currently not available on mobile platforms, but we will work on
adding this functionality going forward.

An Effective Leader's Guide to Time Management

Business

Ever wonder how some people get more done in the same 24 hours
than you do? Gain the skills to up your productivity and own your time
with this effective leader’s guide to time management. This course
uses application exercises and a rich multi-media process to integrate
effective time management skills into your daily practices. This results
in increased productivity, effectiveness, and overall desired outcomes.
Yea! This course will take approximately 30 minutes to complete. Note:
To preview this course please hit the free preview button for a 5 minute
demo. Due to the SCORM format of our course it is currently not
available on mobile platforms, but we will work on adding this
functionality going forward.

An Effective Leaders Guide to Work-Life Balance

Business

Do you live to work or work to live? In this course you will explore your
motivation and priorities, and discover how the answers to strategic
questions can help you create a healthy rewarding balance between
the activities in your life. Through interactive assignments and a rich
multimedia process, this course will help you realign with your priorities
and experience the life you desire. This course will take approximately
25 minutes to complete. Note: To preview this course please hit the
free preview button for a 5 minute demo. Due to the SCORM format of
our course it is currently not available on mobile platforms, but we will
work on adding this functionality going forward.

An Entrepreneur's Checklist
An Exploration into Hacking 101

Business
Computer Science

An Introduction to American Law

Law

Grade Results

In this exciting course we are going to discuss the dangers cyber
threats face to our organizations and agencies around the world. Then
we will watch how top hackers show us how its done.
This course will give you a glimpse into six different areas of American
law: Tort Law, Contract Law, Property, Constitutional Law, Criminal
Law, and Civil Procedure. You will gain insight into the complexities
and dilemmas that arise from the application of law in different settings,
and what is distinctive about American approaches.
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An Introduction to Computer Networks

Computer Science

This is an introductory course on computer networking, specifically the
Internet. It focuses on explaining how the Internet works, ranging from
how bits are modulated on wires and in wireless to application-level
protocols like BitTorrent and HTTP. It also explains the principles of
how to design networks and network protocols. Students gain
experience reading and understanding RFCs (Internet protocol
specifications) as statements of what a system should do. The course
grounds many of the concepts in current practice and recent
developments, such as net neutrality and DNS security.

An Introduction to Consumer Neuroscience &
Neuromarketing

Science

This course will introduce you to the multidisciplinary field of consumer
neuroscience and neuromarketing. It will go through to the basic
concepts of the human brain, the elements of the consumer mind, how
it is studied, and how its insights can be applied in commercial and
societal understandings of consumer behaviour.

An Introduction to Corporate Finance

Business

This course will provide a market-oriented framework for analyzing the
major types of financial decisions made by corporations. Lectures and
readings will provide an introduction to present value techniques,
capital budgeting principles, asset valuation, the operation and
efficiency of financial markets, the financial decisions of firms, and
derivatives.

An Introduction to Credit Risk Management

Business

You are a bank and a big part of your daily business is to lend money.
Unfortunately for you, lending money is definitely a risky activity: there
is no 100% guarantee that you will get all your money back. For
example you may expect losses in your portfolio because of the default
of your counterpart. Or, in a less extreme situation, the credit quality of
your counterpart may deteriorate according to some rating system, so
that your loan becomes more and more risky.

An Introduction to Design as a Process for Innovation Business

An Introduction to English Grammar

Learn how the process of design can be used to drive innovation,
develop new product ideas, and transform your company.

Foreign Language

This course is about grammar, exactly the way new students in the
classroom first want to see it: as an overview. It has video lectures to
explain the form, meaning or function of the grammar point. After that,
there is a short quiz to do to help you learn, keep the knowledge from
the lesson. There are also additional downloadable things to help you.
The course is in three parts. The first part explains how to make
grammar. The second part explains what the meaning of the grammar
point is. The third section goes into more detail about specific
grammatical points and how it works in real life.
Even if you are happy with your grammar, I recommend taking this
course so you can better organise the information in your head.
The course is .... lectures and is a total of approximately ..... hours long.
We recommend doing one session per day.
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An Introduction to Financial Accounting

Finance

Accounting is the language of business. Companies communicate their
performance to outsiders and evaluate the performance of their
employees using information generated by the accounting system.
Learning the language of accounting is essential for anyone that must
make decisions based on financial information.
The course is designed to provide an understanding of financial
accounting fundamentals for prospective users of corporate financial
information, such as investors, creditors, employees, and other
stakeholders (e.g., suppliers, customers). The course focuses on
understanding how economic events such as operating activities,
corporate investments, and financing transactions are recorded in the
three main financial statements (i.e., the income statement, balance
sheet, and statement of cash flows). Students will develop the
technical skills needed to analyze financial statements and disclosures
for use in financial analysis. Students will also learn how accounting
standards and managerial incentives affect the financial reporting
process.
An Introduction to Global Health

Health And Nutrition

This course will provide you with an overview of the most important
health challenges facing the world today. You will gain insight into how
challenges have changed over time, we will discuss the likely
determinants of such changes and examine future projections.
Successful international strategies and programs promoting human
health will be highlighted and global health governance structures will
be mapped and the role of the key actors explored.

An Introduction to Interactive Programming in Python Computer Science

Part of the "Fundamentals of Computing" Specialization »
This course is designed to be a fun introduction to the basics of
programming in Python. Our main focus will be on building simple
interactive games such as Pong, Blackjack and Asteroids.
This course is designed to help students with very little or no
computing background learn the basics of building simple interactive
applications. Our language of choice, Python, is an easy-to learn, highlevel computer language that is used in many of the computational
courses offered on Coursera. To make learning Python easy, we have
developed a new browser-based programming environment that
makes developing interactive applications in Python simple. These
applications will involve windows whose contents are graphical and
respond to buttons, the keyboard and the mouse.
An Introduction to Interactive Programming in
Python (Part 1)

Computer Science
This two-part course is designed to help students with very little or no
computing background learn the basics of building simple interactive
applications. Our language of choice, Python, is an easy-to learn, highlevel computer language that is used in many of the computational
courses offered on Coursera. To make learning Python easy, we have
developed a new browser-based programming environment that
makes developing interactive applications in Python simple. These
applications will involve windows whose contents are graphical and
respond to buttons, the keyboard and the mouse.

An Introduction to Interactive Programming in
Python (Part 2)

Computer Science
This two-part course is designed to help students with very little or no
computing background learn the basics of building simple interactive
applications. Our language of choice, Python, is an easy-to learn, highlevel computer language that is used in many of the computational
courses offered on Coursera. To make learning Python easy, we have
developed a new browser-based programming environment that
makes developing interactive applications in Python simple. These
applications will involve windows whose contents are graphical and
respond to buttons, the keyboard and the mouse.
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An Introduction to Law

Law

An Introduction to Lean & Agile - How to Enjoy Work
More

Business

This Introduction to Law course will provide you with a brief overview of
some of the fundamental areas of law that you will study in an
undergraduate degree, such as Criminal Law, Contract Law, EU Law,
and the Law of Tort. Each tutorial will also provide you with career
advice, tips for applying to university, and useful guidance for legal
interviews.

Lean & Agile are decades-old, field-tested philosophies, which provide
a pattern of working that allows you to move from the beginning of an
idea to the successful completion of that idea - quickly - allowing you to
relish in the fruits of your labour whether that’s making money rapidly,
improving your ROI, delivering on-time & on-budget or feeling
productive every single day. Learn why so many companies and
individuals are applying this impactful thinking to their working
environments, from single person start ups to the biggest organisations
in the world - private, public and not-for-profit sectors alike. Building
from her experience delivering training on this subject for more than a
dozen years, international trainer, mentor, coach and consultant Laura
M. Waite cuts through the inconsequential details, straight to the root of
how to make a difference in your working environment today. She
explains in clear terms how to reap the powerful benefits that Lean &
Agile philosophies provide.
An Introduction to Marketing

Business
This Wharton course will teach the fundamentals of marketing by
getting to the root of customer decision making. The course will focus
on branding strategies, customer centricity and new market entry.

An Introduction to Neuroscience for Coaches

Business
The world of Coaching is changing. Expectations are higher and
Coaches are stepping up to equip themselves with the latest research
that enables them to serve their clients. Neuroscience is one field that
is providing a valuable source of practically applicable information.
With over 5000 studies being published every month there is a lot of
jargon heavy research to work though. Amy Brann ploughs through
these resources bringing the most relevant to you as a Coach. This
introduction is designed to give you a flavour of what neuroscience can
give you.

An Introduction to Philosophy

Philosophy
Philosophy is a subject that deals with the most profound questions of
existence, the very nature of the world around us, and the reasons for
our being here. This course will provide you with an introduction to this
exciting area of study and will attempt to get you to think like a
philosopher as we discuss such essential matters as morality,
knowledge and truth, and existence.

An Introduction to Population Health

Medical
This MOOC is aimed at anyone wishing to understand the basics of
population health. It provides a general introduction to some of the key
themes, topics and discussion relevant to population health across the
world. Primarily aimed for the general public, the course will also help
those already working in health and social care who wish to improve
their knowledge and understanding on this topic.

An Introduction to Teaching ESL/EFL

Education
Would you like to increase your effectiveness as an English language
teacher? Would you like to go beyond the well-known methods that
often leave teachers frustrated with their one-size-fits-all approach?
This course will take you on a fascinating exploration of what it means
to be a teacher, how to understand who your students are and the
needs they have, and how to choose the most appropriate materials
and activities for your classroom. You'll learn how you can choose and
fine-tune the principles that exactly fit your teaching situation.

Grade Results
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An Introduction to the Mergers and Acquisitions
Game

Business

An Introduction To Working With Electronic Maps

Navigation

The Objective of this Course is to introduce you to the Game of
"Mergers and Acquisitions"! Well, of course it is not really a game and
nor is it a science but a complex art form. I have tried to break it into
understandable components to explain it using my Six Minute
Strategist Nested Hexagon Methodolody (explained in the Introductory
video). The Course comprises 8 Videos. In addition, I have provided
some Bonus PDFs for you to understand some of the more complex
aspects of the first three Lectures and a Business Analysis Template
discussed in the fifth lecture. The Course Videos last a total of 45
Minutes.

This course will introduce you to Geographic Information Systems(GIS)
and how to work with maps on your computer. The software used in
this course is called QGIS and is free and open source. GIS can be
used for a wide range of tasks and this course will help you get an idea
of how it can be used. Sign up for this extremely easy to follow
introductory course.
The course includes a series of videos that will take you through an
introduction on what GIS is, and how to use this type of software.
Analizando las Políticas Económicas

Economics
Este curso utiliza un enfoque no técnico para analizar la forma en la
que los gobiernos utilizan políticas económicas para influenciar la
economía de sus países. Al finalizar el curso el participante hablará
con propiedad sobre temas tan importantes como la deuda y el déficit
de los países, podrá examinar las políticas fiscales y monetarias así
como las reformas estructurales de los países. Estos conceptos le
ofrecerán los conocimientos necesarios para estar informados y poder
crear su propio criterio respecto a los debates económicos de la
actualidad: estímulos fiscales vs. austeridad, las virtudes de las
innovaciones de los bancos centrales en política monetaria, cuándo se
necesitan altas tasas de interés y el camino hacia el crecimiento para
muchas de las economías más avanzadas.

Analyse numérique pour ingénieurs

Mathematics

Analysis and Design of Digital Integrated Circuits

Computer Science

Ce cours contient les 7 premiers chapitres d'un cours donné aux
étudiants bachelor de l'EPFL. Il est basé sur le livre "Introduction à
l'analyse numérique", J. Rappaz M. Picasso, Ed. PPUR. Des outils de
base sont décrits dans les 5 premiers chapitres. Les deux derniers
chapitres abordent la question de la résolution numérique d'équations
différentielles.

6.374 examines the device and circuit level optimization of digital
building blocks. Topics covered include: MOS device models including
Deep Sub-Micron effects; circuit design styles for logic, arithmetic and
sequential blocks; estimation and minimization of energy consumption;
interconnect models and parasitics; device sizing and logical effort;
timing issues (clock skew and jitter) and active clock distribution
techniques; memory architectures, circuits (sense amplifiers) and
devices; testing of integrated circuits. The course employs extensive
use of circuit layout and SPICE in design projects and software labs
Analysis of a Complex Kind

Mathematics

Analysis of Algorithms

Computer Science

In this course we’ll explore complex analysis, complex dynamics, and
some applications of these topics.
This course teaches a calculus that enables precise quantitative
predictions of large combinatorial structures. In addition, this course
covers generating functions and real asymptotics and then introduces
the symbolic method in the context of applications in the analysis of
algorithms and basic structures such as permutations, trees, strings,
words, and mappings.
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Analysis of Everyday Things.

Design

This introductory course gives the student an understanding of how we
should separate Analysis from Design issues. It does this by looking at
the many things that are simply perpetuated from old designs and
taking a humorous look at where those old designs originated.
The course uses pictures, graphics, both static and animated, with
voice-over to show the various real world examples of the perpetuation
of old designs. It does this by progressing through basic examples in
everyone's regular life to business issues that restrict us as customers.
There is no support material needed for this course.
The course video is approximately one hour in duration.
The student will see the importance of applying analysis concepts to
every new invention or system be it a manual task or a computer
business system.
There are no exercises or questionnaires to complete.
Analytic Combinatorics

Mathematics
Analytic Combinatorics teaches a calculus that enables precise
quantitative predictions of large combinatorial structures. This course
introduces the symbolic method to derive functional relations among
ordinary, exponential, and multivariate generating functions, and
methods in complex analysis for deriving accurate asymptotics from
the GF equations.

Analytic Combinatorics, Part II
Analytical Chemistry
Analytical Chemistry / Quantitative Analysis and
Analytical Chemistry
Analytics for All: Beginners to Experts

Mathematics
Science
Science
Marketing

WorkThatData- THE online data challenge.
Your chance to win $100** Click here to view details
Feel stuck? Thinking of what next? Love making a point tossing fact
after a fact? ...Then this is for you !
Analytics has been the new buzz for sometime and with the volume of
data around it appears it will be buzzing for a while. Research says
demand for analytics skills has outstripped supply. And these skills are
being sought after in every industry be it education, fashion, sports,
music, art, finance, retail, pharma, IT
Learn to make better predictions and data backed decisions and be
the kingpin of your organization.
THE plan
Our course is structured so you can move from basic to advanced as
you complete each section. If you already are aware of certain
concepts, run through them quickly, if not spread out your learning over
a longer time. With 42 sections and 190 plus lectures and quizes, you
will have plenty to learn at any point.
Before you begin, please ensure that you have all the necessary
software installed in your system (Excel, R and SAS)
Set your pace of learning based on your personal background
Make a time table and stick to it. As there are no deadlines you need
to be focussed. But don't worry we'll be giving you regular nugdes and
maye a shove now and then
Don’t end your learning at the last lecture

1. Use our Facebook page to interact with thousands of other students
and professionals. Keep abreast with the market and network with like
minds.
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Analytics with SQL

Marketing

Technical marketers are in high demand and low supply. Being able to
dive into data on your own, with no help from engineering, makes you a
much better marketer.
Only a little bit of SQL is needed to become an in-demand technical
marketer, and that’s what this course is designed to teach you; the
basics of SQL that will help make you a better marketer.
Learn How to Start Using SQL Right Away in Your Marketing
Campaigns.
What Is SQL
Writing SQL Queries
SQL VS Excel
Using SQL
SQL Writing and Reporting
Execute High Level Marketing Campaigns and Start Digging into the
Data
The best growth gurus and marketers are driven by data. They can
analyze their marketing campaigns by pulling the data and getting a
better picture of what is working and what is not working. The ability to
quickly collect this data is important, and SQL is one of the best and
most popular tools to accomplish this.
Contents and Overview
Most SQL tutorials are for database administrators or developers - not
this one! In this course of 33 lectures, you’ll learn why SQL is so
important for marketers to know. The course is designed to help you
understand what SQL is, how to use it, and how you can put what
you’ve learned into immediate use.
What You Will Learn:
6 Components That Make up Every SQL Query a Marketer Will Ever
Use
How to Find Your Most Profitable Users and How to Attract More Like
Them
5 Key Metrics You Can Measure Right Away After Learning SQL
How to Run a Cohort Analysis
How to Know if a Customer Will Stay Active With Your Product
Pre-Built Queries You Can Start Using Immediately to Learn About

Analyzing and Visualizing Data with Excel

Computer Science

Excel is one of the most widely used solutions for analyzing and
visualizing data. It now includes tools that enable the analysis of more
data, with improved visualizations and more sophisticated business
logics. In this data science course, you will get an introduction to the
latest versions of these new tools in Excel 2016 from an expert on the
Excel Product Team at Microsoft.

Anatomy & Physiology for Beginners Full Course

Science

Learn A&P the easy way with this beginners course

Anatomy & Physiology I
Anatomy & Physiology I ICD-10MC/PCS
Anatomy & Physiology I with Lab
Anatomy & Physiology II
Anatomy & Physiology II with Lab

Science
Science
Science
Science
Science

Grade Results
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Anatomy For Figure Drawing and Comics

Design

Do you want to be a professional comic artist, concept artist, or
storyboard artist, etc?
Then you need to be able to draw the human figure quickly. Most
artists can’t do this because …
They never learned Anatomy for Figure drawing.
My course teaches you anatomy for figure drawing in an easy to
understand way, but don’t take my word for it.
Scroll down and watch some of the free lectures. I offer a few hours
free so you can see that my teaching style is for you.
In this course, you will learn the basics of proportions, and how to
simplify the skeleton. You will learn the draw the skeleton and learn
where all the muscles attach, which is key to drawing figures from
imagination. You will learn a simplified muscle map, simplified
mannequin and more.
You will even learn how muscles change when in different poses. You
will also learn where fat builds up, and all the different body types. This
is the last and only anatomy for figure drawing and comics you will ever
need. Money back guarantee, upheld by Udemy’s high standards.
I also have bonus videos, like how to draw breasts and a quick
sculpting of the human video.
This is a huge course, but well worth the time. 65 hours, but ...

Anatomy of Backbone.js

Computer Science

Anatomy of the Abdomen and Pelvis; a journey from
basis to clinic.

Medical

Ancient Civilizations of the World

Education

Grade Results

you are ready to draw figures like a pro, so simply scroll down and
watch some of the free videos.
Learn Backbone.js and start building sophisticated and structured web
apps. Try out Backbone’s JavaScript library with a RESTful JSON
interface.
In this anatomy course you will explore the organs involved in our food
digestion and discover the common causes of abdominal and pelvic
pain. The latest graphics and animations will help you to find new
insights and understanding of this part of the body, that has been the
focus of anatomical research for centuries and presently arouses
renewed scientific interest.
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Ancient Egypt

History

Colossal pyramids, imposing temples, golden treasures, enigmatic
hieroglyphs, powerful pharaohs, strange gods, and mysterious
mummies are features of Ancient Egyptian culture that have fascinated
people over the millennia. The Bible refers to its gods, rulers, and
pyramids. Neighboring cultures in the ancient Near East and
Mediterranean wrote about its god-like kings and its seemingly endless
supply of gold. The Greeks and Romans describe aspects of Egypt's
culture and history.
As the 19th century began, the Napoleonic campaign in Egypt
highlighted the wonders of this ancient land, and public interest soared.
Not long after, Champollion deciphered Egypt's hieroglyphs and paved
the way for other scholars to reveal that Egyptian texts dealt with
medicine, dentistry, veterinary practices, mathematics, literature, and
accounting, and many other topics. Then, early in the 20th century,
Howard Carter discovered the tomb of Tutankhamun and its fabulous
contents. Exhibitions of this treasure a few decades later resulted in the
world's first blockbuster, and its revival in the 21st century has kept
interest alive.
Join Dr. David Silverman, Professor of Egyptology at Penn, Curator in
Charge of the Egyptian Section of the Penn Museum, and curator of
the Tutankhamun exhibitions on a guided tour of the mysteries and
wonders of this ancient land. He has developed this online course and
set it in the galleries of the world famous Penn Museum. He uses many
original Egyptian artifacts to illustrate his lectures as he guides
students as they make their own discovery of this fascinating culture.
Ancient Egypt: A history in six objects

History

This course provides an introduction to ancient Egyptian history, using
six items from the collections of The Manchester Museum. These items
have been carefully chosen to reflect the development of the dynastic
age through their origin, manufacture, decoration, and use. Week by
week we will examine a different artefact and place it in its social and
historical context. This will allow us to journey from Predynastic Egypt
and its first king, Narmer, to Greco-Roman Egypt and its final queen,
Cleopatra.

Ancient Greek Architecture

Architecture

By analysing case studies of some of the most famous examples of
Ancient Greek architectural genius, this course lays the foundations for
further study of the topic at university, whether as part of a Classics,
History, Literature, or Art degree.

Ancient Greek Religion

religion

Learn About the Ancient Greek Religion- The Gods and Heroes of
Ancient Greece

Grade Results
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Ancient Philosophy: Aristotle and His Successors

Philosophy

What is philosophy? How does it differ from science, religion, and other
modes of human discourse? This course traces the origins of
philosophy in the Western tradition in the thinkers of Ancient Greece.
We begin with the Presocratic natural philosophers who were active in
Ionia in the 6th century BCE and are also credited with being the first
scientists. Thales, Anaximander, and Anaximines made bold proposals
about the ultimate constituents of reality, while Heraclitus insisted that
there is an underlying order to the changing world. Parmenides of Elea
formulated a powerful objection to all these proposals, while later
Greek theorists (such as Anaxagoras and the atomist Democritus)
attempted to answer that objection. In fifth-century Athens, Socrates
insisted on the importance of the fundamental ethical question—“How
shall I live?”—and his pupil, Plato, and Plato’s pupil, Aristotle,
developed elaborate philosophical systems to explain the nature of
reality, knowledge, and human happiness. After the death of Aristotle,
in the Hellenistic period, Epicureans and Stoics developed and
transformed that earlier tradition. We will study the major doctrines of
all these thinkers. Part I will cover Plato and his predecessors. Part II
will cover Aristotle and his successors.

Ancient Philosophy: Plato & His Predecessors

Philosophy

What is philosophy? How does it differ from science, religion, and other
modes of human discourse? This course traces the origins of
philosophy in the Western tradition in the thinkers of Ancient Greece.
We begin with the Presocratic natural philosophers who were active in
Ionia in the 6th century BCE and are also credited with being the first
scientists. Thales, Anaximander, and Anaximines made bold proposals
about the ultimate constituents of reality, while Heraclitus insisted that
there is an underlying order to the changing world. Parmenides of Elea
formulated a powerful objection to all these proposals, while later
Greek theorists (such as Anaxagoras and the atomist Democritus)
attempted to answer that objection. In fifth-century Athens, Socrates
insisted on the importance of the fundamental ethical question—“How
shall I live?”—and his pupil, Plato, and Plato’s pupil, Aristotle,
developed elaborate philosophical systems to explain the nature of
reality, knowledge, and human happiness. After the death of Aristotle,
in the Hellenistic period, Epicureans and Stoics developed and
transformed that earlier tradition. We will study the major doctrines of
all these thinkers. Part I will cover Plato and his predecessors. Part II
will cover Aristotle and his successors.

Ancient World History and Their Modern Connections History
Andrew Warner's Interview Your Heroes
Android 4.1 SDK Jelly Bean New Features
Android App Components and Data Persistence

Business
Computer Science
Computer Science

Android App Development with Java Essential
Training
Android Apps in 1 Hour: No Coding Required

Computer Science

Grade Results

Free online project based course designed for any middle school
students. It runs live 8/12/13-6/04/14. Join anytime.

This MOOC builds upon the overview of Java and Android covered in
Course 1 by delving deeper into core Android components, such as
Activities, Broadcast Receivers, Intents, and Intent Filters. You will
learn by example how to program these core Android components
together with basic Java file I/O classes (such as File, InputStream,
OutputWriter, etc.) and Android storage mechanisms (such as Shared
Preferences). Throughout this MOOC you'll work incrementally on a
project involving a simple multi-activity game that requires data
persistence. Each week you will add additional capabilities to the
project, based on material covered in the lecture videos. You'll spend
roughly 4 hours per week watching video lectures, taking quizzes, and
programming assignments with Java and Android.

Computer Science
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Android Capstone Project

Computer Science

This Capstone MOOC gives Signature Track students who passed all
previous MOOCs in the MoCCA Specialization “with Distinction” an
opportunity to integrate and demonstrate the knowledge they've
acquired across the three earlier content area MOOCs.

Android Game Programming tutorials
Android Programming A to Z Course

Computer Science
Computer Science

Android Programming for the Absolute Beginner

Computer Science

Android Programming I

Computer Science

Android Programming Tutorial Videos For Beginners

Computer Science

Android Game Development video tutorials
A - Z Guide To Learn Android Programming For Building a Career In
Future in Only About 7 Hours+
Want to learn how to write your own Android apps? This Android
course for beginners is for you..
With over 10 hours of content, this Android training course will teach
you the fundamentals of Android programming.
Learn How To Program For Android Devices The Easy Way This
Android Training Course Shows You Everything You Need To Know

Android Programming Video Tutorials for beginners
in English
Android SDK Essential Training

Computer Science

Android SDK: Local Data Storage
Android Studio First Look

Computer Science
Computer Science

Android: Introducción a la Programación

Computer Science

Grade Results

Computer Science

First tutorial series about "Android Development for Beginners". I'm
working on a new version.
David Gassner describes everything you need to know to get started
building Android apps with Google's Android SDK and Developer
Tools. Starting with a brief look at Android's history, the course takes
you through installing the ADT Bundle with the Eclipse IDE, preparing
your devices (both real and virtual) for testing, and creating your first
Android project. Then learn how to lay out screens and manage an
app's flow with intents and activities, define the user interface and
navigation, and make your app interactive. David also concentrates on
making sure your app is responsive, can adapt to multiple screen
sizes, and store and display data.

There is a new IDE on the horizon for Android developers, and rumors
say it's faster and easier to navigate than the current Eclipse-based
Android Developer Tools plugin. Get a first look at Android Studio
before its official release, here in this course with David Gassner.
David shows how to install Android Studio on both Windows and Mac;
create new projects and migrate existing ones from Eclipse; navigate
and configure the user interface; and build and export Android apps.

Desarrollaremos una aplicación de ejemplo, "Mis Lugares Favoritos,"
para conocer el entorno de desarrollo de Android y sus elementos.
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AngularJS JumpStart with Dan Wahlin

Computer Science

Please note that this course covers version 1.x of AngularJS.
There are many Angular courses on the Web now. Which one should
you take? If you're looking to quickly grasp the core concepts of
Angular 1 with hands-on examples and want to learn from a
developer/instructor with over 15 years of experience who has also
been awarded the Angular Google Developer Expert (GDE) award
from Google then this is the course for you! Dan also created the
popular AngularJS in 60-ish Minutes video on YouTube (over 1.2
million views) so if you enjoyed that then you'll love this course!
AngularJS is a powerful JavaScript framework that can be used to
build Single Page Applications (SPAs) that run in the browser. By the
time you're done with this course you'll understand how AngularJS can
be used to build applications. This includes learning how to build
custom controllers and re-useable services, how to bind data into
views, how routing works, and also how custom animations can be
used to add polish to your apps. The course even includes bonus
sections on getting started building custom directives! This is a handson course that you can follow along with and learn by doing.
----------------------------------AngularJS continues to trend upward in the number of available jobs
(which typically pay quite well) and the number of applications being
built. So what is AngularJS and why is it so popular? And more
importantly - why should take the time to learn it?
In a nutshell, AngularJS is a robust Single Page Application (SPA)
framework that can be used to build dynamic, client-centric
applications that can run in desktop browsers as well as on phones
and tablets. You can use AngularJS to build multi-screen applications
that perform much like a desktop application but can be viewed and
interacted with using a normal browser.
In this course by Google Developer Expert (GDE) Dan Wahlin you'll
learn essential concepts that you need to know to get started building
AngularJS applications such as controllers, scope, views, routes,
factories, services and more. The course provides step-by-step walk-
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Ang’s Guide to Buying Cameras with Confidence

Photography

• Need help with choosing cameras?
• Confused by technical terms used by geeky salesmen or camera
reviews?
• Confused by the choice of cameras available?
ª Working to a budget and need to save money?

With over two hours of authoritative, concise content, a quiz and short
guide to cameras, here's just what you're looking for.
I've created a short and easy-to-understand course for anyone
confused about buying cameras. You'll see pictures of different
cameras, details of camera controls, photographic examples, and more!
Remember: there’s no such thing as a perfect camera. But there’s
probably a camera that’s perfect for you. In this course I aim to equip
you so you can make your own, confident decisions.
I give you the information, hints and tips to help you find the camera
that’s just right for you.
In the process, you also learn a bit of photography! There are lots of
tips and hints on photo-technique.
I explain everything in everyday language with lots of illustrations.
I’ve created this with the absolute beginner in mind - so you don’t
need to have any knowledge of photography.
I won’t be check out or reviewing individual camera models this time,
but I will describe the main types of cameras so you understand their
pros and cons. That’s the best way to narrow your search.
There’s a lot to cover, so let’s get to it!
The lectures start with some introductory material, starting with four
key terms in Lecture 2. Even if you know some photography, I suggest
you take Lecture 3: A few key truths. Then we work our way up from
basic point-and-shoot cameras to SLRs. Then we look in more detail at
Animal Behaviour

Science

This course will help you understand the remarkable behaviors of wild
animals from an evolutionary perspective. [Image: Peacock spider.
Photo by Jürgen Otto, Manakin bird footage (Ex-Riddle of the Sexes)
reproduced with permission, courtesy of BBC Worldwide Ltd]

Animal Behaviour and Welfare

Veterinary Sciences

Animal welfare has been described as a complex, multi-faceted public
policy issue which includes important scientific, ethical, and other
dimensions. Improving our understanding of animal welfare, involves
the fascinating study of animal behavioural needs as well as the
challenge of accessing the emotions of animals.

Animated Character Design with Illustrator

Design

This workshop from author and animator Angie Taylor teaches how to
use Illustrator's tools and features to prepare 2D files for animation in
Adobe After Effects. Discover how to make the most of Illustrator's
drawing tools and Autotrace feature, and to how use Live Paint and
Kuler to recolor artwork. Plus, get a ton of tips and tricks for giving
artwork a hand-drawn look and find out how to set up layers, aspect
ratios, and transparency options for importing into After Effects. The
lessons are focused and solution-oriented, and all the project files are
included.

Animating Characters in Toon Boom Animate

Design
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Animating Characters with Mecanim in Unity 3D

Computer Science

Learn to bring your 3D game characters to life with the help of
Mecanim, Unity's new character animation system. Start by importing
characters and mapping their bone and muscle structure. Create
animation controllers and add existing animations to help them move
through and interact with their environment. Learn how to blend and
mask animation clips to create sophisticated in-game animations on
the fly. Author Sue Blackman guides you through the intricacies of
Mecanim as you learn to control an assortment of game characters in a
variety of situations.

Animating for Unity 3D in 3ds Max

Computer Science

Learn how to establish a clear production pipeline to transition your
characters from 3ds Max to the Unity 3D game engine. Author Adam
Crespi shows you how to export three different rig systems from 3ds
Max (standard bone, Character Studio, and CAT), define what parts of
the model transition over, and verify and configure the import in Unity.
Plus, learn to split clips and transition between states with Unity's
Mecanim animation system.

Animation and Matinee in UDK

Design

In this complete Animation in UDK tutorial, we break down everything
you need to know about setting up and importing Animations into UDK!
We cover the complete animation pipeline with our Thief girl character,
import her animations, and even setup a dynamic cut-scene! If you’ve
ever wanted to bring your characters and animations to life in UDK, this
series is for you!

Animation Principles
Animation Tips and Tricks with Flash Professional

Design
Design

Anime Studio Pro 10 Tutorial - A Practical Training
Course

Design

This Anime Studio Pro 10 training course from Infinite Skills teaches
you about the tools and concepts needed to create professional quality
animations. This course is designed for the absolute beginner,
meaning no prior experience with Anime Studio Pro is required.

You will start with a tour of the interface, getting familiar with the
palettes and layout of the program, then jump into learning about the
drawing tools. You will learn about drawing organic and compound
shapes, basic and advanced masking, and how to draw in 3D. Mark
will teach you about bones, such as elbow bones, control levers, and
bone locking. This video tutorial will cover animation and special
effects, including cycling animation, the walk cycle, motion tracking,
and style building. Finally, the course will take you through a project,
starting with setting the background, all the way through to animation
and the final render.
Once you have completed this video based training course, you will be
fully capable of using Anime Studio Pro 10 to create and animate your
own projects for personal or professional use. Working files are
included, allowing you to follow along with the author throughout the
lessons.
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Anime Studio Pro 9

Design

Animation can be an overwhelming process to learn, even with a userfriendly piece of software like Anime Studio. VTC is here to help! In this
course, you will learn how to plan, design, and animate a cartoon.
Starting with the very basics, author Chad Troftgruben will teach you
how to outline, script, and storyboard your story. Next, he will
demonstrate Anime Studio's basic tools and features, building your
foundation for more advanced works. Finally, you will dive into the
creation process by drawing characters and scenes, rigging bone
structures, setting camera positions, incorporating dialog, animating
sequences, and editing it all together. By the time you complete this
course, you will be ready to finish the story we have started and even
create your own original works! This title is a self-paced software
training course delivered via pre-recorded video. We do not provide
additional information outside of the posted content.

Anime Studio Pro 9 Tutorial - A Practical Training
Course
Annual Convention Launch Example Course

Design

ANTH207x: Introduction to Human Evolution

Science

Anthropology of Current World Issues

Social Sciences

Anti-Social Marketing in Just 30 Minutes a Week

Marketing

Health And Nutrition

Work files for this course can be downloaded from the first lecture.
Infinite Skills shows you everything you need to make amazing,
professional animations.
For Soccer Shots instructors that are at least 3-weeks into their first
season as an instructor.
An overview of human evolutionary history viewed through the human
fossil, archaeological and genetic records.
Learn to use anthropological ideas to see the world from a range of
perspectives and points of view.

This course is for any business owner who isn't fully utilizing social
media in their marketing strategy. Whether you're confused by it all, too
busy to try, or don't beleive it even works... this course is for you.
In a little over an hour I'll show you how to set up a professional social
media network of your own that can automatically publish and
syndicate your content to increased your exposure, improve your
branding, develop better relationships with your existing clients and
prospect for new customers.
The course is comprised of six no-fluff, action-oriented videos that will
walk your through each step of the process, quickly and easily, with
just enough information to get the job done as quickly and easily as
possible. There's also a number of excellent downloads included as
well as external links to additional resources.
Best of all, once you're done you'll have all the tools you need to
create and publish quality content to your network in just 30 minutes a
week.
Antibiotics, Toxins, and Protein Engineering

Science

The lethal poison Ricin (best known as a weapon of bioterrorism),
Diphtheria toxin (the causative agent of a highly contagious bacterial
disease), and the widely used antibiotic tetracycline have one thing in
common: They specifically target the cell's translational apparatus and
disrupt protein synthesis. In this course, we will explore the
mechanisms of action of toxins and antibiotics, their roles in everyday
medicine, and the emergence and spread of drug resistance.

Anticipating Your Next Battle, in Business and
Beyond
Antropología de la Música: El Caso de las Músicas
del Pacífico Colombiano

Business

In this MOOC, you will learn how to better anticipate the future, and
reinvent yourself and your activity accordingly.
Al tomar el curso aprenderás prácticas musicales de la región pacífica
colombiana asociadas a su espiritualidad, territorio y política. Teniendo
como eje central elementos metodológicos y conceptuales de la
antropología simbólica.

ANU Spiritual Training (Phase 1)

Philosophy

Grade Results

Music

Empower and Heal yourself with a Spiritual methodology that works for
YOU! Become a part of a advanced priesthood order!
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Anyone can edit videos: Movie Maker

Photography

Video editing is not hard. Like many things, you just need to get
started. This course will show you how to edit videos using Movie
Maker.
To illustrate the concepts, I made an actual short video of a trip I did in
Mexico. It's a compilation of videos I took at that time.
Watching this course and following along on Movie Maker will give you
the skills to edit your own videos.
I hope you find the course easy to follow and inspiring.

Anyone Can Learn to Make a Game
AP Computer Science A: Java Programming

Web Design
Computer Science

Aperture 3 Essential Training (2012)
APIs: Crash Course
Aplicaciones de la Teoría de Grafos a la vida real II

Photography
Education
Mathematics

App Design and Development for iOS

Computer Science

App Entrepreneur: How to Create Hit App Ideas

Marketing

Learn the basics of object-oriented programming in Java and prepare
for the AP Computer Science A exam
With the Facebook API & Twilio
Aprenderemos a modelizar problemas del mundo real mediante su
representación con grafos y a resolverlos mediante sus algoritmos
asociados.
In App Design and Development for iOS, the third course of the iOS
App Development with Swift specialization, you will be developing
foundational programming skills to support graphical element
presentation and data manipulation from basic functions through to
advanced processing. You will continue to build your skill set to use
and apply core graphics, touch handling and gestures, animations and
transitions, alerts and actions as well as advanced algorithms,
threading and more. By the end of this course you will be able to
develop a more advanced, fully functioning app.

I developed my first application software which instantly became a hit
sell in the ever popular App Store. Within the next few years I created
more than 60 apps which obviously were extremely successful as my
Apps were downloaded over 40 million times worldwide.
These days, the APP Business is considered very important with the
increase of people using mobile devices over PC’s. Harnessing its
power, however, is still a relatively new thing and the majority of people
are still learning what works and what doesn’t.
Eager to compete in this new arena, I threw my hat in the ring, did the
research, cracked the code, and developed a consistent method to
teach people the exact ways in building a real App business.
The course takes you gently through the intricacies of building an App
business. It shows you what works and what doesn’t, and most
importantly explains why things work the way they do so you can grasp
key concepts and form strategies and identify App trends.
All in all, this is the real deal and it provides you with everything you
need to know about understanding the marketplace to build successful
App ideas for profits.
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App Marketing - How to Pimp Your App

Marketing

How many of you have an app that is not doing great in the app store?
We know thousands of apps that are in fact ... not great.
What if we can pimp the app and make it better for less than $100 ?
What if we could outsource the whole process?
What if we could use app marketing ninja mindset to pimp the app,
cheap, fast and ultra effective.
This is a QUICK, FAST, and Fun course.

App Marketing Guerrilla

Marketing

Enjoy it, see how we did it... learn the little tips and go out there and
pimp your App!
During the last 12 months I have been working as an App Marketing
consultant and I have seen so many app developers failing and
spending a small fortune doing app marketing the wrong way.
Usually the approach is to hire an App marketing agency that will
charge thousands and thousand of dollars for something that you can
do yourself for just a couple of bucks. Did I say "couple"?
Yes.
That's why I have created
App Marketing Guerrilla.
ZERO Fluff - No theories - Just strategies.
Learn the right way to market your app , using real entrepreneurial
flare and bootstrapping ninja mindset.
If you are looking for a course that will teach you to invest thousands
of dollars in pay-per-download... you are in the wrong course.
In this course, I will show you everything you are forgetting to do.
- Keyword research and understanding your market.
- How to really drive traffic form Facebook
- How to do find what works and what sells before you produce it
- How to outsource stuff that sucks to do
- How to fire your $1000 graphic designer
- How to save thousands in marketing material
- How to get app traffic when nobody is looking for
and a bit more...
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App Marketing Using App Store Optimization (ASO)

Marketing

Coming up are you looking to increase downloads for your app? Well
in this course you are going to discover the step-by-step process I
used to increase downloads for my paid app by 277%. Also, I will
reveal a couple of little known tools that you can use to find those
hidden, but golden keywords.
My name is Steve P. Young I'm an app developer and host of the
Mobile App Chat podcast where I've interviewed over 150 app
developers from Shazam, Yahoo! Weather, Tweetbot and more.
After taking this course you will see an immediate impact on your
downloads. Why? Because you will discover the step-by-step the
process I used to increase app revenues by 277%. There's no fluff just
actionable content that you can perform to see an immediate impact on
your app downloads.
Plus a bonus! You will get access to my interviews with the founders
of the top ASO tools along with a few ASO consultants.
App Marketing: How to Generate Pre-Launch Buzz

Marketing

Discover the strategy that I used to launch oSnap, generate over 150
email signups, and eventually land a review on The Next Web.
What you’ll learn in this course:
How to leverage another website’s audience.
How to use content marketing to drive email leads for your app.
How to generate content that will SPREAD.
Why creating content isn’t as important as
it!
No fluff! Actionable content that you can use right after the course!
Bonus! Included are 6 app marketing interviews I did with the founders
of Khush (acquired by Smule), Clarity.fm, PreApps, App in the Box, and
more!
Packed with actionable content to help you launch and release your
next mobile app.
App Store Optimization - App Store SEO

Marketing
46 lectures and 8.5 hours of content!
For the last 12 months I have been working as an ASO consultant. I
live this stuff, I love ASO and I love the challenge of ranking apps and
help developers, app owners and entrepreneurs to understand how the
App store works.
This course is a must for any app developer curious, confused about
App store SEO.
During this course I show you step by step how different App stores
rank apps and the factors you need to consider when optimizing an
app.
You will learn how to use app store optimization tools and understand
the data that these tools provide.
This is not a quick course. This is the most comprehensive course and
you can choose what parts of the course apply to your area of interest.

AppBaker TEDx Event App Starter Pack course

Design
TEDx Organizer's build your event iPhone app
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Apple Color Essential Training

Film Studies
In Apple Color Essential Training, Color expert Robbie Carman delves
into the program's powerful features. Beginning with the fundamentals
of digital color correction and preparing a Final Cut sequence for
gradation in Color, Robbie goes on to teach advanced features such
as evaluating contrast and color with scopes, making primary
corrections with the color balance controls and curves, making
secondary corrections, building Color FX, changing corrections over
time, and using multiple grades. Exercise files accompany the tutorials.

Apple Final Cut Pro X Tutorial Video - Infinite Skills

Design

In this Final Cut Pro x Tutorial, InfiniteSkills introduces you to this latest
version of the popular video editing software from Apple. Whether you
are a pro transitioning to FCP X, or a beginner who just wants to put
together clips of your children, this video tutorial will teach you how to
use Final Cut Pro x!
In this Final Cut Pro x tutorial, you will be starting with the very basics setting up your preferences. From there, you will cover topic like
organizing and planning your projects, importing your source material,
and setting up your project. You will then jump to the heart of the matter
- editing. Ripple edits, replace editing, three-point edits, even editing
and managing your audio - you will learn it all. This Final Cut pro x
tutorial then brings the fun with transitions, filters and matts. You will
create titles, and add text and even animations to your video. A closer
look at color management leads to the most important - sharing your
video, and a multitude of output options.
By the conclusion of this computer based Final Cut pro x tutorial, you
will be expert on How to Use Final Cut Pro x and be fully capable of
importing, editing sprucing up and finally outputting all your video
projects, from feature film to baby's first steps. This course includes
extensive video and audio working files so that you can learn alongside
the author with the same file he is showing in the training.
Apple Mac OS X Mavericks - Beyond The Basics

Business
In this Advanced Apple Mac OS X training course, expert author Chris
Tarnowieckyi will take you beyond the basics of the Apple Mac
operating system. This course assumes you have a basic working
knowledge of OS X.

You will start by exploring the native OS X file system and the
command line interface. Chris will then teach you how to update,
install, and manage the software, including installing and removing
software from the App Store and examining package receipts. This
video tutorial will teach you about data security and removal, how to
protect your Mac OS X with passwords, and create and manage
secure accounts. You will also learn about sharing services, including
screen and file sharing. Finally, you will learn how to solve problems,
including force quitting an application, examining log files, and using
network utility for network problems.
Once you have completed this computer based training course, you
will have developed the skills necessary to take full advantage of the
useful features available in OS X Mavericks. Working files are
included, allowing you to follow along with the author throughout the
lessons.
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Apple Motion 5 Made Easy - A Definitive Guide to
Motion

Photography

This video training course for Apple Motion 5 from Infinite Skills takes
you through the ins and outs of this image effects software package
from Apple. You will learn how to create titles, animations, transitions,
and other effects to make your video and broadcast productions come
to life!

The tutorial begins with an exploration of the user interface, and an
overview of setting up and managing your Motion projects. Once the
basics have been covered, Matt jumps right into the application of
these tools with a lesson on basic compositing. Continuing on you will
learn how to apply and modify behaviours, use keyframing, masking,
and work with particles, replication and text. You will also learn how to
use tracking, filters, stabilization, and much much more. There is even
a chapter on working with Final Cut Pro X and rigging. Finally you will
learn how to output the results of all your hard work.
By the conclusion of this training video, you will be fully versed using
Apple Motion 5 to enhance your own video productions. This computer
based training video comes complete with extensive working files to
allow you to work alongside the author as he trains you on Apple
Motion 5.
Apple OS X Mavericks Server Training - A Definite
Guide

Business

In this OS X Mavericks Server training course, expert author Chris
Tarnowieckyi will take you deep into the technical aspects setting up an
OS X 10.9 server. This course is designed for users that already have
experience with Mac OS X and are comfortable with the command line
interface.

You will start the course with an introduction to the Server app, and
then dive into learning advanced tools and management. You will learn
about the network infrastructure services such as DHCP configuration,
DNS server configuration, and configuring network time. Chris will
teach you how to secure services with certificates, create and manage
an open directory master, export, import, and manage users and
groups, and explore and create open directory replicas. This video
tutorial also covers topics such as managing updates and apps, and
how to configure file sharing and the mail, web, wiki, calendar,
contacts, and message server. Finally, you will learn how to configure
the NetInstall and Xcode service.
By the conclusion of this video based training course, you will have an
extensive understanding of the OS X 10.9 Mavericks server, ranging
from basic server installation and administration to more challenging
subjects such as DNS, security certificates, and Directory Services.
Working files are included, allowing you to follow along with the author
throughout the lessons.
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Apple Pro Video Training: Aperture 3

Photography
With more than 200 new features, Aperture 3 gives photographers
what they want in a workflow tool: the ability to make intelligent selects
with lightning speed, adjust images quickly and powerfully, deliver
photos online or in print with a single click, and manage and search
huge archives with ease.
This Apple-certified video training for Aperture 3 includes over 3 hours
of high-quality video tutorials that will get you up and running quickly,
taking you step by step through Aperture's powerful editing, retouching,
proofing, publishing and archiving features. With coverage of
Aperture's new features, you'll learn how to index your photos using
face recognition and GPS location data; master powerful nondestructive image-adjustment tools; understand and employ metadata;
demystify filters and color corrections, and much more. This video's
real-world exercises feature professional photography from a variety of
genres, including landscapes, portraits, wedding, and wildlife
photography.

Apple Pro Video Training: Final Cut Pro X

Photography

In this course, Apple-mentor trainer Steve Martin, guides you through
the new workflows, toolsets and features of Final Cut Pro X. Whether
you are new to digital video editing or transitioning from another editing
application, you will get a solid foundation for understanding the
software. These Apple Certified videos partially prepare you to earn
Apple Certified Pro - Final Cut Pro X Level One status. Level One
certification attests to essential operational knowledge of the
application. Apple Pro Video Series: Final Cut Pro X assumes no prior
knowledge of Final Cut Pro or Mac-based video editing. The tutorials
walk you through the complete post-production workflow, from initial
import to final output. Along the way, learn techniques to make you
more productive using Final Cut Pro X's editing tools, effects, titles,
transitions and themes. Previous experience with iMovie or legacy
versions of Final Cut Pro is not required. However, a solid foundation in
those apps would provide a useful bridge to understanding the new
workflow paradigms. Each step in the editing workflow is presented in
37 easy-to-follow learning modules with a running time of 5 hours.
Apple Video Training: Numbers for iPad

Design
In this Apple-certified guide to Numbers for iPad, master trainer Rich
Harrington takes you on a comprehensive tour. Featuring over 40
videos, each dedicated to performing a specific task in Numbers, you’ll
learn how to transform your data into organized, professional-looking
documents in this Apple iPad Tutorials: Numbers for iPad course. You'll
learn to customize existing templates or create documents from
scratch, take control of tables and style charts. It's easy to find exactly
the information you want, whether it's help with the basics, such as
learning the touchscreen controls, or more advanced tasks like working
with formulas and calculations in this Apple iPad Tutorials: Numbers for
iPad course.

Apple Video Training: Pages For iPad

Design

In this “Pages for iPad: Apple Pages Tutorial “video, expert Rich
Harrington takes you on a complete tour of Pages for the iPad. You will
learn a full complement of skills from customizing templates by adding
your own graphics, charts, and styles to creating documents from
scratch in this Apple Pages Tutorial course. With over 40 videos and
each one dedicated to a specific task in Pages, it's easy to find exactly
the information you want. For help with the basics, like touchscreen
controls, to more advanced tasks like inserting graphics with
wraparound text. You'll learn everything you need to know to create
dynamic personal and professional projects.
Take this page for iPad course now and learn from Apple Pages
tutorials.
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Applications in Engineering Mechanics

Engineering

Applications of Everyday Leadership

Basic Skills

This course addresses the modeling and analysis of static equilibrium
problems with an emphasis on real world engineering systems and
problem solving.
This course covers the following topics: negotiation, feedback and
coaching, conflict management, and leading change. The objectives
are to learn how to use leadership skills to work more effectively with
others, how to use leadership skills to organize others to work more
effectively together, and to apply the foundations of effective
leadership skills to everyday situations faced by leaders.

Applied Cryptography

Computer Science

Cryptography is present in everyday life, from paying with a credit card
to using the telephone. Learn all about making and breaking puzzles in
computing.

Applied Eco psychology & intergrated Ecology
Overview

Psychology

Overview: This self-study course evaluates empirical methods and
materials for holistic Educating Counseling and Healing With Nature
(ECHN), a sensory, applied science for increasing human and
environmental well-being.

Applied Interaction Design

Computer Science

Dave Hogue has been studying how people interact with digital devices
and interfaces for over 15 years, and knows how design can make or
break a website. In this course, he shares a hands-on approach to
improving interaction design for a better user experience on the web.
This course breaks down the components of an example site, from its
homepage to categories, content, and the shopping cart, and
introduces common customer scenarios that can be used to identify
opportunities for improvement. You'll learn how to enhance navigation,
gather feedback after interactions, manage content layers, and add
features such as infinite scrolling, collapsible modules, and dynamic
content to enrich the user's experience. Then compare the before and
after websites to understand why these techniques make them more
engaging and effective.
Applied Machine Learning

Engineering
Explore theory and practice, and work with tools like R, Python, and
Azure Machine Learning to solve advanced data science problems.

Applied Real Estate
Applied Responsive Design

Business
Computer Science
Following the concepts introduced in Responsive Design
Fundamentals, senior author James Williamson demonstrates the
practical applications of responsive design and shows how to enrich
the appearance and behavior of your website across multiple devices.
First, discover how to plan your design and take advantage of CSS
media queries to create multiple layouts. Then make your site
navigation respond to changing screen sizes with CSS and jQuery, and
display media like images and video fluidly. Plus, discover how to take
advantage of mobile capabilities like touch events and HTML5 forms to
enhance the experience of mobile visitors. James also shows how to
effectively manage resources and optimize the performance of your
site.
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Applique Tutorial on Janome MC11000

Design

This course has been adapted from a in-house live training session
delivered on a regular basis for students attending Geraldine’s Studio
in Melbourne, Australia.
In this course you will learn how to do applique in the hoop, without
actually placing the fabric in the hoop, using any Janome embroidery
machine, including the MC350e, MC11000, MC12000 and MC15000.
The techniques demonstrated within this course can be applied to any
brand of Embroidery Machine but the designs will need to be converted
for that particular brand of machine.
The minimum hoop size required to stitch out the designs included in
the course is 5” x7”.
The designs used to create the teddy and the blocks on the blanket
are available for download to all students and are supplied in “JEF”
format.
All included designs have been created and digitised by Geraldine and
are supplied for your own personal use and cannot be distributed or
sold with prior permission.
The course will take approximately 1 hour to complete but can be
viewed at your own pace and revisited at any time for review.
It contains a featured furry Ted-E-Bear with a unique sculptured look
surrounded by 4 tumbling blocks depicting the word “BABY”, with a 2
1/2” border using the same fabric as that used for the backing.
This is a watch over my shoulder course where you will see me
complete each task and then follow by example.
I will demonstrate how to use printed templates to get precise
placement of your design so you can be assured that the designs end
up exactly where you expect them to.
You will also learn how to finish the blanket with perfect mitred
corners, giving you a professional finish to be proud of.
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AppLovin - Your Mobile Audience delivered

Marketing

Are you a student or a non-profit organization? Just message me for a
considerable discount. --Do you have ads in your apps? Something like RevMob, Chartboost,
AdMob, Playhaven?
It's time to meet AppLovin.
Why choose AppLovin over the others?
Here are just a few reasons:
they are new (when a company is new they sure want to reward their
early adopters, wohoo)
they pay you Net 15 or sooner (you get your money in two weeks or
less)
they target your users with RELEVANT content
they offer free cross-promotion of your apps
they give you real-time analytics
much more
Here's what they say on their site:
"By delivering content that matches your users’ interests, we help
developers realize increased revenue, higher fill rates and reduced
drop-off. Plus, we provide support whenever you need it and reliably
fast payments.", applovin.com
In this course you will learn how to integrate AppLovin into your iOS
apps.
I will guide you through:
signing up for AppLovin
understanding the AppLovin Dashboard
downloading and installing the AppLovin SDK
using the SDK to show ads in your app
using the SDK to show cross-promotions
I am NOT an affiliate of AppLovin, I just like what they do and I will
teach you everything you need to know about AppLovin in less than an

Applying Design To Wireframes with HTML5 & CSS3

Web Design
Building on the skills you gained in Website Wireframing with HTML5
and CSS3, this course teaches you how to apply functional and
attractive design principles to your wireframe. Featuring advice on
typography, graphics, and colour schemes, award-winning trainer
Geoff Blake will lead you through the full process of making your site
look amazing in every web browser. Lessons include how to select a
colour palette, where to source free images, and what resources to use
to integrate beautiful typography into your design. You’ll discover
Google Fonts, and how to integrate them into your CSS. When you’re
finished adding fonts and images, Geoff will walk you through the
various options for testing out your site. From wireframe to fully
realized design, this course is a must for aspiring web developers.

Applying to U.S. Universities

Grade Results

Education

This course will help you understand how the U.S. university
application and admission process works for international students and
non-native English speakers applying to undergraduate (i.e., bachelor's
degree) programs.
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Approaches to Islam: Theological and Practical

International Studies
What is Islam? What do Muslims believe? What is the difference
between Islam and Christianity? Is there a place for a dialogue
between Muslims and Christians?
This invaluable course from an expert in comparative religious studies
examines Islam and Christianity at spiritual, cultural and communal
levels. It explores the similarities and differences found in Jesus and
Muhammad, the Bible and the Qur’an, Jerusalem and Medina, the
Church and Ummah.
There are 35 great lectures and about 15 hours of video. This course
is designed to enable believers in Jesus Christ to understand the
message of Islam and to be equipped to faithfully commend the Gospel
of reconciliation in their engagement with Muslims.
Take this course and you will learn the beliefs and practices of
Muslims as well as prepare yourselves for informed theological
discourse and dialogue with Muslims.

Approximation Algorithms Part I

Computer Science
This course assumes knowledge of a standard undergraduate
Algorithms course, and particularly emphasizes algorithms that can be
designed using linear programming, a favorite and amazingly
successful technique in this area. By taking this course, you will be
exposed to a range of problems at the foundations of theoretical
computer science, and to powerful design and analysis techniques.
Upon completion, you will be able to recognize, when faced with a new
combinatorial optimization problem, whether it is close to one of a few
known basic problems, and will be able to design linear programming
relaxations and use randomized rounding to attempt to solve your own
problem. The course content and in particular the homework is of a
theoretical nature without any programming assignments.

Approximation Algorithms Part II

Computer Science
By taking the two parts of this course, you will be exposed to a range of
problems at the foundations of theoretical computer science, and to
powerful design and analysis techniques. Upon completion, you will be
able to recognize, when faced with a new combinatorial optimization
problem, whether it is close to one of a few known basic problems, and
will be able to design linear programming relaxations and use
randomized rounding to attempt to solve your own problem. The
course content and in particular the homework is of a theoretical nature
without any programming assignments.

Apps for Librarians & Educators
Apps in the classroom
Aprendendo a aprender: ferramentas mentais
poderosas para ajudá-lo a dominar assuntos difíceis
(em Português)

Education
Education
Basic Skills

Learn how to use apps in the classroom.

Este curso proporciona um acesso fácil às valiosas técnicas de
aprendizagem usadas por experts em Arte, Música, Matemática,
Ciência, Esportes e muitas outras disciplinas. Vamos aprender sobre
como o cérebro usa dois modos bastante diferentes e como ele
encapsula (“associa em blocos”) informações. Vamos também tratar
de ilusões de aprendizado, técnicas de memória, lidar com
procrastinação e boas práticas mostradas por pesquisa como sendo
as mais efetivas em ajudá-lo a dominar assuntos difíceis. Usando
estas abordagens, não importa seu nível de habilidade nos tópicos
que queira dominar, você pode mudar seu pensamento e mudar sua
vida. Se você já é um expert, essa espiada embaixo do capuz mental
vai te dar ideias pra carregar o turbo do aprendizado de sucesso,
incluindo dicas contraintuitivas e insights que vão te ajudar a fazer
melhor uso do seu tempo em lições de casa e listas de exercícios. Se
você está com dificuldades, você verá um tesouro estruturado de
técnicas práticas que vão te levar através do que você precisa fazer
pra entrar na pista. Se você alguma vez quis ficar melhor em qualquer
coisa, este curso vai lhe ajudar servindo como seu guia.

Grade Results
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Aprendiendo a aprender: Poderosas herramientas
mentales con las que podrás dominar temas difíciles

Basic Skills

APRV, BiLevel, BiVent
AP® Calculus: Challenging Concepts from Calculus
AB & Calculus BC
AP® Macroeconomics

Engineering
Mathematics

Este curso te brinda acceso simple a las invaluables técnicas de
aprendizaje utilizadas por expertos en arte, música, literatura,
matemáticas, ciencia, deportes y muchas otras disciplinas.
Aprenderemos cómo el cerebro utiliza dos modos de aprendizaje muy
distintos y cómo encapsula (“fragmentas”) información. También
hablaremos sobre ilusiones de aprendizaje, técnicas de memoria,
cómo ocuparse de la procrastinación y las mejores prácticas, según lo
demuestra la investigación, para ayudarte a dominar los temas más
complicados.
Master the most difficult topics in your AP® Calculus AB & Calculus BC
courses.

Economics
Learn AP® Macroeconomics from top instructors and work through
targeted modules for AP exam review and individualized practice.

AP® Macroeconomics: Challenging Concepts

Economics

Master the most challenging topics in your AP® Macroeconomics
course.

AP® Physics: Challenging Concepts from Physics 1
& Physics 2
AP® Psychology - Course 1: What is Psychology?

Science

Master the most difficult topics in your AP® Physics 1 and Physics 2
courses.

AP® Psychology - Course 2: How the Brain Works

Psychology

AP® Psychology - Course 3: How the Mind Works

Psychology

AP® Psychology - Course 4: How Behavior Works

Psychology

Psychology
Learn about the history and research methods of psychology.
Learn how your brain works and the basics of neuroscience, genetics
and consciousness.
Learn about the neuroscience and psychology of the mind including
memory, thinking, reasoning, and language.
Learn about the theories of motivation and emotions and obtain an indepth look at intelligence testing and personality development.

AP® Psychology - Course 5: Health and Behavior

Psychology

Learn about the relationship between stress and physical and mental
health and the treatment of abnormal behavior, including psychological
disorders.

AP® Psychology - Course 6: Exam Preparation &
Review

Psychology

Review and prepare for the AP® Psychology exam with evidencebased study strategies and tips to help enhance your performance on
the exam.

AP® Spanish Language and Culture

Foreign Language

Perfect your Spanish speaking and writing skills while learning about
the cultural aspects of the Spanish-speaking world to prepare for the
AP* Spanish Language and Culture exam.

Aquaponic Gardening: Growing Fish and Vegetables
Together
Arabic for Global Exchange

Health And Nutrition

Grade Results

Foreign Language
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Arabic Language For Beginners

Foreign Language

Introduction to Arabic Basics A1.1:
Welcome everyone , I hope that you will enjoy learning here and ask
for more too !
You will take this course in order to learn Arabic Basics , and what i
mean by basics is that you will able to read Arabic letters, how to write
them , Arabic numbers and how to spell them also , beside beginners
sentences such as introduction sentences and couple words that you
need to use for example in the airport , restaurant or even in the street ,
plus how to greet your self to others.
Why you should take this course ?
Watch the video , please check out the free preview so you would
have at least an idea about what i'm teaching , If you wondering what
Arabic language is , its the most important language if you want to work
in Middle East including Gulf , where you want to go there for business !
The course is so easy to learn , very flexible where you can take it
whenever you want , in anytime you like and very cheap comparing to
other real courses, instead of paying lots of $$ , you will be able to
learn Arabic for almost 50$ , this + other course going to be published
soon.
In this course you will be able to learn for more than 130 minutes ,
over 60 questions in quizzes including multiple choices and true/false
questions.
The course will be able to teach you how to pronounce letters and
combine them together in order to make words, then you will try to
make sentences by your self .
Learning Arabic is fun , you have to be motivated and ready to earn
such weird and unique experience.. this is when you become different.
I would love also to communicate with all students, who have
questions or anything in mind, we can share ideas on forms and we
might be able to do Live Sessions , beside that you can reach me

Arch of Titus: Rome and the Menorah

History

Architecting Microsoft Azure Solutions

Computer Science

The Arch of Titus: Rome and the Menorah explores one of the most
significant Roman monuments to survive from antiquity, from the
perspectives of Roman, Jewish and later Christian history and art. The
Arch of Titus commemorates the destruction of Jerusalem by the
emperor Titus in 70 CE, an event of pivotal importance for the history
of the Roman Empire, of Judaism, of Christianity and of modern
nationalism.
Learn Microsoft Azure solution design from architects at Microsoft.

Grade Results
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Architectural Interior Visualization in 3Ds max & VRay 3.0

Design

In this tutorial we will start by modeling our building in ArchiCAD using
our AutoCAD imported plan. We will talk about many aspects of
modeling in ArchiCAD such as adding walls, windows, doors, creating
stairs, copying and injecting data and ...
Although this part is done completely in ArchiCAD but most off the
procedure is the same in Autodesk Revit. We will then add some other
elements in 3Ds max after importing our model.
We will use 3Ds max to model most of our furniture including the
bases for Marvelous Designer. A combination of spline modeling as
well as high poly modeling and surfacing will be used.
All of our resting furniture will be built in Marvelous Designer, which
will include importing and exporting to and from Marvelous Designer,
simulating techniques, decimation in MeshLab and ...
We will then continue to adding some shaders to our objects in 3Ds
max and V-ray. A combination of V-ray material, V-ray Blend material,
V-ray 2-sided material, V-ray displacement and some other materials
will be used.
For the lighting process we will learn techniques on when and how to
use different V-ray lights and ways to optimize those lights to get a
reasonable render time.
In the rendering stage we will try to use some of the new features of Vray 3.0 to speed up rendering and also simpler ways to get rid of
artifacts. A whole bunch of render elements will be exported out
including light select element, Multi Matte, reflection, refraction, GI,
lighting, shadow and a few more to be used in Photoshop.
The last part of this tutorial will be compositing in Photoshop. We'll use
every single render element that we exported out from V-ray to come
up with the final image that you can see.
The full size image can be seen Here !
A more detailed breakdown is as follows,

arithmetic
Arithmetic and Pre-Algebra
arrative Scene Editing with Avid Media Composer

Mathematics
Film Studies
Taking a scripted project from concept to creation is one of the most
exciting and rewarding processes that any editor can do—from a green
novice to an experienced Hollywood ace. This course guides you
through the creative decisions in editing various types of narrative
scenes—from classic dialogue, to rhythmic montage, to creative
flashback. You'll explore what it takes to create a great rough cut, from
shot choice and composition, to performance and pacing, while editing
in Avid Media Composer. Author Ashley Kennedy guides you through
the scene construction process with plenty of creative and logistical
lessons that are applicable to situations editors face in the real world.

Art & Activity: Interactive Strategies for Engaging
with Art

Arts

Art & Technology

art
Education

Art and Inquiry: Museum Teaching Strategies For
Your Classroom
Art Appreciation and Techniques
Art Historical Methodologies
Art History

Grade Results

Art can be a powerful catalyst for building skills and understanding
across a wide range of subjects. Intended for primary and secondary
teachers from all disciplines, Art & Activity builds upon the inquirybased approaches of Art and Inquiry: Museum Teaching Strategies for
Your Classroom, while delving into activity-based strategies that will
make your students empowered participants in their own learning.

Design
History
History

Explore how to integrate works of art into your classroom with inquirybased teaching methods originally developed for in-gallery museum
education.

Spontaneous conversations about works of art where the speakers are
not afraid to disagree with each other or art history orthodoxy. Videos
are made by Dr. Beth Harris and Dr. Steven Zucker along with other
contributors and maintained at smarthistory.khanacademy.org.
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Art History

Arts

Spontaneous conversations about works of art where the speakers are
not afraid to disagree with each other or art history orthodoxy.

Art History Prehistory to the Renaissance

History

Art History Renaissance to 20th Century
Art History Survey 1300 to Contemporary
Art Nouveau
Art of Ancient Egypt and the Ancient Near East

History
History
arts
History

A clear concise history of art since Prehistory until the beginnings of
the Italian Renaissance,
A basic level survey of painting, sculpture, and architecture.

Art of Ancient Greece and Rome
Art of the Islamic World
ART of the MOOC: Merging Public Art and
Experimental Education

History
Design
Education

Art Projects

arts

Art School for Kids

Design

Art Nouveau

Join thousands around the world in this free, six-week online course
that is also a work of public art. Designed by artist and Duke University
professor Pedro Lasch, and co-taught by Creative Time chief curator
Nato Thompson, the course includes creative exercises and dozens of
presentations by key figures in the field of art and social politics.
Learn how to make fun art projects for pre-k and home-schooled
children.

This may be called "Art School for Kids", but all ages are welcome!
This course includes segments on:
*Art Elements/Art Principles
*Basic Drawing Techniques/Drawing projects
*Basic Watercolor Techniques/Painting projects
*Basic Acrylic Techniques/Painting projects
I have included vocabulary handouts, lists of materials needed for
each project, pictures of student examples, and each video includes
steps of 'how to' from beginning to end.
You could take your time and do one project a week, for several
weeks, or you can do all the projects for a couple hours a day in a
week.
Take this course if you have never been good at art, always wanted to
draw and paint, or just want to brush up on some new ideas.
ART010: Fine Art (Elective)

arts
This course combines art history, appreciation, and analysis, while
engaging students in hands-on creative projects. Lessons introduce
major periods and movements in art history while focusing on
masterworks and the intellectual, technical, and creative processes
behind those works. Studio lessons provide opportunities for drawing,
painting, sculpting, and other creative endeavors.

Grade Results
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ART020: Music Appreciation (Elective)

Music

This course introduces students to the history, theory, and genres of
music. The course explores the history of music, from the surviving
examples of rudimentary musical forms through to contemporary
pieces from around the world. The first semester covers early musical
forms, classical music, and American jazz. The second semester
presents modern traditions, including gospel, folk, soul, blues, Latin
rhythms, rock and roll, and hip hop. The course explores the
relationship between music and social movements and reveals how
the emergent global society and the prominence of the Internet are
making musical forms more accessible worldwide. To comply with
certain state standards for the arts, a student "performance practicum"
is required for full credit each semester. The performance practicum
requirement can be met through participation in supervised
instrumental or vocal lessons, church or community choirs, community
musical performances, or any other structured program that meets at
regular intervals and provides opportunities for students to build vocal
and/or instrumental skills.

ART500-AVT: AP Art History (Elective)

arts
This course—the equivalent of an introductory college-level course—
fosters in students an understanding and knowledge of architecture,
sculpture, painting, and other art forms within diverse historical and
cultural contexts. They examine and critically analyze major forms of
artistic expression, past and present, from a variety of cultures. They
also learn to understand works in context, considering such issues as
patronage, gender, and the functions and effects of works of art.

Arthur Explicit - creative flow in Ableton Live

Music

In this practical training course you will learn how to use tools you have
already for electronic music production. Electronic music got it's
secrets and we need to learn more and use other people experience in
order to be more flexible and make music we like. Let me share some
of my knowledge with you.
Some of the history.
As a electronic music producer, I always need to learn new music
production software known as DAW (Digital audio workstation). Every
production software got it's signature functions and also downside.
Cakewalk was my first music production software. It was a good soft at
the moment and I liked it a lot, I bought it in 1998. In time I moved to
Logic 5 which known as Logic Pro now. Early 2000 Logic become very
stable and most powerful music production software ones Apple took
over the company. Since than Logic became OS only DAW and many
people moved to Mac because of it. So, I did to and I glad I did!
Than somewhere in 2005-2006 I needed the simple solution to make a
Dj mix and be able to bit-mach 2 tracks for continues dance music mix
using just a software. I was traveling and wanted to use my lap top
only... This is how I discovered Ableton Live for the first time. I showed
my technique to some people and right after, one body literally went to
the music store and bought a copy of Ableton Live.
This days, Ableton Live is the only production solution for me, simply
because, the creative flow is endless. I was always saying that, if you
are individual electronic music producer with lots of creative ideas you
need to use Ableton Live.
Some professional music producers will start in Ableton Live, create
the music then move all files to Logic Pro and finish the track in Logic.
For me it was very long process when I realized the production power
of Ableton Live and start learning this new software. Believe or not it
took me almost a year. But in the end I am able to create music ideas
flawlessly.
In this course I will not show you how to copy and past or save files in
Ableton Live, but I will show you the creative process and how we can

Grade Results
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Articulate Storyline Advanced Techniques

Education
Do more with Articulate Storyline. Author and Storyline pro Daniel
Brigham shows you how to used its advanced features to make your
courses more consistent, engaging, and robust. After reviewing the
core concepts behind Storyline, Daniel covers working with layers and
triggers and using templates and master slides to decrease your
development time and increase the consistency of your slides. He'll
also show you how to embed web and interactive video in your slides,
and use variables to individualize the learning experience.

Artificial Intelligence
Artificial Intelligence for Robotics

Computer Science
Computer Science
Learn how to program all the major systems of a robotic car from the
leader of Google and Stanford’s autonomous driving teams. This class
will teach you basic methods in Artificial Intelligence, including:
probabilistic inference, planning and search, localization, tracking and
control, all with a focus on robotics. Extensive programming examples
and assignments will apply these methods in the context of building
self-driving cars.
This course is offered as part of the Georgia Tech Masters in
Computer Science. The updated course includes a final project, where
you must chase a runaway robot that is trying to escape!

Artist at Work: Creating Depth of Field

Design
If you can convince a viewer that there is depth in a flat image, you can
increase the emotional resonance and believability of your artwork. In
this course, professional illustrator Mary Jane Begin explores how color
and contrast affect the illusion of space. Mary Jane shows how to
choose a focal point for your image, use temperature to define your
foreground and background objects, employ contrasting colors to
create depth, and work with edges to create contrast. As with all Artist
at Work courses, the techniques shown here can be applied to both
traditional and digital media.

Artist at Work: From Sketch to Finished Vector
Illustration

Design
Von Glitschka is known for his witty, colorful illustrations, logos, and
design work. But how do his drawings make it from refined sketches to
polished pieces? This installment of Artist at Work enables you to
follow along with Von's coloring and shading process, as he transforms
this vector-based graphic in Adobe Illustrator. He starts with a scanned
sketch and builds out the basic vector shapes. He then adds shading,
highlights, and color—the finishing details that make his illustrations so
extraordinary. Von's methods are simple to follow and will help create a
new level of depth and richness in your own vector creations.

Artist at Work: Tertiary Colors

Design
Tertiary colors are the neutral browns and grays that, when over used
in a palette, are often referred to as "mud." Though sometimes
banished from an artist's palette, they play a crucial role. Tertiary colors
give more vibrant hues a chance to shine and play a starring role in
compositions with more subtle ideas or moods behind them. Follow
along with Mary Jane Begin in this installment of Artist at Work as she
explores tertiary color, its best uses, and the creative possibilities
available with this palette. She paints a landscape based on a
reference photo, and provides tips along the way about establishing a
ground, adding texture physically or digitally, building depth, and
making your focal points pop.

Artist at Work: Textures

Design
Mary Jane Begin is back with more from the Artist at Work series. This
installment focuses on adding texture to your imagery—visual texture
that breaks up repetitive strokes and static blocks of color—with
pattern, color, light, and a variety of brush strokes. Mary Jane takes an
early-stage illustration from her book series Willow Buds and shows
how to add variation, contrast, and a tactile quality to trees and grass,
water, and the sky. These lessons are useful whether you're working
with traditional media like the watercolors Mary Jane uses in this
course, or digital formats like Adobe Illustrator and Photoshop.

Grade Results
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Artist Education Workshops - Phase 1

Music

Artist in Action: Joseph Linaschke's Large Scale
Black-and-White Photographs

Photography

Artistic Concepts

Computer Science

An Introduction to Music Business and Becoming a Professional
Recording Artist
Watch artist Joseph Linaschke explain the creation of his gallery
hanging of large black-and-white prints on metal and discuss the many
challenges he faced along the way. He backward-engineers his
process in Aperture for us, showing how he reviews his images, crops
and straightens them in preparation for conversion, scales them
without introducing any loss in quality, and then makes the final
adjustment to black and white. Finally, learn about the file output and
setup that went into the final set of prints.
Legendary author and artist Bert Monroy has been making digital art
since 1984; he's a pioneer in the field who never stops innovating
creatively. In this course, he walks through basic artistic concepts
critical for creating great art and designs. The course covers concepts
like perspective, shadows, and reflections, and shows how to take
advantage of Adobe Photoshop tools like layers to add, mask, and
remove objects.

Artistic Video with Photoshop

Film Studies
This course illustrates how to create artistic video within the familiar
interface of Photoshop. Author Ian Robinson looks at editing video with
video groups, stylizing video with Smart Filters, and rotoscoping with
vector masks. Animation is also covered, from animating brush strokes
and adding and editing keyframes to exporting your final output.
With this course, existing Photoshop enthusiasts can expand their
skills to learn a new discipline while staying in the application they
already know and love. Video editors will see how to fix footage issues
like lens distortion and chromatic aberration and how to create unique
effects with Photoshop filters, brushes, and effects.

Arts and Culture Strategy

Arts and culture leaders have a tough but rewarding task: creating and
leading sustainable organizations that deliver real social value. There
is a lot of competition out there. Being an effective leader means
constantly adapting, cleverly using the best tools to reach as many
people as possible. This course is designed to help leaders at any level
do just that.

Arts of Asia
Arts of Latin America
AS Psychology Workbook One

Design
Design
Psychology

Asia-Pacific Politics
Ask Teacher Live™: New Ventures for Young
Entrepreneurs

Social Sciences
Education

Asociaciones Público Privadas: Implementando
Soluciones en Latinoamérica y el Caribe

Business

Las Asociaciones Público Privadas (APPs) se han convertido en un
instrumento esencial para el crecimiento productivo, económico y
social de los países de América Latina y el Caribe. Al desarrollar e
implementar las APPs, se han observado restricciones en las
capacidades técnicas en los responsables, particularmente en el
sector público.

ASP.NET Essential Training

Computer Science

Thousands of businesses have used Microsoft ASP.NET to build
professional, dynamic websites. In this course, web developer David
Gassner demonstrates the tools needed to build and deploy a dynamic
site using ASP.NET 3.5 or 4.5. Covering everything from in

Grade Results

Online Course for AQA AS Psychology Workbook One by UK leading
authors Nick & Bethan Redshaw
Live learning with seasoned venture consultant, instructor, Jeff
Amerine Entrepreneurship program University of Arkansas
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ASP.NET MVC 4 Essential Training

Computer Science

Asp.Net MVC With Entity Framework From Scratch

Business

ASP.NET MVC is a powerful and effective framework for building
maintainable and scalable web applications. In this course, author Jess
Chadwick reviews the Model-View-Controller (MVC) architecture at the
heart of ASP.NET MVC and shows how to create a model, execute
controller logic, and interact with models via views. The course shows
how to create professional-looking web pages with layouts, work with
data in forms, create separate content or sites for mobile devices, and
enhance your projects with AJAX. Jess also explains how to secure
your site with user permissions, optimize its performance, and deploy it
to the world.

Entity Framework is a latest approach for data access and this course
contains all the stuff required to start with Ado.Net Entity Framework.
As there are two ways of working with entity framework i.e.,
ObjectContext and DbContext. As a start this course contains all the
stuff with ObjectContext and it covers all the areas that a normal
developer needs to know to work on any project with entity framework
as data access layer.
It ranges from basic operations like insert,update,delete and select to
advanced operations like transactions and optimization technique (lazy
loading, eager loading, etc.,).
ASP.NET MVC is a framework for building scalable, standards-based
web applications using well-established design patterns and the power
of ASP.NET and the .NET Framework.
In this course I will give an introduction to ASP.NET MVC from a
beginner’s perspective. Then starts moving towards the understanding
of Get and Post method, Binding A Form To An Action, various
methods of Passing Values From View To Action, Introduction To
Razor View Engine, ViewData Vs ViewBag and Temp data. Implement
partial page updates that help reduce the need to reload entire pages
and Finally Implement caching to reduce the loading time of the
different elements of a webpage.
We will also learn how to validate forms and implement business rules
validations by implementing custom validators.Then we will end our
course by securing it with implimentation of authentication and
authorization.

Asp.Net Web App On 3-Tier Architecture
Aspectos fundamentales de la gerencia

Grade Results

Architecture
Business

And many more lectures to come in future...
RealTime End To End Implementation
¿Está a punto de entrar en el mercado laboral? ¿Es un profesional
nuevo? ¿Es nuevo en su cargo dentro de la organización? Todos los
posibles empleados nuevos necesitan conocer los principios, las
funciones y las responsabilidades asociados a la gerencia,
independientemente del cargo que ocupen. Ahora puede adquirir
amplios conocimientos sobre las teorías y los conceptos básicos de la
gerencia, a la vez que estudia la función operativa del gerente en todo
tipo de organizaciones. Conozca mejor la responsabilidad del gerente
en cuanto a la planificación, organización, liderazgo, contratación de
personal y control en el lugar de trabajo. Nunca es demasiado pronto
para planificar su carrera profesional aprendiendo cómo se
desenvuelven los mejores gerentes para lograr el éxito.
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Assembling Genomes and Finding Disease-Causing
Mutations

Computer Science

Carsonella ruddii is a bacterium that lives symbiotically inside some
insects. Its sheltered life has allowed it to reduce its genome to only
about 160,000 base pairs. With only about 200 genes, it lacks some
genes necessary for survival, but these genes are supplied by its
insect host. In fact, Carsonella has such a small genome that biologists
have conjectured that it is losing its “bacterial” identity and turning into
an organelle, which is part of the host’s genome. This transition from
bacterium to organelle has happened many times during evolutionary
history; in fact, the mitochondrion responsible for energy production in
human cells was once a free-roaming bacterium that we assimilated in
the distant past. Given a collection of simulated error-free read-pairs,
use the paired de Bruijn graph to reconstruct the Carsonella ruddii
genome. Compare this assembly to the assembly obtained from the
classic de Bruijn graph (i.e., when all we know is the reads themselves
and do not know the distance between paired reads) in order to better
appreciate the benefits of read-pairs. For each k, what is the minimum
value of d needed to enable reconstruction of the entire Carsonella
ruddii genome from its (k, d)-mer composition?

Assembling Sass

Computer Science

Learn Sass and start improving your front-end CSS workflow. Try Sass
on large-scale applications for efficient, time-saving styling.

Assessing Achievement with the ELL in Mind

Education

In this course, you will learn how to design assessments around the
needs of your ELL students and their language level. You will learn
how to incorporate language and content requirements for both
formative and summative assessment types. You will learn to assess
your ELL students through the use of project and task-based
assignments. You will learn to use and modify rubrics to align to and
measure student achievement of your language and content learning
objectives. The course will also briefly cover strategies for supporting
ELL students during standardized testing.

Assessing Your Financial Fitness

Finance

Assistive Technology in Education

Education

Astrobiology and the Search for Extraterrestrial Life

Science

Identify your immediate and long term financial goals. Know what
resources you have to meet and achieve your goals.
Learn about some innovative ways to incorporate Assistive and
Educational Technology in schools.
Over two thousand years ago, the ancient Greeks wondered if other
worlds were habitable. In the coming years this question will be
experimentally tested. This course, offered by the UK Centre for
Astrobiology at the University of Edinburgh, is an introduction to
astrobiology. It explores the origin and evolution of life on the Earth and
its potential to exist elsewhere. Astrobiology addresses compelling
questions of wide interest such as: How did life originate on the Earth?
Is this an inevitable process and is life common across the Universe?
Astrobiology is an interdisciplinary science that bridges fields as
diverse as astrophysics, biology, geosciences and chemistry.

Astronomy: Discovering the Universe

Science

Astronomy: Exploring Time and Space

Science

Astrophysics: Exploring Exoplanets

Science

Astrophysics: The Violent Universe

Science

Grade Results

Explore the evolution of the universe, the future of astronomy &amp;
the role technology plays in new discoveries.
This course is designed for anyone who is interested in learning more
about modern astronomy. We will help you get up to date on the most
recent astronomical discoveries while also providing support at an
introductory level for those who have no background in science.
Explore the mysteries of exoplanets - planets around other stars – in
this introductory astrophysics course.
Explore the deadliest places in the universe, from black holes to
supernovae.
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Attract and Keep Customers by Creating a Dynamic
Brand

Marketing

• Understand what is branding and how it affects your business
• Learn to assess your current brand
• Learn steps that you can take to improve your corporate brand
• Create an action plan to develop a magnetic brand for your business
If you are a busy entrepreneur, chances are that your brand is not at
the top of your list. The only time that your brand takes center stage is
when you feel that you haven't tapped into the full potential of your
business and you know that it is holding you back.
This course will take you through steps that can be easily implemented
to boost your brand experience and build client or customer loyalty.
The lessons are full of examples that will have you looking at your
business in a whole new light.
Attract Talent to Your Organization with Social Media

Business

A key skill for HR practitioners or hiring managers is the ability to
attract talent to the organization. Today, the availability of social media
tools has changed this process, although the end result is the same.
Because the tools change so quickly, this course offers a framework
for using social media to your advantage, rather than discussing
specific social media platforms in detail. This course addresses a key
aspect of attracting talent—the employer brand.

Audacity Crash Course
Audio Creation Secrets

Audio
Music

Record, edit and publish audio for free with Audacity!
IT'S A FACT: Audio programs are in HIGH DEMAND.
Every year, millions of titles—from the world's best known authors,
experts and thought leaders—are sold through Amazon & Audible.com.
Realize...
...there are people from all over the world who want to learn from
YOU! Your knowledge should be recorded, packaged and sold as an
audio program.
And, getting started is easier than you think..!
Now, YOU Can Create Your OWN Audio Product In Just 3 Days... Or
LESS!
With AUDIO CREATION SECRETS, you can quickly and easily create
your own products with minimal (or even ZERO!) costs, using only your
computer.
Products that you can sell for $67, $97, $197... OR MORE..!!!
No fancy-schmancy equipment needed!
You are literally creating your product out of THIN AIR!
In LESS time it would take to write a book or create a video..!
Even if you…
…are not tech savvy…
…are on a limited budget…
…or you hate the sound of your own voice!
Best of all, you can record them at home, on your computer, even
while wearing your pajamas!

Grade Results
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Audio Editing with Adobe Audition for Voice Actors

Film Studies

Audio for Film and Video with Pro Tools
Audio Mastering Techniques
Audio Mixing Bootcamp

Music
Music
Music

Audio Post Workflow with Final Cut Pro X and Pro
Tools
Audio Recording Techniques
Audio Recording Techniques
Audio Recording Techniques

Engineering

Audio Signal Processing for Music Applications

Music

Audiovisual Library of International Law Lectures

Law

Audition 2.0 Essential Training

Film Studies

Grade Results

Photography
Music
Engineering

Voice acting is a very competitive industry. Knowing how to edit
auditions and send fully produced audio tracks to clients will give you
an advantage. The skills taught in this course will help you build a loyal
client base as, not only a voice actor, but an audio producer as well.

In this course, author Bobby Owsinski reveals industry tips, tricks, and
techniques for producing professionally mixed audio on any digital
audio workstation. He offers recommendations for setting up an
optimal listening environment, highlights the most efficient ways to set
up and balance a mix, and shows how to build a powerful sound with
compression. The course also explains how to master the intricacies of
EQ; incorporate reverb, delay, and modulation effects; and generate
the final mix.

Discover the industry secrets to recording crisp, rich instrument tracks
and vocals in any type of recording environment. Join renowned audio
engineer Bobby Owsinski as he walks through the process of miking
and tracking a complete song by Underground Sun recording artist
Iyeoka and A-list session musicians in a top-of-the-line studio—in a
way that is applicable to any recording space and musical genre. Learn
how to select the correct microphone and polar pattern for each
instrument, with hundreds of revealing listening examples for drums,
acoustic and electric guitar, piano, keyboards, and more. These
professional techniques offer critical insights for those just getting
started in the recording process, and a trustworthy reference guide for
more seasoned engineers. Bobby also demonstrates how to monitor
and sculpt EQ settings, why and when to process your input signal,
and how to choose the right outboard gear for the track. This course
employs 360-degree, 3D visualizations that provide an unprecedented
perspective of the equipment, players, and microphone placements
discussed. Plus, with the raw audio files provided, you can critically
listen to every recorded example at home with your DAW of choice at
full 24-bit resolution.

In this course you will learn about audio signal processing
methodologies that are specific for music and of use in real
applications. You will learn to analyse, synthesize and transform
sounds using the Python programming language.

From the basics of audio recording to creating a complete CD project,
Audition 2.0 Essential Training teaches you all you need to know to
record, mix, edit, and master professional digital music and audio.
Whether your goal is to make smart-sounding podcasts or produce
professional video soundtracks or radio commercials, instructor Bruce
Williams will help you get there. Bruce starts out with exploring the
Audition interface, workspace, and terminology, then moves on to file
management, project management, and inserting and recording
sounds. The training concludes with an extensive set of tutorials on
effects, filters, and editing.
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Audition 3 Essential Training

Film Studies

Audition 3 Essential Training emphasizes audio theory and mixing,
while explaining new features in Audition 3, MIDI, and ReWire
functionality. Instructor Bruce Williams covers effects and forensic
audio techniques, such as restoring sound gathered from vinyl and
correcting poor audio, to mixing in surround sound. Home-recording
enthusiasts, musicians, podcasters, radio production personnel, audio
engineers, and anyone who wants to score his or her own home videos
will find applicable in-depth tutorials in this package. Exercise files
accompany the tutorial.

Audition 3 Essential Training

Music

Audition 3 Essential Training emphasizes audio theory and mixing,
while explaining new features in Audition 3, MIDI, and ReWire
functionality. Instructor Bruce Williams covers effects and forensic
audio techniques, such as restoring sound gathered from vinyl and
correcting poor audio, to mixing in surround sound. Home-recording
enthusiasts, musicians, podcasters, radio production personnel, audio
engineers, and anyone who wants to score his or her own home videos
will find applicable in-depth tutorials in this package. Exercise files
accompany the tutorial.

Audition CS6 Essential Training
Audition CS6 Essential Training
Audition CS6: New Features Workshop

Engineering
Music
Film Studies

Australia

International Studies

Adobe Audition CS6 has lots of new and enhanced features in many
areas of the program, including expanded core functionality and some
impressive new special effects and controls. In this course, Adobe
Master Trainer Maxim Jago walks through all of them, including pitch
correction, the new spectral tonal display, support for hardware
controllers, and automatic speech alignment. Plus, learn about
changes to performance and the user interface, and how these can
affect your workflow.
Weather you are interest in migrating to Australia, visiting for tourism,
taking the citizenship test, gaining new cultural knowledge or simply
curious about how the "lucky country" is managed; this course will take
your through all aspects related to Australian people, geography,
heritage, society and system of government.
Why Australia?
Australia is a country of contrasts. The first Aboriginal genome
sequence confirms Australia's native people left Africa 75,000 years
ago being the oldest culture on earth and even so its society and
history is relatively new. It's and island but it's also a continent. It has
over 200 languages spoken but has no official language. Flying from
coast to coast can take up to 5 hours but its population is only 22
million people. Long-term geographic isolated is the world's 12thlargest economy with the world's fifth-highest per capita income.
Discover Australia's many other contrasts that make it fascinating to
study.
Learn why (and how) Australia is a highly developed country and one
of the wealthiest, with the second-highest human development index
globally, and third in the Index of Economic Freedom (2010) with of the
highest quality of life, health, education, economic freedom, and the
protection of civil liberties and political rights with all of Australia's major
cities fare well in global comparative liveability surveys; Melbourne
reached first place on The Economist's 2011 and 2012 world's most
liveable cities lists, followed by Sydney, Perth, and Adelaide in sixth,
eighth, and ninth place respectively.
The country was ranked second in the United Nations 2011 Human
Development Index and first in Legatum's 2008 Prosperity Index.
This course includes exclusive HD videos fully narrated and
commented with short quizzes at the end of each section to reinforce
your cultural knowledge.
Section 1: AUSTRALIA AND ITS PEOPLE
This sections will give you a clear, quick and easy to understand

Grade Results
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Authentic Yoga Experience Series 1

Health And Nutrition

Course 1 is the 1st part of a 3 Part Series. It contains 2.5 hours of yoga
video routines and sequences realized in 3 camera angle for easy to
follow video lessons. These lessons will prepare your body for Course
2 and 3. If you are interested in registering for all 3 levels, please click
here. You don't have to purchase all levels to experience the benefits
of Yoga with Perumal so feel free to start with this introductory Course
1.
Course 1 is a step-by-step progressive approach in order to improve
mobility, breathing and circulation while strengthening muscles,
tendons and ligaments. Practicing Course 1 instills calm, clarity,
increased energy while reducing stress.
Course 1 is made of pranayama breathing techniques, preparatory
exercises for joints, stretching and relaxation techniques for meditation.
Here is an ability to grow progressively from yoga sequence that may
be followed at one’s own pace from beginner level at Course 1 or
through advanced level at Course 3.
The videos are designed to provide a comprehensive view of each
pose since provided are 3 different camera angles for all postures to
show lateral, frontal, and overhead views. Included are supportive
manuals to each lesson.
In Course 1 you will find:
4 progressive complete lessons listed as 1A, 1B, 1C and 1D.
7 Short Courses on pranayama breathing, joint preparation and
stretching.
84 pages of detailed manuals from Course 1A - 1D and the Short
Courses.
1A - 1D is 30 - 45 minutes in length. If there is only 5 - 25 minutes of
practice time then work with the Short Courses. After mastering Course
1 continue with Course 2 and 3.

Grade Results
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Authenticity on Twitter

Marketing

This Twitter Tutorial course is about helping YOU authentically use
Twitter! Many use automatic tools to broadcast information to their
followers or perhaps re-tweet an idea here and there. Twitter is so
much more than the tweet and re-tweet functionality. It can become a
powerful personal learning tool, a platform for giving, a competitive
intelligence resource and a great way to build a network and personal
reputation!
Approach
This Twitter tutorial course is primarily video based, but also includes
downloadable presentation files and a daily Twitter log to help you
implement the principles in your day-to-day Twitter usage.
Most lessons are set up in this format:
Introduction of the concept - video snippet from Rebecca, the Nudge
Village Strategist, introducing the concept.
Presentation of the concept - video presentation going into more detail
on the concepts from the introduction video.
Presentation PDF and Resource Links - downloadable files to take
with you after you leave the course.
The final lesson is actually a scenario. We take someone that is new
to Twitter and show how they can apply the principles shared in this
course in their Twitter usage. The "villager" is Sheila, the founder of the
Pennies of Time blog. You'll find out more about her great idea in the
twitter tutorial course!
Time Commitment
This course should take approximately one hour to complete.
Why take this course?
You may already be an avid Twitter user, but we hope that by following
some of the principles presented in this course, you will be able to
improve your conversations and relationships on Twitter.
Take this course Twitter Tutorial course right now and learn how to

Autism Spectrum Disorder

Medical

AutoCAD 2008 Essential Training

Architecture

The course culminates with a description of the ASD system of care,
an overview of the National Standards Report studies and treatments,
and an explanation of how evidence-based practices are established
and implemented.

AutoCAD is a computer-aided drafting and design program that is the
industry standard for a wide variety of 2D and 3D work. AutoCAD 2008
features several improvements over previous versions, but the core
functionality and workflows have remained consistent for years. Users
who have any of the more recent editions of the software will find
AutoCAD 2008 Essential Training to be a valuable resource. Instructor
Jeff Bartels has taught and used AutoCAD for a decade, and in this
course he focuses on the difficult to master concepts that matter most
to professional AutoCAD users. Exercise files accompany the course.
AutoCAD 2009: 2D Drafting Techniques
AutoCAD 2009: Annotation
AutoCAD 2009: Mastering References
Autocad 2010

Grade Results

Architecture
Architecture
Architecture
Design

Starting with understanding the Interface of Autocad 2010, you will be
amazed where you reach by the end of this course. With the wide
applications of Autocad in Mechanical, Architecture and Civil fields, this
is one software that you need to know to put down your engineering
ideas on paper. Learn to draft 2D models, to apply constrains,
dimension parts, to make 3D models in this well structured course of
Autocad.
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AutoCAD 2010 Essential Training

Computer Science

AutoCAD 2010 Essential Training covers the most important features
of this industry-standard 2D drafting and design application.
Professional designer Jeff Bartels begins with a tour of AutoCAD's
interface and the tools used to create basic shapes. He then focuses
on the methods used to modify and refine geometry while emphasizing
accuracy and good habits to build a solid design foundation. Jeff shows
how to use layers, line types, and colors to organize a drawing file and
explains how to efficiently annotate a design and prepare it for final
output. Throughout the course, Jeff shares techniques used in the
industry and reinforces the lessons with practical examples. Exercise
files accompany this course.

AutoCAD 2010 New Features

Architecture

In AutoCAD 2010 New Features, instructor Jeff Bartels highlights the
cutting-edge tools that can make any designer more productive and
creative in AutoCAD. Jeff walks through the new interface and the
updates to this version, focusing on the features used for editing,
measuring, and converting design geometry. He explores the
parametric constraint tools and how they can be used to produce truly
"smart" designs that speed the development process. Finally, Jeff
demonstrates how to use the freeform mesh modeling tools in the
creation of a 3D conceptual design. Exercise files accompany the
course.

AutoCAD 2011: Migrating from Windows to Mac

Architecture

AutoCAD 2011: Tips, Tricks, and Industry Secrets

Architecture

AutoCAD 2013 Essentials: 03 Editing and Organizing
Drawings

Computer Science

Properly managing a drawing is essential to being productive in
AutoCAD. In this course, author Jeff Bartels concentrates on the
Autodesk AutoCAD tools and features dedicated to organizing and
editing geometry. The course covers making selections, creating and
adjusting layers, identifying objects with hatch patterns, and scaling,
exploding, and joining elements. It also includes lessons on creating
fillets and chamfers, copying existing objects into rectangular or
circular patterns, and accessing specialized tools that make
measurements and calculations a lot easier.

AutoCAD 2013 Essentials: 06 Sharing Drawings with
Others

Computer Science

In this installment of AutoCAD Essentials, author Jeff Bartels shows
how to transition designs from concept to construction. Discover how to
create hard copies of your drawings that are printed to a measurable
scale, tie annotations to a plot scale, so text, dimensions, and callouts
are properly sized, and share drawings between different CAD
programs. Jeff also takes a close look at the DWF format, which
enables clients to mark up drawings without CAD software. The final
chapter includes a drawing challenge, where designers have an
opportunity to use what they've learned to complete a small project.

Grade Results
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AutoCAD 2014 - 2D Fundamentals

Design

Learning a complex program like Autodesk AutoCAD can seem like a
daunting task at first. I’m here to try and break down the the various
functions and tools of this drafting software into its essential and
fundamental parts. Luckily for us, a majority of the skills required to use
AutoCAD only require you to use a small percentage of the available
commands and just a bit of imagination. I’ll first be showing you how to
use these fundamental commands to try and get you working in the
shortest amount of time possible while trying to distill useful tricks of
the trade. This course will help guide your learning through exercises,
supplemental documents, and video instruction.
Why learn AutoCAD?
AutoCAD is a software used by many engineering and scientific
businesses. There is always a need for someone who can turn a
concept into an actual design to later be manufactured or built. By
taking this course you could open yourself up to new opportunities.
Some of the benefits for taking this course include:
Flexibility Learning
Learning by Watching and Doing
Becoming More Competitive in the Workforce
Understand What It Takes to Create a Design
What this course offers
Multiple Quiz Questions
Learning At Your Own Pace
Hours of Video Lessons
Exercise Files to Work With
Review Documents for Studying
Project Examples
Myself for Help
Topics Included
Setting up A work Environment
Templates
Customizations
Object Creation
Object Modification

AutoCAD 2014 Essentials: 02 Drawing Fundamentals

Computer Science

In this installment of AutoCAD 2014 Essentials, author Jeff Bartels
concentrates on the particulars of creating basic geometry in AutoCAD,
including assigning imperial or metric units of measurement, using
object snaps to control accuracy, and drawing and transforming basic
lines and shapes. The last chapter in the course tests your newfound
skills in a short project where you'll create a small mechanical part.

AutoCAD 2014 Essentials: 03 Editing and Organizing
Drawings

Computer Science

Properly managing a drawing is essential to being productive in
AutoCAD. In this AutoCAD 2014 Essentials course, author Jeff Bartels
concentrates on the tools and features dedicated to organizing and
editing geometry in AutoCAD. Learn how to make selections, create
and adjust layers, emphasize objects using hatch patterns, and scale,
explode, and join elements. The course also includes lessons on
creating fillets and chamfers, copying existing objects into rectangular
or circular patterns, and accessing specialized tools that make
measurements and calculations a lot easier. At the end, a challenge
drawing is provided to test your skills.

AutoCAD 2014 New Features

Computer Science

Start incorporating all the new features of Autodesk AutoCAD 2014 into
your CAD workflow. Author Jeff Bartels covers the new Autodesk 360–
enabled collaboration tools, enhanced command line with content and
search functionality, and georeferencing options. The new AutoCAD
productivity and security features are also explored. Plus learn about
working with point cloud data and virtual environments using Autodesk
ReCap.

AutoCAD Essentials 1: Interface and Drawing
Management
AutoCAD Essentials 2: Drawing Fundamentals

Architecture

AutoCAD Essentials 3: Editing and Organizing
Drawings

Architecture

Grade Results

Architecture
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AutoCAD Essentials 4: Annotating a Drawing
Architecture
AutoCAD Essentials 6: Sharing Drawings with Others Architecture
AutoCAD Tutorial

Design

An Innovative AutoCAD Tutorial
This is a tutorial that will help you learn the AutoCAD program quickly
and effectively. All the lessons are video recorded and they will guide
you step by step, demonstrating how to work with the program. Into
your hands, we give you 6,5 hour video teaching material created by a
design engineer!
What is AutoCAD?
AutoCAD 2D software is a common CAD design tool used by
professionals around the world. The program is used in different
industrial and business areas, such as nterior design, architecture,
mapping, surveying, manufacturing, electronics, landscaping, and
electrical, mechanical, or environmental engineering. It enables 2D
design, drafting and documantation. The AutoCAD 2D course prepares
to work in the environment of 2D Computer-Aided Design/Drafting
Learn AutoCAD with No Secrets
The course is constructed to satisfy the needs of beginners as well as
more advanced users. For this course you need to have one of the
2006-2010 AutoCAD versions. If you have never worked with
AutoCAD, a logical sequence of lessons will enable you to quickly
remember all its features. Since the layout of 2009 AutoCAD version is
different, the tutorial takes this difference into account and both a new
and old AutoCAD layouts are discussed. More advanced AutoCAD
users will surely appreciate examples that demonstrate how to
organize the work with many drawings by, for example, organizing
layers, grouping items, creating styles, moving items form one drawing
to the other, printing and creating your own libraries.
Is This Course for Me?
This course is designed both for the beginners and more advanced
AutoCAD users. The instructor starts with the basics, such us moving,
copying, scaling, grouping items, and working on layers. He
demonstrates how to make a floor plan and print it. Next, he teaches
you to make an engineering drawing and to effectively use other

AutoCAD: Tips, Tricks, and Industry Secrets

Grade Results

Computer Science

In AutoCAD 2011: Tips, Tricks, and Industry Secrets, Jeff Bartels
shows AutoCAD users how to become more efficient power users,
reducing the amount of time it takes to accomplish a task, increasing
profit margins, and strengthening marketplace competitiveness. The
course covers everything from shortcuts used in geometry creation, to
program customization, to real world solutions to common problems.
Interface customization, block and reference management skills, and
express tool usage are also covered. Exercise files are included with
the course.
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Autodesk Inventor 2014 Fundamentals

Design

This course will help guid you in learning what it takes to use Autodesk
Inventor 2014 to model, draw, assemble, and use various visualization
tools that will bring your designs to life. This course will not only show
you the fundamentals to creating 3D models but will also help you to
understand the tools that Inventor has to offer with various quiz
questions to test your knowledge of using the software.
Why learn Autodesk Inventor?
Inventor is a software used by many engineering and scientific
businesses. There is always a need for someone who can turn a
concept into an actual design to later be manufactured or built. Having
the ability to create 3D models for prototyping can greatly help you
perfect your design and save costs of having to build it before seeing
what it looks like. By taking this course you could open yourself up to
new opportunities. Some of the benefits for taking this course include:
Flexibility Learning
Learning by Watching and Doing
Becoming More Competitive in the Workforce
Understand What It Takes to Create a Design
What this course offers
Multiple Quiz Questions
Learning At Your Own Pace
Hours of Video Lessons
Exercise Files to Work With
Review Documents for Studying
Project Examples
Myself for Help
Topics Included
Setting up A work Environment
Sketching
Work Features
Placed Features
Sketched Features
Assemblies
Dimensioning

Autodesk Maya 2013

Design

Autodesk Maya remains the industry standard for creating 3D content-and with good reason! Maya's robust and expansive toolset includes
incredible modeling, UV layout, surfacing, lighting, rigging, animation,
dynamics, and rendering tools. In fact, this toolset is so extensive and
deep that many game and broadcast studios use Maya exclusively for
all of their CG production needs. In this introductory VTC course, we
will dive into Maya 2013 and touch on all of the different Maya modules
by applying these tools to a series of fun exercises. This title is a selfpaced software training course delivered via pre-recorded video. We
do not provide additional information outside of the posted content.
Work files for this course can be downloaded from the first lecture.

Grade Results
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Autodesk Mudbox 2013

Design

Autodesk Mudbox is one of the leading digital sculpting and texture
painting applications available to 3D professionals and enthusiasts.
With an uncluttered workspace and powerful tools, you can focus on
creating amazing pieces of art.

New to Mudbox 2013 are multipurpose curves, that you can draw on
your models or in the world space, customizable workspaces, hard
edge and crease support (for use in conjunction with 3D applications
that include this functionality). There is also support for tiled paint and
sculpt detail, the ability to flip and mirror your objects, support for 16-bit
Photoshop files, and more. And, behind the scenes are workflow
enhancements like the new Gigatexel engine, for working with more
pixels than ever before.
Now, more than ever, 3D artists have the tools they need to take their
sculptures and textures to the next level. Professional illustrator,
television animation art director, and writer Dwayne Ferguson gives
you an in-depth look at Mudbox 2013, taking you through the tools and
features you will need to master to take your 3D creativity to the next
level.
This title is a self-paced software training course delivered via prerecorded video. We do not provide additional information outside of the
posted content.
Work files for this course can be downloaded from the first lecture.
Autodesk Sketchbook Pro 6 for Desktop and iPad

Design

Autodesk Sketchbook Pro is now one of the most popular art creation
applications on both desktop and mobile devices like the iPad. Used by
a wide range of people, from cartoonists and product designers to
concept artists and painters, Sketchbook Pro has the tools and speed
to make the creative process intuitive and enjoyable. In this VTC
course, you will learn how to use the interface, create brushes,
customize marking menus, and much more. Author and expert Dwayne
Ferguson will not only demonstrate tips that will increase your
productivity (such as how to set up your Wacom tablet and stylus to
enhance your workflow), but he will also provide several invaluable
pointers on letting your imagination go. Get started now and you will be
on your way to mastering this amazing application on both the desktop
and iPad versions of Sketchbook Pro in no time at all!
This title is a self-paced software training course delivered via prerecorded video. We do not provide additional information outside of the
posted content.
Work files for this course can be downloaded from the first lecture.
Automatic Speech Recognition

Computer Science
6.345 introduces students to the rapidly developing field of automatic
speech recognition. Its content is divided into three parts. Part I deals
with background material in the acoustic theory of speech production,
acoustic-phonetics, and signal representation. Part II describes
algorithmic aspects of speech recognition systems including pattern
classification, search algorithms, stochastic modelling, and language
modelling techniques. Part III compares and contrasts the various
approaches to speech recognition, and describes advanced
techniques used for acoustic-phonetic modelling, robust speech
recognition, speaker adaptation, processing paralinguistic information,
speech understanding, and multimodal processing.

Grade Results
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Autonomous Mobile Robots

Engineering
Robots are rapidly evolving from factory workhorses, which are
physically bound to their work-cells, to increasingly complex machines
capable of performing challenging tasks in our daily environment. The
objective of this course is to provide the basic concepts and algorithms
required to develop mobile robots that act autonomously in complex
environments. The main emphasis is put on mobile robot locomotion
and kinematics, environment perception, probabilistic map based
localization and mapping, and motion planning. The lectures and
exercises of this course introduce several types of robots such as
wheeled robots, legged robots and drones.

Autotune 7

Music
A thorough guide to using Antares Autotune 7. This sequence of video
tutorials answers all Autotune 7 questions, including more that others
forget to ask. This course demonstrates Autotune 7 and covers all the
features and functions it offers. Both Auto and Graphic Modes are
investigated including 'Time Control'. Also, setting up Autotune 7 in
your DAW - we use Cubase 6 but the skills hown can easily be
translated to other DAWs. Additionally, tips and tricks are illustrated
including how to achieve the popular 'over tuned' vocal effect made
famous by Cher, I believe! You'll be up and running in next to no time.

Avid Media Composer 5 Getting Started

Film Studies
In Avid Media Composer 5 Getting Started, author Steve Holyhead
explores the tools and techniques in Media Composer for producing
great looking video, as well as the basics of high definition media
formats. This course walks through the video production workflow from
input to editing to output, covers key information such as trim concepts
and frame rates, and introduces techniques such as color correction,
footage stabilization, and real-time audio effects. Exercise files
accompany the course.

Avid Media Composer 6

Design

Avid Media Composer is the standard when it comes to film and video
editing. Version 6.5 brings additional features and power to the postproduction process. This VTC course explores these features along
with the basics of operation. Author Sam McGuire demonstrates how to
use this software in a variety of situations using provided media work
files. From importing and capturing to adding effects and finishing, this
course is an excellent resource for anyone who wants to learn how to
use Media Composer. This title is a self-paced software training course
delivered via pre-recorded video. We do not provide additional
information outside of the posted content.
Work files for this course can be downloaded from the first lecture.
Avid Media Composer 6 Essential Training

Film Studies
In this course, author Ashley Kennedy demonstrates basic and
intermediate video editing techniques in Avid Media Composer. The
course explains how to build sequences, mix audio, apply effects, and
color-correct footage. The course also shows how to create titles,
manage and output media, capture and import footage, and
troubleshoot common post-production issues.

Avid Media Composer 7 Essential Training

Film Studies
Avid Media Composer is among the dominant nonlinear editing
solutions in the film and television industry and it's a must-know for
aspiring filmmakers. Join author Ashley Kennedy in this course, as she
demonstrates basic and intermediate video editing techniques in Media
Composer. Learn how to build sequences—everything from simple
montages to more complex, interview-based packages—and mix
audio, apply effects, and color-correct footage. The course also shows
how to create titles, capture and import footage, manage and output
media, and troubleshoot common post-production issues, so you'll be
prepared to take your movie all the way from concept to creation. Note:
This course is an update to Avid Media Composer 6 Essential Training,
with additional movies to reflect applicable changes in version 7.

Grade Results
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Avid Xpress Pro 5.5 Essential Editing

Film Studies
All filmmakers and television producers (budding and experienced
alike) will probably use an Avid product at some point in their careers.
Avid Xpress Pro 5.5 Essential Editing covers the latest version of this
high-end editing application, from the basics of using its interface to the
ins and outs of rendering, creating titles and credits, and importing and
exporting footage. Chris also demonstrates a range of hands-on editing
techniques. Exercise files accompany this training.

Avoiding Genomic Instability: DNA Replication, the
Cell Cycle, and Cancer

Science
In this class we will learn about how the process of DNA replication is
regulated throughout the cell cycle and what happens when DNA
replication goes awry. How does the cell know when and where to
begin replicating its DNA? How does a cell prevent its DNA from being
replicated more than once? How does damaged DNA cause the cell to
arrest DNA replication until that damage has been repaired? And how
is the duplication of the genome coordinated with other essential
processes? We will examine both classical and current papers from
the scientific literature to provide answers to these questions and to
gain insights into how biologists have approached such problems.

AVP Course
Awakening Universal Mind

Education
Basic Skills

My first course
Course Overview: This is a course for anyone interested in Awakening
their Light Nature within.This course is for anyone who feels that there
is more to life than what they have thought, felt, seen or experienced
with their five physical senses.
We are all Energy Beings that are on the path of Universal Truth.
You will receive with this course a copy of the PDF book "Awaken"
which is the core teachings of this very unique path; and also the PDF
book "Awaken Celestial Nature" along with MP3 audio lessons and
Guided Meditation for Energy Development.
With this path there are certain rules in this Universe that we can use
to our advantage so that we can “Awaken” to the truth that each one of
us has unlimited resources and possibilities to direct and control our
life to be exactly what we would like it to be.
You should take this course with a completely open mind and you too
shall see just how easy it is to understand and use the “Supreme
Principles Of Being” to bring peace, happiness, power and success
into your life. All of the Skills that you will learn here are very Powerful
and once understood; will change your life forever. All of your
questions about Truth, life and the Universe will be answered. You will
know what the people around you are thinking and feeling. You will be
able to direct Universal Energies with your thoughts, feelings, words
and deed; which will allow you to take complete charge of every facet
your life and environment. These Principles will empower you with
creative abilities that should be only in the hands of the Enlightened.
Here are just a few things that we can help you with: Intellectual Group
Discussions, One on One Personal Guidance, Awakening
Consciousness, Connecting with Universal Mind,Transforming Body to
Light Energy, Awakening Celestial Nature, Thought Transference, Light
Energy Healing, Energy Body Awareness, Directing Universal
Energies, Positive Thinking, Deep Meditation, Inner Peace, Personal
Growth, and Oneness.
Info: about the Founder of New Earth
White Wolf the founder of "New Earth" and teacher of "Awakening

Aweber Crash Course

Business
Want to learn aweber from scratch? Then this course is for you.
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AWK Essential Training

Computer Science

So you've got a large data set. New information is always coming in,
and it's messy and inconsistent. Text files, Excel spreadsheets, web
forms, email messages, and so on. You'd like to find a way to format it
into something clean and consistent you can use in a database, and
you'd like to automate that process as much as possible. Enter AWK, a
command-line tool for Mac, Unix, and Linux that allows you to
manipulate data in powerful ways.

Axure RP Pro for Total Beginners

Design

In this course, award-winning author and teacher David D. Levine
shows you how to use AWK to read and write data in a variety of
formats, produce reports, and automate repetitive tasks. He reviews
the nuts and bolts of the language, such as field separators, pattern
matching, variables, operators, expressions, and control structures;
functions available for manipulating data; and integration with other
programs like Excel.
This course is nearly free so you can get to know (and love) my
teaching style. It's also the foundation for my additional Axure courses.
This course has nearly an hour of video content. If you want to pause
the videos and try what I'm saying, then it will take you more than an
hour to go through.
This beginners course is a great starting point. If you want to go further
with Axure training, check out my other courses or contact me for
personalised, private training.
Through my consulting company, Brass Flowers, I am one of just a
handful of companies (worldwide) approved by Axure as a trainer.
Want to be among the first to get updates on my live and video Axure
training? Join my mailing list!
What Is Axure?
Axure is software available for Windows and Macs that allows people
who work in UX (user experience), interaction design, development,
design, or product management to create flow charts, wireframes, and
interactive clickable prototypes. Axure's main competitors are
Omnigraffle and Visio for wireframing and JustInMind for prototyping.
Axure easily handles low, medium, and high fidelity wireframes and
prototypes. It can also handle data sets, variables, listeners, mobile
interactions, and a seemingly endless heap of great features. Clickable
interactive prototypes that work on desktop and/or mobile are great for
socialising, user testing, and documentation.
Axure can publish HTML, CSS, Javascript, and Jquery (not for
production servers, please!) and can also generate a variety of spec
documents. Published Axure files can be uploaded to your own hosting
or straight through the software to the Axure Share site at
axshare.com. Axure now lets you host up to 1000 prototypes for free
(password protection on each is optional).
Whether you need to show a quick mockup or reproduce a polished
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Axure RP Pro For Wireframes

Design

This course assumes you have taken or are already familiar with the
content presented in my Beginners course. If you want to go further
with Axure training, check out my other courses or contact me for
personalised, private training.
This course has around 75 minutes of video content. If you want to
pause the videos and try what I'm saying, then it will take you more
than 75 minutes to go through.
Through my consulting company, Brass Flowers, I am one of just a
handful of companies (worldwide) approved by Axure as a trainer.
I will soon be creating Axure courses for prototyping.
Want to be among the first to get updates on my live and video Axure
training? Join my mailing list!
What Is Axure?
Axure is software available for Windows and Macs that allows people
who work in UX (user experience), interaction design, development,
design, or product management to create flow charts, wireframes, and
interactive clickable prototypes. Axure's main competitors are
Omnigraffle and Visio for wireframing and JustInMind for prototyping.
Axure easily handles low, medium, and high fidelity wireframes and
prototypes. It can also handle data sets, variables, listeners, mobile
interactions, and a seemingly endless heap of great features. Clickable
interactive prototypes that work on desktop and/or mobile are great for
socialising, user testing, and documentation.
Axure can publish HTML, CSS, Javascript, and Jquery (not for
production servers, please!) and can also generate a variety of spec
documents. Published Axure files can be uploaded to your own hosting
or straight through the software to the Axure Share site at
axshare.com. Axure now lets you host up to 1000 prototypes for free
(password protection on each is optional).
Whether you need to show a quick mockup or reproduce a polished
product, Axure is a great tool to know well. Many UX employers are
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Babysitting Certification

Babysitting

Rated 5 stars!
4 year certiciation!
Student Testimonials:
"This course helped me successfully on getting the perfect babysitting
Job. I loved how this course showed me the steps of being the perfect
babysitter! I enjoyed it very much!" -Trey
"This course is great and very imformative! I have learn alot from here
and I put it to good use. If you haven't use this course yet then by all
means go try it out. I guranteed you will loe it :)" -Minh Tran
Take this course if you want to become a certified babysitter.
WHAT IS A CERTIFIED BABYSITTER?
Certified babysitters, unlike regular babysitters, are individuals who
have received specialized training in babysitting duties and
responsibilities.
CERTIFIED BABYSITTER WAGE:
Your next babysitting job after earning the certification should earn you
more than the price of this class. According to SimplyHired the average
wage as of 2013 for a certified babysitter was $24,000 a year. Please
note this is American average your experience may vary.
According to Ralph M. Shenefelt, General Manager of the American
Safety & Health Institute (ASHI)
"While experience is important, it's not enough that someone has been
watching children for years or that they have raised their own children.
People who watch children should be professionally trained."
Back 2 The Basics

Music
The Back 2 Basics gospel piano course is an essential course for any
musician stepping into the world of Gospel piano. This course is
designed to cover all of the foundational elements essential for any
gospel keyboardist.
This course covers:

Back to Basics Weaving Course

hair & beauty

Back to School Web Development and Programming
Bundle

Computer Science

Grade Results

Scales
The Number Sytem
Intervals
Chords
Inversions
Chord Progressions
Song Application
This course will systematically guide you through the core concepts
while demonstrating their relationship with the music you hope to play.
This course is hands on and requires you to involve yourself.
“Back to Basics Weaving, Braiding & Styling,” your ticket to increased
income and skill enhancement.
It's that time of year again! This course includes HTML, HTML5, CSS,
CSS3, C++, C#, JavaScript, jQuery, and GameSalad!
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Back To War - Photoshop Retouching

Photography
In this Retouching Course, I will show you my complete retouching
workflow from A to Z. We will cover, over 2,5 Hours of pure retouching,
in 9 chapters and 21 video lessons. I will convey the basic knowledge
of shooting such a project in the first section. Continuing with raw
conversions and image build up in the following sections. After that
we'll continue with advanced retouching techniques, skin retouching,
light control, dodge & burn, colour grades and final touch-ups, which
are displayed in the last chapters.

Backbone Tutorial: Learn Backbonejs from Scratch

Computer Science

This course includes the following materials - RAW & PSD Files
Want to learn how to write clean, maintainable, testable Javascript
code?
There are many libraries and frameworks to help you structure your
Javascript code. BackboneJS is one of them.

In this course, I'll take you on a step-by-step journey to learn Backbone
from novice to ninja. You'll learn everything you need to know to build
structured and maintainable real-world applications with Backbone.

You don't need any prior knowledge of Backbone. Only basic
understanding of Javascript and jQuery is enough to take this course.

We start with the big picture
You'll learn the basic building blocks of Backbone and what they are
used for. Then, I'll show you a real-world example of an application
built with Backbone and explain how those building blocks work
together in action.
Then we start learning Backbone.js from scratch
Once you get the big picture, we start learning Backbone in a practical,
hands-on way from scratch. Lectures are short, concise and up to the
point, without wasting your time. I hate courses that waste students'
time (with too much rambling) and I've done my best to make sure I
won't waste your time in this course!
Each section includes:
An introduction that tells you what you're gonna learn
A few lectures, each teaching you new concepts, in a step-by-step
fashion
A cheat sheet for you to quickly review what you've learned
A mini project or assignment for you to apply what you've learned
Backstage Pass: Secrets From Silicon Valley

Business

Bacteria and Chronic Infections

Medical

The main stage will feature workshops with the greatest business
innovators of our time — who will reveal how they turned a fledgling
idea into a game-changing business.
Then, join us backstage for candid interviews with the world-renowned
instructors, surprise special guests, Q&A with creativeLIVE’s cofounders, and a look inside our new San Francisco studio. Don’t miss
this unprecedented, all-access pass inside Silicon Valley — and
creativeLIVE’s exciting future.
This course will give you an introduction to bacteria and chronic
infections. Leading experts in the field will make you familiar with the
fundamental concepts of microbiology and bacteriology such as single
cell bacteria, biofilm formation, and acute and chronic infections.

Baking Normal and AO Maps for Games with 3ds Max Design
In this tutorial we’ll show you all the necessary tips and tricks when
baking Normal and Ambient Occlusion maps in 3ds Max, as well as
explain the ins and outs of how to get perfect bakes from a high res
mesh down to a game-ready low res mesh.
Balance and Bliss
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Balancing Work and Life

Business
Learn how to have it all and enjoy it all by balancing your life and work.
In this talk, author and business coach Dave Crenshaw explores smart
strategies to make work a focus at work and give yourself time to enjoy
your time at home. In the bonus Q&A chapter, he tackles tough
questions like these: What are the warning signs that my life is out of
balance? How do I keep balance when I travel so frequently? How do I
balance work, life, and school?

Balloon Bending

Design
In this course, you will learn how to bend balloons into various animals
and objects.
It starts with simple models and makes it's way to more advanced
balloons.
You will learn to bend the following:
The different types of twists
Learn to make 2 types of dogs
Learn to make 2 types of swords
Learn to make a butterfly
Learn to make a flower
Learn to make a lion
Learn to make a teddy bear
Bonus Videos:
How to make a snake
How to do a silly trick.

Banners Broker Promotion
BarMax UBE - Family Law
Baroque Art to Neoclassicism
Bartend Like A Mad Man

Marketing
Law
History
Food

BarMax UBE - Family Law

We all drink and as such are constantly looking for that trusty go-to bar
with quality drinks, good atmosphere, and great company. This class
will turn your home, or anywhere you are, into your favorite bar. Want a
good martini after a long day? Want to impress your friends at your
next dinner party? Maybe you just don't want to get all dressed up to go
out and have a drink. This class will help you learn some simple, but
impressive cocktails that will turn you into your favorite bartender.
'Wait- I don't have all the tools and ingredients needed'
No worries. All you need is a martini shaker and a wooden spoon to
succeed at bartending in this course. In keeping with the Mad Men
theme, you will learn how to make a classic martini, old-fashioned,
sazerac, gimlet, whiskey sour, and manhattan -all cocktails debuted in
the series and have since come back into favor in the mixology world.
While we go through each I will talk about some common variations as
well as some brief history that about the origins of the drinks. This is
less of a formal class and more of a one-on-one with your bartenderyou will learn though.
By the end of this course you will not only know a few great time
honored drinks but have the foundation and confidence to explore
further into the fine art of bartending.
I look forward to mixing with you!
-Kati
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Bartending 101: Seven Simple and Delicious Drinks

Food

Learn how to make 7 unique and delicious drinks perfected by
Stonehurst Manor's award winning bartender Michael Rego. Michael
has been mixing drinks since 2008 and is one of the main events at the
Manor for all of their guests and visitors. People love Michael and love
his drinks even more!
Stonehurst Manor is a luxury boutique NH hotel that gives you a
private mansion hotel experience in the White Mountains of New
Hampshire. They are known for their food and drink as well as their
gorgeous accomodations and friendly staff.

Bases Matemáticas: Integrales

Mathematics
Este curso se concibe como una revisión de los conceptos básicos del
cálculo diferencial, necesarios para los primeros cursos de aquellos
estudios universitarios en los que se imparte matemáticas. Nuestro
objetivo es proporcionar un curso básico sobre funciones y derivadas,
incluyendo sus aplicaciones.

Basic 5Ps of Marketing and Entrepreneurship

Business

Basic Arithmetic

Mathematics

Learn about the basic 5Ps of Marketing from a young persons
perspective and Ruslan Kogans Story
This course is a review of Basic Arithmetic skills that serve as a
prerequisite for placement into and success in pre-college and collegelevel algebra courses. In this course, primary emphasis will be placed
on fundamental operations with whole numbers, fractions, decimals,
and integers. Other topics covered include proportions, percentages,
representations of data, geometric figures, and measurement.

Basic Behavioral Neurology

Science
This course will survey fundamental principles of cognitive and
behavioral neurology. The emphasis of the course will be on the neural
mechanisms underlying aspects of cognition and on diseases that
affect intellect and behavior. No prior background in neurology,
medicine, or neuroscience is required.

basic computer skills
Basic Concepts of Music
Basic Course on DIR program

Computer Science
Music
Education

Basic English Certificate Course

Foreign Language

A real college music theory class, now available for everyone.
Дізнайтесь як навчити вашу дитину виконувати "чергування"
(Ukrainian)
Watch | Learn | Speak English and get a certificate of completion.

Basic Firefighter Course

Grade Results

The course targets those who have the desire to become registered as
a volunteer firefighter in the state of Georgia.
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Basic Food Photography

Photography

With Basic Food Photography, you can quickly learn to take stunning
food photos even if you’ve never picked up a camera and never styled
a plate of food!
Thanks to social media, food photography is now a big deal. Sites like
Instagram and Pinterest make it easier than ever to take pictures of
food and share them with millions of viewers. But getting your pictures
noticed requires so much more than just a well-composed snapshot...
The problem is, Food photography is uniquely challenging because it
demands the perfect balance of artistic and technical skills. A great
food photographer knows how to combine the technical skills of taking
well-composed pictures with the artistic skills of styling gorgeous food
scenes.
That's the goal of Basic Food Photography – this 27-lesson video
course weaves together the art and the technology behind food
photography in a way that you can put into practice. The skills you
learn here will help you take stunning photos from start to finish anytime, anywhere, with any camera.
Specifically, Basic Food Photography will teach you these core skills:

Basic jQuery

Computer Science

Basic Mandarin Chinese – Level 1

Foreign Language

Basic Physics

Science

Basic Piano Hymn Playing

Music

Food Storytelling - Learn to give your pictures power by telling a
delicious story through the food and the scene.
Food Styling - If the food looks unappealing, so will the photos. Learn
to style your food in ways that are photogenic to create stunning
pictures.
Scene Composition - Compose beautiful and structured food scenes
that make best use of lighting, surfaces, accents, and more.
Photo Shooting - Learn how to get the most from your equipment (from
iPhone to DSLR) to take gorgeous, well-composed food photos every
time.
Image Processing - The goal with any food photo is to make it look
realistic. This can be enhanced with a few key editing effects that you’ll
learn how to apply.
Sharing - Gain recognition for your work by applying techniques that
engage the social web around the delicious photos you’ve learned how
to create.
Provides an introduction to jQuery selectors, selection manipulation,
and object manipulation.
Take the first step towards learning Mandarin Chinese, the most
commonly spoken language in the world.
Learn some basic principles of physics that help you understand how
the world around you works.

This is a basic course on piano hymn playing.
Learn how to improvise simple piano hymns using broken chords. The
playing of broken chords sounds much better than playing 4 part hymn
arrangements which are found in many hymnals.
This course is intended for those who already know basic piano
playing and how to play basic chords.
The playing of the following piano hymns will be demonstrated:
What A Friend We Have In Jesus
Amazing Grace
Jesus Loves Even Me
He Leadeth Me
Near The Cross
Silent Night
There Is A Fountain
The Haven Of Rest
The Lily Of The Valley
Learning On The Everlasting Arms
To God Be The Glory
For many free piano mp3 hymns,visit http://www.hymnpod.com
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Basic Statistics

Mathematics
Understanding statistics is essential to understand research in the
social and behavioral sciences. In this course you will learn the basics
of statistics; not just how to calculate them, but also how to evaluate
them. This course will also prepare you for the next course in the
specialization - the course Inferential Statistics.

Basic TESOL Certificate Course

Foreign Language

Basic WordPress Training for Site Managers

Marketing

Basic TESOL Certification Course: A 17 video module course covering
all the basics to teach English.

This course covers how to manage your previously built WordPress
website for your business. Perhaps a web designer built your site for
your company and now it's up to you to manage it. You probably had
some cursory direction given to you, but maybe you have already
forgotten it or need a little hand holding now that it's time to make some
updates.
PRICE WILL BE INCREASING TO $197 SEPTEMBER 15! SECURE
YOUR INTRODUCTORY RATE NOW!
This course will guide you through everything you need to create great
looking posts, adding pages, adding some great looking photo
galleries, assigning user roles for managing the site, what plug-ins can
do for you, what plug-ins you should have, managing SPAM, how to
encourage social sharing, how to add video, using best SEO practices
and more. I'll even show you how to add PayPal buttons on your site to
collect payments.
You will watch over my shoulder as I walk you through the ins-andouts of your WordPress site. By the end of this course you will be able
to confidently manage your WordPress company website and make it
look great during the process.
Each lecture in this course is broken down to it's most essential
aspect. The course is meant to save you valuable time (since this may
not be your only job description) and can be easily referenced when
you need reinforcement when it comes to editing your site. Did you
forget how to do something? Don't know how to do something? Just
reference the course and jump in right where you need to.
Since all WordPress Themes are different, I have set up a private
Facebook group where I can address specific theme issues or
elaborate on any particular item. What is covered here will give you the
fundamentals you need and enable you to keep your site looking great
while taking the hassle out of learning a new skill set or improving upon
your current one.
Basic Accounting, Financial Statement Analysis, Using Excel to build
Financials
Learn how ETF's can be a powerful investment tool available to any
investor.

Basics of Business Finance

Finance

Basics of ETF Investing

Finance

Basics of Impact Cratering & Geological,
Geophysical, Geochemical, Environmental Studies of
Some Impact Craters of the Earth

Science

Basics of Management and Entrepreneurship

Business

Learn all basic skills of management and entrepreneurship for better
work success and development of organizations .

Battleship!

Computer Science

In this project we will make a simplified version of the classic board
game Battleship! We'll use functions, lists, and conditionals to make
our game.
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There are now about 170 identified impact craters on the Earth, and
this number is growing, ever since the well known discovery of Meteor
Crater in 1920s. Currently, multi-interdisciplinary research studies of
impact structures are getting conducted in fields like mineralogy,
petrology, environmental geology, and marine biology. The course
objectives are to introduce basic principles of impact cratering,
understand the application of analytical tools, and become familiar with
geological, geochemical and environmental studies.
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BC Math 10 Provincial Exam Practice

Education

This course is designed to help BC Math 10 students maximize their
performance on the Grade 10 Provincial Exam.
Clear and concise video solutions are provided for 8 exam-style
chapter tests and a full length 60-question final exam.
These practice tests are meant to supplement your classroom learning
experience. This course is ideal for students who are preparing for an
upcoming chapter test or final exam. Be sure that you can do every
question on your own without external help.
Invest in your education and aim for a government scholarship!

BCom Accounting
BCOR 101: Intro to Coaching + CEC's

Education

Who takes this course?
This course is designed for anyone new to the fitness industry, existing
trainers seeking a competive edge, all BCOR employees, and
everyone needing quick CEC's.
This online course was developed so you could conveniently earn a
BCOR Level 1 Certification + CEC's from anywhere in the world, at
your own pace, and around your schedule. Over 600 Certified BCOR
Coaches sacrificed an entire weekend day, on location, to earn the
same. You have it easy!
Ernroll in this course to learn how to create FUN boot camp classes
for a wide range of individuals in any environment. We also teach you
how to create the best overall experience for your members keeping
them coming back for years to come.
Upon completion of this course, register with us as a certified partner
and we can send you dozens, hundreds, even thousands of customers
practically overnight.
LEARN MORE: http://www.bcor.net/partners/
The introduction and 7 sections included in this course are:
Introduction
Course preview.
Dynamic Warm-up
BCOR’s proprietary dynamic warm-up revealed.
Exercise Psychology
How to keep your members motivated.
Customer Service
How to exceed your members expectations.
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Be a Jedi Master of Internet Marketing in 2014 All
Inclusive

Marketing

The ONLY Internet Marketing Course You Will EVER Need to Enroll In
on Udemy to be successful online!
Have you been struggling in the world of Internet Marketing? Have you
been attempting to start your own online business for years only to stay
stuck in the mud? Have you been thinking about starting your own
business and just don't know where to begin? Do you currently own a
small business and want to learn how you can take it to the next level
online??
I hate to start with such a salesy headline... but if you answered 'Yes'
to any of the above questions, this Jedi Master Course is for YOU!
In this course, Be a Jedi Master of Internet Marketing in 2014, you will
discover everything you need to know to successfully build your own
internet marketing empire overnight. You will be taken by the hand by
me, Co-Founder and CEO of Beach City Marketing & Graphics, Travis
Pastore and shown all the necessary elements to marketing a small
business online in 2014. You will then be able to take this knowledge
and develop your own business just like I did and achieve
SUSTAINABLE substantial income online.
Join me, as we go step-by-step on this journey together through the
world of Digital Marketing. The following video lessons will show you
everything you need to know; from purchasing your first domain name,
setting up a re-seller web hosting account, changing DNS settings,
how to work with FTP or cPanel, WordPress plugins and themes
specifically designed for internet marketing, keyword planning and
SEO research & development, SERP rankings, local search engine
marketing, social media and viral marketing, finding, contacting and
maintaining clients and even more bonus tips & tricks sprinkled in
along the way…
What Bonuses You Ask!?
BONUS #1 - I will show and GIVE YOU a One-Click Internet Marketing
Consultant Wordpress Theme to make setting up your Internet
Marketing business as easy as changing around a few words!
BONUS #2 - I will show you all the latest SEO & Backlink Tips & Tricks

Be a Leader, Develop a Leader

Business

The objectives of this MOOC are to enable you to learn from applying
concepts, exercises and learning from the four other MOOCs in this
specialization. Learners involved in our programs over the decades
have repeatedly told us that going over the material several times
helps them progressively delve into the meaning and application of the
ideas and experiences. As a result, we have designed this capstone so
that it would be the third iteration of working with the ideas and
experiences about effective leadership and inspiring its development in
others. The first iteration was during one of the other MOOCs in terms
of the videos, readings, Forum chats and reflective exercises. The
second iteration was doing one of the personal learning or action
learning assignments in one of the MOOCs that involved talking to
others and writing an essay about the experience. If you had not done
the Action learning assignment, then one of the two projects for this
MOOC would involve doing it. The third is reviewing and revising your
analysis of the experience as the Capstone project to show evidence
that you can Be a Leader and help another Develop as a Leader.
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Be a Photoshop Guru

Photography

Learn how to use Photoshop’s tools creatively and be a Photoshop
Guru. Whether you have been using Photoshop for years or are
learning for the first time, you will quickly discover new applications to
create stunning images with this photography video. Much more than
just a how-to Photoshop video, “Be a Photoshop Guru” introduces the
most important tools in Photoshop and then gives you very creative
ways of applying them for amazing results. This program doesn’t just
simply show what the tools do; it shows you how to use them in your
photography! In this video Jim uses CS4, however this program is
designed to help users of any version of Photoshop because it focuses
on techniques rather than teaching a specific version of Photoshop. It
does not require the user to be working with CS4 to learn Photoshop.

Be Free of Diseases! Stop Drinking! Quit Smoking!

Health And Nutrition

Help yourself and your relatives live full and happy lives free from
diseases and bad habits!
If you or your relatives have problems with health, alcohol, or nicotine
dependence, I’m ready to help you right now!
My name is Emelianov Anatoly. I’m a parapsychologist and psychic.
My extrasensory abilities were inherited from my grandfather and
father. Every day many people come to me. Every day I receive
patients. But unfortunately, I cannot consult everybody face-to-face. My
aim is to use my abilities in the most productive way to help as many
people as possible. That is the reason I’ve decided to make a video
course that can help even those who cannot come to see me. The
video has the same effectiveness as if one had visited me personally.
I’ve been practicing my healing sessions since 1982. Since then, I’ve
successfully treated more than 3,000 people.
Traditional medicine cannot offer any drug that is able to treat you
totally. It gives nothing but a temporary relief and negative
consequences at the same time.
Moreover, modern medicine will never want you to be healthy. The
medical industry, as all the other industries, is aimed at constant and
increasing profit. Do you think drug producers are interested in your
treatment? Who will buy their products if you don’t? They would be
bankrupt. This is obvious.
- How do you treat yourself once and for all?
- How do you regain health?
- How do you make all your illnesses stop troubling you and start
feeling really healthy?
- How do you give up drinking and smoking?
There is a very simple, effective, and proved solution. I’m talking about
my unique healing sessions, which have no analogs in the world.

Be Persuasive: Write a Convincing Position Paper or
Policy Advice (Project-Centered Course)

Basic Skills

BE101x: Behavioural Economics in Action

Economics

Grade Results

In this project-centered course, you will learn everything you need to
research and present an effective and persuasive position paper or
policy advice. We recommend you sign up for a certificate as this
course is on premium grading and you will only enjoy the full benefit of
the project if you can join in with the assignments. In addition this
course contains the exciting opportunity to research and analyze
historical decisionmaking, international relations, business cases and
battles in an effort to truly understand constructing a convincing
argument.

Learn to use principles and methods of behavioural economics to
change behaviours, improve welfare and make better products and
policy.
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Beat Google HummingBird And Reclaim Your Google Marketing
Ranking

Google HummingBird was implemented in August 2013, and according
to Google itself, it's the biggest change in Google search engine
technology in the last 15 years. This has changed the way you do
business online, and the way pages are ranked on Google.
In this nearly 3 hours video course, I talk about Google HummingBird,
how it works, what's the technology that runs it, how it changes the
search engine, and what you'll need to do get ranked on Google
henceforth.
If you own a blog or an Internet website, you need this course to make
sure that you retain your rankings, and you are able to exploit this
wonderful new opportunity to rank highly on Google.
This course also covers bad SEO techniques that you're already
using, which will harm your site, and the good SEO techniques that you
must start using to get good Google rankings.
Beat the CFA: 2012 CFA Level I Financial Reporting
Review

Finance

Beauty Therapy - Massage and Body Treatments

Beauty

Study the CFA Level 1 exam's most important material ANYWHERE
with our Digital Flash Cards + MP3 Audio Highlights Review

Whether you are planning on starting your own business, are an
independent beauty therapist or esthetician seeking employment from
a top spa, are currently training but want to ensure you qualify with
flying colours, or simply want to take your passion for beauty therapy to
a new level, Beauty School Online: Body is perfect for you.
Combining videos, written materials, interactive exercises and other
resources, our highly practical course will teach you all you need to
deliver professional-standard body massage, conditioning, waxing,
tanning and nail treatments.
Our author, Louise Teather, graduated from the prestigious London
School of Beauty and Make-up with both a CIBTAC and CIDESCO
international diploma - the highest accolade in the beauty industry.
Combined with a BSC (Hons) degree in psychology and hundreds of
hours of experience in delivering beauty therapy treatments to a
plethora of clients, Louise is certain to revolutionize your body beauty
treatment skills.

Beauty Therapy – Facials, Eyebrows and Eyelash
Treatments

Beauty
Whether you are planning on starting your own business, are an
independent beauty therapist or esthetician seeking employment from
a top spa, are currently training but want to ensure you qualify with
flying colours, or simply want to take your passion for beauty therapy to
a new level, Beauty School Online: Face is perfect for you.
Combining videos, written materials, interactive exercises and other
resources, our highly practical course will teach you all you need to
deliver professional-standard facials and eyebrow shaping, eyebrow
and eyelash tinting, eyelash extension and eyelash perming and
raising treatments.
Our author, Louise Teather, graduated from the prestigious London
School of Beauty and Make-up with both a CIBTAC and CIDESCO
international diploma - the highest accolade in the beauty industry.
Combined with a BSC (Hons) degree in psychology and years of
experience in delivering beauty therapy treatments to a plethora of
clients, Louise is certain to revolutionize your facial beauty treatment
skills.
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Beauty, Form & Function: An Exploration of
Symmetry

Become a better photographer
Become a Better Photographer - Part II

Students will learn how to identify symmetrical forms and appreciate
their importance in nature, art, architecture, crystallography and
technology. By completing this course you will understand symmetry
quantitatively, recognize its role in beauty and design and appreciate
its function in our everyday life. Workload Breakdown: 4-6 hrs/week for
Normal Track; 7-10 hrs/week for Signature Track.
Photography
Photography

Today's DSLR and Mirrorless cameras are fantastic aren't they?
The great thing is... they have an enormous number of features and
settings
The problem is.........they have an enormous number of features and
settings!!
And it is a problem, because although there are some real hidden
gems amongst all those features, they can seem confusing or
intimidating, and so a lot of photographers simply ignore or shy away
from them (you know who you are!!)
This course, aimed at beginner and intermediate photographers,
covers DSLR and Mirrorless basic settings, but also explains your
camera's more advanced features and settings. You probably already
know about some of these settings but not entirely sure how and when
to use them, and there may even be some that you're not even aware
of!
Watch photos being taken and compared using different settings
Real life examples filmed in the real world
Clear, concise and effective photography training that works
See immediate improvements in your photos
Easy to follow and understand, with a fun teaching style
All boring bits removed (well, most of them anyway!)
Here are just some of the topics covered in this course, new ones will
be added over the next few months:Basic settings:Learn about the Exposure Triangle
Understand the difference between exposure modes, Aperture /
Shutter Speed priority etc..
Learn when and how to use Exposure Compensation
Tips for getting tack sharp images of stationary subjects
Learn about White Balance and how to get better colours
More advanced settings:Understand depth-of-field and give your images that wow factor

Become a Calculus 1 Master

Mathematics
This 183-lesson course includes video and text explanations of
everything in calculus 1, and 21 quizzes to help you test your
understanding along the way. Become a Calculus 1 Master is
organized into four sections: Precalculus, Limits & Continuity,
Derivatives, and Applications of Derivatives. These are the four
chapters at the beginning of every calculus 1 class.
This course is perfect for anyone currently enrolled in a calculus 1
class, anyone planning to take it in the near future, or anyone who's
interested in learning the first part of calculus.
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Become a Calculus 3 Master

Mathematics
This 200+ lesson course includes video and text explanations of
everything in calculus 3, and 15 quizzes (with solutions!) to help you
test your understanding along the way. Become a Calculus 3 Master is
organized into four sections: Partial Derivatives, Multiple Integrals,
Vectors, and Differential Equations. These are four of the most
common chapters in every calculus 3 class.
This course is perfect for anyone currently enrolled in a calculus 3
class, anyone planning to take it in the near future, or anyone who's
interested in learning advanced-level calculus.

Become a Chocolate Connoisseur (Chocolate
Tasting Expert)

Food

Have you ever wanted to know how to taste chocolate? What is the
proper etiquette for tasting chocolate and can you really get to
appreciate this luxury item before it disappears in your mouth and you
are left scratching your head like an idiot, staring at an empty box of
chocolates, wondering what the heck just happened?!?
Well, this course is for you. I have made it to be fun and interactive.
You are going to tell us everything that is going on inside your mouth
as you place the first piece on your precious tongue. These are your
first steps to becoming a Chocolate Connoisseur! You will learn not
only How to Taste Chocolate but you will also begin developing your
tasting vocabulary, which is sure to impress anyone who doesn’t feel
confident stringing a sentence together.
I have included free tasting wheels and sheets for you to download
and help you along your tasting journey. After this course you will be
able to host your very own Chocolate Tasting Party. (even if it's a party
of one!) If a party of one sounds too isolated for you and you can’t
seem to gather enough friends to join you for at your chocolate tasting
party, then we have also got you covered! This course has been
designed to be interactive, we want to know all about what you are
tasting and experiencing so share your tasting notes with the rest of the
other students on this course and you might make a few new friends
on here.
The course (or should I say online chocolate party?) will take about an
hour to complete with easy to follow video instructions and
downloadable templates. Honestly, it really is that simple.
So having said all of that, what are you waiting for? Come and join the
party or forever be lost in chocolate translation.
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Become a Coffee Expert

Food

Have you ever been at a coffee shop and didn’t know what half the
stuff on the menu was?
Or maybe you decided it's time to save money and brew your own
coffee:
Which of the 7 brewing methods are you going to use?
What about buying beans? Are you getting the best quality? Or even
the beans you like?
Or maybe you are just curious and just want to understand and to be
able to talk about coffee.
Well we've got you covered. We'll answer all of these questions in
more here in our course.
Our goal with this course is to give you a strong foundation of coffee
knowledge to allow you to personalize your coffee experience.
Whether you want to become a certified coffee snob, or just find your
coffee niche, we're going to provide you with the building blocks.
We created this clear and concise course to get you all of the
knowledge you need and up and brewing high quality, top-notch coffee
as soon as possible.
Whether you're brewing for friends, co-workers, or just yourself, we're
confident you'll notice a drastic difference in the quality of your coffee,
and your enjoyment of the experience.
Sign up today, and let's start brewing!
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Become a freelance copywriter: Start making money
from home!

Marketing

JOIN MORE THAN 3,000 SUCCESSFUL STUDENTS – WHY NOT
CHECK OUT THEIR REVIEWS?
LEAN ON MY SHOULDER – this isn’t just a bunch of videos. I am
always here on call, whatever your queries. I love to help!
FIRESIDE CHATS: Again, unlike other courses, I keep updating this
with ‘fireside chats’ introducing new topics and expanding on older
ones. AND regular free surprise bonuses to increase your income even
more!
You really can make money as a freelancer
Just imagine, earning your living - a good living - without the hassle of
commuting. Be your own boss. All you really need is a PC or Mac and
a broadband connection - plus a desire to write and a bit of flair. Three
months from now that could all become a reality. You will be a
copywriter!
Unlike any other guide on How to be a Copywriter...
Unlike so many guides on the subject, it’s not a jumped-up list of
‘useful phrases’. It won’t tell you ‘how to make a million dollars
overnight’. Instead it is a unique, detailed step-by-step guide to
becoming a successful freelance copywriter working from home, from
scratch.
Step by stepFollow each step and you can make between £300 ($450)
a day and - with more experience - £500 ($750) a day. Not exactly a
get rich quick formula, but a very respectable income. Especially for
someone who is their own boss, has few overheads, doesn’t have to
commute to work, and chooses exactly how much or how little work
they want to take on. Because my website has been live for some time
now, I get more than I need and have to turn work away.
Is it possible?
Sure, and in this guide I will show you – in detail – everything you need
to know. Things like:
• How to begin from scratch and quickly build a portfolio

Become a Paid Life Coach Online

Education

Welcome to the Become a Paid Life Coach Online video life coaching
training program, your guide to becoming a life coach. This life
coaching training will teach you the basics of becoming a life coach
and starting your own coaching business. We’ll cover all the basics you
need to get started on your way of becoming a life coach, including
how to get your online lead generation system up and running, how to
start running coaching sessions, and how to build the basic building
blocks of your coaching business.
In the life coaching training videos, you'll learn the secrets to get more
coaching clients while helping people reach their dreams. Also you'll
learn advanced coaching techniques (live examples & diagrams
included) and how to impact globally in ways that attract a waiting-list of
clients. Note: Last year, I made over $30,000 per month running my
coaching business taking almost 2 months of vacation. You'll learn how
I did it in these videos.
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Become a PowerPoint NINJA! Video Animation &
Graphics Course

Business

The introduction video you just watched was made entirely in
PowerPoint!
Do YOU want to create EXCITING and DYNAMIC videos,
presentations, online courses and video introductions?
Do YOU want to take your PowerPoint Skills to the NEXT LEVEL?
STOP USING BORING TEMPLATES and create your own dynamic
and exciting presentations and videos!
PowerPoint is a powerful and complete video and graphics package.
Unfortunately, many people who use it don’t know how to get the most
out of it.
When you learn "HOW TO BECOME A POWERPOINT NINJA", your
journey to MASTER the ART of POWERPOINT will NOT be long, hard
and fraught with boring PowerPoint danger!
In this course, we will teach you the tips and tricks that will help you
become a MASTER POWERPOINT DESIGNER!
-No more boring bullet-points and un-inspiring slide-decks!
-No more "DEATH by POWERPOINT!"
-Amaze your students, colleagues, and clients!
-and earn your PowerPoint BLACK BELT!
There are NO BORING SCREENCASTS in this course! The only
video program used in this course is POWERPOINT! ALL the videos
and lessons in this course were created ENTIRELY in POWERPOINT!
We strive to make this the most comprehensive PowerPoint course on
Udemy!
Unlike the other PowerPoint courses, we add NEW content, templates,
resources, tips and tricks to this course EVERY DAY!
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Become a Professional FilmMaker in 25 lessons

Film Studies
Thanks to the continuous development of technology, which has
simplified and slimmed down audio and video recording instruments,
anyone today has the opportunity to create a video of professional
quality. But if we all learn to just press a bunch of buttons in a hurry,
very few of us will have the opportunity to learn the rules of cinematic
language.The grammar and syntax of audiovisual communication,
which allow you to describe things that others understand, are often
confused and become a burden in editing courses and schools, and
are more intellectual than practical. Our course is a complete and
practical course that completely takes place on the set, “on the road”
and allows everyone to create projects that are professionally correct.
Yet, photography, video and audio each have a precise language, with
a grammar and syntax that are still unknown to most users. Most of us
today utilize these fascinating, powerful and extraordinarily effective
tools in improvised, limited and often incorrect ways.
Our audiovisual recording course will provide you with all the basic
knowledge of a language that will enable anyone who sends and
receives an audiovisual to achieve a better and more satisfying use of
these new tools of communication.
How to shoot a subject, how to compose a “framing”, how to obtain
maximum results from these tools: lesson after lesson you will learn to
“write” with an audiovisual, in a targeted effort to not only get the most
from documenting an event in which you are the leading actors, but
also to create a product of pure imagination. For example, if you are
not aware of the rules pertaining to“angle of view” and“reversed angle”
when (incorrectly) shooting two people talking together, to the viewer it
may appear as if these two people were engaged in a conversation
with other people rather than with each other. “Pan”, “point of view
(POV) shot”, “sequence shot” and “cut” are all the elements of a
language that has a precise expressive meaning. Mastering this
language will enable you to better communicate your ideas and
imaginations to others.

Become A Professional Life Coach

Education

This course is a complete guide on how to build your life coaching
business. You'll learn exactly what life coaching is, how to build your
coaching business, and also how to expand your brand into other
revenue generating areas. The course consists of 7 sections. You can
finish in a week or you can follow the workbook and stretch it out over
10 weeks. The course is a combination of videos, a textbook, and
exams.
If you'd like to learn how to become a life coach and build a 6-figure
coaching business just as I have, this course is for you!

Become a Professional Photographer
Become a Startup Founder (Complete Course)

Grade Results
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Become A Successful YouTuber

Marketing

This training course consist of 29 video lessons, showing you how to
become a successful YouTuber. I will share all my youtube
experiences, secrets, strategies & tactics with you.
We will start out covering the basic youtube fundamentals. Once we
have a good understanding of that, we will go through all the other
small extras youtube offers us!
Now Before you start taking this course, Convince Yourself - Here is
my YOUTUBE CHANNEL " This system works"
More Training Here
Beauty Retouching Course - Beauty Retouching Course
Advanced Back to War Retouching Course - Retouching Course
Advanced Photoshop Course - Photoshop Secrets & Dirty Tricks
Grunge Portrait Retouching Course - Photoshop - Portrait Retouching
Ultimate Lightroom 4 Course - The Ultimate Lightroom 4 Experience
Become A Successful YouTuber - The Full YouTube Course
NEW FREE COURSE - FORREST GIRL - PHOTOSHOP
RETOUCHING
Monopoly Retouching Course - Monopoly Retouching Course
Follow Me: Youtube - Manniphoto.com - Facebook - Twitter

Become a Travel Hacker

Business

Want to jet off to Europe or Asia, or holiday in style without paying for
it? Welcome to the world of travel hacking: the art of free or low-cost
travel made possible through frequent flyer miles, round-the-world
plane tickets, and other innovative money-saving strategies.
NYT bestselling author Chris Guillebeau has traveled to every single
country in the world. During this course, Chris and a few special guests
will show you how to earn hundreds of thousands of miles and points
— before even getting on an airplane. You'll then learn how to put your
new treasure chest to good use to go anywhere, anytime.
Your dream vacation is much cheaper — and can happen much
sooner — than you think!
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Become a Travel Wizard: Learn to Game the System
& Fly Free

International Studies

If you take this course, you are guaranteed to earn at least one free
flight valued at $200 or more within 3 months, or your money back!
"Do yourself a favor and get this course. Spending the money now, will
save you many, many times more than that on plane tickets in the
future." - Tiffany N.
Do you dream of traveling the world, but can't justify paying for
expensive flights?
You don't have to dream. This course may not cost much but it will
save you tens of thousands of dollars in travel expenses as you learn
how to magically conjure up free flights and hotels with ease!
Did you know that you can accumulate literally millions of Frequent
Flyer Miles without leaving the comfort of your home or even damaging
your credit score? In fact, there are thousands of people who literally fly
and stay for free, enjoying the world's most exciting and exotic
destinations while everyone else pays full price.
Now, you can join them, and become a Travel Wizard!
Join renowned travel expert Travis Sherry and lifehacking expert
Jonathan Levi as they teach you the ins and outs of accumulating and
using frequent flyer miles. As owner and editor of the wildly popular
ExtraPackofPeanuts blog, Travis has helped countless travel hackers
learn the finer points of the trade. In this course, he assumes no prior
knowledge, and will teach you everything you need to do, starting from
scratch.
"There is so much great information here. I'm already planning a trip to
Asia with miles using the information I learned here. Free stopover?
Yes, thank you." -Robb H.
Like most people, you may think that Frequent Flyer Miles are a
"gimmick" or "not worth it" - you're wrong!
Using Frequent Flyer Miles, people like Travis have been able to fly to
over 20 countries, usually for less than $100 round trip. Sure, if you

Become A Web Designer

Web Design
Are you wanting to not only become a web designer but also dominate
your competition? Whether your an entrepreneur or an employee who
is wanting to move up another level, Become A Web Designer
provides a clear path for you.
This is a complete course on how to become a web designer. It
includes all of the following:
HTML (including HTML5)
CSS (including CSS3)
Responsive Web Design
Website Optimization For Speed
Plus exclusive bonuses not found in any of my other web design
related courses.
This course is a composition of my three top selling web design
courses plus bonus content that I don't offer in my other web design
courses.
Gain the knowledge, skills and hands on experience to become a web
designer. This course is project based, detailed and step by step. Best
of all, you'll have complete access to me for any of your questions,
right in the course.
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Become a Web Designer from scratch

Web Design

Ever wondered how Mark Zuckerberg created Facebook or how Jack
Dorsey built Twitter?
Well, with "Become A Web Designer From Scratch using Adobe
Dreamweaver & Photoshop CS 6", you will learn everything about How
to create a Web Site, even if you've never did before!
This incredible course has more than 35 lectures, divided into 11
Sections. Each Sections will give you knowledge how to create Web
Site Step by Step. We'll start from the basics with HTML & CSS.
"Become A Web Designer From Scratch using Adobe Dreamweaver &
Photoshop CS 6" will give you a new perspective on how the Internet
works and after you completed the course you will be able to create
your own websites with the latest technology. Hope you enjoy!
WHAT'S IN THE COURSE?
Over 35 lectures divided into 11 Sections.
Support team ready to answer your questions in less than 24h.
Massive Q&A with awesome community!

Become a Web Developer from Scratch! (Complete
Course)
Become a Wine & Wine Pairing Expert

Business
Food

Have you decided it's time you finally learn about wine and wine
pairing?
It's hard to go too long without running into an interaction that involves
wine. Whether it be at a business networking event, a wedding or other
social gathering, it's time you knew the difference between wines and
at the very minimum, be able to pronounce them correctly.
Being able to properly pair wines is an underrated skill. Possessing
this skill could bring you many pleasures such an enhancement in
experience during your next date or appearing more knowledgeable
next time you're at a networking event.
If you're ready to develop this skill and see it produce results for your
life, I urge you to go ahead and try this course. You won't be
disappointed.
FREE for the first 100 students. Sign up today.
If you would like to get a two for one deal on the course, send an email
to members@winepairingcourse.com with the other email address
attached and we will give both of you a discounted course coupon
priced at $19 each.

Become a Wine Connoisseur
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Become a WordPress Trainer

Web Design

Are you a WordPress developer or blogger? Do you want to make a
nice source of passive income to supplement your business or blog?
Scott Winterroth is an expert WordPress trainer in Chicago and loves
developing and helping others with build with WordPress and digital
strategy.
Due to demand from others asking how he started his WordPress
training business, Scott has prepared a one-time course specifically for
those who are looking to increase their client base, work on awesome
projects and elevate their profile by providing both paid and free
WordPress workshops in their community.
In this course, Scott shares tips and tricks that he has learned firsthand by training hundreds of students. He provides with this course a
simple-to-follow discussion on how you can implement the tactics he
has tested to earn money by training (and building upon your overall
client base and social following).
Students of this course are encouraged to steal (Yes, copy) Scott's
$199 WP Jumpstart Agenda and adapt it to their own training. As well
as learn about some great ways to promote your business, at no cost,
and how to cultivate your existing client base to schedule follow-up
sessions (and money)! By reaching more clients you will be able to
increase your hourly rate and make more money with less work!
This is a limited-run course so you better get on this before someone
else in your city does!
Agenda:
Welcome
Free Vs. Paid Coaching
The WP Jumpstart
One on One Coaching
Other courses
Course Scheduling Strategy
Dealing with Cancellations and Unhappy Students
Thoughts on online training

Become A YouTube Marketing Expert

Business

When you finish this course, you will get a "Certificate of Completion"! I
will show you why 90% of marketers fail to build a following on
YouTube or even get views to their videos. I will show you how to
overcome these mistakes and more importantly, you will learn: How to
become an instant authority among other YouTube users The 3 things
that other YouTubers' don't do that cost them views & subscribers How
to optimize your video to get maximum exposure How to optimize your
channel to build even more authority 1 little trick that granted me 5,000
extra viewers in exchange for 5 seconds of my time & how to find out
exactly who your target audience is and where they are from You will
learn everything you need to know to start uploading videos to
YouTube and building your social presence. Lets not waste anymore
time! Lets get started!

Become an Affiliate Marketing Expert with
ShoeMoney
Become an Expert 3D Games
Developer/Artist/Animator
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Become an Internet Marketing Expert | Full Package

Marketing

Hi Udemy learners, only till the end of August 2014 we run a campaign
Save $100 where you can get 50% DISCOUNT and start this Become
an Internet Marketing Expert course.
The actual price is $197 but if you sign up right now you will see the
price of $97. The promotion is valid only till the end of August 2014,
starting from today. Happy Learning!

Become an Internet Marketing Expert!
Welcome, I am glad you took this wise decision to become an internet
marketing expert! Well done! This is the first step towards your
success.
You should know that learning the internet marketing basics is critical
in preparing to become an internet marketing expert. Whether you want
to build a career in internet marketing or you want to use internet
marketing as a method of building your business, a good deal of study
and much hard work is required.
You need to start with the basics of email marketing, social media
marketing, search engine optimization and pay per click marketing.
Once you pull the pieces together, you can have a rewarding career as
an internet marketing expert.
ARE YOU READY?
In this 'Become an Internet Marketing Expert' full package of courses
you will find 3 the most important fields to your learning:
- Search Engine Marketing
The first course in our Mini Package will give you insights to Search
Engine Optimization and help you manage PPC with Google AdWords
campaigns that deliver outstanding results at a minimum cost.
You will learn pay per click advertising through Google AdWords as it
Become an iOS Developer from Scratch
Become an SAP HCM Consultant

Computer Science
Business
Learning SAP HCM - Human Capital Management is easy if you have
a qualified and experienced instructor who loves to teach.
This course provides a Step by Step configuration of SAP HCM Core
Modules.
It is designed to start with a basic overview of the module and end with
advanced knowledge of configuration. Our curriculum is carefully
designed to exceed job expectations available at a cheaper price with
more content being covered.
The Trainer is a Certified Real time Industry Expert with 12+ yrs of
experience. He holds experience of working with Top 5 Consulting
Companies.

Becoming a Confident Trainer
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Education

Become a confident trainer by developing an understanding of Adult
learners and what motivates them to learn.
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Becoming a Dynamic Educator

Education
We live in a digitally connected world. The way information is
generated, shared, processed and distributed is significantly impacting
how we learn. If you have a passion for teaching and learning, and
want to be an awesome educator now and in the coming decades, this
course is for you! We will begin the journey of becoming a dynamic
educator for the digital age. This course will last 6-8 weeks and will
probably take 3-4 hours of your time each week, if you want to earn the
certificate of completion. But, no pressure, jump in and out as you like.
It’s all about the learning!

Becoming a Thought Leader
Becoming a Thought Leader
Becoming a Triple-Threat Project Manage

Basic Skills
Business
Business
Meet the modern project manager: a triple threat who's savvy in project
management, business analysis, and change management. In this
short course, author and PMP Bob McGannon teaches you how these
three fields are coming together and reinventing project management
to produce better business outcomes. Discover how they intertwine
and help project managers deliver projects with clearer scope, tighter
budget, and better results.

Becoming A Writer

Literature

So you're a writer...? Just like every athlete needs great warm-up
exercises; so every writer needs great writing exercises. This course is
designed to get you started as a writer. To practice getting your words
onto paper or onto your computer so that you can build confidence to
write and publish your work. What Makes "Good" Writing? In this free
online writing course you’ll learn how to write the four clear principles of
good non-fiction writing. The four "C's" I call them. And all the exercises
are carefully designed to fit within that structure. Every time you do
one, you are building technique in one of those four principles. It's just
like flexing a muscle at the gym - getting fitter helps you play your
chosen sport better. Practice Makes Perfect? When people tell you that
you need to practice as a writer, it's hard to know what that means.
Well, this course gives you twelve exercises to choose from to get the
practice you need, to find your own style, and to build the confidence to
press "publish". Go through them day by day, or just pick any one to
get started writing. Who's This For? This free online writing course is
designed for authors and bloggers at any level, from this course you
will learn how to write from good to great in just three minutes a day! If
you're also taking Instant Author, then these are perfect exercises to
get you into the writing groove in the first week of that course while
you're planning out your book. This free online writing course is also a
perfect fit for anyone creating video, audio or any kind of written
information product- the same principles apply and these exercises will
help you learn how to write engaging content whatever format you are
using.

Becoming an Entrepreneur

Business

Becoming an Expert Witness

Computer Science

Learn the business skills and startup mindset needed to embark on
your entrepreneurial path from MIT’s premier program for aspiring
entrepreneurs, MIT Launch.
In this course we discuss the elements and process of becoming an
expert witness. We discuss the common tasks of becoming an expert
witness, your role as a consultant, and even how to prepare for court.
Build your professional resume today and become known as an expert
witness in your field.

Becoming Human: Anthropology

Grade Results

Social Sciences

Gain an introductory understanding of evolution, including how we
evolved from primates and became human.
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Becoming Human: Anthropology (BeHuman)

Social Sciences

Becoming Part of the Globalised Workplace

Basic Skills

Gain an introductory understanding of evolution, including how we
evolved from primates and became human.
"Becoming Part of the Globalised Organisation" aims to build your
confidence when communicating in intercultural and persuasive
workplace contexts. The course focuses on enhancing your
professional persona for skillful verbal engagement with stakeholders
within and beyond the organisation.

Becoming Your Best SELF Through the Social Arts
and NLP Modeling
Beer Making 101 - Old School

Psychology

They always say "Just be yourself." Problem is that lots of times we
don't know what "Self' is

Design
Grab your kit and join master brewer Jason Kirkman as he guides us
through the art of craft brewing. From the four basics ingredients
needed to brew, to the tricks to getting the flavor profile you want out of
your beer, all the way through to bottling and cheers-ing, you’ll
graduate from Jason’s class with a gallon of beer to call your own, plus
all the tools needed to do it all again...and again...and again...

Before & After: Things Every Designer Should Know

Design

Begin programming: build your first mobile game

Computer Science
Learn the basics of Java programming by developing a simple mobile
game that you can run on your computer, Android phone, or tablet.

Beginner & Investment Course & Six Step DIY
Investor Plan
Beginner Electric Guitar Lessons
Beginner French Part 1: Au Café

Finance

Personal finance and investment concepts presented by Chad
Tennant, DIY investing expert, educator and author.

Music
Foreign Language

This is a French lesson for beginners. We will start at the very
beginning, learning some basic grammar and vocabulary. The
vocabulary and cultural theme is "At the Café". In this lesson you will
learn:
Café vocabulary
Definite and indefinite articles
The verb "être"
Numbers 1-20
Descriptive adjectives
Adjectives of nationality
Café culture in France
This lesson includes an introductory video, plus ten instructional
videos to teach you basic vocabulary, grammar, and culture. The
vocabulary and grammar sections include on the spot exercises to help
you assess your knowledge right away.
In addition to the videos, there are PDF files of all of the new
vocabulary and grammar lessons, as well as supplementary exercises
for you to complete.
This lesson includes about one hour's worth of video instruction. A
typical student will be able to finish the lesson, including the
supplementary exercises, in about 3-4 hours, without rushing through
the material. The lesson is structured to provide repetition, allowing the
student to use vocabulary and grammar in meaningful context.
If you want to learn French, starting at the beginning is the easiest way
to do it. This lesson will appeal to ages 12 - 112. You'll enjoy Jennifer's
teaching style, which is simple and to the point.
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Beginner French Part 2: Le Voyage

Foreign Language

This is a French lesson for beginners. This course is intended to follow
"Beginner French Part 1: Au Café". We will continue to learn the basics
of the French language, with lessons on basic grammar and
vocabulary. The vocabulary and cultural theme is "Le Voyage". In this
lesson you will learn:
Travel vocabulary
-ER verbs
Three ways to form questions
Negation
The verb "ALLER"
Telling Time
SNCF - Culture section on trains and public transportation
This lesson includes introductory and conclusion lectures, plus ten
instructional videos to teach you basic vocabulary, grammar, and
culture. The vocabulary and grammar sections include on the spot
exercises to help you assess your knowledge right away.
In addition to the videos, there are PDF files of all of the new
vocabulary and grammar lessons, as well as several supplementary
exercises for you to complete.
This lesson includes about 100 minutes of video instruction. A typical
student will be able to finish the lesson, including the supplementary
exercises, in about 4-5 hours, without rushing through the material. The
lesson is structured to provide repetition, allowing the student to use
vocabulary and grammar in meaningful context.
If you want to learn French, starting at the beginning is the easiest way
to do it. This lesson will appeal to ages 12 - 112. You'll enjoy Jennifer's
teaching style, which is simple and to the point.
Beginner Game Development with Construct 2

Design
This course is designed for beginners to not only Construct 2, but also
to game development. My goal is to reach those that have never
created a video game, and walk them through the process of creating
their first game using Construct 2 Free Edition.
All assets and source code is provided.
This course is roughly 1.25 hours in length.
Download the free version of Construct 2 from www.scirra.com

Beginner Guitar - 38 Easy Lessons You Needs to Get
Started

Music

In this class you'll learn everything you need to know to get started
playing the guitar from SQUARE ONE! These are lessons that all guitar
players need to master no matter what genre they want to play. This
included:
Anatomy of the Guitar
The Differences Between Guitar Types
How to String a Guitar
How to Tune a Guitar
Getting Setup to Play
How to Read Guitar Music
Basic Chords
Advanced Chord Types
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Beginner Guitar Method

Music

The G4 GUITAR METHOD is based on over 27 years of research and
teaching experience. Created by David Hart who began teaching in
1984. David went on to establish a chain of guitar schools called the
G4 GUITAR SCHOOLS which led to the G4 Guitar Teacher Worldwide
Network with guitar teachers in Australia, Canada, USA and Japan.
What you will receive.
Included are 6 x ebooks along with 150 minutes of video and some
additional downloads. Everything you need.
Duration
The course is intended as a 5 week course but may take longer with
children.
Who can do this course.
It is suitable for children and adults but children should do together
with a parent.
7 Skills
There are 7 essential skills all guitar players need to learn and
practice. We have included a dedicated section on each of the 7 skills
to ensure students clearly understand each skill. The 7 skills include
*Picking *Chords *Arpeggios *Scales *Rhythm *Reading & *Aural. By
developing these 7 important areas you will not only master guitar but
music in general.
Checklists
Part of our secret to success is the use of thoroughly researched
levels with checklists that ensure students always know what to
practice. The G4GUITAR METHOD COMPLETE KITcontains a total of
11 checklists starting from the absolute beginner up to an intermediate
level. We even have a special checklist for the very young beginner.

Beginner Nikon Digital SLR (DSLR) Photography

Photography

Beginner Xcode Programming: Reskin a Photo Booth Computer Science
App

Grade Results

You'll learn how all those buttons and dials work on your Nikon DSLR.
Including the exercises, this course will take you about 2.5 hours.
Through the exercises you'll do and through the explanations of the
concepts, JP is committed that you retain the information there is to
retain without memorizing. There is about an hour of video lecture
which covers exposure, aperture, shutter speed and the mode dial
(Auto, P, S, A and M). Images will be shown as examples. The
exercises will be explained fully. This course is perfect for anyone who
considers themselves a beginner with their Nikon DSLR or for anyone
who has some existing knowledge about how their camera works but
hasn't quite put all the puzzle pieces together when it comes to how
aperture and shutter speed work together. This class is for you if you
don't know how all the modes (Auto, P, S, A and M) work on your
camera and when you should be using each mode.
Learn the complete process of reskinning an iOS Photo Booth app
using Xcode, from the first test to final submission.
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Beginner's guide to Flat Design

Design

Flat design is very much in vogue these days. More than half of the
websites out on the internet are using Flat design interfaces including
Microsoft, Apple, Facebook and others. As a designer, it is good to
keep ourselves upgraded with the trends.
It is generally easier to find courses which simply teach you how to
use Photoshop or illustrator. But how exactly made a designer to pick
the color he used? What made him end up with a great design that the
world admires? This is what the course focuses on. I made this course
from the view point of a learner.
I don't focus so much on using a software. Instead, I focus on teaching
the principles which make you kick-start quality flat design illustrations,
graphics or websites (keep in mind that I don't teach you how to code
websites either)
What exactly are you going to learn from this course?
You will learn the fundamental principles, limitations, and the core
aspects of flat design. Then, I will walk you through the creation of a
flat illustration using a reference photograph. We'll learn about
choosing the right colors, which is a very important aspect of design.
Finally, we'll design a webpage using the techniques we have learnt.
Lets get started and see you inside.
Beginner's Oil Painting

Design
In this course we will take you through the very basics of oil painting.
Through introducing the first types of tools that you will use, and
introducing the very core techniques to oil painting, this course will
leave you feeling comfortable with picking up your brush and starting
work on your own masterpiece!

Beginners Adobe Dreamweaver Tutorial

Design

Adobe Dreamweaver is the most popular web authoring platform on
the market, bar none. Whether your goal is a creative standalone page,
an entire site or a flexible web app, you won't find a better tool for
building and editing your web-based project in real time. And in these
targeted Dreamweaver Training, you'll learn key design skills and
application controls that will help you take your project from start to
finish.
This Adobe Dreamweaver CS5.5 Training Video course by professor
Andy Anderson assumes no prior experience with Dreamweaver and
actually very little technical background as well. The training highlights
new features unique to Dreamweaver CS5.5 and then goes directly
into an interactive project, showing you how to plan, design, test and
launch a usable website using good HTML and CSS principles and
Dreamweaver's many tools. You'll get in-depth guidance on working
with formatted text, handling images, working with embedded and
external CSS, using forms and fields, uploading to servers, considering
search engine optimization and much more. By the end of this
Dreamweaver Video Tutorial, you'll be able to create a cohesive site
tying together multimedia elements, custom formatting and
Dreamweaver options that make management tasks simple.
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Beginners Adobe Illustrator CS5 Tutorial

Design

A Verifiable Certificate of Completion is presented to all students who
undertake this course.
Along with Photoshop, Adobe Illustrator is one of the most important
graphic design tools in the world, and absolutely the best choice if you
want to create vector graphics that can be endlessly resized without
degradation. Andy Anderson's Illustrator CS5 for Beginners video
course can help you quickly become proficient with Illustrator's cutting
edge tools and functionality.
This Adobe Illustrator video tutorial teaches you to work confidently
with vector graphics no matter what your focus. You will get a thorough
introduction to the individual tools Illustrator offers and also gain a
better understanding of how the program can be used as a go-to
choice in virtually any workflow. Andy thoroughly demonstrates vector
graphic design techniques that can be used to create logos, business
cards and enormous posters, and also covers 3D, animation, file
conversion and printing, too. By the completion of this computer
software training course, you will be completely competent in the use of
Illustrator, creating your own masterpieces of vector art. This course
includes working files that allow you to work alongside the author.

Beginners Adobe Photoshop CS5 Tutorial

Design

This Adobe Photoshop CS5 tutorials for beginners course is narrated
by Adobe expert Andy Anderson. This Photoshop CS5 tutorials for
beginners will teach you the fundamentals of Adobe Photoshop with
easy to follow, practical examples.
Starting with the basics, in this Photoshop CS5 tutorials for beginners,
you will learn how to setup your work environment, open files, and
perform various editing functions that Photoshop has to offer. Beyond
the standard functions that Andy will instruct you on, he also covers, in
some depth, color correction, layers, levels, Adobe Bridge, blending,
masks, alpha channels, and much much more. Andy's witty
instructional style will keep you interested and entertained throughout
the whole of these Adobe Photoshop CS5 tutorials for beginners.
By the conclusion of this video tutorial, you will be fully versed in the
use of the basic tools of Adobe Photoshop CS5, and able to open, edit
and prepare images for use in print, or digital media such as PDF's or
the Internet. Included are full work files, to allow you to learn right along
with the instructor using the exact same files that he does.
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Beginners Course in Chocolate Making

Design

Chocolate is a girls’ best friend but if you are from the male species,
please run away NOT! This course is very much for you too! Infact, if
you are a chocoholic, a baking and patisserie lover or just plain curious
on how to make homemade chocolate, or chocolates that look and
taste like they fell from heaven, then you have come to the right place!
Here you will also learn important techniques such as melting
chocolate/tempering chocolate at the right temperatures for making
chocolate bars and all sorts of delicious chocolate recipes! Learning
chocolate has never been this fun and easy. Begin your dream of
opening your very own chocolate factory today! Unleash the Willie
Wonka in you that you never thought you could be or if you are female
(like me) then step into the shoes of the Chocolatier star from the
movie "Chocolat" (highly recommended movie to watch if you haven't
seen it yet)
· This is a beginners’ guide to learning about chocolate, how to make it
as well as quick and simple recipes.
· The video lessons will take about 1 hour to complete (watch time) but
please set aside at least 20 hours to practice the content in the video.
Have a pen and paper handy to jot down notes as well as some plain
chocolates to begin experimenting with! - I will be adding and refining
this course to meet your needs so please ask questions or make
suggestions so you are getting the best training.
· Learn how to temper chocolates for various chocolate recipes
· More classes coming soon on Chocolate cake recipes and more
techniques to add to your creation repertoire so be sure to sign up!

Here is what some students are saying
“...Even Gordon Ramsey wouldn’t have a clue!” – Will Budic
“ I loved learning how to make chocolate butterflies and decorations.
The techniques are very good and easy to follow.” – Rejane Maria
“This was a very helpful course, thank you for making it available” –
Beginners Crystal Reports 2013 & 2011 Tutorial Video Design

This Crystal Reports Tutorial for Beginners Training Video teaches you
how to use this powerful enterprise-level business intelligence
software. You will learn how to connect to your data sources, design
reports, and distribute your reports as required.
You start by learning the basics of creating a report - making a
connection to a database, selecting your tables and views, adding
fields, and finally, saving your report. From there, using audio and
video training techniques in this computer based training course, this
course teaches you how to format your report, and deal with special
field data such as dates, non-data items, and sorting your data. You will
continue to learn the features of Crystal Reports 2013 & 2011 with
subjects such as filtering your data, grouping reports together, and
using parameters. Finally, you will explore some more advanced
features such as formula fields, using the report wizard, linking data
tables, and distributing your report via email, Excel, and more. As a
bonus, this course has included a chapter on how to use the
Workbench, included with Crystal Reports.
By the conclusion of this Crystal Reports video based training course
for Crystal Reports 2013 & 2011, you will be fully capable of connecting
to your data source, and creating rich, informative reports, and
distributing these reports. Working files are included, to allow you to
work alongside the author as he teaches you the software.
Take this ultimate Crystal Reports Tutorial for Beginners course right
now and learn Crystal Reports basics.
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Beginners Guide To Creating Amazing Images with
Canva

Design

Who is this course for?
Small business owners who want to create their own stunning
graphics and images for free without any prior design know-how. From
your Facebook page cover photo to your business logo, this course will
teach you how to use Canva to create great graphics.
What is this course about?
This course is a step by step guide to using Canva - from setting up
your account and navigating your way around the website and all its
features - to creating amazing graphics in a couple of minutes to use
online and on your social media.
What is Canva?
Canva.com is a website which is free to sign up to created by previous
Google employees. It allows you to create and design your own
graphics and images for free, and has a library of free images to use
(as well as some stock imagery available at a $1 per image should you
wish to use them).
Materials Included:
Step by Step video guides will teach you all you need to know - with
support from your trainer Jen Smith.
How long will it take to complete?
Less than 2 hours if you watch and 'play-a-long' in one sitting, but
each module has its own video, so you can take as much time as you
wish learning and testing each feature. Learn completely at your own
pace either in one go or over time.
How is the course structured?
Module 1: Setting up your free account on Canva
Module 2: Navigating your way around Canva and all its features

Beginners Guide to Drawing Cute Cartoon Characters Design

Drawing cute cartoon characters shouldn't be limited to people who
possess "special artistic talent". I've always believed that everyone has
the basic ability to draw well, all that's needed is the willingness to learn
and lots of practice!
In this course you'll learn the basics of what it takes to draw cute little
characters. Come with me as we explore eyes, ears, hair, hands,
bodies and the simple processes I go through when creating and
breathing life into a new character.
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Beginners Introduction To Game Development Using Unity 3D

Design
This is a private course.
NOTE You won't finish the game in this sort tutorial, it is a precursor to
our complete course that's currently on Kickstarter here (and will be on
Udemy in September)

Unity3D is both amazing and daunting at the same time. It's a huge
and very capable package, but it's also scary and requires you to play
with code.
Don't worry, I started in the same boat as you. I was really excited
about what I may be able to create with Unity, but scared of the coding
and complexity. Worse still a lot of tutorials assume you're already a
pro, or are just plain boring to watch.
I've approached this simple introductory course as a beginner myself,
so you can be sure I won't take any prior knowledge or tools for
granted. We'll be taking everything step-by-step as we build our
example game.
I'll explain in plain English what's going on, and you'll easily be able to
follow every step. By the end you'll have the confidence with learn
more about Unity using many of the amazing resources out there on
the Internet.
Beginners Microsoft Windows 8 Tutorial Video

Business

In this video training course for Microsoft Windows 8, an expert author
teaches you how to take advantage of the enhanced and new features
that you will find in this latest Windows release. No previous
experience is required to get the most out of this tutorial, as this course
breaks even complex operations down into easy to understand steps
that anyone can absorb quickly and easily.
The course begins with the basics of logging in and then guides you
through a tour of the new Windows interface. You will learn how to
manage files and folders and how to use Windows 8 Apps. These
lessons teach you how to use the music App, as well as work with the
Photo and Video Apps. You will master the Windows 8 messaging App,
sending and receiving email, and getting organized with the calendar.
This computer based training course also covers topics such as using
the Internet, sharing your data, keeping your data secure, securing the
computer for family-safe use, and finally, properly maintaining your
Windows computer to keep it operating at peak efficiency.
Once you have completed this tutorial video you will have learned how
to effectively use Windows 8 to make your life easier. Working files are
included, allowing you to follow along with the author throughout the
lessons.
Beginners Ruby Programming Training

Computer Science

Beginners Wordpress Video Course

Web Design

Beginning Algebra

Mathematics

Grade Results

A Ruby Programming Course Training Video. Learn Real-World
Programming Techniques At Your Own Pace.
Comprehensive Wordpress Video course from installation to adding
audio and video.
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Beginning Drum Technique

Music
This course is designed to give drummers the proper technique
fundamentals. It's great for both beginning drummers and existing
drummers who want to refine their technique or learn rudiments and
rhythm theory more thoroughly.

The reviews are in! (taken from comments on a YouTube sample
video)
"This is the best double stroke roll lesson I've found...Well done and
thanks."
"Best-shown technique about double rolls so far. Pressured, tight, and
accented."
"That is sick bro! How the heck do you get that so fast!"

Beginning Flute Lessons

Music
Roberta Hayes, a professional flutist and teacher for over 34 years, will
teach you everything you need to know about playing the flute, from
the beginning to the intermediate level. This course is designed for
beginners. You will start with the basics and work through a variety of
lessons to get to the intermediate stage. Within a short time, you will be
playing songs and melodies to impress your friends and family, as well
as bring a lifetime of enjoyment to your own life.

Beginning Game Programming with C#

Beginning Music Theory

Grade Results

Computer Science

Music

Start learning how to program video games using the C# programming
language. Plenty of practice opportunities are included!
Learn music notation, including note values and rests, key signatures,
flats, sharps and accidentals and rhythm.
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Beginning SharePoint 2013 Building Business
Solutions

Business

Beginning SharePoint 2013 Business Solutions with SharePoint eBook
and SharePoint-videos.com video course represents a unique
collaboration between SharePoint content leaders.
The course features the best-selling Wrox eBook Beginning
SharePoint 2013 and videos from the renowned SharePointvideos.com. All based on SharePoint 2013, the course coaches
business and technical leaders on the use of SharePoint to address
critical information management problems. They provide detailed
descriptions and illustrations of the product functionality in tandem with
realistic scenarios to provide contextual relevance and a personalized
learning experience and include real life examples that highlight best
practices for configuration and customization.
About SharePoint-videos.com
SharePoint-Videos.com (SPVideos) is focused on empowering
information workers in corporate environments with the SharePoint
knowledge they need to be successful. Their goal is ensuring
sustainable SharePoint adoption through education and support.
SPVideos provides the following business solutions:
Asif Rehmani has been training and consulting on SharePoint
technologies since 2002. He is a SharePoint Server MVP and MCT. He
has written SharePoint curricula, several books for Wrox, and dozens
of SharePoint articles. He has produced hundreds of video tutorials on
SharePoint, many available at Microsoft TechNet, MSDN, Channel 9,
Office.com, YouTube and SharePoint-Videos.com. Asif has presented
at conferences globally including Microsoft's TechEd, SharePoint
Conference, SPTechCon, and SharePoint Connections. His clients
include Caltech, Fidelity.com, Federal Reserve Bank of New York,
Lockheed Martin, Symantec, Autodesk, and Raytheon
Visit the Wrox and Wiley websites
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Beginning SharePoint 2013 Development

Business

The Beginning SharePoint 2013 Development and SharePointvideos.com course represents a unique collaboration between
SharePoint content leaders.
The course features the best-selling Wrox eBook Beginning
SharePoint 2013 Development and several complementary beginning
SharePoint Development videos from the renowned SharePointvideos.com. All based on SharePoint 2013, the eBook and videos
addresses the major path forward for the SharePoint platform and
outline in a practical way how a new SharePoint developer can get
started.
Renowned SharePoint spokesman Steve Fox is both the lead author
for the book and the videos.
About SharePoint-videos.com
SharePoint-Videos.com (SPVideos) is focused on empowering
information workers in corporate environments with the SharePoint
knowledge they need to be successful. Their goal is ensuring
sustainable SharePoint adoption through education and support.
SPVideos provides the following business solutions:
Asif Rehmani has been training and consulting on SharePoint
technologies since 2002. He is a SharePoint Server MVP and MCT. He
has written SharePoint curricula, several books for Wrox, and dozens
of SharePoint articles. He has produced hundreds of video tutorials on
SharePoint, many available at Microsoft TechNet, MSDN, Channel 9,
Office.com, YouTube and SharePoint-Videos.com. Asif has presented
at conferences globally including Microsoft's TechEd, SharePoint
Conference, SPTechCon, and SharePoint Connections. His clients
include Caltech, Fidelity.com, Federal Reserve Bank of New York,
Lockheed Martin, Symantec, Autodesk, and Raytheon
Beginning Writer's Workshop

Literature

If you've always wanted to write but have no idea where to start, this
course will demystify the process for you. You'll get a taste of the
writing life, improve your writing skills, and develop new ways to stretch
your creative muscles. This exciting, hands-on course for the creative
writing novice is filled with challenging exercises, expert advice, and
plenty of direct support and encouragement. As you work your way
through the lessons, you'll develop your own short, creative fiction or
nonfiction piece. Our emphasis in this course is on developing your
skills through practice, so you'll spend more time writing than reading.
You'll master important concepts by completing enjoyable writing
exercises and assignments, and you'll discover a variety of strategies
and techniques the pros use to develop characters, create a
compelling point of view, build interest through dialogue, and add
meaning to your stories.
Behavioral Economics in Action

Economics
Learn how to use behavioral economics to design experiments and
develop tools to help people make better decisions.

Behavioral Medicine: A Key to Better Health

Health And Nutrition

Learn how to change everyday behaviors for healthier lives using basic
behavioral medicine concepts. Test yourself with virtual patient
scenarios.

Behavioural Economics in Action

Social Sciences

Learn to use principles and methods of behavioural economics to
change behaviours, improve welfare and make better products and
policy.
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Being Creative Under Pressure

Business
Creativity is not an accident; it is a practice. Join author and
entrepreneur Todd Henry for a workshop on creating space in your life
to be more brilliant, more efficient, and more creative every day.
Creativity has five distinct rhythms: focus, relationships, energy,
stimuli, and hours. Learn how to harness each of these rhythms to
build a lasting foundation for success. Todd will teach you how to
structure your life so that you can do your best work and live the life
you’ve dreamed.

Belt Your Face Off: A Complete Guide To Belt Singing Music

Todd will help you identify what is truly important to you and bring a
newfound clarity to how you approach your work. By the end of this
workshop, you will understand your unique contribution to the world
and begin acting on it.
"I have learned more from your course than all the other teachers I
have had over the years. Thank you so much for helping me."
--Bobby S., BYFO! Student

Belting doesn't require any special gift. All you need is the right
teacher.
Belt Your Face Off! is a complete singing course that gives you ALL
the tools you need to support a powerful singing voice and an
incredible range for high singing or belting. With her trademark fun,
whimsical, get-your-hands-dirty approach, Broadway actress and
professional voice finder Felicia Ricci will teach you everything you
need to know about belting.
(Want to start with Felicia's FREE Belting Crash Course? Click here to
enroll!)
Groundbreaking technique for pop, rock, or musical theater belting
Comprehensive instruction for a fraction of the cost of private lessons
26 easy-to-follow units, 3.5+ hours of video, and 30+ vocal warmups
Downloadable audio guides to take with you and playback anywhere
Daily practice exercises and homework
Safe, healthy technique designed for any singer
30-day money-back guarantee
Belting is a singing style practiced by pop singers, rock stars, and
Broadway performers in which chest voice is applied to a high range of
notes. It's one of the most fun and impressive singing sounds out there
-- but one that often stumps singers who think they just don't have the
"gift" or talent to do it.
Fact: Healthy belting can be taught. And all the keys to learning are
contained in this course.
This complete A-to-Z course offers a carefully planned sequence of
belting warmups and techniques designed to transform your voice with
the effectiveness of one-on-one teaching.
Bench to Bedside: Molecularly Targeted Therapies in
Blood Disorders and Malignancy

Science
Where do new drugs and treatments come from? This class will take
you from the test tubes and mice of the laboratory to the treatment of
patients with deadly blood disorders. Students will learn how to think as
a scientist through discussion of primary research papers describing
the discoveries of several novel treatments. Topics such as gene
therapy, the potential of drugs based on RNA interference and the
reprogramming of somatic cells into stem cells for regenerative
medicine will be discussed. This course is one of many Advanced
Undergraduate Seminars offered by the Biology Department at MIT.
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Beneficios y características de las redes sociales
más significativas

Marketing

Bert Monroy: Dreamscapes Volume 1
Bert Monroy: Dreamscapes Volume 2

Design
Photography

En este curso se explicarán los aspectos más generales del ámbito de
las redes sociales con el objetivo de que el participante distinga,
clasifique e identifique las cualidades particulares de la evolución de
las redes sociales, su aplicación general en el ámbito de negocios y
comercial, así como reconocer las redes sociales de más auge en
nuestros tiempos y las tendencias de empleo.

Learn how to create artwork with Adobe Photoshop—no fine art skill
required—and turn the ordinary into extraordinary. Author and
illustrator Bert Monroy takes an unexciting photo and transforms it into
an amazing dream sequence by combining it with other photos and
techniques. This installment shows you how to fill your scenes with
imaginary creatures, stormy weather, ancient ruins, and more. His
process touches on compositing, digital painting, masking, and other
key image editing techniques. All you need is Photoshop, some images
that could use a boost, and your imagination!

Bert Monroy: Dreamscapes Volume 2

Computer Science
Learn how to create artwork with Adobe Photoshop—no fine art skill
required—and turn the ordinary into extraordinary. Author and
illustrator Bert Monroy takes an unexciting photo and transforms it into
an amazing dream sequence by combining it with other photos and
techniques. This installment shows you how to fill your scenes with
imaginary creatures, stormy weather, ancient ruins, and more. His
process touches on compositing, digital painting, masking, and other
key image editing techniques. All you need is Photoshop, some images
that could use a boost, and your imagination!

Bert Monroy: Dreamscapes Volume 3

Design
Learn how to create artwork with Adobe Photoshop—no fine art skill
required—and turn the ordinary into extraordinary. Author and
illustrator Bert Monroy takes an unexciting photo and transforms it into
an amazing dream sequence by combining it with other photos and
techniques. In this installment, learn how to transport your images into
otherworldly territory, like an underwater coral reef, an enchanted
forest, or even a menacing factory. Bert's process touches on
compositing, digital painting, masking, and other key image editing
techniques. All you need is Photoshop, some images that could use a
boost, and your imagination!

Bert Monroy: Dreamscapes Volume 3
Bert Monroy: The Making of Times Square, The
People

Design
Computer Science
Take a virtual journey to the bustling streets of New York in Bert
Monroy: The Making of Times Square. Digital painter Bert Monroy
reveals how he created the minute details that build the impressive
108,000 x 21,600 pixel, 25-foot wide photorealistic portrait of this iconic
intersection.

In this installment, The People, Bert illustrates how he created the
hyperrealistic portrayals of the dozens of people inhabiting his painting,
many of which he drew from real-life friends and family. The course
shows how to construct eyes, lips, ears, and other facial features, paint
natural looking skin, add hair, apply makeup, and create fabric folds,
stitching, and texture to emulate clothing. Bert shows how digital artists
can recreate these effects at home, using the tools in Photoshop and
Illustrator and a little imagination.
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Best Beginner Guitar Lessons by Sam Lyons

Music
My Best Beginner Guitar Lessons Course is focused on the absolute
beginner who wants to learn how to play the guitar.
It includes a series of free beginner guitar video tutorials that start from
scratch and will have you playing your first song in only days.
My beginner guitar lessons course has been developed for the
beginner guitar student entirely to help get you playing the guitar fast
and be able to learn the correct way.

Best Practices for iOS User Interface Design

Computer Science

Best Video Training To Create Wordpress Blogs and
Websites

Web Design

You will learn to develop sophisticated user interfaces for iOS, with a
focus on user interface design best practices, UI animations, and
responsive design. You will learn about the key UI widgets, mapping
interfaces and view restoration.
If you want to learn Wordpress, want a proper Wordpress tutorial, and
want to get the best Wordpress training around, you have come to the
right place.
What is Wordpress?
Wordpress is a free website software that allows you create fantastic
looking blogs and websites. This is Wordpress for beginners and we
have some great Wordpress video tutorials.
In the Wordpress video tutorials I show you:
How to do Wordpress website design
How to create your own beautiful Wordpress sites
How to install a Wordpress theme to create your Wordpress website
How to login as a Wordpress admin
The best ways of installing Wordpress
Show you one of the best Wordpress hosting providers
How to use the Wordpress dashboard
How to use the Wordpress editor
How to install simple Wordpress themes
How to update Wordpress
How to install plugins
And lots more……
Learning Wordpress and using Wordpress is quite easy, once you get
inside you will see that it is quite similar to Microsoft Word in the back
end, but alt more powerful.
There are Wordpress alternatives, but they tend to be a lot less
versatile and are a lot harder to customize to the way you want your
site to look.
Website design has come a long way and nowadays there is no need
to do it the hard way and spend months learning website coding.
In this 86 video WordPress training course from you'll learn everything
you need to know to create a fantastic looking custom site and finding
products to make money; from installation to design, from
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Bestselling Keywords for Amazon Authors

Marketing

Most readers find books at Amazon by typing terms into the search
bar. Amazon is a search engine and these terms are keywords, which
are misunderstood by many authors. Using keywords wisely in every
aspect related to your book makes an enormous difference to help
people discover your book.
This course is designed for writers about to publish and for authors
already selling books on Amazon. It explains everything in an easy to
follow method to help you find and implement the best keywords for
your book, whether it's already published or not.
Taught by Jason Matthews, an author, speaker and publishing coach,
this course gives your book the advantages it needs to reach a greater
audience. Each video lesson shows real-time examples at the sites
you'll be using. All of the videos are between 2 and 5 minutes, making
it simple to follow and implement the advice.
Doing better with keywords and Amazon searches leads to good
things: more people will find your books, which means more people will
buy your books.
Better Blogging & Wordpress Strategies for
Business & Brands

Marketing
Better Blogging and Wordpress Strategies is an all-in-one training
course for your business or personal brand. Starting with detailed
instructions for Wordpress installation, learn how successful bloggers
are able to consistently produce a steady stream of high-quality content
to maximize online exposure.
I’ll walk you through every step of the process, which includes going
through my pre-blog checklist, making offline preparations, writing your
first blog post, detailed instructions for installing Wordpress, creating
an editorial calendar and posting schedule, search engine optimization,
understanding web analytics and lots more.
When done effectively, blogging allows you to demonstrate your
expertise in your given field and legitimizes your organization to users
online. Avoid common pitfalls that plague many beginning bloggers by
following the steps carefully outlined in this comprehensive course. By
utilizing best blogging practices from the start, you can build your blog
on a solid foundation that will support your overall online presence and
raise awareness for your business or brand.
Think of me as your blogging personal trainer, as I hold your hand
through the process. Through the members dashboard, you can even
ask me specific questions. For beginners, you’ll receive the guidance
you need to get started from scratch. For intermediate-level bloggers,
this course will help you drop bad blogging habits and set you on the
right track to blogging success. And with updates scheduled to be
maintained regularly, this can truly be described as a “living training
course” that grows with you.
“Lisa is able to explain even the most technical details in way that is
easy to understand. This course is packed with helpful pointers that
can only have been attained through years of professional experience.
She makes it feel like she’s going through the process with you,
guiding you every step of the way.”
-Michael Prieve / Editor-In-Chief, Celebuzz.com at SpinMedia, Inc.

Better Photos With Your Compact Camera
Betting on the Future of Moore's Law

Grade Results

Photography
Law

Material science is the basis of all semiconductor technology, says
former Intel Chairman of the Board Craig Barrett.
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Beyond Compliance

Education

Traditional classroom management approaches tend to focus on
getting students to comply with rules through the use of extrinsic
rewards and punishments. These coercive approaches produce, at
best, short-term obedience and have the potential to thwart the
development of many positive student behaviors and dispositions that
we promote in our classrooms. This effective classroom management
course presents an alternative classroom management approach
rooted in intrinsic motivation and designed to create a learning
environment in which children work hard, work together, and work with
purpose.
This effective classroom management course is divided into four
sections that contain a total of 20 video presentations. It will take
approximately 5 hours to complete the effective classroom
management course.
Take this ultimate effective classroom management course right now.

Beyond PowerPoint: Teach Online With ScreenFlow
For Mac

Business

Learn the Fundamentals of ScreenFlow and Create Your Online
Course Now.
You will start with the demonstration of a sample feature-rich animated
web video screencast -- then you'll learn to replicate it.
In this course, you'll learn how to use ScreenFlow for Macintosh -- one
of the "Big 3" video screen capture and editing software programs in
the market used by professional screencasters and online learning
professionals. But, your learning won't stop there.
Delivered by a professional screencaster, online learning architect,
and winner of the 2012 Techsmith Best In Category ScreenChamp
award.
Testimonials
"Mel has a uniquely 'feet on the ground,' personable style with
emphasis always being on the message rather than the messenger..."
~ Richard Andrews, TTA Online Course Creator & Facilitator
"I had hired a college student as a marketing assistant to help me with
other aspects of executing our marketing efforts but she had zero
experience with video...One week later, Kristin was producing amazing
videos... Mel delivers a comprehensive and intuitive learning style that
is easy to follow for students with any level of experience."
~ Scott Schang, Broadview Mortgage Katella Team
Go beyond the classroom. Learn how to transform your live
presentations, workshops and live training courses to a digitized format
that's easily shared, easily consumed and potentially profitable.
Don't be boring. Learn to kick your online presentations up a notch
from run-of-the-mill online presentations by overlaying quality audio
and synchronizing live action web video to increase your audience's
engagement.

Beyond Silicon Valley: Growing Entrepreneurship in
Transitioning Economies

Grade Results

Business
Explore how communities in transitioning economies around the world
are working to enable the growth of entrepreneurship when the
resources from the private sector alone are limited.
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BI 4 Platform Innovation and Implementation

Business

This course is aimed at experienced BI system administrators
responsible for the implementation, deployment, and administration of
SAP BusinessObjects BI 4 but is also open to anyone interested in this
topic. To get the best out of this course, you should have a
fundamental understanding of SAP BusinessObjects BI 4 Platform and
a desire to learn more.

Biblical Arts of Prayer Five Week Course

Education

What I tell you in secret say to the light and that which is whispered in
your ears proclaim upon the roof tops.

Big Data

Computer Science

Do you need to understand big data and how it will impact your
business? This Specialization is for you. You will gain an
understanding of what insights big data can provide through hands-on
experience with the tools and systems used by big data scientists and
engineers. Previous programming experience is not required! You will
be guided through the basics of using Hadoop with MapReduce,
Spark, Pig and Hive. By following along with provided code, you will
experience how one can perform predictive modeling and leverage
graph analytics to model problems. This specialization will prepare you
to ask the right questions about data, communicate effectively with
data scientists, and do basic exploration of large, complex datasets. In
the final Capstone Project, developed in partnership with data software
company Splunk, you’ll apply the skills you learned to do basic
analyses of big data.

Big Data - Capstone Project

Computer Science
Welcome to the Capstone Project for Big Data! In collaboration with
Splunk, a software company focused on analyzing machine-generated
big data, you will build a Big Data ecosystem using tools and methods
from the earlier courses in this specialization.

Big Data Analysis with Apache Spark

Computer Science

Big Data for Better Performance

Business

Learn how you can predict customer demand and preferences by using
the data that is all around you.

Big Data for Better Performance (BigData)

Business

Learn how you can predict customer demand and preferences by using
the data that is all around you.

Big Data in Education

Education

Learn how to apply data science techniques using parallel
programming in Apache Spark to explore big data.

Education is increasingly occurring online or in educational software,
resulting in an explosion of data that can be used to improve
educational effectiveness and support basic research on learning. In
this course, you will learn how and when to use key methods for
educational data mining and learning analytics on this data.

Grade Results
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Big Data in Excel - Excel 2010/2013 Power Pivot

Business

Learn big data analytics directly in Excel 2010 or 2013.
Power Pivot is free Excel add-in developed by Microsoft. It is designed
to deal with large complex data sets. No programming required!
Always working on real examples - the course is specifically based on
real world use cases. No long slides, but rather hands on examples. All
material used in lectures is available for download. Students are highly
encouraged to experiment with data themselves.
Comprehensive assignments will be available after each section.
These will let you check newly acquired knowledge in practice.
At any time I will be available to answer questions or simply discuss
some interesting topic.
At the end of the course you will feel comfortable in multiple areas:
Working with large datasets
Combine data from totally different data sources much more effectively
Best practices on working with pivot tables and pivot charts
Creating interactive dashboards to answer business questions
Better understanding how databases are designed
Taking into account exercises and assignment, course could be
completed in a ~4 days 2-3 hours per day.
Let's get ready for era of big data.
Big Data, Cloud Computing, & CDN Emerging
Technologies

Computer Science

Big History: Connecting Knowledge

History

Cloud Computing enables us to easily use software as well as
processing platforms and computing infrastructure (that are not
equipped on our computers and smartphones) from any location
through Internet services. Big Data provides us with new intelligence
from massive data sets, which can help in situation/condition/status
analysis and decision making. In addition, CDN is the best technology
to provide information/contents to Internet users in the quickest and
most efficient way. Therefore, the
information/software/database/contents from Clouds and Big Data
centers can be very effectively supported by CDNs. This is why these
lectures are combined together in this course.

We currently face unprecedented challenges on a global scale. These
problems do not neatly fall into disciplines. They are complicated,
complex, and connected. Join us on this epic journey of 13.8 billion
years starting at the Big Bang and travelling through time all the way to
the future. Discover the connections in our world, the power of
collective learning, how our universe and our world has evolved from
incredible simplicity to ever-increasing complexity. Experience our
modern scientific origin story through Big History and discover the
important links between past, current, and future events. You will find
two different types of lectures. ‘Zooming In’ lectures from multiple
specialists enable you to understand key concepts through the lens of
different disciplines, whilst David Christian's ‘Big History Framework’
lectures provide the connective overview for a journey through eight
thresholds of Big History.

Grade Results
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Big Spaceship Animated Logo: Start to Finish

Film Studies
Watch the step-by-step process as acclaimed digital agency Big
Spaceship produces an animated logo. To create the logo, Big
Spaceship draws on historical broadcast design styles as well as
traditional and digital animation techniques. Handmade paper models
are shot with a stop-motion technique using a digital SLR camera.
Smoke effects are used to add atmosphere, clouds, and the smoke
trail for a paper rocket ship shot with a still camera and moved through
the scene with digital effects. It's a perfect blend of spontaneous
organic play and digital discipline. The end result is a rich eruption of
visual fun--and a great animated logo.

Big Spaceship Animated Logo: Start to Finish

Design

Big Spaceship Animated Logo: Start to Finish

Web Design

BIM Training

Design
The rollout of BIM (Building Information Modelling) across the built
environment industry is continuing apace. Obtain the knowledge and
develop the skills to meet the current and forthcoming requirements
with BIM Training Course.
By outlining the fundamentals of Building Information Modelling (BIM),
these tutorials provide clear road map for construction and design
practitioners eager to learn the requirements to operate and work in
this environment. Understand BIM’s drivers and impacts, key
standards, and how to implement it to achieve your projects objectives.

Biochemical Engineering

Science
This course deals with a more advanced treatment of the biochemical
mechanisms that underlie biological processes. Emphasis will be given
to the experimental methods used to unravel how these processes fit
into the cellular context as well as the coordinated regulation of these
processes. Topics include macromolecular machines for energy and
force transduction, regulation of biosynthetic and degradative
pathways, and the structure and function of nucleic acids.

Biochemistry
Bioconductor for Genomic Data Science

Science
Computer Science

Bioelectricity: A Quantitative Approach

Science

Bioethics

Science

Bioethics: Issues in Global Health & Environmental
Policy

Social Sciences

Bioinformatic Methods I

Science

Grade Results

Learn to use tools from the Bioconductor project to perform analysis
of genomic data. This is the fifth course in the Genomic Big Data
Specialization from Johns Hopkins University.
Nerves, the heart, and the brain are electrical. How do these things
work? This course presents fundamental principles, described
quantitatively.

This self-paced course is designed to show that ethical theories can
help provide frameworks for moral judgment and decision-making in
the wake of recent scientific, technological, and social developments
which have resulted in rapid changes in the biological sciences and
in health care.
This course is aimed at providing a primer for undergraduate level
students on global health and environmental policy making. This
course will expose students to current issues in global health and
environmental policy such as: ethics and climate change, biopiracy,
antibiotic resistance, food, energy, and water.
Use of available (mainly web-based) programs for analyzing
biological data. This is an introductory course with a strong
emphasis on hands-on methods. Some theory is introduced, but the
main focus is on using extant bioinformatics tools to analyze data
and generate biological hypotheses.
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Bioinformatic Methods II

Science

Bioinformatics Algorithms (Part 1)

Science

Use of available (mainly web-based) programs for analyzing
biological data. This is Part 2 of an introductory course with a strong
emphasis on hands-on methods. Some theory is introduced, but the
main focus is on using extant bioinformatics tools to analyze data
and generate biological hypotheses.

The sequencing of the human genome fueled a computational
revolution in biology. As a result, modern biology produces as many
new algorithms as any other fundamental realm of science.
Accordingly, the newly formed links between computer science and
biology affect the way we teach applied algorithms to computer
scientists. Genome sequencing is just one of hundreds of biological
problems that have become inextricable from the computational
methods required to solve them. In this course, we will uncover
some of the algorithmic ideas that are fundamental to an
understanding of modern biology. Computational concepts like
dynamic programming and graph theory will help us explore
algorithms applied to a wide range of biological topics, from finding
regulatory motifs to determining whether the human genome has
"fragile" regions. Throughout the process, we will apply
bioinformatics algorithms to real genetic data. Each chapter in the
course textbook covers a single biological question and slowly builds
the algorithmic knowledge required to address this challenge. Along
the way, coding challenges and exercises (many of which ask you to
apply your skills to real genetic data) will be directly integrated into
the text at the exact moment they are needed.

Bioinformatics Algorithms (Part 1)

Science

Bioinformatics: Introduction and Methods

Science

生物信息学: 导论与方法

This course teaches the concepts and computational methods in the
exciting interdisciplinary field of bioinformatics and their applications
in life sciences. The lectures are taught in Mandarin Chinese with
slides and subtitles in English.
生物信息学是一门新兴的生命科学与计算科学前沿交叉学科。本课程
讲授生物信息学主要概念和方法，以及如何应用生物信息学手段解决
生命科学问题。本课程采用中文普通话授课，英文幻灯片及字幕。

Biological Chemistry II

Psychology

Biology

Science

Biology Meets Programming: Bioinformatics for
Beginners

Bioinformatics

Grade Results

This course will cover some of the common algorithms underlying
the following fundamental topics in bioinformatics: assembling
genomes, comparing DNA and protein sequences, finding regulatory
motifs, analyzing genome rearrangements, identifying proteins, and
many other topics.

This course deals with a more advanced treatment of the
biochemical mechanisms that underlie biological processes.
Emphasis will be given to the experimental methods used to unravel
how these processes fit into the cellular context as well as the
coordinated regulation of these processes. Topics include
macromolecular machines for energy and force transduction,
regulation of biosynthetic and degradative pathways, and the
structure and function of nucleic acids.
Covers topics seen in a first year college or high school biology
course.
This course will cover algorithms for solving various biological
problems along with a handful of programming challenges helping
you implement these algorithms in Python. It offers a gentler-paced
alternative to the first course in our Bioinformatics Specialization
(Finding Hidden Messages in DNA).
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Biomaterials-Tissue Interactions

Science

Biotechnology
Biped Animation with Character Studios (3ds Max)

Science
Design

Birds 101: Introduction to Pet Birds

Science

Bit by the Entrepreneurship Bug
Bitcoin and Cryptocurrency Technologies

Business
Computer Science

Bits

ICT

This course covers the principles of materials science and cell
biology underlying the design of medical implants, artificial organs,
and matrices for tissue engineering. Methods for biomaterials
surface characterization and analysis of protein adsorption on
biomaterials. Molecular and cellular interactions with biomaterials
are analyzed in terms of unit cell processes, such as matrix
synthesis, degradation, and contraction. Mechanisms underlying
wound healing and tissue remodeling following implantation in
various organs.

Biped character animation using 3ds Max is a professional style
course on animation for students who are looking to get into the
movie or game design industries. Biped animation is a crucial
knowledge base that all animators must know. Take this course now
and it will pay off dearly later.
Learn to care for your pet birds, from parrots to finches, by studying
nutrition & husbandry, behavioral characteristics, and common
veterinary procedures.
Vinod Khosla
There’s a lot of excitement about Bitcoin, but also a lot of confusion
about what Bitcoin is and how it works. We’re offering this course
focusing on the computer science behind Bitcoin to help cut through
the hype and get to the core of what makes Bitcoin unique.

This course focuses on information as quantity, resource, and
property. We study the application of quantitative methods to
understanding how information technologies inform issues of public
policy, regulation, and law. How are music, images, and telephone
conversations represented digitally, and how are they moved reliably
from place to place through wires, glass fibers, and the air? Who
owns information, who owns software, what forms of regulation and
law restrict the communication and use of information, and does it
matter? How can personal privacy be protected at the same time
that society benefits from communicated or shared information? ,
The recorded lectures are from the Harvard Faculty of Arts and
Sciences course Quantitative Reasoning 48, which was offered as
an online course at the Extension School. , The Quicktime and MP3
formats are available for download, or you can play the Flash
version directly. These lectures are organized by 12 themes, which
can be viewed in any order. Note that some topics are repeated in
different themes, as relevant. , Harry Lewis provides commentary
and analysis on his blog, Blown to Bits. Blog posts are linked below
with the videos. , If you enjoyed this free class, the Harvard
Extension School offers a wide variety of courses in numerous
fields. Search for classes and enroll for credit during the fall and
spring registration periods. ,

Black and White with Lightroom and Photoshop

Grade Results

Computer Science

Shoot in color, but think in black and white. In this course, Adobe
Photoshop Senior Product Manager Bryan O'Neil Hughes shares his
favorite techniques for transforming color photographs into black and
white, a technique that provides more creative options than using
your camera's black-and-white mode. Learn how to prepare and finetune your photographs in Lightroom, and then move them into
Photoshop to take advantage of its nondestructive adjustment
layers. The course also introduces techniques for using Photoshop
to adjust the color of video clips.
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Black and White with Lightroom and Photoshop

Photography

Black and White: From Snapshots to Great Shots

Photography

Black Box FX Trading Course

Business

Blackboard 9.x Essential Training for Instructors

Education

Blackboard 9.x Essential Training for Students

Education

Blackjack: Final Game
Blackjack: Final Game
Blended Learning: Personalizing Education for
Students

Computer Science
Computer Science
Education

Blended Teaching of World Languages
Blender 2.6 Essential Training

Foreign Language
Design

Shoot in color, but think in black and white. In this course, Adobe
Photoshop Senior Product Manager Bryan O'Neil Hughes shares his
favorite techniques for transforming color photographs into black and
white, a technique that provides more creative options than using
your camera's black-and-white mode. Learn how to prepare and finetune your photographs in Lightroom, and then move them into
Photoshop to take advantage of its nondestructive adjustment
layers. The course also introduces techniques for using Photoshop
to adjust the color of video clips.

Discretely Monitor Bank Flow Activity and Trade on their Strength.

In Blackboard 9 Essential Training for Students, Patrick Crispen
shows how to get up and running on day one of class and start
finding and logging into courses, submitting assignments and
importing files, and taking tests. The course also shows how
classmates and work groups can communicate in Blackboard with
group assignments and email.
Put it all together to finish a fully-working blackjack game!
Put it all together to finish a fully-working blackjack game!
Blended learning is a new educational model with great potential to
increase student outcomes and create exciting new roles for
teachers. In this course you will learn about the different types of
blended learning and the best practices from real schools using
these models. In addition, you will develop the tools you need to
build your own blended learning program.

This course provides an overview of modeling, animating, and
rendering 3D graphics in the open-source software Blender 2.6.
Beginning with a tour of the Blender interface, author George Maestri
shows how to create and edit basic objects, work with modifiers and
subdivision surfaces, and apply materials and textures. The course
also demonstrates lighting 3D scenes, setting up and using cameras,
animating objects, and assembling basic character rigs.

Blender 3d Unleashed: Mastering 3d Fundamentals

Design

Blender Essential Training
Blender Essential Training
Blender Recipes: 19 Amazing Recipes for Your
Blender

Computer Science
Design
Food

Block Buster: Overcoming Writer's Block

Photography

Grade Results

This course provides an overview of modeling, animating, and
rendering 3D graphics in the open-source software Blender 2.6.
Beginning with a tour of the Blender interface, author George Maestri
shows how to create and edit basic objects, work with modifiers and
subdivision surfaces, and apply materials and textures. The course
also demonstrates lighting 3D scenes, setting up and using
cameras, animating objects, and assembling basic character rigs.

Zac from the Raw Cave YouTube channel is here to present 19
amazing recipes for people who have recently bought a blender and
are keen to get the most out of it. These recipes are: Simple.
Delicious. Healthy. And, honestly, what more could you want? These
are recipes your friends will love and recipes that you'll want to
continue making over the coming months. Also feel free to make
suggestions for recipes once you're a student and we might just get
around to it one of these days. This course should definitely be
considered an evolving course. It doesn't stop with what you see
today. Click the "Start Learning Now" button to begin the blending
journey.
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Blogging

Marketing
Using the micro-blog Tumblr for business marketing and website
traffic has never been more critical. With the recent acquisition of
this mega-popular blogging and content creation platform by search
engine giant Yahoo, businesses will benefit from service upgrades
and a much more friendly demographic. With many beneficial
changes trending towards entrepreneurs and small business and
many more to come, never has this once 'hobby blog' website been
more crucial for marketing business content, images, pod casts and
products with end goal being to increase website traffic and ROI. In
this course, we teach (but not limited to) the following key areas of
maximizing this 10 million visitor per month platform; Strategic and
effective content creation and positioning Backlink strategies to
increase website authority and drive immediate traffic to products
and services Enhancing brand reputation through adding key
modules Using video content of others to increase trust with readers
Organic SEO rankings and how to achieve them with a simple
Tumblr blog Content multiplication and many more topics! Join us
today and master Tumblr for your business brand messaging. Free
Video Viewers - to view in best quality which is 720HD, once video is
launched, go to bottom right area of video player and switch from
'360' to 720HD.

Blogging for Business
Blogging for Success: How to Plan the Perfect Blog

Business
Marketing

Blogging is an integral part of any social media strategy. Your blog
becomes your own corner of the social web by helping you
contribute original content and add fresh updates to your social
media platforms. Blogging can help you: Market your business
Establish yourself as a thought leader Get the word out about your
causes Become more attractive to potential employers But where do
you start? Which blogging platform should you use? What should
you blog about? For that matter, what the heck is a blog? Blogging
for Success assumes nothing – providing anyone with the
knowledge and confidence to plan a successful blog right out of the
gate. This course offers an introduction to the technology behind a
blog and explores the different blogging platforms available. The
course demonstrates types of blogs and blogging styles, as well as
appropriate writing tones for specific audiences. Join author and new
media expert Deltina Hay as she helps you plan a successful blog by
demonstrating real-world examples, and guiding you in answering
critical blogging questions. Blogging for Success also shows you
how to create good web content for your blog. The course explores
how people read online content, and shows you how to make your
content easier to read and more likely to get noticed. The course
also takes a look at ethics issues like copyright concerns, disclaimer
and disclosure statements, and codes of ethics relevant to your
profession and your industry. Included as a special bonus is the
introduction to Deltina's WordPress.com Essentials course, and a
full lesson from that course about starting your blog using
WordPress.com. Worksheets and resources included! Don't put that
blog off any longer. Take the course today, and plan the blog you've
always wanted.

Blogging Strategies for Musicians and Bands

Literature

Bloom Financial Garden Step #1: The Plan

Finance

Grade Results

A blog is a great way for musicians to tell their story and get the
latest news to fans. In this course, Bobby Owsinski dives into giving
tips on how to best use blogging to promote your artistry. Learn the
pros and cons of different platforms, from WordPress to Tumblr; how
to set up your blog and tie it to your website; craft interesting posts;
and set up an RSS feed to help your fans subscribe. Bobby even
shows you how to make money with your blog using AdSense and
other affiliate programs.
The plan. First step in creating your financial garden is having a plan
to plant
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Blue + Green Screen Production Principles

Film Studies
The technology used for compositing blue and green screen has
improved to the point where a chroma key matte can be pulled off
almost anything. However, the better the original photography and
setup, the better the matte extraction and composite will be. Whether
the goal is to shoot a blue or green screen for compositing, or just to
get familiar with terms and techniques, Blue and Green Screen
Production Principles has the information needed. Pete Kuran goes
behind the scenes to teach the processes of this popular film
technique. Note: We recommend that subscribers new to video
production terminology first view Digital Video Principles in the
lynda.com Online Training Library™.

Blue + Green Screen Production Principles
Blue Chip Career - Guide to Finance and Consulting
Interviews

Photography
Finance

Blue Water Strategies for Business

Marketing

Blues Accelerator - 21 Days to Blues Guitar Mastery

Music

This course is comprised of videos with Blue Chip Career mentors
walking through frequently asked finance, consulting an
Come aboard as we navigate from the red and green waters of old
and current business practices into the clear still blue waters of
business where negotiations over price become almost irrelevant
when selling to customers. Shift your business out of the green
water of stagnation through the red water of competition and set a
course for the blue water of experiential marketing and customer
relationships so strong that referrals will become your main
marketing strategy.

The aim of Blues Accelerator is to take someone with little formal
knowledge about blues guitar playing, and turn them into a confident
blues player. The ultimate goal that we're headed towards is the
ability to play over the 12 bar blues, which is the bread and butter of
any blues musician. If you want to sit in with the real players, you
need to have a rock solid grasp on playing over the 12 bar
blues ... and by the final lesson of this VOl. I, you will have mastered
soloing over the 12 bar blues. Depending on your skill level coming
into this course, you might find the first lesson a bit easy.
Nevertheless, please follow along. Each lesson in the course builds
upon the lesson that precedes it. Skip a lesson, and you risk missing
an important aspect of blues soloing. As the title suggests, you can
finish the course in 21 days.

Grade Results
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Blues and Advanced Guitar Lessons

Music

Blues Guitar - Finger Picking Basics With Jim Bruce

Music

Would You Like to Supercharge Your Understanding of the Guitar
Without All the "fluff" That Most Guitar Instructors Teach You? If you
are looking for the best way to quickly advance your guitar skills to
the highest level it has ever been then this is the most important
online guitar course you will ever have to take. What's Inside? 130
lectures/videos with most lectures having a PDF attachment 7 hours
of video PLUS New Videos added Each month This is the perfect
community for Intermediate players looking to increase their level of
skill in becoming an advanced player AND it's also GREAT for
existing advanced players as well. Who is this guitar course for?
Passionate Guitar Players with a Desire to "up" Their Guitar Game
Those Players Who Want to Finally Understand the MOST Essential
Music Theory Principles, Allowing Limitless Possibilities on Their
Fretboard Intermediate and Advanced Players Blues Enthusiasts
You Will Be Learning From a Veteran in the Guitar Industry. Erich's
Guitar Videos, Ebooks, Online Guitar Courses and Books Have
Reached Millions of People All Around the World. With More Than
30 Million Views on Youtube alone Nearly 30 Years Experience in
Teaching and Playing Over 125k Youtube Subscribers We all know
you have to practice to become better at guitar. Most teachers don't
have a "plan" for beginners to follow for them to see actual results.
This course, and all of Erich's courses on Udemy, are laid out in a
"no fail" order. So all you have to do is follow the videos in order and
put your practice to good use. Erich will teach you the correct
techniques and exercises to incorporate into your practice so you
begin to establish the Right Practice habits. THIS course will get you
moving in the right direction. No other advanced course will be like
this one. This course is one of a kind. Here are some key highlights
to this Advanced Guitar Course: Knowing construction of chords,
gettting to Jam out to any song Having the confidence to go join a
band if you choose to Call and Response style guitar becomes
second nature to you **Add 5 Bonus Videos on Two-hand Tapping
Techniques** There's really no other advanced guitar course like this
anywhere else but here. Get Started Today For Only $99 And here's
my, no questions asked, money back guarantee! There's a 30 Day
Money Back Guarantee Is this course for you? Honestly, I have
know idea. And that's why we are offering a 30 day money back
guarantee. Scroll up and click the "Take This Course" button now.
WARNING: This course is NOT for the person who thinks by

This courses provides tuition in several diverse blues guitar finger
pickijng styles, and also gives the opportunity to learn complete
songs - advice is also given about singing at the same time. Artists
covered - Lightnin' Hopkins, John Loudermilk, Gary Davis, Sam
Chatmon and Guy Davis. The acoustic blues guitar masters had an
enormous influence on generations of modern guitarists - the
acoustic swing blues of Broonzy, for example, became the electric
style of Muddy Waters, then Buddy Guy and stevie Ray Vaughan.
The starting point fo any guitar picker wanting to play any kind of
blues is to study the techniques of the original bues guitar players, to
see how they put their music together and to appreciate hoow their
fingers produced so much rhythm and syncopation onj a relatively
simple instrument like the acoustic guitar. This basi course covers
several basic finger picking styles, and lmy approach is to show you
just one thing - anyone canj play the blues with the right tuition, time
and practice - it's all up to you. Each video lesson includes in-video
guitar tablature, discussion about technique and slow motion
demonstrations of both hands. This course is a great primer for my
bigger courses, which cover all of the major picking styles from most
famous blues men of old.
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Boards For Business: How To Get Customers
Through Pinterest

Grade Results

Marketing

>>Temporary Special! Type in "only 9" (without the space or quotes)
to get this course for only 9 bucks !<< Are you looking for a new and
totally free way to generate leads and sales for your business? If you
are SICK of tweets, facebook ads, and backlinks…all with mediocre
results...then you have come to the right place. Pinterest is the lesscrowded, more profitable platforming that is SKYROCKETING sales
for businesses. More specifically, Pinterest: Drives more traffic to
publishers than Twitter, LinkedIn, and Reddit combined. Has over 70
million users and is growing faster than any other social network.
Drives more revenue per click than Facebook and Twitter. If you are
in business, then Pinterest might be the platform that takes your
business to the next level. In fact I personally know business owners
who have built their businesses around Pinterest! And guess what?
It works! Who is this course designed for? If you provide a product or
a service that you can take pictures of, then you can get customers
through Pinterest. More specifically: health, fitness, food,
photography, travel, hospitality, cosmetic, fashion, beauty, DIY,
design, home remodeling…the list goes on and on. This course will
teach you simple, PROVEN methods to land leads and customers
through Pinterest. And the best part? You don’t have to know the
first thing about Pinterest, and through just this one course you will
begin seeing results today. In fact, I guarantee that the strategies in
this course land you your first customer from Pinterested, or your
money back. In this course you will learn: How to build a presence
on Pinterest from scratch 5 ways to drive MASSIVE traffic with your
account Tricks to get your content to go viral How to get targeted
traffic to spike sales in your business, all while building buzz and
trust around your brand Here is what others have said… “Pinterest
has helped to push my business into the higher-end market. I have
more followers and several have requested me for projects. I signed
on a new client to do a $40K bathroom remodel project from posting
a board about a prior engagement. He pointed to one of my pins and
said, “I want that bathroom, right now.” - Heather Cleveland,Interior
Designer "I entered this course not knowing much about Pinterest
and came out knowing exactly how to implement some of these
techniques for my own eCommerce stores. I highly recommend this
course to anyone who is looking to start utilizing Pinterest to its full
potential." -Anton Kraly, Ecommerce expert and founder of Drop
Ship Lifestyle "Nate is a BOSS. I loved this class. Nate, and this
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Bodybuilding

Fitness

Bombshell Lashes: How To Use Lashes With Schatar

Makeup

Dear friend, Do you want to look BIGGER, STRONGER, and have
the most CONFIDENCE you've ever felt? -Are you tired of looking in
the mirror and not liking what you see? -Do you think it is possible for
someone as skinny as you to gain weight and build muscle? -Are
you tired of getting "bullied" and getting rejected by girls? -Have you
tried everything to gain weight and failed? -Do you believe that
gaining weight and muscle is all about genetics? -Do you think that
you can never have the body you have always dreamed of? If you
answered "YES" to any or all of these questions, then it is time for
you to Discover The 5 Commandments You MUST Know To Get
JACKED, GAIN WEIGHT and BUILD MUSCLE (Video Series) Once
and FOR ALL! Hi I'm Tim a former skinny guy from Florida. For years
I struggled to gain weight and build muscle. I got picked on, "bullied,"
had no confidence, and worst of all no girls. Then I discovered 5
simple tricks that helped me gain 30 pounds of muscle in the
shortest time possible. Now people see me with respect, I got more
confidence than I know what to do with, and most of all I married the
women of MY DREAMS! To learn exactly how I did this…and how
you can do the same…simply join the course. And you'll get FREE
instant access to my special free (5 Part Video Series, workout, and
Report called, "The 5 Commandments to Maximal Muscle.") I'll see
you on the inside. Here is what you'll discover in this course: This
info packed course will change the way you think about bodybuilding
forever. This former Hard-Gainer reveals 5 Commandments you
must absolutely know about to increase your size now! Here is what
you'll discover in this course below: 1. Why some popular
supplements Will Not get you your desired physique. 2. Why
Progressive Overload will accelerate your results fast! 3. Why you
can build muscle even if you have a busy schedule. Train Less For
Better Results 4. Why Heavy Weights Doesn’t Equal Bigger
Muscle’s 5. A Proven Muscle Building Formula…And So Much More!
Are you tired of looking in the mirror and not liking what you see? Do
you think it is possible for someone as skinny as you to gain weight
and build muscle? Have you tried everything to gain weight and
failed? Do you believe that gaining weight and muscle is all about
genetics? Do you think that you can never have the body you have
always dreamed of? If you answered yes to any or all of these
questions, then it is time for you to discover the Truth about weight
gain and muscle building. I have discovered the secret that will help

Have you tried to put on lashes without success? Are you currently
spending hundreds of dollars a year to pay someone else to do your
lashes? Have you ever seen someone else wearing beautiful lashes
and wondered, "Their lashes look beautiful! How do they do that?"
"How To Use Lashes With Schatar" puts the power in your hands!
TV personality Schatar Sapphira teaches step-by-step techniques,
tips, and trade secrets about using cosmetic lashes to create an
exciting new looks. Learn the power of lashes with more than 30
detailed videos documents with tips, tools and valuable resources,
including real life examples from Schatar's popular workshop series
"Lashes Live". You will receive an Official How To Use Lashes
Certificate of Completion after taking this course.
Book Yourself Solid

Business
Book more clients, earn more referrals, and build profitable, longlasting professional relationships with Michael Port's best-selling
Book Yourself Solid system. Whether you are a photographer who
needs to book more portrait sessions or an acupuncturist who needs
more clients, this business workshop arms you with better marketing
techniques that immediately bring more clients and money into your
business. During this special 3-day business workshop, you'll learn
how to find ideal clients that energize and inspire you, how to
understand your clients' needs, and how to master the 4-part simple
sales formula to book the business almost every time. Michael Port
will also teach you how to reach out to prospective clients and
referral partners, tips to help improve your website, and how to build
your social platform to help grow your business. If your business is
just getting started and you need help finding the perfect client, this
workshop is a must-see.
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Bookmarking Sites for Musicians and Bands

Marketing

Boost English Reading Comprehension - ESL &
Homeschool Tests

Foreign Language

Get some quick tips from Bobby Owsinski on sharing your music,
website, and blog with dedicated readers on platforms like
StumbleUpon and reddit. Bobby reviews the top four social
bookmarking sites, and reviews the pros and cons of using these
platforms to market your music.

Improve your English reading skills, while getting a great education!
STEPS English Programs is pleased to offer Udemy's first course in
reading comprehension and academic knowledge building. This fun
interactive-quiz based course takes you step by step from 3rd grade
level reading passages to 4th, 5th, 6th, and 7th grade level texts.
Hundreds of interesting passages in the Sciences, Arts, &
Humanities are included. You will improve your reading
comprehension skills, while also increasing your knowledge of
history, astronomy, inventions, famous people, nature & animals,
sports, health, art, foreign cultures, technology, and more! The
course has three types of quizzes: 1) Multiple Choice Reading
Comprehension Quizzes 2) Video Reading Passage Quizzes
(Improve Listening Skills Too!) 3) True & False Review Quizzes Test Your Memory Three Reading Passage Lengths The reading
comprehension passages come in three lengths: 100, 250, and 500
words. Not too long. Not too short. These reading passages are the
perfect length to improve online reading comprehension.
******************** Get Instant Pop-Up Definitions & Translations!
Use the free Wiktionary & Google Translate tool for Firefox to get
immediate dictionary definitions and translations into over 70
languages. ******************** Who will benefit from this course? All
students can benefit from taking the STEPS Reading
Comprehension Tests Program, including Primary School & High
School students, Home school students, and ESL students.
******************** How Long Does the Course Take to Complete?
Completion time will vary. We do not suggest that students speed
though the course, spending hours at a time working through the
passages and quizzes. We suggest that students do only 1 or 2
reading quizzes and one video reading quiz a day. At this speed,
students can expect to complete the course in 33-48 days. On
completion of the course, you will receive an official Certificate of
Completion from Udemy. ******************** So, let's get started!

Boost Your Refund with The Ultimate Tax Course

Finance

Boosting Web Design Profits

Web Design

Don't let Uncle Sam keep your cash!

Attention web designers: this course will teach you how to boost your
profits. It's the sequel to the top-selling course "How to run a web
design business & sell $15,000 websites." The previous course
emphasized revenue growth and how to sell your services for
$15,000 each. This course emphasizes how to build your web
design business profitably. I'll outline a lot of the mistakes web
designers make and examples of where I went wrong. I'll give very
specific examples of where you can simultaneously reduce your
costs and increase your revenue per client.
Bootstrap 2: Adding Interactivity to Your Site

Grade Results

Web Design

Twitter Bootstrap is one of the most used HTML/CSS/JavaScript
frameworks for creating responsive websites. In this course, Jen
Kramer shows you how to add interactive elements like a thumbnail
gallery, dropdown menus, or a contact form using Bootstrap and a
simple text editor. Plus, learn to add helpful pop-ups and tooltips that
enhance the usability of these features. The principles illustrated
here can carry into using Bootstrap in content management systems
as well as with static websites.
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Bootstrap 3: Adding Interactivity to Your Site

Web Design

Bootstrap 3: Advanced Web Development

Web Design

Twitter's Bootstrap is one of the most popular HTML/CSS/JavaScript
frameworks for creating responsive websites. Here, Jen Kramer
shows you how to add interactive elements like a thumbnail gallery,
image carousel, or contact form using Bootstrap and a simple text
editor. Plus, learn to style these features with CSS and add helpful
JavaScript-based pop-ups and tooltips that enhance their usability.
Along the way, you can test your Bootstrap prowess with a series of
challenge videos.

Generate your own interactive website from scratch with Bootstrap,
the mobile-friendly framework from Twitter, in this start-to-finish
course with developer and author Ray Villalobos. First, you'll plan
and prototype the interface with MindMaps and Balsamiq Mockups.
Next, download Bootstrap and dive into organizing your site structure
with its scaffolding feature—adding PHP includes to break your code
into reusable modules and building in the core navigation. Ray then
shows you how to build interactive carousels, modal features, and
forms, and control these features with JavaScript. Finally, learn to
style it all with LESS and prepare to publish the results online.
Bootstrap 3: New Features and Migration

Web Design
Bootstrap 3 is here, and it supports mobile design and responsive
CSS better than ever. Join author Ray Villalobos for an overview of
the new classes, mobile-first approach, and other enhancements in
Bootstrap 3, and learn how to migrate your sites and files to the new
framework. Find out about the new installation options, updates to
grids and scaffolding, and changes to the handling of type, images,
and JavaScript. Then learn to integrate the new list group and panel
components into your workflow. The course closes with a look at
migrating a sample site from Bootstrap 2.3 to 3.0, from replacing
template files to tweaking your grid, navigation, and images.

Grade Results
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Bootstrap UI Development for Everyone

Design

Bootstrap: Adding Interactivity to Your Site

Computer Science

Bottled Solutions - Babson/Stanford Innovation
Challenge

Business

Grade Results

Bootstrap is quickly becoming one of the most widely-used and
easily recognizable responsive frameworks for web and device
development. The system is elegant and provides an easy way to
rapidly build a solid business presence online without having to
worry about managing different applications for each device. In this
course, we’ll examine the tools, components, tips, and tricks that will
quickly introduce Bootstrap to you, and will effectively guide you all
the way through advanced development. By the time you complete
the course, you will be familiar with all of the essential tools and
components you’ll need to start building your own robust Bootstrap
templates, and as a result, be able to create one template to use for
user interface presentation layers for the web, tablets, and phones!
This course is designed for anyone, but here are some roles you
might be in where I think you’d really benefit from completing this
course: ·A brand new web developer – The framework will save you
hours of layout and styling and handle the Javascript and JQuery for
you with components like tabs which would traditionally require indepth Javascript coding. ·A seasoned back-end developer who has
to do some front-end development, or who is looking to start their
own company [any startup would benefit], or the .Net developer who
understands that Bootstrap is now built-in to the MVC projects and
knowing this system can really enhance your projects ·A solid web
developer who wants to learn about the components and styles in
bootstrap so they can build templates for resale online. The course
will start you off with an overview of what we’ll cover, so make sure
to watch the first couple of videos (they are free for your exploration).
The first section of the course will get us set up for development with
some different tools and files we’ll need to start building our
templates and projects going forward. We’ll then progress into a nice
overview of the most essential component of the Bootstrap system:
the grid. Once the essentials are established, we’ll then move into a
thorough examination of the different built-in components, styles,
and plugins through the next three sections of the course. We’ll
cover some really great built-in tools, and be able to work with
almost all of them without really having to know anything about
Javascript or JQuery (of course if you know these, it will allow you to
do even more with the pages). Some of the critical components and
plugins we’ll learn include (but are not limited to): ·Simple Text and
Page Copy ·Lists and Listgroups ·Tables ·Contextual Colors and
Twitter Bootstrap is one of the most used HTML/CSS/JavaScript
frameworks for creating responsive websites. In this course, Jen
Kramer shows you how to add interactive elements like a thumbnail
gallery, dropdown menus, or a contact form using Bootstrap and a
simple text editor. Plus, learn to add helpful pop-ups and tooltips that
enhance the usability of these features. The principles illustrated
here can carry into using Bootstrap in content management systems
as well as with static websites.
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Boys, Girls, and the Rest of Us

Psychology

This course is available for CEU, CPE, undergraduate, and graduate
credit! Please ask for more details.
Transgender and gender non-conforming (GNC) people generally feel
that their anatomy (sex) doesn't match how they feel on the inside
(gender). Issues central to our community include:
sex-segregated facilities
records and privacy
harassment, violence, and self-harm
As young people, we may present unique challenges for our parents,
teachers, counselors, healthcare providers, coaches, principals, and
school boards. However, after years of activism, research, and
education, many state and federal policies include guidelines to
overcome these challenges, and this course will give you the tools to
support and include us in your home, schools, or service.
In this interactive, 3-week course, Boys, Girls, and the Rest of Us will
answer many questions you probably have about the transgender and
GNC community. You'll get an insider's perspective on the transgender
experience as we explore biology and society through:
instructor-led video lectures
vignettes of "lived experience"
documentaries, movies, and video clips
peer-reviewed papers and social media
lively, interactive discussions (asynchronous)

Brain Computer Interface

Design
Brain-Computer Interface or BCI is a rapidly evolving technology that
builds a direct channel between the human brain and the computer.
BCI is a technology that enforces a collaboration between a brain
and a device that enables signals from the brain to direct some
external activity. This working together is aimed at either controlling
a cursor or manipulating a prosthetic limb. The interface facilitates a
direct communications path between the brain and the object to be
controlled. This introductory course will begin discussions on
definitions, the history, benefits and drawbacks of BCI. An
introduction of how our brain works will also be discussed. The
succeeding modules will discuss BCI components, types, BCI in
animals and humans, medical and non-medical BCI applications,
BCI technologies, and the current and future status of BCI.

Grade Results
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Brainstorming a Better Book Title

Marketing

Brand and Product Management

Marketing

Brand Building Basics
Brand Management: Building a Strong Brand

Marketing
Marketing

What to call it? It’s a dilemma that has many novelists, nonfiction
authors and writers of children’s books gnashing their teeth.Others
give their book title little thought, only to discover later that they’ve
made a massive error. “Brainstorming a Better Book Title” gives you
an effective title-finding process to follow and over 150 analyzed
examples that make the stakes of this search very real.Discover how
to avoid titles that could cause problems for your book and learn how
to identify and select your best options. This course helps whether
you’re a literary, academic or commercial writer, whether you write
fiction, nonfiction or something unclassifiable and whether you’re just
starting your book, in the final stages or trying to repair a title
mistake. Besides18 lessons that total more than an hour and a half
of information-packed video content, you have access to full written
transcripts of the lessons, online brainstorming resources and a
checklist for final winnowing of your top title candidates. Instructor
Marcia Yudkin has more than 25 years of publishing experience,
including several books with major New York publishers, selfpublished works, coaching of new academic, self-help and business
authors, and more than a decade as an on-call editor for a small
press.She now heads a naming firm, Named At Last, that helps
entrepreneurs come up with appealing and appropriate names for
companies, products and books. Here is some of what you’ll absorb
as you go through the course: * How and why to come up with a set
of criteria for your title * The three components of a book title, one
mandatory and two optional, and how they play out in both fiction
and nonfiction * Can you protect a book title? The main answer and
some important exceptions * Why fashionable naming tools like
crowdsourcing and contests can badly steer you wrong * Step by
step, how to brainstorm loads of word and phrase options for your
book title * Creative sources of title ideas besides looking up and
listing words * A wide variety of title patterns to consider for fiction,
nonfiction and book series * The top six factors to consider in
rejecting or embracing title candidates * The original and final titles of
fifteen well-known books, illustrating principles discussed in the
course * What not to do after you choose the title you plan to use
Since you enjoy lifetime access to this course once you enroll, you
get warnings, procedures, methods and resources you can revisit
many times as your publishing career develops.Sign up now to get
your book on track with an exciting, fitting title.
By taking this course you will be able to identify the critical
information needed to develop a product and brand strategy that
generates both quick-wins and long-term value. You will be in the
position to create an activity plan to bring your brand strategy to life
(both externally towards consumers and internally to employees) and
you will be able to define the right metrics for determining success in
the implementation of your product and brand strategy, considering
any adjustments that may need to be made under a test and learn
methodology.

This course is designed to help Students, professionals,
entrepreneurs learn and apply Brand strategies, tactics. Building a
brand that resonates with your customers can be a challenge. In
Building A Strong Brand, you'll learn what the most important
characteristics of a powerful brand are. This is a practical course
that provides you with the skills needed to build a strong brand for
business. This course will cover all the bases: brand name, logo,
slogan, positioning, packaging, public relations, e-marketing, social
media, all forms of advertising, non-traditional media, and more. The
course starts explaining what exactly a brand is. Lots of case studies
have been taken in this course for a better understanding of
Branding Strategy. This course is a must for Marketing Students,
Professionals and entrepreneurs. This course has been designed
and delivered by experts from Marketing Industry.
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Brand New Brand

Design

Brand Visibility - Master All Media

Business

This project takes you through the entire design process from
ideation to creation of finished design pieces. You will be creating
and giving a visual identity to an imaginary start-up company, and
applying that visual identity to a number of forms. You will be writing
an imaginary history of your company that will act as your design
brief then develop a logotype and accompanying graphic palette to
visually represent your company. Along the way you'll create a
business card and letterhead and extend that design aesthetic to a
billboard, a web homepage, and an object or site of your own
choosing.

Brand Visibility - Master All MediaI want you to master all media!
What does mastering all media mean and how can my course help
you? I not only can brand and design it, but build it and broadcast it.
Being seen today means being everywhere and building that
awesome brand visibility that makes others say, "is there any place
you aren't?" So, if you are not getting the results you want, based on
what you've done, or haven't done, this course is going to help reach
your ideal clients! My class series will teach you how to Draw Your
Exact Target Clients, Keep Them Engaged Over Time, and Build A
Strong Brand That Will Have Clients Lined Up to Work With YOU!
Want to be found by your name, but also by the work you do and the
industry you are in as well as your moniker or tagline?I have built the
branding and astounding brand visibility for 100s of clients using
data-proven SEO techniques and in the past 20 years have figured
out how it all works.
Brand Yourself with a Custom WordPress Site

Web Design

Building a website with Wordpress from scratch for your business
can seem daunting -- it doesn't need to be. With a brand-new
WordPress theme, Twentytwelve, you can make a completely
unique, branded website, without using Photoshop, hiring a
designer, or spending hours of sweat and toil on your site. This “How
to Build A Website With Wordpress From Scratch” course is for the
entrepreneur, small business owner or creative who wants to know
*just enough* about WordPress to create a killer website all their
own. Because it's completely up to date on all the features of
WordPress 3+, and the brand-new default theme Twentytwelve, it's
a great course for those who have some familiarity with WordPress
but want to take their skills to the next level. By focusing not only on
building you a great site but also on branding, it will further help you
launch a site well positioned stand out and get surfaced in search. In
this “how to build a website with Wordpress from scratch “course,
you'll follow along a set of short lectures while building your own
website. You'll learn how to make a child theme (but you'll also be
able to download a sample). What you'll have at the end of the
course: A cool-looking, mobile-responsive website that has custom
web fonts and a strong, branded positioning without a lot of muss or
fuss. </p> What you won't get: A cookie-cutter site based on a theme
that looks like everyone else's A better understanding of Adobe
products like Photoshop and Illustrator (though they are helpful, you
don't need them and they aren't covered) A deep look at theme
functions in PHP (because all the customizations we're doing can be
done in CSS) Take this ultimate course right now and learn how to
build a website with Wordpress from scratch.
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Branden Hall: Interactive Architect and Digital Maker

Web Design
This course introduces Branden Hall, a software architect and
programmer, who has spent well over a decade pushing the limits of
the web, and teaching others how to do the same. The cofounder
and CEO of Automata Studios, Branden is an acknowledged expert
in the field of interactive media, producing award-winning work and
authoring books that serve as touchstones for the design
community. Branden opens up his personal studio and explains his
fascination with "making," whether through programming or
woodwork, and the magic behind bringing his ideas to life. Branden
and crew also visit the BLOOM installation, a project designed to
display artwork for La Plaza de Cultura y Artes, a museum dedicated
to Mexican American history and culture in Los Angeles. Lynda then
interviews Branden one-on-one, and they talk about Branden's
beginnings, most notable projects, and where he sees himself and
technology headed in the future.

Branding - How to Brand Yourself and Your Business Marketing

Branding 2014: Learn how to name your product

Is Branding important for coaches, consultants, and other service
professionals who make a living selling their expertise, or serving
their clients with their expertise? People like: Life Coaches Wellness
Coaches Personal Trainers Marketing Consultants or Coaches
Business Consultants or Coaches IT Consultants Nutritionists
Accountants Software Consultants Teachers Trainers Authors… You
get the idea. The answer is YES! Branding is NOT just for big
corporations. Branding is not just for packaged products like
toothpaste and laundry detergent, either. Or high-priced products
like automobiles and electronics. Branding is crucial for service
professionals, too. Unfortunately, many service pro’s haven’t taken
the time to brand themselves. Instead they’re out there marketing
themselves using their generic job title (e.g. Life Coach), or their
name. But your name doesn't mean anything to people who don't
already know you so it's really not a great way to market unless
you're already well known. And, if you're just using a generic job title,
there are probably thousands of other people using that same
generic job title to market their services. So you’re doing nothing to
set yourself apart. You’re also not giving potential clients, partners,
the media, or anyone else a reason to pay attention to you. Hire you.
Interview you…. Because you don’t stand for anything unique or
compelling. You’re just another [fill in the blank] coach, consultant, or
service professional. And odds are, that generic job title doesn’t
even accurately represent what you really do for people. It probably
doesn’t communicate all of the expertise, education, and value you
bring to your clients. How could it? It’s just a generic job title. I don't
want you to feel bad if you're currently marketing yourself in this
generic way. Chances are you either didn't know you needed to
brand yourself, or you didn't know how to brand yourself. And why
would you? After all, you're an expert in what you do... not in
marketing and branding. And that's why I've made it my mission as a
marketing and branding expert, and someone who is also a service
professional working in my own business, to help educate and train
other service pro's how to market and brand themselves and their
businesses. And, to make it as simple and straightforward as
possible, so anyone can do it. I want you to think about something
for a moment... What if you had a business name that clearly
communicated exactly what you do for your clients? A brand name
no one else was using? A name that was interesting, intriguing, and

Marketing
Branding is all around - products, apps, websites, companies. Learn
how create that killer name for your product, with a simple 3 step
method! Find out how to: generate 15 names in under 10 minutes
create names that are recognizable, memorable and short use a
MindMap to organize the names save money by securing the
cheapest domain avoid paying freelancers or agencies for coming
up with a great name Imagine naming your app and getting 1000s a
downloads a day, because it was keyword-optimized and the name
told the whole story! Also get: Full time access to all future updates
(guides, checklists, videos etc.) Udemy's 30 day money back
guarantee Three hands-on case studies showing you the naming
process step-by-step
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Branding! Secrets of Successful Brand Building...in 1 Marketing
Day!

Branding, Public Relations, & Social Media Rules to
Live By

Business

Brazil for Beginners
Brazilian Portuguese for Beginners

Social Sciences
Foreign Language

This brand training will walk you through all you need to know to
grow your brand. In one day you can learn the secrets of successful
branding complete with videos, exercises to work on, student
manuals, cheat sheets and MP3s. In this branding course you will
learn: What is a brand? Why a brand is much more than a logo
Types of branding used today The 9/10ths rule of branding Brand
Positioning Case Studies: Department Stores Why Brand
Management? The importance to company value Strategic
implications How brands drive growth Tools for Developing
Corporate and Individual Brands Brand Opportunity Tree Brand
Conversion Model Brand Positioning Analysis Sixty Seconds Brand
Test Brand Circle Case Studies: Cadburys Dairy Milk, Easy Group,
After Eight Your Branding Pyramid So if you are a brand manager,
marketing manager, business owner or marketing student you can
now learn everything you need to know about branding and brand
marketing in one day.
You‘re building a business, a side hustle, or the next big thing that‘s
going to change the world. You‘re unstoppable and got what it takes
to knock it out of the park.

Portuguese course for our White Belt (Beginner) students to earn
their Yellow Belt. These grammar tutorials and quizzes will walk you
through the structural components of Brazilian Portuguese at an
introductory level. You'll learn how to introduce yourself in
Portuguese, ask someone their name, and start putting sentences
together using pronouns, verbs and other vocabulary. This course
will allow you to have basic conversation with someone in Brazilian
Portuguese. If you would like to learn more about Lingo Live and our
curriculum for language learning, you may do so at our website
www.lingo-live.com. Browse our native tutors and sign up for a free
trial lesson if you're ready to start practicing what you're learning!
Break Into Acting

Film Studies

Breaking Into Sitcom Writing

Literature

In this course learn all that is needed to break into the acting world.
Whether you need to know information about how to best present
yourself to get a call for an audition, or how to actually prepare for
the audition itself, this course will walk you through this all step by
step.
Learn from a veteran TV comedy writer how to write professional
sitcom scripts and how to break into show business. In this six-week
online course, you'll discover the artistic and technical
considerations that go into making a great sitcom script. You'll
master the art of creating concise, sparkling dialogue and telling your
story completely through jokes. You'll get easy-to-follow instructions
for using sitcom characters to their fullest, creating powerful
storylines, and selling your ideas to existing shows. You'll pick up
tricks of the trade and learn to avoid mistakes that mark you as an
amateur. And you'll come to understand what happens to your script
once you sell it, what happens in a sitcom writers' room, and what
happens during the rewrite and punch-up process. Discover from an
insider what it takes to get a job in this expanding and lucrative field!
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Breaking Out of a Rut

Design
Ever feel like you're in a rut? Most people in creative fields have
experienced a rut, whether it manifests as a lack of ideas, followthrough, or enthusiasm. Sometimes it's just boredom that comes with
routine. Stefan Mumaw designed this course to help you identify the
type of rut you're in and its cause, and then break out of it with a
series of short-, mid-, and long-term creative nudges. From
techniques to get you thinking alternatively to life-changing
educational opportunities, the course serves to bust every level of
creative rut with actionable ideas and encouragement that's
designed to get you back on the path to creative success. The
course is more resource than classroom, designed to be something
you can return to each and every time you feel stuck on a project or
stalled in your career. Come back anytime you need help taking a
creative leap forward.

Breakthrough Research Discoveries & Laws of
Human Nature

Social Sciences

Breakthrough to Exam Excellence
Breakthrough to Exam Excellence (Free Introduction)

Education
Education

Empower yourself with knowledge about the Laws of Human Nature.
All information provided is based on proven scientific research
based on the discovery of the ancient source of knowledge of
human nature--Shan Hai Jing. Knowledge about the Laws of Human
Nature guarantees advantage in any environment and survival of the
fittest. You do not know anything about the world and about your
selves because you were ordered to believe. You do not know how
to think, analyze, and all your "thoughts" are just a walk to the
internal "cinema," where you will be told and shown how to live and
what to be. And, you will have nothing left other than to do that, what
your "inner voice" told you, and reinforced with corresponding
sensations. Students will learn scientific facts about human beings,
images of human psyche, gender relations, how men fully control
women, why you are a zombie, what artificial software and natural
human software are, and much more.

This “How to Prepare for Exams -Breakthrough to Exam Excellence
“course offers a unique synthesis of metacognitive (learning to
learn), knowledge and performance psychology (deliberate thinking
strategies) and is set out as a five-step approach to prepare for any
exam. While this is a short free introduction, the complete “How to
Prepare for Exams “course provides well-researched time-saving
techniques for learning and studying for exams. All the common
exam-related challenges will be addressed and if you need some
extra advice, simply use the questions tab or inquire about on-line
coaching using Skype. I am here to help! You can also make money
from promoting this course to your student friends. If you find it
helpful, simply sign up as a Udemy affiliate and promote the course
though Facebook to some student friends you know. Udemy will pay
you 50% of the purchase price so you can not only get the entire
course for free but make some money along the way. AND - please
remember to leave a review or star-rating. Sign up for this free
Breakthrough to Exam Excellence course and learn how to prepare
for exams.

Grade Results
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Brew Real Beer

Food
Thanks for making this the #1 course on beer brewing on Udemy!
The price has dropped permanently from $29 to $9! In this course
you will you will learn the basics of home brewing. Walk through the
process of boiling wort, fermentation, and bottling beer using full and
partial mash recipes. During this course, Ted will brew a batch of Nut
Brown Ale in his kitchen, inviting you into the process. He will also
talk about the basic ingredients used in beer making and take you to
a brew store to show you what you need to buy. If you ever
considered brewing your own craft beer this course will teach you
how. This course is for the beginning brewer with minimal knowledge
of beer brewing. This course is not based on the "plastic keg and
cans of syrup" approach but will teach you the process of making
real beer using methods that mimic those of the large breweries.
This course is made up of short video lectures which describe and
demonstrate the art of craft brewing. At the end of this course you
will be able to brew real beer at home.

Brew Your Own Beer with the Mr. Beer Kit
Bridge and Version Cue CS3 Essential Training

Basic Skills
Photography

Bridge CC for Photographers

Photography

Brief Introduction to Game Design

Design

This course covers all of the key features in Adobe Bridge in a
logical and informative manner, beginning with an overview of the
settings and options available in Bridge. Every aspect of managing
and organizing digital photos is covered in great detail, helping you
take full advantage of all Bridge has to offer.

This is a brief introduction to game design by Dr. Lewis Pulsipher
(see Wikipedia), designer of several published games (e.g.
Britannia), retired teacher (computer networking, later game design
and game production), and author of the 2012 book "Game Design:
How to Create Video and Tabletop Games, Start to Finish"
(McFarland). A much longer and more comprehensive course
("Learning Game Design") is also available on Udemy. Comment
from LinkedIn: "Fantastic course, Dr. Pulsipher. I'm in school for
Game Dev (which, of course, does involve programming), and while
my last instructor is a veteran in the field, the textbook didn't
emphasize the required aptitude for Game Design. This one nails it
without sugarcoating it." By Michael Thompson LinkedIn comment
(may not work if you're not a member) A recent reviewer (Santiago
Eximeno) gave the course 3 stars, so I asked him what I could do to
improve it. He said: "Your course is fabulous. I have given it 3 stars
because it's a first step. I really enjoy contents but, as its name says,
it's an introduction to game design and I think that a wannabe game
designer must continue studying and working on it. So I don't think
that you must improve this course, it's just that for me is a first step
and for that I have given it a 3 stars rate. I'm sure that "Learning
Game Design: as a job or a hobby" (I have starting it now) will be
great . . ." And it's certainly true that this course is only a start. Note:
This course is not part of Udemy's periodic deep discount sales. At
this time there are no discount coupons of any kind. Further news at
pulsiphergames.com

Grade Results
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Bright Marketing - more sales, more customers. Now. Marketing
Delighted to announce that we have reached over 150 subscribers
and are now listed as a staff pick at Udemy!! This no-nonsense
course will help you decide what marketing means in your business,
how you can make your marketing more effective and how this will
help you make more profit. Based on a series of workshops reaching
15,000 business people, Bright Marketing works by helping you to
see your business through the eyes of your customer. The course
combines: excerpts from the book, video lectures, audio interviews,
workbooks, worksheets, case studies and articles. Comprising 14
modules, most people complete it in 3-4 weeks. Take this course if
you are serious about growing your business! PLEASE NOTE: this is
not a get-rich-quick scheme. I do not believe there is such a thing.
What Bright Marketing will do is show you how to grow your
business sales and profits, slowly but surely, using proven and
practical techniques. Robert Craven
Bruce Heavin, The Thinkable Presentation
Bruce Heavin, The Thinkable Presentation
Bruce Heavin, The Thinkable Presentation
BSB51413 Diploma of Project Management - Course
Outline
BTHS Art Club
Buddhism and Modern Psychology

Business
Communications
Basic Skills
Education

Buddhist Art
Buddhist Meditation and the Modern World

Design
Arts

Budget - Save - Win. Simplify your financial life.

Finance

Budgeting and Scheduling Projects

Finance

Budgeting Video Projects
Budgeting Video Projects

Photography
Film Studies

Build a Business Case for Allowing Employees to
Work Remotely

Business

Build a Checkers Board - jQuery Checkers

Computer Science

Grade Results

arts
Humanities

Learn essential skills and knowledge required to work effectively as
project managers in building and construction.
Art Club ideas here! Yay.
The Buddha said that human suffering—ranging from anxiety to
sadness to unfulfilled craving—results from not seeing reality clearly.
He described a kind of meditation that promises to ease suffering by
dispelling illusions about the world and ourselves. What does
psychological science say about this diagnosis and prescription—
and about the underlying model of the mind?

Introduces students to (i) the history of Buddhist contemplative
traditions in India and Tibet (meditation, yoga, mindfulness,
visualization, etc.), (ii) innovations in scientific research on
understanding such contemplative practices, (iii) recent adaptations
of such practices in multiple professional and personal areas, and
(iv) the practices themselves through brief secular contemplative
exercises.
A unique budgeting solution that will help you achieve awesomeness
in your life.
A good project schedule helps all team members’ work together to
meet project objectives. A project budget with realistic cost
constraints is also an essential bedrock of any project. In this course
you’ll learn to plan and stick to time and cost constraints in order to
ensure the success of your projects.

Join Rich Harrington as he explores the world of budgeting by laying
out the nuts and bolts of budgets and proposals for video projects.
While defining the tools to develop professional budgets, quotes,
and proposals, the course also shows video producers and
managers how to transform a budget into an invoice. At the end of
the course, the author creates a well-versed budget, proposal, and
invoice for the sample project, which can serve as templates for
future projects.
Technological advances have enabled organizations to tap into
talent wherever it may be located. Companies are also increasingly
operating globally and facing competition from not only domestic but
also foreign sources. Economic trends are also putting pressure on
organizations to do more with less. Thus, companies are looking at
how to get the most from their employees.
The title covers it pretty well - here's a chance to practice your
jQuery selectors and element manipulation to create a working
checkers board.
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Build a Mobile App for Your Small Business in 1 Hour Business
by Stone River eLearning

Build a Modern Computer from First Principles: From
Nand to Tetris (Project-Centered Course)

Computer Science

Build a Side-Scrolling Platformer with GameMaker:
Studio

Design

Build a Stunning Author Website with No Web Skills

Web Design

If you own a small business, you know that you need a mobile app.
Over 30% of traffic on the internet now comes from mobile devices,
and that number is growing. If you don't have a mobile app, you're
missing out on a large market of new customers.The problem is that
having a mobile app developed for you is expensive. The average
mobile app costs $5,000 - $15,000 for just one app on one
marketplace. Well, not anymore! You can build your own mobile app
for pennies on the dollar and publish to all the major marketplaces.
You don't need to be an app developer to build your own small
business app, and you don't need any computer programming
experience. How is this possible? We teach you how to build your
own app using the top two app building tools on the web today. We'll
make your app easy to build and easy to publish. We'll even show
you how to create a mobile website absolutely free, and redirect
customers using their mobile phone to the more user friendly version
of your site. Employing a mobile app and a mobile website is
guaranteed to attract more traffic and generate more sales for your
business. Check out our other courses. Just search "Stone River
eLearning" in the handy search bar!

In this project-centered course* you will build a modern computer
system, from the ground up. We’ll divide this fascinating journey into
six hands-on projects that will take you from constructing elementary
logic gates all the way through creating a fully functioning general
purpose computer. In the process, you will learn - in the most direct
and constructive way - how computers work, and how they are
designed.
In this course, instructor Alan Thorn will be walking through the
process of creating a side-scrolling platformer game from scratch
using GameMaker: Studio. Here he will be covering topics such as
sprite creation, tilesets, collision detection, and any scripting
necessary to get the game up and running.

This is a two hour video course showing you exactly how to create a
custom author website that will allow you to sell more books, reach
new readers, and simplify your marketing. If you want to take a look
at what the finished website could look like visit
"JohnDoeAuthor.com." Of course, this sample site can be
customized with your own background, header image, and colors have a look at the introduction video to see how amazing this can
look. If you are an author who doesn't currently have a website (or
has a blog hosted on Blogger or Wordpress.com), then this is the
perfect tutorial for you. Owning your own web presence means that
you'll always have a direct way to reach your fans, which can never
be guaranteed when you don't own the space on which your website
is hosted. For a minimal cost (less than $10 a month) and an
afternoon of your time, you can create a safe and secure place for
interacting with your fans and selling more books. This course is
entirely video (screencast) based, you just need to follow along with
exactly what I am doing on the screen and you'll have a stunning
website in under a day. In fact, I'd recommend that you just set aside
a full afternoon to complete the course, as it is best done in one
sitting! If you are still unsure of whether you should take this course,
have a quick watch of the introduction video and you'll hear some of
today's top self published authors talk about the value of having an
author website. You will also learn how to start a mailing list (also for
free) which allows you direct access to your fans and is regarded as
the most powerful marketing tool in any authors arsenal. Get started
with creating your site today by taking this comprehensive video
course!

Build a Website from Scratch! - Build a Webpage
from Scratch!

Grade Results

Computer Science

In a few simple exercises we go from a blank page to a full-blown
webpage
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Build an Integrated Online Marketing Plan | Full
Strategies

Marketing

Build an Old School Side-Scroller with GameMaker:
Studio

Design

Grade Results

Career in Internet Marketing doesn't really have to begin with a
degree. SHOCKED? Don't be. Ask yourself, is a degree enough to
impress a potential employer? A degree in internet marketing?
NOPE! With internet marketing it is all about EXPERIENCE. The
good news is, you can easily create your own experience in this
field, if you know the basics. And even more good news, your
experience is not just a recommendation letter, rather traces you
leave online. Make sure it's easy to track your experience online.
Internet marketing is becoming exponentially important to just about
every business entity that exists in the modern day world. Focus on
what I just said: “create your own experience”. Many of our peers in
the field of internet marketing have established their career in
internet marketing exactly this way: by creating own internet
marketing experience. We self-studied from webinars, white papers,
e-courses and e-books published by industry authorities, and
eventually we nailed it...because... more you learn, more you earn.
So, if you decided that your internet marketing career path will also
be first and foremost created by you, plain and simple, then this full
package of 30 lessons and 6 courses is for you. You'll learn the
basics of internet marketing, such as social media marketing, search
engine marketing, email marketing, content marketing and online
sales. Each course is easy to chew, as it's structured in 8 video
lessons. Totaling around 50+ lectures for the whole lot. One lecture
will take around 5-10 minutes. The entire package clocks in around 7
hours. So, why not to learn new skills over the nearest weekend? All
students who complete this course will receive a 'Certificate of online
marketing' issued by the iMarketer Training, London. More to come,
if you sign up with the course, you will keep receiving even more
content as we are planning to add interviews from industry experts
and imarketing courses on advanced level, so you'll get to learn
everything from beginner to expert. Don't wait and join us today so
that you can take your business to the next level! Courses include:
10 to 15 minutes of audio/video training each lecture Case Studies
and Practical built-in Tests Interviews with Thought Leaders Step by
Step Webinar on How to Create Your Own Online Marketing Plan

In this complete Intro to GameMaker: Studio Course, instructor Alan
Thorn takes us through the entire process of building an old-school,
side-scrolling shooter game from start to finish! We'll cover
everything you need from the ground up - all the way from first
opening the software to deploying the game for iOS, Windows, or
other mobile platforms! If you love retro, old-school video games, or
are just interested in learning how to make your own, this course is
for you!
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Build and Sell Your Own eLearning Courses and
Make Money

Education

Why Create eLearning Courses? eLearning is a rapidly expanding
market, and there is lots of money to be made selling courses online.
People value knowledge and education, and there are more and
more consumers willing to buy your content every day. If I didn't
believe that, I wouldn't have made this course! Udemy is a great
marketplace, but there are dozens more that want your eLearning
course. The problem is that most of them require that you create and
upload your course using Articulate software. Once you create your
eLearning courses with Articulate, you can easily upload your
courses to dozens of online marketplaces. It's for Traditional
Teachers Too If you teach at any grade level, mastering course
creation with Articulate is an outstanding tool to put in your toolbox.
Students of all ages love the interactivity that Articulate courses
provide, and you can publish your material to all of the major
Learning Management Systems so you don't have to worry about
wasting your time. What is Articulate? Articulate is an easy and fun
to use flash-based eLearning course creation software that runs as a
plugin to Microsoft PowerPoint. You can add content to PowerPoint
slides, easily create flash-based interactive animations and add
quizzes and surveys. With Articulate, you can add videos, images,
voice narration, interactive animations and even annotate your
PowerPoint slides. It really does have everything you need to create
an exceptional eLearning experience, and anyone can do it.
Articulate can publish your courses in SCORM or AICC compliant
packages that you can then upload to nearly every online eLearning
marketplace, and there are getting to be a lot of them. This course
teaches Articulate Studio '09 What You Will Learn in This Course
Simply put, you'll learn everything about Articulate. From opening
your first project, to creating interactive animations and adding voice
narration to publishing your course in any of the six output formats. If
you have knowledge that people want you'll have customers
knocking on your door. What are you waiting for? Start your own
eLearning business today!

Build Business and Financial Models

Business

Build E-commerce website with PHP, MySQL, jQuery
and PayPal
Build iPhone Apps using Dreamweaver CS6 and
Xcode combined.

Web Design

Grade Results

Wharton's Business and Financial Modeling Specialization is
designed to help you make informed business and financial
decisions. These foundational courses will introduce you to
spreadsheet models, modeling techniques, and common
applications for investment analysis, company valuation, forecasting,
and more. When you complete the Specialization, you'll be ready to
use your own data to describe realities, build scenarios, and predict
performance.

Design
This course is about on using any existent beginners knowledge of
html and css to build native iPhone apps. We will be doing it from
scratch up to the point where you are ready to start the process of
sending your app to the App Store. I will show you that you can build
native apps for iphone easier than you can imagine just by using
Dreamweaver, some web development tools and few lines of
Objective-C. It will take you about 6 hours to complete this course on
"learn by watching" method. I will be showing you how to organize
your self, how to plane your work and normal possible problems and
mistakes a long the way. Don't waste your existent knowledge
thinking that iPhone apps are hard to build. Use it to jump to the
future in an easier way, and get started now and today.
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Build Niche Websites without Techie Hassles!

Grade Results

Web Design

Discover How to Build Your Own FREE Money-Making Websites
and Squeeze Pages and Eliminate all the Technical Obstacles, So
You Can Start Seeing RESULTS in Your Online Marketing! If you
have been looking to kick start your work-from-home-business and
develop an online niche marketing website but are struggling
because of technical issues, this course is for you! If you've bought
all the products, followed the courses, have the hard drive full of
manuals, Affiliate´s links and PLR products but you are still
struggling to make any money online then this course will help you.
Discovering these simple steps will get your business working and
get you back on track to making money. I want to show you how you
build the website, the email system and the sign up forms and all the
techie stuff. And it's easier than you might think...In the Online
Marketer's Toolbox, I am going to show you the FREE tools
available, so you can put them to use in your business process
immediately! THIS IS THE "TOOLBOX" THAT OPERATES THE
SYSTEM! THE COURSE: What's waiting here for you is the
following: You´ll get a pdf manual with step-by-step instructions and
an outline of the process of how to set up your own system. THE
VIDEOS: There are TEN videos in the course, altogether about 90
minutes worth. These are specific to each part of the system; I walk
and talk you through the process as well as show you in videos how
to actually do these steps. You´ll be looking over my shoulder as we
go through everything. CHEAT SHEET RESOURCES: I have also
included some cheat-sheets, so you have a to-do list, that reminds
you of all the steps you need. You can tick them off as you go and
build your own blueprint. I show you all the resources you need to
get yourself up and running within a couple of hours. This really is
the simplest way of getting going online. I will show you how to get
your website or blog, online, quickly, for free! I will show you how to
get that site laid out for maximum benefit, how to get your system
tools in place and your business strategy in place. I´ll explain in the
videos how I do this with simple screen shots that you can just watch
and copy. You´ll be looking over my shoulder! I´ll give you everything
you need to put your system in place and start making sense of all
the knowledge you have accumulated. You´ll be able to get your
campaigns up and online quickly and start structuring your online
business to finally start moving in the right direction.
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Build Responsive Real World Websites with HTML5
and CSS3

Computer Science

Build the complete business/startup website

Web Design

** Course completely up-to-date for January 2016 *** *** Special
offer: this course includes one year of free web hosting, worth $50+
*** "Having gone through other related courses on other platforms, I
can say this course is the most practical and readily applicable
course on web design and development I have taken. Thanks so
much for this course." — Bernie Pacis Are you looking for the
easiest and fastest way to learn how to build your own beautiful
websites with HTML5 and CSS3? And how to even make them
responsive? Have you taken other HTML and CSS courses, but still
wonder how to code a real world website? Then this is exactly the
course you are looking for! With the right guidance, HTML, CSS and
responsive web design are super easy. Everyone can learn it! That's
why I created this course for you: I will teach you step-by-step how to
both design and code your own websites using the latest web
technologies HTML5, CSS3 and even some jQuery. So why is this
course so unique and popular? This course is completely projectbased! Together we will build a beautiful and responsive landing
page for a fictional company that I made up just for this course. This
huge project will teach you all the real-world web design and
development skills to build real-world websites. But there is even
more! In this course, you will not just learn how to code, but the
entire process of building and launching a website. This includes
planing, designing, coding, optimizing, and so much more. At the end
of the course, you will have a complete, ready-to-launch website that
looks great on any computer, tablet and smartphone. You get the
entire code and all the images and graphical assets that I designed
especially for the course as a free download. Reviews "Most up-todate design/developer course on Udemy!" +++ "Learnt more in my
week of doing this course than in an entire year of studying" +++ "I
have been doing website development for more than twenty years
and I still learned from this course" +++ "I'm sure that I will be able to
build even very complex websites now" +++ "Very detailed - shows
you the how and why it works" +++ "I have learned so freaking
much! I love the emphasis he puts on design" +++ "Jonas your
support and help is second to none" +++ “The instructor is clear,
knowledgeable, and very responsive to questions" +++ "Money well
spent. The final project looks stunning and the resources Jonas
gives are like gold" +++ "Newbie to Pro all in one course!" +++ "This
has been the best course I have EVER purchased on Udemy" +++ "I

Start selling and making money from your service or product today
by selling it online from your professional website. Make your first
online sales today! No coding knowledge or skills needed; just the
ability to copy and paste. About this course: Over 1,300 very happy
students Tons of 5 Star Reviews from satisfied students Full, free
lifetime access All future extra lectures and upgrades are always
included for free Unconditional Udemy 30 day money-back
guarantee Direct support; if you have any problems you can contact
me direct In this course I will teach you how to make a complete web
presence without writing code. Your site will include A completely
customised sales landing page with images, texts, feature bubbles
and image carousel to entice buyers eCommerce through Paypal to
accept payment for your product or service straight away Google
Analytics to know exactly who is visiting and converting Mailchimp
for mailing lists to build your brand following and increase future
purchases Google apps for business or Zoho mail for professional
email and app solution Wordpress blog to provide fresh material to
your customers and increase backlinks/SEO And you will have all of
this up in less than 3 hours!

Grade Results
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Build Websites from Scratch with HTML & CSS

Computer Science

HTML and CSS are the two most important languages for a new web
developer to learn. They are also the easiest. If you’ve always
wanted to build webpages, but were intimidated by the code, this
course will help you learn your first two languages quickly and easily.
Taking a step-by-step approach, this course will have you learning
by doing, building several mini-websites from scratch. Learn the Two
Most Important Languages to Web Design Quickly and Easily. HTML
Foundations Parent/Child Structure CSS Foundations ID Selectors
Coding and Styling What Web Pages are Built Of Every webpage
that you see on the net is built using a language or code. There are
many different programming languages that can make your website
do various things, but the two most important to learn are HTML and
CSS. In fact, even people who plan on allowing someone else to
build their website should have a basic grasp of both languages.
This way you can tweak things behind the scenes, or change some
of your formatting without having to always rely on others. Contents
and Overview This course of more than 77 lectures and 8 hours of
content gives you a basic, yet thorough understanding of both HTML
and CSS. The course focuses on having you begin writing code right
away so you can learn through doing, and build your own completely
functional HTML and CSS webpage at the end. You’ll begin by
learning what HTML and CSS are, so you can get an understanding
of what it is that they do. During the course you’ll build several miniwebsites that take what it is that you’ve learned and apply it to real
world exercises to help cement the skills. Everyone from aspiring
web designers to bloggers, programmers to business owners can
benefit from learning some HTML and CSS. Learn to begin building
your own dynamic webpages or manage the page that you already
have. If you plan on becoming a web programmer or a web designer
yourself, HTML and CSS are the first two languages you’ll need to
succeed. In fact HTML is required for anyone that wants to get into
web development from any angle. Learning it simultaneously with
CSS allows you to hit the ground running with page design.

Build Your Email List With MailChimp Or Aweber

Marketing
Learn how to grow and engage with your online audience through a
well-built email list. Start building your mission-critical list now. We'll
cover each aspect of building your email list, including choosing a
provider, creating your list, integrating a signup form into your
website, communicating via email with your audience, and offering
incentives for new subscribers. The course is delivered via step-bystep video tutorials in which I walk you through each stage of
launching your website. Though you can take your time and go at
your own pace, you could work though the course in about a two
days if you wanted. Most people like to take about a week in order to
take their time and fully grasp the material.

Grade Results
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Build Your Email Marketing List Like A Champ With
MailChimp

Marketing

Build Your First Android App (Project-Centered
Course)

Computer Science

Build Your Own Damn WordPress Theme!

Web Design

Build Your Own iOS App

Computer Science

Grade Results

Build Your Email Marketing List Like A Champ With MailChimp *****
Introductory Pricing - Price Increases Sept. 30th at Midnight
Mountain Time ***** New Course on Udemy! Over 500 students
attending Email Marketing is hot! Did you know know email
marketing is not dead? Here's some stats that prove that marketing
your business using email is stronger than ever. Check out these
stats and see why you should be taking this course and learning how
MailChimp can help you achieve results. According to a recent
survey email is 40 times more effective for marketers than Facebook
and Twitter. Now that’s a serious ass kicking when it comes to
marketing your business. Studies have also found that the average
order is about 17 percent higher than those that come through social
media sites such as Facebook. No better way to build an audience
of clients or customers. By consistently offering valuable content,
you build loyal followers. The email in-box still happens to be the #1
preferred channel for permission-based marketing messages, by a
wide margin. With an ROI of around 4,300% (according to the Direct
Marketing Association), email almost pays for itself, not to mention
the fact that it’s “eco-friendly.” Email marketing is still the most costeffective way of promotion. You can track email data easily and
watch your response rates as they climb or fall. Higher engagement
means higher conversion rates that boost your bottom line. Here's
what we will cover in this course... Learn how to setup your free
forever MailChimp account, create your first mailing list, build forms
and send out your first email marketing campaign newsletter. This
course will also cover some email marketing tips to build a list of
followers. MailChimp is used by over 6 million users around the
world. BONUS PDF REPORT - 5 Email Marketing Tools - Must finish
the course to access this free report. 6 Informative Videos including:
VIDEO 1 - Sign Up For MailChimp VIDEO 2 - Create Your
MailChimp Mailing List VIDEO 3 - Creating Forms VIDEO 4 - First
Email Campaign VIDEO 5 - Email Marketing Tips VIDEO 6 MailChimp Smartphone and Tablet Apps MailChimp Quiz Don't
forget to check out the free preview lectures to sample my course.
Are you ready to learn with me?

In this project-centered course*, you’ll design, build, and distribute
your own unique application for the Android mobile platform. We’ll
provide you with a set of customizable building blocks that you can
assemble to create many different types of apps, and that will help
you become familiar with many important specificities of Android
development. When you complete the project, in addition to having a
personalized app that you can use and share, you’ll have the skills
and background you need to move on to more advanced
coursework in Android development.
If you're using WordPress, you've probably spent an inordinately
long period of time searching for a theme you like, only to feel like
you've been looking at the same thing in a variety of colors. Maybe
it's time you learned to create your own WordPress theme. The first
part of this course will help you learn to build your first, basic
WordPress theme. We'll get under the hood and take a look at how
a basic theme works (it's a mixture of HTML, CSS, and PHP) and
create a basic, widgetized theme. The first part of this course will use
an HTML5 theme.
In the Build Your Own iOS App capstone you will expand your
repertoire of additional features and more advanced functions that
may be implemented within the iOS environment. You will refine your
development skill set to improve usability, implement settings options
as well as use core location and WatchKit. Finally you will apply your
accumulated skills over the specialization series in an applied
application development capstone project.
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Build Your Professional ePortfolio in English

Business
Roughly half of the world’s population is already online and so
setting yourself apart from the crowd is more important than ever
before. One of the best ways to do that is by creating your own
ePortfolio. An ePortfolio is a site that showcases or shows your
background, your resume, and samples of your work. In this course,
you will learn step by step how to build the site and you’ll learn the
grammar, vocabulary and writing skills needed to create it. You will
learn how to apply information from your ePortfolio to other online
tools like LinkedIn, Twitter, Instagram and YouTube in order to
network with others so that you get a job or connect with other
professionals. For each step in that process, you will listen to
lectures, take comprehension quizzes, and learn how to use English
appropriately to each part of your site. You will also complete self
and peer assessments and gain the needed skills to make your
ePortfolio a reality and establish yourself online.

Build. Measure. Learn. Lean Startup SXSW 2012.

Business

Building 3d Worlds with The Modular Workflow for
Games

Design

Building a Data Science Team

Computer Science

Building a Mobile App with Feathers and Starling

Computer Science

In this video we discuss creating modular assets on the grid that are
highly reusable, use Photoshop to create a texture sheet to quickly
map to our modular building set, and quick UV techniques for these
types of assets. Lastly, this tutorial discusses how to rapidly build
inside UDK using grid snaps and a handful of meshes.
Data science is a team sport. As a data science executive it is your
job to recruit, organize, and manage the team to success. In this oneweek course, we will cover how you can find the right people to fill
out your data science team, how to organize them to give them the
best chance to feel empowered and successful, and how to manage
your team as it grows.

In this course, author Joseph Labrecque shows you how to use the
Feathers and Starling user interface frameworks along with Stage3D
to build out mobile applications with Adobe AIR. After setting up the
project (a fully functional drawing app), you'll learn how to build
application views, skin interface components with Feathers themes,
and create the classes that will add functionality to the app, such as
rendering, saving, and browsing sketches. The closing chapter
demonstrates how to publish the project in a format suitable for
Android devices, and concludes with installing and running the app.
Building a Note-Taking App for Android

Computer Science
Building an app for one platform just isn't good enough anymore.
Android, Windows, and iOS support are all required for a successful
product—but learning the different environments is difficult. This
course is one of a matched set spanning the three platforms and will
demonstrate their similarities and differences. Start with the product
most familiar to you, then watch the parallel courses to understand
how to bridge your knowledge. Like its companions, this course will
take you through building a complete mobile app from scratch; but
this installment uses the Android SDK and Java to get the job done.
Author David Gassner shows you how to install the SDK and the
Android Developer Toolkit, create a project, save data on a device,
build and control screen layouts, and create action bars and icons
that control navigation. These three related courses will use the
same assets to develop the same app. (See Building a Note-Taking
App for iOS and Building a Note-Taking App for Windows Phone 8
and Windows Store for more information.) Compare and contrast the
different steps and discover the similarities and differences!

Grade Results
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Building a Note-Taking App for iOS

Computer Science
Building an app for one platform just isn't good enough anymore.
Android, Windows, and iOS support are all required for a successful
product—but learning the different environments is difficult. This
course is one of a matched set spanning the three platforms and will
demonstrate their similarities and differences. Start with the product
most familiar to you, then watch the parallel courses to understand
how to bridge your knowledge. Like its companions, this course will
take you through building a complete mobile app from scratch; but
this installment uses the iOS SDK and Xcode to get the job done.
Author Todd Perkins shows you how to create an Xcode project,
layout apps visually, connect UI elements to code, and save data to
persistent storage.

Building a Note-Taking App for iOS 7

Computer Science
Building an app for just one mobile platform isn't good enough
anymore. But iOS is a good start. This course helps you build a
simple note-taking app in iOS 7, which you can then recreate for
Android and Windows Phone in Building a Note-Taking App for
Android and Building a Note-Taking App for Windows Phone 8 and
Windows Store. These courses take you through building a complete
mobile app from scratch; this installment uses the iOS SDK and
Xcode to get the job done. Author Todd Perkins shows you how to
create an Xcode project, lay out apps visually, connect UI elements
to code, and save data to persistent storage. Start here, and
compare and contrast your results with the other courses to learn
about the differences and similarities of the platforms.

Building a Note-Taking App for Windows Phone 8
and Windows Store

Computer Science
Building an app for one platform just isn't good enough anymore.
Android, Windows, and iOS support are all required for a successful
product—but learning the different environments is difficult. This
course is one of a matched set spanning the three platforms and will
demonstrate their similarities and differences. Start with the product
most familiar to you, then watch the parallel courses to understand
how to bridge your knowledge. Like its companions, it will take you
through building a complete mobile app from scratch; but this
installment uses C#/XAML with the Windows Phone SDK and
Windows Store SDK to get the job done. Author Michael Lehman
explains the app's class structure, model, and page flows, and then
shows you how to build the data model from scratch, handle
orientation and size changes, create the "code behind" the markup,
implement persistence, and test your app on a device emulator.

Building A Popular Blog From Scratch - Start
Blogging Now

Marketing
I have received so many messages from people asking me how to
develop a blog and make money blogging, that I’ve decided to write
this course based on my own experience. I remember how I started
my blog as a hobby, just for fun. Over the last years I made a lot of
mistakes and learned many lessons. And in the last few months, my
blog has been visited by approximately 100,000 to 120,000 people
per month. This course teaches you 21 lessons I’ve learned while
creating the most visited personal development blog in country,
Romania. You won’t find here any technical stuff, just techniques
and strategies on blogging and how to motivate yourself (90% of the
blogs who didn’t succeed die because the bloggers cannot find the
motivation to continue). The topic is huge and I want deal with it
thoroughly. I’ve decided to offer you the whole picture from “I’d like to
do something online because there’s so much potential out there,
but I have no idea what to start with” to “I can start with this, that, and
then that too, and everything makes sense!” What do you think? Will
it be of any assistance to you? I think there’s no need for a perfect
plan to develop a blog. But you do need to have a plan that works,
that you can count on. Something, that you know will work.

Grade Results
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Building a Profitable Business Network

Marketing
I have received so many messages from people asking me how to
develop a blog and make money blogging, that I’ve decided to write
this course based on my own experience. I remember how I started
my blog as a hobby, just for fun. Over the last years I made a lot of
mistakes and learned many lessons. And in the last few months, my
blog has been visited by approximately 100,000 to 120,000 people
per month. This course teaches you 21 lessons I’ve learned while
creating the most visited personal development blog in country,
Romania. You won’t find here any technical stuff, just techniques
and strategies on blogging and how to motivate yourself (90% of the
blogs who didn’t succeed die because the bloggers cannot find the
motivation to continue). The topic is huge and I want deal with it
thoroughly. I’ve decided to offer you the whole picture from “I’d like to
do something online because there’s so much potential out there,
but I have no idea what to start with” to “I can start with this, that, and
then that too, and everything makes sense!” What do you think? Will
it be of any assistance to you? I think there’s no need for a perfect
plan to develop a blog. But you do need to have a plan that works,
that you can count on. Something, that you know will work.

Building a Profitable Marketing Company from Home

Marketing
Building a profitable marketing company from home shows you my
journey of how I built a highly profitable business in just 8 months.
The course contains over 3 hours of video showing the exact stepby-steps I followed and how you can do the same. If you've ever
tried to make money online but haven't had success, I believe this is
the course that has the potential to turn that around for you. Inside
you'll find multiple success case studies, inspiring business stories of
rags to riches and the three funnels I followed to grow my business.

Grade Results
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Building an E-Commerce Site with WordPress and
WooCommerce

Web Design

Building an Ecommerce Web Site Using
Dreamweaver with PHP

Web Design

Building an Integrated Online Marketing Plan

Marketing

This course will close on August 1, 2014. Please do not enroll unless
you plan to complete the course before that date. -- Let a Geek Be
Your Guide to WordPress Building an E-commerce Site with
WordPress and WooCommerce Have you ever wished that you had
a knowledgeable, patient expert by your side who was only too
happy to explain something technical to you in terms that you could
easily understand? Well, with this course, that is exactly what you'll
get. During this course a geek walks you, step-by-step, through
everything you need to know to so that you can get your ecommerce site up-and-running with complete ease. You won’t find
any complicated geek speak here that only someone who’s already
an expert on WordPress and WooCommerce would understand.
Instead, what you get are easy to understand instructions to help you
along the way. So, sit back, relax, and let a geek be your guide to
building an e-commerce site using WordPress and WooCommerce.
Who this course is for: Building an E-Commerce Site with
WordPress and WooCommerce is designed for learners of all skill
levels who would like to run an e-commerce web store that's
powered by WordPress and WooCommerce. With this course, an
installation of WordPress, and the WooCommerce plugin, you'll be
able to easily get your e-commerce site online and start selling in no
time at all. Best of all, for learners of all skill levels, the information
found in this course is presented so that it's easy to understand. That
way you'll never feel bogged down by instructions that seem overly
technical or hard to follow. In this course, you'll learn about: What
you need to do to get started Getting to know the various
WooCommerce-specific Dashboard widgets Configuring
WooCommerce settings Adding products of various types to your
store from simple products to those with many options Managing the
everyday operation of your store Creating coupons to increase sales
Using widgets to customize your store Extending WooCommerce
with the addition of free and paid extensions Acquire New Skills and
Earn a Certificate of Completion Once you’ve completed the course,
you’ll be eligible to receive a Certificate of Completion. With the
knowledge that you’ll acquire in this course, along with your
certificate, you'll certainly be able to make a nice addition to your
resume as well as impress your friends and family.

In this course, author Lawrence Cramer offers two approaches to
implementing ecommerce functionality in Dreamweaver: introducing
basic ecommerce functions to an existing site and creating a standalone ecommerce solution with PHP and MySQL. The course
explores choosing a payment vendor, creating a simple buy button,
configuring a store with the Cartweaver extension, adding products
and discounts, and managing inventory. The course also provides
guidance on securing an ecommerce site, preparing for the site's
launch, and effectively promoting a store. Exercise files accompany
the course.

Learn how to integrate all the moving parts of a successful marketing
strategy—email, social media, search, and more—without diluting
your message is a critical skill for businesses large and small. Matt
Bailey has over two decades in the online marketing industry. Let
him show you how to establish your brand's story and then market it
accordingly, using permissioned email, blog posts, and forums like
Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, and even Pinterest. Learn to assess
your resources and research the market, so you don't overreach;
develop compelling content that entices customers while supporting
your brand; and then review the performance of your campaigns and
look for opportunities for improvement.
Building an Investment Portfolio

Grade Results

Finance

Building a broadly diversified investment portfolio using mutual funds-on a budget you can afford.
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Building an Online Community

Business

Building an outstanding LinkedIn profile

Marketing

Create an engaged community around your business or product with
this quick course from author Justin Seeley. Discover how to find
and attract an audience; design a consistent brand and message
across Facebook, Twitter, and other social networks; engage your
followers in real conversations; craft content that will be popular with
your followers; and ultimately cultivate a community of people who
are passionate about the same thing.

LinkedIn has become far more than a glorified resume, and it’s high
time you started treating it like a marketer! Sporting more than 259
million users, and some 3 million business pages, LinkedIn has
grown into a behemoth that definitely deserves your attention. The
question is, how? The answer to that question is found perhaps in
the place where you start on LinkedIn: your profile. How to optimize
your new LinkedIn profile to make it more marketable Like many of
the other social media networks, LinkedIn is evolving as well, and
what was once your profile is now a far more versatile tool. Let’s look
at some of the many ways you can take advantage of this. Don’t
treat it like Facebook – LinkedIn is a professional social networking
site, and you need to reek of professionalism and credibility. The
things you’d share on Facebook, even your Facebook business
page probably aren’t the best choice here. Make your photos stand
out – If you don’t already have a professional headshot, get one. The
image can be bigger now, so make sure you are portrayed as you
would be when meeting with a client, because you might be! Don’t
be overly serious either, as you need to come across as someone
likeable that they would like to work with. Work on your headline –
Since you now only have 120 characters to work with, you need to
consider carefully what you say here. You get to portray you brand,
and inject your best keywords here as well. Drop links judiciously –
While the only clickable links will be in your Contact Information
which is somewhat hidden, you may want to mention your sites in
your summary as well. They won’t be able to click to your site, but at
least you’re represented there. Frame your focus – Consider your
goals carefully here, and use your summary section to convey this.
It’s now above the fold, so what you put here is important Craft your
Contact Information carefully – This is all now available in the
Contact Info tab. You need to think of this as your business card on
LinkedIn, and treat it as such. You can add all the ways you feel
comfortable being contacted, as well as your website links. Show
your personality – Don’t leave out this part! People relate to people,
not milestones on a resume. Weave your personality into your profile
at every opportunity. Give LinkedIn users a glimpse of who you are,
and give them a reason to contact you.
Building and Deploying Android App Projects

Computer Science
This is a 4 week MOOC that teaches learners how to create an app
from scratch using Android Studio, as well as learning how to use
various Android Studio tools, such as the debugger, resource editor,
logging mechanisms, etc. This MOOC also covers basic concepts
and APIs related to Android’s Material Design paradigm. Students
will work incrementally on a hands-on project involving a simple
Material Design-based music streaming app throughout the MOOC,
i.e., each week they will add additional capabilities to it, based on the
material covered in that week’s lecture videos.

Building and Monetizing Game Apps for Android

Computer Science

Building and Monetizing Game Apps for Android

Web Design

Building and Monetizing Game Apps for iOS
Building and Monetizing Game Apps for iOS

Web Design
Computer Science

Grade Results
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Building and Selling a Niche Website From Scratch

Marketing

Here's My Promise: In this course, i am not going to waste your time.
Over the last year i have built and sold a website (this one) with an
initial startup capital of roughly $70, that has grossed over $60,000.
It has taught me how to REALLY make money online. None of the
bullshit nonsense that you find in 99.9% of the 'make money online'
articles out there. No. But how to come up with an idea that's viable
and turn that into a website that gets people to actually pull out their
credit cards and pay you for what you have created. That's what i've
learned. And in plain simple, and sometimes playful english. That is
what i will be teaching you to do. After selling my website, i wanted to
share some insights with those few people who were in the same
position as me when i started (i.e. broke and without any ideas), to
gain some motivation and tactics that they could use to move
forward. Here is where i did that, on reddit: Link. (I'm LeoPantero.) It
ended up becoming an extremely popular thread and is ultimately
what led to the creation of this course. In it, i hope to be as honest
and as helpful as possible. I will share the real, nose to the
grindstone tactics that allowed me to build my business, such as why i would i never hire a web designer who wears sunglasses in
his/her profile pictures (funny, but true!), how i managed to grow my
site to consistently high levels of traffic (up to 20,000 targeted
visitors a month) without spending a penny on advertising and how i
managed to get designs that should have cost me $2,000+ for less
than $300. These are the kinds of real world tactics that i will share. I
will also talk about the mental side of entrepreneurship and how you
can overcome the most common roadblocks to achieving your goals.
There are so many mental hurdles to overcome in order to be able to
create a successful website, that i make sure to discuss this
throughout the course. My goal is ultimately, to help you get your
website up and profitable, as best as i know how. With realistic and
truthful knowledge. I really hope that you benefit from it, and manage
to build and (maybe) sell a profitable website as a result! Enjoy the
course! Tapha

Building Android and iOS Applications with Flex

Computer Science

Building Android and iOS Apps with Dreamweaver
CS5.5
Building Blocks and Macros in Word
Building Custom WordPress Sites from Scratch

Computer Science

Building Customer Loyalty
Building Facebook Applications with HTML and
JavaScript

Basic Skills
Computer Science

Grade Results

This course shows developers how to design and deploy mobile
applications for the Android and iOS smartphone platforms.
Leveraging the capabilities of Flash Builder and the Flex framework,
author James Talbot sheds light on architecting applications,
incorporating mobile components, and building ActionScript skins.
The course also covers mobile-specific APIs; optimizing memory
and data connectivity; and submitting apps to the Android Market,
the iOS App Store, and the Amazon Marketplace.

Business
Web Design

Facebook application development is one of the most lucrative and
fast-paced niches of the programming world. This course introduces
developers and designers who are already familiar with HTML and
JavaScript to Facebook app development. Author Ray Villalobos
reviews the different types of Facebook apps and tours the
Facebook Developer site, reviewing the requirements to be an apps
developer. At the end of the course, Ray shows how to create a
complete app, from building the initial containers and pages to
adding social plug-ins and game controls.
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Building Facebook Applications with PHP and MySQL Computer Science
Learn the basics of building complex, data-driven applications with
the Facebook PHP SDK and MySQL. Author Ray Villalobos first
introduces the fundamentals, such as checking to see if a user is
logged into an application, accessing Facebook user data through
the Open Graph API, and making complex API calls with the Graph
API Explorer. The course then dives into building an application with
API paths and Facebook Query Language (FQL) calls. Along the
way, you'll discover how to post to a user's wall, upload photos,
integrate with webpages, and more.
Building Flash Games with Starling
Building Foliage for Games using 3ds Max and UDK

Computer Science
Design

This in-depth tutorial covers everything you need to know about
creating foliage! We’ll show how to make realistic looking grass,
branches, and a full tree from the ground up! Then, we'll head into
UDK and setup a master shader with parameters that can be easily
tweaked, as well as make your leaves and grass move in the wind! If
you've ever wanted to master the ins-and-outs of creating foliage for
your games, this is the course for you!

Building Instructional Capacity: A Practical Approach Education
Success starts with sufficient instructional capacity. “Building
Instructional Capacity: A Practical Approach is your guide to
increasing the instructional capacity in your school or schools. You
will learn "Three Key Strategies" that will help you build your
instructional capacity. These are strategies that I have either used
directly or learned of their effectiveness through research. This is
just a partial list of benefits of “Building Instructional Capacity: A
Practical Approach:" You will be able to build your school or schools
instructional capacity to a level that will allow you to increase student
learning and student achievement. The course includes an easy to
understand plan to guide your actions. You’ll receive a wealth of
information to share with your team. Start building your instructional
capacity, today. Right, now, I’m inviting you to try “Building
Instructional Capacity: A Practical Approach.”
Building Mobile Apps for Multiple Devices with Flash
Professional
Building Mobile Experiences

Web Design

Building Modular Levels for Games with Unity and
Blender

Design

Grade Results

Computer Science

How do you design a mobile app that truly changes people's lives?
How can you understand how a new service is being used, both
quantitatively and qualitatively? How can you use all of the rich
sensing and I/O capabilities of mobile devices to create experiences
that go far beyond what's possible on a traditional computer? Mobile
devices are changing the ways that we interact with each other and
information in the world.
In this course, instructor Alan Thorn takes you through the basics of
modeling inside of Blender, as well as texturing with the free image
manipulation software Gimp. Using these tools, you'll learn his
complete asset-creation pipeline for this modular set. We then follow
it up by learning how to import those assets into Unity, and set up
our own playable game environment.
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Building Professional Mobile Websites with
WordPress

Web Design
Do you want to learn how to create stunning mobile website using
WordPress? In this training course from Infinite Skills, you will learn
how to create websites using WordPress that look great no matter
what device or screen size you are viewing them with. Responsive
web design allows you to build and maintain one website, but have it
respond according to the device that it is being viewed on. This
tutorial will show you how to create a responsive website by way of
customizing a WordPress template. Some experience and familiarity
with WordPress and CSS is suggested in order for you to get the
most out of this training. The core of responsive design lies in media
queries, and that is where the course starts you off. You will learn
how to setup media queries using CSS to detect what styles to apply
to your website, based on the resolution of the device that is
accessing the page. The training videos will show you how to create
your high, medium and low resolution designs using wireframing,
and then how to hand code each of those designs in WordPress,
creating a website that responds to all kinds of mobile devices. By
the time you have completed this computer based training course for
mobile website design with WordPress, you will have a clear
understanding of how to modify WordPress templates to make your
site responsive to a wide variety of resolutions and devices. Working
files are included, allowing you to follow along with the author
throughout the lessons.

Building Templates in Word
Building Trust

Business
Business
The "circles of trust" model is a helpful tool for describing
relationships. In the innermost circle, you work on your
trustworthiness and ethical decision making. In the middle circle, you
work on your everyday relationships with colleagues and peers. In
the outer circle, you project credibility and trustworthiness beyond
your usual circle, building relationships that are based on mutual
benefit. In this course, author Brenda Bailey-Hughes shows how to
strengthen relationships within the three circles of trust. Plus, learn
how to build trust in remote teams, repair lost or broken trust, and
deliver an apology to speed the rebuilding process.

Building Web Services with Java EE

Computer Science
Most Java EE APIs are presentation-oriented. But there's another
category of service-oriented features that provide data and other
services to mobile and desktop "rich" applications. This course
explores web services: the concepts, syntax, commands, and tools
that allow you to communicate and share data between applications.
Author Patrick Royal explores protocols like SOAP and REST and
shares simple programming tips for writing web services that are as
efficient as possible. He also reveals his favorite extensions for
increasing the compatibility of your services. This course includes a
series of hands-on practice activities (challenges) that let you test
your understanding along the way.

Grade Results
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Building Websites with Dreamweaver CS6

Design
Jump into the world of Dreamweaver CS6 and web design with this
7+ hour hands-on course hosted by award-winning software trainer
and designer, Geoff Blake. First, Geoff will run you through the
basics, getting you comfortable in the Dreamweaver interface,
working with documents, defining new websites, and customizing the
interface. Then, it’s on to building a fully functional web layout from
the ground up. You’ll learn how to wireframe a rough design, insert
navigation menus, and test your work for usability. Handling text,
graphics, and building a well-constructed set of sitewide CSS rules
to control it all brings your site together; and Geoff even takes you
through Photoshop and Illustrator workflows, showing you how to get
the most out of your favourite Creative Suite applications. Then,
you’ll see how to roll out your site, and set and test hyperlinks;
followed by a look at how to integrate various page elements,
including a self-running slideshow, tables, a contact form, and a
Google map. Finally, take your site live by uploading it to a live web
server, and test it across various browsers on both the Mac and
Windows platforms. Roll up your sleeves and delve into this
practical, task-oriented look at building contemporary websites in
Dreamweaver CS6!

Building Windows Phone 8 Live Tiles

Computer Science

Building Your Brand

Business

A Windows Phone Live Tile represents your app on your phone's
Start screen. It's important to build an engaging, clear representation
of what your app is and does to your end users. This course helps
you understand the three tile types (flip, iconic, and cycle), create the
design assets for each one, and build the tiles themselves. Author
Doug Winnie also shows you how to work with secondary tiles—
which enable your users to launch within a specific part inside the
app to pin to their Start screen.

Every successful business needs to have a clear brand message. It
must understand its ideal customers and employ a team that
consistently finds a way to stand out amongst the crowd. Porter
Gale, highly esteemed consultant and former VP of marketing for
Virgin America is teaming up with creativeLIVE to teach you
everything you need to know to take that business idea in your mind
all the way to the front pages of major publications. This course
condenses 20 years of knowledge in areas such as creative
development, social media, email marketing and PR and delivers it
all in concise, easy to follow steps. During this course, Porter will
teach you how to name your company, what to think about when
creating a corporate culture, how to master marketing, and more.
She’ll share the stage with entrepreneurs from some of the world’s
most innovative brands, like Virgin America, Dollar Shave Club, and
Hint Water. This 3-day workshop is a one-of-a-kind event, filled with
interviews, case histories, resource lists, how-to tips, and more.
Don’t miss it!
Building Your Brand
Building Your Leadership Skills

Marketing
Business

Building Your Professional Network
Building Your Professional Network
Burton Malkiel speaks about investing in China

Basic Skills
Business
Finance

Burton Malkiel teaches basic investment strategy

Finance

When taking this course, you will raise your own self-awareness and
gain self-confidence for a better leadership. You will discover a new
approach to leadership based on trust and sense. The “SavoirRelier” leadership, a new approach of leadership, taught to HEC
MBA’s student and top executives, enables better team leadership
and encourages relationships between people in spite of their
differences of opinion.

Princeton economist Burton Malkiel says simplicity is key to a
successful portfolio. He discusses emerging markets, inde

Bus 203 Principles of Marketing

Grade Results
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BUS030: Personal Finance (Elective)

Finance

BUS040: Introduction to Entrepreneurship I (Elective)

Business

In this introductory finance course, students learn basic principles of
economics and best practices for managing their own finances.
Students learn core skills in creating budgets, developing long-term
financial plans to meet their goals, and making responsible choices
about income and expenses. They gain a deeper understanding of
capitalism and other systems so they can better understand their
role in the economy of society.

In this introductory business course, students learn the basics of
planning and launching their own successful business. Whether they
want to start their own money-making business or create a non-profit
to help others, this course helps students develop the core skills they
need to be successful. They learn how to come up with new
business ideas, attract investors, market their business, and manage
expenses. Students hear inspirational stories of teen entrepreneurs
who have turned their ideas into reality, and then they plan and
execute their own business. K¹² Scope & Sequence documents for
each course include: Note: Materials lists are subject to revision and
may vary slightly from state to state.
BUS050: Introduction to Entrepreneurship II (Elective) Business
Students build on the business concepts they learned in Introduction
to Entrepreneurship I. They learn about sales methods, financing
and credit, accounting, pricing, and government regulations. They
refine their technology and communication skills in speaking, writing,
networking, negotiating, and listening. They enhance their
employability skills by preparing job-related documents, developing
interviewing skills, and learning about hiring, firing, and managing
employees. Students develop a complete business plan and a
presentation for potential investors. K¹² Scope & Sequence
documents for each course include: Note: Materials lists are subject
to revision and may vary slightly from state to state.
bus103

Grade Results
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Business & Technical Writing Immersion

Marketing

Business - Document Conversion

Business

Business Writing Immersion covers a proven, systematic approach
to the art of effective, persuasive business and financial writing.
Using 12 steps and almost 60 practical techniques, the course works
through from initial writing analysis to final copy, producing
documents that succeed every time. For each writing technique, the
course provides tutorial with exercises and thoughtful answers.
Special instructions help professionals for whom English is a second
language. Advanced techniques help teams write long documents
such as proposals. Each step of the course consists of videos,
supplemental PDF documents that will allow you to follow along with
the instructor, and an e-book extract that pertains to the segment
being covered in the video for reference. There are 38 video
modules for this course, including supplemental materials, averaging
approximately 7-10 minutes each. In addition, a section for Writing
Professional Emails is added as an appendix, and a new section for
ESL is included as well, covering tenses, verbiage, and tone. A
breakdown of materials is as follows: Introduction & Overview Step 1
– Analyze Purpose Step 2 – Analyze Audience Step 3 – Writing the
Purpose Statement Step 4 – Gathering information Step 5 – Writing
the sentence outline Step 6 – Writing the draft Step 7 – Revising
content and organization Step 8 – Editing for coherence Step 9 –
Editing for clarity Step 10 – Editing for economy Step 11 – Editing for
readability Step 12 – Conclusion and final thoughts Appendix B –
Tips for writing emails Appendix C – ESL Articles, Attitude and
Approach, and Tenses Category: Marketing / Content Marketing
What are the requirements? What am I going to get from this
course? What is the target audience? CURRICULUM SECTION 1:
Introduction 1 Introduction and Overview 10:04 SECTION 2: Step 1 Analyze Purpose 2 Analyze Purpose 08:29 SECTION 3: Step 2 Analyze Audience 3 Analyze Audience 09:29 SECTION 4: Step 3 Write Purpose Statement 4 Write Purpose Statement 09:42
SECTION 5: Step 4 - Gather Information 5 Gather Information 02:10
SECTION 6: Step 5 - Write Sentence Outline 6 Writing Sentence
Outline Part 1 08:41 7 Writing Sentence Outline Part 2 09:17 8
Writing Sentence Outline Part 3 10:07 9 Writing Sentence Outline
Part 4 07:33 SECTION 7: Step 6 - Write Draft 10 Writing the Draft
10:22 SECTION 8: Step 7 - Revise Content and Organization 11
Post-writing Organization 02:26 12 Revise Content 03:52 SECTION
9: Step 8 - Edit for Coherence 13 Edit for Coherence 01:00 14
Sometimes you find yourself with a file in a format that no program
on your computer supports. When this happens you usually have
two options. You can either purchase the program that opens the file
or you can use free file converter software to convert the file to a
format that some program on your computer actually does support.
It's a common problem especially among movie, music, and
photo/graphics files. Whatever your business file conversion needs,
this course takes students to top websites to demonstrate industry
best practices for document management. To view in best quality
which is 720HD, once video is launched, go to bottom right area of
video player and switch from '360' to 720HD.

Business 101
Business Analysis Fundamentals

Grade Results

Business
Business

Every project needs someone that can help turn ideas into reality: a
business analyst. Join author and certified business analyst Haydn
Thomas as he walks you through the fundamentals of business
analysis tools and techniques. Haydn will demonstrate how these
skills are used to gather requirements and identify solutions to
provide better business outcomes on your change initiatives.
Discover where business analysis lives in the project life cycle, how
to initiate a project, the best way to gather requirements, and smart
strategies to monitor results and test outcomes.
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Business Analytics Capstone

Business
The Business Analytics Capstone Project gives you the opportunity
to apply what you've learned about how to make data-driven
decisions to a real business challenge faced by Yahoo, a global
technology company. At the end of this Capstone, you'll be able to
ask the right questions of the data, and know how to use data
effectively to address business challenges of your own. You’ll
understand how cutting-edge businesses use data to optimize
marketing, maximize revenue, make operations efficient, and make
hiring and management decisions so that you can apply these
strategies to your own company or business. Designed with Yahoo
to give you invaluable experience in evaluating and creating datadriven decisions, the Business Analytics Capstone Project provides
the chance for you to devise a plan of action for optimizing data itself
to provide key insights and analysis, and to describe the interaction
between key financial and non-financial indicators in Yahoo's
strategy. Once you complete your analysis of Yahoo's actions, you'll
be better prepared to make better data-driven business decisions of
your own.

Business and Financial Modeling Specialization

Business

Wharton's Business and Financial Modeling Specialization is
designed to help you make informed business and financial
decisions. These foundational courses will introduce you to
spreadsheet models, modeling techniques, and common
applications for investment analysis, company valuation, forecasting,
and more. When you complete the Specialization, you'll be ready to
use your own data to describe realities, build scenarios, and predict
performance.

Business Case Analysis

Business

The Capstone project is the culmination of your journey through the
Business English for Non-Native Speakers specialization. It is aimed
at applying the written and spoken skills that you have gained to an
authentic business situation.

Business Communications
Business English Course for ESL Students

Business
Foreign Language

Business English for Cross-cultural Communication

Foreign Language

Learn essential Business English vocabulary for presentations,
meetings, negotiations, phone calls, and more!
This course aims to prepare you for working in an cross-cultural
Business setting. We'll learn about common cross-cultural theories
and how they are relevant to everyday business practices in a
globalised world. By combining all of your vocabulary, reading,
speaking, and writing skills that you acquired in the previous three
courses, you will learn how language plays an important role in
cross-cultural communication. You will also enhance your crosscultural understanding and will be able to use vocabulary, tone and
style, and spoken and written communication skills within a crosscultural Business context. Skills learned in this course help prepare
you to deliver the professional business presentation in the
Capstone project.

Business English for Non-Native Speakers

Business

Business English: Basics

Foreign Language

Grade Results

This Specialization will introduce non-native speakers of English to
methods for developing English language and communication skills
for the workplace, doing business, cross-cultural understanding, and
business case study analysis. You'll apply these skills in the final
Capstone Project by analysing a current business case study and
providing recommendations to a target audience in both presentation
and written formats.
This course aims to improve your Business English language skills
by developing your vocabulary and reading skills and your
understanding of tone, style and knowledge of communication
methods. We'll also cover how these language skills can enhance
audience analysis, business case analysis and basic business
communication strategies. Skills learned in this course will often be
referred to and needed to complete the speaking, writing and crosscultural communications courses of this Specialization.
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Business English: Capstone Project

Business
The capstone project will give you opportunities to demonstrate your
competence in the learning objectives for this Specialization. For the
project, you’ll use formal, written methods and more casual visual
and audio methods of communication to demonstrate your ability to
use language appropriate for different business contexts. The goal
of this course is to demonstrate competence in writing and
presenting a plan using skills and language appropriate for business.

Business English: Making Presentations

Business

Business English: Meetings

Foreign Language

Business English: Negotiating

Business

Business English: Networking

Business

Business English: Planning & Negotiating

Business

In this course, the context is hosting an event and finding an
appropriate venue for it. You will learn language and strategies for
successful negotiations culminating in a written announcement for
an event.

Business Ethics

Business

This series of videos explores the integration of ethics into the
business school curriculum and the importance of ethic

Business Ethics
Business Ethics for the Real World

Business
Business

Business Ethics: How to Create an Ethical
Organization

Business

Business Finance for Non-Finance Personnel

Finance

This course teaches you language and techniques that will help you
make effective presentations in English. The final task is to develop
a well-organized, persuasive presentation using charts and graphs
that sells your city as a venue.
This course will teach you vocabulary and skills related to
participating in meetings. You will learn terms and phrases used both
in email and in speaking to arrange, participate in, and conclude
meetings. The goals of this course are to enable you to participate
effectively in on-site meetings and teleconferences and to prepare
you to write a proposal as an outcome of a meeting.
In this course, the context is hosting an event and finding an
appropriate venue for it. You will learn language and strategies for
successful negotiations culminating in a written announcement for
an event. You will learn to compare and use data and employ other
strategies to negotiate successfully.
This course begins with a welcome message and an overview of the
Specialization. After this introduction, you will be asked to take a
proficiency test to see if this course is right for you.

This course is designed to provide an introduction to the subject of
ethical behavior in business. The course provides an understanding
of the nature of ethics, the role ethics plays in business, and the
most commonly encountered ethical dilemmas in a business career.
Learn the 90 best practices for how to design ethical businesses and
manage ethical organizations of high integrity.

Are you interested in making better business decisions to increase
your company's profits, move you up the corporate ladder, and help
you reach a better, personal financial position? Then you need to
take this course. Using practical explanations and real-life examples,
this course will show you how money flows through a typical
business. You will learn the basics of how a business operates,
including how to develop successful business strategies and how to
use financial statements to make better business decisions. Whether
you're an employee, sales executive, supervisor, or manager, this
course will help you understand basic financial information and use
that information to make decisions that will positively affect your
company's financial situation. This is a business finance course for
non-financial employees and managers. In six weeks, you will obtain
significantly improved business acumen skills and financial
understanding. Position yourself to be more confident in your
business and financial decisions!

Grade Results
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Business Foundations

Business

Business Growth Strategy

Business

Business Innovation Fundamentals

Business

In this Specialization, you’ll develop basic literacy in the language of
business, which you can use to transition to a new career, start or
improve your own small business, or apply to business school to
continue your education. In four courses, you’ll learn the
fundamentals of marketing, accounting, operations, and finance. In
the final Capstone Project, you’ll apply the skills learned by
developing a go-to-market strategy to address a real business
challenge.
Get the tools you need to analyze, evaluate and recommend specific
actions organizations can take to grow their value and avoid
common growth pitfalls. Learn to determine how best to build value,
whether by scaling existing markets, entering established markets or
creating new markets through innovation and acquisitions. Apply
these concepts in case studies of industry leaders JetBlue,
Starbucks, Intel Corporate Venturing and Tata Motors.

Innovation propels companies forward. It's an unlimited source of
new growth and can give businesses a distinct competitive
advantage. Learn how to innovate at your own business using
Systematic Inventive Thinking, a method based on five techniques
that allow you to innovate on demand. In this course, author and
business school professor Drew Boyd shares the techniques he's
taught Fortune 500 companies to innovate new services and
products. Drew provides real-world examples of innovation in
practice and suggests places to find your own opportunities to
innovate. In the bonus chapter, Drew shares insights from his own
career and answers tough questions on resistance to innovation,
innovation and leadership, and the difference between generating
vs. executing innovative ideas.
Business Intelligence Concepts, Tools, and
Applications

Business

Business Law and Ethics
Business Leadership Course
Business Metrics for Data-Driven Companies

Business
Business
Business

Business Model Canvas: A Tool for Entrepreneurs
and Innovators (Project-Centered Course)

Business

Business of Games and Entrepreneurship

Business

Grade Results

This is the fourth course in the Data Warehouse for Business
Intelligence specialization. Ideally, the courses should be taken in
sequence. In this course, you will gain the knowledge and skills for
using data warehouses for business intelligence purposes and for
working as a business intelligence developer. You’ll have the
opportunity to work with large data sets in a data warehouse
environment and will learn the use of MicroStrategy's Online
Analytical Processing (OLAP) and Visualization capabilities to create
visualizations and dashboards.

In this course, you will learn best practices for how to use data
analytics to make any company more competitive and more
profitable. You will be able to recognize the most critical business
metrics and distinguish them from mere data.
In this project-centered course*, you will use the Business Model
Canvas innovation tool to approach either a personal or corporate
challenge or opportunity. You’ll learn to identify and communicate the
nine key elements of a business model: Customer Segments, Value
Proposition, Channels, Customer Relationships, Key Resources,
Key Activities, Key Partners, Revenue Streams, and Cost Structure.
As well as a form of art and entertainment, games are about
business. Whether you want to work at a game studio, start your
own business or make games as a hobby, recognizing the dynamic
landscape of the videogame industry is critical to finding your place.
This course will introduce you to game production, project
management, teamwork skills, and how to position your game ideas
and yourself in the broader marketplace. By the end of the course,
you will be able to develop an impactful portfolio of game work to get
noticed and/or develop an effective business plan to bring your
game to market.
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Business Plans for Startups

Business

Business Process Modeling and Analysis

Business

Business Start-Up: How to Build a Profitable Blog

Marketing

An intense and focused course for early stage start-ups and new
businesses to achieve success with their business plan.
This course introduces concepts of business process modeling
using the Business Process Model and Notation (BPMN) industry
standard. Participants will learn the elements of process models and
their precise meaning. We cover business processes within
organizations and also interacting processes involving several
organizations, i.e., we investigate process orchestrations and
process choreographies. We will also look at techniques to analyze
business processes from a formal perspective.

This course will cover all the elements you need in order to set up
and start generating a profit online with a blog. You will get an
overview of: What types of blogs to choose from that would best fit
your needs. What the goal of profitable blogging is all about: leads
and sales. How to choose a domain name, hosting, and
autoresponder. How to install a new Wordpress blog How to
monetize your blog posts And more! If you aren't sure about why you
should be blogging, where to start, or if blogging is right for your
business, then you should absolutely take this course. This course is
structured in short videos so that you won't have any problems
coming back to where you left off or grasping the information without
overwhelm and confusion. I have also included bonus videos and a
recommended resource list so that you have easy access to the low
cost, no cost resources mentioned in the videos.
Business Statistics
Business Statistics
Business Strategy

Business
Mathematics
Business

Business Strategy Capstone

Business

In this course you will learn how organizations create, capture, and
maintain value, and how it is fundamental for sustainable competitive
advantage. You will be able to better understand value creation and
capture, and learn the tools to analyze both competition and
cooperation from a variety of perspectives, including the industry
level (e.g., five forces analysis), and the firm level (e.g., business
models and strategic positioning).

The capstone project--a Comprehensive Analysis and Action Plan
(CAAP)--showcases your strategic analysis and business leadership
skills and provides an opportunity for you to synthesize concepts and
knowledge from the four courses in the specialization and apply
them to a real-world business setting. Building on the analyses and
action plan you created in the four previous courses, you will select
an organization and use the tools you learned to complete a
comprehensive analysis of this organization and to recommend
strategic actions. Your CAAP will demonstrate your ability to analyze
the current state of the organization and to look ahead to make
strategic decisions that advance the organization’s competitive
position--perfect for those interested in advancing their career or
transitioning to a leadership role.
Business Strategy Specialization

Business
This Specialization covers both the dynamics and the global aspects
of strategic management. With cases drawn from leading companies
like Disney, Microsoft and Zappos, you'll learn how to evaluate
industry evolution, build and sustain competitive advantage,
formulate and assess business strategies, and align efforts to
organizational strategy. In the final Capstone Project, you’ll apply
your skills by creating a complete strategic plan for an existing
business or a venture of your own. Top-rated Capstone Projects will
be reviewed by Professors Michael J. Lenox and Jared D. Harris
and as many as 50 top Specialists in Business Strategy will have
their application fees to Darden waived.

Grade Results
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Business Video: How to Engage Prospects & Create
Raving Fans

Marketing
This brief course covers the essentials of creating online video for
business, including setting your video goals and strategy, selecting
the right video equipment and resources, developing effective video
marketing techniques, and creating viewer engagement to turn
viewers into fans and customers. In this 5-part free video series,
you'll learn how to create engaging and professional business videos
that will help you increase your visibility, enhance your connection to
your prospects and customers, and attract more of your ideal clients.
The course includes 5 simple, easy-to-follow video lectures with
samples and links to key video tools and resources. Each section is
under 20 minutes, so you can get up and running quickly with video
marketing. You should take this course if you want to understand
how to produce dynamic and compelling online video to market and
promote your business. The course provides an excellent overview
for video marketing without getting technical. Take this quick-start
course and turbo-charge your video marketing success!

Business Writing Fundamentals

Business
Discover the secrets to effective business writing and crafting
messages that others want to read and act on. Judy SteinerWilliams, senior lecturer at Kelley School of Business, introduces
you to the 10 Cs of strong business communication and provides
you with before-and-after writing samples that give you the
opportunity to apply each principle and sharpen your communication
skills. Judy also points out common grammar and writing mistakes
and shares special considerations for formats like emails and reports.

Buyer Personas - User Focused Strategy

Marketing
Buyer Personas - User Focused Strategy Having a conversation or
holding a meeting without understanding who you are
communicating with would be unthinkable in any professional
situation, so why do so many of us take it for granted that we know
who we are engaging with through our marketing channels? Buyer
Persona creation is essential to any business; it turns audience data
into digital advantage. We can help you understand the needs and
concerns of your users and buyers and capture this in a way that will
bring value to your business allowing you to be relevant to the
audience. The course is easy to chew, as its structured in 8 video
lessons. Each will take around 5-10 minutes. The entire course
clocks in around 1 hour. So, why not to learn new skills in a lunch
hour? Join us today at the Buyer Personas - User Focused Strategy
course, and take your business to the next level!

C Basic Programming For Beginners

Computer Science

C Plus Plus programming
c plus plus programming: Lite Version

Computer Science
Computer Science

A complete C++ programming course with Certification

C Programming For Beginners
C Programming for iPhone/iPad App Development

Computer Science
Computer Science

Learn C in ten easy steps on Windows, Mac OS X or Linux

C programming language
C Programming: iOS Development Starts Here!

Computer Science
Computer Science

C Programming Course + Unique ID Certification
Learn C Programming - the Foundation for Objective C and iPhone
App Development!

C Programming: iPhone App Development Starts
Here
C# Beginner course

Computer Science

Grade Results

Computer Science

C Basic programming Course with real time examples and you will
learn about Variables, Data types, Loops, Functions etc.

A Basic of C++ programming course, a lite version of full course

This will change the world..

C programming in easy to follow lessons.
Learn the basics of this powerful programming language
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C# Essential Training

Computer Science

C# Tutorial For Beginners
C++ For C Programmers
C++ For C Programmers, Part A

Computer Science
Computer Science
Computer Science

C++ Programming
C++ Programming Tutorial for Beginners

Computer Science
Computer Science

C++, Short and Sweet, Part 1

Computer Science
Business

C.C. Chapman: Content Marketing and the Art of
Storytelling

Take a tour of the foundational programming language at the heart
of several Microsoft platforms, including Windows, ASP.NET,
Silverlight, SharePoint, and Windows Phone, with author Joe Marini.
Joe walks through the basic syntax and structure of the language,
introduces object-oriented concepts, and shows how to define
custom classes. The course also demonstrates using C# language
features, compiling and running code, handling exceptions, reading
and writing files, and addressing common compilation issues
through debugging.

This course is for experienced C programmers who want to program
in C++. The examples and exercises require a basic understanding
of algorithms and object-oriented software.

C++ is an object oriented programming language which is very easy
to understand and execute.This a beginners series.

Companies realized long ago that to sell products and create loyal
customers, they needed to craft and communicate a great story
around their product. Storytelling is now used to market almost any
cause: commercial, creative, or charitable. Here C.C. Chapman,
creator of groundbreaking marketing campaigns for shows like True
Blood and the Discovery Channel's Shark Week, talks about how
good, honest stories can elevate brands, businesses, and worthy
causes. Learn how he turned his experience making and marketing
independent films in a pre-YouTube era into an award-winning
agency, The Advance Guard, and then refocused his skills to fight
poverty in underprivileged nations like Ghana with the One
Campaign.

Cake Decorating For Fun and Profit
Cake Decorating: Winter Anemone Wedding Cake

Design
Design

Calculating Earned Value

Business

Fill, stack, ice, smooth, dot. Make appliqués, flowers, and berry
sprays. Get ready to assemble everything for a gorgeous wedding
cake! Amy shows you how to put it all together and provides detailed
instructions on how to make it happen. We’ll learn to mount your
chocolate appliqués (and get them to stay), crown your cake with
your flowers and berries, and finish with artistic touches that will
keep your cake amazing from all angles and all heights.
BAC, CV, ETC, TCPI. Don't let the alphabet of earned value
acronyms deter you. Follow along with Aileen Ellis, PMP, PgMP, as
she walks you through earned value calculation. Relevant for those
considering the PMP exam or interested in better managing your
project performance, this course shows you the calculations that
make earned value management (EVM) one of the most critical
project metrics. Aileen walks through two concrete examples, a
construction project and a system upgrade, and shows how earned
value metrics can help you calculate current performance and
forecast future performance. Since it's not all a numbers game,
interpret the results of these calculations and forecasts to make
better project decisions.

Calculus

Mathematics

Calculus I

Mathematics

Grade Results

Topics covered in the first two or three semesters of college
calculus. Everything from limits to derivatives to integrals to vector
calculus. Should understand the topics in the pre-calculus playlist
first (the limit videos are in both playlists)
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Calculus I essentials

Mathematics

Calculus III (Multivariable Calculus)

Mathematics

This 11-video course covers the essentials of an introductory
calculus course. Calculus I essentials is organized into four
foundational sections: Precalculus, Limits & Continuity, Derivatives,
and Applications of Derivatives. Watching the videos straight
through will take just one to two hours but will provide you with an
overview of the most common and important topics from Calculus I.
This course is a great primer for anyone currently enrolled in
Calculus I, anyone planning to take it in the near future, or anyone
who is interested in learning the basics of calculus.

This course involves a study of functions of two or more variables
using the principles of calculus, vector analysis, and parametric
equations. This is the third course of the calculus sequence required
of engineering, physics, and mathematics majors. This course
contains a series of video tutorials that are broken up in various
levels. Each video builds upon the previous one. This course
contains a series of video tutorials that are broken up into various
levels. Each video builds upon the previous one. Level I videos lay
out the theoretical frame work to successfully tackle on problems
covered in the next videos. These videos can be used as a stand
along course or as a supplement to your current Calculus III class.
This course is consistently being populated with new videos. This
course is for anyone who wants to fortify their understanding of
calculus III or anyone that wishes to learn calculus III can benefit
from this course. This course is consistently monitored ready to reply
to any questions that may arise.
Calculus One

Mathematics

Calculus Two: Sequences and Series

Mathematics

Calculus Two: Sequences and Series is an introduction to
sequences, infinite series, convergence tests, and Taylor series. The
course emphasizes not just getting answers, but asking the question
"why is this true?"

Calculus: Single Variable

Mathematics

This course provides a brisk, challenging, and dynamic treatment of
differential and integral calculus, with an emphasis on conceptual
understanding and applications to the engineering, physical, and
social sciences.

Calculus: Single Variable Part 1 - Functions

Mathematics

Calculus is about the very large, the very small, and how things
change. The surprise is that something seemingly so abstract ends
up explaining the real world. Calculus plays a starring role in the
biological, physical, and social sciences. By focusing outside of the
classroom, we will see examples of calculus appearing in daily life.
This course is a first and friendly introduction to calculus, suitable for
someone who has never seen the subject before, or for someone
who has seen some calculus but wants to review the concepts and
practice applying those concepts to solve problems.

Calculus is one of the grandest achievements of human thought,
explaining everything from planetary orbits to the optimal size of a
city to the periodicity of a heartbeat. This brisk course covers the
core ideas of single-variable Calculus with emphases on conceptual
understanding and applications. The course is ideal for students
beginning in the engineering, physical, and social sciences.
Distinguishing features of the course include: 1) the introduction and
use of Taylor series and approximations from the beginning; 2) a
novel synthesis of discrete and continuous forms of Calculus; 3) an
emphasis on the conceptual over the computational; and 4) a clear,
dynamic, unified approach.

Grade Results
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Calculus: Single Variable Part 2 - Differentiation

Mathematics
Calculus is one of the grandest achievements of human thought,
explaining everything from planetary orbits to the optimal size of a
city to the periodicity of a heartbeat. This brisk course covers the
core ideas of single-variable Calculus with emphases on conceptual
understanding and applications. The course is ideal for students
beginning in the engineering, physical, and social sciences.
Distinguishing features of the course include: 1) the introduction and
use of Taylor series and approximations from the beginning; 2) a
novel synthesis of discrete and continuous forms of Calculus; 3) an
emphasis on the conceptual over the computational; and 4) a clear,
dynamic, unified approach.

Calculus: Single Variable Part 3 - Integration

Mathematics
Calculus is one of the grandest achievements of human thought,
explaining everything from planetary orbits to the optimal size of a
city to the periodicity of a heartbeat. This brisk course covers the
core ideas of single-variable Calculus with emphases on conceptual
understanding and applications. The course is ideal for students
beginning in the engineering, physical, and social sciences.
Distinguishing features of the course include: 1) the introduction and
use of Taylor series and approximations from the beginning; 2) a
novel synthesis of discrete and continuous forms of Calculus; 3) an
emphasis on the conceptual over the computational; and 4) a clear,
dynamic, unified approach.

Calculus: Single Variable Part 4 - Applications

Mathematics
Calculus is one of the grandest achievements of human thought,
explaining everything from planetary orbits to the optimal size of a
city to the periodicity of a heartbeat. This brisk course covers the
core ideas of single-variable Calculus with emphases on conceptual
understanding and applications. The course is ideal for students
beginning in the engineering, physical, and social sciences.
Distinguishing features of the course include: 1) the introduction and
use of Taylor series and approximations from the beginning; 2) a
novel synthesis of discrete and continuous forms of Calculus; 3) an
emphasis on the conceptual over the computational; and 4) a clear,
dynamic, unified approach.

Calculus: Single Variable Part 5 - Discrete Calculus

Mathematics
Calculus is one of the grandest achievements of human thought,
explaining everything from planetary orbits to the optimal size of a
city to the periodicity of a heartbeat. This brisk course covers the
core ideas of single-variable Calculus with emphases on conceptual
understanding and applications. The course is ideal for students
beginning in the engineering, physical, and social sciences.
Distinguishing features of the course include: 1) the introduction and
use of Taylor series and approximations from the beginning; 2) a
novel synthesis of discrete and continuous forms of Calculus; 3) an
emphasis on the conceptual over the computational; and 4) a clear,
dynamic, unified approach.

California Green Bldg Standards Code-Residential
Essentials
Calligraphy History & Styles
Cambridge IGCSE English Literature 2013

Grade Results

Design
History
Literature

A tough course made accessable by experts
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Camera Control

Photography
Welcome to Course Two of Photography Basics and Beyond: From
Smartphone to DSLR! Now that you have a broad understanding of
the various types of cameras, the importance of seeing up Menus
and Functions to gain control in your photography, and the
difference between Auto and Program exposure modes, you are
ready to move into even greater Camera Control! In these 4 Modules
we will concentrate on gaining the knowledge necessary to make
use of Exposure Modes, Light Metering, Effects of various ISO
settings, Lens options, using Shutter Speeds to convey aspects of
Time in both documentary and creative ways, and exploring the
controlled focus effects that Depth of Field Principles make possible.
You will also continue to make new photographs and, if you are a
subscriber to the specialization, upload pictures to the web gallery
and continue interacting with your fellow learners in our "Gallery."
Let's get started with Module One!

Cameras, Exposure, and Photography

Photography
Welcome to Course One of Photography Basics and Beyond: From
Smartphone to DSLR! In these first 4 Modules you will gain the
knowledge and the confidence that will help you make good choices
as you consider qualities of the camera you own, and the qualities of
the other types of digital cameras you might be considering. You will
learn about the basic functions that most digital cameras have in
common. You will also go beyond the "technical" matters and learn
about how you can make exciting pictures by emphasizing the
aspects of Frame and Vantage Point to interpret old subjects in new
ways. Discovering accessories that photographers find useful, and
the types of camera bags from mini to carry-on sized, is also in store
for you. You will also make your first photographs and, if you are a
subscriber to the specialization, upload pictures to the web gallery
and start interacting with your fellow learners in our "Gallery." Let's
get started with Module One!

Campaigns and Elections
Camtasia Essentials

Social Sciences
Design
Upon completion of this two-hour course, you will be able to record,
edit, and produce videos with Camtasia Studio 8. You will learn what
the software does, how to install the software, set up for your first
recording, record your screen, edit that recording, add some audio,
and finally produce your first video. Download PDF resource guides
which include section summaries and hyperlinks to additional
learning material. Practice what you learn by creating your own files
and downloading course files. Watch as I go through the same steps
to edit a real lesson for Udemy. Post questions and answers to help
fellow students. Send messages or ask questions and receive
answers from me within a week. The linear format of this course
allows beginners to start with the first video lesson and move
through the course step by step. This course is also modular so you
can jump directly to the sections you need without having to go
through the material you are already familiar with. Check out the free
resources available in this course and be sure to enjoy the Top Five
Tips video.

Camtasia Studio 8 Essential Training
Camtasia Studio 8 Essential Training

Education
Education

Canadian Investments that return over 10% consistently
Cancer Biology

Finance

Grade Results

Join author Chris Mattia as he demonstrates how to set up, record,
edit, and share a professional looking screencast that you can use
for software demonstrations, interactive elearning projects, and more
with Camtasia Studio. Follow along as Chris creates an elearning
project from start to finish with Camtasia Studio's tools. Discover
how to add animation, PowerPoint slideshows, quizzes, and other
effects that boost the interactivity and visual interest of your
screencasts. The final chapter shows how to incorporate your
Camtasia projects into an overall teaching strategy.
How to beat the stock market without participating in it

Science
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Cancer in the 21st century - the genomic revolution

Science

Canon 5D Mark III: From Snapshots to Great Shots

Photography

Discover how modern genetics has revolutionised approaches to the
detection and treatment of cancer.
LA Photographer and host of the The Candid Frame podcast,
Ibarionex Perello takes you on a journey around the San Francisco
Bay Area, demonstrating the powerful features of Canon’s 5D Mark
III camera and teaching you to create incredible images, whether
you’re shooting portraits, landscapes, or video. Perello explains how
to get the most out of the Canon 5D Mark III’s technical settings and
presets for exposure modes, focus, white balance and Picture
Styles. You will also learn portrait composition and key tips to record
great video with stunning sharpness and color. You will learn to take
control of your photography and get the images you want every time.
After taking your shots, learn from Ibarionex’s workflow best
practices on how to import, tag and rate, edit and enhance images in
Lightroom before sharing them with the world. Insightful, inspiring
and informative, this video is a must-have both for those who are
just starting out with photography as well as for those who are
perfecting their DSLR workflow with one of the most anticipated
releases from Canon in the field.

Capital Social

Social Sciences

Capitalism and Democracy in America
Capitalism in Crisis: The global economic crisis
explained

Social Sciences
Economics

Capitalism in Crisis: The global economic crisis
explained
Capstone - Action

Economics

Capstone - Managing Board Change for Higher
Levels of Leadership and Governance Effectiveness

Business

Capstone Design Project in Power Electronics

Engineering

Grade Results

Como se calcula el Capital Social en las Cooperativas Modelo
FUCVAM

The global economy is in crisis and teetering on the edge of
collapsing into a new Great Depression. If it does, the economic and
geopolitical consequences will be catastrophic. In this global
economic crisis course, Richard Duncan provides a comprehensive
explanation of how this calamity came about. Topics include the
abandonment of economic orthodoxy, the end of sound money and
the consequences of unbalanced trade. An easy to understand
analytical framework that explains all aspects of the crisis is
introduced; and the rationale for the government's policy response to
the crisis is made clear. With this knowledge, the student will be well
positioned to anticipate how the global economic crisis will evolve
during the months and years ahead. Richard is the author of three
books on the global economic crisis and has more than 25 years of
experience working in financial markets. Take this Capitalism in
Crisis now and learn about the global economic crisis.

Business

The global economy is teetering of the verge of collapsing into a new
great depression. Learn why and what's next.
It is a cliché, but nevertheless very true. Experience is the best
teacher. It is also the best confidence builder. It is time for you to
take action! The concepts and skills presented throughout the
courses in the specialization are applied in this capstone course
where you will launch an actual business.

The Capstone Project is a service learning experience designed to
apply the knowledge and skills developed in the three Specialization
courses to a real world leadership and governance situation. It is
also intended to develop the participant's capability to act as an
agent for positive change in nonprofit organizations. To this end, you
will analyze the leadership and governance effectiveness of a real
board of directors in an organization of your own choosing (or, if that
is not possible, data gathered from a real board provided by the
course instructors). By the end of the Capstone Project, you will
have produced a professional consulting report detailing your
analysis and recommendations to improve board leadership and
governance effectiveness. You will then present it to the board and
advise them on implementing change.
Learners will design a DC-DC converter that powers USB-C devices
(20 V at 5 A) from a dc input voltage source such as a lithium-ion
battery pack or a desktop computer power bus. Aspects of the
project will include:
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Capstone MOOC for "Android App Development"

Computer Science

Capstone: Analyzing (Social) Network Data

Computer Science

Capstone: Create Value from Open Data

Business

Capstone: Create your own professional journalistic
portfolio

Literature

Capstone: Designing and Implementing Your
Coaching Strategy

Business

Capstone: Geospatial Analysis

Computer Science

Capstone: Photo Tourist Web Application

Computer Science

Grade Results

The Capstone project will integrate material from throughout the
Specialization to exercise and assess the ability of learners to create
an interesting Android app by applying knowledge and skills learned
in previous MOOCs, including Java programming features, Android
Studio tools, Android Activity components, Material Design, file I/O
and data persistence, unit testing, and software patterns. The project
itself will be similar in design goals to previous assignments,
however it will provide less of the skeleton code than earlier MOOCs
to encourage more creativity in learners and provide greater
opportunities for learners to customize the app.
In this capstone project we’ll combine all of the skills from all four
specialization courses to do something really fun: analyze social
networks!
Participants decide the theme they want to explore and define the
issue they want to solve. Their “playing field” should provide data
from various sectors (such as farming and nutrition, culture,
economy and employment, Education & Research, International &
Europe, Housing, Sustainable, Development & Energies, Health &
Social, Society, Territories & Transport). Participants are encouraged
to mix the different fields and leverage the existing information with
other (properly sourced) open data sets.
You will go through all the steps and skills used by professional
journalists to produce a portfolio. Conceptualizing a news report
idea, reporting, interviewing, researching, and then compiling the
information for an audience will be your Capstone objective. Having
a professional portfolio will help you market yourself as a journalist,
showing off your work product, as well as practice and hone your
journalistic skill set.

By the end of this Capstone, you will have a coaching strategy as
well as the tools you will to confidently introduce coaching to your
team. You will use the leadership point of view developed in Course
1 to articulate your coaching philosophy, and produce clearly defined
expectations for each person on your team, as well as Key
Performance Indicators you will use to evaluate performance,
building on your work from Course 2. You will use the techniques
learned in Courses 3 to prepare for and practice coaching
conversations, and use what you have learned to provide feedback
to your other colleagues in the Capstone course. The top students in
the Capstone course will have an opportunity to have their coaching
plans reviewed by a certified coach.

In the capstone project, you will design and execute a complete GISbased analysis – from identifying a concept, question or issue you
wish to develop, all the way to final data products and maps that you
can add to your portfolio. Your capstone project will demonstrate
your mastery of the content in the GIS Specialization and is broken
up into four phases:
In this Capstone project for the Photo Tourist you will implement a
Ruby on Rails web application that makes use of both a relational
and NoSQL database for the backend and expose the data through
services to the Internet using Web services and a responsive user
interface operating in a browser from a desktop and mobile device.
You will have a chance to revisit and apply what you have learned in
our previous courses to build and deploy a fully functional web
application to the cloud accessible to your co-workers, future
employers, friends, and family.
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Capstone: Retrieving, Processing, and Visualizing
Data with Python

Computer Science

Capstone: Website Optimization Client Report

Marketing

Capstone: Writing a Research Paper

Literature

CAPSTONE: Your Leadership Challenge

Business

In the capstone, students will build a series of applications to
retrieve, process and visualize data using Python. The projects will
involve all the elements of the specialization. In the first part of the
capstone, students will do the same visualizations to become
familiar with the technologies in use and then will pursue their own
project to visualize some other data that they have or can find.
Chapter 15 from the book “Python for Informatics” will serve as the
backbone for the capstone.
The Capstone Project will allow you to implement your SEO
knowledge and gain practical experience optimizing a website, with a
focus on On-Page SEO and client relationship management. The
resulting plan may become part of your professional portfolio for
interviewing prospective employers and/or clients.
Welcome to the capstone project for the Academic English: Writing
Specialization! This project lets you apply everything you’ve learned
and gives you the practice you need for college classes by having
you write a research paper. You'll have several due dates
throughout the capstone to help you stay on schedule.

Welcome to the capstone project course in the Coursera
Inspirational Leadership Specialization! In the next 6 weeks you'll
apply the skills you learned in the Specialization to tackle a real
world leadership challenge. To better meet your own goals of taking
this Specialization, we provide two options for the capstone project:
1) Personal leadership challenge; 2) Cooperate leadership
challenges. You'll select one project to implement and will receive
assessments from your Capstone peers. No matter which option you
choose, the capstone project will examine your skills, including selfawareness, developing quality relationships and trust, resilience, and
how making decisions entails a strong sense of responsibility.
Capstone: Your Story

Literature

Captivate 2 Essential Training

Education

Captivate 4 Essential Training

Education

Grade Results

Everything comes together in the Capstone. You will draft a
complete story, narrative essay, or memoir of 8–15 pages. With the
advice of your peer readers, you will revise, rewrite, and complete it.
The skills you’ve learned of plotting, setting, physical description,
characterization, and stylistic clarity and innovation will culminate in
an original work of art all your own. We’ll discuss the steps that
professional writers take to bring their work into the public world.
Along the way you’ll learn the patient habits of revision that make up
the writer’s life.
This training teaches users how to take advantage of Adobe
Captivate 2 to create exciting presentations, software
demonstrations and simulations, and soft-skills training applications-all without prior programming knowledge. Instructor Tim Plumer
introduces the program's interface and preferences, then
demonstrates how to plan and create presentations. He also covers
how to add animation, interactive files, audio, and video.
Adobe Captivate 4 is an industry leader in screen capture and
development training technology. In Captivate 4 Essential Training,
Tim Plumer, Jr., shows how to use this program, along with its
multifaceted screen capture tools, to its fullest potential. Starting
from scratch, Tim demonstrates how to create a presentation using
video, text, voiceover, music, and more. He even covers how to
create e-learning tests and assess the results. Exercise files
accompany the course.
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Captivate 5 Essential Training

Business

Captivate 5 Introduction

Design

Captivate 5 New Features

Design

Captivate Advanced Techniques

Education

Captivate Projects: Software Simulations

Education

Grade Results

In Captivate 5 Essential Training, author James Lockman
demonstrates the core features of Captivate 5, the popular tool for
authoring e-learning content such as interactive presentations, clickthrough simulations, and customized assessments. He shows how
to import and sync PowerPoint presentations, add interactivity, and
incorporate audio, video, and voiceovers. The course also includes
tutorials on assessment reporting and integrating with SCORMcompliant learning management systems. Exercise files accompany
the course.
This course is designed for beginners and intermediate Adobe
Captivate 5 users who want to create software demonstrations and
interactive simulations. You will learn how to explore the
environment; create, update, publish and organize projects; record
and modify audio; and add quizzes. The course will cover how to
enhance projects with animated text, highlight boxes, zoom boxes
and images. Learn all this from one of the best elearning developers
in the business.
This course is designed for current users of Adobe Captivate who
want to create software demonstrations and interactive simulations
using Captivate version 5. You will explore the new Adobe Captivate
5 user interface and then move on to reviewing changes and
additions to object styles, master slides, animation effects, video
support, tracking and reporting. In addition, you will review the
expanded widget library.
Take your elearning content to the next level by learning advanced
Adobe Captivate techniques that increase your efficiency and build
more robust courses. Anastasia McCune shows you how to use
some of the great time-saving shortcuts in Captivate, create question
pools to test your learners, use variables and actions to customize
training, record and edit audio and video, set up accessibility options
such as closed captioning, and publish for a variety of different
delivery platforms.
Do you need to create your own software training? With Captivate
you can produce software simulations that engage and inform. In this
project-based course with Captivate expert Anastasia McCune, learn
how to record software simulations for your company or elearning
project with Captivate. Discover how to plan, record, format, and
adjust interactions for your simulation—elements that will make the
training more realistic and intuitive—and publish the simulation
where students can reach it.
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Captivate Your Audience in Videos

Marketing

If you do sales videos, videos, webinars, tele-courses then you want
to deliver in front of the camera in a way that is engaging and
captivating. Far to many people don't execute their best in front of
the camera because they are missing a few key techniques. This
video teaches you everything you need to know before you get in
front of the camera. The course curriculum includes: Overall Look,
which covers your videos look and feel according to your brand and
how no matter what your look, confidence is key. Content is a
section that is chock full of fantastic information to help you structure
content that is appropriate in length, makes sense, has a great flow
and is easy for your audience to not only understand but to connect
to, which is key for engagement. The presentation section covers
key technique for writing a script that works for you, dealing with
nerves, and breathing for starters. The on camera section is all
about how you move in front of the camera, your face, gestures,
where to look and how to present like the expert you are. The voice
section is where you will learn powerful techniques that are
invaluable to create an engaging voice that not only captivates your
audience but teaches and persuades. All of the sections are
delivered with teaching videos that are easy to follow and many
sections include written supporting documents with very valuable
content for your success. Some sections include exercises to help
you process the material for your best delivery in front of the camera.

Capturing Life Through (Better) Photography

Photography

Capturing Your Digital Life

Photography

Care of Elders with Alzheimer's Disease and other
Major Neurocognitive Disorders

Health And Nutrition

Health professionals and students, family caregivers, friends of
patients, and others interested in learning about dementia and
quality care will acquire in this five-week course foundational
knowledge in the care of persons with Alzheimer’s Disease and
other neurocognitive disorders.

Career 911: Your Future Job in Medicine and
Healthcare

Medical

This course aims to help high school students, recent graduates,
and those considering career transitions explore health care career
options and learn strategies for entry into the health care workforce
and health related fields.

Career brand Management

Business

Tamara Lackey'sCapturing Life Through (Better) Photography
teaches beginning photographers simple tips and tricks for turning
everyday snapshots into little works of art. A fun alternative to the
digital camera manual, Tamara's entertaining and educational book
covers the fundamentals of everyday life documentation, as well as
those common photo-taking scenarios--like parties and special
events, sports and action, or just a fun night out with friends. This
course will teach you what you really want to know about how to turn
your good photographs into great ones.

In the business world, smart organizations use branding and
strategic management techniques to differentiate themselves from
their competition and to achieve a competitive advantage. In this
Specialization, you will learn how to use proven brand management
methods and tools for individual career development in competitive
job environments. You will gain knowledge and analytical skills for
career self-management and learn techniques for career brand
building. You will create a robust self-management information
system that will help you self-organize and increase your human
capital by building high demand employability skills. During each
week of the Specialization, you will be practicing various career
branding techniques in your custom-built, individual Career
Development Lab. The final Capstone Project is designed as a
training facility where you will create your evidence-based portfolios,
professional development plans, personal self-marketing and
branding strategies, presentations, and public profiles.

Grade Results
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Career Edge: Analytical Problem Solving and Design
Thinking

Basic Skills

Learn how best to tackle complex problems in the workplace using
known analytical problem solving techniques, design thinking, and
effective research.

Career Edge: Business and Data Analysis

Business

Learn how to analyze and communicate data through targeted
analysis and presentations.

Career Edge: Communication and Teamwork

Communications

Learn how to create and deliver high-impact communications and
effectively collaborate on teams.

Career Edge: Design Your Career

Basic Skills

Assess your professional preferences, strengths, and interests to
strategize and develop a career roadmap.

Career Edge: Resume, Networking and Interview
Skills
Career Mind Mastery: Learn How To Get Your Dream
Job
Career Success

Basic Skills

Get the job you want with compelling resume writing and focused
interview preparation.

Career Total Fitness

Business

Basic Skills
Business

This series of courses will help you build, develop and hone the
essential skills needed to improve your employability and
advancement in today’s dynamic workforce. The courses in this
Specialization may be taken in any order. Each course can also be
taken independently. The Specialization concludes with a Capstone
project that will give you the opportunity to integrate and apply the
skills you have gained throughout the courses to your individual and
organizational needs.

The final Capstone course is designed as a virtual training facility
where you will integrate concepts and tools from the entire
specialization to enhance your marketable skills by creating and
discussing your evidence-based portfolios and professional
development plans, self-assessment tools and resources, selfmarketing and personal branding strategies, presentations, public
profiles with peers. If it is taken immediately after completing the
three previous courses in the specialization, the Capstone will
provide you with an opportunity to continue self-developmental
activities and receive peer feedback. You may also think about using
the Capstone as a “career fitness gym” and periodically visit it after
the completion of the specialization. For example, you may want to
update your professional development plan, or work on a new job
application, or prepare for an interview, or even think about a career
change. The Capstone may help you self-organize, fine tune your
self-management information system, provide an avenue for peer
feedback, and serve as a self-coaching support system. You will be
well positioned to succeed in the marketplace as the CEO of your
own career!
Career Total Fitness Annual Retreat

Business
In the business world, modern organizations conduct corporate
retreats on a regular basis to consider their strategic direction,
review progress, and set up goals and objectives for the year. In this
course you will use the same approach to organize, strategize, reenergize, and re-invigorate your career building activities. The final
Capstone Project is designed as an annual retreat aimed at
facilitating your ability to step back from day-to-day demands and
strategically focus on gaining a competitive edge on the job market
by investigating new opportunities for career growth, conducting a
thorough audit of your skill-building and self-marketing strategies,
and developing new ways to enhance and showcase your
marketable skills. The Capstone Project will allow you to integrate
concepts and tools from the entire Career Brand Management
specialization to effectively manage your career brand and increase
personal effectiveness.

Careers Foundations

Education

Carefree Caregiver: A Short Course to Peace of Mind

Education

Grade Results

In this Deep Dive, the Treehouse team shares expertise on focusing
your passions, finding your path, identifying opportunities, and how
to prepare yourself to get the job you want in the tech industry.
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Carefree Marketing System: 4 Simple Steps to Bigger
Profits

Marketing

Carrara 5 Essential Training
Case studies in business analytics with ACCENTURE

Design
Business

Case Studies in Functional Genomics

Science

Case Studies in Personalized Medicine

Medical

Case Study: Innovation in Waste Refuse and Local
Green Energy Production

Business

Cash Register Part II

Computer Science

Grade Results

Let me ask you 3 questions: 1. Are you happy with the results of your
marketing? 2. Are you making as much money as you want to? 3. Do
you believe you’re maximizing your marketing budget? If you
answered "no" to any of those questions, this course is for you. And
if you've ever wanted a simpler approach to marketing, now you
have it. It's easy to get overwhelmed by marketing tactics. But
without a strong foundation, how do you know if those tactics are
actually working as well as they could be? The Carefree Marketing
System: 4 Simple Steps to Bigger Profits is the whole shebang: a
video-based course that walks you through all four key steps that
form the foundation of a successful marketing strategy. And more
than that, it's about implementing these four steps, starting now. If
you're looking for a course that will tell you that you should hire a
social media manager, blog five times a week or spend 10 percent of
your marketing budget on ads, this is not that course. What you will
find is a four-step structure so that every time you deploy a tactic,
you know exactly why you're doing it. WHAT YOU'LL DO: You'll start
by creating a strong Unique Selling Proposition (USP). Even if you
think you already have a USP, you'll want to do it the Carefree
Marketing System way -- I guarantee you'll uncover unique aspects
of your business you had forgotten about or didn't know you had. A
strong USP is the foundation of any marketing strategy. Many
businesses do just this one step and start to see benefits
immediately. Then you'll see how to integrate that USP into your
marketing and analyze your core sales numbers -- so you know
exactly which levers to push in order to boost profits. Why continue
spending more and more money on ads to generate new leads when
there are simple ways to increase revenues without doing that?
You'll also learn why using customer data is crucial to developing
long-term customer relationships, and how strategic marketing
alliances can save you money and time while building a new group
of loyal customers. These 4 steps are crucial to any business'
marketing strategy. Best of all, they cost little (and sometimes
nothing) to implement, and you can start implementing them right
away. ABOUT THE SYSTEM: The videos in the course are narrated
by me, Mary Schiller. I have been a marketing and communications
professional since 1997 and have purchased a license to teach you
this system. The system also goes by the name of "hidden assets" or
"hidden marketing assets." But I named it the Carefree Marketing

This course is RESTRICTED TO LEARNERS ENROLLED IN
Strategic Business Analytics SPECIALIZATION as a preparation to
the capstone project. During the first two MOOCs, we focused on
specific techniques for specific applications. Instead, with this third
MOOC, we provide you with different examples to open your mind to
different applications from different industries and sectors.
Explore data analysis of several experimental protocols, using open
source software, including R and Bioconductor.
Learn how advances in biomedicine hold the potential to
revolutionize drug development, drug treatments, and disease
prevention: where are we now, and what does the future hold? This
course will present short primers in genetics and mechanisms
underlying variability in drug responses. A series of case studies will
be used to illustrate principles of how genetics are being brought to
bear on refining diagnoses and on personalizing treatment in rare
and common diseases. The ethical and operational issues around
how to implement large scale genomic sequencing in clinical
practice will be addressed.
Steve Perricone, Co-founder of BioFuelBox, explains how his
alternative fuel company solves multiple problems in waste
We'll use recursion two times (!!) to make a cash register that tells
you which coins to give your customers to make exact change.
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Casual Japanese conversation - Absolute Beginner

Foreign Language
This course is ideal for absolute beginner who wwant to start
learning casual Japanese conversation from scratch without any
materials, I put up basic material (video & pdf) for get you start
learning Japanese, so you don't need any materials beforehand. You
will learn Japanese alphabet (Hiragana & Katakana), how to
pronounce them, how to say daily phrases in both casual and polite
way. (Bonus) summarized particles pdfs at the last section! Follow
the video lecture along with downloadable supplementary pdf
document. This course takes about 1 hour + Let's get it started now!

Catia V5 Essentials

Design

Causes of war

humanities

CB22x: The Ancient Greek Hero

History

In this course, students analyze Greek heroes and anti-heroes in
their own historical contexts, in order to gain an understanding of
these concepts as they were originally understood while also
learning how they can inform our understanding of the human
condition in general.

CCAP - University of Baltimore TEFL Certificate
Course - Module 6 (Trial-1)
Celebrating Financial Freedom
Celebrity Fashion Stylist: Fashion and Styling the
Famous

Education

Through this VLE will be covering the topics related to the integration
of technology into EFL education; as well as the

In these series you will learn how to use Catia v5 (one of the most
powerful design and analysis tools available) to design simple or
complex parts, assemble them, simulate different parameters and
variables to see how your part will act in normal and critical
situations and more. You will learn advanced use of Catia in certain
industries in the second part of these lessons.
What causes armed conflict in the world today? Examine current
thinking on this question: for anyone with an interest in world affairs.

Finance
Design

Becoming a tremendous stylist takes hard work, social skills, timing,
persistence, knowledge, and fabulous resources for clients. This
class will take you within the unique world of fashion and style. You
will gain the techniques and skills you must have to start and sustain
a career as a stylist upon completion of this course. Industry Expert
Tiffany Dean Celebrity Fashion Stylist Tiffany began her career as a
Retail Merchandising Coordinator for high-end fashion brands
DKNY, BCBG, Max Azria, and Guess by Marciano. She has quickly
risen within the world of celebrity fashion styling over the last decade
with a roster of such clients as Katy Perry, Lindsay Lohan, and
Tyrese Gibson. Also, she works with Emmy Award winning shows
Modern Family and Hawaii 5.0, as well as with many high fashion
magazines such as Elle, Vogue, Marie Claire, Maxim, British FHM,
and Bride and Bloom. Featured Expert Angela Dean Celebrity
Fashion Designer Viewed as an industry pioneer by the fashion
community, Angela Dean has served as President of Fashion
Institute of Design and Merchandising in Los Angeles, where the
exhibit The Era of Entertainment was created to preserve garments
she made for Hollywood elite. She has created looks that have been
worn by an extraordinary list of clients. Among them are Madonna,
Halle Berry, Patti Labelle, Priscilla Presley, Monique, Mary J. Blige,
Magic Johnson, Paris Hilton, and Oprah Winfrey. Her creations too
have graced magazine covers, awards shows, and CD covers such
as, the 30th Anniversary Essence magazine cover which
represented the highest selling issue in the magazine’s history,
Natalie Cole’s gown worn on the cover of her Grammy award
winning album, Unforgettable, and numerous gowns for actress
Latonya Richardson’s Academy Awards appearances.

Cell Biology
Cellular Mechanisms of Brain Function

Science
Science

Cercle Social

Social Sciences

Grade Results

This course aims for a mechanistic description of mammalian brain
function at the level of individual nerve cells and their synaptic
interactions.
Développer votre intelligence sociale, se faire des amis et maitriser
les dynamiques sociales
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Certificate in Spirituality, Health, and Healing

Philosophy

Certificate of social media marketing and
management
Certificate Program in Advanced MS Excel

Business

Certified Counter Intelligence Analyst (CCTA) (Exam)

Computer Science

Grade Results

Business

Spirituality, religion, and culture play an important role in health and
healing. Health care systems and health care professionals must
recognize and understand a variety of spiritual and religious values,
beliefs, and practices and their impact on health and healing.
An in-depth look at the fundamentals of social media. One of the
most comprehensive social media courses on Udemy!
Course Introduction: MS Excel reigns supreme when it comes to
business tool usage in the industry. Employees with this skill are
required from small companies to big International companies.
Knowledge of Excel is required from entry level staff to Senior
Managers across industries. It is an essential tool in every job.
Program Benefits: Easy to understand content Step wise learning
module Downloadable Content Use Excel productively Out of the
box functionality usage to help you in reporting, project
management, Gain insights from vast array of data with ease
Analyze data like a professional Make powerful dashboards Write
Awesome Formulas Flexible 24/7 access Topics Covered The
course will cover 3 levels of Learning Excel: Level 1 Basic Course
on Excel Level 2 Intermediate Course on Excel Level 3
Advanced Course on Excel Learning Outcomes After completion of
course the students will be able to Analyse data like professionals
Make Powerful Dashboards Make profitable business impact
Benefits to Learners Knowledge and practice of MS Excel.
Learning and practicing MS Excel with real time scenarios. Great
value-add for student’s Resume which can help him/her get a great
career. Student gets 1 Certificate from MaGE after an online MCQ
bases assessment Level1: Basic Course on Excel This course is
intended for novice information workers who want to learn beginning
level Excel skills. After completing this course, students will be able
to: Create workbooks Modify workbook content Modify
worksheet content Zoom in on a worksheet Arrange multiple
workbook windows Add buttons to the Quick Access Toolbar
Customize the ribbon Maximize usable space in the program
window Enter and revise data Move data within a workbook
Find and replace data Correct and expand upon worksheet data
Define Excel tables Format cells Apply workbook themes and
Excel table styles. Add images to worksheets Add headers and
footers to printed pages Prepare worksheets for printing Print
worksheets Print parts of worksheets Print charts Level 2:
Intermediate Course on Excel This course shows students how to of
perform calculations on data, locate and validate data, create styles
and format and filter data, reorder and summarize data, and combine
data from multiple sources. After completing this course, learners will
be able to: Name groups of data Create formulas to calculate
values Summarize data that meets specific conditions Find and
Note: You MUST complete the official training before purchasing this
exam license. Exam Information The Board Exam is conducted
online from the comfort of your home or office. The exam license is
valid for 1 year. Upon completion you will earn your Board
Certification as a CCTA. You will receive the following items in the
mail Custom McAfee Institute Diploma Cover Custom McAfee
Institute Board Certificate Welcome Letter Official CPE Transcripts
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Certified Counter-Intelligence Threat Analyst (CCTA)

Computer Science

Certified Cyber Inteligence Investigator (CCII) (Exam)

Computer Science

Certified Cyber Intell Professional (CCIP) (Exam)

Computer Science

Grade Results

A Cyber Counterintelligence Analyst works at all levels of the federal
government which includes FBI, NSA, CIA, USS, DOD, and DEA.
CTA’s also work at large multi-national corporations as well
protecting organizations from theft of proprietary information, trade
secrets, assets, merchandise, customer information and more. The
CCTA® credential and designation is a game changer for the
industry and your career. Even better yet! This certification program
and all the resources are completely online and self-study! No matter
when you want it, where you want it or where you are located around
the world, it will be available 24/7/365. Learning’s This entire
program is online and self-study so you can enjoy taking it at your
leisure. You earn 40 CPE credits for completing this program This
program was developed from the industry's best in law enforcement,
counter-intelligence, and prosecution. They are the very people that
mentor you along the way. What is Included: Lifetime Access to the
Program CCTA Digital Study Guides® (Value $1,250) CCTA Online
Training Course® (Value $4,500) CCTA Online Prep Review
Course® (Value $2,500) 40 CPE Credits ($4,000) What you will
learn: The Intelligence Cycle and How to Implements it’s use in your
environment Defensive & Offensive Counterintelligence (CI)
Methodologies 10 Commandments of Cyber-Counterintelligence (CI)
Working with law enforcement, loss prevention, fraud, security, and
counterintelligence Understand the Role & Value of CI in modern
government, business, and organizations Use methods of deception,
sock puppets, snuggling, counter-denial, cyber denial, persona
development, website creation for cyber information management,
perception management and manipulation How to Identify &
Investigate I.T Threats The most prolific I.T. Threat for 2014 Apply
the CI process to mitigate threats of information disclosure for core
business processes. How to protect your organization from attacks
How to Utilize Cyber-Counterintelligence in Law Enforcement,
Private Sector, DOD Non-Traditional and Traditional Threats to the
Public & Private Sector A Review of Insider Threats and How to
Avoid Them How to Identify and Investigate Cyber-Terrorism &
Hackers White-collar Crime & Money Laundering Technical &
Tactical Surveillance Methods Counterintelligence and Clandestine
Communications Mobile Forensics, Spyware, Mal-ware, and Apps
Legal, Ethical and Privacy Issues Apply methodologies of risk and
threat analysis from CI collection to provide recommendations to Sr.
Note: You MUST complete the official training before purchasing this
exam license. Exam Information The Board Exam is conducted
online from the comfort of your home or office. The exam license is
valid for 1 year. Upon completion you will earn your Board
Certification as a CCII. You will receive the following items in the mail
Custom McAfee Institute Diploma Cover Custom McAfee Institute
Board Certificate Welcome Letter Official CPE Transcripts
Note: You MUST complete the official training before purchasing this
exam license. Exam Information The Board Exam is conducted
online from the comfort of your home or office. The exam license is
valid for 1 year. Upon completion you will earn your Board
Certification as a CCIP. You will receive the following items in the
mail Custom McAfee Institute Diploma Cover Custom McAfee
Institute Board Certificate Welcome Letter Official CPE Transcripts
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Certified Cyber Intelligence Investigator (CCII)

Grade Results

Computer Science

Over the last 15 years the world has experienced a need for
competent professionals who can effectively manage complex cyber
issues that threaten the assets and people of corporations, public
and private institutions and government. To meet this need the
McAfee Institute administers the Certified Cyber Intelligence
Investigator (CCII). This remarkable group of professionals has
demonstrated their competency in the areas of cyber intelligence,
leadership and industry best practice’s through an intensive
qualification and testing program. As a result, each of them is
awarded the coveted designation of CCII and is recognized as
leaders in their profession. The CCII is the leading industry
certification for law enforcement, loss prevention, private
investigators, and fraud professionals.The skills that you will learn by
studying for the CCII will help you identify your person of interest,
conduct the investigation faster, and help you to prosecute them
regardless of their location. You will learn topics such cyber
investigations, mobile & digital forensics, e-commerce fraud, auction
fraud, hacking, intelligence gathering, social media investigation
methodologies, legal fundamentals and more! Even better yet! This
certification program and all the resources are completely online and
self-study! No matter when you want it, where you want it, or where
you are located around the world, it will be available 24/7/365. The
CCII Supports the National Cyber-Security Workforce Framework
(Homeland Security) The National Cybersecurity Workforce
Framework supports the nation’s cybersecurity workforce
development efforts. The National Cybersecurity Workforce
Framework provides a simple, standardized way to define
cybersecurity work across multiple sectors The National
Cybersecurity Workforce Framework provides detailed descriptions
of types of cybersecurity work, the knowledge, skills, and abilities
required for each area, and descriptions of common specialties.
Students will graduate with the knowledge and skills that employers
need Colleges can create programs that are aligned to jobs,
Employees will have a better defined career path and opportunities,
and Policy makers can set standards to promote workforce
professionalization. Now is the Time.. Join the Ranks of the
Industries most Elite Cyber Investigators! I can't urge you enough to
invest in yourself and your future while learning some really neat
stuff along the way. Earning the industry's top certification is
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Certified Cyber Intelligence Professional (CCIP)

Grade Results

Computer Science

Over the last 10 years the world has experienced a need for
competent professionals who can effectively manage complex cyber
issues that threaten the assets and people of corporations, public
and private institutions and government. To meet this need the
McAfee Institute administers the Certified Cyber Intelligence
Professional (CCIP). This remarkable group of professionals has
demonstrated their competency in the areas of cyber intelligence,
leadership and industry best practice’s through an intensive
qualification and testing program. As a result, each of them is
awarded the coveted designation of CCIP and is recognized as
leaders in their profession. Even better yet! This certification
program and all the resources are completely online and self-study!
No matter when you want it, where you want it or where you are
located around the world, it will be available 24/7/365. If this interests
you, I have a great promotion going on and I would love to tell you a
bit more about what it includes! Learning’s Over 240 Video Based
Tutorial and Lectures (50 Hours of Learning's) You earn 35 CPE
credits for completing this program View the Complete Curriculum
here The modules are self-study and available at your own pace and
schedule. The Benefits! Lifetime Access. No Limits! Tablet
Accessibility 35 CPE Credits & Board Certificate Nationally
Accredited through NASBA This program was developed from the
industry's best in intelligence, investigations, and prosecution of
cyber criminals and they are the very people that mentor you along
the way. What is Included? Over 50 Hours of Online-Self Study
Video Based Tutorials and Lectures ($4,500 Value) Digital CCIP
Study Manual ($350 value) Online Prep Review Quizzes ($500
value) Earn 35 Continuing Professional Education (CPE) Credits
(Accredited through NASBA) Certificate of Completion To Earn your
Designation and Credential you will Need to Purchase the Board
Exam: Purchase the Bundle Pack to include the Board Exam today
and Save Even More vs. buying it separately. Choose the bundle
pack on this page. Who Should Attend? Loss Prevention
Professionals Law Enforcement Private Investigators Human
Resources Professionals Intelligence Professionals Fraud
Investigators Eligibility Requirements Bachelor’s degree or higher
plus three years of experience in investigations, IT, fraud, law
enforcement, forensics, criminal justice, law, and/or loss prevention.
OR Associates degree plus four years of experience as stated
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Certified Cyber Investigative Expert (CCIE)

Computer Science

Certified Cyber Investigative Expert (CCIE) (Exam)

Computer Science

Grade Results

The most Comprehensive, engaging, and realistic cyber
investigation training the industry has ever seen.. We prepare you
for real-life scenarios and success! Certified Cyber Investigations
Expert's (CCIE's) are the industry’s Most Elite Cyber Investigators
that are trained in advanced and state of the art methodologies to
identify, investigate and resolve the most complex cyber crimes
known to man. They are Simply the Best of the Best! Let me tell you
about the program and how to earn your credential and board
certification! This is an exciting 6 month online Professional Board
Certification focused on enhancing your skill sets as a "Cyber
Investigations Expert" which takes a blended learning approach of
self-study, live interactions, and instructor lead investigative
exercises that will help you to learn how to conduct successful cyber
investigations with effective new concepts to prosecute the guilty.
We are taking over 25 years of hands-on experience of conducting
cyber-investigations from the private, public, and government
sectors around the world and sharing with you, our insights into what
contributes to success and failures. This program contains over 500
video based lectures resulting in hundreds of hours of online
training, online prep review quizzes to prepare you for the final
exam, and of course the necessary study manuals as well to help
you along the way. It does not matter if you are from Law
Enforcement, Loss Prevention, Fraud, Intelligence, Cyber Security,
I.T Security or Private Investigation you will learn a ton of new
concepts and investigative methodologies that you can apply
immediately to your role and come out on top. We take the best of
the best and make them even better! What are the requirements?
Bachelor’s degree or higher plus four years of experience in
ecommerce, fraud, investigations, IT, law enforcement, forensics,
criminal justice, law, and/or loss prevention or Associates degree
plus six years of experience or High school diploma or GED plus
seven years of experience or Minimum two years experience as a
full time faculty member at an accredited educational institution. In
addition, a person convicted of a felony, any crime of moral turpitude
or misdemeanor relating to honesty, theft, embezzlement, fraud or
the like shall be ineligible to become a CCIE®. Applicant must
provide a copy of certified transcript of education ONLY if using
college degree rather than experience to qualify. Applicant must
successfully pass the prescribed background check, which may
Note: You MUST complete the official training before purchasing this
exam license. Exam Information The Board Exam is conducted
online from the comfort of your home or office. The exam license is
valid for 1 year. Upon completion you will earn your Board
Certification as a CCIE. You will receive the following items in the
mail Custom McAfee Institute Diploma Cover Custom McAfee
Institute Board Certificate Welcome Letter Official CPE Transcripts
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Certified Cyber Threat Forensic Investigator (CTFI)

Grade Results

Computer Science

WOULD YOU LIKE TO TAKE YOUR CAREER TO THE NEXT
LEVEL? TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THE DIVERSE OPPORTUNITIES
THAT AWAIT YOU AS A CYBER-THREAT FORENSIC
INVESTIGATOR (CTFI) BOARD CERTIFIED PROFESSIONAL.
FIND A FULFILLING CAREER IN THE GROWING FIELD OF
CYBER-SECURITY & INVESTIGATIONS! The Cyber-Threat
Forensic Investigator (CTFI): provides students the essential domain
knowledge required to serve in decision-making roles throughout the
cyber-security industry. Students will learn how to analyze cybersecurity risks, develop appropriate protection & response options,
and assess operational requirements for government, military,
critical infrastructure, retail and commercial missions. Upon
completing the board certification, students will possess advanced
knowledge of the strategy, policy, investigation, intelligence,
prosecution and analytic aspects of cyber-security, enabling them to
fill critical roles in operational cyber-security investigative missions
supporting both retail and governmental entities. “The CTFI is a
subject matter expert on cyber threats, investigations, forensic
examination & prosecution” The McAfee Institute has found that
cyber-security work involves more than traditional IT skills. Cyber
security work also includes the identification, investigation,
prosecution, root cause analysis, trends and intelligence /
counterintelligence methodologies to understand how perpetrators
think, act and carry out their attacks. By becoming a CTFI you will
possess a wide array of technical IT skills as well as advanced
investigative, intelligence, counterintelligence, prosecution and
analytical capabilities. The CTFI Supports the National CyberSecurity Workforce Framework (Homeland Security) The goal of the
McAfee Institute CTFI Board Certification is to prepare students for a
successful career upon graduation. A resource that helps our
students prepare for these types of careers is our partnership with
the National Cyber-Security Workforce Framework led by Homeland
Security. Our CTFI program adheres to these guidelines and
learning to ensure you receive the industries best training available.
It plays an important role for future cyber-security professionals by
providing information on hands-on learning and internship
opportunities, and outlining key cyber-security knowledge and skills.
There are thousands of cyber-security jobs across the country, so
opportunity abounds! The field will grow 22% by 2020 and according
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Certified eCommerce Fraud Investigator (CEFI)

Computer Science

Certified eCommerce Fraud Investigator (CEFI)
(Exam)

Computer Science

Grade Results

Welcome to the journey of becoming a Certified eCommerce Fraud
Investigator (CEFI). This is the most sought after certification in the
industry for those professionals in law enforcement, intelligence, loss
prevention, fraud, IT, and investigations wanting to elevate their
career to the next level with an emphasis in eCommerce fraud,
investigation, prosecution, and program development. The CEFI
credential is world renowned and highly recognized in the world of
eCommerce and we would love to have you apart of our team! The
CEFI® credential is tough and demanding, but fun to study for. You
will learn and grow with this phenomenal certification program which
will keep you on the edge of your seat and even better yet, its all
online. There are no boring theory lectures here. It’s all how-tobased tutorials, videos, and personal mentor ship which helps you to
actually utilize the learning’s coming from the training program and
be highly effective in your organization and/or agency as you
progress. CEFI’s are skilled in ecommerce fraud investigation
management, online fraud identification, auction & classified
investigations, digital evidence collection, developing reports,
prosecution and testimony to validate findings in a global
environment. They are the very people that mentor you along the
way. Join our community, more importantly our family of industry
leaders and take your career to new heights by becoming a CEFI®
today! What am I going to get from this board certification?
eCommerce Fraud Investigation Management Online Fraud
Identification Auction & Classified Investigations Digital Evidence
Collection Developing Reports Prosecution and Testimony to
Validate Findings The Benefits! Lifetime Access. No Limits! Tablet
Accessibility 15 CPE Credits & Board Certificate Nationally
Accredited through NASBA What is Included? CEFI Prep Review
Course ($500 Value) CEFI Digital Study Guide ($350 Value) McAfee
Institute CEFI Online Course ($4,500 Value) 15 CPE Credits Lifetime
Access (Priceless) Certificate of Completion To Earn your
Designation and Credential you will Need to Purchase the Board
Exam: Purchase the Bundle Pack to include the Board Exam today
and Save Even More vs. buying it separately. Choose the bundle
pack on this page. Who Should Attend? Loss Prevention
Professionals Law Enforcement Private Investigators Human
Resources Professionals Intelligence Professionals Fraud
Investigators What are the requirements? Bachelor’s degree or
Note: You MUST complete the official training before purchasing this
exam license. Exam Information The Board Exam is conducted
online from the comfort of your home or office. The exam license is
valid for 1 year. Upon completion you will earn your Board
Certification as a CCIE. You will receive the following items in the
mail Custom McAfee Institute Diploma Cover Custom McAfee
Institute Board Certificate Welcome Letter Official CPE Transcripts
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Certified Forensic HiTech Investigator (CFHI)

Computer Science

Certified Forensics Hi-Tech Investigator (CFHI)
(Exam)

Computer Science

Grade Results

The World’s Most Comprehensive Hi-Tech Computer and Cyber
Forensic Learning Experience Certified Forensic Hi-Tech
Investigators (CFHI's) are the industry’s Most Elite Forensic
Investigators that are trained in advanced and state of the art
methodologies to identify, investigate and secure the most complex
computer forensic investigations known to man. They are Simply the
Best of the Best! Let me tell you about the program and how to earn
your credential and board certification! This is an exciting online
Professional Board Certification focused on enhancing your skill sets
as a "Hi-Tech Forensic Expert" which takes a blended learning
approach of self-study, live interactions, and instructor lead labs that
will help you to learn how to conduct successful computer forensic
investigations with effective new concepts to prosecute the guilty.
We are taking over 25 years of hands-on experience of conducting
forensic investigations, cyber-investigations from the private, public,
and government sectors around the world and sharing with you, our
insights into what contributes to success and failures. This program
contains 100's of video based lectures resulting in over 45 hours of
online training, online prep review quizzes to prepare you for the
final exam, and of course the necessary study manuals as well to
help you along the way. It does not matter if you are from Law
Enforcement, Loss Prevention, Fraud, Intelligence, Cyber Security,
I.T Security or Private Investigation you will learn a ton of new
concepts and investigative methodologies that you can apply
immediately to your role and come out on top. We take the best of
the best and make them even better! The Learning Experience Live
Online Instructor to guide you. Live Investigative/Forensic Labs
Interactive and easy to understand presentations. Video Based
Lectures, Reading Assignments and Exam Preparatory Lessons
Learn state of the art forensic tools & more What are the
requirements? Bachelor’s degree or higher plus 1 years of
experience in forensics, fraud, investigations, IT, law enforcement,
forensics, criminal justice, law, and/or loss prevention, private
investigation, computers, or IT Security or Associates degree plus
three years of experience or High school diploma or GED plus four
years of experience or In addition, a person convicted of a felony,
any crime of moral turpitude or misdemeanor relating to honesty,
theft, embezzlement, fraud or the like shall be ineligible to become a
CFHI®. Applicant must provide a copy of certified transcript of
Note: You MUST complete the official training before purchasing this
exam license. Exam Information The Board Exam is conducted
online from the comfort of your home or office. The exam license is
valid for 1 year. Upon completion you will earn your Board
Certification as a CFHI. You will receive the following items in the
mail Custom McAfee Institute Diploma Cover Custom McAfee
Institute Board Certificate Welcome Letter Official CPE Transcripts
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Certified Human Trafficking Investigator (CHTI)

Computer Science

Certified Human Trafficking Investigator (CHTI)
(Exam)

Computer Science

Certified ORC Investigator (CORCI) (Exam)

Computer Science

Grade Results

The Board Certified Human Trafficking Investigator (CHTI®)
designation is awarded to Human Trafficking practitioners who have
proven expertise and proficiency in human trafficking investigation
management, intelligence gathering, digital evidence collection,
interview and interrogation, developing reports and testimony to
validate findings. The CHTI® is evidence of an expert skill set in
Human Trafficking investigations. This is the most sought after
certification in the industry for those professionals in law
enforcement wanting to elevate their career to the next level with an
emphasis in human trafficking. The CHTI® credential is premier
credential in the industry and is taught by world class professionals
which will teach you everything you need to know to be highly
effective in combating the global issue of human trafficking. The
CHTI credential is tough and demanding, but fun to study for. You
will learn and grow with this phenomenal certification program which
will keep you on the edge of your seat and even better yet, its all
online. There are no boring theory lectures here. It's all how-tobased tutorials, videos, and personal mentor ship which helps you to
actually utilize the learning's coming from the training program and
be highly effective in your organization and/or agency as you
progress.Begin today on the exciting adventure of becoming one of
the elite, a Certified Human Trafficking Investigator. Even better yet!
This certification program and all the resources are completely
online and self-study! No matter when you want it, where you want it
or where you are located around the world, it will be available
24/7/365. Learning’s Over 240 lectures! You earn 31 CPE credits for
completing this program The modules are self-study and available at
your own pace and schedule. This program was developed from the
industries best in law enforcement, human trafficking, and
prosecution. They are the very people that mentor you along the
way. The Benefits! Lifetime Access. No Limits! Tablet Accessibility
31 CPE Credits & Board Certificate Nationally Accredited through
NASBA What is Included? CHTI Prep Review Course ($500 Value)
CHTI Online Prep Course($4,500 Value) Certificate of Completion
To Earn your Designation and Credential you will Need to Purchase
the Board Exam: Purchase the Bundle Pack to include the Board
Exam today and Save Even More vs. buying it separately. Choose
the bundle pack on this page. Who Should Attend? Law
Enforcement Professionals Private Investigators Intelligence
Note: You MUST complete the official training before purchasing this
exam license. Exam Information The Board Exam is conducted
online from the comfort of your home or office. The exam license is
valid for 1 year. Upon completion you will earn your Board
Certification as a CHTI. You will receive the following items in the
mail Custom McAfee Institute Diploma Cover Custom McAfee
Institute Board Certificate Welcome Letter Official CPE Transcripts
Note: You MUST complete the official training before purchasing this
exam license. Exam Information The Board Exam is conducted
online from the comfort of your home or office. The exam license is
valid for 1 year. Upon completion you will earn your Board
Certification as a CORCI. You will receive the following items in the
mail Custom McAfee Institute Diploma Cover Custom McAfee
Institute Board Certificate Welcome Letter Official CPE Transcripts
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Certified Organized Retail Crime Investigator (CORCI) Computer Science

Grade Results

The Organized Retail Crime Investigator (CORCI™) Board
Certification is the industry’s leading certification that focuses on the
identification, investigation and prosecution of Organized Retail
Crime. Join the ranks of the industry's best Organized Retail Crime
Investigators today and establish your expertise and credibility by
earning your CORCI™ credential and designation. We teach you
how to investigate and prosecute the most complex types of ORC to
hit our industry.. The CORCI™ credential is tough and demanding,
but fun to study for. You will learn and grow with this phenomenal
certification program which will keep you on the edge of your seat
and even better yet, it’s all online. There are no boring theory
lectures here. It’s all how-to-based tutorials, videos, and personal
mentor ship which helps you to actually utilize the learning’s coming
from the training program and be highly effective in your organization
and/or agency as you progress. Loss Prevention, Law Enforcement
and Legal United in the Fight Against ORC! This program was
developed from the industries best organized retail crime
investigators, loss prevention, law enforcement, ecommerce fraud,
and legal. They are the very people that mentor you along the way.
Join our community, more importantly our family of industry leaders
and take your career to new heights by becoming a CORCI™ today!
You earn 32 CPE credits for completing this program. The modules
are self-study available at your own pace and schedule. Study as
you see fit, anywhere, and at any time. The Experience: We provide
a blended online learning environment in which you can learn from
live instructors and or you can complete the course with self-paced
video based how-to lessons. We teaching you how to investigate
and prosecute instances of ORC at the Store Level, Distribution
Level, ecommerce Level and more through these interactive videos,
investigative assignments, discussion boards, instructor feedback
and student collaboration. The learnings and experience in the
CORCI Board Certification are unmatched and you are bound to
enhance your current skill set whether you have been in the industry
for 40 years or you are just starting. There is no better time than to
take your career and expertise to a whole new level this year! ORC
continues to grow and plague our industry with a devastating impact
to our profitability and the safety of our employees. Become a
McAfee Institute Board Certified Organized Retail Crime Investigator
(CORCI™) Today! What CORCI Supports the National Cyber-
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Certified Social Media Intelligence Analyst (SMIA)

Computer Science

This is an exciting Online Board Certification, where you will learn
how to conduct successful social media intelligence gathering and
investigation methods with effective new concepts to acquire
complete information. We are taking over 25 years of hands-on
experience conducting social media investigations and sharing with
you our insights into what contributes to their success and failures.
The SMIA™ credential is tough and demanding, but fun to study for.
You will learn and grow with this phenomenal certification program
which will keep you on the edge of your seat and even better yet, its
all online. There are no boring theory lectures here. It’s all how-tobased tutorials, videos, and personal mentor ship which helps you to
actually utilize the learning’s coming from the training program and
be highly effective in your organization and/or agency as you
progress. The SMIA™ Certification program contains ten modules
which are consistent with the competencies needed to pass the
SMIA™ exam. You earn 31 CPE credits for completing this program.
The modules are self-study available at your own pace and
schedule. Study as you see fit, anywhere, and at anytime. What am I
going to learn You will be able to investigate & gather intelligence on
social media platforms You will be able to investigate meta data,
digital evidence and email headers You will be able to investigate
video chat platforms, dating sites, and more. You will know the
proper ways of securing a computer or mobile device for evidence
You will learn all of the legal fundamental’s both criminally and civilly
to conducting social media investigations. What are the
requirements? Bachelor’s degree or higher plus one years of
experience in fraud, investigations, IT, law enforcement, forensics,
criminal justice, law, and/or loss prevention or Associates degree
plus two years of experience as stated above or High school diploma
or GED plus four years of experience as stated above or In addition,
a person convicted of a felony, any crime of moral turpitude or
misdemeanor relating to honesty, theft, embezzlement, fraud or the
like shall be ineligible to become a SMIA®. Applicant must provide a
copy of certified transcript of education ONLY if using college degree
rather than experience to qualify. Applicant must successfully pass
the prescribed background check, which may include a criminal
background check, and examination process. Falsification or
omission of information on the application form will be reason
enough to disqualify an applicant from becoming or remaining a

Certified Social Media Intelligence Expert
Certified Social Media Intelligence Expert (CSMIE)
Certified Threat Forensic Investigator (CTFI) (Exam)

Grade Results

Computer Science

Note: You MUST complete the official training before purchasing this
exam license. Exam Information The Board Exam is conducted
online from the comfort of your home or office. The exam license is
valid for 1 year. Upon completion you will earn your Board
Certification as a CTFI. You will receive the following items in the
mail Custom McAfee Institute Diploma Cover Custom McAfee
Institute Board Certificate Welcome Letter Official CPE Transcripts
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Certified Workplace Violence and Threat Specialist
(WVTS)

Computer Science

For the first time in history The McAfee Institute brings together the
industries best to form the only board certification focused on
preventing, investigating and responding to crisis and threats in the
workplace. Active shooter scenarios and workplace violence
situations unfold quickly leaving the employees vulnerable with little
time to respond and mitigate the event. More Americans are
murdered at work than die at work from any other cause. OSHA
reports 1,000 workplace homicides per year and when adjusted for
estimated incidents not reported to OSHA exceeds 1,500 per year.
OSHA estimates assaults in the workplace at 2 million per year with
other estimates as high as 10 million per year. OSHA estimates
sexual assaults in the workplace at 51,000 per year with other
estimates as high as 500,000 per year. Estimates of the economic
impact of workplace violence range from $70 million to $200 million
annually. Workplace violence results in 1,175,100 lost workdays
annually; $55 million in lost wages annually, lost productivity, legal
expenses, property damage, diminished public image, and increased
security costs. The skills that you will learn by studying for the WVTS
will help you to become the resident expert in dealing with potential
work place violence situations, threats in the workplace, active
shooter situations and more. You will learn everything from Threat
Assessment, Prevention, Implementation, Investigation, Prosecution,
Root Cause Analysis, and Response. Enroll today as seats are
limited! Lifetime Access. No Limits! CPE Credits iPhone, iPad and
Android Accessibility Blended Learning, Live Exercises Live
Instructors, Real-Life Video Based Learnings Nationally Accredited
through NASBA What is Included (simply everything) WVTS Digital
Study Guides® (Value $1,250) WVTS 6 Month Instructor Led Online
Training Course® (Value $4,500) WVTS Online Prep Review
Course® (Value $2,500) 50 CPE Credits ($4,000) Certificate of
Completion To Earn your Designation and Credential you will Need
to Purchase the Board Exam: Purchase the Bundle Pack to include
the Board Exam today and Save Even More vs. buying it separately.
Choose the bundle pack on this page. Added Benefits? Network with
industry professionals from around the globe. Build your professional
profile Advance your career Ask Questions and Get Advice Access
our Free Resource Library What are the requirements? Bachelor’s
degree or higher plus one year of experience in work place violence,
active shooter scenarios, fraud investigations or prevention,

CFA - CFA Level 1 Accounting Course

Accounting

This training includes Financial Statement (Income Statement,
Balance Sheet, Cash Flows), Ratio Analysis and Income Tax

CFA Level 1 Economics
CFA Level 1- Financial Reporting & Analysis (Quick
Review)
CFA Level I Foundation Course: Introduction to
Quants
CFA Level I Foundation Course: Introduction to
Quants

Economics
Finance

CFA Level I Foundation: Introduction to Financial
Reporting
CFA Level I Workshop 2: Financial Reporting &
Analysis I
CFA Level I Workshop 3: Financial Reporting &
Analysis II
CFA Level I Workshop 5: Corp Finance, Quants II &
Derivative
CFA Level I Workshop 6: Alternatives, PM and
Economics

Grade Results

This course aims to help CFA level 1 candidates in revising their
preparation

Mathematics

Worried about the calculations involved in CFA Level I? Fitch
Learning can help bring you up to speed.

Business

Do you want to take the CFA Program but are worried about the
mathematics involved? Fitch Learning's Quantitative Methods
foundation course, taught by expert CFA tutors, will help you feel
more confident.Recorded in a real Fitch Learning classroom, this
dynamic video series is essential for CFA candidates who wish to
brush up on their math.

Finance

If you don't have an accounting background, Fitch Learning can help
bring you up to speed before you begin CFA Level I.

Finance

Let our expert tutor talk you through some complex exam-style
questions based on Study Sessions 7 and 8.

Finance

Let our expert tutor talk you through some complex exam-style
questions based on Study Sessions 8, 9 and 10.

Finance

Let our expert tutor talk you through some complex exam-style
questions based on Study Sessions 3, 11 and 17.

Economics

Let our expert tutor talk you through some complex exam-style
questions based on Study Sessions 18, 12, 4 5 and 6.
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CFA® Level 1 2014 – Ethics & Professional Standards Education
This program is a Support Tool & Guide to prepare for the CFA®
Level 1 Examination to held in June & December 2014. This
program covers the First and Most important topic - 'Ethics &
Professional Standards' (also known as 'ETHICS' module) carrying
almost 15% weight in the 6-hour Exam covering a total of 240
questions [120 questions each in Morning session (9 am to 12 noon)
and Afternoon session (2 to 5 pm)]. Many candidates find that they
performed or scored very well in other topics but fared poorly in
Ethics and as a result could not clear Level 1. Keeping this in
consideration, AFT has developed this module with about 3 hours of
video lectures to make this topic easier for Candidates to grasp and
understand the concepts using relevant examples at varied
standards. We hope that you will find this program extremely useful.
Required CFA Institute Disclaimer: "CFA® and Chartered Financial
Analyst® are trademarks owned by CFA institute. CFA Institute
(formerly the Association for Investment Management And
Research) does not endorse, promote, review, or warrant the
accuracy of the products or services offer by Academy of Financial
Training.”
Change and Innovation for Every Manager

Business

Change Your Thinking, Change Your Life
Changemaker MOOC: Social Entrepreneurship

Basic Skills
Business

Changing and Modifying Mac Application Icons

Business

Channel Management and Retailing

Marketing

Character Animation Fundamentals in 3ds Max

Design

Character Animation Fundamentals with Maya

Web Design

Character Animation Fundamentals with Maya

Design

Character Animation in Discreet 3ds max 6

Design

Learn how to apply five key skills for creating higher value and
productivity within any organization

This course covers two different ways to change Mac application
icon. I'll show you how to create your own icons using just an image.
Then I'll show you how to create you own icons with photoshop.
Then I'll show you how to modify existing icons, this is really worth
seeing.
Nowadays a distribution strategy is part of the DNA of many
companies and a correct channel management is key for the
success of your product. Distribution plans need to be prepared for
the long run, combining the following main areas: company profile,
portfolio structure and price positioning, go-to-market policy, trade
and retail marketing, e-commerce and global retail management.

Character Animation in Discreet 3ds max 6 with George Maestri is a
movie-based tutorial designed to help new and existing 3ds max
users understand 3ds max's character animation toolkit. The training
takes the user through the Dope Sheet, Curver Editor, and many
other animation tools. The training also steps the user through the
fundamentals of character animation, from basic movement to
advanced dialogue animation. This tutorial comes with a complete
set of exercise files which include several completely rigged
characters, allowing you to follow along and learn at your own pace.

Grade Results
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Character Design for Video Games

Design
In this course you will explore concepts and approaches involved in
creating successful character designs that can be applied to video
games. Following a first week delving into some foundational
concepts for successful character design, each of the remaining
three weeks are structured as a "master class" where you will
observe three professional character designers at work in the studio:
Andy Ristaino (Adventure Time), Jacky Ke Jiang (Journey), and
Robertryan Cory (SpongeBob SquarePants). Each designer will take
on two different design challenges on the fly and address the various
issues in designing characters for games, such as movement,
expression, and technical limitations. At the end of each week you
will have an opportunity to try out some of the concepts from that
week's lesson on characters of your own design.

Character Modeling in Blender

Design
Learn to model a professional character design with topology that
deforms properly when it is animated, using Blender, the free,
powerful 3D modeling toolset that rivals many more costly packages.
Ryan Kittleson starts with a mesh based on a reference image,
blocking out basic shapes, and then shows how to sculpt the body,
appendages, and head as well as complex details like clothing and
hair. He also covers the new Dyntopo sculpting interface for shaping
and subdividing meshes at the very same time. A series of challenge
and solution videos near the end of the chapters allow you to test
yourself on the material.

Character Rigging in Maya
Chartered Economist Professional Program
Charting a Career Course
Chasing the Bearded Dragon

Design
Economics
Business
Veterinary Sciences
This course is all about bearded dragons. It is a comprehensive howto on adopting, building habitats for and taking care of these
gorgeous, exotic pets for the duration of their lives. Why taking this
course? Adopting a bearded dragon is the first step on what it sure
to be an amazing journey of friendship and discovery. But finding a
local expert on these fascinating creatures can be tricky or even
impossible. By taking this course you will come to fully understand
how to go about adopting your dragon, building and maintaining her
habitat and caring for her over the entire course of her life.
Absolutely everything you need to know about adopting and owning
a bearded dragon can be found here. Included in the course are
audio/video presentations, printable care sheets to ensure all of your
dragons needs are met, questions and answers about problems
dragon owners encounter and a host of other documents with tips
and recommendations to make certain both you and your dragon are
getting the most out of your exciting new relationship.

Cheap Advertising for Small Business

Marketing
Imagine a $50 ad generating 1,666 customer leads to your business
product or service. Or getting millions of views to your business
videos on YouTube. Or free traffic to your website. This course will
teach you: How to get very cheap, pay per click (PPC) ads on
Facebook and Twitter. How to get millions of views on YouTube.
Taught by a YouTube partner. How to do search engine optimization
for your content. How to get a high return on investment (ROI). The
advertising techniques taught in this course help generate 12 fold
returns. It doesn't matter what business product or service you are
selling. What you will learn in this course will help you generate more
leads and customers and spend less on advertising.

Checking those parameters

Grade Results

Computer Science

It's important when writing functions to check your inputs and throw
helpful errors if they're not what you expect. This is especially true if
you're working with others who might accidentally call your functions
with the wrong parameters.
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Chemicals and Health

Science

Chemistry

Science

Chemistry 101 - Part 1 Principles of Chemistry

Science

This course covers chemicals in our environment and in our bodies
and how they impact our health. It addresses policies and practices
related to chemicals, particularly related to how they get into our
bodies (exposures), what they do when they get there (toxicology),
how we measure them (biomonitoring) and their impact on our health.
This course is designed to cover subjects in advanced high school
chemistry courses, correlating to the standard topics as established
by the American Chemical Society. This course is a precursor to the
Advanced Chemistry Coursera course. Areas that are covered
include atomic structure, periodic trends, compounds, reactions and
stoichiometry, bonding, and thermochemistry.

This course is a comprehensive introduction to Chemistry, covering
everything you will need to know as you prepare for possible future
exams. It doesn't matter how much, or how little, prior knowledge of
Chemistry you've got as this course will take you through all the
necessary stages. The content is based on the International GCSE
specification as followed by thousands of students around the world,
and will prepare you thoroughly for progression to advanced
programmes. In Section 1, The Principles of Chemistry, there are
five video lessons, each one lasting about 20 minutes. The first
lesson introduces the states of matter and atomic structure. In the
next lesson we progress to relative formula mass and chemical
equations - don't be put off by these as everything is very carefully
explained! Lesson 3 covers chemical formulae, and we progress in
lesson four to look at reacting masses, ionic bonding and covalent
bonding. Lesson five wraps up this part of the course with metallic
crystals and electrolysis.
Chemistry 101 - Part 4 Chemistry in Society

Science

An introductory course for anybody who wants to study chemistry either towards future pathways or just for fun!

Chemistry of Biomolecules I

Science

5.451 is a half-semester introduction to natural product biosynthetic
pathways. The course covers the assembly of complex polyketide,
peptide, terpene and alkaloid structures. Discussion topics include
chemical and biochemical strategies used to elucidate natural
product pathways.

Chemistry – Building Blocks of the World

Science

Discover a world built by atoms, shaped by molecules and kept
running with chemical reactions!

Chemistry – Building Blocks of the World (Chemistry) Science

Discover a world built by atoms, shaped by molecules and kept
running with chemical reactions!

Chemistry: Concept Development and Application

Science

Chess: From Beginner to Advanced at Warp Speed

Gaming

This introduction to fundamental chemical concepts of atomic and
molecular structure will emphasize the development of these
concepts from experimental observations and scientific reasoning.
This course will cover an introduction to the atomic molecular
structure of matter, similar to a typical first semester General
Chemistry course.
This course is for aspiring chess players who know how the pieces
move and understand how to use some tactics such as forks and
skewers but have never had any formal chess training. Through
easy to understand diagrams and chess positions, I will take you
through the thought process of a master chess player and teach you
everything you need to know to go from a mediocre player to a very
strong one. In this course you will learn how to find tactics over the
board, make a strategic plan, and setup up your pieces for maximum
effectiveness in the opening. I have condensed information that took
me many years of hard work into 16 powerful chess lessons. If you
want to improve your chess in as short a time as possible, this is the
course for you!

Chief Financial Officer Leadership Program

Grade Results

Finance

An ever expanding program of courses helping financial
professionals aspire to the top levels of financial leadership
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Child Nutrition and Cooking

Health And Nutrition
Eating patterns that begin in childhood affect health and well-being
across the lifespan. The culture of eating has changed significantly
in recent decades, especially in parts of the world where processed
foods dominate our dietary intake. This course examines
contemporary child nutrition and the impact of the individual
decisions made by each family. The health risks associated with
obesity in childhood are also discussed. Participants will learn what
constitutes a healthy diet for children and adults and how to prepare
simple, delicious foods aimed at inspiring a lifelong celebration of
easy home-cooked meals. This course will help prepare participants
to be the leading health providers, teachers and parents of the
present and future.The text and other material in this course may
include the opinion of the specific instructor and are not statements
of advice, endorsement, opinion, or information of Stanford
University.

Child Nutrition and Cooking 2.0

Education

Childbirth: A Global Perspective

Social Sciences

Childhood Hunger in Vermont

Health And Nutrition

Learn the basics of child nutrition and how to make healthy meals for
healthy children and families in version 2.0 of the "Just Cook" class.
This course will review challenges for maternal and newborn health
in the developing world, where a great many women and babies are
suffering from complications during pregnancy, childbirth, and the
days following birth. Themes covered include the epidemiology of
maternal and newborn mortality and morbidity, relevant issues for
the global health workforce, community-based interventions to
improve maternal and newborn health and survival, and
sociocultural dynamics surrounding birth.

A 1-hour accredited tutorial for health care professionals, providing
information and tools for screening and intervention One in five
children in Vermont lives in food insecure households. Research
shows children living in food insecure households are in poorer
health and hospitalized more frequently, have more developmental
delays and significant behavior problems, and often do not reach
their academic potential. Health professionals have a unique
opportunity to intervene and help ensure access to adequate
nutrition for Vermont's children, if they have the right tools. Hunger
Free Vermont is pleased to offer Childhood Hunger in Vermont: The
Hidden Impacts on Health, Development and Wellbeing. This course
focuses on the impacts of childhood hunger and provides health
care professionals with the information and tools for screening and
intervention to ensure that all Vermonters have access to enough
nutritious food to thrive.
Children & Education

Education

China: Traditions and Transformations
Chinese for Beginners

International Studies
Foreign Language

Children's Education : colors, shapes, alphabet, opposites, spelling,
counting, addition, subtraction, multiplication etc.

Nowadays, there is an increasing number of people who are
interested in Chinese culture and language. And it is useful to know
about the language when coming to China for travel or business.
This is an ABC Chinese course for beginners, including introduction
of phonetics and daily expressions. After taking this class, learners
can have a basic understanding of Chinese Mandarin and make
basic conversations of daily living such as exchanging personal
information, talking about daily arrangements and food, asking about
price, introducing the city and the weather, telling your hobbies etc.
Selected topics and situations come from real life scenarios and can
be used for everyday communications. In addition to the dialogues,
the selection of reading materials and practice activities will make
the content as rich and varied as possible, in order to stimulate the
learners’ interests. This is an elementary course on Chinese
speaking. The learners don’t need to study Chinese characters, so it
is easier to follow and complete this course.
Chinese Language and Culture (CLAC)

Grade Results

Foreign Language

Explore the history of China’s language and culture and its
adjustment to an increasingly globalised world.
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Chinese Politics Part 1 – China and Political Science

International Studies
This course offers a conceptual framework for understanding China
that highlights the intersection of politics and economics. It shows
that rather than develop into a full blown market economy, state and
party officials at all levels of the political system maintain significant
influence in economic development. Such a “political” economy has
had both positive and negative outcomes, which we will assess in
detail. We also look at the origins, views, backgrounds and relations
among leaders, and how those leaders make decisions about public
policy and try to get those decisions implemented down through the
system. China has few formal institutions through which citizens can
participate in politics, but we will study the strategies Chinese people
use to try to influence their leaders’ decisions. Finally, we assess
China’s future and whether rapid economic development and the
emergence of a vibrant middle class will push China towards greater
democracy or whether the single party system is likely to survive into
the future. The course is a quite useful background for Chinese
Politics Part 2 – China and the World.

Chinese Politics Part 2 – China and the World

International Studies
One of the most significant changes in the world in the past 30 years
is the opening of China to the outside world and its engagement with
that world. In the initial years of the opening, external forces
influenced China’s economy, regional balances, bureaucracy, as
well as the political authority of local leaders in the coastal areas.
More recently, the world is feeling the effects of a rising China which
seeks resources and talent from all around the globe and uses its
financial wealth to strengthen its position in the world. This course
tracks the opening of China up from 1978 until it joins the WTO,
focusing on how the world affected China’s internal development.
We then look at various aspects of China’s “going out strategy” — its
search for energy, talent, as well as its relations with the United
States and the states within the Asia-Pacific region. The instructor
has been deeply engaged in research on all these topics, having
lived in China during various stages of China’s opening to the
outside world.

Choosing a PHP Editor

Computer Science
A coding professional needs professional tools, and while you can
write PHP with a regular text editor, a specialized editor or IDE will
make the job easier and your code more accurate. In this course,
programming expert Joseph Lowery takes you on a survey of the
most popular all-purpose and PHP-specific editors. Learn what
features are absolutely required from any good editor; explore
options that can boost your productivity, like snippets and database
integration; and then take a look at tools that work with multiple
technologies (such as Aptana Studio or Sublime Text) and those
more directly targeted at PHP (like Eclipse or PhpStorm). This
course is vital to anyone starting on the path to PHP programming,
as well as developers seeking to ramp up their efficiency.

Choosing and Using Web Fonts

Computer Science
This course focuses on the theories behind web fonts: what makes a
good font, why different fonts look the way they do, and how fonts
affect the look of a web page. Author Laura Franz covers common
tasks, including downloading a font from an online source such as
Typekit or Font Squirrel, implementing the font in HTML and CSS,
and changing the size and line-height to improve the readability of
text. The course also covers different periods of type design and
explores the history behind handwritten fonts, text fonts (used for
large amounts of text), and display fonts (used for headlines).

Grade Results
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Chris Korn's Digital Character Design: Start to Finish

Computer Science
Meet Chris Korn, animator and character designer at FUSE
Animation. By day he creates award-winning animations for clients
like Corona and Saucony. But at night he's manufacturing monsters,
indulging his childhood fixation with creatures straight out of comic
books and horror movies. Watch him take a character from
inspiration to fully developed figure with CINEMA 4D and Zbrush in
this episode of Start to Finish. Chris describes how he catalogues
reference material, blocks out the initial form, and adds color,
texture, and details that bring his creatures to life.

Christian Playwriting

Literature

Theatre is the oldest form of dramatic storytelling, and many still
consider it the most electrifying. Nothing beats the intensity of actors
sharing the same air as the audience. The laughs, gasps and tears
happen live and on the spot. But before a great play is performed, a
great play has to be written and somebody has to write them. You
are here because you want to be counted among those who write
and write well. A play will not soar in performance unless it's great on
the page. This Online Course will teach you how to tell a story that is
theatrical and produceable from a Christian perspective. On top of
that you will learn about: ·Structure ·How to write an engaging plot
· How to choose the perfect setting for your play ·Scene development
· Play format I will also teach you important lessons about how and
where you can market your work. Whether you seek to write skits,
one-acts or full-length plays, traditional or experimental, this is where
you will learn to do it. I will show you how to write plays that will bless
audiences and keep them asking and coming back for more. With
the knowledge you gain from this course you will fully understand the
techniques involved in taking a play from merely a concept to a
finished draft. Using a balance of lectures and
assignments/exercises, this course will give you a firm grounding in
all the basics of Christian playwriting. Everything is presented in a
clear, straightforward manner. I'm very excited about this ministry
and honored that God has given me the opportunity to play such a
great role in the development and advancement of drama in the
church. I cherish the opportunity to pass on this trade and these
skills to you.

Christianity Through Its Scriptures

Religion

Church History: The First Five Hundred Years

History

Learn about Christianity through a study of its sacred scriptures. We
will explore how diverse Christians have interpreted these writings
and practiced their teachings over a 2000 year, global history.

This course is the second in a series of courses that examines the
history of the church. This course traces the activities of the church
from time of the Pauline Churches up through the Fall of Rome The
course is made up of five powerful video lectures that are designed
to be watched in a single sitting. The course is self paced which
allows the student to complete the course in as little or as much time
that is comfortable for the student. The course is structured with five
video lectures and also includes a midterm and a final exam. Both
exams are multiple choice and are 25 questions in length. This
course is vital for persons who are working in the church, teaching
Sunday School, leading Christian Education exercises, small study
groups or lay members who are anxious to know more about the
faith they have embraced.

Grade Results
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CINEMA 4D and After Effects Integration

Film Studies
Chris Meyer—a long-time user of both programs—explains how to
move 3D worlds from Maxon's CINEMA 4D into Adobe's After
Effects and add additional 3D elements that blend perfectly. Chris
shows how to transfer 3D cameras, lights, and position data from
CINEMA 4D to After Effects; create track mattes to composite new
elements into the middle of a scene; and take advantage of multipass rendering to quickly remix and even recolor lights, shadows,
reflections, and more. Paced comfortably for beginners, this course
also reveals numerous advanced tricks and techniques, such as the
use of blending modes and how to cast shadows from new 3D layers
in After Effects onto rendered 3D elements from CINEMA 4D.
Exercise files accompany this course.

Cinema 4D Crash Course

Film Studies

CINEMA 4D Essentials 1: Interface, Objects, and
Hierarchies
CINEMA 4D Essentials 2: Polygon and Spline
Modeling
CINEMA 4D Essentials 3: Cameras, Animation, and
Deformers
CINEMA 4D Essentials 4: Materials, Texturing, and
Lights
CINEMA 4D Essentials 4: Materials, Texturing, and
Lights
CINEMA 4D Essentials 5: Rendering and Compositing

Design

Learn how to create and animate in Cinema 4D. Be confident in 3D
graphics after you finish this training course by Zach!

Design
Design
Design
Photography
Computer Science
CINEMA 4D Essentials with Rob Garrott is a graduated introduction
to this complex 3D modeling, rendering, and animation program,
which breaks down into installments that can be completed within 2
hours. This installment covers the basics of rendering images and
animation and compositing those elements and effects together into
a single movie. Rob shows how to optimize your render settings and
configure batch rendering for maximum efficiency. On the
compositing side, he shows how to use the compositing tag and
object buffers to create a flawless composite, and how to round-trip
assets between CINEMA 4D and After Effects.

CINEMA 4D Essentials 6: HyperNURB Modeling and
Sculpting
CINEMA 4D Essentials 7: MoGraph Modeling and
Animation
CINEMA 4D Essentials 7: MoGraph Modeling and
Animation
CINEMA 4D Essentials 8: Character Rigging and
Xpresso
CINEMA 4D Essentials 9: Particles and Dynamics

Computer Science

CINEMA 4D R10 Essential Training

Computer Science

CINEMA 4D R11.5 Essential Training

Computer Science

Design
Photography
Design
Photography

In CINEMA 4D R10 Essential Training, animation specialist Larry
Mitchell teaches users how to get the most out of the new modeling,
animation, rendering, and workflow features in this latest release.
From understanding the interface to creating skin and hair textures
to animating body parts and clothing, Larry covers all the key
elements of CINEMA 4D R10. This training is appropriate for those
new to the application as well as those upgrading from an earlier
version. Exercise files accompany the tutorials.

CINEMA 4D R11.5 Essential Training covers all the important steps
to get up and running with this easy-to-use 3D application. Designer
and author Ian Robinson covers the essentials of 3D design,
including modeling, animation, and integration with other design
tools. Ian explores how to build objects with CINEMA 4D's basic
primitives, and how to use light, shadow, and texture to give depth to
a scene. He shows the proper use of the powerful animation tools,
including MoGraph, to push 3D designs to the limit. Finally, Ian
covers how to combine CINEMA 4D with other applications like After
Effects and Motion. Exercise files accompany this course.

Grade Results
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CINEMA 4D R12 Essential Training

Design

CINEMA 4D R13 New Features

Design

CINEMA 4D R15 New Features

Design

CINEMA 4D R12 Essential Training with Rob Garrott introduces
artists to the CINEMA 4D workflow, using CINEMA 4D as an
important part of a toolset that includes Adobe After Effects,
Photoshop, and Illustrator. The course explains the key foundational
concepts, such as polygons, textures, and rays, that are crucial to
understanding exactly how this 3D application functions. It also
includes practical techniques for creating, selecting, and
transforming objects, working with splines, polygonal modeling, and
adding materials, lighting, and camera views for a fully realized 3D
image. Exercise files are included with the course.
This course spotlights the R13 update for MAXON CINEMA 4D,
which includes some key improvements in the rendering, shader,
and character tools. Author Rob Garrott shows animators how to find
their way around the interface, and demonstrates features such as
the Physical Render engine, with its camera and depth of field and
motion blur controls; the CMotion system for creating parametric
movement; and the new and revised shaders. The course also
covers the streamlined workflow for Adobe After Effects Exchange
and the new file format options OpenEXR and Xref.
With CINEMA 4D R15, MAXON has put the emphasis on important
user-requested changes. Join Rob Garrott as he reviews the most
exciting new features in this update, starting with faster renders with
the new Global Illumination methods. Discover kerning, which comes
at long last to the typography tools in C4D, giving you much more
control over type. See the new Bevel and Slide tools in action—tools
that will make modelers of all levels happy. And review changes to
the sculpting system that allow you to project new meshes, mirror
objects, and expand geometry. Plus, learn how features like the
Texture Manager, Team Render, and the Camera Crane Rig will
impact your workflow.

CINEMA 4D R9.5 Essential Training

Design

CINEMA 4D: Designing a Promo

Animation

CINEMA 4D: Rendering Motion Graphics for After
Effects
Cinematography in Maya

Photography

Grade Results

Design

CINEMA 4D R9.5 Essential Training with Larry Mitchell covers how
to create 3D images for any project, including film and television,
product design, and structural prototyping. The training covers the
process of building 3D projects from concept to creation. You will
learn all about modeling essentials, working with lighting, making 3D
characters, texturing, soft body dynamics, animation, and rendering
techniques. Larry Mitchell teaches not only the application, but also
the principles necessary to master it. Exercise files accompany the
training videos, allowing you to follow along and learn at your own
pace.
Join Rob Garrott in CINEMA 4D: Designing a Promo as he
demonstrates how to create a 15-second promotional video that
looks and feels like a professional advertisement. Learn how to use
a combination of CINEMA 4D, After Effects, Photoshop and
Illustrator to go from concept to script to screen, creating sketches,
adding animation, and rendering the final promo. This course
focuses on real-world techniques, culminating in a finished, usable
product. Exercise files accompany the course.

While Maya's cameras offer you a tremendous amount of creative
freedom (even more than real-world cameras), their controls can be
complex. This course helps you learn how to expertly adjust them.
Aaron F. Ross covers viewport display, controlling orthographic
cameras, framing shots, editing with the Camera Sequencer, simple
and compound camera moves, and many different special effects.
Start now and learn how to expertly position and animate cameras in
your Maya projects and give your audience a window into your 3D
world.
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Circuits and Electronics

Computer Science
6.002 is designed to serve as a first course in an undergraduate
electrical engineering (EE), or electrical engineering and computer
science (EECS) curriculum. At MIT, 6.002 is in the core of
department subjects required for all undergraduates in EECS. The
course introduces the fundamentals of the lumped circuit
abstraction. Topics covered include: resistive elements and
networks; independent and dependent sources; switches and MOS
transistors; digital abstraction; amplifiers; energy storage elements;
dynamics of first- and second-order networks; design in the time and
frequency domains; and analog and digital circuits and applications.
Design and lab exercises are also significant components of the
course. 6.002 is worth 4 Engineering Design Points. The 6.002
content was created collaboratively by Profs. Anant Agarwal and
Jeffrey H. Lang. The course uses the required textbook Foundations
of Analog and Digital Electronic Circuits. Agarwal, Anant, and Jeffrey
H. Lang. San Mateo, CA: Morgan Kaufmann Publishers, Elsevier,
July 2005. ISBN: 9781558607354.

Circular Economy: An Introduction

Business

CISSP Video Course
Civil Liberties and Civil Rights
Classical Civilization 205: Introduction to Ancient
Greek History with Donald Kagan
Classical Feng Shui for Beginners

Learn how to contribute to a sustainable economic system by
implementing novel business and design approaches
Prepare for the CISSP certification exam with 30+ hours of video
training from leading security expert Shon Harris

Social Sciences
History

This is an introductory course in Greek history tracing the
development of Greek civilization as manifested in political

Home Improvement

This is a comprehensive course that is designed to help you to
understand the essentials of the most misunderstood ancient
Chinese art, the Classical Feng Shui. In this course, concepts are
kept simple and no complicated formula are used. This course is
structured into six sections. In the first section, the main focus will be
on the origin of Feng Shui and its various schools of thoughts. Here
you will be exposed to what the Feng Shui analysis is based on. You
will be able to distinguish what classical Feng Shui really is. Other
than that, the Qi, which is the essence of Feng Shui is also
introduced in this section. In the second section, the exterior factors
are discussed. You will be able to distinguish what is important in the
external landform evaluation. The common negative forms in Feng
Shui evaluation are introduced here in Section 3. Here you will also
be exposed to the conditions to qualify the manifested negative
forms or commonly known as the Sha Qi. In the fourth section, you
will get a chance to know the surrounding or the neighborhood
better. You will know what is good and what to avoid having within
the neighborhood. After the thorough discussions on the exterior and
the intermediate surrounding, the interior Feng Shui will be the main
focus of Section 5. In this section, priority will be on the main door,
the bedroom and the kitchen. Finally, Section 6 will be on the Feng
Shui evaluation. At the end of the course, you will be able to do your
own Feng Shui evaluation based on the 10-step DIY evaluation
system. By knowing the essentials of Feng Shui evaluation, you may
be able to save cost and time in selecting your house of your choice.
Other than that, if you are already living within the house, you will
able to determine which sectors of the house are favorable and
unfavorable. By having a good understanding in Feng Shui, you will
be able to improve the Feng Shui of your own house and eventually
improves your life.

Classical papers in molecular genetics

Grade Results

Medical

This course proposes to read study and discuss a small selection of
these classical papers, and to put these landmarks in their historical
context. Most of the authors displayed interesting personal histories
and many of their contributions go beyond not only the papers we
will read but probably all their scientific papers.
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Classical Sociological Theory

Psychology

Classics of American Literature: T. S. Eliot
Classroom Management Essentials
Classroom Management Problems Solved:
Unmanageable Students
Classroom Practice!

Literature
Education
Education

Classroom Strategies for Inquiry-Based Learning

Education

Clean & Organize Your Mac In Under 2 Hours

Business

Education

This Massive Open Online Course (MOOC) will offer the participants
an introduction into the most important classical sociological
readings between the 18th and 20th century. Highly influential social
science scholars, such as Karl Marx, Max Weber and Emile
Durkheim, will be discussed during 8 sessions. Combined with small
tests, based on the video’s and recommended readings, the
participants will be encouraged to dive deeply into the complex texts
and get familiar with classical sociological concepts that are still very
relevant today.

Learn the newest and best practices to successfully control
oppositional, defiant, angry, disrespectful students.
In the next course the topics seen in the classroom will be exposed
with games, audio, videos and more!
Inquiry-based learning aims to increase student engagement by
helping learners develop hands-on, minds-on skills. This education
and teacher training course explores the 5E instructional model and
its uses in the classroom. You will have the opportunity to learn from
videos of classroom teachers modeling a 5E lesson and access
teacher commentary as they use inquiry-based strategies with their
students. As a result, you will develop the skills and strategies
needed to implement inquiry-based instruction in your own
classroom.

The first time you got your new shiny Mac you swore to keep it clean
and organized. Today, your computer files are scattered between the
Download Folder and the Documents Folder, your music is all over
your computer and iPhoto takes forever to open with all the events
you're Mac has automatically created. As a result, it has become
disorganized and even slow! But it doesn't have to be this way! If
you're like me, you use your computer on a daily basis for important
tasks. Whether it be for school or business related projects,
everyone wants to be able to access their files when they need them
as soon as they need them! Nobody has the time or patience for a
rainbow wheel or scavenger hunt through your hard drive. Thats why
in this course we will cover the best organizational tactics, such as:
Tagging your files for easy search Automating file comments to keep
documents organized Using Smart Folders to sort lose files An
awesome music structure that will organize your music with one click
Organizing photo Events in iPhoto Using Keywords and Smart
Albums to organize photos Deleting additional application files left
behind for more free space! If you're ready to regain full control of
your computer, check out my 32 detailed videos below! I will
personally answer all questions twice a week so feel free to ask
questions if you cannot apply any of the materials yourself!
Sincerely, Luis Morales

CLEP Information Systems and Computer
Applications, Part 1: IT
CLEP Information Systems and Computer
Applications, Part 2: Hardware
CLEP Information Systems and Computer
Applications, Part 3: Software Development

Computer Science

Prepare for the CLEP Information Systems and Computer
Applications exam. Part 1 will focus on IT in organizations.

Computer Science

Prepare for the CLEP Information Systems and Computer
Applications exam. Part 2 will focus on hardware.

CLEP Information Systems and Computer
Applications, Part 4: Programming

Computer Science

Prepare for the CLEP Information Systems and Computer
Applications exam. Part 4 will cover the programming elements of
the exam.

CLEP Information Systems and Computer
Applications, Part 5: Social Implications

Computer Science

The first AP Chemistry edX MOOC to cover all the topics in the AP
Chemistry sequence. Prepare for the CLEP Information Systems
and Computer Applications exam. Part 5 will cover the social
implications of technology.

Grade Results

Computer Science

Prepare for the CLEP Information Systems and Computer
Applications exam. Part 3 will focus on software development.
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ClickBank Affiliate Training

Marketing
In this course, we are going to teach you how to become a
successful ClickBank affiliate. We are going to show you how: How
to Choose the right niche. It includes strategies and tips for making
sure your new affiliate business gets started in the right direction.
How to build a platform- the key to a profitable, sustainable affiliate
business. We share strategies and specific recommendations on
how to build the most effective platform possible. How to grow your
audience and get traffic to your platform. No matter what niche
you're in or what kind of platform you've built, this video will help you
start building an audience interested in what you have to say! how to
promote products through your platform in a way that is effective,
safe, and profitable! In order to take this course, you need to have a
clickbank account. The course is divided into 4 videos and in each
video you have 15 to 20 minutes. If you want to become a
professional Internet marketer, then this course is for you.

ClickMinded SEO Training: Learn Search Engine
Optimization

Marketing

Client Needs and Software Requirements

Computer Science

Climate Change
Climate Change

Economics
Science

Climate Change (ClimChng)

Science

Climate Change Mitigation in Developing Countries

Social Sciences

Course updated May 2014. An easier way to learn search engine
optimization. No agonizing commitment to teaching yourself, or
giving up for paid search. No complex material, no alleged “secret
tactics” that no one else knows. Just a simple, educational course
that will increase your understanding within hours. The ClickMinded
SEO training course was designed to help lay the foundation for how
search engines rank websites. It's a 2+ year project that has been
taught and optimized multiple times in both New York and San
Francisco. You'll learn why higher rankings means more traffic, what
search engines are looking for when determining where to rank your
site, and some of the tools and tactics I like to use to acquire more
users. You'll walk away from this training with a detailed
understanding of how search engine optimization fundamentally
works. The course has been updated multiple times, and includes
content on the following: Google's Panda Update Google's Penguin
Update Google's Hummingbird Update Google Keyword Planner
Local SEO International SEO Mobile SEO Secure Search Schema
Markup ... and more!
This course covers practical techniques to elicit and express
software requirements from client interactions.
Find out how climate change will affect us, why we should care
about it, and what solutions we can employ.
Climate change is the biggest global challenge the human race has
ever faced. Our insatiable demand for energy from fossil fuels is
changing the atmosphere, and in turn changing our climate. Climate
change is already affecting the physical surface of the earth, the
environment that provides our life support, our food supply, economy
and society. These changes will accelerate over the next few
decades In this course you will explore the impacts of climate
change; why we should care about them, the science that underpins
our understanding and how we can fix the problem before it’s too
late.

This course challenges you to consider how one might lift societies
out of poverty while also mitigating greenhouse gas emissions. We
explore the inherent complexity of developing country governments
wanting to grow their economies in a climate friendly way. You will
be introduced to an approach with which to address this challenge.
The approach consists of a facilitated process whereby academic
researchers and high-level influential actors within society coproduce knowledge. You will track this process in four Latin
American countries - Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Peru, and South Africa.
You will hear from various professionals about their contexts and the
different challenges and opportunities the process includes.

Grade Results
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Climate change: Challenges and solutions

Science

Climate Literacy: Navigating Climate Change
Conversations

Science

Climate Literacy: Navigating Climate Conversations

Science

Clinical Epidemiology

Medical

Clinical Kidney Transplantation

Medical

Clinical Psychology
Clinical Simulation Specialist Course

Psychology
Education

Closet Clarity~edit your wardrobe in 8 easy steps

Design

Grade Results

This course aims to explain the science of climate change, the risks
it poses, and the solutions available to reduce those risks.
Climate Literacy tackles the scientific and socio-political dimensions
of climate change. This course introduces the basics of the climate
system, models and predictions, human and natural impacts,
mitigative and adaptive responses, and the evolution of climate
policy.

This course teaches the principles and practice of clinical
epidemiology, drawing on real problems faced by medical
professionals and elaborating on existing examples of clinical
research. Medical researchers will lean how to translate real clinical
problems into tangible research questions for investigation, gaining
insight into some of the most important considerations when
designing an epidemiological study along the way.
Are you interested in clinical kidney, pancreas and islet
transplantation? If you are a (bio) medical student or a health care
professional who works in the (pre) clinical transplant field this might
be the course for you. This course is also for anyone interested in
the research and knowledge on clinical transplantation. The course
will be taught by a multidisciplinary team of transplant professionals
and will give you the state of the art updates.

Learn how to be an effective simulation specialist in support of
clinical education
Have you hit wardrobe bottom? Is your closet bursting with items you
no longer wear which don’t fit, or are crazy old? Wouldn’t you like
to... ·Create more space ·Feel lighter ·Reshape your style ·Feel
more confident These are some of the reasons you need to do a
cleanse...and I’m not talking about juice. Are you a female
entrepreneur whose life has gotten bigger while your style+closet
has been left behind? Maybe you’ve had a big change in your life:
kids, started a business, experienced a weight change, been through
a divorce, or are newly single and dating again. Is getting dressed a
frazzled and stressful experience which keeps you from spending
quality time with your family? Do you turn down invitations and stay
home because you have nothing that feels fresh+ fabulous? I’m
Alexandra Suzanne Greenawalt and I’ve got 13 years of personal
styling private clients under my belt. My mission in life is to help you
heal your relationship with your style so you can go out and show up
feeling confident in your big life. I know I look 'perfectly' pulled
together! actually not! And there is no such thing as 'perfection' in my
books. I struggled, especially with a health crisis causing my weight
to change. I went to wear my favorite winter pants and they didn’t fit.
My favorite dress? You guessed it - it didn’t fit. And instead of
tossing them out, I held onto them because I felt attached to them.
So believe me when I say . . . I get it. I really do. I understand that old
habits die hard, and the hard time we give ourselves when
something doesn't flatter our body. This program solves what to do
when your comfort zone has changed. You’re in a place where you
don’t feel that great about yourself when nothing else feels more
comfortable than your yoga pants which have become your style
crutch. The secret to great style is a functional and organized closet
stocked with all the things you love to wear. In this program you are
going to learn my proven step by step system to curate your closet
with ease and streamline your life.Whether you have ADD or are
super focused, I’ll show you multiple ways to attack your closet. If
you are time starved, not problem... got you covered. Inside you will
learn: ·5 questions you need to ask yourself to define your style
· How to prepare for closet clarity ·5 editing strategies to streamline
your closet that make it work around your life, energy, and schedule
· 3 questions you need to ask yourself before re-organizing your
closet ·How to deal with emotional roadblocks which will try to detail
you clearing clutter ·Why a skirt which looks good on you could end
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Cloth Simulation in 3ds Max

Design
The Cloth system in 3ds Max allows you to create realistic garments
and fabrics, from T-shirts to tablecloths. This course, from author
Joel Bradley, provides a deep dive into cloth simulation in 3ds Max,
giving you the information you need to tackle your own project. Joel
examines the effect of scale on cloth behavior, the impact different
mesh subdivision types can make on your model, and the function
and options behind the Cloth modifier, the heart of the Cloth system.
He also shows how to set up and control behaviors like bend and
curve, U and V Stretch, Density, Thickness, and Friction. Plus,
discover how to work with groups and constraints and create effects
like wet cloth and tearable cloth.

Cloud Computing Applications

Computer Science

Cloud Computing Concepts

Computer Science

Learn core distributed computing concepts that underlie today’s and
tomorrow’s cloud computing systems.

Cloud Computing Concepts: Part 2

Computer Science

Learn core distributed computing concepts that underlie today’s and
tomorrow’s cloud computing systems.

Cloud Computing First Look
Cloud Networking

Basic Skills
Computer Science

Cluster Analysis in Data Mining

Computer Science

Cluster Analysis –Motivation, Theory & Practical
Application

Marketing

Learn about "cloudonomics," the underlying economic reasons that
we are creating the cloud. Learn the basic concepts underlying cloud
services and be able to use services like AWS or OpenStack
Dashboard to construct cloud services or applications. Demonstrate
your ability to create web services, massively parallel data intensive
computations using Map/Reduce, NoSQL databases, and real-time
processing of real-time data streams. Use machine learning tools to
solve simple problems.

The network is what makes the cloud. The cloud’s key
capabilities—the ability to share infrastructure, the ability to move
and scale applications across servers, massive parallelism,
virtualization, and worldwide connectivity—are all rooted in the
network. Learn how it all works!
Learn how to take scattered data and organize it into groups for use
in many applications, such as market analysis and biomedical data
analysis, or as a pre-processing step for many data mining tasks.

About the course - Cluster analysis is one of the most popular
techniques used in data mining for marketing needs. The idea
behind cluster analysis is to find natural groups within data in such a
way that each element in the group is as similar to each other as
possible. At the same time, the groups are as dissimilar to other
groups as possible. Course materials- The course contains video
presentations (power point presentations with voice), pdf, excel work
book and sas codes. Course duration- The course should take
roughly 7 hours to understand and internalize the concepts. Course
Structure (contents) The structure of the course is as follows.
Motivation – Where one applies cluster analysis. Why one should
learn cluster analysis? How it is different from objective
segmentation (CHAID / CART ) Statistical foundation and practical
application: Understand Different type of cluster analysis Cluster
Analysis – high level view Hierarchical clustering – Agglomerative or
Divisive technique Dendogram – What it is? What does it show?
Scree plot - How to decide about number of clusters How to use
SAS command to run hierarchical clustering When and why does on
need to standardize the data? How to understand and interpret the
output Non-hierarchical clustering (K means clustering). Why do we
need k means approach How does it work? How does it iterate?
How does it decide about combining old clusters? How to use SAS
command to run hierarchical clustering When and why does on need
to standardize the data? How to understand and interpret the output

CMS Fundamentals
CNC Programming with G Code for Beginners

Grade Results

Web Design
Computer Science

Learn the basics of machining with G-Code.
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Coaching and Developing Employees

Business

Coaching Conversations

Business

Coaching Practices

Business

Coaching Skills for Managers

Business

In this course, business coach Lisa Gates teaches managers to
harness the power of coaching in the workplace. Learn the benefits
of developing your team and helping employees build their skills in
ways that transform and empower them to do more productive and
engaging work. Then discover how to build your own leadership and
coaching skills and equip yourself with tools that encourage insight
and growth. The course wraps with a look at how you can maintain
the coaching momentum in the workplace and address common
challenges.
In this class you will deepen your understanding of the essential
practice of coaching conversations. We will explore in depth how to
prepare for and communicate as a coach in different types of
coaching conversations— with top performers, with those who have
performance gaps, and those who are difficult or non-performing.
You will watch videos of each type of conversation to observe ideal,
and less than ideal, coaching conversations.
In this course, you will explore the coaching practices managers use
to create a culture of accountability. You will learn the underlying
principles of coaching as a manager, and the elements for
establishing a consistent, effective one-on one-coaching relationship
with those you manage. You will review common performance
scenarios managers’ face, learn to determine the causes of poor
performance and practice developing a coaching response.
In this Specialization, you will learn the essential skills to coach
people for improved performance. You will learn from Executive
Coach and UC Davis Instructor Kris Plachy, who has created and
transformed dozens of teams through coaching. She will share best
practices, research, tools and models for coaching effectively. You
will learn how effective managers use coaching to establish clear
expectations and accountability, how to assess performance, and
how to conduct coaching conversations that build awareness and
get results. In the capstone course, you will apply insights about
management and coaching to develop your own coaching practice
and tools.

Coaching Teachers: Promoting Changes that Stick

Education

Learn and practice strategies for coaching teachers to make
meaningful, long-lasting improvements in their instruction.

Cocoa Programming Fundamentals

Computer Science

A video-guided Cocoa tutorial of the powerful and elegant Cocoa
APIs and programming tools found on Mac OS X.

CODAPPS: Coding mobile apps for entrepreneurs

Basic Skills

This course will teach you how to create mobile apps for Android,
iOS and Windows Phone. No prerequisite in coding knowledge is
required.

Code a personal splash page in 1 hour

Computer Science
This course will take you 1 hour to complete and is for people with
no-prior technical experience who want to learn HTML & CSS.
Unlike other courses for people with no experience this is entirely
hands-on material and by the end of the course you will have built a
beautiful splash page that showcases why you are awesome. If you
want to have a sneak-peak at what you'll be building, it will look like
this (but you'll be able to incorporate your own creative energy to
give the page a look and feel that you think showcases your
personality).The course is perfect for someone with no prior
experience coding, but who wants to start learning about web
technologies. After the course is done, you will have built an
awesome looking page using HTML, CSS and also have setup your
computer to have the tools you need to build web pages, so you'll be
able to continue to build other web pages after the course is over.

Code School - Anatomy of Backbone.js
Code School - Assembling Sass
Code School - Assembling Sass Part 2
Code School - Journey Into Mobile
Code School - Rails for Zombies 2
Code School - Rails for Zombies Redux
Code School - Ruby Bits

Grade Results

Computer Science
Computer Science
Computer Science
Computer Science
Computer Science
Computer Science
Computer Science

Build sophisticated applications with Backbone.js.
Improve your front-end CSS workflow with Sass.
Expand your Sass abilities with the Compass add-on
Learn mobile-first, adaptive, and responsive web design.
Experience the sequel to the infamous Rails for Zombies.
Learn Ruby on Rails, an open-source framework.
Learn the core bits every Ruby programmer should know.
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Code School - Try Git
Code School - Try Ruby
Code Year

Computer Science
Computer Science
Computer Science

Code Yourself! An Introduction to Programming

Computer Science

Coding Faster with Emmet

Computer Science

Be introduced to the basic concepts of Git version control.
Learn the basic building blocks of Ruby, all in the browser.
Code Year is a introductory track for anyone who wants to learn how
to program. Code Year starts with the basics and teaches concepts
into a practical context. The first unit will give you an introduction to
JavaScript, a beginner-friendly programming language. Later Code
Year units focus on teaching HTML and CSS, and how these
technologies can be combined with JavaScript to build interactive
websites.
Have you ever wished you knew how to program, but had no idea
where to start from? This course will teach you how to program in
Scratch, an easy to use visual programming language. More
importantly, it will introduce you to the fundamental principles of
computing and it will help you think like a software engineer.

Looking for a tool to make you a faster and more efficient
programmer? Emmet provides a shortcut language for writing HTML,
XML, and CSS, based on an abbreviation structure most developers
already use that expands into full-fledged HTML markup and CSS
rules. Let Ray Villalobos show you how to install the Emmet plugin
for your favorite text editor and start using its handy shortcuts for
making copies of elements; climbing, grouping, and numbering;
matching tags; and even complex CSS3 features like gradients.
Coding for Entrepreneurs

Computer Science
Work Alongside Me & Learn Exactly How To Code An eCommerce
Site & A Landing Page From Scratch Never coded before? No
problem. Entrepreneurs like you are a rare breed. You create
incredible businesses and come up with ideas that change the world.
Technology has made the 21st century, the century of the
entrepreneur. Thanks to the power of the internet, you can reach a
global audience in minutes. The question is...do you have the skills
to be able to take advantage of this incredible opportunity? If you’re
starting (or have started) a business in today’s tech driven economy,
then you’ve got to understand the code that’s driving your business.

CoffeeScript

Computer Science

Cognitive Neuroscience
Cognitive Processes
Cognitive Psychology
Çok değişkenli Fonksiyon I: Kavramlar / Multivariable
Calculus I: Concepts

Science
Computer Science
Psychology
Mathematics

Grade Results

Learn CoffeeScript, the powerful little language that compiles into
JavaScript. Take a sip of our CoffeeScript tutorial & learn to get
more done with less code.

Ders çok değişkenli fonksiyonlardaki ikili dizinin birincisidir. Burada
çok değişkenli fonksiyonlardaki temel türev ve entegral kavramlarını
geliştirmek ve bu konulardaki problemleri çözmekteki temel
yöntemleri sunmaktadır. Ders gerçek yaşamdan gelen uygulamaları
da tanıtmaya önem veren “içerikli yaklaşımla” tasarlanmıştır. The
course is the first of the sequence of calculus of multivariable
functions. It develops the fundamental concepts of derivatives and
integrals of functions of several variables, and the basic tools for
doing the relevant calculations. The course is designed with a
“content-based” approach, i. e. by solving examples, as many as
possible from real life situations.
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Çok değişkenli Fonksiyon II: Uygulamalar /
Multivariable Calculus II: Applications

Mathematics
Ders çok değişkenli fonksiyonlardaki iki derslik dizinin ikincisidir.
Birinci ders türev ve entegral kavramlarını geliştirmekte ve bu
konulardaki problemleri temel çözme yöntemlerini sunmaktadır. Bu
ders, birinci derste geliştirilen temeller üzerine daha ileri konuları
işlemekte ve daha kapsamlı uygulamalar ve çözümlü örnekler
sunmaktadır. Ders gerçek yaşamdan gelen uygulamaları da
tanıtmaya önem veren “içerikli yaklaşımla” tasarlanmıştır. The course
is the second of the two course sequence of calculus of multivariable
functions. The first course develops the concepts of derivatives and
integrals of functions of several variables, and the basic tools for
doing the relevant calculations. This course builds on the
foundations of the first course and introduces more advanced topics
along with more advanced applications and solved problems. The
course is designed with a “content-based” approach, i. e. by solving
examples, as many as possible from real life situations.

Cold Call 101: How to Cold Call like a Boss
Cold Process Beginner Soapmaking

Business
Design

Ever wanted to learn how to make soap from scratch but didn't know
where to start? Now is your chance. This course will teach you
everything a beginner should know including how to create your own
recipes. This is a comprehensive, course consisting of slideshow
presentations, videos, downloadable PDFs, and quizzes to highlight
important information in a professional format. You'll be able to learn
everything you would in a traditional classroom and ask any
questions along the way all from the comfort of your home. Over 4
hours of content. Main topics: Basic chemistry of soapmaking
Recipe building Supplies & equipment Safety considerations Step by
step demonstrations Colorants, scents, and additives Molds and
preparations Fats and lye Cutting, curing and storing Packaging And
more Course includes: 23 lectures and demonstrations 220+ slides
50 page downloadable PDF manual 4 quizzes 4+ hours of content
Our classes are unique in the industry. Each course is designed in
logical sequence in a well thought out curriculum. Classes are very
comprehensive and cover small details that are often overlooked in
other courses and books, but make life easier for soapmakers
(things we wished we had learned as a new soapmaker). The class
is built on a professional platform, where you can learn at your own
pace on your own time, anywhere in the world. You just need
internet access and a desire to learn.

Grade Results
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Cold Process Intermediate Soapmaking 1

Design
You can learn layering and embedding techniques in this
Intermediate Soapmaking class featuring many popular designs,
including the ombre layer and spoon layer or swirl with step by step
demonstration videos walking you through the process. This is a
comprehensive, course consisting of slideshow presentations,
videos, downloadable PDFs, and quizzes to highlight important
information in a professional format. You’ll be able to learn
everything you would in a traditional classroom and ask any
questions along the way all from the comfort of your home. Topics
include: Layering techniques Two Tone Soaps Ombre or Gradient
Soaps Spoon Layer (AKA Spoon Swirl) Mica Veins Embedding
techniques Making shapes to embed Log Mold Embedding Slab
Mold Embedding Combining Layering and Embedding Supplies &
equipment Step by step demonstration Tips & tricks And more
Includes: Intermediate 1 Manual PDF Our classes are unique in the
industry. Each course is designed in logical sequence in a well
thought out curriculum. Classes are very comprehensive and cover
small details that are often overlooked in other courses and books,
but make life easier for soapmakers (things we wished we had
learned as a new soapmaker). The class is built on a professional
platform, where you can learn at your own pace on your own time,
anywhere in the world. You just need internet access and a desire to
learn.

Cold Process Intermediate Soapmaking 2

Design
Ever dream of making beautifully swirled soaps? Well now you can
in this Intermediate Soapmaking class featuring many popular
swirling techniques. You will learn about the different types of
swirling and see step by step demonstration videos walking you
through the process. This is a comprehensive, course consisting of
slideshow presentations, videos, downloadable PDFs, and quizzes
to highlight important information in a professional format. You’ll be
able to learn everything you would in a traditional classroom and ask
any questions along the way all from the comfort of your home.
Topics include: Pot Swirling Funnel Swirling Faux Funneling Drop
Swirling Linear/Taiwan Swirling Simple Marbling Supplies &
equipment Step by step demonstration Tips & tricks And more
Includes: Intermediate 2 Manual PDF Our classes are unique in the
industry. Each course is designed in logical sequence in a well
thought out curriculum. Classes are very comprehensive and cover
small details that are often overlooked in other courses and books,
but make life easier for soapmakers (things we wished we had
learned as a new soapmaker). The class is built on a professional
platform, where you can learn at your own pace on your own time,
anywhere in the world. You just need internet access and a desire to
learn.

ColdFusion 8 Beyond the Basics

Computer Science

ColdFusion MX Essential Training

Computer Science

Grade Results

ColdFusion 8 Beyond the Basics demonstrates how to utilize
ColdFusion 8 to its full potential, from setting up a project to using
ColdFusion Components and sessions in a shopping cart
application. Instructor David Gassner leaves no stone unturned as
he teaches advanced techniques, including how to use ColdFusion 8
with Flash forms and PDFs, create presentations with imported
audio and video, and work with XML files. Exercise files accompany
the tutorials.
ColdFusion is a technology that enables you to build sophisticated
Web applications quickly and efficiently. It uses a markup language
similar to HTML, so the learning curve is short, but don't let that fool
you. In this comprehensive introduction to ColdFusion MX, expert
Joey Lott shows how to use this powerful program to build scalable,
durable web applications. Working along with Joey, you'll not only
review skills such as working with databases, using forms, storing
persistent data,
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College Admission Success

Education
Are you worried that nothing about your application will stand out?
Do you think that your SAT scores and GPA are going to prevent
you from getting into a great college? Are you struggling with your
essay topics and wondering what to write that will catch the attention
of the admissions officer? You’re not alone. Every student (and
parent) in the country right now is feeling the stress that comes with
the application process and worrying about the best way to approach
the most important step of their academic career. Fortunately, when
students use the right tools, they can create an effective application
with a minimal amount of effort. We can add the "Wow" factor to
your application that will dramatically increase your chances of
acceptance into the school of your dreams.. Let’s get started!

College Algebra
College Algebra
College Algebra and Problem Solving

Computer Science
Mathematics
Mathematics

College Application Essay Essentials: 10 Step Course Education

College Counseling Seminar: Grades 9-12

In this college level Algebra course, you will learn to apply algebraic
reasoning to solve problems effectively. You’ll develop skills in linear
and quadratic functions, general polynomial functions, rational
functions, and exponential and logarithmic functions. You will also
study systems of linear equations. This course will emphasize
problem-solving techniques, specifically by means of discussing
concepts in each of these topics.
This course provides a step-by-step framework to help you write
powerful college essays from your personal experience.

Education
This course will assist high school students to apply and be
accepted into college. It is especially helpful for students who do
NOT have a dedicated College Counselor in their high school. It is
divided into 4 courses: 9th/10th grade; 11th; 12th & Financial Aid.
The accompanying workbook assignments should be completed
before moving on to the next class. There is a total of 2 hours and 45
minutes of educational advice. Less than 11% of students living in
poverty will earn a college degree. It is time the playing field is
leveled so that ALL students who in America, regardless of their
socio-economic background, have the opportunity to earn a college
degree. This course will put you on the right pathway and give you
insider information to help you make good decisions.

College Financial Aid Made Simple

Finance

College Peas: Tipping the Admissions Odds in Your
Favor

Education

College Peas: Tipping the Admissions Odds in Your
Favor

Education

Grade Results

Simplify your college admissions process and get the funds you
deserve by completing the FAFSA quickly and accurately.
College admissions is not what it seems! Even average students can
beat the odds if they can differentiate themselves from other
students. College Peas outlines a basic strategy for positioning
yourself as the kind of student that colleges crave. Most high school
students look like every other high school student to the college
admissions staff. They have the same education, the same sports,
the same activities and the same interests. Colleges need students
who bring a fresh perspective to the classroom. Break the mold and
get into the college of your dreams!
College admissions is not what it seems! Even average students can
beat the odds if they can differentiate themselves from other
students. College Peas outlines a basic strategy for positioning
yourself as the kind of student that colleges crave. Most high school
students look like every other high school student to the college
admissions staff. They have the same education, the same sports,
the same activities and the same interests. Colleges need students
who bring a fresh perspective to the classroom. Break the mold and
get into the college of your dreams!
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Colleges and Universities - How are they different?

Education

Are there any differences between colleges and universities? If so,
what are the differences? Join us as we look at the differences
between colleges and universities, and other types of higher
education institutions. We will delve on community colleges, liberal
arts colleges, art schools, and technical schools, as well. If you did
not understand the difference between a college, a university, and a
community college, this course is for YOU! This course is provided
by the 411Admissions team and it is taught by Ms. Claudine Vainrub.
Ms. Vainrub is the Founder of 411Admissions.com and a top College
Admissions Advisor since 2004. For over 10 years, she has
supported thousands of students and their families to achieve their
college admissions goals and get into Ivy League schools and other
highly competitive colleges in the U.S. and the world. Every year,
over 50% of her students receive merit scholarships covering up to
100% of tuition. Ms. Vainrub holds a Master’s in Business
Administration degree from the University of Michigan’s Ross School
of Business, and is certified in College Admissions Counseling,
among her seven professional certifications. Recognized as an
expert in Career Development, College and Graduate School
Admissions, her opinions have been featured on The Wall Street
Journal, US News, Forbes Magazine, CNN, CareerBuilder,
Actualidad 1020 AM, and other leading global media. Her previous
experience includes being Executive VP for Grupo Frigilux, leading
this industrial corporation of over 1,500 employees. Claudine is
fluent in English, Spanish and Hebrew.

Colonial Latin and South America
Color 1.5 Essential Training

History
Film Studies

Color 1.5 New Features

Film Studies

In Color 1.5 Essential Training, colorist Robbie Carman details how
to use Final Cut Studio's dedicated color grading application to
stylize projects and improve their look. Robbie explains the
principles of color grading, discusses the color wheel and tonal
range, and decodes color terminology for new users. He shows how
to prepare a Final Cut Pro project before sending it to color and how
to use video scopes to evaluate a clip while making corrections. He
provides information for new Color users as well as experienced
colorists looking for what's new in this release. Exercise files
accompany this course.

Color 1.5 New Features shows the power of this upgraded, high-end
color-correction and grading tool. Colorist, author, and Apple
Certified Trainer Robbie Carman highlights improved workflows and
new features of Color 1.5. Robbie covers improvements like updated
user interface elements, better Final Cut Pro to Color round-tripping,
new grade management features, the ability to work with RED 4K
files, and enhanced digital intermediate workflows and conforming.
Color Basics for Print Designers
Color Correction in Final Cut Pro X

Grade Results

Design
Computer Science

In this course, author Robbie Carman details the principles of color
grading in Final Cut Pro X, while explaining how to enhance and
stylize footage. The course spells out the differences between
primary and secondary corrections and demonstrates fixing
problematic footage with contrast corrections and neutralizing color
casts. The course also discusses secondary corrections with shape
and color masks and explains how to make projects broadcast safe.
Additional topics include evaluating clips using the video scopes,
and how to create stylized looks.
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Color Correction with Premiere Pro CS5.5

Film Studies
Color correction is one of those sets of skills many editors put off for
another day—partly because they can make do with simple
adjustments, and partly because many of the controls and options
are a little alien. In this course, master editor Maxim Jago demystifies
color correction and gives detailed explanations of the key controls,
options, workflows, and best practices for color correction with
Adobe Premiere Pro. After introducing the standard tools for
measuring color and light, Maxim covers the Fast Color Corrector,
the Three-Way Color Corrector, and other color correction effects.
Plus, learn how to fix and match color with presets, as well as how to
use After Effects and third-party plugins to do the few things that
Premiere Pro can't do.

Color Correction: Creating a Polished Look in Avid
Media Compose

Film Studies

Colorants in Soapmaking

Design

In this course, author Ashley Kennedy illustrates how to correct color
imbalances or create a specific mood in pre-edited video with the
complete color correction workflow in Avid Media Composer. The
first color correction stage demonstrates how to manually correct
footage by white balancing, removing color cast, correcting flesh
tones, and correcting luma and chroma values in both the HSL and
Curves groups, and explores the Avid automatic color correction
functions. The second color correction stage focuses on achieving
shot-to-shot consistency with templates and color match controls. In
the final stage, Ashley investigates more creative color treatments,
such as applying a gritty or bleached look to the footage.

Confused about which colorant to use? How about choosing colors
for your project? This class walks you through all things color,
including making infusions and creating better color. This is a
comprehensive course consisting of slideshow presentations,
videos, downloadable PDFs, and quizzes to highlight important
information in a professional format. You'll be able to learn
everything you would in a traditional classroom and ask any
questions along the way all from the comfort of your home. Topics
include: Pigments, Oxides and Ultramarines Micas Dyes Natural
colorants - herbs, clays, etc. Color Infusions Choosing color
combinations Choosing the best colorant for your soap projects Tips
and tricks to better coloring And more Mica painting, dusting,
veining, and more Includes: Colorants Manual PDF Our classes are
unique in the industry. Each course is designed in logical sequence
in a well thought out curriculum. Classes are very comprehensive
and cover small details that are often overlooked in other courses
and books, but make life easier for soapmakers (things we wished
we had learned as a new soapmaker). The class is built on a
professional platform, where you can learn at your own pace on your
own time, anywhere in the world. You just need internet access and
a desire to learn.

Colorizing Black-and-White Photographs with
Photoshop

Grade Results

Photography
Want to bring old black-and-white photos into the present? Learn
how to determine the color in old family or historic photos and
accurately paint the color back in. John Derry shows you various
methods in Adobe Photoshop to bring the photo back to life with
color, using isolated selections, adjustment layers, and his free set of
actions, which automate some of the colorization process for you.
Plus, John's interactive, nondestructive workflow allows you to come
back days or years later and make new adjustments to the image.
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ColWri2.1x: College Writing 2.1x: Principles of
Written English

Literature

ColWri2.2x: Principles of Written English, Part 2

Literature

Combining and Analyzing Complex Data

Computer Science

College Writing 2.1x is an introduction to academic writing for
English Language Learners, focusing on essay development,
grammatical correctness, and self-editing. The five-week course will
comprise a review of basic grammar terminology and understanding;
writing effective sentences and paragraphs; introductions and
conclusions; strategies for writing longer texts; and thesis
statements. The course materials will be offered via readings and
videos. A course workbook, in ebook form, will be used for additional
writing work. The students will participate in online discussions as
well as peer review of their writing. Students will complete one full
essay for this part of the course. I
College Writing 2.2x is the second part of the academic writing
course. In this part, you will focus on proofreading and self-editing;
revision vs. editing; common errors in grammar, punctuation, and
spelling; understanding tone and diction; vocabulary development.
The course materials will be offered via readings, videos, and
various types of homework assignments. There are suggested
optional textbooks for additional writing work. You will participate in
online discussions as well as peer review of your writing. You will
complete one full essay for this part of the course.
In this course you will learn how to use survey weights to estimate
descriptive statistics, like means and totals, and more complicated
quantities like model parameters for linear and logistic regressions.
Software capabilities will be covered with R® receiving particular
emphasis. The course will also cover the basics of record linkage
and statistical matching—both of which are becoming more
important as ways of combining data from different sources.
Combining of datasets raises ethical issues which the course
reviews. Informed consent may have to be obtained from persons to
allow their data to be linked. You will learn about differences in the
legal requirements in different countries.

COMM220UWx: Introduction to Public Speaking

Psychology

In this class, we will study the principles of public speaking, and
critically examine our own and others’ speeches through interactive
practice.

Command Line Tools for Genomic Data Science

Computer Science

Introduces to the commands that you need to manage and analyze
directories, files, and large sets of genomic data. This is the fourth
course in the Genomic Big Data Science Specialization from Johns
Hopkins University.

Commercial Editing Techniques with Final Cut Pro X

Computer Science
Editing a concise and captivating, effects-driven commercial spot is
a challenging and exciting endeavor. Every single moment counts. In
this course Ashley Kennedy walks through the process of building a
great 30-second spot, from assessing preproduction materials to
delivery to the client. She examines the audience for the commercial,
the timing and pacing of the rough cut, transitions and effects, and
the final details like color correction that make your project look
professional. Along the way, Ashley encounters and resolves
creative and technical problems editors often face in the real world.

Grade Results
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Commercial Editing Techniques with Premiere Pro

Computer Science
Learn to creatively compose short-form advertisements using Adobe
Premiere Pro. Author Christine Steele explores how to communicate
and market an idea that does more than just sell a product or
service, by experimenting with concepts that help the audience feel,
rather than think. The techniques in this course break from the more
narrative style of film and television storytelling, and allow you to
explore alternative visual messaging styles. First Christine shows
you how to use style frames and temporary audio to nail down an
idea before you start editing. Then you'll learn how to construct the
rough cut: in this case, an action montage interspersed with hero
shots that define and highlight the brand messaging. You'll refine
your cut with motion graphics, final audio, and effects, and learn to
manipulate color, lighting, and timing to increase your audience's
emotional reaction to the spot. Last, learn the basics of layering
sound effects, audio filters, and subtle volume adjustments to create
an effective sound mix for your commercial.

Common Cents Personal Finance

Finance

Common Core: Exploring K-12 Standards

Education

Communicating Corporate Social Responsibility
(CSR)

Communications

Communicating Data Science Results

Computer Science

Grade Results

A Simple Personal Finance System to Dissolve Debt, Build Wealth
and Live the Life you Deserve!
The Common Core State Standards are designed to standardize
education across the nation, and it's teachers who are expected to
implement them. So how do they impact your classroom? Find out in
this course with educator Aaron Quigley. Aaron explains what the
standards are designed to do—prepare high school students to be
college and career ready—and breaks down the guidelines for math,
English literacy, history, science, and other subjects. Plus, learn how
lesson planning and technology in the classroom are impacted by
this "common core."
If you are interested in the relationship between business and
society, this course is for you! It is especially relevant for industry,
public policy, and academic professionals working on CSR, as well
as students following a traditional business curriculum who are
interested in key value questions. The content is also accessible for
consumers who are curious about how to make informed decisions
while pursuing their own well-defined, long-term, responsible
consumption goals.
Making predictions is not enough! Effective data scientists know how
to explain and interpret their results, and communicate findings
accurately to stakeholders to inform business decisions.
Visualization is the field of research in computer science that studies
effective communication of quantitative results by linking perception,
cognition, and algorithms to exploit the enormous bandwidth of the
human visual cortex. In this course you will learn to recognize,
design, and use effective visualizations.
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Communication in the 21st Century Workplace

Communications
In today's fast-paced business environment, employees at all levels
find themselves being asked to handle more tasks, meet more
deadlines, take on more responsibilities, and adapt to more change.
Added to these challenges is the constantly shifting diversity of the
workplace, where coworkers cope with generational, gender, age
and cultural differences. Communication, both verbal and nonverbal,
is at the foundation of everything we do and say, and is especially
important in the 21st century workplace. The good news is that
communication is a learned skill, and can be improved upon with the
right training. The focus of this course is to heighten students’
awareness of workplace communication, and add new interpersonal
skills, with the end result of becoming a more competent
communicator overall. Target areas include: the process and
functions of communication, behavioral patterns, perceptions as
reality, verbal and nonverbal cues and behaviors, confidence,
assertiveness, tact, anger management, criticism and constructive
feedback, conflict resolution, team building, leadership, interviewing,
and communicating more effectively with technology (email, Skype,
texting, etc.).

Communication Sciences
Communication System Design

Communications
Computer Science
This course presents a top-down approach to communications
system design. The course will cover communication theory,
algorithms and implementation architectures for essential blocks in
modern physical-layer communication systems (coders and
decoders, filters, multi-tone modulation, synchronization subsystems). The course is hands-on, with a project component serving
as a vehicle for study of different communication techniques,
architectures and implementations. This year, the project is focused
on WLAN transceivers. At the end of the course, students will have
gone through the complete WLAN System-On-a-Chip design
process, from communication theory, through algorithm and
architecture all the way to the synthesized standard-cell RTL chip
representation.

Communications Studies 187: Journalistic Ethics

Philosophy

Community Change in Public Health

Health And Nutrition

Grade Results

Taught by Jim Newton, editor-at-large of the Los Angeles Times, this
course is an intensive examination of ethical and policy issues
arising from interaction of media institutions (print, film, broadcasting,
and new technologies) and societal institutions (Congress, federal
agencies, courts, Presidency, schools, churches, political action
groups, advertisers, and audiences). Winter 2010.
This course examines the community context of the changes needed
to promote the public’s health. In bringing about behavior change in
public health, we often focus on the individual mother, student, or
farmer. We should not forget the community structure and norms
constrain for encouraging individual health behaviors. This course
examines the community context of the changes needed to promote
the public’s health. We begin by examining the various definitions of
‘community’ and the processes by which we ‘diagnose’ or seek to
understand the structure and characteristics of different types of
communities.
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Cómo resolver problemas y tomar decisiones con
eficacia

Basic Skills

Comparative New Worlds, 1400-1750
Comparative Religion for Dummies

History
Philosophy
Bioinformatics

Comparing Genes, Proteins, and Genomes
(Bioinformatics III)

El pensamiento crítico (la aplicación de métodos científicos y del
razonamiento lógico) constituye la base para resolver problemas y
tomar decisiones con eficacia. El pensamiento crítico nos permite
evitar escollos frecuentes, verificar la validez de nuestras creencias
y suposiciones y corregir las distorsiones que pueden haberse
producido en nuestros procesos mentales. Con este curso
adquirirás la confianza para evaluar acertadamente los problemas,
sopesar soluciones alternativas y prever probables riesgos.
Aprenderás a usar el análisis, la síntesis y las preguntas positivas
para abordar problemas tanto individuales como organizacionales y
cultivarás el pensamiento crítico que se necesita en estos tiempos
turbulentos. Mediante estudios de caso y de situaciones en que se
han visto otros alumnos, se exploran modelos exitosos y métodos
de probada eficacia que son fácilmente reproducibles en el trabajo.

Competitive Strategy

Business

Compilers
Complete Adobe Premiere Pro Video Editing Course!

Computer Science
Design

Understanding Religion
After sequencing genomes, we would like to compare them. We will
see that dynamic programming is a powerful algorithmic tool when
we compare two genes (i.e., short sequences of DNA) or two
proteins. When we "zoom out" to compare entire genomes, we will
employ combinatorial algorithms.
In this six-week course you will learn how firms behave in situations
in which strategic decisions are interdependent, i.e. where my
actions affect my competitors' profits and vice versa. Using the basic
tools of game theory, we will analyze how firms choose strategies to
attain competitive advantage.

Want to learn how to edit your family or vacation videos? Feel
confused about everything Premiere Pro has to offer and don’t know
where to begin? This course will cover everything you need to know
so you can start and edit your videos using Premiere Pro. For the
past 14 years I have been working as a video producer, I produced,
shot and edited thousands of hours of video. from DIY projects, to
Online commercials and global events, you name it, chances are I've
done it. My course is built around the assumption that you, as a
beginner: Want to know only the tools you would use Don’t want to
learn all the windows and buttons premiere pro has to offer because
you will not use them. Don’t care about fancy terminology and last
but not least: the best way to learn something is seeing how it is
done. not just talking about it theoretically. That is why I built my
course around a real life example, and I take you through all the
steps I take in real time and explain everything to you. everything is
highly practical! no theory! In fact, if you read all the reviews of my
course they are actually saying the exact same thing. it concentrates
on the practical side of how edit using Premiere Pro. In this video
editing course, I will take you through the basic skills you need to
know for using Adobe Premiere Pro. You will learn: Adobe Premiere
Pro Overview How to Start a new Project How to Organize your
videos What Is the Timeline? Editing Audio in Premiere Pro Basic
Video Editing Tools Color correction and grading Adding Titles
Exporting and much much more! And all the Basic & Pro Editing
Tools you need to know to start video editing! So, if you like how this
sounds, get the course, and start learning how to edit video like a
pro using Adobe Premiere Pro!

Complete Algebra Course
Complete Claritas Investment Certificate

Grade Results

Mathematics
Finance

Learn all the essentials of Algebra in one course.
Get to grips with the Claritas Investment Certificate with leading prep
provider, Fitch Learning.
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Complete Game Asset Workflow - The Treasure Chest Design

Complete Game Asset Workflow: The Briefcase

Design

Complete Guitar System - Beginner to Advanced

Music

Grade Results

In this tutorial series, we take you through the entire workflow of a
treasure chest game asset from start to finish. We’ll be using Maya,
Zbrush, Photoshop and even 3D-Coat to produce a great looking
stylized treasure chest! We'll cover almost every step of the
workflow with multiple softwares and workflows, and it's sure to
propel your asset creation skills to the next level!
This tutorial series takes a complete look at modeling and
unwrapping a hard-surface prop, starting with creating a high poly of
this bomb-case asset. Then, we’ll make the low poly using quick
modifier stack shortcuts, discuss UV unwrapping, and explain the
important relationship between Normal maps, UVs, and Smoothing
groups.
Would You Like to Eliminate Every Struggle That You Are Faced
With When Starting to Play Guitar? This course is your "Free Pass"
to playing guitar. It is the most direct and to the point complete online
guitar course. Follow the Videos in the Exact Same Order and You
Will See a Huge Positive Change in Your Playing 220
Lectures/Videos with PDF Attchments 16 hours of video It's available
on a PC or MAC and there is a iPad and iPhone app ready to go!
(Android app is coming soon). Keeping track of which
videos(lectures) you have already watched is a breeze. Udemy has
a great way of keeping track of your completed lessons(lectures).
The entire course is organized in step-by-step easy to follow layout
The more you practice the better you will get. With the Right Practice
style you will be able to witness fast results! Erich's teachings are
different than all of the other online teachers. He has made it super
easy to be successful at playing guitar. All you have to do is follow
the videos in order and put together some good practice habits. Here
is what Renee Martin had to say about Erich's Course: See reviews
on right side. "WOW! 0 to 60 in 221 Lessons! I have learned soooo
much from Erich's lessons! I've had my guitar for less than 5 months
and I have such a firm foundation and core understanding of the
principles and techniques I need. The sky is the limit, If my fingers
can catch up to my brain. It will take a lot of practice, but thanks to
this Complete Guitar System, I KNOW WHAT to practice and HOW
(and why) to do it CORRECTLY!!! I'm on the continuum to being a
great guitar player, and I'm loving it!!! It's been a pleasure and I look
forward to revisiting many of the lessons since I get to keep them
FOREVER!! Thanks Erich for answering all my questions!! You
RAWK!" Who is this Guitar Course For? If you are a beginner then
this course is perfect for YOU! If you have tried to play guitar before
and quite.. then this course is perfect for YOU! If you have or do take
personal one-on-one guitar lessons with a guitar instructor and feel
like you are not getting the results you feel like you deserve than this
course is perfect for YOU! Erich's Guitar Videos, Ebooks, Online
Guitar Courses and Books Have Reached Millions of People All
Around the World. With More Than 30 Million Views on Youtube
alone Nearly 30 Years Experience in Teaching and Playing Over
125k Youtube Subscribers We all know you have to practice to
become better at guitar. Most teachers don't have a "plan" for
beginners to follow for them to see actual results. This course, and
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Complete High Speed Vedic Math

Music

Complete Web Development course in Arabic

Web Design

Complete Wordpress Training For Beginners

Web Design

Are you or your child struggling with Math? Would you like to have
fun with Math? If yes then this course is for you! Everything you
wanted to know about High-Speed Vedic Mathematics and more.
This course contains over 15 hours of material on the World's
Fastest Mental Arithmetic System and over a thousand solved
examples and exercises. This will keep you occupied for over 60
topics and will add to your Math Skills and give you the competitive
edge. This course has been authored by Gaurav Tekriwal the
President of The Vedic Math Forum India, which contains examples
presented in detail and the methods explained beautifully. The
methods have been explained in over 3 different ways through white
board demonstrations, computer presentations and animations. The
Vedic Math course is sought after in the academic circuit and has
been made after the author's long experience of teaching over 4
million students in the subject across the globe. Can you multiply
998 x 997 in five seconds? Learn High Speed Vedic Mathematics
which will enable you to calculate much faster compared to the
conventional system. You will be able to do seemingly difficult
calculations like 998 x 997 in split seconds which will make a
remarkable difference to your confidence and self esteem. Your
calculation skills will improve, you will be able to perform better and
you will exuberate confidence which will blow people away. The
scope of the area which Vedic Mathematics covers is much larger
than the other systems. Through Vedic Math you can do calculations
in Arithmetic, Algebra and even Trigonometry for that matter and
simplify and speed up calculations. The results are for you to see
and people love us across the globe for adding value to them and
their children. How High Speed Vedic Math can help you · More than
1500% times faster than normal Math: this makes it the World's
Fastest. · Eradicates fear of Math completely. So If your child has
Math-Phobia High Speed Vedic Math is a Fun-Filled way to do Math
and arises interest in your child. · Much Improved Academic
Performance in School and Instant Results. Just see the first
exercise and believe it for yourself. Go over the examples given in
the tutorials you would be amazed. · Sharpens your mind, increases
mental agility and intelligence. · Increases your speed and accuracy.
Become a Mental Calculator yourself. · Improves memory and
boosts self confidence. · Cultivates an Interest in you for numbers. ·
Develops your left and right sides of your brain hence using intuition
Gain all the knowledge you need in order to become a Web
Developer, create you own website or work as a Web Developer

Our course in Wordpress has been designed from a beginners
perspective to provide a step by step guide from ground up to going
live with your Wordpress website. It not only covers the conceptual
framework of a wordpress based system but also covers the
practical aspects of building a modern website or a blog. This is
surely a "How To Guide on Wordpress" and after this course you will
be able to build your own professional websites for your business or
for your self. You will start with Wordpress building blocks and
Installation and follow it with the theory of Content Management. You
will then learn the major building blocks of the Wordpress Admin
Panel. The next unit will teach you about Posts, pages and Forums.
Plugin Management is the next unit which will teach you to add cool
galleries and videos to your Website or Blog. You will also get to
know about SEO and Meta tags. The last unit will be about themes
which makes your site looks professional and give it the design you
like. You will also learn to create your own themes. We are sure you
will be a Wordpress Guru after this course.

Grade Results
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Completing Your Outdoor Photography with
Landscape Filters

Photography
Our course in Wordpress has been designed from a beginners
perspective to provide a step by step guide from ground up to going
live with your Wordpress website. It not only covers the conceptual
framework of a wordpress based system but also covers the
practical aspects of building a modern website or a blog. This is
surely a "How To Guide on Wordpress" and after this course you will
be able to build your own professional websites for your business or
for your self. You will start with Wordpress building blocks and
Installation and follow it with the theory of Content Management. You
will then learn the major building blocks of the Wordpress Admin
Panel. The next unit will teach you about Posts, pages and Forums.
Plugin Management is the next unit which will teach you to add cool
galleries and videos to your Website or Blog. You will also get to
know about SEO and Meta tags. The last unit will be about themes
which makes your site looks professional and give it the design you
like. You will also learn to create your own themes. We are sure you
will be a Wordpress Guru after this course.

Complex Analysis
Composición de canciones

Mathematics
Literature

Composing Counterpoint

Music

Aprende un proceso eficiente y efectivo para escribir canciones que
expresen tus ideas y emociones, incluyendo una gama de
herramientas que giren alrededor del concepto de prosodia; la
adecuación de letra y música para apoyar tu mensaje subyacente.

There is one thing all great classical composers and jazz/pop
arrangers have in common: they have a good working knowledge of
counterpoint. In this course, you will learn everything you need to
write proper, academic counterpoint. In addition, you'll learn some
cool contrapuntal tricks like inversion and imitation. This course is
suitable for both complete beginners to composition and advanced
musicians/composers who find they are lacking in counterpoint
knowledge. The only prerequisite is that you should be able to read
music notation. This course is particularly useful for pop/jazz
musicians. In these genres, people with proper contrapuntal skills
can be hard to come by, so by learning these skills you can put
yourself apart from the crowd. For almost every lecture, there will be
one or more exercises. These exercises can be sent to the instructor
in order to have them checked personally. (!) This is a rare feature
for online courses. If you are currently following composition in
university, this course can be a great help since it provides a clear
overview of the topic and you can get your homework checked by
the instructor before you hand it in.

Compositing with Premiere Pro CS5.5

Film Studies
Adobe Premiere Pro CS5.5 is primarily a nonlinear editing system
designed for fast cutting of multiple media types, but it is also an
advanced special effects and compositing tool. In this course,
master editor Maxim Jago describes the tools and options available
to create complex compositions using just Premiere Pro, without
involving After Effects or Photoshop. Learn how to adjust opacity,
use garbage mattes and track mattes, and create nested sequences,
as well as how to work with chroma keys, luma keys, and the Ultra
Keyer. Maxim shares all the techniques necessary to layer multiple
media elements and produce advanced sequences as compositions.

Grade Results
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Comprehensive Adobe Photoshop

Design
This comprehensive Adobe Photoshop training course will teach you
how to design and customize professional images using the world's
most popular image editing application, specifically you will learn:
how to remove an image's background, create drop shadows,
remove red eyes from a photograph, and much more! Upon
completion of the course you will receive a certificate of completion.
This course finishes up with designing a great looking book cover in
a project based tutorial. This series starts with Photoshop basics and
moves into utilizing advanced design techniques. Each video in the
course focuses on working with practical projects, so you can use
these lessons either as a first time student or as a reference point for
more experienced designers.

Comprehensive Microsoft Excel

Business
Learning Microsoft Excel has never been more important. No matter
what industry you may work in, being able to create functional
spreadsheets is no longer optional, it's required. Upon completing
the course you will receive an official certificate of completion. Some
of the benefits to this Edutechional course are: Project based
tutorials - This means that you won't be wasting time on the theory
behind spreadsheet development, you will be able to jump right in
and learn how to build practical worksheets. Comprehensive series Whether you are a beginning level student or you have been using
Excel for years, this course offers a full suite of tutorials that can
supply you with tools that will help you in your job immediately.
Experienced instructor - The instructor for this course, Jordan
Hudgens, has been teaching users all over the world how to design,
manage and improve Excel worksheets for the past decade, and in
this course you will get access to a wealth of knowledge!

Comprehensive Microsoft PowerPoint

Business
This comprehensive Microsoft PowerPoint training course will teach
you how to design and customize professional presentations using
the world's most popular presentation application, specifically you
will learn: how to create custom templates, use transitions,
incorporate images, add style elements, and much more! I focus on
teaching the key functionalities that I use on a daily basis for work,
so this is a shorter course, however it will give you a great
foundation for how to develop great looking presentations, and can
also be used as a reference as you design your own PowerPoint
documents. Upon completion of the course you will receive a
certificate of completion. Microsoft PowerPoint is the world's most
utilized presentation application, and being able to use it proficiently
could be key to your career advancement. I personally use it on a
daily basis and regularly utilize these techniques.

Comprehensive Microsoft Word

Business
This comprehensive Microsoft Word training course will teach you
how to design and customize professional documents using the
world's most popular word processing application, specifically you
will learn: how to customize header and footers, automatically create
bibliographies, how to design professional resumes, advanced
formatting techniques, and much more! Upon completion of the
course you will receive a certificate of completion. Microsoft Word is
the world's most utilized word processor, and being able to use it
proficiently could be key to your career advancement. I personally
use it on a daily basis and regularly utilize these techniques.

Comprehensive PPC Training: Learn Adwords &
Facebook Ads

Grade Results

Marketing

Learn the ins and outs of PPC (pay-per-click) and digital marketing.
This comprehensive course covers everything you need to know
about Google Adwords and Facebook Ads. As a bonus, we'll also
cover Google Analytics fundamentals as well as powerful Google
Analytics reports. We'll also understand how to setup and run an A/B
test (with a clear hypothesis) using Optimizely.
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Compressor 2.1 Essential Training

Film Studies

Compressor 3 Essential Training

Film Studies

Compressor 3 Essential Training
Compressor 3.5 Essential Training

Photography
Film Studies

Learn the ins and outs of PPC (pay-per-click) and digital marketing.
This comprehensive course covers everything you need to know
about Google Adwords and Facebook Ads. As a bonus, we'll also
cover Google Analytics fundamentals as well as powerful Google
Analytics reports. We'll also understand how to setup and run an A/B
test (with a clear hypothesis) using Optimizely.
Learn the ins and outs of PPC (pay-per-click) and digital marketing.
This comprehensive course covers everything you need to know
about Google Adwords and Facebook Ads. As a bonus, we'll also
cover Google Analytics fundamentals as well as powerful Google
Analytics reports. We'll also understand how to setup and run an A/B
test (with a clear hypothesis) using Optimizely.

Designed for experienced video compressionists and those new to
the field, Compressor 3.5 Essential Training takes a look at the new
features available in this important Final Cut Studio application.
Apple Certified Instructor Jeff I. Greenberg covers the complete
workflow, as well as key compression concepts, from transcoding to
codec types. He also explores the new batch template and autodetection features of this version. Jeff teaches how to determine the
correct compression settings for any job, including how to compress
video for the iPhone, PowerPoint, and the web. He also shows how
to use the new droplets to speed up any workflow. Exercise files
accompany this course.
Compressor 4 Essential Training
Compressor 4 Essential Training

Photography
Film Studies
Designed for experienced video compressionists and those new to
the field, Compressor 3.5 Essential Training takes a look at the new
features available in this important Final Cut Studio application.
Apple Certified Instructor Jeff I. Greenberg covers the complete
workflow, as well as key compression concepts, from transcoding to
codec types. He also explores the new batch template and autodetection features of this version. Jeff teaches how to determine the
correct compression settings for any job, including how to compress
video for the iPhone, PowerPoint, and the web. He also shows how
to use the new droplets to speed up any workflow. Exercise files
accompany this course.

Compressor 4.1 Essential Training

Film Studies
Discover how to compress video and get it ready for publishing in
Compressor, and learn about key compression concepts, from
transcoding to codec types. In this course, author Jeff Greenberg
explores the batch template and auto-detection features in
Compressor. He also teaches you how to determine the correct
compression settings for any job, including how to compress video
for DVDs and Blu-ray, the iPhone, PowerPoint, and web destinations
like YouTube, Facebook, and Vimeo. Plus, learn how to use the new
droplets to speed up any workflow. This course was created by
RHED Pixel. We are honored to host this training in our library.

Compressor Essential Training
Compressor Essential Training

Grade Results

Photography
Film Studies
Compressor Essential Training with Sean Blumenthal was
developed for viewers who want to get started using Apple's
Compressor -- the full-featured video and audio compression
application bundled with Final Cut Pro 4 & DVD Studio Pro 2. Learn
how to take your footage, whether it's a DV file or straight from Final
Cut Pro, and compress it for DVD or the Web. Discover how
Compressor takes the pain and guesswork out of media
compression with it's excellent presets. Sean leads the way through
Compressor's various windows, and will have you transcoding your
own movies with ease.
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Computability Theory of and with Scheme

Computer Science
6.844 is a graduate introduction to programming theory, logic of
programming, and computability, with the programming language
Scheme used to crystallize computability constructions and as an
object of study itself. Topics covered include: programming and
computability theory based on a term-rewriting, "substitution" model
of computation by Scheme programs with side-effects; computation
as algebraic manipulation: Scheme evaluation as algebraic
manipulation and term rewriting theory; paradoxes from selfapplication and introduction to formal programming semantics;
undecidability of the Halting Problem for Scheme; properties of
recursively enumerable sets, leading to Incompleteness Theorems
for Scheme equivalences; logic for program specification and
verification; and Hilbert's Tenth Problem.

Computational Biology
Computational Functional Genomics

Science
Science
The course focuses on casting contemporary problems in systems
biology and functional genomics in computational terms and
providing appropriate tools and methods to solve them. Topics
include genome structure and function, transcriptional regulation,
and stem cell biology in particular; measurement technologies such
as microarrays (expression, protein-DNA interactions, chromatin
structure); statistical data analysis, predictive and causal inference,
and experiment design. The emphasis is on coupling problem
structures (biological questions) with appropriate computational
approaches.

Computational Investing Part 1
Computational Investing, Part I

Computer Science
Computer Science

Computational Models of Discourse

Computer Science

Find out how modern electronic markets work, why stock prices
change in the ways they do, and how computation can help our
understanding of them. Build algorithms and visualizations to inform
investing practice.
This course is a graduate level introduction to automatic discourse
processing. The emphasis will be on methods and models that have
applicability to natural language and speech processing. The class
will cover the following topics: discourse structure, models of
coherence and cohesion, plan recognition algorithms, and text
segmentation. We will study symbolic as well as machine learning
methods for discourse analysis. We will also discuss the use of
these methods in a variety of applications ranging from dialogue
systems to automatic essay writing. This subject qualifies as an
Artificial Intelligence and Applications concentration subject.

Computational Neuroscience

Bioinformatics

Computer Architecture
Computer Architecture

Computer Science
Computer Science

Computer Basics
Computer Communications and Networks

Computer Science
Computer Science

Grade Results

Understanding how the brain works is one of the fundamental
challenges in science today. This course will introduce you to basic
computational techniques for analyzing, modeling, and
understanding the behavior of cells and circuits in the brain. You do
not need to have any prior background in neuroscience to take this
course
In this course, you will learn to design the computer architecture of
complex modern microprocessors.
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Computer Language Engineering (SMA 5502)

Computer Science
6.035 is a course within the department's "Computer Systems and
Architecture" concentration. This course analyzes issues associated
with the implementation of high-level programming languages.
Topics covered include: fundamental concepts, functions, and
structures of compilers, basic program optimization techniques, the
interaction of theory and practice, and using tools in building
software. The course features a multi-person project on design and
implementation of a compiler that is written in Java® and generates
MIPS executable machine code. This course is worth 8 Engineering
Design Points.This course was also taught as part of the SingaporeMIT Alliance (SMA) programme as course number SMA 5502
(Computer Language Engineering).

Computer Literacy for the Mac

Computer Science
In Computer Literacy for the Mac, author Garrick Chow walks
through the skills necessary to use Mac computers comfortably,
while improving learning, productivity, and performance. This course
focuses on the Apple Mac OS X operating system and offers a
thorough introduction to computers, networks, and computer
peripherals such as printers, digital cameras, and more. In addition,
basic procedures with software applications, the Internet, and email
are covered. Exercise file accompany the course.This course also
includes chapter-level assessments for use as instructional aides.
To download the assessments, click the following link: Computer
Literacy Assessments. The file contains an assessment movie,
chapter-level assessments, and answer keys.

Computer Literacy for Windows

Business
In Computer Literacy for Windows , author Garrick Chow walks
through the skills necessary to use computers comfortably, while
improving learning, productivity, and performance. This course
focuses on the Microsoft Windows operating system and offers a
thorough introduction to computers, networks, and computer
peripherals such as printers, digital cameras, and more. In addition,
basic procedures with software applications, the Internet, and email
are covered. Exercise files accompany the course. This course also
includes chapter-level assessments for use as instructional aides.
To download the assessments, click the following link: Computer
Literacy Assessments. The file contains an assessment movie,
chapter-level assessments, and answer keys.

Computer Networks

Computer Science
How does the global network infrastructure work and what are the
design principles on which it is based? In what ways are these
design principles compromised in practice? How do we make it work
better in today's world? How do we ensure that it will work well in the
future in the face of rapidly growing scale and heterogeneity? And
how should Internet applications be written, so they can obtain the
best possible performance both for themselves and for others using
the infrastructure? These are some issues that are grappled with in
this course. The course will focus on the design, implementation,
analysis, and evaluation of large-scale networked systems. Topics
include internetworking philosophies, unicast and multicast routing,
congestion control, network quality of service, mobile networking,
router architectures, network-aware applications, content
dissemination systems, network security, and performance issues.
Material for the course will be drawn from research papers, industry
white papers, and Internet RFCs.

Grade Results
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Computer Privacy and Security Essential Training
(2006)

Computer Science
The Internet is an unmatched resource for home, education, and
business. And no matter where and how you are using the Internet, it
is critical that you protect your privacy and security while you are
online. Computer Privacy & Security Essential Training is a moviebased tutorial designed for both novice and experienced Windows or
Macintosh users who want to avoid the varied security issues
plaguing most Internet-connected computers. Instructor Patrick
Crispen shows you how to effectively resolve most of your
computer's vulnerabilities, covering physical security, malware, the
hidden tracking features in Microsoft Office, and the five things you
must do each week to minimize the chances that your computer will
be compromised.

Computer Science
Computer Sc - Introduction To Problem Solving &
Programming
Computer Sc - Principles of Programming Languages Computer Science

Computer Science
Computer Science
Computer Science
Computer Science 101

Lecture Series on Programming Languages by Dr.S.Arun Kumar,
Department of Computer Science & Engineering ,IIT Delhi.

Computer Science
Computer Science

Computer Security

Computer Science

Computer Skills And Literacy
Computer Vision: From 3D Reconstruction to Visual
Recognition
Computer Vision: The Fundamentals

Social Sciences
Computer Science

Computer-Aided Design (CAD)
Computing for Data Analysis

Engineering
Computer Science

Concepts in Game Development

Computer Science

Grade Results

Lectures by Prof. Deepak GuptarnDepartment of Computer Science
and Engineering rnIIT Kanpur

Computer Science

CS101 teaches the essential ideas of Computer Science for a zeroprior-experience audience. The course uses small coding
experiments in the browser to play with the nature of computers,
understanding their strengths and limitations. Sign up for the "To be
announced" session to be notified by email when the class is next
run, and sign up for "Self-Study" to start browsing the class materials
right away. Self-Study mode makes all the videos and assignments
available to be done at your own pace, but without a certificate of
completion at the end.
Learn how to design secure systems and write secure code.

In this course, we will study the concepts and algorithms behind
some of the remarkable successes of computer vision - capabilities
such as face detection, handwritten digit recognition, reconstructing
three-dimensional models of cities and more.

This course is about learning the fundamental computing skills
necessary for effective data analysis. You will learn to program in R
and to use R for reading data, writing functions, making informative
graphs, and applying modern statistical methods.
Explore key ideas in game design, programming, architecture, game
engines, player experience and game AI.
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Concepts in Game Development (GamesDev)

Computer Science
There are lots of different skills that go into game development. This
course is about key technical concepts in game development, and
has been developed for people of many different backgrounds and
skills. Some programming experience would be nice but is not
required. We start by looking at the central role of game design and
common development processes used in the industry. You will see
how game software can be broken into parts that work together, and
in particular the idea of game engines. We’ll explore the relationship
between game design, balance and player experience. Lastly we’ll
look at enhancing player experience though the use of AI
techniques. Clinton taught himself to program at an early age so that
he could write his own games, and he thinks everyone is like that!
Clinton has a background in applied science and biomedical
engineering, a PhD in artificial intelligence, and industry experience
in software engineering and data mining. He has worked as a lead
software developer, researcher and consultant in various fields. For
over 10 years Clinton has been a lecturer in Computer Science and
Software Engineering at Swinburne University of Technology in
Melbourne, Australia, where among other topics, he teaches Games
Programming and Artificial Intelligence for Games.

conceptual art
Conditionals & Control Flow

Arts
Computer Science

Conditionals in JavaScript | Codecademy

Computer Science

Conflict Management

Business

Conflict Management Capstone Project

Basic Skills

Conflict Resolution Fundamentals
Conflict Resolution Skills

Communications
Basic Skills

Grade Results

In this course, we'll learn how to create programs that generate
different outcomes based on user input!
Conditional logic is a fundamental building block of learning to code.
Learn to write code that takes different actions based on different
conditions.
In this Specialization, you’ll learn to strengthen your personal and
professional relationships by constructively addressing conflicts
between individuals and within organizations. You’ll build skills
specifically aimed at managing intercultural conflicts in today’s global
society, and you’ll explore how competing interests and goals, power
imbalances, and other factors influence the nature of conflict and
management strategies. In the final Capstone Project, you’ll analyze
a specific conflict and outline an approach to management and
resolution.
The capstone project is designed to give you the opportunity to apply
what you've learned in Types of Conflict, Conflict Resolution, and
Intercultural Communication and Conflict Resolution. In this course
you will prepare a conflict management portfolio illustrating the
nature of a specific conflict, the different roles of participants in the
conflict and the significance of those roles, the perceived
incompatible goals, power imbalances, and communication skills
needed for the effective management of the conflict.

Resolving conflict in a positive manner is a skill than can be
developed and practiced. Being heard can be one of the most
important goals of someone engaged in conflict. Knowing how to
listen and deploy appropriate communication tactics is determinative
of whether a conflict will have a positive or negative resolution.
Examine listening skills, appropriate and strategic verbal and nonverbal communication skills, and how to assemble a conflict
management plan likely to yield positive resolutions.
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Confronting Gender Based Violence: Global Lessons
for Healthcare Workers

Basic Skills

Confronting Gender Based Violence: Global Lessons
with Case Studies from India

Basic Skills

This course introduces participants from the health care sector to
gender based violence (GBV), including global epidemiology of
GBV, health outcomes, seminal research, policy and ethical
guidelines, and clinical best practices for GBV prevention, support
and management.

Confronting The Big Questions: Highlights of
Modern Astronomy

Science

An introduction to the most modern astronomy's most important
questions. The four sections of the course are Planets and Life in
The Universe; The Life of Stars; Galaxies and Their Environments;
The History of The Universe.

Congressional Politics
Constitutional Law

Social Sciences
Law

Constitutional Struggles in the Muslim World

Social Sciences

Construct 2 Mobile Monetization

Marketing

This course introduces participants from the healthcare sector to
gender-based violence (GBV), including global epidemiology of
GBV; health outcomes; seminal research; policy and ethical
guidelines; and clinical best practices for GBV prevention, support
and management. We will provide a core curriculum, and then
provide supplemental lectures that contextualize that content with
specific examples and programs from around the world. A core
curriculum introduces learners to a global perspective on gender
based violence (GBV), including a review of the new WHO
guidelines on responding to violence with Dr. Claudia GarciaMoreno. Our supplemental modules will then expand on the core
material by highlighting special populations, countries and programs
that focus on many of these topics.

An introduction to the main themes of the American Constitution—
popular sovereignty, separation of powers, federalism, and rights—
and to basic techniques of constitutional interpretation.
Learn what motivates the restive Muslim youth from Tunis to Tehran,
what political positions Islamists from Mali to Chechnya are fighting
for, where the seeming obsession with Islamic law comes from,
where the secularists have vanished to, and whether it makes sense
to speak of an Islamic state.

This course was designed to take the guess work out of adding
banner and full screen ads to your mobile games created with
Construct 2 and CocoonJS. The course starts out by explaining how
to setup your games to run on most screen resolutions, and then
migrates into setting up mobiles ads from MoPub and Admob. All of
this is possible by using the CocoonJS object in Construct 2 and the
Ludei Cloud Compiler. Here are some thoughts from other users. --------------------------------- This is a fantastic course! I was fortunate
enough to be asked to help Ed evaluate the course, and I have to
say I found it very useful. Ed takes you through each topic step by
step, and the information is all presented in a way that's very easy to
follow. The presentation style is relaxed and friendly, the information
provided is detailed and comprehensive. And considering the
potential return you could make after learning this information, $29 is
a great price! -----------------------------------------------Luckily I have been
one of the chosen guys, which could already have a look on that
course before releasing. It was an absolutely great guideline to the
whole process of making money through banner ads. I´m not a
native english speaker, but that was never a problem during the
whole length of the movies. Ed really explains stuff very
uncomplicated! Great work! ---------------------------------------------- I don't
think I ever would've gotten Ads working in my Apps if I hadn't
watched these...Thanks Ed!! ---------------------------------------------- I
have lucky enough to be chosen to beta test the course and it is a
great one! I am a complete beginner that knew nothing about
publishing outside of my experience with Wii U, and now I feel
confident that I can take my business beyond supporting just one
platform.

Grade Results
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Constructive Classroom Conversations: Mastering
Language for the Common Core State Standards

Education

Contagious: How Things Catch On

Marketing

This short course looks closely at student-to-student discourse and
addresses how to facilitate student engagement in the types of
interactions required by the new standards. It organizes a massive
collaboration of educators who wish to support students, particularly
English Language Learners, to co-create and build upon each
other’s ideas as they interact with the content.

Ever wondered why some things become popular, and other don't?
Why some products becomes hits while others flop? Why some
ideas take off while others languish? This course explains how
things catch on and helps you apply these ideas to be more effective
at home, school, and work. You'll learn how to make ideas stick, how
to increase your influence, how to generate more word of mouth,
and how to use the power of social networks to spread information
and influence. By the end of this course, you'll have a better
understanding of how to craft contagious content, build stickier
messages, and get any product, idea, or behavior to catch on.
Contemporary Architecture

Architecture

Contemporary Art
Contemporary India

Design
History

Contemporary Political Thought
Contemporary World History on the Internet
Contemporary World History/현대세계사의
이해/숙명여대 역사문화학과/2012년도 1학기
Content Marketing for B2B Enterprises

Social Sciences
History
History

Have you seen the world through the eyes of an architect? What
would you do to make our buildings, cities and environment better?
Take this journey through contemporary architecture and learn how
to build a better world.

This course presents some important vignettes of a complex, highly
diverse India that is also witnessing unprecedented changes since
its formal independence in 1947 from Great Britain. The lectures
revolve around social dimensions of change, the continuing
influence of ancient texts on contemporary India, political
democracy, economic transition from the state to the market, gender
relations, India's economic globalisation and changing world view.
현대세계사의 이해/숙명여대/2012년 2학기
Understanding of Contemporary World History

Marketing
Interested in content marketing, particularly for B2B products? In this
course, we will go through the complete, 4-step content marketing
process used by Organic Marketing Analytics both with clients and in
our own efforts to drive B2B lead generation efforts. In this course,
we'll answer questions like: How to get inside the mind of your
market, and build content that really interests them, even it you're in
a boring industry How to wire together blogs, offers, outreach,
metrics and more to build a content marketing system that can
systematically improve over time What types of content to produce,
and what channels to use to promote it How to manage a content
creation calendar, even if you're not a journalist How to find
promotional channels and influencers that are interested in your
content How to tool your process for measurement What products
and services we use today to get results The course is structured in
19 video lessons. Each will take around 5 minutes. The entire course
clocks in around 35 minutes. So, if you have an hour, you can knock
this out over lunch! Once you've completed the course, check out
other resources we've developed at OMA's content marketing
resources area.

Grade Results
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Content Marketing for Small Business

Marketing
Content Marketing for Small Business. Have you heard the phrase
CONTENT IS KING? Most likely you did! Everyone is talking about
how content is so important but... have you ever wondered why
content is king? Why is it so important? Let's start your learning
journey right here... Depending on how old you are, you probably
remember that 10-15 years ago if you needed to do a research you
had to travel to a library to get the information. Why? Right, because
the world's largest companies like GOOGLE, YOUTUBE, YAHOO,
FACEBOOK and TWITTER simply didn't exist. And ...one thing all
these companies have in common is ...INFORMATION. Today we
have an entire world of information at our fingertips. Forget about
libraries, just google it. Do you see where I am going? So, now you
know why content is king, CONTENT is KING because it's the
information age! You can easily tell your story by way of content;
write a blog post with a personal touch, create a video showing your
daily grind. By being transparent to your followers, you will likely gain
and even greater audience by making known who you are and what
you want to accomplish with your business. So...Content is King
because it makes easy for other people to spread your message and
share it. This course aims to illustrate the processes behind a
successful content generation. We will show you how to integrate
content marketing into your day-to-day marketing. You will learn with
this course that when you create content with people in mind and
they find value in, they will share it. They will share your blog, your
story, your videos etc. By the end of this Content Marketing Crash
Course you'll learn the fundamentals of content marketing and will
be able to implement the right strategies for your organization.
Remember! Creating high-value content is good, but creating highvalue content strategically is even better! For more information on
how to create a rock-solid marketing strategy for your business hit
the 'ENROL' button and start learning content marketing right away.
The course is easy to chew, as its structured in 8 video lessons.
Each will take around 5-10 minutes. The entire course clocks in
around 1 hour. P.S. Regards the content sharing...find this lovely
quote below: “In today’s marketplace, knowledge itself is not power,
but the sharing of knowledge is.” - Michael R. Hunter

Grade Results
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Please read the Sections of this description to fully understand all
the benefits you get by ordering this Content Marketing Course:
Section 1: What will you learn here? Section 2: Bonuses for ordering
the Course. What extras do you get? Section 3: Success Stories for
this Course (while it was in the making) Section 1: These days, when
I talk to new people and tell them that I do content marketing
trainings, the conversation always goes in one of three possible
directions: 1. they want to know if they should pick ads / or / content
marketing 2. they want to know why their content doesn't perform at
all (and why for others it works) 3. they want to know how to start
doing content marketing and ask me for advice on how to get
started. I said that instead of going on and asking $5,000 to $10,000
for the consulting and training of their teams, as I usually do, I'd just
go ahead and make a MasterClass for Content Marketing, in the
form of a MOOC (Massive Open Online Course). We'll call it the
Squirrly Academy, and it will answer all of these questions. Plus, it
will show you how to get up and running with content that will
perform unreasonably well on both search and social media. I
thought you might be interested in hearing about this, as you also
probably have one of these questions at the present moment Best
regards, Florin Section 2: Bonuses for ordering the Course. What
extras do you get? 1) You will get a PERSONAL CONSULTING
session with the Teacher of this MasterClass 2) The CTO of Squirrly
will personally make you an SEO Audit of your site and help you fix
the structure of your wordpress site (must be a wordpress selfhosted site). - Fix Security - Fix Speed (up to 100/100 in Pingdom) Fix Cache - Fix Structure of the whole site (SEO) - Fix CSS and
Javascript erros - Repair Broken Links You will get this for free if you
order the Content Marketing Course. (it costs $200 on our site) Note
that Squirrly offers Content Marketing That Works to over 400,000
people (over 450,000 downloads on the Wordpress Directory) 3)
Three Months of PRO Subscription to Squirrly (only for new
customers) 4) Downloadable Slides + Workfiles for this course, that
will help you build up your very own Content Marketing Strategy 5) 5
Articles or Pages on your website Optimized (SEO and for Humans)
by a writer from Squirrly Section 3: Success Stories for this Course
You can read about the Success Stories that happened for people
taking this course. Read about the Early Success You can also
check it out by clicking Preview to the last item in the Lessons list for

Content Marketing: Squirrly Academy

Marketing

Content Strategy for Professionals 1: Engaging
Audiences for Your Organization

Education

Content Strategy for Professionals 2: Expanding
Your Content’s Impact and Reach

Marketing

Content Strategy for Professionals 3: Capstone
Project

Marketing

The Capstone Project will let you demonstrate all that you have
learned throughout the Content Strategy MOOCs. It is an exciting
learning experience that takes you through developing an effective
Content Strategy package to meaningfully understand its scope and
impact.

Content Strategy for Professionals: Capstone Project

Business

The Capstone Project will let you demonstrate all that you have
learned throughout the Content Strategy Specialization. It is an
exciting learning experience that takes you through developing an
effective Content Strategy package to meaningfully understand its
scope and impact.

Content Strategy for Professionals: Engaging
Audiences for Your Organization

Business

Grade Results

The Content Strategy MOOC is for professionals at all levels of a forprofit, non-profit, volunteer or government organization who want to
significantly improve their abilities to understand audiences and
develop strategic words, pictures, graphics, and videos to convey
their organization’s most important goals.
Professionals at all levels of an organization will learn the best ways
to grow an audience they want and need by smartly implementing
their important, strategic stories and information.

This professional Content Strategy MOOC is for people anywhere in
an organization who have content development experience and now
want to significantly improve their abilities to understand audiences
and develop strategic words, pictures, graphics, and videos to
convey their organization’s most important goals.
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Content Strategy for Professionals: Ensuring Your
Content's Impact

Marketing

Content Strategy for Professionals: Expanding Your
Content’s Reach

Marketing

Content Strategy for Professionals: Managing
Content

Marketing

Content, Advertising & Social IMC

Marketing

In the fourth course of the Content Strategy Specialization - Ensuring
Your Content's Impact - you will look at visual communication and
the ways you can be more effective with your font choices,
photography, and video. You'll also dive deeper into social
communities to help you understand how these communities form
and what you can do to build your role within them. The last module
is pivotal for Content Strategists. It will help you to understand how
best to measure your content to maximize its effectiveness relative
to the time you commit to it.
In this, the third Content Strategy course, participants will learn
actionable ways to grow internal and external audiences. They will
deepen their understanding about those target individuals and will
use a host of known and emerging tools and social networks to
meaningfully reach them. As its name makes clear, this course will
expand your content's impact and reach.

In the second course of the Content Strategy Specialization "Managing Content" - you will dive deeper into Content Strategy by
learning some great options for managing your important content
once it's been created. You will look at media platforms and how
best to tell an organization’s “content story” across those platforms
using a human-centered design. Then, you'll take a close look at
ways to best utilize social and mobile media, as well as some of the
issues around insourcing/outsourcing content. Finally, you'll get an
inside look at how legal issues associated with Content Strategy are
handled in companies large and small around the globe.

Want your content to go viral? Who doesn't! It takes a thoughtful,
integrated approach to make content that stands out in our
increasingly oversaturated world. In this fourth course of the Social
Marketing Specialization - "Content, Advertising & Social IMC" - you
will learn how marketers are successfully navigating today's media
landscape. You will learn why developing engaging content for your
audience is an essential component in effective social marketing. A
panel of experts will unlock the paid/owned/earned media riddle and
replace it with an integrated who/what/where approach that utilizes
platform-specific messaging to grow your market share. This course
also includes an overview of the integrated marketing
communications strategy for social and how it is being deployed
around the globe, as well as gamification tips to keep your
audiences coming back for more. In addition, you will learn the
secrets to advertising on Facebook and other social sites.
Continental Philosophy Seminar
Continuum Electromechanics

Philosophy
Physics

Study Continental Philosophy in depth together
This course focuses on laws, approximations and relations of
continuum electromechanics. Topics include mechanical and
electromechanical transfer relations, statics and dynamics of
electromechanical systems having a static equilibrium,
electromechanical flows, and field coupling with thermal and
molecular diffusion. Also covered are electrokinetics, streaming
interactions, application to materials processing,
magnetohydrodynamic and electrohydrodynamic pumps and
generators, ferrohydrodynamics, physiochemical systems, heat
transfer, continuum feedback control, electron beam devices, and
plasma dynamics. Acknowledgements The instructor would like to
thank Xuancheng Shao and Anyang Hou for transcribing into LaTeX
the problem set solutions and exam solutions, respectively.

Contract Law: From Trust to Promise to Contract

Grade Results

Law

Contracts are a part of our everyday life, arising in collaboration,
trust, promise and credit. How are contracts formed? What makes a
contract enforceable? What happens when one party breaks a
promise?
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Control of Mobile Robots

Computer Science

Conversational English Skills

Foreign Language

Conversational Spanish I: Spanish basic sentence
patterns

Foreign Language

Grade Results

Learn about how to make mobile robots move in effective, safe,
predictable, and collaborative ways using modern control theory.
Learn how to effectively communicate in English and improve your
conversational language skills.
Learning a second language is a highly complex, time consuming
and costly process, mainly due to three factors: 1 - the broad range
of communicational situations the learner is exposed to. 2 - the many
separate, but interrelated factors that the speaker must be aware of,
to produce a speech, i.e. phonetic, grammar, semantic, context,
goals, strategies, body language and so on. 3 - the language
vagueness, i.e. and by vagueness we mean the different meanings
a phrase can have depending on the context it has been used in.
Frustration, dropout without completion, low self-esteem, longer
timelines and higher costs are among the consequences of taking
the wrong approach to learn a foreign language. The good news is
there is another way to quickly and effectively learn a second
language. You usually hear people saying that they can understand
a lot more than they can speak. Do you know why? Well, language is
a skill and not information. The only way you can develop a skill is by
practicing and in this case that means repetition. You can be
presented with information in form of grammar or explanations of
sentence patterns and you can learn it, but that is only awareness,
now you can recognize phrases or pattern or word sequences, but
you cannot produce. The only way to develop your conversational
skills is overlearning, i.e., repeating patterns until they are embedded
into your subconscious mind. Repetition is the key to become fluent
in a second language and that is what this course is about: to make
you a fluent Spanish speaker We keep the grammar at the lowest
level and focus on overlearning. We will teach you how to become
fluent in Spanish in no time. Remember that to speak like a native
doesn’t mean to sound like a native but to think like a native. A
native doesn’t need to think about what they need to say, they think
about how to achieve their communication goals and they don’t need
to think about which words to use, that is subconscious. That is the
main objective of the course, to make you think like a native Spanish
speaker. This one is the first part of a series of courses that we will
release in the near future. The course is divided into 5 sections:
1.Spanish pronunciation 2.Basic grammar 3.Spanish irregular verbs
4.Basic sentences and useful phrases 5.Basic dialog with repetition-,
substitution- and response drills. If you are in any of the following
situations, then this course is definitely for you: - You need to learn to
communicate in Spanish in no time to boost your professional
career. - You are learning Spanish but you don’t make progress with
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Conversational Spanish Made Easy

Foreign Language

Learn essential conversational Spanish the easy way No grammar,
no long vocabulary lists. You will learn useful conversational Spanish
that you can use both at home and while traveling. You will learn
essential conversational Spanish in different real-life situations, such
as: Asking and following directions Ordering food at a restaurant
Traveling by public transportation or by taxi Paying for things
Booking a hotel room and much more Course Teaching Approach
This course targets essential vocabulary in common real-life
situations, so you become comfortable with key words used by
native Spanish speakers in a variety of situations. First, you will be
presented with the targeted vocabulary. You will then see and hear
the vocabulary used in a real-life conversation between two or more
Spanish speakers. Finally, you’ll be able to test your own Spanish
abilities with a Quiz or “Practice-Time Video” at the end of each
topic. Contents and Overview Through 88 video lectures and over 4
hours of content, you will learn essential conversational Spanish in a
number of common situations. Starting with simple vocabulary that
you can use when meeting people, to more complex vocabulary and
phrases that will allow you to order food, follow directions and other
important skills, essential for successfully communicating with
Spanish speakers. In addition to the video lectures, practice videos
and quizzes; you will have access to ready-to-print PDF’s that you
can review on your free time to help you keep your conversational
Spanish skills fresh. Join a community of over 2000 students eager
to learn Spanish, so if you have questions just ask away. And
remember: All Udemy courses come with a 30-day money back
guarantee. See you inside the course.

Conversations that Inspire: Coaching Learning,
Leadership and Change

Business

Conversion Crash Course

Marketing

Conversion Rate Optimisation - From Beginner to
Expert
Converter Circuits

Business

Converter Control

Engineering

Grade Results

Engineering

Coaching can inspire and motivate people to learn, change and be
effective leaders, among other roles in life. Although most attempts
are “coaching for compliance” (coaching someone to your wishes or
expectations), decades of behavioral and neuroscience research
show us that “coaching with compassion” (coaching someone to
their dreams and desires) is more effective.
18 Unexpected Website Formulas, Writing Killer Copy, and The
Chemistry of the Landing Page

This course introduces more advanced concepts of switched-mode
converter circuits. Realization of the power semiconductors in
inverters or in converters having bidirectional power flow is
explained. Power diodes, power MOSFETs, and IGBTs are
explained, along with the origins of their switching times. Equivalent
circuit models are refined to include the effects of switching loss. The
discontinuous conduction mode is described and analyzed. A
number of well-known converter circuit topologies are explored,
including those with transformer isolation.
This course teaches how to design a feedback system to control a
switching converter. The equivalent circuit models derived in the
previous courses are extended to model small-signal ac variations.
These models are then solved, to find the important transfer
functions of the converter and its regulator system. Finally, the
feedback loop is modeled, analyzed, and designed to meet
requirements such as output regulation, bandwidth and transient
response, and rejection of disturbances.
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Cook Like A Man: Cooking for a Date

Food

Cooking in Italian

Food

Everyone loves to eat, but not everyone knows how to cook. This
course is designed for the manly men out there who are looking to
learn the ropes on how to prepare a meal that is perfect for a dinner
date. This course is not a how-to on preparing a few different meals.
No, no, no. This is a course where you will learn a variety of skills to
prepare many other dishes, while making a few tasty dinners along
the way. A few highlights of what you will learn include: Professional
Knife Skills Cooking to taste and sight, rather than to a timer An allpowerful progression of cooking used in pretty much every soup and
stew

Cooking in Italian is a fun way to learn some of the most scrumptious
and yet simple italian recipes. The lessons are in Italian ( and a few
in English) with English translation, to facilitate your comprehension.
To follow from home you will need to have the ingredients indicated
in the lecture descriptions. Our videos will be added frequently. You
can even request to have a live session to ask questions. In the
notes section you can find the translation from Italian to English. As a
student, you can ask to receive videos with Italian and English
subtitles by email. Live Private lessons are available upon request.
You can find more detailed information in the introduction lecture.
Copyright for Educators & Librarians

Education

Copyright for Multimedia

Law

Fear and uncertainty about copyright law often plagues educators
and sometimes prevents creative teaching. This course is a
professional development opportunity designed to provide a basic
introduction to US copyright law and to empower teachers and
librarians at all grade levels. Course participants will discover that
the law is designed to help educators and librarians.

Copyright questions about different formats (data, images, music
and video) can be especially difficult. Sometimes the law specifically
distinguishes between these different formats, and in most cases
there are media-specific considerations that impact a copyright
analysis. In this course we will look at four different media, paying
special attention to the unique issues for each one and the kinds of
information that is important when making copyright decisions for
each type of material. We will work through fair use issues for each
multimedia format, look at format-specific exceptions in the law, and
consider unique issues for seeking permission for film, music,
images and data. At the end of this course, participants will have a
deeper understanding of how to apply our framework for making
copyright decisions, and will be more comfortable with assessing
multimedia issues. They will have gained more and more diverse
experience for considering fair use.
Copywriting 101
Copywriting for Pros

Business
Business
Why Copywriters are the Smartest People Online Not long ago
everyone wanted to work at home because of the “pajama draw”.
The idea of getting up when you want to, working in your pajamas
and avoiding the traffic jams does have its appeal. Nowadays people
are working online for the large income opportunities that far
outweigh a limited global job market. Many fail…sad… The reason
they fail is blatantly obvious; their sales copy was either written by
them or someone that has no idea what they are doing. Those that
succeed use professional copywriters. Words matter! Whether it is a
simple email campaign or a 6 page sales funnel, copy sells… not the
product. The online marketing world is a gold rush. One thing always
stays the same, in any gold rush, boom, bubble, secular ascent,
whatever you want to call it, there comes a point where an inordinate
amount of money begins flowing towards those selling the shovels,
no matter if the diggers are getting rich or not.

Core Data for iOS and OS X

Grade Results

Computer Science
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Core Excel - Microsoft Excel 2010 Training

Computer Science
In this Microsoft Excel 2010 video course, Exceljet walks you
through the powerful features of Microsoft Excel, step by step, with
crisp HD videos that cover one topic each. We start at the basics,
and move progressively through a wide range of more advanced
topics, including cell references, conditional formatting, sorting,
filtering, and charting. This course also contains a full set of practice
worksheets.Excel is one of the most widely used applications in
history, and a huge number of businesses absolutely depend on it to
function. In today's economy, your skill Excel is more important than
ever. Every worksheet you create is an opportunity to stand out and
deliver value.By the end of this course, you'll have a solid foundation
in Excel and will be comfortable using Excel in a business
environment. What Our Users Are Saying"I've taught Excel since
2003 and I've never seen an online Excel course come anywhere
near the quality you put into this course. I would recommend this
course without hesitation." -- Ron Hogue"If you want a practical,
hands-on way to learn all the most useful bits of excel, this course
will do it for you. -- Paul Foxton"I've really enjoyed this course so far,
the first thing that stood out to me was the quality. -- James
DenyerAbsolutely brilliant course. Easy to follow and implement.
Well done. I can recommend this course to anybody who would like
to learn Excel. -- Linda Harrington

Core Finance
Core Java Basic Programming with Adv Topics

Finance
Computer Science

Core Solutions of Microsoft SharePoint Server 2013
(70-331)

Computer Science

CoreStrength - Mastering the ICF Core Competencies

Business

Videos on finance and macroeconomics
Core Java Basic Programming and Advance topics with real time
examples and source code.
The Microsoft 70-331 exam is one of the two SharePoint-specific
exams required for the Microsoft Certified Solutions Expert:
SharePoint Certification. This VTC course covers the necessary
prerequisites for the exam and walks you through the process of
setting up a SharePoint implementation from bare-metal to fullyfunctional SharePoint environment. Along the way you will not only
learn Microsoft best practices, but also basic aspects of SharePoint
administration. This title is a self-paced software training course
delivered via pre-recorded video. We do not provide additional
information outside of the posted content. Work files for this course
can be downloaded from the first lecture.

This course is intended to help you get clear on the ICF Core
Coaching Competencies.Mastering these competencies are the key
to successfully earning your credential from the International Coach
Federation.Coaching skills are tied to these core competencies and
this course is intended to help you understand coaching from the ICF
perspective.In addition, Ethical Standards are introduced for
participants to understand the expectations of an ICF-credentialed
coach.The course is divided into three sections. Following a brief
overview of the ICF Core Competencies in Section One, the Ethics
and Standards of a coach are presented in Section Two.
Corporate Communication
Corporate Communication
Corporate Entrepreneurship: Strategies for
Technology-Based New Business Development

Communications
Business
Business

Corporate Finance
Corporate Finance - Business Finance

Economics
Finance

Grade Results

This course is about "corporate entrepreneurship", my label for the
alternative approaches that existing firms use to generate new
technology-based products and businesses. It emphasizes various
kinds of internal ventures and multiple "external" collaborative
approaches that include corporate venture capital investments,
licensing and different types of alliances and formal joint ventures.
Basis for the new knowledge presented in this course is a
combination of academic research and my personal experience
supplemented by that of the several guest lecturers.

Approved by CFA Institute, this amazing online course deals with
nuts and bolts of Corporate Finance Training Course.
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Corporate Finance Essentials

Finance

Corporate Finance Training Certified by
Cypronetwork
Corporate Financial Decision-Making for Value
Creation

Finance

Corporate Financial Policy
Corporate Strategy

Business
Business

Corpus linguistics: method, analysis, interpretation

Social Sciences

Counterintelligence Methods

Computer Science

Country Level Economics: Macroeconomic Variables
and Markets

Economics

Grade Results

Finance

Corporate Finance Essentials will enable you to understand key
financial issues related to companies, investors, and the interaction
between them in the capital markets. By the end of this course you
should be able to understand most of what you read in the financial
press and use the essential financial vocabulary of companies and
finance professionals.
Corporate Finance
In this course, participants will learn about the key financial decisions
modern corporations face, as well as the alternative methods that
can be employed to optimize the value of the firm’s assets. This is
part of a Specialization in corporate finance created in partnership
between the University of Melbourne and Bank of New York Mellon
(BNY Mellon).
Learn how firms raise funds to finance their business.
In this course you will learn how organizations create, capture, and
maintain value, and how it is fundamental for sustainable competitive
advantage. You will be able to better understand economic value
creation and value appropriation, and learn the tools to analyze both
competition and cooperation from a corporate level perspective,
(e.g., through vertical integration, diversification, and geographic
scope decisions).
The course offers practical introduction to the methodology of corpus
linguistics for researchers in social sciences and humanities.
n this exciting online course we will teach you about cyber
intelligence methodologies, how to apply the methodologies to your
environment and more. We will explore cyber terrorism and hackers
in recent news and how cyber terrorism will impact us in the future.
To conclude this course will we discuss cyber threats as a whole and
then test your knowledge.

In this course you will learn how macroeconomic conditions play
important roles in business decisions and performance. How
aggregate income, unemployment, and inflation rates influence
profitability; interest rates determine the cost of capital; and
exchange rates affect international competitiveness. Businesses
need to understand how these variables are determined in the
economy in order to make more informed decisions about their
investment and production activities. To this end, we start with the
definition and measurement of the key macroeconomic variables, so
that we learn how to interpret macroeconomic indicators and to
assess the implications of their trends on our economic activities.
Next, we lay out a method for analyzing the macroeconomy by
partitioning it into major components and examining their
connections with each other. We then focus on money, which is a
central component of the macroeconomy and determines the
interest rate (the price of holding money) in the money market and
the exchange rate (the price of money in one economy vs. another
economy) in the foreign currency market.
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Country Level Economics: Policies, Institutions, and
Macroeconomic Performance

Economics

Cours préparatoire: Fonctions Trigonométriques,
Logarithmiques et Exponentielles

Mathematics

course 1
Course 1: Strategic Career Self-Management

testing
Business

Grade Results

This course will enable you to assess the macroeconomic
environment in which a business operates. We start by examining
how various components of macroeconomy contribute to the
aggregate demand for goods and services and thereby generate
income for labor and other factors of production. Next, we distinguish
between the short run, when prices trends are relatively rigid, and
the long run, when prices are fully flexible. We first focus on the
short run equilibrium of the market for aggregate goods and
services, taking into account the feedback from aggregate income to
aggregate demand and vice versa. We then combine the result with
the money market equilibrium derived in Part 1 and characterize the
macroeconomic equilibrium that determines income, interest rate,
exchange rate, and unemployment rate in the short run. We use this
model to analyze the short-run consequences of monetary and fiscal
policies. In our next step, we examine how income, exchange rate,
and inflation rate are determined in the long run. Then, we proceed
with linking the short-run outcomes and long-run processes in a
dynamic model, which helps us assess the full effects of
macroeconomic policies and other factors. This course pays
particular attention to the macroeconomic consequences of
globalization and the roles played by government policies,
institutions, and the public's expectations about the future course of
the economy.

Ce cours donne les connaissances fondamentales liées aux
fonctions trigonométriques, logarithmiques et exponentielles.
testing
According to the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, in the current
economy, Americans shift jobs every 4-5 years, which translates into
8-10 job transitions, including several career changes, over one’s life
time. With competition for jobs on the rise, a person’s continuing
employability and career success are increasingly defined by his or
her mastery of individual career development and the ability to
effectively "manage oneself" (P. Drucker).
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Course 2: Career Brand Development and SelfCoaching

Business

In this course, you will engage in developing and strengthening the
functional component of your career brand. Acting as “your own
Chief Executive Officer” (P. Drucker), you will learn how to use
strategic management models and techniques for enhancing your
skills portfolio. You will learn how to increase your human capital by
developing and documenting high-demand marketable skills. After
completing this course, you will be able to: - Implement business
strategy and models and tools, such as benchmarking and SWOT
analysis, for identifying and analyzing your competitive strengths and
addressing competency gaps in a skill-based, competitive job
selection context; - Understand evidence-based, data-driven skill
assessment methodologies and techniques; - Select appropriate
assessment tools and apply them for a thorough, accurate, evidencebased and data driven self-assessment of your transferable skills; Create your critical competency profile ("The Self-Assessment Grid
for Evaluation, or SAGE") and use it as an effective instrument for an
objective, 360 degree self-assessment of your competitive strengths
and competency gaps; - Create and use an effective instrument for
organizing, directing and monitoring your skill-building activities
(“The Skill-Building Dashboard, or Skill-Builder”); - Develop an
effective tool (“The T-Portfolio”) for gathering and organizing
samples of standards, best practices, assessment instruments and
techniques in your chosen field; - Effectively organize your selfmanagement information system to systematically collect and
analyze job-related data, evaluate and assess required
competencies and skills, develop and implement plans for selfimprovement, and monitor your progress; - Develop and implement
a realistic performance metric for your career development activities
("Your Present Job Market Value"); - Engage in self-coaching to
support active self-development.

Course 3: Strategic Self-Marketing and Personal
Branding

Marketing

Course Building
Course I Nanomanufacturing, ME 599

Education
Education

COURSE INTRODUCTION

Education

This is a life-time skill that you can apply successfully again and
again in your life.

Course of lessons on the AutoCAD program

Design

Course on Elearning
Course Photoshop for Beginners
course title

Education
Design
Education

Interactive course AutoCAD showing all of the major technology and
how to work with the program
The course is testing
Course Photoshop for Beginners
test headline

Grade Results

In this course, you will engage in developing and strengthening the
emotional component of your career brand. Acting as “your own
Chief Executive Officer” (P. Drucker), you will learn how to use
strategic marketing models and techniques for enhancing your
personal image. You will learn how to communicate and showcase
your skills and personality traits to prospective employers. In
particular, you will be able to: - Implement strategic marketing
models and tools, such as “4P”, marketing planning, brand
management and brand equity for developing your self-marketing
strategy; - Create your personal branding plan and develop
strategies for communicating it to perspective employers; - Integrate
social networking into your career branding; - Present your brand to
prospective employers.

The course, ME 599: Nanomanufacturing taught by Professor John
Hart at the University of Michigan, discusses the propert
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CP/HP Advanced Soapmaking Pro

Design
This class goes beyond the fancy designs of the intermediate and
advanced soapmaking classes and dives into more of the chemistry
of soapmaking along with troubleshooting and formulations. It is
designed for soapmakers that want to develop a further
understanding of soapmaking and explains all that is involved to give
the soapmaker a thorough background beyond the beginner courses
(although some of this is reviewed. It is recommended for
experienced soapmakers wishing to prepare themselves for both
beginner and advanced certification in the field. This is a
comprehensive course consisting of slideshow presentations,
videos, downloadable PDFs, and quizzes to highlight important
information in a professional format. You'll be able to learn
everything you would in a traditional classroom and ask any
questions along the way all from the comfort of your home. Includes:
CP/HP Advanced Soapmaking Pro Manual PDF Our classes are
unique in the industry. Each course is designed in logical sequence
in a well thought out curriculum. Classes are very comprehensive
and cover small details that are often overlooked in other courses
and books, but make life easier for soapmakers (things we wished
we had learned as a new soapmaker). The class is built on a
professional platform, where you can learn at your own pace on your
own time, anywhere in the world. You just need internet access and
a desire to learn.

CPA 101 : How To Make Thousands of Dollars with
CPA

Business
This is a step by step Guide For Making a Passive Income with CPA
Marketing This course is for newbies and Professionals who are
struggling to make money online.With this course get into any CPA
networks you want including MaxBounty, Neverblue, Peerfly etc,We
GUARANTEE that you will make money after finishing this course if
you follow the steps mentioned. What You Will Learn The course is
designed to teach you: How to become a CPA marketing expert from
scratch How to find high converting offers from OfferVault How to
get into any CPA network GUARANTEED How to select offers from
a CPA network The list of the top CPA networks How to get targeted
traffic from Free methods How to get high converting traffic from
Paid methods Exclusive bonuses that will blow your mind off Who
Should Take This Course Beginner's guide to making money online
with internet marketing. If you have any questions, you can ask us
any time and we will always be there to answer your questions.

Grade Results
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CPA Marketing for Beginners- Step By Step CPA
Money Making

Marketing
The BEST Step By Step Cost Per Action (CPA) Marketing Video
Training Course Online for NEWBIES and PROFESSIONALS. It
does not matter if you are BRAND New or Experienced with CPA
Marketing. This course will help you quickly learn everything you
need to know to Make Money Online with CPA Marketing. We are
experienced with all the Major and Smaller CPA Networks like
Peerfly, MaxBounty, ClickBooth, NeverBlue, Matomy, and
Adknowledge. We teach you how to MAKE GUARANTEED MONEY
STARTING TODAY! All of the Methods we teach are currently
generating us a FULL TIME INCOME Every Day. What Will You
Learn From This Course? The Mindset You Need To Be Successful
and Make Money Online How to Identify the Best CPA Networks
How to Get Accepted into the Best CPA Networks EVERY TIME
How to Choose the MOST PROFITABLE CPA Offers How to
Choose the Right Keywords and Domains for your Offers How to
Drive an UNLIMITED Amount of Traffic to your CPA Offers Free &
Paid Traffic Generation Methods Exclusive VIP Training that will
Generate You Thousands Per Month! Who Should Take This
Course? Beginners looking to learn CPA Marketing and individuals
looking to Make Money Online. What Makes This Course Better
Than the Others? The price, the quality and the fact that the
instructor actively engages with the students and provides support.
Anything Else? Yes, all members get access to our Facebook Page,
Members Area with Bonus Internet Marketing Training Videos, A
Video Production Creation Course, KILLER Ready Made
HEADLINES you can use on your squeeze/sales pages,
Downloadable Banners, Squeeze Pages and Graphics, Proven Lead
Generation Machines, PREMIUM HEADERS and 20 MINI SITE
Templates you can use whenever you need them. That is not all!
You also will have an opportunity to get 8 other SPECIAL OFFERS
at Rock Bottom Prices.

cPanel Crash Course
CPE for CPAs EAs - Accounting Ethics Training 2013

Computer Science
Accounting

CPE for CPAs EAs - Federal Tax Updates Training
2013

Accounting

Grade Results

Continuing Professional Education for Tax Professionals Earn 4
CPE credits while learning Accounting Ethics. Qualifies for Enrolled
Agents and Registered Tax Return Preparers nation-wide and CPAs
in most states. Please verify eligibility at http://www.teachucomp.com
or by clicking the "CPE Eligibility" document below.

Earn 3 CPE credits while learning Federal Tax Updates. Qualifies for
Enrolled Agents and Registered Tax Return Preparers nation-wide
and CPAs in most states. Please verify eligibility at
http://www.teachucomp.com or by clicking the "CPE Eligibility"
document below.What changes have been made to the tax code in
the areas of capital gains & losses, IRAs, health savings accounts,
adoptions and much more? By the end of this video course, you
should understand all of the various updates to the tax code for the
current year. Your instructor will use practical, hypothetical real-world
examples to further examine these topics and test your knowledge.
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CPE for CPAs EAs -Moving and Selling Your Home
Training 2013

Accounting

Cracking the Creativity Code: Discovering Ideas

Business

Cracking the Creativity Code: Part 1- Discovering
Ideas

Philosophy

Crafting A Marketing Message That Sells

Marketing

Earn 5 CPE credits while learning Moving and Selling Your Home.
Qualifies for Enrolled Agents and Registered Tax Return Preparers
nation-wide and CPAs in most states. Please verify eligibility at
http://www.teachucomp.com or by clicking the "CPE Eligibility"
document below.The volatility of the housing and job markets over
the last few years has resulted in a surge of home sales as people
struggle to avoid foreclosure or are forced to move to find new
employment. This video course will examine the federal tax
implications related to moving and selling a home. By the end of this
course, you should understand who can deduct moving expenses,
which expenses are deductible, reimbursements for expenses,
figuring gain or loss on the sale of a home, determining basis, how to
report the sale and much more. Your instructor will use practical,
hypothetical real-world examples to further examine these topics and
test your knowledge of the most recent tax laws as they apply to
moving and the sale of a home.

Skill at discovering new ideas, and delivering them, may be one of
the most important practical job skills, in today’s and tomorrow’s job
market. Creativity is an acquired skill, one that improves with
practice. This course aims to empower individuals who believe they
have lost their innate creativity, because they, their employers or
teachers prefer the three R's: replication, repetition and rote, to
innovation. We show how to re-ignite rusty creative powers.
Creativity is an acquired skill that improves with practice. Creativity
changes the world and enriches people’s lives. It takes two skills:
“discovery” - discovering new ideas, and “delivery” – implementing
ideas, using proven tools and methods. This course, on “discovery”,
will provide proven tools that will help you discover an endless
stream of creative ideas.

STUDENT REVIEW: "I've listened to many, many messages on the
subject of marketing and (this course) with Dave Espino was the
best, most concise, helpful, practical, and informative session I've
ever heard!" --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Are you fully maximizing all the leverage
points in your business? There are many leverage points in a
business. Unfortunately, most business owners never fully maximize
all the leverage points, simply because they are not aware of them.
One of the biggest leverage points for a business owner is found in
how they communicate the benefits of their product / service so as to
maximize sales. Part of this process involves top-notch copywriting,
but there is also an entire mindset and flow to creating a marketing
mesage / funnel that sells, and that is what this course is all about. In
this course, you will discover: The best definition of marketing How
to craft a powerful message that sells your product / service The
power of automated follow-up sequences Introduction to
"retargeting" your prospects / customers The power of social proof,
power words and risk reversal Discover these proven copy and
sales strategies from Dave Espino, who has sold $140 million of his
own products and related services, a true insider in the world of
marketing, copywriting and sales.

Crafting an Effective Writer: Tools of the Trade

Grade Results

Literature

Learn to become an effective builder of sentences using the basic
tools of grammar, punctuation, and writing.
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Crash Course on Social Media ROI

Marketing
Nowadays, social media ROI has become one of the most discussed
and current topics around marketing, communication and digital
media professionals. I decided to introduce you to the basics of
social media ROI, so you can start your learning journey along this
topic. This is a very short course comprising a total of half an hour of
videos explaining which concepts you need to master in order to
develop a social media presence: there are linkages to strategy,
marketing, communication and the financial outcomes. In the second
part, ROI is explained on its raw hard metrics appearance: the costs
and benefits of social media. So, if you are into social media and are
interested in knowing what is the social media ROI, how it fits into
your strategy and company objectives, and want to understand how
it should be calculated, then this is your starting point.

Crash Course: Fundamentals Of HTML & CSS From
Scratch.
CRAVE: Social Media 101
CRAVE: Social Media for the Savvy
Crayola Wax Design (sample course)
Create "Backyard Shenanigans" with Gamesalad

Computer Science
Social Sciences
Social Sciences
Design
Design

Learn The Fundamentals Of HTML & CSS From Scratch In This
Beginners Step-By-Step Crash Course.
An intro to Social Media
Taking your Social Media presence to a whole new level.
Using common Crayola crayons to decorate gourds.

In this online course, students will learn how to design, develop and
create their very own online video game. In 27 lectures, 2 Sections
and over 5 hours of content that follow, students will gain the ability
to create multi-layered scenes with unique features such as
draggable objects, collectables, physics alterations and high score
screens. We will take students on a journey that will start with the
basics and quickly move into techniques and knowledge that experts
typically use with no prior programming knowledge required!
Additionally, we will be available at any time to answer questions you
may have and will respond within 1 business day. We want you to
have all the tools at your disposal so any help you may need is our
goal! All video lectures and game assets are download-enabled so
you will have everything at your disposal regardless of internet
speed or portability to create your very own unique game! Why learn
Video Game Design? This course enables students and future
developers to have the mathematical prowess to develop their own
games. Often, hopeful hobbyists assume that in game design,
simple drag and drop is all it takes. In reality, there are many
algebraic and geometric principles one will need to create a truly
exciting game experience. In navigating through the world of game
design, you will be enhancing those skills through a real-world
avenue! With this noted, it is clear that the curriculum would also be
ideal for any mathematics teachers looking to diversity their lesson
plans! Why take our course? In our unique video game design
curriculum, we do not teach through a "click here, then click here"
strategy as other courses do. We will in fact show you the how and
why of game design and take you from a beginning game designer
to an expert within our 5 hours of content. After you have created
"Backyard Shenanigans", it will not stop there! We have designed
this curriculum to grant all of our students the skills to create
anything their minds can imagine! Become a part of the Youth
Learning Center Video Game Design community today and take
your first step into a larger world of Video Game Design!

Grade Results
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Create 3D Intro Using Adobe After Effects & Element
3D

Marketing

create 9 professional logo design full version

Design

Almost every professional course, video or youtube channel has
some short (5-10 second) logo animation of the video's creator.
These video intros are brand strengthening, they allow the watcher
to quickly recognize the video's creator, and in the long term they
help the video maker to be more publicly recognized and build his
brand. Every video maker (youtube channel, video course maker,
and even companies with "success stories" videos) should have a
video intro. An intro is so easy and simple to make! You don’t need
to pay a lot of money to someone else to do it for you. you can make
professional 3d logo intro in less than 2 hours! This course will teach
you everything you need to know (A-Z) for making your own
professional 3d video intro with your logo. In this course I used
Adobe After Effects CC, Adobe Illustrator, Element 3D. If you don’t
have Adobe After Effects CC or Adobe Illustrator you can download
them for 30 days trial. The element 3D software will allow you to
make & use 3d object (like your logo) without the need to learn
complex 3d software. Topics Covered: Convert your logo to a 3D
object Animating 3D objects Add Amazing Light Effects Create
Depth of Field Working with Optical Flares Make your 3d object look
more realistic Adding sound track Exporting your Video Intro Let me
know if you have any more questions. I will be glad to see you in the
course.

++ OFF 75% use code: off75 **Brief Project -> 9 sketch concept ->
Create Graphic -> Finishing touch** perfect training to create a logo
with 9 technique create a logo (from my real job) + bonus 30 training
create a logo (training create different style logo and different
technique), on this course you will learn to create a logo design from
start to finish, I will show you 9 techniques create logo designs
starting from drawing in the book until make it a graphic design using
adobe illustrator. This training specifically for graphic designers,
beginner, intermediate, advanced, and everyone. What you'll learn:
basis using adobe illustrator. understand the details / brief jobs.
sketching logo designs in the book. set the size of the work area. put
sketches logo on adobe illustrator. change all the logos sketch
became graphic (vector files: adobe illustrator) finishing touch with
3D effect logo design full skill create 2D logo and 3D logo install font
change the font style. provide file logo for print and website. send the
design to the customer/client use email. 9 training create a logo
(from my real job) 30 training create a logo (different tecnique and
different style) download file of training and more. This training is
very useful and very practical to learn adobe illustrator, all the
techniques and steps to make the design fit the job. you will learn a
lot in this course, so you are ready to work. *** BONUS : SOME
TRAINING CREATE A LOGO DESIGN !!!! ***

Grade Results
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Create a beautiful website in a few hours without any
coding

Web Design

Create a Character in Blender3D - Vol.1 Modeling

Design

Are you a Lawyer, Doctor, Consultant, Trainer, Charted Accountant,
Surgeon, Chef, Photographer, Designer, Musician, Counselor,
Choreographer and you need a website for showcasing your work!!
OR Are you Running a Salon, Dance Studio, Gym, Creche, Bakery,
Boutique, School, Institute, Law firm, Restaurant, NGO, Jewellery
business, Handicraft Business and you need a website for promoting
your business!! OR Are you hosting any Event, Function or Party
and you need a website for inviting & reaching out to more people!!
OR Is it your Marriage, Birthday or Anniversary of someone close in
your family & friends and want to create a website as a surprise gift
or for your own marriage as an invitation card!! OR Are you planning
to start your Online Video Blogs, Comics Strip or Magazine
subscription and you want to do this via the website!! OR Are you a
college student and you want to create a website for your Class,
Department, Project work or College Fest!! And have you been
looking for web programmer!! Who can make an awesome website
for your work, business, event, or any other thing!! You need not find
anyone now because you can create a great looking website on your
own in just 1 day without writing any code. The biggest advantage to
create it on your own is that, you never have to be dependent on any
programmer and you can save loads of money. You can update your
website anytime you want. This course is specially designed for
Nontechnical people who knows nothing about website creation &
programming, So each step is explained in very simple & clear way.
You can build your websites in numerous designs, I will show you a
few of them: In this “Making a Website in A Few Hours without Any
Coding” course you will learn: How to book a domain How to create
a website with customized content How to add videos, photos,
forms, Documents, presentations, slide shows, Social Networking
buttons and various other elements. How to make your website look
attractive, And A brief info about how to make a quick demo video
about your business, work, event or for any other thing. You can also
take this course if you want to make some decent money in your free
time. Create beautiful websites for small scale vendors & make
money. So take this Making a Website class and create a beautiful
website on your own in just 1 day without any coding.

Blender Certified Trainer Lee Salvemini has recorded, from start to
finish, modeling a character suitable for a pre-rendered game
cutscene or short film. In the course Lee will guide you through the
tools and techniques used in Blender to create the character, from
the modeling stage, to posing the character, applying realistic cloth
simuation, and finally rendering and compositing the model in an
epic scene. All tutorials include helpful pop-up hints and complete
audio commentary. Ninja character concept by David Revoy Art
Director of the Blender Open Movie, Sintel ( www.sintel.org ). Bonus
chapters include techniques to master 'edge loops' with an
introduction to modeling in Blender. Blender is the free 3D open
source software package. You can download the latest version at
www.blender.org or use the package included in this course!
Create a Gorgeous Photography Site with SmugMug
in 90 mins
Create a Homepage Marquee with Edge Animate

Grade Results

Photography
Computer Science

This step-by-step project demonstrates how to create an interactive
homepage marquee using Adobe Edge Animate, a tool for creating
smooth motion and transitions for multiple screen sizes, and a
combination of HTML5, CSS, and a little custom jQuery. Author
Chris Converse shows how to build the buttons, captions, and
navigation elements; detect rollovers and other interactions; animate
the artwork and effects; and ensure your design works equally well
with mobile and tablet layouts.
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Create a Membership Site with WishList Member and
WordPress

Web Design
You have a website. People arrive, get information, and leave. That's
not what you want. WishList Member is a cheap, well-supported and
long-established WordPress plug-in that protects your premium
content within an easy-to-set-up membership structure. There are
many reasons why you may want to consider starting a membership
site: Make money from your content – you can charge monthly, a
one-off fee or a pay per post basis Protect your content – maybe
there is sensitive information on your business or clients you need to
hide Collect email addresses – to turn a “visitor” into a “subscriber” A
membership site puts a “wall” around content that people have to
register to access it. A membership site can create communities. It
can also provide a simple, but robust, payment gateway for the sale
of digital products such as software, e-books or courses. In this
course you will learn how to: Set up WishList Member (you can have
your membership site up and running by watching the firs 10 minutes
of video) How to protect content – both pages and parts of pages
How to integrate with email marketing platforms (such as Aweber)
Integrates with shopping cart systems (such as PayPal) Learn how
to set up a membership site and start earning passive income
quickly and easily!

Create a membership ticketing website using
Wordpress

Grade Results

Marketing

In this course, I will be teaching you how to start and run a nightlife
membership ticketing website using WordPress. I will teach you how
to create a WordPress website on your own that fully functions with
membership and a ticketing system to sell tickets. As well, Ill give
you other great tips and advice along the way to enhance your
business. I chose the nightlife industry because it includes the
nightclub industry which I will focus on in this course. The nightclub
industry is a billion dollar industry in the United States and around
the world collectively; so the market is there and by creating a
nightlife membership ticketing website, this is an unique way to
break into this industry. This course will teach you how to create and
run an online ticketing membership website that targets the nightlife
market and nightclub industry. This type of website provides a
service for partygoers looking for a nightclub or event to attend,
promoters and venue owners to sell tickets, promote their events,
venues and get clientele for their guest list and VIP services.
Nightclubs need promotions and advertisements to keep this billion
dollar business going and websites like this using the internet and
technology easily accessible to their target audience (party goers)
and their promoters and venue owners to promote their events for
their venues is one way they do so. You can generate profits and
even make passive income by creating this type of website to meet
these needs, and I will teach you how to excel in this business and
provide even more. There must be a niche audience ex: nightlife,
nightclubs, raves, rock concerts, VIP table service, tickets into clubs,
etc., guest list. This can be anything that a large group of people are
looking where to go for entertainment and to buy tickets and other
services to them. So while I will focus on nightclub, essentially you
can create a website like this in any niche with a market. I will show
you how to create this website and business for a amazing
affordable price where you will not have to invest more than a couple
hundred dollars to get started and in business. This course is for
anyone who has an interest in the entertainment or the nightclub
industry, but since the website is online you can operate this website
from anywhere in the world. The course should take one day to
complete, but you can use this course as a step-by-step guide over
time, when you start a membership ticketing website. You should
take this course if you are interested in starting this business and
becoming one of the top websites servicing nightclubs or another
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Create a portfolio website for your artwork

Design
Are you an artist who falls into one or more of the following
categories? You don't have a website for your artwork, and you
know you need one in order to get your work out into the world, but
feel overwhelmed and don't know where to start. Maybe you already
have a website but you know that it doesn't represent you or your
work as well as it could. You are looking to boost your income by
selling your work online. You don't want a "store" per se but
something integrated into your online portfolio. These days creating
a website doesn’t have to be expensive or time consuming. Learn
how to photograph your artwork, carefully select and register a
website domain name, set up hosting and work with Wordpress to
make and maintain your own website. Designing web pages, setting
up a blog, creating an online portfolio, and even adding the ability to
sell online will also be covered. With the help of a professional
designer and artist, participants will gain the confidence and
knowledge needed for producing and nurturing an engaging, visually
appealing website that enhances their brand!

Create a Practical Company Marketing Plan

Grade Results

Marketing

Four Steps to a Breakout Year: Create a Company Marketing Plan
That Takes You Where You Want to Go Someone in your
organization has asked you to put together a marketing plan and you
don't have a clue where to start or how to do it. You recognize that
you've been floundering in Feast or Famine Land, lacking marketing
direction or momentum. You'd rather be experiencing steady growth.
You have a new program, product, event or cause to market and you
want to give it the best possible shot at success. In any of those
scenarios, desired outcomes become easier to achieve when you
have determined what to do and when to do it. Whether you're
hoping to reach new markets, outflank the competition, fill your
schedule with clients or galvanize the public, a marketing plan
propels you toward your bull's-eye. Most marketing plan courses or
software programs teach you to construct a formal planning
document, heavy with charts and graphs and business-school-style
analysis. This course is different. It uses no snooty jargon, requires
no pie charts and demands no number-crunching. You do not need
to wrap your mind around concepts like "macroenvironment,"
"contribution margin" or "strategy pyramid." (I took those terms from
a site selling marketing plan software.) Instead, you'll follow a simple
four-step process that gets you to reflect, collect ideas, format the
appropriate tasks in an intuitive fashion and make sure the plan fits
your real-life circumstances. With your new marketing blueprint in
hand, you'll stop careening from crisis to crisis, grasping at random
ideas, suffering costly mistakes and omissions. Rather, you'll have a
finite collection of tasks to implement (and perhaps delegate) in the
coming year with a cool head and wise confidence. The four
planning steps in the course ensure that you're not going through an
academic exercise but selecting and arranging appropriate, feasible
tasks that lead to your unique chosen destination. Step 1: Take stock
and identify goals You're taken through a series of questions that
help you reflect on where you succeeded best during the previous
year, where you left money on the table and where you'd like to take
your company in the coming year. Learn new ways to leverage what
you already have so you can earn more with less effort. Step 2:
Discover which tactics help achieve which goals With specific goals
and preferences in view, you start pinpointing which marketing and
publicity tactics to include in your marketing plan. Detailed "If you
want this, then do that" handouts, lecture and examples help you
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Create a Rapid Low-Fidelity Prototype

Design

This course is for designers, developers, entrepreneurs, big dreams,
and really anyone who needs an effective way to communicate an
app idea to others, or better understand the app themselves. We will
tackle creating low fidelity mobile prototypes using only the Adobe
Suite. While there are some great tools out there in the market,
many of us already own the adobe suite, and few are aware that it
possess the abilities discussed in this course. We will debunk some
myths, learn some deep secrets, and ultimately get your lo-fi
prototype up and running on your mobile device(s). That way you
can focus on what the next steps are, making informed decisions
before you enter a costly development cycle. This is the same
process that I use while working with my clients. I have been using it
for years now, with projects for companies like Target Corp and
Sony Entertainment. Coupled with my sheer passion for teaching
others, I am excited to share this skill with you all! Here are some of
the great features of this course: Learn a Wicked Fast Workflow for
creating Mobile Lo-Fi Prototypes 'Codeless' Approach. Meaning that
the code is pregenerated for you, so all you need to do is use a
simple menu to drop in code, and change a value here and there!
Discover deep secrets in both Illustrator and Flash Professional. Did
you know you can make iOS and Android Application with Flash? Or
that you can quickly change the color of your entire Illustrator file by
linking to Kuler.com? No? Well you will! Prerequisites Adobe
Illustrator / Adobe Flash Professional / If developing for iOS, you will
need an Apple Developer Account Level: Beginner

Create a Remix in Logic Pro 9

Music
This course is a comprehensive guide to creating remixes using
Logic Pro 9. With 33 lectures and more than 3.5 hours of content,
we'll give you everything you need to know to create a remix. We'll
walk through finding remixes, uploading remix stems, music theory,
creating instrument tracks, using inserts, midi sequencing, bouncing
your track, and everything else in between. Go behind the curtain
with a professional producer and sound engineer. You'll be in the
driver's seat, watching the instructor as he crafts a unique remix
using Logic Pro 9. We'll use video tutorials to walk students through
every step of the process in great detail. We will be thorough enough
for beginners, while offering some advanced tricks for intermediate
producers. At the end of the course, we'll even provide the
instructor's Logic project file so that you can see how each particular
sound was created. This course should take between one and two
weeks to complete. It is a perfect course for anyone who wants to
get started making remixes. Or, if you have some experience with
remixing, we'll give you some new tips and tricks to make the most
out of your experience with Logic Pro 9. We will try to respond to
every email within a few days. We also encourage peer to peer
discussion via the discussion board so that students can learn from
each other. The instructor will send out course updates (if there are
any) on a biweekly basis. We welcome all feedback. Help us finetune this course to give you what you need.

Grade Results
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Create a Simple Report using MS Word

Business
This course is about teaching students the basics of Microsoft Word.
Materials included are detailed lectures outlining step by step how to
create a simple report in Word which outline various features of the
program to make your document. The course will take approximately
30 mins to one hour to complete as we work with you step by step
on creating your document and learning the program. The course is
structured into lectures, each lecture details various aspects of the
document and how it is created, the tools to use in the program. This
course is great to take up if you are wanting to learn basics of
learning the Microsoft Word 2010 program. It is simple,
comprehensive and easy to understand. It is intended as a step by
step guide so you can follow with me, your instructor and learn how
to create professional and simple Word document.

Create a Sliding Tabbed Panel with jQuery and
Dreamweaver

Computer Science

Create a Sortable Photo Gallery with jQuery

Web Design

A tabbed panel interface is a classic feature to incorporate in your
website design, but they're usually static elements. This course
shows how to build a dynamic sliding tabbed panel from scratch
using a combination of HTML, CSS, jQuery, and the tools in
Dreamweaver. Author Chris Converse leads you through the
process from start to finish, from building the containers to styling the
text, tab, and panels, and adding click events to make the tabs
interactive. He also shows how to incorporate progressive
enhancement techniques, so visitors who don't have JavaScript, for
example, can still access the content.

Give your visitors a smart and dynamic experience when reviewing
your photography. This course shows how to create a photo gallery
that sorts and rearranges your photos based on keywords you add
to the HTML. In addition, author Chris Converse shows how to use a
lightbox to display larger photos, and even allow your visitors to
navigate through the lightbox—giving them an alternate navigation
option to review your photos. This course was created and produced
by Chris Converse. We are honored to host this training in our library.
Create a Tooltip with jQuery

Computer Science

Create a website for your creative business

Business

Tooltips can greatly improve the usability of your web site by
providing direction and cues to visitors. In this course, Chris
Converse shows how to convert text or graphics into a mousesensitive tooltip. The tutorials demonstrate how to write the
necessary HTML and activate the tooltip with jQuery, as well as add
positioning and effects.
Create your own website for your small business using WordPress!
This course focuses on creating a simple website--from the ground
up. Before we even get started designing the site, we'll go over the
details of your business, content creation, and basic branding. After
that, we'll set up hosting, a domain name, and install WordPress-then we'll get to designing, installing plugins, and getting everything
up and running! Oh, and there's NO coding! Note: This course is
very NON-technical and focuses more on on the "why" behind
making a website than the "how" of the technical aspects.

Grade Results
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Create a website in 6 hours - guaranteed

Computer Science
I’m about to make an absolutely outrageous statement. Ask any
website designer, and they’ll probably agree. And this is it: ‘Sign up
for this course and, six hours from now, you could have a live
website, up and running for the whole world to visit. No software
costs. No hosting fees. You won’t even pay for a domain name.’ In
fact, the course fee is the only investment you’ll need to make. And
you won’t have to write a single line of code. It’s not REALLY an
outrageous statement. I KNOW that you can do it because I’ve
tested the course material on real-live humans.The site you will
develop centres around a fictitious management consultancy in
Canada. It’s optimised for mobile devices, so people can even visit
‘on the move’. How many websites can make that boast?It includes
videos clips on-site and audio material, plus brochure downloadsIt
incorporates its own blog – great for engaging with people and great
for search engine optimisation.

Create a WordPress blog

Web Design
This course (35 videos or approximately 5+ hours of content) will
teach you all about creating a WordPress blog. You'll start with basic
information such as you understanding what it's used for, to installing
on a host, to editing the admin area and themes. I have included a
few image files and a video file for you to work with. The course
requires that you have a web host if you want to follow along. You
can usually purchase web hosting for a few dollars a month.

Create a WordPress Website - No Coding Required

Grade Results

Web Design

Welcome to the Create a WordPress Website - No Coding Required
course! If you've always wanted to create your own website / blog
without having to touch a single line of code or having to pay a
"professional" hundreds or thousands of dollars to do it for you,
you're in the right place! At the end of each lesson, you'll be given an
assignment to complete so by the end of the course you will have a
fully functioning WordPress website or blog. The truth is you can
build a WordPress website for free without ever looking at a single
piece of code. It's simple to do and we'll walk step-by-step through
each part of the process. Why WordPress? Wordpress is an
extremely popular content management system software that allows
you to create and maintain your website with no coding required. It
has a very simple, user friendly interface that is easy to master. All
you have to do is learn the ins and outs of Wordpress and you're all
set. That's where this course comes in. Not only will you learn about
WordPress, you'll build your very own website as you go through the
course! What Will I Learn In This Course? In this course we will walk
through: ·Domain Name & Hosting Set-up: We'll take you step-bystep through registering a domain name and setting up hosting for
your website and we'll recommend the BEST web hosting
companies that we use ourselves. ·Installing Wordpress: You will
learn how to install Wordpress in seconds! We promise you won't
touch (or even have to look at) any code. ·Wordpress Basics: You'll
learn every single button and option inside of the Wordpress
dashboard. You'll know WordPress like the back of your hand. We
cover everything from creating pages and posts (and understanding
the difference), inserting images, installing themes, setting up your
sidebar and so much more. ·Useful Plugins: Here you'll find out
about some of the most useful and popular plugins WordPress has
to offer. By the end you'll know how to find and install plugins to add
new features to your website. ·Website Promotion: You'll be given
some great tips for encouraging users to share your website with
others, how to keep visitors on your website for longer and to keep
them coming back for more. ·Pre-Launch: Together we will go
through a pre-launch checklist to make sure you are ready to go live.
· Additional Resources: With your site up and running, you'll receive
additional resources to continue improving your site. By the end of
this course, you'll know WordPress like the back of your hand and
you'll have your very own website/blog to prove it! I'm ready, are
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Create a WordPress website for your creative
business

Web Design

Create your own website for your small business using WordPress!
This course focuses on creating a simple website--from the ground
up. Before we even get started designing the site, we'll go over the
details of your business, content creation, and basic branding. After
that, we'll set up hosting, a domain name, and install WordPress-then we'll get to designing, installing plugins, and getting everything
up and running! Oh, and there's NO coding! Note: This course is
very NON-technical and focuses more on the "why" behind making a
website than the "how" of the technical aspects. This way you create
a website that is geared toward your dream client and that sells your
products and services--not just a pretty website that does nothing for
you. If you're looking for a technical course on how to create a
website, this course is NOT for you. If you're looking for an easy-tofollow course on how to create a simple website that sells your
products and services, sign up! This course includes: A resource list
of websites, products, and services that I use and love Worksheets
to help keep your website and business on track and focused
around your goal--selling products and services Short videos that
cover one topic at a time--so you can find exactly what you need and
work at your own pace This course is designed for: Busy
entrepreneurs and indie business owners who can't afford to hire out
website design and development--or who just want to learn to do it
themselves without investing a huge amount of time or money Small
business owners who already have a website, but find it's not selling
their products or services as well as it could be And it's mostly
geared towards ladies, as there's a lot of pink, but men will find the
content useful too!

Create Amazing Interactive Experiences with
Conducttr

Business

Create an Amazing Blog!

Marketing

Create an Animated Bar Chart with jQuery

Web Design

Create an Animated Bar Chart with jQuery and
Dreamweaver
Create an Animated Star Field with Edge Animate

Web Design

Grade Results

Do you want to learn how to create a blog full of great content that
readers will love? Are you interested in finding out how you can
receive free items from companies who are just dying to have you
review their products? Are you interested in connecting with other
people interested in your niche? Do you want to learn how you can
get paid to blog? If you answered "yes" to any of these questions,
then Blogging 101 is the course for you. You'll learn everything that
you need to know about creating blog content that your readers will
love.
In this course, Chris Converse creates an animated bar chart or
other visual graphic with jQuery. This approach is dynamic, allowing
a designer to adjust the size of a chart and letting jQuery calculate
the new position and size of the bars based on the data associated
with each bar. The course also covers designing the chart with
HTML and CSS, as well as creating labels and timing delays with
jQuery.

Computer Science

Create an Awesome Book Trailer for Your Fiction Title Literature

Create an energetic House Track with Logic Pro

Conducttr is a multi-platform interactive storytelling tool... think of it
as photoshop for transmedia storytelling. Includes course materials
such as twitter profile icons and presentations. The course will take
approximately 1 hr to 90 mins to complete. Conducttr is a
professional transmedia production and management tool used on
projects from independent designers to major brands.

A book trailer is one of the fastest growing, powerful trends in
promoting books by way of the Internet. It is also one of the cheapest
and easiest way to reach your target audience and generate sales
via video-sharing sites, websites, blogs, social networking sites and
book related sites.

Music
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Create an Engaging Website with Twitter Bootstrap

Web Design

Create an Expandable FAQ Listing with jQuery and
Dreamweaver

Computer Science

Create an Interactive Animated Timeline with jQuery

Computer Science

Learn to create an engaging, interactive, and animated timeline with
jQuery. In this course, Chris Converse shows you how to create a
sliding timeline, with date markers and associated content. Tell your
story, or that of your organization, with a graphically rich, interactive
timeline.

Create an Interactive Animated Timeline with jQuery

Web Design

Learn to create an engaging, interactive, and animated timeline with
jQuery. In this course, Chris Converse shows you how to create a
sliding timeline, with date markers and associated content. Tell your
story, or that of your organization, with a graphically rich, interactive
timeline.

Create an Interactive Homepage Marquee with jQuery

Web Design

Create an Interactive Map with jQuery

Computer Science

Create an iPad Web App

Business

Create an Online Portfolio with WordPress

Computer Science

Create Awesome Videos That Thrive on Social Media
& YouTube

Marketing

Create Beautiful Designs & Graphics - Step By Step
Course...

Design

Grade Results

Frequently asked questions (FAQs) are a popular aspect of any web
site. This course shows how to create questions that have
expandable and collapsible answers, allowing visitors to easily find
the information they need. Author and jQuery expert Chris Converse
shows how to build an FAQ section for your site quickly, using the
tools in Dreamweaver and the code libraries in jQuery. In addition,
the course demonstrates how to automatically link to a specific
question, and automatically open the answer, giving you the ability to
provide users with a direct answer to their question.

In this course, author Chris Converse builds a visually rich,
interactive marquee to aggregate and display content on a web site
home page. This course covers cropping and resizing artwork in
Adobe Photoshop, creating HTML and CSS layouts, and dynamically
generating marquee elements with the open-source JavaScript
framework jQuery. Tutorials on animating between content panels
are also included.
In this course, Chris Converse shows how to design and create a
rich interactive map for a web site, working in a coding environment
and using the open-source scripting library jQuery. The course
covers creating web-optimized images using the slicing tools in
Photoshop, implementing the HTML and CSS to assemble an
infographic page layout, and adding interactivity with JavaScript and
jQuery's fast and concise code library.
Discover how to create an app-like experience for the Apple iPad
with HTML, CSS, and jQuery. In this course, Chris Converse shows
how to prepare web pages that can become web apps on the iPad.
Discover how to create custom icons, startup screens, and create an
immersive user experience—all with web standard technologies.
Bypass Objective-C and the App Store altogether and create a
unique experience that can be revised as quickly as you update your
web site.
Learn how to build an advanced portfolio site that showcases
various types of content using the free open-source application
WordPress. Author Morten Rand-Hendriksen demonstrates creating
custom post types, differentiating and classifying content with
custom taxonomies, and working with custom post templates. The
course also shows how to embed YouTube videos, build index
pages, display the latest posts from different custom post types, and
hook custom post types into separate themes. Exercise files
accompany with the course.
Learn viral video marketing to create & promote engaging video
content for your business or startup that prompts action.
Discover How You Can Quickly and Easily, Create and Edit
Professional Graphics Using A FREE Graphics Editing Software!!!
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Create eMail Campaigns using MS Word, Excel and
Oulook

Marketing
The Office Short Guide No. 639 is intended as a comprehensive
guide to building and managing email campaigns by the use of the
applications contained with in MIcrosoft Office. There is no need for
an expensive subscription to an online service or the purchase of
some software to install on your machine. If you have Office then
you have all the components you need. We will cover building a set
of data and managing that data in Microsoft Excel. All the tips and
tricks needed in order to ensure your data is in the right state to be
able to be used in your email campaign. We will create our email
templates in Word and then after linking your data and your template
together, in order to create a truly customized and personalized
email, we will interact with Outlook to send customized emails to all
the data stored within your Excel data file. This short guide covers
functionality available in Office 2007, Office 2010 and Office 2013

Create FREE Webpages with Google sites. Basics

Marketing

Create idea, name and logo for your Start-up

Marketing

Create Interactive Online Courses with Articulate
Storyline

Education

Create iPhone Apps from Scratch with iOS 7.0:
Starter Course

Computer Science

Grade Results

Learn how to create FREE Webpages or Webistes with Google
sites. Get ready made Google site templates. Many to chose from.
Learn how to edit a Google site. Just copy and paste your way to
your very own site. Add links. Add images. Add videos. Add Pages.
Add advertising. And lots more. No more paying for expensive
hosting. Get Your FREE Google Site NOW.
What are the steps to take when starting a business and running it
for the first time? This subject provides essential information to
assist new businesses in making careful business decisions.
Orienting in the market, reading start up guides, managing business
loans and finances, understanding legal requirements and tax
obligations, setting up administration and operations, and promoting
the business are only few topics to master.

Become an Articulate Storyline Ninja! Learn to build highly
interactive online and mobile courses with Articulate Storyline. It’s
simple enough for beginners, powerful enough for experts. In this
course you will learn to master the skills of creating engaging online
training with Articulate Storyline! We will cover everything from AZ...learn how to start a course, create your own content, make it
interactive and engaging, use variables and triggers and then
publish to a Learning Management System, mobile device or
website. In this course, you will learn: • Starting a new project •
Scenes vs Pages • Working with Page Level Content • Creating your
own visuals within Storyline • Working with media (External images,
video & audio) • Customizing the theme and player • Animation
basics • Create drag and drop interactions • Working with Storyline
triggers to create interactivity • Using variables for advance
interactivity • Creating quizzes and question banks • Publishing your
course for an LMS or mobile devices • Building interactive games &
interactions within Articulate Storyline With Brother Jeff as your
Sensei, you will become a certified Ninja of Storyline in no time!
Use a Mac or PC to create your first iPhone app. No programming
experience required, just app ideas.
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Create Kindle eBook Covers with PowerPoint

Design
Create Kindle eBook Covers with PowerPoint takes the mystery
away from designing and producing a virtual cover for a Kindle
eBook. It is important to have a cover image, or "catalogue cover" as
this is what prospective purchasers will see. To make your book
stand out you need a graphical image that can be read when
squished into a thumbnail size on the Kindle store, and this course
will show you how using software you may already have. The course
is split into sections covering setting up PowerPoint, adding and
editing images, searching for royalty-free and stock images and
putting it all together. There is a bonus walkthrough video at the end
for consolidating all the material covered in the course. The course
comprises video lectures, PowerPoint template files and PDF
documents and should take between 3 and 5 hours to complete.
PowerPoint has been included with every version of Microsoft Office
for years. I have chosen it because it will be familiar to most people
and is very easy to learn. If you use Microsoft Windows you probably
already have it installed on your computer. If not, you can pick up a
copy very cheaply for both Windows and Mac computers.

Create More Love, Sex and Passion with Feng Shui

Design
A dynamic conversation with Feng Shui Practitioner Nicolette Vajtay
with Inspired Living Feng Shui and Feng Shui Master Practitioner
Tanya Jahnke with Feng Shui for the Om about the ancient art and
science of Feng Shui to boost the love in our lives. Look at the love
gua in oyur home with Feng Shui eyes, address design details, Do's
& Don't's in the bedroom, focus on the feel, smell and touch of love,
and specific cures to attract love, to committ to marriage, and to
spice up your sex life! This 45 minute conversation is interview style
with specific guidance and cures to that you may practice right away
in your own home. Manifest, attract and fill your home and heart with
a special romantic love with your soul mate!

Create Navigation Menus with jQuery and
Dreamweaver

Computer Science

Create or Optimise a Professional LinkedIn Profile

Marketing

Find out how to add stylized dropdown menus to your web site using
HTML, CSS, and JavaScript. Working in Dreamweaver, author Chris
Converse breaks down the menu design process, explaining how to
build a menu foundation using unordered lists, establish hierarchy
with nested submenus, apply styling using CSS rules, and
incorporate dropdown functionality using a jQuery plug-in.

LinkedIn is the worlds largest trusted online network of
professionals. With over 200 million users, LinkedIn provides users
with a powerful forum to promote their experience and skills, locate
and engage with like minded people. Over a 25 year career, I have
learned the importance of representing myself professionally. And
now with a LinkedIn profile with over 1,500 connections, I have
connected with countless number of new organisations, groups and
individuals with whom I have exchanged opinions and completed
commercial transactions. Through this course, I share the
techniques and tips I have learned, saving you a heap of time! The
outcome will be guiding you to an awesome professional profile. The
course is structured in 3 stages: Create an Awesome Profile Expand
your Online Network Market your Skills and Experience The 3
sections delivered via video lectures and downloadable reference
tools will take appropriately 1 hour to complete. "Steve provided
expert advice which lead to a much improved profile for me, with
many more searches and contacts being made, even before I had
followed out all his instructions. I would highly recommend Steve's
services." - Charles, Sydney

Grade Results
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Create Static Sites with Jekyll And GitHub Pages

Business

Create winning, differentiated business strategy

Business

Create WordPress Theme with Ultimatum 2.5 (Almost
No Coding)

Web Design

Create Your Animated Short

Design

Jekyll is the world's most popular static-site generator. This enables
web developers to use many of the features of server-side Content
Management Systems (like templates, themes, and blog-awareness)
while taking advantage of the speed, security, and simplicity of static
sites. Plus, this mighty little Ruby script lives on both your computer
and on GitHub's servers, which means you get super-fast hosting
that's only a `git push` away, and free for you and all your
collaborators!
Trying to create great strategy to attract customers, drive
differentiation from your competitors and success for your business?
This course takes you through everything you need to know to
create, implement and refine powerful, effective and differentiated
strategy for your business that will set your organisation apart from
its competitors, draw customers to you and drive your success. The
course is taught with a series of short but intensive video segments
that explain all the key points of how to create effective business
strategy. Many real-life examples are used to illustrate the key
concepts.

WordPress theme development is fun as long as you are a guru in
PHP, CSS3 and HTML5. But do you know that you can create a
professional website from scratch using WordPress without writing
any code. Ultimatum framework enables us to create professional
looking WordPress sites without touching the CSS or PHP manually.
Though you don't have to write code to work with Ultimatum
framework, you can always use some of your coding skills to further
spice up your site. This course is on Ultimatum framework. So I
would suggest you that you buy the framework before beginning the
course. You wouldn't be able to proceed with the course unless you
have a license for Ultimatum framework. By end of this course, you
will have a full website built on top of WordPress using Ultimatum
framework and you will have the foundation on how to use the
Ultimatum framework. See you inside the class room.

In this course , create your animated short, I introduce you to story
developing skills , 3Ds max 2014 modeling, rigging, animation,
rendering, After Effects cs6 basic composting and Adobe premiere
cs6 Editing skills. Designed for the beginner, it starts with the basics
to get you started and later it gets more practical developing your
production skills on all stages and the steps needed to create
animated shorts. Starting with the building blocks you will need to be
successful and achieve your goals. In pre-production you will be
introduced to concept, story and script writing, storyboard and
animatic. In the production stage, you will develop modeling,
texturing, rigging, and character animating skills. Finally, in the post
production, we will place lights, cameras, render the scenes and do
the composting and editing. A multiple skill and software course is at
your hands to master. It's an All in One Production Course. Projects
are provided for you to learn by applying techniques directly
throughout the training course. By the end of this course, you will be
well informed and trained in the animated shorts creation process.
The Best Way to know the workflow and create your Animated
shorts. Multiple Resources for you to Start making your animation
Right Away. You can do it! Finally, you can create your animated
short depending on yourself. If you've always wanted to know how to
make your own animation, or wanted a simple and comprehensive
way to guide you through out the production process, this course is
definitely for you. Gear up and prepare yourself for Deep dive!!
*Note: Software versions used 3Ds max 2014 and Adobe cs6
(Audition - Photoshop - After effects - Premier)

Grade Results
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Create Your Business Narrative: Bank on Content

Business

Create your first electronic music track with Pro
Tools

Design

Create Your First Online Store with Drupal Commerce Web Design

Create Your First Online Store with Magento Go

Grade Results

This course helps you to drive traffic to your business whether online
or offline. It equips you with the tools to get started with your own
content marketing program. It teaches you how to use content
marketing to build your brand by engaging your audience with
effective story-telling. The course will take between one to two hours
but its structured for you to view videos and read short chapters at
certain moments throughout your day.
Does this sound familiar? "I need someone to show me things that I
won't be able to pick up by myself" "I'm the kind of person who learn
by doing not by just watching someone talking and working" "I don't
have the time to learn by trial and error, I want to learn fast" "I want a
course to give me the confidence and knowledge needed to use Pro
Tools like a pro" "I am after a simple, jargon-free way to learn Pro
Tools" "I need answers to my questions on the spot" "I have no
recording experience and I would like a pro to show me where to
start from" "I would like to have control over my projects and know
how to organise my workflow" If the answer is YES! then this course
is for you. The objective of the Jump Start series is to get you
comfortable using Pro Tools and understand the fundamentals so
that you know where things are and no longer be intimidated by the
software. And best of all you can ask as many questions as you like!
It's just like having your own private instructor. What if you don't
have Pro Tools yet? You can download the 30-day Pro Tools 11 free
trial from: http://www.avid.com/Trial/ProTools You will only need to
buy an iLok to download the demo license on: www.ilok.com A few
things you need to know about Pro Tools and this course before you
start: When you take the decision of buying and using Pro Tools, it
might be very confusing to know which training to follow or where to
start from! Knowing how to use Pro Tools features and producing
great music tracks are two different things. Beware! Pro Tools is a
bit like a shiny Porsche:) It's tempting to hop in, put the pedal to the
metal, after all the great features are there to use. However, it can be
easy to go down a path where you won't be using the features
appropriately and in a way that truly won't help you achieve your
goals. The Jump Start series aims to provide you with the help you
need to understand the fundamentals while also learning how to best
apply Pro Tools features in the context of the work you do. The
objective of this series is to get you confident in bringing to life your
audio and music production ideas. It is this skill of understanding
exactly where things are and how to properly use them in context
that will set you apart from the crowd. In this first course, we will
work on a simple project in which we will be creating an electronic
music track using loops that you can find and download from the
“course materials” section of the "Creating your first session" lecture.
The idea is to first start with a collection of loops and end up with a
full track. You will need about two hours to complete this first course,
This course shows how to build an online store using Drupal
Commerce, a set of modules that extend Drupal. Author Tom Geller
teaches the basics of configuring a store, processing a payment, and
charging for shipping and taxes, as well as creating, displaying, and
categorizing products. The course also explains how to integrate a
store into a Drupal site, customize a store's appearance, and
increase site traffic using search engine optimization (SEO)
techniques.

Computer Science
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Create Your First Website Using Wordpress

Web Design

Create Your First Website Using Wordpress is a course for people
who want to learn how to create their own website from scratch. My
approach is designed for people who never created a website in the
past. You will learn how to select your domain name You will register
your discounted hostgator coupon code (udemyleaders) You will
effortlessly install Wordpress You will learn how to write posts,
format, add pictures, links and access an unlimited amount of free
template Whether you want to create a personal blog or a
professional website, this course will teach you how to create your
own website so you don't have to be dependent on web designers
and programmers. By following the step by step videos, you will be
able to complete your website in no time. You can follow at your own
paced but the faster you go the faster you'll have a website in your
hands. Become a website owner by the end of this course by
following a simple 3 step process. Domain Name Hosting Website
Creation (Bonus) Customization Module Take this course if you are
serious about learning and taking actions to reach your goal. I'm
offering you value and actionable action steps that you can follow at
your own pace. You do not need to know how to do programming,
design or anything like that. In Create Your First Website Using
Wordpress, we focus on teaching you everything that you need to
know to get started online and create your first website. Action is this
key phrase and if you are willing to take action you will have an
amazing time with our community and together we are going to
create some amazing websites in this lifetime. Disclaimer We cannot
guarantee results because they are based on your actions but I can
guaranteed that if you take no actions, you will see no results. I do
also guaranteed that this information is accurate, valuable and
professional at the time of publishing. By the end of the course you
should have the basic knowledge needed to create your first website
using Wordpress. There is no risk to you since the course is free. Go
ahead and give it a try.

Create Your Marketing Calendar: From Mayhem to
Mastery

Business

Create your own App in Excel

Business

Do you often feel you lack direction in your business?Do you feel
overwhelmed or frustrated because you're not getting the results you
expected?Do you struggle with creating clear goals for you business
that inspire you into action?If you answered YES to any of these
question, don't worry ... you're not alone. If you're frustrated with how
your business has been performing, or feel stuck because you've
tried "everything" with little to no results ...Than maybe what you lack
is a clear and focused Marketing Roadmap!I can say without a doubt
that one of the decisions I've made that has had a MAJOR impact in
my business and how I operate it, is in creating a Marketing
Roadmap.

UserForms is an advanced and powerful feature in Excel that allows
for automation through the creation of Excel macros using VBA
(Visual Basic for Applications). Userforms are custom forms that you
can create to complement and interact with your worksheet, in some
cases your userforms can completely replace interaction with your
worksheet. With userforms you can create custom forms with fields
where input values can be selected from a dropdown, or
checkboxes, create command buttons etc. Such forms can be
created for those who are not comfortable working on an Excel sheet
thereby making their interaction with excel to the bare minimum. In
this course, we take you through the various components that can
be included in a custom form and most importantly we cover the
various steps whereby you can ensure that data entered is always
validated. Needless to say to take this course you need a good
working knowledge of Excel and VBA macros. If you would like to
brush up your Basic Excel and VBA skills you can take our course
on Excel for Beginners to Intermediate and our Excel Automation
course.

Grade Results
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Create Your Own Hosted Professional Forum in 35
minutes!

Marketing

This course is for those who want to create their own professional
looking forum. Sure there are many options out there, but I will show
you one of the cheapest ways that you can do it without
compromising nor on the functionality but also on the design of your
forum. You have all sorts of companies that charge you tons of
money for setting it up, hosting it, maintaining it, etc., but with some
knowledge you can do this on your own without the need of coding,
or getting too much into the technical aspect. Your forum will run like
any other professional forums and offer functionalities such as: User
registration and management. Posting of categories and different
forums. Managing posts and moderating them in case needed.
Notification system. Spam protection .....and many more! We will start
from scratch and I will assume that you have no or limited knowledge
in technology, hosting, etc. You do not need to know HTML, PHP or
anything else since the solution that I will show you is pretty "plug-nplay". Once your forum is live, you will then be able to release it to
the public so that they can start using it. You can also add other
moderators if you wish, that will be able to moderate posts, delete,
etc. The course takes place in 3 sections and I have made it as
comprehensive as possible so that in a few minutes (or maximum a
couple of hours) you can do exactly what I showed you and start
your forum! Since this is going to be your own hosted blog, you will
need to have a server available and preferably a virtual dedicated
one, however this can also work on a shared hosting environment. It
all depends on your traffic and requirements, but I will assume that
you have the basic one, which is a shared hosting environment. So
let's start the course!

Create Your Own iPad & Android Publications

Web Design

Create Your Own Website In 2 Hours

Web Design
Building a website used to be the craft of professional coders and
website designers -- NOT anymore! With the introduction of an open
source software solution called; Wordpress ... now ANYONE can
create a website in 2 hours. Even if you’re a complete technophobe,
you … yes YOU, can get a website online. No matter whether you
want: ...A blog ...A new business website ...An affiliate website ...A
website for your existing business You can learn the skills to do it
within this course. Here’s what we will cover: * Things to consider
before registering a domain name -- get these wrong and you’ll set
yourself up for "failure" before you even start. * The 4 websites you’ll
need to use to find the MOST suitable website name for what you
need and SPECIFICALLY how to use them. * How to register your
perfect domain name - the complete “Step by Step” process to
secure your chosen name. * How to setup an email account with
your new website so its; you@yourdomain.com NOT
yourbiz@hotmail.com — this looks so unprofessional. * How to
install Wordpress and get your site live in minutes using just a few
clicks. * How to add content, images and video to your site with
“Step by Step” instruction. * How to change the "look and feel" of
your site in seconds WITHOUT having to know how to write ANY
programming language. * Plus so much more... Class is in session ...
Just click the orange “Take This Course” button at the top of your
screen and ... let’s get started.

Grade Results
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Create Your Website with WordPress

Web Design
Work Alongside Me to Create & Operate Your Website Right Now.
Never created a website before? Perfect. This course was created
for you. Entrepreneurs and creatives like you are unique. You
constantly have new ideas that will change the world. But
sometimes... technology gets in the way. Ever have an idea that was
awesome? Of course you have! We all have them. I've had many
ideas... and you know what happened to most of them? Nothing.
They stayed as ideas. That's because no idea ever becomes real
until you take action and start making that idea into a reality. It
seemed that most of my ideas required one key ingredient: knowing
how to make a website. A website gives you a voice. We live in the
era of technology where all customers are online at some point.
Take this course if either of these apply to you: - Your idea involves
making a website OR - You operate a traditional business and need
to build your online presence I'll walk you through every step in how
to use WordPress through a series of videos. I've also included
useful resource documents for you to reference. I know where you're
at. I know where you're coming from. That's because I've been in
your shoes. I understand how intimidating it is to make a website and
how confusing coding can be. That's why there's no talk of coding in
this course. 'How's that possible?' - It's possible with WordPress.
You'll know what I mean once you start watching the videos. These
next few hours could change your life. It's up to you. Best of luck and
start building your dreams. Start today. Start now.

Creating a Business Website
Creating a Classroom Web Site

Design
Education

Creating a Compelling Vision & Setting Achievable
Goals

Business

Learn how to create a classroom Web site in this fun, easy-tounderstand course for teachers. In no time, you'll build a site with
text, images, animations, tables, links, and more. Then you'll create a
WebQuest and a blog to add to your site.

The first step towards a successful business or life for that matter, is
to create, review or revive your vision: for your life but primarily for
your business. Following this is the task of setting goals to create the
ladder to reach your vision. In this practical module you will create a
3 year roadmap and set goals for all areas of your life including your
business.You will be guided with, video, audio, worksheets and
various podcasts and articles. All of my clients have successfully
worked through their vision and goals with extraordinary results. So
join me as we do the same for you and take you on a journey that
will ruin you for the ordinary. The Process In each section of the
module you will watch a video and then be guided through the audio
worksheets. Introduction This is an overview of what the full course
is all about. It explains the 7 keys elements entrepreneurs need to
master in order to be successful. Vision Here we take your through
the process of creating a compelling vision in seven key areas of
your life such as business, finance, family, personal development etc.

Creating a Digital Painting with Photoshop CS5

Grade Results

Computer Science

Work alongside digital artist Daniel Lieske as he uses Adobe
Photoshop tools and techniques to create an electronic painting from
scratch. This course allows you inside the creative process as
Daniel uses intuitive composition techniques to develop an abstract
image, then emphasizes certain aspects of that image to create the
final artwork. Along the way, pick up techniques to make your own
brushes and work with layers and blend modes.
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Creating a First Web Site with Dreamweaver CS4

Computer Science
Creating a First Web Site with Dreamweaver CS4 shows the basics
of doing just that—building a first web site. Adobe Certified Instructor
Paul Trani walks through the important steps of creating a web site
from concept to publishing, using Dreamweaver CS4. He teaches
how to create basic web pages, add text and image content, use
Cascading Style Sheets for design and layout, create a photo
gallery, and even check the final site for browser compatibility. He
also demonstrates how to create a contact form to encourage viewer
feedback on the site. Exercise files accompany the course.

Creating a First Web Site with Dreamweaver CS6

Web Design
Join author Paul Trani as he shows how to create a web site step by
step with Adobe Dreamweaver CS6, one of the industry's leading
web authoring tools. But not just any web site. A responsive HTML5
web site that works across multiple browsers and devices, complete
with rich imagery and text, a robust portfolio, video content, and even
a contact form. This course covers how to use web standards such
as HTML5 for structure and Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) to control
colors, fonts, navigation, and more. The course also demonstrates
how to test across multiple browsers and devices and upload your
new site to the web.

Creating a Fixed-Layout EPUB

Computer Science

Creating a Hallway Scene with Photoshop

Computer Science

Creating a Map with Illustrator

Computer Science

Join author Anne-Marie Concepción, as she shows how to create
fixed-width EPUBs to sell in the iBookstore. The course explores the
fixed-layout EPUB format and files, providing a quick-start EPUB
template to download, examine, and use to build simple fixed-layout
files right away. The course explains how to get content from PDFs
and InDesign files into an EPUB, demonstrates editing for fixedlayout settings, and covers modifying CSS to position content and
proofing an EPUB on the iPad.
Adobe Photoshop can help us create stunning montages from
photographic sources, but what if we mix things up and see what we
can produce without using any photographs whatsoever? In this
workshop, author Steve Caplin introduces new and surprising ways
of creating new artwork from scratch in Photoshop. See how to build
every single element in a 1930s image from scratch, from creating
the wood texture used for the door to drawing the wallpaper and
adding the lighting.

Learn to create a custom map that provides clean and accurate
directions and points out the landmarks you want to highlight. In this
course, William Everhart shows how to build a road map in Adobe
Illustrator, which you can then print or embed on a website. Discover
how to obtain a source image; trace the map; draw and style
different roads, landmarks, and basic geographic features; and label
your map with type and symbols. Finally, learn to add turn-by-turn
directions and prepare your map for print or sharing online.
Creating a Marquee in WordPress with jQuery

Grade Results

Web Design

Leverage the power of WordPress and some custom jQuery to
create and manage a promotional homepage marquee for your
website. Chris Converse covers creating custom content types,
uploading graphics, and producing an interactive, animated marquee
that shows different captions on smaller screens. The exercise files
and code snippets for this course are free to all members, so it's
easy to recreate this project for your own WordPress site. This
course was created by Chris Converse. We're honored to host this
training in our library.
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Creating a Membership Site with WordPress

Web Design

Creating a Mini Documentary with Premiere Elements Film Studies

Creating a PDF Presentation

Design

Creating a Photo Gallery in WordPress with jQuery

Web Design

This course takes you through the process of setting up a
membership site using open source software. We'll be using
WordPress software and some free plugins available in the
WordPress repository. In this course, it is assumed that you have
WordPress installed and operational with a hosting company and
that you have some knowledge about using the admin screens. We'll
also be using Amazon AWS (S3 and CloudFront) and PayPal. Both
of these offer free account setups.
This course shows beginning filmmakers how to make a short
documentary from footage they have already shot, and walks them
from the editing process in Adobe Premiere Elements through
uploading a finished movie to platforms like Vimeo or YouTube.
Author and producer Jason Osder explains how the footage was
shot along the way, illuminating why particular angles were chosen
and how the subject matter influences the editing process. The
course also covers trimming, editing to music, and adding a title and
graphics, and the final chapters result in a polished, color-corrected
movie with properly mixed dialog and music.
Learn to create an interactive PDF you can use as the basis for a
great presentation with Adobe InDesign CC. Mike Rankin shows you
how to create a template for your presentation file, and then how to
add your own text and images, play audio and video, and link to
content on the web. Plus, learn how to animate bulleted lists, create
an area for taking notes, and run your presentation automatically.
Last, Mike offers tips for delivering a presentation that genuinely
connects with your audience.

WordPress has an excellent media library and the ability to create
galleries for almost any page, but the look and feel are somewhat
limited. You, however, can take control of the user experience with
jQuery, and give your admins the ability to control the gallery with
features they already know and love. Chris Converse teaches you
how in this short course. Learn to register custom JavaScript, modify
the layout with CSS, and then incorporate a lightbox effect. Plus,
Chris will show you how to make the most of your hard work by
moving the gallery markup between different WordPress themes, so
you can use your customization in any layout.
Creating a Responsive Design with Edge Reflow

Web Design
Learn how to create responsive web designs that look and work
great on desktops, tablets, and mobile devices with Edge Reflow.
Paul Trani shows how to design a layout, add text and images plus
content from Photoshop and Illustrator, and even generate Reflow
projects from Photoshop CC. Also learn how to find the
"breakpoints" in your designs and decide how your layouts will reflow
on tablets and mobile devices, without recreating the design! From
there Paul shows how to create multiple pages and test your project
on your desktop or even on a connected device using Edge Inspect.

Creating a Responsive HTML Email

Web Design
Designing HTML emails can be challenging, considering the limited
capabilities of desktop and web email readers, combined with the
small screen sizes of mobile devices. Enter responsive HTML email.
Let Chris Converse show you how to design an elegant email that
will adapt to varying screen sizes and render correctly in over 30
different mail clients, including Gmail, Yahoo, AOL, and multiple
versions of Outlook, as well as Android, iOS, and Windows phones.
Learn to add complex features like background graphics, rounded
corners, and shadows that don't break your email when they can't be
displayed. Then create call-to-action buttons, add animation, and
style the whole thing with CSS. Plus, explore tools and services that
will help you test your campaigns. Start now and learn what is
possible with HTML email. This course was created and produced
by Chris Converse. We are honored to host this content in our library.

Grade Results
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Creating a Responsive Web Design
Creating a Responsive Web Experience

Photography
Computer Science

Creating a Responsive Website Design

Web Design

Many times, simply resizing your web design is not enough to create
a satisfying user experience. This course helps you make your
webpages more responsive to different screen sizes with HTML,
CSS, and JavaScript. Picking up where he left off in Creating a
Responsive Web Design, Chris Converse shows how to modify your
existing HTML, dynamically load content, animate elements on the
page, and collapse the navigation on smaller screens—while
allowing users to expand menus with a tap of their finger.

Discover how to make your website more readable and efficient
across various screen sizes and devices. Join author Chris
Converse as he shares his own specialized techniques for creating a
responsive site. The course takes the site from start-to-finish, from
comping your ideas in Photoshop, to setting up the HTML page and
containers, to styling established elements for small, medium, and
large screens. In particular, Chris shows how to load images with
CSS, reposition the nav bar for better viewing on mobile devices,
and how to make the download time faster for small screens by
providing multiple versions of your banner graphic and other images.
Plus, learn how to replace graphics with high-resolution versions for
Retina displays using CSS media queries. This course was created
and produced by Chris Converse. lynda.com is honored to host this
training in our library.
Creating a Show Open in After Effects and CINEMA
4D

Film Studies

Creating a Show Open in Nuke X and CINEMA 4D

Film Studies

Creating a Social Media Strategy

Marketing

Creating a Sports Highlight Reel with iMovie
Creating a Sports Highlight Reel with iMovie

Photography
Film Studies

Grade Results

Film and television clients want strong openings for their shows.
Adding a custom motion-tracked logo to the opening credits can add
an extra burst of energy as well as reinforce the themes of the
program. In this course, Andy Needham shows how to take existing
footage, track it with the CameraTracker plugin for After Effects, and
define a ground plane and 3D origin point for your footage. Then
you'll bring the scene into CINEMA 4D and use its MoGraph tools to
design an animated logo, plus match the lighting with the original
background plate. Then learn how to bring it all together with color
grading and optical lens effects back in After Effects.

Film and television clients want strong openings for their shows.
Adding a custom motion-tracked logo to the opening credits can add
an extra burst of energy as well as reinforce the themes of the
program. In this course, Andy Needham shows how to take existing
footage, track it with the CAMERATRACKER node found in Nuke X,
and import the data into CINEMA 4D. There, you'll learn how to use
C4D's MoGraph tools to drive the motion of the logo toward its final
resolve and match the lighting with the original background plate.
Plus, learn how to bring it all together with color grading and optical
lens effects back in Nuke.
Social media is not a passing trend, and today every business is
expected to have an active presence online. But if you’re new to it, or
you’re the only one managing social media for your business, how
do you know where to get started with your social media plan?
HootSuite University is pleased to deliver tactical courseware on
Creating a Social Media Strategy.

This course demonstrates how to create a fast-paced sports video,
for the home team or the pros, with the power and simplicity of the
tools in Apple iMovie '11. Author Abba Shapiro illustrates how to use
basic camera techniques and strategies when recording video and
how to edit the footage together to create an entertaining highlights
reel, using the built-in Sports theme in iMovie. Abba also shows how
to reduce background or crowd noise and mix in audio interviews
and music.
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Creating a Vacation Video with iMovie

Film Studies
This course shows budding videographers how to create a family
vacation video with the friendly tools in iMovie '11. It illustrates some
basic camera techniques and strategies to use when recording video
and how to edit the footage together to create an entertaining, fastpaced highlights reel. Author Abba Shapiro, an award-winning
producer and director, also demonstrates how to grab the viewer's
attention, organize and edit the footage, and add music, transitions,
and still pictures to round out your story. The final chapters show
how to improve the look and pacing of your videos with special
effects, such as themes, picture-in-picture effects, and freeze frames.

Creating Abstract Face – Techniques in Abstract Art
Painting

Design
Abstract Painting is all about depicting a feeling of a simple object,
and making it extraordinary. It encourages imagination over a
precise execution of the environment. Though creating an abstract
face painting is a tough job, our guru makes it easy by providing step
by step guidelines. The learners are surely going to enjoy, and get
benefitted from this course. Every module explains in detail the
techniques used to create an abstract face in an efficient manner. In
this course, important aspects like composing, drawing, colour
balancing, and creating special effects that are required for an
abstract art is detailed. The courses would surely tickle the creative
senses of the learner, and would mold them into a professional artist
and create a sense of abstract thinking. The guru mainly
emphasizes in the creation of the abstract face. He brings out an
embossed effect to the artwork by developing layers through patch
mechanism. The materials used for creating an abstract face
includes: canvas or drawing paper, acrylic color paints (black,
Persian blue, permanent rose, burnt sienna, vermilion red, yellow
ochre and white) and brushes of different sizes (50mm smooth flat
brush, 0 and 2 numbered flat smooth brushes, round brush
numbered 2). Here the guru uses acrylic paint for creating the
abstract painting. The learners can also try the same techniques
using oil paint, poster colors etc. Hobitute art masters would also be
introducing more techniques to create beautiful abstract paintings for
their enthusiastic learners.Through this painting course, the learners
will easily learn the techniques to bring out emotions into a piece of
art.

Creating Accessible PDFs

Business
Accessibility means making sure your content is available to as
many people as possible. When you make your PDFs accessible, it
means adding tags, bookmarks, alt text, and other information that
makes the files readable to users who are visually or mobility
impaired. Using Microsoft Word and Adobe InDesign, it's now much
easier to create valid, accessible PDF files. In this course, Chad
Chelius explains why accessibility is important and what features an
accessible PDF should include, before showing you two workflows
for creating accessible PDFs: one in Word and one in InDesign. He
also covers making an existing PDF file accessible using tools in
Adobe Acrobat.

Creating Accessible PDFs

Business
Accessibility means making sure your content is available to as
many people as possible. When you make your PDFs accessible, it
means adding tags, bookmarks, alt text, and other information that
makes the files readable to users who are visually or mobility
impaired. Using Microsoft Word and Adobe InDesign, it's now much
easier to create valid, accessible PDF files. In this course, Chad
Chelius explains why accessibility is important and what features an
accessible PDF should include, before showing you two workflows
for creating accessible PDFs: one in Word and one in InDesign. He
also covers making an existing PDF file accessible using tools in
Adobe Acrobat.

Grade Results
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Creating advanced 3D motion graphics , " The Gift"
Project

Design
use this code and get the course for only $22 instead of $28 : PAY22
In this series of tutorials we will go through the process of creating a
very nice 3D motion graphic design called " The Gift " completely
from scratch in Cinema 4d and After effects You can watch " The
Gift " Motion graphic here : https://vimeo.com/81580741 in more than
4 Hours of in depth video tutorials we will go over all the techniques
and workflows that were used in creating " The Gift " , so if you want
to learn how to create and design professional 3D motion graphics
this course is for you . we learn how to set up our scene all the way
to the final render and compositing , no secrets , everything will be
explained in detail what you learn : By the end of this course you
have learned the techniques that professionals use in their daily
workflow By the end of this course you will be able to approach
complex 3d motion graphic projects By the end of this course you
will be able to use mograph module in Cinema 4d to create
advanced motion graphics By the end of this course you have
learned how to work with complex multi-camera setups in Cinema 4d
in this course you learn how to prepare your scene for final render
and handle multi-pass renders in this course you learn how to light
your scene using Global Illumination You learn how to work with Hair
module in Cinema 4d You learn how to use After effects to convert
your boring 3d render to nice , amazing final image in Post
production process

Creating an Adaptive Web Site for Multiple Screens

Computer Science

Creating an Animated Infographic with Edge Animate
w

Animation

Creating an Effective Content Strategy for Your
Website
Creating an Effective Resume
Creating an Ethical Corporate Culture

Photography

Tell a more compelling story in Adobe Edge Animate with an
animated infographic. In this course, learn how to illustrate your data
and animate charts, text, and other artwork. Author Chris Converse
explores techniques that work across multiple browsers and
platforms, and even in digital magazines and ebooks.

Basic Skills
Social Sciences
This course is designed to provide executives, managers, and
supervisors the knowledge and tools to create and sustain an ethical
culture in their company, department, or work group. Management
theorists and ethics experts have increasingly concluded that this
responsibility, to create and sustain the ethical organizational culture,
is a fundamental task of every level of management. Course
participants will learn that managers select from four basic strategies
to create an ethical organization and culture, and make use of ten
basic tools to shape that culture and keep it strong. The course also
addresses unavoidable challenges to an ethical culture. This course
can be taken separately, but in part builds on "Business Ethics for
the Real World," another Santa Clara University course offered on
Canvas Network. No specific background or preparation is
necessary.

Creating an HTML Email Newsletter
Creating an interactive bar graph - jQuery Bar Graph

Photography
Computer Science

Creating an iPad App with HTML5 and PhoneGap
Build

Computer Science

Creating an MP3 Player with Adobe Flash

Design

Grade Results

Review the jQuery material you just learned with a bar graph
example.
Learn to create a native iPad app using existing HTML, CSS, and
JavaScript files. This course will show you how to take any web
project and convert it into an app that is ready to earn you money, or
bragging rights, in the App Store. Find out how Adobe PhoneGap
Build can make this a possibility for you.
Learn to create a native iPad app using existing HTML, CSS, and
JavaScript files. This course will show you how to take any web
project and convert it into an app that is ready to earn you money, or
bragging rights, in the App Store. Find out how Adobe PhoneGap
Build can make this a possibility for you.
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Creating and developing a tech startup

Business

Creating and Managing a Blog Network with
WordPress

Web Design

Creating and Texturing a Fantasy Shield with dDo

Design

Creating Animated Characters in After Effects

Design

This course will allow you to identify and evaluate opportunities for
creating a tech business, and to better understand its principal
issues on a human, technical, commercial, environmental and
financial level.
This course presents the WordPress Multisite feature, which allows
web site designers and administrators to create a network of sites
and blogs from a single installation of WordPress. Author Justin
Seeley covers installing the network components, configuring their
web server/hosting environment, using the Multisite Network
Administration panel, managing users, and backing up, migrating,
and restoring a multisite installation.
In this course focused on sculpting and using dDo, instructor Galen
Davis takes us through the complete pipeline of creating a Fantasy
Shield. Davis demonstrates the ZBrush sculpting process, how to
render out all the necessary texture maps, and then introduces you
to dDo as we cover the complete texturing process with this powerful
new software. dDo introduces a whole new tool for your game
assets you won't want to miss!

Learn to create and animate highly controllable characters using
After Effects. In this course, author George Maestri covers every
step on the way, from designing the characters in Photoshop or
Illustrator, or drawing them straight from After Effects; assembling
characters with hierarchies; making realistic deformations with the
Puppet tool; automating rigs with expressions; creating realistic head
turns; and showing advanced techniques such as using null objects
as bones. Finally, the course shows how to perform a basic
animation with the character and ensure the rig works correctly.
Creating Animations in 3D Studio Max

Design
Learn to create and animate highly controllable characters using
After Effects. In this course, author George Maestri covers every
step on the way, from designing the characters in Photoshop or
Illustrator, or drawing them straight from After Effects; assembling
characters with hierarchies; making realistic deformations with the
Puppet tool; automating rigs with expressions; creating realistic head
turns; and showing advanced techniques such as using null objects
as bones. Finally, the course shows how to perform a basic
animation with the character and ensure the rig works correctly.

Creating Art Basics-NOT FOR CREDIT
Creating Audio Visualizations with Audacity
Creating Classroom Centers

Design
Engineering
Education

Creating cutout animation in Synfig Studio

Design

Discover how easy and effective classroom centers can really be! In
this course, you'll learn how to create and implement activities that
boost independent learning in the classroom.
Synfig Studio is free and opensource animation software, available
for Windows, Linux and OSX. It is very powerful, but yet quite
complex. In this course you will learn how to use it for creating
animation in specific technique, which is called "cutout". The cutout
technique is known as an easiest way to start learning animation. At
the same time it remains very expressive and attractive. So, this
course equally fit to those who just starting to learn animation, as
well as for established artists who would like to master this technique
with the free and opensource software. The course consists of 10
lectures, which will guide you from the very basics of application
interface to the advanced techniques of creating cutout character
animation. The sample files are also included, so it is possible to
repeat all exercises demonstrated during the course. Also, all the
lectures in the course are available for downloading and watching
offline.

Grade Results
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Creating Ebooks with InDesign CS5

Computer Science

Creating Effective Social Media Content for Business
Use

Marketing

Creating Fluid Effects in Maya

Design

Creating Fur in Maya

Design

This workshop from design guru Rufus Deuchler helps leverage
designers existing Adobe InDesign knowledge to quickly gain a
foothold in the rapidly expanding world of ebooks. First learn how to
set up an InDesign document that can be smoothly and accurately
exported to the EPUB format used by the Kindle and other ebook
readers. Then get simple, nuts-and-bolts advice on working with
images, hyperlinks, metadata, and more, as well as tips on how to
avoid potential pitfalls. Before you know it, you'll be ready to create
and publish your first ebook.
In this course, you'll learn how to develop effective content for your
business's social media accounts on a consistent basis. Good
content is the key to successful digital marketing, and knowing how
to create and maintain this content in order to build your brand's
image online is essential to any business's marketing efforts. In this
course, you'll learn what good content consists of, where to find it,
and how to utilize it on the major social networks.
Learn to render realistic bodies of water such as ponds and oceans
and underwater shots with Maya—essential skills in a visual effects
artist's toolkit. In this course, Aaron F. Ross shows how to work with
the Fluid node attributes, control the simulation quality, make
collisions that mimic surface wake or waves, float objects, and
improve the realism of your scenes with shaders and reflectivity.

Hair and fur are vital details for realistic 3D models, and their texture
can vary wildly—whether soft, prickly, tousled, matted, frizzy, spiky,
or straight. This course, with animator Aaron F. Ross, shows you
how to create, render, and customize all different types of fur in
Maya. Fur starts in Maya with the Fur node, where you attach a fur
description and define essential properties. Then you'll learn to map
fur to your models with texture and style it with the Paint Fur
Attributes tool. Plus, discover how to control shading and shadowing,
render out your model in Maya or mental ray, and animate dynamic
hair with the nHair system. In the end, you'll have textures you can
use to create luxuriant heads of hair, fur of many stripes, and even
other materials like grass.
Creating Game Environments in Maya and Photoshop Design
Creating Games in Multimedia Fusion 2: Beginner
Course

Design

Creating Hair with Maya nHair

Design

Creating Icon Fonts for the Web

Web Design

Learn the basics of MMF2 and get off to the right start in creating
your own games for Windows, Mobile, Flash and HTML5!
Get tried and true techniques for creating, styling, animating, and
rendering hair with nHair in Autodesk Maya. Aaron F. Ross will show
you how to prepare your mesh; control for stiffness, shape, and curl;
trim and extend follicles; style hair with curves; and adjust color,
translucency, and specular highlights. The last chapter shows you
how to render nHair with Maya and mental ray.

If you think icon fonts stop and start with Dingbats, think again. New
icon fonts are modern, fun, and allow you to add scalable vector
artwork to your designs with a single keystroke. Chances are you've
seen them in action, but you might not be exactly clear on how to
create your own. In this course, senior author James Williamson
explains what icon fonts are and how they work, and reviews a
selection of tools for generating icon fonts: online services like
Fontello, vector-drawing programs like Illustrator, and font creation
software like Glyphs Mini. He also provides tips on drawing and
organizing glyphs, importing artwork, exporting your font, and
generating cross-browser-compatible web fonts.

Grade Results
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Creating Infographics with Illustrator

Computer Science
Infographics provide a unique way to visualize your data and trace
the story behind it. Join author Mordy Golding in this course as he
introduces you to designing charts, graphs, and other infographics in
Adobe Illustrator. Mordy reveals five key components to a great
information design, and shows how to determine which of the types
of graphs available in Illustrator is right for your data. The final
chapter takes you step-by-step through the creation of an
infographic about renewable energy, using charts, tables, patterns,
and text. Plus, Mordy demonstrates how to maximize your export
options by creating a file with multiple layers and artboards.

Creating Interactive Projects with Edge Animate

Computer Science

Creating Interactive Projects with Edge Animate

Photography

Creating Interactive Projects with Edge Animate

Design

Creating Materials in CINEMA 4D

Design

Creating Particle and Fire Effects with Maya
Creating Photo Books with Blurb
Creating Photo Books with iPhoto
Creating Product Shots in 3ds Max

Design
Business
Photography
Design

In this course, Tom Green explores the emerging workflow between
the Adobe Creative Cloud applications and Edge Animate through a
series of hands-on projects. Discover how to create phone and
tablet applications using both PhoneGap Build and Dreamweaver
with Edge Animate. Then learn how to build an interactive banner ad
using assets created in Photoshop, Fireworks, and Illustrator. The
course wraps up with a lesson where you use your Edge Animate
skills to create projects for Adobe Muse desktop, tablet, and
smartphone sites.
Materials are one of the key tools in CINEMA 4D for adding realism
and character to your 3D models and projects. Learn how to use the
CINEMA 4D toolset for creating and applying materials that add
color, texture, shading, transparency, and reflectivity. Author
Donovan Keith walks you through a library of prebuilt textures that
you can put to use right away, and then shows how to analyze and
re-create common real-world materials like metal and glass from
scratch. Plus, learn how to use photographs as the basis for
complex layered surfaces.

Creating virtual product shots reduces the need for photography. But
those shots need to be accurately shaded, lighted, and rendered to
seem realistic. 3ds Max can help. It's a powerful application for
design visualization. In this course, you'll learn to shade, light, and
render a product shot in 3ds Max. Aaron F. Ross leads you through
the entire production workflow, starting with a prebuilt CAD model.
Once the model is imported and the scene is organized for 3ds Max,
Aaron shows how to create Arch & Design materials, construct
several different lighting setups, render in mental ray, and color
correct in Adobe After Effects. Explore the power of 3ds Max to
present your product renderings in their best light.
Creating Product Shots in Maya

Design
Creating virtual product shots reduces the need for photography. But
those shots need to be accurately shaded, lighted, and rendered to
seem realistic. That's when you turn to Maya. Its toolset for materials
and lighting is almost limitless. In this course, you'll learn to shade,
light, and render a product shot in Maya. Aaron F. Ross is your guide
through the entire production workflow, starting with a prebuilt CAD
model. Aaron uses mental ray's mia_material_x shader, constructs
several different lighting setups, renders to separate passes, and
color corrects in Adobe After Effects. Let Maya's power help you
present product renderings in their best light.

Creating Product Shots in Modo
Creating Product Shots in Modo

Grade Results

Design
Photography
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Creating Puzzle Pieces with Illustrator and Photoshop Design
This course will show you how to create puzzle pieces of any size or
shape using Adobe Illustrator and Photoshop. You will learn how to
create a square puzzle template in Adobe Illustrator, then we go on
to creating a circle puzzle template in Adobe Illustrator and import
the template into Adobe Photoshop where we break it up into pieces,
apply effects and export the individual puzzle pieces, which we then
batch re-size and rename for use in your standard and retina iPad
project. Recommend for anyone that has purchased
CartoonSmart.com 's Story Tellers Kit and would like to know how to
create puzzle pieces the easy way or anyone that would like to have
an easy to use reference on how to create puzzle pieces or
templates for use in their latest project or App. Create puzzles
quickly and easily with minimum effort and without having to use the
pen tool or purchase expensive limited plug-ins. Use the shape
tools, line tool and shape builder in Illustrator. Use Photoshop's trim
and save for web tools. Preparing your images for use in your
project or App. Learn how to create a re-size action. Batch rename in
Photoshop, adding -ipadhd extension to your images with minimum
effort. This course is just over an hour long and includes examples
for creating a square template and a complete circle puzzle, and also
includes templates for a triangle, a star and an ellipse, and includes
the working Photoshop and Illustrator files.

Creating Rigid Body Simulations in Blender

Design

Creating Shader Networks in Maya and mental ray

Design

Creating Simulations in MassFX and 3ds Max

Computer Science

Creating Simulations in MassFX and 3ds Max

Photography

Meet the family of rigid body simulation tools available in Blender
and learn how to create realistic 3D movement and collisions. Author
Joel Bradley starts with a simple rigid body simulation, where you
choose a collision type, set the initial state, add basic properties, and
output a render. He then introduces techniques for creating more
advanced collisions with proxy objects, concave objects, force fields,
and constraints. Finally learn how to create interesting fracture
patterns and effects, and control fractured geometry more easily with
the Bullet Viewport Constraints tool.

This course introduces basic physics simulation principles in
Autodesk 3ds Max using MassFX, a system that makes it cost
effective to animate rigid body objects, cloth, and particle systems.
Author Brian Bradley introduces basic concepts such as gravity,
drag, volume, and density, and how Newton's Laws of Motion can
help you understand the interaction of objects with these unseen
forces. Using the purpose built scene, Brian walks through the tools
and features of the MassFX (PhysX) system, applying the principles
discussed as he goes. Along the way, discover how to combine rigid
bodies and constraints, mCloth fabrics, and mParticles geometry to
create fairground-style effects.
Creating Simulations in Maya Dynamics

Design

Creating Site-Specific Dance and Performance Works Design

Grade Results

The dynamic simulation tools in Maya allow animators and visual
effects artists to create convincing animations that would be too
difficult or time consuming to keyframe by hand. This course covers
the basics of the classic dynamics engine, showing how to build a
simulation with passive and active rigid bodies, add attributes like
bounce and friction, integrate the simulation with keyframes, and
apply dynamic constraints. Author Aaron F. Ross shows how to
apply these techniques to a realistic scenario, while explaining tools
and concepts like the Rigid Body Solver, gravity fields, and dynamic
constraints.
This course will look into the process of creating live site-specific
choreography/performance works from conception, production to
performance. Site-specific dance/performance is work created in
response to a particular place, site, inspired by its
architecture/design, the history and current use.
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Creating Slideshows with FotoMagico and Photoshop Computer Science
Slideshows are almost as old as photography itself, but today's
technologies have revolutionized the ways in which slideshows are
created and presented. In this in-depth workshop, veteran
photographer and instructor Mikkel Aaland shows how to use the
powerful slideshow tool FotoMagico and Adobe Photoshop to break
the mold of simple sequenced images. Learn how to choose
effective transitions, use pan and zoom techniques to bring a still
image to life, and selectively add video and motion directly inside a
still image. Plus, see how to create the sophisticated 2.5D effect
used by multimillion-dollar ad campaigns and how to incorporate
music and voiceover to bring your slideshow to an entirely new level.
Finally, explore the various options for sharing your finished product
with friends, family, and the world at large.
Creating Sparks, Embers, and Collisions with UDK
Cascade

Design

Creating Synthesizer Sounds for Electronic Music
(Project-Centered Course)

Music

Learn the advanced techniques inside of Unreal Cascade and the
Material Editor to bring your sparks to the next level! This tutorial
covers from “start-to-finish” how to make a fully dynamic sparks
particle system that will collide with geometry inside your map!

What you’ll achieve: In this project-centered course*, you will create
sounds and use them in your own musical compositions. Whether
you're an aspiring producer, composer, or hobbyist, this course will
help you gain skills in music production and confidence using
software synthesizers. Along with your classmates, you will create a
massive database of designed sounds, or patches, to use in your
compositions. As part of the course, you will work with a free version
of FXpansion Strobe 2. What you’ll need to get started: This course
is designed for learners who are familiar with music production
basics, and who have access to some basic music production
equipment. Specifically, you should have experience with a digital
audio workstation that supports VST, AAX, or AU plugins
(Introduction to Music Production or Pro Tools Basics are
recommended if you do not have this experience). You will also need
a MIDI keyboard or controller (such as an oxygen 8), a digital audio
workstation, such as Pro Tools, and FXpansion Strobe 2 (a free 90day demo will be provided for Coursera learners in this course).
*About Project-Centered Courses: This is a ‘project-centered
course’, which means it is designed specifically to help you complete
a personally meaningful real-world project, with your instructor and a
community of learners with similar goals providing guidance and
suggestions along the way. By actively applying new concepts as
you learn, you’ll master the course content more efficiently; you’ll
also get a head start on using the skills you gain to make positive
changes in your life and career. When you complete the course,
you’ll have a finished project that you’ll be proud to use and share.

Creating the Inclusive Classroom: Strategies for
Success

Education

Creating Tileable Textures with ZBrush

Design

Grade Results

In this professional development course for teachers, you'll get the
training you need to reach the diverse mix of students you face
every day—learning proven strategies for inclusion that turn diversity
into opportunity. With a mix of students who have learning
disabilities, neurobiological disorders, and physical challenges, the
modern classroom requires an efficient and effective teacher who
can prioritize under tight deadlines and be creative on demand. Over
the next six weeks, you'll learn how to be the kind of super teacher
who can guide every student toward academic success. And do you
know what the best part is? You don't have to tear your hair out in
order to adapt each lesson so that it makes sense for all your
students!
In this beginners tutorial we start by showing you how to create
modular geometry in 3ds Max, export it to Zbrush, then quickly get
you up to speed on using Zbrush for the first time with basic controls
and concepts before diving into sculpting the floor stones and baking
multiple texture maps.
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Creating Time-Lapse Video

Film Studies
Learn how to speed up time and create compelling visual effects
with time-lapse photography. Join Rich Harrington in the field as he
captures nature's patterns at Red Rock Canyon in southwestern
Nevada, and shows how to frame your scene and choose the proper
camera settings. He'll show you how to capture great images,
whether you're using a DSLR camera and a motorized slider or just
a smartphone you have handy. Then join him back in the studio to
transform your still footage into a storytelling time-lapse video, using
tools like Photoshop, Premiere Pro, and Final Cut Pro.

Creating Urban Game Environments in 3ds Max

Computer Science

Creating Web Sites With Adobe Dreamweaver CC,
the Beginners

Web Design

Creating with Canva: Design Like A Pro With No
Experience

Design

Creative DSLR Video Techniques
Creative DSLR Video Techniques

Film Studies
Film Studies

Grade Results

Hi. I'm Bill Dallas Lewis, better known as Bill the Geek. I purchased
one of the first domain names on the planet earth back in 1996. I
was investigated by the FbI along with the Disney Company,
because the FBI didn't know what a web site was. I started creating
web sites when all there was out there to help you was a text editor
like Note Pad or Simple Text. Since then, over the last 20 years, I
have taught literally thousands of people web design using many
different web design tools. I'm a graduate of Dartmouth College with
a Masters Degree from The Ohio State University (of course, Albert
Einstein nor Thomas Edison got past 4th grade). Adobe
Dreamweaver CC is a tool that contains many tools. Of course, the
main tool is Dreamweaver itself. But within Dreamweaver CC you
have access to the two major tools of all things web. These tools are
html, html5 and CSS, CSS3. Of course, within Dreamweaver you
have access to the PHP tools and the Javascript tools. And of
course in Dreamweaver you have access to the importation and use
of many different media types. Still images, video, audio, Flash and
more. I have taken and taught thousands of Dreamweaver Classes. I
have seen thousand of course outlines for Dreamweaver. Most of
these courses and outlines separate all of these different aspects of
Dreamweaver so that you have to take about 9 classes to get what
you want out of Dreamweaver. Most of the people that I knew, or
know that are taking these classes usually just wanted to get a few
things done, rather than take two or three years to take classes. My
approach is a bit different. I bring in all these many aspects of All
things Web into a single Dreamweaver Class. Of course, learning is
good. The more you can learn about anything is wonderful. So if you
have 3 to 6 years to not work and take classes, go do that. But if you
want to get right down to it and learn html, css, a little bit about php,
a lot about using images, and Dreamweaver too, then this is the
place for you. Yes, I'm talking about CODE. If you are not used to
coding, you are still in the right place. If you can be patient with me,
and yourself you can get a real good head around how a page works
with the code. If you move slowly, and practice with these videos,
you will truly understand how a web page works. You'll find that after
you see and practice with these videos, you won't need Adobe
Dreamweaver CC, you can develop with many free tools out there.
I've used them, I've taught them, but I always come back to Adobe
Dreamweaver CC because it puts all the free stuff together in a

This design course is intended for people with no background in
design, as well as those who may be designers but would like to
learn a new and simple tool that is accessible on the web. Canva
was invented by a group of former Google employees. I am highly
impressed with the interface and it's usefulness. Even if you are not
a pro, you can start designing beautiful graphics in less than an
hour! The only limit is your imagination. A well balanced design
composition that is appealing can draw in more clients and
customers as opposed to an unbalanced and unappealing ad which
can actually make people feel uncomfortable and turn them off of
your online products, or eBook. So it isn't just a luxury to have well
designed graphics—it's a need if you want to attract a bigger
audience. Jump in now and let's get started! We'll have you
designing like a pro in no time! Best of all- the Canva interface is
free and accessible on the web from desktop and tablet.
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Creative Insights: Ayah Bdeir and littleBits

Computer Science

Creative Inspirations: Harry Marks, Broadcast
Designer

Film Studies

Creative Inspirations: Harry Marks, Broadcast
Designer

Photography

Creative Inspirations: Jason Bentley, Radio DJ and
Musician

Film Studies

Construction sets like LEGOs break down the building blocks of the
modern city in a way kids can understand and enjoy. But how do
they explore the digital world? Ayah Bdeir applied her engineering
background to these "problems of play" and came up with a new
kind of toy: littleBits. littleBits make electronics, light, sound, and
sensors as easy to play with as LEGOs and Lincoln Logs—
combining learning, prototyping, and fun. In this Creative Insights
interview, Ayah explains how she created littleBits, grew the toy into
a full-fledged company, and learned to accept fame and funding on
her own terms.

Harry Marks is considered by many to be the godfather of broadcast
design. More than any other individual, he changed television by
doing things with graphics that had never been attempted before.
Not only did he pioneer the use of emerging imaging technologies,
but he did so with style and reason. His pioneering work in the field
of CGI brought him into collaboration with many other industry
pioneers, including Douglas Trumbull, Robert Abel, Carl Rosendahl
(whose company evolved into DreamWorks Animation), and Dale
Herigstad. In the early '80s, Harry had the idea of bringing together
people who work in the disparate fields of technology, entertainment,
and design, so he partnered with Richard Saul Wurman and the TED
Conference was born. This installment of Creative Inspirations takes
viewers on a historic journey through the extraordinary career of
Harry Marks.

Harry Marks is considered by many to be the godfather of broadcast
design. More than any other individual, he changed television by
doing things with graphics that had never been attempted before.
Not only did he pioneer the use of emerging imaging technologies,
but he did so with style and reason. His pioneering work in the field
of CGI brought him into collaboration with many other industry
pioneers, including Douglas Trumbull, Robert Abel, Carl Rosendahl
(whose company evolved into DreamWorks Animation), and Dale
Herigstad. In the early '80s, Harry had the idea of bringing together
people who work in the disparate fields of technology, entertainment,
and design, so he partnered with Richard Saul Wurman and the TED
Conference was born. This installment of Creative Inspirations takes
viewers on a historic journey through the extraordinary career of
Harry Marks.

A true tastemaker, Jason Bentley is one of the music industry's most
influential radio and club DJs. During his fifteen years at L.A. stations
KROQ and KCRW, he has helped such artists as Portishead,
Jamiroquai, and The Chemical Brothers get a break in the music
industry. Jason has reached a worldwide audience working as the
music supervisor for video games, TV commercials, and major
Hollywood films such as the Matrix trilogy. He continues to be a
driving influence in the LA music scene through his popular radio
programs, appearances at clubs and events, and remixes of current
music. Jason is known for his commitment to electronica, and he
helped introduce the Best Electronic/Dance Album category to the
Grammy Awards. This installment of Creative Inspirations shows
how Jason works his magic as he takes us behind the scenes at
KCRW and gives us a peek at his home studio in Venice, CA. Use of
Silversun Pickups "Lazy Eye" courtesy of Dangerbird Records

Grade Results
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Creative Inspirations: Mexopolis, Animation Studio

Design

Creative Inspirations: New Deal Studios, Visual
Effects

Design

Creative Inspirations: Renegade Animation,
Animation Studio

Design

Creative Inspirations: Rick Morris, Motion Graphics
Designer

Film Studies

Creative Problem Solving

Education

Creative Problem Solving and Decision Making

Basic Skills

Creative Programming for Digital Media & Mobile
Apps

Computer Science

Grade Results

Mexopolis is the husband and wife team whose animated television
series El Tigre has defied all the rules and won eight Emmys. Jorge
Gutierrez and Sandra Equihua personify the successful integration
of personal creative vision and commercial success. Born and
raised in Mexico, this dynamic couple has managed to blend their
passion for over-the-top Mexican popular culture with digital
animation techniques to create characters and stories that dazzle the
eye and strike universal truths in the heart. This installment of
Creative Inspirations takes viewers into the personal worlds and
methods of this inspiring young couple.
New Deal Studios is where the line between illusion and reality
disappears. Come along for a peek behind the magician's curtain at
one of Hollywood's top visual effects houses. In this Creative
Inspirations documentary, find out how key scenes from Martin
Scorsese's film Shutter Island were created, as well as segments of
The Dark Knight and Night at the Museum. Using a combination of
models, miniatures, computer graphics, and digital effects, New Deal
Studios was designed from the ground up to be a place where
effects professionals could do their best work, and where filmmakers
could have their visions realized.
Renegade Animation has pioneered digital 2D paperless animation
with a unique all-Flash workflow—and a bunch of really great
cartoons! This installment of Creative Inspirations gives viewers an
inside look at this innovative character animation studio. Partners
Ashley Postlewaite and Darrell Van Citters describe how they left
jobs with major studios to form their own company, and how they
have been able to create a successful business that defies all the
rules and provide a great working environment in the process. Learn
how these renegades have evolved traditional character animation
into a completely digital workflow that provides greater creative
expression and faster turnaround.

This installment of the Creative Inspirations series takes viewers into
the life and home studio of one of the entertainment industry's most
sought-after motion graphics designer. Rick Morris is a classically
trained illustrator who successfully transitioned into the world of
motion graphics. His highly expressive works have appeared as
opening titles for films such as Mi Vida Loca, television programs like
"Survivor," and commercials for Toyota, Kyocera, and Michelin. He's
also designed the menu titles for the DVD of "The Sopranos." This
installment of Creative Inspirations shows how Rick evolves his skills
and applies them to moving images, how he continually develops his
creative perspectives, and how he became a popular teacher at Art
Center College of Design in Pasadena and Otis College of Design in
Los Angeles. To learn more about Rick Morris, visit his website at
nobleassassins.com.

This course deals directly with your ability for creativity which is a
critical skill in any field. It focuses on divergent thinking, the ability to
develop multiple ideas and concepts to solve problems. Through a
series of creativity building exercises, short lectures, and readings,
learners develop both an understanding of creativity and increase
their own ability.
Explore complex, multi-actor systems in which one factor influences
all other factors. For instance, how innovative energy technologies
merge into the existing energy system, or how new transport
possibilities impact current processes. Armed with this information,
learn to decide whether they should be further developed, consider
possible negative results and weigh associated costs.
For anyone who would like to apply their technical skills to creative
work ranging from video games to art installations to interactive
music, and also for artists who would like to use programming in
their artistic practice.
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Creative Quick Tips

Computer Science
Join Justin Seeley, lynda.com staff author and design enthusiast,
each week for a new 5-minute, self-contained tutorial that you can
use to instantly improve your design workflow. This series covers
techniques for print, digital, and web design, addressing the tools
that creative professionals like you use most. Learn new ways to
leverage layer styles and vector shapes in Adobe Photoshop, work
more efficiently with text in Illustrator, and embed videos and even
tweets in WordPress posts, and much more. Check back each week
for a new installment, and a new design hack.

Creative Quick Tips

Design
Join Justin Seeley, lynda.com staff author and design enthusiast,
each week for a new 5-minute, self-contained tutorial that you can
use to instantly improve your design workflow. This series covers
techniques for print, digital, and web design, addressing the tools
that creative professionals like you use most. Learn new ways to
leverage layer styles and vector shapes in Adobe Photoshop, work
more efficiently with text in Illustrator, and embed videos and even
tweets in WordPress posts, and much more. Check back each week
for a new installment, and a new design hack.

Creative Real Estate Investing & Flipping Houses

Finance

Creative Spark: Grammar Girl, Changing Writing One
Word at a Time

Business

Creative Training Techniques: For Designers And
Instructors

Education

Creative Video Compositing with Photoshop

Film Studies

What most people will never know about investing in real estate
creatively (without cash or credit) and flipping houses.

Grammar is one of those topics that leaves even confident writers
scratching their heads. But Grammar Girl, aka Mignon Fogarty,
realized there was another way to teach it: Grammar could be fun!
She started recording a podcast in her closet, which quickly became
a website, a series of books—and a phenomenon, reaching over 50
million listeners. Find out how Grammar Girl evolved into the Quick
and Dirty Tips network and led Mignon to develop her own iOS
app—and see how she's using crowdfunding to support the
development of her next venture: a board game called Peeve Wars.
If you want to quickly learn the fundamentals for successful training
and facilitation right out of the box, look no further. In this 4-hour
program you will learn how to show confidence, build rapport,
motivate adult learners, and feel comfortable doing it. Bonus: This
course includes a 65 page workbook and a learning styles
assessment.
Learn how to create stunning visual effects and motion graphics for
your video projects using a tool you already know and love: Adobe
Photoshop. Seán Duggan teaches you how to add motion and life to
type, create virtual locations with compositing, adjust the lighting of
your scenes, and creatively transition from one clip to another. Along
the way, you'll learn how to use the editing features in the Timeline
panel, combine multiple clips using layers and masks, composite
type and graphics, and animate with keyframes. You'll also get tips
for shooting video specifically with compositing in mind.

Grade Results
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Creative Watercolours Module 1

Design
Have you ever wanted to get more creative with your painting? This
is Module 1 of 3, containing 5 lessons. 1.5 hours of video content
plus written instructions and photographs. Allow 2 hours for each
lesson! This first module is designed to give you experience with
different types of creative techniques in watercolour painting to
develop wonderful special effects. Included are techniques to create
texture in your paintings, and a guide to basic colour theory.
Deborah will guide you through each session with demonstration
videos, written instructions and close up photographs. The full
course was originally created and run by Deborah as a six week
painting course in the major towns of Suffolk, UK. It was so
successful, she decided to make the course available online too.
Normally the cost of this module is £60 GBP / $95 USD. SPECIAL
PRICE to celebrate the launching of this course is just £45 / $72

Creative Writing: The Craft of Character

Literature
At the center of a good story are the characters in it. In this course
aspiring writers will discover how to build and bring to life complex,
vivid and unforgettable characters. We will study the choices a writer
makes to bring all characters to life on the page, and we will perform
written exercises in order to develop a variety of writing and prewriting techniques, in order to create a variety of characters. We will
learn how to use our own life experiences, and the people we know
(and how not to!). We will develop inner (thoughts and feelings) and
outer (appearance, habits, behavior) lives for our characters and see
how that can lead us to richer and more interesting stories. We will
breathe life into our characters and let them surprise us.

Creative Writing: The Craft of Plot

Literature

In this course aspiring writers will be introduced to perhaps the most
elemental and often the most challenging element of story: plot. We
will learn what keeps it moving, how it manipulates our feelings,
expectations, and desires. We will examine the choices storytellers
make to snag our imaginations, drag them into a fictional world, and
keep them there. We will learn how to outline and structure a plot,
discuss narrative arc, pacing and reversals and reveal the inevitable
surprise: connecting the beginning, middle and end.

Creative Writing: The Craft of Setting and Description Literature
In this course aspiring writers will be introduced to the techniques
that masters of fiction use to ground a story in a concrete world.
From the most realist settings to the most fantastical, writers will
learn how to describe the physical world in sharp, sensory detail. We
will also learn how to build credibility through research, and to use
creative meditation exercises to deepen our own understanding of
our story worlds, so that our readers can see all that we imagine.
Creative Writing: The Craft of Style

Literature

Creativity & Entrepreneurship

Business

Grade Results

Your style is as unique and distinctive as your face, your voice,
except that you can choose it, you can can work on it, enhance it. In
this course we will introduce aspiring writers to the art of putting
pressure on written language. We will study the use of metaphor and
imagery, and demonstrate how clarity, grace, and inventiveness in
word choice are imperative to a story’s success. Writers will emerge
with the revision skills essential to all writers of good stories and
good prose.
Learn skills and listen to examples from world-renown entrepreneurs
and innovators as they discuss the parallels between the creative
and entrepreneurial journeys -- and why entrepreneurship, much like
music or creativity, is something we all possess.
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Creativity, Innovation, and Change

Business
Let’s keep making history together - over and over! In 2013 and
2014, over 200,000 people from more than 190 countries came
together in this MOOC to explore creativity, innovation, and change.
What did we DO? We discovered creative uniqueness through
Creative Diversity. We used Intelligent Fast Failure to build
innovative skills. We applied CENTER principles to drive personal
change. And we implemented value creation skills to initiate lasting
change. That was CIC 1.0 and CIC 2.0, and it was a BLAST! Now
we’re back - and even better than before - with some new faces and
fresh ideas to help you develop your creative potential, so you can
enhance and transform your business, your community, and your
personal life. This is CIC On-demand … we’re ready to ROCK …
AND we are always open!

Créer et développer une startup technologique

Business

Crime Studies

Law

Ce cours vous permettra d’identifier et d’évaluer des opportunités de
création d’entreprises technologiques et d’en comprendre les
principaux enjeux humains, techniques, commerciaux,
environnementaux et financiers.
This course aims to educate and inform about serial killers, missing
persons and many other criminal justice concepts as taught by
criminal profiler, blogger and author Chelsea Hoffman. This course
should take anywhere from three to six months to complete, with a
well-rounded curriculum that will either prepare you for a criminal
justice degree program or enrich your independent studies. If you
want to become a criminal profiler, you might want to take this class!
It will prepare you with some of the basic education needed to
embark on such a journey. While this isn't an accredited course that
awards credits for college or certification, I believe that everyone
who makes a high grade in this class deserves some form of
recognition. If you pass this entire course with a 100 (perfect score)
please email me at Chelsea.Hoffman@ChelseaHoffman.Com with a
screenshot of your final grade along with your name and I will
personally provide you with public Kudos on the Case to Case
Alumni Stars page.

Grade Results
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Criminology Made Easy: A simple Introduction

Psychology

Have you ever wondered what criminology really is about? What is
true and what is false about crime in all that newspaper you read or
crime movies you see? I believe that every one shall be able to gain
scientific knowledge easily and comfortably. To study and
understand scientific concepts without being nervous about the
mental effort he must make. So I have created the online criminology
course "Criminology Made Easy" In this course you will be able to
understand the basic concepts of criminology and what this science
tries to examine. You will also learn: What is criminology How crime
is crime Crime types & typologies How to be protected from
becoming a victim Criminological Theories The psychology and
science of the victim Criminal justice & criminal policy You will also
be able to download all the courses stuff all in a singe ebook at the
end of the course. This course is also ideal for prospect university
students who want to know more about criminology before choosing
it as a field of study. So! Which are your chances to become a victim
of crime? What are your potentials of becoming a criminal yourself
and if so who is to blame? Learn useful things about how someone
finally becomes an offender of crime. And how easy or difficult it is
for someone to become a victim. How may types of crime are out
there? Learn about the basic categories of crime and their
characteristics such as homicide, white-collar, hate crimes and
more. And the big question! What happens if a criminal is caught?
Does the criminal justice system works anyway? Of course we will
discover what a "crime" is. Who decides what a crime is? The
society, the law or both? We will also discuss the famous theories
(Freud, Lombroso etc.) about why someone commits a crime. So
who is to be blamed? The criminal, the society, the financial and
social circumstances or someone else? Don't be so sure for the
answer?...!

Crisis Intervention Seminar
Critical listening for studio production

Education
Music

Critical Perspectives on Management

Business

Critical Reasoning for Beginners
Crochet for Stress Relief

Philosophy
Design

Grade Results

This course is a technical ear training programme designed to
improve critical listening in a music studio context.
An unconventional approach to management strategy! This class
offers students the opportunity to explore today's management
practices from unexpected perspectives in order to ask provocative
questions about the modern business environment. This approach
will allow us to interrogate key management concepts in order to
explore the thinking that informs them and, as importantly, the form
of capitalism they foster.

This is a crochet course for beginners who want to learn to crochet
in a stress-free way. Knowledge of patterns is not necessary! The
course includes videos that break down the chain stitch, the
American single crochet stitch, and the American double crochet
stitch. Slow motion videos are included as a follow-along. There are
also instructions for 4 different crochet projects, with variations, that
include additional instructions for binding off, edging, turning corners,
crocheting in the round, changing colors, and creating a granny
square. Learn to make a pot holder, scarf, afghan, and drawstring
bag - all at your own pace!
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Crocheting for beginners with crochet projects

Design
This is a crocheting course from beginner level. Learn the essentials
of crocheting with the help of the first section, then begin your
journey to the world of advanced crocheting. I'm going to teach you
every important thing about the basics of crocheting, and guide you
through the higher levels too. You can learn anything about
crocheting that I learned over the last 10 years within 2 hours.
Where I come from, crocheting is a family tradition. I learned it from
my mother and she learned it from hers. With this video you can be
part of that tradition. I offer you a 2,5 hour video content and also
some hand-outs. You can define the learning speed, and take the
lectures at the rate you like. By the end of this course you will be
able to make advanced crocheting stitches, lace projects, and a
whole fall/winter set with gloves, leg warmers and a beret.

Crowdsource Mapping with Ushahidi: Twitter and
Social Media
Cryptography
Cryptography

Social Sciences

Cryptography and Cryptanalysis

Computer Science

Cryptography I

Computer Science

Computer Science
Computer Science

Learn how to gather twitter data, text messages and news data and
map the results from volunteers!
This course will introduce you to the foundations of modern
cryptography, with an eye toward practical applications.
This course features a rigorous introduction to modern cryptography,
with an emphasis on the fundamental cryptographic primitives of
public-key encryption, digital signatures, pseudo-random number
generation, and basic protocols and their computational complexity
requirements.
Cryptography is an indispensable tool for protecting information in
computer systems. In this course you will learn the inner workings of
cryptographic systems and how to correctly use them in real-world
applications. The course begins with a detailed discussion of how
two parties who have a shared secret key can communicate
securely when a powerful adversary eavesdrops and tampers with
traffic. We will examine many deployed protocols and analyze
mistakes in existing systems. The second half of the course
discusses public-key techniques that let two parties generate a
shared secret key. Throughout the course participants will be
exposed to many exciting open problems in the field and work on fun
(optional) programming projects. In a second course (Crypto II) we
will cover more advanced cryptographic tasks such as zeroknowledge, privacy mechanisms, and other forms of encryption.

Cryptography II

Computer Science
Learn about the inner workings of cryptographic primitives and
protocols and how to apply this knowledge in real-world applications.
Cryptography is an indispensable tool for protecting information in
computer systems. This course is a continuation of Crypto I and
explains the inner workings of public-key systems and cryptographic
protocols. Students will learn how to reason about the security of
cryptographic constructions and how to apply this knowledge to realworld applications. The course begins with constructions for digital
signatures and their applications. We will then discuss protocols for
user authentication and zero-knowledge protocols. Next we will turn
to privacy applications of cryptography supporting anonymous
credentials and private database lookup. We will conclude with more
advanced topics including multi-party computation and elliptic curve
cryptography. Throughout the course students will be exposed to
many exciting open problems in the field. The course will include
written homeworks and optional programming labs. The material is
self-contained, but the course assumes knowledge of the topics
covered in Crypto I as well as a basic understanding of discrete
probability theory.

Grade Results
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Crystal Reports 2008 Introduction

Business
This course teaches the beginning user how to create useful reports
using Crystal Reports 2008. The primary focus is to give you a solid
foundation on effectively using the Crystal Reports interface and its
many features. When completed, the student will understand how
reports are generated and how to customize the output for practical,
impressive reports. You will learn how to create a simple report, use
formulas in a report, use conditional formatting, add parameters to a
report, distribute data, enhance a report and much more.

Crystal Reports 2011 Essential Training

Computer Science

Crystal Reports 2011 Essential Training

Business

Crystal Reports 2013 Essential Training

Business

Crystal Structure Analysis

Science

Crystal Structure Refinement

Science

CS 106A: Programming Methodology

Computer Science

CS 106B: Programming Abstractions

Computer Science

CS 107: Programming Paradigms

Computer Science

CS 107: Programming Paradigms

Computer Science

CS 4495, Computer Vision

Computer Science

Grade Results

This course shows business analysts how to use SAP Crystal
Reports 2011 to analyze and summarize data to make better
decisions. Author Curt Frye teaches how to maximize the power of
Crystal Reports and import and analyze data from a variety of
places, including Excel, Access, HTML/XML files, and more. The
course also shows you how to define and manage reports,
summarize data, visualize data using charts, focus analysis by
selecting which data a report summarizes, export report data, and
connect to external data sources.
This course shows business analysts how to use SAP Crystal
Reports 2011 to analyze and summarize data to make better
decisions. Author Curt Frye teaches how to maximize the power of
Crystal Reports and import and analyze data from a variety of
places, including Excel, Access, HTML/XML files, and more. The
course also shows you how to define and manage reports,
summarize data, visualize data using charts, focus analysis by
selecting which data a report summarizes, export report data, and
connect to external data sources.
Maximize the power of Crystal Reports 2013. Crystal Reports allows
you to quickly import and analyze data from a variety of places,
including Excel, Access, groupware applications like Lotus Notes,
HTML and XML files, and SAP. Learn how to master its tools and
options and build better, faster reports that lead to better business
decisions. Author Curt Frye shows you how to define and manage
reports, create and delete sections, and summarize and visualize
data with charts. Plus, learn how to focus your analysis with
selections, subreports, and cross tabs; export report data; and
connect to external data sources.
This course covers the following topics: X-ray diffraction: symmetry,
space groups, geometry of diffraction, structure factors, phase
problem, direct methods, Patterson methods, electron density maps,
structure refinement, how to grow good crystals, powder methods,
limits of X-ray diffraction methods, and structure data bases.
This course in crystal structure refinement examines the practical
aspects of crystal structure determination from data collection
strategies to data reduction and basic and advanced refinement
problems of organic and inorganic molecules.
Programming Methodology (CS106A) is an Introduction to the
engineering of computer applications emphasizing modern softw
This course (CS 106B) is the successor to CS 106A and covers
more advanced programming topics such as recursion, algorit
Programming Paradigms (CS107) introduces several programming
languages, including C, Assembly, C++ and more
Programming Paradigms (CS107) introduces several programming
languages, including C, Assembly, C++ and more
Specializations: Computational Perception & Robotics, Computer
Graphics
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CS 6210, Advanced Operating Systems

Computer Science

CS 6250, Computer Networks

Computer Science

CS 6290, High Performance Computer Architecture

Computer Science

CS 6300, Software Development Process

Computer Science

CS 6475, Advanced Computational Photography

Computer Science

CS 6505, Computability and Algorithms

Computer Science

Specializations: Computational Perception & Robotics, Computer
Graphics, Databases & Software Engineering, Machine Learning,
Networking, Social Computing, Systems

CS 6601, Artificial Intelligence

Computer Science

CS 7545, Machine Learning for Trading
CS 7641, Machine Learning

Computer Science
Computer Science

Specializations: Computational Perception & Robotics, Interactive
Intelligence
Specialization: Machine Learning

CS 8802, Artificial Intelligence for Robotics:
Programming a Robotic Car

Computer Science

CS 8803, Special Topics: Introduction to Database
Systems
CS For All: Introduction to Computer Science and
Python Programming

Computer Science

CS-169.1x: Software as a Service

Computer Science

Grade Results

Computer Science

Covers many advanced topics in operating system design and
implementation. Starts with topics such as operating systems
structuring, multithreading and synchronization, then moves to
systems issues in parallel and distributed computing systems.
This project-based course will explore research topics in computer
networking, primarily at the IP layer and above. Students will gain
exposure to state-of-the-art computer networking topics and handson experience with various networking tools and techniques, and be
well-equipped to perform research in computer networking.
Covers modern computer architecture, including speculation, out-oforder instruction execution, advanced branch prediction, multi-level
non-blocking caches, cache coherence and consistency, and a
number of other topics related to how modern processor cores work,
and how they are put together into a multi-core processor chip.
In-depth study of the process of developing software systems,
including use of software processes in actual product development,
techniques used to ensure quality of the software products, and
maintenance tasks performed as software evolves. By the end of the
course, students will understand the role of software processes in
the development of software and experience several types of
processes, from rigid to agile ones.
Specialization: Computational Perception & Robotics

Covers both theoretical and practical issues in machine learning,
which is is the area of artificial intelligence concerned with
computational artifacts that modify and improve performance
through experience. Presents algorithms and approaches in the
context of in larger systems. Course will cover such topics as
statistical supervised and unsupervised learning methods,
randomized search algorithms, Bayesian learning methods, and
reinforcement learning.
Teaches basic methods in artificial intelligence, including
probabilistic inference, planning and search, localization, tracking
and control, all with a focus on robotics. Extensive programming
examples and assignments will apply these methods in the context
of building self-driving cars. Prerequisites: Students should know
Python or have enough experience with other languages to pick up
what they need on their own (fortunately, Python was built to be easy
to learn, read, and use).
Specializations: TBD
This computer science course provides an introduction to computer
science that’s both challenging and fun. It takes a broad look at the
field of computer science through a variety of demonstrations and
projects. We’ll cover both low- and high-level concepts, from how the
circuits inside a computer represent data to how to design
algorithms, as well as how all of this information affects the
technology we use today. Additionally, we’ll teach the basics of
Python programming, giving us a a way to put our new CS
knowledge into practice.
CS169.1x teaches the fundamentals for engineering long-lasting
software using highly-productive Agile techniques to develop
Software as a Service (SaaS) using Ruby on Rails. Students will
understand the new challenges and opportunities of SaaS versus
shrink-wrapped software.
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CS-169.2x: Software as a Service

Computer Science

CS-191x: Quantum Mechanics and Quantum
Computation

Computer Science

CS1156x: Learning From Data
CS169.1x: Software as a Service
CS169.2x: Software as a Service

Mathematics
Computer Science
Computer Science

CS184.1x: Foundations of Computer Graphics

Computer Science

CS188.1x: Artificial Intelligence

Computer Science

CS50x: Introduction to Computer Science

Computer Science

CSE 6220, High-Performance Computing

Computer Science

Specializations: High-Performance Computing, Modeling &
Simulations, Scientific Computing

CSS & CSS3 Beginners Course - create beautiful
websites
CSS & CSS3 Beginners Course - create beautiful
websites
CSS & CSS3 Beginners Crash Course

Web Design

Learn CSS 3 and create beautiful websites - Quickly master the
basics of CSS and CSS 3.

Web Design

Learn CSS 3 and create beautiful websites - Quickly master the
basics of CSS and CSS 3.

Design

Learn CSS & CSS3 with our CSS training - This CSS course is the
fastest way to learn CSS and start designing!

CSS Crash Course by SitePoint

Computer Science

CSS Cross-Country

Computer Science

CSS Fundamentals

Web Design

Grade Results

CS 169.2x is the second half of University of California, Berkeley's
semester long course on Software as a Service. In the first half of
the course, CS 169.1x, students use Agile development methods to
deploy a simple SaaS app in the cloud. In the second half, CS
169.2x, students create more sophisticated apps by adding
relationships between models in apps and by enhancing their apps
with JavaScript.
The course covers the fundamentals of quantum algorithms,
including the quantum fourier transform, period finding, Shor's
quantum algorithm for factoring integers, as well as the prospects for
quantum algorithms for NP-complete problems. It also discusses the
basic ideas behind the experimental realization of quantum
computers, including the prospects for adiabatic quantum
optimization and the D-Wave controversy.

CS 169.2x is the second half of University of California, Berkeley's
semester long course on Software as a Service. In the first half of
the course, CS 169.1x, students use Agile development methods to
deploy a simple SaaS app in the cloud. In the second half, CS
169.2x, students create more sophisticated apps by adding
relationships between models in apps and by enhancing their apps
with JavaScript.
CS184.1x teaches the Foundations of Computer Graphics. Students
will make images of 3D scenes in real-time, and with offline
raytracing. This course runs for 6 weeks and consists of four
segments.
CS188.1x focuses on Behavior from Computation. It will introduce
the basic ideas and techniques underlying the design of intelligent
computer systems. A specific emphasis will be on the statistical and
decision–theoretic modeling paradigm. By the end of this course,
you will have built autonomous agents that efficiently make decisions
in stochastic and in adversarial settings. CS188.2x (to follow
CS188.1x, precise date to be determined) will cover Reasoning and
Learning.
CS50x is Harvard College's introduction to the intellectual
enterprises of computer science and the art of programming for
majors and non-majors alike, with or without prior programming
experience. An entry-level course taught by David J. Malan, CS50x
teaches students how to think algorithmically and solve problems
efficiently. Topics include abstraction, algorithms, data structures,
encapsulation, resource management, security, software
engineering, and web development.

A strong understanding of Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) is vital to
producing websites that look good, load quickly, and are easy to
maintain. In The CSS Crash Course , published by SitePoint, Kevin
Yank shows how CSS changes the way websites are designed.
Whether the goal is to build a site from scratch or redesign an
existing site, Kevin thoroughly explains how to use CSS to
accomplish that goal, including how to create and modify a single
CSS file to control the look of every page on a site.
Learn the fundamentals & foundational elements of CSS with CSS
Cross-Country. Review all the web-styling necessities for front-end
efficiency.
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CSS Prep Course

Web Design

CSS with LESS and Sass

Web Design

Prepare for the CSS professional certification exam with this CSS
training course

Ever find yourself wishing that CSS had features like variables,
functions, or reusable classes? Look no further. LESS and Sass are
CSS style sheet tools called preprocessors that add these features
and more, simplifying the creation of complex CSS styles. In this
course, author Joe Marini introduces the LESS and Sass tools in a
two-part manner. The first section focuses on LESS (Leaner CSS)
and how it can be used on both the client and the server. The
lessons show how to work with variables, mixins, nested rules, and
other features to easily create maintainable CSS. The second
section introduces Sass (Syntactically awesome stylesheets), which
contains many of the same features as LESS, along with a few new
ones. Joe also compares and contrasts the two tools, and explains
how your platform and needs may influence which tool you choose.

CSS: Advanced Typographic Techniques

Web Design

CSS: Animations
CSS: Coding with Style

Web Design
Computer Science

CSS: Core Concepts

Web Design

CSS: Flexbox First Look

Web Design

CSS: Formatting Visual Data

Photography

CSS: Formatting Visual Data
CSS: Formatting Visual Data
CSS: Gradients
CSS: Styling Forms

Web Design
Design
Web Design
Computer Science

Grade Results

CSS is a veritable playground for type designers. It allows you to
push the boundaries of typography, and explore new creative
possibilities. In this course, senior lynda.com author James
Williamson explores a number of advanced CSS typographic effects,
including text shadows, animation, transforms, and transitions. Plus,
learn to use the JavaScript libraries Lettering.js and Modernizr library
to control aspects of typography that typical CSS does not.

You've learned how to make a web page, now it's time to make it
shine! With CSS you can control the look and feel of all the elements
in HTML.
In this hands-on course, James Williamson demonstrates the
concepts that form the foundation of Cascading Style Sheets (CSS),
including styling text, adding margins and padding, and controlling
how images display. The course also explores the tools needed to
work with CSS, the differences between embedded and external
styles, how to use selectors to target elements, and what to do when
styles conflict.
Take a look into the CSS horizon and explore Flexbox, aka the
Flexible Box Layout model, an important part of the evolution of
CSS3 layouts. Senior author James Williamson walks through the
exciting new capabilities Flexbox offers for controlling layouts—with
a fraction of the code previously required. Learn what browsers
currently support Flexbox and how to define containers and use
properties to control position, size, and display order. Throughout the
course, you'll have occasions to test your understanding with
engaging, hands-on Challenge exercises.
Having a complete toolbox at your disposal to properly structure and
display data is critically important to a successful web design. In this
course, author Joseph Lowery covers basic styling for numbered,
bulleted, and definition lists, plus structuring and formatting tables
with CSS. He also includes instructions on creating charts and
graphs with the HTML5 Canvas element. Each section of the course
highlights advanced CSS, HTML5, and JavaScript techniques that
increase interactivity, yield responsive designs, and heighten the
user experience.
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CSS: Styling Navigation

Computer Science

CSS: Transitions and Transforms

Web Design

Join James Williamson, as he shows you how to create elegant
menus, links, and buttons that help visitors navigate your site faster
and more intuitively. The course covers creating structured
navigation that is accessible and clean, styling links, and building
horizontal and vertical menus with rollover effects. The last chapter
reveals how to create stylish buttons with special effects and CSS
sprites.
With robust and ever-increasing browser support, it is now possible
to take advantage of expressive CSS3 capabilities across modern
browsers. In this course, Joseph Lowery explores the possibilities of
the new coding options, which animate well over 50 different
properties automatically or interactively, and how they open the door
to enhanced user experiences. This course covers the range from
simple to complex transitions, including 2D and 3D transforms, and
illustrates how transitions are expedited in various web authoring
tools, as well as Dreamweaver. The course also contains a start-tofinish interactive slideshow project that allows you to practice and
see the transitions and transforms immediately in action.

CSS: Visual Optimization

Web Design

CTB3365x: Introduction to Water Treatment

Engineering

Cultivating a Community

Business

Cultural and Literary Expression in Modernity

Education

Cultural and Literary Expression in the English
Renaissance
Cultural Anthropology
Cultural Psychology
Culture of Services: New Perspective on Customer
Relations
Culture Trumps Strategy

Education

Current Economics

Economics

Grade Results

Social Sciences
Psychology
History
Social Sciences

Take a tour of a workflow that optimizes CSS code for easier
navigation, organization, and readability. In this course, author Justin
Seeley covers best practices for writing CSS in an easy-to-read
format, commenting code, developing a table of contents, and
adopting other methods that help produce "cleaner" code. The
course also contains tips for speeding up development with some
online tools and simplification techniques.
This course will detail urban water services, focusing on basic
drinking water and wastewater treatment technologies. Unit
processes involved in the two treatment chains will be described as
well as the physical, chemical and biological processes involved.
There's nothing worse than launching a killer product or service and
not being able to get people to care about it. Community
management is often a hard concept to grasp - whether you need
strategic or tactical help or need to start from the basics. This
mastering community building course will cover the breadth of items
to consider in building a community. It's often easy to lose sight of
the fact that it's not just about building community that is large and
relevant, but also about sustaining the digital neighborhood you've
created. Take this Mastering Community Building course and learn
how to build a community.

Learn how to analyze and understand the difficult dynamics of
customer service
Building great corporate culture is more than just metaphors; it's
what motivates a winning team. Most people at corporations in the
US are unhappy, says Silicon Valley Bank CEO Ken Wilcox. But the
organization can craft a pleasant and productive environment by
hiring diverse and intelligent people and keeping them onboard.
Knowing how to work together under an organization's guiding
principals is critical. Past experience in commercial banking is not.
Discussions of economic topics and how they relate to current
events.
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Custom Easy Apps Form Scratch

Marketing

Custom Easy Apps is a step by step course which takes you through
design, development and publishing mobile and tablet apps for any
purpose. In this course we will use local businesses such as a
restaurant as an example. By taking this course you would be able to
have your apps published in less than 24 hours from the time you
start taking this course! (with the help of this awesome straight to the
point content) The best thing is that after you publish your very first
app, you can tweak it and reuse it as many times as you want like a
production line! (Remember businesses thrive on assests) In this
course we will be using cool and brand new technologies such as
PhoneGap and jQuery Mobile plus a bunch of other cool tricks and
tips which allow you to build your apps once and publish them as
many times for as many businesses or clients as you want. Using
the contents of this course you would be able to start your very own
super profitable App business from scratch. You will love the
opportunity when you see the true size of the see the marketplace.
Some of the things which are covered in the course : Build great
looking mobile and tablet apps form scratch How to build apps for all
the platforms out there (iOS, Android, etc) Step by step tutorials on
how to publish your apps on Google play How to modify the app and
make it the way you want (No limit at what you can do!) How to build
an App production line How to add new elements to your Apps
(Button, list views, effects, etc) How to get everything done 100
times easier with complete flexibility You can build Apps for your own
app business or you can make a fortune building apps for other
businesses. So better start now and dominate the market which you
just discovered!

Customer Analytics

Marketing
Data about our browsing and buying patterns are everywhere. From
credit card transactions and online shopping carts, to customer
loyalty programs and user-generated ratings/reviews, there is a
staggering amount of data that can be used to describe our past
buying behaviors, predict future ones, and prescribe new ways to
influence future purchasing decisions. In this brand new course, four
of Wharton’s top marketing professors will dive deeper into the key
areas of customer analytics: descriptive analytics, predictive
analytics, prescriptive analytics, and their application to real-world
business practices including Amazon, Google, and Starbucks to
name a few. By the end of this course, you’ll understand how data is
used to describe, explain, and predict customer behavior; best
practices for using this data to prescribe more effective business
strategies; and how successful companies are currently using such
data to meet (and shape) customer needs, and to increase their
bottom line in the process. This course has been designed to help
you make better business decisions about emerging data structures,
so that you can apply what you’ve learned to your own company or
business today.

Customer Segmentation: A Scientific Approach to
Marketing

Grade Results

Business

In this course from the Johnson School of Management, you will use
cluster analysis to divide the market based on customer needs and
preferences. This helps you identify and target the segments with the
greatest potential for profitability. Through dynamic activities, you will
analyze data similar to those typically provided by market research
firms and answer segmentation and targeting questions; for
instance, you will analyze the data provided by a firm’s website
browsing history and predict which segments are most attractive for
a firm to target.
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Customer Service Fundamentals

Business

Cybersecurity and Its Ten Domains

Computer Science

Do your customers feel valued? When they do, they keep coming
back. When they don't, your business suffers. In this course, author
and customer service consultant Jeff Toister teaches you the three
crucial skill sets needed to deliver outstanding customer service and
increase customer loyalty. Learn how to build winning relationships,
provide the right assistance at the right times, and effectively handle
angry customers. He'll also share ways to find out what your
customers really think about your service, and use their feedback to
improve.

This course is designed to introduce students, working professionals
and the community to the exciting field of cybersecurity. Throughout
the MOOC, participants will engage in community discourse and
online interaction. Participants will gain knowledge and
understanding of cybersecurity and its domains. They will engage
with expertly produced videos, gain insight from industry experts,
participate in knowledge assessments, practice assessing their
environmental awareness, and gain access to materials that address
governance and risk management, compliance, business continuity
and disaster recovery, cryptography, software development security,
access control, network security, security architecture, security
operations, and physical and environmental security. Learning will
be assessed using strategies aligned to knowledge and
understanding.
Cybersecurity Capstone Project

Computer Science

This course presents an intensive experience during which students
build a software system they intend to be secure, and then attempt to
show that other students' projects are insecure, by finding flaws in
them.

Cyberwar, Surveillance and Security

Computer Science

Understand the competing tensions of laws related to privacy and
national security, and the impending consequences of this battle for
our networked world.

Dad is cooking!

Food
This is a course designed with single parents in mind, but it applies
to college students as well. You will not just receive step-by-step
guidance on how to make a good meal, you will learn a system. The
idea is to provide a survival kit for all those that have to cook for their
kids or themselves, but don't have much time, or don't particularly
like it. The purpose is not to turn you into a 5 star chef, but rather to
give you a turn-key solution that guides you from coming up with
ideas for your meals (full weeks already designed for you), to
planning the trip to the grocery store, to actually making the dishes. I
will regularly add new videos, ideas and tips, so stay tuned! If I were
interested in making Savory souffles accompanied by a choice of
Coq au vin, Chicken with truffles Joannes Nandron, and Sausage
and Tomato Paella, I'm pretty sure I could find at least ten YouTube
videos telling me exactly what to do. All I'd need is a kitchen the size
of a football field, an assistant, and a few extras hours per day in
prep time. But what if I don't have that? What if I'm just a single,
working parent that needs to make a decent meal for my kids after
work? So, here's what’s great about this course. No dishes with
names we can't pronounce, requiring time we don't have. Just
simple stuff and most of all, good ideas. After a long day at work, or
school, coming up with ideas is a daunting task. The question: "what
can I make?" is sometimes harder than: "how do I make it?" My goal
is to keep developing groups of recipes covering a full week at a
time. You’ll learn both the "what" and the "how", so you can rest
assured you'll always have a plan.

Dairy Production and Management

Grade Results

Veterinary Sciences

In this MOOOOO-C, you will learn about the dairy enterprise from
internationally recognized dairy science professors who have
delivered highly regarded dairy education programs within the United
States and internationally.
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Dan Roarty's Realistic 3D Portraits: Start to Finish

Design

Dance Floor Confidence | How to Dance at a Club for Men

Dance

Dante
Darden School of Business Entrepreneurship Course

Education
Business

Dark Chocolate Cocktails

Food

In this Start to Finish, character artist Dan Roarty walks us through
the process of creating one of his hyperrealistic 3D portraits, "Happy
Birthday, Nana," a tribute to his late grandmother. Dan shows how
he uses the sculpting tools in Mudbox and Maya to create the basic
bust form and adds the layers upon layers of detail, texture, and tone
with programs like Knald and Shave and a Haircut. Finally, he lights
the scene and composites the final render passes in Photoshop to
create a realistic portrait that honors his grandmother's memory.
Dive in to find out how he does it.
Find out exactly how to become comfortable on the dance floor,
have fun and not look silly! The one and only step-by-step,
completely beginner program that's created just for men. Never get
left out of the fun at clubs or social functions again! Hey there, my
name is Brian B. I'm YouTube's top dance teacher who's specialized
in showing guys on how to get started with dance. These are the
things I hear all the time from my students... "I don’t like how when I
go to a club party or a wedding, I always end up becoming that guy
standing next to the wall." "I usually try to avoid parties and
receptions and all, I need to get over the fear of looking silly!" "I want
to be comfortable on the dance floor.. not look clumsy in front of
women, and not feel awkward." "I want to socialize but everyone
ends up dancing, and since I don’t know how to dance, I’m left
behind and ignored." "my friends drag me out to dance, but once I’m
on the dance floor. my feet just freeze!" "every time I attempt to
dance I always think that I’m going to look like a complete idiot and
humiliate myself. I wanna know how I could dance naturally in parties
with no fear of people watching!" "I just wanna feel more comfortable
on the dance floor!" At the end of the day We're all saying pretty
much the same thing We're all wondering: "How do I build some
confidence?!" Well, this is the step-by-step system that's going to
show you exactly that. When you get started with the program, I'm
gonna answer the most frequently asked questions you have on
your mind about dance. Things like: - What do I do with my hands
when I'm dancing? - How does dance actually work? - How do I stop
looking stiff and tensed up? - What kind of dance move to do to what
music? - How do I get some rhythm? and then, you'll learn the stepby-step method to building rock-solid confidence for the dance floor.
By step-by-step, I mean I show how to do it in a way that won’t make
you feel uncomfortable. The method I show you allows you to never
have to risk embarrassing yourself in public. Basically speaking: it's
not gonna be painful! Afterwards, you're gonna learn 3 of the best
step-based dance moves. And then, we'll do some drills that you
follow along to. This way, you really get used to the moves quickly,
and you can start doing them without thinking about it. After the stepbased moves, we will move on to a set of bounce based moves.
These moves have more of a groove and style to them. You're
gonna learn the moves, learn how to string them together and get
used to them with the drills. To recap, in the Dance Floor Confidence
Learn entrepreneurship and thought leadership from professors at
the University of Virginia's Darden School of Business
Dark Chocolate Cocktails course is an introduction to cocktail
making. This course is divided between three section: The first
section contains five lectures. In the first section I will show you how
to make dark chocolate cocktails, which ingredients to use and how
to serve them. In the second section I will tell you more about the
history and some interesting facts about the following spirits: Tia
Maria, Cointreau, Malibu or Brandy. And in the third section I will
show you some magic of serving and making a dark chocolate
cocktails. This course is for anyone who loves dark chocolate and
cocktails and wants to find out a new recipe to make a yummy dark
chocolate cocktail.

Grade Results
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Darwin and Design

Science

Data Analysis

Economics

Data Analysis and Interpretation Capstone

Business

Humans are social animals; social demands, both cooperative and
competitive, structure our development, our brain and our mind. This
course covers social development, social behaviour, social cognition
and social neuroscience, in both human and non-human social
animals. Topics include altruism, empathy, communication, theory of
mind, aggression, power, groups, mating, and morality. Methods
include evolutionary biology, neuroscience, cognitive science, social
psychology and anthropology.
Learn about the most effective data analysis methods to solve
problems and achieve insight.
The Capstone project will allow you to continue to apply and refine
the data analytic techniques learned from the previous courses in
the Specialization to address an important issue in society. You will
use real world data to complete a project with our industry and
academic partners. For example, you can work with our industry
partner, DRIVENDATA, to help them solve some of the world's
biggest social challenges! DRIVENDATA at www.drivendata.org, is
committed to bringing cutting-edge practices in data science and
crowdsourcing to some of the world's biggest social challenges and
the organizations taking them on.

Data Analysis and Statistical Inference

Statistics & Data Analysis

Data Analysis Tools

Computer Science

This course introduces you to the discipline of statistics as a science
of understanding and analyzing data. You will learn how to
effectively make use of data in the face of uncertainty: how to collect
data, how to analyze data, and how to use data to make inferences
and conclusions about real world phenomena.

In this course, you will develop and test hypotheses about your data.
You will learn a variety of statistical tests, as well as strategies to
know how to apply the appropriate one to your specific data and
question. Using your choice of two powerful statistical software
packages (SAS or Python), you will explore ANOVA, Chi-Square,
and Pearson correlation analysis. This course will guide you through
basic statistical principles to give you the tools to answer questions
you have developed. Throughout the course, you will share your
progress with others to gain valuable feedback and provide insight to
other learners about their work.
Data Analysis: Building Your Own Business
Dashboard

Computer Science

Data Analysis: Take It to the MAX

Computer Science

Data Collection: Online, Telephone and Face-to-face

Psychology

Grade Results

Dive in headfirst and carry out an independent data analysis. Build
and design your own dashboard based on raw data to better inform
business decisions.
EX101x is for all of those struggling with data analysis. That crazy
data collection from your boss? Megabytes of sensor data to
analyze? Looking for a smart way visualize your data in order to
make sense out of it? We’ve got you covered!
This course presents research conducted to increase our
understanding of how data collection decisions affect survey errors.
This is not a “how–to-do-it” course on data collection, but instead
reviews the literature on survey design decisions and data quality in
order to sensitize learners to how alternative survey designs might
impact the data obtained from those surveys.
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Data Communication Networks

Communications
6.263J / 16.37J focuses on the fundamentals of data communication
networks. One goal is to give some insight into the rationale of why
networks are structured the way they are today and to understand
the issues facing the designers of next-generation data networks.
Much of the course focuses on network algorithms and their
performance. Students are expected to have a strong mathematical
background and an understanding of probability theory. Topics
discussed include: layered network architecture, Link Layer
protocols, high-speed packet switching, queueing theory, Local Area
Networks, and Wide Area Networking issues, including routing and
flow control.

Data Management and Visualization

Computer Science
Whether being used to customize advertising to millions of website
visitors or streamline inventory ordering at a small restaurant, data is
becoming more integral to success. Too often, we’re not sure how
use data to find answers to the questions that will make us more
successful in what we do. In this course, you will discover what data
is and think about what questions you have that can be answered by
the data – even if you’ve never thought about data before. Based on
existing data, you will learn to develop a research question, describe
the variables and their relationships, calculate basic statistics, and
present your results clearly. By the end of the course, you will be
able to use powerful data analysis tools – either SAS or Python – to
manage and visualize your data, including how to deal with missing
data, variable groups, and graphs. Throughout the course, you will
share your progress with others to gain valuable feedback, while
also learning how your peers use data to answer their own questions.

Data Management for Clinical Research
Data Management with SQL
Data Manipulation at Scale: Systems and Algorithms

Computer Science
Computer Science
Computer Science
Data analysis has replaced data acquisition as the bottleneck to
evidence-based decision making --- we are drowning in it. Extracting
knowledge from large, heterogeneous, and noisy datasets requires
not only powerful computing resources, but the programming
abstractions to use them effectively. The abstractions that emerged
in the last decade blend ideas from parallel databases, distributed
systems, and programming languages to create a new class of
scalable data analytics platforms that form the foundation for data
science at realistic scales.

Data Manipulation in Excel

Business
In this Excel course, that provides carefully hand-picked most useful
video-training material, you will quickly learn the best practices to
work with lists of data in Excel. We will start by looking at the best
practices in importing data and discuss the common mistakes that
one can make when doing it. Next, you will learn to transform data in
Excel in a quick, easy, and creative way. You will benefit by making
yourself comfortable using Excel as a data manipulation tool. You
will fix data, modify data, upend data, concatenate data and clean it
using build-in Excel functionality. You will learn to use creatively
various Excel functions, such as: VLOOKUP, IF, LEFT, RIGHT, MID,
DATE and some others. You will become comfortable “massaging”
your data in very useful and beneficial ways.

Grade Results
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Data Mining Capstone

Computer Science
This six-week long Capstone course of the Data Mining
Specialization will allow you to apply the learned algorithms and
techniques for data mining from the previous courses in the
Specialization, including Pattern Discovery, Clustering, Text
Retrieval, Text Mining, and Visualization, to solve interesting realworld data mining challenges. Specifically, you will work on a
restaurant review data set from Yelp and use all the knowledge and
skills you’ve learned from the previous courses to mine this data set
to discover interesting and useful knowledge. The design of the
Capstone emphasizes: 1) simulating the workflow of a data miner in
a real job setting; 2) integrating different mining techniques covered
in multiple individual courses; 3) experimenting with different ways to
solve a problem to deepen your understanding of techniques; and 4)
allowing you to propose and explore your own ideas creatively.

Data Science

Computer Science

Data Science at Scale - Capstone Project

Computer Science

This Specialization covers the concepts and tools you'll need
throughout the entire data science pipeline, from asking the right
kinds of questions to making inferences and publishing results. In
the final Capstone Project, you’ll apply the skills learned by building
a data product using real-world data. At completion, students will
have a portfolio demonstrating their mastery of the material.

In the capstone, students will engage on a real world project
requiring them to apply skills from the entire data science pipeline:
preparing, organizing, and transforming data, constructing a model,
and evaluating results. Through a collaboration with Coursolve, each
Capstone project is associated with partner stakeholders who have
a vested interest in your results and are eager to deploy them in
practice. These projects will not be straightforward and the outcome
is not prescribed -- you will need to tolerate ambiguity and negative
results! But we believe the experience will be rewarding and will
better prepare you for data science projects in practice.
Data Science Capstone

Computer Science

Data Science Essentials

Computer Science

Data Science in Real Life

Computer Science

The capstone project class will allow students to create a
usable/public data product that can be used to show your skills to
potential employers. Projects will be drawn from real-world problems
and will be conducted with industry, government, and academic
partners.
Explore data visualization and exploration concepts with experts
from MIT and Microsoft, and get an introduction to machine learning.

Have you ever had the perfect data science experience? The data
pull went perfectly. There were no merging errors or missing data.
Hypotheses were clearly defined prior to analyses. Randomization
was performed for the treatment of interest. The analytic plan was
outlined prior to analysis and followed exactly. The conclusions were
clear and actionable decisions were obvious. Has that every
happened to you? Of course not. Data analysis in real life is messy.
How does one manage a team facing real data analyses? In this oneweek course, we contrast the ideal with what happens in real life. By
contrasting the ideal, you will learn key concepts that will help you
manage real life analyses.
Data Science Professional Project

Grade Results

Computer Science

Solve a real-world data science problem in this program capstone
project and get a step closer to becoming a data scientist.
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Data Structures

Computer Science
A good algorithm usually comes together with a good data structure
that allows the algorithm to manipulate the data efficiently. In this
course, we consider the common data structures that are used in
various computational problems. We start from the most basic data
structures such as arrays, queues, stacks, trees. We discuss typical
situations where such data structures arise. We then consider two
ways of implementing dictionaries — hash tables and binary search
trees. These data structures are heavily used in programming
languages and databases. In practice, any nontrivial program uses
either a hash table or a binary search tree implicitly. Although those
data structures are usually built-in or implemented in a library that
you use, it is crucial to understand their advantages and
shortcomings to efficiently apply one or another in your programs
and sometimes even extend standard implementations. Finally, we
discuss data structures that allow to perform queries like extracting
the minimal value or checking whether two elements belong to the
same set.

Data structures: Measuring and Optimizing
Performance

Computer Science

Data Visualization

Computer Science

In this course, you will use and analyze data structures that are used
in industry-level applications, such as linked lists, trees, and
hashtables. You will explain how these data structures make
programs more efficient and flexible. You will apply asymptotic Big-O
analysis to describe the performance of algorithms and evaluate
which strategy to use for efficient data retrieval, addition of new data,
deletion of elements, and/or memory usage.
Learn the general concepts of data mining along with basic
methodologies and applications. Then dive into one subfield in data
mining: pattern discovery. Learn in-depth concepts, methods, and
applications of pattern discovery in data mining. We will also
introduce methods for pattern-based classification and some
interesting applications of pattern discovery. This course provides
you the opportunity to learn skills and content to practice and engage
in scalable pattern discovery methods on massive transactional
data, discuss pattern evaluation measures, and study methods for
mining diverse kinds of patterns, sequential patterns, and sub-graph
patterns.

Data Visualization and Communication with Tableau

Computer Science

Data Visualization Fundamentals

Design

Data Warehouse Concepts, Design, and Data
Integration

Computer Science

Grade Results

One of the skills that characterizes great business data analysts is
the ability to communicate practical implications of quantitative
analyses to any kind of audience member. Even the most
sophisticated statistical analyses are not useful to a business if they
do not lead to actionable advice, or if the answers to those business
questions are not conveyed in a way that non-technical people can
understand.
Got a big idea? You need to get it across quickly and efficiently, or
modern audiences will move on to the next story clamoring for their
attention. Data visualization allows you to make the complex simple,
the abstract tangible, and the invisible (data) visible with great
illustrations. Here, Bill Shander shows how to understand your data
and your audience, craft the story you need to tell, and determine the
best visual model and details to use for that story.
In this course, you will learn exciting concepts and skills for
designing data warehouses and creating data integration workflows.
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Data Wrangling with MongoDB

Computer Science
This is one of the first courses we offer for students interested in the
emerging field of data science. In this course, we will explore how to
wrangle data from diverse sources and shape it to enable datadriven applications. Some data scientists spend the bulk of their time
doing this! Students will learn how to collect, clean, and extract
needed data and store it in MongoDB. We will also cover schema
design, learn how to process data within MongoDB, and utilize
Hadoop along with MongoDB to perform MapReduce operations.
This is a great course for those interested in entry-level data analyst
positions as well as current business/data analysts looking to add
big data to their repertoire, and managers working with data
professionals or looking to leverage big data.

Data-Based Education

Education

Data-Driven Marketing: Leveraging Big Data for Your
Business

Marketing

Database Management Essentials

Computer Science

This course will provide an introduction to data-based education.
Teachers will be introduced to the philosophy of dataLearn about the tools and skills your organization needs to build
successful big data-driven marketing campaigns. This course, taught
by Professor Johannes Gehrke of the Johnson School of
Management at Cornell University, introduces you to the world of big
data and data scientists. You explore some of the ways that data can
inform your marketing strategy and open the door to targeted,
customer-aware advertising. Hands-on activities and downloadable
templates help you bring the ideas back to your own organization
and apply them immediately.

Database Management Essentials provides the foundation you need
for a career in database development, data warehousing, or
business intelligence, as well as for the entire Data Warehousing for
Business Intelligence specialization. In this course, you will create
relational databases, write SQL statements to extract information to
satisfy business reporting requests, create entity relationship
diagrams (ERDs) to design databases, and analyze table designs for
excessive redundancy. As you develop these skills, you will use
either Oracle or MySQL to execute SQL statements and a database
diagramming tool such as the ER Assistant to create ERDs. We’ve
designed this course to ensure a common foundation for
specialization learners. Everyone taking the course can jump right in
with writing SQL statements in Oracle or MySQL.
Date and Time - Date and Time

Computer Science

Datenmanagement mit SQL
Dazzling Photoshop

Design
Photography

We'll explore how to retrieve, manipulate, and print the date and
time. This knowledge will come in handy in subsequent courses!

Have you ever seen a great subject in bad light, had the perfect
lighting conditions but can’t find a strong subject, or shot a subject
only to have problems in your composition? Photoshop provides the
photographer with the tools to create images that sometimes only
exist in our imagination. With this Photoshop video, Jim Zuckerman
shows all the techniques he uses to create some of his favorite
Photoshop images and will have you creating your own dazzling
Photoshop masterpieces. Even though Jim starts at the beginning,
this Photoshop video is not just for beginners. Because Photoshop
can’t be taught in a linear fashion, like mathematics, Jim quickly gets
into very creative techniques that intermediate and advanced
Photoshop users will love to learn. In this video, Jim uses CS4
however, this program is designed to help users of any version of
Photoshop because it focuses on techniques rather than teaching a
specific version of Photoshop.

Grade Results
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DCO042 - Python For Informatics

Computer Science

Dealing With Missing Data

Computer Science

Debugging PHP: Advanced Techniques

Computer Science

This is a course to teach basic Python programming skills through
data analysis. The book and course materials are all free and
licensed as Creative Commons. There is no complex math in the
course, the programs are generally quite short, and the workload is
no more than a few hours per week. By the time you complete the
course, you will understand be able to read, parse, and manipulate
data using Python.
This course will cover the steps used in weighting sample surveys,
including methods for adjusting for nonresponse and using data
external to the survey for calibration. Among the techniques
discussed are adjustments using estimated response propensities,
poststratification, raking, and general regression estimation.
Alternative techniques for imputing values for missing items will be
discussed. For both weighting and imputation, the capabilities of
different statistical software packages will be covered, including R®,
Stata®, and SAS®.
Debug your PHP code efficiently with a variety of client and serverside tools. In this concise course for experienced PHP developers,
author Jon Peck demonstrates how to leverage PHP's built-in tools,
as well as the Xdebug and Firebug extensions, and FirePHP libraries
to improve the quality of your code and reduce troubleshooting
overhead. This course covers installation of Xdebug on Apache as
well as working with the NetBeans IDE (integrated development
environment). Jon then introduces native web browser developer
tools for Firefox and Chrome, and demonstrates browser
independent web debugging tools. Best practices for debugging and
profiling web application failures and performance issues are also
covered.

Debut Grade Guitar for Complete Beginners by
Gigajam
Decades of Beauty
Deciphering Secrets: Unlocking the Manuscripts of
Medieval Burgos (Spain)

Music

Decision Skills: Power Tools to Build Your Life

Social Sciences

Decision-Making and Scenarios

Business

Design
History

This course will investigate the disastrous impact of the Plague and
how it led to the death of King Alfonso XI and the ruinous civil war
between the half-brothers, Pedro “The Cruel” and Enrique II of
Trastamára. We will also appraise the collapse of the kingdom’s “Old
Christian” nobility and the generation of new elite clans, some of
whom hailed from Jewish ancestries. It was also the era of antiJewish pogroms, Christian fixations on “blood purity” and
unsuccessful pleas for Christian harmony, and the last gasps of
Jewish, Christian, and Muslim coexistence.
Have you ever faced a decision you really struggled over, but just
couldn’t find your way? Imagine you had been given a set of tools,
so you were confident of making the best choice you could make.
This course provides a path to developing those decision skills and
improving your life.
This course is designed to show you how use quantitative models to
transform data into better business decisions. You’ll learn both how
to use models to facilitate decision-making and also how to structure
decision-making for optimum results. Two of Wharton’s most
acclaimed professors will show you the step-by-step processes of
modeling common business and financial scenarios, so you can
significantly improve your ability to structure complex problems and
derive useful insights about alternatives. Once you’ve created
models of existing realities, possible risks, and alternative scenarios,
you can determine the best solution for your business or enterprise,
using the decision-making tools and techniques you’ve learned in
this course.

Découvrir l'anthropologie

Social Sciences

Expérimentez un autre regard sur les sociétés humaines avec des
chercheurs en anthropologie prospective.

Découvrir la science politique

Science

Décrypter des enjeux politiques actuels à partir d’une boîte à outils:
des notions importantes, une démarche analytique et une
perspective critique

Grade Results
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Découvrir le marketing

Marketing

Deep Dive Screencast Training: Camtasia for Mac v2

Design

Grade Results

Décoder les logiques du marketing au travers des actions marketing:
le produit, le prix, la distribution et la communication (les « 4P »)
Learn the Fundamentals of Camtasia for Macintosh (v2). Then go
beyond. You will start with computer settings that will help make your
screencasts more effective. Next, you'll learn how to use Camtasia
for Macintosh -- one of the "Big 3" video screen capture and editing
software programs in the market used by professional screencasters
and online learning professionals. But, your learning won't stop
there. Go Beyond the Basics After you've learned the fundamentals,
you'll continue with additional special topics and practical
applications -- totaling over 7.5 hours across 24 lectures of "deep
dive" training -- that will help you go beyond the classroom with a
unique video screencast presentation style that will help you engage
your learners, build authority and monetize your digital-know-how.
Delivered by a professional screencaster, online learning architect,
and winner of the 2012 Techsmith Best In Category ScreenChamp
award. Special topics include: Production workflow The 2-column
storyboard template (included!) for structuring your online
presentations The determinants of audio quality and how to exploit
them How to leverage the right audio filters to boost your audio using
the powerful (and free) Audacity audio recorder/editor How to use
the audio file to capture and sync visuals in your presentations with
the audio you capture separately Alternate presentation formats and
examples How to integrate the "iPad screencast effect" in your
online presentations How to incorporate a compelling "picture-inpicture" web video that increases your audience's engagement with
your online screencast presentation How to create a Camtasia for
Macintosh assets library so you can store media elements that
you're bound to re-use across multiple projects. Testimonials "Mel
has a uniquely 'feet on the ground,' personable style with emphasis
always being on the message rather than the messenger. The
tutorials contain much more detail than the Techsmith tutorials and
provide 'the back story' to many of the software features. An
excellent course for screencasting beginners through to (almost)
experts who want to learn to create videos up to corporate quality." ~
Richard Andrews, TTA Online Course Creator & Facilitator "I had
hired a college student as a marketing assistant to help me with
other aspects of executing our marketing efforts but she had zero
experience with video...One week later, Kristin was producing
amazing videos... Mel delivers a comprehensive and intuitive
learning style that is easy to follow for students with any level of
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Deep Dive Screencast Training: Camtasia Studio 8
(Windows)

Design

Defining the Art and Concept of your Game Design

Computer Science

Definition of Entrepreneurship
Degree
Deke's Techniques

Business

Deke's Techniques: 2011

Computer Science

Design

Learn the Fundamentals of Camtasia Studio 8. Then go beyond. You
will start with computer settings that will help make your screencasts
more effective. Next, you'll learn how to use Camtasia Studio -- one
of the "Big 3" video screen capture and editing software programs in
the market used by professional screencasters and online learning
professionals. But, your learning won't stop there. Go Beyond the
Basics After you've learned the fundamentals, you'll continue with
additional special topics and practical applications -- totaling over 10
hours across 31 lectures of "deep dive" training -- that will help you
go beyond the classroom with a unique video screencast
presentation style that will help you engage your learners, build
authority and monetize your digital-know-how. Delivered by a
professional screencaster, online learning architect, and winner of
the 2012 Techsmith Best In Category ScreenChamp award. Special
topics include: Production workflow The 2-column storyboard
template (included!) for structuring your online presentations The
determinants of audio quality and how to exploit them How to
leverage the right audio filters to boost your audio using the powerful
(and free) Audacity audio recorder/editor How to use the audio file to
capture and sync visuals in your presentations with the audio you
capture separately Alternate presentation formats and examples
How to integrate the "iPad screencast effect" in your online
presentations How to incorporate a compelling "picture-in-picture"
web video that increases your audience's engagement with your
online screencast presentation Testimonials "Mel has a uniquely
'feet on the ground,' personable style with emphasis always being on
the message rather than the messenger. The tutorials contain much
more detail than the Techsmith tutorials and provide 'the back story'
to many of the software features. An excellent course for
screencasting beginners through to (almost) experts who want to
learn to create videos up to corporate quality." ~ Richard Andrews,
TTA Online Course Creator & Facilitator "I had hired a college
student as a marketing assistant to help me with other aspects of
executing our marketing efforts but she had zero experience with
video...One week later, Kristin was producing amazing videos... Mel
delivers a comprehensive and intuitive learning style that is easy to
follow for students with any level of experience." ~ Scott Schang,
Broadview Mortgage Katella Team Go beyond the classroom. Learn
how to transform your live presentations, workshops and live training
The Capstone project is a place for you to develop your game idea
into a fully-fleshed proposal. A game design document is your game
bible, the go-to document that defines the genre of your game, its
look and feel, and the evolution of gameplay. This four-part capstone
project guides you to distill and improve the foundational aspects of
your game so that you may express your ideas in a clear and
productive way.

This course is a collection of short Photoshop and Illustrator projects
and creative effects that can be completed in ten minutes or less.
The series is taught by computer graphics guru Deke McClelland,
and presented in his signature step-by-step style. The intent is to
reveal how various Photoshop and Illustrator features can be
combined and leveraged in real-world examples so that they can be
applied to creative projects right away.

Deke's Techniques: 2011 is a collection of short Photoshop and
Illustrator projects and creative effects that can be completed in ten
minutes or less. The series is taught by computer graphics guru
Deke McClelland, and presented in his signature step-by-step style.
The intent is to reveal how various Photoshop and Illustrator features
can be combined and leveraged in real-world examples so that they
can be applied to creative projects right away.To find other courses
in this series, visit Deke's Techniques and Deke's Techniques: 2012.

Grade Results
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Delegating Tasks to Your Team

Business

Deliver Value: A Cash Source Crash Course

Business

Delivering Employee Feedback

Business

Delivering Keynote Presentations
Delta Slide Blues Guitar by daddystovepipe

Business
Music

In this course, lynda.com Director of Learning and Development Britt
Andreatta walks you through her delegation process, which helps
you assign the right tasks to the right people and better develop your
team and meet company needs. The course reveals what delegation
can do for you and your team and introduces a four-phase model to
delegate tasks and manage projects large and small. The phases
include evaluating the task, handing the task over, supporting task
completion, and closing the task. In between, learn how to pick the
right level of autonomy for each task and the best ways to avoid
micromanagement.
Staying in touch with customers isn't enough. You must engage
them from day one with value -here's the sales techniques.
In this course, author Todd Dewett helps you identify ways to give
both positive and negative feedback to employees. Learn how to
create a culture driven by meaningful feedback and deliver coaching
and suggestions to help employees stretch and grow. Discover the
characteristics of helpful feedback, different feedback types,
structured conversations, and strategies to refocus difficult employee
reactions.

An exciting course showing in great detail how to play bottleneck
delta blues guitar by a foremost international blues man daddystovepipe. daddystovepipe is a master of acoustic blues and
ragtime guitar. In this video instruction, he concentrates on three
classic bottleneck blues song in the styles of Johhny Shines, Mance
Lipscomb and Mississipi Fred McDowell. daddystovepipe gives us
all the information we could want in order to confidently learn the
material - the video includes information about slides, thumb picks,
damping techniques and other useful advice. A personal word from
daddystovepipe... 15 minutes guitar pickin a day, keeps the doctor
away! Complete lyrics and detailed tablature for all the songs are
provided. Not only a standard verse for every song is tabbed out but
also all the guitar solos (5 in total). daddystovepipe also spends
some time at showing you how to integrate the vocals with the guitar
playing, a feature that other lesson dvds often omit. This pack
contains a bonanza of licks and ideas - even if you don';t want to
learn these songs note for note, there's plenty to learn to spice up
your slide playing! Each lesson has a tablature file in pdf format for
downloading and there is also a bonus of a complete MP3 album by
daddy and Jim Bruce. daddystovepipe is the hidden secret of
acoustic blues guitar. Look no further - you've found the best
bottleneck blues guitar teacher ...

Demand management: Breaking down today’s
commercial silos

Grade Results

Business

The biggest challenge facing the hospitality industry over the next 5
years is the lack of integration between the key commercial
disciplines of sales, revenue, distribution and finance and the
negative impact this will continue to have on delivering asset value
and maximum profitability.
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Deploy & Conquer: Learn Explainer Video Business
Secrets

Marketing

Deploying Icon Fonts for the Web

Web Design

Desarrollando tu musicalidad

Music

Desarrollo Urbano y Vivienda

Economics

Design 101 (or Design Basics)

Design

Grade Results

———— ATTENTION: Business Owners & Marketeers ————
You've heard it. These last past years a phenomenon called the
'explainer video' has taken over company websites. They explain
your product. They help sell it on autopilot. Problem is; how do you
know the one you want to build / buy will even work? What makes
'em sell? How do you USE the video to squeeze out most of its
money-making juice? You do not want to make silly costly mistakes—
So educate yourself! This is the "DEPLOY & CONQUER" video
course on Udemy. It teaches you how to 'deploy' a short explainer
video and boost sales. It's packed with secrets and tactics, taken
from the advertising industry, and practical lessons. I had to learn it
the hard way—YOU don't have to. Really. You would need the
equivalent of a full university semester-long course and at least 3
months of industry experience to learn these lessons by yourself.
Screw that, right? That's why the course is fast. It takes you from the
start to finish of a proven marketing system—In 4 sections. Roughly
2,5 hours fast-paced video content. It's simple to copy for your own
business. It's visual, and makes use of examples. You will have a
clear strategy to put on the table. Bulletproof. With safety
measures... I'm Frans van Agthoven. I've spent the last 3 years
producing and testing ad-videos for websites. I've brought my clients
unexpected great success and sometimes just a high quality video
that helps understand. Not all videos had impact. But in all cases I've
learned a lot. I have worked with high-tech startups, to (dutch)
universities and big companies like WeTransfer. Most companies
hide their secrets. I like teaching. I like helping others improve their
marketing. To help them make the next big sale, or a lot of small
ones. I've consulted more than 200 companies, including those in
online business masterminds, like the Freedom Secret Society. Get
this course at the cost of 1 dinner for two at a cheap restaurant...
...and get the information that can DOUBLE or even TRIPLE your
revenue. You'll get these 2 bonus videos, previously strictly
exclusive for a private business mastermind. How I Do Meetings
How I Do Proposals Besides this, I'm available for questions in the
discussion sections. You would normally pay me €300,- for a single
consultation. This course -with lifetime access- is priced at 39 USD.
It's my first course, and I'm pretty sure it's a steal. Besides that,
Udemy has a 100% Money-Back Guarantee for 30 days. So this is
what you should do: Go to the top right of this page and click "Take
Icon fonts are a fast, effective way to feature scalable vector artwork
on websites. James Williamson shows you how to properly deploy
icon fonts on your own site in this short course. Learn how to find an
icon font that's right for you and style it so it appears exactly the way
you want. Then learn about deployment options that will make your
icons accessible and display consistently across multiple browsers
and devices. James also introduces advanced styling options such
as animated and multicolored glyphs.
La industria de la música está sufriendo enormes cambios, y como
consecuencia de ello, los músicos necesitan aumentar sus
habilidades en varias áreas diferentes para triunfar. El Programa
Especializado para el Músico Moderno está diseñada para
proporcionarte las bases de la teoría de la música, la producción
musical, y la composición, y te dotará de las herramientas que
necesitas para escribir y producir tu propia música.
Comprender los retos y oportunidades de la expansión urbana en
América Latina y el Caribe y las herramientas para gestionarla.
Design your own world. Are you ready? This MOOC is a journey into
contemporary design through 101 exercises. Learn by doing and
transform your everyday life into 101 projects.
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Design Aesthetics for Web Design

Web Design
A basic understanding of the principles of good design (such as
contrast, unity, and balance) is the foundation for creating beautiful
websites. In this course, Sue Jenkins explains design aesthetics in
simple terms, and shows how to incorporate the principles of design
in specific ways that improve your site. Learn how to adjust adjacent
colors to add contrast, create depth with texture, incorporate
movement, and use repeating shapes, patterns, and borders to unify
your design. Then, in the final chapter, learn about special issues
designers should address in their web layouts, such as responsive
design for mobile devices, accessibility, and originality.

Design and Build a Data Warehouse for Business
Intelligence Implementation

Business

Design and Development of Games for Learning

Design

Design and Illustrate Giant Robots with Adobe Flash

Design

The capstone course, Design and Build a Data Warehouse for
Business Intelligence Implementation, features a real-world case
study that integrates your learning across all courses in the
specialization. In response to business requirements presented in a
case study, you’ll design and build a small data warehouse, create
data integration workflows to refresh the warehouse, write SQL
statements to support analytical and summary query requirements,
and use the MicroStrategy business intelligence platform to create
dashboards and visualizations.
This project-based course explores the process of designing and
developing educational games, including issues associated with
assessment, implementation and marketing.

This lengthy tutorial series examines how to draw giant robots with
vector art. You'll learn design principles (specific to stylized robots),
texturing, shading, lighting and much more. All but about 10 minutes
of the course is done using Adobe Flash. An optional Photoshop
video is included to teach you how to make your exported image
from Flash appear more like a hand-painted movie poster. The
course is divided into seven sections, the first three cover some of
the basics which will be used in creating the final piece. The last four
sections are entirely dedicated to creating the final project. Much of
this is done in real-time (no speeding through significant parts), so
you will have a real feel for what it takes to draw an epic robot.
Design and Interpretation of Clinical Trials

Grade Results

Health And Nutrition
The course will explain the basic principles for design of randomized
clinical trials and how they should be reported. In the first part of the
course, students will be introduced to terminology used in clinical
trials and the several common designs used for clinical trials, such
as parallel and cross-over designs. We will also explain some of the
mechanics of clinical trials, like randomization and blinding of
treatment. In the second half of the course, we will explain how
clinical trials are analyzed and interpreted. Finally, we will review the
essential ethical consideration involved in conducting experiments
on people.
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Design and Make Infographics (Project-Centered
Course)

Grade Results

Design

In this project-centered course*, you will create a content-rich
infographic on a topic of your choice. You might choose to create a
visual representation of data from the world of sports, entertainment,
politics, or science, to explain a business trend or environmental
issue, or even to present a theme or development from your
personal life. Your finished infographic will engage your target
audience and convey information clearly through effective use of
design elements such as typography, color, and structure. Whether
you’re a graphic designer, a writer or the intern in the department,
you’ll learn: • what an infographic is and what makes a good one •
how to work within your limits • how to work with a team (if you have
one) • why infographics are effective • techniques for spotting data in
stories • six valuable steps for planning an effective infographic •
how to use and make some of the building blocks of infographics:
maps, charts and flow charts • ways data can be visualized to clarify
it and give it meaning • how to effectively design a good infographic
by effectively using elements like type, color and an underlying grid
structure • some free or cheap, online tools for making various kinds
of infographics As you work on your project, you’ll learn more about
why infographics are effective, what makes a good infographic, and
how to plan and design an infographic for maximum impact. You’ll
explore various approaches to data visualization, and you’ll practice
creating visualizations like maps, charts, flow charts, and simple
drawings in a free version of Adobe Illustrator. What you’ll need to
get started: This project-based course is aimed at anyone interested
in understanding, designing, and using infographics - from students
and hobbyists to professional graphic designers. We’ll use Adobe
Illustrator for some components of the project. If you don’t have
access to the full version of Illustrator,you can download a free
version at www.Adobe.com/Illustrator. *About Project-Centered
Courses: Project centered courses are designed specifically to help
you complete a personally meaningful real-world project, with your
instructor and a community of like-minded learners providing
guidance and suggestions along the way. By actively applying new
concepts as you learn, you’ll master the course content more
efficiently; you’ll also get a head start on using the skills you gain to
make positive changes in your life and career. When you complete
the course, you’ll have a finished project that you’ll be proud to use
and share.
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Design Beautiful & Professional eBook Layouts
Using Keynote

Design

Design Decisions in Engineering
Design For Coders

Engineering
Design

With so many ebooks entering the market place daily, you want
yours to stand out from the crowd, and a beautiful and professional
design will significantly increase the perceived value of your eBook
more than almost anything else. In this eBook Layout Design
Training Course, eBook author, Consultant, Speaker and Trainer,
Tony Brown shows you how to create custom eBook layout
templates so that your eBook looks and feels beautiful and
professional on any device. You don’t need a graphic designer or an
expensive graphic design software package. With Apple’s Keynote,
you have everything you need to get started creating eye catching
designs that you can use over and over again, which will continue to
position the you as an authority it their field, without the cost. This is
much more than just another "CREATE AN EBOOK COVER
COURSE!" You will learn how to set up your Master slide template,
which will form the basis of your book layout and how to customise
your layouts for each section of the book. This training video will
teach you Image manipulation tips and techniques, Text formatting
and other layout features. You will learn industry standard design
techniques to create an eBook layout that will look beautiful on any
device. With this video tutorial, you can work along with the tutor
throughout each lesson, creating your template as you go along.
When you have completed this video training course, you will be
capable of creating unique, professional, customisable, designs for
your eBooks. You will understand how to create different page
template slides files that are used to give your eBook that
professional look and flow. You will be confident in your ability to
create an eBook layout that will stand out from the crowd. Keynote is
not only great for presentation, it’s also a fantastic graphic design
package, if you know how to use it. So learn the tricks of the trade
with this Tutorial! Tony Said; "I have been doing graphic design for
over 20 years and have used every package that has been on the
market. Many of them are great and have lots of features, some I
never used, however, there was always big learning curve to get
started." "Then I found Keynote!" "I launched my own eBook last
year and I designed the entire book in Keynote." "From a blank slide
to a beautiful, professional final product, which I have received
nothing but positive reviews about." "And with this course, you can
achieve the same results." "Let’s get started."

Are there web sites that have a design you really admire? Do you
wish you could create attractive and effective designs? Are you
"design-challenged" and need to know the basics of creating goodlooking web sites, mobile apps or other digital media? You may
never be a world famous designer, but you can design attractive,
effective and high-quality digital media by understanding the
foundations of design. If you're a one-person shop and have to
create interfaces even though you are trained as a developer. this
course is for you! If you're approaching design for the first time and
need to be able to apply your new design skills quickly, you need to
take this course. In this exciting series of lectures and activities,
expert designer Joesph Caserto will start with the foundations
including line, shape, space, color and texture and apply the design
foundations to every day digital work. You'll learn to create beautiful
typography, learn to understand your audience , create effective
layouts and examine motion, sound and interactivity. With over 30
fascinating video lectures, multiple lab exercises, and fascinating
insight from your instructor, you'll be creating designs that everyone
will be talking about.

Grade Results
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Design for Engagement - How to Design So People
Take Action

Design

You'll learn what you need to know about people, how they think,
decide, remember, and what motivates them. You'll learn how to
apply psychology to the design of websites, apps, and products so
that they are engaging. You'll learn what to do so that people are
more likely to take the action you want them to take -- use your
product, register at your website, make a purchase, and so on. You'll
learn about the need to belong and how to use ideas such as social
validation, reciprocity, and trust to engage your target audience.
You'll learn what make ideas and websites go viral. You'll learn
about instincts and how to use automatic reactions to sex, danger,
and the fear of loss to lead people to take an action. You'll learn what
psychologists know about memory, reading, and vision and how to
use this information to grab and hold attention and direct behavior.
You'll learn why stories are so engaging, and how to use them. You'll
learn how to work with the self-stories that people tell themselves in
order to get people to try something new. You'll learn about how
mentioning money or death changes behavior, how many choices
people can handle, about the special part of the brain that is
sensitive to faces and how to keep it engaged . You'll learn about
how to use the desire for mastery and intrinsic motivation to
encourage people to take certain actions. And much much more!
The instructor is Susan Weinschenk. Susan has a Ph.D. in
Psychology, and 30 years of experience applying psychology to the
design of software, websites, apps, and technology products. She's
the author of How to Get People to Do Stuff, and 100 Things Every
Designer Needs to Know About People. The Design for Engagement
course has quizzes and exercises so you can practice what you are
learning.

Design in Motion

Computer Science

Design of Computer Programs
Design Practice in Business

Computer Science
Design

Design Principles: an Introduction

Computer Science

Design in Motion is a series of creative techniques featuring short
projects using After Effects and CINEMA 4D. Taught by motion
graphics expert Rob Garrott, the course covers how color correction,
expressions, rendering type, lighting, and animation are used in each
program, and the topics are updated weekly. Using these tips and
tricks, motion graphics designers will find designing to be a more
efficient process.
Learn the essentials of design practice for developing new business
opportunities and sparking innovation
What makes an interface intuitive? How can I tell whether one
design works better than another? This course will teach you
fundamental principles of design and how to effectively evaluate
your work with users. You'll learn fundamental principles of visual
design so that you can effectively organize and present information
with your interfaces. You'll learn principles of perception and
cognition that inform effective interaction design. And you'll learn
how to perform and analyze controlled experiments online. In many
cases, we'll use Web design as the anchoring domain. A lot of the
examples will come from the Web, and we'll talk just a bit about Web
technologies in particular. When we do so, it will be to support the
main goal of this course, which is helping you build human-centered
design skills, so that you have the principles and methods to create
excellent interfaces with any technology.

Design the Web: Adobe Generator for Graphics

Grade Results

Design

Save time creating web and interactive graphics with Photoshop and
Adobe Generator. Chris Converse shows you how to take existing
comps and export individual images for mobile apps, websites,
interactive projects, and even presentations—optimizing,
compositing, and scaling them along the way. You simply choose the
command, select the layer(s) to export, and go. Learn how to get
started with this powerful plugin now.
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Design the Web: Animated Loading GIFs

Web Design

Design the Web: Automating Web Graphics

Web Design

Design the Web: From Illustrator to HTML5 Canvas

Web Design

Design the Web: Getting CSS from Photoshop

Web Design

Have you ever needed an animated GIF to spice up a webpage or
signal data is being downloaded? Learn to create custom animated
graphics for your websites, mobile applications, and other interactive
projects in Adobe Photoshop, with these quick and practical
techniques from Chris Converse. Chris shows how to transform
artwork into Smart Objects, animate layer effects with the Photoshop
tween capabilities, and move and resize existing animations. Plus,
CS6 users can find out how to keyframe animations with the
advanced video-based Timeline panel.
Learn to composite graphics in Adobe Photoshop using variables
and a simple text file. This Design the Web installment shows how to
automate your production workflow by combining separate graphic
files, typography, and Photoshop effects into custom, ready-to-use
graphics. This workflow allows you to generate hundreds, even
thousands, of unique graphics suitable for websites, interactive
projects, or even print. All you need to begin is a layered Photoshop
file.
Did you know there is a free plugin for Adobe Illustrator that will
automatically convert your vector artwork into dynamic HTML5
Canvas artwork? Chris Converse introduces Drawscript and shows
you how to copy and paste the JavaScript code from Illustrator to
construct, color, composite, and alter the transparency of your
artwork with code. If you're new to HTML5 Canvas, this course is a
great intro. The exercise files are free for all members, so dive in to
get started.

The Photoshop Layers panel contains a feature to extract CSS
markup from an existing design comp automatically. Copy CSS
allows you to scrape styles, colors, positioning, border effects, CSS3
gradients, and even CSS3 animation positions from your designs.
Chris Converse shows you how to extract the CSS necessary to
render the same effects shown in your comp in a web browser, and
incorporate the markup into an HTML file. Speed up your CSS
workflow with this fast and easy feature. Note: If you don't have any
HTML files of your own, Chris has provided free files to all members
of the library, so you can get hands-on experience integrating the
CSS. The Design the Web series was created and produced by
Chris Converse. We are honored to host this content in our library.
Design the Web: Graphics and CSS Pseudo-Elements Design

Design the Web: Layer Comps

Computer Science

Design the Web: Multiple Graphic Sizes

Web Design

Grade Results

Learn to combine graphics and pseudo-elements to add more
design and layout possibilities without adding more HTML to your
web pages. Combining web graphics and CSS3 pseudo-elements
allows you to style text, add graphics, and position objects, all while
keeping your HTML clean and organized and without sacrificing
responsive elements of your design.
Discover how to use Adobe Photoshop layer comps to storyboard
your interaction designs. Author Chris Converse shows how to
create and modify multiple states of your Photoshop file to simulate
user feedback, movement, and device interaction, all while working
in a single PSD file. Once your design is complete, the course
demonstrates how to export your layer comps to multiple files, export
a multipage PDF file, and even access Photoshop layer comps from
within InDesign.
With so many different devices on the market, web designers are
faced with the challenge of creating multiple versions of their
graphics for phones and tablets. Let Chris Converse show you how
to leverage Smart Objects, clipping masks, and slices in Adobe
Photoshop and make graphics that will look razor sharp on any
screen. Learn how to produce web graphics for small screens,
standard-sized images, and high-resolution or retina-enabled
graphics from the very same file.
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Design the Web: Simulating Web Text

Web Design

Design the Web: Slice Tool

Web Design

Design the Web: Smart Objects

Computer Science

Design the Web: Sprite Sheets

Web Design

Design the Web: Video Graphics and Animation

Design

Simulate the look of anti-aliased web fonts in your next website
mockup. In this concise course, Chris Converse teaches you how to
use paragraph and character styles in Adobe Photoshop to mimic
the look of headings, body text, and hyperlinks and adjust for the antialiasing treatment applied by different web browsers.
Learn to create multiple, optimized web graphics from a single
Adobe Photoshop or Illustrator file with the powerful and versatile
Slice tool. Increase your productivity by exporting many graphics
from a single composition, while maintaining the integrity of the
design. Design the Web author Chris Converse teaches you how to
size, name, and duplicate slices and add transparency to the final
graphics. He also shows advanced slicing techniques to generate
CSS-based and table-based layouts as well as video-based
animations and cinemagraphs. These tutorials work great for
websites, emails, and other interactive projects.
Learn to speed up your design and production time in Adobe
Photoshop with the use of Smart Objects. Create Smart Objects
from layers in your Photoshop file or from JPG files, or cut and paste
them from Illustrator. Author Chris Converse also explores
combining Smart Objects with layer effects and clipping masks, to
increase the efficiency of your design process in Photoshop.
Many web animations and rollovers make use of sprite sheets to
reduce the number of graphics a web experience requires, making
the design process easier and your site load faster. Learn
techniques in Adobe Photoshop to make sprite sheet creation fast
and versatile. Chris Converse shows you how to combine Smart
Objects and guides to help you measure and produce perfectly
aligned sprite sheets for your web design projects.
Learn to edit video and add custom graphics and animations to your
projects— all with Adobe Photoshop CS6 Extended! Author Chris
Converse starts with the powerful new video editing tools in
Photoshop CS6, which allow you to design and brand videos for
your interactive and online projects. Once editing is complete,
discover how to render the video as an MP4 file that can be
uploaded to a favorite video website, incorporated into your own site,
or embedded in an iBook, interactive PDF, or digital magazine. This
course was created and produced by Chris Converse. We are
honored to host this material in our library.

Design the Web: Working with PNG-8

Design

Design Thinking Action Lab

Design

Grade Results

PNG-24 files provide great quality with the added benefit of 8-bit
transparency; however, this particular file format can be rather large.
And larger files sizes mean longer loading times for your users. The
good news is you can create varying transparent PNG-8 files—files
that are between 60% and 80% smaller than PNG-24 files—with a
new crop of Windows, Mac, and web-based tools. Chris Converse
shows you how in this short, insightful course on creating
compressed PNGs that display beautifully on a variety of websites,
especially those targeting mobile devices.
In this experiential course, Stanford d.school lecturer and Epicenter
Deputy Director Leticia Britos Cavagnaro and her team will take you
on a journey to learn the design thinking process. This methodology
for human-centered creative problem solving is used by companies
and organizations to drive a culture of innovation. The Design
Thinking Action Lab will provide the inspiration, tools and support
you need to discover the joy of learning by doing as you tackle an
innovation challenge in the real world.
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Design Thinking for Innovation

Business

Design Thinking: Innovate in Style

Design

Today innovation is everyone's business. Whether you are a
manager in a global corporation, an entrepreneur starting up, in a
government role, or a teacher in an elementary school, everyone is
expected to get lean – to do better with less. And that is why we all
need design thinking. At every level in every kind of organization,
design thinking provides the tools you need to become an innovative
thinker and uncover creative opportunities that are there – you're just
not seeing them yet.

You'll be learning the design thinking innovation process. Fulled by
needs and values, you'll understand how to take a deeper look at
what your audience are really after and generate ideas and solutions
that are ultimately going to be more fulfilling. Instead of taking things
for granted or repeating solutions that have been seen or done
before, a design thinking mindset empowers you to question- "how
can this be made better?" and "how can I deliver a better
experience?" Once you can do that, you can start to achieve
innovative breakthroughs that people are going to really get behind.
Set aside 20 mins or so and learn to be a great designer.
Design Tips for Selling Expensive Websites

Web Design

Design UI elements

Design

Specific design advice for web designers looking to grow a profitable
business. These are tips that I wish someone had told us years ago.
This course is not intended to be a Photoshop or CSS tutorial.
Rather, it is a collection of key design tips centered around building
profitability and business results.

UI elements and UI kits are the most sought out things on the web by
designers or front end developers. Every individual who's working on
a huge website or a mobile app would definitely find uses for ui
elements. Some designers go a step further and sell the ui elements
online. Boost your Photoshop skills by taking this practical course on
how to create a User interface elements. The course will take you
through the process of creating user interface elements in
Photoshop step by step. And as a bonus, you'll also get to download
the User Interface elements of both web and mobile. In this course,
we'll cover: Planning Choosing colors and fonts Creating color
swatches And finally jumping to Photoshop and creating user
interface elements The UI elements we are going to create are the
following: Buttons Icons Progress bars Text Fields Check Boxes
Radio Buttons Toggle switches Toggle switches are going to be
created in 3 different styles by an easy way of learning to modify
elements. The course gives you tools that will help you create any
element with ease. I hope you enjoy and learn from this course.

Grade Results
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Design while you learn InDesign CC

Design

Learn while you spend time designing a menu card in the industry
leading Adobe InDesign. It's not just about all the tools but also how
you will use them to get your layout clean and beautiful. You will get
all the basics so you can deliver a PDF for print or even for online
presence. You will experience how to import text from another
document and how to clean it up. Then you will utilize InDesign's
powerful styles. The styles that will make you life easy and do the
formatting playful. Get into the structure of an efficient design where
you can make changes globally in your InDesign layout. The learn
how to style dots and change fonts all over while you need some
other more funky colours. Learn the cool stuff about: Paragraph
Styles (get the typography styled like a dream) Character Styles
(maybe some words need to be different within the mother style)
Swatches (have them all in the same space for easy access) Set up
the panels needed (workspace) How to create and use Tabs
(extremely cool for lists) Make correct bleed on print documents (no
failure allowed!) Make odd size documents Import text Insert images
and how to scale, rotate and handle them Create a PDF for print
Create a PDF for online distribution Ensure you images can be
printed in perfect quality (preflight) Make easy design changes to
you InDesign layout This course is based on the no frills concept.
We do not waste time in minor settings we don't need to know for
now. We focus on getting it done right. After this course you are able
to produce flyers, business cards, small posters, hand-outs, product
sheets and other. In other words: common marketing material for the
busy professional or wannabee pro!

Design with Free Software- Part One

Design
This course is about creatures. Specifically, this course is an
accessible demonstration of a design process that is useful right
from the start. It uses only one piece of free and open source
software so anyone with a graphics tablet, a touch screen or a
steady hand and a mouse can begin to design creatures and
characters. It is a process which is tried and true and will allow you
to hit the ground running, designing creatures and making the most
of your practice time, all while being fun. These are techniques that
professionals use and they are specific and effective. Too often, art
instruction amounts to not much more than watching someone draw
with very little insight into how to do it yourself. Have you picked up a
book about drawing, painting or design and seen demonstrations
that went something like this: "First draw a drawing, then paint the
drawing", with no significant process or insight into how to do it
yourself? That is not what this course is, it is a step-by-step process
for designing a fantasy creature (in this case, an Orc), that saves
your time and allows you to move from rough, easy sketches to more
significant painted pieces seamlessly and on your own time. So if
you're interested in design, fantasy monsters, gaming of any variety,
or open-source software, join us in Design with Free Software. See
you in class!

Design Your Online Course

Education

Designing a Book Cover

Computer Science

Grade Results

Turn Your Expertise Into An Online Course Quickly and Painlessly
Join author Nigel French in Designing a Book Cover as he walks
through several approaches to creating professional, engaging book
covers using Adobe Creative Suite applications. This course covers
document setup, composition and layout, illustration, typography
essentials, and printing. Exercise files accompany the course.
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Designing a Business Card

Design
A successful business card design needs to be both professional
and functional. It might be the first piece of branding someone sees
relating to a company, so it should make a positive impression.
Designer Nigel French shares his techniques and experience in
Designing a Business Card. He walks through the fundamental
decisions, such as what information to include, what size and
orientation the card should have, and whether to use both sides. He
demonstrates how to set up a template and work with type alignment
and color. Nigel also discusses paper selection and preparing the
file for printing. Example files accompany the course.

Designing a CD Cover
Designing a Digital Magazine

Design
Design

Designing a House in Revit Architecture
Designing a Logo

Architecture
Design

Designing for a digital magazine is similar to designing for a print
magazine, but there are additional choices that you need to
consider. Interactivity is important, but making it easy to read and
navigate is even more critical. In this course, Nigel French covers
how to use InDesign's digital publishing toolset to create a magazine
for the iPad. He shows you how to add interactivity in the form of
slideshows, maps, and audio and video. Plus, learn how to convert
the project into a single edition iOS app.

A great logo is often basic, composed only of essential parts, but
simple is not always easy. Designer Nigel French distills over a
decade of professional design and teaching experience in Designing
a Logo. He discusses the principles and techniques of what makes a
logo work, and explains type-only designs, type treatments, and logo
symbols in depth. He also explores how to work with clients on
defining job parameters and selecting a final design, as well as how
to prepare the logo for print and web publication. Nigel demonstrates
each of these techniques in the course of designing a new logo for a
real client, so viewers can either follow along or apply the techniques
to their own work. Exercise files accompany the course.
Designing a Logo for a Band

Design
A great band deserves a great logo. Think about The Grateful
Dead's dancing bears or The Rolling Stones' "hot lips." Or even The
Beatles: their famous logo is just a simple text-based design with a
drop T. As a designer, your responsibility is to come up with a variety
of logo ideas for your clients and hone in on and finesse the best
one. In this course, Nigel French uses a client brief from Brooklynbased band Shy Hunters, and shows how to evolve rough sketches
into great logo designs, anchored by typography and highlighted with
imagery. He also shows how to prepare variations on the design and
format the logo for different uses, such as print, websites, and social
media.

Designing a Logo for a Media Company

Design

Designing a Mobile Website with Muse

Web Design

In this short project course, Nigel French reviews the creative brief
for a fictional media company and explains how to approach the
challenges presented when creating a company logo. The course
covers the preliminary research and sketching phases before
exploring numerous potential solutions with Adobe Illustrator.

Build and publish a complete mobile website in Adobe Muse. In this
course, Steve Harris shows you how to modify a traditional desktop
site's layout and content so that it displays elegantly on mobile
screen sizes and responds to gestures and orientation changes.
First, you'll learn how to set up a new mobile site in Muse and copy
over text and images. Then look at different mobile navigation
strategies (tabbed panels, slideshows, and more) and decide which
one is right for you—or create a totally unique system by combining
existing navigation widgets. The course also shows you how to add
additional content like buttons and video, and modify widgets from
your desktop experience to better fit the mobile design. Plus, learn to
preview, publish, and test the new mobile site.

Grade Results
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Designing a New Learning Environment

Social Sciences

Designing a Photo Book Designing a Photo Book

Design

Designing a Portfolio Website with Muse

Web Design

The ultimate goal of this project-based course is to promote
systematic design thinking that will cause a paradigm shift in the
learning environments of today and tomorrow.
Photo books are a great way to display and preserve your
memories, and services like iBooks and Blurb make it easy and
affordable to create professional quality bound books. But your
design choices are what make them special. Join designer Nigel
French as he covers the basics of planning and building a photo
book, reviews the qualities of good photo books, and examines the
design principles at work in their creation—regardless of the
software used. This course provides both inspiration and practical
techniques for creating your photo book.

Create and publish a complete portfolio website with Adobe Muse—
without writing any code. Author Steve Harris takes designers
through the most important stages of a web design project, which
include planning the site structure, preparing graphics to import into
Muse, and working with widgets and embedded content to integrate
unique functionality. Plus, learn how to add an alternative layout for
mobile and tablet views. The sample website created in this course
is geared toward a creative professional such as a graphic artist or
photographer who is looking to publish work online, but it could be
useful for any type of image collection.
Designing a Portfolio Website with Muse

Design
Create and publish a complete portfolio website with Adobe Muse—
without writing any code. Author Steve Harris takes designers
through the most important stages of a web design project, which
include planning the site structure, preparing graphics to import into
Muse, and working with widgets and embedded content to integrate
unique functionality. Plus, learn how to add an alternative layout for
mobile and tablet views. The sample website created in this course
is geared toward a creative professional such as a graphic artist or
photographer who is looking to publish work online, but it could be
useful for any type of image collection.

Designing a Print Ad

Design
A successful print ad campaign entices the reader visually, and then
delivers on its promise with a compelling message. This course
details the process of constructing ad layouts for print—emphasizing
the importance of visual hierarchy and how the power of composition
can embolden your underlying campaign message. Using a client
brief for the Landon Hotel brand, Craig Smallish explores three
creative concepts and then takes the most successful concept
through the complete development process, from obtaining
reference material to refining the layouts. Along the way, you'll learn
how to produce rough thumbnail sketches; select photos,
illustrations, and typography for your design; and balance the
contrast and placement of assets. Plus, learn tips for presenting your
print ad campaign ideas to your clients.

Designing a Restaurant Menu

Grade Results

Design

In this course, author Nigel French shows how to create a costeffective, elegantly styled restaurant menu with Adobe InDesign,
Photoshop, and Illustrator. The course develops three menu
designs: folder, four-panel card, and single-page, exploring the
design considerations for each, such as size, folding, typeface, and
paper stock. The course also sheds light on incorporating logos,
choosing appropriate color schemes, and producing menus online
and in print.
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Designing A Website in Photoshop, Illustrator (&
GIMP)

Web Design

Designing Advanced Applications using XAML

Computer Science

Designing an Exemplary Course
Designing an Infographic

Design
Design

In this course I will show you how to design a pixel-perfect, beautiful
website design using the Adobe photo editing (Photoshop) and
vector editing (Illustrator) applications – I will also show you how to
do most of the same with the free tool GIMP. This course would be
extremely useful for graphic designers and web designers who want
to show their clients exactly what they'll get before they start
developing the website By creating and amending any web page to
look exactly the way the client wants, you can start charging in
excess of $3000 and much more for every website you produce
Because clients will pay extra for the custom feel that you will give
their websites Are you worried that you won't be able to deliver on
the development of this website afterwards? Well, don't worry!
Because I will show you the tricks to change beautiful WordPress
themes (we use the Genesis sample child theme) in a browser using
Developer Tools that will be then be easy to develop after client has
passed the design. You will also learn loads of extra tricks in
Photoshop, Illustrator and GIMP: I will teach you how to keep the
Photoshop layers and elements in order and label them correctly I
will teach you how to group layers to further organise your layers in
the layer palette I will teach you how to use vectors (live text, shape
layers and vector smart object) where ever possible – as resizing
them won't lose you any quality or resolution I will teach you how to
use vector smart objects because they won't lose you any quality
after resizing either and you have the added advantage of editing
one and all the others changing accordingly I will teach you how to
select multiple layers in the layer palette And I will teach you how,
with multiple layers selected with the Move tool (V), you can
distribute and align the objects by using the buttons in the option bar
at the top And by the time the course is finished you will be able to
work up an exact visual replica of any website, mobile app, tablet
app or any sort of digital interface that you care to imagine Join me
on my new course Designing a Website using Photoshop, Illustrator
and GIMP. My name is Rob from RobCubbon.com I have been
running a design business since 2006. If you have any questions,
please get in touch.

Learn XAML skills to develop applications that are visually
compelling and use modern design patterns.

Make your data beautiful; turn it into an infographic. Infographics
make complicated information easily understandable and visually
compelling. In this course, Nigel French memorializes the soldiers
and events of World War I, but you can use these lessons to build
almost any kind of infographic. Learn how to use Illustrator,
InDesign, Photoshop, and Excel together to analyze and chart the
data, plot locations on a map, and build a timeline that simply details
a complex sequence of events. Along the way, Nigel explains how to
choose fonts and color, create a background image, and finally
convert your print graphic into a format suitable for websites.
Designing an Invitation
Designing an Invitation

Photography
Design

Designing Cities

Business

Grade Results

Celebrations are an important part of life and in this course Nigel
French shows how to create an eye-catching invitation using Adobe
InDesign, Photoshop, and Illustrator. Learn about the various parts
of an invitation and how to brainstorm design ideas, add text and
imagery, incorporate a map to your event's location, and explore
different design treatments.
The course explores visionary and practical concepts of city design
and planning, past and present, and how design can address such
looming challenges as urban population growth, climate change and
rising sea levels. Participants will be encouraged to make proposals
for city design and development, starting with their own immediate
environment.
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Designing for Productivity in the User eXperience

Design

Designing the Moment: From First Impression to
Conversion

Design

This course is course number D15.2 from a comprehensive online
curriculum on User eXperience (UX) currently under development by
top experts in the field through The Online User eXperience Institute
(OUXI). COURSE CONTENT This is an in-depth course on a
particular aspect of designing for the User eXperience. Overall user
experience with software applications and websites is impacted by
five key qualities of their user interface: · Utility (is the
content/functionality useful to intended users?) · Usability (is it easy
to learn and accomplish tasks?) · Graphic Design (is the visual
design aesthetically pleasing?) · Persuasiveness (are desired
actions supported and motivated?) · Functional Integrity (does it
work smoothly without bugs or crashes?) The usability of a user
interface can be further subdivided into two separate qualities: ·
Ease-of-learning (is it easy to learn how to accomplish tasks?) ·
Ease-of-use (can tasks be accomplished quickly and easily once
learned?) The terms ease-of-learning and ease-of-use are often
used interchangeably, but they are not the same thing. In fact, they
often come into direct conflict with one another in user interface
design. That is, a user interface that feels easy-to-learn to novices
may soon come to feel tedious and inefficient as they gain expertise,
especially if they are high frequency users. Similarly, a user interface
with a steep learning curve may eventually come to feel powerful,
flexible and highly efficient once a user is trained and using it
frequently. Ease-of-learning is usually more important to novice,
casual or intermittent users. Ease-of-use is usually more important to
trained, high frequency, expert users. However, even casual,
intermittent users, such as users of public websites, will notice – and
be frustrated with - designs that limit their efficiency in obvious ways.
Two overall topics are covered in this course: · Efficiency design
guidelines · Efficiency evaluation techniques The course is a very
concrete, "how-to" course. Both the design guidelines offered and
the evaluation techniques taught have been researched, validated
and refined by the User eXperience discipline over the past 30
years. The subset of 24 design guidelines for efficiency offered in
this course were selected from the full body of knowledge on
software and website usability to be: · Universal (i.e., applicable to
most if not all applications and websites) · Easy to explain ·
Commonly violated · High impact (on user productivity) · Easy to
implement They thus represent the "low-hanging fruit" in designing

When users first experience a new Web application, it's key that they
understand the purpose of the application, what are the possibilities,
what to expect, whether it is trustworthy, and how long it will take to
get up to speed. In this Web Design Training video Robert Hoekman
Jr., author of Designing the Obvious and Designing the Moment
books, shows you design elements that will help your users do
exactly that. Offering examples of successful Web sites and San
Francisco storefronts, Hoekman shares stories about his process,
discusses his rationale for design decisions, and clearly explains
how you can apply these successful concepts to your won site to
increase conversion rates and help you turn skeptical visitors into
avid users in this Web Design Training course. Take this Web
Design Training course and learn how to design with impact!

Designing the Organization: From Strategy to
Organizational Structure

Grade Results

Business
In this course you will understand how firms are organized, what
factors must be taken into account in making critical design
decisions, and what role managers play in making these choices. In
order to answer these questions, we will first develop a conceptual
process model that links business models, external and internal
contingencies, and organizational design. Second, we will focus on
the fundamental principles of organization design and what
alternative design choices are available for managers. Finally, we
will apply these concepts and ideas to organizational situations to
develop the critical insights and decision making skills to build
effective organizations.
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Designing the Perfect Brow

Beauty
This course is for anyone interested in learning how to shape
eyebrows! You will learn the history of different brow shapes and
how they have evolved over time. Have you ever wondered why
people have eyebrows? What is the function and purpose of the
brow? Well in this course we go through the psychology behind
eyebrows, you will find out what the purpose of having these fuzzy
things above our eyes are, and what roll they play in non verbal
communication and facial recognition. We also talk about the
structure of hair and its growing patterns. You will learn a basic ideal
brow guide you can use to correct or reshape brows, 3 different
ways to remove hair, and fill-in options for sparse brows. This course
is enriched with short video lectures and tutorials so that you can
learn at your own pace, and practice templates and quizzes to test
your understanding.

Designing Web Accessibility for a Beautiful Web

Web Design
Designer and author Andy Clarke demystifies the challenging
aspects of Web design: making sites accessible to as wide an
audience as possible while still maintaining a solid design aesthetic.
In this “Web Content Accessibility Guidelines” video, CLarke shows
how using a modern workflow, which includes designing using a web
browser, eliminates common accessibility problems. You will learn
how to design accessible content as well as write accessible HTML
and XHTML markup and CSS. You'll also learn key business
elements of creating an accessible site, including better search
engine placement and more value for money spent on design.
Clarke demonstrates these concepts using examples from a fictitious
social networking site he created. Take this exclusive Web Content
Accessibility Guidelines course right now and learn how to design
accessible content.

Designing Web Pages with CSS - for Beginners

Web Design

Designing Web Sites from Photoshop to
Dreamweaver

Computer Science

Designing, Running, and Analyzing Experiments

Computer Science

This course teaches web design beginners how to turn their design
in Photoshop into a fully functioning web site in Dreamweaver. Sue
Jenkins shows how to create mockups, slice, and optimize web
graphics, and build a site using the Dreamweaver HTML and CSS
templates. The course also covers how to customize HTML and
CSS to style and position content, test and validate code, and use
FTP to transfer finished site files to a host server. Postlaunch site
maintenance is also discussed so that designers can keep their web
sites up to date. Exercise files are included with the course.

You will never know whether you have an effective user experience
until you have tested it with users. In this course, you’ll learn how to
design experiments, how to run experiments, and how to analyze
data from these experiments in order to evaluate and validate user
experiences. You will work through real-world examples of
experiments from the fields of IxD and HCI, understanding issues in
experiment design and analysis. You will analyze multiple data sets
using recipes given to you in the R statistical programming language
-- no prior programming experience is assumed or required. By the
end of the course, you will be able to knowledgeably design, run,
and analyze your own experiments for putting empirical and
statistical weight behind your designs.

Grade Results
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Designs dekeConstructed: Gradient Dot Patterns
with Illustrator

Design

Designs dekeConstructed: Your Own Online Avatar

Design

Designs dekeConstructed, featuring best-selling author Deke
McClelland, is a new series in which Deke breaks down the creation
of cool designs so you can create them on your own. In this
installment, Deke shows you how to make a custom gradient dot
pattern with Adobe Illustrator. He begins by showing you how to
load, apply, and scale the preset patterns that ship with Illustrator,
and then demonstrates how to make your own gradient patterns with
round and square dots. Last, he shows how to infuse your designs
with energy using dynamic rotations that make your own specialized
pattern wave.

Designs dekeConstructed is a new series that breaks down the
creation of cool designs so you can build them on your own. This
installment is for everyone who needs an online avatar—that tiny
image that has to communicate a thousand words about who you
are in less than a square inch. Start by taking a photo of yourself
facing forward—the traditional passport style. From there Deke
McClelland takes you through the steps to transforming your photo
into a cartoon avatar with Illustrator: tracing your features, refining
and exaggerating the strokes, adding color and shading, and using
gradients and patterns to fill in details like hair. Plus, learn some
tricks for infusing your drawing with an extra bit of personality and
exporting your final image in the best format for social media sites
like Facebook and Twitter.
Desktop Publishing Using Scribus (like Adobe
InDesign)

Grade Results

Design
Scribus (http://scribus.net) is similar to Adobe InDesign,
QuarkXPress, and MS Publisher, but Scribus is free, open source
and available to anyone around the world. This is a savings of
roughly $700.00 or $50/month as compared to using alternatives.
Learn desktop publishing using free Scribus to create business
cards, brochures, flyers, full size posters, newsletters, magazine
publications, and even books. Personally, I use Scribus to create
GIMP Magazine, several brochures, certificates, calendars, design
proposals, awards certificates, business cards and several other
professional looking documents. THIS COURSE INCLUDES:
RUNNING TIME: 5hr 51min of step-by-step video tutorials with voice
instruction LANGUAGE: English PLATFORM: Windows, Mac and
Linux ASPECT RATIO: 16:9 widescreen FILE FORMAT: HD 720
WMV COURSE INDEX: 40-page interactive PDF including table of
contents, resources, definitions, index and more VIDEOS: 32
instructional videos EXERCISES: 19 exercise and four
demonstration folders, approximately 100 files, totalling roughly 300
MB COURSE NOTES: 94-page printable course notes PDF, plus an
interactive PDF format SUPPORT: Basic email support provided
UPDATES: Course updates provided as digital download. This
includes minor updates and you will be notified by email with a digital
download link of any updates, new exercises etc. And this is
included in the cost of the course purchase. SPECIAL FEATURES:
Steve Czajka, the managing editor for GIMP Magazine, provides a
review of self-publishing an international magazine. This review
covers the major steps to start up a magazine, build a following via
social media, and provide amazing content. Steve shares the
publishing workflow procedures that GIMP Magazine utilizes for
each issue of the publication, typography style guides and several
design considerations to creating a clean and appealing magazine
layout. Check out Steve’s design portfolio at
http://flickr.com/steveczajka And all 134 pages of this course was
authored using Scribus in addition to all screens used in the video
production. Watch a short video that describes this course, and
provides two tutorials to create a magazine cover, and calendars in
Scribus.(http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XoHecQCn8hM)
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Detox Your Entire Life, Simply

Health And Nutrition

Detox Your Life, Pt II

Basic Skills

This course gives an introduction to holistic health, and shows you
how much non-physical thoughts and interactions impact your
physical state of health. We will go through activities and exercises
that will challenge you to examine your life in a different way, so we
can uncover hidden truths that may be effecting your health. I'll also
be sharing some of my own personal stories so that you know and
understand I LIVE what I teach :).

This course has been developed from the feedback from Detox Your
Entire Life, Simply In this course, I will go into some of the subjects
covered in Pt I, however in more detail. The topics range from
exercise and physical wellness, decluttering, the law of attraction
and manifestation, dealing with loneliness, becoming a powerful
creator and getting what you ask for, and last but not least, how to
listen to your own intuition. Everything about this program is meant to
be experiential; which means the intention is for you to take what
learn, put it into practice, and see and feel the difference. I do my
best to use visuals, and there is a downloadable resource guide as a
companion for the video material. The videos have been created so
that each day, you watch a video. This program should take you
about a month to complete it in its entirety, little by little each day. For
those who are keeners, you can probably get through this material in
about a week! Either way is fine, the choice is up to you. With the
amount of stress and confusion in this world, literally ANYONE and
everyone can benefit from this program. Most people will find there
are 1 - 3 key segments that really to speak to you, and that is
intended; they should be the areas that you focus on immediately. I
LOVE teaching, so I do my best to answer any questions in our
forum within 48 hours (usually better!) I am here to help you reclaim
more freedom, happiness and health in your life.

Develop iPhone and iPad apps with no programming
experience
Developing a Healthy GPS (Guy Picking System)

Computer Science

Developing a Marketing Strategy for Small
Businesses

Marketing

Developing A Social Media Policy

Business

Developing a Style Guide
Developing An Entrepreneurial Mindset: First Step
Towards Success

Design
Business

Grade Results

Learn how I use outsourcing to develop my iPhone and iPad apps
that have earned $85,408 since August 2011.

Basic Skills

Marketing products in a small business is often done via word of
mouth and hope. This course will show you in simple steps how to
build a marketing strategy around each product offering to gain a
solid foothold in the targeted market segments. The 3 sections will
guide you through the process of defining your product offerings,
clarifying your targeted customers or market segments and then
selecting the appropriate marketing materials.
Discover the step by step process to developing an effective social
media policy with this course.

This course is the first in a series on starting a business. Though
new venture creation is the focus of the specialization, this course is
important for everyone. It provides learners with insights to reframe
their thinking in order to maximize their chances for success.
Whether success is defined by the performance of their own
venture, or by their performance within someone else’s venture. The
course is as much, if not more about fulfilling one's potential as it is
about one starting a business.
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Developing An Internet Presence For Small Business
Owners

Marketing

Developing Applications for Amazon Kindle Devices

Computer Science

Developing Applications for Amazon Kindle Devices

Design

Developing Brand Identity Collateral
Developing Brand Identity Collateral

Business
Marketing

Developing Data Products

Computer Science

This is a short crash course on what it takes to develop an internet
presence for your small business, how it can make you more money
and why you can't keep putting off getting your business online. The
course quickly brings you up to speed on the basics of having a
business presence on the internet and shows you which steps that
you will need to take next. You can take the DIY approach or you can
hire a professional to do it for you. Either way you will know enough
after about 1 hour of training to make educated decisions . I show
you how to get your domain name and website hosting quickly set up
and point you in the right direction to build upon that. The course
consist to videos but I have included MP3 versions that make it easy
to listen on the go. Take the first step to creating more leads and
increasing your business's bottom line by harnessing the power of
the internet.

Developing Innovative Ideas for New Companies: The Business
First Step in Entrepreneurship

Developing Intelligent Apps

Computer Science

Developing Intelligent Disobedience

Business

Developing International Software, Part 3

Computer Science

Grade Results

In this course, Lee Brimelow introduces the Kindle Store and
explains how to take your existing applications and tailor them to the
Kindle environment. Learn about the three key APIs unique to
Kindle: In-App Purchasing for selling digital content and
subscriptions, GameCircle for creating leaderboards and registering
achievements, and Maps, which adds interactive maps to most
Kindle Fire tablets.

Creating a consistent style across your collateral is critical to building
a brand identity that allows your customers to instantly recognize
your company and distinguish it from others. In this course, designer
Steve Harris shows how to design print assets like business cards,
letterhead, and envelopes that build brand awareness and catch the
reader's attention. Over the course of the design process, he shows
how to create a complete package in Adobe InDesign and output it
for professional printing.
A data product is the production output from a statistical analysis.
Data products automate complex analysis tasks or use technology to
expand the utility of a data informed model, algorithm or inference.
This course covers the basics of creating data products using Shiny,
R packages, and interactive graphics. The course will focus on the
statistical fundamentals of creating a data product that can be used
to tell a story about data to a mass audience.
This course assists aspiring and active entrepreneurs in developing
great ideas into great companies. With strong economies presenting
rich opportunities for new venture creation, and challenging
economic times presenting the necessity for many to make their own
job, the need to develop the skills to develop and act on innovative
business opportunities is increasingly vital.
Learn how to create intelligent apps using Microsoft Azure machine
learning APIs
"Intelligent disobedience" allows service animals to interpret
commands in a way that honors their owner's intent, while avoiding
hazards they might not anticipate. In this course, Bob McGannon,
PMP, shows how intelligent disobedience translates to the business
world and how it can help you become a more courageous leader.
Learn how to challenge strict orders, voice unpopular opinions, take
risks, and come up with creative solutions, all while keeping
stakeholders' goals in mind.
Learn how to code software for a global audience from experts who
have created some of the world's most successful software.
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Introduction: Welcome to Developing Star Trek Effects in After
Effects. We will becreating several awesome effects in a style similar
to the JJ Abrams Star Trek movies.The Effects we will create are: A
Starship in space, A Ship ﬂy by, A Starship shooting a Missile,
Phasers and Pulse Guns, Transporters, and Forceﬁelds. We will use
After Effects and 2 Video Copilot Plugins (Optical Flares and
Element 3D) to create these effects. We will also talk about perfect
compositing: perspective, aesthetics, randomize, feathering,
environment, color & timing. Lesson 1: Ships in Space We will be
using After Effects tools as well as plug-ins to create a scene of a
Starship ﬂying in space that is located near a planet. Class 1:
Explain the effect and about 3D Models and how to ﬁnd them on the
net. Also,we will talk about what 3D models work with the Element
3DPlugin. Show ﬁnal result. Class 2: Creating a stray background
using Fractal noise, images and solids Class 3: Compositing a 3D
Planet using Element 3D Class 4: Adding atmosphere using glow
layers and a sun using Optical Flares Class 5: Compositing &
animating a 3D Starship using Element 3D Class 6: Finishing
touches: lighting, color correction, lens ﬂairs & Render Settings
Lesson 2: Ship in Sky ﬁring Missiles We will create a scene with a
Starship ﬂying by very fast in footage, and compositing a Starship
into footage and having it shoot a missile. We will learn a matting
technique to work with trees in footage and other helpful compositing
tricks like adding wiggle and motion blur to a whole scene to
increase the action. Class 1: Explain what the overall effect is, the
tools/ assets needed and where someone could ﬁnd them. Show
ﬁnal result. Class 2: Creating a Starship Fly by. Class 3: Starship
Firing a missile. Class 4: Final looks and adding a global wiggle
Expression that you can Key frame. Lesson 3: Phaser & Pulse
Weapons Creating the fantastical weapons of Star Trek, learning
how to shoot phasers and pulse rifﬂes. We will use Optical Flares to
create pulse blast and the beam effect to create phasers. We will
also learn how to use AE lights to create casted light from our blast
on the ground, and some tracking tips. Class 1: Explain what the
overall effect is, the tools/ assets needed and where someone could
ﬁnd them. Show ﬁnal result. Class 2: Tracking our footage and
creating a Forceﬁeld Target Class 3: Creating the Pulse weapon &
Impact and overall inter active lighting Class 4: Creating the laser
beam and impact, adding sound. Lesson 4: Transporter In this

Developing Star Trek Effects in After Effects

Design

Developing Timer Jobs for SharePoint 2013 and
Office 365

Business

Developing Windows 10 Universal Apps - Part 1

Computer Science

Learn the essentials of Windows 10 Universal Windows Platform
app development. Learn to design and develop a responsive user
interface using tools that are optimized for Windows 10 app
developers. This course is part one of a three-part programming
series.

Developing Windows 10 Universal Apps - Part 2

Computer Science

Learn to develop a Windows 10 Universal Windows Platform app
that implements the MVVM pattern and presents an adaptive UI that
automatically adjusts to look great on any Windows 10 device
(phone, tablet, or PC). This course is part two of a three-part
programming series.

Developing Windows 10 Universal Apps - Part 3

Computer Science

Learn to develop a Windows 10 Universal Windows Platform app
that truly comes to life with features like cloud service integration,
background tasks, and geo-fencing. This course is part three of a
three-part programming series.

Grade Results

Timer jobs are an incredibly important and useful concept in the
SharePoint development landscape. That's why so many
commercial SharePoint products and solutions use them! In this
course targeting SharePoint 2013 developers, you will learn: How
timer jobs work and how they're persisted How administrators (who
inherit what you build!) work with timer jobs How to develop, debug,
test, and deploy your own timer jobs Best practices around error
handling, progress reporting, and job configuration By the time you
finish this course, you should feel confident about when timer jobs
are an appropriate design choice in SharePoint and how to create
one properly to solve a specific problem. Good training is all about
getting you productive as quickly as possible. All the information you
need is wrapped up into this one course and is presented from an
instructor with real-world experience building commercial products
and solutions for SharePoint! Don't lose valuable time - get started
now!
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Developing Your Musicianship

Music

Development Economics
Development of Inventions and Creative Ideas

Economics
Science

Learn the basic concepts and approaches needed to understand,
create, and perform contemporary music.

This course examines the role of the engineer as patent expert and
as technical witness in court and patent interference and related
proceedings. It discusses the rights and obligations of engineers in
connection with educational institutions, government, and large and
small businesses. It compares various manners of transplanting
inventions into business operations, including development of New
England and other U.S. electronics and biotechnology industries and
their different types of institutions. The course also considers
American systems of incentive to creativity apart from the patent
laws in the atomic energy and space fields. Acknowledgment The
instructors would like to thank Joanne Rines and Elijah Ercolino for
their efforts in preparing this course.
Developmental Biology
Device Central CS4 Essential Training
Diabetes - a Global Challenge

Science
Computer Science
Health And Nutrition

Diabetes: Diagnosis, Treatment, and Opportunities

Health And Nutrition

Diagnosing the Financial Health of a Business

Business

Differential Equations

Mathematics

Diabetes is a growing health problem in rich and poor countries
alike. With this course you will get updated on cutting-edge diabetes
research including biological, genetic and clinical aspects as well as
prevention and epidemiology of diabetes. All provided by high-profile
scientists from one the world's leading universities in diabetes
research
This multidisciplinary course will emphasize the diagnosis and
treatment of diabetes. Topics will include patient self-management,
appropriate use of technologies, nutrition, behavior modification and
pharmacotherapy in the management of this disease. The course
will conclude by summarizing new basic science research regarding
the pathophysiology and treatment of diabetes.
Learn to assess the strength of a business and identify early warning
signs of potential future problems.
This course is a study of ordinary differential equations with
applications in the physical and social sciences. Topics include:
Definitions and Terminology, Solutions, Implicit Solutions, Families of
Solutions and Systems of Differential Equations. This course
contains a series of video tutorials that are broken up into various
levels. Each video builds upon the previous one. Level I videos lay
out the theoretical frame work to successfully tackle on problems
covered in the next videos. These videos can be used as a stand
along course or as a supplement to your current differential
equations class. This course is consistently being populated with
new videos. This course is for anyone who wants to fortify their
understanding of differential equations or anyone that wishes to
learn differential equations can benefit from this course. This course
is consistently monitored ready to reply to any questions that may
arise.

Differential Equations
Differential Equations in Action

Mathematics
Computer Science

Differentiated Instruction in the Classroom

Education

Grade Results

In this course, you’ll hone your problem-solving skills through
learning to find numerical solutions to systems of differential
equations. You’ll write code in Python to fight forest fires, rescue the
Apollo 13 astronauts, stop the spread of epidemics, and resolve
other real-world dilemmas.
Differentiated instruction (DI) is becoming a mainstay in classrooms
across the country as educators are starting to see the ways that the
traditional classroom setting limits their ability to reach diverse
learners. Join us on this journey through 10 practical DI integration
strategies! Count on at least three sample integration lessons on
each strategy, and just think of all the ways that you can apply them
to improve learning outcomes for your students.
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Digital & Computer Forensics

Computer Science

Digital Analytics for Marketing Professionals:
Marketing Analytics in Practice

Marketing

Digital Analytics for Marketing Professionals:
Marketing Analytics in Theory

Marketing

Digital Anarchy Demonstration

Design

In this program you will learn the basics behind digital and computer
forensics. We will cover a variety of topics like email headers, mobile
forensics and more. If you have a passion to learn about digital
evidence then this course is for you.
This course builds on the theory and foundations of marketing
analytics and focuses on practical application by demystifying the
use of data in marketing and helping you realize the power of
visualizing data with artful use of numbers found in the digital space.
Learn the introductory theory and strategy behind marketing
analytics that provides marketers with the foundation needed to
apply data analytics to real-world challenges they confront daily in
their professional lives.

Digital Anarchy was created to develop high quality plug-ins at
realistic prices. Our filter sets are small, but packed with creative
functionality. These movies demonstrate some of the exciting effects
that can be created easily with two of Digital Anarchy's powerful
tools, 3D Assistants and Primatte. 3D Assistants are keyframe
assistants that give you the ability to manage, arrange and animate
3D layers within After Effects' 3D space. In these movies you'll
discover how to use the 3D Assistants' Cylinder Creator, Cubic
Distribution, Matrix Creator, and Cylinder Distribution to create a
variety of effects: a virtual cylindrical cathedral arranged from
hundreds of layers, an explosion of layers, video walls, a spiral
tunnel of layers with After Effects' 3D camera flying through, and
much more. Primatte is a chromakey compositing plug-in for Adobe
Photoshop, Adobe Photoshop Elements, Jasc Paint Shop Pro and
other applications, which allows you to quickly and easily pull a mask
from a subject photographed against a blue or green screen. In
these movies you'll learn the basics of using Primatte, as well as
advanced techniques for making difficult masks much easier and
obtaining masks from transparent objects.

Digital Audio Principles

Photography

Digital Audio Principles
Digital Citizenship & Social Media Safety for Tweens

Music
Business

Grade Results

Whether one is producing music, podcasts, game sounds, or film
sound effects, Digital Audio Principles provides the tips and
techniques that will make the project a success. Author Dave
Schroeder explains the basics of digital audio production techniques
and covers the essential hardware and software. He also discusses
sound theory, frequency response, the range of human hearing, and
dynamic range.
"Saving Face for Parents & Educators," a social media training
course
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Digital Collage In Photoshop: Tutorials For Beginners Photography
A lot of Adobe Photoshop tutorials focus on the tools. They
showcase what the tools do and give an example or two. After a
while the tools all become a big blur and you end up knowing what
the tools are but not how to create anything with them. Collage For
Beginners: How To Make A Collage In Photoshop is a project based
course in which students complete a project by the end of the class.
The project is flexible so that students have creative control over
how their final digital collage looks. This class focuses on creating a
piece of artwork, and in the process teaches you what tools will
achieve the various looks and effects. I believe this is a much better
way of learning Photoshop because you are focused on hands-on
creation, not memorization. You will watch me as I create the artwork
that you see on the class description header. As I go step-by-step on
how to make a beautifulcollage in Photoshop, you will be creating
your own artwork with the images I have provided to accompany this
class. At the end of the class you will have your own original artwork
and the Photoshop skills to create more. Materials include: 28 stepby-step videos 12 Tool Tip videos 25 public domain photographs of
vintage women Over 100 public domain images of various scenes,
textures, and patterns PDF linkable list to sources of public domain
images The course has 40 videos and takes over 2 hours to watch
straight through without doing any artwork. It is recommended you
watch all the videos once, and then watch each video again as you
create your own artwork following the step-by-step process. The
time it will take to complete your artwork is up to you. If you really
want to start creating digital artwork now, then this course is for you.
Digital Collage In Photoshop: Photoshop Tutorials For Beginners will
have you completing a professional digital collage by the end of the
class. You will be able to use these Photoshop skills to continue
creating high quality artwork as soon as you are done. Collage For
Beginners: How To Make A Collage In Photoshop provides you with
a "digital art kit" filled with vintage public domain images that will
keep you busy creating new artwork long after the class is over. And
of course, there is no time limit on this class so you are always free
to come back and re-watch any video at any time.

Digital Creature Creation in ZBrush, Photoshop, and
Maya

Design

Digital Dish: Harnessing the Power of New Media &
Social Networking Spaces

Business

Grade Results

Watch as author Ryan Kittleson introduces the skills digital artists
need to create photorealistic 3D creatures for film, video, and game
production. This course covers basic design, sculpting, texturing,
posing, and lighting and demonstrates real-world workflow, starting
with the basic sculpture in ZBrush and moving it into Maya for
finishing, while editing textures in Photoshop.
Marketing in the new millennium is fast paced and changing every
day. The good news is that many successful firms are testing new
social interaction platforms with surprising results! This program will
cover all the major web-based contenders, including social
networking. This is not a how-to about creating your pages on
various platforms, but focuses more about what your prospects are
doing and expecting you to do, how to leverage various platforms,
and examples of how you can tap into this new technology, so you
produce viable sales-churning initiatives.
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Digital Marketing

Marketing

Digital marketing is marketing that makes use of electronic devices
(computers) such as personal computers, smartphones, cellphones,
tablets and game consoles to engage with stakeholders. Digital
marketing applies technologies or platforms such as websites, email, apps (classic and mobile) and social networks. Social Media
Marketing is a component of digital marketing. This Course
introduces students to different digital marketing possibilities.
Students are able to decide on different types of digital marketing
campaigns and manage those accordingly in both consumer and
business markets. Different types of operationalization's of digital
marketing are introduced. Course creates basic understanding of
internet and mobile marketing. Time is also devoted to pertinent
issues in the web 2.0 e.g. social media, UGC, communities, virtual
worlds, blogs and viral marketing. Digital marketing aims at creating,
demonstrating, documenting, communicating and delivering value in
digitized way to customers (B2C and B2B) and for managing
customer relationships in ways that enhance digital joint value
creation of customers, organizations and stakeholders (Journal of
Digital Marketing Professor Salo established the journal and was the
first editor) Why Digital Marketing? Even professional buyers have
used and are using digital tools e.g. social media in their daily job
even more than the sellers (see Davis 2008). 65 % out of 1000
buyers operating in B2B markets tell that they start search process
(new, rebuy, modified buy) with general search engines and after
that move to industry specific search engines like business.com
Company websites are becoming even more important sources of
information for buyers but only when time for closing deals comes
apparent (Davis 2008b).

Digital Marketing Capstone

Marketing
The Capstone is the culminating project in the Digital Marketing
Specialization. The corporate partner for the specialization is W.W.
Grainger(http://www.grainger.com/) . They are the largest supplier of
Maintenance, Repair and Operations (MRO) products. Millions of
businesses and institutions worldwide rely on Grainger for pumps,
motors, hand tools, janitorial supplies, fasteners and much more. In
2014, they had sales of US Dollar 9.96 Billion, and e-commerce
accounts for about 35-40% of sales. They are the Number 13 retailer
in terms on e-commerce sales in the Top 500 list for US and Canada.

Digital Marketing Channels: The Landscape

Marketing

Digital Marketing Management

Business

Grade Results

Learn the role of digital channels in an integrated marketing
campaign and why you need a digital strategy. Interact with the
content and hear from industry experts invited to join the course.
From Mobile to Social Media, Learn all the Secrets to Become an
Effective Digital Marketing Manager
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Digital Marketing Specialization

Business
his Specialization explores several aspects of the new digital
marketing environment, including topics such as digital marketing
analytics, search engine optimization, social media marketing, and
3D Printing. When you complete the Digital Marketing Specialization
you will have a richer understanding of the foundations of the new
digital marketing landscape and acquire a new set of stories,
concepts, and tools to help you digitally create, distribute, promote
and price products and services. This Specialization is part of the
University of Illinois iMBA Program. INC Magazine rated the first
course, Marketing in a Digital World, as one of The 10 Hottest Online
Classes for Professionals in 2015. In addition, this course was also
ranked in the top five courses across multiple MOOC providers as
determined by user ratings on class-central.com. Finally, the Digital
Marketing Certificate was the top coveted certificate on Coursera in
2015. Once you complete the courses, you will have the opportunity
to apply the skills on a real life Digital Marketing capstone project
setup in partnership with Grainger. They are a global B2B supplier of
Maintenance Repair and Organization supplies, ranked No. 13 in the
Internet Retailer 2015 Top 500 Guide, based on their annual online
sales.

Digital Matte Painting Essentials 1: Concept

Design

Digital Matte Painting Essentials 2: Perspective

Computer Science

Digital Matte Painting Essentials 3: Tone

Design

Learn to create new worlds, both fanciful and totally realistic, in our
series on digital matte painting in Adobe Photoshop with David
Mattingly, a matte artist for many groundbreaking motion pictures
such as Tron and I, Robot. In this installment, he shows you how to
set up your palettes and workspace, tone the underlying plate,
create silhouettes in your background, and paint in light and other
details. Plus, learn to paint waterfalls, smoke, and other elements
that make for fascinating movie backdrops.
An accurate perspective drawing is an essential base for most matte
paintings. Learn how to create linear perspective drawings of a
castle in Adobe Photoshop with this course, and migrate the lessons
to your own project. David Mattingly, a matte artist for many
groundbreaking motion pictures, teaches you about the three types
of perspective, and how to set up vanishing points, find and rough in
the forms in your painting, add detail like crenellations, draw ellipses,
and polish the final drawing.
After you've perfected your perspective drawing, the next step in the
matte painting process is to layer in tone: the master tool in the matte
artist's arsenal for establishing a fully formed structure. David
Mattingly, a matte artist for many groundbreaking motion pictures,
takes a black-and-white drawing and shows how to use the five
elements of light—dark sides, light sides, cores, cast shadows, and
final darks— to paint the surfaces and create a realistically shaded
environment in Adobe Photoshop. This course is part 3 in David's
Digital Matte Painting Essentials series. Go back to part 2 to recreate
the castle drawing he uses in this course, or if you simply want to
learn more about form, you can use the example provided in the
exercise files.

Digital Matte Painting Essentials 4: Texturing

Computer Science
A crucial step in building a realistic digital matte painting is texturing
your scene. This course shows you how to add light, color, and
texture to a basic form using photographic references and the tools
in Adobe Photoshop. Author David Mattingly starts the lessons
where Digital Matte Painting Essentials 3 left off—with a fully shaded
3D form—but you can also jump straight into this installment to learn
more about texturing. Start now to learn how to add crenellations,
color correct your form, distort and relight photographic textures, and
add glows and special effects that make your painting convincing.

Grade Results
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Digital Matte Painting Essentials 5: Camera
Projection in Maya

Design

Digital Matte Painting with Photoshop

Photography

What really makes a matte painting come to life? A technique called
camera projection can transform a 2D matte painting—like the fiery
castle built in previous installments of this series—into a 3D scene,
complete with a moving camera and shifting perspective. In this, the
fifth and final installment of Digital Matte Painting Essentials, David
Mattingly shows how to use Maya's powerful toolset to add
perspective and animation. First, you'll break out the layers of the
painting, create rough geometry inside Maya to match the forms, and
then project texture onto those forms to give them depth. Then you'll
learn how to add an animated camera, special effects, and create a
fully realized 3D environment from the painting.

Are you interested in designing sets or movies, designing scenes or
video games or just want to create really cool art? Then Digital Matte
Painting is a skill you should have. This course can be completed by
absolute beginners, but a knowledge of basic Photoshop and some
basic art courses would be helpful. About the Course In this course
you will learn by completing a real life project, with great lessons and
tips along the way. You will get access to all the source files so you
can start your digital matte painting journey the right way. What is A
Digital Matte Painter? A digital matte artist, or digital matte painter
(DMP), is today's modern form of a traditional matte painter in the
entertainment industry. He or she digitally paints photo-realistic
interior and exterior environments that could not have been
otherwise created or visited. The term 'digital' is used to distinguish a
DMP from a traditional matte painter, although this is unnecessary,
as the nature of a matte painter's work remains the same, regardless
of the tools and techniques used.
Digital Matte Painting: Changing a Scene From
Summer to Winter

Grade Results

Computer Science
In this course, well-known author, teacher, and illustrator David
Mattingly demonstrates his production-proven matte painting
techniques and shows how to turn a summer daytime scene into a
wintry nightscape using Photoshop and After Effects. David shows
how to take a plate, or a still shot from a film, and alter key elements
to change the season and time of day. Using advance digital matte
painting methods, David removes all of the greenery from the
mountains, fields, and trees, and covers them with snow. Then he
replaces the sky, and adds realistic touches such as chimney
smoke, icicles, and night-lit windows. In the final chapters, you'll
discover how to create an animated scene that cross-dissolves
between the two versions.
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Digital Painting Fundamentals in Photoshop

Design
In this course we will give you the tools and knowledge to start
creating awesome paintings. This is more about the principles of art
in photoshop than actual painting techniques. Introduction: Lesson 1:
Intro to Photoshop - A rundown on the tools and techniques to get
started on a painting. Class 1: Quick Review of Photoshops interface
Class 2: Setting up our Canvas and your Tablet Class 3: Scanning
an image Class 4: Brush settings and Brush Presets Lesson 2:
Lighting and Color This Lesson we learn about light and color and
how they function so we can create the best piece. Class 1: Physics
of light Class 2: Light source, shadows and bounce light Class 3:
Color Theory Lesson 3: Composition Here we will learn how to make
our images impactful, by character placement, Point of View(camera
placement) and Lighting. Class 1: Basic rule of thirds and focal point
Class 2: Learning about foreground, mid ground, and background
Class 3: Leading the eye Lesson 4: Perspective and Depth In this
class we cover illustrating 3D shapes using perspective. We will
cover 1 point, 2 point, 3 point and 4 point perspective. We will also
discuss how to create a sense of scale. Class 1: What is
perspective? Class 2: 1 point perspective Class 3: 2 point
perspective Class 3: The hard stuff 3 point Perspective Lesson 5:
Mood and Storytelling In this lesson we will learn about how to use
lighting and narrative elements to make our paintings tell a story.
Class 1: The message of Images Class 2: How the environment,
characters and weather tell stories Class 3: Using colors to effect
moods

Digital Painting: Architecture

Architecture

Digital Photography Made Simple

Photography

Learn to think like a painter and render images that look like they
were created with oils or acrylics, using the latest digital artist's tools.
Author and artist John Derry introduces the process of interpreting a
photograph into a painted work of art. He begins by explaining his
system of visual vocabularies, which describe how to replace the
visual characteristics of a photograph with that of expressive
painting, and also shares the custom brush sets and actions he uses
to achieve these results in Adobe Photoshop. The course also
covers working with filters, layers, effects, and more to add further
detail and texture.

"We Help Ordinary People Take Extraordinary Pictures." Do you
take tons of photos on vacation, family events etc. and find that
you’re still unhappy with the photographs you’ve taken? It’s very
simple to see why using a flash during the day can make for a much
better photograph. It’s also wonderful to understand what it means to
create a great composition using the Rule of Thirds. Also, are you
really using your Zoom lens correctly to keep objects or people in
perspective? There is so much more to your camera. Get off the
Auto-Mode and free yourself to a more creative adventure in
photography. This course was created from the ground up, for the
beginner who wants to know the real fundamentals, of what it means
to think like a photographer. Digital 1 to 1 is for anyone wanting to
create a better photograph. We offer easy to follow video-lectures,
letting you take creative control of your camera, and to feel proud of
your photographs. Our goal is to help you gain "confidence" with you
camera and your photography; becoming more consistent with your
creativity. We guarantee your next level to move forward, as a
photographer.

Digital Photography Principles

Grade Results

Photography
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Digital Photography Principles: The Camera

Photography

Digital Photography: Capturing the Moment

Photography

Digital Photography: Introduction to Lighting

Photography

Even the simplest, most compact digital camera is capable of taking
magazine-quality shots, once the user has a working knowledge of
its features. In Digital Photography Principles: The Camera, Derrick
Story shows how to master and take advantage of everything from
basic resolution settings to the latest imaging technologies. He
teaches even beginning digital photographers how to apply
techniques that will have friends asking, "How was that shot taken?"
If you're interested in photography and taking beautiful or creative
photographs it's essential to know your equipment, and how it works.
Learn how to take better photographs by taking control of your
camera in this less than 1-hour online course. In this course we'll
cover: Exposure (shutter, aperture, and ISO) Metering Camera
settings to optimize your photographs Included with the course is are
downloadable PDF training and planning guides, homework
assignments, a quiz, and project planning guide to help you
successfully tell a story or show a moment.

If you're anything like I was when I started photographing
professionally nearly 10-years ago, you're intimidated to try out
external lighting for your photography. I almost let fear win, but then I
learned: "It's just light." In this course I will help you transform your
understanding and thinking about lighting for your photography
through video lectures, images reviews, course downloads, and
assignments throughout designed to integrate your learning.
Students will walk through the course by covering the basic types
and qualities of lighting, including sample photos of each along the
way. Designed to be complete over the weekend you can complete
the course as fast or slow as you like - while working on your lighting
knowledge and skills independently in between sections. Take this
course if you want to free yourself of the fear of lighting, or if you're
looking to incorporate something new and exciting in your
photography! Liberate yourself and take advantage of all that
photography has to offer through learning about lighting's options,
uses, and functions.
Digital Photography: Shooting in Manual

Photography
If you're interested in photography and taking beautiful or creative
photographs it's essential to know your equipment, and how it works.
Learn how to take better photographs by taking control of your
camera's exposure in this 1-hour online course. In this course we'll
cover the following through over an hour of video lectures,
downloadable outlines, and assignments that reinforce: Exposure
(shutter, aperture, and ISO) Metering, and metering modes Shooting
checklist to know what to do and when Students will best learn when
they take as little as a week to go through the lectures, outlines, and
assignments. We recommend taking anywhere from 1 to 4 weeks to
complete this course. Students benefit from taking this course by
engaging with the material, and putting it in to practice with their
DSLR or digital rangefinder cameras. In doing so they will learn to
how the camera "sees light," how to communicate their creative
goals, and dial in the appropriate settings to reach these creative
goals, which all leads to better exposed and more creative
photographs. Students also benefit from engaging in their learning
with peers, and are encouraged to participate in peer-to-peer
learning by introducing themselves and starting discussions in the
question area. Christine, the instructor, gives over an hour of video
lectures, based on her nearly 10 years in the professional wedding
photography and portrait industry. She is available by the contact
form for any questions students may have and responds to
questions on a weekly basis.

Grade Results
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Digital Photos from Concept to Completion

Photography
This innovative product uses interactive video to walk through the
process of creating beautiful photos with a variety of subjects including landscapes, macro photos, panoramas, HDR, and more.
The lessons take the viewer along as instructor Tim Grey starts with
the subject and an idea, evaluates shooting conditions and plans his
shot, configures his camera and captures the image, and then
optimizes the image with software for a polished final result. Viewers
will gain a better sense of how to think about images, how to
approach their capture and optimization, and how to achieve a
distinctive photographic vision. Featuring a blend of on-location live
footage and software-based instruction, this title should change the
way viewers take their photos.

Digital Publishing Suite Workshop

Computer Science
The Adobe Digital Publishing Suite (DPS) is an exciting new set of
tools for creating rich, interactive, and immersive reading
experiences for tablet devices, and with the release of InDesign
CS5.5, it is now available to any user and designer. In this course,
design and imaging expert Colin Fleming shows how to get up and
running with the tools and workflows involved in this new type of
publishing for Apple, RIM, and Android tablets. He shows how to
create a number of folios, layouts, and types of interactivity, including
Image Sequences, which allow readers to control the playback of
images as they would with a flipbook to show time lapse imagery or
move around a 3D object. Plus, learn about the tools DPS offers to
help publishers monetize digital content, including distribution tools
and analytics.

Digital Scrapbooking with iPhoto Mobile App.

Design

Digital SLR Cameras & Photography For Dummies
Video Training

Photography

Digital Systems

Computer Science

Digital Systems - Sistemas Digitales: De las puertas
lógicas al procesador

Engineering

Digital Video Principles

Photography

Grade Results

Digital Scrapbooking Class: In this course you will learn step by step,
how to make incredible scrapbooks using Apple's powerful iPhoto
mobile app on your iPhone, iPad, or iPod. Make one for you, mom,
dad, grandma, etc. There is no need to upload photos to a desktop
or website, saving time and frustration. In this class you will create
professional, create photo books directly from your mobile device
and you don't even have to be connected to the internet (other than
to order the printed copy from Apple). No scissors required!
Digital SLR cameras put full control over the look of a picture in the
photographer’s hands. You just need some basic know-how about
how digital SLRs operate to get the photos you want out of your
camera. This 50 minute instructional video Photography for
Dummies training course introduces you to the basics of digital SLR
photography, from switching lenses to selecting exposure settings to
when to use the camera’s flash. It also shows you how to apply that
knowl-edge to take great action shots, landscapes, portraits, and
more! Take this ultimate Photography for Dummies SLR Cameras
for Dummies course right now and learn photography basics with
SLR camera.
In this course we will learn how to design digital circuits, following an
up to date and practical orientation. Although we will study the basic
electronic devices necessary for the construction of digital systems,
our interest will focus more on the system than in the Electronics.
This approach will allow us to establish the fundamentals of complex
digital systems design.
El curso es bilingüe español-inglés, con videos y materiales en
ambos idiomas. Lectures and materials are provided both in Spanish
and English.
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Digital Video Principles

Film Studies

Diploma in Photography Online Course
Diploma Plugin - Investment Prep
Direct Mail Strategy

Photography
Finance
Business

Taught by award-winning producer/director/editor Larry Jordan,
Digital Video Principles translates digital video terminology and
breaks down the misconception that only professionals can edit
digital video. Definitions are provided for many terms, such as
progressive, interlaced, frame rate, data rate, fps, aspect ratio,
sample rate, resolution, waveform, and many more. PC and
Macintosh users alike, even those with no prior knowledge of editing
software, will acquire a firm grasp of DV editing though this tutorial.
Learn photography online!

Direct mail is powerful, customizable, and private, and it virtually
guarantees at least five seconds of focus from the recipient. On
average, it also returns twelve dollars for every dollar spent. Not
everyone sees stellar results, however, and that's because not
everyone understands how to create mail that performs. This course
gets to the bottom of the strategy behind effective direct mail, and
provides the foundation you need to mail with confidence. Trish
Witkowski will show you how to create a mailing list that's tailored to
your audience, craft a compelling message, and decide on a format
for your mail campaign, whether it's a postcard, folded mail piece, or
envelope mailer.
Directed Evolution: Engineering Biocatalysts

Science

Directed Evolution: Engineering Biocatalysts

Science

Disability Awareness and Support

Medical

Disaster Preparedness

Medical

Grade Results

Directed evolution has been used to produce enzymes with many
unique properties. The technique of directed evolution comprises
two essential steps: mutagenesis of the gene encoding the enzyme
to produce a library of variants, and selection of a particular variant
based on its desirable catalytic properties. In this course we will
examine what kinds of enzymes are worth evolving and the
strategies used for library generation and enzyme selection.
Directed evolution has been used to produce enzymes with many
unique properties. The technique of directed evolution comprises
two essential steps: mutagenesis of the gene encoding the enzyme
to produce a library of variants, and selection of a particular variant
based on its desirable catalytic properties. In this course we will
examine what kinds of enzymes are worth evolving and the
strategies used for library generation and enzyme selection.
The goal of this course is to promote equal opportunity and the full
participation of students with disabilities in higher education by
helping participants advance their awareness of the meaning of
accessibility in education. Participants will gain competence and
confidence in working with students by focusing on legislation,
universal design, and assistive technologies.
During this course, students will gain an understanding of the
Disaster Cycle, concentrating on the Mitigation Phase. They will
examine disaster planning on a personal level developing a disaster
plan and examine Awareness and Attitude during disasters and daily
life.
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Discover and Accomplish Your Goals in 2014

Basic Skills
#MakingIThappen This is a process that I'll walk you through to
uncover what truly matters to YOU in terms of success, and how to
make it happen by: Identifying what “IT” (success) is for you –This is
a process of defining what "IT" is, and provide you clarity moving
forward Know and solidify your “WHY” for achieving IT –Game
Changer - This will PULL you! Acknowledge and Overcome what
“IT” is that has, and is keeping you from succeeding (Know your
Triggers, identify your Achilles heel/weaknesses) Step-by-Step
system to achieve “IT” How to Sustain “IT” We also provide Planning
templates, apps, and online resources to help you achieve your
goals. The Course material should only take you a couple of hours to
complete, however there are action steps you need to be taking
during the course, so it is recommended that you take as long as you
need to fully complete each Step. You must take this course,
because like where you are or not, YOU are Making IT Happen. This
course Puts you in control of determining What and Where that will
be.

Discover Dentistry

Medical

An entertaining and illuminating course for everyone to explore the
impact dentistry has on our lives.

Discover DevTools

Computer Science

Learn how Chrome DevTools can sharpen your dev process and
discover the tools that can optimize your workflow and make life
easier.

Discover How to Draw and paint Comics

Design
In this 60 hour Learn to Draw: Learn to Paint course, you will learn to
draw anything from your imagination and do it realistically. This is a
vital skill to have. You will also learn to draw the human figure,
muscles, heads, emotions, cartoons, develop your own style,
perspective, 3D shapes, form, lighting, and so much more. You will
even learn how to use Photoshop if that is something you are into,
and how to photo edit. You will also learn how to digitally paint. The
price of this “Learn to Draw: Learn to Paint” course is worth just my
figure course, heads course, and form, lighting, perspective course.
Those three courses can be done with just pencil and paper. Try
some of the free lectures to see how great the teachings are. Stop
Wasting Your Time With Lame Tutorials and Finally Draw Take this
Learn to Draw: Learn to Paint course and learn From Your
Imagination.

Discover How to Make Perfect Omelets Every Time

Basic Skills

Discover The 1 Thing You Were Born To Do In 5 Easy
Steps!
Discover the 7 Secrets to Figure Drawing: Draw
Awesome ...
Discover Your Magic: Change Your Life

Education

Discover Your Value: Turning Experience into
College Credit

Education

Discovering Your Strengths
Discovery Precalculus: A Creative and Connected
Approach

Business
Mathematics

Grade Results

Design
Basic Skills

It's easier if you know how! No matter what you current
circumstances are, I can help you shift your perceptions and find
meaning in life again. Come and join me on this journey of discovery.
Far more than a mere inspirational course, but a 11 lecture video
experience that teaches you practical, easy implementable life skills
that will inspire you for the rest of your life! You can complete the
course in 90 minutes or savour each section and listen to one
section per day, giving yourself a week to fully assimilate the skills
you have learnt. BENEFIT POSITIVELY IN YOUR PERSONAL,
FAMILY & BUSINESS LIFE!
This self-paced course provides participants with the opportunity to
explore, assess, and document learning mastered through a variety
of life experiences. You will be challenged to think holistically and
critically about your skills, knowledge, and performance capabilities
as they relate to college-level and professional-based learning.
Participants will use social media to build personal learning networks
that support collaborative learning and cooperative engagement.
The focus is on identi...

Strengthen your critical thinking skills in this inquiry-based Precalculus course.
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Discrete Stochastic Processes

Science

Discrete Structures
Discrete Time Signals and Systems

Computer Science
Engineering

Diseño de videojuegos

Computer Science

Diseño de Videojuegos: Una introducción

Computer Science

Display Advertising - Key Components for Campaign
Success

Marketing

Discrete stochastic processes are essentially probabilistic systems
that evolve in time via random changes occurring at discrete fixed or
random intervals. This course aims to help students acquire both the
mathematical principles and the intuition necessary to create,
analyze, and understand insightful models for a broad range of these
processes. The range of areas for which discrete stochastic-process
models are useful is constantly expanding, and includes many
applications in engineering, physics, biology, operations research
and finance.

Technological innovations have revolutionized the way we view and
interact with the world around us. Editing a photo, re-mixing a song,
automatically measuring and adjusting chemical concentrations in a
tank: each of these tasks requires real-world data to be captured by
a computer and then manipulated digitally to extract the salient
information
Dentro de la creación del videojuego, ¿qué papel juega su diseño?
Este curso proporciona conocimientos y pautas sobre cómo diseñar
un videojuego. Partiendo desde un concepto básico, se dan las
pautas para trabajar correctamente sus conentidos, de cara a
conseguir un objetivo claro: el documento de “game concept” que
constituye el documento inicial sobre el que se basa cualquier
videojuego.
¡Bienvenidos a Diseño de videojuegos: una introducción! El diseño
de videojuegos es el arte de aplicar conceptos de diseño para crear
la interacción entre jugadores. Es un ejercicio mental que requiere
varios conocimientos en diferentes campos y la habilidad de
comunicar qué es lo que se quiere lograr.

We are all too familiar with the traditional billboards and signage we
see in city streets (think Times Square in NYC). Display advertising –
after all – is a phenomenal method for building brand affinity and
keeping a brand top-of-mind. While this is no different from the
digital marketing realm, online display advertising takes it one step
further by enabling you to target your ‘online’ billboards at your ideal
consumer. If your display ads aren’t reaching the right consumers,
chances are you’re missing 5 key components in your online
strategy. Display advertising – when done correctly – can target who
you want, when you want, while boosting your marketing ROI! This
condensed course will uncover industry techniques and strategies
that will help your business drive conversions and significantly
enhance brand recall in your customers and prospects. This course
is a must for any business or marketing professional who is looking
to leverage Display Advertising as part of their overall marketing
strategy. Whether you are just starting to online campaigns or are a
"seasoned pro" this session will provide you with key takeaways so
that you can ensure your Display Advertising efforts measurably
contribute to your business' brand image. In addition, by attending
this course, you'll also receive the complimentary Executive
Summary and White Paper that are designed to help keep your
display advertising campaigns on track.

Disrupting Yourself

Business

DISTANCE EDUCATION
Distraction Diffuser

Education
Education

Grade Results

"Disruptors" secure a foothold by coming up with ideas and
innovations that eventually upend their entire community or industry.
Disrupting yourself is the secret to breaking into a new field, never
settling for less, and achieving more. In this course, author, Harvard
Business Review blogger, and consultant Whitney Johnson walks
you through her seven-step model to disrupt yourself and move to
the next level in your career. Discover how to take the right risks,
play to your strengths, embrace constraints, and more in this short
course.
EDUCATION
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Distributed Machine Learning with Apache Spark

Computer Science

Distributing and Marketing Ebooks

Marketing

Learn the underlying principles required to develop scalable
machine learning pipelines and gain hands-on experience using
Apache Spark
Are you writing an ebook? Or maybe you already have an ebook file.
Where do you begin? This course is your first step on the road to
publishing success as you learn about ebook trends and marketing
tools; publishing requirements and options; the ins and outs of
distributing ebooks; and the ebook marketing basics every author
should know to launch their book effectively. Author David Wogahn
covers the specifics of using Amazon.com, Barnes & Noble, Apple,
and Kobo for distribution and presents the important pros and cons
of using aggregators such as Smashwords and BookBaby. David
also provides tips on selling ebooks from your website and how to
take full advantage of the special services from Amazon, the largest
bookseller in the world.

Distributing Android Apps

Computer Science
Once you've created an Android app, you can distribute it in multiple
ways, but the primary channel is the Google Play store. In this
course, David Gassner shows you how to prepare, package, and
publish your Android app on Google Play, and provides a brief
overview of the alternatives offered by Amazon and Barnes & Noble.
The first step is to prepare the app for distribution, including cleaning
up code, adding licensing and encryption, and exporting an
application package (APK) file. The course then shows how to
register as an Android developer, upload your app, set pricing, and
publish the app. You'll also learn how to track app usage, including
usage statistics, revenue, and crash reporting. David also includes a
chapter on using Amazon's developer portal to distribute your app
through the Amazon Appstore.

Distributing iOS Applications Through the App Store

Grade Results

Computer Science

Distributing iOS Applications Through the App Store covers
preparing an application for, and submitting it to, the Apple App Store
for iOS apps. The course shows how to prepare the assets,
generate the necessary certificates and provisioning profiles, create
the bundle, submit the app to the app store, and comply with Apple's
requirements for marketing materials. It also sheds light on the Apple
submission process and offers tips for meeting the review guidelines
and increasing the odds of acceptance. Exercise files accompany
the course.
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Ditch Auto: Editing Workflow in Lightroom &
Photoshop

Photography
Ditch Auto is about taking your camera and your mind out of
Automatic mode to gain more control over the photos you take. After
producing Ditch Auto: Start Shooting In Manual, feedback suggested
that I do a workflow course. This is the first of many workflow
courses to come. Despite our best efforts, not all of our photos will
turn out golden right from the camera. It is often that we have to run
a photo through Lightroom and even Photoshop to give it that look
we were looking for when we took the photo in the first place. The
photo we will be editing in this course is a photo of my good friend's
Subaru Impreza STI. The car is nice, but the lighting situation for this
photo was not. The sun was almost gone and I had to stretch my
camera just to get the shot. The result, was not a photo I was very
proud of but I knew had potential if I just spent some time on it. In
this course I take a photo and edit it completely in Adobe Lightroom
and Adobe Photoshop. You will learn my complete workflow for
bringing an image back to life. In this course I cover: Importing of
images into Adobe Lightroom Image Adjustment Settings in
Lightroom Repair of Underexposed and Noisy Images How to bring
back detail in the image Opening a photo in Photoshop from
Lightroom Editing and Cleanup in Photoshop Sky Replacement
Returning to Lightroom to Color Correct Watermarking Image Export
You will need Adobe Lightroom and Photoshop to follow along with
this course. Thankfully, you can now get both of these applications
through Adobe Creative Cloud for as little as $9.99 per month. The
benefit of Adobe's Creative Cloud is that you never have to pay full
price for Adobe software and you get all of the updates and
upgrades for free. I like their new subscription model because it
allows me to have the latest software without having to drop at least
$1,000 each year. My goal is to help you become a solid Lightroom
and Photoshop user and editor so you can get the most detail and
definition out of your photos. This course is for you or someone you
know who struggles with Lightroom and/or Photoshop. If you have
ever taken a photo that just didn't pop but you knew had potential,
this course is for you.

Dive Into Adobe After Effects 4: Advanced Shape
Layers

Design

Diversified Short Term Investments

Finance

Dividend Investing for People who want to Retire
Early!
Divine Principle

Finance

You don't have to be an After Effects genius to be able to make
amazing motion graphics. These video tutorials are at the perfect
pace for even beginners. I highly recommend taking After Effects:
Motion Graphics for Beginners before taking this course. But for
those of you with After Effects experience, jump right in! The course
starts with video tutorials on shape theory and techniques. We go
over the basic process of creating shape motion graphics. Then we
go dive deeper by using these shape layer animations to create
professional motion graphic projects. I'm with you every step of the
way, and am always available for questions. BONUS: Follow along
with a downloadable project files. Please message me if you have
any questions. For more information about me, the instructor, check
out my website VideoSchoolOnline.com.
A 16 module video training course, using Option trading model as
the primary vehicle for generating monthly income.

Social Sciences
Everyone is struggling to attain happiness and avoid misfortune.
People feel joy when their desires are fulfilled. But within the selfsame individual are two opposing desires: the original mind, which
desires goodness, and the evil mind, which desires wickedness.
They are engaged in a fierce battle, striving to accomplish two
conflicting purposes. Any being possessing such a contradiction
within itself is doomed to perish. This course explores the cause
behind those conflicting purposes from an integrated understanding
between science and religion. It provides answers to questions such
as: why bad things happen to good people and what is the nature of
God.

Grade Results
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DIY Guide to Social Media Marketing and eBook
Publishing

Social Sciences

DIY PRO Blog & E-Commerce Platform

Web Design

Learn the basics of Social Media on Twitter, Facebook, Google+ and
eBook publishing on Amazon, Smashwords, and B&N
DIY PRO Blog and E-Commerce platform is 38 videos
(approximately 9 hours), 148 Page eBook, supporting applications
and code files on Self Hosting. The videos guide you step by step
through installing, configuring, and customizing powerful software
that turns your PC into a full featured blog and online store. You will
learn a broad spectrum of technical knowledge in Self Hosting,
hands on, from an IT professional with 28 years of computing
experience. Even better, a web professional would charge you
$2,000 - $5,000 to implement what you will learn in this Self Hosted
Blog & eCommerce Training! The best part is what you can do with it
when you are done.

DIY: Build a Premium Website and More For Free

Web Design
This course is a click-by-click, step-by-step setup of a website with a
mobile site and even some back office features to help
entrepreneurs and anyone else looking to save money on their costs
when running a business or promoting a product. We'll set up an
online store with a shopping cart. We'll offer digital downloads
directly from the website. I'll show you where to get a free phone
number for your business that has all the features of a paid business
line and then some. We'll learn how to have enhanced video
conferencing and webinars using completely free resources both live
and recorded. I'll show you how to set up a calendar with event
registration and email responses. And we're going to go through it
every step of the way in this course from the first click to the last.
You'll see a series of screencasts that walks through every step so
you can see exactly what I'm doing as I'm doing it while I'm also
verbally speaking what I'm doing so you can follow along in real time.
Each phase of the build is separated into several small manageable
lectures so if you need to refer back to something, it'll be easy to
find. This is not a course that gives general information in hopes that
you go purchase a more comprehensive course with the information
you're really looking for. This course is designed for the entrepreneur
that needs low cost but high quality, anyone that needs a website to
sell content, digital or tangible, anyone that has a class-based
system and needs a scheduler with registration. Just watch each
lecture and then jump right in and DIY before moving on to the next
one.

DJ Course in Traktor & Virtual DJ
DJ with Ableton Live (includes a full warping course)

Music
Music

DNA - From Structure to Therapy

Science
This course takes students onto a journey from DNA molecules that
feature prominently crime series such as CSI, to genetically modified
foods and cancer therapy. Curiosity and high school biology are
prerequisites for this course. This course explains one of the key
molecules in life: Deoxyribonucleic Acid (DNA). DNA stores the
genetic information in all living cells. The sequence of its building
blocks defines both individual identity and species diversity.
Changes in DNA can lead to cancer and other diseases. DNA-based
technology is now used to detect and treat diseases. In this course,
we will take you on a journey from the DNA molecule to the
development of novel therapies. We will first look at some historical
aspects and key experiments such as how DNA was identified and
proven to be the keeper of genetic information.

DO Your Venture: Entrepreneurship for Everyone

Business

Documentary Editing with Avid Media Composer

Photography

Grade Results

In this course, you will learn the “DO your Venture” ideology, which
will teach you common paths entrepreneurs take when launching
their own venture. You will also learn the tools and techniques for
generating ideas and then test your ideas in the field and gather
feedback.
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Documentary Editing with Final Cut Pro X
Documentary Editing with Premiere Pro

Photography
Computer Science
Find out how to highlight a cause, express a point of view, and tell a
story with Adobe Premiere Pro and some essential documentary
editing techniques. This course breaks down the documentary
process into a series of stages that correspond to the milestones of
a real client project. Starting with existing footage, you'll discover
how to identify the key messaging concepts and log the footage.
Then find out how to assemble rough and fine-tuned cuts, and layer
in motion graphics and a credit roll. The final phase explores color
correction and audio mixing, before exporting your final movie.This
course is part of a series that looks at Documentary Editing from the
point of view of 3 different editors in 3 different editing applications.
For more insight on editing documentary projects, take a look at
Documentary Editing with Avid Media Composer and Documentary
Editing with Final Cut Pro X.

Documentary Photo Techniques with Photoshop and
After Effects

Photography

Dog Emotion and Cognition

Veterinary Sciences

Dog Training - Polite Leash Walking Class
Dog Training - Tricks Level 1

Basic Skills
Veterinary Sciences

In this course, author Rich Harrington explores the world of
documentary storytelling, using various techniques in Adobe
Photoshop and After Effects to transform damaged photos into
brand-new works of art. Basic image editing techniques in
Photoshop such as toning, cropping, sharpening, and resizing are
covered. The course also shows how to add movement to photos in
After Effects, helping to create a dramatic story.
Dog Emotion and Cognition will introduce you to the exciting new
study of dog psychology, what the latest discoveries tell us about
how dogs think and feel about us, and how we can use this new
knowledge to further strengthen our relationship with our best friends.

This course is designed to teach you how to clicker train your dog to
perform 8 cute tricks. Polish your clicker training skills and have fun
with your dog. Learn from highly qualified clicker training instructors
and see why clicker training is the fastest and most enjoyable way to
teach your dog. This foundation tricks class will provide you with the
necessary skills to teach more advanced behaviors in the future and
can also help you build skills for other dog sports, including agility.
Dog Tricks & Training - Over 25 Tricks.

Veterinary Sciences

INTRODUCTION Dogs truly are our best friends. They provide us
with hours of companionship, love and fun, and ask for very little in
return. Our dogs enjoy nothing better than spending time with the
family at work and play, or just hanging out with us. Teaching your
dog to walk nicely on a lead and be obedient is an important part of
dog ownership. However, dogs are capable of learning so much
more. Dog tricks are a great way for you and your best friend to have
fun together and form a close bond. Dogs love to be the centre of
attention and are real show-offs! Performing tricks for family and
friends is very rewarding for both the dog and the owner. This
course will show you how to teach your best friend a number of
different tricks in a fun, easy and positive way. It doesn’t matter
whether you have a pup or an older dog, any dog can learn new
tricks. We begin with some basic obedience positions and simple
tricks before following through with some more complex showstoppers. Most dogs need mental as well as physical exercise to
keep them happy and healthy. Adding a few tricks to your pet’s daily
exercise routine can also help prevent boredom and create a more
obedient dog that is less likely to be destructive when the family is
out at work or school. No matter what sort of dog you have, you and
your best friend are sure to find a few favourites in the following
pages. Your pet will really look forward to a small amount of time
spent training before morning or evening walks and it’s addictive ...
once you teach one trick, you’ll want to teach another ... and another!

Grade Results
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Doğrusal Cebir I: Uzaylar ve İşlemciler / Linear
Algebra I: Spaces and Operators

Mathematics

Mathematics
Doğrusal Cebir II: Kare Matrisler, Hesaplama
Yöntemleri ve Uygulamalar / Linear Algebra II: Square
Matrices, Calculation Methods and Applications

Dominate Adobe Premiere Pro CS6

Design

Dominate GMAT Verbal - Comprehensive GMAT
Verbal Prep Course

Education

Bu ders doğrusal cebir ikili dizinin birincisidir. Doğrusal uzaylar
kavramı, doğrusal işlemciler, matris gösterimleri ve denklem
sistemlerinin hesaplanabilmesi için temel araçlar vb. konuları
içermektedir. Ders gerçek yaşamdan gelen uygulamaları da
tanıtmaya önem veren “içerikli yaklaşımla” tasarlanmıştır.

Doğrusal cebir ikili dizinin ikincisi olan bu ders birinci derste verilen
temel bilgilerin üzerine eklemeler yapılarak tamamen matris işlemleri
ve uygulamalarını kapsamaktadır. Cebirsel denklem sistemleri,
sonuçların tekilliği ve var olup olmadığı, determinantlar ve onların
doğal olarak nasıl oluştuğu, öz değer problemleri ve onların matris
fonksiyonlarına uygulanışı vb. konulara derste değinilmektedir. Ders
gerçek yaşamdan gelen uygulamaları da tanıtmaya önem veren
“içerikli yaklaşımla” tasarlanmıştır. This second of the sequence of
two courses builds on the fundamentals of the first course, is entirely
on matrix algebra and applications. Specifically, the studies include
systems of algebraic equations including the existence and
uniqueness of solutions, determinants and how they arise naturally,
eigenvalue problems with their applications to diagonalization and
matrix functions. The course is designed in the same spirit as the
first one with a “content based” emphasis, answering the “why” and
“where“ of the topics, as much as the traditional “what” and “how”
leading to “definitions” and “proofs”.

Premiere CS6 Training What you get in the Training Course! I have
just finished creating a training course for Premiere Pro CS6 which
covers everything from importing, editing to exporting. Whether you
have never edited in your life or you are an experienced editor
switching over to Premiere, this course will guide you through all the
powerful features of this software. This training comes with project
footage and 2 hours of HD video training.

Did you have trouble comprehending War and Peace? Are you just
as likely to misplace your modifiers as you are to misplace your car
keys? Does the idea of dissecting a logical argument make you
break out in a cold sweat? Fear not! This comprehensive GMAT
Verbal Course teaches all of the most relevant content and testtaking strategies for the three types of GMAT verbal questions:
Sentence Corrections; Reading Comprehension; and Critical
Reasoning. “After taking Brett’s course, my GMAT score rose nearly
100 points and I was accepted into both graduate programs that I
applied to. I highly recommend this course to anyone looking to
increase their score!” — Nick Rodriguez, Denver, CO Here's what's
included with the course and what makes it unique: Over six (6)
hours of cutting-edge instructional videos, accessible on demand,
that cover every major content area and question type tested on the
verbal section of the GMAT Six (6) Sentence Correction worksheets
containing dozens of additional practice problems to cement what
you've learned in the video lessons Supplemental concept lessons
providing nuanced content and strategies for each of the major
GMAT verbal question types BONUS VIDEOS #1: Instruction on the
new GMAT Integrated Reasoning section (Over two hours of
additional videos!) BONUS VIDEOS #2: Instruction on the GMAT
Essay (Analytical Writing Assessment) - 35 minutes of additional
video content! Note: For additional practice questions and
instructional material, we recommend that you purchase Brandon
Royal's Game Plan for GMAT Verbal and/or the GMAT Review
Official Guide, 13th ed. Additionally, mba.com offers two free fulllength GMAT practice tests via their GMATPrep software. You can
download it here. You will be prompted as to when you should take
those two tests in the "Supplemental Materials" sections throughout
the course.

Grade Results
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Dominate Twitter in 12 Minutes a Day

Marketing
What's stopping you from dominating on Twitter Lack of time? Lack
of knowledge? The fear of tweets disappearing into the oblivion of
the Twitterverse? Thinking that it won't help grow your business?
What if I told you that Twitter has 271 million active users a month?
Or that 500 million tweets a day are sent in 35+ languages? Or, my
favorite statistic, 2.1 billion search enquiries are conducted every
day on Twitter! Can your customers find you? Your views on Twitter
are about to change TODAY. I get it and have been there. But I've
also discovered how to dominate Twitter - I've got 44,000+ followers.
Twitter can be your #1 source of sales as it is for me and you can do
it minutes a day! This online course on Twitter is focused on getting
you results. Fast. I am giving you a compact, straight to the point,
game-changing set of tools that I personally use to save you time,
milk your existing content, increase your followers, and most
importantly.... Convert Your Social Conversations into Customers...in
Just 12 Minutes a Day... I make Twitter simple by including step-bystep videos that show you exactly how to do it as I walk you through
it. At the end of each lesson, there are work sheet questions, which
will serve as your guide for months to come and ensure that you are
getting results from Twitter in just 12 minutes a day!

Don't Break the Back Button: The HTML5 History API

Web Design

Don't Take Innovation for Granted
Done in 60 seconds or less: Social media
productivity apps for business and work

Business
Computer Science

Doping : Sports, Organizations and Sciences

Science

Double Your Udemy Course Sales (In Just 2 Hours!)
Guaranteed

Education

Learn how to update parts of a web page using JavaScript without
breaking the back button navigation in the browser.

Content: Best Productivity Apps: Social Media Apps for Business
and Work. We get to the point, fast! All videos are less than 60
seconds. We intend to add more as people sign up for this “Best
Productivity Apps” course. Take this Best Productivity Apps course
now and learn how to use top social media apps to increase your
productivity. We need suggestions for new apps to cover -- please
leave your suggestions in the discussion section What am I going to
get from this course? Over 52 lectures and 1 hour of content! What
is the target audience? Individuals who want to improve their
productivity through more informed use of social media

The objective of this course is to encourage a critical understanding
of doping. To achieve this goal, this course will rely on a
multidisciplinary approach that allow you to see how different
disciplines get into a single object, in different perspectives and in
often complementary ways. This approach will also allow us to
appreciate the complexity of a subject like doping.

6 Legitimate Udemy Strategies Guaranteed to Explode Your Udemy
Revenues. Is your Udemy course not performing as well as you
hoped?. Do you want to 2x (or more!) your sales every day?... Are
you interested in knowing the techniques I used to earn $321.81 in 1
day on my Udemy Course? Do you want to do this quickly and
without hassle?... That is awesome because - I have good news for
you!...Join our awesome community of Udemy Course owners and
you too can gain twice the amount of paying students by applying the
6 proven technique outlined further down the page. IN THIS
COURSE I AM GOING TO REVEAL HOW TO: Rank FIRST on the
Udemy Search! Rank FIRST on the Categories page! Have other
people selling your course for you! Understand and optimize your
page for the buyers mindset Stand out from the competition and be
the #1 choice in your niche! Does spending 2 hours of your time
today in order to create a passive income of over $10,000 a year
sound appealing to you?? I wanted to share the secrets, and simple
strategies that I learned in order to save you the countless amount of
hours, effort and mistakes that I repetitively made. So I have
compiled them this unique step-by-step guide so that you can see
the same results with your Udemy course too!

Grade Results
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DOUBLE800 SAT & PSAT Prep Course

Education
Note: This course prepares for the current version of the SAT and
PSAT, valid until March 2016. We plan to offer a new course for the
Redesigned SAT in 2015. A complete preparation course for all
subjects on the SAT and PSAT: Math, Critical Reading, Writing
(including Essay). This online video program is as comprehensive as
our popular 8-week live prep course ($640), which has helped
thousands of students pursue their college dreams. Each video is ~
10 minutes or less, and students can learn and review at their own
pace. After reviewing tested concepts (and optimal problem-solving
strategies and techniques) in each subject, students will
independently take official College Board SAT tests. Students will
then score and review all test answers in the videos. Students can
submit additional questions, and we will post a daily video solving
selected problems. Students will gain familiarity and confidence with
the SAT and PSAT, and walk into these tests knowing exactly what
to expect. This course is taught by Micah Salafsky, the founder and
principal member of DOUBLE800. Micah holds graduate degrees in
business and law, and has instructed classes and tutored students
for the SAT and PSAT since 2002. The Official SAT Study Guide,
2nd Edition is required to follow these lessons. We look forward to
working with you!

Douglas Kirkland on Photography: A Photographer's
Eye

Photography

In the Douglas Kirkland on Photography series, well-known
photographer Douglas Kirkland explores a variety of real-world
photographic scenarios, sharing technical insights and critiquing the
results. In this installment, Douglas discusses the importance of
developing a sense of photographic vision: keeping your mind and
eye open for photographic opportunities, and maximizing those
opportunities through composition and other creative decisions. The
course begins with Douglas reviewing images from his personal
collection. He discusses the importance of observation and
exploration for a photographer, how to see art in everyday situations,
and why one should always have a camera nearby. Douglas then
goes on location to shoot in and around Korakia Pensione, a resort
in Palm Springs, California. He explains his creative and technical
decisions as he shoots, and describes how natural lines created by
architecture and light can help make an effective photograph. The
course continues on a hike through a Palm Springs canyon, where
Douglas captures images in the field, working with moving water,
highly textured rock faces, and even some local wildlife. Finally,
Douglas wanders through downtown Palm Springs armed with a
simple point-and-shoot camera, proving that with vision and an open
mind, great images can be made with simplest equipment. Download
a free companion guide to Douglas Kirkland on Photography: A
Photographer's Eye from the Exercise Files tab. The guide contains
photos, detailed camera-setting information from the shoots in this
course, and more tips from Douglas on improving composition and
maximizing available natural light.

Grade Results
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Douglas Kirkland on Photography: Editorial
Assignment

Photography

Douglas Kirkland on Photography: Natural Light
Portraiture

Photography

Douglas Kirkland on Photography: Photographing
Kids and Families

Photography

Douglas Kirkland on Photography: Shooting with a
Medium-Format Camera

Photography

In the Douglas Kirkland on Photography series, well-known
photographer Douglas Kirkland explores a variety of real-world
photographic scenarios, sharing technique insights and critiquing the
results. In this installment of the series, Douglas goes on location
and shows how to shoot photographs for publications. He begins
with a look at the planning and packing involved in an on-location
editorial shoot. Next, he shows how to construct a photo that tells a
story about its subject. He demonstrates how to light and position the
subject and use props to best tell the story. After getting the shot that
will be on the article’s opening pages, he shoots documentary
photos that show the subject in action. Finally, he reviews the best
images from the shoot and shows how he uses Photoshop to
complete his workflow and refine the images. Douglas also shows
how the final images were used by the magazine’s art director and
describes how editorial photographers must compose shots with
page design in mind by leaving space for typography and other
elements.

In the Douglas Kirkland on Photography series, well-known
photographer Douglas Kirkland explores a variety of real-world
photographic scenarios, sharing technique insights and critiquing the
results. In this installment of the series, Douglas explains how he
works with natural light to create beautiful portraits. He shows how to
make subtle changes to the light to improve its qualities and make
the most of the environment he's working in. He reviews the images
he considers the best of the day and also shows examples of how
he uses Photoshop to complete his workflow and finish the images.

When you photograph kids and families, "you're recording a piece of
history," says renowned photographer Douglas Kirkland in Douglas
Kirkland on Photography: Photographing Kids and Families. In this
course, Douglas discusses the art of photographing kids ranging
from toddlers to preteens, both alone and together with parents and
siblings. As he photographs close friends and family members,
Douglas discusses the use of ambient light as well as LED fill light,
and demonstrates shooting techniques in both informal and studio
settings.

In the Douglas Kirkland on Photography series, well-known
photographer Douglas Kirkland explores a variety of real-world
photographic scenarios, sharing technique insights and critiquing the
results. This installment follows Douglas as he creates a portrait for
Kodak's On Film series, which features portraits of directors,
cinematographers, and other major players in the film industry.
Douglas has shot nearly 250 portraits for this series over the past 20
years. The course begins with a discussion of the unique qualities of
film—its clarity, definition, and tonal range—and of film's enduring
importance in today's digital world. Next, Douglas tours the Mamiya
RZ67 medium-format camera, demonstrating its components and
comparing its format to 35mm film. He then demonstrates a variety
of lighting, posing, and styling techniques while photographing Owen
Roizman, an award-winning cinematographer, in the Kirkland studio
in Los Angeles, California. The course concludes with a critique of
the resulting photographs. Douglas also shows how he resized and
cropped the image to fit a print advertisement.

Douglas Kirkland on Photography: Shooting with an
8x10 Camera

Grade Results

Photography
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Douglas Kirkland on Photography: Storytelling
through Photography

Photography

Douglas Kirkland on Photography: Studio Portraiture

Photography

"Everyone's camera can tell a story," says world-renowned
photographer Douglas Kirkland. Follow along as he explores the
process of shooting a series of photos that connect to tell a story.
The course begins with a sampling of some of Douglas's
photojournalism work for magazines such as LOOK. Next,
accompany Douglas as he and his camera tell the story of a
restaurant and its team at work. The photo story begins at a farmers'
market at dawn, as the chef chooses his ingredients, continues
through the day's menu preparations, and concludes with dinner and
dessert. Along the way, Douglas describes his creative process and
shares insights gained from decades as a photojournalist.

In the Douglas Kirkland on Photography series, well-known
photographer Douglas Kirkland explores a variety of real-world
photographic scenarios, sharing technique insights and critiquing the
results. In this installment of the series, Douglas demonstrates how
shooting in a studio allows for precise lighting control and
consistency. The course begins with a look at the strobes and light
modifiers that Douglas frequently employs for studio portraiture.
Douglas positions the lights and then shoots a variety of portraits,
demonstrating how he works with a model to capture different
moods and positions. Finally, he reviews the best images from the
shoot, analyzing the lighting techniques he employed and showing
how judicious use of Photoshop can enhance a portrait without
making it look unnaturally processed.
Downtown Management Organizations

Business

Doyald Young, Logotype Designer

Design

This course focuses on the origins, functions, and implications of
downtown management organizations (DMOs), such as business
improvement districts, in a variety of national contexts including the
United States, Canada, South Africa, and the United Kingdom. It
critically examines how a range of urban theories provide a rationale
for the establishment and design of DMOs; the evolution and
transnational transfer of DMO policy; and the spatial and political
externalities associated with the local proliferation of DMOs.
Particular emphasis is given to the role of DMOs in securing public
space.

From humble beginnings in a small Texas town eight decades ago
comes legendary typographer, logotype designer, author, and
teacher Doyald Young. As elegant as his script fonts and as wise as
his set of Oxford English dictionaries, Young set the standard for his
craft. Friend and designer Stefan Bucher describes Young as
"someone who could easily have done what he does in the
Renaissance, and could easily do it 300 years from now." In this
installment of Creative Inspirations, we enjoy a window into the life of
this accomplished artisan as he works with joyous focus in his
favorite spot, his drawing table. We follow Young to Art Center
College of Design in Pasadena where he shares his talents with
tomorrow's designers. He recalls the hundreds of iterations he went
through in creating the logo for Prudential, and he puts pencil to
tissue creating the pages for his book about script lettering, Learning
Curves. Young's story is compelling, captivating, and most of all,
inspiring. lynda.com is honored to host this tribute to his work.

DQ 101: Introduction to Decision Quality

Grade Results

Psychology

Uncertainty and endless debate can inhibit our ability to make good
decisions. Many of us squander our best opportunities to create
value by making better decisions. What if we could judge the quality
of our decisions at the time we make them, rather than waiting for
their outcome? What if we could turn uncertainty to our advantage?
Decision Quality (DQ) is a practical and systematic approach that
methodically breaks down barriers and improves the quality and
speed of important decisions.
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Drafting Social Media Policies

Business
Social media policies are critical to any strategic social media
marketing business plan. Without a firm grasp of what's permissible
by law as well as what's needed to drive adoption internally, you
could wind up with a policy that is ruled unlawful by the National
Labor Relations Board (NLRB). Why does that matter?According to
a recent research on 400 companies by Cap Gemini and MIT,
digitally mature businesses across all categories generate more
revenue, are more profitable and command higher market valuation
than businesses that refrain from embracing new media. Social
marketing was where we started. Social business is where we're
headed. You can't socialize the organization without rules. Social
media policy development is a critical component of socializing the
enterprise.

Dragon Web Surveys for FileMaker 8.5

Computer Science
In this training, Vincenzo Menanno introduces FileMaker Server
Advanced users to Dragon Web Surveys, a powerful tool for building
and managing surveys. Vincenzo takes viewers through the steps
for creating a survey, including authoring the survey in multiple
languages, using various question types, setting data validation and
media options, attributing weighted points to specific answers, and
embedding branching logic for a smooth, intuitive participant
experience. He demonstrates Dragon Web Surveys' powerful
authentication features and management tools, including sending
email invitations, reminders, and thank-you messages to
participants, and sending survey status messages to the admin.
Vincenzo also gives a tour of the various export options and
reporting capabilities, featuring beautiful bar graphs. Find out more
at http://www.fmnexus.com/products/dragon.

Draw All Your Own Game Art with Adobe Flash

Design

Draw Better and Faster with Illustrator CC

Design

Learn how to illustrate the most common graphics for top down
games: logos, maps, level, characters, GUI, and more.
Illustrator CC does something that few updates to the program have
done: It promises to change the fundamental way that you draw.
Yes, there was the Pen tool in Illustrator 1, Pathfinder operations in
Illustrator 5, and dynamic effects in Illustrator 9. But Illustrator CC
changes the entire nature of the game. Deke's not exaggerating; the
things he's about to show you are that big. Learn about the "new"
Pencil tool, on-the-fly corner rounding, and freeform curve bending.
3 features in 3 short chapters that will change the way you see
Illustrator. Then Deke shows how to combine them all in a real-world
Illustrator project that proves his thesis: drawing has never been
faster, better, or easier than this.

Drawing & shading beautiful Male and Female face easy steps

Grade Results

Design
The course is about drawing lifelike pictures of male and female
faces effortlessly. In this course the guru explains the learners, the
composition of the facial structures, both front and side profiles, in a
simple and effective way through step by step mechanism. The
learners are surely going to enjoy geometry behind the face, and get
benefitted from this course. We have included all the topics that are
required to be covered, to transform you into a realistic artist who
could draw any face. The course will help the learners to obtain a
good grounding in the fundamental art principles, and various
techniques that are vital in composing and finalizing beautiful, vibrant
facial drawings. In this course, you will also learn how to create the
shadow effect when the light falls on the face at an angle. The male
face is different from that of the female face. The guru effortlessly
helps the learners to understand the difference in the approach
taken to draw and shade male and female face. The materials used
to create the artwork are HB and 2B pencils, eraser, sharpener, Art
paper. The course is structured in such a way that the learners can
easily learn to construct a human face in a quick and efficient
manner.
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Drawing Cartoony Characters

Design

Drawing on the iPad with SketchBook Pro

Design

Drawing Vector Graphics
Drawing Vector Graphics: Patterns

Design
Design

In this course I want to share my process of designing and drawing
cartoony characters in both stylized and classical styles. I have been
working in animation for almost 8 years now, and have experience in
both 2D and 3D animation. I will take you through the very basic
constructions and initial stages of drawing the cartoon figure, and
break it down so that you can try these techniques to any character
you want to draw yourself. I will then show you how to implement
these basic techniques to draw characters based off reference and
start designing your own creations.
iPad and SketchBook Pro make a great team for quick illustrations
and drawing on the go. Victor Osaka introduces techniques that will
make sketching with the iPad a natural, regular part of your artistic
process. Also, learn how to choose a case and stylus that are best
for drawing, access SketchBook's brushes and layers, and build
compositions with layered color, shading, texture, and effects.

Patterns have been a part of cultures around the globe for centuries.
From fashion and branding to interior design and signage, patterns
blanket and beautify our world. Designers are often asked to create
new patterns from scratch, and although digital tools make the
process easier than ever, it can still be a perplexing task. In this
installment of Drawing Vector Graphics, Von Glitschka demystifies
the pattern design process, explaining tessellations (mathematical
tiles that lie at the heart of patterns) and visiting the various methods
of creating new patterns. He shows how to build repeating patterns
with Illustrator's pattern tools and pattern brushes, and incorporate
patterns into your design. The course also features patterns from
some of the industry's most inspiring designers.
Drawing With Confidence
Dreamweaver - Cut your Learning Curve in half

Photography
Design

The purpose of this Dreamweaver Training Course is very specific:
You will learn how to design an HTML & CSS website, step by step,
using Adobe Dreamweaver CS6 or CS5. This Dreamweaver training
course has been created with a beginner in mind: No Experience
Required. Perfect for Absolute Beginners or Experienced Designers
Needing to Learn CSS. You will cut your learning curve in half. The
nature of this class is to speed up your learning by avoiding super
technical jargon (what I call techno babble - used to bloat the ego of
the author) Proceed in a logical and methodical manner in words
everyone can understand, yet not watered-down. Finally, the class is
Step by Step and starts from the beginning, not the middle nor the
end. You will not take apart an existing site as that does not enhance
learning in any way. Instead, every lesson is related to one Goal:
Designing one website from the beginning to the end, one step at a
time. You will find my teaching method to be easy to follow and
loaded with logic. Over the years I have found what works and that
which does not work. This class works! It will save you time and
provide a solid foundation so that you end with an Intermediate level
of skills. In order to get the most out of this Dreamweaver Training
Course: ASK QUESTIONS I am here to help you. I answer all
questions in a timely manner. So please, ask. Most of all, enjoy the
Dreamweaver Training Course- Cut your Learning Curve in half!

Dreamweaver and WordPress: Building Mobile Sites

Grade Results

Computer Science

In this course, author Joseph Lowery shows how to build a mobile
WordPress site in Adobe Dreamweaver. The course explains how to
prepare a site to go mobile, optimize a site's styles for tablets and
phones, and implement a full mobile redesign. The course also
covers working with WordPress child themes, integrating media
queries, incorporating screen-optimized graphics, designing for
touch screens, and working with orientation changes. Exercise files
accompany the course.
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Dreamweaver and WordPress: Building Sites

Web Design

Dreamweaver and WordPress: Building Themes

Web Design

Dreamweaver and WordPress: Core Concepts

Web Design

Dreamweaver CC and WordPress 3.8: Core Concepts

Web Design

In this course, author Joseph Lowery builds a WordPress theme
from the ground up using Dreamweaver. The course examines the
core structure of a theme, demonstrates constructing and
customizing a theme, and explains how to create the site's CSS. The
course also covers setting up the single post page, handling search
results, and customizing error pages. Exercise files are included with
the course.

WordPress offers powerful content management for your website
while Dreamweaver CC enables easy design and coding–a potent
combination. In this course, you'll explore how to integrate
WordPress into a Dreamweaver site, allowing you to edit and
expand your code with Dreamweaver's native tools. Author Joseph
Lowery shows how to take WordPress themes to the next level,
using CSS customization and jQuery widgets. He also covers how to
make your pages responsive to tablet and phone layouts, and
develop category-driven layouts. Finally, you'll investigate how to
extend WordPress with plugins, style them with Dreamweaver, and
get your finished website online using Dreamweaver's publishing
and testing tools.
Dreamweaver CC Essential Training

Computer Science
Build standards-compliant websites from the ground up with
Dreamweaver CC, the industry leading web design and
development application from Adobe. In this course, author James
Williamson shows you all you need to get started, including a tour of
the user interface and guidance on creating new pages, setting up a
logical structure for content, and generating clear and accessible
code. Find out how to use Dreamweaver to speed up the
development of your HTML and CSS, how to incorporate images
and tables, and how to use the powerful CSS tools in Dreamweaver
to rapidly customize the look and feel of your site. The final chapter
explores site management techniques, including adding remote
servers, overseeing multiple sites, and validating pages.

Dreamweaver CC Fundamentals

Design

Dreamweaver CS4 Dynamic Development

Computer Science

Dreamweaver CS4 New Features

Computer Science

Grade Results

Dreamweaver CC Fundamentals is designed to get you up and
running in short period of time. Not only does this course cover
important tips and tricks on how to use Dreamweaver, but we also
review some fundamental concepts in web design. Learn how to
properly structure an HTML document, layout pages using CSS, and
manage your website using Adobe's premiere web development tool.
Dreamweaver CS4 Dynamic Development takes users to the next
level in their understanding of the application. David Gassner
demonstrates the installation of Apache, MySQL, and PHP for Mac
OS X and Windows. He also shows how to define sites, integrate
ColdFusion and PHP, implement AJAX-style pages with the Spry
framework, add visual effects, and present XML-formatted data.
David explores Dreamweaver's new features, Live View and Live
Code, showing how they can be used to build and test web pages
before they go live. Exercise files accompany the course.
In Dreamweaver CS4 New Features, Adobe Master Instructor
James Williamson focuses on the improvements that benefit typical
workflows in this popular web design and development tool. James
demonstrates how to make efficient use of the new user interface,
including the workspace manager, code navigator, Live view, and
Property inspector. He also explores the capabilities of the Spry
AJAX framework, including validation, tooltips, and datasets.
Exercise files accompany the course.
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Dreamweaver CS4 with CSS Essential Training

Computer Science

Dreamweaver CS5 New Features Workshop

Design

Dreamweaver CS6 and WordPress 3.8: Core
Concepts

Web Design

Dreamweaver CS6 Essential Training

Computer Science

In Dreamweaver CS4 with CSS Essential Training, web developer
and Adobe Master Instructor James Williamson teaches the
fundamentals of CSS while focusing on how to use Dreamweaver to
efficiently create and manage styles. He shows how to use
Dreamweaver to resolve style conflicts; how to use new CSS-related
features such as Live View; and the best way to create lightweight,
site-wide style sheets.
This Adobe Dreamweaver CS5 New Features workshop is designed
to get you quickly up to speed on Adobe Dreamweaver CS5. This
workshop covers all of the new and enhanced features in version
CS5 of Adobe’s web design software. These include the ability to
disable and edit CSS properties or work with WordPress, Drupal,
Joomla pages directly within the Dreamweaver interface. With this
workshop and Dreamweaver CS5, you´ll find it easier than ever
before to build and troubleshoot websites.

WordPress 3.8 offers powerful content management for your
website; Dreamweaver CS6 enables easy design and coding.
Together, they are a potent combination. In this course, you'll explore
how to integrate WordPress into a Dreamweaver site, allowing you
to edit and expand your code with Dreamweaver's native tools.
Author Joseph Lowery shows how to take WordPress themes to the
next level, using CSS customization and Spry widgets. He also
covers how to make your pages responsive to tablet and phone
layouts, and develop category-driven layouts. Finally, you'll
investigate how to extend WordPress with plugins, style them with
Dreamweaver, and get your finished website online using
Dreamweaver's publishing and testing tools.

Discover how to build web sites, prototypes, and more in this course
on Adobe Dreamweaver CS6. Author James Williamson shows
designers how to take control of their site by properly naming and
structuring files and folders; how to create new documents and web
pages from scratch or with starter pages; and how to add content
such as text, images, tables, and links. James also provides a
background on the languages that power projects built in
Dreamweaver—HTML and CSS—and introduces the programming
features in the application, for developers who want to dig right into
the code. The last chapter shows how to finesse your project with
interactive content such as CSS3 transitions and Spry widgets.
Dreamweaver CS6 mySQL PHP data-driven eCommerce course

Grade Results

Web Design

Learn to build robust data-driven web solutions for desktop and
mobile devices with PHP mySQL, XML, jQuery & javascript
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Dreamweaver CS6 Training - Tutorials Created By
Experts

Design
A Verifiable Certificate of Completion is presented to all students
who undertake this course. About This Course In this training course
for Adobe Dreamweaver CS6, expert author Andy Anderson
introduces you this top notch web editing software from Adobe.
Whether you are new to Dreamweaver, or have used it before, Andy
will show you how to get the most out of Dreamweaver to create
amazing web pages! Starting with the basics, Andy shows you stepby-step how to use Dreamweaver. You begin with a tour of
Dreamweaver and its interface, and how to setup the software to
make web design easier. Once you have that down, this tutorial will
show you how to add text, create links, add pictures, style your
content and layout, add tables and work with forms. You will learn
about working with behaviours, how to use Spry, templates, libraries
and snippets, how to edit in code view, and how to add and work
with multimedia. By the completion of this computer based training
video for Dreamweaver CS6, you will be familiar with the tools and
techniques at your fingertips, to create incredible websites. Working
files are included with this training video, to allow you to learn
alongside the author with the same files that he is using to teach with!

Dreamweaver CS6: Video QuickStart

Design
Adobe Dreamweaver helps you build great-looking Web pages and
smooth running Web sites. This “Dreamweaver Training: How to
Use Dreamweaver CS6”video is for designers who are new to
Dreamweaver. It contains short, engaging lessons that show the
program’s key features and tools in action, and illustrates the steps
to go through with your web pages, from getting familiar with all of
the tools available in Dreamweaver for creating your first Web page
with headings, text, images, and links. The Dreamweaver Training
video also demonstrates how to be sure that your pages look exactly
as you intended for various browsers or any device used to view
your site. Sign Up for this Dreamweaver Training course now and
learn how to use Dreamweaver CS6 new features.

Dreamweaver Essentials

Design
Dreamweaver—The go-to web design tool for creative
professionals. Expert video trainer, artist, and designer Geoff Blake
introduces you to the world of Dreamweaver and web design in this
monster 10-plus hour training course, packed with tricks, techniques,
and hands-on tasks—made specially to be an easy, non-jargonny
approach for Dreamweaver CS3 and CS4 users. Master key
concepts and explore the array of possibilities, particularly in the
world of Cascading Style Sheets with Geoff Blake as your guide.
You’ll not only learn the secrets and master the techniques, but
you’re sure to have a whole lot of fun along the way!

Dreamweaver Fluid Grid Layouts

Design

Dreamweaver: Creative Cloud Updates

Web Design

Grade Results

With the wide array of devices accessing your site, it's typically a
good idea to make your information as accessible as possible to
different screen resolutions. Over the past couple years responsive
web design has become a standard in web techniques.
Dreamweaver CC has a Fluid Grid Layout feature that affords you
the ability to create fully responsive sites, quickly, visually, and
effectively. This course explores what you need to know about
responsive design, and how to implement in Dreamweaver using
this feature. Taught by Train Simple, and Adobe Authorized Training
Center.
Dreamweaver has been reborn in a subscription that offers all the
functionality of the original, but is designed to evolve with the
changing needs of web designers and developers. Learn what
Dreamweaver CC has to offer you, as Paul Trani previews a host of
new and updated features included in the latest release. He
demonstrates the streamlined and simplified interface, new Typekit
fonts, easy-to-implement styling with the CSS Designer, and updated
HTML5 and jQuery integration.
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Drive Instant Targeted Traffic To Your Website, For
FREE!

Marketing
In this course, you are going to learn how to utilize some of the most
effective insider secrets that the professionals use to drive highly
targeted free traffic to their website or offer. This video series will
cover some of the most important fundamentals of driving traffic, and
ensure that you are well equipped to make money in your online
endeavours. Within this course, you will find 16 videos that have
been tailored to people who are completely new at this and haven't
driven any traffic before. We want to make sure that everybody is
able to learn, and create an inclusive learning environment where
we can all study together, ask questions, and discuss our thoughts.
This course is for anyone who is serious about making money
online, and isn't afraid to invest a little bit of their time and money into
a course that will teach them how to do exactly that. You should be
able to complete this course within a couple of days, provided that
you pay attention and take notes! We have kept the price affordable
to ensure that everyone who wants to learn will have access to the
information that they need. We wish you all the best in your online
endeavours, and can't wait to start teaching you what we know!

Drive Revenue with Social Networking

Business

Driver Education

Education

Driving Strategic Impact (Online): Essentials Edition

Business

Driving Strategic Impact (Online): Executive Edition

Business

Grade Results

How I Drove over $20MM in New Monthly Sales Revenue Using
LinkedIn Alone.
Students will be instructed on how to safely operate a motor vehicle.

Columbia Business School Executive Education now offers you a
unique opportunity to take Driving Strategic Impact with Prof.
Wadhwa as an online program. This program provides the same
innovative content that is taught to Columbia Business School's MBA
students in the Strategy Consulting Skills class and to executives in
Columbia Business School Executive Education's 3-day on-site
Driving Strategic Impact program. Participants in Driving Strategic
Impact (Online) receive a Certificate of Completion from Columbia
Business School and one day towards Columbia's Certificate in
Business Excellence.
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Driving Traffic through YouTube

Marketing

Slow and steady wins the race! Learn through the updated version
of YouTube so you can get up to date information. When taking this
“Increase Website Traffic” course watch video's in Full-screen to
read the text. In this course you will learn how to increase website
traffic by running a fully functional YouTube channel and over time
you will become very successful through YouTube if you follow along
in the course correctly. It isn't just for those people that want to
become popular on YouTube, but more importantly for business use.
I use YouTube for my business every day, literally. I make a new
video every day or two teaching people about the computer. What if I
don't want YouTube for popularity, but instead to drive traffic? The
best part is that YouTube allows you to add links in your video
description, which results inFREE SEO! Who wouldn't want that, and
if you’re selling something on that site you had people from YouTube
come through; it could be instant money in your pocket. Imagine if
you had popularity on YouTube also. You could have thousands of
unique visitors to your site everyday for absolutely $0! What if I want
my video seen through Social Media, how would I get it there?
YouTube let's you share your videos through Social Media and on
your blogs and websites. It has amazing features like embed code to
put your video or playlist on your website or blog. You Tube is very
user friendly with Social Media. What if I want people to click on my
YouTube video through a direct link or email? Well that is simple,
because YouTube gives you the ability to share the video link to.
That means just some simple copy and pasting and your link could
be sent through email super simply. YouTube is an all time power in
today's modern world and it is FREE. YouTube gives you the ability
to leverage your business through video and back links to your
website or social media and that is everything you could ask for in
advertising your business. From that; I ask when considering if you
should join this increase website traffic course, read everything I
wrote above, because the truth is that it is a reality and thousands of
people do that every day through YouTube.

Dropbox

Business

Drugs and the Brain

Science

Drugs and the Brain

Science

Drum Set for Beginners

Music

Grade Results

Dropbox is a Web-based file hosting service operated by Dropbox,
Inc. that uses cloud computing to enable users to store and share
files and folders with others across the Internet using file
synchronization. Dropbox offers a relatively large number of user
clients across a variety of desktop and mobile operating systems. In
this course, you will also learn the history, functionality, technology
and business models of a drobox. Remote Backup Services and its
samples will also be discussed along with File Hosting Services,
Online Backup and File Sharing Services.
The neuroscience of drugs for therapy, for prevention, and for
recreation. Drug addiction and drug abuse. You’ll learn the prospects
for new generations of medications in neurology, psychiatry, aging,
and treatment of substance abuse.
The neuroscience of drugs for therapy, for prevention, and for
recreation. Drug addiction and drug abuse. You’ll learn the prospects
for new generations of medications in neurology, psychiatry, aging,
and treatment of substance abuse.
Drumming is fun and easy. This video course will teach you to play
the Drum Set. You will learn three different drum beats that can
easily be played along with some of your favorite music from the
radio. You will learn everything you need to know to get started on
the drums. Are you ready to have fun?
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Drupal 6: Creating and Editing Custom Themes

Computer Science

Drupal 7 Advanced Training
Drupal 7 Custom Module Development
Drupal 7 Custom Module Development
Drupal 7 Essential Training

Computer Science
Web Design
Computer Science
Web Design

Drupal 7 for Beginners
Drupal 7 New Features

Computer Science
Computer Science

Drupal is widely recognized as a powerful back-end system for web
sites, but Drupal 6: Creating and Editing Custom Themes shows how
the application can also be used to manage the look and feel of a
web site. Web architect Chris Charlton introduces the core themes
that ship with Drupal. He shows how to install and administer new
themes, change color schemes, and add sub-themes to existing
themes. He also demonstrates how to build a custom theme from
scratch; integrate HTML, CSS, and JavaScript; and apply themes to
specific nodes and blocks. Exercise files are included with this
course.

Drupal 7 Essential Training shows how to get the most out of Drupal,
the content management system (CMS) that powers over a quarter
million web sites. The course demonstrates how to download and
install Drupal, add content and graphics to a site, change layout and
design elements, control visitor interactions, and expand the site's
capabilities beyond what’s available in Drupal core. Discussion of
established best practices in each step to ensure that a site remains
streamlined, secure, and up-to-date. Exercise files are included with
the course.

In Drupal 7 New Features, author Tom Geller demonstrates changes
to the Drupal 7 administrative interface and other enhancements that
have come out of its three-year development period. This course
covers its simplified installation process, new themes that will help
kick-start design projects, the customizable shortcut bar that puts
often-used commands in easy reach, update procedures that
leverage its browser-based interface, and a new way of defining
fields to create complex content types without additional modules.
Drupal 7: Creating and Editing Custom Themes

Computer Science

Drupal 7: Reporting and Visualizing Data

Web Design

Drupal Gardens Essential Training

Web Design

In this course, author Tom Geller demonstrates how to use the
Views module and other add-ons in Drupal to present dynamic, datarich content. This course examines several real-world examples of
effective data visualization and describes the Drupal data-storage
model. The course also shows how to create, format, and style
views; control access to data; improve data administration with
Views Bulk Operations; and display content as custom maps and
slide shows.

Author Tom Geller demonstrates how to create and publish a
complete web site with the powerful tools in Acquia's hosted service,
Drupal Gardens. The course shows how to leverage the pre-built
page layouts and add custom styling using the ThemeBuilder tool;
integrate rich site features, such as surveys, user ratings, and media
galleries; and push content to Twitter and Facebook. The course
also covers transitioning from a Drupal Gardens site to a self-hosted
Drupal site. Exercise files are included with the course.
DSLR Video Tips

Grade Results

Computer Science

This weekly course covers the most common questions
videographers encounter when shooting and editing with DSLR
cameras, from choosing a frame size and frame rate to
understanding moiré. Authors Rich Harrington and Robbie Carman
will also help you understand the impacts of compression and the
difference between cropped (or micro 4/3rds) and full-sized sensors
in cameras, and much more. This continual FAQ guide is a handy
way to find the answers to the questions that plague you the most.
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Duct Tape Marketing

Business
Join consultant and bestselling author of Duct Tape Marketing John
Jantsch to learn how to create an easy-to-follow marketing blueprint
tailored to your small business’s needs. This three-day course takes
the mystery and guesswork out of connecting to clients, translating
leads into sales, and communicating the value of your company.
Behind every strong small business is a strong marketing system,
but many business owners lack the resources and skills required to
build a marketing plan that makes their business stand out in the
crowd. John will cover building a marketing system, creating a
framework for company growth, and building your company’s online
presence. From spotting ideal clients to using social media
strategically to gauging the effectiveness of your marketing choices,
this course will give you the tools you need to feel confident
implementing a marketing plan unique to your company’s needs and
goals. If you want a strong foundation in these essential tools, John
Jantsch and this three-day course will give you a practical, proven
approach to creating and implementing the marketing plan your
small business needs to succeed.

Dustin Farrell's Time-Lapse Photography: Start to
Finish

Photography

DVD Studio Pro 3 Essential Training

Film Studies

Time-lapse photography allows Dustin Farrell to capture amazing
imagery that no other medium allows—and that even eludes the
human eye. He can track the passage of clouds and stars, and
document the tiny changes in landscapes and everyday scenes over
time. Find out how he shoots his time-lapse photos and reassembles
them into remarkable films in this installment of Start to Finish. We
follow Dustin into the desert of Devil's Garden in southwestern Utah,
to find out how he transports and sets up the equipment required to
capture his shots—from dollies and motion controllers to LED lights
and camping lanterns. Back in the studio, he demonstrates how he
realizes his vision with tools like Adobe Camera Raw and After
Effects. Although the process may be long and unpredictable, in the
end he has a final sequence that is otherworldly—rendered with realworld technology.

DVD Studio Pro 3 Essential Training is a movie-based tutorial
workshop intended for the beginning or intermediate DVD Studio Pro
user who wants to not only gain a clearer understanding of how to
create custom DVD content and delivery but also take advantage of
some of the software's more advanced features. In addition to
complete exercise files, the workshop also includes hours of tips and
techniques designed to help users master video compression using
Compressor, improve audio using A.Pack, create a simple DVD
using existing DVD SP templates, and create a more complex DVD
with overlay and motion menus, stories, subtitles, and scripts.
DVD Studio Pro 4 + Compressor 2 New Features

Film Studies
In DVD Studio Pro 4 + Compressor 2 New Features, Apple Certified
Trainer Larry Jordan teaches you how to use the new features in the
DVD authoring and audio/video compression tools included in Final
Cut Studio. DVD Studio Pro 4 and Compressor 2 boast significantly
improved interfaces, better compression quality, allow the mixing of
multiple formats -- such as standard definition and high definition -in the same project, support Dolby surround sound integration, and
much more. If you are a new user of DVD Studio Pro, we
recommend watching the Learning Apple DVD Studio Pro 3 title first.

DVD Studio Pro 4 Essential Training

Grade Results

Film Studies

DVD Studio Pro 4 Essential Training concentrates on the essential
aspects of understanding, organizing, and creating a complete DVD
project from start to finish. From preparing video, audio, and graphic
assets , to creating simple and advanced buttons and indexes,
instructor Larry Jordan shows how to create menus, build tracks,
add slideshows and subtitles, work with HD media, and complete a
project. Exercise files accompany the tutorials.
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Dynamic Cloth for Games with Maya and UDK

Design

Dynamic Destruction in UDK

Design

Dynamic Dreamweaver Websites: Creating and
Validating Forms

Computer Science

Dynamic Leadership: Using Improvisation in
Business

Business

Dynamic Programming and Stochastic Control

Computer Science

In this course, Justin Harrison walks us through the various methods
of creating cloth elements for real-time game environments! He will
be covering topics such as 'fake' bone-driven simulations inside of
Maya, interactive real-time cloth using UDK's cloth properties, as
well as real-time cloth on animated characters using the APEX
clothing feature inside of Maya and UDK!
This tutorial explores methods for creating dynamic destruction in
both Maya and UDK. Inside of Maya, you'll bake rigid-body dynamicsystems simulations, and then learn how to import them into UDK.
Also, using UDK's fracture, you will learn how to create real-time
destruction environments.
Forms perform an essential function in modern websites, making it
possible to gather information from users and validate that
information. In this course, Adobe Certified Expert Candyce Mairs
shows how to create forms to email user information and validate
user data using various methods of form validation. These validation
methods include client-side, server-side, and custom validation;
CAPTCHA images; and Spry validation fields. You'll also see how to
set up a PHP testing environment and preview PHP pages in
Dreamweaver. Along the way you'll build your skills in areas like
using admin consoles, commenting code, working with variables and
includes, and much more.
The first two weeks of this course are an overview of performing
improvisation with introductory and advanced exercises in the
techniques of improvisation. The final four weeks focus on applying
these concepts in business situations to practice and mastering
these improvisation tools in leadership learning.

This course covers the basic models and solution techniques for
problems of sequential decision making under uncertainty
(stochastic control). We will consider optimal control of a dynamical
system over both a finite and an infinite number of stages (finite and
infinite horizon). We will also discuss some approximation methods
for problems involving large state spaces. Applications of dynamic
programming in a variety of fields will be covered in recitations.
Dynamic Systems & Controls
Dynamic Systems and Control

Engineering
Computer Science
The course addresses dynamic systems, i.e., systems that evolve
with time. Typically these systems have inputs and outputs; it is of
interest to understand how the input affects the output (or, viceversa, what inputs should be given to generate a desired output). In
particular, we will concentrate on systems that can be modeled by
Ordinary Differential Equations (ODEs), and that satisfy certain
linearity and time-invariance conditions. We will analyze the
response of these systems to inputs and initial conditions. It is of
particular interest to analyze systems obtained as interconnections
(e.g., feedback) of two or more other systems. We will learn how to
design (control) systems that ensure desirable properties (e.g.,
stability, performance) of the interconnection with a given dynamic
system.

Dynamical Modeling Methods for Systems Biology

Science

Dynamics

Engineering

Grade Results

An introduction to dynamical modeling techniques used in
contemporary Systems Biology research.
This introductory course has the same rigor as the regular M.I.T.
course of the same name, which is one of the first subjects in M.I.T.'s
Mechanical Engineering undergraduate curriculum. In this course,
students will learn to analyze and predict the dynamic behavior of
objects and systems, their motions and associated forces, and
understand mechanical systems of complexity that are
representative of engineering practice.
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Dynamics and Particles in Modo

Design

Dynamics in CINEMA 4D

Design

Learn how to use Modo's dynamics and particle systems to create
physics-based animations that impress, in this course with Ellery
Connell. The first half concentrates on Modo dynamics and shows
you how to create rigid-body collisions with nondeforming items and
soft-body simulations like cloth. In the second half, Ellery explains
the principles behind particle systems and shows how to create
particle effects and even liquid simulations.
CINEMA 4D dynamics are powerful, but easy to understand and fun
to play with. In this course, Thanassis Pozantzis shows you how to
use dynamics to create physically accurate object animations, using
real-world physics like gravity, collisions, and bounces. Learn how to
work with forces like initial velocity, create more complex objects like
hierarchies and static objects, and use dynamics with MoGraph
clones and particle systems. You'll also get a look at eight of the
major physical properties, learn how to connect your simulation to
keyframe-animated objects, and trigger dynamics. After the
completion of this course, you should be able to create complex
dynamic simulations setups. The possibilities are limited only by your
imagination.

Dynamics of Complex Systems: Biological and
Environmental Coevolution Preceding the Cambrian
Explos

Science

Dynamics of Complex Systems: Biological and
Environmental Coevolution Preceding the Cambrian
Explosion

Science

e-Learning Ecologies

Education

E-Learning Pedagogy
E-publishing for Beginners

Education
Marketing

This seminar will focus on dynamical change in biogeochemical
cycles accompanying early animal evolution -- beginning with the
time of the earliest known microscopic animal fossils (~600 million
years ago) and culminating (~100 million years later) with the rapid
diversification of marine animals known as the "Cambrian
explosion." Recent work indicates that this period of intense
biological evolution was both a cause and an effect of changes in
global biogeochemical cycles.
This seminar will focus on dynamical change in biogeochemical
cycles accompanying early animal evolution -- beginning with the
time of the earliest known microscopic animal fossils (~600 million
years ago) and culminating (~100 million years later) with the rapid
diversification of marine animals known as the "Cambrian
explosion." Recent work indicates that this period of intense
biological evolution was both a cause and an effect of changes in
global biogeochemical cycles.
This course introduces innovative approaches to learning and
teaching, with a focus on the use of e-learning and social web
technologies.
Learn how to teach using digital ressources.
Instructed by Jason Matthews, author of five titles published as both
ebooks and paperbacks, this course teaches all free methods for
self-publishing. The lessons total 8 hours of packed information
made easy to understand. Course topics include: a complementary
PDF book that goes with the lessons overview of ebooks and epublishing industry detailed instructions for cover design formatting
for major retailers conversions to other formats (epub, mobi, pdf)
selling at Amazon, Barnes & Noble, Smashwords, Apple making free
blogs and websites selling from your sites with an automated system
maximizing social media (Facebook, Google Plus, Twitter, etc)
enhancing Public Relations (PR) gettings reviews and much more
How to Make, Market and Sell Ebooks All for Free is packed with
information, tutorials, a complementary PDF version of the book with
over 200 links to sites and software that will help you accomplish
these goals with retailers and at your own websites. The advice is
simple enough for computer beginners and relevant to experts who
could use extra guidance.

Grade Results
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E-Vreet Method: Meet the Hebrew Alphabet

Foreign Language
This is a quick course to map your brain and get it used to seeing the
Hebrew letters. It is based on the principles of semiotics and neurolinquistics. So don't try to memorize anything. Just enjoy! It's best to
do a whole section at one time. It won't take you long. In the first
section, you will learn about the Five Families. In order to get familiar
with the Hebrew Alphabet, E-Vreet will teach you the five basic
shapes of the letters. There is a lesson on each family of shapes.
Then you will also learn about the shapes of five letters that change
when they are at the end of a word. There is a pdf file in which you
can review the lessons. In the second section, you will be introduced
to each letter of the Hebrew alphabet through words that you already
know. These words will help you learn the sounds of the letters. The
lessons are structured in units of four or five letters. At the end of this
course, you will be ready to learn about each letter of the Hebrew
alphabet in depth in the second course of E-Vreet called "Aleph-Bait
Soup."

Early Childhood Education

Education

This course prepares students for employment in early childhood
education and child-related careers. Emphasis is placed on
enhancing the development of young children while providing early
education and care.

Early Childhood Education (EChldEdu)

Education

Examine the world of children from 0 to 5 years. Explore how they
develop and learn in this critical stage.

Early Childhood FOUNDATIONS Course

Education

Learn about Louisiana's NEW early childhood standards &
assessments: CONNECT Training, CLASS & Teaching Strategies
GOLD

Early Christian and Byzantine Art
Early Globalizations: East Meets West (1200s-1600s)

Design
History

EaselJS First Look

Photography
Web Design

EASIER Than Wordpress: Design Your Business
Website

Grade Results

CREATE A WEBSITE. BUILD A STORE WITH A WEB DESIGNER'S
SECRET WEAPON. In this course, you will walk away with a fully
functional, 5 page website in 90 minutes using LightCMS , a leading
web-based software platform used world-wide by web designers
looking for a powerful, yet simple solution for their clients. It’s
sophisticated, and much more simple and rock solid than opensourced CMS systems (Wordpress, Joomla, etc). Side note: I
normally charge $299+ to build out 5 pages for my clients using the
techniques you will learn in this course. A WEB DESIGNER'S
SECRET Haven't heard of LightCMS? That's because it's the
decade-old secret weapon used by many web designers and web
agencies. When I discovered LightCMS (which has been around
since 1999), I found it to be an excellent solution for growing small
businesses that don't want to deal with Wordpress. As a web
designer who works extensively with a host of content management
systems, including Wordpress, I have steadily seen a need arise for
a simple, intuitive solution to web design for small businesses that
specifically want more control and less hassle while still producing
stunning, effective websites that bring in revenue. LightCMS fulfilled
that need perfectly. I currently use it for clients who fit into this
category, and decided to create a course on Udemy for those who
want to use it directly and avoid the "web-designer's mark-up fee".
WHO IS THIS COURSE FOR? This course is for the entrepreneurs,
start-ups and small business that want a much more simple, intuitive
solution to building their website without sacrificing quality,
functionality, or expandability. It’s for those who don't want to be
bothered with hosting, upgrades, backups, and security
maintenance. LightCMS was built from the ground up with security in
mind. No hacks. No vulnerable holes that plague open source
software such as Wordpress, Joomla, etc. BY THE END OF THIS
COURSE, YOU WILL CREATE IN 90 MINUTES: A fully functional,
gorgeous, professional website that is ridiculously easy to maintain.
A site that is E-Commerce ready and equipped to engage your
customers: seamless & secure checkout, unlimited coupon codes,
manage your orders and customers, and real time shipping
integration. A site that let's you create blogs, galleries, calendars
analytics and more, at the push of a button A fully RESPONSIVE site
that will look gorgeous on a laptop, tablet, smart phone, and any
other mobile device. A site that lets you sleep at night, worry-free.
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Easily Convert WordPress Sites into Custom
Facebook pages

Marketing

Easy and Effective Text Message Marketing with
MessageMe

Marketing

Easy and Fast Flat Design

Design

his set of video tutorials will walk you through, step-by-step how to
transform and pull your WordPress site into a Facebook series of
custom Facebook landing pages using the power of iFrames.
Whether you are trying to create a simple 'fan' page or you're a
business wanting to create those all-important brand-aware, moneymaking Facebook landing pages, this course will take you through
the process. I have personally made a small fortune performing this
task for businesses and I can tell you, it's a superb way to earn
revenue by doing the same for others. You don't need programming
experience to do this course. Facebook's 'Timeline' feature has
replaced the old Business or Fan Page look. With the topics covered
in these videos, you can really help a business or brand move to the
powerful world of Facebook, simply and easily, by 'replicating' their
WordPress site. There were many updates to Facebook that came
with the addition of the Timeline to the "Fan" Pages and it can be
confusing at first. However my instruction videos will show you how
to make these changes work for you by using only FREE tools
available on the net to pull your ENTIRE WordPress site – NOT
JUST A PAGE – into your Timeline custom application pages. How
great is that?! - Do want to take advantage of the massive traffic
potential the Facebook Landing Pages offer? - Are you having
problems creating custom page applications? - Do you want to learn
more about the Timeline for Pages? - Would you like to create
Custom Facebook Landing Pages for your offline business clients? Do you wish updating your Fan Pages was as simple as posting to
your WordPress blog? - Wouldn’t it be great to create your Fan
Pages without having to outsource all the technical stuff? After
watching these easy-to-follow few video guides, you will be able to
check each and every one of those items off your ‘Wish-List’! Not
only that, you will be able to create an unlimited number of Fabulous
Custom Facebook Landing Pages with ease. Remember, updating
your Facebook Landing Page is as easy as posting to your
WordPress blog. You can even add plugins to your WP blog that
auto-posts for you and make it a completely hands free ‘Auto-Pilot’
system! Whether you are creating your Fan Pages for yourself or
you are creating them for your business clients, using WordPress &
the iFrame custom page applications are the coolest and easiest
way to get the job done! This one-hour long tutorial, which has been
broken down into easy to follow step-by-step pieces, will show you
Traditional methods of marketing and advertising such as TV, radio
and newspaper advertising are becoming less and less effective but
the cost of using these media still remain high. Small businesses in
Trinidad & Tobago are facing greater and greater competition in the
market place and cannot afford to waste precious resources on
advertising and marketing methods that yield poor results. New and
creative means, therefore, of building and maintaining a loyal
customer base must be used to ensure the survival and success of
any small business in today's environment.Text Message marketing
is a highly effective and low-cost means of building and maintaining
a loyal customer base that inevitably results in increased sales.

This is a crash course about building amazing looking and modern
flat websites in the shortest time. This course will introduce a new
and easy way to build modern pages which impress your visitors and
increase conversion! The methods in this course will give you all the
information you need to start building modern pages which are very
popular from scratch. The design which we will be discussing is
used by big names such as Apple, Google, etc to showcase their
new products and services. So if you love being up to date and grab
people's attention, take this course as you will love what you will love
inside! In addition as this course is based on a very popular and
easy to build design, you can get paid and make a fortune by
applying what you learn here to business or personal websites.

Grade Results
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Easy Art Making

Design

*Start now making artwork. First you just need some simple markers
and a piece of paper. After a beautiful colorful picture, you will create
a piece in three frames from an outline and the object's silhouettes.
*Go on with simple paint like Gouache. Use a paint box if you like.
Learn how to use watercolor and acrylics. There will be different
approaches to achieve a good painting. Finally we will have created
three beautiful and/or cool easy paintings. *Then I may dare you with
using pastels and a real world motive. You also will draw colorful hair
within a simple portrait picture with crayons. *Still, art is not just
painting and drawing. I encourage you to take photographs of similar
objects like different shoes, balls, faces ... which you may frame and
arrange. Further more you will collect something like stones or leafs
or .... , and we will go out creating some Landart and take an image
of it. *Naturally, we should not forget creating an easy sculpture. I
recommend soap stone and will show you how to make your
sculpture more interesting. *Finally you will try the high art of painting
with oil. Do not be afraid. It will be as easy as any artwork you've
done up to now. Maybe the last piece is a bit more demanding, but
you can leave it out or try it again. I will provide enough material so
that you can try copying what I have shown you, still, rather choose
your own idea. I want you to create a piece of artwork for any lecture
I provide. Take it like this: I show you how to use crayons to draw
nice, colorful hair, whereas you may use crayons to draw a nice
colorful beard or a tangle of colorful wires. I am not sure, but you
may be able to contact fellow students on the Udemy page. Use this
to share your artwork! I certainly will check sometimes if something
like this has happened. You also have the possibility to ask
questions here and I hope I am not too busy and answer any of
them. And now go on and join this big adventure of art making
together with me and your fellow students!

Easy Digital Downloads for WordPress

Web Design
This course will take you through the installation and configuration of
the free Easy Digital Downloads plugin for WordPress. After
completing this course, you will have a fully functioning digital
downloads store on your WordPress website. The "EDD" plugin is
100% free on the WordPress plugin repository and is the most
powerful and easy way to sell digital products from your WordPresspowered website. Follow along as I build a complete digital
downloads eCommerce site with the use of screencast videos,
showing every setting and available options in the EDD plugin.

Easy Homemade Journals

Grade Results

Design

Do you have trouble finding a journal you like with the right kind of
paper? Or one with the right kind of cover? Why not make your own?
Here I will show you how to make three different hard cover journal
for your art ... your doodling, journaling and more. Enjoy!
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Easy How To Facebook Fan Pages Training

Marketing

This Easy How To Facebook Fan Pages Training is a social media
course that is intended to educate people on Facebook and how to
setup Fan Pages the right way. In this Fan Pages course you will
learn how to: Identify the proper keywords to target, Understanding
your Avatar Understanding your Demographics How to setup the fan
pages effectively, How to introduce your fan page to get the most
organic traffic possible, How to structure your content How to
schedule out posts How to use the additional TABS How to use
#Hashtags How to modify status updates How to Optimize Your Fan
Pages This course is intended to teach people who want to use
Facebook properly using the best methods to help establish brands,
niches, or whatever is trending on Facebook. This course will shed
light on some of the best practices that are being used currently on
Facebook and is broken down to bite sized pieces that anyone no
matter what your skill level can easily start and benefit from. The
course is intended to provide the most useful training that has
helped out many people establish the right kind of Fan Pages for
their business. Anyone can use Fan Pages to establish a web
presence for FREE and knowing how to use these Fan Pages in a
way that will allow the opportunity to establish a huge following
online within Facebook and potentially getting your pages going viral.

Easy Instructional Harmonium for Yoga, Kirtans,
Meditations

Fitness
Join Raghunath in taking the mystery out of playing the harmonium.
This beautiful instrument used in classical India kirtan is ideal for
both personal meditation and group chanting. The course is
designed for personal enjoyment and for those interested in leading
kirtans, and looking to transform their yoga classes into sacred
space using transcendental chants. In this instructional video and
instructional ebook Raghunath breaks it all down and will have "you
off and chanting in no time.” The basics of the harmonium are
accompanied by inspiring texts on the power of kirtan and sacred
sound as well as full translations of the meaning of many familiar
mantras and songs. The course is especially designed for nonmusicians, those not familiar with musical instruments and those
who do not know the meaning behind familiar mantras. Raghunath
will explain it all and systematically take you through understanding,
playing and sonic meditation. It is truly “harmonium playing made
easy." Learn mantras, learn melodies – learn to free your voice and
tap into the divinely sacred with the harmonium as your guide.

Easy JV Money - How To Make Money With A Joint
Venture
Easy Magic Tricks

Business

Easy Piano - learn and play along

Music

Design

It's easier than you think! Have you ever watched a magician on TV
and thought to yourself how cool it would be to be able to do what
they do? Here is a complete beginner's video course that will teach
you 21 amazing magic tricks that are easy to do, and with items you
can find around the home! For children and adults alike! LEARN A
VARIETY OF TRICKS WITH CARDS, DICE, FRUIT, PAPER, CUPS
AS WELL AS MIND READING EFFECTS!
This course is designed for young kids and even older people who
would love to impress friends and family. If you follow all of the
concepts in this course you will sound great playing along to the
Backing Tracks provided. In this course you will learn to play Basic
Songs! Mary had little lamb, Ding Dong Bell and much more. Each
Section of this course has 4 lectures. 1. learning the Melody 2.
Learning the Chords 3. Putting both hands together 4. You will then
need to listen to the play along and then practice along. You can
then download your play along track and perform at a school
concert, at your friends birthday party and more. Each Lecture is less
than 2 minutes. Enjoy.

Grade Results
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Easy recipe to make dark chocolate

Food
Dark Chocolate Course was created to help you to discover and
explore a new way of making a homemade dark chocolate. 100%
Healthy 100% Tasty 100% Organic 100% Nourishing 100% Yummy
100% Delicious 100% Mouthwatering. This course allows your
senses to melt in a new level of indulgences. Dark Chocolate
Course is divided between six sections and contains more than thirty
lectures. Through this course, you will be able to: see the whole
process of making dark chocolate at home, try different types of dark
chocolate and get some ideas how to serve and pack up homemade
dark chocolate. I hope that this course inspire you to became a
homemade chocolatier and share your passion with others.

Easy Snowflakes and More with Adobe CS/CC

Design

Easy Wordpress Installation

Web Design

In this Adobe Creative Suite Training course, you'll see how to make
a snowflake in Illustrator (AI), InDesign (ID) and Photoshop (PS) by
starting with a segment and repeating it. Adapt the design of the
segment to create any radial symmetrical visual, such as a clock,
sun, kaleidoscope, and beyond. Key topics include layers, creating
and transforming objects and selections, Pathfinder tools, and Layer
Masks. Take this free Adobe Creative Suite Training course right
now and learn how to make a snowflake easily.
Easy Wordpress Installation If you've never installed WordPress
before it can be quite intimidating, but it doesn't have to be - Watch
the videos to discover how to get WordPress setup and running in
less then 1 hour! Two videos include: Installing and Updating
WordPress Automatically Using cPanel and Installing WordPress
Manually via FTP Getting To Grips With Your New WordPress
Dashboard. Watch as I reveal just how simple it is to organize
WordPress according to your preferences. This video makes
customizing your WordPress Dashboard as easy as 1-2-3! Adding
New Posts To WordPress. Discover how easy it is to add, format
and publish new posts to your site using the built-in WYSIWYG
editor inside WordPress. Everything is covered including: Choosing
categories, setting tags and more - You're first post will be ready for
the World to read in next to no time! Permalinks For Search Engines.
Out of the box, WordPress permalinks structure isn't very search
engine friendly by any means. But if you want to rank well in Google,
Yahoo, MSN, etc. you'll need to know how to optimize them properly.
In this video we cover the best practices and how to optimize your
permalinks in a way that virtually guarantees you more free traffic!
Creating And Adding New Pages. Want to create multiple pages or
add pages separate from your main content? No problem! Discover
how easy this is to do, how to organize pages in any order you wish
and everything else related to pages you'll need to know... Includes
how to create a quick and simple 'About Us' or 'Contact Us' page.
Customizing WordPress Themes. In this video you'll discover how to
quickly change the appearance of your site using WordPress
themes. There are thousands of free and paid themes available
online and I'll show you how to download, unzip and activate them
easily. Two videos cover theme installs automatically via the
dashboard and manually via FTP Working With Widgets WordPress
Widgets allow you to add really cool features and lots of extra
functionality to your new website. We cover everything you need and
ever wanted to know in order to get the most out of using widgets
successfully on your site. The Power Of Plugins Plugins are the
blogger's shortcut to many exciting site tweaks, extra features and
enhancements (both for you and site visitors) In these videos we'll
reveal some of the best plugins to use, where to get them, how to
install them automatically and more importantly, how to use them
correctly. How To Add Gravatars Discover how to use cool looking

EasyDSLR Digital Photography Course for Beginners Photography
EasyDSLR Digital Photography Course: Advanced

Photography

Eating with Functions and Arrays - Arrays and
Function

Computer Science

eBay and Entrepreneurship
eBay and Entrepreneurship

Business
Business

Grade Results

In this lesson we are going to combine arrays, functions, and objects
together to create a couple of simple programs to keep track of how
much we are spending and eating.
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eBay for Buyers Essential Training

Business

eBay for Sellers Essential Training

Business

eBay vs. Amazon - Which Is Better For eCommerce?

Business

eBay for Buyers Essential Training shows how to shop in the
international online marketplace, from finding and evaluating items
and sellers to making purchases safely. The course offers tips and
tricks for getting the best prices from trustworthy sellers, searching
for goods, bidding, disputing transactions, and finding help through
eBay Customer Support, educational resources, and communities.
In eBay for Sellers Essential Training, Christopher Spencer shows
how to understand the selling process on eBay, including community
rules and best practices, resources and support, and creating
compelling listings. The course explores how to review active and
completed listings, establish the value of merchandise, and list
products. The course also covers using advanced search
techniques, managing payments, and setting up an eBay Store.

If you've been an eBay seller for any length of time, the questions
always hits you... Would this item sell better on eBay, or on
Amazon? I started selling on eBay in February 1999 and on Amazon
and Yahoo Auctions in 2000. Seeing these two giants evolve over
the years has given me a great perspective and understanding of
how to profit from each website, and in it's own way. In this course,
you'll learn how - by just knowing these key differences - you can
profit tremendously. You'll also discover: Differences in the types of
listings these sites offer and how you can profit from these
differences Differences in terms of the customers on each site specifically in regards to how they buy, what they expect, their
feedback, the community, demographics, etc.
Ebola : Vaincre ensemble !

Medical

Ebola Virus Disease: An Evolving Epidemic

Medical

Ebola: Essential Knowledge for Health Professionals

Medical

eBook Creation Tutorial The Art Of Successful
Publishing
Ebook Publishing for Beginners
Ec1011x: Principles of Economics with Calculus

arts

Ecology I: The Earth System

Science

Grade Results

Il s’agit d’un MOOC sur la crise internationale sur Ebola partie
d’Afrique de l’Ouest en 2014 ; d’une durée de 5 semaines, où
interviendront plus de 30 professeurs des universités, chercheurs,
responsables politiques, autorités sanitaires nationales et
internationales, membres d’ONGs, et autres acteurs d’Europe et
d’Afrique sur plus de 60 séquences vidéos. Les thèmes abordés se
dérouleront selon une séquence hebdomadaire décrite ci-dessous
(section « plan du cours »).
About this course: Learn about the evolving Ebola epidemic and its
various aspects including disease prevention, management and
treatment, response to the epidemic, ethical considerations, and the
post-Ebola global health landscape.
In this course you will cover the fundamental knowledge any health
professional should have with expected or confirmed cases or a
general interest in the Ebola disease. You will discuss the
epidemiology of the disease, its pathophysiology and transmission,
the clinical presentation including differential diagnosis and
confirmation of disease. You will also discuss the general
therapeutic approach to the care of Ebola suspected or confirmed
patients and discuss the novel vaccine and drug developments.
eBook Creation and Publishing Tutorial . Learn The Secrets of
Creating Profitable Digital Publications. ePub Made Easy.

Education
Economics

We will cover fundamentals of ecology, considering Earth as an
integrated dynamic system. Topics include coevolution of the
biosphere, geosphere, atmosphere and oceans; photosynthesis and
respiration; the hydrologic, carbon and nitrogen cycles. We will
examine the flow of energy and materials through ecosystems;
regulation of the distribution and abundance of organisms; structure
and function of ecosystems, including evolution and natural
selection; metabolic diversity; productivity; trophic dynamics; models
of population growth, competition, mutualism and predation.
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eCommerce & Auction Fraud Investigation
Methodologies and Detection (EFI)

Computer Science

eCommerce Fraud: Credit Cards and Payment
Processing

Computer Science

Econometrics
Econometrics
Econometrics: Methods and Applications

Economics
Mathematics
Economics

Economic Analysis for Business Decisions

Business

An expanded history behind eCommerce and Auction Platforms,
Buyer/Seller fraud, and Organized Retail Crime Methods of
Buyer/Seller fraud, Sales of Stolen Goods, Counterfeit Merchandise
and Brand Violations. Innovative and Closely Guarded Secrets of
Elite Law Enforcements detection & investigative methods to identify
stolen merchandise and fraudsters online How to identify multiple
seller/fraudster accounts across different auction and classified
platforms How to identify hidden seller/fraudster accounts through
feedback systems Prosecution methodologies, documentation and
digital evidence THE M.I. DIFFERENCE! Lifetime Access. No Limits!
iPhone, iPad and Android Accessibility Certificate of Completion
Nationally Accredited through NASBA! Earn CPE Credits! Platform
Explored EBay Craigslist Google

In this intriguing course we discuss eCommerce fraud as it relates to
credit card processing. We will explore a case study on the Home
Depot breach and how we can use this learning lesson to prevent
our organizations from being attacked by hackers..

Do you wish to know how to analyze and solve business and
economic questions with data analysis tools? Then Econometrics by
Erasmus University Rotterdam is the right course for you, as you
learn how to translate data into models to make forecasts and to
support decision making.
15.010 is the Sloan School's core subject in microeconomics, with
sections for non-Sloan students labeled 15.011. Our objective is to
give you a working knowledge of the analytical tools that bear most
directly on the economic decisions firms must regularly make. We
will emphasize market structure and industrial performance,
including the strategic interaction of firms. We will examine the
behavior of individual markets -- and the producers and consumers
that sell and buy in those markets -- in some detail, focusing on cost
analysis, the determinants of market demand, pricing strategy,
market power, and the implications of government regulatory
policies. We will also examine the implications of economics on
other business practices, such as incentive plans, auctions, and
transfer pricing.

Economic Applications of Game Theory

Science
Game Theory is a misnomer for Multiperson Decision Theory, the
analysis of situations in which payoffs to agents depend on the
behavior of other agents. It involves the analysis of conflict,
cooperation, and (tacit) communication. Game theory has
applications in several fields, such as economics, politics, law,
biology, and computer science. In this course, I will introduce the
basic tools of game theoretic analysis. In the process, I will outline
some of the many applications of game theory, primarily in
economics and political science. Game Theory has emerged as a
branch of mathematics and is still quite mathematical. Our emphasis
will be on the conceptual analysis, keeping the level of math to a
minimum, especially at a level that should be quite acceptable to the
average MIT student.

Economic Geography of the Industrial World

Grade Results

International Studies
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Economic Growth and Distributive Justice Part I -The
Role of the State

Economics

Economic Growth and Distributive Justice Part II Maximize Social Wellbeing

Economics

Economic History

Economics

The course is founded upon the elemental idea that the role of the
state is to maximize the well-being - or simply the happiness - of its
residents. In 9 fascinating, edifying lessons, using only simple words
and decoding professional terminologies that sometimes baffle the
intelligent layman, the course expounds many truths – both intuitive
and unintuitive. Often using examples from the US and Europe, it
does not however focus on policies in any particular region of the
world, and is directly applicable to all countries around the globe.
The course touches upon the essence of important concepts like
efficiency and equity, inequality and poverty, gross domestic
product, tax evasion and tax planning; it presents the work of Nobel
Laureate James Mirrlees and his followers - promoting a coherent
system that integrates tax and government expenditures to maximize
social welfare; and illuminates a range of high-profile issues from
their economic angle: • Climate change: the atmosphere and oceans
as public goods, and how smart (Pigovian) taxation can be used to
combat the rapidly increasing threats to our planet; • Technology as
the engine of economic growth; • Taxing the rich: How can we
mitigate the growing inequality problem? Should we impose a global
tax on capital?

The course is founded upon the elemental idea that the role of the
state is to maximize the well-being - or simply the happiness - of its
residents. In 9 fascinating, edifying lessons, using only simple words
and decoding professional terminologies that sometimes baffle the
intelligent layman, the course expounds many truths – both intuitive
and unintuitive. Often using examples from the US and Europe, it
does not however focus on policies in any particular region of the
world, and is directly applicable to all countries around the globe.

Economic Recovery For Business Owners
Economics
Economics 252: Financial Markets with Robert Shiller Economics

Economics for Management
Economics I: Macroeconomics
Economics of Money and Banking, Part One

Economics
Economics
Economics

Economics of Money and Banking, Part Two

Economics

Economics of the Media
Economics of Transition and Emerging Markets

Economics
Economics

Economics Without Boundaries with David
McWilliams
Edge Animate Essential Training
Edge Animate Essential Training
Edge Animate Essential Training

Economics

Grade Results

The objective of this course is to familiarize the students with
economic history. The course content covers selected to
From the "Professor Lecture Series"
Financial institutions are a pillar of civilized society, supporting
people in their productive ventures and managing th

Introduction to a “money view” of economic activity for modern times,
building on the intellectual traditions of British central banking and
American institutionalism. Part One explores the economics of
payment systems and money markets. Part Two explores
connections with foreign exchange and capital markets.
Introduction to a “money view” of economic activity for modern times,
building on the intellectual traditions of British central banking and
American institutionalism. Part One explores the economics of
payment systems and money markets. Part Two explores
connections with foreign exchange and capital markets. NOTE: The
first week of Part Two reviews Part One, so you can take Part Two
even if you missed Part One.

Key economic and political challenges related to transition from the
centrally planned economy to market system, history of market
reforms in Central and Eastern Europe, former Soviet Union, Asia,
Middle East, Africa and Latin America, the contemporary role of
emerging-market economies in the global economy.
If you want to know how the global economy works - and your place
in it, this is the course for you.

Computer Science
Design
Web Design
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Edge Animate Essential Training

Design
Adobe Edge Animate offers a new way of creating rich and
interactive animated content for web and mobile sites. In this course,
discover how to use the complete Edge Animate toolset to lay out
and animate motion graphics for your website, mobile devices,
digital magazine, iBooks, and more. Author Chris Converse shows
you how to build basic compositions with shapes, text, images, and
SVG files; animate the different elements with Auto Keyframe and
Auto Transition features; trigger actions based on the timeline
position or your visitor's mouse clicks and movements; and
incorporate custom HTML, audio, and video. Chris also shows how
to make your content accessible to the broadest audience possible
with responsive layouts, incorporate web fonts from various online
services, and accommodate older browsers. The final chapters in
the course show how to use content from other applications like
Flash or After Effects and take it to the next level with Edge Animate.

Editing and Animating to Sound with Adobe After
Effects

Music
Want to raise the impact of your edits and animations? One of the
secrets is to tightly synchronize them to your audio—be it music or
speech. If you cut video to follow major events in the soundtrack, or
use audio to drive animation with the help of keyframe assistants,
expressions, and effects, you can create a more compelling
cinematic experience. In this course, Chris Meyer teaches you how
to "read" an audio waveform to spot the most interesting points to
animate to, and then presents a variety of ideas for cutting video and
animating movements to match your soundtrack. This includes
timing transitions, making staccato cuts, matching the frame rate to
the tempo, wiggling in time, expressing animations to sound, motion
sketching to music, and more. Although these tricks will be
demonstrated inside Adobe After Effects, the techniques themselves
are applicable to virtually any editing or animation package. This
course was created and produced by Chris and Trish Meyer. We are
honored to host this content in our library.

Editing Video in Photoshop CS6
Editing with Composites and Effects in Avid Media
Composer

Photography
Film Studies

EDIUS 6.5 New Features Workshop

Photography

EDIVET: Do you have what it takes to be a
veterinarian?

Veterinary Sciences

This course is for anyone interested in learning more about
Veterinary Medicine, giving a “taster” of courses covered in the first
year of a veterinary degree and an idea of what it is like to study
Veterinary Medicine.

Education in a Changing World

Education

Explore education as a social institution that’s shaped by and part of
shaping a constantly changing world.

Education in a Changing World (EduChnge)

Education

Explore education as a social institution that’s shaped by and part of
shaping a constantly changing world.

Education Matters: The Importance of Education to
Our Future

Education

A collection of inspiring & thought-provoking videos about education
for a better world, and how we learn.

Grade Results

This course shows how to create complex composites using mattes,
keys, and intraframe effects—elements that allow editors and motion
graphics artists to seamlessly combine and animate multiple layers
of video content—with Avid Media Composer. Avid Certified
Instructor Ashley Kennedy demonstrates chroma-keying with
SpectraMatte, creating shape masks with AniMatte, working with
alpha channels using Matte Keys, and changing the color and/or
characteristics of specific objects within the video frame using the
Paint effect. The course includes real-world examples of how these
tools can be used in a production setting.

The EDIUS 6.5 real-time video-editing package offers advanced
native stereoscopic editing support and a range of smaller but
important improvements. This course introduces the more significant
features, so that editors can get up and running quickly. Author
Maxim Jago covers the Stereoscopic Editing mode, Loudness Meter,
alpha channel support for output and effects, and the new native
image stabilizer.
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Educational Applications for Forms
Educational Big Data and Learning Analytics
Educational Psychology
edX Demonstration Course
Effective Altruism

Education
Education
Psychology
Common
Philosophy

Effective Communication in the Globalised
Workplace - The Capstone

Business

Effective Email (2006)
Effective Email Prospecting

Communications
Marketing

Effective Hiring Practices

Business

Educational Applications for Forms

Effective altruism is built on the simple but unsettling idea that living
a fully ethical life involves doing the most good one can. In this
course you will examine this idea's philosophical underpinnings;
meet remarkable people who have restructured their lives in
accordance with it; and think about how effective altruism can be put
into practice in your own life.

The Capstone Project for this Specialization requires you to
demonstrate your understanding of the courses and integrate the
knowledge and skills learned in real workplace scenarios. In
particular, you will be given a choice of a few projects based on
scenarios and case studies drawn from different workplaces. The
project outcome is a handbook or a practical guide, which could be a
blend of text and multi-media. In completing the project, you will be
required to use and/or collect relevant primary data from people in
the workplace through emails, face-to-face chats, Skype discussions
and incorporate the data into the handbook/guide as support.

Learn how to more effectively build and communicate with your
prospect list using email and how to determine who’s interested and
who’s not. There are six video modules in this course that walk you
through how to set up an email account, create an email list,
customize your confirmation email, set up a series of automatic
follow-up emails and how to use analytics to determine who's
engaged that you should follow up with. Take this course to learn
exactly how to set up your email system. It's step by step. It takes a
day or two to go through and doesn't have any fluff at all.

Is she married? Do we have to post externally? These and other
potentially loaded questions often appear during discussions
regarding hiring. It is vital to understand what is appropriate and
what is not when ‘hiring practices’ is the name of the game.
However, more than simply providing information, this course will
take you through application exercises and provide a rich multimedia
experience so that you can immediately apply what you have
learned to your current situation. This course will take approximately
1 hour and 15 minutes to complete. Note: To preview this course
please hit the free preview button for a 5 minute demo. Due to the
SCORM format of our course it is currently not available on mobile
platforms, but we will work on adding this functionality going forward.
Effective HTML Email and Newsletters
Effective Problem-Solving and Decision-Making

Photography
Business
Critical thinking – the application of scientific methods and logical
reasoning to problems and decisions – is the foundation of effective
problem solving and decision making. Critical thinking enables us to
avoid common obstacles, test our beliefs and assumptions, and
correct distortions in our thought processes. Gain confidence in
assessing problems accurately, evaluating alternative solutions, and
anticipating likely risks. Learn how to use analysis, synthesis, and
positive inquiry to address individual and organizational problems
and develop the critical thinking skills needed in today’s turbulent
times. Using case studies and situations encountered by class
members, explore successful models and proven methods that are
readily transferable on-the-job.

Grade Results
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Effective Public Speaking

Business

Effective Publicity Using Media

Marketing

Effective Site Surveys for Video and Photo Projects

Photography

Effective Site Surveys for Video and Photo Projects

Photography

Grade Results

Develop the skills you need to prepare and deliver an outstanding
speech or presentation with our public speaking training. Author
Laura Bergells offers practical insights that can help presenters
prepare, open, deliver, and close their speeches. Along the way,
discover how to project confidence, storyboard a speech, take
questions, respond with thoughtful answers, and develop the
creative story that adds life to a speech.
This course is for anyone who is looking to get that interview on TV,
feature article, or spot on radio. This is an all inclusive detailed
summary of how to be effective in your publicity efforts. Do you want
that radio interview or feature article? Have you worked hard to get
featured on television? You want to be more than be in the news.
You want to be the news. Get all the tips, tricks, and techniques to
getting the publicity using all forms of media from traditional,
broadcast, to online. Get that feature article in the newspaper. Be
heard on radio with an awesome interview.
When you have a video or photo shoot to do, how do you choose
your location? In this course, discover how to carefully select sites
and accurately plan for your shoot. Creative pro Rich Harrington
teaches the key principles and techniques for finding a location for
your next video project, while mitigating risk and reducing costs for a
production. Rich introduces topics like logistics, shot blocking,
important iPad apps and other measurement tools for surveys, and
most importantly, the creative goals of a site survey.
When you have a video or photo shoot to do, how do you choose
your location? In this course, discover how to carefully select sites
and accurately plan for your shoot. Creative pro Rich Harrington
teaches the key principles and techniques for finding a location for
your next video project, while mitigating risk and reducing costs for a
production. Rich introduces topics like logistics, shot blocking,
important iPad apps and other measurement tools for surveys, and
most importantly, the creative goals of a site survey.
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Effective Small Business Marketing

Marketing
How would you like to never have to worry about getting new
customers in your business ever again? Some people don't think its
possible... But successful business people are doing it right now...
Everyone else, though, are struggling just to get 1 or 2 people to say
yes to buy their product or service - and it takes them 3, 4, even 6
months to do it! This class will teach you the exact step-by-step
system that you need to follow - in order to get you to a place where
you can get customers any time and anywhere. Once there, you'll
never have to worry about getting new customers ever again...
Imagine this... Imagine if you were able to consistently get 5 - 10 new
customers every month, what would that mean to you? I mean, if you
do the math, 5 - 10 new customers a month - translates into 50 - 100
new customers a year! How much money will that bring you? What
could you do with your business if you were able to do that? If you're
like me, to have a skill like that means that you could grow your
businesses and create multiple streams of income for yourself...
...You could reach a 6, 7 or 8 figure income within the next 5 years,
and just keep growing... So are you ready to learn what it takes to
get 10 new customers within the next 30 days? Here's what you will
learn in this class: The 3 keys that will determine the success of any
marketing effort you make. The #1 thing, that if you do this, you will
never have to worry about getting customers - ever again... How to
identify the "Optimal" marketing strategy for your industry, that is
currently bringing millions of dollars to your competitors... How to
craft a simple marketing message that will compel people to take
action right away, and seek you out. How to consistently attract your
ideal client, and keep them buying from you year after year. The key
to making your marketing efforts more and more effective and
profitable month after month. The 6 marketing boosters that will
double or triple the amount of customers you get - and money you
make. How to automate your marketing so that customers come to
you, a lot more than you go chase after them. And much, much
more... What are you and your business financially capable of? Sign
up for this course and find out!

Effective Storytelling with Final Cut Pro X

Film Studies

Effective Teaching Practices
Effective teamwork using SharePoint and Lync 2010

Education
Computer Science

Dive into narrative with Diana Weynand, as she shares a
comprehensive method for finding, crafting, and developing a
compelling story in Apple Final Cut Pro X. The course also covers
key concepts such as building a primary storyline, evaluating content
and pacing, trimming distracting clips, creating different story
versions, and storyboarding. The course also explores how to
capture and organize media, incorporate B-roll cutaways, apply the
Ken Burns effect to still images, re-time music and clips, and add
finishing touches.
How should you design and deliver your course?
During the past ten years technology has revolutionized the way we
work together. Products such as Microsoft SharePoint and Microsoft
Lync enable teams to easily collaborate and communicate with each
other in real time. Even though these products are easy to get
started with, you might not always know how to best use them in a
business context to improve your, and your teams’ productivity. In
this course you will learn from a business productivity expert how to
use the full power of Microsoft SharePoint and Lync 2010 to
collaborate and communicate more effectively. Among other things,
you will learn how to get better coordinated as a team using shared
task lists, how to produce higher quality documents by using
publishing processes with version control and how to incorporate
real-time communication into your daily work to get faster results.
Instead of learning how to use individual features of these products,
you will see how they can be used in real life by productivity expert
Ulrika Hedlund.

Grade Results
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Effective Thinking Through Mathematics

Mathematics

Effective use of Outlook 2010

Business

A wondrously romantic belief is that brilliant thinkers magically
produce brilliant ideas: Einstein jostles his hair and relativity falls out.
We can enjoy these fanciful visions of leaps of genius, but we should
not be fooled into believing that they’re reality. Brilliant innovators are
brilliant because they practice habits of thinking that inevitably carry
them step by step to works of genius. No magic and no leaps are
involved.

Do you wish you could save time by managing your email more
effectively? Do you wish you could become more organized and
keep better track of all your appointments and the things you need to
do? Would you like to learn from a business productivity expert how
to get the most of Microsoft Outlook 2010 to manage your email,
calendar, tasks and contacts more effectively? If so, this is the
course for you! In this course you will learn methods for how to take
control of your email. You will learn how to use the powerful tools in
Microsoft Outlook 2010 to clean up your inbox and how to save time
by automating manual tasks. You will learn how to manage your
calendar and how to stay on top of your tasks. Finally you will learn
how to connect Microsoft Outlook 2010 to social networks such as
LinkedIn and Facebook to stay in the loop of what is going on with
the people in your network. Instead of learning how to use Microsoft
Outlook 2010 feature by feature, you will see how Microsoft Outlook
2010 is used in real life by productivity expert Ulrika Hedlund.

Effectively delivering the news to your audience

Grade Results

Literature

You will learn the process, planning, requirements of how journalists
develop their news reports. There are many ways to report news
reports, and you will learn different forms of how to perform reporting
and writing to serve different audiences. This course also explains
the different formats within journalism, beyond the written word and
how they are best utilized.
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Effortless Email: Achieve Inbox Zero for Good &
Master Gmail

Business

“If you have an ‘email problem’, then you need this. Period.” - Andre
Chaperon: Author of Autoresponder Madness “I'm only on Module 3
and I'd say that conservatively I've probably saved myself at least an
hour a day in email time. It's a great course, and worth way more
than the asking price already.” - Daegan Smith, Entrepreneur “I am
loving your system and already seeing great results. You clearly
have developed a great system.” - Cameron Lawrence: Professor at
UM School of Business, London School of Economics PhD. “I went
from 26,000 emails down to ZERO! I’m getting a lot out the course,
and I’m only on Module 5”. - Jill Shearer, Entrepreneur “I finally have
an empty inbox and a workflow that helps me stay in control of my
email. I truly appreciate it. Thanks to you it's my wife and children
who'll profit from it the most. :)" - Hashim Naushahi “I really enjoy
your teaching style. Easy to digest and understand modules. Great
tips and resources. No other course out there that teaches this stuff
all together. You're a great teacher. Not everyone can teach, believe
me.” - Eduardo Hermosilla How’s that inbox looking? Do you ever
wish you didn't have an endless pile of email to sift through, so you
could focus on what was truly important in your life? My name is
Arman Assadi, I'm a former Googler and creator of the Effortless
Email program. Inside this course you’ll learn how to reclaim the
hours of time spent inside your inbox, create a custom, bulletproof
system that actually works, and finally achieve inbox zero for good. It
has taken years to build and perfect this system, which all started
when I was working on the Google Apps (Gmail) team. I’ve
personally helped all types of people implement these learnings into
their lives: from CEO’s and entrepreneurs, to professionals,
corporate managers, and everyday users. Effortless Email already
has hundreds of raving fans and customers, and we are excited to
now offer the course on Udemy! What will I get out of taking this
course? Your time back: save over 8 hours per week (384 hours per
year) on email. You'll finally have a real “inbox zero” (it’s not a myth,
folks) for good and eliminate all your email worries How to reboot
and refresh your inbox no matter how many emails you have! Watch
me as I take the inbox of a CEO from over 34,000 emails to ZERO.
The methods to massively boost your effectiveness and productivity
so you can have true peace of mind The secret to completely
eliminating spam and unwanted, annoying emails forever One
custom Gmail inbox for all your accounts that automatically and

Effortless Music Promotion
Einführung in MATLAB

Music
Communications

The art and science of growing your fan base on autopilot.

EKG Technician Certification Exam Review

Education

The EKG Technician Exam Review Course is a short course
designed to prepare the student or experienced EKG practitioner for
the national EKG Technician exam. Even if this is just for review this
course will guide you through the concepts and ideas behind
understanding and reading EKG's including cardiac anatomy and
physiology, the EKG machine, patient preparation, and EKG
interpretation

El arte de negociar

Business

In diesem MOOC vermitteln wir den Umgang mit und das aktive
Nutzen von MATLAB anhand typischer Problemstellungen aus der
Ingenieurmathematik, wie sie typischerweise im 1. Semester für
Studierende von Ingenieurwissenschaften unterrichtet wird.

Empleados de todo nivel y con cargos de todo tipo pueden aplicar a
diario el arte de negociar. Los alumnos adquieren una visión actual
de las estrategias y tácticas de negociación, aprenden lo que
significa negociar y se familiarizan con diversos tipos de
negociaciones, como regateos a ultranza, gana-ganas,
negociaciones en nombre de una organización y negociaciones a
título individual. En el curso se analizan los rasgos personales y la
conducta de un negociador eficaz y se habla de cómo el
empoderamiento, una posición de fuerza y la autoridad que uno
tenga afectan la marcha y el resultado de una negociación. También
se aborda la importancia de hacer una buena planificación y
preparación antes de una reunión de negociación.
El Enlace Químico y las Interacciones Moleculares

Grade Results

Science

Aprenderemos a identificar los tipos de enlace presentes en los
compuestos químicos y a relacionar la estructura de éstos con sus
propiedades.
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Electrocardiogram

Education

Electromagnetic Fields, Forces, and Motion

Computer Science

Electrocardiogram (ECG) records the electrical activity of the heart.
An ECG measures the rate and regularity of heartbeats, and the size
and position of the chambers, any damage to the heart, and the
effects of drugs or devices (such as a pacemaker) used to regulate
the heart. The ECG is therefore an important tool to ensure
healthcare professionals properly monitor the health of a client’s
heart
6.641 examines electric and magnetic quasistatic forms of Maxwell's
equations applied to dielectric, conduction, and magnetization
boundary value problems. Topics covered include: electromagnetic
forces, force densities, and stress tensors, including magnetization
and polarization; thermodynamics of electromagnetic fields,
equations of motion, and energy conservation; applications to
synchronous, induction, and commutator machines; sensors and
transducers; microelectromechanical systems; propagation and
stability of electromechanical waves; and charge transport
phenomena. Acknowledgement The instructor would like to thank
Thomas Larsen for transcribing into LaTeX selected homework
problems, homework solutions, and exams.

Electromagnetics

Computer Science

Electromagnetics and Applications

Communications

6.630 is an introductory subject on electromagnetics, emphasizing
fundamental concepts and applications of Maxwell equations. Topics
covered include: polarization, dipole antennas, wireless
communications, forces and energy, phase matching, dielectric
waveguides and optical fibers, transmission line theory and circuit
concepts, antennas, and equivalent principle. Examples deal with
electrodynamics, propagation, guidance, and radiation of
electromagnetic waves.
This course explores electromagnetic phenomena in modern
applications, including wireless communications, circuits, computer
interconnects and peripherals, optical fiber links and components,
microwave communications and radar, antennas, sensors, microelectromechanical systems, motors, and power generation and
transmission. Fundamentals covered include: quasistatic and
dynamic solutions to Maxwell's equations; waves, radiation, and
diffraction; coupling to media and structures; guided and unguided
waves; resonance; and forces, power, and
energy.Acknowledgments The instructors would like to thank Robert
Haussman for transcribing into LaTeX the problem set and Quiz 2
solutions.

Electromagnetism 电磁学

Grade Results

Engineering

Learn the basics of electromagnetism.
本课程介绍电磁学的基本内容。
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Electronic Dance Music Production: How To Do
Mashups & Edits

Music

In this course you will learn How To Do Mashups and Edits, and that
is the best way to start to understand how Electronic Music
Production works. The course works also as an introduction to Music
Production techniques, so even if you don´t know how to work with
the software you own, this course gives you the first ideas about
what music softwares can do. Mashups and Edits, are somehow
easy to do, but many people do it wrong, not on the beat and with
hard transitions. At the end of this course you will be able to do them
perfectly, on the beat and with smooth transitions, plus you will learn
some introductory tips about EQ, Limiter, Reverb, Pitch, Filter,
Automation and BPM Change, that are useful to do quality Mashups
and Edits. I run the course on Logic Pro, but if you do use any other
music software/DAW you can follow the course easily by using the
similar plug-ins and techniques I use on Logic Pro on your software.
During the course I use different Logic Pro built-in plug-ins and some
third party plug-ins, so you can familiarize already with some
different plug-ins and how they work (don´t be afraid about the thirdparty plug-ins, you don´t need to buy them, it's mainly to show you
the added value of them comparing to some of the Logic ones. The
Mashup and Edit I chose for this course are the ones I used already
live in the clubs, so they were tested live, with an awesome reaction
by the crowd, and supported by many DJs and Producers. As a
bonus, at the last lecture, I give for download the final result of the
course, that is the mashup, the edit and the Logic Pro Template that
I use for Mashups and Edits. If it is the case, thanks for watching!

Electronic Interfaces: Bridging the Physical and
Digital Worlds

Computer Science

Electronique I

Engineering

Electrotechnique I

Engineering

Découvrez les circuits électriques linéaires. Apprenez à les maîtriser
et à les résoudre, dans un premier temps en régime continu puis en
régime alternatif.

Electrotechnique II

Engineering

Découvrez les systèmes alternatifs triphasés et leurs charges
associées ainsi que les régimes transitoires, base des alimentations
à découpage.

Element 3D Essential Training
Elementary Class for Chinese Pronunciation

Computer Science
Foreign Language

Elementary Data Structures
Elementary English Course EFL

Computer Science
Foreign Language

Éléments de Géomatique

Mathematics

Learn by doing: analyze, design, and build electronic interfaces
between sensors and a microcontroller to build a robot or your own
creation in this hands-on lab course.
Introduction à l’électronique analogique- première partie. Fonctions
de base réalisées à l’aide des amplificateurs opérationnels.

This course is about the pronunciation of Chinese language.
Teacher Echo will show you the method to speak out standard
Chinese. It includes 16 units and normally takes around 3 weeks to
finish the course. Each unit has five sections: magic China, standard
pinyin, daily Chinese, calligraphy drill and melody of a beautiful
Chinese song. You will learn not only the basic knowledge of
pronunciation but also tradition and customs of China. It's your first
step if you want to learn Chinese. Come and join us!

Learn the basic concepts of the English Language: Introductions, the
alphabet, numbers, and basic grammar tenses.
Les nouvelles technologies de l’information ont facilité l’accès à de
nombreuses bases de données offrant au grand public, mais surtout
aux professionnels, une multitude de services. Le domaine de
l’information géographique a également suivi ce mouvement en
modernisant l’ensemble des supports, des plans, des cartes
topographiques et de tous les types de données à référence
spatiale. Face au déploiement massif des cartes numériques et des
nombreux services basés sur la localisation, il s’agit de rester
critique et surtout de développer les capacités nécessaires afin de
choisir les outils et jeux de géodonnées adaptés aux besoins
professionnels.

Grade Results
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Elements of Structures

Engineering

Elevate your Updo

Beauty

An introductory course on statics and on the mechanical behavior of
deformable structural elements like beams, shafts and rods.

Braids and creative updos are everywhere these days, and
according to the New York Times, they are "woven to each
personality." This course will teach you how to weave the look that's
right for you. It will teach you how to create original head-turning
hairstyles by combining simple techniques. By watching fifteen short
instructional videos, you'll learn: Accent braids French braids Dutch
braids Herringbone braids Chignons Pinned Updos But most
importantly, you'll learn how to combine them to create infinite
possibilities for a personalized daily look. You can jump around in
the course to find the looks you want to learn, or you can take it stepby-step and learn all the basics. Depending on how much you
choose to practice along with each video, the course will probably
take you between two and four hours.
Elite Singing Techniques - Phase I

Music

Elixir: A History of Water and Humans
ELL Success in the Content Classroom: Capstone
Project

Education
Education

Grade Results

Would You Like to Eliminate Every Struggle That You Are Faced
With When Singing? This course is your "Professional Training" for
singing. It is the most direct and to the point complete online singing
course. Follow the Videos in the Exact Same Order and You Will
See a Huge Positive Change in Your Playing 86 Lectures/Videos
with PDF Attchaments Over 4.5 hours of hard hitting video training
It's available on a PC or MAC and there is a iPad and iPhone app
ready to go! (Android app is coming soon). Keeping track of which
videos(lectures) you have already watched is a breeze. Udemy has
a great way of keeping track of your completed lessons(lectures).
The entire course is organized in step-by-step easy to follow layout
The more you practice the better you will get. With the Right Practice
style you will be able to witness fast results! Eric's teachings are
different than all of the other online teachers. He has made it super
easy to be successful at singing. All you have to do is follow the
videos in order and put together some good practice habits. Who is
this Singing Course For? If you are a beginner then this course is
perfect for YOU! If you have tried to play sing before and quit.. then
this course is perfect for YOU! If you have or do take personal oneon-one singing lessons with a vocal instructor and feel like you are
not getting the results you feel like you deserve than this course is
perfect for YOU! Eric's Singing Videos and Online Vocal Courses
and Have Reached Millions of People All Around the World. With
More Than 20 Million Views on Youtube alone Nearly 20 Years
Experience in Teaching and Playing Over 125k Youtube Subscribers
We all know you have to practice to become a better singer. Most
teachers don't have a "plan" for beginners to follow for them to see
actual results. This course, and all of Eric's courses on Udemy, are
laid out in a "no fail" order. So all you have to do is follow the videos
in order and put your practice to good use. Eric will teach you the
correct techniques and exercises to incorporate into your practice so
you begin to establish the Right Practice habits. Phase I - Vocal
Foundations Vocal foundations is all about focusing on key areas of
the voice, rounding out the trouble spots in your voice, and setting a
vocal foundation that we can build upon. This starts with taking an
honest evaluation of the voice and then giving you the best
techniques to start improving immediately. A lot of singers get
frustrated because they want their voice to perform in ways it's not
strong enough to do yet, so we start by strengthening key areas so

In this two-part capstone, you will first create an annotated lesson
plan comprising both formative and summative assessments. The
lesson plan will include any modified materials for ELLs such as
graphic organizers or writing frames pertinent to the lesson's
activities. The annotation will include a rationale for lesson elements
based on information presented in Lesson Planning with the ELL in
Mind and Assessing Achievement with the ELL in Mind.
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Email Marketing

Marketing
Compared to just about every other form of digital marketing, Email
is still the most cost effective. It can form the bedrock of your
communications strategy and 'join the dots' between your other
online activities. It is quick, easy to implement, inexpensive and
reliable. The challenge, however, is standing out in an increasingly
noisy marketplace. Your customers are drowning in too many email
messages. This means it's harder than ever to reach them and grab
their attention. This Email Marketing training course is designed to
help you improve. You will learn how the elements of Email
Marketing work together. You'll discover how to form your strategies,
set realistic targets and design engaging email content that gets
delivered,opened, read and acted upon.

Email Marketing & Automation Using ActiveCampaign Marketing
This course will teach you how to quickly and easily get started with
the powerful email marketing and automaton platform,
ActiveCampaign. ActiveCampaign leaves other systems like
MailChimp and AWeber for dead with its advanced marketing
automaton features that allow you to build automated sequences to
resound to your customers behaviour and match them with just the
information they are looking for. And you can get started for FREE. If
you run a website or a business and you want to gather leads, and
create email marketing to turn them into customers, this course is for
you. You will get all the information you need to set up a complete
email marketing system for your business.
Email Marketing 2014: Actionable Tactics to Grow
Your List

Marketing

THE step-by-step Comprehensive Guide to building an email list and
creating emails your subscribers actually WANT to open! No fluff, no
out-dated information, just practical knowledge for the digital and
affiliate marketer. In this course I teach you: What types of emails
there are and when to use them The importance of Lead Nurturing
and how you can start using it How to write an effective Subject Line
The way to think about structuring the Call To Action How to choose
an Email Marketing System that won't break the bank What you
should look out for BEFORE sending a newsletter What to measure
and how to improve those metrics before and AFTER you send the
email How to ethically grow your list using FREE, easy to use and
time-tested techniques and tools for effective Email Marketing Why
your subscribers become uninterested and how to solve this issue
What SPAM is and how to avoid it How to avoid the Promotions Tab
in Gmail About the 2015 Trends for performance-based Email
Marketing Because this is a Comprehensive Course, it's around 4
hours, with easy to navigate sections. You can skip over the ones
you're not quite interested in, but I'm pretty sure you'll still learn
something from each section, no matter how much of an Email
Marketing Expert you are. I created this course to shed some light on
the newest, most effective techniques and tools, with a focus on
growing the list and learning all about your leads.

Email Marketing Basics
Email Marketing Basics
Email Marketing Deliverability 2014

Marketing
Photography
Marketing
Today’s reality demands that you center your marketing around the
customer by orchestrating messages that are relevant to each
individual’s preferences and behavior. You will learn : How to avoid
Junk/Spam folder How to increase your sending volume How to
inbox How to clean your lists How to keep subscribers engaged I
designed the course from the ground up so it's easy to implement
everything you're learning as you go... Inside this fast-paced, fun,
instantly-accessible training program, we’re going to quickly sweep
away all the confusion, insecurities, and frustration you’ve felt in the
past about Email Deliverability

Grade Results
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Email Marketing Essentials - A brief Introduction

Marketing

Email marketing is CHEAP. Probably that is the main reason you are
here. You might struggle with idea whether you need it or not
because it isn't as shiny as Social Media, that sounds like a problem.
Fortunately, that’s the only problem! Did you know there are more
than 3.2 billion email accounts today? 95 percent of online
consumers use email and, 91percent check their email at least once
a day (Source: Exact Target). There is simply no competition. More
importantly, it is such an integral part in our lives, no human being
walks around saying he will quit email. Yes, that's right, once set up
their email accounts, they won't quit email. Email has the power to
send one piece of content to thousands of people and still have
some level of personalization. In fact, email is the only channel of
communication that remains private, that is a direct connection
between you and your prospect, and most importantly, it has an optin process that turns it into the purest form of Permission Marketing.
Email marketing can accomplish a broad spectrum of marketing
objectives from branding to lead generation. In this course we will
cover the basics as well as functional components of email
messages. Course Content: Email Marketing Pros & Cons Defining
goals & objectives Structuring effective email Planning and creating
a campaign Trigger messages and types of emails The course is
easy to chew, as its structured in 8 video lessons. Each will take
around 5-10 minutes. The entire course clocks in around 1 hour. So,
why not to learn new skills in a lunch hour? Join us today at the
Email Marketing crash course, and take your business to the next
level!

Email Marketing for Authors: Builds A List, Sells
More Books

Grade Results

Marketing

You know you should be doing this, but you aren't. And the sad fact
is that authors who do this sell more books. It's simply about the
maths -- the more people you are able to tell about your books, and
the more people you have to help you when it comes to launching a
new book, the more sales you will have. It's the #1 way to sell more
books. First you write (we'll leave that part to you!), and then you let
people know, and you build a launch team. And the way to do that is
with email marketing. You build a list (and, we hope, a community) of
people who devour your content, want to hear from you, and are
ready to buy and promote everything you publish. And a step-bystep guide to email marketing for authors and content creators is
exactly what you get inside this course. If you are daunted by setting
up an email list, starting your email marketing; or maybe you've tried
it and couldn't work out the technology, or couldn't get enough
people to opt in to your list, then this is the course you should take
next -- before you do anything else. Because this is the foundation of
your platform; and having this infrastructure in place means that
everything else you do to market and promote your book will build
your success exponentially, rather than you starting from scratch (or - horror! -- relying solely on amazon) each and every time you
launch a new book. We (Cathy and Michelle) have decades of
experience between us and we work with authors and content
creators to help them turn what they know into a book and grow a
successful business. Using email marketing was how Cathy was
able to go from selling 37 copies of her first book at launch, to selling
hundreds of copies of her second over a weekend and getting a
Amazon #1 bestseller. And it's how one of her students got his free
book to #5 on Amazon. And you can do this too -- whether you write
fiction or non-fiction. If you have the infrastructure in place, and you
are building a relationship with people who know, like and trust you
then you will have more success as an author -- whatever that
means to you -- income, lifestyle, recognition, or just peace and quiet
to write your books. It all starts with staying in touch with people who
want to stay in touch with you. We love to work with people who
have a message and a mission and something to share. And in this
course, we don't just show you the technology, we explain the
strategies behind the technology. We understand why they work,
and we bring you only the absolute best, tried and tested techniques.
Even though we call this an introductory level course, some of the
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Email Marketing For Bloggers - Easy Beginners
Edition

Marketing

Hi there! My name is Michael Brown and I've been teaching people
how to blog and do online marketing for around 5 years now. In this
course I am going to take you from a raw newbie to a email
marketing vet in a very short time period. The main benefits this
course will have for you are: Increasing your income through email
marketing on your blog Building a lifelong business from you blog
through email In this course I am going to teach you, as a blogger,
how to do the following: Build an email list from scratch How to
create good emails that get results How to properly send promotional
emails to your list How to write great subject lines How to increase
your income from your blog How to grow a trustworthy reputation
from your email list How to save time and run a good portion of your
blogging business while you are away from the computer How to get
good email open percentages How to get lifelong fans and sales by
building your email list The included materials in this course are: 19
Lectures 15 Easy-To-Watch-Videos W/Step-By-Step Training PDF
email examples You should take this course if you are looking to do
any of the following: Increase your income from blogging Build a
better and honest reputation Increase your blogs traffic and bounce
rates Automate traffic, sales and outreach Many will find that you can
go through all of this material in a few hours. You will be able to
continually come back and reference any of the lessons and videos
if you need to. Plus, a big bonus is that if you need anything you may
ask a question at anytime, right from the lecture! Note: While this
course is specifically designed for bloggers email marketing it can
also be used for small businesses and standard website owners as
well.

Email Marketing Kickstart

Grade Results

Marketing

Create a new email list from scratch, and stuff it full of happy
subscribers who love reading your emails... and buy like crazy!
We've created a remarkably simple, easy-to-follow blueprint that
reveals how anyone can quickly start using advanced Email
Marketing strategies to massively improve their bottom line profits!
Inside this fast-paced, fun, instantly-accessible 7-Module training
program, we’re going to quickly sweep away all the confusion,
insecurities, and frustration you’ve felt in the past about Email
Marketing... We're going to replace them with confidence, clarity,
and a full understanding of a proven marketing system you can
replicate over and over again with ease. Learn HOW you like...
Every Kickstart Module comes complete with detailed written
instructions with images... PLUS quick, 10-15 minute overview
videos for each module and beautiful, downloadable PDF
documents. No matter how you learn best, we've got you covered!
Stay on the CUTTING EDGE... Each of the 7 Modules is laserfocused on one critical Email Marketing component. We've designed
the course from the ground up so it's easy to implement everything
you're learning as you go... We worked hard to make this simple! =>
MODULE 1: Email The Kickstart Way... The Email Marketing
Kickstart™ philosophy. PLUS - bonus training on building your first
website(s), getting traffic to them, and converting more of that traffic
into buyers. => MODULE 2: The Nuts & Bolts... Breeze through the
technical side of setting up shop for world-class quality Email
Marketing. We'll help you pick the right Autoresponder, configure it,
and start sending emails right away. => MODULE 3: The Three
Types Of Emails... Learn all about the only 3 emails you ever need to
know how to write or send. Once you've mastered this, you will
never again wonder what to send or when. => MODULE 4: Writing
Great Emails... Discover how a cheesy superhero show on TV can
completely transform the way you write emails. Subject lines, body
copy, and advanced triggers. => MODULE 5: Sending Broadcasts...
How to send super effective email blasts and create great results
whenever you want. Plus when and how often to send broadcast
emails for best results. => MODULE 6: Creating Sequences... Erik's
ninja way of organizing and creating sequences before he writes a
single word (this is mega-cool). Plus, an entire schedule of what to
send and when. => MODULE 7: The Advanced Stuff Email
Personalization done right, along with advanced Story-Selling and
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Email Marketing Made Easy: Building up a List

Marketing
"This course is invaluable to anyone creating a website to promote
their product or business." (Rob Delaporte) It's easy to get lost with
Email Marketing. Who knows it better then someone that started up
a new company (my first company) just 3 years ago. You can bet I
made some mistakes even with my background in Advertising and
many award winning sites I've created over the years. After a few
good years running my own lists I figured its time I share with you
what I've been learning in these years. In our first course on Email
Marketing we will focus on Creating your first List using MailChimp.

eMail Marketing Plan Developed in 1 hour

Marketing
This course takes you step by step through the process of
developing an email marketing plan for your business or
organization. OUTCOMES - Once you have completed the email
marketing training course and answered the questions, your
responses to the questions can serve two purposes; 1 Assist you to
implement a successful email marketing plan yourself or, 2 Become
a detailed brief that will enable you to get a quote for your email
marketing. MATERIALS - This email marketing training course
consists of;Video tutorials - Professionally mastered videos with
synchronised text descriptions to reinforce key pointsWorkbook
(PDF) - A professionally designed downloadable PDF workbook that
you can print and write your responses in as the instructor takes you
through each stepOnline Form - An Interactive form that you can
insert your responses in as the instructor takes you through each
step. ● At the end of the email marketing training you can email
yourself your answers.DURATION - The email marketing training
course has 30 mins of video lectures and it is expected that you
would complete the course within 60 mins. SOFTWARE - You do not
need to install any special email marketing software to complete the
course and the email marketing plan that you develop can be used
with the email marketing software program of your choice. SKILLS You do not need any previous experience using email marketing
software.

Email Marketing Profits for Small Businesses

Marketing
Did you know that building a simple email list of your customers and
potential customers can boost your sales by more than 34% in just 3
months? Whatever your business type… whether you manage a
restaurant or a shop, you are a tradesman such as a plumber or a
builder, or any other business… building an email list WILL boost
your revenue, if it’s done the right way for your business. I’m Chris
Towland and many of my clients call me ‘the email marketing guy’
because I’ve helped them to dramatically boost their sales by
building and profiting from email lists of their customers and potential
customers. In my Email Marketing Profits course, I’ll show you
exactly how you can quickly build an email list for your business…
and most importantly, how you can use the list to make more and
more sales. If your business has never used email marketing, I'll
show you exactly how to get started and building a list quickly and
how to then turn the list into extra sales. If your business already has
an email newsletter, then I'll show you how to build your list quicker
than ever before and then make even more sales from your list. The
course is broken into 5 sections, intended to be watched as one
section per day for 5 days... Day 1 shows you exactly why you
should build an email list of customers and potential customers and
how you'll turn these into extra profits for your business. Day 2
shows how to do your list building on autopilot and how this will
make sales for you on autopilot too. Day 3 shows you how to build a
large email list very quickly. Day 4 shows you exactly what to send to
your list and how this turns into extra sales for you. Day 5 gives you
some final tips to get set up quickly so that your new list is earning
you profits within weeks.

Grade Results
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Email Marketing: How To Build an Email List of
Customers

Marketing

Email Marketing is one of the most effective ways of building an
audience, creating an online business and making money. However,
you may prefer to think of an email list as a marketing tool that
creates a relationship with your potential customers. An email list is a
business asset "If you aren’t building an email list, you’re missing out
on the most powerful and consistent way to drive repeat visitors and
customers to your website or blog." – Corbett Barr from
ThinkTraffic.net. I'll explain the importance of thinking of your email
list as a collection of people rather than a collection of email
addresses or – even worse – a way to make money. I'll recommend
you don't constantly send sales emails. I'll tell you about the
importance of an offer and how often and how much you should give
away for free I'll explain about incentives and lead magnets. I'll
introduce the squeeze page and show you how to make one I'll show
you the best ways to create signup forms and where to put them on
your website I'll explain about the "Thank You" page and the
"Welcome" page. The process of collecting email addresses and
bulk-emailing out to them in a way that by-passes the spam filters
and stays on the right side of the CAN-SPAM act is phenomenally
complicated. That's why I'll show you step by step instructions of
exactly how to use the powerful tools of two of the foremost email
marketing services: Aweber and Mailchimp. I'll also show you about
email messages – the different types you can send, how to send
them, when to send them and the best ways of writing effective
emails to drive traffic and sales. Many online businesses focus,
incorrectly sometimes, on social media, whereas Email Marketing
provides a much better return on your investment. "If they’re liking
the content you’re sending them regularly, then there’s a good
chance they’re going to like the products you create. Email
subscribers are more likely to buy your products than any other type
of audience.” – Glen Allsopp from ViperChill.com. If you focus on
providing value and engaging subscribers, Email Marketing will bring
success for your business.

Embark on Your Journey to Personal Fulfillment

Health And Nutrition

Embedded Systems - Shape The World

Engineering

Embracing Change

Business

Grade Results

Many people spend their entire life trying to find purpose or a sense
of belonging. You have to make the commitment to change your life
for the better. In this fast pace ever changing world we live in,
grounding ourselves in personal happiness is critical to adding value
to those around us.This course will provide a foundation for you to
build upon as you continue your journey for personal fulfillment.
Check us out - www.weskill.com Follow us on Twitter - @weskill
How do they do it? If that is your reaction every time you see an
electronic gadget you like, then wonder no more. Join us on a
journey that will unravel how these electronic gadgets are designed,
developed, and built as embedded systems that shape the world.
This is a hand-on, learn-by-doing course that shows you how to build
solutions to real-world problems using embedded systems. Each
student will purchase a Texas Instruments TM4C123 microcontroller
kit and a few electronic components.
In this short course, author and business coach Todd Dewett
explains how you can harness the power of change and benefit
those around you by avoiding quick reactions, adopting a positive
attitude, and developing a 30-day plan to integrate change.
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Embracing your Divine Design: Lifepro (Part 1b)

Business

Emergence of Life

Science

How did life emerge on Earth? How have life and Earth co-evolved
through geological time? Is life elsewhere in the universe? Take a
look through the 4-billion-year history of life on Earth through the
lens of the modern Tree of Life.

Emergency Management

Business

Learn the concepts, principles and practice of Emergency
Management through real-world case studies

Emergency Management (EMG)

Business

Lifepro (Part 1b) allows the Lifestyle Student to uncover: - the Beauty
of Belonging - the Wonder of entering into Divine Reality - the
Depths of Understanding when one becomes willing to let go of fear
and dare to dive into a Shared Context - His/her Divine Design His/her Purpose in Life - His/her Progress It offers the Lifestyle
Student the Option to turn a New Page, should the Desire exists or
develops. The relaxed Instructional Pace allows the Creative
Process to evolve gradually within each Life Dimension, thereby
offering the Student the Opportunity to make those lasting
Connections needed to Authenticate from deep within.

This course will take you on a journey through contemporary riskbased emergency management. From the origins of risk
management in the ancient world, to new hazards and risk
management approaches of the industrial era, command and control
models introduced in the Cold War era, to more contemporary “allhazards” to current “risk management” approaches. You will explore
the rapidly growing and increasingly influential discipline through a
study of real-world risk understanding, reduction, readiness,
response and recovery examples.You will have opportunities to
discuss what you learn with other students and build and test your
growing knowledge through accessible tests.
Emergent Phenomena in Science and Everyday Life

Science

This course lets you explore the concept of emergence using
examples from materials science, mathematics, biology, physics,
and neuroscience to illustrate how ordinary components when
brought together can collectively yield unexpected, surprising
behaviors.

Emerging Technologies Capstone

Computer Science

Upon completion of this series of courses, you will have the
opportunity to take part in a capstone project.

Emerging Trends & Technologies in the Virtual K-12
Classroom

Education

Grade Results

Emerging technologies are quickly gaining momentum in the field of
virtual K-12 instruction. In this course, we will explore how the latest
trends in the use of technology affect student learning and
engagement. What innovative learning spaces and tools are
available to instructors? How can instructors best utilize free and
open resources to more deeply engage students in their learning?
What impact can the use of emerging technologies have on student
retention and performance? We will discuss the possibilities and
challenges of using technology in fully online environments, although
many of the ideas can be applied to blended and traditional
environments as well. Learners will compare and contrast tools for
use in K-12 virtual instruction, as well as examine best practices for
implementing and managing these tools.
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EMM Therapy - Horse Muscle Care - Rochfords' Way

Veterinary Sciences

Gain An Unfair Advantage And Learn The Easy To Implement
Equine Muscle Therapy That Will Almost Overnight Transform Your
Tired Aching Horse Into A Performance Athlete. ‘EMM Therapy’ is a
unique equine therapy that brings fast, effective relief from muscular
pain due to stress, strain or overwork. Developed by Steve and Kath
Rochford, the principles of Equus Muscle Management, who have
been treating horses and training therapists in their unique modality
for the past 10 years across Australia, England, Germany, Austria
and Switzerland. The therapy enables your horses' body to unwind,
returning the muscles to a relaxed and static state enabling faster
recovery from injury, plus, gaining improved flexibility and greater
freedom of movement. What Our Therapy Can Do For You and Your
Horse Provide immediate relief to your horse from muscular stress
and tension. Allow you to quickly treat your horse yourself to get
them back into competition or to work Prevent injury or speed up
recovery Make your horse easier to work with and be more
responsive Save money by not paying for ongoing treatments with
other therapies as you get faster results with less work using our
therapy. Who is it for? The therapy is ideal for any horse rider or
owner looking for the ability to treat their horses muscular ailments
and improve their horses performance. It is also an ideal introduction
for practitioners of other equine therapies looking to get accredited in
the EMM Therapy. What You get? All 20 lectures covering both the
background information and the videos of the corrections 8 detailed
videos showing you how to apply the corrections to your horse.
Supporting video transcripts

EMMET Faster HTML & CSS workflow- Best Tool For
Developers

Grade Results

Computer Science
Do you want to code HTML, CSS and XML faster? Do you want to
save time when coding? Do you want to code more error free? Do
you want to become a NINJA coder? If your answered was YES to
most of these questions, then this course is for you. On this course I
will teach how to use a plugin called emmet to help make your
workflow super smooth and efficient. I will show you many handy
tricks that will do wonders in saving you time when developing. You
will become a faster coder in no time and it will be super easy to
learn if you already know CSS. Now that I use Emmet, I could NOT
imagine living without it. Come join me in the course, and I promise
that you will learn a lot and you will greatly appreciate it forever. You
have nothing to lose, this course is backed up by a 30 day money
back guarantee!
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Emotional Competence

Basic Skills

Emotional Intelligence in the Classroom
Emotions & Finance: My Mind Made Me Do It

Education
Finance

Empire and States in the Middle East and Southwest
Asia
Employment Law Fundamentals

History

This course, the equivalent of a full day's continuous professional
development, offers insights into the significance of emotions and
the need to be able to handle them skilfully and sensitively - our own
emotions and other people's. Dr Neil Thompson guides you through
some important aspects of developing emotional competence. The
workplace can be be a very emotionally challenging place,
encompassing both our own feelings and those of the people we
work with (clients, patients, service users, customers, colleagues,
managers and other stakeholders). There are no easy answers to
dealing with these challenges, but this course can provide a
foundation of understanding that should make you better equipped
to respond positively and constructively to the emotional demands of
your working life. It should help to promote emotional resilience and
equip you to fend off stress, anxiety and depression, all of which can
arise if emotional challenges are not handled effectively. The course
is divided into six lessons, preceded by a short introductory video
and followed by a concluding video and certificate of completion.
The course is flexible, in so far as you can proceed through it at your
own pace and at times to suit you and your schedule. However, it is
best followed in a linear fashion - that is, not beginning Lesson One
until after you have watched the introductory video and not
beginning Lesson Two until you have completed Lesson One, and
so on. You will need to download the Module Companion E-book
from the main page of the course and print it out so that you can use
it for: (i) making notes as you proceed through the course; (ii)
completing the exercises; and (iii) having a record of your learning
for future reference (and possibly for your employers if they have
paid for this course on your behalf). Please make sure you have a
printed copy of the Module Companion available before you begin
Lesson One. We hope you will find this course helpful and will
benefit from the insights offered. Dealing with emotions can be very
demanding, but also very rewarding. The next two steps you need to
take are to watch the introductory video (accessible from the main
course page) and download and print out your Module Companion
(also accessible from the main course page) - it doesn't matter in
which order you do them, but you will need to do both before
beginning Lesson One. Good luck with your studies!
learn the secret of classroom management
Increase your personal awareness and emotional stability in any
financial situation.

Law
Learn the basics of employment law so you can legally hire, evaluate
and manage employees as a manager, supervisor, small business
owner, human resource specialist, or corporate executive. Learn the
difference between an employee and independent contractor; the
basic types of employee benefits; effective hiring, evaluation, and
termination procedures; methods to resolve employment disputes in
and out of court; discrimination and union laws; and workplace
safety rules. You’ll gain an inside view of the law with court
examples, real situations, and prevention strategies that prepare you
to effectively resolve workplace issues. You’ll learn effective
communication techniques, negotiation strategies, and what to
expect if you do go to court. This course is a must for anyone who is
(or aspires to be) a supervisor, manager, or human resources
professional.

Encore CS3 Essential Training

Grade Results

Film Studies

Encore CS3 Essential Training will assist anyone interested in
authoring DVDs and Blu-ray Discs with everything from setting up a
new project to designing and creating links and navigation to adding
language tracks and subtitles. Adobe Certified Instructor Chad
Perkins also demonstrates how to create and edit slideshows, work
with video in a timeline, create Flash movies of DVD presentations
(without leaving Encore or knowing Flash), and integrate Encore with
other CS3 applications. Exercise files accompany the tutorials.
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Encore CS4 Essential Training

Film Studies

Encore CS4 Essential Training

Photography

Encore CS4 Getting Started

Film Studies

Encore CS4 New Features

Film Studies

Encore CS5 Essential Training

Photography

Encore CS5 New Features

Film Studies

Encore DVD 2.0 Essential Training

Film Studies

Energy 101

Science

Grade Results

Encore CS4 Essential Training covers not only the basic workflow
for creating DVDs, but also the important technical concepts and
advanced features that can lead to real mastery of this powerful
application. Chad Perkins demonstrates how to import and organize
assets; assemble them into a timeline; and provide navigation via
menus, buttons, and links. He discusses output alternatives such as
Flash and Blu-ray, and integration with other CS4 applications like
Photoshop, Premiere Pro, and After Effects. A series of projects is
used to reinforce the techniques and concepts. Exercise files
accompany the course.
Encore CS4 Essential Training covers not only the basic workflow
for creating DVDs, but also the important technical concepts and
advanced features that can lead to real mastery of this powerful
application. Chad Perkins demonstrates how to import and organize
assets; assemble them into a timeline; and provide navigation via
menus, buttons, and links. He discusses output alternatives such as
Flash and Blu-ray, and integration with other CS4 applications like
Photoshop, Premiere Pro, and After Effects. A series of projects is
used to reinforce the techniques and concepts. Exercise files
accompany the course.
Encore DVD CS4 Getting Started is a streamlined look at combining
menus, navigation, and video into professional-quality DVDs, Blu-ray
Discs, or web-ready Flash files. Chad Perkins demonstrates how to
add asset links to a new project and quickly turn a layered image into
a functional menu that can be edited in Photoshop. He shares typical
workflows for organizing video on the Timeline, and shows how to
structure interactive disc navigation. Example files accompany the
course.
With CS4, Encore has become much more than just a DVD
authoring tool. Chad Perkins provides a quick look at the latest
updates in Encore CS4 New Features, most notably the new Blu-ray
upgrades and Flash output features. Chad also touches upon
several other improvements that streamline workflow and improve
stability. Exercise files accompany the course.
Encore CS4 Essential Training covers not only the basic workflow
for creating DVDs, but also the important technical concepts and
advanced features that can lead to real mastery of this powerful
application. Chad Perkins demonstrates how to import and organize
assets; assemble them into a timeline; and provide navigation via
menus, buttons, and links. He discusses output alternatives such as
Flash and Blu-ray, and integration with other CS4 applications like
Photoshop, Premiere Pro, and After Effects. A series of projects is
used to reinforce the techniques and concepts. Exercise files
accompany the course.
In Encore CS5 New Features, author Jeff Sengstack explores the
new features in the CS5 release of Adobe's DVD authoring software.
This course covers the program's enhanced Blu-ray multipage
menus, improved Flash DVD player features, streamlined HD
workflow, cross-platform capability, and new export options.
Encore DVD 2.0 Essential Training demonstrates each step involved
in authoring a DVD with Encore DVD 2.0. From planning a project,
gathering content, and creating navigation to bit budgeting, authoring
(creating and burning), and testing, instructor Chad Perkins teaches
users how to complete a professional DVD project. Exercise files
accompany the training, allowing you to follow along and learn at
your own pace.
As a society and individually, we use energy every moment of our
lives to improve our quality of life. Energy 101 will develop the big
picture and connect the details of our energy use, technology,
infrastructure, impact, and future.
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Energy 101: The Big Picture

Computer Science

Energy Economics and the Environment

Economics

As a society and individually, we use energy every moment of our
lives to improve our quality of life. Energy 101 will develop the big
picture and connect the details of our energy use, technology,
infrastructure, impact, and future.
A Faculty Project Course - Best Professors Teaching the World
Energy use and its impact on the environment will be two of the most
important issues of the 21st century. The large role of energy in geopolitical relationships combined with the fact that most of the
greenhouse gas emissions associated with global climate change
come from energy production means the energy sector is poised for
dramatic change, and thus great opportunity. This course is
designed to be a primer for potential entrepreneurs, investors,
managers and policy makers on energy and environmental issues.
Topics will include environmental economics, energy economics,
environmental ethics, oil sector, the electricity sector, alternative
energy, sustainability, climate change and climate policy.

Energy Within Environmental Constraints

Science

Energy, Environment, and Society

Science

This course is intended for a diverse audience. Whether you are a
student, an activist, a policymaker, a business owner, or a
concerned citizen, this course will help you start to think carefully
about our current energy system and how we can improve its
environmental performance.

"Energy, Environment and Society" is an opportunity for first-year
students to make direct contributions to energy innovations at MIT
and in local communities. The class takes a project-based approach,
bringing student teams together to conduct studies that will help MIT,
Cambridge and Boston to make tangible improvements in their
energy management systems. Students will develop a thorough
understanding of energy systems and their major components
through guest lectures by researchers from across MIT and will
apply that knowledge in their projects. Students are involved in all
aspects of project design, from the refinement of research questions
to data collection and analysis, conclusion drawing and presentation
of findings. Each student team will work closely with experts
including local stakeholders as well as leading technology
companies throughout the development and implementation of their
projects. Projects in this course center on renewable energy and
energy efficiency.
ENG030: Creative Writing (Elective)

Literature
Students create original essays, poems, and short stories in this
course, which uses two textbooks and focuses on the four-step
process writing model. They read professionally written forms of
creative writing as models and then integrate their impressions of
these works with their personal life experiences as they compose
their own writing projects. Students are encouraged to write about
topics they find engaging as they practice writing on the following
themes: narration, definition, process analysis, cause and effect, and
comparison/contrast. After students turn in each assignment, the
teacher supplies detailed suggestions for revision. This feedback
helps students learn how to improve their self-expression and selfediting skills.

Grade Results
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ENG102: Literary Analysis and Composition I (Core)

Literature
Literature: Students read short stories, poetry, drama, novels,
essays, and informative articles. The course sharpens reading
comprehension skills and engages readers in literary analysis as
they consider important human issues and challenging ideas.
Students also learn to read for information in nonfiction texts.
Language Skills: Students learn to express their ideas effectively.
They sharpen their composition skills through a focus on writing
good paragraphs and essays in a variety of genres, such as
persuasive and research essays. Students plan, organize, and
revise written works in response to feedback on drafts. In grammar,
usage, and mechanics lessons, students expand their understanding
of parts of speech, phrases and clauses, sentence analysis and
structure, agreement, punctuation, and other conventions.
Vocabulary lessons build knowledge of Greek and Latin words that
form the roots of many English words. Students use word origins
and derivations to determine the meaning of new words as they
increase their vocabularies.

ENG103: Literary Analysis and Composition I
(Comprehensive)

Literature

ENG104: Honors Literary Analysis and Composition I

Literature

LITERATURE: Students read a broad array of short stories, poetry,
drama, novels, autobiographies, essays, and famous speeches. The
course guides students in the close reading and critical analysis of
classic works of literature, and helps them appreciate the texts and
the contexts in which the works were written. Literary selections
range classic works such as Shakespeare’s Romeo and Juliet to
contemporary pieces by authors such as Maya Angelou.
LANGUAGE SKILLS: Students broaden their composition skills by
examining model essays in various genres by student and published
writers. Through in-depth planning, organizing, drafting, revising,
proofreading, and feedback, they hone their writing skills. Students
build on their grammar, usage, and mechanics skills with in-depth
study of sentence analysis and structure, agreement, and
punctuation, reinforced by online activities (Skills Updates). Student
vocabularies are enhanced through the study of Greek and Latin
roots, improving students’ ability to decipher the meanings of new
words.

LITERATURE: Students read a broad array of short stories, poetry,
drama, novels, autobiographies, essays, and famous speeches. The
course guides students in the close reading and critical analysis of
classic works of literature, and helps them appreciate the texts and
the contexts in which the works were written. Literary selections
range from the Greek tragedy Antigone to Shakespeare's Romeo
and Juliet to contemporary pieces by authors such as Annie Dillard
and Maya Angelou. LANGUAGE SKILLS: Students broaden their
composition skills by examining model essays in various genres by
student and published writers. Through in-depth planning,
organizing, drafting, revising, proofreading, and feedback, they hone
their writing skills. Students build on their grammar, usage, and
mechanics skills with in-depth study of sentence analysis and
structure, agreement, and punctuation, reinforced by online
activities. Student vocabularies are enhanced through the study of
Greek and Latin root, improving students' ability to decipher the
meanings of new words.
ENG106: Literary Analysis and Composition II

Grade Results

Literature

In the course, students read a variety of literary works to sharpen
reading comprehension and literary analysis skills. They review
composition skills and expand their understanding of parts of
speech, phrases and clauses, sentence analysis and structure,
agreement, punctuation, and other conventions. Vocabulary lessons
build knowledge of Greek and Latin words that form the roots of
many English words.
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ENG112x: Shakespeare: On the Page and in
Performance

Literature

ENG202: Literary Analysis and Composition II (Core)

Literature

Shakespeare wrote for a popular audience and was immensely
successful. Shakespeare is also rightly regarded as one of the
greatest playwrights the world has known. This course will try to
understand both Shakespeare’s popularity and his greatness by
starting from a simple premise: that the fullest appreciation of
Shakespeare can be achieved only when literary study is combined
with analysis of the plays as theatre.

LITERATURE:Students read short stories, poetry, drama, and
novels, sharpening their reading comprehension skills and analyzing
important human issues. LANGUAGE SKILLS:Students continue to
work on their oral and written expression skills, writing a variety of
essays, including persuasive and research essays. Students plan,
organize, and revise their essays in response to feedback. They
build on their skills in grammar, usage, and mechanics by studying
phrases and clauses, sentence analysis and structure, agreement,
punctuation, and other conventions. Thematic units focus on word
roots, suffixes and prefixes, context clues, and other strategies to
help students strengthen their vocabularies.
ENG204: Honors Literary Analysis and Composition II Literature
LITERATURE: Students hone their skills of literary analysis by
reading short stories, poetry, drama, novels, and works of nonfiction,
both classic and modern. Authors include W. B. Yeats, Sara
Teasdale, Langston Hughes, Robert Frost, Edgar Allan Poe,
Nathaniel Hawthorne, Kate Chopin, Amy Tan, Richard Rodriguez,
and William Shakespeare. Students have a choice of novels and
longer works to study, including works by Jane Austen, Charles
Dickens, and Elie Wiesel. LANGUAGE SKILLS: In this course,
students become more proficient writers and readers. In composition
lessons, students analyze model essays from readers' and writers'
perspectives, focusing on ideas and content, structure and
organization, style, word choice, and tone. Students receive
feedback during the writing process to help them work toward a
polished final draft. In addition to writing formal essays, applications,
and business letters, students write and deliver a persuasive
speech. Students expand their knowledge of grammar, usage, and
mechanics through sentence analysis and structure, syntax,
agreement, and conventions. Students strengthen their vocabularies
through thematic units focused on word roots, suffixes and prefixes,
context clues, and other important vocabulary-building strategies.

ENG206: Literary Analysis and Composition II

Literature

ENG302: American Literature (Core)

Literature

ENG303: American Literature (Comprehensive)

Literature

Grade Results

In this course, students read classic and modern works of literature,
sharpening their reading comprehension skills and analyzing
important human issues. They review effective strategies for oral
and written expression, grammar, usage, and mechanics. Thematic
units focus on word roots, suffixes and prefixes, context clues, and
other strategies that help students strengthen their vocabularies.
In this genre-based course, students sharpen their reading
comprehension skills and analyze important themes in classic and
modern works of American literature, including short stories, poetry,
drama, and novels. Students refine their skills of written expression
by writing memoirs, persuasive essays, research essays, workplace
documentation, and more. They develop vocabulary skills and
refresh their knowledge of grammar, usage, and mechanics in
preparation for standardized tests.
In this course, students read and analyze works of American
literature from colonial to contemporary times, including poetry, short
stories, novels, drama, and nonfiction. The literary works provide
opportunities for critical writing, creative projects, and online
discussions. Students develop vocabulary skills and refresh their
knowledge of grammar, usage, and mechanics in preparation for
standardized tests.
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ENG304: Honors American Literature

Literature
In this course, students read and analyze works of American
literature from colonial to contemporary times, including poetry, short
stories, novels, drama, and nonfiction. The literary works provide
opportunities for critical writing, creative projects, and online
discussions. Students develop vocabulary skills and refresh their
knowledge of grammar, usage, and mechanics in preparation for
standardized tests. Students enrolled in this challenging course will
also complete independent projects that deepen their understanding
of the themes and ideas presented in the curriculum.

ENG306: American Literature

Literature

ENG402: British and World Literature (Core)

Literature

ENG403: British and World Literature
(Comprehensive)

Literature

ENG404: Honors British and World Literature

Literature

ENG406: British and World Literature

Literature

ENG500: AP English Language and Composition

Literature

Grade Results

Students are able to gain credit if they have previously completed
this course but did not successfully earn credit. For each unit,
students take a diagnostic test that assesses their current
knowledge of fundamental content. The results of these tests help
students create individualized study plans. Students sharpen their
reading comprehension skills and analyze important themes in
classic and modern works of American literature. They review
effective strategies for written expression. They develop vocabulary
skills and refresh their knowledge of grammar, usage, and
mechanics in preparation for standardized tests.
Students read selections from British and World literature in a
loosely organized chronological framework. They analyze the
themes, styles, and structures of these texts and make thematic
connections among diverse authors, periods, and settings. Students
complete guided and independent writing assignments that refine
their analytical skills. They have opportunities for creative expression
in projects of their choosing. Students also practice test-taking skills
for standardized assessments in critical reading and writing.
Students read selections from British and World literature in a
loosely organized chronological framework. They analyze the
themes, styles, and structures of these texts and make thematic
connections among diverse authors, periods, and settings. Students
complete guided and independent writing assignments that refine
their analytical skills. They have opportunities for creative expression
in projects of their choosing. Students also practice test-taking skills
for standardized assessments in critical reading and writing.
Throughout the course, poetry, short stories, novels, drama, and
nonfiction provide opportunities for critical writing, creative projects,
and online discussions. Students develop vocabulary skills and
refresh their knowledge of grammar, usage, and mechanics in
preparation for standardized tests. Students enrolled in this
challenging course will also complete independent projects that
extend their knowledge and deepen their understanding of the
themes and ideas presented in the curriculum.
This course engages students in selections from British and World
literature from the ancient world through modern times. They review
analytical writing and creative expression skills.
Students learn to understand and analyze complex works by a
variety of authors. They explore the richness of language, including
syntax, imitation, word choice, and tone. They also learn about their
own composition style and process, starting with exploration,
planning, and writing, and continuing through editing, peer review,
rewriting, polishing, and applying what they learn to academic,
personal, and professional contexts. In this equivalent of an
introductory college-level survey class, students prepare for the AP
Exam and for further study in communications, creative writing,
journalism, literature, and composition.
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ENG510: AP English Literature and Composition

Literature

Engagement & Nurture Marketing Strategies

Marketing

In this course, the equivalent of an introductory college-level survey
class, students are immersed in novels, plays, poems, and short
stories from various periods. Students read and write daily using a
variety of multimedia and interactive activities, interpretive writing
assignments, and discussions. The course places special emphasis
on reading comprehension, structural and critical analyses of written
works, literary vocabulary, and recognizing and understanding
literary devices. Students prepare for the AP Exam and for further
study in creative writing, communications, journalism, literature, and
composition.

In this third course in the Social Marketing Specialization - "The
Engagement & Nurture Marketing Strategies" - you will learn two of
the most effective social strategies used by organizations today.
You'll see real-world best practice examples and learn what metrics
they use to gauge success. You will also learn the importance of
infographics and the impact a well-designed landing page can have
on your bottom line. All of the social skills you have learned thus far
will be put into action with a multimedia filter and focus blog that you
will create to demonstrate how social can enable real-time marketing
results. After this MOOC, you will have developed a plan to reach
your target consumer markets and know when it is best to either use
or avoid specific social marketing strategies.
Engaging ELLs and Their Families in the School and
Community

Education

Engaging in Persuasive and Credible Communication Communications

Grade Results

In this course, you will learn how to better and more successfully
engage your ELL(s) and their families in the school and community.
You will learn how to engage your ELL student in the classroom
setting as well as in various aspects of the school including
extracurricular activities and the inner workings of the school and
education system. You will also be introduced to strategies for
engaging the families of your ELL students in the school community
and the wider community of your city and state. You will interact with
a variety of case studies that highlight teachers, schools, and
communities in different cities throughout the United States and the
ways in which they successfully engage ELLs and their families.
From sharing their experience, you will have the tools necessary to
implement strategies and procedures for engaging your ELLs and
their families.

Persuasive communication is essential to any professional
workplace. From a simple email request for your colleague to help
you, to developing a presentation for the board of directors, these
are acts of communication that require a good degree of persuasion.
Even the process of entering the workforce requires effective
persuasive communication, for in the act of writing your resume,
cover-letter, or in the interview process, you are essentially
persuading the potential employer to hire you.
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Engineering Calculations using Microsoft Excel

Business

Engineering Communication
Engineering Life: Synbio, Bioethics & Public Policy

Engineering
Engineering

As every Engineer needs to do many daily calculations especially
using modern standards like EUROCODES, the need to write
custom software solutions is more and more real. Especially if
standards includes many complex formulas which are hardly
calculated using pocket computers as it was 30 years ago. Then it
came programmable pocket computers, I clearly remember as I had
SHARP programmable computer, where it was possible to write a
complex software, but you couldn’t print the results as it is possible
now. So today it is possible just by using Microsoft Excel and it’s
programming abilities to write real software which can solve all daily
engineering calculations with ease. What does engineer need? So
what does engineer need when creating calculations? First there are
input parameters, which should be entered on a very simple and a
quick way, then a simple sketch as a graphical representation of the
basis of calculation with annotations of input parameters. After that
engineer needs to define the mathematical procedure which could
be very simple, but it should also enable him, to write also more
complex formulas or iterations. This is very easy to do with Excel.
Course Structure In this course I will show you that you do not need
to be a software developer to create your own customized
engineering calculations in a minutes. What is maybe the most
important, you can update formulas in your calculation any time you
want. This is the solution that every engineer needs, because it
offers open-source solution with powerfull programable tools, but on
the other side simple enough to be done instantly. We will learn the
following topics: - How to create cells where input parameters should
be entered - How to create a sketch with anotations of input
parameters - How to prepare cells where results of calculation will be
written - How to create a push button, where you will trigger start of
the calculation - How to write code to perform calculation - How to
write code to display the results of calculation - How to perform
calculation This course will also show you how to write the software
for practical engineering calculation for structural analysis. I will
show you in detail, how to enter data, define formulas and actually
perform calculation, including how to display results and format cells
for results of calculation. I will provide you with an easy-to-follow
material explanation, all steps including source code will be
explained in detail.

Synbio is a diverse field with diverse applications, and the different
contexts (e.g., gain-of-function research, biofuels) raise different
ethical and governance challenges. The objective of this course is to
increase participants’ awareness and understanding of ethical and
policy/governance issues that arise in the design, conduct and
application of synthetic biology. The course will begin with a short
history of recombinant DNA technology and how governance of that
science developed and evolved, and progress through a series of
areas of application of synbio.
Engineering Maintainable Android Apps

Computer Science
Engineering Maintainable Android Apps, which is a 4 week MOOC
that shows by example various methods for engineering
maintainable Android apps, including test-driven development
methods and how to develop/run unit tests using JUnit and
Robotium (or equivalent automated testing frameworks for Android),
as well as how to successfully apply common Java/Android software
patterns to improve the extensibility and clarity of Android apps.
Students will work incrementally on a hands-on project that
systematically adds pattern-oriented enhancements to the app they
developed in MOOC #3, along with the appropriate automated unit
tests, i.e., each week they will add new functional and unit testing
capabilities to their app project, based on the material covered in the
lecture videos. These lessons will demonstrate the benefits of good
software engineering practices that are targeted at creating
maintainable code for mobile apps.

Grade Results
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Engineering Mechanics for 1st Year Engineering
Students

Engineering

Engineering Systems in Motion: Dynamics of
Particles and Bodies in 2D Motion

Engineering

England in the time of King Richard III

History

English 300: Introduction to Theory of Literature with
Paul H. Fry

Literature

English Common Law: Structure and Principles

Law

Never go to an Engineering Mechanics Tuition Class again! When
you sign up for this course, we offer premium services and exclusive
content. - View offline: Slow internet, no problem - download and
watch offline on your iPad and iPhone - Track Preparation: Track
how much and what you have completed - Resume: Continue from
where you left off - Watch at 2x: Watch videos twice as fast, finish
your preparation in half the time - Learn anywhere: Prepare for your
exam without the travel overhead of tuition classes Pay Securely
Online via PayPal, Debit Card or Credit Card This course is directed
towards the 1st year engineering students. Students of Mumbai
University will also find solutions to previous exam papers solved in
this course.
This course is an introduction to the study of bodies in motion as
applied to engineering systems and structures. We will study the
dynamics of particle motion and bodies in rigid planar (2D) motion.
This will consist of both the kinematics and kinetics of motion.
Kinematics deals with the geometrical aspects of motion describing
position, velocity, and acceleration, all as a function of time. Kinetics
is the study of forces acting on these bodies and how it affects their
motion.
Explore 15th century England through the team of scholars in
archaeology, history and literature responsible for the recent
excavation of Richard III.
This is a survey of the main trends in twentieth-century literary
theory. Lectures will provide background for the readi
The Common Law of England and Wales is one of the major global
legal traditions. In order to understand the common law, we need to
deal with its history, and the development of its characteristic
institutions like the jury, judge made law, parliamentary sovereignty
and due process. We also need to ask some critical questions. What
role does democracy play in the development of the common law?
To what extent are human rights central to the modern common law?
How does the common law of England and Wales relate to the law
of the European Union? Answering these questions will give us
insights into the current challenges the law faces and its possible
futures.

English Composition

Literature

English Composition I
English Composition I

Education
Basic Skills

English Composition I
English Composition I
English Composition I: Achieving Expertise

Business
Basic Skills
Education

English Composition II
English Composition II
English Composition II

Education
Basic Skills
Basic Skills

Grade Results

Improve your writing skills in this comprehensive introduction to
English composition credit-eligible course

You will gain a foundation for college-level writing valuable for nearly
any field. Students will learn how to read carefully, write effective
arguments, understand the writing process, engage with others'
ideas, cite accurately, and craft powerful prose. We will create a
workshop environment.

You will gain a foundation for college-level writing valuable for nearly
any field. Students will learn how to read carefully, write effective
arguments, understand the writing process, engage with others'
ideas, cite accurately, and craft powerful prose. We will create a
workshop environment.
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English for Business and Entrepreneurship

Business
Welcome to English for Business and Entrepreneurship, a course
created by the University of Pennsylvania, and funded by the U.S.
Department of State Bureau of Educational and Cultural Affairs,
Office of English Language Programs. This course is designed for
non-native English speakers who are interested in learning more
about the global business economy. In this course, you will learn
about topics and language necessary to succeed in the international
workplace. You will explore business English through authentic
readings and video lectures, while learning about business
vocabulary, concepts, and issues. Unit 1 will provide an introduction
to entrepreneurship by examining ideas, products, and opportunities.
In unit 2, you will learn about the basics of market research,
including how to identify an opportunity. The next unit in the course
will focus on business plans, why these plans are important, and will
give you a chance to practice composing a business plan. In the final
unit of the course, we will present basics for funding a business and
will help you create a persuasive presentation, or pitch, based on a
business plan.

English for Business Literacy

Business

English for Career Development

Foreign Language

This course aims to improve your Business English language skills
by developing your vocabulary and reading skills and your
understanding of tone, style and knowledge of communication
methods. We'll also cover how these language skills can enhance
audience analysis, business case analysis and basic business
communication strategies. Skills learned in this course will often be
referred to and needed to complete the speaking, writing and crosscultural communications courses of this Specialization.

Welcome to English for Career Development! This course is
designed for non-native English speakers who are interested in
advancing their careers in the global marketplace. In this course, you
will learn about the job search, application, and interview process in
the United States, while comparing and contrasting the same
process in your home country. This course will also give you the
opportunity to explore your global career path, while building your
vocabulary and improving your language skills to achieve your
professional goals. The first unit in this course will introduce the U.S.
job application process and provide strategies for identifying the jobs
that match your interests and skills. Unit 2 will take you through the
steps necessary to produce a professional-looking resume. In unit 3,
you will work to develop a clear and concise cover letter. The final
unit of the course focuses on networking and interview skills.

English for Effective Business Speaking

Foreign Language

English for Effective Business Writing

Business

Grade Results

This course aims to improve your Business English speaking skills
by developing your use of vocabulary, grammar, pronunciation,
spoken communication skills within a Business context, and your
ability to deliver professional business speeches for specific
purposes. Skills learned in this course will be used in the crosscultural communications course and help prepare you to deliver the
professional business presentation in the Capstone project.
This course aims to improve your Business English writing skills by
developing your use of vocabulary, grammar, understanding of
different business writing genres, and your ability to write
professional business documents. Skills learned in this course will
be used in the cross-cultural communications course and help
prepare you to produce the professional business documents in the
Capstone project.
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English for Journalism

Literature
Welcome to English for Journalism! This course is designed for nonnative English speakers who are interested in developing the skills
needed for a career in modern journalism. In this course, you will
explore print and digital media through authentic readings and video
lectures, while expanding your vocabulary and increasing your ability
to read, research, and develop local and global news stories. Unit 1
will provide an introduction to the history and principles of journalism.
In unit 2, you will learn how to research, pitch, and interview. The
next unit in the course will focus on the language needed to write
newspaper and magazine articles, while unit 4 will cover the basics
of broadcasting the news. In the final unit of the course, you will
analyze the growth, impact, and challenges of digital news, while
completing a reflection assignment that allows you to think about and
discuss the recent changes to the field of journalism.

English for Journalists: Key Concepts

Communications

Improve your English grammar, vocabulary and writing skills through
exciting topics in journalism and world news.

English for Teaching Purposes

Foreign Language

A course on English and teaching methodology that aims to help
university lecturers do their teaching in English, in line with university
internationalisation policies.

English Grammar and Essay Writing

Literature

An introduction to academic writing for English Language Learners,
focusing on essay development, grammatical correctness, and selfediting.

English Grammar and Style

Literature

WRITE101x aims to introduce you to key concepts and strategies
related to grammar and style. Absorbing and applying these in your
writing will help you to confidently respond to the unprecedented and
accelerating demand for high levels of literacy that has arisen in the
21st century

English Pronunciation I: Consonant Sounds

Foreign Language
This simple Pronunciation course will help you understand
differences in how to pronounce six common English consonant
sounds. By the end of the course, you will know how to hear, speak,
and understand the pronunciation of the: [Th] sound [S] sound [Z]
sound [F] sound [V] sound [P] sound Content Most of the course
consists of short, simple videos of Shawn Roe, an experienced ESL
instructor, explaining how to pronounce each English consonant
sound, and giving examples of words and short phrases that use
each sound. Students can follow along and practice speaking the
way Shawn describes. Students are also encouraged to repeat after
Shawn while watching the videos. Benefits One great thing about
taking this course, that it's available to the student everywhere
there's an internet connection... forever. Watch and rewatch the
videos. Pause the videos in the middle. Practice repeating how to
pronounce different words and phrases, and watch how your English
pronunciation improves! After watching and practicing along with the
videos, students should notice a difference in their ability to
pronounce these 6 common English consonant sounds. Instructor
Feedback Shawn will be active in the course answering student
questions as they arise. If enough students participate, Shawn also
plans to make himself available for several live sessions giving
students a chance to practice their pronunciation and receive
immediate feedback from a native-speaking American English ESL
instructor. Summary Take this course to gain confidence in your
ability to speak English! Improve your pronunciation and simply
speak English better.

English Romantic Poetry

Grade Results

Education
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Enhanced WordPress Strategies For Business

Web Design

Enhancing a Landscape Photo with Lightroom

Photography

Enhancing a Sunset Photograph with Lightroom and
Photoshop

Photography

Enhancing a Travel Photo with Photoshop and
Lightroom

Photography

Grade Results

Have you ever tried to build or enhance a website to grow your
business? Have you spent lots of time learning WordPress, how to
work with plug-ins, and how to tweak your website to boost traffic
and sales, only to have it produce lackluster results? Have web
designers quoted you a price tag of several thousand dollars just to
build it for you? With this Wordpress Tips and Tricks course you can
learn How to Increase Website Traffic, which tips, tweaks, and tools
you can use, without complicated programming, to boost your
WordPress website and transform it into a traffic magnet -- in less
time, with less money, and with a lot less effort. Which plug-ins
create the best results How to tweak your plug-ins to maximize your
site's selling power How to work with themes and templates to
optimize your site's attraction potential And how to avoid common
errors committed by WordPress designers. This Wordpress Tips and
Tricks course will take you through top essential and nice-to-have
plug-ins, including admin, SEO, security, layout, usability, social, and
even multimedia plug-ins. It will also dive into how to work with
themes and templates, and how to tweak them a lot more efficiently.
Also, this course will show you how to tweak the look-and-feel of
your website using styles, graphics, and design "tricks." It will reveal
some shortcuts using copy-and-paste-simple snippets of code, as
well as a number of quick-and-dirty online tools and resources -many of which are free. This course is for: Do-it-yourselfers who
know the basics of WordPress and want to know how to take it to the
next level. Hired webmasters or web designers who want to improve
their skills to bring much greater value to their clients. Web site
owners who don't know the technical stuff but want to be sure their
web people make the right decisions. This course is not for: UberGeeks who are looking for advanced coding skills. (You can
certainly learn a lot from this course, but you may get bored.)
Complete newbie who don't have any knowledge of WordPress.
(You would get more out of this course if you first took a WordPress
Basics course, then came back to upgrade your education.) This
course is meant for people who don't want to get involved with heavy
programming, but want to learn How to Increase Website Traffic,
tweak their WordPress websites and discover powerful shortcuts to
enhance their online business or blog. This Wordpress Tips and
Tricks course by developer Michel Fortin will give you a new
perspective on how to optimize and ramp up your website for
Learn how to enhance the natural beauty of a landscape photo with
Adobe Photoshop Lightroom. In this short start-to-finish editing
project, author Jan Kabili walks you through corrections for common
issues you may have in your own landscape photos. She shows you
how to create a mood with white balance, enhance contrast and
detail with tonal adjustments, increase image intensity, make
corrections to specific areas of the photo, and export the final
processed photo.
Learn how to make your dusks and dawns more vivid, vibrant, and
alive with Lightroom and Photoshop. This short, project-based
course walks you through the steps needed to transform a dull
sunset image into a beautiful photo worth sharing, using the tools in
Lightroom and Photoshop. Leveling, cropping, retouching, and tone
and contrast adjustments are par for the course, but Chris Orwig
also shows how to take advantage of virtual copies to create
different color treatments, and then combine those treatments in
Photoshop for a really stunning final effect.
Learn how to develop a travel photo into a wonderful memory of your
trip in this short start-to-finish project from author Jan Kabili. Jan
shows you how to combine the power of Adobe Photoshop and
Lightroom to achieve the best possible results from your corrections.
The course covers adjusting tone and color, correcting
hue/saturation and lightness, precisely targeting adjustments with
masks, and removing distracting objects with the Content-Aware
toolset in Photoshop.
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Enhancing an Environmental Portrait with Photoshop Computer Science

Enhancing Digital Photography with Photoshop CS

An environmental portrait—one photographed in a setting that tells a
story about the subject—has the potential to reveal something
unique and interesting about the person in focus. In this course,
photographer, teacher, and author Chris Orwig explores a variety of
Adobe Photoshop postproduction techniques that enhance the
authenticity and mood of an environmental portrait. Working with a
photograph of world-champion surfer Kelly Slater, Chris steps
through each technique, from black-and-white conversion and toning
to retouching and more, explaining his creative process along the
way.

Computer Science
Enhancing Digital Photography with Photoshop CS with Chris Orwig
will greatly increase the digital imaging skills and creativity of
professional photographers, imaging professionals and enthusiasts.
After first discussing color management skills, the tutorial advances
to cover the features of Photoshop that are most essential to
photographers such as the camera raw plug-in, the file browser, dust
and scratches, the lens blur, shadows and highlights, advanced
saturation, retouching, burning and dodging, curves for color and
tone, black and white conversion, cross processing, creating
panoramas, advanced sharpening, and much more. Exercise files
(JPGs, PSDs and raw files) accompany the training, allowing you to
follow along and learn at your own pace.

Enhancing Exterior Architectural Photos

Photography

Enhancing Interior Architectural Photos

Photography

Half of what goes into creating a great architectural image happens
in post. When it comes to exterior photos, this could mean
compositing multiple shots, adjusting the sky, or removing distracting
elements. In this course, Richard Klein takes photos from two of his
own location shoots and applies the same adjustments professional
architectural photographers would use in their post-production
workflow. He shows how to apply raw conversion for tonal, color,
and lens adjustments, as well as noise reduction, before moving to
Photoshop for compositing and sharpening. He also shares his
action for sizing and sharpening images.

Half of what goes into creating a great architectural image happens
in post. During this phase of the process, the magic and power of
multiframe capture techniques, compositing, and localized color
correction are revealed. This course focuses on the techniques
architects use in their post-production workflow to enhance interior
shots with Capture One Pro and Photoshop. Professional
photographer Richard Klein shows how to select the best frames
from the shoot and then perform tonal and color adjustments, lens
correction, and noise reduction on the raw files. He then turns to
Photoshop to composite elements from other frames to enhance the
base plate, remove unwanted reflections, and finish the image with
localized color correction. Richard also shows how he uses
Photoshop actions to size, sharpen, and output the final images.
This course offers hands-on experience solving the issues
encountered in modern, digitally based architectural photography.

Enhancing Your Productivity

Grade Results

Business
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Entender el diseño

Design
¿Qué es el diseño? ¿Qué hacen los diseñadores para practicar su
arte y que crean? ¿Qué importancia tiene el diseño de las
corporaciones en la sociedad y la cultura? ¿Quiénes son algunos de
los diseñadores más importantes de nuestra época y que han
hecho? ¿Cómo uno puede convertirse en diseñador? Estas son
algunas de las preguntas que exploraremos en este cuso
introductorio de diseño. Con frecuencia se ha descrito el diseño
como solución de problemas, el proceso de convertir las ideas en
realidad o los medios, mediante los cuales podemos hacer que el
mundo sea un lugar mejor. En este curso, hablaremos de una
variedad de definiciones de diseño, la naturaleza del proceso de
diseño y formas de práctica de diseño como el diseño de productos,
diseño de experiencia de usuario, diseño gráfico, diseño interior y
diseño de modas. Hablaremos de estos temas mediante los análisis
de casos de varias cosas icónicas y cotidianas que nos rodean.

Enterprise Architecture

Architecture
Enterprise Architecture (EA) has different meanings for different
organizations. The Enterprise Architecture Research Forum defines
EA as the continuous practice of describing the important elements
of a socio-technical organization, how they are related to each other
and the environment to understand complexity and manage change.
The United States government classifies enterprise architecture as
an Information Technology function, and defines the term as the
documented outcomes from examining the enterprise. In general,
Enterprise Architecture refers to the structural design of an
enterprise including its people, technologies and the activities for
designing and describing enterprises. This course will explain the
different benefits, characters, principles and frameworks of EA.
Developing, building, using and maintaining an EA will also be part
of the discourse.

Enterprise Software Lifecycle Management

Computer Science

Entertainment Creation Suite: Getting Started with
Backburner

Design

Entertainment Creation Suite: Getting Started with
MatchMover

Design

Entertainment Creation Suite: Getting Started with
Toxik

Design

Entourage 2008 for Mac Essential Training
Entrepreneurial Marketing
Entrepreneurial Opportunities

Communications
Business
Business

Entrepreneurial Recreation Management

Business

Grade Results

This course is an introduction to software lifecycle management
using the approved principles and best practices developed by IT
leaders and verified by large-scale systems operation. Starting with
the basics of lifecycles, the course will open your mind and
challenge you. You will learn how to make justified decisions on the
industry-level software solutions, and instantly apply the principles
and methods learned.
Meet Backburner, a network-rendering manager for Autodesk
programs such as Maya, 3ds Max, and Toxik. This course
introduces you to the basic concepts behind network rendering, a
more efficient method of rendering that spreads the workload to
servers, one frame at a time. George Maestri will show you how to
set your Backburner manager and servers, configure proper network
paths, and send jobs to Backburner from Maya.
Autodesk MatchMover is the perfect camera-tracking companion for
Maya, and it now comes bundled with Maya 2010 and later. Staff
author George Maestri gives you an introduction to MatchMover's
interface and automatic matching capabilities, and then shows how
to import MatchMover scenes into Maya, solve for cameras, and do
object-based tracking.
Meet Toxik, a node-based compositor for Maya. This short course
with staff author George Maestri covers navigating the Toxik
interface, creating simple compositions, correcting color, adding
special effects, and creating mattes with garbage masks.

Learn how to be a successful entrepreneur by understanding how to
evaluate business opportunities and ideas.
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Entrepreneurial Strategic Management

Business

This course utilizes an inquiry based approach to understanding
sources of competitive advantages in companies and other
organizations.

Entrepreneurs Guide: Introduction to Startups

Business

Six Sections and Six Points a Section, Covering the Major Issues
involved in a Startup

Entrepreneurship
Entrepreneurship -- From Idea to Launch

Business
Business

Entrepreneurship 101: Who is your customer?

Business

Entrepreneurship 102: What can you do for your
customer?

Business

Entrepreneurship 1: Developing the Opportunity

Finance

This Entrepreneurship course explains the process from creation of
an idea to successful launch of a new venture.
Many seemingly great ideas and technologies come to a sudden halt
in the face of one simple, inescapable question. "Who is your
customer?" MIT has been asking its student entrepreneurs this
question for many years – and with great success. The 25,600
companies started by MIT alumni generate $2 trillion in revenue and
have created 3.3 million jobs. If MIT were a country, it would be the
11th largest economy in the world.
Students who receive a verified certificate in this course will be
eligible for a one-year membership to AWS Activate, which includes
$500 in AWS Promotional Credit along with other perks.

How does a good idea become a viable business opportunity? What
is entrepreneurship and who fits the profile of an entrepreneur? This
introductory course is designed to introduce you to the foundational
concepts of entrepreneurship, including the definition of
entrepreneurship, the profile of the entrepreneur, the difference
between entrepreneurship and entrepreneurial management, and
the role of venture creation in society. You’ll explore where
technology entrepreneurship and impact entrepreneurship align and
where they diverge, and you’ll learn proven techniques for identifying
the opportunity, assessing the opportunity, hypothesis testing and
creating a prototype.
Entrepreneurship 2: Launching your Start-Up

Business
Once you have a prototype and a clearer vision of the opportunity,
you’ll need to create a small organization to discover how to create a
repeatable and scalable business model. Designed to provide you
with a comprehensive overview of the critical components of a
creating a start-up, Entrepreneurship 2: Launching the Start-up,
provides practical, real-world knowledge about the lean approach,
the minimum viable product, when to pivot, when to quit your day
job, the art of the pitch, building and managing a team, allocating
equity, and building your external team, advisory board members,
professional services, and entrepreneurial strategy. At the end of this
course, you’ll be able to create a strategy for launch, including
knowing who you need to hire, how to mange them to provide the
greatest value, and what legal aspects are involved. You’ll also be
prepared for Entrepreneurship 3: Growth Strategies.

Entrepreneurship 3: Growth Strategies

Business
Start-ups are designed to grow quickly, but successful start-ups
grow smart. This course is designed to provide you with an
understanding of the essential elements of successful scaling,
including an overview of demand generation, customer acquisition,
adoption, diffusion and forecasting demand. You’ll also learn how to
market effectively using best practices of digital marketing, social
media, PR, SEO, and pricing. Finally, you’ll cover the nuts and bolts
of building a sales process, partnerships and supply relationships,
and examine the crucial components of attracting, developing and
retaining talent. By the end of this course, you’ll have an outline of an
expansion strategy for your idea or enterprise, and also be ready for
Entrepreneurship 4: Financing and Profitability

Grade Results
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Entrepreneurship 4: Financing and Profitability

Business
Start-ups can benefit from a wide variety of financing options on the
path to profitability, but how do you know which one to choose? This
course explores different financing models, including bootstrapping,
organic growth, debt and risk capital, and also provides a clear
overview of equity financing including the key types of investors:
angels, venture capital, and crowdfunding. You’ll learn about terms,
and term sheets, exit modes and what exit strategy might be best for
you. By the end of this course, you’ll have an understanding of what
success looks like and how it can be financed. You’ll also be ready
for the capstone project, in which you will get feedback on your own
pitch deck, and may even be selected to pitch to investors from
venture capital firms.

Entrepreneurship and Free, Prosperous Society

Business

Entrepreneurship and New Ventures

Business

Entrepreneurship Capstone

Business

Entrepreneurship in Established Companies

Business

Entrepreneurship is a Journey
Entrepreneurship is a State of Mind

Business
Business

Entrepreneurship Is Social Entrepreneurship

Business

Entrepreneurship Specialization

Business

Jack Leslie, Chairman of Weber Shandwick, discusses the lessons
he learned regarding emerging economies and entrepreneur
Great entrepreneurs share an ability to see opportunities that others
overlook. This course will arm you with set of practical tools to help
you rapidly assess the potential of a new business idea. By being
able to more quickly and accurately assess a business idea, you can
sift through more ideas and have a better chance of seeing what
others do not.
Integrate the tools and concepts from the specialization courses to
develop a comprehensive business plan. Choose to enhance new
venture concepts previously explored in specialization courses, or
develop a new concept for this capstone project. Develop a
comprehensive, customer-validated business model and create an
investor pitch for the concept.
Carol Bartz, president and CEO of Autodesk, Inc., argues that
entrepreneurship is more important in large companies.
Being an entrepreneur is more than just starting a business, says
Shutterfly CEO and dot-com veteran Jeff Housenbold
Tarun Khanna, Professor at Harvard Business School, speaks about
the incredible change in aspirations among young people

Wharton's Entrepreneurship Specialization covers the conception,
design, organization, and management of new enterprises. This fourcourse series is designed to take the you from opportunity
identification through launch, growth, financing and profitability. With
guidance from Wharton's top professors, along with insights from
current Wharton start-up founders and financiers, you'll develop an
entrepreneurial mindset and hone the skills you need to develop a
new enterprise with potential for growth and funding, or to identify
and pursue opportunities for growth within an existing organization.
Entrepreneurship Specialization

Business
Wharton's Entrepreneurship Specialization covers the conception,
design, organization, and management of new enterprises. This fourcourse series is designed to take the you from opportunity
identification through launch, growth, financing and profitability. With
guidance from Wharton's top professors, along with insights from
current Wharton start-up founders and financiers, you'll develop an
entrepreneurial mindset and hone the skills you need to develop a
new enterprise with potential for growth and funding, or to identify
and pursue opportunities for growth within an existing organization.

Entrepreneurship: A High-risk Investment

Grade Results

Business

Hoffman believes that out of three kinds of investment strategies,
sure bets, low-risk management and high risk investme
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Entrepreneurship: Launching an Innovative Business Business
The Entrepreneurship Specialization examines the entrepreneurial
mindset and skill sets, indicators of innovation opportunities, critical
steps to bring innovations to the marketplace, and innovation
strategies to establish and maintain a competitive advantage.
Fundamentals of new venture financing are explored with attention
to capital structures for new ventures, term sheets and how to
negotiate them, and the differences between early-stage versus
later-stage financing. You will develop an understanding of how to
develop winning investor pitches, who and when to pitch, how to
avoid common mistakes, and how to ‘get to the close’. In the final
Capstone Project, you will apply the tools and concepts from the
specialization courses by crafting a comprehensive, customervalidated business model, and creating a business plan and investor
pitch.
Environment 185: Education for Sustainable Living

Education

Environmental History
Environmental Management Practicum: Brownfield
Redevelopment

History
Business

Environmental Studies: A Global Perspective

Science

EP101: Environmental Physiology: Your Body in the
World

Science

EPFLx: BIO465X - Neuronal Dynamics Computational Neuroscience of Single Neurons

Science

Epidemics - the Dynamics of Infectious Diseases

Health And Nutrition

Epidemics, Pandemics and Outbreaks

Health And Nutrition

Grade Results

ESLP is a student designed, student developed, and student
facilitated program offered through UCLA's Institute

Through site-specific client-based work, this course will allow
students to materially contribute to redevelopment decision-making
regarding a former inner-city industrial site. The course will focus on
generating and analyzing pragmatic redevelopment scenarios given
the issues of brownfields and environmental contamination,
community preferences, regulatory constraints and economic
realities. The course is designed along two parallel and mutually
reinforcing educational tracks: Field learning and classroom
reflection, with ample time built into the schedule for both. As the
course will focus on an actual site, there will be a sizeable portion of
student time spent on location and in the surrounding community.
Learn the fundamentals of environmental studies as you explore
global and local communities and determine solutions to
environmental challenges.
This course may be different from other courses you may have taken
online. Our intention is to create more than just a class conveying
information; we want to create an educational experience. You will
be engaged in stories about physiology from across the country,
develop relationships with the instructors as they sacrifice their
bodies for the good of science, and be awed by the complexity and
adaptability of the human body.
This course gives an introduction to the field of theoretical and
computational neuroscience with a focus on models of single
neurons. Neurons encode information about stimuli in a sequence of
short electrical pulses (spikes).
Malaria, HIV/AIDS, Influenza, Measles - we’re in a constant battle
against infectious diseases. This is a course about the dynamics of
such diseases - how they emerge, how they spread around the
globe, and how they can best be controlled.
What can we do to prevent outbreaks of infectious diseases from
becoming epidemics or pandemic? In this course, you’ll learn the
facts about infectious diseases and medical responses. We'll focus
on the public health laws and policies that provide the framework for
effective prevention, like quarantine laws, drug development
policies, and bioterrorism and biodefense.
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Epidemiology: The Basic Science of Public Health

Health And Nutrition
This course explores public health—both locally and globally—
through the lens of epidemiology. Often called “the cornerstone” of
public health, epidemiology is the study of the distribution and
determinants of diseases, health conditions, or events among
populations and the application of that study to control health
problems. By applying the concepts learned in this course to current
public health problems and issues, students will understand the
practice of epidemiology as it relates to real life and makes for a
better appreciation of public health programs and policies. This
course explores public health issues like cardiovascular and
infectious diseases – both locally and globally –through the lens of
epidemiology.

Epigenetic Control of Gene Expression

Science

Equity Research - CFA Approved Program

Accounting

Each mammalian cell has the same genes, yet performs distinct
functions. This is achieved by epigenetic control of gene expression;
the switching on and switching off of genes. This course will cover
the principles of epigenetic control of gene expression, how
epigenetic control contributes to cellular differentiation and
development, and how it goes wrong in disease.

Equity Research from edu CBA is a comprehensive course with
following details: 1> Microsoft Excel required to handle complex
Financial Modeling 2> Financial Analysis 3> Financial Modeling and
4> Valuations and Relative Valuations 5> Report Writing You do not
need to take Financial and Valuation Modeling and Report Writing
Courses separately if you have taken this course. Those are
included in detailed manner in this comprehensive program. Some
parts of Microsoft Excel and Financial Accounting required for
Financial Modeling and Valuation are also included in this Program.
Now, Do you want to become an Equity Analyst? You are at the right
place. We at edu CBA will help you realize your dream with our most
popular, most successful, CFA Institute approved online program on
Equity Research. This is not just a course, this is an experience, on
the job training experience. It has been prepared by highly qualified
professionals, Investment Bankers, Equity Analysts from top notch
Financial firms and Institutions across the globe. They shared their
skills and experience as an analyst, And we collated them to come
up with a program.
ER22.1x: Justice

Law

ER22x: Justice

Law

Grade Results

Justice is a critical analysis of classical and contemporary theories of
justice, including discussion of present-day applications. Topics
include affirmative action, income distribution, same-sex marriage,
the role of markets, debates about rights (human rights and property
rights), arguments for and against equality, dilemmas of loyalty in
public and private life. The course invites students to subject their
own views on these controversies to critical examination.
Justice is a critical analysis of classical and contemporary theories of
justice, including discussion of present-day applications. Topics
include affirmative action, income distribution, same-sex marriage,
the role of markets, debates about rights (human rights and property
rights), arguments for and against equality, dilemmas of loyalty in
public and private life. The course invites students to subject their
own views on these controversies to critical examination.
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Escape from Cubicle Nation

Business
Join business coach and author of Escape From Cubicle Nation
Pamela Slim for this comprehensive guide to forging your own path
as an entrepreneur. Starting out as a business owner can be scary;
Pamela will help you tackle this fear head on as she guides you
through the journey from employee to entrepreneur. From identifying
your skills and strengths to building a secure financial plan, you’ll
explore each stage of developing a business with a strong
foundation and the potential for radical growth. Pamela will also
cover networking, minimizing financial risk, mapping your sales
process, identifying your ideal clients, and more. By the end of this
course, you’ll have a business plan customized to your business’s
unique needs and unlock the freedoms associated with being your
own boss and pursuing your true passions.

ESL Troubleshooting: Selected Topics in English
Skills
Espace mondial, a French vision of Global studies

Foreign Language

Espace mondial, une vision française des global
studies

History

Espresso Coffee Maker Secrets Disclosed

Grade Results

History

To explain how globalization rebuilt public policy and social behavior,
we study the different political, economic, and social actors - public
or private, individual or collective - and the exchanges and
interactions between them that are remaking international relations.
This course is inspired by a French sociological and historical
approach to international relations.

Afin d’expliquer comment la mondialisation reconstruit les politiques
publiques et les comportements sociaux nous étudions les échanges
et interactions entre les acteurs politiques, économiques et sociaux publics et privés, individuels et collectifs- et la façon dont ils
redessinent les relations internationales. Ce cours prend sa source
dans les approches sociologique et historique françaises des
relations internationales. To explain how globalization rebuilt public
policies and social attitudes we study the exchanges and
interactions between political , economic and social -public and
private, individual and Match- and how they are reshaping
international relations. The course begins in the French sociological
and historical approaches to international relations.

The A -Z videos all about espresso coffee machines and their
accessories. Learn how to choose a suitable coffee maker, then
service and maintain it yourself. Ensuring limited downtime with
longer lasting equipment. You'll also learn how to make the best
tasting espresso coffee, including latte art for presentation. Your
coffee lovers will keep coming back for more.
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Essential Chinese for Travelers (1)

Foreign Language

This course teaches you the basic and useful phrases and
sentences with thorough explanations that best prepare you to have
conversations as you are on a plane to China and first arrive in
China. It provides you with extremely detailed and easy-to-follow
instructions on Chinese tones and pronunciation that make you talk
like a local; it also offers well-designed vocabulary review and
essential tips for having a hassle-free travel in China. It contains 22
lectures, including 11 video lectures, 6 video review lectures, and 5
PDF review lectures for sections. For each small section there is a
video review lecture: you can listen to the audio and repeat, and
practice your spoken Chinese; and for each large section there is a
PDF summary of the lectures. This course shows you how Chinese
works by fully taking into account the learner perspective. It is so
easy and practical that you can use immediately on your way to
China and as your first arrive there. Whether your interest lies in the
language or the culture, the course has something for you. This
FREE course also offers you plenty of opportunities to practice
spoken Chinese with the fun instructor Shuai FOR FREE via the
smartphone app WeChat ! Whether you are a first-timer or a
seasoned traveler, you will need to know the essential phrases and
sentences for various situations and problems, but don’t worry,
Shuai’s Essential Chinese for Travelers (2) has everything, including
a practical and complete language package and useful insider tips,
for you! Good news! By giving a 5 star to or leaving a nice comment
on either Essential Chinese for Travelers (1) or Essential Chinese
for Travelers (2), you will get $20 off when taking Essential Chinese
for Travelers (2); if you are a subscriber for Essential Chinese for
Travelers (2) then by successfully referring a friend to Essential
Chinese for Travelers (2) you will get a reward of $25; if you are
great enough to complete both, then the reward is $30 off the
original price of Essential Chinese for Travelers (2). : ) Go check it
out! : ) Have fun learning!

Essential Chinese for Travelers (2)

Foreign Language
This 3.5-hour course teaches you the most useful phrases with
thorough explanations that best prepare you to have conversations
in real life and make your travel and stay in China a breeze. It
provides you with detailed and easy-to-follow instructions on
Chinese tones and pronunciation that make you talk like a local; it
also offers well-designed vocabulary review and essential tips for
having a hassle-free travel in China. It contains 62 lectures, including
29 video lectures, 25 video review lectures, and 8 PDF review
lectures for sections. For each small section there is a video review
lecture: you can listen to the audio and repeat, and practice your
spoken Chinese; and for each large section there is a PDF summary
of the lectures. This course is taught from the perspective of an
English speaker. It is so easy and practical that you can use
immediately in your daily life while you are traveling or studying in
China. Whether your interest lies in the language or the culture, the
course has something for you. With a teeny-tiny fraction of the
average costs in online and offline Chinese classes, you can access
an even richer pool of practical materials and resources here. For
the previous basic lessons, please visit Shuai’s FREE course
Essential Chinese for Travelers (1) Finally, you have plenty of
opportunities to practice spoken Chinese with the fun instructor
Shuai FOR FREE via the smartphone app WeChat ! Have fun
learning! ^_^

Essential Human Biology: Cells and Tissues

Grade Results

Science

An introduction to the human body's most fundamental building
blocks and their behaviours in health and disease.
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Essential Music Guide: Learn Ableton Live!

Music
With early support from the Laidback Luke Forum, the Essential
Music Guide will teach students of both beginner and intermediate
levels the necessary steps towards producing electronic music in
Ableton Live. With this course you will be able to create
professionally sounding electronic music from start to finish. Easy to
Follow! Have you recently made the switch to Ableton Live? Or are
you just starting out in the world of music production? The steps
towards creating professional electronic music can be found all over
the web but with the Essential Music Guide exclusively on Udemy
you gain access to years of production knowledge using Ableton
Live across various genres. Learn from professional
producer/instructor Castilian with over 10,000 views on Soundcloud
and over 6 years of music production experience! Each Step of the
Way! The course is designed for students of both beginner and
intermediate levels interested in learning music production without
having to rely on the trial and error of doing it alone. Carefully
Organized Sections The course is structured into 6 sections each
targeting a specific area of music production to help students learn
how to produce professionally sounding electronic music. The
sections cover a wide range of general topics including... General
layout of Ableton Keep the Beat Going Drum Production Sound
design with Massive and Sylenth1 Piano in Ableton Live Audio Effect
Tools Layering Session View Mastering Mixing Providing an
extensive overview on how to use various audio effects such as
Compression, Limiting, Delay, Reverb, Stereo-Imaging, Side-Chain
Compression and More! Learn premium sound design techniques on
world renowned Plug-ins, Massive and Sylenth1. Learn Drum
production techniques to create punchy sounding drums that cut
through heavy sounds in your mix! Practice Makes Perfect Music
Production often takes lots of time to learn and the Essential Music
Guide is designed to guide students through the process of learning
music production without having to work alone! Exclusive Lessons
on All major Plug-In's The steps to learning music production are in
your hands, don't hesitate give it a try and create music you can
share with the world!

Grade Results
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Essential Parkour Techniques

Grade Results

Fitness

Break free from the gym Take charge of your fitness with Parkour
Why drag yourself to some stuffy sterilized box to do exercises day
after day when there are better options? Parkour is a tool for your
liberation. Why do dull and repetitive exercise in some gym when
you can transform the world into your playground? Imagine this:
you’re travelling down the street and a set of hand railings grab your
attention (this happens to me all the time, by the way); they’re
perfect. You feel an irresistible urge to stop and practice your vaults,
flowing over the railings with the new skills you learned. Perhaps it’s
just a refreshing five minute detour from your daily routine, or it turns
into something longer; either way you leave the spot feeling
energized and ready to tackle the rest of your day with renewed
vigor. Stuff like that happens to me all the time. There’s no need for
a gym when the world is filled with obstacles just begging to be
played on. I dub this “kid goggles” mode; when you’re in it, no
external motivation required to get up and get moving. Okay, so
that’s what Parkour can do, but what is it exactly? Parkour seems
new, with the fancy French name (side note: you’ll also hear it called
freerunning or l’art du déplacement) and all, but it’s been around for
as long as humans have needed to avoid becoming cat food; it just
didn’t have a name or international community surrounding it. Since
its beginnings in complete obscurity Parkour has grown into enough
popularity to be parodied on The Office among other things..I
suppose that’s progress? Ultimately the practical purpose of Parkour
is (short definition) to efficiently cross an environment using only
your own body, overcoming any obstacles in your path. You could
use the skills to help you catch a bus, beat your friends to the
rendezvous by taking shortcuts, or use it to escape in a true
emergency situation (I hope you never need Parkour for that). (In my
case I practice with those things in mind, but in the end I do it
because it’s an amazing fun. ) In other words, you learn to master
your body and environment through Parkour. You’ll become so damn
good at overcoming obstacles that people will think you’re a ninja
with magical powers. Quit making it look so easy, you’re making
people jealous. It is all about fitness through movement and
movement for life. Unless you are a bodybuilder or professional
athlete you don’t need to hours grinding away in the gym trying to
eek out every last drop of performance (or aesthetics) out of each
muscle. Practice real movement instead. You will simultaneously
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Essential Photography Skills - Beginner Digital SLR
Training

Photography
Introduction to DSLR Photography for Beginners (newly updated
with new examples, original image download and much more)
Master your camera and understand the basics of digital SLR
photography with this Photography Course Online. Recent
comments from Diane Bell "I enjoyed this course. The tip I benefited
from the most was how to hold the camera. Camera shake can be a
big issue. Thanks for the course. I got a lot out of it." Photography
can be Frustrating in the Beginning Are you frustrated with the
average shots you're getting with your DIGITAL SLR camera? Are
you stuck in automatic mode? Do the words "aperture", "shutter
speed", "ISO" and "exposure" sound like a foreign language, but one
you would like to speak? Learn the basics of photography in 120
minutes ..... Guaranteed. This downloadable step-by-step video
series covers the basics of photography, from how your camera
works, exposure, shutter speed and aperture, all the way to what
inspires you and how to compose your images for maximum impact.
Short & Sweet Videos Lessons Brent goes into detail and
demonstrates each essential photographic ingredient in these fun,
casual and easy-to-learn videos. Easy Self-Paced Learning Take
this course at your own pace, come back and re-watch sections if
you like, or watch the entire course in one-go. It's recommended that
you watch one section at a time and then go out and practice what
you have learned. Photograph On-Location & In-Studio Join Brent as
he photographs portraits in the studio and outdoors as well as go on
location to capture landscapes and sunset pictures. You will never
have to shoot in auto mode again. Popular Photography eBook
Included Included is a full manual (Essential Photography Skills
eBook 2nd edition) that goes with these videos, Print it out,
especially the Exposure Chart, plus 2 bonus videos will help you
shoot like a Pro. Download the Original Images Download the full
resolution original images from the lectures; follow along on your
computer. For example: The lecture on shutter speed - check out the
fast shutter speed images and compare them to the slow shutter
speed images - zoom right in. Awesome!

Essential SEO Training For Successful Web
Marketing

Marketing

Master the art of SEO and Web Marketing for Web Entrepreneur. In
this training course for SEO (Search Engine Optimization)
fundamentals, expert author and internet marketer, Kevin Bates
takes you through the sometimes confusing world of web site
optimization for search engines. This SEO tutorial is designed for the
beginner, and you do not have to have prior knowledge of SEO however some HTML knowledge and website experience are
recommended. You will start with the basics of what SEO is, how
search engines operate, and some of the tools available to you.
Once you are comfortable with the basics, Kevin delves into the
technical side of SEO - sitemaps, redirects, nofollows and how to
handle dynamic content. You will learn about on and off page
optimization, how to measure, track and test your optimization, and
even how to use paid search effectively. By the conclusion of this
video based training for search engine optimization, you will be
familiar with the process of optimizing your website, choosing
keywords and the basics of paid search marketing to generate more
traffic for your website. Course Goals: Learn highly effective SEO
techniques that boost rankings Learn how not to trip over
optimization penalties that could lead to your site being sandoxed or
banned. Learn to reverse engineer your Competitors SEO Strategies
and turn them to your advantage Learn how to find niche keywords
with a high conversation rate Learn how to use Google's own
reporting to find untapped commercial traffic Gain an Understanding
of Commercial Intent and learn how to capitalize on it. Learn the
fundamentals of Paid Search and how to make it profitable Learn
effective use of Social Media Marketing

Grade Results
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Essential Skills for Designers - Images in InDesign

Design
About the course: InDesign offers many options to incorporate
images in your print and interactive layouts. With this course you can
learn everything you need to know from placing images into your
documents to advanced composition techniques. The course
includes: 18 instructional video tutorials Quizzes about the
techniques learnt in each section Exercise files used in the course to
help follow along and practice Essential Skills for Designers &
Career Guide PDF Design Terminology PDF Useful Keyboard
Shortcuts PDF Collection of Useful websites for Designers PDF
Certificate of completion How long will the course take to complete?
This course will take only 2 hours to complete, but it will take some
time to put all the techniques into practice. How the course is
structured? The course is structured into 18 videos, each explaining
a technique for working with images in InDesign. It is recommended
to watch the videos in order of the outline but you can also choose to
watch them individually. After each section you can take Quizzes to
revise the crucial techniques and definitions learnt on the way. Why
take this course? Easy. If you want to get a job as a designer either
being employed or freelancing, you have to know how to work with
images in InDesign. This course will make you very confident about
this essential skill for designers. This course is for you if you are
planning to take your InDesign skills to the next level and want to
become a Pro in no time.

Essential Skills for Designers - Masking

Design
About the course: Masking is one of the most essential concepts in
graphic design and it is the foundation to work non-destructively with
layers. Although it is a simple concept it is difficult to understand.
This course thoroughly explains everything you need to know about
masking techniques in Adobe Photoshop, Illustrator and InDesign.
Starting with the basic concept of masking you can learn lots of
advanced creative techniques to work more efficiently on your
designs and artwork. The course includes: 17 instructional video
tutorials Quizzes about the techniques learnt in each section
Exercise files used in the course to help follow along and practice
Essential Skills for Designers & Career Guide PDF Design
Terminology PDF Useful Keyboard Shortcuts PDF Collection of
Useful websites for Designers PDF Certificate of completion How
long will the course take to complete? This course will take only 2
hours to complete, but it will take some time to put all the techniques
into practice. How the course is structured? The course is structured
into 17 videos, each explaining a specific masking technique or
scenario. It is recommended to watch the videos in order of the
outline but you can also choose to watch them individually. After
each section you can take Quizzes to revise the crucial techniques
and definitions learnt on the way. Why take this course? Easy. If you
want to get a job as a designer either being employed or freelancing,
you have to know how to do masking properly. This course will make
you very confident about this essential skill for designers. This
course is for you if you are planning to take your Photoshop,
Illustrator and InDesign skills to the next level and want to become a
Pro in no time.

Grade Results
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Essential Skills for Designers - Mastering the Pen
Tool

Design

About the course: Most of the tools of Photoshop, Illustrator and
InDesign are easy to learn and understand, but there is one major
exception: the Pen tool. It is a very versatile vector drawing tool
present in all three applications and can save you a lot of time and
effort in many ways if you learn to use it properly. It can be used for
drawing shapes and illustrations, creating custom frames for your
layouts, making selections of your images, designing custom paths
for your type, drawing artistic effects and so much more. In this
course we will learn everything you need to know about the Pen tool.
You can master it following many exercises and in less than 2 hours
you can become a real Pen tool pro in Adobe Photoshop, Illustrator
and InDesign. The course includes: 17 instructional video tutorials
Quizzes about the techniques learnt in each section Exercise files
used in the course to help follow along and practice Essential Skills
for Designers & Career Guide PDF Design Terminology PDF Useful
Keyboard Shortcuts PDF Collection of Useful websites for Designers
PDF Certificate of completion How long will the course take to
complete? This course will take only 2 hours to complete, but it will
take some time to put all the techniques into practice. How the
course is structured? The course is structured into 17 videos, each
explaining a technique for working with the Pen tool. It is
recommended to watch the videos in order of the outline but you can
also choose to watch them individually. After each section you can
take Quizzes to revise the crucial techniques and definitions learnt
on the way. Why take this course? Easy. If you want to get a job as a
designer either being employed or freelancing, you have to know
how to work with the Pen Tool This course will make you very
confident about this essential skill for designers. This course is for
you if you are planning to take your design skills to the next level and
want to become a Pro in no time.

Essential Skills for Designers Type

Design

About the course: Working with type in Graphic Design is essential.
Visual communication relies mainly on the combination of images
and text. In a good design typography is integral part of the whole
composition, in many cases the whole design is some kind of
creative use of type. In this course we are going to learn to work as a
professional with type in Adobe Photoshop, Illustrator and InDesign.
We are going to learn a bit about typography theory but we will
mainly focus on practical things like how to deal with fonts, how to
organize them on your computer, how to use the type tool as a
professional, how to format your type efficiently using keyboard
shortcuts and so much more. Join me on this course and learn how
to work with type quickly and easily. The course includes: 18
instructional video tutorials Quizzes about the techniques learnt in
each section Essential Skills for Designers & Career Guide PDF
Design Terminology PDF Useful Keyboard Shortcuts PDF Collection
of Useful websites for Designers PDF Certificate of completion How
long will the course take to complete? This course will take only 2
hours to complete, but it will take some time to put all the techniques
into practice. How the course is structured? The course is structured
into 18 videos, each explaining a technique for working with type. It
is recommended to watch the videos in order of the outline but you
can also choose to watch them individually. After each section you
can take Quizzes to revise the crucial techniques and definitions
learnt on the way. Why take this course? Easy. If you want to get a
job as a designer either being employed or freelancing, you have to
know how to work with text. This course will make you very confident
about this essential skill for designers. This course is for you if you
are planning to take your design skills to the next level and want to
become a Pro in no time.

Grade Results
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Essential Wordpress Basic Training

Web Design

When you finish this course, you will get a "Certificate of
Completion"! Learn everything you need to know to become a
Wordpress expert in under 3 hours! Alright, so you want to create an
awesome looking website/blog but you have ZERO coding and
design experience. You also don't have $1,000 to pay some
'professional guru' to build you a 'super duper awesome website'.
The great news is that there is a solution - and it's FREE! It's called
Wordpress. Wordpress is a free CMS software that you can add to
your website that makes creating professional websites SO EASY!
Now, you just need to learn all about Wordpress and learn how to
use it. That's where this course comes in. So what will you learn from
this course? Domain Name: I will show you tricks on how to find a
good domain name for your website and how to register that domain
for less money than the other people are paying! Web Hosting: I will
show you the BEST web hosting companies and how to get a
discount when you first sign up! Installing Wordpress: You will learn
how to install Wordpress with ONE CLICK of your mouse button!
You don't have to mess with nasty codes, files or databases.
Wordpress will be installed automatically in SECONDS. Wordpress
Basics: I'm going to show you every single button and option inside
of the Wordpress dashboard. By the time you are done with this,
you'll know Wordpress like the back of your hand! Essential Plugins:
I'm going to break down some of the most important plugins you
should have on your Wordpress website to increase security,
increase your traffic & make your website 100%% more user
friendly! Basic Enhancements: During this section I will show you
how to get tons of free traffic by taking advantage of Social Media &
how to keep visitors on your site a lot longer than they expected!
Conclusion: A brief course overview of what we learned and a thank
you! With the completion of this course. You will have the knowledge
and experience to set up your own website running Wordpress and
how to operate Wordpress to the maximum! Are you ready to learn?
Lets do it!

Essentials for English Speeches and Presentations

Basic Skills

英语演讲与演示

Essentials of Corporate Finance

Business

Essentials of Corporate Finance

Business

Essentials of Corporate Finance Capstone

Finance

Grade Results

Students must learn essential knowledge and skills to deliver an
impressive English speech or presentation for academic purposes,
job hunting, and business occasions. Global perspectives and intercultural communication skills are taught here to facilitate most
Chinese English learners.
学习在学术交流、求职、海外留学与商务场景下进行英文演讲与演示
所必备的知识与技能，强化中国学生的全球化视角与跨文化沟通技巧
。
You will gain a firm understanding of corporate finance, including
accounting principles and financial analysis, how value is created by
global markets, the choices firms face when making financial
decisions and defining attitudes towards risk. The Specialization
concludes with a Capstone project that allows you to apply the skills
you've learned throughout the courses.
You will gain a firm understanding of corporate finance, including
accounting principles and financial analysis, how value is created by
global markets, the choices firms face when making financial
decisions and defining attitudes towards risk. The Specialization
concludes with a Capstone project that allows you to apply the skills
you've learned throughout the courses.
The Capstone Project is the final part of the Essentials of Corporate
Financial Analysis and Decision-Making MOOC Specialization. The
Capstone is designed to allow students to bring together the skills
acquired and knowledge gained over the preceding four courses of
the Specialization by taking on the role of a financial analyst tasked
with advising a wealthy private client on a significant strategic
investment in a large listed firm operating across the globe.
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Essentials of Entrepreneurship: Thinking & Action

Business
Success in business can be greatly enhanced with an understanding
of key entrepreneurial characteristics and competencies solutions.
This interactive course provides potential entrepreneurs with the
knowledge of succeeding in an entrepreneurial opportunity. Topics
include: how creativity, opportunity and feasibility are best evaluated;
business strategies for new businesses; importance of a business
plan; achieving success in a new business. At the end of the course
students will have the skills and confidence to evaluate starting a
business, in addition to becoming more enterprising in how they
approach their roles should they decide to work in organizations.

Establish 3 Routines to Expertly Manage Your Social
Media
Establishing a Professional ‘Self’ through Effective
Intercultural Communication

Social Sciences

ET3034TUx: Solar Energy

Engineering

Ethics and Public Policy
Ethics and Values in a Multicultural World

Social Sciences
Humanities

Ethics for Safety Professionals

Philosophy

Ethics of Sports: Do Sports Morally Matter?

Social Sciences

European Business Law: Doing Business in Europe

Law

Business

Overwhelmed by social media? This 1 hour lesson will help you take
back control and maximize your online presence.
In the course ‘Establishing a professional ‘self’ through effective
intercultural communication’, you will learn how to communicate
effectively to establish relationships with colleagues in a culturally
and linguistically diverse community and workplace.
The course Solar Energy will teach you to design a complete
photovoltaic system. The course will introduce you to the technology
that converts solar energy into electricity, heat and solar fuels with a
main focus on electricity generation.

This course presents the academic foundations and historical
development of multicultural moral decision-making and helps
students develop their ability to interrelate reflectively, responsibly,
and respectfully with a society of increasing intercultural
connections. Students will first explore how people approach moral
decision-making, and then how multicultural and intercultural moral
decision-making ought to be made.
A three unit course on ethics directed to safety professionals.
Explore ethical issues in sports, including the value of winning,
violence in sports, and intercollegiate athletics and their impact on
education.

This six-week course titled Doing Business in Europe is the second
in a series of three exploring some of the main business aspects of
European Union law. Besides providing learners with a sound
knowledge base of European laws and regulations relevant to
establishing and managing a company within the European Union,
the course also explores business considerations within a broader
perspective by including inputs from leading law practitioners in the
field. More specifically, the course discusses strategic and financial
considerations within Company law, as well as Labour law issues
such as restructuring enterprises, working conditions and handling
crises situations. The course also examines other legal areas such
as Tax law, Environmental law and Private International law, and
how they tie in to doing business in Europe.

European Business Law: Understanding the
Fundamentals

Business

European History on the Internet/Sookmyung
Womens University/Seoul,Korea

History

European Politics

Social Sciences

Grade Results

The European Union is one of the world’s largest and most important
economies. This five week course is the first in a series of three that
will provide students with an insight into European Business Law.
The series ranges from considering the basic structures and
principles of the European Union to focusing on various specialized
areas of law. Each course will give the students an understanding of
the laws and policies that regulate the internal market of European
Union, as well as relevant case law and useful inputs from leading
practitioners in the field.
유럽사에 관한 영상정규강의 특강 논문 사료 책 연구소 등의
모든자료들을 용이하게 찾는
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Event Marketing & Management: Start Successful
Event Series

Marketing
This is a fantastic course about how to create successful events.
The course covers important issues like how to price your event,
how to promote your event, different ways in which you can make
money from your event, and much more. The course is about 30
minutes of video content. It is relatively short, but it covers a real
wealth of insightful information. The course is brought to you by two
businesses. I, the creator of the Problemio.com business apps, have
created a successful event series in the past, and
GrandStandStore.com which prints event materials such as posters
and brochures also contributed ideas to this course. With this course
you get the advice of two companies with experience in creating
events. If you are a new event organizer, this course is a must! By
the end of the course, you will feel that you are head and shoulders
above where you were before you got started with the course.

Evernote for busy professionals

Business
What the students say This is a great course to take if you are not
familiar with Evernote but would like to be. I have been wanting to
use this program for awhile but have put it off because it seemed a
bit overwhelming and confusing. I wasn't halfway through his course
and I immediately jumped into my Evernote account and started
setting items up and creating notes. Radu Popa gave great
information with great examples - it was easy to follow and
understand and implement. It is a beginners course so if you are
looking for the beginners starting point this is the course to take.
BTW - it was delightful to see Radu Popa use himself in one of the
lectures as an example of how to use the webcam part in a note. Ruth N The problem with information It is hard to remember
everything isn't it? You probably have a lot going on in your
professional life, multiple projects and responsibilities and also at
home. Maybe you feel that you are constantly forgetting something
and this adds stress. Your files and documents are probably spread
across your laptop, tablet, email, etc. making things harder to find.
Evernote, a complete information management system I believe that
Evernote can be a real solution in this information age to help us
remember everything. It can be a central spot in which we put all our
thoughts and files and give us a sense of control. I have been using
Evernote for couple of years and can say that it is a very powerful
tool, not only an application but rather an extension of ourselves, an
extension of our brain. I created this online Evernote course to share
what I learned so far with you. This 100+ minutes course is
structured into 6 sections: Getting started: if you are really new to
Evernote this section will help you learn the basics Evernote setup:
my suggestion on how to set up a notebook and tag structure so you
can quickly archive and find everything Putting stuff in: how to easily
add content to Evernote in multiple ways Getting stuff out: how do I
find information in Evernote and how can I share it with others Other
goodies: tools that complement the Evernote experience, Evernote
Clearly and Evernote Reminders Open space: a place to answer
your questions Hope you enjoy the course Radu Popa

Grade Results
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Evernote Hands-On Training

Business
Evernote Hands-On Training introduces Evernote as a productivity
tool which helps you collect, organize and share information easily
using desktops, laptops as well as mobile devices. You will learn
how to create notes using a variety of media including text, images,
audio, and video. You will learn how to clip information from the web
and save it automatically in your Evernote account. You will learn
how to organize your notes and share them with friends and
colleagues. If you have private or sensitive information you would
like to store, you will learn how to encrypt that information. You will
learn how to search and backup your notes and integrate your notes
with social media. This course is designed to train you in the skills
mentioned above through almost 3 hours of video demonstrations
accompanied by 7 hands-on projects. Each project has
accompanying resources including directions and a guide which has
step-by-step instructions and screenshots -- all designed to ensure
that you have everything you need to successfully complete the
project. In addition, each project has a video demonstration showing
how I completed the steps so that you as a student can have
something to compare your project with and to provide you with
feedback which is necessary for successful learning. If you take this
course, watch the demonstrations and do the projects, you will have
a thorough understanding of what is available in Evernote and more
importantly, you will know how to use it. Please note that the focus of
this course is to get the beginning Evernote user familiar with what is
available in Evernote by focusing on the desktop/laptop version. We
do look at how to access notes and information within Evernote
mobile apps but the mobile versions do not have all the features of
the desktop version so you will need to follow the course primarily on
your desktop or laptop -- if you try to follow this course by just using
a mobile device, it will be difficult to follow the steps as there are
significant differences between the features of the desktop and
mobile versions of Evernote. Once you become skillful using
Evernote on the desktop/laptop, you can transfer those skills to your
mobile devices.

Every Picture Tells A Story

Photography

Everybody Has An Accent
Everyday Mind Mastery

Social Sciences
Basic Skills

Grade Results

Experience a private photography workshop through the
breathtaking scenery of northern Arizona with renowned landscape
photographer and workshop leader Steve Kossack. Much more than
just a collection of photography tips, watch and learn as Steve
photographs the iconic beauty of Horseshoe Bend, Lower Antelope
Canyon, and The Wave. In this photography video, Steve will inspire
and enlighten viewers on the techniques he has perfected, allowing
him to create the stunning landscape imagery he has become so
well known for capturing. “Every Picture Tells A Story” is about the
journey of learning photography.
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Everything You Need To Know About Botox (+ Live
Demos)

Beauty
Learn everything you need to know about Botox by watching, "Botox
for Beginners," with Dr. Robert Applebaum, a leading Beverly Hills
plastic surgeon. In this 40 minute course, you'll learn everything from
the history of Botox, to common Botox myths, as well as watching
two live demos performed on actual Botox patients. The video is
shot using state-of-the-art film techniques, and was shot by a
professional Los Angeles film crew to ensure optimal lighting, sound
and overall experience for viewers. If you've been curious about
getting Botox, or if you simply want to learn more about it, this is the
right course for you. Stop researching online. Don't rely on YouTube
videos to watch a demo. Make an educated, empowered decision
about whether Botox is right for you by learning from a trusted
resource, Dr. Robert Applebaum. By purchasing this course, you'll
also gain access to bonus content including Dr. Applebaum's
signature four step skin care routine, and a demonstrating
showcasing how you can achieve a flawless makeup makeover
using drugstore brands (in five minutes or less)!

Evolution of the Immune System

Science

Evolution Teacher Training

Education

This course gives you all my latest tools to make you one of the most
fresh, cutting edge and effective yoga teachers.

Evolution: A Course for Educators

Science

How are all of the species living on Earth today related? How does
understanding evolutionary science contribute to our well-being? In
this course, participants will learn about evolutionary relationships,
population genetics, and natural and artificial selection. Participants
will explore evolutionary science and learn how to integrate it into
their classrooms.

Evolutionary Biology
Evolutionary Psychology

Science
Science

Excel - Advanced Excel Course

Computer Science

In this course, evolutionary pathways that have led to the
development of innate and adaptive immunity are analyzed, the
conserved and unique features of the immune response from
bacteria to higher vertebrates is traced, and factors, such as
adaptive changes in pathogens that have shaped the evolution of
immune system are identified.This course is one of many Advanced
Undergraduate Seminars offered by the Biology Department at MIT.
These seminars are tailored for students with an interest in using
primary research literature to discuss and learn about current
biological research in a highly interactive setting.

Current research on the evolution and development of cognition and
affect, including intuitive physics, biology, and psychology, language,
emotions, sexuality, and social relations.

This advanced online course on Microsoft Excel 2010 is not for
beginners. This awesome course is ideal for those seeking to
enhance their Excel 2010 knowledge, it even goes deeper into the
features and functions of the powerful excel spreadsheet. The
course is perfect for those already having a good knowledge of
Microsoft Excel 2010 basics. In this online course, you will learn
advanced features. You will learn about performing lookups with
HLOOKUP and VLOOKUP. By the conclusion of this advanced
computer software tutorial for Microsoft Excel 2010, you will have
mastered the advanced features and functions of this software.
Excel - Basic Excel Course

Education

This MS excel training tutorial teaches you basics of MS Excel 2010
using practical excel case studies

Excel - Excel Course (Basic and Advanced)

Computer Science

This excel training covers both basic excel and advanced excel
tutorial

Grade Results
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Excel - Statistical Tools in Excel

Business
THIS COURSE IS NO LONGER AVAILABLE Microsoft excel is a
spreadsheet application. It is used to display and manipulate the
numerical data. It provides with data organization and analysis tool
which helps you to sort the large data , extract and present the data
in the graphical format. This function helps a person to manage the
large data effectively. It also saves a lot of time of a person. These
excel courses are designed in order to increase the productivity and
efficiency by introducing participants to numerous tools and
techniques available in Excel. Here we discuss how to do use
advanced Statistical functions and formulas and usage of advanced
tools. mean, mode, Median Standard Deviation & Variance Using
Descriptive Statistics using Excel Add-in Tool Central Tendency
Histogram etc Learn advanced excel for statistics and work more
effectively and efficiently Instructor: Mr. Dheeraj V. (CFA, FRM, IIML,
IITD) Dheeraj, A financial wizard, His relentless pursuit of knowledge
and financial acumen has made him one of the most sought after
individual in the training circles. He was associated with J.P Morgan
Chase Equity Research Group as an analyst and later moved to
CLSA India (Asia’s #1 Broking Firm) in the field of Equity Research
and Investment Banking domain.

Excel 2003 Essential Training

Computer Science

Excel 2007 - Advanced

Business

Excel 2007 Intermediate

Business

Excel 2007 Introduction

Business

Excel 2003 Essential Training with Mark Swift is a movie-based
workshop for users who are new to working with spreadsheets, or
those wanting to improve their skills. This workshop begins with a
basic overview of the application and quickly advances to cover
useful formulas, functions, techniques for enhancing spreadsheets,
charts, and much more. Exercise files accompany the training,
allowing you to follow along and learn at your own pace.
This course builds on knowledge gained in the Introduction and
Intermediate courses. In Advanced Microsoft Office Excel 2007, you
learn how to analyze and manage your data. You will explore the
many data analysis tools available in Excel, such as formula
auditing, goal seek, Scenario Manager and subtotals. Additionally,
during this course you will use advanced functions, learn how to
apply conditional formatting, filter and manage your data lists, create
and manipulate PivotTables and PivotCharts and record basic
macros.
This course is designed to expand on the skills learned in the
Introduction to Excel 2007 training. Specifically this class will focus
on using multiple sheets in a workbook, the advantages of working
with range names, creating and applying spreadsheet templates,
using the outline features and creating subtotals, and understanding
all the options found in Paste Special. A significant amount of the
course will be spent covering creating and manipulating charts and
using drawing tools to annotate charts and spreadsheets.

This class teaches the basic functions and features of Excel 2007.
After an introduction to spreadsheet terminology and Excel's window
components, you will learn how to use the Help system and navigate
worksheets and workbooks. Next, you will enter and edit text, values,
formulas, and pictures, and you will save workbooks in various
formats. Additionally, you will move and copy data, learn about
absolute and relative references, and work with ranges, rows, and
columns. This course also covers simple functions, basic formatting
techniques, managing large worksheets and printing.

Grade Results
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Excel 2007 Power Shortcuts

Business
In Excel 2007 Power Shortcuts, Adobe product manager and
designer Michael Ninness, shows many of the tips and tricks he's
picked up throughout his career to make Excel work for him. Michael
starts with his top ten shortcuts, then continues with tips for
navigation, cell selection, formatting, and data entry. He shows how
to make a sheet easier to read by shading every other row, and
demonstrates how to remove hyperlinks from selected cells. He
explains how to get basic statistics from the Status bar, and
introduces the ever-useful AutoSum keyboard shortcut. This course
is filled with useful tips for anyone who uses Excel to track projects,
create spreadsheets, or build forms. Exercise files accompany the
course.

Excel 2007 VBA

Business
This course introduces you to Excel macro programming using
Microsoft's Visual Basic for Application (VBA). The overall focus of
this course is to teach you proper Visual Basic programming
techniques along with an understanding of Excel's object structure.
Other topics in this course include; recording macros, programming
basics, proper variable declaration, Visual Basic functions, control
structure use, looping, and Userform creation. The final section
deals with the debugging tools included in the Microsoft VBA editor
and methods on how to effectively use them.

Excel 2007: Advanced Formatting Techniques

Computer Science

Excel 2007: Business Statistics
Excel 2007: Charts in Depth

Finance
Business

Excel 2007: Creating and Managing Invoices
Excel 2007: Creating Business Budgets
Excel 2007: Creating Business Budgets
Excel 2007: Creating Charts with Dynamic Data

Accounting
Accounting
Business
Business

Excel 2007: Data Validation in Depth

Computer Science

Excel 2007: Financial Analysis

Finance

Grade Results

Making important information presentable is what sets successful
business reports and presentations apart from staid, unintelligible
data. In Excel 2007: Advanced Formatting Techniques, author
Dennis Taylor shares simple and powerful tips for making
information readable and understandable, including automation
techniques that take the drudgery out of formatting even the largest
amounts of data. This course covers techniques for accentuating
and emphasizing specific cells and adding style and readability to
worksheets. Exercise files accompany this course.

In this course, Dennis Taylor shows how to analyze and
communicate the value of data with charts in Excel. The course
starts with the foundations: what the parts of a chart are, what the
different types of charts are, and which charts work best for your
data. The course then shows how to create a presentation-ready
chart in minutes and offers dozens of in-depth tutorials on formatting
and fine-tuning charts so they represent data clearly and accurately.

Excel 2007: Creating Charts with Dynamic Data shows how simple
data in Excel can be used to build exciting and updatable charts.
Microsoft Most Valuable Professional Curt Frye explains how to use
both named ranges and Excel tables to create charts that adjust as
the data changes. Curt demonstrates how to specify the number of
points in a chart and how to use a drop-down list to select which data
series is displayed. Finally, he shows how to use PivotChart reports
to reorganize and visualize data on the fly. Exercise files accompany
the course.
In Excel 2007: Data Validation in Depth, author Dennis Taylor shows
how to use the data validation tools in Excel to control how users can
input data into workbooks and ensure data is entered consistently
and accurately. The course covers creating dropdown lists,
preventing duplicate entries, and controlling the format of numeric
data, dates and times, and text entered into worksheets. Exercise
files are included with the course.
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Excel 2007: Macros in Depth

Computer Science

Excel 2007: Managing Multiple Worksheets and
Workbooks

Computer Science

Excel 2008 for Mac Essential Training

Business

Excel 2008 for Mac: Pivot Tables for Data Analysis

Computer Science

Excel 2010

Computer Science

Grade Results

In Excel 2007: Macros in Depth, author Dennis Taylor demonstrates
common tasks for which macros are used, and walks through the
process of creating and running simple macros. This course also
covers more advanced topics, including making macros widely
available through the Personal Macro Workbook, recording a macro
in stages, absolute and relative recording, and using Visual Basic for
Applications (VBA) for actions that can’t be recorded. The course
wraps up with a macro project that brings together each of the
elements in a real-world scenario.

In Excel 2007: Managing Multiple Worksheets and Workbooks,
author Dennis Taylor shows how to move and copy data to multiple
worksheets and gives tips for adding, moving, and navigating
worksheets and workbooks efficiently. This course covers how to
make global changes, create simple formulas that connect different
worksheets, make super-efficient 3-D formulas to calculate summary
totals from multiple worksheets, and use pivot tables to summarize
data from multiple workbooks. Exercise files accompany the course.

From customizing the interface to producing professional reports,
Excel 2008 for Mac Essential Training fully explores the intricacies of
working with this information management software. Using realworld examples, instructor David Rivers explains how to manipulate
workbooks; use formulas and functions; perform goal-seeking
analyses; lay out and present text and charts; use basic templates;
and create custom templates, themes, and layouts. Exercise files
accompany the course.
In Excel 2008 for Mac: Pivot Tables for Data Analysis, Microsoft
Most Valuable Professional Curt Frye helps dispel the common fear
of the Pivot Table feature, demonstrating how to use this powerful
tool to discover valuable business intelligence. Curt shows how to
create Pivot Table reports from internal Excel data and outside data
sources, use filters to focus on the most important data in the sheet,
and prepare a Pivot Table report by applying formats and rules.
Exercise files accompany this course.
Online Excel training is designed to create a strong foundation for
using the world's most popular business software as a place to
organize and analyze information. Participants in this course will
start by establishing fundamental skills and best practices essential
for using Excel, and will leave with a working knowledge of
advanced formulas and functions, as well as key tools to organize,
format, and manage data in a spreadsheet. This 12 hour online
Excel course is designed for individuals, Career Changers, and skill
enhancement.
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Excel 2010 - Level 1: From Zero to Hero; BeginnerNovice

Business

By taking this Excel For Beginners course, you will learn excel
basics and other important details on your way to becoming an
Expert in using Excel. Joel Levy of PC Applications with 20 years of
Instructor Led Computer Training Experience will take you step by
step through the entire process of creating a Worksheet with Net
Income and Commission Calculations, Basic Function Calculations
(including Average), and a Sales Chart as an example of how to
create, save and print an Excel Workbook. Many important
underlying concepts about working with Excel are explained in detail
using plain simple terms. Course files are provide so you can work
right along with each lesson for the "hands on experience". Along the
way, you will learn about what Excel can be used for, the Excel
Window and Using Tabs and Ribbons, Opening, Creating and
Saving Workbooks, Excel File Types, Entering Data and Data
Types, Creating Formulas and Functions, Cell Addresses and Cell
Address Types, Moving and Copying Data and Formulas, Editing
Data and Worksheets, Formatting Data and Worksheets, Creating
Basic Charts, Proofing and Printing Including Headers and Footers
in this excel for beginners. Many shortcuts are covered. This excel
basics course contains 17 Lessons with almost 4 Hours of video
content. Although this excel for beginners course assumes you
"know nothing", it could be very worthwhile even if you have already
"fumbled around" with Excel as important "fundamental" details are
covered. The course starts at the beginning and gets you well down
the road in being functional in applying Excel to get the work done,
FAST! This course covers the same information that I cover in my
full day, 7 hour instructor led class that I teach in my business. I also
have Level 2 and Level 3 courses. See why many people have told
me "Best computer training I've ever had!" I guarantee you will find
this course well worth your while. Take this Excel Basics course right
now and learn excel for beginners -Novice.

Excel 2010 Advanced

Business

Excel 2010 Essential Training

Business

Excel 2010 Essentials

Computer Science

This course delves into a variety of topics beyond the basics. You
will learn how to use a wide range of financial, logical, text, and
statistical functions; analyze data with the scenario manager; apply
conditional formatting; and use the new Sparkline feature. Database
management, PivotTables, PivotCharts and Slicers are covered in
detail, as well as importing and exporting Excel data between
applications.
In Excel 2010 Essential Training, Bob Flisser demonstrates the core
features and tools in Excel 2010. The course introduces key Excel
skills, shows how to utilize these skills with in-depth tutorials on
Excel functions and spreadsheet formatting. It also covers prepping
documents for printing, working with large worksheets and
workbooks, collaborating with others, using Excel as a database,
analyzing data, charting, and automating and customizing Excel.
Exercise files are included with the course.

This series is for anyone who wants to learn Microsoft Excel 2010 in
a non-intimidating, soup-to-nuts manner. If you've never used Excel,
this is your starting point. No prior experience is necessary. If you've
used Excel but never had formal training, this course will fill in the
gaps so it all makes sense and so you are efficient and accurate. If
you've used previous versions of Excel (prior to Office 2007) then
there are a lot of features and changes you need to be aware of to
fully utilize this software. In this course we take you from start to
finish including entering data, configuring workbooks, working with
calculations, applying regular and conditional formatting, creating
custom formats, using names, leveraging the power of tables and
charts and outputting your work.

Grade Results
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Excel 2010 Essentials

Computer Science
This series is for anyone who wants to learn Microsoft Excel 2010 in
a non-intimidating, soup-to-nuts manner. If you've never used Excel,
this is your starting point. No prior experience is necessary. If you've
used Excel but never had formal training, this course will fill in the
gaps so it all makes sense and so you are efficient and accurate. If
you've used previous versions of Excel (prior to Office 2007) then
there are a lot of features and changes you need to be aware of to
fully utilize this software. In this course we take you from start to
finish including entering data, configuring workbooks, working with
calculations, applying regular and conditional formatting, creating
custom formats, using names, leveraging the power of tables and
charts and outputting your work.

Excel 2010 for Students & Entrepreneurs with MS
Certificate

Business

Excel 2010 for Students and Entrepreneurs

Computer Science

Wouldn’t you love to learn more about Microsoft Excel? What if you
could learn everything you could need to know about it? With this
Excel 2010 course, you could do just that and get a certificate from
Microsoft to prove it! This course is specifically created for students
and entrepreneurs who want to know how to do their job exceedingly
well. It teaches you all the little things that will cut down on time and
save you money along the way. Once you complete the course, you
even get the Official Microsoft Advance Excel 2010 course for
nothing at all! Boost your skills and impress your future employers
and clients with your Excel knowledge. This is perfect for all those
who have never used Excel 2010 before, and for those who have a
general idea. It starts with a small introduction and works its way into
the more difficult topics. Learn how to: ·Edit and organize data
· Apply formatting and use formulas and functions ·Create Macros
and use them in the future ·Create charts and format them ·And
much more! Everything is taught with guided and simulated
exercises. All you need is Excel 2010, a computer with internet and
Flash, and the motivation to succeed. The Only Excel Course on
Udemy that: Awards an Official Microsoft Course Completion
Certificate Gives Official Course as a Free Supplement Has
Simulated Exercises and Assignments to ensure you learn the
concepts What You Get: ·Over 2.5 hours of videos covering basic to
advance Excel 2010 ·Full course pack in PDF ·12 Data files with
step by step instructions to practice every concept taught in videos
and course pack ·26 simulated practice exercises to provide guided
practice (requires flash) ·A comprehensive assignment for each
section / chapter with solution to help you test your skills in Excel
2010 ·A digital copy / online access to Official Microsoft Course
Advanced Excel 2010 ·Course completion Certificate from Microsoft
in addition to the one issued by Udemy (You need to attend online
sessions) Each Chapter or Section includes: ·A set of videos that
demonstrate the features of Excel 2010 ·A comprehensive PDF
document that serves as course book. You can download it and read
offline at your own pace and use as a reference material. ·A data file
(Excel workbook) for completing guided exercises ·A flash based
simulated practice session to help you better understand each
concept ·A self-Assessment assignment to help you test yourself
and improve the learning outcome. You also get the solution for the
assignments for reference. The course has a reference section
This Microsoft Excel 2010 course is designed specifically for College
Students New and Aspiring Entrepreneurs (or Wantrepreneurs) First
Time on Udemy: Earn a Microsoft Course Completion Certificate by
attending the optional online sessions with instructor - FREE with
this course Also get online Advanced Excel 2010 Microsoft Official
Course FREE with this course Why Should You Enroll: Save Time It is a course focused on helping you learn exactly what you need.
Excel 2010 has hundreds of features you will never use - why waste
time learning them? Save Money - Get two courses for the price of
one. Get the official Microsoft Advance Excel 2010 course FREE
with this course.

Excel 2010 Intermediate

Grade Results

Business

In this course you will learn how to use multiple worksheets and
workbooks efficiently. You will also learn how to create outlines and
subtotals, how to create and apply cell names, and how to create
and format charts. You will work with templates, collaborate in
workbooks and use the drawing tools to enhance and annotate
spreadsheets.
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Excel 2010 Introduction

Business
This course is designed to teach students the fundamentals of Excel.
Specifically you will understand how to create, save, enter data and
print spreadsheets in addition to learning how to create formulas and
use functions to calculate in Excel. You will learn how to format
spreadsheets, manipulate columns and rows, add headers and
footers and use page setup options to prepare them for printing. You
will also learn how to handle large worksheets or multiple workbooks.

Excel 2010 New Features

Computer Science
In Excel 2010 New Features author Bob Flisser demonstrates the
powerful new characteristics and capabilities in Excel 2010. This
course covers Excel's Backstage view, improved sharing and
collaboration capabilities, its graphics features, and enhanced data
analysis and visualization tools. Exercise files accompany the course.

Excel 2010 Power Shortcuts

Computer Science

Excel 2010 Productivity

Business

In Excel 2010 Power Shortcuts, Excel expert Dennis Taylor shares
tips and shortcuts to vastly increase efficiency and get the full power
out of Excel 2010. There are tips for working with the Ribbon and
Quick Access toolbar, navigating workbooks and selecting cells,
rapid data entry and editing, working with formulas, formatting data,
working with charts, sorting data, and much more. Exercise files
accompany the course.

Here is the current situation I see in the 2013 job market: You must
know how to operate basic office software in order to find and hold a
job. Finding a class is difficult, expensive, and usually doesn't fit your
schedule. Employers want at least a proficient understanding of
Excel and Outlook. This course will give you the proficiency training
needed for job qualifications and confidence. The videos and
matching handouts will guide you along the way as you learn Excel
2010 in a build-upon-foundations format. There are 10 videos per
session, currently 4 sessions. Total session time is approximately 1
1/2 hours of training. The course is structured so that you can
choose which section is most important for your situation. I
recommend you start at 1 and continue through sequentially. But,
depending on your current job, you may need to jump right into
Charting - Course 2. (Come back to 1, though, get your solid
foundation in place.)
Excel 2010 Superhero Course

Computer Science

Excel 2010 VBA

Business

Excel 2010: Advanced Formatting Techniques

Computer Science

Grade Results

Awesome skills and techniques to make you an Excel Superhero
The overall focus of this course is to teach the user proper Visual
Basic programming techniques along with an understanding of
Excel’s object structure. Other topics in this course include; proper
variable declaration, control structure use, looping, and Userform
creation. The final section deals with the debugging tools included in
the Microsoft VBA editor and methods on how to effectively use
them.
In Excel 2010: Advanced Formatting Techniques, author Dennis
Taylor shares simple and powerful tips for making spreadsheet
information readable and understandable, from emphasizing specific
cells to adding style and readability to worksheets. It also covers
automation techniques that take the drudgery out of formatting even
the largest amounts of data. Exercise files accompany this course.
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Excel 2010: Advanced Formulas and Functions

Computer Science

Excel 2010: Financial Functions in Depth
Excel 2010: Macros in Depth

Finance
Computer Science

Excel 2010: Managing Multiple Worksheets and
Workbooks

Computer Science

Excel 2010: Working with Dates and Times

Computer Science

Excel 2013

Basic Skills

Grade Results

In Excel 2010: Advanced Formulas and Functions, author Dennis
Taylor demystifies formulas and some of the most challenging of the
nearly 400 functions in Excel and shows how to put them to their
best use. The course reviews the building-block functions, along with
a few critical keyboard shortcuts that will speed up working with
Excel data. It also covers how to perform advanced searching and
data retrieval with LOOKUP functions, tabulate data with counting,
statistical, and math functions, reformat data with text functions, and
work with financial data using advanced formulas. Exercise files
accompany the course.

In Excel 2010: Macros in Depth, author Dennis Taylor explains how
macros can be used to automate tasks in Excel and walks through
the process of creating and running simple macros. This course also
covers advanced topics such as making macros widely available
through the Personal Macro Workbook, recording a macro in stages,
absolute and relative recording, and using Visual Basic for
Applications (VBA) for actions that can't be recorded. The course
wraps up with a macro project that brings together each of the
elements in a real-world scenario. Exercise files are included with
the course.

In Excel 2010: Managing Multiple Worksheets and Workbooks,
author Dennis Taylor shows how to share data between multiple
worksheets and workbooks and gives tips for adding, moving, and
navigating worksheets and workbooks efficiently. This course covers
how to make global changes, create simple formulas that connect
worksheets, make super-efficient 3D formulas to calculate summary
totals from multiple worksheets, and use pivot tables to summarize
data from multiple workbooks. Exercise files accompany the course.

In Excel 2010: Working with Dates and Times, Dennis Taylor shares
his solutions for optimizing the use of dates and times in Excel 2010.
This course explains what's going on behind the scenes when Excel
stores dates and times, gives tips for entering dates and times, and
shows options for date and time formatting. It also demonstrates the
various date and time functions and shows how to calculate with
dates and times in a range of scenarios. Exercise files are included
with the course.
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Excel 2013 Data Analyst Intermediate Training

Business

Short and Concise - no fillers or fluff! A big "thank you" to the course
instructor for going straight into the point and showing me how each
feature works while elaborating on the use of them in the real world.
It was very easy to understand all the lessons which averages only
about 5-8 minutes each. Very good excel course! The course is well
structured, easy to follow, it has good content, nice visuals and
practical examples. I recommend it! Focused on data analysis The
Excel Data Analyst course is a course focused helping you take
advantage of all MS Excel data analysis tools. It is not a generic
course and this gives me the possibility to take the time and go into
detail on the covered topics. Learning Excel is not just about
knowing Excel This course should not be only about learning Excel
because is not enough. It should be about taking advantage of all the
Excel features to help you in your everyday professional and
personal life. It should be about that report that you create that will
blow people away and get you noticed or that family budget that will
help you find out what drains your money away. The course is split
into 3 main sections. Data analysis basics Using pivot tables Using
charts After each section we have a task list that will help you put the
information into practice. All the working files will be available for
later use. In this 90 minutes training you will learn the following:
Conditional formatting Subtotals Data validation Pivot tables Slicers
and timelines Charts Pivot charts Sparklines

Excel 2013 Essential Training

Basic Skills

Excel 2013 Essential Training

Business

Excel 2013 For Dummies Video Training, Deluxe
Edition

Business

Grade Results

Whether you're a novice or an expert wanting to refresh your skillset
with Microsoft Excel, this course covers all the basics you need to
start entering your data and building organized workbooks. Author
Dennis Taylor teaches you how to enter and organize data, perform
calculations with simple functions, work with multiple worksheets,
format the appearance of your data, and build charts and
PivotTables. Other lessons cover the powerful IF, VLOOKUP, and
COUNTIF family of functions; the Goal Seek, Solver, and other data
analysis tools; and how to automate many of these tasks with
macros.
Whether you're a novice or an expert wanting to refresh your skillset
with Microsoft Excel, this course covers all the basics you need to
start entering your data and building organized workbooks. Author
Dennis Taylor teaches you how to enter and organize data, perform
calculations with simple functions, work with multiple worksheets,
format the appearance of your data, and build charts and
PivotTables. Other lessons cover the powerful IF, VLOOKUP, and
COUNTIF family of functions; the Goal Seek, Solver, and other data
analysis tools; and how to automate many of these tasks with
macros.

Master Excel essentials with these step-by-step video tutorials, Excel
All-in-One For Dummies e-book, Office 2013 cheat sheets, an
interactive quiz, an instructional PowerPoint, and more! This Excel
2013 video training course includes everything you need to go step
by step through all the essential tasks involved in using Excel 2013.
With over 90 Excel video lessons, you’ll get in-depth video training
that provides the show-and-tell, covering the basics of launching and
navigating the program, creating and editing spreadsheets, and
printing your worksheets. Then you’ll learn how to get organized,
analyze your data, create charts and data lists, and share your
spreadsheets. You also have access to a customized 800-page ebook along with an array of Office 2013 and Windows 8 cheat
sheets to help you learn the quick basics and get you moving along
quickly. You will be able to test your knowledge by taking the For
Dummies quiz and use the included PowerPoint that includes key
instructional information for Excel 2013. In no time, you’ll be an Excel
pro!
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Excel 2013 Power Shortcuts
Excel 2013 The Basics

Business
Business
This course covers the basic functions and features of Excel 2013.
Students will learn about calculations and how to modify and format
a worksheet. They will also learn how to customize the Excel
environment and how to manage and print workbooks. Total Video
Time: 3h 54m Review Quizzes included for each Section, test your
knowledge! Workbooks included for each Section, print out the
course slides and take notes as you go! Some Topics Include:
Getting Started with Microsoft Excel 2013 Performing Calculations
Modifying a Worksheet Formatting a Worksheet Printing Workbook
Contents Managing Large Workbooks Customizing the Excel
Environment Instructor: Debbie Fierst Debbie Fierst owns a thriving
technology training, consulting and development firm she started in
1990. A summa cum laude graduate of Indiana Wesleyan University,
Debbie holds various technical certifications. She teaches more than
sixty software applications and programming languages in both
online and in-person venues, but she specializes in business and
project management topics. Her presentations are packed with
strategies, statistics, real-life examples and common-sense
messages.

Excel 2013: Advanced Formulas and Functions

Computer Science
Conquer some of the most daunting features in Microsoft Excel once
and for all. In this 2013 update to his popular series, author Dennis
Taylor demystifies some of the most challenging of the 300+
formulas and functions in Excel and shows how to put them to their
best use. The course starts with a review of the more basic, buildingblock functions, and a few critical keyboard shortcuts that will speed
up working with Excel data, even on multiple sheets. Dennis then
covers how to perform advanced searching and data retrieval with
Lookup functions, tabulate and sort data with counting and statistical
functions, format data with text and math functions, and work with
financial data using advanced formulas. Dennis focuses on practical
examples that transition effortlessly to real-world scenarios.

Excel 2013: Charts in Depth

Computer Science

Excel 2013: Data Validation in Depth

Business

Charts allow you to communicate information visually, in a way that's
more impactful than raw data, and they happen to be one of the
most powerful and easy-to-use features in Microsoft Excel. Let
Dennis Taylor show you how to create different kinds of Excel
charts, from column, bar, and line charts to exploded pies, and
decide which type works best for your data. Plus, learn how to finetune your chart's color and style; add titles, labels, and legends;
insert shapes, pictures, and text boxes; and pull data from multiple
sources.
With Excel's data validation tools, you can control how users input
data into workbooks and ensure data is entered consistently and
accurately. You can control the dates, the times, even the length of
the text they enter, or simply provide a list of acceptable choices to
eliminate any possible mistakes. Here, Dennis Taylor explores how
the data validation tools in Excel 2013 can be used to set dropdown
lists, and control numeric data, dates and times, and text data.

Grade Results
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Excel 2013: Introducing Excel

Business
Microsoft's Excel 2013 for Windows is one of the most ubiquitous
and useful pieces of software ever! Join the excel-lent Gary
Grudzinskas in this introductory course to learn how to create your
first ever .xls spreadsheet! From creating simple budgets and lists to
extremely complex interactive data worksheets, Microsoft Excel
2013 for Windows does it all. However, before you can master this
powerful software you've got to get the basics! That's exactly what
this course is designed to do! First, you learn the Excel interface and
the basics of how to navigate around a spreadsheet. Here is where
trainer Gary G. explains the concepts of columns, rows and cells.
Next up is an exploration of worksheets and the ribbon. Here you
look at Excel's commands and how to configure your document to
meet the needs of your first project. This is followed by a section on
formatting and a brief introduction to formulas and outputting. By the
end of this introductory course, Gary gets you feeling confident
about creating your first basic Excel spreadsheet.

Excel 2013: Macros in Depth

Business

Excel 2013: Managing and Analyzing Data

Business

Excel 2013: Managing Multiple Worksheets and
Workbooks

Business

Excel 2013: Working with Dates and Times

Business

Grade Results

Want to save time on routine tasks in Microsoft Excel? Macros are
your answer. In this course, author Dennis Taylor explains how
macros can be used to automate tasks in Excel, and how you can
create simple macros of your own. Learn how to record a macro in
stages, share macros between workbooks, set up keyboard
shortcuts to run macros quickly, and use Visual Basic for
Applications (VBA) to code macros that can't be recorded. The
course wraps up with a macro project that brings together each of
the elements in a real-world scenario: converting mailing list data
into a database-friendly format.
When you work with large amounts of data, you need tools to
manage the sheer volume of information and get the most value
from it. Enter Excel 2013. In this course, Dennis Taylor shows a
variety of ways to use sorting to order your spreadsheets, insert
subtotals into sorted lists, see just data you need with filtering,
identify and delete duplicate data, and use the SUMIF and database
functions to further analyze your data.
Sometimes multiple worksheets or workbooks are the only solution
to storing large amounts of data. But how do you analyze data that's
spread out that way? In this course, author Dennis Taylor shows you
how to move, copy, and analyze large amounts of data stored in
multiple worksheets and workbooks in Excel 2013. Learn how to
insert, delete, move, and copy data from multiple sheets; hide and
un-hide sheets; and make global changes. Plus, discover how to
create simple formulas that connect different worksheets, make
super-efficient 3D formulas to calculate summary totals from multiple
worksheets, and use PivotTables to summarize data from multiple
workbooks.
Most Excel users incorporate dates and times in their spreadsheets,
but getting them to show up the way you want can be difficult. Excel
expert Dennis Taylor shares his solutions for formatting and
calculating dates and times in Excel 2013. This one-hour course
explains what's going on behind the scenes when Excel stores dates
and times, gives tips for entering them, and teaches the options for
date and time formatting. It also demonstrates the various date and
time functions and shows how to calculate with dates and times in a
range of scenarios.
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Excel A 2 Z - An In depth Tutorial with Simplest logics Business
In this Excel A 2 Z - An In-depth video course, Nurture Tech
Academy introduces you to the most simplest and logical way to
understand Excel environment in detail. In this Excel training course,
you will learn by watching the author actually perform the operation
he is instructing on, as he explains step by step how to perform
these functions. The training starts with Excel Introduction and its
interface, how to write a Formula in Excel and starts with basic
formulas like Sum and Count then gradually move to the complex
one like IF, IF with And, IF with OR, Nested IF. Then it will cover the
whole Lookup Functionality. Financial Functions will be covered
there after with Date & Time Functions. It will also covers the basics
of Excel Charts, types of charts in Excel (e.g. Column, Bar, Line, Pie,
Pie of Pie, Bar of Pie, Area, bubble chart etc.) Data Validation, Whatif Analysis, Solver Add-in covers afterwards. Then we will see step
by step how to record a Macro. Then it will show you how to use
show developer tab, ways to record a Macro, record a Macro, use
Relative Reference, Create a Monthly Report Macro, assign a Macro
to a shape, how to edit or delete a Macro and finally what are the
security settings of a Macro. By the completion of this online training
course, you will be fully versed, and capable of using most of the
Formulas & Functions in Microsoft Excel 2007/2010/2013 in a
commercial Environment.

Excel Best Practices: How to Become an Excel Expert Business
Want to be more proficient and efficient in Excel? Learn from the
best: TTS is the leading expert of the latest Excel shortcuts and
techniques. Our knowledge comes from training thousands of
individuals every year in live seminars. This course is the online
version of Training The Street’s live courses at Wall Street’s 10
largest financial institutions and at the top 20 MBA programs in the
United States. This course covers navigational efficiencies,
keyboard shortcuts, formulas and functions, and data table analysis.
Included in this course pack is a one-of-a-kind Flip Chart that serves
as a handy guide. Also included is TTS proprietary toolkit (TTS
Turbo Macro) that enables faster efficiencies and deeper
functionality in Excel. The Excel Best Practices Course does not
contain any financial modeling instruction. In front of you is the very
best out-of-classroom experience possible—a distillation of all the
knowledge we've gained from training thousands of professionals in
live seminars. You will not need any other resources to become
proficient at Excel-based modeling. It's a complete, self-contained
course. You should expect to complete the course in approximately
5 - 10 hours, depending on your Excel skills. NOTE: In general,
please ignore any mention of other websites or materials in the
lectures. You do not need to visit any external site to download
materials or to complete this course. You have everything you need
here! Training The Street, Inc. (“TTS”) owns all rights, including
copyrights, in this course. This course may not be reproduced or
redistributed, in whole or in part, in any format or by any means
without TTS’s prior written consent.

Excel BI - Learn Power Pivot and DAX functions

Business
Power pivot for the Excel user is an on-line Microsoft Power pivot
tutor, written by an Accountant, focusing on beginner to advanced
Power pivot. Power pivot is a free powerful add in to Excel you
analyse thousands of rows of data from different sources with ease.
the course will take approx 5 hours to complete when you download
the workbooks and practice along. Our bite size tutorials are screen
capture with voice over showing you step by step what to do and
there are workbooks to practice along with. If you want to take your
Excel skills to the next level then this course is for you

Grade Results
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Excel Charts - In depth

Business
In this Excel Charts - In depth video course, Nurture Tech Academy
introduces you to the most simplest way to understand how to create
a Chart and other advanced charting techniques. In this online
course we will try to find out first that in which circumstances which
chart type is most appropriate to present our Excel data. This
program will cover the basics of Excel Charts, types of charts in
Excel (e.g. Column, Bar, Line, Pie, Pie of Pie, Bar of Pie, Area,
bubble chart etc.). Then will gradually move to the Advanced
Charting techniques like, selecting the a chart elements, how to
modify the chart area, plot area, working with chart titles, axis titles,
data series, handling missing data, modifying 3-D charts, creating a
combination of Charts in one single chart type, Creating and saving
Chart templates etc. Then we will also see some Excel charting
tricks like creating a Picture Chart etc. By the completion of this
online training course, you will be fully versed, and capable of using
any any types of Charts in Microsoft Excel 2007/2010/2013 in a
commercial Environment.

Excel Charts - Online Training

Computer Science

Excel Conditional Formatting Master Class

Business

CA. Rishabh Pugalia (Founder, Excel Next) presents a crisp Online
Training Program on Excel Charts. The program covers popular
charts like Thermometer Charts, Exploded Pie Charts, 2-axis Charts,
80:20 Stacked Column Charts, Trendline in addition to intricate
settings and shortcuts. The accompanying eHandBook will help you
recollect the steps to make these Special Charts and it also
enumerates the key application areas. In other words, when to use
which chart.

Formatting in Excel makes your spreadsheets visually pleasant.
Conditional formatting makes them infinitely more powerful and
useful. In this easy-to-follow course, you will learn how to use
conditional formatting in Excel and then quickly build your skills and
bring your productivity to the next level. This is a video course, thus
you will learn in an easy and comfortable way. When you take this
course, you will benefit from over 3 hours of extremely useful
instructional video material, so you can quickly improve your Excel
skills. This course is designed with a problem-solving approach in
mind. The majority of the lessons first introduce and define a
specific, real-life problem and then provide a solution, so you can
apply the newly-acquired skills immediately. After you have taken
this course, you will: 1) Become more productive in Excel. 2)
Enhance your skills. 3) Save time at work. 4) Make your
spreadsheets more dynamic. 5) Impress your boss, your colleagues,
and your clients. 6) Improve your data analysis capabilities.
Excel Crashcourse Intermediate & Advanced

Grade Results

Computer Science

This course is for people who already have a basic understanding of
excel. We will learn how to work with different functions and alleviate
daily tasks. Because of the importance,I will include a chapter of
financial functions as well. You will be able to download the
spreadsheet. After finishing this course, you will have mastered the
advanced features and functions of Excel. Here I use Microsoft
Excel 2010 but you can also use 2007 or 2013. There are not too
many differences between the versions.
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Excel Dashboards & Reports For Dummies

Business
Take Excel to the next level with this guide to advanced dashboards
and reporting This Video Training Course, bundled with the eBook
Excel Dashboards & Reports For Dummies is your ticket to
advanced analysis with Excel! Find out how to use this powerful tool
for business intelligence and explore the details of data trending and
relationships, creating data visualizations, and more. Part tech
reference and part analytics guide, this resource will help you create
high-impact reports and dashboards today! Make the move to
dashboards — create effective dashboards, make great reports, and
build super models Build the basics — dive into PivotTables, Excel
charts, conditional formatting, and dynamic labeling Get advanced
— dig into the powerful components of Excel, including those that
show trending, display performance, group data, and more Share
your work — use external data for dashboards and reports and
share your work with the world Go further — take things up a notch
with more extensive chart design principles and safeguards to follow
before distributing dashboards Advanced reporting — make
interactive interfaces and use macros to super-charge your reporting

Excel Dashboards tips to impress your Manager

Business
Excel is an excellent tool to make powerful dashboards that can
provide analysis, insight and alert managers in timely
manner.Dashboard reports allow managers to get high-level
overview of the business and help them make quick decisions.
Dashboards are often called as management dashboards or
information dashboards or dashboard reports. You can create
dashboards using a lot of different tools. However, in my opinion,
Microsoft Excel is an excellent choice for creating and distributing
dashboards due its ease of use and universal availability. In this
course your going to learn how to use Excel in Creating Excellent
Dashboard KPI's. which can help you grow you and your career. The
course will teach you how to plan creating a Dashboard. What are
the best practices in creating a dashboard? the course also walks
you thru some examples what are the best examples of good
Dashboards.

Excel Data Analysis For Dummies

Business
Harness the power of Excel to discover what your numbers are
hiding Excel Data Analysis For Dummies video training is the
ultimate course to help you get the most out of your data. The
course, comprised of video training and an eBook, guides you
through the basic and not-so-basic features of Excel to help you
discover the gems hidden in your rough data. From input, to
analysis, to visualization, the course walks you through the steps
that lead to superior data analysis. Excel is the number-one
spreadsheet application, with ever-expanding capabilities. If you're
only using it to balance the books, you're missing out on a host of
functions that can benefit your business or personal finances by
uncovering trends and other important information hidden within the
numbers. Excel Data Analysis For Dummies eliminates the need for
advanced statistics or analysis courses by allowing you to harness
the full power of Excel to do the heavy lifting for you. This video
course and eBook are fully updated to include information about
Excel's latest features, making this your go-to Excel course for data
analysis. Topics include: Working with external databases
PivotTables and PivotCharts Using Excel for statistical and financial
functions Solver, Small Business Finance Manager, and more The
eBook also includes a guide to chart types and formatting, and
advice on effective visual data presentation. You already have the
data, so you might as well get something great out of it. Excel Data
Analysis For Dummies is the key to discovering what your numbers
are hiding.

Grade Results
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Excel Data Analysis: Produce Great Reports, Basic
Statistics

Business

Excel Data Analyst Intermediate Training

Computer Science

In this course I will show you how to take business data and turn it
into comprehensive reports. The kind of reports that every business
can use to make informed decisions. The lectures are specifically
designed for those who are familiar with Excel. I am confident that
you will learn valuable Excel skills in these videos. I have been
teaching business people, young and seasoned, how to use Excel
for more than a quarter century and am pleased that you are
interested in learning with my Udemy videos.

Focused on data analysis The Excel Data Analyst course is a course
focused helping you take advantage of all MS Excel data analysis
tools. It is not a generic course and this gives me the possibility to
take the time and go into detail on the covered topics. Learning
Excel is not just about knowing Excel This course should not be only
about learning Excel because is not enough. It should be about
taking advantage of all the Excel features to help you in your
everyday professional and personal life. It should be about that
report that you create that will blow people away and get you noticed
or that family budget that will help you find out what drains your
money away. The course is split into 3 main sections. Data analysis
basics Using pivot tables Using charts After each section we have a
task list that will help you put the information into practice. All the
working files will be available for later use. In this 90 minutes training
you will learn the following: Conditional formatting Subtotals Data
validation Pivot tables Slicers and timelines Charts Pivot charts
Sparklines
Excel Deep Dive: Pivot Tables Workshop with the
Office Ninja

Grade Results

Business
Master Excel Pivot Tables and save the world! This course
discusses one of the most powerful tools of the Office Ninja’s
arsenal, Excel Pivot Tables and how to use pivot tables. It’s potential
for analyzing and summarizing data is legnendary, but few have
mastered its intricacies. Through a series of easy to follow lessons
on how to use pivot table in excel, you will be introduced to the
concepts, techniques and powerful features of this mysterious excel
tool, and can follow along with each step with the included sample
file. We will cover: ● Pivot Table Concepts ● Creating A Pivot Table ●
Modifying Pivot Table Elements ● Filtering Extraneous Data (the
Slicer tool) ● Creating Multiple Pivot Tables ● Creating Pivot Charts
● Advanced Analysis Techniques Learn how to use pivot table in
excel today.
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Excel for All: Beginner to Experts

Business

Microsoft Excel is by far the most widely used and useful software
there is! It is the most basic tool that is used when dealing with data data in any format. This simple yet sophisticated tool has a use for
everyone, from keeping a simple tab your daily expenses, to
analyzing and presenting a complex profit and loss statement, from
keeping a tab on attendance of students to analyzing and presenting
data on world hunger! Excel when used intelligently makes for one of
the most powerful yet simple reporting engine. Such is the power of
Excel. But despite this, Microsoft Excel in most cases is not used to
its full potential even though it one of the most easiest skill to pick
up. With this course, aimed at beginners, intermediate and Expert
users we begin by introducing the basic functionality of this software
and then work upwards, along the way covering very simple tips that
will profoundly increase your speed and efficiency while using Excel.
At a high level the course is structured in the below format. - Data
Cleaning - Data Processing - Data Summarizing (As A Template) Data Presentation (As A Dashboard) - Automation of the above
process using VBA Macros The course comprises of videos, key
points /summary of each video is available as downloadable
material. We suggest that you give a quick run through the
downloadable material before you begin watching any video. This is
will allow you to understand what it is that you will be learning in the
attached video. The short videos take you through each concept
step-by-step and allow you to practice while studying. This course as
indicated is one for those just beginning with Excel and for those
who need to master their Excel skills.

Excel for beginners

Business

Excel for Business - Learn Excel Online

Computer Science

Excel is the first step to being comfortable with computers and
numbers at the same time. Know Excel to open up the doors to
better presentation skills, ease with numerical data representation
and ability to analyse finance in an easy to follow method. This
courses gives you complete control over Excel. Not only are the
formulas explained with actual demos but the theory is also handled
extensively so you have all the tools you need.
This is a well-researched and strategically designed Excel Training
Program: Gain Excel Proficiency, perform mathematical calculations,
functions, formulas and Master Excel Best Practices. This step-bystep lesson guide enables students/professionals to enhance their
Excel skills through video tutorials, exercise, templates and gaining
hands-on experience on various techniques. Take this Excel Online
Training and be awesome in Excel. Website: https://www.educorporatebridge.com/online-training/ms-excel-2010basic-&-advanced Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/corporatebridgegroup Twitter: https://twitter.com/corporatebridge Blogs: http://www.educorporatebridge.com/blog

Grade Results
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Excel For Project Managers

Business

Master Excel Tools & Techniques and Become the Most Efficient
Project Manager in town. Most of the Project Managers spend a lot
of time in interpreting project data, project tracking, reporting and
manpower planning. This 18+ hour program will help project
managers and business analysts save a substantial amount of time
in their project management activities, learn better solutions to their
existing problems and help them plan more effectively. Top Reasons
to Join "Excel for Project Manager" Training: Required for Planning,
Estimation, Budgeting, Tracking and Reporting Learn systematically
to forecast time and cost to complete a project Learn how to create
effective Dashboards Learn how to implement scenario analysis
Create models based on Earned Value Management Learn
Advanced concepts like Monte Carlo Simulation This course
includes: Exclusive video recordings on how to construct effective &
efficient models Download complete course material for future
reference Real Life Case Studies 24 X 7 access to Discussion
Forums One-to-One Doubt Clearing Sessions for all Participants
Website: http://www.edupristine.com/ca/courses/excel-for-projectmanagers/ Facebook:https://www.facebook.com/edupristine
Twitter:https://twitter.com/edupristine
Blogs:http://www.edupristine.com/blog/ Sample Models: Click to
Download http://www.edupristine.com/ca/downloads/excel-forproject-managers/

Excel Formulas

Business

Excel Formulas & Functions - In depth

Business

IT is recommended that you have EXCEL running at the same time.
You can try what you are reading. On an PC you can toggle back
and forth between the Tutorial and Excel using the ALT-TAB. If you
are using this on a Mac, switch back and forth with the finder. Using
either machine, if you can tile the windows just a little you can switch
back and forth by clicking on the window of the program you want to
become active.
In this Excel Formulas and Functions - In depth video course,
Nurture Tech Academy introduces you to the most simplest and
logical way to understand most of the Excel functions. In this Excel
training course, you will learn by watching the author actually
perform the operation he is instructing on, as he explains step by
step how to perform these functions. The training starts with how to
write a Formula in Excel and starts with basic formulas like Sum and
Count then gradually move to the complex one like IF, IF with And, IF
with OR, Nested IF. Then it will cover the whole Lookup
Functionality. Financial Functions will be covered there after with
Date & Time Functions. By the completion of this online training
course, you will be fully versed, and capable of using most of the
Formulas & Functions in Microsoft Excel 2007/2010/2013 in a
commercial Environment.

Grade Results
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Excel Hacking and Dynamic Charts

Computer Science
Why should you take this course?This is a real life course, made by
top-noch consultants and entrepreneurs.Back in 2005, we built
sophisticated Excel models to save more than one billion USD per
year for Volkswagen. In the following years at McKinsey and BCG,
we did in-depth analyses with Excel to support our clients in strategy
and daily operations.Since 2010, we built internet companies raising
millions of USD based on Excel business plans including 60month
forecast, cohort analysis, country / internationalization tabs.In this
course, you will learn the skills and tricks of top consultants and
entrepreneurs to build top-notch Excel models.For instance, dynamic
charting is neither covered in any book nor possible in Excel
according to Microsoft. However, this is not true. Top consultants at
McKinsey know how to build these charts. This course will give you
an incomparable Excel edge towards your peers.While solving reallife problems, you will learn all required functions, formulas, and
tricks to work around any Excel challenge.Beware, you will become
the point of reference for your peers regarding any Excel question. If
you want that, have fun and take this course!BONUS: Feel free to
send me your real-life problems and I will cover them in future
lectures.

Excel Mastery Course Part 1 of 5: Calculate
Excel Pivot Tables Demystified for Beginners

Computer Science
Business

Excel Productivity

Business

Everything You Need to Know About Formulas & Functions
A 6-part course that demystifies pivot tables. This course assumes
that you are a beginner to Excel. All that is required for you to do is
to follow through the video and understand the basic concepts. This
course is strcutured in a way to only focus on the most important
elements of creating and working with Pivot tables.

Microsoft Excel is the most in demand tool for mining and making
sense of data. Anyone that can harness this power will be a sought
after employee. If you are running a business, being proficient in
Excel can help you see your business in a whole new light. Leading
a team? Boost their efficiency in minutes with this mega packed
Excel Productivity course. Excel Productivity shows you have to
work faster and smarter in Excel. You'll pick up great tips that will
make working in Excel a pleasure. Some of the areas covered
include: Conditional formatting Various types of sorting Days and
years between dates Removing duplicates Viewing multiple sheets
in a single view and more The best part is that the above list will
keep growing with great Excel insider, productivity tips for working
smarter and faster. By signing up to this course now, you'll be getting
in at the lowest price. As the course grows, which it will be constantly
doing, you'll get all of the new content for free! Click to your right to
sign up and I'll see you in the first lesson!
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Excel VBA 24-Hour Trainer

Business
This unique video course and eBook package prepares you to get
more out of Excel by using Visual Basic for Applications (VBA) to
automate your routine or labor-intensive Excel tasks. Microsoft Excel
MVP and author Tom Urtis walks through a series of lessons along
with demos to complement each lesson. Urtis takes an in-depth look
at how manual tasks in Excel can be programmed with VBA for
greater speed, efficiency, and accuracy. You'll learn how to use VBA
to manipulate Excel in ways you may never have thought possible.
Excel VBA 24-Hour Trainer: Introduces you to VBA and discusses
topics including object oriented programming, variable declaration,
objects and collections, and arrays Teaches you how to write your
own macros for programming loops, events, charts, pivot tables and
pivot charts, and user-defined functions Shows you how to
customize the look and feel of Excel with User Forms, Input Boxes,
Message Boxes, and embedded controls Examines advanced topics
including class modules, add-ins, and retrieving external data with
ADO and SQL Demonstrates how to interact with other Office
Applications from Excel, including Word, Access®, PowerPoint®,
and Outlook® Wrox guides are crafted to make learning
programming languages and technologies easier than you think.
Written by programmers for programmers, they provide a structured,
tutorial format that will guide you through all the techniques involved.
Visit www.wrox.com and www.wiley.com

Excel VBA and Macros with MrExcel

Business
In Excel VBA Tutorial- Excel Macro Tutorial with Mrexcel, renowned
Excel instructor and author Bill Jelen (MrExcel) teaches all the skills
you’ll need to automate virtually any routine task with Excel and build
powerful Excel macros! You’ll learn how to successfully use both the
Excel macro recorder and the Visual Basic for Applications
development environment in this Excel VBA tutorial- Excel Macro
tutorial course. You’ll learn one step at a time, using hands-on
examples that reflect realistic challenges and showcase Excel’s
remarkable capabilities. Along the way, Jelen will take you from the
absolute basics through PivotTables and data filtering. For all
serious Excel users: managers, financial pros, entrepreneurs,
marketers, analysts, and more. Testimonials: I highly recommend. I
am new to macros, for such a minimum charge, you get a wealth of
introduction and knowledge. The person in my office spoon fed me
and seem to never really explain. So those who need a good intro at
minimum expense so that you can go on to actually perfect the
knowledge, go for it! Buy it! Take this Excel VBA Tutorial- Excel
Macro Tutorial course now and learn from Mrexcel!

Excel VBA Course

Business
This course covers everything you need to become an expert in
Excel VBA. The course covers all the necessary skills to write your
own macros to perform complex tasks and automate reports. Areas
covered include; Learning the basics of the VBA language. Using
loops to perform repetitive tasks. Interacting with users via
userforms and message boxes. Working with built-in VBA Functions.
Accessing directories and files. Automating report generation and
saving as PDF. Creating your own Excel functions and Add-Ins. You
will receive; Support from the Computergaga team. Lifetime access.
Real world Excel VBA projects. Fun and no-nonsense lessons. Ok,
no more time for waffle. Grab a coffee and let's get cracking.

Grade Results
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Excel with Business Blogging

Marketing
Are you ready to CONNECT WITH YOUR AUDIENCE and FULFILL
YOUR BUSINESS’ GOALS? Do you want to create deeper
relationships with your customers to build brand loyalty? You can in
EXCEL WITH BUSINESS BLOGGING. This course offers an
effective way to IMPROVE YOUR BLOGGING ACTIVITIES via a
STEP-BY-STEP PROCESS You’ll FIND OUT WHY BLOGGING IS
THE BEST MARKETING TOOL for your business, LEARN HOW TO
PRODUCE COMPELLING CONTENT for your blog and DEVELOP
THE SKILLS TO WRITE FOR AN ONLINE AUDIENCE. The Excel
with Business Blogging course PROVIDES you with: ·AN
OVERVIEW OF BUSINESS BLOGGING: Learn how blogging gives
your brand a personality ·CRITICAL WRITING TECHNIQUES: Find
out how to get creative with your content. ·BLOGGING GUIDE: This
guide acts as textbook for the course. It provides you with additional
information and emphasizes important concepts. ·CASES STUDIES:
Discover effective methods from top business blogs. ·A CONTENT
PLAN: Create a plan that addresses timing, quality, topics, legal
risks and policies. ·AN EDITORIAL CALENDAR DEMO: We don’t
just tell you about it, we arm you with the tools to set up your editorial
content today. ·TEMPLATES: You’ll receive templates for your
editorial roadmap calendar, blogging policy, blogging privacy policy
and blogging comment policy. IT’S EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO
KNOW ABOUT BUSINESS BLOGGING AND THE TOOLS YOU
NEED TO GET STARTED … DON’T MISS OUT ON THIS
OPPORTUNITY...START TODAY.

Excel with Excel Pivot Tables

Business
This is the ultimate Excel Pivot Table course which has more than
200 short and precise tutorials. You can call it the "Encyclopedia of
Excel Pivot Tables"! No matter if you are a Beginner or an Advanced
user of Excel, you are sure to benefit from this course which goes
through every single tool that is available in an Excel Pivot Table.
The course is designed for Excel 2007, 2010 or 2013. There are 14
different chapters so you can work on your weaknesses and
enhance your strengths. Each chapter was designed to improve your
Pivot Table skills with extra time saving Tips and real life business
Case Studies. On no time you will be able to analyze lots of data and
tell a story in a quick and interactive way, learn how to build stunning
Dashboards and get noticed by top management & prospective
employers. In this course there are downloadable Excel workbooks
for each tutorial, a BONUS Pivot Table Cheat Sheet, an Excel
Tutorial Tracker and my Top 20 Excel Shortcuts in an animated gif
format. You'll have lifetime online access to watch the videos
whenever you like, and there's a Q&A forum right here on Udemy
where you can post questions - and I'll answer them personally! So
go ahead and learn from the following in depth Pivot table subjects:
1 CUSTOMISE YOUR PIVOT TABLE 2 VALUE FIELD SETTINGS >
SUMMARIZE VALUES BY 3 VALUE FIELD SETTINGS > SHOW
VALUES AS 4 GROUPING 5 SORT 6 FILTER 7 SLICERS (NEW IN
EXCEL 2010) 8 CALCULATED FIELDS & ITEMS 9 PIVOT CHARTS
10 CONDITIONAL FORMATTING PIVOT TABLES 11
GETPIVOTDATA formula 12 MACROS 13 DATA MANAGEMENT 14
BONUS VIDEOS
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Excel with Excel Pivot Tables: Beginners

Business
This is an insight in to the Xtreme Excel Pivot Table course which
has more than 200 short and precise tutorials. No matter if you are a
Beginner or an Advanced user of Excel, you are sure to benefit from
this course which goes through every single tool that is available in
an Excel Pivot Table. The course is designed for Excel 2007, 2010
or 2013. In no time you will be able to analyze lots of data and tell a
story in a quick and interactive way, learn how to build stunning
Dashboards and get noticed by top management & prospective
employers. There are 14 different chapters so you can work on your
weaknesses and enhance your strengths. Each chapter was
designed to improve your Pivot Table skills with extra time saving
Tips and real life business Case Studies. So go ahead and learn
from the following in depth Pivot table subjects: 1 CUSTOMISE
YOUR PIVOT TABLE 2 VALUE FIELD SETTINGS > SUMMARIZE
VALUES BY 3 VALUE FIELD SETTINGS > SHOW VALUES AS 4
GROUPING 5 SORT 6 FILTER 7 SLICERS (NEW IN EXCEL 2010)
8 CALCULATED FIELDS & ITEMS 9 PIVOT CHARTS 10
CONDITIONAL FORMATTING PIVOT TABLES 11 GETPIVOTDATA
formula 12 MACROS 13 DATA MANAGEMENT 14 BONUS VIDEOS

Excel with Interactive Excel Dashboards

Business
The course covers advanced features of Excel Dashboards, such as
display and visualization principles for clear dashboard creation,
using interactive controls to keep information informative and
relevant, analyzing and automating information for a fully functional
and complete dashboard. It also includes key considerations for
distributing dashboards like password protections, locking and
unlocking cells and protecting workbooks. Upon completion,
students will have a variety of techniques and examples that can be
applied to their own datasets. Students will be able to choose the
right chart for their data, write easy to interpret reports, know which
areas of the dashboard will get the most attention, animate charts
using VBA, create interactive reports (so users can change views
and filter information), among a host of other abilities taught in this
course

Grade Results
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Excel: Beginner to Advanced Functions Training
from ATI

Business

Microsoft Excel is by far the most widely used and useful software
there is! It is the most basic tool that is used when dealing with data data in any format. This simple yet sophisticated tool has a use for
everyone, from keeping a simple tab your daily expenses, to
analyzing and presenting a complex profit and loss statement, from
keeping a tab on attendance of students to analyzing and presenting
data on world hunger! Excel when used intelligently makes for one of
the most powerful yet simple reporting engine. Such is the power of
Excel. But despite this, Microsoft Excel in most cases is not used to
its full potential even though it one of the most easiest skill to pick
up. With this course, aimed at both beginners and intermediate
users we begin by introducing the basic functionality of this software
and then work upwards, along the way covering very simple tips that
will profoundly increase your speed and efficiency while using Excel.
At a high level the course is structured in the below format. - Data
Cleaning - Data Processing - Data Summarizing (As A Template) Data Presentation (As A Dashboard) The course comprises of
videos, key points /summary of each video is available as
downloadable material. We suggest that you give a quick run
through the downloadable material before you begin watching any
video. This is will allow you to understand what it is that you will be
learning in the attached video. The short videos take you through
each concept step-by-step and allow you to practice while studying.
This course as indicated is one for those just beginning with Excel
and for those who need a crash course on the basics and
intermediate skills. The advances topics such as Automation is
covered in a different course. You can check out the details of this
course here.

Excel: Soup to Nuts

Business
This Excel class is comprehensive guide during which you will learn
a whole host of topics. It represents the most common Excel "stuff"
used in modern business and understanding the content within will
arguably catapult you into the upper echelon of Excel users. During
the class you will learn by watching the instructor actually
demonstrate the topics on screen using annotations to make sure
you don't get lost, along with providing full, detailed explanation of
the subjects. This class starts at absolute square one, and then
gradually walks through the remaining topics explaining the most
relevant aspects of Excel in asimple, east, yet light-hearted, fun
approach. The "secret" to Excel is this-- realize there are NO such
categories like Basic, Intermediate and Advanced Excel. They simply
do not exist. With Excel you learn the basics, from there it's nothing
but another layer of fundamentals. Phrased differently, the Excel
curriculum is topical, not progressive. Meaning the order in which
you learn things does not matter since all the topics are not
interrelated. Therefore, knowing this fact, when you look at the class
as nothing more than a bunch of individual topics that have been
strung together, Excel becomes a breeze!

Grade Results
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Excellent SAP Basis Netweaver Complete Training

Business
SAP, started in 1972 by five former IBM employees in Mannheim,
Germany, states that it is the world's largest inter-enterprise software
company and the world's fourth-largest independent software
supplier, overall. This course is design in depth from scratch for all
consultants who are coming from any background into SAP world.
You will feel like an In - Class training as what our instructor has did
which is totally different from other SAP Basis courses. This course
has covered all the topics which are needed for all who are learning
SAP Basis. In this course you will learn about Full Life Cycle
Implementation which every SAP consultant should know and also
you will learn how to Install SAP on your own PC without purchasing
from outside. After completing this course you will able to work as a
SAP Basis Administrator. Taught by an instructor who carries more
than 12 years plus of Real time SAP experience with numerous
implementations.

Executive Data Science Capstone

Computer Science
The Executive Data Science Capstone, the specialization’s
culminating project, is an opportunity for people who have completed
all four EDS courses to apply what they've learned to a real-world
scenario developed in collaboration with Zillow, a data-driven online
real estate and rental marketplace, and DataCamp, a web-based
platform for data science programming. Your task will be to lead a
virtual data science team and make key decisions along the way to
demonstrate that you have what it takes to shepherd a complex
analysis project from start to finish. For the final project, you will
prepare and submit a presentation, which will be evaluated and
graded by your fellow capstone participants.

Executive Data Science Specialization

Business
In four intensive courses, you will learn what you need to know to
begin assembling and leading a data science enterprise, even if you
have never worked in data science before. You’ll get a crash course
in data science so that you’ll be conversant in the field and
understand your role as a leader. You’ll also learn how to recruit,
assemble, evaluate, and develop a team with complementary skill
sets and roles. You’ll learn the structure of the data science pipeline,
the goals of each stage, and how to keep your team on target
throughout. Finally, you’ll learn some down-to-earth practical skills
that will help you overcome the common challenges that frequently
derail data science projects.

Executive Education

Education

Existentialism
Experimental Biology & Communication

Philosophy
Science

Experimental Biology - Communications Intensive

Science

For over half a century, Darden Executive Education has served as
a critical resource for businesses around the world

This introductory biology laboratory course covers the application of
experimental techniques in microbiology, biochemistry, cell and
developmental biology. Emphasis is placed on the integration of
factual knowledge with understanding of the design of the
experiments and data analysis in order to prepare the students for
future research projects

This course is the scientific communications portion of course 7.02,
Experimental Biology and Communication. Students develop their
skills as writers of scientific research, skills that also contribute to the
learning of the 7.02 course materials. Through in class and out of
class writing exercises, students explore the genre of the research
article and its components while developing an understanding of the
materials covered in the 7.02 laboratory.
Experimental Methods in Systems Biology

Grade Results

Science

The course will introduce students to the technologies underlying
high throughput experimentation used in systems biology.
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Experimental Molecular Neurobiology

Science

Experimental Psychology

Psychology

Experimentation for Improvement

Computer Science

Expert Step by Step Branding Guide for Startups

Marketing

Designed for students without previous experience in techniques of
cellular and molecular biology, this class teaches basic experimental
techniques in cellular and molecular neurobiology. Experimental
approaches covered include tissue culture of neuronal cell lines,
dissection and culture of brain cells, DNA manipulation, synaptic
protein analysis, immunocytochemistry, and fluorescent microscopy.
If you have ever wondered what makes you, “you”, or about the
relationship between the “mind” and the brain, or what
consciousness is, or how visual illusions fool our mind, then you may
be considering studying Experimental Psychology at university. The
course is designed to give students a basic overview of the study of
Experimental Psychology at university, looking at the major areas
that constitute an Experimental Psychology degree.
In this course, you will learn how to plan efficient experiments testing with many variables. Our goal is to find the best results using
only a few experiments. A key part of the course is how to optimize a
system.
This step by step branding guide is specifically made for startups
and business professionals who want to build a professional brand.
You will get short branding theory and a lot's of hands on
applications. As well as templates, resources and additional learning
videos. The course consists of three parts: 1. Building a solid starting
position 2. Create your brand 3. Manage your brand The course has
13 learning videos in total - so take your time in-between each video
or do it all at once!

Explicit Tarot -- Tarot Explained Through Storytelling
More than anything, tarot is designed to help you tell and understand
stories -- whether they are your own, or that of your clients. Yet,
when learning tarot, it's easy to get bogged down by a myriad of
interpretations without fully understanding the intrinsic meaning of
each card. Suddenly you're trying to remember five meanings for
one card -- and you still haven't completed a tarot reading. Explicit
Tarot is a tarot course designed to teach you the core meanings of
each tarot card. Through stories and simple techniques, Explicit
Tarot will teach you the major themes of all 78 cards, with tangible
examples of how those meanings translate to the real world. You'll
receive downloadable worksheets so that you can take notes, and
over three hours of videos to teach you everything you need to know
to start actually reading tarot, instead of just memorizing it.
Explorations in Confucian Philosophy

Philosophy

Exploratory Data Analysis

Computer Science

Explore the Fundamentals of C# Programming

Computer Science

Explorer l’espace des humains: une introduction à la
géographicité

Science

Exploring anatomy: the human abdomen

Science

Grade Results

Explore the world of Confucianism, its foundational teachings, the
ways in which it continues to shape Chinese culture and society, and
how it may respond to today’s global challenges.
This course covers the essential exploratory techniques for
summarizing data. These techniques are typically applied before
formal modeling commences and can help inform the development
of more complex statistical models. Exploratory techniques are also
important for eliminating or sharpening potential hypotheses about
the world that can be addressed by the data. We will cover in detail
the plotting systems in R as well as some of the basic principles of
constructing data graphics. We will also cover some of the common
multivariate statistical techniques used to visualize high-dimensional
data.

Explorer comment la géographie, la cartographie, l’urbanisation et la
justice spatiale jouent un rôle dans la compréhension de l’espace
des humains et des sociétés.
This course introduces you to the human abdomen and explores its
many complex structures. As the course progresses, the structure
and function of important organs will be demonstrated, discussed
and related to common surgical scenarios and current research.
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Exploring and Producing Data for Business Decision
Making

Business

Exploring Beethoven's Piano Sonatas

Music

This course provides an analytical framework to help you evaluate
key problems in a structured fashion and will equip you with tools to
better manage the uncertainties that pervade and complicate
business processes. You will be introduced to statistics and how to
summarize data, learn concepts of frequency and normal
distribution, statistical studies and sampling, and confidence
intervals. The course will focus not only explaining these concepts
but also understand the meaning of the results obtained.

This course takes an inside-out look at the 32 piano sonatas from
the point of view of a performer. Each lecture will focus on one
sonata and an aspect of Beethoven’s music exemplified by it. (These
might include: the relationship between Beethoven the pianist and
Beethoven the composer; the critical role improvisation plays in his
highly structured music; his mixing of extremely refined music with
rougher elements; and the often surprising ways in which the events
of his life influenced his compositional process and the character of
the music he was writing.) The course will feature some analysis and
historical background, but its perspective is that of a player, not a
musicologist. Its main aim is to explore and demystify the work of the
performer, even while embracing the eternal mystery of Beethoven’s
music itself.
Exploring Engineering
Exploring Humans’ Space: An Introduction to
Geographicity

Education
Science

Exploring Light: Hands-on Activities and Strategies
for Teachers

Science

Exploring Office 365

Business

Explore how geography, cartography, urbanization and spatial
justice play a role in shaping the notion of human space.
This is an Exploratorium teacher professional development course
taught by Teacher Institute staff, open to any science teacher
(particularly middle or high school level) and science enthusiast. This
is a hands-on workshop that explores topics and strategies teachers
can use to help their students become active investigators of light.

This course covers the basic functions and features of Microsoft
Office 365. Students will have a in-depth overview, learn how to
setup and use email, contacts and calendars, and learn how to use
the various apps included with Office 365 such as Outlook, Lync,
Excel, Word, PowerPoint, OneNote and SkyDrive. This course is
intended for an Office 365 End User. Total Video Time: 3h 19m
Review Quizzes included for each Section, test your knowledge!
Workbooks included for each Section, print out the course slides and
take notes as you go! Course is broken up into 3 easy to understand
Sections: Office 365 Overview Email, Contacts & Calendar Using the
Office 365 Office Apps Your Trainer: Sandra Batakis Sandra is a
Senior Microsoft Certified Instructor with over 15 years in the IT
certification training and courseware development field. She has
offered a wide variety of IT training and high level consulting projects
for Fortune 500 companies. She possesses extensive hands-on IT
experience including working with building computer networking
infrastructure, configuring LAN, WAN and Internet security
gateways, Implementing and migrating to Microsoft Exchange 5,
2000, 2003, 2007 and the new Exchange 2010. She has delivered
numerous Microsoft, CompTIA and Adobe classroom-based training
as well as online Boot Camps and Seminars across the United
States.

Exploring our oceans

Grade Results

Science

The first astronauts to leave the Earth’s orbit saw our “blue planet”
for the first time. But what lies in the half of our world covered by
water more than two miles deep? How are our everyday lives
connected to the ocean depths, and what challenges and
opportunities does this previously hidden realm hold for our future?
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Exporting Data to Files with PHP

Computer Science

Express IELTS Preparation Course

Foreign Language

Hi udemy learners, only till the end of June 2014 we run a campaign
Discount70 where you can get 70% DISCOUNT and start this
Express IELTS Preparation course. Just enter this COUPON CODE:
Discount70 and start learning IELTS for only $77! Words from your
tutor: Ms. Susan Jones: "Welcome! The IELTS exam has become
one of the most popular public examinations worldwide for students
wishing to gain entrance to an English-language academic
institution. Rather than getting a pass or fail the candidates receive a
score from one to nine with most UK universities typically requiring a
score of 6 or 6.5. At IDEA almost 99 percent of recent students have
achieved the score they needed. You need to take the IELTS test if
you are applying for a job or to study in a college or university in an
English-speaking country or if you are migrating to those countries,
we hope you will enjoy your time with us. Good luck!" In this course
you will learn 4 components of IELTS test: LISTENING In the IELTS
test, time is your enemy. Candidates who have taken the test and
did not perform as well as they had hoped often complain that they
were unable to give all the answers in the Listening Test because
the tape was too fast. However, with our course this problem will be
solved by constant listening to your English tutor - Ms. Susan Jones.
You will soon get used to our British accent. READING The faster
and more accurately you read, the more questions you will be able to
answer. In all the tests, the instructions, the example, and the
questions themselves need to be read quickly, and must be well
understood in order for you to have more time to find the answers.
WRITING Write short academic-style essays, including describing
data or processes and presenting arguments coherently and
cohesively. Interpret and describe graphical information or write a
letter responding to a given situation. In this course you will find
yourself in many such situations in order to practice your writing
skills. SPEAKING Make contributions to discussions on a variety of
concrete and more abstract topics. Fluency, accuracy, range and
relevance are practised. Review and practise all aspects of speaking
during the course. GRAMMAR While it is true that not all words and
phrases given as answers to questions in the Listening and Reading
Tests need to be grammatically correct, it is often possible to work
out the correct answer by using your knowledge of grammar. We will
focus on grammar in detail during the course.

Extensive Forex Trading course for semiprofessional traders

Education

This course is a very extensive and detailed video training course on
trading the FOREX market.

Grade Results

Providing a file from a database in exactly the same format that's
requested by the user is an extremely valuable technique. In this
course, David Powers shows you how to export data from a
database with PHP in a variety of formats, including rich text, CSV,
Excel, Word, OpenOffice spreadsheets and documents, and even
XML. He introduces tools like PHPExcel and PHPRtfLite that make
the job of formatting the data (fonts, headers, columns, and all)
easier to manage, and also shows how to embed nontext data like
images in your exports.
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Extraordinary Learning: Mind Mapping Mastery

Design

Mind Mapping is the brilliantly effective thinking and learning tool
devised by Tony Buzan. I've been using Mind Maps for well over 30
years and have been fortunate enough to teach others how to use
Mind Maps all over the world since 1996. I'm delighted to be able to
share my understanding of this uniquely effective technique on this
course. I devised the course as a hands-on, practical introduction to
Mind Mapping. There are 12 separate videos along with exercises
that will get you Mind Mapping effectively right from the start. I've
included enough theory to explain how and why Mind Maps work,
but kept the emphasis on practical ways to benefit from the techique to help you to think, work, organise, learn, create, communicate and
study more effectively. And more enjoyably too! If you've ever been
frustrated that your brain feels like it's stuck in second gear, this
course is for you. If you've always wondered about how to get the
most from Mind Mapping - you are going to love this course. In a
career that has included working at Chief Finance Officer level in the
computer industry, a long stint with the world's largest consultancy
practice and starting and running a successful training organisation,
I've come across hundreds of techniques to improve personal
effectiveness. But Mind Mapping is the only technique that I use
every single day. And I do so, quite simply, because it works. I look
forward to introducing you to this unique way of working so that you
can start to benefit from Mind Maps too!

Extreme Scuba Makeover
Eye & Lash Art

Basic Skills
arts

Eye-catching presentations using PowerPoint 2010

Business

Advance your makeup artistry using bold color, layering textures,
using homemade artistic lashes and artistic effects.
Do you want to deliver presentations that really make an impact on
people? Do you know how to use Microsoft PowerPoint but you’d
like to learn from an expert how to really make eye-catching slides?
If so, this is the course for you! In this course you will learn how to
create and deliver eye-catching presentations using Microsoft
PowerPoint 2010. By combining essential presentation skills with the
effective use of technology, this course will give you all you need in
order to present with confidence. Instead of learning how to use
Microsoft PowerPoint 2010 feature by feature, you will see how
Microsoft PowerPoint 2010 can effectively be used in a real life
business scenario.

Eye-catching presentations using PowerPoint 2013

Business
Do you want to deliver presentations that really make an impact on
people? Do you know how to use PowerPoint but you’d like to learn
from an expert how to really make eye-catching slides? If so, this is
the course for you! In this course you will learn how to create and
deliver eye-catching presentations using Microsoft PowerPoint 2013.
By combining essential presentation skills with the effective use of
PowerPoint 2013, this course will give you all you need in order to
present with confidence. Instead of learning how to use a
PowerPoint 2013 feature by feature, you will see how it can
effectively be used in a real life business scenario.

Fabulae Faciles: Perseus 1-11

Foreign Language
Students emerging from a year or two of elementary Latin grammar
often feel overwhelmed by the real Latin authors that mark the
transition to intermediate Latin. A popular, and excellent, 19th
century reader, Fabulae Faciles was designed and perfected over
many years to bridge this gap. I have used these stories for years for
my own college-level Latin students as independent study materials
over the summer which typically separates elementary and
intermediate Latin. In this class, I cover the first reader in the
Fabulae Faciles, by providing audio files, guided study,
supplementary materials, and, more important, a constant and
consistent presence as you work you way through the passages.

Grade Results
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Fabulous, Fast, Family Food for Fat Mums With Kids

Food
Are you exhausted just thinking about the next meal you need to
cook for your family? This course is dedicated to every Mum who
doesn't have time to spend hours in the kitchen. We will show you
fast, fun, healthy meals your entire family will love! One of London's
top health and longevity specialists, Tim Bean, will share secret
recipes that keep him and his clients in top shape! As a Fat Mum
working to transform my own body - I know how it feels to be
Overweight, Overwhelmed and Overdue for Change. This recipe
course is not just full of fast, fun, healthy dishes. It is packed with top
health tips too! Sign up for this nutritious and delicious course you
will thank yourself for.

Face Yoga Method - Take Five Years Off Your Face

Grade Results

Health And Nutrition

Is a few minutes of your time worth a glowing, younger looking face?
Would you like to see improvements on your face in the next 28
days? Would you like to turn back the hands of time? Would you like
to feel better about your face's appearance? Face yoga has already
won devotees among the forever-young-looking celebrity crowd.
Celebrities like Gwyneth Paltrow and Jennifer Aniston are said to be
big fans of Face Yoga. I am going to teach you the exact exercises
you need to know in order to master face yoga and take years off
your face. The great news is you only need to spare less than 10
minutes a day and I will even show you how to do a mini-facelift in
less than 10 minutes. No prior experience is required. Now you can
get a stronger, happier face. Like a strength-training workout at the
gym, exercising the muscles of your face will give you the same
toned, sculpted effect that exudes youthfulness and radiance.Look
better and feel great at any age with the Face Yoga Method.
Welcome! I’m Fumiko Takatsu, creator of the Face Yoga Method.I
developed the Face Yoga Method to help make you feel proud of
yourself and walk with confidence in the world. In other words: I’m
here to make you look young again.Confidence isn’t all about how
we look. However, if our older-looking appearance doesn’t reflect the
vivacity inside us, that disconnect can make us feel misunderstood,
shy and embarrassed. Face Yoga Method uses conventional
approaches – muscle exercises, stretching and visualization – to
naturally tighten, tone and brighten your face, and do away with
those inhibiting, negative emotions. I know from personal
experience, as I survived what could’ve been a fatal car crash that
significantly altered and aged my face. I developed Face Yoga as my
own “medicine,” never imagining at the time that I’d bring it to the
public. Since I introduced Face Yoga in Japan, my home country,
I’ve become a best-selling book author, graced almost 100
Japanese magazines, been featured on multiple TV shows, worked
as a corporate sponsor for several major brands, and trained 7 Face
Yoga-certified teachers. I’m known as a Face Yoga expert, and am
committed to bringing you top-notch knowledge plus in-the-trenches
experience about how to look young again. My thousands of clients
and followers will tell you that Face Yoga changed their lives. But
let’s rewind about a decade, to the serendipitous event that started it
all. I was an American-educated academic living in Japan, teaching
English. At 36, I still looked pretty great and was convinced my
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Face-Lift to Go - Be Ever-Young

Beauty
Be Ever-young - the Natural Non-Surgical Face-Lift was designed
for the busy woman. It was developed by a Medical Hypnotherapist,
Acu-point Specialist and International Speaker on Holistic Medicine..
It is quick and easy and fun to learn and do while moving through
your day. It's a FACE-LIFT TO GO. The program blends western
physiology and eastern energetics. In other words, it is a complete
program with powerful elements that work your facial muscles,
unstick energy blockages and relax your mind. Smoothe away
unsightly wrinkles, reduce puffiness, release ugly tension lines, and
lift up your face from the inside out. This is a fun and fascinating
course. Here are just some of the things students learn: How to use
Facial Renewal Exercises to defy gravity. What Your Face Says
About You (Visual Diagnosis) The face reflects the state of inner
health. Learn what Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM) practitioners
can tell by just looking at the face. How to use Acu-Point Therapy
(Acupressure) to reduce puffiness, tone underlying tissues, alleviate
headaches, TMJ, teeth clenching and grinding and sinus problems.
How to RELAX and to become EMPOWERED letting beauty and
confidence shine from the inside out. This course includes audio
guided imagery sessions and affirmations to download and take with
you to feel calm, centered, secure and beautiful all day long. Be EverYoung Face-Lift to Go is the perfect portable program to get you
moving toward a look of youthful radiance. It is quick, it's easy, it's
FUN.

Facebook Ads 2014: Advanced Training for Marketers Marketing

If you're tired of wasting time and money trying to figure out why
some facebook ads campaigns work and yours don't, this is a
course for you. It's ideal for: Affiliate Marketers People working in
Digital Marketing Facebook Page Owners Created with ease of use
in mind, this course will take about 1 hour to complete, with an
additional hour spent doing research for the practical test at the end.
It'll all be fine, if you just follow along the easy to understand
lectures. It's structured starting with the standard facebook ads
interface, going through all the most important elements of setting up
a campaign for success. Take this course to learn advanced tactics
around: Optimizing ad images for greater impact - find out how you
can edit your photos fast and free, online, without the need for
expensive image-editing software. Using power-words to get more
clicks - these are not just simple words that you hope will get your
results, these are time-tested words and phrases that you can use
right away for getting more clicks and attracting customers. Creating
Dark Posts and Custom Audiences in the Power Editor - this is a
step-by-step how-to guide to create unpublished or dark posts and
customizing them to maximize the effect they will have; I will show
you how to create Custom Audiences using subscribers you already
have in an email marketing software, like Mailchimp, and use that as
a basis for Lookalike Audiences and/or ads. Trying time-saving tools
- you won't have to struggle anymore by editing each individual ad either use the Power Editor for bulk editing or try on of these tools to
save you lots of time, that you can use either optimizing or creating
other successful campaigns. Utilizing the normal facebook ads
interface - how to get larger images in front of people and how to
have more text in your ads, to allow more descriptive ads.

Grade Results
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Facebook advertising

Marketing
Finally, Discover Newly Revised Strategies for Driving Traffic with
Facebook Ads And Increasing Your Conversions At The Same
Time...Starting Today! (Updated 2014 Version) This is a step by step
video course that takes you by the hand to show you how to choose
the right ad type and explode your conversions with Facebook the
right way! According to businessinsider.com, well over 1 billion
people are using Facebook as of 2014. In terms of market share,
67%% of all Internet users in the U.S. use Facebook frequently.Now
in the European markets, more than82%% of Internet users use
Facebook. Also, among U.S. Facebook users, 73%% have incomes
well above$75,000, compared to 17%% who are on Twitter and
13%% who are on Pinterest. Isn’t that amazing? Think about it
carefully. If you’re not reaching the Facebook crowd, then you’re
leaving money on the table. Imagine being able to reach more
people across the globe without ever leaving your house, target
specific audiences that fit your demographics, build brand
awareness, generate leads, and more.

Facebook Advertising 2014: Power Editor Beginner's
Guide

Marketing

You've heard about the Power Editor, but you were too scared to try
it for yourself? Worry not, this easy to understand, step-by-step
guide will provide a comprehensive knowledge about facebook's
Power Editor. It is perfect for: Affiliate Marketers who are just starting
out People working in Digital Marketing, with advanced facebook ads
experience Facebook page owners who want to use facebook ads to
grow their page The course was created from the bottom up to
explain all the features of Power Editor. The main objective was to
create a series of video giving an insight into this incredibly useful
facebook ads tool. All you need to do is follow along and enjoy
yourself - the videos take into account the people who've never used
Power Editor before, so they have an easy to understand pace. Take
this course to learn all about: How the facebook Power Editor is
structured - we will leave no button unclicked and no menu unturned
in our journey towards understanding this tool. What specific
facebook ads terms mean - the short recap will make you remember
all about the metrics you are using to measure success. Creating a
campaign in Power Editor - the center of the course revolves around
actually creating an ads campaign from scratch, using simple steps.
The List Settings - these help us customize the way Power Editor
looks, giving us more breathing room and an organized working
environment. Importing and exporting ads - one of the unique
features of Power Editor allows you to create hundreds and
thousands of ad variations withing seconds. So what are you waiting
for? Learn all about the Power Editor in a simple and fun course!

Grade Results
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Facebook Advertising for Beginners

Marketing
It’s almost an understatement that Facebook is one of the most
popular websites on the Internet. With over one billion users,
Facebook is the 2nd-most visited website on the Internet (behind
Google). When you advertise on Facebook you’re in-front of an
audience that is unparalleled in modern advertising. Facebook
Advertising for Beginners provides you a step-by-step recipe for
getting your business (whether it be a product or service) in front of
these eyeballs and converting this exposure into sales. This step-bystep, nine-part video series takes you by the hand and shows you
how to quickly plan, setup, and execute Facebook Ad campaign
correctly and effectively. You’ll learn… How Facebook’s targeted
advertising allows advertisers to target a specific group of people
based on age, personal interests and more. How Facebook ads are
more flexible than other similar forms of advertising such as Google
AdWords. How Facebook advertising offers users heightened
audience engagement which translates higher retention rates and
improved ad visibility. How Facebook facilitates multiple ad views
which means your ads have a better chance of getting noticed or
having a positive effect when seen multiple times. How Facebook
effectively reaches smart-phone users which means not only have
the ability to reach computer and laptop users, but people out in the
world as well. And much more!

Facebook Affiliate Marketer's Guide

Marketing
Dear Internet Marketer, In this video series, you will get the
Facebook Affiliate Marketer's Training and what type of offers to
promote , how to do the demographic research and how you can
start promoting your product and get greate ROI. You will get FREE
invaluable bonuses.. Facebook Affiliate Offers Guide - Guide written
by SUPER AFFILIATE and network owner, Ryan Eagle. This guide
goes through SPECIFIC facebook offers and shows you exactly how
to run them on Facebook. No guesswork... Top Fan Page List /
Guide - Learn how to utilize fan pages to better target your
advertising! Includes a list of the top fan pages in numerous
categories! Keyword Targeting List - SPECIAL facebook keyword list
formulated to help you target SPECIFIC people groups that you
normally cannot target!

Facebook Business Boot Camp

Marketing
Facebook Business Boot Camp teaches you, as a busy service
professional, small business owner, entrepreneur, step-by-step, how
to get you “Facebook fit” and kicking winning goals in your business.
Here's what you get: Over 2 hours of professionally recorded
instructional videos (recorded in a studio, not just screen capture) An
electronic copy of my 136-page Friends with Benefits book that
compliments the content included as part of the course A 36-page
comprehensive workbook with practical exercises and activities you
can apply directly into your business A downloadable content
calendar template, making it super easy for you to map out in
advance what you're going to post on Facebook Access to a support
forum to ask any questions you may have, as you work your way
through the course Take my Social Media Road Test (quiz), that
assesses your likelihood of succeeding with Social Media, after
completing the course

Facebook for Photo and Video Pros

Photography
By utilizing social media platforms like Facebook, you can increase
brand visibility and take advantage of free features to communicate
and advertise your photography or videos. This course shows how
to succeed as a creative professional using the Facebook platform.
Author Rich Harrington charts the evolution of the platform, and
shows how to find new connections, create events, and decide what
and when to post. The course also covers creating a company
profile distinct from your personal profile, and using Facebook
groups and messaging to manage client projects.

Facebook for Photo and Video Pros

Grade Results

Business
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Facebook for Photo and Video Pros

Photography
By utilizing social media platforms like Facebook, you can increase
brand visibility and take advantage of free features to communicate
and advertise your photography or videos. This course shows how
to succeed as a creative professional using the Facebook platform.
Author Rich Harrington charts the evolution of the platform, and
shows how to find new connections, create events, and decide what
and when to post. The course also covers creating a company
profile distinct from your personal profile, and using Facebook
groups and messaging to manage client projects.

Facebook for Photo and Video Pros

Communications
By utilizing social media platforms like Facebook, you can increase
brand visibility and take advantage of free features to communicate
and advertise your photography or videos. This course shows how
to succeed as a creative professional using the Facebook platform.
Author Rich Harrington charts the evolution of the platform, and
shows how to find new connections, create events, and decide what
and when to post. The course also covers creating a company
profile distinct from your personal profile, and using Facebook
groups and messaging to manage client projects.

Facebook for Small Business

Marketing

Facebook for Your Business

Marketing

Grade Results

Facebook marketing course for business--small , medium, and large-interested in building brand awareness, improving reputation and
credibility, generating sales leads, and growing a loyal base of
customers. Join us! As a business owner, I know that you’re
constantly focused on reaching more people, targeting better
customers, and helping all of these people understand the benefits
of buying your products and services--Facebook marketing can be
your secret weapon. In this Facebook marketing course I will quickly
educate you on how to use Facebook to reach the right people, turn
them into customers, and then get them to actually market to all their
Facebook friends. It isn’t some fancy marketing scheme or magic;
it’s just leveraging the inherent social and viral nature of Facebook.
Facebook marketing can be confusing, even to the most seasoned
Facebook user. There are so many options and Facebook is
constantly changing things. That’s why a Facebook marketing
course like this one, taught by a seasoned and practicing Facebook
marketing professional, can be so valuable. We will bring together
and continually update all of the Facebook best practices in this
course. A course that you have lifetime access to and we will
continually support and expand. This course will get your started with
the most basic of Facebook marketing skills and then grow with your
business into more advanced and comprehensive Facebook
strategy. During this course I will help you to quickly and simply:
Setup a Facebook Fan Page for your business Create and
publishing interesting and compelling content Attract the right kinds
of Facebook Fans, people that want to buy and share Develop these
Facebook Likes into an army of loyal fans growing your business
Engage these customers over and over for sustained revenue
growth This course goes beyond academic theory and encourages
you to work through real examples and immediately apply them to
your own Facebook marketing plan and business Fan Page. Our
Facebook marketing course can be completed in a couple of days,
resulting in a fully functional, highly effective Facebook marketing
platform for your business. Are you ready to grow your small
business with Facebook marketing? This course will give you access
to a multitude of successful Facebook marketing ideas and
strategies. You will be building brand awareness, gaining loyal
customers, and generating sales leads and revenue in know time.
The large and highly engaged Facebook audience makes it a natural
place to start marketing your business. In this course, author Justin
Seeley shows you the basics of setting up your Facebook account
exclusively for business use and building out your page in a way that
clearly identifies your brand. He also shows how to create
meaningful posts and status updates, and entice members to like
your page. Plus, learn how to go beyond the basics and widen your
fan base, create ads and promoted posts, and extend Facebook with
mobile and third-party services.
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Facebook marketing

Marketing
This course will teach you strategies for how to promote your
business, personal brand, or products on Facebook. The course will
teach you the proper way to use your personal Facebook profile,
business pages, and Facebook's paid marketing to most effectively
promote your business. The course will also teach you what not to
waste your time with, and what strategies might be effective. The
course is about 1 hour of video content. It is to the point, but covers
all the important points of Facebook marketing. Why I Made The
Course In my business coaching practice I help many people with
their marketing. Most people really struggle with online marketing. It
is vital that as a business owner you become very savvy with online
marketing very quickly because that will be the difference between
getting clients or not. And since most people first think about
promoting their business on Facebook when they get started with
their business, this is a very necessary course to take. What To
Expect From The Course I can't promise that after taking this course
you will get millions of customers. That is just unrealistic. But I am
confident that after taking this course you will be able to comfortably
determine what Facebook marketing strategies may be viable for
your business, and what strategies may be poor choices. That will
empower you to make good decisions in how you promote your
business on Facebook.

Facebook Marketing + Advertising Profits

Marketing
Use this course to make money on Facebook! The first lecture
shows you the secret formula that still works for me today and the
second shows you how you can get started with doing it immediately
for free! You can trust me to tell you what works and show you how
to do it! In the last two years, I have shown over 500 million ads in
my Facebook advertising account and made most of my income by
building successful relationships using Facebook marketing for free
with messages to Facebook pages. These relationships were built
on my proven ability to use Facebook ads to get page likes and
website conversions for myself. You can insert what you are doing
and use this course to build a formula for your success! You get only
what I know from experience and the information you need to start
applying the course today! You can use this course to build and
sharpen your Facebook advertising skills! If you want hands on
screen captured videos, you will get to see me making ad
campaigns for Facebook page likes and website conversions. If you
want to see how to build your business using social media
marketing, I discuss how to grow powerful relationships on
Facebook, how to build social proof globally using Facebook ads,
and how to setup and use a squeeze page for conversions. You can
depend on me to always add new material and update existing
lectures which are all from 2014 already! Enroll now if you want to
make money on Facebook, use Facebook for business or are a
Facebook page owner or admin than wants to get better results out
of Facebook ads or get your page viral by working smart instead of
hard. Thank you for enrolling in my course and I hope what I share
with you will prove helpful!`

Grade Results
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Facebook Marketing For Small Businesses

Marketing

ired of always hearing about other businesses succeeding with the
help of social media? Why not have your own company be one of
those? Want to know how big brands like Coke, Microsoft and
Amazon create their stunning campaigns? This comprehensive
course will take you from the basics of choosing the starting options
of your page to the pro techniques than only a select few use. WHAT
THIS COURSE IS NOT It is not a generic presentation that explains
what a facebook like/share is. It is not an all theory and no action
course. It is not something written by an someone who heard about
it, but by people who actually did the campagins and put in the
hours. It is not a course where I teach you a scheme that will put
your account at risk. It is not a you will be a millionaire in 3 days
course, where the only one who gets rich is the author. There is no
such thing as Something for nothing. - Napoleon Hill, greatest author
on success to have lived. WHAT THIS COURSE IS Your chance to
get more business and numerous leads through another marketing
channel. A hands-on training program where you see exactly how it's
done. A program where you get dedicated support from the
instructors. An honest, no BS approach, where you're told exactly
how it is. A community of 200+ like minded people who help each
other. The video course is presented in easy to learn modules that
first explain the theory behind the techniques, and then show LIVE
demonstrations of them on my Facebook Pages. If you have, or are
planning on creating a Business Facebook Page I guarantee you
that the knowledge and strategies in this class will be the quickest
and most effective way to achieving your facebook goals! I will also
personally respond to all questions and queries (and even provide
my personal email address!) so that you can implement these simple
strategies in a fool-proof way. See you on the inside, Doru

Facebook Marketing Made Easy Video Course

Marketing

Facebook Marketing that Focus On Business Results

Business

Grade Results

Video course about marketing on Facebook updated at
2013'requirements. Facebook is an awesome marketing channel.
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Facebook Marketing: A Step-by Step to your first
1000 Fans!

Marketing

The Fastest Way to 1,000 New Facebook Customers Optimize Your
Facebook Account Maximize ‘Likes’ and Engagement Automatically
Increase Your Influence Promote your Facebook Page to 1000's of
Relevant People Don’t Waste Your Money on Facebook Ads That
Won’t Work The social networking giant Facebook isn’t just for
personal use. It can help your business stay connected and relevant
to the customers that matter the most. If spending 15 minutes of your
time a day to attract 1,000 new customers to your small business
Facebook page sounds good to you, this course was made with you
in mind. Forget spending thousands of dollars on expensive
Facebook Ads. Learn how to potentially get all the prominence you
need by following the guidelines in this course in optimizing your
Facebook business page. Contents and Overview In a whopping 10
hours of comprehensive content, you will gain an understanding of
what Facebook is, what it does, and how it works. With this
understanding, you’ll create effective Facebook pages that work by
employing certain design and content features shown in the course.
You’ll learn a blueprint for achieving success with your Facebook
page. Once your page is optimized, you’ll uncover the secrets of
engaging content and how to hack the Newsfeed algorithm. You’ll
learn the most effective ways to get ‘Likes’ by leveraging your
personal and professional network. You’ll use parallel interest and
cross promotion to gain even more exposure. You’ll learn to review
and adapt to the data generated in Facebook Insights, so you can be
more efficient in achieving your goals. You will also have personal
access to the instructor via email, so that you can implement these
simple strategies in a fool-proof way. After taking this course, you’ll
have a profound understanding of how to maximize your influence
on Facebook and how to use the social media platform to generate
interest, engagement, and business.

Facebook Marketing: The Social Growth System

Business
I'm sure you've seen lot's of Facebook trainings out there. The
problem is they teach “this” or “that”, but they never combine “this”
and “that.” That’s because they’re one-trick ponies. With Social
Growth System you will take the relationship building power of
Facebook profiles, multiply it with the community building power of
fan pages, then pour gasoline on it with Facebook ads. You’ll be
harnessing the full power of the whole Facebook ecosystem, instead
of using one small piece. Imagine for a second, you’ve been invited
to a private masterclass with one of the world’s top Facebook
experts. That expert is responsible for generating millions of dollars
for private clients. And this expert is ready for you to look over his
shoulder, trade notes, share everything he knows about driving
millions of wallet-fattening clicks, leads and sales – and he’s going to
let you copy his system…. If that sounds like something you’d love to
be involved in, then welcome to Social Growth System.

Facebook Page Essentials

Business
Facebook Profiles are for People | Facebook PAGES are for
BUSINESS Facebook is still the most popular social networking site
out there, with over one billion registered users. And research shows
that over 40% of Facebook users actually want to connect with
businesses on Facebook. But to reach this audience, you need to
meet them on their turf - and creating a Facebook Page for your
business or organization is the way to do that. A Facebook Business
Page can help you reach and connect with your target audience
within the Facebook platform. This condensed and comprehensive
course will get you up and running using Facebook Pages to their
full potential in no time. Business owners, entrepreneurs, marketers,
social media strategists, non-profits, artists, musicians, authors, and
advertising professionals will all benefit from taking this course.

Grade Results
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Facebook Page: effective community building

Business
If you have spent any time on Facebook, you might have noticed that
your friends become fans of certain celebrities, music groups,
organizations and local businesses by "liking" their pages.
Additionally, if you're a business owner, you can establish a
business page to promote your product or service. Although you can
establish a special account for your business, it is easy to create a
business page as an offshoot of your personal profile. Only an
authorized representative of a business, group, band or organization
can set up a page.There are various organizations that do create a
Facebook Business Page, but not many are aware on how these
pages can help in business promotion and create engagement with
potential customers. This course will be a helpful guide for anyone
from sales and business development professionals to brand
managers, digital marketing professionals, media planners and
management students. This course will assist you in understanding
the importance of conversations, different ways to source content for
page postings and a lot more.

Facebook Pages Essentials For Business - 2014
Edition

Grade Results

Marketing

You are minutes away from gaining access to: *15 Lectures of in
depth tutorials covering all aspects of Creating, Optimizing and
Promoting your Facebook Business Page! *10 HD Videos showing
you step by step how to build a Facebook Business Page from
scratch, along with PDFs and MP3s, all Downloadable so you can
study them anytime of the day, everywhere! *The ideal course for
people with no technichal skills or prior experience on building
Facebook Fanpages for Business! Everything is explained fully in
simple terms, easy to understand for everyone! *Position your offline
or online business into a whole new level of Success dominating the
latest and most effective Facebook Marketing Techniques that takes
just minutes to apply! *Facebook is the #1 website in the world with
over 1.1 billion people, it's kind of important to have an online
presence with them. *If you are not running a successful page yet on
Facebook, you are missing out on tens of thousands of dollars.The
average facebook fan is worth $175. Add that up a few thousand
times and that's what you are missing out on. *Great news though!
You are in the best possible position that you could possibly be in
right now. You've already done more than what 90% of other
marketers do, you've shown interest and the willingness to learn.
*That's where Facebook Pages Essentials For Business comes in.
Myself , Nick Niles, social media expert and Intelligent Training
founder and my team worked very hard when putting this training
course together. We wanted to make sure we covered everything
from the basics of running a page to the advanced techniques that
the Fortune 500 companies are using right now. *You might think
you already know enough to be successful, but Facebook has
changed the way pages work and how we can interact with our fans
so much this past year. If you haven't had the proper training yet,
then you won't be taking full advantage of these tactics. *This stepby-step Facebook Marketing Training System is going to take you by
the hand and show you how to safely skyrocket your Business online
presence in the shortest time ever. *Now you will have the power to
strongly and safely position your business on Facebook and apply
the latest and most effective techniques that take just minutes to
apply! *This extraordinary Facebook Marketing Training Guide will
reveal the exact steps that you really need to care about the most in
order to strongly and safely position your business on Facebook in
even less than a day. *Facebook Pages Essentials For Business is
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Facebook Rockstar - Introduction To Facebook
Marketing

Marketing

Facebook Timeline Pages For Business

Marketing

Facebook Training for Business

Marketing

Learn how to use Facebook's advanced features for business and
accelerate your digital literacy. Facebook training covers the
effective and responsible use of Facebook.com, the Facebook
mobile app, Instagram, Foursquare and even Pinterest and Google
Plus at work.

Facebook:Masters Course Everything you Need and
Should Know.
Facial Rigging in Maya

Business

A in-depth look at the world of Facebook. Everything you need to
know to be more successful and generate income!

Facebook marketing is often a mystery to the uninitiated. If you own
a business and would like to learn how to market / promote your
business using one of the most popular sites on the Internet,
Facebook, then you're in the right place! Facebook marketing can be
one of the most cost-effective ways to effectively target your
customers and generate increased sales. Whether you run a local
business, a website or sell products online, Facebook marketing can
work for you. In this course, we will cover some of the basics of
Facebook Marketing, in a simple, uncomplicated way. The idea of
this course is to get you started and to make the seemingly
complicated, simple. You'll grow more and more excited as you
advance through this course and learn that marketing on Facebook
is not as difficult as you thought! Take a look at the course
curriculum below and you'll see that it is laid out with the beginner in
mind. Very soon, you'll be marketing on Facebook with the best of
them!

As of April 1, 2012 Facebook has changed the format design for
their pages for businesses. This “Learn How to Create Facebook
Timeline Page for Business “video course will walk you through the
process of how the new pages have changed to a timeline format
and how you can set this up for your business or service. I have
included photo sizing and newly added features such as the new
admin panel and pinned posts. Take this course and learn how to
create a Facebook timeline page for business.

Design
Robust facial rigs are vital to character expression and a natural and
necessary addition to any stable body rig. There are two primary
approaches to facial rigging: shapes and joint-based setups. Blend
shapes are typically not supported by gaming engines, so it's
important to learn both approaches. This course shows how to use
each method to build facial controls that are versatile and easy to
use. Jason Baskin shows how to use blend shapes to control
expressions, and create a library of morph targets with the Cluster
and Lattice tools and the Wrap and Wire deformers. Then learn how
to connect eyes, eyelids, and other features to GUI controls that
animators can use to manipulate the character's expressions
however they like. Last, Jason explores a joint-based approach that
allows you to sculpt the underlying facial structure before attaching it
to the final mesh.

Facility Care and Stewardship (Trustees Training)

Medical

Faculty Guide to Online Teaching

Education

Faith and Globalization
Faith-Based Grants

Social Sciences
Business

Fall 2010 Sport Law/Giving Great Presentations

Law

Grade Results

Learn the basics of what you need to start teaching online today!

In this course, my goal is to help churches and ministries across the
United States—large and small, denominational and nondenominational—understand how to align institutions and
congregations to receive the abundance intended under the federal
government’s faith-based grants initiative.
This course features archive classroom sessions with students
studying sport law, while learning the art of giving good
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Fall In Love With Violin Scales Volume 2

Music
In this online violin course, you will learn a revolutionary new
approach how to play the most popular 2 Octave Major and minor
scales in all of the intermediate level violin repertoire in first and third
positions. This is an absolute MUST for every beginner to
intermediate level violinist that wants to improve intonation, accuracy
and fluency in first and third positions. Take this course to develop
rock solid intonation for every key in the intermediate level violin
repertoire. You do not need to know how to read music for this
course. Customize this course to your personal study by studying the
scale that corresponds to your recent projects or learn the scales
individually. The Course contains detailed training videos for the
following two octave scales:

Family Portrait Photography

Photography
Join family photographer extraordinaire, Michele Celentano, as she
shares her love for creating the perfect family portrait and the steps it
takes to get you there. Learn how to get the perfect pose, connecting
with family members, and getting everyone to smile…all at the same
time. Sound simple enough? Yeah, it doesn’t to us either but with
Michele’s guidance you will be up and running with your own family
portraits in no time. Michele Celentano grew up with a strong
appreciation for family. A Canon Explorer of Light, she began her
career as a wedding photographer more than 20 years ago and
today works primarily with family portraiture. In addition, she travels
internationally to teach and lecture on professional photography.
Visit www.DigitalClassroom.com and www.wiley.com

Fashion and Glamour Photography

Photography

Fashion and glamour photography is rapidly gaining popularity. With
the help of Michael Corsentino, you will learn how to work with your
model to get her looking and feeling her best. Come along for the
ride as Michael searches for the perfect city locations, develops a
story, and delivers jaw-dropping images. For a magazine cover or a
woman’s personal collection, Michael will show you how to take
images that will make any woman proud. Bonus eBook included;
Learn Photoshop CC with this eBook training package! see Lecture
24 Adobe Photoshop is the industry leading image-editing program
for digital photographers, graphic designers, and web developers,
and the newest version includes even more great tools to manage
and enhance your images. Written by a team of experts, this book
delivers full-color, step-by-step instructions that make learning
Photoshop easy to understand. You'll explore how to work with
layers, use filters, and create images for web and video, and much
more. The video training complements the book, allowing you to
learn at your own pace, and, ultimately, enhancing your entire
learning experience. • Encourages you to discover essential skills
and explore new features and capabilities of Photoshop CC
(Creative Cloud) Includes step-by-step instructions for each lesson,
along with lesson files and video tutorials that complement the
featured topics (link provided in Lecture Covers Adobe Bridge,
Camera RAW, masks and layers, painting and retouching, and
selections and layers Photoshop CC Digital Classroom takes you
from the basics through intermediate-level topics and helps you find
the information you need in a clear, approachable way. Note:
Tutorials and other supplementary materials are not included as part
of the e-book file, but are available for download in Lecture 25 of this
course. Visit www.DigitalClassroom.com and www.wiley.com

Grade Results
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Fashion Brand Launch: Corporate Filings and
Trademarks

Marketing

Not sure what corporate structure is good for your new company?
Confused on why so many corporations are formed in Delaware?
Want to insure that your concept is protected from copy-cats? Not
sure if you need to trademark your logo? This is the only course
you'll need to make sure you have all of your administrative items
covered before you introduce your brand to the marketplace.
Protecting your brand's name, logo and idea is very important and
needs to be done before you begin anything that may be seen by the
consumer. Learn how to determine if you should file your business
as a Limited Liability Company or an S-Corporation, as well as
where to register filing forms by looking at the benefits of filing in
your home state versus Delaware. Learn the ins-and-outs of
trademarking, from your brand's word mark, design/logo marks, and
DBAs (Doing Business As), while also learning the benefits to having
an attorney versus doing it yourself. The Course Videos last a total
of 37+ Minutes. The Course is structured into 7 Lectures. If you have
question relating to the course, please feel free to contact me here
on Udemy! Please don't forget to leave me a comment and a rating if
you think it is appropriate to do so. :) If you enjoyed this Course you
may like to consider my other Courses here on Udemy: Fashion
Brand Launch: Market Research Strategies & Analysis Testimonials:
~ Very informative. A great detailed overview of the necessities
needed for launching a brand. Great amount of knowledge and
insight presented. From practical to inspirational - STEVYN ~ It was
jam packed full of info I was really looking for! – Cassy ~ Great
visual aids & amazing webinar overall; extremely appreciative of the
wealth of knowledge shared - SHANYA ~ Great, easy to understand
and follow. – Joseph ~ A lot of people start a business and don't
know the first thing about starting a business, so this was helpful.Crystal ~ I really enjoyed this. I don't know much about business but
have an Idea and dream so this is very helpful and I can follow. This
will give me a guideline. Thank you – Mona ~ I LOVE BOARDROOM
ROCK STARS – TG ~ Highly recommend - JACKIE

Grade Results
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Fashion Brand Launch: Market Research Strategies
& Analysis

Marketing

Fashion Design Illustration For Beginners

Design

Fast ForWord Support - Literacy & Literacy Advanced Literature

Grade Results

Not sure if your fashion company needs a Mission Statement or
Motto? Confused on where to start to formulate your brand's
message? Still mulling over if your brand should attach a
philanthropic cause? This is the only course you'll need to make sure
you have all of your administrative items covered before you
introduce your brand to the marketplace.This course, 'Fashion
Branding: Market Research Strategies and Analysis' gives insight on
the initial steps that an entrepreneur needs to perform to determine
where his/her idea fits into the marketplace. The 45+ minute video
course includes a formal presentation of strategies taught by Shawn
Ward. The course will cover the following subjects: Case Study of a
successful fashion company who used market analysis to determine
it's business model What items to consider before deciding on the
product you should launch Determining the target consumer How to
perform market research How to define your brand's competition
Determining your brand's niche and how it can stand apart from the
rest 2nd Case Study of a recently launched brand that was
consulted by Shawn Ward/Boardroom Rock Stars This course will
allow every entrepreneur a chance to step back and make sure that
your idea is one that can penetrate the marketplace. Rather your
idea has been honed or is in the beginning stages, this 45+ minutes
will give every participant a clear starting point to make sure you
carve out a niche in the market and have a reason to draw
consumers to your brand. The Course Videos last a total of 45+
Minutes. The Course is structured into 7 Lectures. If you have
question relating to the course, please feel free to contact me here
on Udemy! Please don't forget to leave me a comment and a rating if
you think it is appropriate to do so. :) If you enjoyed this Course you
may like to consider my other Courses here on Udemy: Fashion
Brand Launch: Corporate Filings & Trademarks Testimonials: ~ Very
informative. A great detailed overview of the necessities needed for
launching a brand. Great amount of knowledge and insight
presented. From practical to inspirational - STEVYN ~ It was jam
packed full of info I was really looking for! – Cassy ~ Great visual
aids & amazing webinar overall; extremely appreciative of the wealth
of knowledge shared - SHANYA ~ Great, easy to understand and
follow. – Joseph ~ A lot of people start a business and don't know
the first thing about starting a business, so this was helpful.- Crystal
~ I really enjoyed this. I don't know much about business but have an
This is a art class for beginners to learn how to create fashion design
illustrations using computer software and also templates. We will
cover some offline sketching and also how to put your illustrations to
a practical use. Anyone will benefit from the course whether you are
a beginner and do not know how to draw or if you are a talented
artist who would like to learn how to get your designs on the
computer without spending alot on expensive software applications.
Support Resources for Fast ForWord Literacy & Literacy Advanced
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Fast ForWord Training for Schools

Education
This course is for teachers who are about to implement Fast
ForWord in their schools, or who simply want to understand more
about the programs and how they could assist their students. The
course will cover the neuroscience principles behind the Fast
ForWord programs by beginning with language development and its
connection to reading and learning. The organisation, sequencing
and implementation of the Fast ForWord programs will be explained.
The course will also cover how to manage and enrol students and
track their progress. The course is delivered by video and printable
resources. The videos are lectures given by Devon Barnes, clinical
director at LearnFast Australia. Devon brings over 40 years of
experience in helping struggling learners with language and learning
difficulties. The course is administered by the Fast ForWord team at
LearnFast Australia, who have been successfully helping learners
with this great program since 1999. The course should take you
about 5 hours to complete, which includes time for watching the
videos, reading the supporting material, and completing your course
evaluation. If you wish to go deeper in your understanding of the
Fast ForWord programs and the science involved, then please feel
free to explore the recommended further readings given throughout
the course.

Fast HealthCare

Education
Many of you or maybe everyone are very busy in their life and want
to take care of his/her health but can’t and now it is easy as 123.
Well this course is basically for those who are very busy in their life
and want to maintain their health on daily bases. This course is
completed from many daily health topics to get you maintain your
health or at least to keep you stable for the coming day. What the
thing that many people don’t understand, is that how to apply them in
their daily and busy life and the simple answer is that, if you need it
and know the advantages and disadvantage of being healthy than
you surely start doing it after finishing this course. Try to write it and
also memorize it because these things are not to watch only and do
some your own search too.

Grade Results
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Fast Track to Microsoft Excel Beginner + Advanced
Training

Business

Fast Track to Russian Fluency

Foreign Language

MASTER Microsoft Excel 2007 & 2010 Whether You Have MS Excel
2007 or 2010 This Proven Training Works For Anyone, Any Age,
Even If You Have Absolutely NO Computer Skills This is a full
computer course for Microsoft Excel 2007 / 2010, and includes of the
Fast Track to Excel home study course, Beginner Excel Training and
Advanced Excel Training. Beginner Excel Training Basic
spreadsheet usage and terms The Excel interface Basic
spreadsheet functions (cells, formulas, data entry, calculations) How
to format your spreadsheet to make it look like a million bucks
Creating charts from your data 2 1/2 hours of hands on, in depth
Excel training that will get you up to speed with most of the uses of
Excel Advanced Excel Training THIS COURSE IS NO LONGER
AVAILABLE Learn new functions and formulas that will save you
time and make you look like a 'number crunching genius' to your
collegues... Discover advanced text manipulation and formatting that
will enable you to do things with spreadsheets most people only
dream of... Create complicated, problem-solving formulas with
advanced logic that will send other people into a 'brain spinning
whirlwind' - but you'll do it with ease once you see these videos...
Master Pivot Tables to sort through vast amounts of data and find
exactly what you need, instantly... How would you like to automate
complex tasks with ease through Excel Macros? These powerful
workhorses are explained in detail in this Advanced course... And
much more in this 4 hour Home Study course... Over 4 hours of
targeted advanced Excel training that will help you pass that exam,
even if you HATE Excel. As you will see, learning Excel doesn't have
to be painful! You will find no other Microsoft Excel training videos
that give you so much. In record time you'll find yourself able to
conquer any Excel problem and get on with your life. Job interview?
College exam? Know Excel, No Problem. Obviously, MS Excel
training courses are sold online every day for $99 or more for each
module. Don't worry though, We're not going to charge you $99 for
each of these two modules, not even close as you see... This
Microsoft Excel training videos is created for one purpose. So that
you can learn what you need as quickly as possible, with as little
hassle as possible, and get on with your life, so...

The goal of Fast Track to Russian Fluency is to turn you into a fluent
speaker of Russian on the most common topics of conversation,
including "Friends & Family", "Work & Travel" and "What You Did."
In all, there is approximately five hours of video here, to be
consumed in short sessions. The course is structured around
numerous, natural conversations between native speakers. Then,
from the conversations the instructor will pull out the constructions
and will guide you to fluency with each phrase. The SLT (superliteral translation) will be given for each line, and you'll learn how to
create your own "Construction Branches" which are a key to
developing fluency. You should take this course if you have some
experience in Russian but aren't able to have fluent conversations
yet.
Fast Track Yoga Course Online - Beginners Learn
Yoga 4 weeks

Health And Nutrition

Faster Smarter Better (Ultimate Online Marketing
Blueprint)
Fat Cat 101 - Intro to Distress Property Investing &
Real Estate Finance

Business

Grade Results

Finance

Learn how to reduce body pain & stress, with Yoga experts. Journey
to a free mind & body. A quality online Yoga course.

Fat Cat Academy - Week One: Overview of REO Asset Investor
Certification Course
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FB Cash Formula - How to Make Money with
Facebook

Marketing
- Are you struggling with your social media marketing efforts? - Are
you spending too much time on social media and not getting the
results you desire? - Do you want to learn how to easily grab a hold
of the 1 billion Facebook users for pennies on the dollar? If so, then
you've come to the right place! In this course, not only will you learn
how to get tons of targeted traffic using Facebook but you will also
learn how to convert it into loyal buyers. You will learn how to create
high quality squeeze pages using Facebook's very own platform that
will leave your visitors wanting more and how to get truckloads of
highly targeted Facebook visitors for little to no cost. This course is
laid out in 7 in-depth videos which will guide you through the process
step by step. It will be accompanied by a 72 page pdf that you can
read and download which will share all these top Facebook
marketing secrets with you in an easy to read format. There is also a
cheat sheet at the end of the course so you have everything
summed up and easy to access whenever you need a very quick
refresher. That's not all folks!! Students are also able to ask me
questions in each lecture of the course if they need help or need
something explained. You can make notes in each lecture as well to
help you keep organized with all the useful information you're going
to learn. All videos as well as the pdf and cheat sheet are
downloadable so you can have them on the go anytime. Hope to see
you inside!! Corey Bennett

FCE Preparation Course
Fearless Marketing

Education
Business

A course to give you confidence on the FCE
Strong marketing is an essential element of all successful
businesses, but many entrepreneurs lack the knowledge and
confidence necessary to effectively market their brand. Join bestselling author and marketing expert Barbara Findlay Schenck for a
two-day workshop that will teach you the essential marketing
principles for creating a powerful brand identity and messaging
framework. Barbara will help you overcome your fears so that you
can confidently connect with your ideal customers. Throughout this
course, you’ll develop strategies for determining who your marketing
should target and what you need to do to reach the right customer
base. Barbara will cover how to turn a potential client into a loyal
customer who refers others to your brand. You’ll also learn how to
establish a footprint in the marketplace to build repeat business and
multiply sales. By the end of this course, you’ll have a marketing
blueprint that will help you fearlessly connect with your customers
and build a powerful brand.

Federal Grant Writing 101
Federalism & Decentralization: Evaluating Africa's
Track Record

Education
History

Feminist Politics
Feng Shui The Easiest Way

Social Sciences
Basic Skills

Grade Results

In this political science course you will learn about the twin concepts
of federalism and decentralization. You will develop an
understanding of the core ideas that federalism and decentralization
rest on, and study the building blocks that make them both work.
Following a general overview of both federalism and
decentralization, we will examine a number of case-studies from
Africa where federalism and decentralization have been changing
the continent’s political landscape in the last twenty years, coinciding
with unprecedented levels of economic growth.
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FEW CLICK & Create Any Promo Video in Proshow

Design
· Create stunning professional slideshows · Unlimited production
control, powerful creative tools and time-saving shortcuts. · The
ultimate tool for creating video slideshows. · Powerful tools can still
be fast and easy to use. · Take total control when you need to. ·
Share, publish and sell in HD. Online or on your TV · ProShow
Producer allows users to create impressive-looking slideshow
presentations that blow Microsoft PowerPoint out of the water. ·
ProShow Producer is the highly anticipated professional
presentation software that joins ease of use, enhanced workflow,
and unmatched speed. · Turn your photos, videos and music into
totally custom, professional video slideshows for clients, friends and
family. Save time and speed-up your workflow with Producer's builtin wizard. Turn your photos and videos into exciting layouts and
polished animations with hundreds of effects available in ProShow
Producer. Just click to preview and apply to any scene in your show.
Simulate everything from page turns and camera flashes to blurs
and fades.

Fields, Forces and Flows in Biological Systems

Science

This course introduces the basic driving forces for electric current,
fluid flow, and mass transport, plus their application to a variety of
biological systems. Basic mathematical and engineering tools will be
introduced, in the context of biology and physiology. Various
electrokinetic phenomena are also considered as an example of
coupled nature of chemical-electro-mechanical driving forces.
Applications include transport in biological tissues and across
membranes, manipulation of cells and biomolecules, and
microfluidics.

Figure Drawing From Life Using The Reilly Technique. Design
FileMaker 13 New Features

Business

FileMaker Pro 11 Essential Training

Computer Science

Cris Ippolite is your guide in this tour of the new and enhanced
features in the entire FileMaker 13 platform. Learn how to work with
styles and object visibility; add objects like popovers and slide
controls to your layouts in FileMaker Pro; share your database with
FileMaker Server 13; and publish it to a web browser with
WebDirect. Cris also reviews the scripting and calculation
enhancements and improvements in the FileMaker Go app for iOS.

In FileMaker Pro 11 Essential Training, Cris Ippolite demonstrates
the principal features and functions of this popular database
software, including creating tables and relationships, managing fields
and records, and working with layouts. The course shows FileMaker
developers how to find, sort, and share data as well as how to create
reports, calculations, and scripts. It also covers brand new features
in FileMaker Pro 11 such as the Inspector tool, charting, and portal
filtering. Exercise files accompany the course.
FileMaker Pro 11 New Features

Computer Science

FileMaker Pro 12 Essential Training
FileMaker Pro 12 in Depth
FileMaker Pro 13 Essential Training

Business
Business
Business

Grade Results

In FileMaker Pro 11 New Features, author Cris Ippolite explores the
rich toolset available to database developers in FileMaker Pro 11.
This course includes visualizing data with FileMaker Charts, filtering
portals, and applying Quick Find to layouts. Exercise files are
included with the course.

Learn how to design and build a smart, secure database with
FileMaker Pro 13—the database solution used in both home offices
and Fortune 500 companies. Cris Ippolite, drawing on years of
experience with clients at his own development firm, walks through
the essential FileMaker Pro skills, from creating tables and
managing fields to designing layouts that display your data. He'll
show you how to find and sort data, create reports, import and export
data, write scripts, diagram relationships, and more. Start now and
start building your first database from scratch.
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FileMaker Pro 7 Essential Training

Computer Science
FileMaker Pro 7 Essential Training with Vincenzo Menanno is a
movie-based tutorial for those new to FileMaker Pro 7, the tool of
choice for many data management needs. Previous users of
FileMaker Pro will also benefit from the description of key concepts.
The workshop begins with a discussion of two fundamental concepts
for mastering the underlying philosophy of FileMaker Pro 7, and
quickly advances, using examples of a small business solution and a
school database to demonstrate the new relationship model, the
differences between Tables and Table Occurrences, and the fullfeatured and unified security model. Exercise files are included,
allowing you to follow along and learn at your own pace.

FileMaker Pro 8.5 Beyond the Basics

Computer Science
After teaching the fundamentals of this powerful application in
FileMaker Pro 8.5 Essential Training, author Cris Ippolite continues
his comprehensive training with FileMaker 8.5 Beyond the Basics.
Taking it beyond the program's essentials, this set of tutorials covers
topics as varied as data modeling, defining fields using aggregate
functions, summarizing with multiple variables, and networking with
FileMaker Server. We recommend that users new to FileMaker
complete FileMaker Pro 8.5 Essential Training before watching this
title. Exercise files are included with the tutorial.

FileMaker Pro 8.5 Essential Training

Computer Science
FileMaker Pro has been around almost as long as personal
computers. Now in its mid-20s, the application offers new and
powerful additions to its impressive and mature feature set.
FileMaker Pro 8.5 Essential Training with Cris Ippolite gives
comprehensive coverage of the program's primary principles and
functions. From understanding the concept of a database and
building and browsing records to designing smart user interfaces,
from defining and validating fields to calculating and scripting
essentials, Ippolite demonstrates and clarifies both the big picture
and the finer points of database management with FileMaker Pro
8.5. The training also teaches users about a feature that is new to
FileMaker 8.5--the Web Viewer--which allows the addition of a live
web page within a record. Exercise files accompany the training.

FileMaker Pro 9 Beyond the Basics

Computer Science

Film School On Demand - How to Make & Sell your
First Movie
Film Scoring with Pro Tools
Film Scoring with Pro Tools

Photography

Grade Results

In FileMaker Pro 9 Beyond the Basics, Certified Developer and
Authorized Trainer Cris Ippolite offers comprehensive training in how
to use FileMaker Pro 9 to its full potential. He also teaches numerous
hands-on techniques for publishing FileMaker Pro 9 databases to
networks and the web. The tutorials cover relationship types,
external data sources, the new FileMaker Server 9, functions,
objects, simple and complex reports, and even the new PHP Site
Assistant. Exercise files accompany the tutorials.

Music
Photography
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Film Story Pro

Grade Results

Film Studies

Know the feeling where you think to yourself that your ideas are
much more creative and interesting than the once we see today on
TV or Movie Theaters? But how come our genius ideas aren't
exposed to the world like those boring once do? How come we type
our ideas in a screenplay format and still don't make it through!?
What is it they know that we don't?... Find out in this magical course
that will make your dream into a reality by achieving your goals and
surprising the world with your appearance and your ideas! The
benefits you get from this course are: Writing high quality, valuable,
creative and million dollar movie scripts. Understanding the film
industry better and know what their needs are. Get contact
information of the best Talent Agency Companies in Hollywood. Get
access to all contact information of famous celebrities and
successful film directors. Know what your exact position is in a film
project. Know how to build your own cast and crew. Know where to
send your script after completing it. Discover the best way to save
your script on storage. Prevent your script from being stolen. Learn
Copyrighting. Get my best secret advices for success. Joze Mont:
Media Director at Joze Mont Entertainment and International
Education Project "Sattva". Film Director who has written, produced
and directed over 8 movies and released 2 music albums. Joze Mont
is also the creator of "Cinemont" - The new generation of legendary
films that will be remembered for centuries on by leaving a
remarkable sign of creative existence.
......................................................................................................... The
course I’m about to present today is very useful and important to
those who truly want to succeed in the film industry. It isn’t
something I’ve made up out of boredom, it is all the secrets of
proven success facts and methods from personal experience of the
greatest Artists in the film industry, including my own experience. It is
very valuable information that isn’t being told anywhere because of
the competition and jealousy of those who are succeeding or are
willing to succeed. From this program you’ll get a special opportunity
of learning the exact steps on how to write a successful and top
rated movie script, how to break into the field, whom to send your
script to, and how to shock the audience with your surprising film
ideas! This course will help you interest the producers in investing
and working on your movie project just by reading the first 5 pages
of your script. This program will help you be the magician in the
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Film your TV show or movie for theater, television,
DVD

Photography

If you ever wanted to get your film or movie in theaters, television,
DVD, or streaming online, then this Filming Techniques & Tips
course is for you. You will learn the movie making techniques for
lighting, sound, and editing. There are lots of free tools you'll
discover that will get your project ready for film festivals, air on
television, produced on DVD, and available for online streaming.
You'll become a professional by being listed in IMDb with your
credits, trailers, clips, posters, and photos with your production
company summary. You'll have access to submit your project to over
800 film festivals, exhibitions, and competitions across the U.S. You
don't have to worry about expensive lighting and sound equipment or
editing software. This Filming Techniques & Tips course gives you
the solution to avoiding huge expenses to making a film. In addition
to producing your screenplay, you'll learn all the marketing and
publicity techniques that will separate your project from others and
place you at the top. Your project will be clearly recognized with the
buzz being made with interviews on radio, TV, and social media.
This filming techniques & tips course also teaches important
business aspects of film production. You'll learn how to be smart with
copyright protection to ensure your intellectual property does not
land in the wrong hands. Need money? Don't worry. This filming
techniques & tips course teaches basic fundraising tips to help
ensure you don't end financially. In less than three hours, you can
complete this course that will provide you step-by-step video
instruction that delivers all the tips, tricks, and techniques to get your
project out in the public. Do you want your project on television,
theater, DVD, or streaming online? Do you want to make some
money selling your movie or TV show? Take this Filming Techniques
& Tips course and learn how today.

Final Cut Express 4 Essential Training

Film Studies
Check out the free training on the new Apple Final Cut Studio suite
released July 2009. Final Cut Studio Overview, includes three free
hours of tutorials on Final Cut Pro 7, Motion 4, Color 1.5, Soundtrack
Pro 3, DVD Studio Pro 4, Compressor 3.5, and Final Cut Server 1.5.
Final Cut Express 4 has brought professional video editing to the
weekend editor. In Final Cut Express 4 Essential Training, Final Cut
Pro Certified Professional and digital video specialist Lonzell Watson
teaches the fundamentals of this software. He shows how Final Cut
Express, along with its included program, LiveType 2, offers the
power to create animated graphics, perform detailed color correction
for broadcast-safe results, and make audio edits. He also provides
detailed instruction on how to get finished videos out to the world
through DVD authoring, exporting to the web, and optimizing for
iPods and other mobile devices. Exercise files accompany the
course.

Final Cut Express HD 3.5 Essential Training

Grade Results

Film Studies

Instructor Richard Harrington covers each detail of using Final Cut
Express HD 3.5 to effectively edit, organize, and publish digital video
and audio files for DVDs, web-based projects, and iPod productions.
From understanding the finer points of the workspace to using the
tools to their full potential, Final Cut Express HD 3.5 Essential
Training teaches the complete process, using hands-on examples.
Exercise files accompany this tutorial.
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Final Cut Pro 5 Beyond the Basics

Film Studies
In Final Cut Pro 5 Beyond the Basics, author and professional video
editor Larry Jordan expands beyond the material covered in Final
Cut Pro 5 Essential Editing and Final Cut Pro 5 Essential Effects by
teaching advanced techniques for working with audio, motion
effects, filter effects, color and more. Larry begins with tips for
working more efficiently with the interface and tools and then moves
on to advanced editing, nesting sequences and clip management
strategies. Using Color Keying features to remove backgrounds,
editing multi-track audio and audio effects, color correction and
troubleshooting problems are also covered. Exercise files
accompany the training videos, allowing you to follow along and
learn at your own pace.

Final Cut Pro 5 Color Correction

Film Studies

Final Cut Pro 5 Essential Editing

Film Studies

Final Cut Pro 5 Essential Effects

Computer Science

Final Cut Pro 5 Essential Effects

Film Studies

Final Cut Pro 6 Essential Editing

Film Studies

Final Cut Pro 6 Essential Editing

Photography

Grade Results

Color correction is one of Final Cut Pro's most valuable features--if
you know how to use the right filters the right way. In Final Cut Pro 5
Color Correction, Apple-certified instructor Larry Jordan explains
how to do just that. He defines key terminology, then demonstrates
everything from high-speed automatic color correction methods to
careful manual color adjustment. The training also covers how to
customize scopes and how to apply and manipulate filters. Exercise
files accompany the tutorials.
With hundreds of keyboard shortcuts, dozens of tools, and a rich
feature set, Final Cut is an immensely powerful video editing
program. In Final Cut Pro 5 Essential Editing, Larry Jordan teaches
the essential editing techniques you need to get up and running with
this complex program. In addition to introducing you to the software,
Larry demonstrates the planning and organizing strategies he's
developed as a professional video editor that can greatly increase
editing efficiency. Exercise files accompany the training videos,
allowing you to follow along and learn at your own pace.
Picking up where he left off in Final Cut Pro 5 Essential Editing,
author and professional video editor Larry Jordan teaches you how
to add the finishing touches that make a video compelling. In Final
Cut Pro 5 Essential Effects, Larry demonstrates how to create
essential effects by changing the speed of a clip or the color of a
background, adding motion graphics and animated text titles,
creating transitions, and more. Exercise files accompany the training
videos, allowing you to follow along and learn at your own pace.
Picking up where he left off in Final Cut Pro 5 Essential Editing,
author and professional video editor Larry Jordan teaches you how
to add the finishing touches that make a video compelling. In Final
Cut Pro 5 Essential Effects, Larry demonstrates how to create
essential effects by changing the speed of a clip or the color of a
background, adding motion graphics and animated text titles,
creating transitions, and more. Exercise files accompany the training
videos, allowing you to follow along and learn at your own pace.
Starting with his system for getting organized and ending with final
output, Apple Certified Trainer Larry Jordan covers all the details of
creating and editing with Final Cut Pro 6 Essential Editing. He
provides an in-depth overview of the application and its interface,
and demonstrates how to plan, create, edit, and export professional
digital video projects. Exercise files accompany the tutorials.
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Final Cut Pro 6 Essential Effects

Film Studies

Final Cut Pro 6 Essential Effects
Final Cut Pro 6 New Features

Photography
Film Studies

Final Cut Pro 6 with Photoshop CS3 Integration

Film Studies

In Final Cut Pro 6 Essential Effects, Apple Certified Trainer Larry
Jordan examines the "other half" of Final Cut Pro: effects. Building
on the foundation created in Final Cut Pro 6 Essential Editing, this
training looks at how to use Final Cut to create a wide variety of
professional-grade effects. Larry teaches all the fundamentals,
including how to change clip speed, experiment with composite
modes, use motion effects in a sophisticated way, and work with
keyframes and filter effects. Larry demonstrates each effect and
explains how and when to use it for best results. Exercise files
accompany the tutorials.

Users can follow Apple Certified Trainer Larry Jordan through the
new features of Final Cut Pro 6, from the new open format Timeline
and SmoothCam to the new user preference controls. With nearly 40
new features in the latest version, experienced Final Cut editors will
benefit from this fast-track guide to everything that's been updated.

Photoshop is one of the most popular applications in the world, and
editors and designers have embraced it. In Final Cut Pro 6 with
Photoshop CS3 Integration, Apple Certified Trainer Frank Rohmer
offers an easy-to-follow set of lessons demonstrating how to
combine two powerhouse applications to create practical and useful
titles and graphics for a Final Cut Pro project. Frank teaches how to
apply multiple Photoshop tools to create tack-sharp graphics, 3D
titles, layered PSD file animations, FCP filter effects, relationship
techniques, and much more. This training series will catapult
anyone’s graphics capabilities virtually overnight.
Final Cut Pro 6 Workflow

Film Studies
Final Cut Pro 6 Workflow was created and produced by Frank
Rohmer. We are honored to host his material in the lynda.com
Online Training Library®. Designed with the editor in mind, Final Cut
Pro 6 Workflow explores the nuts and bolts of this software with
concise and thorough tutorials. Instructor Frank Rohmer covers
everything from setting up a new project to working with effects and
color. He walks through how to create and edit a project in Final Cut
Pro 6 from beginning to end, including how to animate photos, filters,
and mattes; manipulate audio features; and mix HD and SD formats.
Frank also offers advanced tips and tricks that every editor should
know.

Final Cut Pro 7 Essential Training

Film Studies
Final Cut Pro 7 Essential Training demonstrates why Final Cut Pro is
the primary tool for professional video editors. It gives users access
to nonlinear editing workflows, collaboration features, and creative
tools. Apple Certified instructor Abba Shapiro teaches the core
features and tools that will take a hodgepodge of video clips and turn
them into a finished project. He moves through the entire process,
from selecting and refining the best takes to building a story. Using
advanced editing techniques, he shows how to refine that story into
a tight and effective show. Abba covers all the steps needed to get
up and running, cut a story, mix audio, and deliver a final project.
Exercise files accompany the course.

Final Cut Pro 7 Tutorial

Grade Results

Photography

This final cut pro 7 tutorial will give you the basic skills and get you
editing on Final Cut Pro 7. This course will show you how to: Import
Media Edit on the timeline Add graphics Add music Export and
Share Import from a card and tape. Brian Town is a Final Cut
Certified Trainer and has been working on Final Cut Pro since it
came out. Brian has been in the Film and Video business for over 20
years and has taught 100's of people Final Cut Pro. Start with this
final cut pro 7 tutorial today.
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Final Cut Pro Optimization and Troubleshooting

Film Studies
In Final Cut Pro Optimization and Troubleshooting, instructor Larry
Jordan shares professional shortcuts, techniques, and problemsolving tips for tackling Final Cut Pro's most common challenges and
trouble spots. Larry shows how to set up a folder system that works,
name files, use Safe Boot and Repair Permissions, trash Preference
files, and configure your system. The training also covers
audio/video and user preference settings, customizing keyboard
shortcuts and buttons, changing sequence settings, and more.

Final Cut Pro X 10.1.1 Essential Training

Film Studies
Learn how to build and refine your story with the redesigned editing
toolset in Final Cut Pro X. In this course, author Ashley Kennedy
focuses on getting you comfortable with each aspect of the editing
process in Final Cut—from preparation and organization, to editing
and refining, to audio and effects, to media management and
exporting. Each stage of the postproduction workflow is explained
thoroughly and concisely, and uses real-world examples from both
narrative and documentary workflows. This lynda.com course and its
exercise files are only compatible with Final Cut Pro X v10.1 or later.
If you are running a prior version of Final Cut Pro X please upgrade
your software to v10.1, or, if you chose not to upgrade, use the prev10.1 Final Cut Pro X Essentials course that's still available in the
lynda.com library.

Final Cut Pro X Basics

Photography
THE BASICS Final Cut Pro has completely revolutionized the world
of video and film editing. Where once highly sophisticated edit suites
cost more than a million dollars were so complex that they required a
highly trained professional editor to simply operate them; Final Cut
has changed the world. Today, Final Cut software is more powerful
than even the most advanced professional Hollywood editing suite of
a few years ago, yet it is so simple, anyone can learn to use it. It is
an incredibly powerful tool. Final Cut has been used not just to make
videos but also to edit some of Hollywood's biggest feature films.
With this series of lessons you will learn the basics of Final Cut Pro
X, the exciting new video editing software program from Apple.
Learn to put your video together with easy-to use effects, titles, clip
organization and much more! Final Cut Pro X is one of the most
popular video editing solutions on the market, and the 17 lessons
and exercises contained in this course will help any student learn
how to use it in amazing ways.

Final Cut Pro X Essential Training
Final Cut Pro X in 6 Easy Steps

Grade Results

Photography
Design

In this series you will learn Final Cut Pro X using my 6 step method,
it's an acronym that is I.O.S.A.E.E. Import Organize Selections
Adjustments Effects Export
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Final Cut Pro X Intermediate & Advanced

Film Studies
THE BASICS When FPCX was first introduced there was a lot of
resistance to it, mostly from long time professional editors who had
been used to FCP7 or Avid. They felt that there were a lot of features
missing on FCPX that they had gotten used to. They felt that, in
some strange way, FCPX was no longer 'professional'. There is no
question that FCPX is far simpler to use, far more intuitive than
FCP7 and certainly than AVID, and for someone who cut their teeth
on AVID, they may find the ease of use of FCPX a bit disarming.
However, there is also no question that FCPX is a very powerful
professional tool and on that more and more producers and
production companies are starting to use with far greater frequency.
And, for the new editor who started on iMovie, FCPX is going to be a
logical step up. In this Final Cut Pro course we will look deeper into
highly advanced video editing techniques. In these video editing
tutorials we will teach you how to analyze your footage, add effects,
create titles to your project and many more features of FCP X. This
course contains 18 individual lessons and exercises, which combine
to give a deep overview of how to get the most out of this incredibly
powerful video editing tool.

Final Cut Pro X Training
Final Cut Pro: Lighting Effects in Post

Design
Photography
Check out the free training on the new Apple Final Cut Studio suite
released July 2009. Final Cut Studio Overview includes three free
hours of tutorials on Final Cut Pro 7, Motion 4, Color 1.5, Soundtrack
Pro 3, DVD Studio Pro 4, Compressor 3.5, and Final Cut Server 1.5
This course was created and produced by Chris Meyer. We are
honored to host his material in the lynda.com Online Training
Library®. Final Cut Pro: Adding Lighting Effects in Post
demonstrates how to use any version of Final Cut Pro to easily add
animated lighting effects to existing footage. Going beyond basic
techniques, Chris Meyer shares his personal experience and uses
many examples to teach the best way to select and fine-tune lighting
clips to enhance a variety of underlying shots. He presents
techniques for subtle enhancements that will help hold the viewer's
attention while adding production value to virtually any shot.

Final Cut Pro: Lighting Effects in Post

Film Studies

Final Cut Server 1.5 Getting Started

Film Studies

Grade Results

Final Cut Pro: Adding Lighting Effects in Post demonstrates how to
use any version of Final Cut Pro to easily add animated lighting
effects to existing footage. Going beyond basic techniques, Chris
Meyer shares his personal experience and uses many examples to
teach the best way to select and fine-tune lighting clips to enhance a
variety of underlying shots. He presents techniques for subtle
enhancements that will help hold the viewer's attention while adding
production value to virtually any shot.
In Final Cut Server 1.5 Getting Started, Robbie Carman shows how
to set up, administer, and integrate Final Cut Server into a
production workflow and keep digital assets safe and organized. The
course covers installing the server and client software, configuring
users and groups, uploading assets, and using the check-in/checkout procedure for working with files. Archiving, automation, and
metadata customization techniques are also covered. Exercise files
accompany the course.
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Final Cut Studio 2: Chroma Keying

Film Studies
Check out the free training on the new Apple Final Cut Studio suite
released July 2009. Final Cut Studio Overview includes three free
hours of tutorials on Final Cut Pro 7, Motion 4, Color 1.5, Soundtrack
Pro 3, DVD Studio Pro 4, Compressor 3.5, and Final Cut Server 1.5.
Chroma key, also called bluescreen or greenscreen, is the magical
process that inserts an image seamlessly onto an entirely different
background. Getting the edges of the subject perfect means the
difference between a convincing key and obvious chicanery. In Final
Cut Studio 2: Chroma Keying, Larry Jordan focuses exclusively on
this effect, so a general knowledge of Final Cut Pro and Motion is
recommended. He demonstrates the strengths and weaknesses of
five different keying tools: Final Cut Pro's native keyer, Motion's
Primatte RT, Oak Street Software's vKey2, dvGarage's dvMatte
Blast and dvMatte Pro, and Red Giant Software's Primatte Keyer Pro
4.0. Each excels in different areas, so Larry explains typical issues
and workarounds, and when to consider using a different
application. Example files accompany the course.

Final Cut Studio 2: Chroma Keying
Final Cut Studio 2: Chroma Keying
Final Cut Studio 2: Moving on Stills

Photography
Computer Science
Film Studies
Check out the free training on the new Apple Final Cut Studio suite
released July 2009. Final Cut Studio Overview includes three free
hours of tutorials on Final Cut Pro 7, Motion 4, Color 1.5, Soundtrack
Pro 3, DVD Studio Pro 4, Compressor 3.5, and Final Cut Server 1.5.
Moving on stills, sometimes called the "Ken Burns Effect," is the
technique of zooming, rotating, and panning across still
photographs. It is an important real-world post-production skill,
especially for history and science documentaries. In Final Cut Studio
2: Moving on Stills, Larry Jordan demonstrates how to create
movement using Final Cut Pro 6 and Motion 3. He also explores
image preparation in Photoshop, and shows how to create these
techniques using other applications, like MovingPicture. Those with
previous experience in Final Cut Pro and Motion will benefit most
from this instruction. Example files accompany the course.

Final Cut Studio 2: Moving on Stills
Final Cut Studio Integration

Photography
Film Studies

Final Cut Studio Overview

Film Studies

Final Cut Studio: Round-Tripping

Film Studies

Grade Results

Final Cut Studio ships with powerful, yet often overlooked tools for
sound, typography, and compression. With Final Cut Studio
Integration: Roundtripping Between the Applications, Apple-certified
instructor Larry Jordan teaches efficient and effective methods for
working with each application to assist and refine any editing project.
From working with LiveType, to moving files into DVD Studio Pro,
Final Cut Pro and Compressor, you'll discover how to easily move
and integrate files throughout the editing process for seamless,
professional results.
Full production studios and one-man shops alike need to learn the
features of Apple's professional suite of video and audio production
applications. In Final Cut Studio Overview, author and Apple
Certified Instructor Damian Allen gives a crash-course in this all-inone solution for any video studio or freelance editor. Damian gives a
quick look into each application in the studio, highlighting selected
new features for experienced users. From video editors, color
graders, motion graphic artists, and movie scorers, there is
something for everyone in Final Cut Studio Overview.
In Final Cut Studio: Round-Tripping, Jason Osder shows how to
unleash the potential of Final Cut Studio with the help of other
applications in Apple’s video and audio editing suite. This course
covers moving projects through the round-trip workflow, including
designing motion graphics in Motion 4, performing color corrections
in Color 1.5, and mixing and sweetening sound in Final Cut Pro 7
and Soundtrack Pro 3. Exercise files are included with the course.
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Final Cut X Basics

Film Studies
If you have never opened Final Cut X and are learning it for the first
time, this is the right course for you. If you are upgrading from iMovie
or coming from a past version of Final Cut, then this course will also
be a great guide in order to help you through the new features that
Final Cut X offers. I have been using Final Cut Pro since version 4
came out and I remember reading through hundreds of pages of the
manuals in order to learn. I wish I had video tutorials to learn from
but video training wasn’t popular yet so I had to teach myself. All
these videos are 1920 x 1080 which means that you can see every
pixel of my screen (nobody likes watching low quality tutorials).
When you finish the checkout a download will automatically begin.
The course includes some of the practice footage so you can follow
along with the lessons.

Final Draft Course: The #1 Screenwriting Software in
World
Finale 2012 Essential Training

Education

Finale 2012 Essential Training
Finale 2014 Essential Training

Music
Music

Music

Go from a writer to a professional style writer by fully understanding
how to use Final Draft
Finale is the standard application used by musicians of all levels to
compose, arrange, play, and print music. In this course, Rick
Schmunk shows any aspiring or professional musician, composer, or
arranger how to become proficient with Finale 2012. The course
shows how to notate musical scores, ranging from simple lead
sheets and guitar tablature parts to detailed scores, and bring them
to life with instruments and share them with an audience.

If you've always wanted to notate your songs and compositions and
print your music for rehearsals and live performances, this is the
course for you. Finale 2014 is the recognized standard application
used by musicians of all levels to compose, arrange, and publish
music. Join composer Rick Schmunk and learn how to notate
musical scores that range from simple lead sheets or guitar tablature
to detailed scores that even include video. Discover how to enter
notes, lyrics, chord symbols, and tab, and use Score Manager and
linked parts to save time formatting your score. Want to be even
more efficient? Learn how to use SmartFind and Paint to add
markings like articulations and expressions. Rick also reveals the
secrets to notating drum set and other rhythm section parts. Finally,
he shows how to export MIDI, XML, and graphic formats like PDF
and EPUB, so you can work with your scores in other publishing and
editing programs or simply share your work with colleagues.
Finance

Finance

Finance
Finance - Ratios Analysis & Interpretations

Accounting
Finance

Finance and Accounting for Startups

Business

Grade Results

This class introduces the basic concepts of modern finance and their
practical application. Learn about financial markets and securities,
how to rank investment alternatives, use different interest rates,
immunize a bond portfolio, measure financial risk, and structure a
stock portfolio optimally. Apply your learning in a project involving
actual security market data.

Financial ratios and their interpretations which is one of pillars of
Financial Analysis is covered in this course
Learn business accounting, IPO process and everything
entrepreneurs need to know about entrepreneurial finance.
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Finance for Non-Financial Professionals

Finance
Impact your financial decisions and learn how to affect the
performance of your unit's profitability and of your organization. In
this course gain a basic understanding of finance and accounting
concepts to drive your organization's growth. Upon completion of this
course, you will have gained general financial knowledge and an indepth understanding of the impact of your decisions outside your
functional area. Content of the course includes selected aspects of
finance from a non-financial specialist perspective. Specific topics
include: financial analysis; planning, forecasting, and budgeting;
cash flow, and strategic financing. This class will be interactive and
will require the active involvement of the participants in finance
related activities.

Finance Theory
Financial Aid - How to successfully navigate the
process

Finance
Education
If you’re uncertain about what financial aid is and how it works, then
this course is for you. Our financial aid course will cover information
on scholarships, grants, work-study and loans. You will gain lots of
information on these various financial aid options, and how they will
help you pay for your college tuition and fees. Other topics include:
What is Financial Aid Financial Aid Sources How to navigate the
Financial Aid Process The FAFSA and CSS Profile Applications How
to secure the best financial aid package And more. *Ms. Claudine
Vainrub is the Founder of 411Admissions.com and a top College
Admissions Advisor since 2004. For over 10 years, she has
supported thousands of students and their families to achieve their
college admissions goals and get into Ivy League schools and other
highly competitive colleges in the U.S. and the world. Every year,
over 50% of her students receive merit scholarships covering up to
100% of tuition. Ms. Vainrub holds a Master’s in Business
Administration degree from the University of Michigan’s Ross School
of Business, and is certified in College Admissions Counseling,
among her seven professional certifications. Recognized as an
expert in Career Development, College and Graduate School
Admissions, her opinions have been featured on The Wall Street
Journal, US News, Forbes Magazine, CNN, CareerBuilder,
Actualidad 1020 AM, and other leading global media. Her previous
experience includes being Executive VP for Grupo Frigilux, leading
this industrial corporation of over 1,500 employees. Claudine is
fluent in English, Spanish and Hebrew. For a limited time, enjoy this
course and all support materials for US $5.00. Use Coupon Code
50LESS

Financial Analysis and Decision Making

Business

Financial Analysis of Entrepreneurial Ideas

Finance

Financial Basics for the Savvy Startup

Business

Financial Decision Rules for Project Evaluation

Finance

Grade Results

This course will help you understand how businesses create value,
how to think with financials in mind and how to use financial
information in business decision-making. We will start with the
basics of financial statements and move to the conceptual
framework of financial information and its relationship to industry,
firms’ strategic positioning, and strategy execution.
In this course we will introduce you to some of the accounting and
financial management techniques that any entrepreneur inside - or
outside - an organization needs to successfully launch a new idea.
All entrepreneurial initiatives including new business ventures, social
innovations, and new products or processes go through a four-stage
entrepreneurial cycle.
How to create invoices, pay bills, reconcile your bank, and how
these things magically create your financial statements.
Learn how to use decision criteria and rules to evaluate projects
based on their impact on business, including payback, NPV and IRR.
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Financial Engineering and Risk Management Part I

Finance

Financial Engineering and Risk Management Part II

Finance

This course follows on from FE & RM Part I. We will consider
portfolio optimization, risk management and some advanced
examples of derivatives pricing that draw from structured credit, real
options and energy derivatives. We will also cast a critical eye on
how financial models are used in practice.

Financial Evaluation and Strategy: Investments

Finance

Learn the fundamental principles of trading off risk and return,
portfolio optimization, and security pricing—useful skills and
concepts to have when making both corporate and personal
financial decisions. Also explore market efficiency and firm valuation
techniques.

Financial Freedom in Property in Just 90 Days

Finance

Replace Your Salary and Create Financial Freedom with Property
Investment in 90 Days!

Financial Freedom Test

Finance

Financial Function in Excel

Business

Financial Literacy

Business

Develop your knowledge of personal finance, such as how to
control, invest and protect your finances.

Financial Literacy (FinLitrc)

Finance

Develop your knowledge of personal finance, such as how to
control, invest and protect your finances.

Financial Literacy: Making Investment Decisions

Finance

Financial Engineering is a multidisciplinary field drawing from finance
and economics, mathematics, statistics, engineering and
computational methods. The emphasis of FE & RM Part I will be on
the use of simple stochastic models to price derivative securities in
various asset classes including equities, fixed income, credit and
mortgage-backed securities. We will also consider the role that
some of these asset classes played during the financial crisis. A
notable feature of this course will be an interview module with
Emanuel Derman, the renowned ``quant'' and best-selling author of
"My Life as a Quant".

Drawing precious lessons from his own financial crisis when God
miraculously sustained and delivered him from a mountain
The course explains various financial functions in excel which are
essential for an analyst in his day to day job. This course broadly
covers a) Basic time value of money functions b) Time of value of
money function with irregular cash flows and frequency c) Bond
pricing, duration, modified duration, accrued coupon etc d) Zero
coupon pricing e) Discounted Cash flow valuations f) Depreciation of
Long Lived Assets g) Handling EMI of loans with floating interest
rates h) Each set of functions is followed by a set of exercises and
solution to help participants understand the usage of functions in real
life situations

Making investment decisions is something we do every single day,
sometimes without even realizing it. When we think about investing,
we think about "big money" and long-term commitments. But at the
core of it, investing is nothing more than spending money and
expecting a good return on it. This course teaches the net present
value (NPV) methodology, an investment evaluation formula used by
countless publicly traded companies and financial analysts, in a way
that makes it accessible and applicable to you—no finance
background required. Rudolph Rosenberg explains what
investments are, how they are measured, and what makes a good
investment. Then he explores the NPV formula in depth, showing
you how to evaluate your cash flows, choose a rate of return, and
assess the risk of a particular investment. This all culminates in a
look at how the principles of investment apply to three real-life
scenarios that any individual or company might encounter.
Financial Literacy: Reading Financial Reports

Finance
A wealth of information is available to you if you know how to read
financial documents. Being able to glean information from an income
statement, a cash flow statement, or a balance sheet can give you
an edge in understanding not only your own business but also your
competition. In this course, Rudolph Rosenberg, a finance expert,
takes you through the steps of making sense of what is contained in
financial reports and how to read them. You'll also learn how they fit
together to give you a view of a company's situation.

Grade Results
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Financial Management

Business

Financial Markets

Business

Financial Markets and Institutions

Finance

Financial Markets and Institutions

Finance

Financial Markets and Investment Strategy Capstone

Finance

Financial Modeling

Finance

Financial Modeling - ACC Cement
Financial Modeling - Facebook Case Study

Finance
Finance

Financial Modeling and Valuation Course

Finance

Financial Modeling Program

Finance

Financial Modeling: How to Build a Complete Model
with Excel
Financial Planning

Finance

A step-by-step course on how to build a financial model directly
based on TTS’s live courses at top Wall Street firms.

Business

Explore a career in financial planning, including working with clients
and the financial planning process.

Financial Planning (FinPlan)

Finance

Explore a career in financial planning, including working with clients
and the financial planning process.

Financial Programming and Policies, Part 2: Program
Design
Financial Risk Manager (FRM) Certification: Level II

Finance

Learn how to forecast macroeconomic accounts and design an
economic program for a case study country

Finance

Take this course to prepare for the Financial Risk Manager (FRM)
Level 2 certification exam

Financial Statements Made Easy

Finance

FINANCIAL SUCCESS IN INVESTING!

Finance

Financing and Investing in Infrastructure

Finance

Financing New Ventures

Finance

Grade Results

Financial Management studies corporate finance and capital
markets, emphasizing the financial aspects of managerial decisions.
It touches on all areas of finance, including the valuation of real and
financial assets, risk management and financial derivatives, the
trade-off between risk and expected return, and corporate financing
and dividend policy. The course draws heavily on empirical research
to help guide managerial decisions.
An overview of the ideas, methods, and institutions that permit
human society to manage risks and foster enterprise.
You will learn how the financial markets and institutions operate and
how companies can attract capital for their development
Learn about the structure and design of global financial markets and
institutions such as banks and credit rating agencies.
In the Capstone project, you have to design an investment plan for
an individual at three different stages of his life. Depending on the
stage of his life the individuals biases, risk preferences and wealth
requirements change. You have to keep in mind all of these and
design an appropriate investment plan for each stage of his life. You
will use the concepts learned in the 4 courses to achieve this target.
You should consider different assets and different markets to
achieve the investors goals by building an optimal portfolio which
matches his profile. In the end you should also evaluate the
performance of his portfolio.
Approved by CFA Institute, This Online Course will teach you to build
Financial Model using Excel with 4 Sector Modeling
Financial modeling
Learn Financial Modeling through valution of a Real Company Facebook
This CFA Approved training covers core areas of Investment
Banking including Excel, Financial Modelling and Valuations
Strengthen your Decision Making and Business Modeling Skills

Learn the basics of the Income Statement, Balance Sheet and Cash
Flow Statement and understand how they fit together.
Learn how to create financial success through the process of
learning about investing.
Learn how debt and equity can be used to finance infrastructure
investments and how investors approach infrastructure investments.
This course examines the range of financing options that a life
science/healthcare company has at the startup phase of its life cycle.
In this difficult financing environment, ventures need to look to any
and all sources of capital that will allow them to create value
inflection points, reduce risk and position themselves for additional
investment.
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Finanzas para profesionales no financieros

Finance
Tome las riendas de sus decisiones financieras y aprenda cómo
estas repercuten sobre la rentabilidad de su unidad y su
organización. En este curso, obtendrá información básica sobre
conceptos contables y financieros que le permitirán impulsar el
crecimiento de su organización. Cuando termine este curso, habrá
adquirido conocimientos generales financieros y una comprensión
detallada del impacto de sus decisiones fuera de su área operativa.
El contenido del curso incluye ciertos aspectos financieros desde la
perspectiva de una persona que no es especialista en finanzas.
Entre los temas específicos se incluyen: análisis financiero;
planificación, creación de previsiones y elaboración de
presupuestos; flujo de efectivo y financiamiento estratégico. Esta
clase será interactiva y exigirá la participación activa de los alumnos
en actividades relacionadas con las finanzas.

Finding Hidden Messages in DNA (Bioinformatics I)

Computer Science

Finding Mutations in DNA and Proteins
(Bioinformatics VI)

Bioinformatics

Fine-Tune Your Startup Pitch

Business

Startup pitch mechanics: learn how to fine-tune, tweak and deliver
your startup pitch. Become more aware of your pitch

Finite Element Method (FEM) Analysis and
Applications

Computer Science

Learn the basics of Finite Element Method (FEM), a numerical
solution for structural analysis, and demonstrate its applications with
MATLB and ANSYS.

Fireworks CS4: Rapid Prototyping

Design

Fireworks CS5 Essential Training

Design

This course begins a series of classes illustrating the power of
computing in modern biology. Please join us on the frontier of
bioinformatics to look for hidden messages in DNA without ever
needing to put on a lab coat. After warming up our algorithmic
muscles, we will learn how to apply popular bioinformatics software
tools to real experimental datasets.
In this class, we will compare DNA from an individual against a
reference human genome to find potentially disease-causing
mutations. We will also learn how to identify the function of a protein
even if it has been bombarded by so many mutations compared to
similar proteins with known functions that it has become barely
recognizable.

In Fireworks CS4: Rapid Prototyping, designer Jim Babbage
deconstructs real-world examples that show the interoperability
between Fireworks and other Adobe applications. Jim lays out the
schedule for good prototyping, from wireframing to storyboarding to
creating multi-page mockups for design feedback. Along the way, he
covers advanced imaging topics, such as adding interactivity for a
realistic mockup and exporting a Flex mockup as an FXG file.
Exercise files accompany the course.

In Fireworks CS5 Essential Training, author Jim Babbage gives a
detailed overview of Fireworks CS5, Adobe's software for creating
and optimizing web graphics and interactive prototypes. This course
includes a detailed tour of the interface, the enhanced PNG format,
and the image editing toolset in Fireworks. Critical concepts, such as
prototyping for HTML applications and working with symbols, the
heart of an efficient workflow in Fireworks, are covered in detail.
Exercise files are included with this course.
Fireworks CS5: Rapid Prototyping

Design

Fireworks CS6 Essential Training

Web Design

Grade Results

In Fireworks CS5: Rapid Prototyping, author Jim Babbage
demonstrates how to create wireframes and prototypes for web
sites, mobile devices, and rich internet applications. This course
details the design process from start to finish, offering tutorials on
creating custom wireframes, enhancing storyboards by adding
graphics, creating custom swatch themes with the Kuler panel,
adding interactivity to prototypes, exporting the final product, and
testing mobile designs in Adobe's Device Central. Exercise files
accompany the course.
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Fireworks CS6 Essential Training

Design

Fireworks CS6 Workshop

Design

Join Ray Villalobos in this course, Fireworks CS6 Essential Training,
as he shows how to create custom web graphics and web site
mockups with Adobe Fireworks CS6. The initial chapters explain the
basics: how to get around in the interface and create and organize
documents. The course proceeds to cover all the essential drawing
features in Fireworks, from drawing simple lines and shapes to
applying fills, strokes, and opacity values to objects. The course also
covers how to move, scale, and otherwise transform text and images
as well as create symbols, use sprites, and integrate CSS and
jQuery Mobile.

Fireworks CS6 is the latest iteration of Adobe's powerful web
graphics and rapid interactive prototyping tool, and in this course
Adobe Community Professional Tom Green gives you an overview
of the Fireworks interface, the formats it can output, and its various
imaging tools. Along the way, discover how Fireworks integrates with
Adobe Edge, Dreamweaver CS6, and other tools in the Adobe
Master Collection. Using a project-based approach to the techniques
presented, this course helps define where Fireworks fits into the
workflow for digital media projects ranging from simple web page
prototyping to interface design for rich Internet applications.
Fireworks CS6:Web Graphics and Design Comp A-Z
Master Course

Web Design

Fireworks Web Workflow

Design

Firm Level Economics: Consumer and Producer
Behavior

Economics

Unleash the amazing super power of Adobe Fireworks CS6 The
100% supreme tool for web graphics & CSS3 based design comps
Fireworks CS4 provides features that allow you to easily convert
your graphic designs into HTML and CSS web pages. Let Adobe
Fireworks do the work for you converting your PNG file into
standards compliant HTML and CSS. This course walks you through
the process step by step, building a website using Fireworks,
showcasing the various export options and how to set up a PNG file
to get the results you want. Streamline your web workflow by letting
Fireworks do most of the work for you and get that website up and
running quickly!

All goods and services are subject to scarcity at some level. Scarcity
means that society must develop some allocation mechanism – rules
to determine who gets what. Over recorded history, these allocation
rules were usually command based – the king or the emperor would
decide. In contemporary times, most countries have turned to market
based allocation systems. In markets, prices act as rationing
devices, encouraging or discouraging production and encouraging
or discouraging consumption in such a way as to find an equilibrium
allocation of resources. We will construct demand curves to capture
consumer behavior and supply curves to capture producer behavior.
The resulting equilibrium price “rations” the scarce commodity.
Markets are frequent targets of government intervention. This
intervention can be direct control of prices or it could be indirect price
pressure through the imposition of taxes or subsidies. Both forms of
intervention are impacted by elasticity of demand.

Grade Results
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Firm Level Economics: Markets and Allocations

Economics
In this class, we will derive equilibrium outcomes across a variety of
market structures. We will begin by understanding equilibrium under
a market structure called Perfect Competition, a benchmark
construction. Economists have tools to measure the efficiency of
market outcomes. We next consider the polar extreme of a
competitive market: a monopoly market. We will determine the
monopoly equilibrium price and quantity and efficiency properties.
Much economic activity takes place in markets with just a handful of
very large producers. To understand equilibrium in these oligopoly
markets requires more careful attention to strategic
interdependence. To capture this interdependence, we consider
collusive arrangements among a small number of rivals as well as
the use of simple game theoretic techniques to model equilibrium.
Market Failure describes situations where markets fail to find the
efficient outcome. Information asymmetries are one fertile form of
market failure. Another form of market failure occurs when
externalities are present. We will examine one key externality,
pollution, and construct a policy prescription to mitigate the negative
efficiency impacts of this externality.

First Aid for Pets

Veterinary Sciences

First Aid/CPR
First Course
First Nights: Beethoven’s 9th Symphony and the
19th Century Orchestra
First Nights: Handel’s Messiah and Baroque Oratorio

Science
Education
Music
Music

Discover Handel’s Messiah in this installment of First Nights, which
will explore five masterpieces of western music.

First Peoples to the Early Republic: Born in
Colonialism

History

This course will explore Native American cultures and the impacts of
colonial and U.S. government policies on them; European
colonization with particular focus on the British in North America; the
War for Independence against Britain and the framing of the U.S.
Constitution; as well as the formation of political parties in the early
republic.

First Step Korean

Foreign Language

First Website Using HTML and CSS

Computer Science

Over the course of this project we will put your new skills into action
to make your very first website using both HTML and CSS - let's see
what we can create!

First Year Teaching (Elementary Grades) - Success
from the Start

Education

Success with your students starts on Day 1. Learn from NTC's 25
years developing key skills and strategies to create positive,
productive classroom environments where students thrive. How do
you build relationships with Elementary Grade (K-6) students,
establish and maintain behavioral expectations, implement
classroom procedures and routines, and use instructional time
effectively?

First Year Teaching (Secondary Grades) - Success
from the Start

Education

Grade Results

This course is run by our veterinarian, Dr Katherine, and will equip
pet owners with the basic knowledge they need to help their pets in
emergencies. It includes a series of explanatory videos,
demonstrations with the one and only Delilah the Pitbull, and
printable instructions for assembling your own pet-friendly first aid kit
at home. We've thrown in a few quizzes to help with learning, too! Dr
Katherine will conduct live sessions to take questions and respond to
comments about the material. Please note that this is not intended to
replace veterinary advice and you should always seek veterinary
attention in case of emergency.

This is the Feature Course.
Learn about Beethoven’s monumental 9th Symphony and forms of
orchestral music.

This is an elementary-level Korean language course, consisting of 5
lessons with 4 units, and covers 4 skills: reading, writing, listening
and speaking. The main topics include basic expressions used in
everyday life, such as greetings, introducing yourself, talking about
your family and a daily life and so on. Each lesson covers dialogues,
pronunciation, vocabulary, grammar, quizzes and role-plays.

Success with your students starts on Day 1. Learn from NTC's 25
years developing key skills and strategies to create positive,
productive classroom environments where students thrive. Build
relationships with Secondary Grade (6-12) students, establish and
maintain behavioral expectations, implement classroom procedures
and routines, and use instructional time effectively.
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Five Essential PowerPoint Skills For Business | PPT
Hackers

Computer Science

Fiverr V2 Kingdom Formula

Design

Powerpoint is the gold standard for presenting and communicating in
business today. For the most part these presentations are a pain to
put together, never look as beautiful as you'd like, and take up way
more time than you'd like to spend. If you're a manager, it's stressful
to train your team to produce presentations up to your standards and
you probably don't have time to coach them all the way through. For
presentation makers, it's a pain in the ass to keep iterating on the
same deck over and over reacting to the whims of your superiors. It
can feel like you're just spinning your wheels, spending tons of time
making stupid adjustments to your deck. Or maybe you're a
storyteller, an entrepreneur or someone who just wants more tools to
communicate better visually. Whoever you are, these are the five
essential tips that I've picked up in my career preparing and
presenting power points to my teams, my bosses, executive clients,
etc.

Fiverr V2 has delivered more tools and capabilities to both sellers
and buyers, making the process of creating Gigs and purchasing not
only easy, but simple and fun. I will share with you in this step by
step video course the top unrevealed realistic formulas to live in the
kingdom of Fiverr, whether you are a seller and/or a buyer, beginner
or advanced. Who This Video Course is For? Sellers: Who want to
rank their Gigs in Fiverr & Google Who want to boost their sales &
dominate their niche Who want to learn how to deal with hard buyers
and keep the 100% rating Who are offering great Gigs and they are
still waiting for orders Who are new and don’t know where or how to
start in the kingdom of Fiverr Who are looking for inspiration for new
Gigs Who want to discover the top Gigs secrets Buyers: We are
human, and we know that we cannot be the best in every domain,
but actually we can do that now with Fiverr :) , the formula is simple,
all you need to do is choose the best sellers to do your jobs for you,
and then you are gonna be the best. This video course will guide you
to find the right sellers that are able to do your jobs, and without
wasting your money or your time on the wrong sellers.
♛♛♛♛♛♛♛♛♛♛♛♛♛♛♛♛♛♛♛♛♛♛♛♛♛♛♛♛♛♛
♛♛♛♛♛♛♛♛ This video course contains all the tips, techniques
and strategies that I have collected from my experience and from the
Top Rated Sellers on Fiverr and that I have tested and used for a
long time, I have held nothing back, and in this video course I share
with you ALL of my lighting secrets and techniques. This is a clear,
structured, kept simple & short and to the point video course. The
Fiverr V2 Kingdom Formula is a “MUST VIDEO COURSE” for any
seller and/or buyer on Fiverr.

Fixing Healthcare Delivery

Medical

Fixing Video Exposure Problems in Premiere Pro

Film Studies

Isn’t it time to end the loss of life from preventable medical errors?
Each year 100,000 patients die from preventable errors in the U.S.
How can you help to change this intractable problem? Knowledge is
power, and this course will provide you with a deep understanding of
the problems and the solutions. You can become part of the solution.

This course provides an explanation for the popular phrase "fix it in
post" and explores various methods for fixing exposure problems in
video footage. Author Rich Harrington demonstrates a wide range of
editing tools in Adobe Premiere Pro, such as effects and blending
modes—and for more complicated footage problems, reveals
specialized tools in After Effects to remove noise and grain, extract
and tone the background, and fix under- or overexposed footage.

Grade Results
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Fixing Video Exposure Problems in Premiere Pro CC

Film Studies
Ever hear the refrain "let's just fix it in post"? Even under the best
lighting conditions, your footage can have exposure problems.
Luckily, you can correct issues and even improve average video
after the fact, aka in post production, with Premiere Pro. Rich
Harrington explores various methods for fixing exposure problems:
using effects, adjustment layers, toning, blend modes, and more. For
more complicated footage problems or an extra boost, Rich shows
you how to use the more advanced specialized tools in After Effects.
Note that these techniques are designed for the Creative Cloud, but
most of will work in older versions of the programs. This course was
created by RHED Pixel. We're honored to host this content in our
library.

FizzBuzz++: Return of the Modulus

Computer Science

Flash Actionscript 3 (Beginner to Advanced) + Mobile Design
Games

Flash Animation for Teaching Science
Flash CS3 Animation Secrets

Education
Design

Flash CS3 Interactive Video Techniques

Film Studies

This course is an expansion of FizzBuzz focusing on functions and
objects.
From a beginner level, subscribers of this Actionscript 3 tutorial
course will learn ActionScript 3.0 programming--from defining
variables to creating functions to handling conditional statements. As
they go along through the Actionscript 3 tutorial courses, the
knowledge that they have acquired will enable them to create
browser-based games in the advanced level. At the last part of the
lecture, they will learn how to convert you games into mobile (iOS
and android) applications. Additionally, they will also have access to
the flash files that were used during the lectures. The total running
time of all the Actionscript 3 tutorial is estimated to by 5 hours.
Codes will be explained line by line and you will learn Actionscript 3
concept by concept. The instructor of this Actionscript 3 tutorial
course has been teaching flash, programming, and interactivity
design to college students since 2009.
This is just a tesing course
Flash CS3 Animation Secrets was created and produced by Chris
Georgenes. We are honored to host his material in the lynda.com
Online Training Library® Artist, web designer, and Flash expert Chris
Georgenes divulges his favorite secrets for animators in Flash CS3
Animation Secrets. From customizing the workspace for better
efficiency to creating flames, smoke, and steam, Chris reveals his
techniques for mastering difficult effects. He also covers nesting
movie clips, using sound, seamlessly looping animations, and more.
Exercise files accompany the tutorials.

Flash has become one of the most popular ways to publish video on
the web. It enables rich media experiences, custom playback
controls, and top-notch quality. In Flash CS3 Interactive Video
Techniques, instructor Chris Florio highlights the tools nonprogrammers need to add video to projects. He also covers
techniques for creating interactive video with ActionScript, including
how to use cue points, dynamic masks, and custom controls. Flash
CS3 Interactive Video Techniques makes integrating video a snap
for everyone from novice Flash users wanting to know supported file
formats to advanced Flash developers looking to create masking
videos. Exercise files accompany the course.
Flash CS3 Professional: Creating Games for the Wii

Web Design

Flash CS3 Projects: Delivering Flash to Mobile
Devices

Computer Science

Grade Results

In these tutorials, instructor Rich Shupe delves into the essentials of
delivering Flash to mobile devices. He covers everything from
creating applications with ActionScript to making basic wallpaper
and screensavers. Exercise files accompany the tutorials.
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Flash CS4 Professional Audio Techniques

Music

Flash CS4 Professional Tools for Character
Animation

Computer Science

Flash CS4 Professional: Object-Oriented
Programming

Computer Science

Flash CS6 Tutorial - An Essential Guide For Web
Developers

Design

Flash CS4 Professional Audio Techniques shows how integrating
audio into Flash projects can create a more engaging and interesting
viewer experience. Instructor Todd Perkins dives deep into the
details of manipulating audio in Flash using ActionScript 3.0. He
demonstrates how to monitor a song's playback progress, display
this information for viewers, and create a viewable playlist for
multiple songs using XML data. Through the course of the tutorials,
Todd creates an audio player for the web, complete with sharing
capabilities. Exercise files accompany this course.

The animation tools have been greatly enhanced in Flash CS4, and
Todd Perkins teaches their advanced capabilities in Flash CS4
Professional Tools for Character Animation. He shows how to
master the new Motion Tween model and the Motion Editor to control
easing and effects such as Squash and Stretch. He demonstrates
how to use the new 3D tools to add rotation, perspective shadows,
and layered animations. Complex interactive animations and walk
cycles are created without a line of code using bone systems. Todd
also demonstrates the power of advanced masking, sound effect
syncing, and much more. Exercise files accompany the course.

This course is perfect for anyone who's looking to add more "flash"
to Flash projects. In Flash CS4 Professional: Object-Oriented
Programming , Todd Perkins shares tools and techniques to help
create a more streamlined workflow through reusable code
components. He explains how encapsulation and inheritance can
produce creative work with maximum efficiency, and shows how to
use proper manipulation of classes to build a complete and complex
slide show. Todd's examples demonstrate the power of this coding
technique. Exercise files accompany the course.

In this Flash training course with Flash CS6 Tutorials, experienced
trainer and author Geoff Blake introduces you to Flash, and how you
can use it for your design projects. Flash is a multimedia platform
that can be used for everything from playing movies, to creating
animations, to creating fully interactive games. You will start with the
absolute basics in this Flash training video, getting comfortable with
the interface and tool locations within the software. You will quickly
delve into working with the drawing tools, playing with shapes and
colors, and how to manage objects. You will learn how to work with
text, create and manage symbols and how to work with the Flash
CS6 library. As your knowledge grows, Geoff introduces you to the
power of animation within Flash using keyframes, timelines,
tweening and more. This video tutorial closes out with a short tutorial
on ActionScript, and how to publish your projects from Flash CS6.
By the conclusion of this computer based Flash training course for
Adobe Flash CS6, you will be fully comfortable with the basic tools
and techniques in Flash, and capable of creating and publishing
dazzling Flash projects! Working files are included to allow you to
work alongside the author as he covers each subject throughout this
Flash training course. Take this Flash Training course and learn
from Flash CS6 Tutorials.

Grade Results
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Flash MX 2004 Audio & Video Integration

Film Studies
Flash MX 2004 Audio & Video Integration with Shane Rebenschied
is a movie-based tutorial designed to help more experienced Flash
users learn a variety of methods for integrating audio and video into
Flash MX 2004 projects. The training begins with gathering and
compressing media, then quickly advances to cover best ways to
add music and sounds to Flash projects, creating a dynamic MP3
jukebox, dynamic audio fade ins/fade outs, using the advanced
media components in Flash MX 2004 Professional to create audio
and video players, building your own customized video player,
compressing and creating Flash video files (FLV's), layering other
graphical elements on top of video for seamless design integration,
and much more. Exercise files accompany the training, allowing you
to follow along and learn at your own pace. Before viewing this
tutorial, we recommend that you watch one or both of the following
tutorials: Learning Macromedia Flash MX 2004 with Shane
Rebenschied or Intermediate Macromedia Flash MX 2004 with
Shane Rebenschied

Flash MX 2004 Beyond the Basics

Computer Science
Flash MX 2004 Beyond the Basics with Shane Rebenschied is a
movie-based tutorial that takes you 'Beyond the Basics' with
Macromedia Flash MX 2004. During the course of this tutorial, you
will learn intermediate to advanced level Macromedia Flash
techniques by constructing a Web site entirely within Flash MX 2004.
You will learn how to make a Web site dynamic and easy to update
by loading external text and images, styling text with a combination
of HTML and Cascading Style Sheets (CSS), building a dynamic
slideshow, creating a preloader, a feedback form, and more, all
using the latest ActionScript techniques in Flash MX 2004. This
tutorial is right for those who know Flash but feel uncertain about the
strategies and workflow related to creating a finished presentation or
web site. Exercise files accompany the training, allowing you to
follow along and learn at your own pace.(Note: this product was
previously named Intermediate Macromedia Flash MX 2004)

Flash MX 2004 Essential Training

Computer Science
Flash MX 2004 Essential Training with Shane Rebenschied is a
workshop of movie based tutorials developed for beginning Flash
users. The exercises walk you through the essential features of the
authoring tool including drawing tools, importing bitmaps and
vectors, animation, masking, working with Symbols, ActionScripting
basics, music and sound effects, video, the deconstruction of a
complete Flash site, and much more!Flash MX 2004 Essential
Training does not cover the more advanced topics and features
found in Macromedia Flash MX 2004 Professional. However, all of
the topics covered in this title can be applied to both versions of
Macromedia Flash MX 2004.Note: This product was previously
named Learning Macromedia Flash MX 2004

Flash Professional 8 Video Integration

Computer Science
Do you want to learn how to combine the appeal of video with the
rich interactivity of Flash? If so, Flash Professional 8 Video
Integration with Lee Brimelow is the tutorial for you. The training will
teach you how to use video in Flash Professional 8 to create
everything from online sales brochures to full-length features. In this
comprehensive tutorial, Lee takes you from the idea stage to a
finished, professional production. Lee demonstrates how to best
prepare video for use in Flash, encode footage, choose between
embedding or streaming video, and design and create a Flash video
player. He also explains advanced techniques with filters, web cam
video, and much more. Exercise files accompany the training videos,
allowing you to follow along and learn at your own pace.

Grade Results
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Flash Professional 8 Video Integration

Film Studies
Do you want to learn how to combine the appeal of video with the
rich interactivity of Flash? If so, Flash Professional 8 Video
Integration with Lee Brimelow is the tutorial for you. The training will
teach you how to use video in Flash Professional 8 to create
everything from online sales brochures to full-length features. In this
comprehensive tutorial, Lee takes you from the idea stage to a
finished, professional production. Lee demonstrates how to best
prepare video for use in Flash, encode footage, choose between
embedding or streaming video, and design and create a Flash video
player. He also explains advanced techniques with filters, web cam
video, and much more. Exercise files accompany the training videos,
allowing you to follow along and learn at your own pace.

Flash Professional CS5 Essential Training

Web Design

Flash Professional CS5: Animation Projects
Flash Professional CS5: Character Animation

Design
Design

Flash Professional CS5: Creating a Simple Game for
Android Devices
Flash Professional CS5: Creating a Simple Game for
iOS Devices
Flash Professional Power Shortcuts

Computer Science

Flash Professional: Creative Cloud Updates

Computer Science

Flavours of Thought: Recipes for Fresh Thinking

Health And Nutrition

Flex 4.5 and PHP: Creating Data-Driven Applications

Computer Science

Flex 4.6 and AIR 3.0 New Features for Mobile Apps

Computer Science

Grade Results

In Flash Professional CS5 Essential Training, author Todd Perkins
explains the fundamentals of Flash Professional CS5, the industry
standard for creating animations and interactive applications for the
web, desktop, and mobile devices. This course starts with the
basics, such as using the drawing tools to create simple animations,
and progresses to automating animation with tweens and adding
interactivity with ActionScript. This course also covers how to add
sound and video to projects, enhance realism with effects like
easing, and publish a project to a variety of platforms. Exercise files
are included.

Computer Science
Computer Science

In this course, author Todd Perkins helps designers build their power
user skills with an array of timesaving tips, tricks, and techniques
that work in multiple versions of Flash Professional. Beginning with
Todd's top 20 shortcuts, the course includes tips for designing and
animating artwork, managing multiple libraries, writing and
navigating through code, optimizing bitmaps and audio, and much
more.
Inquiring minds want to know what benefits them in the new release
of Flash Professional CC. In this course, Anastasia McCune
answers your most burning questions. Learn about the interface
changes and performance improvements that come with this update,
plus the new Code Editor, JSAPI improvements, and mobile testing
enhancements. Note: Adobe Creative Cloud is updated on a regular
basis. We will add more tutorials as features are added or changed,
so check back often.

This course teaches developers how to integrate Flex applications
with PHP-based data services. Author Drew Falkman demonstrates
retrieving XML data from a PHP server with HTTPService,
connecting PHP classes to Flex using the amfPHP, WebOrb and
ZendAMF adapters, and using the PHP data wizards in Flash Builder
to save development time. The course also previews the Zend
Studio IDE bundled with Flash Builder 4.5 for PHP and covers
advanced topics such as setting up Flex mobile projects and
changing servers at run time.
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Flickr Essential Training

Photography
Venture into an entire world of captivating imagery and learn how to
organize and share your best shots with others online. In this course,
professional photographer Derrick Story guides you through the
popular photo-sharing site Flickr, first introducing the Flickr mobile
app, then demonstrating how to set up an account and upload
images from your phone or common image editing applications such
as iPhoto and Lightroom. Next, find out how to touch up and
enhance your photos with the online editor, and make photos
searchable with sets and collections and by assigning photos to
maps. The course also helps you navigate the Flickr privacy settings
and shows how to participate in the Flickr community through
comments, contacts, groups, and more.

Flickr Essential Training

Communications
Venture into an entire world of captivating imagery and learn how to
organize and share your best shots with others online. In this course,
professional photographer Derrick Story guides you through the
popular photo-sharing site Flickr, first introducing the Flickr mobile
app, then demonstrating how to set up an account and upload
images from your phone or common image editing applications such
as iPhoto and Lightroom. Next, find out how to touch up and
enhance your photos with the online editor, and make photos
searchable with sets and collections and by assigning photos to
maps. The course also helps you navigate the Flickr privacy settings
and shows how to participate in the Flickr community through
comments, contacts, groups, and more.

Flight Computer CRP-1 and CRP-5 For UK EASA PPL

Education
Training for the UK EASA Private Pilot Licence exams on how to use
the CRP1 or CRP5 flight computer (sometimes described as the
Whizzy Wheel). The course includes use of the Wind side of the
computer, and several function on the calculator side. The
calculations taught are: 1. Indicated Airspeed to True Airspeed
calculations 2. Speed time distance calculations 3. Fuel specific
gravity calculations 4. Fuel burn calculations The course includes a
trench of each type of calculation, showing the recommended
method, then worked examples and some multiple choice practice
questions. This course is recommended prior to attending a ground
school session for either the Navigation exam or the Flight
Performance and Planning exam.

Flipped University

Education

Flipping the Classroom

Education

This course is designed for volunteer and paid youth leaders to train
them in using the Flipped video curriculum. Flipped is designed to
engage North American students in the AIDS pandemic, and provide
the a practical way to respond through funding Reach4Life for the
developing world. More information can be found at the Flipped Web
Page.

Turn your classroom upside down and find more time for teaching. In
this course, educator Aaron Quigley demonstrates how to "flip" your
K–12 or college classroom by initiating learning online before class
begins. This new approach allows teachers to reinforce and delve
more deeply into content in person, while sending students home
with new material. In this presentation, Aaron shows how and why
flipped classrooms work, addresses the possible drawbacks (like
what to do when students don't have technology at home), and
provides tips for implementing a flipped classroom at your school.
Flourish: A Social Media Bootcamp

Business

Fluid Mechanics

Engineering

Grade Results

Define your objectives and set goals and be successful in your
Social Media Program.
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Focus on ESL Skills: Phrasal Verbs

Foreign Language
Phrasal verbs are often a challenge for English Language Learners.
A phrasal verb is a verb that changes its meaning when a
preposition is added, for example "bring" compared with "bring up."
This course introduces more than 40 of the most commonly used
phrasal verbs. Learning phrasal verbs with this course will help you
converse naturally in everyday conversation and to improve test
scores on the TOEFL and SAT. A clear explanation and many
examples are given in each short video lecture. Ample opportunities
to practice with quizes and In Context downloadable worksheets,
which also give students a chance for additional conversation
practice with friends, tutors or teachers.

Food & Beverage Management

Food & Beverage

Food and Drink Photography

Photography

The objective of this course is twofold: first, we will focus on
contemporary challenges that managers and entrepreneurs in food
and beverage businesses should be able to face; and second, we
will provide models and tools to design and implement appropriate
courses of action to satisfy customers and build an advantage over
the competition.

Award-winning food and advertising photographer Bill Robbins has
been sharing the art and science behind shooting food and drink
photographs for years. Join him as he shows how to enhance a
food's color, shape, and texture and how to convey a sense of mood,
environment, and story. The course also addresses essential gear,
effective prop placement, and lighting techniques, and includes tips
for styling various dishes, staging and photographing drinks,
shooting on location at a restaurant, and editing the final photos.
Food Business Marketing Institute

Marketing
This course can help food business owners to successfully market
their business. We apply these strategies to four basic areas in the
food industry: Food Publishing, Specialty Food, Mobile Food, and
Food Business Showcase. The course consists of 14 lessons via
video with supplemental material that you can download to use for
your business. The course covers immediate income solutions
ranging from list-building to learning how to track your marketing
efforts to determine desired results . Consider this a continuing
education class. Education in the food business is not easily
accessible for business owners. This course and subsequent
courses in this field can fill the gaps and help you operate your
business successfully.

Food for Thought

Grade Results

Health And Nutrition

Eating and understanding the nuances of food has become a
complicated and often confusing experience. Virtually every day
brings news about some “miracle food” that we should be consuming
or some "poison" we should be avoiding. One day it's tomatoes to
prevent cancer, then flaxseed against heart disease or soybeans for
menopause. At the same time we may be warned about trans fats,
genetically modified foods, aspartame or MSG.
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You can build a permaculture food forest at your home, for a
neighborhood, or as part of a city! Food forests, or edible forest
gardens, are life-filled places that provide food for people habitat for
wildlife carbon sequestering biodiversity natural soil building beauty
and tranquility host of other benefits This workshop covers the
basics of designing, planting, and maintaining a many-layered
woodland forest garden full of fruit and nut trees, perennial and
annual vegetables, and flowers. In this class Toby Hemenway gives
you both the theory behind food forests and a wealth of practical
information, including which plants to use, where to start, and what
to expect as your food forest grows and evolves. Toby Hemenway
comes to permaculture with a strong science background. He is
skilled at delivering complicated scientific topics to people who may
not have a science background. In this course he explains the
ecology behind a healthy, productive food forest or edible garden. As
a pattern specialist, Toby explores a variety of design strategies and
techniques for you to use as you design your food forest. As he
explores permaculture with you Toby explains the importance,
application, and usefulness of the 14 Permaculture Principles. He
also demystifies the sometimes confusing topic of guilds. He helps
you understand what guilds are and shows you three ways you can
design by guild as you create your own food forest. Permaculture
may be one of the most misunderstood terms out there. From this
class you will gain a thorough understanding of what permaculture
is, how it came to be, what it does, and most importantly what you
can do with permaculture. Toby Hemenway clearly explains how you
can apply permaculture to all aspects of your life as you strive to
create regenerative systems. He will both inform and inspire! Upon
completion you will hold the knowledge you need to create a food
forest garden that will yield the results you want. About Toby
Hemenway Toby Hemenway is the author of Gaia’s Garden: A
Guide to Home-Scale Permaculture, which was awarded the
Nautilus Gold Medal in 2011, was named by the Washington Post as
one of the ten best gardening books of 2010, and for the last eight
years has been the best-selling permaculture book in the world.
Toby has been an adjunct professor at Portland State University,
Scholar-in-Residence at Pacific University, and has taught over sixty
72-hour permaculture design courses. He has presented lectures
and workshops at major sustainability conferences such as
Eat like a queen with simple, kid-approved recipes that are gluten
free, casein free, and (mostly) grain free.

Food Forest Design & Care for Cities and Suburbs

Home Improvement

Food Philosophy, by FemFusion Fitness

Health And Nutrition

Food Security and Sustainability: Systems thinking
and environmental sustainability
Food, Nutrition & Your Health

Science

Learn how to apply systems thinking to improve the environmental
sustainability of food production systems.

Education

Walk through the basics of nutrition, how eating disorders develop,
and learn the benefits of various diets.

Foreign Language Learning: Faster, Smarter,
Cheaper, Forever

Foreign Language
Speaking another language is, in my view, the most fun you can
have with your clothes on. I built this course after 10 years of
teaching languages - to show you all I know and help you become
bilingual today. "This is a wonderful course offering great insight into
why certain approaches, methods, tools, … do/don't work, both in
learning as well as in teaching a language. It is clear that Wiktor has
plenty of relevant experience in the sector and he is graciously
sharing all the things that did/didn't work for him." - Leslie, Dutch
Teacher "He doesn’t promise you that you will be fluent in a stupidly
short space of time, he doesn’t promise that it won’t take time and
effort and he doesn’t promise you radical new techniques. Instead
Wiktor will give you tools and resources to help you study better on
your own and make the most of class time as well." - Chris, student,
teacher, blogger "Road map for Your language skills. No more tools
needed - it's all there, ready and accessible." - Nsh "Made me
rethink the whole business of why I try and try to learn Portuguese
and keep failing. Very interested to see some of the solutions in
practice!" - Marta, language learner and translator

Forensic Accounting and Fraud Examination

Grade Results

Accounting

Everyday across the world, thousands of businesses are victimized
by fraud. Who commits these bad acts? Why? And, how? In this
course we are going to help you answer the questions: who commits
fraud, why and how. We’ll also help you develop skills for catching
them.
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Forest Girl - Photoshop Retouching

Photography

Forex Foundation Course (FFC)

For aspiring traders to quickly pick up the basics of FX, FX trading
and Price Action Trading Methodology.

Forex Trading Course
Forgiveness I: Spiritual Perspectives on Forgiveness

Education
Philosophy

Forgiveness II: Forgiveness Pioneers in Western
Psychology

Psychology

Format Your Ebook For Kindle

Business

Forming Your Startup

Business

Fortune Favors the Brave: Ancient Lessons for
Modern Success

Philosophy

Forums for a Future

Social Sciences

Foundation 4: Incorporating Sass and Compass

Web Design

Foundation of Options Trading and Investing

Finance

This course examines the beliefs and attitudes towards forgiveness
found in various religious traditions.
Since the 1980s, the study of forgiveness and its expression as
psycho-therapeutic and psycho-educational interventions has been
a growing field within Psychology. This course introduces a
psychological definition of forgiveness and describes the
contributions of three major pioneers in the field.
By the end of this course, you'll know how to format your book into
an eBook and upload it to Kindle and Nook.There are 8 videos that
will teach you everything in less than an hour.The entertaining
videos go step-by-step on how to create an eBook.If your book isn't
properly formatted, then you can get negative reviews, look
unprofessional, create a poor reader experience, and make the book
look bad.
Starting a company? Learn the key pros and cons of different types
of corporate entities, especially LLCs and C corps.

In this course, you'll learn the lives and lessons of numerous ancient
persons whose examples can both instruct and inspire you to
achieve modern success. The course is comprised of videos which
present the content in a combination of instruction from Dr. Massey
and images paired with the narrative. In addition to the video
lessons, Dr. Massey gives you exercises to help you reflect upon
what you have learned, as well as quizzes to reinforce your learning
of these important ancient lives. No matter your walk of life--be it
business, sales, research, education, or something else entirely--this
course will help you focus your creative energies toward the
achievement of whatever you define as success.

Foundational Neuroscience for Perception and Action Medical

Grade Results

In this Course, I will show you my complete retouching workflow from
A to Z. We will cover over 50 minutes of pure retouching, in 3
sections and 3 video lessons. I will convey my basic knowledge of
camera raw in the first part. Continuing with basic image cleanup &
easy skin retouching, light control, dodge & burn, color grades,
plugins and final touch-ups, which are all displayed in the middle &
last part of the video lesson.

This course examines the political (world order), economic
(globalization), social/cultural (beliefs, values, and lifestyle), and
psychological (human capacity for change) forces that are redefining the quality of life in the 21st century. Students will leave
Forums for a Future with an explicit (written) worldview of their own
creation as the basis for developing a coherent sense of selfdirection for living peacefully and sustainably on a crowded planet in
the 21st century.
Foundation is one of the most popular responsive design
frameworks—clean and simple. But much of Foundation's styling is
accomplished via slightly more complex CSS: Compass and Sass.
This course with Jen Kramer shows how to install Foundation,
Compass, and Sass, and customize your own Foundation site. Learn
how to start a new project, navigate the Sass file structure, and use
the main _setting.scss file to style color, fonts, spacing, and more.
Plus, learn about advanced features like functions, mixins, extended
styles, and much more.
Discover the tips, techniques and strategies you need to win the
investment game trading option
Learn the basic structure and function of the human nervous system,
how nerve cells generate electrical signals and communicate, how
they reshape their connections with use, and how neural systems
integrate external and internal sensory signals to orchestrate action.
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Foundations for Assisting in Home Care

Medical

Foundations for Global Health Responders

Medical

This course is intended as a self-study course for those interested in
exploring a career as a Home Health Aide or Personal Care Aide.

Around the world, we are increasingly socially and economically
interdependent. Health on one side of the globe affects people on
the other. Global health, once merely an ethical consideration, now
dominates discussions and policies of global security. A diverse
team of experts in this emerging field has come together to help you
contextualize your experiences as a new or seasoned global health
responder. By the end of this course, you will be enlightened about
the changing world you live in, and have a much better
understanding of the machinations on how organizations and
governments are striving to improve health worldwide. You'll also
learn how to keep yourself safe and be a savvy participant in the
global health arena. You'll be prepared to travel and to take your
skills to chronic/emergent situations and help respond to the
pressing needs while participating in global health activities
throughout the world.
Foundations in Moodle 2 for Educators
Foundations of Algorithms and Computational
Techniques in Systems Biology

Education
Science

Learn how to create an online course from scratch.
This subject describes and illustrates computational approaches to
solving problems in systems biology. A series of case-studies will be
explored that demonstrate how an effective match between the
statement of a biological problem and the selection of an appropriate
algorithm or computational technique can lead to fundamental
advances. The subject will cover several discrete and numerical
algorithms used in simulation, feature extraction, and optimization for
molecular, network, and systems models in biology.

Foundations of Audio: Compression and Dynamic
Processing

Computer Science

Foundations of Audio: Delay and Modulation

Music

In this first installment of the Foundations of Audio series, author
Brian Lee White shows how to improve the sound of a mix with
compressors, limiters, gates, de-essers, and other dynamic
processors. The course explains the fundamentals of sound waves,
and amplitude, explores common compressor controls, and shows
how to eliminate unwanted noise using gates and expanders. The
course also demonstrates best practices in compression and limiting
in a variety of audio applications and covers sculpting the attack and
decay of individual notes with transient shapers and applying
frequency specific dynamics control with multiband compressors.
Exercise files accompany the course and include special Get in the
Mix session files.

In this installment of Foundations of Audio, author Alex U. Case
explains the fundamentals of delay and modulation effects and how
to apply these effects, technically and creatively, to improve the
sound of a mix. The course covers adjusting individual parameters
such as delay time, level, and feedback; working with long delays to
create echoes, enhance groove, and add support; using delay
modulation for chorus and doubling effects; and dialing-in spectral
effects from delay, such as flanging. This course also includes Get in
the Mix (GITM) sessions for both Avid Pro Tools and Apple Logic
Pro. Exercise files are also included with the course.
Foundations of Audio: EQ and Filters

Music

Foundations of Audio: Reverb
Foundations of Auditing Financial Statements

Music
Finance

Grade Results

In this installment of the Foundations of Audio series, author Brian
Lee White shows producers and audio engineers how to properly
apply equalization (EQ) and improve the sound of their mixes. The
course covers the use of parametric and graphic EQs—and filters
such as the high/low pass filters and shelf filters—in a variety of
musical settings. These principles can be applied to any digital audio
workstation platform, including Logic and Pro Tools, as well as
analog workflows.

How to conduct financial statement audits for university students and
candidates for an accounting designation
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Foundations of Biblical Interpretation
Foundations of Business Strategy

Literature
Business

Foundations of Business Strategy
Foundations of Computational and Systems Biology

Business
Science

Foundations of Drawing

Design

Learn how to analyze an organization's strategy and make
recommendations to improve its value creation by building your
strategist's toolkit.

Serving as an introduction to computational biology, this course
emphasizes the fundamentals of nucleic acid and protein sequence
analysis, structural analysis, and the analysis of complex biological
systems. The principles and methods used for sequence alignment,
motif finding, structural modeling, structure prediction, and network
modeling are covered. Students are also exposed to currently
emerging research areas in the fields of computational and systems
biology.

Anyone can learn how to draw. Success comes down to three
things: Shape: By focusing on the shapes of the objects (and more
importantly the shapes between the objects) you can view subjects
with a whole new outlook and focus. Simplicity: You'll get better
results by concentrating on simple subjects and drawing techniques
that will still prove powerful when used together. Structure: A
structured approach makes drawing easier to master. Each chapter
in this course is built on these three principles, combining drawing
theory and practical examples with worksheets and drawing
assignments. Will Kemp brings his passion for teaching and
infectious love of drawing together in these lessons. You'll learn
about line, value, tone, negative space, and perspective, and come
away with the confidence to start making drawing a daily practice.
Foundations of Everyday Leadership

Business
In this course you will learn about the “head and heart” of everyday
leadership, individual decision making, group decision making, and
managing motivation. The objectives are to understand why and how
leadership skills are so critical to organizational success, and learn
the foundations of effective leadership skills. Learners: • Understand
why and how leadership skills are so critical to organizational
success • Know how to use leadership skills to work more effectively
with others, and are able to organize teams to work more effectively
together • Will be able to apply the foundations of effective
leadership skills to everyday situations faced by leaders.

Foundations of marketing analytics

Marketing

Foundations of Objective-C App Development

Computer Science

Foundations of Photography: Black and White

Photography

This course is designed for students, business analysts, and data
scientists who want to apply statistical knowledge and techniques to
business contexts. For example, it may be suited to experienced
statisticians, analysts, engineers who want to move more into a
business role, in particular in marketing.
An introduction to the Objective-C programming language. This will
prepare you for more extensive iOS app development and build a
foundation for advanced iOS development topics.
In this Foundations of Photography, Ben Long shows photographers
how to develop a black and white vocabulary and explains the
considerations to take into account when shooting for this medium.
The course follows Ben as he goes on location and explains what
makes good black and white subject matter and how to visualize the
scene in terms of tonal values and contrast rather than color. Along
the way, he demonstrates some exposure strategies for getting the
best images. Back at the computer, Ben demonstrates techniques
for converting the resulting photos into black and white using
Photoshop and other imaging tools, and offers tips on printing and
output.

Grade Results
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Foundations of Photography: Composition

Photography
Composition can make an interesting subject bland or make an
ordinary subject appear beautiful. In this course, photographer and
author Ben Long explores the concepts of composition, from basics
such as the rule of thirds to more advanced topics such as the way
the eye travels through a photo. The course addresses how the
camera differs from the eye and introduces composition
fundamentals, such as balance and point of view. Ben also
examines the importance of geometry, light, and color in
composition, and looks at how composition can be improved with a
variety of post-production techniques. Interspersed throughout the
course are workshop sessions that capture the creative energy of a
group of photography students; shooting assignments and
exercises; and analyses of the work of photographers Paul Taggart
and Connie Imboden.

Foundations of Photography: Exposure

Photography
Arriving at the best exposure for a photo is part science and part art.
In Foundations of Photography: Exposure, Ben Long helps
photographers expand their artistic options by giving them a deep
understanding of shutter speed, aperture, ISO, and all other critical
exposure practices. This course covers the basic exposure controls
provided by all digital SLR cameras, as well as most advanced pointand-shoot models. Learn how to master a camera's metering modes,
how to use exposure compensation and bracketing, and much more.
By the end of the course, you'll know how to develop an "exposure
strategy" that will allow you to effectively employ your exposure
knowledge in any shooting situation.

Foundations of Photography: Lenses

Photography
Many of the creative options available to a photographer hinge on an
in-depth understanding of lenses. In Foundations of Photography:
Lenses, Ben Long shows how to choose lenses and take full
advantage of their creative options. The course covers fundamental
concepts that apply to any camera, such as focal length and camera
position, and shows how to evaluate and shop for DSLR lenses. The
second half of the course focuses on shooting techniques:
controlling autofocus, working with different focal lengths, and
managing distortion and flare. The course also examines various
filters and contains tips on cleaning and maintaining lenses.

Foundations of Photography: Macro and Close-Up

Photography
It's a small world, and capturing it with a photograph can be
challenging. In this course, photographer, author, and teacher Ben
Long takes you on a fantastic voyage into the realm of the tiny,
detailing the gear and shooting techniques necessary to capture
extreme close-ups of everything from products to posies. After
touring the possibilities of macro photography, the course details
essential gear at several price levels, including lenses, flashes, and
other accessories. Next, Ben explores the special challenges of
macro photography: dealing with moving subjects, working with
extremely shallow depth of field, focusing, lighting, and more. The
course also explores advanced close-up tools and post-processing
techniques, such as using Adobe Photoshop to "stack" multiple
shots to yield wider depth of field than a single shot can convey.

Grade Results
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Foundations of Photography: Macro and Close-Up

Photography
It's a small world, and capturing it with a photograph can be
challenging. In this course, photographer, author, and teacher Ben
Long takes you on a fantastic voyage into the realm of the tiny,
detailing the gear and shooting techniques necessary to capture
extreme close-ups of everything from products to posies. After
touring the possibilities of macro photography, the course details
essential gear at several price levels, including lenses, flashes, and
other accessories. Next, Ben explores the special challenges of
macro photography: dealing with moving subjects, working with
extremely shallow depth of field, focusing, lighting, and more. The
course also explores advanced close-up tools and post-processing
techniques, such as using Adobe Photoshop to "stack" multiple
shots to yield wider depth of field than a single shot can convey.

Foundations of Photography: Night and Low Light

Photography
Join photographer and teacher Ben Long as he describes the tools,
creative options, and special considerations involved in shooting
with a DSLR camera at night or in low-light conditions, such as
sunset or candlelight. The course addresses exposure decisions
such as choice of aperture and shutter speed and how they impact
depth of field and the camera’s ability to freeze motion. Ben also
shows how to obtain accurate color balance in tungsten and
fluorescent lighting situations, and how to postprocess the images in
Photoshop to remove noise caused by higher ISO settings. He also
demonstrates accessories that can greatly expand your low-light
photography options.

Foundations of Photography: Specialty Lenses

Photography
Join photographer, author, and teacher Ben Long on location in San
Francisco as he explores the creative options provided by the kinds
of lenses and lens accessories that don't always make it into most
camera bags. The course begins with a look at several common and
inexpensive lens attachments, from polarizers to neutral density
filters. The course then explores ultra-wide angle and fisheye lenses
as well as ultra-long telephoto and macro lenses. The course
concludes with a look at tilt-shift lenses, which are useful for
architectural photography and special effects, and at offbeat lenses,
such as Lensbaby and Holga attachments. The course also contains
Photoshop postproduction advice and examples that illustrate the
creative possibilities that an expanded lens collection provides. And
because some specialty lenses are extremely expensive, the course
also contains advice on renting gear.

Foundations of Photoshop
Foundations of Programming: Code Efficiency

Design
Computer Science
Code efficiency. There are other words we can use (optimization,
performance, speed), but it's all about making existing code run
faster. Whether for desktop, mobile, or web apps, in this course
you'll see how to identify pain points and measure them accurately,
as well as view multiple approaches to improve the performance.
Author Simon Allardice covers everything from "quick fixes" to more
complex (but more accurate) algorithms. Learn to choose the right
data types, understand the pitfalls of using high-level languages, and
decide where to spend your time. Plus, see how the underlying
memory management model may have more of an impact than you
realize, and what performance issues you can expect working with
databases and web services.

Grade Results
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Foundations of Programming: Data Structures

Computer Science
Once you get past simplistic computer programs with one or two
variables, you'll use a data structure to store the values—and groups
of values— in your applications. While they are sometimes taken for
granted in modern programming environments, a deeper
understanding of data structures is vital for any programmer who
wants to know what's going on "under the hood" and understand
how to defend the choices they've made for performance and
efficiency. Simon Allardice offers that understanding to you in this
Foundations of Programming course. Starting with simple ways of
grouping data like arrays and structs, together you'll explore
gradually more complex data structures, like dictionaries, sets, hash
tables, queues and stacks, links and linked lists, and trees and
graphs. Simon keeps the lessons grounded in the real world and
answers the "why" behind many data-structuring decisions: Why use
a hash table? Why is a set useful? Why avoid arrays? When you're
finished with the course, you'll have a clear understanding of data
structures and understand how to use them in whatever language
you're programming in, today or 5 years from now.

Foundations of Programming: Databases

Computer Science
Discover how a database can benefit both you and your architecture,
whatever the programming language, operating system, or
application type you use. In this course, explore options that range
from personal desktop databases to large-scale geographically
distributed database servers and classic relational databases to
modern document-oriented systems and data warehouses—and
learn how to choose the best solution for you. Author Simon
Allardice covers key terminology and concepts, such as
normalization, "deadly embraces" and "dirty reads," ACID and
CRUD, referential integrity, deadlocks, and rollbacks. The course
also explores data modeling step by step through hands-on
examples to design the best system for our data. Plus, learn to
juggle the competing demands of storage, access, performance, and
security—management tasks that are critical to your database's
success.

Foundations of Programming: Design Patterns

Computer Science
Design patterns are reusable solutions that solve the challenges
software developers face over and over again. Rather than
reinventing the wheel, learn how to make use of these proven and
tested patterns that will make your software more reliable and
flexible to change. This course will introduce you to design patterns
and take you through seven of the most used object-oriented
patterns that will make your development faster and easier.
Elisabeth Robson and Eric Freeman, coauthors of Head First Design
Patterns, join forces to provide an overview of each pattern and
examples of the pattern in action. Featured design patterns include
the strategy, observer, decorator, singleton, collection, state, and
factory method patterns.

Foundations of Programming: Fundamentals

Computer Science

Foundations of Programming: Object-Oriented
Design
Foundations of Programming: Object-Oriented
Design

Computer Science

Grade Results

Business
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Foundations of Programming: Programming for Kids

Computer Science
Kids are naturally excited about building, whether it's building blocks
or building rockets. Programming can be just as much fun. And the
skills kids gain programming can help them feel accomplished, while
giving them a head start in our fast-paced digital world. This course
is designed to help parents and educators introduce programming
concepts to kids of all ages, from grammar school to high school.
David Gassner starts with a description of different learning styles
(auditory, kinesthetic, or visual) and talks about how kids'
programming tools appeal to different styles. He then introduces
mobile device apps for young programmers that let them animate
graphical images using simple block-based programming. For older
kids, he introduces software such as Scratch for more advanced
animation, MIT App Inventor for programming real Android apps, and
tools that teach core languages like JavaScript and Java. The final
chapter covers how kids can work with robots and other hardware
like the Raspberry Pi, which show how programming can work in the
real world.

Foundations of Programming: Refactoring Code

Computer Science
Refactoring is the process of taking existing code and improving it.
While it makes code more readable and understandable, it also
becomes much easier to add new features, build larger applications,
and spot and fix bugs. In this course, staff author Simon Allardice
introduces the formalized, disciplined approach to refactoring that
tells you exactly what to look for in your code, and how to fix it,
through a series of "code smells"—clues that let you look at a block
of code and realize when there's something wrong with it.

Foundations of Programming: Software Quality
Assurance

Computer Science

Foundations of Programming: Test-Driven
Development

Computer Science

Foundations of Programming: Web Security

Computer Science

Start incorporating quality into your software development process
today. Author Aaron Dolberg demonstrates the different kinds of
software testing (from black box to white box) and how to fit each
one into your development cycle. Learn how to make sure your team
is on the same page when it comes to quality by developing criteria
for ranking the priority and severity of issues. Then find out how to
test and report issues, and how to use a tracking system to manage
the process and the results. Lastly, Aaron explains how automating
some of the testing can make the QA process more efficient and
objective. In the end, you'll be able to better understand the overall
health of your product, and ensure your team is meeting quality
goals with every release.

Prove your code is working every step of the way using a formalized
test-driven development (TDD) process. TDD can be done in every
modern programming environment, and for desktop, mobile, or web
apps. In this course, Simon Allardice teaches you exactly how to get
started with TDD: what makes a good test, why we're more
interested in failure than success, and how to measure and
repeatedly run tests. The course explores the jargon of TDD—test
suites, test harness, mock and stub objects, and more—and covers
how TDD is used in the most common programming languages and
environments. Plus learn to create, run, and manage the tests and
move to a test-first mindset.

Learn about the most important security concerns when developing
websites, and what you can do to keep your servers, software, and
data safe from harm. Instructor Kevin Skoglund explains what
motivates hackers and their most common methods of attacks, and
then details the techniques and mindset needed to craft solutions for
these web security challenges. Learn the eight fundamental
principles that underlie all security efforts, the importance of filtering
input and controlling output, and smart strategies for encryption and
user authentication. Kevin also covers special considerations when it
comes to credit cards, regular expressions, source code managers,
and databases.

Grade Results
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Foundations of Programming: Web Services

Computer Science
Web services drive communication on the web and they have been
at the core of modern application architectures for many years.
Regardless of what language or platform a developer is using,
understanding how web services work is a critical skill. David
Gassner starts this course with a definition of web services and
explores their history and use in distributed computing. He then
explores the transport protocols HTTP and SMTP; messaging
formats such as SOAP, ATOM, JSON, and Plain Old XML (POX);
and service standards like SOAP toolkits, REST, and OData. Plus,
learn how to secure your communications across the web with API
keys and other security standards. Note: The course includes
examples of a variety of server- and client-based implementations
and coding excerpts in Java, JavaScript, C#, and PHP.

Foundations of Psychology

Psychology

Start learning how psychologists comprehend and study human
nature and its disorders.

Foundations of Psychology (IntroPsy)

Philosophy

Start learning how psychologists comprehend and study human
nature and its disorders.

Foundations of Real World Math
Foundations of strategic business analytics

Mathematics
Finance

Foundations of Success
Foundations of Teaching for Learning 1: Introduction

Basic Skills
Education

Foundations of Teaching for Learning 2: Being a
Teacher

Education

Foundations of Teaching for Learning 3: Learners
and Learning

Education

Foundations of Teaching for Learning 4: Curriculum

Education

Foundations of Teaching for Learning 5: Planning for
Teaching and Learning

Education

Foundations of Teaching for Learning 6: Introduction
to Student Assessment

Education

Grade Results

This course is designed for students, business analysts, and data
scientists who want to apply statistical knowledge and techniques to
business contexts. For example, it may be suited to experienced
statisticians, analysts, engineers who want to move more into a
business role.

Foundations of Teaching for Learning is a program of study primarily
for people who are currently teaching but have had no formal
teacher education. It is an introductory program that considers the
three domains of being a teacher: Professional Knowledge and
Understanding; Professional Practice; and Professional Values,
Relationships and Engagement.
How we teach has its foundation in how we were taught and how we
learned. This course provides an opportunity for you to reflect on
your personal and professional development as a teacher. Through
reflection and portfolio development you will enhance your
knowledge and understanding of how to promote learning.
The teacher’s work becomes meaningful when it is informed by
research and theories of learning, and their relationship to actual
practice. This course provides an opportunity for you to identify and
understand students’ expectations and prior learning.
Curriculum is a framework for guiding teaching and learning. This
course provides an opportunity for you to consider the relationship
between the teacher, the learner and the curriculum.
This course will help you consider how to develop appropriate
learning goals for individual and groups of students. You will learn
how to plan learning activities to engage your students in ways that
will achieve these goals.
This course is part of the Foundations of Teaching for Learning
program which is designed to assist people who are currently
teaching but have had no formal teacher education improve their
understanding of their role and work as a teacher. This set of
courses will enhance your knowledge and understanding about
learning and teaching and what makes a teacher a professional.
Practical activities are provided to assist you in using what you have
learned to improve your teaching practice. While these are optional,
it is strongly recommended that you undertake them if at all possible.
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Foundations of Teaching for Learning 7: Being a
Professional

Education

Foundations of Teaching for Learning 8: Developing
Relationships

Education

Foundations of Typography

Design

This course will emphasise what you can do to act professionally.
This includes developing your own philosophy of teaching and
making sure that you continue to improve your knowledge and skills.
It also considers what it means to be part of a community of
professionals, working with others to improve what happens in your
school, community and profession.
As a teacher you will need to establish appropriate relationships with
many different groups within the school and the wider community. It
is important for you to understand how critical these relationships are
to student learning.

Good typography can add tremendous power to your design and
your message, whether it is a print- or screen-based project, a still or
motion graphic, a 3D or 2D graphic. This course explains good
typographic practices, so that you can develop an "eye" for type and
understand how to effectively use it. Author Ina Saltz explains type
classifications (serif vs. sans serif, display type vs. text type), how
type is measured, sized, and organized, and how spacing and
alignment affect your design. She also explains how to use kerning,
tracking, leading, and line length, and covers the history and current
trends in typography. The course teaches the principles of legibility,
readability, and compatibility, and how they should be considered
when you're selecting and designing with type.
Foundations of UX: Content Strategy

Web Design
Content is key to delivering a successful user experience on
websites, apps, and other digital properties. But what sets good
content apart from the rest? This course takes you through the
process of analyzing and reshaping your web content—not only text
but also video, imagery, social interactions, and the metadata that
underlies it all—to improve your SEO while refining your brand's
voice. Learn how to construct meaningful content and measure just
how successful your site is after launch. Author Patrick Nichols also
shows you how to develop personas to better understand your
audience and evaluate the needs of important stakeholders and
influencers.

Foundations of UX: Information Architecture

Architecture
Improving the way the information in your site or application is
organized and presented is one of the most cost-effective ways of
increasing user satisfaction and engagement. Information
architecture can help you find out how your users think about the
world, and transition those lessons to your product. In this course,
Chris Nodder teaches you how to perform card sort research to get
information about user interactions, analyze the results, and create a
validated information architecture plan. Then translate your plan into
refined menus, content classification, and page layouts. Finally, test
the success of your new structure with reverse card sorting and by
monitoring feedback from server logs, site searches, and help desk
calls.

Foundations of UX: Making the Case for Usability
Testing

Grade Results

Web Design

Why is usability testing important to you and your organization? For
one, it empowers anybody in web or app development to find out just
what their users need, and increases ROI by focusing design
improvements on areas that have the biggest impact. In this short
summary course, interaction design specialist Chris Nodder explains
the what, why, who, and how of usability testing, and shows how to
turn the benefits of usability testing into a convincing argument for
performing it at your company.
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Foundations of UX: Prototyping

Web Design
Prototyping allows designers to quickly and inexpensively explore
multiple iterations of designs, test their performance, and craft even
better user experiences for websites and applications. Explore what
prototypes are, when they are appropriate, and the different
strategies for creating prototypes in this introductory course with
lynda.com senior author James Williamson. Learn about sketches,
wireframes, mockups, and other types of prototypes; the tools that
can help you build them; and how to test and refine your designs.
This overview will help you decide which prototyping workflow works
best for you and your team.

Foundations of UX: Usability Testing

Web Design

Foundations of Video: Cameras and Shooting

Film Studies

Foundations of Video: Interviews

Film Studies

Foundations of Video: The Art of Editing

Film Studies

Foundations of Virtual Instruction

Education

Run your own basic usability study to find out just what your users
need from your website, application, or device—and learn where to
focus design improvements to have the biggest impact. Author Chris
Nodder shows how to design a study so that it answers your
questions, recruit the right participants, and set up the test
environment. The course also teaches you how to moderate and
observe a usability session, interact with participants and ask the
right kind of questions, and then analyze the results and share them
with your team in a meaningful way.
Embark on the very first steps in the process of creating moving
images. In this course, author Anthony Q. Artis, a veteran of the film
and television industry, introduces the core ideas behind how video
cameras capture moving images. The course covers foundational
concepts of lighting, such as why light is important, what kinds of
lights to look for, and where to put lights relative to a subject. In
addition, Anthony discusses sound, an often-misunderstood aspect
of video, and shows how to properly set up mics and adjust audio
levels on a shoot.
This course introduces new and experienced videographers to the
process of shooting quality interviews. Documentary filmmaker and
instructor Anthony Artis shares his industry-proven techniques for
planning and pre-production as well as staging and lighting. Using a
combination of on-camera lectures and on-location examples,
Anthony shows how to direct interview subjects and avoid common
interview pitfalls.
Learn how to examine a script, review your material, and shape raw
footage into a work of art in this course with longtime film and TV
veteran Norman Hollyn. Start with an overview of concepts like the
rule of threes, review a sampling of footage from films past and
present, and then dive into script analysis. Find out when and when
not to make cuts, how to collaborate with clients and directors during
recutting, and how to ground the emotional backdrop for your piece
with music and sound.

This course provides teachers with the foundation for understanding
the movement towards virtual instruction. It introduces fundamental
knowledge needed by teachers to succeed in a technologydependent, instructional environment. You will explore the history of
online learning and understand how a variety of delivery models are
evolving in the K-12 environment, ranging from completely online to
hybrid or blended classrooms. We will discuss how the programs
work and who they serve, addressing some basics about equity
issues, access and school funding, as well as ethical and legal
issues that support and challenge the models. Upon completion of
the course, you will understand what it takes to transition from
teaching in the classroom to providing virtual instruction.

Grade Results
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Founders Pie Calculator

Business
You have a great business idea, you get your two best friends
excited, and all three of you decide to start a company together. In
your haste to get started, the three of you decided to divide the
equity in thirds--it seemed the obvious and fair choice then. Six
months later, one of the friends drop out entirely and the other is only
peripherally involved. You're doing all the work now. Would it still be
worth all your effort?Course: With this free Founder's Pie Calculator
course and model, you'll learn the how to avoid this unfortunate, yet
preventable situation. Through the course, you'll learn what you
should and should not factor into your equity pie considerations and
how to use a systematic method for calculating the founder's pie. In
addition, you will also get a FREE Founder's Pie Calculator model
(look in the Extras in Lecture 3-5) that we will walk you through with
detailed examples.This course is intended as a tool, not as a "correct
solution", for anyone who is thinking about or is in the process of
forming a start-up with others. Deciding and agreeing on how to
divide the initial equity pie is no trivial task, but this tool will help get
the conversation going in the right path.

Four Facets of Contemporary Japanese Architecture,
Part 1

Architecture

Framework for Data Collection and Analysis

Computer Science

Learn the history, ideas and concepts behind contemporary
Japanese architecture through four architectural facets and five
generations of architects
This course will provide you with an overview over existing data
products and a good understanding of the data collection landscape.
With the help of various examples you will learn how to identify
which data sources likely matches your research question, how to
turn your research question into measurable pieces, and how to
think about an analysis plan. Furthermore this course will provide
you with a general framework that allows you to not only understand
each step required for a successful data collection and analysis, but
also help you to identify errors associated with different data
sources. You will learn some metrics to quantify each potential error,
and thus you will have tools at hand to describe the quality of a data
source. Finally we will introduce different large scale data collection
efforts done by private industry and government agencies, and
review the learned concepts through these examples. This course is
suitable for beginners as well as those that know about one
particular data source, but not others, and are looking for a general
framework to evaluate data products.

Framing: How Politicians Debate

Social Sciences

FREE - Photoshop Training - Retutpro.com

Design

The game of framing and reframing. Analyze how politicians debate
and what the underlying patterns are in the game of framing and
reframing.
This Training Course consists of more then 150 Video lessons, You
can download them for free at www.retutpro.com - Showing you tips,
tricks, techniques, retouching and more in Photoshop, Lightroom,
Bridge and Camera Raw! We cover loads of beginner & advanced
tutorials. Please note that this FREE - PHOTOSHOP TRAINING
COURSE - does not include any course materials. You can also find
more on our Youtube Channel - Manniphoto | Retutpro.com or on
our Facebook page - Manniphoto | Retutpro More Training Here

Grade Results
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Free Basic Digital Art Course

Design
What do I mean digital art basics? Art making mostly is a very
individual process of personal development. For traditional art this
often means to offer the student various possibilities to try
themselves out, like drawing, painting, sculpture ... until they
specialize in one or more of these areas. For digital art this is not
different, only the medium are not physical materials but technology.
Still, creativity and a certain approach are the same in both areas,
traditional and computational art making. Like this one of my
intentions here is to present image, audio and video editing in the
context of art creation. Note that the entire course can be taken with
free software you can find in the internet for free download. Take a
look for what we will create during the course here:
http://stefanie3x3.tumblr.com/ // The first section will be about how to
produce a video and how to share it. I will lead you to write down
your idea and sketch it. In addition I will show you how to plan your
digital art projects. I will go on and present a tutorial on how to make
a video in a video editing software and another tutorial that shows
how you can set up a blog and share your work via the blog. // In the
next section you learn to produce a piece of music, which will be a
beat and your voice over it. We also create an account at a sound
sharing page and link from a blog post to this page, so your song
can be shared with friends and other important people. // Further you
will learn how to produce an animated GIF, which is one of the
moving pictures you know so well from webpages. // I will also show
you how to basically edit a photograph in a non-destructive way and
by that you will learn about layers in the context of image editing
software. // You may have heard of composition concerning images.
You will create one and by that learn much about the masking
technique. // To finish the course I present two links where you can
prove your new knowledge while making a little rotoscoped
animation and present yourself more than once in the same image
while applying in an advanced way what you have learned about
layers and masks. But you want to learn about digital painting? Go
and look in the internet for "Ctrl Paint" If you are more interested in
traditional art making I can recommend you a different Udemy
course by me: www.udemy.com/easy-art-making

Free Beginner Electric Guitar Lessons (JamPlay.com) Music
Chris Liepe, guitar instructor for JamPlay.com, is here to teach you
everything you need to know to get started with playing your guitar.
This course is designed for those whom are absolute beginners. You
will start with the basolute basics and work your way into some basic
chord shapes and patterns. We'll have you playing recognizable
music in no time! Lesson 1 - Intro to Your Electric Guitar Lesson 2 Your First Chords Lesson 3 - 3 New Chords Lesson 4 - Basics to
Tablature and Chord Charts Lesson 5 - Intro to Scales Lesson 6 Barre chords Lesson 7 - Strumming Patterns and Time Signatures
Lesson 8 - Intervals Lesson 9 - Intervals Pop Quiz Lesson 10 Triads, Triads, Triads
FREE The Law of Attraction Personalised Analysis &
Guidance
Free Way Of Making, Monetizing&Promoting Mobile
Apps&Website

Grade Results

Psychology

Get FREE The Law of Attraction Personalised Analysis & Guidance
For your fast success and growth In 3 Weeks

Business
Dear Appreneur! Free Way Of Making, Monetizing And Promoting
Mobile Apps Training is design to show you how easy and at the
same time free, mobile apps development can be. We will take you
step by step through the easy processes of creating a mobile app
either from already made template or we will show you how to build
your own mobile app template. Do not miss out on these valuable
information related to Monetizing and Promoting your mobile apps
and mobile websites. A Must see section about How To Set Up Own
Mobile Apps Business will open your eyes on this huge opportunity
of creating monthly residual income. Publishing own Newsstand
apps like Magazine and Newspapers is another money making
opportunity showed in this training.
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Free Way Of Making, Monetizing&Promoting Mobile
Apps&Website

Grade Results

Marketing

Dear Appreneur! Free Way Of Making, Monetizing And Promoting
Mobile Apps Training is design to show you how easy and at the
same time free, mobile apps development can be. We will take you
step by step through the easy processes of creating a mobile app
either from already made template or we will show you how to build
your own mobile app template. Do not miss out on these valuable
information related to Monetizing and Promoting your mobile apps
and mobile websites. A Must see section about How To Set Up Own
Mobile Apps Business will open your eyes on this huge opportunity
of creating monthly residual income. Publishing own Newsstand
apps like Magazine and Newspapers is another money making
opportunity showed in this training. This training has been prepared
for you by the team from AppsVolcano.com the best online apps and
mobile website maker there is. We offer more than 50 features to
make advance mobile apps and mobile websites. You can build
apps for iPhone, iPad, Android and Kindle devices. Welcome to
Mobile Apps Revolution Mobile Apps Creation were once limited to
techie individuals who had extensive knowledge about such topic.
Now, with the launch of http://www.AppsVolcano.com, an internetbased platform that allows mobile applications to be created within a
few minutes, even those with no special knowledge can successfully
create mobile apps and earn from them. The online apps maker
offers an easy process wherein the app creator only needs to
choose a template, input app information, and upload app to app
stores. Users can choose from many templates including the
business app that is meant for business people who want to create
an app that enables them to get in touch with clients and team
members at all times. Meeting can also be scheduled through the
application. The app comes with a calendar where info can be
stored. The Artist's Portfolio is designed for those who love art.
Photographers, writers, and singers, and painters can get enough
exposure through the app. Push Notification is provided to people
with the app as well as many other features including social sharing
and access to blog and newsletters. A template for restaurants &
bars is also available. The app allows different menus to be created
and updated anytime. Other features include table booking,
customer feedback, and photo gallery. For those who want to create
an app that allows the user to access news channels, the blog
template is available. Through the app, the latest news can be
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Free-2-Play Game Monetization

Gaming
Considering the application of a free-2-play monetization model to
your game? This course will get you up to speed on the dos and
don'ts of free-2-play. Tap into the experience of somebody who has
worked with free-2-play for over 10 years. This online Free-2-Play
Game Monetization course is an exact copy of the Free-2-Play
Game Monetization course that I teach at several universities as part
of a broader game business curriculum. It is designed to give a
broad and complete understanding of how the F2P can be deployed
to monetize your game, regardless of whether you are a seasoned
game designer, or a beginner. The course consists of 11 lectures. In
the first lecture, we will start with defining what free-2-play really
means, so that we all have the same understanding of the term
before we get in deeper. A good way to explain free-2-play
monetization is by showcasing its role in the user revenue funnel.
We will visualize this role in relation to player acquisition and player
retention. In the next 8 lectures, we will spend significant time on the
two main business objectives in free-2-play game monetization.
Lectures 2 through 5 will focus on the first objective, which is to get
more players to pay. We will present a pallet of ways in which you
can increase the percentage of players that will pay in your game.
Lectures 6 through 9 will focus on the second objective, which is to
have the players that pay purchase more. Similar as with the first
objective, we will provide a variety of methods to increase the socalled ARPPU, the average revenue per paying user. In the tenth
lecture, we will present several hybrid monetization models, which
are a combination of free-2-play and one or more other monetization
methods. And finally, in the last lecture of this course, we will discuss
some of the criticism that the free-2-play game monetization model
has received and we will present for methods to avoid the negative
effects of free-2-play. I believe in practical education, so all lectures
contain real-life examples. FYI: any and all proceeds of the sales of
this course will go directly towards further development of Perfect
Earth (www.perfect-earth.com), so effectively you are helping me
'crowd fund' a game that teaches children about the impact of their
actions on the environment.

Freelance Client Secrets - A Beginner's Guide to
Freelancing

Design

Freelancer Lifestyle

Business

Freelancing Fundamentals
French Beginner Refresher Crash Course

Business
Foreign Language

french for absolute beginners

Foreign Language

Grade Results

This course goes over how to get high paying clients on freelancing
sites like Elance, even if you are a beginner, without cold calling,
networking, or sending spam emails. Some topics include: How to
stand out from your competitors How to target the right clients How
to pick the right sites and channels for finding freelance projects
Setting up payment schedules to ensure you get paid Common
freelancing mistakes that will cause you to fail And more!

This course is an overview of what beginning freelancers or those
considering entering the field may experience in this exciting career
sector. The course is made of four sections with two lectures in
each. Topics will include how to market yourself, workspace, and
how to be productive. Whatever freelance field you are in, this
course can help you better understand the field.

For rusty speakers of French to go back and pick up the basics to
get confidence in speaking French.
in this course, you will learn the basics of the french language:
grammar, vocabulary and more. the course is more than 8 hours of
lectures divided into 8 sections. in each section, you will learn
grammar, vocabulary and other things. if you are a student and want
to learn french, then this is your place. you will get everything you
need to know about french
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French for beginners

Foreign Language
Este curso está compuesto por clases con estructura coherente,
que te van guiando paso a paso para que aprendas de forma fácil
pero consistente. Te voy a enseñar desde cero y poco a poco, todas
las buenas bases que necesitas para empezar bien con el francés.
El curso tiene 36 vídeos, de lecciones, ejercicios y 2 evaluaciones.
También tiene 22 podcasts con todos los diálogos en francés para
escucharlos una y otra vez y 2 ebookscon todo el contenido del
curso más ejercicios complementarios. Al final de este curso,
adquirirás lo esencial para desenvolverte en diálogos básicos si
tienes que ir a Francia, por ejemplo. Serás capaz de saludar y
despedirte en diferentes situaciones, presentarte, hablar de ti o de
otras personas y describirlas, decir lo que te gusta o no te gusta, y
mucho más. Y te enseñaré también las bases para una buena
pronunciación, por supuesto.

French Grammar for absolute beginners

Foreign Language
In this course, you will learn the basics of the French grammar. The
course includes video lectures of 5 to 15 minutes. In addition, there
are many exercise materials in PDF format. The course contains
over 35 lectures and more than 5 hours of content. The Course is
divided into 6 modules. in the first 4 modules, you'll have 5 lectures
plus a quiz in each module. and in the last 2 modules, you'll have 4
lectures plus a quiz in each module. If want to learn or master
French, then this course is for you. Grammar is the backbone of any
language. if you master the grammar, you master the language

French Tenses Made Easy - Master the 10 Main
Tenses Fast!

Foreign Language

Learning the French tenses can be time consuming and,
unfortunately, rather boring if you follow the 'traditional' methods.
This course is designed to help you master the 11 most important
tenses in the fastest possible way by learning how it is formed, when
it is used and, to make it even simpler to remember, what the
English equivalent is! Why not check out my other course, Learn to
Speak: Conversational French at:
https://www.udemy.com/learnfrench --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Work your way
through the tenses in easy-to-follow lectures, then test what you
have learned at the end of each section - as a professional
languages teacher and tutor my experience has shown time and
time again that by revising our learning after short bursts we are able
to remember information MUCH more effectively! Take this course
today and it is GUARANTEED to help your knowledge and
understanding of the French tenses. Whether you are taking your
exams, finals or are just brushing up on your already-developed
language skills then this course WILL help! I am always here to take
questions and I will ALWAYS respond to you. I already teach OVER
2,000 HAPPY STUDENTS on my Learn to Speak: Conversational
French course at Udemy, which can be found by clicking here. The
Conversational French course is great for improving your spoken
French, and would work brilliantly alongside the Tenses course.

Freshman Seminar: Structural Basis of Genetic
Material: Nucleic Acids

Grade Results

Science

Since the discovery of the structure of the DNA double helix in 1953
by Watson and Crick, the information on detailed molecular
structures of DNA and RNA, namely, the foundation of genetic
material, has expanded rapidly. This discovery is the beginning of
the "Big Bang" of molecular biology and biotechnology. In this
seminar, students discuss, from a historical perspective and current
developments, the importance of pursuing the detailed structural
basis of genetic materials.
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frog's FEMA Disaster Relief Innovation

Design
It can be a few days or a few weeks between the time when disaster
strikes and relief organizations can respond; in the meantime,
communities are left fending for themselves. FEMA wanted to make
sure help was available before its workers arrived. So after
Hurricane Sandy, the organization reached out to frog, a Manhattanbased design firm that had felt the effects of the disaster in its own
backyard. Learn how frog's designers and artists paired with
government officials to draft a plan that bridges the gap between
informal and formal relief efforts, and make sure communities are
prepared ahead of time. Their print playbook for implementing
community-run disaster recovery centers (DRCs) proves that design
can help solve problems even on the largest scale.

From Acrylics To Oil Painting in 5 Easy Steps

Design
Many beginners are intimidated by oil painting and paint with acrylics
instead. The approach of painting in layers using oils can be difficult
to control leading to spoiled colors. A way to solve this transition is to
use acrylics to lay out the painting and then move onto oils to
complete the painting. By following a simple step-by-step process
the transition to oil painting can be done quickly and easily.
Complete a large oil painting in one day! This course will show you a
step-by-step method that you can use with confidence. A series of
demonstration videos will clearly show you how to prepare your
painting surface in acrylics. Then compose and lay in your shapes
using acrylics. Develop shapes in acrylics followed by oil painting
stages to complete the painting. This approach will give you
confidence to learn oil painting with a solid foundation in acrylics.
Once you are confident with this transition method you can decide to
leave out the acrylic stage altogether. Alternatively retain the acrylic
stages as a practical method to complete oil paintings quickly. The
course is structured around the typical painting process from idea to
preparation of painting materials and finally the painting steps itself.

From Atoms to Stars: How Physics Explains Our
World
From Freedom Rides to Ferguson: Narratives of
Nonviolence in the American Civil Rights Movement

Science

From Goddard to Apollo: The History of Rockets,
Part 1
From Idea to Salesforce AppExchange App Store
Listing

History

Grade Results

Explore the universe through physics from the smallest micro
particle to the vastness of galaxies.

History
The Modern Civil Rights Movement is a significant landmark in
United States history. This movement was a struggle for human
rights directly challenging the nation to extend its democratic
principles to African Americans and all peoples. This course sheds
light on the often overlooked strategic planning that supported the
direction of the events and is told by a voice intimately involved in
the organization of movement—Dr. Bernard LaFayette, Jr. Topics
include the history of the campaigns, the different coalitions and
groups, philosophy and methods of nonviolent direct action, and the
contemporary application of nonviolent conflict transformation. The
course hosts several guest speakers, including Andrew Young,
Reverend C.T. Vivian, Henry "Hank" Thomas, and Constance Curry.
Explore rocket science from ancient Chinese weaponry to NASA’s
race to get a man on the moon.

Business
When developing business applications, most people think they
need deep experience in programming languages like Objective-C
and Java. Becoming competent in even one of these languages
requires either 1. 1,000s of hours of work. Then, even if you were to
avoid that route, you could 2. end up spending $10,000+ on a
professional developer. After taking this course you’ll be able to both
build and push live your own Salesforce app. I will take you step by
step through the process of building a Salesforce application,
submitting your application to the security review process, packaging
and preparing the application for the AppExchange business app
store. I look forward to seeing you in the class. Thanks, Richard
Ozols
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From Idea to Startup

Business

From Invisible to Invincible - Career Advancement
Success

Business

From Molecules to Behavior: Synaptic
Neurophysiology

Science

From Systems, Inquiry, & Application to the NGSS

Education

From the Big Bang to Dark Energy

Science

This course provides practical proven tools for transforming an idea
into a product or service that creates value for others. As students
acquire these tools, they learn how to tell bad ideas from good, how
to build a winning strategy, how to shape a unique value proposition,
prepare a business plan, compare their innovation to existing
solutions, build flexibility into their plan and determine when best to
quit.
What Does Career Advancement Really Mean? How Do You
Effectively Grow Your Career? How Do You Get Noticed?The career
advancement training course, "From Invisible to Invincible: Career
Advancement Success" will help you to get out of the shadows and
take charge of your career. This training course will cover: The true
meaning of career advancement. Hint: It doesn't always mean,
"moving up the ranks". Why self-assessment is an important piece of
your career advancement journey.

Like transistors in a computer, synapses perform complex
computations and connect the brain's non-linear processing
elements (neurons) into a functional circuit. Understanding the role
of synapses in neuronal computation is essential to understanding
how the brain works. In this course students will be introduced to
cutting-edge research in the field of synaptic neurophysiology. The
course will cover such topics as synapse formation, synaptic
function, synaptic plasticity, the roles of synapses in higher cognitive
processes and how synaptic dysfunction can lead to disease. This
course is one of many Advanced Undergraduate Seminars offered
by the Biology Department at MIT.

This course is designed for any teacher in Washington state who
wants to learn more about the first 3 EALRs in the Washington State
Science Standards and how they connect to the Next Generation
Science Standards. Teachers will develop a deeper understanding
of systems thinking, the multiple ways of doing science (inquiry) and
the design process (engineering). Teachers will also gain multiple
tools and resources for teaching students about these practices and
crosscutting concepts.

We have learned a lot recently about how the Universe evolved in
13.7 billion years since the Big Bang. More than 80% of matter in the
Universe is mysterious Dark Matter, which made stars and galaxies
to form. The newly discovered Higgs-boson became frozen into the
Universe a trillionth of a second after the Big Bang and brought order
to the Universe. Yet we still do not know how ordinary matter (atoms)
survived against total annihilation by Anti-Matter. The expansion of
the Universe started acceleration about 7 billion years ago and the
Universe is being ripped apart. The culprit is Dark Energy, a
mysterious energy multiplying in vacuum. I will present evidence
behind these startling discoveries and discuss what we may learn in
the near future.
From the Gilded Age to the Roaring Twenties: The
Emergence of Modern America

Grade Results

History

This course will explore government policies dealing with AfricanAmericans and Native Americans; the rise of big business and
urbanization; the second industrial revolution and immigration; U.S.
overseas expansion and participation in the First World War; as well
as progressivism and the modernist cultures of the 1920s.
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Front-End JavaScript Frameworks: AngularJS

Computer Science
This course concentrates mainly on Javascript based front-end
frameworks, and in particular, AngularJS, the most popular among
them. We will review the model view controller (MVC) design-pattern
in the context of AngularJS. You will be introduced to various
aspects of AngularJS including two-way data binding and angular
directives and filters. You will then be introduced to angular
controllers and scopes. UI routing and templates will then be
reviewed. Finally we will look at angular modules and services.
Single page application (SPA) development using Angular will also
be explored. You must have either completed the previous course in
the specialization on Bootstrap, or have a working knowledge of
Bootstrap to be able to navigate this course.

Front-End Web Development: Getting Responsive
with Bootstrap

Web Design

Front-End Web UI Frameworks and Tools

Computer Science

FrontPage 2003 Essential Training

Computer Science

This one-day course moves beyond the basics to help you take your
web development skills to the next level. Learn how to integrate welldesigned themes and templates, build responsive pages that look
great on both desktop and mobile, and make the whole thing load
faster for your visitors. Responsive design with HTML5 Boilerplate,
Initializr, and Bootstrap How to use Themeforest and 99 Designs to
make your site look great Web Typography with Google Fonts
Intermediate-level styling with CSS Basic uses of JQuery and
Javascript Page Speed Optimization Demos of LAMP stack,
Meteor.js, and Ruby on Rails Extras: Mailchimp responsive emails,
intro to Github Pages and Jekyll, Comments with Facebook and
Disqus
This course will give you an overview of client-side web frameworks,
in particular Bootstrap. You will learn about grids and responsive
design, Bootstrap CSS and JavaScript components. You will learn
about CSS preprocessors, Less and Sass. You will also learn the
basics of Node.js and NPM and learn about Web tools like Bower.

FrontPage 2003 Essential Training with Garo Green is a moviebased workshop intended for beginning or existing FrontPage users
who want to get up to speed with FrontPage 2003. You'll find hours
of tips and techniques designed to help you understand how to use
the feature-rich tools of FrontPage 2003. The tutorial covers topics
such as FrontPage Web sites, linking, HTML typography, Cascading
Style Sheets, tables, frames, themes, components, forms, how to get
your site online, and much more.
Fueling Sustainability: Engineering Microbial
Systems for Biofuel Production

Science

Full Stack Web Development Specialization
Capstone Project

Computer Science

Grade Results

The need to identify sustainable forms of energy as an alternative to
our dependence on depleting worldwide oil reserves is one of the
grand challenges of our time. The energy from the sun converted
into plant biomass is the most promising renewable resource
available to humanity. This seminar will examine each of the critical
steps along the pathway towards the conversion of plant biomass
into ethanol. This course is one of many Advanced Undergraduate
Seminars offered by the Biology Department at MIT.

The Capstone project is the culmination of your journey through the
Full Stack Web Development specialization. The Capstone project is
aimed at building a fully functional front-end Application (both Web
App designed using Bootstrap+AngularJS, and hybrid mobile app
implemented using the Ionic framework) and full server-side
implementation using Node.js+Express+MongoDB (possibly using a
higher level framework). The project provides you an opportunity to
demonstrate the skills that you have acquired from the courses
within the specialization.
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Fun with Beginner LEGO MindStorms EV3 Robotics.

Mathematics
This is a robotics course for absolute beginners. Over the last seven
years we have had requests from grandparents, parents and
teachers who claim to have no technical knowledge, that the free
tutorials we have provided over the Internet be put together in a
course that assumes absolutely no prior technical background, a
course that they can use to help their middle school age
grandchildren/children/students have fun with robots. In this
Robotics course for absolute beginners we try to answer that
request, converting many of our free tutorials for use with Lego’s
new EV3 MindStorms set. This course is about having fun building
small Lego MindStorms EV3 robots, finding out how to command
them to smile and speak, travel in straight and curved lines, and how
to follow the edge of a line. This mini-course includes about 2 hours
of video tutorials. How long students take to complete this course
varies enormously between students, but as a rough indication, we
have used videos similar to these as the basis for about half of an 8week, 2 hours per week after-school course for classes from Grade
5 to Grade 8, and for Adult Education and Parent/Child classes. The
course is structured as a “hands-on” “Learning-by-Doing” course,
with new programming ideas introduced only when they are
immediately needed by the robot. There is an absolute minimum of
“talking-head” videos. You will need to have access to a Lego
MindStorms EV3 set. The course is suitable for both the Lego EV3
Education and the Lego EV3 Home sets. The course shows you how
to download a free EV3-G Editor from Lego. This Lego Editor is
suitable for both Windows and Apple computers, but does not work
for Linux, tablets or smart phones. However the course videos can
be played back on these devices, so that you can have the video
directions available on a tablet right alongside your Lego set as you
go through this course. We have used the videos in this course
during both individual and full-class lessons. The videos have also
been used successfully by home study students. The course
includes downloadable arenas that can be printed out on A1 or A3
printers, for use during this course. Enjoy!

Fun With Brazilian Portuguese
Fun With Photoshop: Turn Your Photos Into Striking
Collages

Foreign Language
Photography

Fun with Prime Numbers: The Mysterious World of
Mathematics
Fun, Simple and Useful Math for Kids! (Part 6/6)

Mathematics

Functional Hardware Verification
Functional Hardware Verification

Computer Science
Computer Science

Grade Results

In this course, attendees will learn how to create a collage in
Photoshop CS5 using their own images. They'll also learn six
different enhancements they can use to customize their collage, and
they'll learn many skills and techniques in Photoshop along the way
... skills they can use in all of their future Photoshop projects.
Structured so attendees can follow along every step of the way, and
pause between lectures to implement what they just learned on a
collage of their own, this course is designed to make working in
Photoshop FUN! So if you've always wanted to learn how to get
creative and make some fun collages in PhotoShop ... this is the
perfect course for you!!! The best part? It's not just dry theory and
instruction. You'll finish up this course with a completed collage of
your own ... and know how to create many more unique and varied
collages, so this isn't just a one project course. This course will open
up a whole world of possibilities for you! And ALL of the skills you
learn will prove invaluable to you in future courses ... text, fonts,
brushes, layers, images, clipping masks, transform, grouping, file
format, and so much more!
Learn about prime numbers, solve math problems and explore
recent discoveries and theories.

Mathematics

(This course is no longer available) This course will teach you how to
think like a verification engineer. It will show the software
development aspects you need to know to ensure chips are working
as expected. You will learn how to implement verification
environments.
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Functional Programming Principles in Scala

Computer Science

Fund Your Creative Startup

Business

Fundamental Beauty & Contouring Technique

Basic Skills

Fundamental principles of working with Photoshop

Design

Learn about functional programming, and how it can be effectively
combined with object-oriented programming. Gain practice in writing
clean functional code, using the Scala programming language.
Everyone has a dream to create something. This Start Up Capital
course shows you how to fund it and make it a reality.

Photoshop - very unusual program! It is on everyone's lips, its all
want to learn, but at the same time, it is so complex that only a few
possess it. And the main problem is that people simply do not know
how to approach it and how to study it! For some reason, many
people think that Photoshop can be explored at random, as any
simple program or the remote control for the TV. The man, not
knowing the basics, starting to poke all the necessary and
unnecessary tools receives the output complete nonsense and starts
to get upset because of this. Have you ever wondered why people
do not give a driver's license until they pass a theoretical course and
then do not consolidate their knowledge of driving practice? The
answer is simple: all and so it is clear that without appropriate
training people not leave and can not only ruin your own car, but also
cause damage to someone else. The same is the case with any
complicated computer program, such as for example Photoshop or
3DS Max. Without theoretical training and practical exercises to
catch something here! But with my help, I will help you learn the
basics of Photoshop. So let's start learning =)

Fundamentals of Audio and Music Engineering: Part
1 Musical Sound & Electronics

Music

Fundamentals of Biology

Science

Fundamentals of Character Animation

Design

In this course students learn the basic concepts of acoustics and
electronics and how they can applied to understand musical sound
and make music with electronic instruments. Topics include: sound
waves, musical sound, basic electronics, and applications of these
basic principles in amplifiers and speaker design.
Fundamentals of Biology focuses on the basic principles of
biochemistry, molecular biology, genetics, and recombinant DNA.
These principles are necessary to understanding the basic
mechanisms of life and anchor the biological knowledge that is
required to understand many of the challenges in everyday life, from
human health and disease to loss of biodiversity and environmental
quality.
The fundamentals of great character animation are rooted in posing
your model in a way that reads true, animating from pose to pose to
mimic natural movement, and simulating convincing dialogue. Start
here to learn the skills all beginning animators need to know to bring
their characters to life, regardless of software or style. Author and
animator George Maestri first teaches you how to position your
model and create realistic poses that tell stories and consider
balance and weight. Next, you'll take those poses and animate
between them in what's called pose-to-pose animation. Then you'll
get your character moving in a basic walk cycle, add expression to
the face, and incorporate dialogue. Finally, you'll learn how to tie all
the fundamentals together in a scene complete with pose-to-pose
animation and dialogue.

Fundamentals of Character Animation: Locomotion

Grade Results

Design

Getting characters to walk is one thing; adding character to a walk is
another. But it's not impossible and it's not software specific. In fact,
the locomotion techniques in this course apply to any style of
animation: 2D or 3D, hand-drawn or digital. The only thing you need
to bring is personality. George Maestri shows how to make your
character walk, run, and skip with style, and subtly move the story
along.
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Fundamentals of Corporate Finance

Finance

Fundamentals of Cosmometry
Fundamentals of Design

Mathematics
Design

Fundamentals of Digital Image and Video Processing

Engineering

Fundamentals of Direct Marketing: Practices that
Profit

Marketing

Fundamentals of Electrical Engineering

Engineering

Fundamentals of Engineering Exam Review

Engineering

Fundamentals of Excel for Business

Business

In this course you will learn the principles and models of financial
analysis of a firm based on the criteria of value creation.
Improve the visual competency of any website or application by
keeping design in mind. Learn the fundamental design principles of
typography, color and layout.
In this class you will learn the basic principles and tools used to
process images and videos, and how to apply them in solving
practical problems of commercial and scientific interests.

The Fundamentals of Direct Marketing course will teach you what is
direct marketing with its practical, to-the-point guide to the basics of
direct / target marketing that you need to know in order to succeed in
the industry, whether you are just getting started, or a seasoned
business professional. No vague theories here. You will learn what
tactics work, what can go wrong, and why based on real-world
experience. The course is divided into 12 on-demand presentation
videos with accompanying documents and information. We will
cover a variety of topics including: Understanding the Industry Direct
Marketing Media (direct mail, print ads, TV, radio, online, mobile, and
more)Designing Compelling Creative Direct Marketing Solutions for
Profit, Testing & Response Management ,Putting Data Into Action,
Working With or For a DM Agency Trends That are Impacting the
Industry. Take this Direct Marketing course today and learn direct
marketing solutions to make more profit.
This course probes fundamental ideas in electrical engineering,
seeking to understand how electrical signals convey information,
how bits can represent smooth signals like music and how modern
communication systems work.
The purpose of this course is to review the material covered in the
Fundamentals of Engineering (FE) exam to enable the student to
pass it. It will be presented in modules corresponding to the FE
topics, particularly those in Civil and Mechanical Engineering. Each
module will review main concepts, illustrate them with examples, and
provide extensive practice problems.

This course covers fundamental concepts in spreadsheet modeling
with Microsoft Excel for business by Dr.Ramesh Sankaranarayanan,
Associate Professor of Business at the University of Connecticut
(UConn). This course is designed to help Business School students
(undergraduate and MBA) as well as practicing managers and
executives become more effective users of excel spreadsheets. All
concepts are explained using business examples demonstrated via
short videos. Each video is classroom-tested and explains the main
concepts as well as things to watch out for. Each video lesson is
designed to be self-contained: you can view the video and work on
the spreadsheet without referring to other videos. Supplementary
materials include one “before” and one “after” excel file. For best
results, you should download the “before” file, follow along with the
video, and compare your completed spreadsheet with the “after” file.
After completing this course you should have the fundamental
concepts necessary to use Excel successfully in your workplace or
school. While this course uses Excel 2010 to illustrate the concepts,
you can apply these concepts in Excel 2007 or 2013 as well.

Fundamentals of Fluid Power

Grade Results

Engineering

Fluid power has the highest power density of all conventional powertransmission technologies. Learn the benefits and limitations of fluid
power, how to analyze fluid power components and circuits, and how
to design and simulate fluid power circuits for applications.
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Fundamentals of GIS

Science

Fundamentals of Global Energy Business

Business

Fundamentals of Graphic Design

Design

Explore the world of spatial analysis and cartography with
geographic information systems (GIS). In this class you will learn the
basics of the industry’s leading software tool, ArcGIS, during four
week-long modules:
Learn about diverse and integrated markets for primary energy, and
the essential considerations driving business leaders and policy
makers in development of global energy resources.

Graphic Design is all around us! Words and pictures—the building
blocks of graphic design—are the elements that carry the majority of
the content in both the digital world and the printed world. As graphic
design becomes more visible and prevalent in our lives, graphic
design as a practice becomes more important in our culture.
Through visual examples, this course will teach you the fundamental
principles of graphic design: imagemaking, typography, composition,
working with color and shape... foundational skills that are common
in all areas of graphic design practice. I don't just want you to watch
a video of someone talking about design, I want you to MAKE
design! If you want to be a designer you have to be a maker, a
communicator, so this course will offer you lots of opportunities to
get your hands dirty with exercises and with more practical projects.
At the end of this course you will have learnt how to explore and
investigate visual representation through a range of image-making
techniques; have understand basic principles of working with shape,
color and pattern; been exposed to the language and skills of
typography; and understand and have applied the principles of
composition and visual contrast. If you complete the course, along
with its optional (but highly recommended) briefs, you will have a
core set of graphic design skills that you can apply to your own
projects, or to more deeply investigate a specialized area of graphic
design.

Fundamentals of Management

Business
Are you about to enter the workforce? Are you an emerging
professional? Are you new to your role in the organization? All
prospective new employees benefit from understanding
management principles, roles and responsibilities, regardless of
position. Now you can acquire an in-depth understanding of the
basic concepts and theories of management while exploring the
manager's operational role in all types of organizations. Gain insight
into the manager's responsibility in planning, organizing, leading,
staffing and controlling within the workplace. It’s never too soon to
plan your professional path by learning how the best managers
manage for success!

Grade Results
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Fundamentals of Marketing Research

Marketing

The course takes you through the basic theoretical and practical
aspects of the research world and helps you understand how
marketing research has become an essential part of every
business.This course depicts the types of Research,its importance,
the process,concepts in Research as well as covers practical
aspects of fieldwork, data analysis and interpretation. Do you have a
product idea? You think that this product will work in the market but
not sure. The determining factor of whether it will sell or not depends
on your market. Before launching this product in the market, we
need to answer a few questions like whether the product will really
sell. If there is a market exists for the product or not. Whether there
is a competitor with similar product in the market. What segment the
product will attract more? Where will I find this segment? And many
more questions need to be answered before launching the product.
That means a good market research is very important before
launching a product. And digging even deeper into the market to see
what sort of things buyers are saying they like or don't like is also
important. This helps you create a better product or service, or
improve your existing one, to be exactly what your potential buyers
want. So whether you have an idea you "think will sell," or you have
a product or service already created, you'll have the peace of mind
that you're doing the right thing, and ensure that you have done
everything in your power to know whether or not your idea will sell. In
this course, we will touch upon every important aspects required for
doing a great research. This course will help you better understand
how to examine your market further to uncover what your buyers
really want – which is the most important aspect in developing your
product or service. We will cover the following modules in this
course: ·Market Research Basics ·Market Research Process ·Types
of researches, classifications ·Questionnaire, scaling, rating etc
· Sampling ·Field Procedures ·Hypothesis Testing ·Case Study

Fundamentals of Music Theory

Music

Fundamentals of Online Education: Planning and
Application
Fundamentals of Project Planning and Management

Education

Fundamentals of Quantitative Modeling

Finance

Business

This course will introduce students to the theory of music, providing
them with the skills needed to read and write Western music
notation, as well as to understand, analyse, and listen informedly. It
will cover material such as pitches and scales, intervals, clefs,
rhythm, form, meter, phrases and cadences, and basic harmony.

Planning principles and execution methods can help projects be run
more effectively and efficiently. This is an introductory course on the
key concepts of planning and executing projects. We will identify
factors that lead to project success, and learn how to plan, analyze,
and manage projects. You’ll be exposed to state-of-the-art
methodologies and consider the challenges of various types of
projects.

How can you put data to work for you? Specifically, how can
numbers in a spreadsheet tell us about present and past business
activities, and how can we use them to forecast the future? The
answer is in building quantitative models, and this course is
designed to help you understand the fundamentals of this critical,
foundational, business skill. Through a series of short lectures,
demonstrations, and assignments, you’ll learn the key ideas and
process of quantitative modeling so that you can begin to create
your own models for your own business or enterprise. By the end of
this course, you will have seen a variety of practical commonly used
quantitative models as well as the building blocks that will allow you
to start structuring your own models. These building blocks will be
put to use in the other courses in this Specialization.

Grade Results
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Fundamentals of Rehearsing Music Ensembles

Music

Fundamentals of Six Sigma: Quality Engineering and
Management

Business

Fundamentals of Software Version Control
Fundamentals of Structured Writing for Technical
Documentation

Computer Science
Literature

Fundamentals of Technical Writing

Literature

Learn and practice the basic principles of running an effective music
ensemble rehearsal. Techniques and strategies are applicable to a
variety of ensembles, including bands, orchestras, choirs, and
chamber groups.
This business and management course balances the quantitative
elements of quality engineering with a managerial approach to using
quality in an organization to effect change. We cover the statistical
basics needed for a Six-Sigma Green Belt certification, following the
well-known process-improvement cycle: Define, Measure, Analyze,
Improve, and Control. The most important quality methods and
techniques are taught, including sampling, statistical process control,
process capability, regression analysis, and design of experiments.
Quality management is examined, from the viewpoint of quality
incorporated into product design, measuring and controlling quality
in production and improving quality, using interactive, guided
projects and case studies. The course closes with the presentation
of a full Six-Sigma project.

The field of technical writing has come a long way from writing
clearly and concisely using a keyboard into a new world of structured
writing and content management. Documents are no longer written
and published as individual entities within a documentation set but
rather written as data segments for reuse on systems that automate
processes for controlling and managing the segments.

Do you have a knack for explaining complex subjects in a way that
makes them easy to understand? If so, you should consider entering
the well-paying field of technical writing. This course will teach you
the skills you need to succeed as a technical writer. You will learn
how to translate complex information into easily understood
language, and how to become a wizard at marrying the art of
publishing with the science of technology. You'll learn the secrets of
successful technical writers, including technical writing conventions,
interviewing skills, desktop publishing and formatting techniques, key
tips for developing graphics and templates, documentation
management, and how to publish documents both on paper and
electronically. You'll also learn how to get your first job as a technical
writer, plus tricks of the trade that enable you to create high-quality
documentation with less work.
Fundamentals of Video: Cameras and Shooting

Grade Results

Photography
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Fundamentals of Web Design

Web Design
This course is geared for you to understand not only what design is,
but how to recognize great design and understand why it's great. We
will go through a total of 4 stages for this course. This stage being
the first, we will understand what webdesign is. In the second stage,
you will learn the TYPOGRAPHY. In the third stage, you will learn
how to use COLORS, color schemes, types. Finally, In Stage 4 we
talk about LAYOUT, Grid, White-Space. By the end of Design
Foundations, you'll have a great understanding of design and the
design process; also, how to implement design in your future
projects. Also we create 4 quiz for you to practice what you will learn
in this course. Will you have the credentials to jump into a web
design position at the end of the course? No. You will simply have
the tools of understanding good design, allowing you to move
forward in your design career. When can you start calling yourself a
designer? The answer to that is right now. You've consciously made
a decision to take on the role as a designer through this course.
From this very moment and moving forward, Designer, it's up to you
to better yourself and to master the craft of design. This course will
specifically be focusing on brand identity design, more specifically,
conceptual, print, and web design scenarios. So make sure to pay
close attention.

Fundamentos de Comunicaciones Ópticas

Engineering

Fundamentos de Electromagnetismo para Ingeniería

Engineering

Se tratan conceptos básicos de las comunicaciones ópticas como el
guiado, los modos, la atenuación o la dispersión y el diseño de
sistemas.
En este curso se investigan las causas y se definen las leyes de la
interacción electromagnética. Esta interacción es una de las más
importantes que caracterizan nuestra vida diaria, ya que muchos de
los fenómenos que se observan a nuestro alrededor, incluidos los
químicos y biológicos, son debidos a la interacción electromagnética
entre átomos y moléculas. Este curso se centra en analizar el origen
de esta interacción y describir las leyes físicas que la gobiernan.

Fundamentos del Emprendimiento: Pensamiento y
Acción

Business

Fundraising Accelerator - A 4-part course to raise big
money
Fundraising Masters: The Ultimate Resource to
Raising Money

Business

Grade Results

El éxito en los negocios puede aumentar enormemente cuando se
comprenden las características de emprendimiento claves y las
soluciones basadas en las competencias. En este curso interactivo
se brinda el conocimiento que los emprendedores potenciales
necesitan para tener éxito en una oportunidad empresarial. Entre los
temas se incluyen los siguientes: cómo evaluar de la mejor manera
posible la creatividad, la oportunidad y la viabilidad; estrategias de
negocios para nuevos emprendimientos; la importancia de un plan
de negocios; cómo alcanzar el éxito en un nuevo negocio. Al
finalizar el curso, los estudiantes contarán con las aptitudes y la
confianza necesarias para evaluar la puesta en marcha de un
negocio, y adquirirán un enfoque más emprendedor respecto de la
manera de aproximarse al papel que desempeñarán si deciden
trabajar en organizaciones.
I have raised over $70 million in funds for nonprofits throughout my
career. Let me show you how.

Business
These days, entrepreneurs and small businesses are struggling to
find the capital they need to grow their business. Business owners
keep on asking how to raise money fast. Skills aren’t the issue; there
are plenty of management teams who are experts at what they do.
Experience isn’t the issue, majority of business owners have been in
the workforce for over 10 years. Access to these investors is the
issue. The reality is, most entrepreneurs and small business owners
fail within two years of incorporation because they don’t know how to
find, engage or attract investors. At INVESTyR, it is our mission to
better people’s lives by improving their access to capital.
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Future Cities

Architecture

Future Masculinity

Social Sciences

Understand a city’s people, components, functions, scales and
dynamics, as precondition for its sustainable design and
management.

Masculinity, as shaped by both men and women, has a profound
impact upon the world in which we live and functions as a core
problem for social sustainability. Yet few people stop to question the
forms of masculinity that have been passed to them, let alone
construct a more conscious alternative. Via video, audio and text,
Future Masculinity will help both men and women understand how
masculinity functions in contemporary society, and how it can be reimagined for a sustainable future. Many of society's problems are
related to the social construction of masculinity: How is masculinity
defined? How is masculinity asserted within society? These
questions are answered in this course via a number of key themes:
history, sexuality, relationships, fatherhood, archetypes, and
spirituality. By questioning the social construction of masculinity
within our everyday lives, we can make massive changes to society
encouraging a more sustainable way of living that can be enjoyed by
men, women, children, and the world in which we live.

G+ Social Power: Getting Started & Set-Up On
Google Plus

Business

G-Protein Coupled Receptors: Vision and Disease

Science

Game Asset Modeling - The Sci-Fi Modular Floor
Workflow

Design

Game Asset Modeling - The SciFi Pistol Workflow

Design

Grade Results

Many of my students, individuals and businesses have asked me
about Google+. Why should they be on it? How can I get started? I
am on Google+ now what? Well, I have all the answers and more for
you in this brand new course called: G+ Social Power: Getting
Started & Set-Up On Google+. This comprehensive course walks
you from beginning to end so that you too can understand how to
use Google+. Why is Google+ Important? Google+ is the second
largest social media networking site in the world. Google+ has 359
million monthly active users A referral from Google+ is worth an
average of $10.78, compared to Facebook at $2.35 and Twitter at
$1.62. Google+ users spend 6 minutes and 20 seconds on average
compared to Facebook users who spend 3 minutes and 53 seconds.
Access to 6 Modules (20 Videos) Module 1: Overview of the
Google+ Platform Module 2: Getting Started on Google+ Module 3:
Google+ Page Management and Awareness Building Module 4:
Google+ Pages and Tools

How do we communicate with the outside world? How are our
senses of vision, smell, taste and pain controlled at the cellular and
molecular levels? What causes medical conditions like allergies,
hypertension, depression, obesity and various central nervous
system disorders? G-protein coupled receptors (GPCRs) provide a
major part of the answer to all of these questions. GPCRs constitute
the largest family of cell-surface receptors and in humans are
encoded by more than 1,000 genes.
Starting with the normal map baking process in 3ds Max, we'll create
a color and specular map using Photoshop, use selection masks
created with Render to Texture, set up a material for the floor piece,
and finally add some lights and decals when we put it all together
inside of UDK. With lots of great tips and practical hands on
techniques, this video serves as a great workflow tutorial for high
quality game assets.
In this intermediate course, Galen Davis takes us through the full
workflow process of creating this SciFi Pistol from start to finish!
We'll be covering the modeling workflow, approach the high poly
process, as well as baking, texturing, and presenting the weapon
inside of Marmoset!
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Game Character Creation in Maya

Design
Get a thorough overview of techniques for creating characters for
video games or real-time rendered applications. Author Chris Reilly
covers low-poly modeling, texturing and animation, using 3D model
and texture assets created in Maya and Adobe Photoshop. The
course also includes an overview of Unity 3, including importing
characters and making interactive animations with the Script Editor.

Game Design and Development Capstone

Computer Science
In the game design and development capstone, you will create an
original game from initial concept through implementation and then
launch it to the world! Along the way, you will have the opportunity to
put your game ideas in front of your peers and for the best-of-thebest you will have the chance to get feedback from game industry
professionals. The capstone experience gives you the opportunity to
push your skills further and demonstrate your newfound skills as a
game developer. The capstone also contains guest talks from game
industry professionals at Riot Games, Deep Silver Volition, Iron
Galaxy, Radiant Entertainment, Goodgame Studios, Stardock,
GREE, Heart Shaped Games, Kongregate, and more.

Game designing using scratch

Design

use coupon code= GOODDAY to get it for just $5 Scratch has been
developed by the Lifelong Learning Group at the MIT Media Lab. It is
a platform that promotes mathematical and computational skills as
well as creativity, reasoning and collaborative working. Scratch can
be used to make a number of multimedia applications such as
games, animations, simulations, stories and art and even program
robots like play i. Every object (sprite) that is used in a scratch
project can have one or more scripts attached to it. These scripts
add behaviours to sprites and allow them to act in anyway the user
feels suitable in context to the project. The scripts are made up of
building blocks that are grouped by category, such as control, motion
and sensing. There is very little keyboard input required by the user
as all the script blocks are dragged to the scripting area with the
mouse and ‘clicked’ together like lego. All sprites and backgrounds
can be created by the user using the built-in paint editor. However,
Scratch also allows users to bring in content from other sources. For
example, images you have scanned, photographed or taken from
the web. It also comes with a library of sprites and backgrounds to
get you started quickly. Music and sound effects are just as flexible.
Either use the built sounds, record your own from within Scratch or
use sounds you have created with another program. My games
made using scratch are: gen island shoot duck hunt remix(got
featured in cover page of scratch official website) table tennis (got
featured in cover page of scratch official website) flappy bird remix

Game Development Crash Course with Corona SDK

Computer Science

Game Development for Modern Platforms

Computer Science

Discover how easy it is to create your own mobile game for iOS &
Android in this Game Development Course for Beginners!

The device or "platform" that a game is developed for and played on
has a massive impact on the game development process. In this
hands-on course you will explore how to develop a game for a
variety of modern platforms, including Web, Windows, Mac OS X,
iOS, and Android. While building a complete game, you will learn
intermediate and advanced game development techniques in the
Unity game engine. By the end of the course, you will understand
how to develop, refine, package, and prepare your game for
distribution on a variety of game platforms. Particular attention will be
given to developing a 2D platformer game that supports multiple
forms of input (keyboard/mouse, controller, and touch), works across
multiple forms of output (screen size, screen resolution, sound), and
performs well on a variety of computing devices.
Game Development Made Easy

Grade Results

Design
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Game Programming A to Z: Space Rocks

Computer Science

Learn to build everything from game art to sound effects, then
program your own quality video game.

Game Programming Primer

Computer Science

Learn to program video games with this course covering DarkBASIC
Pro. This is a course for beginners.

Game Prop Creation in 3ds Max

Design
Explore the world of modeling and texturing game props and assets
in Autodesk 3ds Max. Author Adam Crespi demonstrates how to
create both small and large props, from tools to shipping containers.
The course begins with cloning and instancing objects for ease of
modeling and unwrapping, and segues into multiple methods of
unwrapping and painting texture by hand in Adobe Photoshop. Adam
looks at various plug-ins that assist with normal map generation as
well as sculpting in Mudbox, a digital sculpting application that can
add realism and detail to your models. Finally, the course shows how
to add lights to a scene and preview the objects in-game.

Game Prop Creation in Maya
Game Theory

Design
Mathematics

Game Theory 101

Social Sciences
Economics

Game Theory Economics with Yale Professor Ben
Polak

The course covers the basics: representing games and strategies,
the extensive form (which computer scientists call game trees),
repeated and stochastic games, coalitional games, and Bayesian
games (modeling things like auctions).

Learn game theory economics from Yale professor Ben Polak.
Topics covered: dominance, signaling, commitment and more.

Game Theory II: Advanced Applications

Computer Science

This advanced course considers how to design interactions between
agents in order to achieve good social outcomes. Three main topics
are covered: social choice theory (i.e., collective decision making),
mechanism design, and auctions.

Games without Chance: Combinatorial Game Theory

Mathematics

This course will cover the mathematical theory and analysis of
simple games without chance moves.

Games, Sensors and Media

Computer Science

Gamification

Computer Science

Gamification

Design

Grade Results

You will learn to make fluid digital interactive experiences that are
suitable for gaming and use the advanced sensor hardware built into
the iPhone and iPad. This includes drawing 2D graphics, playing
sounds and music, integrating with Game Center, the iOS physics
engine and detecting device orientation and location.
Gamification is the application of game elements and digital game
design techniques to non-game problems, such as business and
social impact challenges. This course will teach you the mechanisms
of gamification, why it has such tremendous potential, and how to
use it effectively.
Gamification is the integration of game dynamics into a website,
service, community, content or campaign in order to drive
participation. This introductory course will begin discussions on
identifying and defining gamification and present its benefits and
risks. The succeeding modules will discuss pitfalls, characteristics
and elements in gamification. A discussion about the usage of
gamification, specifically in the areas of education and business will
be included in this course. Last but not the least, some trends, realtime applications and the future of gamification will be discussed.
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Gamification - engage customers in your business!
LITE.

Design

GarageBand '08 Essential Training

Music

GarageBand '09 Essential Training

Music

Gamification: the hottest marketing trend - learn how to win new
audiences and engage existing customers. Are customers now less
likely to engage fully in the life and activity of your company? The old
myths about the power of pricing, wide product range, good selling
location and frequent promotion aren't pulling in as much profit as
before. Average customers are no longer responding to "total sale"
or "new product launch" or "available everywhere". They are fed up
with that. They become fussier. But what if you could make your
clients draw some pleasure from the same old and introduce a
mechanism that can subtly provoke them to shop more often?
Before you know it, they will get to love your products and start
bringing in steadfast long-term proceeds to your company. It's
possible, and we know how to do it! The solution you need is
gamification. It's become one of the hottest trends in marketing right
now. But best of all, it's a trend that actually works.

GarageBand '08 allows users to create and edit music on the Mac,
whether for podcasts or professional movie soundtracks. Musician
and expert instructor Garrick Chow demonstrates how to create a
song entirely from scratch using loops, software instruments, and
real instruments. Even non-musicians can get in on the game with
the new Magic GarageBand feature. In addition, Garrick explains
how to perform multi-track recording, automate effects, export sound
files to iTunes, and much more. Exercise files accompany the
tutorials.

Amateurs and professionals alike can use GarageBand to produce
and share great music. In GarageBand '09 Essential Training,
composer Damian Allen shows how GarageBand has broadened the
spectrum of musical possibilities and made composing more
accessible, even for beginners. He explains the basics of how
GarageBand's tracks work with the loops provided, then discusses
recording live instruments, working with the new virtual guitar rigs,
creating custom loops, and playing GarageBand's built-in software
instruments. He also demonstrates how to apply processor effects
and use the application's audio editing tools to mix and master a final
song. Exercise files accompany the course.
GarageBand '11 Essential Training

Grade Results

Music
This course is a comprehensive guide to the popular digital audio
software from Apple, demonstrating the tools and techniques to
create, edit, and publish music and podcasts. Author Todd Howard
covers the ins and outs of the application, from interfacing with
external devices, exploring Apple Loops, and recording instrument
and vocal tracks to creating successful mixes, performing edits, and
sharing finished projects. Additionally, the course introduces the new
features in GarageBand '11, including Flex Time and Groove
Matching, which provide powerful methods for editing and tightening
up the rhythmic timing of tracks.
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GarageBand Essential Training

Music
GarageBand is the most accessible, affordable, and easy-to-learn
multitrack recording application available. Learn how to start creating
your own music with GarageBand here in this course. Garrick Chow
shows how to create a new project, add loops (prerecorded sounds
and drum beats) to quickly build a song, create your own custom
loops, and use Drummer to create custom beats. He describes how
to connect a MIDI keyboard controller and record with software
instruments. Then he shows how to edit tracks, create a click track,
and even print musical notation of your MIDI tracks. Next, he
demonstrates how to record audio tracks into GarageBand, focusing
on recording guitars and using multiple takes to create a comp track.
Garrick then explains how to arrange, edit, and mix your projects
using the arrangement track and the built-in effects. Next, he shows
how to export your project, share it with the world, save it to iCloud,
and archive it. Finally, Garrick shows how to use your iPad with
GarageBand and how to open projects created in GarageBand for
iOS, the mobile version of the app.

GarageBand for Mac New Features

Music
Have a Mac? You have GarageBand, the most accessible,
affordable, and easy-to-learn music recording software available.
And with the release of GarageBand for OS X 10.9 Mavericks, it has
some powerful new ways to spark your creativity. In this course,
Garrick Chow covers the latest features in this serious update,
including how to use Drummer, Smart Controls, and the new Visual
EQ. He also covers remote controlling GarageBand with an iPad,
using iCloud to access GarageBand projects from almost anywhere,
and how you can open GarageBand for iOS projects on the desktop.

GarageBand: A Comprehensive Guide to Making
Music

Music

Garrick Chow

Computer Science

Gathering and Developing the News

Literature

Grade Results

The goal of this course is to give you an moderately in-depth look at
the facilities GarageBand offers you to make music. Since this is a
fairly straight-forward piece of software compared to its big brother,
Logic Pro, I will help you squeeze maximum productivity out of
GarageBand in a relatively short amount of time. The first thing you
will learn are the basic sectors of GarageBand and their functions.
Following this, I will dive into the individual sectors of the software,
one at a time, and then eventually help you to integrate them
together to create a final product. The course, therefore, will first
focus on the individual parts of the software, followed by how to
combine the parts to allow you to get to the fun part: making music!

Contribute CS3 is the tool of choice for non-web designers who need
to make changes and updates to an existing website without fear of
accidentally damaging the site. In Contribute CS3 Essential Training
, instructor Garrick Chow explains the process of setting up the
Contribute CS3 workflow. He also covers how to collaborate with
others to create and maintain a site and how to write and update
blog entries.
You will learn best practices, and the ethics and expectations
regarding sources and audiences, involved in successful journalism.
The production of Journalism relies on several elements:
newsgathering, interviewing sources, researching and trying to find
as much information as possible. The course will also teach you how
to where to find information, interviewing skills and how to process
information from various sources for publication.
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GCSE Biology

Education
The course is designed to reinforce the key ideas of the B2 biology
unit for the Edexcel GCSE Science. The revision has been
developed to give you a range of resources to use either on demand
or with live lessons with a CRB cleared and quality assured teacher.
The on demand learning uses recorded mini lessons with tasks,
short revision key idea boosters, quizzes and past exam style
questions. The live lessons are run six weeks prior to examinations,
helping you to have expert help just when you need it. The live
lessons are included in the price and this is nearly 6 hours of tuition
with a qualified teacher using the Udemy live sessions just before
your exams. The content is also suitable for iGSCE students as it
covers the key concepts of Biology at GCSE level up to A*.

GCSE Biology: OCR B1

Education
This is the complete GCSE Biology B1 course with videos, quizzes
and additional content, in this course you will learn: •about the heart
and how it may lead to high and low blood pressure. We also
discuss the differences between fitness and health •the health
implications of smoking and the dangerous chemicals in cigarette
smoke. We also look at smokers cough which is higher level •the
importance of a healthy diet. We examine the role of carbohydrates,
fats and proteins. EAR is also discussed in terms of the amount of
protein recommended in a daily diet. •the different types of
pathogens and the diseases that they may cause. •how the body
recognises foreign pathogens and how the immune system protects
us from infection •the strength and limitations of vaccines •how
malaria is transferred from human to human and steps that can be
made to reduce the spread of malaria •A quick discussion on drug
testing, including blind and double blind trials •A discussion on was
to reduce the risks of getting cancer and the difference between a
benign and malignant tumour •the structure of the eye and the
functions of the main parts of the eye. •the nervous system including
neurones and spinal reflexes •different types of drugs such as
depressants, hallucinogens, stimulants and again look at the
dangers of smoking •examine homeostasis and how temperature
and blood sugar is regulated •look at how plants respond to light and
gravity and the commercial uses of plant hormones •chromosomes
and inheritance. Variation is caused by mutations and we look at
dominant and recessive alleles Thanks for clicking on the page!
Happy learning!

GCSE Chemistry: Edexcel C1 part 1

Education

GCSE Maths- Your ultimate In-depth video guide

Education

Gender and Sexuality
Gender Through Comic Books
General Calculus I
General Calculus I
General Calculus II
General Calculus II
General Chemistry I
General Chemistry I
General Chemistry I with Lab
General Chemistry II
General Chemistry 大学化学

Psychology
Psychology
Mathematics
Mathematics
Business
Mathematics
Science
Science
Science
Science
Science

Grade Results

The course is designed to reinforce the key ideas of the C1
chemistry unit for the Edexcel GCSE Science. The revision is
designed to give you a range of resources to use either on demand
or with live lessons with a CRB cleared and quality assured teacher.
The on demand learning uses recorded mini lessons with tasks,
short revision key idea boosters, quizzes and past exam style
questions. The live lessons are run six weeks prior to examinations,
helping you to have expert help just when you need it.
Comprehensive Video Guide to GCSE Maths (downloadable)

This is a general chemistry course for college freshmen who are
majoring in science, medicine or engineering.
这是㇐门面向大学理科生的普通化学课程。
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General Chemistry: Concept Development and
Application

Science
This course will cover the topics of a full year, two semester General
Chemistry course. We will use a free on-line textbook, Concept
Development Studies in Chemistry, available via Rice’s Connexions
project. The fundamental concepts in the course will be introduced
via the Concept Development Approach developed at Rice
University. In this approach, we will develop the concepts you need
to know from experimental observations and scientific reasoning
rather than simply telling you the concepts and then asking you to
simply memorize or apply them. So why use this approach? One
reason is that most of us are inductive learners, meaning that we like
to make specific observations and then generalize from there. Many
of the most significant concepts in Chemistry are counter-intuitive.
When we see where those concepts come from, we can more
readily accept them, explain them, and apply them. A second reason
is that scientific reasoning in general and Chemistry reasoning in
particular are inductive processes. This Concept Development
approach illustrates those reasoning processes. A third reason is
that this is simply more interesting! The structure and reactions of
matter are fascinating puzzles to be solved by observation and
reasoning. It is more fun intellectually when we can solve those
puzzles together, rather than simply have the answers to the riddles
revealed at the outset.

General Physics I
General Physics I with Lab
General Physics II
General Physics II with Lab
General Semantics: An Approach to Effective
Language Behavior

Science
Science
Science
Science
humanities

Generating Business Value from Information
Technology

Business

This course provides an introduction to general semantics—the
study of how we transform our life experiences into language and
thought. Students will learn how their language habits and
behaviors, as well as how they think about and share experiences,
are what make them uniquely human. In other words, students will
discover the critical, but sometimes subtle distinctions between what
happens in their lives and how they talk about what happens.

This course provides concepts and frameworks for understanding
the potential impact of information technology (IT) on business
strategy and performance. We will examine how some firms make IT
a strategic asset while other firms struggle to realize value from IT
investments. The course focuses on the implications of increased
digitization for defining business strategies and operating models,
and explores the roles of both general managers and IT executives
in using IT to achieve operational excellence and business agility.
Topics include business operating models, IT investment and
prioritization, business strategy and IT alignment, the design and
governance of digitized processes, and the role of the IT unit. Draws
heavily on research and case studies from MIT Sloan Center for
Information Systems Research. Restricted to graduate students.

Generating the Wealth of Nations
Genes and the Human Condition (From Behavior to
Biotechnology)

Economics
Science

Genetics
Genetics and Society: A Course for Educators

Science
Science

Grade Results

To acquire an understanding of the fundamental concepts of
genomics and biotechnology, and their implications for human
biology, evolution, medicine, social policy and individual life path
choices in the 21st century.

How have advances in genetics affected society? What do we need
to know to make ethical decisions about genetic technologies? This
course includes the study of cloning, genetic enhancement, and
ownership of genetic information. Course participants will acquire the
tools to explore the ethics of modern genetics and learn how to
integrate these issues into their classrooms.
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Genome Sequencing (Bioinformatics II)

Computer Science
Biologists still cannot read the nucleotides of an entire genome as
you would read a book from beginning to end. However, they can
read short pieces of DNA. In this course, we will see how graph
theory can be used to assemble genomes from these short pieces.
We will further learn about brute force algorithms and apply them to
sequencing mini-proteins called antibiotics. Finally, you will learn
how to apply popular bioinformatics software tools to sequence the
genome of a deadly Staphylococcus bacterium.

Genomic Data Science and Clustering
(Bioinformatics V)

Computer Science

Genomic Data Science Capstone

Science

In this culminating project, you will deploy the tools and techniques
that you've mastered over the course of the specialization. You'll
work with a real data set to perform analyses and prepare a report of
your findings.

Genomic Data Science with Galaxy

Computer Science

Learn to use the tools that are available from the Galaxy Project.
This is the second course in the Genomic Big Data Science
Specialization.

Genomics and Computational Biology

Science

Geobiology

Science

How do we infer which genes orchestrate various processes in the
cell? How did humans migrate out of Africa and spread around the
world? In this class, we will see that these two seemingly different
questions can be addressed using similar algorithmic and machine
learning techniques arising from the general problem of dividing data
points into distinct clusters.

This course will assess the relationships among sequence,
structure, and function in complex biological networks as well as
progress in realistic modeling of quantitative, comprehensive,
functional genomics analyses. Exercises will include algorithmic,
statistical, database, and simulation approaches and practical
applications to medicine, biotechnology, drug discovery, and genetic
engineering. Future opportunities and current limitations will be
critically addressed.

This course introduces parallel evolution of life and the environment.
Life processes are influenced by chemical and physical processes in
the atmosphere, hydrosphere, cryosphere and the solid earth. In
turn, life can influence chemical and physical processes on our
planet. This course introduces the concept of life as a geological
agent and examines the interaction between biology and the earth
system during the roughly four billion years since life first appeared.
Geology and Engineering Geology

Engineering

George Doriot and the History of Venture Capital

History

Geoscience: the Earth and its Resources

Science

Geospatial and Environmental Analysis

Science

German 59: Holocaust in Film and Literature

History

Grade Results

Learn the basics of geology and geological engineering as we
explore ways to both protect and properly utilize the earth’s
resources today and in the future.
The emergence of modern venture capital dates to the post-WWII
era, and, despite Silicon Valley's dominance in the field today, it was
born on the East Coast. BusinessWeek editor Spencer Ante offers a
history of corporate investment structures. The notion of investing in
a business with money obtained beyond one's personal family - the
very crux of this high-stakes business segment today - was a
demoncratization of the business world hitherto unseen.
Your introduction to modern Earth Sciences with application to the
Geology of hydrocarbon and water.
Geospatial analysis allows the user to perform statistical analysis on
data that has a spatial component and is one of the core uses for a
GIS. In this class you will learn the fundamentals of geospatial and
environmental analysis during four week-long modules:
German 59: Holocaust in Film and Literature is a course that
provides insight into the History of Holocaust and its present memory
through examination of challenges and problems encountered in
trying to imagine its horror through media of literature and film.
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German For Beginners

Foreign Language
German for Beginners online video course is designed as an easy to
use, fun and interactive introduction to the German language. It's
ideal for people wanting to travel or live in Germany. This course will
teach you the structures and vocabulary necessary in order to
communicate in every day situations. It focuses on day-to-day
conversational topics and will give you a good fundamental
understanding of the language. You'll develop a solid foundation in
German through speaking and using the language, instead of
spending weeks on learning grammar rules. What’s inside? This
course has 22 Lectures, built around 5 core topics: 1. Basic
Grammar 2. Basic Phrases and Vocabulary (1): Making social
contact 3. Basic Phrases and Vocabulary (2): In the City 4.
Essentials 5. Basic Phrases and Vocabulary (3): Placing your Order
and Food After each lecture you can review what you learned and
strengthen your newly acquired knowledge by taking quizzes. After
completing the German For Beginners course you will be able to
communicate in practical, day-to-day situations in German and
develop a natural understanding of the language. Start learning
German today and see you on the inside!

German For Beginners - Level 2

Foreign Language
German for Beginners – Level 2 online video course is a
continuation of the German for Beginners introductory course. This
course is designed as an easy to use, fun and interactive
introduction to more topics of the German language. This course will
teach you the structures and vocabulary necessary in order to
communicate in every day situations. It focuses on day-to-day
conversational topics and will give you an extended understanding
of the language. You'll develop a better understanding and improve
your German skills through speaking and using the language,
instead of spending weeks on learning grammar rules. What’s
inside? This course has over 30 Lectures, built around 6 core topics:
1. Basic Phrases and Vocabulary (1): Making Social Contact 2.
Essentials (1) 3. Basic Phrases and Vocabulary (2): In the City 4.
Basic Phrases and Vocabulary (3): The Invitation 5. Essentials (2) 6.
Basic Phrases and Vocabulary (4): Expressing Feelings and Wishes
After each lecture you can review what you learned and strengthen
your newly acquired knowledge by taking quizzes. After completing
the German For Beginners – Level 2 course you will be able to
communicate in practical, day-to-day situations in German more
extensively and not only develop a natural understanding of the
language, but also extend your grammar and vocabulary knowledge.
Start learning German today and see you on the inside!

German for Travelers

Foreign Language
The content of this course includes: - In what countries is German
spoken worldwide - 13 Reasons to learn German - 19 Strategies to
improve your German - Basic Grammar - Conversational German for
day to day situations: * Greetings * Talk * Changing Money *
Spending Money * Airport * Customs and Passports * Asking for
directions * Bus * Underground * Train * Taxi * Boat * Driving a car *
At the petrol station * Car problems/Breakdown * Hiring a car *
Shopping - Holiday * Clothes Shopping * Food Shopping *
Sightseeing * Beach * Sport * Skiing * Nightlife * Hotel * Self Catering
* Camping & Caravaning * Children * Special Needs * Exchange
Visitors * Problems * Complaints * Emergencies * Health * Business
* On the Phone * Email/Fax * Numbers * Days & Months * Time *
Eating out * Ordering Drinks * Ordering Food * Special requirements
There are 55 video sessions. You will learn how to write and
speak/pronounce certain phrases in German. I also provide the
English translation to everything. You will hear the German parts
twice and the English parts once, that will help you to remember it
easier. The duration of the course is 3 hours. An additional benefit of
this course is that you will also get to know how different things work
in Germany.

Grade Results
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German Language - A Guide for Beginners

Foreign Language

Have you ever wanted to learn German? Had a desire to know the
basics of the language as a beginner? Well, then you have come to
the right place. In this course you will experience German like you
have never before. This course offers the basic knowledge and skills
for speaking, writing and listening in German. It offers a 17 page
guide on Grammar, an 11 page guide on Essentials, Two Units,
Tests and also contains 16 videos with dialogues and a large range
of Vocabulary for your learning. The course also includes a wide
variety of videos and many quizzes to test your knowledge of the
German Language. It also offers supplementary material such a
links to Quizlet to test your knowledge and extra material given to
assist your learning. It contains 5 Main Sections: Grammar
Essentials Unit 1 - How do you get there? Unit 2 - How to order
Food? Tests (COMING SOON) 1. Grammar: Grammar is a key
component in any language and especially German. The Grammar
Section of this guide, comprises of 17 pages and 4 videos of depth
and knowledge to help guide you further into the course. It explores:
Conjunctions Prepositions Sentence Structure Present Tense, Past
Tense, Future Tense Cases; Dative, Nominative, Accusative,
Genitive... DON'T STRESS! You will definitely understand all of this
grammar by the time you have completed this course. 2. Essentials:
This is a small component of the course, however is very important.
Consisting of 11 pages and 4 videos, it contains important
information like Numbers, Dates, Times, Colors and Key Phrases.
We emphasize in this section of the course how important these four
things are to a basic understanding in any language. 3. Unit 1 - How
to get there? This is an important section to the course. It focuses on
dialogues between people of how to get to places within Germany,
the use of public transport (how to arrange a taxi, how to take a
train), also containing key phrases and an addition of 48 new words
which are key to the basics of the language. 4. Unit 2 - How to order
Food? Another major component to any language..ordering food! It
focuses on how to order food, whether you like the food or not, a
dialogue between a shop keeper and a customer, key phrases and
more vocabulary of 31 new words. This topic definitely offers you a
greater depth to the course. 5. Tests: They test your overall
knowledge of the basics of German. It comprises of all sections in
this course, and although these tests are a challenge, they test your
overall knowledge and show you how much you have learnt from the

Gestión de proyectos: las bases del éxito

Business

En este curso se combinan los elementos esenciales de la gestión
de proyectos y el liderazgo de equipo en un único contenido. A
través de la participación y reflexión en clase, adquirirás una mayor
comprensión de las responsabilidades que conlleva el liderazgo y
una mejor preparación para aplicar este conocimiento en el entorno
de un proyecto.

Gestion des aires protégées en Afrique

International Studies

Ce cours porte sur les zones qui sont dédiées à la protection de la
nature, les «aires protégées» : comment elles fonctionnent et
pourquoi elles sont si importantes dans le maintien de la santé de
l’environnement de notre monde en plein développement, et plus
particulièrement en Afrique.

Gestión Participativa

Business

Definiremos la Gestión Participativa, trataremos su implantación y la
medición del grado de despliegue de prácticas HIWP en las
empresas.

Grade Results
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Get Art: An Easy Guide To Exploring, Discussing
And Creating

Grade Results

Design

"Your course is really giving me a different outlook on art, the
content and information given is really changing my way of looking at
art and so my next trip to a museum, art gallery etc will be viewed
with an entirely different eye! Thank you Wiktor" - (Joan B, student)
"Love this! Perfect for the passionate artist!" (Colette Barry, student)
Welcome to "Get More Art!" I designed this course to help you do
three things: Find easy ways to enjoy, discuss and discover art,
Save your time, energy and budget by choosing the worthwhile art
experiences, and Change your life by becoming more creative
yourself - at home and at work. "Every child is an artist. The problem
is how to remain an artist once he grows up." (Pablo Picasso) This is
a course that will hopefully help you look for something new. I built it
for people who forgot how important art is - and for those who think
they can't afford enjoying works of art. I built it for people who think
that art is for someone else. It's not, and you're missing out on a
huge portion of a good life. This series of lectures will show you how
to start getting it back. “If we, citizens, do not support our artists, then
we sacrifice our imagination on the altar of crude reality and we end
up believing in nothing and having worthless dreams.” (Yann Martel,
Life of Pi) You deserve to be around art. You deserve to be moved,
inspired, refreshed by it. You are entitled to speak about it, be
curious about it, criticize and learn about it. It was not made for art
historians or critics with PhDs. It was made for you to enjoy, explore
and share. This course shows you how to get back to the art you
deserve. It shows you how to find it around you, how to talk about it
without embarrassment or confusion, and how to start using it to
boost your own creativity. “Art is what you can get away with.” (Andy
Warhol) This is not a high-brow art appreciation course. Nobody
enjoys those. This is a course based on simple rules and behaviour
that comes easily. If you're curious, fun-loving and keen to
experience something more than the 9-to-5 drudgery, then you've
got what it takes to benefit from this course. There will be practical
use to everything you work with: each session ends with a project
that you can complete to see instant results from your work here. “In
a world of disorder and disaster and fraud, sometimes only beauty
can be trusted. Only artistic excellence is incorruptible. Pleasure
cannot be bargained down." (Elizabeth Gilbert, Eat, Pray, Love) Join
us and find out what you've been missing.
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Get Certified in SAP HANA

Business

We will cover the SAP HANA 1.0 the new technology shifting
product from SAP. The course will mainly cover the overview of SAP
HANA and will give a good start on learning this product and meant
for beginners and medium level knowledgeable people on SAP
HANA. I have made an effort to cover as much as possible - but with
the huge volume of information that goes along with SAP HANA. I
will keep updating it for any new developments, that will provide any
extra information that might be helpful to you for certification as well
as additional learning, I am certified in SAP HANA - and I have
helped few of my contacts who have taken this presentation
personally and have gained much better knowledge in SAP HANA.
The course material is slides of presentation mainly with audio - to
explain each and every slide, with as much detail as possible for
making it easier to learn. Remember SAP HANA is completely a new
way of thinking (though the technology behind itself is there for
sometime) and so it might need some extra reading for learning this
in much detail. If you are interested in learning SAP HANA, and you
are a person with some background on technology - this might be an
much easier path for you. With that said, if you are completely new
to technology - it might be a good start. Also - I have a mock up quiz,
similar to the certification test that you might be interested in taking in
a few months from starting this course. That will also help you to get
a good overview on SAP HANA certification - and achieve that.
Disclaimer: I am not providing any protected information in this
course, but the course is developed from huge amounts of material
that SAP has made available for public. I have been working in SAP
BW, Business Objects and SAP HANA for over a decade, and I have
put all the information in a better pill for easier consumption. This
course will help you to get the certification easier, but should not be
considered as a replacement for any course that is available from
SAP.

Get Creative with HTML5 and CreateJS
Get in the Mix with Logic Pro

Web Design
Music
Learn advanced Logic Pro mixing techniques, in a different way. The
groundbreaking Get in the Mix learning experience allows you to
watch Brian Lee White and Alex Case perform audio adjustments
inside Logic, while they guide you through their reasoning in the builtin video window. You don't watch in a video player; you learn inside
the DAW itself. This course covers 23 techniques for improving your
mixes with compressors, processors, EQ and filters, delay, and
modulation. The first chapter covers compression and dynamics
processing, including how to even out vocal performances and add
punch to drum tracks. The second chapter goes into EQ and filtering
techniques, such as creating complimentary EQ curves and EQ-ing
FX returns. Last, the authors explore delay and modulation
techniques, including using long delay on key lyrics and creating
flanger and phaser effects.

Grade Results
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Get In the Mix with Pro Tools

Music
Learn advanced Pro Tools mixing techniques, in a different way. The
groundbreaking Get in the Mix learning experience allows you to
watch Brian Lee White and Alex Case perform audio adjustments
inside Pro Tools, while they explain their reasoning in the built-in
video window. You don't watch in a video player; you learn inside the
DAW itself. This course covers 26 techniques for improving your
mixes with compressors, processors, EQ and filters, reverb, delay,
and modulation. The first chapter covers compression and dynamics
processing, including how to even out vocal performances and how
to add punch to drum tracks. The second chapter goes into EQ and
filtering techniques, such as creating complimentary EQ curves and
EQ-ing FX returns. Next, the authors explore delay and modulation
techniques, including using long delay on key lyrics and creating
flanger and phaser effects. The last chapter explores reverb
techniques including using gated reverb and supporting a track with
regenerative reverb. .

Get Knotted: Learn to tie 15 important knots

Design

Get Linked Into College Success and Beyond

Education

There is noting more frustrating than having to tie a rope in an
emergency and you do not know what knot to use or how to tie it.
This simple easy to follow course will guide you through some of the
top useful knots that you will need to use in your life.

"What a great resource! Especially helpful for shy or introverted
young people." Dr. Pauline Wallin, Clinical and Media Psychologist
http://drwallin.com What do you want to be when you grow up? As a
high school or college student you probably hear that question a lot.
It’s an exciting time of life with many social activities and memories in
the making as the clock is counting down to the day you begin your
career. But, whether you realize or it not, you’re already making
strides towards becoming the person you will be when you soon
“grow up.” To help you make the most of this time and give you
opportunities to be successful, I developed this how-to course on
personal branding and networking. You’ll also learn about how to
position your skills and how to make connections on LinkedIn. Mixing
videos with presentations, the course is conveniently delivered ondemand. You may progress at your own pace, which makes it easy
to update and upgrade your accomplishments and network as you
move though high school and into college. About Your Instructor
Barbara Rozgonyi is the mother of three creative young adults and is
a nationally recognized expert on the topics of social media,
marketing, PR and personal branding. She’s developed programs
for many organizations, including one of the largest community
college in the U.S., the College of DuPage in Glen Ellyn, Illinois. The
author of the LinkedIn chapter in "Success Secrets of the Social
Media Marketing Superstars," Barbara blogs at
http://wiredprworks.com. In September 2013, she was honored to be
selected as one of two U.S. reporters to cover Social Media Week
Berlin for Nokia. An accomplished speaker and sales trainer, she
enjoys teaching people and companies how to optimize their
LinkedIn profiles.

Get Momentum: Start A Business You Love

Grade Results

Business
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Get More App Downloads & Rank Higher App Store
Optimization

Marketing

** Clients of mine who have taken and utilized this course are getting
20% more daily downloads, on average, than those with comparable
apps who haven't. ** You've built a great app. It's everything a user
could ask for: - It's light and downloads quickly; - It runs smoothly
and without glitches; - It's incredibly easy to use; and - It delivers
content or a tool that your target market cares about. Now all you
need is for your target market to find your app and download it. Your
goals at this point are: 1. Get found in the app stores by the people
who want and need you 2. Get downloaded 3. Get reviewed highly
To amplify your app's potential, it is essential to know, and
confidently employ, App Store optimization (ASO) techniques. This
can mean the difference between ending up in the app graveyard
and succeeding mightily. The art and science of ASO teaches you
how to get your app ranked highly so that your target market finds
your app at the top of their search results. We’ll be taking a holistic
approach that reaches beyond search ranking to also encompass
the optimization of your listing so that it compels people to download
your app once they find it. We will also discuss ways to get more and
higher reviews for your app so that the virtuous cycle of higher store
ranking continues. The great news is that these techniques aren't
very difficult to master, and they're mostly free to employ. Further,
most developers don't take the time to master them, which can make
your competition easy pickings. :) I'm serious! Includes over 2.5
hours of video lectures, lecture transcripts, a step-by-step method
and a clear-as-day ASO checklist so that you can get going in no
time. Let's get started already!

Get Organized: How to be a Together Teacher

Education

Get Started with Adobe Lightroom Today

Photography

This course is designed for classroom teachers who juggle timesensitive tasks and often-exhausting teaching schedules. With an
eye toward long-term sustainability, The Together Teacher examines
the purpose for planning ahead, provides tools for tracking time
commitments, deadlines and tasks, and helps teachers develop a
personal organization system that interacts with their day-by-day
practices.
This Lightroom training course is the perfect course for beginners.
Learn all of the basics to get started in just over an hour of content.
Whether you are using Lightroom CC, 5, 4, or 3, this course will
teach you how to use the program to its fullest potential. Make your
photos shine with this great course from Phil Ebiner. Each lesson is
available for download, so you can take it with you wherever you go.
Some of the key topics include: Getting Started with Lightroom
Importing and Organizing Photos Lightroom Editing Tools

Get the Job: Gain Skills Employers Demand

Grade Results

Business

This course is your online curriculum for the National Society of
Student Professionals (NSOSP). You will watch the video-based
lectures to learn the fundamentals of Word, Excel, PowerPoint,
LinkedIn and professional communications. Upon completion of the
course, you will become a member of NSOSP and have the building
blocks of these programs which employers desire across industries.
You will also enhance your professionalism and be better prepared
for your internship or job.
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Get Upside Down: An Introduction to Basic Hand
Balancing

Health And Nutrition
Welcome to the best Handstand Training for Beginners course on
the market to help you achieve the strength and confidence to be
able to perform a handstand. This course was designed by Gold
Medal Bodies, an online fitness company whose mission is to make
strength and movement skills accessible to all. In this handstand
training course, I'll give you step-by-step instructions on how to do a
handstand. Intimidated by the idea of doing handstands? Don't be. I'll
take you from the very beginning and show you how to progress
safely and effectively. Anyone can learn to do a handstand if they put
their mind to it, and dedicate themselves to regular practice. This
course is primarily structured around video instruction, but we've
also included a clear, easy-to-follow course manual and road map
guide. The length of the handstand training course is primarily
dependent on you - your starting strength, the amount of time you
put in, etc. If you are a true beginner, this course from beginning to
end could take you several months. But stick with it, and you will
achieve a handstand. Practice, practice, practice! Take this
Handstand Training for Beginnerscourse now and learn how to do a
handstand If you have any questions or concerns along the way,
please contact me and I will get back to within a day or so. I'm
always happy to help, and I look forward to working with you on this
course.

Get What You Want! SMART Goal Setting

Basic Skills
How can I accomplish more and have a successful New Year's
Resolution in 2014? Great question ... but keep in mind that in order
to accomplish your goals you will need a driver to help you
overcome obstacles and identify opportunities. Identifying your goals
help you have a clear vision of your path, and support you in making
better decisions. Larry Bird said that, “A winner is someone who
recognizes his God-given talents, works his tail off to develop them
into skills, and uses these skills to accomplish his goals.” So, get
your pencil and paper ready, let's do this together. Don't allow
yourself to work hard, and then realize you didn't get anywhere
worthwhile. HAVE YOUR LUNCH AND SNACKS READY! :)

Get Your Book Fit!

Literature
Written a book? Learn how you can can whip your book into shape
for publishing or sending out to agents, with this online course: Pep
Talk from Costa-nominated author Nikesh Shukla Your book fitness
plan, with The Literary Consultancy Trim the fat from your structure
with Roz Morris Keep your sentences punchy with editor Anna
Faherty Tone up your pitch and opening chapters, with literary agent
Juliet Mushens Make your book look fantastic with
CompletelyNovel's Anna Lewis These videos are jam-packed full of
brilliant advice and know-how to help you get your book off to a
flying start this year – whether that involves sending out to literary
agents, self-publishing or both. Join us for 6 fun videos and get your
book fit in 2014!

Grade Results
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Get Your Marketing In Order For Higher Profits

Marketing
Running a business can be stressful . Learn from an experienced
marketer how to grow your profits quickly with the least effort,
greatest reward, using basic, proven, insightful tips, techniques and
tools. Own your very own timeless marketing master blueprint. By
the end of this course, you will have clear focus and direction in
being able to take your business to a sustainable and profitable
level. Created by an experienced marketer with multiple offline
marketing courses, this course will show you how to ...... analyze
your sales, customers and products profitably research market
trends and your competition determine your product offering to a
laser targeted audience build a pipeline of qualified prospects
position yourself correctly in the marketplace set and consistently
achieve realistic sales targets boost your sales quickly promote your
products or services effectively with the appropriate marketing mix in
distribution channels - offline and online create an annual marketing
campaign with implementation develop a marketing plan as an asset
for your business your next steps to get started quickly In addition to
the step-by-step videos illustrating every step of the process, you will
receive ...... Transcripts of each lecture Graphs depicting various
scenarios Action Steps to complete The Formula for sales target
setting Questions: Answer YOUR questions to this course content by ME, personally

Get Your Photos Published!
getSMART - The Student's Advantage

Photography
Education
getSMART - Make it mission-critical to be educationally Specific,
Measurable, Achievable, Relevant, and Timely to reach your goal.
What is the course about? This tool takes a refreshing approach to
the problem of student motivation. It doesn’t sugarcoat the need to
work hard in school: with straight talk, it explains the reason why
working hard is necessary. It offers a unique method for kids to
research career possibilities that includes interviewing experts and
visiting places of business. It addresses the illusion of “not being
smart enough” that holds so many students back from realizing their
full potential.

Getting a dog? Plan for success.

Veterinary Sciences
This course has over two and a half hours of content about adding a
dog to your home. Whether you are a first time dog owner or long
time dog owner, it is important to take personal inventory of your
abilities and circumstances before you get or add a dog. Although
we cannot see into the future, we can make a thorough assessment
and have a discussion with others in our home to prevent any of the
problems that come with adding a dog to the family. This course
contains worksheets and other resources to help you and those who
live with you figure out if you are ready for a dog, what kind of dog to
get, where to get the dog and how to structure your first month home.

Getting and Cleaning Data

Computer Science

Getting Dicey - Getting Dicey

Computer Science

Grade Results

Before you can work with data you have to get some. This course
will cover the basic ways that data can be obtained. The course will
cover obtaining data from the web, from APIs, from databases and
from colleagues in various formats. It will also cover the basics of
data cleaning and how to make data “tidy”. Tidy data dramatically
speed downstream data analysis tasks. The course will also cover
the components of a complete data set including raw data,
processing instructions, codebooks, and processed data. The
course will cover the basics needed for collecting, cleaning, and
sharing data.
We cover loops and arrays!
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Getting into Highly Selective Colleges

Education
Until July 21st, enjoy this course and all the support materials at a
HUGE discounted price of $1. Use Coupon Code ONLY1 Selective
colleges can definitely be a challenge when applying for admission,
but can offer students amazing opportunities once they are
accepted. In this course you will receive 11 key factors to maximize
your chances of getting admitted into a top college or university. You
will learn: The importance of grades and your high school curriculum
in the competitive admissions process Why the opportunities you
take doing the summer can affect your chances into getting into a
selective school. What type of leadership activities you should seek
to stand out with admissions officers and achieve your admissions
goals When to get started with the application process if you are
aiming for admission to the top colleges in the U.S. And much more...

Getting Pro Results from a Compact Camera
Getting Real Estate Leads Using WUFOO Forms

Photography
Business

Getting Started as a Successful Entrepreneur

Business

We will teach you how to set up a simple and free wufoo Real Estate
lead capture form. We will then show you how to use these simple
forms to capture leads using Facebook ads to direct traffic to your
form, posting form codes to Facebook news feed posts, embedding
form codes onto your website or wordpress site and more. Learn our
secrets to real estate lead capture using wufoo forms and start
getting real estate leads as soon as today!

When it comes to having the right skills to launch and operate a
successful business, you will be far ahead of the competition when
you are able to learn from successful, seasoned mentors. This first
course, "Getting Started", in the Entrepreneur's Playbook Series is a
fun, and interactive way for you to learn many of the basic business
and personal things you will need to reach success faster, and with
less failure. This first course is three hours, and will help set a strong
foundation to learning over 50 total hours in the entire series. If you
stick with with the entire series, you will receive more direct
information than an entire semester of learning, but at small fraction
of the cost!In this first course, you will learn about the Critical Flow of
the Free Enterprise System and how to maximize positive business
growth in any economy.
Getting Started as a Wedding and Event Planner

Education

Getting Started in Audio and Music Production

Music
What does it take to get work, and get skilled, in audio and music
production? Garrick Chow has been making music and leading
training for lynda.com for many years, and in this course, he shares
this combination of experience with you, as he explains the very
basics of getting started down an audio learning path. Learn about
the jobs that use audio, so you can decide what role you want to
play. Then Garrick charts the route audio takes from microphone to
output, and covers the basic tools you'll need for most audio-related
work. He also covers the strengths and weaknesses of the various
digital audio workstations (DAWs) on the market and how to choose
the best one for your needs. Finally, he'll show what training
lynda.com has to offer for each learning path.

Getting started in cryo-EM

Grade Results

Science

This class covers the fundamental principles underlying cryoelectron microscopy (cryo-EM) starting with the basic anatomy of
electron microscopes, an introduction to Fourier transforms, and the
principles of image formation. Building upon that foundation, the
class then covers the sample preparation issues, data collection
strategies, and basic image processing workflows for all 3 basic
modalities of modern cryo-EM: tomography, single particle analysis,
and 2-D crystallography.
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Getting Started in Kids Yoga is our foundation course in kids yoga. It
is designed to: get you started teaching kids yoga help you think
clearly about your role as a kids yoga teacher so you can teach
confidently equip you with the content you need to teach a safe and
inspiring class The course builds towards your first kids yoga class. I
equip you with the script of a great kids yoga story (Squish the Fish!)
and coach you to lead it, so you are ready to lead a kids yoga
adventure as soon as you finish the course. By the end of the
course, you will know how to take kids aged 3-8 with you on a safe
and inspiring yoga adventure the kids will love - and you will have
your first adventure ready-to-go. The course includes: the 'how-to' of
kids yoga: how to perform a story so the kids follow you, so they get
the benefits of the yoga. the information about kids' development
and anatomy you will need to teach a safe class a class structure
that works every time video instruction for 114 kids yoga postures including anatomical and teaching tips a downloadable posture A-Z,
which you can print or keep as a pdf on your tablet or smartphone,
showing teaching tips and anatomical guidance for every posture the
script of a proven kids yoga adventure (Squish the Fish!) The course
is a mixture of: well-produced video clearly-written study material;
and, practical exercises. There are lots of important opportunities to
practice, all written into the course. Anyone with any experience of
yoga will find it very easy to follow. This course is designed to: get
you started teaching kids yoga help you think clearly about your role
as a kids yoga teacher so you can teach confidently equip you with
the resources you need Take your time to absorb the information in
the course, and be sure to do the practice. If you do 1-2 hours a day
including study and practice, it can take you a week or so to
complete the course. If you want to take your time though to let the
learning really sink in, that's OK - with lifetime access you can revisit
any element whenever you like. As an exclusive benefit of joining the
course, you are invited to join the Cosmic Kids Campus, our lovely
supportive community of kids yoga enthusiasts on Facebook, where
we exchange tips, ideas and resources. There are over 100 of us on
there helping each other on our kids yoga journeys. You are also
invited to upload a video of your performance doing Squish The Fish
so I can offer you supportive feedback. This is how you get an
official certificate from Cosmic Kids for completing the course. You
can use this to demonstrate to insurance companies, schools and

Getting Started in Kids Yoga - with Jaime from
Cosmic Kids

Fitness

Getting Started in Photography

Photography

Getting Started Online - Save Money Make Money

Business

What am I going to get from this course? Over 15 lectures and 2
hours of content!

Getting Started Teaching Online - Online Teaching
Jobs
Getting Started with 3ds Max

Education

Learn how to find an online teaching job and best practices for the
classroom.

Grade Results

Computer Science

Getting Started in Photography is a course designed to give
beginners a solid background in photography as a career and help
them do everything from buying their first camera to finding their first
clients. Here is what you will learn in the course. You will learn about
different career opportunities in photography. You will learn how to
buy your first camera. You will learn how to find your first client. You
will learn about how to price your work and manage clients. This is
NOT a course designed to teach you the technical aspects of
photography, but rather teach you the business and career aspects
of becoming a photographer.

Autodesk 3ds Max is a popular and powerful tool used by game
developers, visual effects artists, and graphic designers for 3D
modeling, animation, and rendering. In this course, educators
Dariush and Randi Derakhshani introduce you to this multifaceted
software, starting with the interface and how to navigate it. Once
you're comfortable getting around 3ds Max, you'll learn how to use
its many tools to make models with 3D objects, edit polygonal
meshes, create surfaces and models with 2D shapes and splines,
and more. All of this is presented in the context of a hands-on project
where you create a model of an alarm clock.
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Getting Started with Acrobat 8 Professional

Computer Science

Getting Started with Acrobat XI Professional

Business

Getting Started with Adobe Acrobat 8 Professional with Garrick
Chow is a series of video-based tutorials that teaches you the
fundamentals about how to use Adobe Acrobat 8 Professional.
Whether you're a new user wanting a quick way to get started, or a
seasoned pro looking to learn how to use the new features, these
video tutorials will help you get up to speed quickly.

Join award-winning veteran trainer Geoff Blake as he walks you,
step-by-step through Adobe Acrobat XI Professional. You'll not only
discover Acrobat's many powerful features and tools, but you'll learn
exactly how to apply them to your own work right away. After a brief
look at Acrobat's navigation options, where you'll learn how to move
around using efficient, time-saving techniques, Geoff jumps straight
into handling your PDF documents. You'll see how to handle pages,
replace content, break documents apart, and much more. Then, it's
on to Acrobat's powerful bookmark feature. Here, you'll discover how
to make your PDFs much more user-friendly and easy to use for
your viewers. Finally, you'll find out about some additional advanced
methods to take Acrobat even further, including creating PDFs and
combining multiple files together. It's all in Getting Started with
Acrobat Professional, where you'll learn at your own pace and
discover how to get the most out of Acrobat!
Getting Started with After Effects Expressions

Film Studies
Even if you're not comfortable with scripting or coding, you may still
want to take a look at expressions. They are like little scripts that
trigger changes to layer properties, and they can save you time,
make your work more flexible, and open up new creative
possibilities. In this course, motion graphic designer Angie Taylor
shows you how to make Adobe After Effects expressions work for
you, starting with building expressions with the pick whip. Then she
introduces JavaScript-based math expressions, which allow you to
adjust timing and movement, and her favorite "no brainer"
expressions, such as property linking and connecting camera focus
to layers. Plus, discover how to react to sound, play with color,
format text, and link 2D and 3D properties.

Getting started with an Apple Computer for beginners Business
Are you new to apple? If so welcome to the Apple/Mac Family. Are
you willing to learn how to use your computer to its 100%
capabilities? In this course you will become a apple pro user! This
course is designed to advance you to a higher level by being more
effective while using your apple computer. We move very slow to
make sure you don't miss a step while learning how to use your
apple computer. Before you know it you will be teaching others how
you wee there computer. This course will also help you in the
corporate world by understanding how to use you're computer in the
most portable way. In this course you will get a ton of files to help
you along the way such as: Video files Documents Music files This
course is set up like a bible, no disrespect. You can jump right in the
trouble area that you might be experiencing and take charge. A lot of
the videos are only 30 seconds long to help you get what you need
quickly and move on with your day. This course is structured to help
you move really quick and digest as much as you can in one setting.
Take this course to become a Mac Daddy or a Mac Mama!

Getting Started with Apple Color

Film Studies

Getting Started with CAT Rigging Tools in 3ds Max

Photography

Grade Results

Color, Apple's Final Cut Studio 2 color-grading tool, is integral for
professional color correction and grading. In Getting Started with
Apple Color, Apple Certified Instructor Robbie Carman explains and
demonstrates how to use Color's features for best results with
projects started in Final Cut Pro. Learn how to make primary and
secondary corrections to improve or fix noise, color, and detail
discrepancies. Exercise files accompany the tutorials.
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Getting Started with CAT Rigging Tools in 3ds Max

Design
Discover an alternative to the traditional character rigging workflow
with the Character Animation Toolkit (CAT) for 3ds Max, which offers
preset character rigs as well as custom tools for creating a rig from
scratch. Author Joel Bradley demonstrates animation layers; CAT
muscles, which you can use to create a skin that deforms and
stretches realistically as your character moves; and the
forward/inverse kinematics workflow. The final chapter puts all these
features into motion, as you apply the tools to a full character rig with
secondary bones and perform a stress test animation.

Getting Started with Dreamweaver CC

Design

Getting Started with Dreamweaver CS5 and Business
Catalyst

Computer Science

Getting Started with EDIUS 6

Film Studies

Getting Started with Essay Writing

Literature

Getting Started with Facebook Advertising
Getting Started with Google Analytics

Business
Marketing

Getting Started with Dreamweaver is designed to get you up and
running in short period of time. Not only does this course cover
important tips and tricks on how to use Dreamweaver, but we also
review some fundamental concepts in web design. If you ever
wanted to learn Adobe Dreamweaver and more about the web, this
course is great place to start. This free course does not include
example files.
In Getting Started with Dreamweaver CS5 and Business Catalyst,
author Joseph Lowery introduces Business Catalyst, the hosted
application for building and managing business web sites, and
shows how to add complex functionality by leveraging its integration
with Dreamweaver CS5. The course includes tutorials on setting up
a Business Catalyst site in Dreamweaver, adding and customizing
design elements such as blogs and forums, and employing the
Business Catalyst ecommerce features to build an online store.
Exercise files accompany the course.Prerequisite: Dreamweaver
CS5 Essential Training.
EDIUS is well-established as the nonlinear editor of choice for many
broadcasters, partly because of its fantastic real-time support for
multiple formats (which makes it great for news broadcasting) and
partly because it is one of the most user-friendly systems on the
market. This workshop from experienced editor and author Maxim
Jago covers all the core editing skills, workflows, and technologies
needed to unlock the potential of EDIUS and its very powerful realtime effects, multi-format editing, and multi-camera support.
This is the second course in the Academic English: Writing
specialization. By introducing you to three types of academic essays,
this course will especially help prepare you for work in college
classes, but anyone who wants to improve his or her writing skills
can benefit from this course.

With the "Google Analytics Training: Getting Started with Google
Analytics" I would like to help you get started with Google Analytics
and be able to get actionable insights from it. You will learn how to
start tracking conversion rates and what data you need to analyze in
order to improve them. This Google Analytics training course will
help you master the basics and see what it takes to turbocharge your
website performance. Want more details? Here is what you will get:
</p> Step by step instructions on how to get started and implement
Google Analytics Crystal clear advice on what to do before getting
started with Google Analytics Details on how to interpret data from
Google Analytics The most important reports in Google Analytics
and why they really matter Advice about how to translate raw data
into actionable insights With each lesson you get, you will be able to
track your progress over time and find your way to become an
Analysis Ninja. Best of all, it's FREE! So, signup today! So, sign up
for Google Analytics Training course today!

Grade Results
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Getting Started with Google Drive

Business

Getting Started with HootSuite

Marketing

Getting Started with Illustrator CC

Design

Getting Started with InDesign

Design

Are you constantly sending Word documents to coworkers? Do you
lose track of where your documents are and who has made the last
edits? Do want to be able to access your files anywhere, at any
time? If so, this class is for you. Google Drive is a free tool that is
provided by Google that allows user to create, share, edit, revise,
and store all kinds of documents. This course is designed to teach
you the basics of Google Drive and how you can use it to simplify
your life. This course will walk you through account setup, basic
document creation, tools, and everything else you need to get
started on Google Drive.
New to HootSuite? Or new to social media in general? This six-part
course provides a basic overview of everything you need to know to
get started and see results with the HootSuite dashboard. Once you
are wrapped up with the course you will be comfortable with the
basics of HootSuite and how to utilize it within your organization
This is course is taught by Adobe Authorized Training Center, Train
Simple and is a quick start course to get you comfortable with the
basics of Adobe Illustrator CC. Learn how to create documents and
understand what vector graphics are. Illustrator us the industry
standard vector drawing application used in print production, graphic
design, and web design. This free course does not include example
files.

InDesign is the choice for designers, printers, and publishers the
world over. Now you want to learn InDesign, but where to begin? It
takes just 30 minutes to get up to speed and start creating or editing
layouts quickly. David Blatner is known around the world for his
InDesign skills and now he takes you through the five features every
aspiring "InDesigner" needs to learn: getting around the interface,
working with text, adding graphics, moving objects around the
artboard, and printing and creating PDFs. Want to learn more?
Check out InDesign CC Essential Training and InDesign Insider
Training: Beyond the Essentials for more in-depth tutorials.
Getting Started with InDesign CC

Design

Getting Started with Lightroom 5

Photography

Getting Started With Microsoft Office 2010 Tutorial

Business

Learn the basics of Adobe InDesign with Train Simple, and Adobe
Authorized Training Center. InDesign is the premiere too for page
layout and design. This free course does not contain example files.
This course will get you started with Adobe Lightroom 5. If you're a
photographer and need to organize your photos, this course is for
you. It's produced by Adobe Authorized Training Center, Train
Simple.
This Getting Started with MS Office 2010 training course offers a
practical launching point for the suite's many features and tools, from
key functionality that has been with the software to the many new
features that have been introduced. The whole point of the series is
to give you the confidence and understanding you need to get
productive and creative on your own in a minimal amount of time.
From core tools such as Excel, Word and Powerpoint to accessories
such as OneNote and Windows Live Apps, the author explains each
program's functionality and gives you the push you need to get
started on the right track. Perfect for users who are totally new to MS
Office as well as those migrating from older editions, this course
goes through the unique features of the new ribbon interface, covers
key tasks in each application and explores how the programs can be
used together in larger workflows. This is an excellent primer before
moving into more detailed InfiniteSkills courses on Microsoft
programs.

Grade Results
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Getting Started with modo 601

Computer Science

Getting Started with Native Instruments Maschine

Music

modo is a 3D modeling and design application that can be used to
create still and animated images in 3D space. In this workshop
author, designer, and educator Ellery Connell introduces you to the
modo interface and workflow, teaching you how to create models,
textures, lighting, animation, and finished renderings. This course
prepares digital artists to enter the world of 3D in modo and helps
those already familiar with modo get up to speed with the new tools
introduced in modo 601.

This course is an introduction to Maschine, the groove production
studio from Native Instruments. Maschine comes in three flavors Maschine MK2, Maschine Mikro MK2, and iMaschine - and is a
combination of hardware and software. When used together, the
hardware gives you unparallelled control over the software. You can
use Maschine whether you're a DJ or producer, in the studio or the
club, with the software or as a MIDI controller. This course is a great
opportunity to learn how Maschine works even if you never tried
producing music before as all of the video lectures were created with
beginners in mind. It starts with the very basics of the software and
hardware and gradually moves on to more advanced techniques like
macro controls and applying effects to external audio sources.
Please note that the course materials were created using the
Maschine 1.8 and earlier software with a Maschine MK1 controller.
Users of the Maschine 2.0 and later software will find that many
aspects of the software are different. You can watch the free sample
videos to see the some of the interface differences before
purchasing this course.
Getting Started with Photoshop CC

Grade Results

Design

This course covers the basics so you can get started using
Photoshop CC. Join Train Simple, and Adobe Authorized Training
Center, in the intro course to get comfortable working with the
program.
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Getting Started with Playing Guitar

Music

Eliminate All the Major Struggles When Getting Started With Playing
Guitar This course is the most "Direct and To the Point" course for
ANY guitar player to watch and learn. Finding 2 Hours of Quality
Guitar Lessons that can be accessed anywhere for FREE and at any
time of the day is hard to come by these days. This free course
solves all of those problems. Follow the Videos in the Exact Same
Order and You Will See a Huge Positive Difference in Your Playing
Over 2 hours of Video and PDF attachments for most Lectures
Access this course 24/7, Mac or PC, Iphone or Ipad (Android coming
soon) Establishing solid core practice habits helps the speed of your
results and also the quality of your results. You'll Go From First Time
User, Picking Up the Guitar, to Chord Transitioning AND Everything
in Between Including the 9 Most Essential Chords Erich Andreas is
Consider a Top 5 Online Guitar Teacher With more than 123,000
Youtube subscribers and over 31 Million views his teachings have
been able to reach Millions of people all around the world The built in
learning center allows you to track which videos you have or have
not seen or watched. This is a great feature that gives the student
the ability to learn at their own pace. Still undecided? Check out the
value that's in this course. 23 Lectures equals out to be 6 hours of
one-on-one lessons with Erich. That holds a value of $600 ($100/hr)
and you get all of these videos, lectures, and PDFs for FREE. Nearly
30 years of guitar experience both teaching and playing Incredible
$600 value for Free Add 2 Bonus Videos - That Makes it a Total of
25 Videos! Special Tip: You're also the first to be notified about any
promo codes for any of my other Udemy courses but you have to
become a student of this free course to receive these special onetime promo codes. In all honesty, you can't find a hook-up as good
as this anywhere else. 25 videos that will quickly help anyone get
started with playing guitar ALL for Free. My guarantee is that you will
see great guitar results if you follow this course and put in the
practice. Scroll up and click on the "Start Learning Now" button.
Check out what our students have to say. Read the reviews.

Getting Started with Premiere Pro CS5

Film Studies

Getting Started with Programming
Getting Started With Programming In Flash CS3-CS6

Computer Science
Computer Science

Getting Started with SpeedGrade CS6

Film Studies

Grade Results

In this workshop, expert editor and trainer Maxim Jago teaches you
everything to know about cutting with Premiere Pro, interacting
dynamically with other Adobe applications, and outputting to multiple
formats. Through a series of short lessons, he introduces the core
editing skills, workflows, and technologies Premiere Pro editors use
every day to produce media for broadcast television, DVD, and the
web. Even if you're new to nonlinear editing, this workshop will help
get you up to speed fast.
Time to become a coding ninja.
Learning fast isnÍt necessarily better Learning Flash Better is better
Adobe SpeedGrade is a color grading and finishing tool that allows
video editors to control color and light for any type of content, and it
is now part of the Creative Suite. In this workshop filmmaker and
author Chad Perkins teaches the basics of this powerful software.
Learn how to perform a basic color grade, create looks, mask
footage, apply grades to multiple clips, and much more. Plus, see
how SpeedGrade can fit into your overall post-production workflow.
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Getting Started with Stop Motion Animation

Film Studies
Stop-motion animation has a long history in Hollywood, from films
like King Kong to Coraline, but it can also be a fun and relatively
easy weekend art project. Whether you're a hobbyist looking for a
creative outlet for yourself or your kids, or a professional who wants
to try stop motion, this course will help you create your own short
stop-motion films. Rich Harrington shows how to shoot the initial
sequences with an iPad, smartphone, or DSLR camera, and then
assemble them into a short animated movie using iMovie and the
iStopMotion app. He'll also show how to export your final project and
get it ready to share or move into a professional or semiprofessional
video editing application. This course was created and produced by
RHED Pixel. We're honored to host this content in our library.

Getting Started with WordPerfect Office X4

Computer Science

Getting Started With WordPress

Web Design

Corel WordPerfect Office X4 has the potential to take on nearly
every business challenge, and instructor David Rivers shows how to
do just that in Getting Started with WordPerfect Office X4. He covers
everything from interface basics to professional presentations, and
along the way teaches how to format document elements, generate
PDFs, make creative spreadsheets in Quattro Pro, and more. David
also delves into some of the software's secret powers. Exercise files
accompany the course.

For a limited time sign up for the class and get the free eBook, "Why
You Should Be Blogging". A $25 value. "Entrepreneurs looking for
technical co-founders, take note of Cooper’s advice..." - Forbes "If
you're thinking about starting a blog or kickstarting one you already
have, "Why You Should Be Blogging" is the right tool to make it
happen." - Jim Hopkinson NYU SCPS, Social Media WordPress is
the perfect platform for anyone looking to quickly build a website or
blog. But just how easy can it be to set up and use? Designed for the
non-technical, this course will show how to create a polished website
or blog quickly and cheaply. In this course we’ll look at the basics.
We’ll look at free templates as well as premium resources that
require little to no coding knowledge. In this course, you will see you
can have a fresh, clean, and modern website up in running in no
time. After walking through installation, we’ll look at how to maintain
your blog or website using the WordPress dashboard. This course
also tackles common problems and pitfalls to avoid, looks at what it
takes to customize WordPress themes to get the exact look you’re
going for. Finally we tackle users, backing up and what it takes to
keep your site up-to-date.

Grade Results
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Getting Started With Wordpress - A Beginners Guide

Web Design
Wordpress is a website platform often used for blogs but now
powers websites for companies and organizations. Wordpress is a
simple platform and is easy to use but knowing what options to use
when can often lead to confusion. I am a website designer with over
13 years of experience. I have been designing websites with
Wordpress for over 5 years. In 2013, I deployed over 62 customized
Wordpress websites for Small Businesses and Organizations in my
area. With each deployment, came the training. I provided recorded
tutorials for each of my clients so they could have something to
reference. That is where this course comes into play. I want you to
completely understand how to use your Wordpress Website so you
can get the most out of it. You either spent a lot of time setting up
your website or paid somebody else to do it, so it needs to provide
you value. In this course, I will walk through Wordpress section by
section describing how and when to use each feature. By the end of
this course you will know everything that Wordpress is capable of
doing on it's own. I want your website to be a successful website and
that starts with understanding how to use it. This course is free
because I believe that having a good understanding of how to
manage your website will result in a better internet experience for all
of us. This course is for anybody who has either just setup
Wordpress or was just handed login access to a website they had
designed by a website designer. If you have had your Wordpress
Website for a while and never got the hang of using it, this course
will refresh and renew your desire to create good content and share
your story with the world. Sign up today! It's free. You can use the
Udemy.Com app to view the content on your smart phone or tablet
which makes it easy to follow along with your browser as you watch
me describe Wordpress features and best practices. Some say I am
a little long winded with my explanations, however I am that way
because I want all to understand. Some aspects of Wordpress are
very apparent to some while others struggle with understanding how
a certain feature works. Fast learners may want to cruise through the
video at a faster pace.

Getting Started: Agile Meets Design Thinking

Computer Science

Getting the Most Out of Google Apps for Business

Business

Getting Things Done

Business

Getting Things Done

Basic Skills

Grade Results

Despite everyone's good intentions, hard work and solid ideas, too
many projects end up creating unneeded, unusable, and unsellable
products. But it doesn't have to be this way. Agile and design
thinking offer a different--and effective--approach to product
development, one that results in valuable solutions to meaningful
problems. In this course, you’ll learn how to determine what's
valuable to a user early in the process--to frontload value--by
focusing your team on testable narratives about the user and
creating a strong shared perspective.
Do you think Google Apps is just a free alternative to Microsoft
Office? Think again! This 5 Week Course will get you up to speed on
Google Docs, Google Calendar, Gmail, Google Sites, Google Video,
Apps Marketplace and more. Get started in collaborating, sharing
info, building communities and businesses - from home to office,
across the country, around the world!
Join author and world-renowned productivity and time management
expert David Allen as he walks you through his five-step process for
Getting Things Done. He'll show you how to stay on top of your work
and avoid feeling buried by it, while carving out space in your life to
do more meaningful things. Learn how to capture, clarify, organize,
reflect, and engage with tasks that are demanding your attention,
and come away with a clear head and a clear focus.
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Getting to Know WordPress: The Basics

Web Design
A verifiable Certificate of Completion is presented to all students who
complete this course. Learn how to use WordPress to build a
website in this comprehensive introductory course. No prior
experience necessary! STAY UP-TO-DATE! Please join my mailing
list to receive news about new courses, contests, special discount
offers, and more! Mailings are infrequent, and you can unsubscribe
at any time. Thanks! —Kathleen Farley
(kathleen@robobunnyattack.com) WordPress is web software you
can use to create a beautiful website or blog. It's the largest selfhosted blogging tool in the world, used on millions of sites and seen
by tens of millions of people every day. WHAT'S INCLUDED? This
course has over 5½ hours of step-by-step videos, text lectures, and
links to helpful resources. BONUS: By popular demand, I've included
a free bonus section ("SECTION 13: Publishing your website")
explaining how web publishing works. If you don't already have
webhosting where you can install WordPress, you can start there!
HOW LONG WILL IT TAKE ME? The length of time it takes to
complete this course depends on your availability and learning
preference. You can power through all the video lectures in an
afternoon, or pace yourself over several weeks –– it's up to you!
CAN I ASK QUESTIONS AND GET HELP? Yes! You can post your
questions and discuss problems with your fellow students in the
course dashboard. I'll also be personally checking in every week to
answer questions and provide feedback. I look forward to meeting
you!

Getting Up to Scale: Human Systems in Startups

Business

This course will help you understand how to scale your human
systems as your startup grows.

Getting Up to Speed with Social Media

Social Sciences

This course will help you understand how to scale your human
systems as your startup grows.

Getting [to] the Great Landscape (Hiking for
Photographers)

Photography

To get a great landscape shot, you usually need a great landscape!
There are some great ones that are easy to get to. Yet so many
great landscapes lay far beyond the parking lot, in the backcountry.
It’s a truly vast world of exquisite visual delight and photographic
adventure. This class will teach you how to get TO the great
landscape. Even if you already get out on the trail, this class will help
you get in deeper, to more engaging subject matter, and to hike
more efficiently, safely, and comfortably, while protecting the natural
world that inspires you to make photographs in the first place. And it
will extend your passion for photography into a driving force for
personal health and well-being. Hiking nourishes the body and the
soul! I’m Skip Spitzer, photographer and founder of Getting Deeper
into the Wilderness, and I’ll be your instructor. I have more than 30
years of backcountry experience. In this 1 ¾ hour course, you’ll learn
about backcountry light, hike and shoot planning, hiking gear,
photography gear, conditioning, pre- and post-hike details,
responsible backcountry travel, hiking form, environmental and
wildlife hazards, what more advanced skills you may want to learn,
and bit about overnight backcountry travel to get you even deeper
into the wilderness. Material is presented through concise,
entertaining video lectures, and includes tools and other handouts
too. You can ask questions, and see answers to others’ questions, in
the Questions area. I answer questions every 1-3 days. If you are a
photographer who wants to get TO the great landscape, this class is
for you. Sounds good? Let’s go!

Grade Results
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GIMP Advanced: 3D Book Covers and Free Graphic
Design

Design

GIMP Essential Training

Computer Science

Take Your GIMP Skills to the Next Level If you're getting bored doing
the same old things in GIMP, maybe it's time to learn some new
tricks. Come with me on this adventure into GIMP Advanced. In over
an hour and a half of lectures, I'll show you some tricks you have yet
to learn. Learn to Create 3D Book Covers Both boxed sets and
individual 3D book covers are addressed in this course. Even if you
don't work on book covers, you'll find the 3D effects useful in your
future GIMP work. Learn to Create Reflections in Water Let me show
you a nice water reflection effect that you'll be able to use in your
own graphics. GIMP Advanced. It's not your grandpas old GIMP
anymore...

GIMP is a popular open-source image editor for Mac, Windows, and
Linux that has slowly evolved to become a credible free alternative
to programs like Adobe Photoshop. In this course, Justin Seeley
shows how to translate basic image editing techniques to GIMP,
such as cropping and resizing, selecting and masking, improving
tone and contrast, and dedicates other chapters to retouching with
the cloning and healing tools, creating illustrative effects with the
paint and ink brushes, and working with text and paths. The final
sections show you how to save time by automating tasks with
macros and batch processing and how to print and save your work.
GIMP for Beginners: Book Covers and Free Graphic
Design

Design
Learn the GIMP From Scratch In this course I'll show you how to use
the free Gnu Image Manipulation Program (GIMP) to produce
professional looking, high quality book covers. This course is
suitable for absolute beginners and explains how to install all
required tools and resources and then how to use those components
to produce a unique, professional looking, and high quality book
covers. Note that I demonstrate the use of the GIMP on a PC
running Microsoft Windows. If you're a Linux or Mac user, the GIMP
is also available to you, I just can't provide a demonstration of how to
install and use the product on your platform. Otherwise, this course
should be usable by GIMP users on any platform. Learn to Create
Stunning Book Covers and More This course uses a combination of
presentation slides and screen capture to show you how to use the
GIMP to produce book covers specifically. Why focus on book
covers? Because we only need to know the basics of using the
GIMP to accomplish our purposes. Don't worry, you can still create
amazing images (e.g. web, book covers, udemy logo) using the
basics of the GIMP. Expect to spend several days to weeks
digesting all the information provided in this course. Start Today Silly
as it may seem, your book cover is your first characteristic of your
book that is likely to distinguish you from the crowd. Why not spend
some time learning you to produce a quality, professional looking
book cover for your self-published work using free tools and
inexpensive professional quality images?

GIMP Intermediate

Design

GIS Data Formats, Design and Quality

Design

Grade Results

Go Beyond the Basics In this course we go beyond the basics of
producing a simple book cover using the GIMP as introduced in my
course "Using the GIMP to Produce Professional Quality Book
Covers". The intermediate course material provided here should
propel you're GIMP graphics to the next level. Learn Tips and
Techniques for Advanced Text Handling Learn my favorite
techniques when it comes to formatting text for presentation on the
web. Whether its a book cover, album cover, web graphic, or logo,
I'll show you the techniques required to make your images shine.
In this course, the second in the Geographic Information Systems
(GIS) Specialization, you will go in-depth with common data types
(such as raster and vector data), structures, quality and storage
during four week-long modules:
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Git Real

Computer Science

GitHub for Web Designers

Web Design

Giving 2.0: The MOOC

Business

Giving Helpful Feedback

Basic Skills

Learn more advanced Git by practicing the concepts of Git version
control. Increase your Git knowledge by learning more advanced
systems within Git.
GitHub has become the industry-standard version control and
publishing platform for web developers, but it's great for designers
too. This course shows web designers how GitHub can dramatically
improve their workflow and assist in creating and publishing sites.
Senior lynda.com author James Williamson shows how to sign up for
an account and install GitHub client and Git, the version control
system GitHub is based on. He then shows you how to use Github to
work with team members and collaborate with contributors to opensource projects.
A philanthropist is anyone who gives anything — time, money,
experience, skills, and networks — in any amount, to create a better
world. This course will empower you to practice philanthropy more
effectively and make your giving more meaningful to both you and
those you strive to help.
This course teaches you the simple principles expert managers use
to improve and motivate employee performance. You’ll never have
to avoid telling an employee “the truth” again, because the seven
techniques we teach will not make employees defensive or afraid.
As a manager, or someone who would like to be a manager, you’ll
also learn specifically what feedback is, how negative feedback is
weighed more heavily than positive, and how positive feedback can
super-charge behaviors such as creativity and teamwork.

Giving Sense to Your Leadership Experience

Business
In this course, second course of the "Inspirational Leadership"
Specialization, you will discover the characteristics of charismatic
leadership. You’ll personally learn how to embody these traits
through the “Savoir-Relier” (art of connecting and leading with
sense) methodology, which covers 3Gs: being Genuine, Generous,
and Generative. You will then choose which style of leadership best
fits you, why and when so you can adapt to more complex and
difficult situations with resilience. In a “Self-Portrait” and
“Conversation” with your classmates, you will be able to adjust your
own ideas about your leadership styles and strengths, allowing you
to increase your self-awareness, improve your relational intelligence,
and prepare you to confront crises and resolve conflicts. You will
also be better prepared to face difficult situations and make better
decisions by relying on both your perception and analytical skills. All
these skills will help you create sense in your team so you can lead it
better.

Giving with Purpose

humanities
GivingWithPurpose will help students achieve two complementary
goals: satisfying their personal motivations for giving, and investing
in high-performing nonprofit organizations that will use their money
effectively The course is comprised of six compact, online classes,
with each class broken up into shorter lessons. The first five classes
will be accompanied by a twenty to thirty minute guest speaker
video, which students can watch at their own leisure.

Global Adolescent Health

Grade Results

Medical

This course will explore the dynamic factors affecting the health and
wellbeing of young people around the world, and how important it is
for individuals, communities and nations that we improve the health
and life chances of this important population group.
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Global Diplomacy – Diplomacy in the Modern World

International Studies

Global Environmental Problems: Surveying the
Human Footprint

Social Sciences

Global Health: An Interdisciplinary Overview

Health And Nutrition

Global Health: Interdisciplinary Overview
Global Justice
Global Perspectives on Industrialization

Health And Nutrition
Social Sciences
Social Sciences
Science

Global Postharvest Loss Prevention: Fundamentals,
Technologies, and Actors

The Global Diplomacy course is a unique offering to the MOOC
environment. Bringing together cutting edge research in the broad
fields of Diplomatic and International Studies, award winning
distance learning delivery and the instructors previous experience of
delivering a successful MOOC. Please see the volume Global
Diplomacy: Theories, Types and Models authored with Dr Alison
Holmes, (Westview, 2016), and the Understanding Research
Methods MOOC from Coursera.
This course explores the environment through the lens of human
influence. We will discuss human behavior as it relates to the
treatment and use of the environment, from a geographical
perspective. We will focus on spatial dimensions of global
environmental issues, which includes Earth's subsystems,
population growth, land-use change, industry and uneven
development, specific examples of the human footprint, and climate
change.
This course proposes an overview of current global health
challenges drawing on the insights of several academic disciplines
including medicine, public health, law, economics, social sciences
and humanities. This interdisciplinary approach will guide the student
into seven critical topics in global health.

This course provides an overview of the issue of postharvest loss of
grains by exploring essential physical, technical, and social
dimensions of postharvest supply chains and loss prevention
methods globally.

Global Warming I: The Science and Modeling of
Climate Change

Science

Global Warming II: Create Your Own Models in
Python

Computer Science

Global Warming Science

Science

Global Warming: The Science of Climate Change

Science

This class describes the science of global warming and the forecast
for humans’ impact on Earth’s climate. Intended for an audience
without much scientific background but a healthy sense of curiosity,
the class brings together insights and perspectives from physics,
chemistry, biology, earth and atmospheric sciences, and even some
economics—all based on a foundation of simple mathematics
(algebra).

Globalization's Winners and Losers: Challenges for
Developed and Developing Countries

Social Sciences

Build your “global acumen” and engage with business and policy
experts to better lead and manage through the challenges of
globalization.

Grade Results

What causes global warming? What is the role of human behavior in
climate change? This class describes the science of global warming
and the forecast for humans’ impact on Earth's climate. It brings
together insights and perspectives from physics, chemistry, biology,
earth and atmospheric sciences, and even some economics. The
simple mathematics underlying these differing approaches is the
only background one needs. It is an accessible, multidisciplinary tour
of climate science for a general audience. The first unit explores the
basic principles for understanding Earth's climate.

This class provides a series of Python programming exercises
intended to explore the use of numerical modeling in the Earth
system and climate sciences. The scientific background for these
models is presented in a companion class, Global Warming I: The
Science and Modeling of Climate Change. This class assumes that
you are new to Python programming (and this is indeed a great way
to learn Python!), but that you will be able to pick up an elementary
knowledge of Python syntax from another class or from on-line
tutorials.
12.340x introduces the basic science underpinning our knowledge of
the climate system, how climate has changed in the past, and how it
may change in the future. The course focuses on the fundamental
energy balance in the climate system, between incoming solar
radiation and outgoing infrared radiation, and how this balance is
affected by greenhouse gases.
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Globalization: Acting Local to be Global

Business

Globalizing Higher Education and Research for the
‘Knowledge Economy'
Globalizing Higher Education and Research for the
‘Knowledge Economy’

Education

Globejotting 2.0: Travel Writing and Publishing

International Studies

Education

Mayfield Fund, a venture capital firm based in Silicon Valley,
expands its operations in China and India to locally participate in the
companies it funds. Roberts notes that this enables Mayfield Fund to
understand the unique opportunities offered by different geographic
locations, as well as adapt to the trends of the local market.

This course is designed to examine an array of issues related to the
globalization of higher education and research. The main objective
of the course is to enable students to better understand how and
why universities are engaged in the globalization process, as well as
what the key implications of this development process are.

Taught by bestselling author and professional writing coach, Dave
Fox, this course picks up where his travel journaling course leaves
off. Our travel diaries are where we collect our richest travel
memories. Now, Dave teaches you how to take those piles of
memories and transform them into travel tales you can share with
friends and family, post on blogs, or publish professionally in
newspapers, magazines, and books. In this fun and informative
travel writing course, you'll learn how to craft compelling stories that
hook readers right away and keep them riveted until the end. You'll
discover a simple but big mistake many aspiring freelancers make
that gets in the way of their publishing success, and learn easy ways
to correct it. Dave walks you through every step of the travel tale
writing process -- from note-taking on the road, to writing and
polishing your tales, to pitching those stories to editors. He includes
sections on how to ethically and legally write about the people you
meet, how the travel writing business works, and even how to have
richer adventures and more meaningful personal encounters in the
places you visit. In addition to more than three hours of video
lessons, this course also includes a series of writing exercises to
help you practice what you learn. If you like, you can post your
stories in our online forum and share feedback with your fellow
students. Dave also enjoys engaging with his students and is happy
to answer any questions you have. "[Dave is] the best writing
teacher I have ever had. Talented, funny, approachable, and
structured." -- Leslie in Surrey, England "Dave Fox is an amazing
teacher who will give you online feedback as if you were sitting right
next to him." --Joan in Bakersfield, California

Grade Results
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Gmail and Google Chrome Productivity Essentials

Business

In this course I will teach you how to use the most up-to-date version
of Gmail to increase your productivity and technical capabilities
when dealing with email messaging and organization. Furthermore I
will show you time saving and productivity increasing extensions and
apps to use in the Google Chrome Internet Browser. The course is
comprised of screen cast videos that can be completed at your own
pace at any time. Most videos are between 3 and 6 minutes long and
are therefore easy to digest and easy to again at a later time as a
refresher. The course is over 4 hours long and comprised of over 60
individual videos broken up into 15 Sections. The only requirement
for taking this course is a Gmail account, which is free and incredibly
easy to set up. To complete the course you will also need to have
Google Chrome downloaded, which is also free and very easy to set
up. If you use these time saving productivity boosting tips to save 30
minutes a day in wasted time you will end up saving over a month of
40 hour work weeks over the course of a year. To put that in
perspective, you will only need to save less than 4 minutes per hour
in a given 8 hour workday. Many people boost their productivity even
more than that with the tips and knowledge in this course. Hear what
people are saying about this course: "Great course. I am both a
google chrome and gmail user. I didnt know how much both
programs offered. Some awesome information" "...The instructor
was well spoken and efficient in the way he delivered lesson
content." "...The videos are short and to the point, no fluff, only
usable information..." "...I'm a freelance translator and use email all
the time for work, the tips in this course have definitely increased my
productivity while working. It truly is a mine of information."

Gmail Essential Training

Basic Skills

Gmail Essential Training
Gmail Essential Training

Computer Science
Basic Skills

Learn the basics of composing, sending, and replying to messages
with Gmail, the free email service from Google. Plus, discover how
to organize, search, and use shortcuts to work with Gmail more
effectively every step of the way. Author Jess Stratton covers setting
up your Gmail account and settings, configuring desktop alerts and
notifications, keeping track of your most important contacts and
groups, and chatting with others using the Google Chat feature. Jess
also shows you some of the cool extras in Google Labs and
demonstrates how to access your Gmail account on other clients
and devices.

Learn the basics of composing, sending, and replying to messages
with Gmail, the free email service from Google. Plus, discover how
to organize, search, and use shortcuts to work with Gmail more
effectively every step of the way. Author Jess Stratton covers setting
up your Gmail account and settings, configuring desktop alerts and
notifications, keeping track of your most important contacts and
groups, and chatting with others using the Google Chat feature. Jess
also shows you some of the cool extras in Google Labs and
demonstrates how to access your Gmail account on other clients
and devices.
GMAT Data Sufficiency Course
GMAT Math - Data Sufficiency Made Easy

Education
Education

http://coursetalk.org/udemy/gmat-data-sufficiency-course
Hello. My name is Corey and welcome to my short course on solving
GMAT Data Sufficiency questions. Mastering this topic is an
essential ingredient for a superb GMAT score and gaining
acceptance into business schools. This course contains 75 actual
GMAT Data Sufficiency questions with annotated solutions. Feel free
to preview sample solutions so that you have an idea of what to
expect in the rest of the course. Thank you for your time and I look
forward to helping you maximize your GMAT data sufficiency skill
set. Check back often for more updates as I shall continue adding
more problems. Contact me if you have any questions on the
solutions.

Grade Results
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Go Big or Go Home

Health And Nutrition
Life is short, so why settle for less? Many dream or talk about
following their passion and living a bigger, better life; far fewer take
active steps to do so. Some people are too scared to make a
change; others aren’t sure how to begin. This life-changing seminar
will inspire you to shake off your fear and live up to your greatness.
Featuring: Laurie outlines three clear steps to stop settling for less
and specific strategies for following your passion. Members of the
popular band Guster share their journeys to a successful music
career. NOTE: This seminar is the 1st of 6 in Laurie Gardner's
Courageous U series, "Big Shell or Bust: Making and Managing
Change." Enroll in each seminar separately or enjoy the whole
series. Also note that this seminar was originally offered as a live
teleseminar. Udemy participants who have questions should type
them on Udemy rather than following the instructions for phone Q &
A.

Goal Setting 101

Basic Skills
This course will help you better understand what a goal is and how
can you master the process of setting, managing and reaching to
your goals. There are 11 chapters and 2 bonuses, over 1 and a half
hour of video content and supplementary materials for each chapter.
It will take about 10 days to complete the course, if you allocate
around 30 minutes each day. This includes the required time to
absorb the video content as well as to do your assignments. I
created this course after more than 15 years of trials and errors, as a
successful serial online entrepreneur, and, more recently, as a digital
nomad. You should take this course if: - you seem not to accomplish
much in your day to day activities - you prefer thinking small by fear
of not "getting there" - you are stressed, overwhelmed, overworked
and anxious - you need a fast, easy to understand, actionable
approach towards goal setting - you want to become a better version
of yourself

Goal Sticking

Basic Skills
If you don’t know how to set a goal or have trouble setting goals,
give this course a pass. You have a bigger problem. But if you set
goals but fail to achieve them, then this is absolutely the best course
you can have on the planet. I guarantee it. Why am I so confident? I
was like you until I discovered the magic of goal sticking. Today, I am
a successful entrepreneur. I have sold two companies, built a 10,000
person direct sales organization, invested in and advised many
startups. I have been practicing and teaching these techniques for
years. The world is filled with gurus teaching why and how to do goal
setting. Search volume for goal setting outnumbers that for goal
sticking by 500 to 1. People are searching for goal setting and gurus
are harvesting the traffic! But are people really looking for help with
goal setting? Or is it that people don’t know how to search for goal
sticking so they are typing goal setting in the search box. I strongly
believe it is the later. Since you have read this far, I can safely
assume that you are already setting goals. You are reading it
because you have problem sticking to your goals. Let me assure you
that you are not alone. In this course, I show you how I did it using a
set of techniques developed over many years. Learn how to set
goals and practice these and get on the road to success. Enroll in
this Goal Sticking course and go where you always wanted to but
could not. Learn how to set goals learn how to achieve your goals!
Go beyond goal setting!

Goals of Learning
Going Out on a Limb: Anatomy of the Upper Limb

Education
Health And Nutrition

Going Out on a Limb: The Anatomy of the Upper Limb Medical

Grade Results

Take a tour through the inner-workings of the upper limb with Penn’s
award winning Anatomy Professor, Dr. James S. White.
This course explores musculoskeletal anatomy of the Upper Limb,
and common injuries that affect its function. We discuss parts of the
upper limb, the anatomy of bones, joints and muscles, nerve injuries
and common pathologies.
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Going Viral

Marketing

Good brain, bad brain: basics

Science

Good brain, bad brain: Parkinson's disease

Medical

Google Adwords 101: Get More Customers with
Search Marketing

Marketing

Cat videos are more than just online diversions. Sometimes they are
powerful online marketing tools. Would you like to learn more about
how to use the power of social media to get your message out? Viral
marketing is a powerful and yet inexpensive way to market online.
This course breaks it down for you by giving you a comprehensive
view of the types of viral marketing and how you can use viral
content to reach your target audience. We avoid jargon and strive to
make the course accessible to everyone regardless of past
experience with online marketing.
This course is designed to be an introduction to the human brain and
aims to provide basic information and explanations for the nonspecialist so that you may better understand your own amazing
brain. We will look at what it’s made of, how these components are
organised and how they function.
This MOOC is aimed at anyone with an interest in finding out the
fundamentals of Parkinson’s disease; how it affects people, what
causes it, what we can do to try and ameliorate the symptoms and
what we don’t yet know about it. As one of the most prevalent
neurodegenerative diseases, most people at least know of one
person who has Parkinson’s disease. As the population ages, so the
number of people with it will increase.

Note: Make sure to watch the videos in HD. About this Google
Adwords course: Google Adwords is a marketer's best friend. If you
are looking to reach new customers, test your product idea (or even
test a start-up idea) this course is for you. In this Adwords
introductory course you will learn how to create your first ad
campaign and you will actually get to see your ads live on Google
Adwords. (How exciting is that?) Here are some of the topics we'll
dive into: - What is Google Adwords and how it works - Keyword
match types and campaign settings - Account set up and best
practices - Launching your first Adwords ads Throughout this course
you will learn that it is not necessary to spend thousands of dollars to
make online marketing work for you - and your company. Upon
completing this course you will know: - What is Google Adwords and
how to use it to your advantage - How to properly set up your Google
Adwords campaigns (emphasis: properly) - The industry best
practices - which will ensure that you are not wasting your money on
useless clicks If you have any questions, or specific requests, please
let me know - I'm here to help! Note: As with all Udemy courses, you
have 30-day money back guarantee :) (but no worries, you won't
need that, promise) Resources: For those of you looking to expand
your online marketing knowledge, here are some other Udemy
courses I recommend: http://www.udemy.com/zero-cost-marketingsecrets-official-primer-course/ http://www.udemy.com/anentrepreneurs-checklist/ http://www.udemy.com/growth-hacking-leanmarketing-for-startups/

Google Adwords Course: Invest & profit with live
training
Google AdWords Essential Training

Finance

Warm-Up Exercises For Writers - Free course To Learn The Basics
Of Great Non-Fiction Writing In Three Minutes A Day

Business
Quickly harness the power of Google AdWords and get the most
value from your pay-per-click (PPC) spend. Learn how to choose the
best keywords, write compelling ad copy, and measure the
effectiveness of your ads on the leading PPC platform. AdWords
expert David Booth explains the PPC landscape and shows how to
use AdWords to get more clicks, conversions, and ultimately more
return on your investment in search advertising. This course
explains the best practices for setting up your account and offers
lessons on keyword research, bidding strategies, the all-important
Quality Score, conversion tracking, and campaign optimization. Plus,
learn about remarketing with display ads and video advertising with
YouTube.

Grade Results
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Google AdWords for Beginners

Marketing
Create a campaign that delivers a high return for every dollar you
spend by using Google Adwords. This course will show you how to
launch an effective Adwords campaign, so you can make the most of
this versatile marketing opportunity. Increase Traffic and Sales by
Using Google Adwords--A Powerful Marketing Tool How Adwords
and Ad Rank Work Targeting and Bidding Tracking and Budgeting
Keywords and Dynamic Keyword Insertion Boost Your Sales in Just
Three Hours Google Adwords are advertisements. They appear as
‘sponsored links’ when someone searches for content related to
your offering. It’s a pay-per-click system. You bid for the position to
place your ad, but you only pay when someone clicks. Adwords
have better conversion rates than regular browsing traffic. This
course is for anyone who wants to learn how to create effective
Adwords ads in a short amount of time. Whether you’re a marketing
student or a professional business person, Adwords should be part
of a modern marketing strategy. This course is the shortcut to using
AdWords properly. This course can help anyone add Adwords to
their marketing portfolio. Contents and Overview In just three hours
of content, you get a comprehensive strategy for maximizing your
revenue using Google Adwords. The course starts with the
fundamentals of Adwords: how it works, what opportunities it
provides and what it does. Next up, you’ll learn the ins-and-outs of
AdRank--what it means for your business and how to better your
position. Learn the difference between a Campaign and an
AdGroup, before choosing which sites to advertise on and how to bid
for those spots. Location targeting is next. You can target by country,
city, zip code or with multiple locations. Once you’ve understood
location targeting, the advanced technique of language targeting
comes next, before an overview of Ad Extensions. You’ll review what
makes a traffic-boosting keyword, and what doesn’t work in a
comprehensive discussion of keywords. Finally, you’ll be looking at
research data (Google Analytics) and how to interpret the
information to optimize your marketing strategies. After taking this
course, you will have the knowledge and resource list to be able to
increase sales and traffic by making the best use of Google Adwords.

Google Adwords for Mobile Apps - The DIY Guide

Marketing
This course is about teaching you advertising mobile apps on
Google’s search engine and media display network. Asi Ace Meir,
Experienced Mentor and Google Certified Partner, teaches the
course. Asi will walk you through the lessons using Hands-on videos
and Presentations; the Google adwords essentials that will let you
use the platform with a focus on mobile apps. The course will be
divided into small chunks of instructional videos in order to stay
focused and make the material easy to digest. You should take this
course if you like to reach global audiences in a fast growing market.
Also, you should consider taking this course if you don't like to pay a
monthly fee to an unnecessary middleman. I believe that if you
developed an app you will be able to handle the adwords interface
and following my steps we'll make sure you'll do it right. * Students
will receive a coupon.

Grade Results
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Google AdWords: A Step-by-Step Guide

Marketing

Google Adwords: Essential Tips for Profitable
Campaigns

Marketing

Google Analytics Beginning Course

Education

Google Analytics Essential Training

Business

Grade Results

By the end of this course, you'll be able to create and manage your
own Google Adwords campaigns. "This course showed me
EXACTLY what I wanted to know. Concise & brief so it wasn't an
overload of info but at the same time, it was EXTREMELY
informative. I would recommend this to anyone and EVERYONE
starting out in the field." -Matt C. "A perfect course for the Adwords
beginner that hits on all the things you might miss learning Google's
platform on your own. Well worth the time and money." -Jeff K. Are
you ready to start your first AdWords campaign, but not really sure
where to begin? Overwhelmed or confused by all of the keywords,
bids, and ad groups that paid search involves? You've come to the
right place. I will guide you step-by-step as you create and manage
your first campaign. Watch lectures, view screen share demos, and
follow along as I create campaigns for a fictional footwear company.
What do you get by signing up for this course? Lifetime access to 27
lectures, which include video lectures, screen-share demos, and
handpicked complementary resources. The course is expected to
take 3-5 hours to complete, as you are encouraged to build your
campaigns right alongside this course. $100 in free advertising
credits (for new AdWords accounts in US & Canada). Just sign up
for the course, send me an email (listed in lecture 4), and I'll send
you the promo code and explain how to apply it. 10 Review Quizzes,
one at the end of each section. Certificate of completion to show to
your boss/clients/self, indicating that you know how to build and
manage AdWords campaigns. A full refund & a free 30-minute digital
marketing consultation (via Google Hangout) if you launch, and don't
make your course fee money back in leads and sales within 30 days.
This course is perfect for: Small Businesses who know they want to
use AdWords to increase traffic and conversions but don't have the
budget to hire out a digital agency. I'll show you how to do your paid
search marketing completely in-house. Service Professionals who
don't have a lot of time for marketing. I'll show you how you can
create your AdWords campaign in less than a day, and how to
manage your campaign by spending less than 30 minutes per week.
Marketers/CMOs/Digital Marketers in larger companies who are
looking to improve their tool belt and get more site traffic. Many
employers will cover the course fee, since it's an investment that can
reap dividends by as early as tomorrow. Owners of new websites or
blogs. Since SEO (organic traffic) takes months or even years to
Google adwords is a hugely powerful tool for marketing. However it
can also quickly lose you money if you don't know how to setup your
campaigns and ads in the correct manner. This course gives you the
core essentials you need to understand, consider and apply before
you begin, or as means to changing any ad campaigns you run. By
applying these techniques you should ensure that you can test and
track the performance of your ads without spending alot of money
with no return on your investment, I have been running adwords
campaigns for over 7 years in a wide variety of industry sectors. The
course requires no special software apart from the Google adwords
editor which is a free tool and runs on PC or Mac.
A brief into to Google Analytics. Learn how to interpret and act on
your data
In Google Analytics Essential Training, Corey Koberg shows how to
use the Google web analytics platform to generate and evaluate
information about the visitors to a web site, including data on site
traffic, user behavior, and marketing effectiveness. This course
covers the out-of-the-box functionality, from account creation to
reporting fundamentals, and explains how to glean insights from the
vast array of data available.
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Google Analytics for Beginners

Marketing
Welcome to Google Analytics for Beginners! The goal of this course
is to turn you into a power user armed with the ability to use website
data to grow your business. The course exclusively uses
walkthrough screencasts in a live Google Analytics account, so you
can follow along step-by-step. No boring lectures. No ugly
PowerPoints. I've structured the course to first show how to use
each different reports you will encounter in your account. Then, we'll
dive into every individual report inside of Google Analytics. What you
will learn: Who - your customers are including their demographics,
interests and what type of devices they use. What - they look at on
your site and what they purchased (or didn't). When - their first visit
was and when they came back. Where - they are from and what
languages they speak. How - they got to your website (social,
referral, or Google search?) If you have any questions about the
course feel free to email me anytime. coreyrab@gmail.com

Google Analytics Tips

Business
Get a new Google Analytics tip every other week from online
marketing expert Corey Koberg. Most users unlock just a fraction of
the power that Google Analytics offers, so in this course Corey
exposes tips and tricks to unlock insights into one of the most
sophisticated tools in the marketer or site owner's arsenal. He offers
peeks into the latest power features, advice for deeply mining your
digital data, and actions you can take to optimize your site for both
traffic and conversions. Corey answers common questions about
online marketing and web analytics, including installation, tag
management, reporting, custom variables/dimensions, attribution
modeling, segmentation, multichannel funnels, data accuracy,
visualizations, Universal Analytics, and more. What's more, Corey
welcomes your questions and will shape future videos based on
member requests, so send them to us at feedback@lynda.com.

Google Analytics Training: Using GA for Actionable
Insights

Marketing

Google App Engine Essential Training

Computer Science

Google Apps for Educators

Education

Grade Results

Learn how to use Google Analytics to make important business
decisions. Understanding how visitors behave on your website can
help you make the right business decisions and help you understand
what it is that you need to optimize. This course will teach you
everything you need to know to understand what your visitors are
doing on your site. You will also learn how to derive actionable
insight from all the data available to you on Google Analytics. Note:
This course is a work-in-progress & more lectures will be added in
the coming weeks!
With Google App Engine, you can develop scalable web applications
on Google's infrastructure—the world's largest and most robust—at
little or no cost. Joseph Lowery shows you how to set up your first
project with Google App Engine using PHP or Python. He'll take you
through each step involved in coding, styling, and deploying your
app. Plus, you'll learn how to integrate with Google Cloud services
and third-party frameworks as well as manage crucial account
settings like billing and load balancing options.
Are Google products for you? Ideas and examples of how you can
use Google in your classroom, school, or district.
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Google Apps for Everyone

Business
Google Apps are ushering in a whole new era of word processing,
spreadsheets, and presentations. Business, colleges, and K-12
schools have begun using this suite of products instead of Microsoft
Office. Don't get left behind. What are Google Docs? Why should I
use them if I already use Microsoft Office? Can I do things I can't do
with Office? We'll answer these questions and much more in this
unique, detailed course offering dedicated to Google Apps for
Business and Google Apps for Education. This is the only course on
Udemy that takes an in depth look at the following Google Apps:
Google Docs Google Drive Google Spreadsheets Google Forms
Google Presentations Google Drawings The lessons walk you
through setting up your account, creating your first Google Doc,
sharing your docs with colleagues to collaborate with you, designing
forms to collect data, and much, much more. Students can expect to
walk away with the ability to switch to Google Apps for their day to
day computing needs. From creating your first document and inviting
collaborators to work with you to designing forms to gather and
display data. Whether you are a beginner or an expert, you will learn
something from this course!

Google Apps for Students

Education

Google Boost your Startup Business
Google Calendar

Business
Business

Discover how to use Google Apps to become more productive in
class and after school. In this course, author and educator Aaron
Quigley shows students how to work with Gmail, Google Calendar,
and Drive to communicate and collaborate with classmates, become
more organized, and save time. Learn how to manage school and
personal email, back up your assignments, create a class website,
and connect with others on Google+. Teachers can also use this
course to get tips to help their students succeed inside and outside
the classroom.

Is your life crazy and hectic? Do you want to get organized and feel
like you can easily handle all the events of your day? If so, Google
Calendar can help! In this course you will learn how to use Google
Calendar like a pro. By using the variety of elements available in
Google Calendar you can be highly organized and efficient. Google
Calendar can help you at work or personally. You can create multiple
calendars and share those calendars with other employees or with
family. No one will have an excuse they were not informed! Those
calendars can even remind you so you don't forget anything. You
can even set up the Google Calendar app on your smart devices
and you will have your schedule with you wherever you are. So dive
in, and learn how to make your life more efficient and less stressful
with Google Calendar!
Google Calendar Essential Training
Google Calendar Essential Training
Google Cheats — An Advanced Google Search
Course

Business
Photography
Education

Google Chrome Developer Tools

Business

Find what you need to research homework & papers, fast!
Streamline big projects - create alerts & custom search engines!

The Google Chrome Developer Tools are built into the Google
Chrome web browser. Google have produced a stable, fast, feature
rich browsing experience for end users but they didn't stop there.
Google has also ensured that developers like you have a great
experience with Chrome too. The Developer Tools, bundled in
Chrome, allows web developers and programmers deep access into
the internals of the browser and their web application. This course is
focused on giving a fast introduction to making the very best use of
the Dev Tools and cover each Dev Panel showing the most popular
and useful, features. The target audience ranges from the casual
user who wants to take a peak behind the curtains of a web page
through to experienced web developers who do not know of, or have
not yet experienced, the Developer Tools.

Grade Results
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Google Docs and Drive for Educators

Education

Google Docs and Sheets on iOS First Look

Business

Google Documents A to Z

Business

Google Drive Essential Training

Business

Learn how to develop, share, and collaborate in a connected
classroom with these free tools from Google!
Google Docs and Google Sheets have officially arrived on iOS.
These two apps put all the power Google's productivity suite in a
native format on your iPhone and iPad, making it easier to interact
with your documents and spreadsheets—online or off. Join Nick
Brazzi, as he takes a quick tour of each app and shows how they
interact with Google Drive.
Google Documents A to Z is a course designed to help anyone who
uses Google Documents, through their Gmail account or a Google
Applications domain, become an expert! Although useful for anyone
wanting to learn Google Documents, this course focuses on
educators by leading the learner through the creation of a lesson
plan that uses many of the great tools found within Google
Documents. Each step is broken down into individual tools found in
Google Documents and Google Drive, and explores them in about 2
hours. If you are new to Google Documents, or if you struggle with it,
this is the course for you!

In this course, Jess Stratton teaches the essentials of creating,
formatting, and sharing documents, spreadsheets, presentations,
and forms with Google Drive. Discover the differences between the
Google Docs and the new Google Drive. Then learn how to work
with your files—creating, converting, syncing, and deleting—plus tips
on organizing and searching Drive. Then it is on to the basics of
inserting and formatting images, text, tables, and data inside
documents, spreadsheets, presentations, and the Google Forms
feature for polling an audience and collecting responses. You'll also
learn about creating with Google Drawings, the best ways to
collaborate using Google Docs, and how to save time with templates.
Google Earth for Educators

Education

Google Earth for Everyone

Business

Learn Google Earth and how to use it in the classroom and online.
Project examples for every subject area.
This video teaches all Google Earth users the fundmental tools and
options for creating and viewing custom content on the globe. Start
by learning about Google Earth's navigation, and work your way up
to adding your own data to be viewed right within Google Earth.
Geared to beginners through advanced users, this video teaches
new and powerful techniques in Google Earth. Google Earth for
Everyone consists of nearly an hour of instruction covering topics
such as Navigation, Search, Placemarks, Adding Spreadsheet Data,
and more. Perfect for real estate professionals scouting properties
for clients, government employees visualizing geographic data, and
3D enthusiasts building out cities on top of Google Earth.

Grade Results
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Google Hangouts for Business - Your Blueprint for
Success

Business

Learn How Use Google Hangouts to Grow Your Business by
Cultivating Relationships, Hosting Webinars, Mastermind Groups,
Collaborations, and more… for Zero Cost! Watch step-by-step, clickby-click, how to use Google Hangouts and how to increase your web
traffic, generate leads, and skyrocket your sales conversions at the
same time. It is becoming common knowledge that Webinars are the
#1 online sales and marketing tool, not to mention using Webinars
as an effective training and communication platform. If you haven't
tried Google Hangouts, then the time to do so is now… Gather in the
same room as everybody else, see their actual faces, interact, and
use it as an instant relationship builder... with zero cost! Collaborate
in meetings with your co-workers, business partners, or prospective
customers… with zero cost! Present more effectively than ever
before, show viewers files that you have working on, share your
computer screen, and much, much, more… with zero cost!
Broadcast live on YouTube and host replays on one of the largest
and most frequented websites in the world… again with zero cost!
What makes Google Hangouts so powerful is its integration with
powerful apps that truly make the possibilities endless… Why spend
hundreds of dollars a month on a webinar or meeting system with far
less limiting features? And it doesn't stop there… Google Hangouts
is also compatible with mobile and tablet devices… yes, your iPhone
and Android too. That means more people and more prospective
customers to interact with anywhere... and as a business owner, that
is huge! Whether you want to use Google Hangouts for your
business, non-profit organization, church, blog, website, or more… in
this video series you're going to learn everything to get started using
Google Hangouts right now and the right way! Please enjoy!

Grade Results
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Google Hangouts For Your Online Business

Business
I'm sure you have heard about Google's new social network and
their hangout tool, but you want to know how YOU can profit using it.
You've probably heard that some people are saying that they are
doing everything on hangouts now. But they're not exactly sharing
what they're doing with them. In this course you are going to learn
how to are use Hangouts like the experts do, all you need are a few
basics to turn Google Hangouts into an on demand traffic system to
build your business and authority with very little effort. It's always a
good feeling to KNOW that you can create traffic whenever you want
to have it in your business. You never have to worry about paying for
it, and you can use it to promote whatever you want in your
business! Here's whats covered in the course: Videos 1-4: The
Foundation: Setting Up For Google Hangouts. I'll help you set up
your Google Hangouts just as a professional would set up their
movie studio. You'll be shocked at how little you need to get started
and how easy it's going to be to create interesting content. Videos 513: The Dashboard: Taking Control To Create a Dynamic
Experience. In these videos I'll show you how to use the controls
inside of Google Hangouts so that you create the best experience for
audience that watch you live or see your video by archive. Watch
over my shoulder as I show you everything that you can do and
leverage for a professional experience that transforms you into the
expert. Videos 14-20: Taking Flight: How You Can Use Google
Hangouts to build your Business. Videos 20-24: The People: Finding
the Guests ThatEveryone Wants to Hear. Videos 25-28: The
Platform: Using These Advanced Features of Google Hangouts for
Massive Credibility. Videos 29-34: The Promotion: How to Find those
Out of the Way Places Where Your Target Market Hangs Out In
these videos I'll reveal to you the new secrets of making money with
hangouts from all angles in marketing online. You can use Google
Hangouts for more profits regardless of what niche your business is
in. The videos easy to follow, step by step showing you all you need
to know to get started using Google Hangouts right now. Enjoy the
course.

Google Helpouts for Business How-To Course

Grade Results

Business

This course will teach you the Steps to Apply for Google Helpouts
and How-to create Listings once Approved into program.
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Google Local Optimization

Grade Results

Business

Google Hangouts are the most powerful marketing tool for everyone
who wants to reach a bigger audience and expand their online
exposure. Why? Because they live inside Google+, Google’s social
platform, and therefore they harness the power of the most visited
website of the world. In addition to this, Hangouts on Air are
broadcast and recorded on YouTube, so they also harness the
power of the most visited video website of the world. And the coolest
thing is that they come for free! So, if you are a business owner, an
entrepreneur, a teacher, a coach, or someone with a message to
share, you should wait no longer to start using Google Hangouts and
Hangouts on Air in order to reach more of your ideal clients and
prospects. There’s a catch though. Just like every new technology
and software platform, Hangouts do have a learning curve that you
have to go through in order to become comfortable with all the
different technical aspects and features. Now, Hangouts aren’t
rocket science and - I want to be clear about that - you can figure
this stuff out on your own. But studying and researching the platform
on your own does take time, and you can easily spend hours, or
even days, reading Google’s documentation or searching for
tutorials, in order to master it. And I bet you have better ways to
invest your time, right? So, if you don’t feel like wasting a lot of time
and energy to learn Hangouts, this course is just what you are
looking for. The Google+ Hangouts Starter Kit is a short but
comprehensive guide, designed to quickly get you started with
Google Hangouts. I’ve put together 20 video lessons, plus several
checklists and handouts, jam-packed with all the knowledge I have
gained studying and using Google Hangouts since they were
introduced, as well as being a coach for a major Hangout training
earlier this year. I designed the curriculum for absolute beginners,
and no prior knowledge is required, but the course is also very
useful for more advanced and experienced users. All you need to
follow the course and to take full advantage of the content is your
computer, an internet connection, and a Google+ account (if you
don’t have one don’t worry, I’m going to show you how to set it up!).
Short, bite-sized and easy to follow video lectures will walk you
through the platform step-by-step, from start to finish. I’m going to
provide you with all the information that you need in order to
understand and use the interface and to start confidently hosting
your Hangouts, without overwhelming you with unnecessary details.
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Google Plus Hangouts Starter Kit

Marketing

Google Sites Essential Training
Google SketchUp 6 Essential Training
Google SketchUp 7 New Features

Business
Architecture
Architecture

Google Hangouts are the most powerful marketing tool for everyone
who wants to reach a bigger audience and expand their online
exposure. Why? Because they live inside Google+, Google’s social
platform, and therefore they harness the power of the most visited
website of the world. In addition to this, Hangouts on Air are
broadcast and recorded on YouTube, so they also harness the
power of the most visited video website of the world. And the coolest
thing is that they come for free! So, if you are a business owner, an
entrepreneur, a teacher, a coach, or someone with a message to
share, you should wait no longer to start using Google Hangouts and
Hangouts on Air in order to reach more of your ideal clients and
prospects. There’s a catch though. Just like every new technology
and software platform, Hangouts do have a learning curve that you
have to go through in order to become comfortable with all the
different technical aspects and features. Now, Hangouts aren’t
rocket science and - I want to be clear about that - you can figure
this stuff out on your own. But studying and researching the platform
on your own does take time, and you can easily spend hours, or
even days, reading Google’s documentation or searching for
tutorials, in order to master it. And I bet you have better ways to
invest your time, right? So, if you don’t feel like wasting a lot of time
and energy to learn Hangouts, this course is just what you are
looking for. The Google+ Hangouts Starter Kit is a short but
comprehensive guide, designed to quickly get you started with
Google Hangouts. I’ve put together 20 video lessons, plus several
checklists and handouts, jam-packed with all the knowledge I have
gained studying and using Google Hangouts since they were
introduced, as well as being a coach for a major Hangout training
earlier this year. I designed the curriculum for absolute beginners,
and no prior knowledge is required, but the course is also very
useful for more advanced and experienced users. All you need to
follow the course and to take full advantage of the content is your
computer, an internet connection, and a Google+ account (if you
don’t have one don’t worry, I’m going to show you how to set it up!).
Short, bite-sized and easy to follow video lectures will walk you
through the platform step-by-step, from start to finish. I’m going to
provide you with all the information that you need in order to
understand and use the interface and to start confidently hosting
your Hangouts, without overwhelming you with unnecessary details.

In Google SketchUp 7 New Features, George Maestri reviews the
major enhancements to Google's free and user-friendly 3D modeling
software. One of the most exciting changes is the addition of
Dynamic Components, and George takes an in-depth tour of their
features, including built-in animation and the ability to scale without
distortion. He also reviews the new point-and-click Interact tool,
which allows users to customize Dynamic Components without the
use of a keyboard or menus, and the improved Line tool, which
transforms intersecting lines into separate segments. Other
improvements include updates to the 3D warehouse and the ability
to download models directly from Google Earth. Exercise files
accompany this course.
Google SketchUp 8 Essential Training

Architecture
In this course, author George Maestri explains how to model and
render 3D objects and scenes using Google SketchUp 8. The
course covers the fundamentals of the application, from navigating
the user interface, manipulating objects, and building basic shapes
to importing objects from Google Earth, animating a scene, and
modeling organic terrain using the Sandbox tools. The course also
explores SketchUp Pro features, which are available as an upgrade.
These include tools for creating dynamic components and adding
interactivity, as well as sophisticated importing and exporting options
for working with outside applications.

Grade Results
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Google SketchUp Pro: Tools and Techniques

Design
Google SketchUp Pro: Tools and Techniques shows professional
users of Google's popular 3D modeling software how to create
compelling 3D graphics. Author George Maestri focuses on the
features available in Pro that make SketchUp a valuable design tool.
He demonstrates the new Dynamic Components and shows how
using them can add interactivity to a model. He teaches how to
create custom Dynamic Components from models, which is a
feature unique to Pro. He also explores SketchUp Pro's companion
application, LayOut, a presentation tool that retains the editability of
models even when they're embedded in documents. Last but not
least, George shows how to export and import objects to and from
other programs, such as AutoCAD and 3ds Max. Exercise files
accompany this course.

Google SketchUp Pro: Tools and Techniques

Architecture
Google SketchUp Pro: Tools and Techniques shows professional
users of Google's popular 3D modeling software how to create
compelling 3D graphics. Author George Maestri focuses on the
features available in Pro that make SketchUp a valuable design tool.
He demonstrates the new Dynamic Components and shows how
using them can add interactivity to a model. He teaches how to
create custom Dynamic Components from models, which is a
feature unique to Pro. He also explores SketchUp Pro's companion
application, LayOut, a presentation tool that retains the editability of
models even when they're embedded in documents. Last but not
least, George shows how to export and import objects to and from
other programs, such as AutoCAD and 3ds Max. Exercise files
accompany this course.

Google Spreadsheets Step by Step

Computer Science
Why pay for your spreadsheet software when you can get it for
FREE? It's a great alternative to Microsoft Excel without the cost.
Google Spreadsheets is a web-based spreadsheet application
created by Google that allows you to create and edit your
spreadsheet files online in real-time with other users. In Google
Spreadsheets, because your files are stored online: Your data is
always backed up, and you don't have to worry about losing it if
something happens to your computerYou can access your files from
anywhere and work from anywhereYou and your team can work on
any of your files together at the same time across teams, companies
and locations.

Google+ for Business
Google+ for Musicians and Bands

Business
Marketing
Aside from its popularity, Google+ offers integrated video chats and
the ability to segment your followers into circles—making it a natural
choice for bands and musicians that want to connect with fans. In
this course, industry expert Bobby Owsinski show you how to market
your music and grow your fan base in Google+. Find out how to set
up your page, start adding contacts to your circles, and get practical
ways to use Google+ Hangouts and attract more fans.

GoPro HD Hero Guide

Photography
Indie filmmaker and post-production expert Kenny Meehan shares
innovative production and editing techniques for getting extreme
sports and cinematic quality footage using the GoPro Hero camera.
The GoPro Hero HD Guide offers over an hour of tips and tricks
broken down into 22 chapters and comes in high-definition, 16:9,
24p. With this video, beginner and intermediate GoPro HD Hero
users will have the best tools to get the best footage out of their
cameras in production and post-production. Topics Covered in
Depth Include: Technical Overview Menu Tour LCD Backpack
Operation Slow-Motion Cinematography Exposure Modes Camera
Mounting Tricks DIY Dolly Timelapse Tips Clamp and Suction Cup
Mounts MPEG Streamclip Final Cut Pro Workflow Compressor

Grade Results
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Gospel Piano Essentials

Music
Gospel Piano Essentials is designed for the gospel musician who
desires to move from a beginner level to an intermediate level. If you
follow all of the concepts in this course your playing will have a more
advanced sound. This course covers: Essential chord concepts in
gospel piano. Essential chord progressions. Key concepts that can
improve your sound. More than 20 song breakdowns. Talk music
concepts. Shout Music concepts. Preacher chord concepts. Gospel
grooves And much more! This course features over 12 hours of pure
content. Every video can be downloaded for offline viewing. This is
THE course for any musician needing to their playing to the next
level.

Gospel Piano Lessons

Music
Gospel Piano Lessons is designed to show you how to play a few
songs that can be ministered during a worship service. In this course
you will learn: Traditional Songs Praise Songs Worship Songs Chord
Patterns Solo Selections The songs are done in various keys and
have different chord progressions. By learning each song and
progression you will be expanding your chord vocabulary. Enjoy and
download the Full Tutorials and take your playing ability to the next
level. Remember - Prov 27:17 "Iron Sharpens Iron"

Graduate Biochemistry

Science

Graffiti Formula - Complete Guide to Graffiti
Sketching

Design

Grammar and Punctuation

Basic Skills

Grade Results

The tools and analytical methods that biochemists use to dissect
biological problems. Analysis of the mode of action and structure of
regulatory, binding, and catalytic proteins.
Learn step-by-step how to create legit looking graffiti sketches.
Graffiti Formula is the world's most comprehensive, detailed and
actionable how-to-draw-graffiti program created to date. Ever
wondered how exactly you can get started learning how to create
graffiti sketches that doesn't look 'wonky' and 'awkward'? This is the
complete guide to get you started. Ever tried to copy graffiti sketches
and end up with a jumbled up blob of color? Learn about all the
different mistakes people make when first starting off. Also, learn
about the secret techniques that will help you create clean crisp and
stylish graff-sketches. Following along to this hold-you-by-the-hand,
step-by-step blueprint so you never miss a beat! This program will
help you cut down your learning curve by months -- maybe even
years! Learn once and for all how to draw graffiti the way the pros do
it!

The first course in this specialization is a refresher on some tools
needed for good writing. It will help prepare you for the other
courses. You will need about 10 hours to complete this first course.
Writing is a skill and to learn a skill well, you need to practice. In this
course, you will watch short video lectures and then practice and
discuss what you have learned. Make sure you take good notes and
use the peer discussions to ask questions. Then you'll be able to
remember the rules you learn in this course when you start writing
essays in the next course.
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Grant Professional Certification (GPC) Exam Prep

Education
Do you have minimum of 3 years of professional experience in the
grants field within the last 5 years as well as at least 5 successful
grant proposals over the past 7 years? If "yes", you may be eligible
to take the Grant Professional Certification (GPC) exam and become
certified. This course is perfect for you!GPC Exam Prep home study
course helps you become certified by helping you complete your
eligibility packet and preparing you to pass the GPC Exam! It
includes polls, group discussions, scenarios (case studies),
presentations, Google library, orientation and unique practice
exam.The GPC exam (and practice exam) have two parts: a writing
sample and multiple choice section. Some skills measured include
funder research, project design, crafting an effective grant
application, post-award management, ethics, and writing a
convincing case for funding. GPC Exam Prep covers all 9 core exam
competencies and 65 sub-competencies. It was designed by
certified faculty.The GPC Exam is independently administered by the
Grant Professionals Certification Institute (GPCI). Cost for taking the
GPC exam is separate. GPC Exam Prep is for advanced grant
writers.

Graph Analytics for Big Data

Computer Science

Graph Partitioning and Expanders
Graphic Design 4 Video Editors

Computer Science
Design

Graphic Design for Business Professionals

Business

Want to understand your data network structure and how it changes
under different conditions? Curious to know how to identify closely
interacting clusters within a graph? Have you heard of the fastgrowing area of graph analytics and want to learn more? This course
gives you a broad overview of the field of graph analytics so you can
learn new ways to model, store, retrieve and analyze graphstructured data.

The Design-Eye Foundation Course comprises 34 training videos
totalling near 3.5 hours, fronted by American presenter, Janie
McGrath. Fully referenced, the video chapters amalgamate the
golden nuggets of information mirrored by 25 of the most popular
design books and combine the gems with the experience of a
seasoned video editor & graphic designer, utilising sensory rich
language and exemplary visuals to aid deep learning and recall. The
course has been tailored for video editors, yet would prove
interesting to anyone keen to improve their design-eye, photography
and artistic skills.

Not a graphic designer? No problem. In this course, staff author and
designer Justin Seeley shares graphic design secrets anyone can
apply to make their business documents look great. No graphic
design knowledge necessary! Justin breaks graphic design into an
easy-to-follow acronym, PARC, or proximity, alignment, repetition,
and contrast, and shows how to apply these principles to everyday
design challenges. He also shows how to use the two major tools in
a designer's arsenal, typography and color, to grab attention and set
the appropriate mood for your documents. Then you'll work together
on four different design projects that you might encounter in any
office: a business card, an envelope, a flyer, and even a
presentation.

Grade Results
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Graphic Design for Business Professionals

Design
Not a graphic designer? No problem. In this course, staff author and
designer Justin Seeley shares graphic design secrets anyone can
apply to make their business documents look great. No graphic
design knowledge necessary! Justin breaks graphic design into an
easy-to-follow acronym, PARC, or proximity, alignment, repetition,
and contrast, and shows how to apply these principles to everyday
design challenges. He also shows how to use the two major tools in
a designer's arsenal, typography and color, to grab attention and set
the appropriate mood for your documents. Then you'll work together
on four different design projects that you might encounter in any
office: a business card, an envelope, a flyer, and even a
presentation.

Graphic Design for Entrepreneurs...Who Can't Draw

Design
Are you an entrepreneur who wants to get professional graphics
made, but you don't want to (or can't afford to) pay someone to do it?
I was in your shoes once and trained myself to make professional,
top-quality graphics for my projects. This course teaches you what I
have learned so you can do the same! You don't need to hire a
graphics guy! Or learn Photoshop! We are going to be using simple
and fun, but incredibly powerful software to make fantastic graphics
and very fast. I take you through step by step through some very
useful projects for an entrepreneur. Like making "buy now" and
"submit" buttons, making a header graphic for your website, and
other relevant items that entrepreneurs ACTUALLY need in their
projects. We won't be drawing deer, or mugs, trees or other useless,
"artsy" things, lol. It's time to take control of your projects and fill
them with graphics that come from your own mind. Trust me, you do
not need to have ANY graphics experience to take this course and
you WILL learn how you can make professional looking graphics for
yourself. Let's do it! </p> Looking forward to seeing you on the
course. I'll be here every step of the way. So stop worrying!

Graphic Design Secrets Revealed

Design

GRE (Graduate Record Examination)

Education

Course Description: Want to explore a career as a graphic designer
or improve your current design skills? Here is a great opportunity to
start with the basics and learn directly from an award-winning
experienced designer! Design with confidence as you master
techniques that can be immediately applied to creating: print media,
presentations, web pages, pitch pages, mobile apps, eBook covers,
and more... BONUS! Submit your own design work and receive
individualized feedback and instruction.
The following series of videos will familiarize you with the
mathematical skills and concepts that are important to know, for the
purpose of solving problems on the quantitative reasoning section of
the GRE revised General Test. The revised GRE Quantitative
reasoning sections are designed to measure your problem-solving
ability, and focuses on basic concepts from arithmetic, algebra,
geometry, and data analysis. These videos will include many
definitions, properties, and examples keep in mind that this review is
not intended to be all-inclusive there may be some concepts on the
test that are not explicitly presented in these videos. Nevertheless
you still need to acquaint yourself with the basic vocabulary and
properties of numbers.

Grade Results
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GRE and GMAT Math - So Easy a Child Could Do It

Education
Not a child genius? Not a problem. My name is Corey and I’m here
to guide you through an interactive course on quantitative problem
solving for mastering the math section of the GRE and GMAT
exams. This is vitally important for anyone planning on applying to
most graduate programs. This course has GRE and GMAT math
questions with fully annotated solutions. This course is also ideal for
high school students preparing for the SAT, as many of the harder
math questions on the SAT will seem simple after mastering these
questions. Feel free to preview sample solutions so that you have an
idea of what to expect in the rest of the course. Thank you for your
time and I look forward to helping you maximize your math
proficiency.

Great Economists: Classical Economics and its
Forerunners

Economics

Greatest Unsolved Mysteries of the Universe

Science

Greece, the Roman Republic, and the Roman Empire

History

Greek and Roman Mythology

History

Green Screen Lighting

Photography

This course covers the history of economic thought up until the
"Marginal Revolution" in the 1870s and features a video for each
chapter of Adam Smith's "The Wealth of Nations." The videos will
answer important questions such as: Who were the first economic
thinkers? What are the very origins of economic thought? What did
earlier economists understand but has been lost to the modern
world? Why is Adam Smith the greatest economist of all time? How
did the economic issues of the 18th and 19th centuries shape the
thoughts of the classical economists? This course is non-technical
and is accessible to a beginner. If you pass the final exam, you will
earn our "Great Economists" certificate on your profile.

Exploring the biggest mysteries of modern astrophysics.

This course will focus on the myths of ancient Greece and Rome, as
a way of exploring the nature of myth and the function it plays for
individuals, societies, and nations.
Join CARL GUNDESTRUP -- veteran film, television and corporate
video gaffer -- as he walks you through the basic green screen
lightingtips, techniques and tools for properly lighting a green screen.
In this award-winning, information-packed video, Carl will show the
importance of light separation between the green screen and talent,
and how to light from a small kit up to using six or more lights for
custom looks and lighting in confined spaces. He'll also address
problems to be aware of when lighting both the green screen and
talent. When you light as though you won't be pulling the key
yourself, you'll have success keying your footage with even the most
basic software keyers. Take this ultimate Green Screen Lighting
course now and learn exclusive green screen lighting tips and
techniques.

Green Screen Photography
Green Screen Production Master Class Learn By
Video

Photography
Film Studies

Green Screen Profits

Photography

Grade Results

Master essential green screen skills! This focused workshop
provides three hours of high-quality video training on shooting green
screen and covers everything from setup to producing the shoot to
compositing the footage. Author, trainer, and production/compositing
expert Jeff Foster starts by introducing you to various concepts and
explains how to create the right green screen scenario for your
needs. Then, you’ll learn how to set up your background and talent,
work with lighting and scopes, explore virtual sets, use helpful iPad
apps, and composite the footage.
In this course T.V Presenter Todd Gross takes you behind the
scenes and shows you exactly how to shoot professional videos
using green screen. He covers everything from the software you
need to how to even create a green screen video without a green
screen! Todd also goes into some cool ways you can begin
monetizing your videos and using them for marketing. If you're
looking for a complete a-z course on creating high quality videos
then this is for you!
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Green Screen Techniques for Video and Photography Photography
Learning to shoot green screen removes tons of time and budget
limitations; instead of scouting and shooting on location, you can
digitally recreate the background of your scene. This course takes
you through the steps of shooting both photography and video on
green screen. Authors Rich Harrington and Abba Shapiro walk you
through the process of preparing a live-action set, from hanging the
backdrop to lighting the subject with strobes; positioning and posing
your subject; and completing the scene with postproduction
techniques in Adobe After Effects, Photoshop, and Premiere Pro.
Learn how to composite your footage against a new digital
background plate, match the color and exposure, adjust focus, and
perform keying for motion. This course was created and produced by
Rich Harrington. lynda.com is honored to host this content in our
library.
Green Screen Video Editing - All Editing Programs

Design
Have you ever wondered how green screens work? Have you ever
tried to edit your green screen but given up because it doesn't look
good? Go from beginner to pro in this course on Green Screen
Editing. Philip Ebiner has been editing green screen for over 5 years
and is now a full time video creator at a college where he shoots and
edits green screen online courses full time! Whatever software you
are using, this course is right for you. We have complete chapters
on: Adobe Premiere Pro Adobe After Effects Final Cut Pro X Final
Cut Pro 7 Each lesson is a video screencast with easy-to-follow
directions. Also included are sample green screen videos to use
while practicing. Follow along and really learn how to become a pro
green screen editor. If you have never tried green screen editing,
this course is for you. If you have some experience but just want to
improve your skills, this course is also for you! With over 3 hours of
content, you can learn how to edit green screen in 4 different editing
programs.

Greening the Economy: Lessons from Scandinavia

Social Sciences

Greening the Economy: Sustainable Cities

Economics

GRIFFIN SAT: A Complete Course On Acing the SAT

Education

Grade Results

This course will explore greening the economy on four levels –
individual, business, city, and nation. We will look at the relationships
between these levels and give many practical examples of the
complexities and solutions across the levels. Scandinavia, a
pioneering place advancing sustainability and combating climate
change, is a unique starting point for learning about greening the
economy. We will learn from many initiatives attempted in
Scandinavia since the 1970s, which are all potentially helpful and
useful for other countries and contexts.
This course will explore sustainable cities as engines for greening
the economy. We place cities in the context of sustainable urban
transformation and climate change. Sustainable urban
transformation refers to structural transformation processes – multidimensional and radical change – that can effectively direct urban
development towards ambitious sustainability and climate goals.
Raise your score or your child's score with this complete teaching
and coaching course taught by a seasoned pro!
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Grooming for the Modern Man

Grooming

Group Dynamics
Grow to Greatness: Smart Growth for Private
Businesses, Part I

Science
Business

Grow to Greatness: Smart Growth for Private
Businesses, Part II

Business

Grade Results

Gentlemen, every day we go through a routine that can either prime
us to make a good impression or a bad one. The challenge is, most
people, even your friends and loved ones, don’t want to be rude and
mention anything about the way you groom. Yet, your outward
appearance is significantly easier to improve and can have an
immediate impact on the way others perceive you. Maintaining and
executing a solid grooming regimen is part of the success equation.
What do I mean by grooming exactly? I break up grooming into these
categories: Finding a New Hairstyle Grooming Fundamentals Facial
Hair Grooming Demonstration Manscaping What’s great is that as a
man, grooming and avoiding mistakes is pretty simple for many of us
once we're in the routine. However it is something you need to work
through on your own if you want to avoid the “bro, how do you shave
your ****?” It’s a matter of making sure you’re covering the basics
and taking advantage of some small ways to accentuate your looks.
Cover these principles and you’ll be able to make a large impact on
the way you look and feel. I’ll also tell you a secret - if you implement
even a few of these techniques, woman will notice. What seems like
a small and silly change to you is “attention to detail” and shows you
“have your shit together.” Especially when you're meeting someone
new, these small changes form a large part of the impression you
make and the response you get. In this Udemy course, I’m going to
go through the fundamentals to develop some good grooming
habits. I’ve put it together so you don’t have to spend countless
hours researching online and yet still not really “get it”. This all
comes from my experience spending thousands of hours working
directly with men with all types of cultural and ethnic backgrounds
and being featured in place like ABC, VH1, NBC and Askmen.com.
This course is a way for me to work with more people, without
charging thousands on image consulting. Have a question that’s
really specific? Udemy allows me to answer your questions directly
in the course. Just read what some of my past students have had to
say. Here are a few: “Aaron Marino I need to put you on my payroll.
Thanks to you...I was just promoted to VP of international sales. I
was talking with my new boss and asked him how he decided
between me and the other candidates, he said it was a tough choice
but came down to me always looking polished and professional!” Danny S. “Manscaping isn’t something I feel comfortable talking to
my buddies about over a beer and now I don’t have to...I have now

This course focuses on the common growth challenges faced by
existing private businesses when they attempt to grow substantially.
This course focuses on the common human resource ("people")
challenges faced by existing private businesses when they attempt
to grow substantially. PART 1 OF THE GROW TO GREATNESS
COURSE IS NOT A PREREQUISITE FOR TAKING THIS COURSE.
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Grow Your Business With Facebook Pages - 2014
Training

Marketing

Discover all the methods and techniques used by Fortune 500
companies to grow their business on Facebook. If you don't have a
presence on Facebook yet, then 2014 is the year that needs to
change. Facebook is the #1 website in the world as of 2013 There
are over 1 billion people on Facebook and more than 500,000 login
every day 5 new Facebook profiles are created every second On
average, a user spend 20 minutes on Facebook per visit 510,000
comments are posted every single minute 42%% of marketers say
Facebook is critical or important to their business 53%% of shoppers
who click through from a Facebook page make a purchase
Consumers who follow a link to a retail site from Facebook spend an
average of $100 51%% of fans are more likely to purchase from
brands they "like" on Facebook A Facebook like is worth an average
of $175 68%% of marketers say Facebook ads are effective in fan
and customer acquisition And much much more... This course is
going to cover the exact steps I follow to ensure a successful
Facebook page! You will learn: How to find a profitable niche (if you
don't already have one) Creating your page and selecting the correct
settings Choosing the best cover and profile photo (VERY important)
Creating custom tabs for 3rd party websites, stores, videos, forms,
etc. Getting the most engagement on your posts and how to build
your page on complete autopilot via Word of Mouth How to see
exactly who your fans are. Their age, sex, location and even what
time of the day they log on! Most importantly, how to get fans. New
features that Facebook implemented has made this amazingly easy
and FREE! Join the course today and be well on your way to
Facebook profits within an hour!

Grow Your Business with Feng Shui

Design

In this 90-minute interview-style course, Feng Shui experts Nicolette
Vajtay and Carol Olmstead teach you how to enhance the Career
area (Gua) of your home and office to exponentially grow your
business and bring more flow into your life. Nicolette and Carol
explain the Feng Shui Bagua, then give you specific information
about rearranging the Career area in your home and office so you
may welcome new opportunities and allow miracles to flow into your
life. You’ll learn how to enhance the Career area in your home and
workspace to raise your chi and attract new opportunities and
connections. After taking this class, you’ll know how to identify
what’s holding you back and restricting your ability to move forward.
More importantly, you’ll have the Feng Shui tools to adjust, deflect,
or remove the restrictions from your space and rearrange your office
for career and life success. The Career area represents the work we
do in this world, and you’ll learn the Feng Shui adjustments, cures,
and tips that can better connect you with your passion and purpose,
so you can move that vision out into the world. As you watch
Nicolette and Carol complete a hands-on office transformation, you’ll
learn specific Feng Shui principles for a business, including desk
placement, lighting, the use of plants, clutter clearing, and placement
of artwork to enhance your space. You’ll come away with Feng Shui
skills you may use immediately to create a workspace that helps
your business grow, flourish, and succeed. Even if you don’t run a
business, the Career sector affects your life journey, so if you feel
stuck and want to move forward this course is for you! Similar to
what acupuncture does for your body, Feng Shui for your home
unblocks your stuck energy, known as chi. When the chi around you
is blocked, your opportunities are blocked and you feel stuck in your
career, depleted in your health, or angry about your life
circumstance. However, just like acupuncture unblocks stuck chi in
your body and restores health, Feng Shui for your Career Gua and
office removes stuck energy and restores your business to a state of
health and vitality.
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GROW Your Small Business With Effective Email
Marketing

Marketing

Grow Your Social Media Presence

Business

Growing Your Business and Making Money with
Webinars

Marketing

A BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO EMAIL MARKETING. IN THIS COURSE,
YOU WILL... Learn WHY it's important to have build up your email
list, and how it will benefit your business. Set up your first Aweber
email marketing campaign, which includes a sign up form for your
website, as well as a follow up message. Learn email marketing
strategies to build valuable, profitable relationships with your
audience. Look at informative, telling case studies that will help
make your email marketing strategies more effective. Walk away
with the following email marketing PDF guides (1) Is Your Email
Ready to Send? PDF Checklist, (2) Call to Action Guide, (3) Split
Testing PDF Guide, (4) Killer Case Studies of 2013, and (5) a course
guide PDF. Here is a sneak peak at a few of their covers: In this
course, you will set up your first email marketing campaign using
Aweber, the leader in email marketing. Why do so many businesses
(including myself) choose Aweber for their email marketing needs?
Because they have one of the highest (99%) deliverability rates,
excellent tracking and delivery tools, and is often chosen over
MailChimp for its dependability and effectiveness.
"Turn Your Online and Social Media Network into an Engine for
Business Opportunities." -Basim Mirza

In this course you will discover everything you need to know about
hosting popular, profitable webinars, including: How to research your
market and get interested people to join your valuable webinar
space. Cash converting webinar formats not every format is right for
every market. Learn the ins and outs of different presentation styles
so you can discover the one that suits your unique purposes. Tips to
help you plan and host webinars even on a tight budget learn where
you can save, and where you can cut corners, remember that 'you
get what you pay for'. This is a succinct and to the point course you
will able to get you started straight away. This is a real business
model with the potential to help you earn a significant income. You
will learn crucial information : Why your mailing list is still the most
important asset you own, and how to use webinars to make it even
more valuable. How webinars can instantly catapult you to expert
status and build your profits along the way. The difference between
a qualified lead and an unqualified one and how to fill your webinar
room with people that want to buy. That's just the start, this training is
packed full of information. 8 proven tactics to engage and entertain
your audience - and keep them coming back again and again. 10
ways on how to not distract your audience and ruin your webinar.
Why the content tease doesn't work any more - and what to do
instead. 7 back-end strategies to help you earn more money - even if
you offer your webinar for FREE. Bonus material Steps bt step guide
on Google+ and Google Hangouts. The practically fool-proof
technique to attract important Joint Venture partners - this no-brainer
tip is so simple, and yet practically no one is doing it! Once you've
got a few free webinars under your belt, it's time to start really putting
cash in your wallet with this profit-pulling business model. Why the
free webinar model can leave you feeling discouraged. How to repurpose existing content for greater profit - this quick-start formula
will get your webinar off the ground in record time. Teaching models
that are perfect for webinars. You already have all the knowledge
you want to make money instructing others - even if you think you're
a beginner.
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Growth Hack the App Store - App Marketing for
Beginners

Marketing
** Get the course today for a 50% OFF (a $94 value) ** ** Edit - A
BIG THANK YOU to all 500+ of you for enrolling. So glad to have
you, I never expected so many people would be interested in app
marketing. You guys are the best. ** This course includes 14 easily
understandable lessons + 2 bonus lessons. At the end of these 16
videos you will have an actionable plan for how to growth hack your
App Store marketing and level up from beginner to pro iOS app
marketer. In each section we'll first cover the basics of how to best
market and optimize your app. Then we will dive into specific tactics
& techniques you can apply yourself. I've worked hard to make the
videos to the point, easy to understand, and focus on what can really
GROW your app 10x (not just metric pushing gimmicks), and I hope
it shows! The theory and tactics covered are focused on app
marketing for the iOS 7 and iOS 6 App Stores. P.S. I love talking with
anyone interested in app marketing. If you want to get in touch with
me shoot me an email at graysonapps@gmail.com P.P.S. I'm open

Growth Hacking w Content Marketing: Increase
Website Traffic

Grade Results

Marketing

So you’ve got a product, service, e-commerce site, landing page,
information product, or blog…now you just need viewers, users and
customers! Customer acquisition is one of the biggest challenges of
building a business of any kind. It’s become easier to build a product,
but it’s as hard as ever to acquire customers. You might have the
best product ever, but if no one knows about it, no one can use it,
and you won't be able to build a business. The first step of acquiring
customers is generating traffic. Traffic is the first step in the process
of converting the billions of Internet users into paying customers.
This course is all about how to drive traffic to your site using content
marketing! THE CURRENT STATE OF MARKETING There are a
few emerging technology trends happening right now that make it an
amazing time to be a marketer. These trends present both
opportunities and challenges. There are now billions of people using
the Internet. And it’s no longer for just the young and rich. It’s used in
emerging markets and by old people too! Not only are people using
the Internet, they’re finally starting to get comfortable with buying
stuff online. E-commerce penetration of total retail sales in the U.S.
was only around eight percent in 2012. There’s still a ton of
opportunity for growth! Online retail has strong cost advantages over
its offline competition and is rapidly taking share in many categories
through better pricing and selection. The cost of building a product
and taking it to market has gotten cheaper and easier. What used to
take months if not years and millions of dollars now takes weeks (if
not less) and thousands of dollars (if not less). New distribution
networks such as Twitter and Facebook. give us access to hundreds
of millions of potential customers at the click of a mouse. For free.
The Internet is the great equalizer. Anyone with a message or
product that people like can and will be found. Consumer buying
behaviors are changing. People don’t get sold anymore. They buy.
Many of the old methods of advertising and customer acquisition are
either not performing as well or simply not working. Traditional media
buying and advertising is expensive, un-measurable, and less
effective than it used to be. Content marketing, social media
marketing, and “growth hacking” are proving to be lean, efficient, and
highly effective! Innovation in payments has made it cheaper and
easier than ever to transfer money. Paying for something is as easy
as sending an email, clicking a hyperlink, or scanning a QR code.
Mobile devices have become nearly as powerful as desktops or
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Growth Hacking: an Introduction

Marketing

This course was put together by me, Gagan Biyani, a co-founder of
Udemy, and Erin Turner, who co-founded the Growth Hackers
Conference with me. I can honestly say this is the best lineup of
speakers I could have imagined teaching you about the subject of
Growth Hacking. There's nearly 10 hours of content in this course.
Not only will you get access to panels and lectures on growth
hacking, but you will also receive exclusive one-on-one interviews
with many of the speakers. We took them backstage and asked
them tough questions about how to build a growth team, what
metrics to focus on, and what mistakes they made that you can learn
from. Here are the lectures included in this course: Chamath
Palihapitiya, Founder of Facebook Growth Team Keynote: "How we
put Facebook on the path to 1 billion users" Sean Ellis, CEO of
Qualaroo and coined the term "Growth Hacker" Keynote: "Building
an Authentic, Effective Growth Engine for your Business" Panel: Erin
Turner (moderator), Danielle Morrill (Twilio, Referly), Hiten Shah
(KISSmetrics), Nabeel Hyatt (Zynga, Spark Capital), Joe Zadeh
(AirBnB), Panel: "Growth for early stage startups" Mike Greenfield,
Growth Hacker in Residence at 500 Startups, founder of Circle of
Moms "The Art of A/B Testing" Aaron Batalion, CTO of LivingSocial
"The LivingSocial Story: Always Be Growing" Aaron Ginn
(moderator), Blake Commagere (Causes), Simon Tisminezky
(SpeedDate), Matt Humphrey (HomeRun), Jesse Farmer (Everlane,
DevBootCamp), Panel: "Harnessing networks for distribution"
Andrew Chen (moderator), Eric Florenzano (Twitter), David Lieb
(Bump), Linda Tong (TapJoy), Panel: "Growth on mobile" Elliot
Schmukler, LinkedIn Growth Team "So, where should I start
optimizing, anyway?" Jeremy Liew (moderator), Josh Elman
(Greylock, Twitter), ChenLi Wang (Dropbox), Yee Lee (Google),
Panel: "Building a culture & skill set to get results" Plus one-on-one
interviews with: Aaron Batalion Andrew Chen Blake Commagere
Chamath Palihapitiya ChenLi Wang David Lieb Elliot Schmukler Eric
Florenzano Hiten Shah Jeremy Liew Jesse Farmer Josh Elman
Linda Tong Matt Humphrey Mike Greenfield Sean Ellis Simon
Tisminezky More information: Growth hacking is disrupting
marketing as we know it. At consumer Internet companies big and
small, the drive to find scalable and repeatable ways to gain
customers is blurring the lines between marketing, product
management, and engineering. We're seeing a new role emerge

Growth Hacking: Lean Marketing for Startups

Marketing

How to grow your product from zero to millions of users with growth
hacking - lean marketing techniques.

GSE1x: Unlocking the Immunity to Change: A New
Approach to Personal Improvement

humanities

Guerrilla Marketing School

Business

Do you have a personal improvement goal that has proven resistant
to your sincerest intentions, smartest plans, and best efforts? Did
you make a New Year’s resolution for 2014? This course invites you
to take part in a world-wide experiment to see if Kegan and Lahey’s
ground-breaking, award-winning approach can be deployed on-line
to help tens of thousands of people make lasting changes at work or
in their private lives.

An interactive workshop exploring guerrilla marketing ideas and nontraditional marketing From ancient Greece to the world's most
successful small car launch, you will explore guerrilla and nontraditional marketing as its evolved throughout the ages. Hayes
shares his personal case studies from his 15 year career as a
Creative Director and global pioneer in modern guerrilla marketing.
You will discover the tricks and creative techniques to develop
effective guerrilla marketing ideas. The final lectures will give you the
opportunity to apply what you've learned and flex your creative
muscles in answer to two fun, challenging briefs. Finally, submitted
student work will be subject to a kind but fair critique which will help
you sharpen your skills and abilities to sell creative thinking.
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Guest Blogging Blueprint: Master Outreach & Get
More Traffic

Marketing

Guest Blogging from Scratch

Marketing

What disappoints you most about trying to grow your business
online? Not enough traffic to your site? Low marketing budget?
Email list that isn’t growing? Or maybe it’s that your brand isn’t
known online? Well I’ve got good news for you. You don’t have to be
disappointed in these things anymore! You’re about to get a step-bystep BLUEPRINT of how to increase your authority online, drive
qualified prospects to your site and build quality inbound links with
ONE simple strategy. Introducing the Guest Blogging Blueprint Think
about your ideal customer. Who do they trust? What blogs do they
read every day? If you don't know, that's ok. I'm going to show you
exactly how to find out, then I'll show you how to use that information
to grow your business. I work with businesses across every industry
and the one strategy that is consistently overlooked is guest
blogging. There is no better (or faster) way to gain the trust of your
customers than having a website that they trust feature you and your
ideas in a guest blog post. My approach to finding, pitching and
getting featured on these websites isn't magical - It generates
results. In this course I will show you the EXACT strategies I've used
to double, and in many cases, triple the number of new leads for
myself and my clients. After this course, you'll know how to: Identify
the blogs your customers visit most Get featured on those sites You'll even receive email scripts Save time by avoiding the wrong
blogs - I'll show you how to spot the red flags Pick a guest topic that
will position you as the expert you are The right way and the
disastrous way to promote your guest posts Why did I create this? It
would be easy for me to keep everything to myself and let everyone
else try and figure out what I've spent years developing. And I'd
probably make a lot more money. But one of my fundamental values
is to help as many businesses as possible. So since I can't take on
every business as a client, I've done the next best thing. This course
is packed with bite-sized action steps that you can use immediately.
And you WILL see results. If you don't or you're unhappy for any
reason - let me know within 30 days and I'll give you a full refund no
questions asked. Here's What Others Are Saying: The first big guest
posting push I helped create for a client using Joel's system landed a
post on ProBlogger and dozens of other great sites. - Will Hoekenga
By applying the practices found in these lessons, I have increased
traffic, personal productivity, and have been inspired beyond
measure. You need this! -Lyle Phillips Joel did a splendid job of

Every website wants more traffic, subscribers, and sales and the
fastest way to increase all of them is through guest blogging. Guest
blogging is about providing great content for another website. This
may seem odd at first, but if you think about it, there's a lot of truth to
it. Here's why: Established blogs have an active community with a
qualified audience because you know what content they read. That
means if you write great, high quality, and value-providing articles
you are going to gain the interest of their readers. This is a win-winwin for the readers, the host blog, and you. That is what makes
guest blogging so amazing. By offering up some great content you
gain direct access to readers you wouldn't ever have a chance to get
in front of. Think of guest blogging as the Internet's version of a
speaking opportunity. This isn't your momma's course! In this course
you'll go through 25 assignments that will provide you a repeatable
process to create guest blog posts all over the web. Instead of taking
a few notes and then going to the next video, you'll be working your
butt off to keep up with these short, action-oriented videos with real
life actions. Take those notes, but then start doing. The assignments
include practical, ready-made templates that you will modify to add
your own personal flavor. So stop sitting there reading this and click
on the 'take this course' button now. "Guest posting is one of the
most effective ways to build links, grow your brand and drive sales." Neil Patel co-founder of Crazy Egg, Hello Bar and Kissmetrics
"Today, that post has been shared online more than 10,000 times,
and has cemented guest blogging as a cornerstone of our growth
strategy." - Alex Turnbull, CEO & Founder of Groove
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Guided Reading and Writing: Strategies for
Maximum Student Achievement

Literature

Guided Reading: Strategies for the Differentiated
Classroom

Education

Guitar - Rock - Beginner/Intermediate with Marc Seal

Music

Guitar Essentials

Music

We'll start our journey by talking about the reasons reading and
writing are so difficult for students. Then we'll meet the total literacy
framework and see how it mitigates literacy problems once and for
all. Since this framework is based on guided reading lessons that
flow naturally into writing challenges, you'll learn the recipe for a
successful guided reading into writing lesson. Once the framework is
in place, we'll investigate a number of ways to modify this basic
recipe for a variety of K-12 circumstances, wrapping up with a look
at good writing habits and the traits of a productive writing
conference. If you're looking for the right way to get students excited
about the power of literacy, this is the course for you!

Now more than ever, today's teachers are grappling with the
question of how to reach struggling readers. While there are no
quick fixes, thousands of teachers are combining the principles of
differentiated instruction and guided reading with unparalleled
success. Mixed in the right proportion, these popular strategies will
help you build a balanced literary framework that gets results with
even the most challenged learners.

This course is designed to teach you some of the basics required to
start learning the Guitar. Including: How to read TAB Chords Playing
Along with a Track Power Chords And More! All of the lessons are
easy to follow and will teach you some of the essential technical
elements you need to start playing some of the songs you love. This
course will get you playing along to a track and show you some
essential techniques when moving on to teach yourself some of your
favorite tunes. The Course has been designed by Guitar Academy in
Petersfield. We are a full time dedicated Guitar School in the UK.
Made up of professional musicians. You also get access to great
support from us at Guitar Academy. Choose this online course to get
your started on the right track to becoming a Guitar Superstar!
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Guitar for Absolute Beginners (Class 1)

Music

If you can play a handful of chords, you can play thousands of
songs. But first, you have to get started! This course gives absolute
beginners a clear, step-by-step path to beginning to play guitar the
right way, with confidence. And it really works! Thousands of busy
New Yorkers have successfully taken this class in person at New
York City Guitar School, and their feedback has made this one of the
most efficient and proven guitar methods in the world. In this course,
you will learn the very basics of guitar playing, including how to
identify strings, fingers and frets, how to strum and fret with perfect
form, how to tune, how to play your first chords and how to read
chord diagrams so you can start learning songs. What real students
are saying about Guitar for Absolute Beginners: "...its official... I'm
FINALLY a guitar player." - Briana "It has taken me from playing
single notes and bumbling around the fretboard to playing real, albeit
easy, songs in a matter of a few weeks" - Dusty "...just enough of the
technical but plenty of practical advise so one can start playing their
favorite songs ASAP" - V. Burrows "I started with zero musical or
guitar experience and now 18 months later have a fun rewarding
hobby than I am enthused to continue." - Simon P. Guitar for
Absolute Beginners (Class 1) can take anywhere from a week to
three weeks depending on how much time you have to practice.
Learn the anatomy of the guitar, and how to fret notes, strum strings,
play chords and read chord diagrams with easy step by step
consecutive videos, exercises and self-tests. Start here, go
anywhere! This course includes a PDF for the first chapter of Guitar
for Absolute Beginners, one of the best selling guitar books on
Amazon! WARNING: We are not kidding when we say this is for
absolute beginners! If you already know the basics of guitar, this
might not be the best course for you--but stay tuned, because we are
working to develop more Udemy courses!

Guitar for Music Educators: Learning How to Teach
Guitar
Guitar Lessons - Blind Blake - King Of Ragtime Blues
Guitar

Music

Learn how to play and teach the guitar to your class.

Music

Blind Blake was a complete master of ragtime blues guitar - so how
do we define that? First of all, his performances had a joyful quality
typical of the ragtime piano feel of the likes of Scott Joplin which the
style emulated. Secondly, Blake introduced some techniques that
gave the music a syncopation that almost defies belief. Although his
playing inspired many artists since his passing, very few can capture
the feel of his picking patterns. He picked with his bare thumb and
probably two fingers. A great many legendary blues men used just
one finger for picking acoustic blues, but the triplets you can hear in
much of Blake's music makes this just about impossible. His fingers
were indeed fast and very, very accurate. He would vary his
techniques within a song to make it more interesting and exciting,
singing along with an alternating bass picking pattern and regularly
throwing in fast single string runs picked with his thumb and
forefinger. He could also reverse his bass picking pattern seemingly
at will, also changing from a two string pattern to a three string
variation. He might double up on the timing in the middle of a song
and then seamlessly return without missing a beat (for example,
Tootie Blues). When he combined all of these techniques in one
song, it was formidable. Blake's most famous technique is also the
one most difficult to copy. He would slip or roll his thumb from one
bass string to another, so instead of hearing one bass note per beat,
we hear two! Your thumb needs to be super disciplined to do this
correctly, as your fingers will be picking the treble strings at the same
time! Now it's time to sing as well - wow, this is great fun! Good
Luck. Jim Bruce was voted N°2 Internet Guitar Instructor by
Truefire.com in 2013.
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Guitar Lessons - Blues Guitar - Open D and Open G
Tuning

Music

Guitar Lessons - Learn Ragtime Blues Guitar

Music

Playing guitar in open D opens interesting possibilities. For example,
it isn';t necessary to hold down the bass E string when playing a D
chord - a deeper bass gives the guitar a low down, bluesy feel but
also lends itself to ragtime picking. The acoustic guitar lessons in
this course explains how to tune down to open D and open G, and
presents several videos teaching a variety of songs in these tunings.
Open G guitar tuning is of particular interest and we take a look how
Robert Johnson, King of Delta Blues Guitar used it to create songs
such as Walkin' Blues and Crossroads. Jim Bruce was voted N°2
Internet Guitar Instructor by Truefire.com in 2013.

Alternating Bass And Ragtime Blues Guitar Ragtime piano became
popular in the early 1900s and some blues guitar players realized
that the characteristic bass signature could be played in a simplified
way on the guitar. To accomplish this, it was necessary to strike two
or three bass strings with the picking thumb, alternating between the
strings, producing a bum-chick sound. When this technique was
combined with the picking sounds of the fingers, a very complex
sound is produced which sounds like two guitars! Many guitarists,
such as Mississippi John Hurt, used this technique exclusively and
recorded some fine work - he is one of the artists we take a look at in
this course.The dexterity needed to play this style is far above that
required to play monotonic, delta style blues. Blind Blake was
probably the foremost ragtime blues guitar player between 1920 and
1930. He achieved this by taking the thumb control to a new,
extraordinary level. In many of his songs, Blake doubled up on the
alternating thumb beats, making two notes instead of one. Blake's
work is covered in another of my courses. I've presented 6 video
lessons demonstrating the techniques of some great guitar players
who were experts at playing ragtime style syncopated guitar songs John Hurt, Pink Anderson, Willie Walker, Blind Boy Fuller and Blind
Willie McTell. These guys laid the foundations of the style and
provided the foundation for later master guitar pickers such as Merle
Travis, Doc Watson, Chet Atkins and Tommy Emmanuel. Modern
players took hold of this early ragtime sound and quickly extended
the chords and techniques, exploring new areas. Many of the
original Scott Joplin rags have been faithfully transcribed, and other
ways of playing appeared constantly. In the U.S., many notable
musicians extended these picking styles and gave the music a
country flavor. Jim Bruce was voted N°2 Internet Guitar Instructor by
Truefire.com in 2013.

GUIX-501-01x: Terrorism and Counterterrorism

Social Sciences
Terrorism has gone from a persistent yet marginal security concern
to one of the most important security problems of our day: indeed,
there are few countries that do not suffer from some form of
terrorism. Though many terrorist attempts fail, some groups wage
lengthy and bloody campaigns and, in exceptional cases, kill
hundreds or even thousands in pursuit of their ends. Course topics
include the nuances involved in defining terrorism, the nature of Al
Qaeda, Hamas, and other important groups, the effectiveness of
different counterterrorism tools like detention and military force,
linkages (or the lack thereof) between terrorism and world religions
like Islam, terrorist recruiting, counterterrorism and the rule of law,
the political context in South Asia and the Middle East, and emerging
issues like cyber-terrorism.

Gut Check: Exploring Your Microbiome

Grade Results

Medical

Imagine if there were an organ in your body that weighed as much
as your brain, that affected your health, your weight, and even your
behavior. Wouldn’t you want to know more about it? There is such
an organ — the collection of microbes in and on your body, your
human microbiome.
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Hacking Perception: Easy Card Tricks, and Cool
Card Tricks!

Basic Skills
A rabbit, a hat, some cards, a wand – hear these words together and
you immediately think: magician. But if you thought magic was purely
the realm of Las Vegas, or children’s birthday parties, think again.
Imagine putting your name on the list at a restaurant and entertaining
your friends to pass the time more quickly as you wait for your table.
Or, what if you had the power to bringing a smile to someone’s face,
brightening their day when they most needed it. Learning magic
tricks can help you accomplish all of these things, and you stand to
gain something from it, too: more confidence. Students who register
for Hacking Perception will learn how to: do easy card tricks,
entertain any group, develop your creativity, add a unique angle to
your presentations and meetings, and improve your level of
confidence. Expert instructors and skilled magicians Blake Douglass
and Jason Wethington teach you the tricks of the trade. This course
will help you get to know your cards, learn flourishes, and perform
magic tricks like a pro. In the process of taking this fun course,
students will gain the confidence to perform in front of any group.
And best of all, you will be able to bring fun, joy, and wonder to all
who you encounter To learn more, take a look at the course
overview below, and then let’s get started!

HackingSupport.com IT Course

Education

Hadoop Platform and Application Framework

Computer Science

Learn how to become a windows hacker & hack network data, crack
encryptions, crack software, Databases & more.
This course is for novice programmers or business people who'd like
to understand the core tools used to wrangle and analyze big data.
With no prior experience, you'll have the opportunity to walk through
hands-on examples with Hadoop and Spark frameworks, two of the
most common in the industry. You will be comfortable explaining the
specific components and basic processes of the Hadoop
architecture, software stack, and execution environment. In the
assignments you will be guided in how data scientists apply the
important concepts and techniques, such as Map-Reduce that are
used to solve fundamental problems in big data. You'll feel
empowered to have conversations about big data and the data
analysis processes.

Hand-Drawn Animation in Flash

Design
Looking for a richer, more dynamic look for your Flash-based
animation? Hand-drawn animation is an alternative to a strict symbolbased technique, which combines the looseness of line drawing with
the efficiency of Flash features like tweening. Dermot O' Connor
introduces this technique, starting with how to create thumbnails and
pose tests, refine your timing, and lock down keyframes. He shows
how to add breakdown drawings to smooth out the animation and
add the in-betweens that complete the "traditional" look and feel. The
final chapters are dedicated to cleanup and a couple of hybrid
approaches: one using hand-drawn in-between frames to transition
a difficult character turn in Flash, and the other taking advantage of
Timewarp effect in After Effects to retime an animation.
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Hands-on with OS X Mavericks

Business
Apple has done it again with a new awesome update! With more
than 200 new features coming in the fall, OS X Mavericks brings
Maps and iBooks to the Mac, introduces Finder Tags and Tabs, and
enhances multi-display support for power users. This course will
keep you up to speed on all the new tips and tricks. We will move
quickly to make sure you catch it all in one setting. You will learn all
you need to know in less then an hour. Here are a few things you will
learn in the course. The New iBooks The Maps The New Calendar
The New Safari We will break down the new sidebar here is a quick
tip: The new Sidebar is the new home of Bookmarks, Reading List,
and the new Shared Links feature. It’s a gray bar (minimum width:
300 pixels) that lives on the left side of the browser window. To open
it, click on that book-shaped Sidebar icon on the toolbar, or choose
Show Bookmarks Sidebar, Show Reading List Sidebar, or Show
Shared Links Sidebar from the View menu. (There are also keyboard
shortcuts—Command-Control-1, 2, and 3, respectively. You can
toggle the Sidebar on and off by pressing Command-Shift-L.) We are
not going to spend a lot of time here. We are going to hop right into it
and show you how to get down =)

Handwriting Improvement For Kids

Education
Are you looking for an easy way to help your child improve his/her
penmanship skills and legibility? Does the thought of practicing
handwriting send your child into hiding? What if there was an easy,
fun way for your child to practice improving handwriting skills?
Handwriting Improvement for Kids is the perfect solution! This
course is specifically designed for 2ndthrough 8th grade students
looking to improve their penmanship skills. ·Your child will be taken
on a fun filled adventure with our hero, Captain Pencil, as he
discovers the 10 handwriting secrets and returns them to Leadville
School ·Along the way your child will learn specific, time tested tips
and tricks that will improve the look of his/her handwriting ·This
course includes 32 downloadable practices pages that allow children
to lock in new skills and break bad habits. ·There is also a special
section for teachers and parents, so you can support your child's
learning.. Additional lectures on Pencil Grip, Lefties and Continued
Practice Ideas are included . Instructor Availability: Best of all,
Monica, a licensed Occupational Therapist is available to answer
your specific questions about handwriting skills.. Sign up today and
we look forward to seeing you in Leadville!!!

Happy Vegetarian Kids Cooking Healthy

Food

Haptics: Introduction to Haptics

Engineering

Hard Rock Guitar Improvising with Curt Mitchell

Music

Hardware Security

Computer Science

Grade Results

Learn about health and vegetarian cooking for children ages 7 to 12.
This course consists of 3 videos with cooking demonstrations by
Jordan Poch, a 12 year old who loves to share with other kids, and
lessons from the e-book "My Health, My Body" by Angela Poch, N.C.
T Written for kids ages 7 to 12 it is a great tool for teaching healthful
living. It covers how the body works and why you need exercise,
diet, fresh air, and more to stay healthy. Comes with printable
lessons and answer key!
Students in this class will learn how to build, program, and control
haptic devices, which are mechatronic devices that allow users to
feel virtual or remote environments.

In this course, we will study security and trust from the hardware
perspective. Upon completing the course, students will understand
the vulnerabilities in current digital system design flow and the
physical attacks to these systems. They will learn that security starts
from hardware design and be familiar with the tools and skills to
build secure and trusted hardware.
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Harmonica tunes using 8 notes only!

Music

If you ever wanted to learn the harmonica this brand new course is
for you! Please enjoy the course and give it a review. Ben will hold
your hand all the way through the videos with his infectious and
humourous style of teaching. You will feel like he's right with you in a
one to one lesson showing exactly you how to do it, and encouraging
to to become confident and go it alone. This course gives you the
basics in 115 easy lectures. I will be adding a series of advanced
lectures soon and expanding the beginners/intermediate lectures at
some stage as well although with 14 hours of tuition you may have
plenty to get on with. It's designed to be fun, friendly, easy for
anyone to learn - even non-musical people! It is is designed to help
you succeed and lead you on to the next in the series. There are
pdfs and mp3 downloads with many lectures so you can read the
tablature and play along with the audio music written especially for
learning harmonica. Please be sure to visit the Questions area and
Forum to interact with other students. It's a great way to learn more
and helps you apply what the course gives you. Ben will check
messages weekly where possible and will be most available on
fridays (UK office hours) providing he's not teaching. So if you want
to arrange a call or skype please message him. Ben Hewlett is the
UK's most respected harmonica teacher and most prolific author. He
will lead you through the ins and outs of harmonica playing through a
series of short video lessons. His teaching style is confident,
practiced, humorous, skillful, knowledgeable and packed with
information in bite sized chunks. Ben is used to teaching all over the
world at prestigious harmonica festivals and is delighted to offer his
services to you.

HarvardX: CS50x - Introduction to Computer Science
(Fall 2012)

Science

HarvardX: CS50x - Introduction to Computer Science
(Jan 2014)

Science

HarvardX: GSE1x - Unlocking the Immunity to
Change: A New Approach to Personal Improvement

Science

Grade Results

CS50x is Harvard College's introduction to the intellectual
enterprises of computer science and the art of programming for
majors and non-majors alike, with or without prior programming
experience. An entry-level course taught by David J. Malan, CS50x
teaches students how to think algorithmically and solve problems
efficiently.
CS50x is Harvard College's introduction to the intellectual
enterprises of computer science and the art of programming for
majors and non-majors alike, with or without prior programming
experience. An entry-level course taught by David J. Malan, CS50x
teaches students how to think algorithmically and solve problems
efficiently. Topics include abstraction, algorithms, data structures,
encapsulation, resource management, security, software
engineering, and web development. Languages include C, PHP, and
JavaScript plus SQL, CSS, and HTML. Problem sets inspired by realworld domains of biology, cryptography, finance, forensics, and
gaming.

Do you have a personal improvement goal that has proven resistant
to your sincerest intentions, smartest plans, and best efforts? Did
you make a New Year’s resolution for 2014? This course invites you
to take part in a world-wide experiment to see if Kegan and Lahey’s
ground-breaking, award-winning approach can be deployed on-line
to help tens of thousands of people make lasting changes at work or
in their private lives. Via demonstrations, exercises, readings,
experiments, small-group supports, and novel interactive tools, this
course will teach you new psychological theory about personal
change, but—more than this—it will engage you in applying that
theory to yourself from the first class to the last.
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HarvardX: MCB80.1x - Fundamentals of
Neuroscience, Part I

Science

Hatching Hordes of Customers with Twitter in 1 Hour

Marketing

MCB80x: Fundamentals of Neuroscience is a three part course that
explores the structure and function of the nervous system -- from the
microscopic inner workings of a single nerve cell, to the staggering
complexity of the brain, and beyond to the social interactions and
societal dynamics that our brains make possible. We’ll take a look at
how our nervous system enables every part of human experience -our senses, movement, personality, emotion -- and how drugs and
disease can alter and disrupt normal function.

Facebook. LinkedIn. Twitter. FourSquare. Pintrest. And On. And On.
And On. It’s a pretty isolated person who has managed to avoid the
rise of social media in the past decade. Social networks have come
and gone (Bebo who…?) but the concept is certainly not going away,
and clear winners are emerging. Twitter is one such winner. It offers
a hugely targeted marketing channel which allows you to reach
customers directly, building relationships, creating buyers and
developing fanatical fans. On this course we'll look at how you can
use Twitter to do just that, and how you can fit regularing Twittering
into your busy business life. To get started, have a look at the course
info section below, and then move on to the daily tasks. I look
forward to learning with you!
Have fun learning music basics!

Music
If you would like to be able to look at sheet music without feeling
intimidated, understand how guitar chords work, learn your choral
music more quickly, this course will help you. This course is a
detailed primer in music basics. Taught by Bill Neely, who developed
the Udemy course, Adventures in Classical Music, a comprehensive
history of classical music. Beginning with a short history of Rock and
Roll, this course first identifies the component elements of music—
rhythm, melody, harmony, texture, tempo, dynamics, and form. Then,
it goes on to show how those elements come together to create
music—any music whether a pop song or a classical symphony.

Grade Results
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Have Fun with Beginner Blues Piano

Music

HD Workflows with Final Cut Studio 2

Film Studies

Have you always wanted to be the life of the party, able to sit down
at the piano and play fun, toe-tapping music for family and friends
without needing to drag a lot of music books around or even needing
to know how to read music? If you've taken piano lessons before,
have you ever been embarrassed because you couldn't just sit down
and play, any time, any place, without needing music in front of you?
Playing the blues is a lot of fun! And with a little time and effort, you
too can impress your family and friends with the piano pieces you
will learn – and even create – after going through this course. In this
course we will: -look at 2 common variations of the 12 bar blues
pattern; -learn how that pattern translates to the keyboard; and -learn
several riffs, blues-y sounding chords and an ornament or two that
will get you playing blues in no time. Added to that will be a handful
of simple patterns or grooves for the left hand and finally, instruction
on how to put it all together. By the time the course is completed, you
will have the information you need to start creating your own simple
blues pieces to play for your own enjoyment or to share with others.
Through the use of videos, you will be encouraged to play along as I
demonstrate each piece a chunk at a time. Key concepts or patterns
found on the keyboard will be reinforced through text documents so
you have vital pieces of information to easily access during your
practice time. While written music will also be provided I strongly
encourage you to learn the pieces as presented in the videos. Of
course if you don't already read music, that's fine too. Just prop up
the music on your keyboard when you are playing and see how
impressed family are friends are when they see what you can play!
As you are going through the course I will be available for questions,
responding to them at least once a week if not sooner. This course
can be completed in as little as a month depending on amount of
time put into practicing and prior experience. If you have never
played blues before, this course will give you a brief but detailed
introduction into playing 12 bar blues. Not sure you like blues? Even
if you never played another blues piece again, after this course, you
will find your hand independence has developed, you are more
skilled at putting the hands together in different rhythms, and you
have increased confidence in your improvisation abilities. All of
these skill will improve your playing, whatever the style or genre.
What are you waiting for? Make your dreams of playing fun,
energizing pieces (without even needing to be able to read music)
Check out the free training on the new Apple Final Cut Studio suite
released July 2009. Final Cut Studio Overview includes three free
hours of tutorials on Final Cut Pro 7, Motion 4, Color 1.5, Soundtrack
Pro 3, DVD Studio Pro 4, Compressor 3.5, and Final Cut Server 1.5.
High-definition video is today's fastest-growing platform for video
content, and it's used by professionals and hobbyists alike. The
demand to acquire, edit, and deliver HD content is always
increasing. In HD Workflows with Final Cut Studio 2, Apple Certified
Trainer Larry Jordan delves into the HD workflow. He provides a
comprehensive explanation of what HD is, how to work with the
many forms it comes in, and how to use the most common formats
and codecs. This course is for anyone wishing to learn about HD-from distribution formats and transcoding to hardware requirements
and editing in Final Cut Studio. The second half of the training
teaches a variety of specific techniques and workflows for
successfully handling high-definition video in Final Cut Pro. Exercise
files accompany the course.

HD-DSLR Movie Making

Grade Results

Photography
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HDR (High Dynamic Range) Photography Made Easy

Photography
With this photography video workshop, master photographer Tony
Sweet teaches the art of high dynamic range (HDR) photography,
one of the hottest new techniques in digital photography. HDR
photography captures a wider dynamic range than traditional
photography is able to achieve. The technique uses a series of
exposures at varying levels, and combines them with HDR software
(Photomatix). The results range from hyperrealism to surrealism.
Shot on location at Eastern State Penitentiary, “HDR Photography
Made Easy” simplifies the steps of fine-tuning exposures in capture,
merging with HDR software, and tone mapping the final image. Ten
compositions with a range of tonal challenges are set up, captured,
and processed. The program covers traditional, Pseudo HDR, and
double-image processing as well as Tony’s favorite finishing
techniques in Photoshop. “HDR Photography Made Easy” will have
you creating your own amazing HDR images in no time.

HDR and Beyond

Photography

HDR Photography Tutorial. Learn To Creating
Stunning HDR

Photography

This course will look at the HDR process from capture through the
merging and processing. It will also deliver a simple understanding
of what HDR really is. This course is designed for everyone trying to
overcome dynamic range issues as well as those wanting to express
more detail in their photography with this additional creative control.

A Verifiable Certificate of Completion is presented to all students
who undertake this course. Course Duration: 3 Hours - 30 Lessons
In this High Dynamic Range (HDR) Photography Training Video,
expert trainer, digital guru, and photographer Andy Anderson takes
you through the process of shooting and processing HDR images.
HDR techniques allow you to capture a better photography
representation of the intensity levels found in scenes, and can
produce the most amazing images you have ever seen. Covering
the complete process from camera to output, this training video is
built for someone who has no HDR experience whatsoever. Andy
starts by explaining exactly what HDR is, but quickly moves into the
details of taking your shots, and the techniques involved there. After
the pictures are taken, you will of course have to know how to merge
and manipulate them to create your HDR image - Andy has you
covered. Using Photomatix you will learn to tone map, deal with
missing exposure data, and remove ghosts in your merge. Andy
teaches you how to work around the many pitfalls you could run into
with HDR, all for he purpose of creating the best High Dynamic
Range photographs that you could want. By the conclusion of this
computer based training video on High Dynamic Range
Photography, you will be fully versed in what HDR is, and how to
create your own HDR images. With over 2 GB of working files including raw images to practice your own HDR techniques on, you
will be able to follow along with Andy Anderson step by step as he
teaches you how to create HDR images.

HDR Photography. Learn The Secrets To Creating
Stunning HDR
HDS1544.1x: Early Christianity: The Letters of Paul

Grade Results

Photography
History

The letters of Paul are the earliest texts in the Christian scriptures,
written by a Jew at a time when the word “Christian” hadn’t yet been
coined. What is the religious and political context into which they
emerged? How were they first interpreted? How and why do they
make such an enormous impact in Christian communities and in
politics today?
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Healing Foods with Ayurveda Cooking

Food

This course is for anyone who wants to discover the basics of
working with Ayurveda herbs and spices. Students DO NOT need to
be an Ayurveda practitioner or go into the complexities of Ayurveda
practice to enjoy this course. This course was developed so that
everyday people could begin to enjoy the simplicity of working with
recipes that include the use of spices and herbs often found in the
meals of India and from Ayurveda dietary and healing practices. The
reason is: 1.Foods made in this way are so very delicious. 2.They
are so easy to make – simple and fast. 3.The use of these spices
and herbs are a great way to offer a variety of ways to enjoy
vegetables. 4.They also aid the body in digestion and other healing
modalities. Here is what is included: Recipes included with full video
instruction are: 1. Fire up your digestion with a delicious morning tea
called Agni Tea. This tea has made a huge difference in people's
digestive abilities. 2. Discover Ghee for cooking. 3. Kitcheri, a most
delicious Mung Dahl porridge that is the staple in India. It is easy to
make, affordable and oh so healthy. 4. Coconut, Cilantro, Ginger
Chutney: cooked and raw versions. These chutneys are fantastic as
a condiment to every meal. 5. Green Beans Subji: We used green
beans to make this dish that you could make with any vegetable. So
simple and flavorful! 6. Raita – Another delicious version using the
herbs with Asparagus 7. Coconut Millet with spices and herbs The
course has 6 (each about 10 minutes in length) instructional videos,
with recipes and educational text.

Health Data Analytics

Computer Science

Health for All Through Primary Care

Health And Nutrition

This course explores why primary health care is central for achieving
Health for All. It provides examples of how primary health care has
been instrumental in approaching this goal in selected populations
and how the principles of primary health care can guide future
policies and actions.

Health Informatics in the Cloud

Health And Nutrition

A non-technical introduction to the contemporary application of
computing to healthcare delivery, public health and communitybased clinical research.

Grade Results

The course will focus on database design, executing structured
query language (SQL) scripts in MySQL workbench, and data
analysis in healthcare. Statistical analysis and data mining
techniques will also be discussed along with methods for deploying
these techniques using open-access analytical software, R. The
program has been approved for 12 continuing education units for
use in fulfilling the continuing education requirements of the
American Health Information Management Association
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Health Informatics on FHIR

Medical

Through this course even non-technical students can gain basic
proficiency in health informatics: the application of computing to
healthcare delivery, public health and community-based clinical
research. The overall course paradigm is the Institute of Medicine's
vision of a "Learning Health System" that uses data from actual
patient care to gain new knowledge and feeds that knowledge back
as care is delivered to achieve a safer, higher quality and more cost
effective health delivery system. Module 1 covers the US healthcare
delivery system's unique structural, economic and policy issues and
the strategic role for health informatics. It also looks at the federal
programs to encourage adoption of electronic record systems.
Module 2 gives a high level overview of some key health standards
with a particular emphasis on the new Fast Healthcare
Interoperability Resource (FHIR) standard. Module 3 explores how
these technologies are being deployed and some of their current
limitations using specific commercial and open source systems as
examples. It features an interview with the developers of an
innovative, new EHR. Module 4 presents examples of cutting edge
research using "big data" and shows how analytic based tools are
helping overcome some of the challenges posed in the prior module.
It features an interview with developers of a innovative cloud-based
service to bring together datasets and analytic tools from diverse
sources. Optionally, as the course progresses, students read the
instructor’s book, Practitioner's Guide to Health Informatics.

Health Professional Teaching Skills – Level 1 –
Foundational

Health And Nutrition

Health Professional Teaching Skills – Level 2 –
Strategies

Health And Nutrition

Health Professional Teaching Skills – Level 3 Professionalism

Medical

This course focuses on professionalism for health professions
teachers. It addresses the issues clinical teachers face in a digital
world by looking at implications of social media accounts and online
profiles. Professionalism will also be discussed in the context of rolemodeling along with looking at the value of role-modeling in clinical
education.

Healthcare and Medicine
Healthcare Delivery Providers

Health And Nutrition
Medical

Videos about medicine and the healthcare system

Healthcare Innovation and Entrepreneurship

Business

This interdisciplinary course focuses on sustainable innovation,
introducing entrepreneurial students to the realities of problem
identification and solution design within the complex world of
healthcare.

Grade Results

Learn the basics of faculty development by focusing on foundational
skills that can be applied in health professional teaching contexts
and practices.
This MOOC brings faculty development to the teaching practice by
providing teaching strategies that can be immediately applied in
health professions teaching contexts and practices.

This second course in the Healthcare Marketplace specialization will
help you understand the various providers of health care across the
U.S. delivery continuum. We will explore the value proposition of the
various providers- from hospitals to clinics to community based
providers and dissect this value chain using various lenses such assite of delivery, people who provide the care, payers for care etc.
You will also learn about the challenges facing these providers and
the innovations they are creating in order to help transform this
critical industry.
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Healthcare Marketplace

Business

The first course, Healthcare Marketplace Overview, covers all of the
major sub-sectors of the healthcare industry including the physician,
hospital, insurer and medical technology markets, including a
historical perspective. The second course, Healthcare Delivery
Providers, takes a deeper look at the realm of clinical care and the
changes occurring to enhance and preserve life as well as the
resources required for create path-breaking new treatments. The
third course,Pharmaceutical and Medical Device Innovations, gives
the learner an in-depth view of the intellectual property creation that
is vital to creating breakthrough technologies. The fourth course,
Medical Technology and Evaluation, explains how cost-effectiveness
analysis is used in the healthcare market to put a monetary value on
a life saved through a new innovation. The Capstone brings together
key skills engendered from the four courses to create an original
medical innovation valuation. The first course teaches the learner to
size a population or market. The second course teaches whether the
clinician will or will not find value from deploying a new innovation.
The third course identifies the competitive landscape of medical
technology innovations to compete or complement. The fourth
course teacheshow to put a monetary value on the improvement in
health resulting from a new innovation. In this way, the suite of four
courses supports the capstone experience.

Healthcare Marketplace Capstone

Medical

Healthcare Social Media: Where Do I Begin?

Business

In the Healthcare Marketplace specialization capstone course, key
skills are engendered from the four prior courses to create an
original medical innovation valuation.
Through the use of instruction and numerous examples, we will walk
you through the steps to creating a memorable social media strategy
for your healthcare practice. For practice administrators and
physicians alike, often the need to implement an online presence
can fall on the back burner due to a lack of knowledge or the
information on where to begin. Let us show you how to get started
and further clarify the importance of a great online strategy! What
are the requirements? A very basic understanding of social media
What am I going to get from this course? Over 18 lectures and 1.5
hours of content! Learn what it means to "do it right" when dealing
with Social Media Gather tactical skills to implement your social
media accounts Discover how to jumpstart your social media
presence Understand how to remain HIPAA compliant and work
through liability issues Increase patient volumes through
implementation of social networking What is the target audience?
Office Managers Office Administrators Physicians Healthcare office
staff Healthcare operations managers

Healthy Cooking Fundamentals

Grade Results

Health And Nutrition
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Healthy Homemade Salad Dressings

Food
Ever wonder how to make those delicious vinaigrettes and salad
dressings you find at most restaurants? Tired of store bought
chemical and sugar filled salad dressings and vinaigrettes? Finally
an in-depth interactive learning course created and taught by
cookbook author & TV host Chef Keith Snow, that will transform your
love of salads by teaching you how to make amazing home made
dressings and vinaigrettes, saving you money and allowing you to
eliminate store bought processed foods your cupboard. Making a
salad dressing or vinaigrette is so easy yet most people are eating
store bought dressings and vinaigrettes that are made with GMO
(genetically modified organisms) sourced oils. Ranch dressing is
total crap!! Those of you that love the salad at Olive garden and
other restaurants will love this course. You will be able to make
dressings and vinaigrettes that taste better then most restaurants
and contain only healthy ingredients. A salad is only as good as the
dressing or vinaigrette used to dress it. My recipes are tried and true,
thousands of people worldwide have used my recipes with great
success. This in-depth course not only shows you basic technique
but also explains how vinegar is made, oil is produced and what
makes up a vinaigrette dressing. You will learn how each component
from oil to vinegar to flavorings helps to make the basic dressing and
vinaigrette amazing.

Healthy Living for a Busy Life
Healthy Practices

Health And Nutrition
Education

Healthy Soils - Compost, Mulch and the Soil Food
Web

Gardening

Heartbleed Tactics for Small IT Shops

Computer Science

Heat Transfer

Engineering

Grade Results

We all know it is important to have healthy habits in our lives, but
there is a big difference between knowing, and doing. Through
application exercises and a rich multimedia process, this course
teaches simple strategies to help you implement simple daily
practices that lead to a healthy life. This course will take
approximately 35 minutes to complete. Note: To preview this course
please hit the free preview button for a 5 minute demo. Due to the
SCORM format of our course it is currently not available on mobile
platforms, but we will work on adding this functionality going forward.

This course is about the health and vitality of our gardens and of
ourselves. The old adage "you are what you eat" is never more
evident than it is today. Everything we grow and consume starts with
the soil our plants are grown on. It doesn't matter if you're vegan,
vegetarian or eat meat - it all starts with soil. This class will show you
how to build your garden and landscape soils without the use of
synthetic fertilizers. You will learn the reasons and benefits of
compost and cover crops, and about feeding the soil to grow
stronger, healthier vegetables, fruit and landscapes. Separated into
10 lectures, we'll take the process step by step making it easy for
you to follow and transform your garden from one of chemical
dependence to one where nature handles much of the work for you.
The course is structured as a series of PowerPoint and video
lectures and finishes with a short quiz to reinforce your knowledge
and confidence. You should take this course if you're interested in
attracting pollinators to your vegetables and trees. You should take
this course if you want to have a better understanding of how to
become an organic gardener or landscaper. You should take this
course if you want to become a better steward of your land, water
and air.

Protect your sites—and your servers—from Heartbleed. This course
is aimed at administrators that maintain their own small servers, and
provides the information needed to diagnose as well as fix any
problems. David Gassner shows how to test your secure servers, fix
the services that use the compromised OpenSSL software, and audit
your other vulnerable systems.
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Hebrew For Beginners

Foreign Language

In this course you are going to learn Hebrew right from scratch, with
our special unique program that has proved itself for years, we are
going to start with the basics and slowly get you up to a level where
you have enough skills to get yourself around Israel, and have full
basic conversations, without the use of english. So these are our
goals: Understand the differences between english and hebrew
Know the Hebrew's "Alef Bet" (ABC). Read and write in Hebrew. Go
through the basics words (and more). Build a basic sentence in
Hebrew, including Questions. Building a rich vocabulary in Hebrew.
Be able to communicate in Hebrew. - You will have plenty of
homework to exercise with, at least one huge quiz for every section,
TONS of extras (MP3 files, presentations, PDF files and alot of
bonuses), and a dedicated staff just waiting to answer any question
you have! - The course is huge, and to master all of it including all
the extras you need at least 2 months, moreover, we are adding new
materials frequently and will notify you, so your experience of
learning Hebrew is never-ending. - The course is built in a very
unique way that was developed by us and used in the last (almost)
decade with amazing results. Learning Hebrew has never been
easier. So what are you waiting for?? it's time to learn Hebrew!

Help Desk Analyst

Computer Science
A verifiable Certificate of Completion is presented to all students who
undertake this course. Present this certificate to the Project
Management Institute (PMI) for 6 PDUs Your primary responsibility
as a Help Desk Analyst is to provide top-notch first-level support,
which will require troubleshooting technical issues, supporting
complex software and computer technology in a high-service
environment. Boost your career with this book, pass the included
certified elearning course, and achieve your Help Desk Analyst
certification. How to register for your exam 1. Complete the Help
Desk Analyst Course 2. Once you complete this course, email our
exam department at exams@artofservice.com.au to request access
to your final exam. 3. Your exam will be scheduled online and you
will receive a PDF certificate when you pass your exam.

Help With GCSE Maths

Grade Results

Education

A series of tips and tricks to make the basics of GCSE Maths easier,
followed by a whole bunch of past paper questions, with step by step
video solutions. This course is designed for anyone looking for
GCSE Maths Help and to consolidate at the GCSE C grade, or
perhaps looking to improve from a high E or solid D to a grade C
within a few weeks with GCSE Maths Online. Please send me by
email (tomcassidy@mac.com) any particular topics or questions that
you might like me to record a solution for.
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High converting Sales Funnels - List Building On
Steroids

Marketing
If you sell anything online or offline, then this course is for you. The
focus is on getting leads online for your business by building an ultratargeted email list that you can market to repeatedly and make
money from every time you send them an email. Speed is of the
essence. This is why the focus is on teaching you how to pay for
traffic to your site and to recover all of your investment in 30 days or
less. The secret to doing so is to create a high converting sales
funnel which allows you to sell multiple products to your customers in
multiple ways. The key is in having multiple opportunities to make a
sale to these customers. The best part is that the process is
automated so you only have to set it up once and then your only job
will be to send traffic to a single web page. This automated process
is also known as your front-end funnel. Once you understand how to
maximize your revenue from this funnel you will be able to spend
more than your competitors to acquire a customer at breakeven or
better (which is essentially for free). This course consists of 16 flufffree modules which will take you no more than 1 hour to consume.
Each module teaches a different, yet very important concept that
makes the entire process work. When you are done with this course
you will know more than 99% of business owners and marketers and
you should be able to multiply your current revenue many times
over. This is the ultimate return on investment or ROI vehicle.

High Payback Meetings for Startups - Managers Team Leaders
High Performance Collaboration: Leadership,
Teamwork, and Negotiation

Grade Results

Business
Business

7 principles to make all meetings 'High Payback'
Are leaders born or made? Learn the essential skills to develop and
expand your leadership repertoire, design teams for collaboration,
and craft win-win negotiation strategies. High Performance
Collaboration: Leadership, Teamwork, and Negotiation focuses on
leadership, teamwork, and negotiation. Students will engage in selfassessments to analyze their leadership style, develop team
charters to optimize their groups, and develop a game plan for
effective negotiation.
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High Profit Blogging - How To Blog And Make Money
Online

Marketing

High-Impact Business Writing

Business

You're about to discover the awesome power of the BLOG as a cash
generating machine. 90% of all blogs are not structured properly for
commercialization and will never make any money. High Profit
Blogging will hand you all the marketing tools you need in order to
create a valuable, money-making blog. Taught by a veteran Internet
marketer with over 10 years of experience and millions of dollars in
online sales, you'll learn precisely how to properly enter the
blogosphere and build the online business of your dreams. This is
the secret to you finally achieving success regardless of your
experience level. Your instructor, a knowledgeable expert on Internet
marketing, driving traffic and software solutions, will guide you step
by step through the entire 'Science Of Blogging' for profit.
Understanding this unique, comprehensive strategy will change the
way you look at blogging forever. You'll know EXACTLY what to do
and when to do it. High-Profit Blogging takes the guesswork out of
how to build a solid blogging business. This system has been used
to generate a massive profit year after year by many successful
bloggers who work only part-time. You’ll be able to follow the
strategy in order to: Maximize your effort with strategic 'Power KEY'
content Choose a theme and layout that is properly modified for
monetization Create exception VALUE with your blog that has
undeniable reader appeal These proven success tactics, and so
much more, are yours for the taking starting today. High Profit
Blogging quickly and easily allows anyone to tap into a proven
system and make money working from home. This radically simple
yet effective blogging system will work for you even if you have tried
other methods without success. High Profit Blogging is the direct
result of over 10 years of study, and digging through the trenches to
find what really works. This passionate research revealed a specific
system called the 'Science Of Blogging For Profit' that truly
successful bloggers use to generate monthly income from a variety
of blog related sources. And now starting today, their success can
be your success too. You'll be able to jump-start your blog from the
very start by: Avoiding the 'Follow Your Passion' Fallacy that can
waste a ton of time Using the 'Content For Profit' Paradigm to find
the right blog niche and topics Understanding reader engagement
and social proof... Two must-haves for any hot blog Properly using
search engine optimization (SEO) to ensure your blog gets tons of
readers The profitable system you're about to learn can be
Effective writing is a powerful tool in the business environment.
Learn how to articulate your thoughts in a clear and concise manner
that will allow your ideas to be better understood by your readers.
Improve your business writing skill by learning to select and use
appropriate formats for your audience, use the correct medium and
adjust your writing style accordingly, as well as identify your
objective and communicate it clearly. You'll also learn to spot, correct
and avoid the most common writing pitfalls, and gain valuable
experience analyzing, writing and revising a wide spectrum of
business documents. From a simple interoffice memo to a twentypage business proposal, learn how to put good business writing to
work for you.

High-performance Computing for Reproducible
Genomics

Science

Hinduism Through Its Scriptures

History

Hippocrates Challenge

Medical

Grade Results

Learn how to bridge from diverse genomic assay and annotation
structures to data analysis and research presentations via innovative
approaches to computing.
Learn about the rich diversity of Hindu sacred texts – hymns,
narratives, philosophical thought – and their interpretations
Hippocrates Challenge 2013 is a course designed for anyone with
an interest in medicine. The course focuses on teaching anatomy in
an interactive way, students will learn about diagnosis and treatment
planning while learning about anatomy.
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Hire a Contractor Success Guide

Home Improvement
“I am nervous about hiring different professionals for my home
renovation project.” Does this sound familiar? You are not alone.
Every year homeowner’s decide it more cost-effective to update or
add-on to their current home rather than move. They admit they are
not a DIY person and would prefer to hire someone but are not sure
how to protect themselves. Instructor E.B. Joseph is going to show
you step by step how hire a Contractor and avoid getting ripped off.
She covers interview questions, decision making matrix, golden
rules, hidden cost and much more. She demonstrates how to utilize
the forms provided to stay on track and organize from start to finish.
Her focus is on helping you gain confidence in an unfamiliar
situation. She speaks from the home owner’s perspective. This is a
major decision with major cost involved. A renovation project does
not have be a nightmare! Utilize these techniques and have a
successful home improvement project. Grab this today!

HIST1514x: American Capitalism: A History

History
Perhaps no story is as essential to get right as the history of
capitalism. Nearly all of our theories about promoting progress come
from how we interpret the economic changes of the last 500 years.
This past decade’s crises continue to remind us just how much
capitalism changes, even as its basic features—wage labor,
financial markets, private property, entrepreneurs—endure. While
capitalism has a global history, the United States plays a special role
in that story. This course will help you to understand how the United
States became the world’s leading economic power, revealing
essential lessons about what has been and what will be possible in
capitalism’s on-going revolution.

HIST229x: Was Alexander Great? The Life,
Leadership, and Legacies of History’s Greatest
Warrior

History

Historical Methodology: The Art and Craft of the
Historian

History

Historical Relic Treasures and Cultural China: Part 1

History

History
History
History 119: The Civil War and Reconstruction with
David Blight

History
History
History

History 166: African-American History: Modern
Freedom Struggle

History

Grade Results

Alexander the Great conquered most of the world known to the
ancient Greeks, fused the eastern and western peoples of his
empire, and became a god – before his 33rd birthday.
Chinese archaeology is one of the fastest-growing and most exciting
fields of study in China. With a wealth of cultural relics unearthed this
past century, the world’s fascination with China’s rich history has
been renewed. This course will examine 15 unique cultural relics
identified by scholars as important to Chinese civilization.
The history of the world (eventually)!

This course explores the causes, course, and consequences of the
American Civil War, from the 1840s to 1877. The primary goal of the
course is to understand the multiple meanings of a transforming
event in American history. Those meanings may be defined in many
ways: national, sectional, racial, constitutional, individual, social,
intellectual, or moral. Four broad themes are closely examined: the
crisis of union and disunion in an expanding republic; slavery, race,
and emancipation as national problem, personal experience, and
social process; the experience of modern, total war for individuals
and society; and the political and social challenges of Reconstruction.

This course introduces the viewer to African-American history, with
particular emphasis on the political thought and protest movements
of the period after 1930, focusing on selected individuals who have
shaped and been shaped by modern African-American struggles for
freedom and justice. Clayborne Carson is a professor in the History
Department at Stanford University.
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History 1C: Modern Civilization 1750-Present

History

History 2020: U.S. History from 1877

Social Sciences

History 202: European Civilization (1648-1945) with
John Merriman
History 276: France Since 1871 with John Merriman

History

Professor Lynn Hunt lectures in this course which covers a broad,
historical study of major elements in Western heritage from the world
of the Greeks to that of the 20th century, designed to further
beginning students general education, introduce them to ideas,
attitudes, and institutions basic to Western civilization, and acquaint
them, through reading and critical discussion, with representative
contemporary documents and writings of enduring interest.
The theme of this course is the making of modern America. During
the course we will trace the historical development of our modern
national institutions and social and economic structures. In the late
nineteenth century, enormous economic and social changes
resulting from industrialization and urbanization led to massive
upheaval in American society.
This course offers a broad survey of modern European history

History
This course covers the emergence of modern France. Topics
include the social, economic, and political transformation of France;
the impact of Frances revolutionary heritage, of industrialization, and
of the dislocation wrought by two world wars; and the political
response of the Left and the Right to changing French society.

History 2D: Science, Magic, and Religion

History
Professor Courtenay Raia lectures on science and religion as
historical phenomena that have evolved over time. Examines the
earlier mind-set before 1700 when into science fitted elements that
came eventually to be seen as magical. The course also question
how Western cosmologies became &quot;disenchanted.&quot;
Magical tradition transformed into modern mysticisms is also
examined as well as the political implications of these movements.
Includes discussion concerning science in totalitarian settings as
well as &quot;big science&quot; during the Cold War.

History and Anthropology of Medicine and Biology

Science

This course explores recent historical and anthropological
approaches to the study of life, in both medicine and biology. After
grounding our conversation in accounts of natural history and
medicine that predate the rise of biology as a discipline, we explore
modes of theorizing historical and contemporary bioscience.
Drawing on the work of historian William Coleman, we examine the
forms, functions, and transformations of biological and medical
objects of study.

History and Applications of Green Building

History

Want to see some environmentally conscious designs in action?
Here are some real applications of green design.

History and Future of (Mostly) Higher Education

Education

History of Africa to 1890
History of Art 252: Roman Architecture
History of Chinese Architecture: Part 1

History
Architecture
Architecture

History of Design
History of Economic Ideas
History of Economic Thought

History
Economics
Economics

History of Europe, 1000 to 1800

History

Grade Results

In this course we will learn about the features of higher education
that were designed specifically to prepare workers and leaders for
the Industrial Age, and we’ll strategize ways that, together, we can
change learning--inside of school and out--for the world we live in
now--and even to help improve our world. #FutureEd

China's architectural history spans thousands of years. In this
course, we will explore the ancient cities of Chang'an of Han,
Luoyang of Northern Wei, Chang'an and Luoyang of Sui and Tang,
Kaifeng of Song and Dadu of Yuan, and delve into the history of the
awe-inspiring ancient buildings that still grace the landscape of these
bustling cities. The course will cover construction and aesthetics of
these imperial palaces, religious structures, pagodas, tombs and
gardens.
ID4811 History of Design
The course will help you to understand the lasting economic
problems of everyday human life: wealth and poverty, money and
markets, inflation and unemployment, human decisions and
government
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History of Europe, 1800 to the Present
History of European Integration/유럽통합사
History of Germany/독일사/2013년1학기

History
History
History

History of Graphic Design

Design

History of Mexico Since Colonial Times to Present

History

The Mexican Revolution, Political Parties, and Women's Movements
in the XX-th Century

History of Rock, Part One

Music

Learn about the early days of rock music, from the pre-rock years of
the post World War II era through the birth of rock in the mid 1950s
to the psychedelic era of the late 1960s.

History of Rock, Part Two

Music

Learn about the growth of rock music, from the early 1970s through
the rise of punk and disco in the late 1970s, and from the emergence
of MTV, hip hop, and heavy metal in 1980s to the rebellion of
Nirvana in the early 90s.

History of Technology
History of Technology
HISTORY OF THE FIRE SERVICE
History of The Mexican Americans in the U.S.

History
History
History
History

History Workshop Engage K-12 learners

History

HKS211.1x: Central Challenges of American National
Security, Strategy and the Press: An Introduction

Social Sciences

Hollywood: History, Industry, Art

History

Home Improvement Project Survivor
Home Wine Making for Complete Beginners

Education
Food

유럽사속의 독일사 라는 유럽사적 맥락에서 독일사의 보편성과
특수성을 추적 조망해 본다. 로마시대 부터 현재까지 시대별 통사적
독일사를 인터넷 자료를 이용하여 학생들과 e-book을 만들어 본다
This condensed survey course focuses on four major areas of
design and their history: Typography, Image-Making, Interactive
Media, and Branding. In each class, we'll start by observing the
factors that influence and shape aesthetic outcomes. You'll begin to
see how design elements come in to being. Quizzes at the end of
each module test your knowledge of concepts, developments and
principal players, and a short reflective assignment will give you the
opportunity to analyze the key questions designers ask themselves
today.

The history of the United States fire service
This course analyzes the role that Mexican-Americans have played
in shaping the borders of today's United States of America. The role
of the Californios, the first Spanish settlers, the Mexican immigration
and important historical actors are brought to bear, including why are
Chicanos considered crucial in the future vote and demographic
explosion in the United States.
Empower students with choice, scholarship, creativity, and diversity
In this course, students analyze some of the hardest national
security challenges the United States will face in the decade ahead.
Explore the history of Hollywood, from Edison and the birth of film to
the rise of the internet

Home Wine Making For Complete Beginners is a course designed to
familiarize individuals with the joys of home winemaking! You CAN
make wines of your own choice in your home, at an affordable price,
to your own palette. You will require several items to make wine,
however, these are readily available from your highstreet stores, or if
not, then on ebay etc.. you could be making wines of your choice
within the next few days. Length / duration: Structured as a mix of
video tutorials, showing you recorded footage of actual wines being
made in a home kitchen, for your convenience there are fact
slideshows and several text documents for your referral for
conversion rates etc.. Why take this course? Why surely everyone
has at some time wanted to make or thought of making a wine of
their own design in their home? This course will facilitate your
understanding to adequately do this and stay with you for the
duration of memory. Make wine again and again in your home at a
fraction of the costs of local bars, and entertainment venues. Stock
your own supply in your home and welcome friends and family to the
wonders you can make.. Its a journey, and one we'll equip you to
start in good company.

Grade Results
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Homeschooling - Getting Started

Education

Honors Collegium 70A: Genetic Engineering and
Society
Hospitality and Tourism in China: A Global
Perspective

Engineering

Genetic Engineering in Medicine, Agriculture, & Law is a class that
examines the historical and scientific study

Hospitality

Learn how China and Chinese travelers play an important role in the
global tourism and hospitality sector, and prepare for your first trip to
China.

Hot Looks Using Floating Point in After Effects

Film Studies

Hot Looks Using Floating Point in After Effects

Computer Science

Hot Studio's Open Architecture Network: Start to
Finish

Music

Hot Studio, Experience Design

Photography

Hot Topics in Finance

Finance

Grade Results

Have you been thinking of homeschooling? I will break down the
things that important in when getting started. You will learn time
management tips. The importance of attitude. How to find resources
and the importance of support. Homeschooling is easier than you
think and the tips i give will come in handy not just in homeschooling
but in life in general.

Hot Looks Using Floating Point in After Effects was created and
produced by Trish and Chris Meyer. We are honored to host their
material in the lynda.com Online Training Library®. Floating point
color space allows users to define and keep track of colors darker
than black and brighter than white, and it is normally the domain of
visual effects compositors. However, floating point can also be used
to create graphical looks ranging from more interesting fades to hot,
glowing text. In this training, instructors Chris and Trish Meyer
demonstrate the techniques in After Effects, but they may also be
applied to other programs that support "float."

Maria Giudice’s premiere web design company, Hot Studio, gives
you a front-row seat as they take their Open Architecture Network
project through initial intake, ethnographic research, free sketching
on airplane tray tables, visual and interface design, schematics, and
programming. They create a virtual ecosystem where architects and
designers can globally collaborate to build unique living
environments. In this installment of Start to Finish, watch as Maria
Giudice accepts the challenge at the TED conference and takes it
from the floor of a post-Hurricane Katrina church in Biloxi,
Mississippi, to online participation by over 13,000 people in 200
countries—with a lot of collaboration with partners Sun
Microsystems, Architecture for Humanity, and her San Francisco
studio in between. See the final work yourself and check out the
Open Architecture Network.

Hot Studio founder Maria Giudice and her exceptional multidisciplinary design team "make the complex beautifully clear" for
web clients like eBay, Gap, and the San Francisco Museum of
Modern Art. Maria focuses the studio's work on people-centered
design to create amazing user experiences on the web and in print.
See how they apply "collective intelligence" through the phases of
discovery, strategy, design, and building. This installment of Creative
Inspirations takes viewers inside one of the coolest design firms
around.
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Hotel Management: Distribution Revenue & Demand
Management

Business

Hôtel “De l'étoile” - a hotel in crisis?

Business

How and Why to Turn On Your Facebook Follow
Button

Marketing

How Educators Can Teach with Twitter and iPads

Education

Grade Results

This Specialization covers the basics of hotel demand management,
distribution, and revenue management. You’ll learn how ecommerce intermediaries such as online travel agencies are
impacting the already-complex hospitality sector, and you’ll explore
tools and techniques that will help you effectively market hospitality
services and maximize business revenue in this new global industry
landscape. In the final Capstone Project, you’ll evaluate the
importance of hotel branding in business success through a handson, real-world case study. During the sessions, you will hear from
senior hotel industry executives commenting on distribution, revenue
and demand management issues. We will also interview two leading
Online Travel Agents on how to maximise online business for your
property, and have partnered with Duetto and SnapShot, two leading
hospitality industry companies, to gain access to cutting edge
knowledge, thus insuring that the competencies that you gain will
make you operational immediately as well as bang up to date on
industry trends.

In this case study based exercise, you will apply the knowledge you
have gained about distribution, revenue and demand management
to a ‘real’ world case – Hotel “De l'étoile” - a prestigious upmarket
internationally branded property in Paris that to the outside world
seems to be doing well but is in fact unprofitable for its owner.

Let's go step-by-step through the Facebook Follow system and I'll
show you how you can promote your business through your
personal account, without being spammy, or breaking any of
Facebook’s terms of service. I have included all my notes and slides
in the Resource Section in this course. 1. Is the Facebook Follow
Button is Right for You? I have a few questions you can answer to
see if this is the best system for you personally. 2. How to Turn On
the Facebook Follow Button The step-by-step instructions are
simple, but there are a few options we need to go over. 3. How to
Post to Followers It's a slightly different process to create Public
posts for your Followers. I’ll give you a few guidelines and show you
some excellent examples. 4. 3 Advanced Marketing Strategies
Questions, Videos, Pictures – simple simple simple!
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How Food Should Taste

Food

***500 Students after 1st day of official launch***** ****Use code
TASTYFOOD to get early bird discount**** Are you prone to cooking
the same food, in the same way but wish you were more
adventurous? Do you actually know how to tell if food is seasoned
right? Is your meal balanced or is it too sweet? Learn fundamental
concepts of good cooking that are reusable across all recipes. This
course is for anyone who want to improve their cooking ability and
consistently produce tasty meals without following any recipe cards.
One day I was feeling adventurous following the recipes of an
outstanding celebrity chef, were I needed to get hold of a particular
Bavarian sausage as it added the right flavour “that made the dish”. I
popped down to my local supermarket and low and behold they were
all out (well, they never actually stocked it). So was the dish doomed,
yes … not because I didn’t have the sausage I didn’t how to replicate
with another ingredient to get the same affect. Therefore, I learned
how to taste properly, flavour pair and balance tastes and this
course is the journey of it. I break down the course so you can learn
to taste properly, at the primary taste level and then how to learn
flavour pairings from your favourite meals. This course is more FUN
than functional but it will expand your “foodie” experience and turn
you from chef-groupie to rock-star cook! However, this course is not
for everyone: If you are an extreme fussy eater and not willing to try
new foods (you will have to try different foods to develop you palette
in this course) Expert recipe followers who can get hold of every rare
ingredient required for their meals (ALL INGREDIENTS IN THIS
COURSE CAN BE FOUND AT ANY LOCAL SUPERMARKET) Lazy
people – you will need to dedicate time to expand your knowledge by
dissecting flavours of tasty meals (Ideally once a week bit minimum
one a month) People on fad diets as there is eating involved
(including chocolate) Don’t want to cook for other people period (if
you are not a confident cook then this course is for you) Change the
way you think about food!!

How Germany won the World Cup of Nation Branding Marketing

Grade Results

In depth analysis of how Germany managed to rebrand the entire
country through the 2006 FIFA World Cup - and how country brands
might apply this formula to rebrand their national image. This case
study is the first ever detailed analysis of the newly emerging
discipline of Destination Branding through Movement Marketing and
has had significant impact on Germany's tourism brand, yielding a
31% increase in international leisure tourism year-on-year and a
47% increase in business tourism for the host city of Berlin (which
has also doubled the number of hotel bookings over the past five
years)
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How I gained 18,437 followers on Facebook

Marketing

This course will help you to understand and implement a Facebook
marketing strategy. Whether you are brand new to Facebook
marketing or have done some marketing in the past – this course will
be of tremendous benefit. Whether you have a product, an idea or
simply require a platform to get more visibility, having a Facebook
page is a great start. However, if you only have your friends and
family as members it will be tough to get your message to the
masses. More followers mean higher visibility, and higher visibility
means more interest and potentially – more sales! Over the course
of 4 hours you will acquire the knowledge that took more than 6
months to learn. The instructor has tried and tested many of the
marketing times, approaches and implemented several strategies,
and will demonstrate these in this course. Using video screencasts
of the actual Facebook Page - The Secrets to Wealth – you will see
exactly what he has done to increase his following from literally 1
follower to more than 18,437 followers! You will learn what has
worked well, what hasn’t worked well. You will learn the marketing
terminology so that you can walk away with a clear understanding of
all the terms used. In the section on marketing your page you will
have the opportunity to create your very own marketing campaign,
or, simply watch exactly how it is done. You will learn how to track
and understand the results from your marketing, as well as learn
how to manage your advertising budget. Having all this knowledge
should remove your fear to market your Facebook page and give
you the confidence to get your message to reach more people, to get
more likes and to increase your Facebook followers’ engagement.
The instructor will check questions on a daily basis and respond as
soon as possible, likely within 48 hours but by latest within the week.
Now is the time for you to start building your platform, to grow your
reach and to increase the level of your followers’ engagement. More
people – in time – could mean more money for you, your business or
your product!

How learning The 12 Universal Laws will change your Health And Nutrition
life
How to become a CONSCIOUS CREATOR of your own life. Our
Universe is run by Universal Laws. These laws are as real as the
laws of physics. Once you know how these laws work you will know
"The rules to the Game of Life". Most people are ignorent of these
laws and as such they are unconscious creators of their own reality.
This course will help you become a CONSCIOUS CREATOR of your
own reality. Anything is possible once you know these laws. 1. This
course will show you how the Universe is set up and how The 12
Universal Laws work. You will be given actions steps you need to
take for each law helping you become a conscious creator of your
own reality. 2. The course is video based. 3. You will learn by
watching the videos and follow the actions steps for each law. 4. The
course material contains background video, introductory videos,
videos for each of the 12 laws as well as a summary video for the
whole course. 5. You will also get access to a free e-book supporting
the course content. The e-book is all about subconscious
programming: Unlock The Power of Your SubConscious Mind. 6.
Some of the video sessions are also available as audio files - mp3
files. 7. Taking this cours will change your life for the better since you
will "know the rules to the game". Most people don´t know about
these laws so taking this course will help b

How Not To Fail As An Online Teacher Facilitator

Education

Take 30 minutes. Make an online course more positive & rewarding-for students and the facilitator! Earn a certificate

How should startups adapt to changing times?

Business

Companies today need to be nimble and adaptable to the changing
environment and market around them.

Grade Results
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How Successful Small Business Marketing Really
Works

Marketing

How The Economy Really Works

Economics

How the Law of Attraction Really Works

Psychology

How Things Work 1
How Things Work: An Introduction to Physics

Science
Science

How to - Dropbox

Business

Marketing is the single most important success factor when starting
or running a small business. And yet, for most small business
owners, Marketing is a mystery and Sales is a dirty word. In this
short course, excerpted from his mega-course How To Build A
Customer Factory, Frank Felker explains how successful small
businesses turn complete strangers into Customers and Customers
into Clients the same way we attract members of the opposite sex through courtship. But unlike the awkward experience of asking
someone for a date, today's digital marketing tools allow you to
break the ice from afar, nurture the relationship and close the deal
systematically without embarrassment, rejection or that smarmy
feeling of being too "salesy." Drawn from his 40+ years in the
trenches observing and implementing successful Marketing and
Sales techniques, this course gets right to the heart of Frank's
approach to business development.

Understand how the government manages the economy through
credit creation & asset price manipulation in the 21st Century
The Law of Attraction is as old as the universe yet few understand
how it really works. Join master teacher, Joe Nunziat

An introduction to physics in the context of everyday objects.

Dropbox is a free service that lets you bring your photos, docs, and
videos anywhere and share them easily. Dropbox was founded in
2007 by Drew Houston and Arash Ferdowsi, two MIT students tired
of emailing files to themselves to work from more than one
computer. Today, more than 200 million people across every
continent use Dropbox to always have their stuff at hand, share with
family and friends, and work on team projects. We're looking for
more great people to join us, so if you're excited to help simplify life
for millions of people. Wherever you are Put your stuff in Dropbox
and get to it from your computers, phones, or tablets. Edit docs,
automatically add photos, and show off videos from anywhere.
Share with confidence Share photos with friends. Work with your
team like you're using a single computer. Everything's automatically
private, so you control who sees what Safe and Secure Even if your
phone goes for a swim, your stuff is always safe in Dropbox and can
be restored in a snap. Dropbox secures your files with 256-bit AES
encryption and two-step verification
How to Achieve Success as a Single Parent Family

Basic Skills

How to add a "social booster" to your iPhone app in
3 steps

Social Sciences

Grade Results

Learn how to get more installs for your iOS game from people that
see your game on Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube.
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How To Add Twitter Login Authentication To A
Website

Marketing
In this course you will learn how to create and implement a button
that allows users to log in to a website using their Twitter account,
effectively bypassing the need to fill out yet another registration form.
Basic programming knowledge is recommended for this course, but
even beginners can follow along and develop this integration. This
course is also great for entrepreneurs who are building a website for
themselves. How Does This Benefit a Website? Social logins are all
the rage these days, and for good reason -- the signup you receive
from social logins is up to 30% higher than the standard signup form.
The benefit to websites is the ability to have all of your users connect
automatically to social media sites to share your content. Why
Should You Learn It? Social media login integrations are becoming a
much more important part of standard practice in web development.
If you can't integrate social media logins you're being left in the dust
by your competitors who can. Other Important Social Media
Integrations Google and Facebook are the other most common
social media integrations you'll need to know, and we have courses
on how to do that as well.

How To Add Your Business To The Top 15 Business
Directories

Marketing

One of the easiest and most cost effective ways to increase the
reach and online presence of your local business, your small
business or your medium business is to list your business in the top
business directories. With the recent Google Pigeon Algorithm
update, (July 2014) this is even more critical because Google is now
ranking local business directories ABOVE small business websites,
so if your business is NOT LISTED on one of these local businesses
directories, you will lose business. The great news is, that most of
these top directories allow you to add your business to their website
for free! Your business will benefit in many different ways: Increased
online exposure across a variety of authority websites Increased
search engine rankings on Google, Yahoo and Bing Increase in
sales and new customers finding your business online Increase in
positive reviews across many platforms, which means more
business Increase in your business reputation as more positive
reviews are posted by customers Increase in valuable backlinks
from these authority sites In this course, you will learn, step-by-step,
how to add your business listing across the top 15 business
directories, including: Google Places Yahoo Local Bing Places Yelp
Merchant Circle Yellow Pages Super Media CitySearch MapQuest
Local.com Foursquare LinkedIn Angie's List Manta.com Kudzu and
FREE BONUS - Facebook Fan Page! Discover the benefits of
having your business show up on these important business
directories. Then, watch as I show you, step-by-step, exactly how to
easily add your business listings to each of these important sites.
You will generate much higher online exposure for your business,
more customers, more sales and more stability in your business. If
you are ready for more sales and more customers, then this is the
Udemy course for you.

Grade Results
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How to Afford a College Education When Money is
an Issue

Education

This course is taught by the leading college admissions counselor,
Ms. Claudine Vainrub*, and will discuss opportunities you have to
attend college, even if money is an issue. Learn how to approach the
college admissions process and how to proceed to achieve a higher
education without incurring large loans. The course includes three
videos and support materials. It is about 15 minutes long and you will
need another 10-20 minutes to complete the
worksheets/assignments. When completing the course, you will
understand the opportunities you have to attend college, even if
finances are an issue for you and your family. If you are unsure
about how to make college affordable for you and your family, this is
the right course for you! *Ms. Claudine Vainrub is the Founder of
411Admissions.com and a top College Admissions Advisor since
2004. For over 10 years, she has supported thousands of students
and their families to achieve their college admissions goals and get
into Ivy League schools and other highly competitive colleges in the
U.S. and the world. Every year, over 50% of her students receive
merit scholarships covering up to 100% of tuition. Ms. Vainrub holds
a Master’s in Business Administration degree from the University of
Michigan’s Ross School of Business, and is certified in College
Admissions Counseling, among her seven professional
certifications. Recognized as an expert in Career Development,
College and Graduate School Admissions, her opinions have been
featured on The Wall Street Journal, US News, Forbes Magazine,
CNN, CareerBuilder, Actualidad 1020 AM, and other leading global
media. Her previous experience includes being Executive VP for
Grupo Frigilux, leading this industrial corporation of over 1,500
employees. Claudine is fluent in English, Spanish and Hebrew.

How To Apply Makeup Like a Pro

Makeup
In this makeup course you will learn all the tips and tricks to applying
makeup like a professional makeup artist. You will learn: How to
create a flawless canvas How to work with color correctors and why
How to find the best color for your skin tone How to create a natural
look How to create a glamorous look How to apply blush based on
face shape How to contour and highlight like a professional How to
take your look from day to night How to create different looks for
different clients The benefits of primer Application tips and tricks This
course will give you a better understanding of where to apply
makeup and why as well as tips used on models and celebrities on
shoots.
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How To Audition For Film And Television: Audition
Bootcamp

Film Studies
Are you a really well trained actor, but you seem to stumble when it
comes to auditioning?! Or, are you just starting out and need a road
map to navigate the slippery slopes in Hollywood? How would you
like a VIP pass to learn casting secrets on booking more acting jobs
from one of the top Casting Directors? Based on my top-selling DVD,
Marci Liroff's Audition Bootcamp, I created a one-of-a-kind online
class to help actors learn exactly what it takes to win the role in a film
and television audition. I'll take you step by step on the audition
process. This is a must have for any actor! The online course is
designed to provide a clear perspective of acting and auditioning
from the business end to the creative side. From my over 35 years
as a casting director and producer, I will give you insider secrets
such as: Audition techniques that will make them remember you Reframing your perspective to book more jobs On-camera technique to
show that you're a pro Essential knowledge into the competitive
world of auditioning from the point of view of directors, producers,
studio executives and casting directors. Easy-to-follow video clips
take you through the process from preparation, what you should be
doing in the audition room (and what not to do!), and your allimportant mindset before, during and after the audition. As an added
bonus, several of my blog articles are included throughout to
highlight the course.

How To AutoFollow, Schedule & Automate Social
Media

Marketing

How to Bake Real Artisan Bread

Food

Save Time: Learn about autoposting and autoscheduling, natively
within Facebook & Twitter as well investigate which social media
dashboards are best for automation - Hootsuite, Sprout Social and
Buffer. Play with automation software combined with social media
dashboards to autofollow and unfollow on Twitter. Work around
challenges of automating Google Plus. Includes an advanced
spreadsheet conversation calendar lecture. Create bitmarks &
extensions for RSS, Do Share and Recipes for If This Then That.
Recommended for experienced social media practitioners within
organisations, Corporate Government, Not for Profits and small
business.

Ever dreamt of baking fabulous artisan bread at home to wow your
friends and family? Tired of baking bread that resembles a house
brick? Want to be confident that you are baking healthy, tasty bread
from ingredients you can trust? Then this is the course for you!
Using high quality video the course takes you through the whole
process of baking artisan bread at home using the traditional English
sponge and dough technique. Our clear and thorough course guides
you step by step through the various stages of artisan bread baking,
and we give you you an understanding of the reasons why slow
fermentation makes so much better bread. By gaining insight into
how fermentation, gluten development and other factors affect your
bread the course not only enables you to make slow fermented
bread in your own kitchen, but gives you the confidence to
improvise, devise your own recipes, and further enhance your skills.
The course shows you how to make round loaves, batons, baguettes
and fougasse. And alongside the video we provide you with
downloadable tried and tested recipes (slow white loaf, granary,
wholemeal, semolina raisin and fennel, apricot and cinnamon) and
instructions that you can print and keep. Artisan bread is made with
time, So are the happiest people. Slow down, Learn to bake.

Grade Results
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How to Balance Your Energy and Energize Yourself

Basic Skills

In this course, you are going to learn how to balance your energy
and energize yourself with simple guided exercises, at home or in
the office. All exercises are clearly demonstrated, in high-quality
video lectures, so you can learn the routines and make them part of
your life. You will learn about your personal energy field (also called
Human Energy Field) and how it affects your everyday life. You will
look at the characteristics of the seven energy centers (also called
chakras) and how important they are to a balanced life. Designed to
help you open your energy centers and charge your energy field, the
guided exercises will allow you to energize and balance yourself
wherever you are, including at the office. With these exercises, you
can refresh your energy whenever you need it, whether you are
under stress, feel out of balance, tired or just want to keep yourself
energized. Incorporating the exercises in your morning routine will
make a big difference in your day. Students from my workshops
have reported feeling more relaxed, present, energized, and awake,
as well as having a clearer, more refreshed mind, after doing my
exercises. You will also learn how to feel energy (which is much
easier than people think) and how to feel into your own energy field.
Then, you will be taught simple energy balancing techniques (or
energy healing techniques) that you can use to balance your
personal energy field and your energy centers. Finally, I included
seven soundtracks at the end of the course that you can use to help
stimulate and open your seven chakras, as well as create a calm,
meditative state, when you do the guided exercises. This is a great
course for anyone with an open mind who wants to learn about
energy and how to balance one’s own energy using clear, welldesigned, practical exercises. This course offers you invaluable tools
that you can use daily to ultimately change your life.

How to be a Celebrity Fashion Stylist w/out a Fashion Design
Degree
I have packaged up more than a decade of experience teaching in
fashion schools, styling celebrities and dressing thousands of
everyday people into this useful series of tools, tips and techniques
for creating and managing a successful styling business. If you have
a passion for fashion, dreamt of styling the rich and famous, and
want to make a real career out of your love of clothes – This course
is for you! In this course, I will reveal all of my secrets for getting to
the top of the game faster. More than just sourcing clothes and
styling a shoot, this is a practical guide to setting up and running a
profitable styling business. In this course I will reveal my deepest
secrets for getting to the top of the game, things like: The difference
between the 6 Main types of styling, the skills required for each, the
expected rates of pay and more importantly how to get started today!
Important terminology that need to understand The MUST-KNOW
resources that will get you up and running quicker than your
competition The secret marketing technique that I use to make me
memorable How to create a website with the 'WOW' factor for under
$100! How to get networked and start earning $$$$ quickly How to
quickly secure a killer internship Included in this course are video
lectures, demonstrations, exercises and templates to get you ready
to start your career as a fashion stylist today! PLUS: I've organised a
Google Plus hangout for every 100 students to give you direct
access to me to provide further learning and a community of likeminded fashion stylists. Udemy offer a 30 day money-back
guarantee, and on top of that I will give you my personal promise to
you that you will succeed. Plus, with the skills you'll learn in this
course you will easily get one job that pays above and beyond the
cost of the course! Click the "take this course" button now ... and
start living your fashion dream today!!

Grade Results
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How to Be a Perfect 10 - Improve Your Inner and
Outer Beauty

Basic Skills

How to Be Lovely and Ageless: Cultivate Inner &
Outer Beauty

Basic Skills

How to Be Spiritual

Philosophy

Grade Results

Perfect 10 Face: Face Increase the attractiveness of your face with
cosmetic procedures, makeup, and other techniques. Perfect 10
Skin: Achieve perfect, flawless, and youthful skin with scientifically
proven skin care products, supplements, and other techniques.
Perfect 10 Hair: How to get the right color and style, grow your hair
faster, and make your hair shiny, and thick. Perfect 10 Body:
Achieve a perfect WHR and BMI. How to get a 24 inch waist or
smaller, how to naturally increase the projection of your buttocks,
how to get thin. Perfect 10 Breasts: How to increase the size and
firmness of your breasts naturally without surgery. Perfect 10 Health:
How to achieve perfect health, disease resistance, high energy, and
a strong immune system with scientifically proven methods. Perfect
10 Style: How to select stylish clothing, accessories, and scent.
Perfect 10 Elegance: Achieve elegance by learning proper
movement, voice, speech, manners, class, and sophistication.
Perfect 10 Personality: How to improve your charm, confidence,
sassiness, positivity, and intelligence. Perfect 10 Character: How to
improve your inner beauty.
Who Should Take This Course? This course is for any woman who
wants to walk in a room and be noticed for her grace and
confidence. (Give yourself permission to be a show stopper!) This
course is for women who want to empower their mind, body, and
spirit to live a first class life. (Go ahead be amazing!) This course is
for women who want to maintain their womanly- figure in a smart,
simple, and effective way. (Plus discover your own sex-appeal!) This
course is for women who want to know the secrets of ageless beauty
so they can shock and awe... (Keep them guessing!) Learn practical
applications of Audrey Hepburn's timeless sensibilities and natural,
step-by-step life enhancing rituals to achieve a more vibrant
existence and ageless appearance regardless of your age. Be
unforgettable! My name is Jeanne Floresca and I am an Author and
Ageless Lifestyle Wellness Coach. I have been in the health &
fitness industry for over 10 years helping thousands of people
become healthier and happier. By combining what I learned in the
health and fitness industry with the inspirational thoughts of Audrey
Hepburn on how to be undeniably lovely, I developed these
protocols to achieve unchanging grace, confidence, and
agelessness. What You Will Learn Tips & techniques to practice
ageless living so that you can increase your energy, exude joy, and
look more youthful. Practical health, nutrition, and fitness tips to
become more vibrant. How to embody more grace, confidence, and
loveliness. How to increase your self-awareness, so you can be
happier and more fulfilled. How to Be Lovely and
Ageless_curriculum Program contains over 4 hours of video training,
50 lectures, and 8 fun quizzes. Are you ready to upgrade your
distinctive mojo? To be more graceful, confident, and vibrant?
Basically, be gloriously radiant ;-) This course is valued at over
$1200 if you were to pay for 1-on-1 coaching with me to learn
everything taught in this program. A little note... Audrey Hepburn was
and is an inspiration to the world. Her story is a powerful one and
has moved me. Hopefully, it will move you as well to live your best
life. Audrey Hepburn was graceful and gracious, but in creating this
workshop and learning more about her story, I realized she had a
different kind of confidence than I first assumed. She didn’t have that
normal confidence when we think of the word ‘confident’—you know,
where it describes someone who is bold and assertive. She had that
understated, like a house built on bedrock – a foundation so strong –
How to Be Spiritual: The Guru Within is presented by Abundant
Publishing . This is a course designed to support you in following
your passion and love for life. Spirituality is a lifestyle of accessing
and expressing your highest potential. Here you learn that life isn't
about becoming someone else but about revealing who you really
are. This course can easily be call "How to Be You" and if you have
a feeling that there is more to you than how you are living take this
course.
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How To Become A Big Picture Thinker

Business
In this course you will learn: Why it is important to become a Big
Picture Thinker How to become a Big Picture Thinker Where most
opportunities are found How to sustain Big Picture Thinking This
course also includes a worksheet with key questions to begin your
journey to Big Picture Thinking. What are the requirements? There
are no special requirements to take this course. What am I going to
get from this course? Over 6 lectures and 50 mins of content!
Discover why becoming a big picture thinker is important Discover
how to become a big picture thinker Learn the key questions to ask
as you practice becoming a big picture thinker Discover what else
you'll need to sustain being a big picture thinker What is the target
audience? This course is important for everyone who finds
themselves so deep in the details they miss the Big Picture

How to become a Fast ForWord Provider

Education
This is a course for people interested in becoming a provider of the
Fast ForWord programs in Australia (NSW and Vic) and New
Zealand. The resources and strategies in this course have been
developed by the team at LearnFast Australia, who have over a
decade of experience in using the Fast ForWord programs to help
people (both young and old) with learning and reading difficulties.
The course does not contain access to the exercises. However the
course does contain videos of the exercises that have been
developed to support both learners and their parents or teachers in
their understanding of how the programs work. The course covers a
wide range of material, from the science behind the Fast ForWord
programs to practical implementation and effectiveness. You will find
a combination of, videos text based resources for download in PDF
format for additional reading on screen text You will also have the
opportunity to complete a feedback form to let us know how you
went, and how we can improve this resource for future users. We
welcome your comments.

Grade Results
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How to Become a Graphic Designer & Earn More
Money

Design

How to Become a Life Coach and Get Paid

Education

After looking at literally thousands of emails from designers,
something I realized was that they just weren’t taught how to market
themselves and get clients. What good is spending tons of money on
getting a degree when you’re making hardly anything after finishing
it? I knew exactly how each of them felt, as I experienced the same
circumstances after I had graduated and got my degree from
university. Let me tell you a bit about myself and why I created this
course. After I received my degree in graphic and media design, I
didn’t really know what to do next. All I was told by my tutors was to
have a great portfolio and apply for internships and jobs. Little did I
know that my tutors didn’t have a clue what they were talking about.
Working in the real world is far different then working inside of a
classroom. After a couple of years going in and out of graphic design
internships and getting paid hardly anything, I was getting angry. I
was getting angry seeing colleagues create mediocre work yet
getting paid 5 times what they’re worth, while I was stuck at some
studio creating awesome work yet I was getting paid zilch. To be
honest, I was jealous. I decided that it was enough. I began to
educate myself by reading books about psychology and design. I
tracked down the top designers and Internet marketers and asked
them why they’re so successful and how do they earn so much. I
then began putting everything I learned into action. Slowly but surely,
my income started increasing. I soon started taking on more clients
then I could handle so I decided to increase my fees. Not only were
clients happy to pay me high fees for my services but they also
turned out to be the exact clients I had wanted. They loved the work
that I produced and didn’t cause any hassle when the time came to
pay. This course is a combination of everything I’ve learned over the
years in order to land quality clients. I’ve rigorously tested these
methods on both me and the clients that I coach, so I know exactly
what works and what is a waste of time. Let’s cut to the chase, will
this course make you more money? Yes, but only if you’re willing to
take action. I can show you the fountain, but I can't force you to drink
from it. You have to be thirsty enough to get up off your backside
and take action. This course will show you how to become a graphic
designer as well as how to make good money, but it'll only be
effective if you're hungry enough for success and ready to take
action online graphic design degree How long would it take to see
results? This isn’t a course about getting rich quick. But I can

Learn the foundations of life coaching and how to make serious cash
as a life coach. If you enjoy helping people achieve success in their
lives then you should take this course. You will learn the basics of
becoming a life coach, how to start your own coaching business,
how to sell and market your coaching products while making money
online all from the comfort of your home. We’ll cover all the basics
you need to get started and on your way of becoming a life coach,
how to start an effective coaching sessions and how to build the
basic building blocks of your coaching business. In these tutorial
videos, you'll learn how to ask thought-provoking detailed questions,
in oder to help your clients set realistic and obtainable goals, how to
go from stuck to unstuck, hold them accountable and help them
reach their dreams. And, learn how to get your coaching business up
and running in a short period of time on a limited budget. Promote
your business on Facebook Increase your Facebook post
exponentially and get clients Package and sell your coaching
products Get more clients by advertising with social media and
affiliate markets Listen to live audio coaching session

How To Become a Master
Communicator...Guaranteed!

Grade Results

Communications
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How to Become a Professional Video Editor - FCP 7
& FCP X

Design

How to Become a Professional Video Editor - Final
Cut Pro 7

Design

How to Become a Professional Video Editor - Final
Cut Pro X

Design

How to Become a Successful Freelancer

Design

Turn your edits into professional, polished videos using my edit
process and Final Cut Pro 7 or Final Cut Pro X! If you recently
upgraded or are thinking about upgrading from Final Cut Pro 7 to X,
this course will provide real world comparisons on how the two
programs will handle editing a video from start to finish. This course
will take you through the process I use each time I edit a new video
for a client. You will learn by creating a teaser video using original
footage. I will walk you through everything from: Set Up and
Organization Reviewing and Marking Your Footage Branding Your
Video Editing Your Video Export and Final Delivery You will learn
how to effectively and creatively bring that "WOW Factor" to your
video editing and impress your clients or your family and friends. If
you want to make your videos stand out or are thinking seriously
about becoming a freelance editor, this course is for you!

Turn your edits into professional, polished videos using my edit
process and Final Cut Pro 7. In this course, I will teach you the
process I use each time I edit a new video for a client. You will learn
by creating a teaser video using original footage. I will walk you
through everything from: Set Up and Organization Reviewing and
Marking Your Footage Branding Your Video Editing Your Video
Export and Final Delivery You will learn how to effectively and
creatively bring that "WOW Factor" to your video editing and impress
your clients or your family and friends. If you want to make your
videos stand out or are thinking seriously about becoming a
freelance editor, this course is for you!

Turn your edits into professional, polished videos using my edit
process and Final Cut Pro X. In this course, I will teach you the
process I use each time I edit a new video for a client. You will learn
by creating a teaser video using original footage. I will walk you
through everything from: Set Up and Organization Reviewing and
Marking Your Footage Branding Your Video Editing Your Video
Export and Final Delivery You will learn how to effectively and
creatively bring that "WOW Factor" to your video editing and impress
your clients or your family and friends. If you want to make your
videos stand out or are thinking seriously about becoming a
freelance editor, this course is for you!

Freelancers and independent workers are driving the new economy.
Whether you're in a career like photography, where working for your
self is the industry standard, you've been laid off from a staff job and
need to go out on your own until you land a new position, or you're
ready to be your own boss, there are a few fundamentals that you
need to know in order to be successful. This course will give you an
introduction to what it takes to apply your entrepreneurial spirit and
build or strengthen your career as a freelancer, so you have a
foundation for exploring further on your own. It's not an in-depth
study, but rather an intro to some key topics for getting up and
running as an independent worker, or becoming a more successful
one.
How to Become A WordPress Expert Overnight:
Beginners Course

Grade Results

Education

Learn how to become an instant WordPress expert today with our
step-by-step video course!
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How to Become a YouTube Rockstar

Business
Do you want to be a YouTube Rockstar? Do you want to get more
views and subscribers on YouTube? Do you wish you could get your
YouTube videos to rank #1 in Google and YouTube? In this course I
will show you how to become a successful YouTuber. I will share my
screen and channel and teach you some of my YouTube
experiences, secrets, strategies & tactics with you so that you can
achieve RESULTS. Now before you start taking this course,
Convince Yourself - Here is my YouTube Channel . What I teach works! *Last course update 9/19/13 I even wrote a #1 best-selling
book about YouTube that is available on Amazon "YouTube Video
Marketing Secrets Revealed: The Beginners Guide to Online Video
Marketing." This course is not based on theory, it's based on
RESULTS.

How To Become an Amazon Affiliate (for beginners)

Marketing
If You've Ever Wanted Your Own Amazon Product Review Site But
Don't Know Where To Start, Then Read This... Dear Friend, It can
cost you $197 to $397 to have an Amazon Product Review Site built
for you. That's only with 5 pages of content or less. And there's no
software out there that will build you a review site with unique
content that ranks in search engines. Unless you want to dish out
$197 to $397 to have one built for you, that leaves just one option...
You have to build it yourself. Building a Review Site May Have
Seemed Impossible Up Until Now But I tell you... it's not rocket
science (as they'll have you believe). Imagine building your own
review site, filled with Amazon products that you get commissions
for. Even if you've never even built a website before.

How to become an expert in music
recording ........ and compositon
How to Become Your Personal Best -life coaching
course

Music
Basic Skills

The solution lies in the development of your life skills. No amount of
knowledge can propel you through your challenges if you do not
have the necessary skills to assess your strengths and weaknesses,
develop a vision, and implement measurable goals. You must learn
the skills that will enable you to make the right choices to achieve
your goals. Better Life Training Playbook for Life & My 100 Ways
Journal will help provide you with those skills. Throughout my 17
year career as a professional hockey player, I benefited from having
great coaches and mentors. Combined with my strong drive to
improve my game no matter what it took, these coaches and
mentors were able to make me a better hockey player and a better
man. In my book, 100 Ways to Become Your Personal Best, I tell my
story and how I distilled those years of coaching and mentoring
down to an essential list I call my 100 Ways. NOW let me lead you
through my Better Life Training Playbook For Life & My 100 Ways
Journal personally designed for YOU! Use this Course to develop
and journal your solutions and let me lead you to create your own
Ways. Using this method I describe, I have lived out my dreams
becoming a professional hockey player and success coach. JUST
IMAGINE WHAT YOU CAN ACHIEVE BY USING THE SAME
METHODS AS I LEARNED THROUGH PROFESSIONAL SPORTS
AND MENTORS Better Life Training Playbook For Life & My 100
Ways Journal My story Mike Hartman 100 Ways to Become Your
Personal Best, My 100 Ways Journal, coaching from our Online
Forum, access to all eCourses including the Better Life Training Play
Book For Life covering the first 12 questions of The 100 Way To
Become Your Personal Best and online worksheets added daily. IN
90 DAYS - BECOME YOUR PERSONAL BEST Mike Hartman

How to Bend and Stretch Time

Grade Results

Basic Skills
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How to Break out of the Pack

Business

For the lion-hearted few that are truly able to take the leap and start
their own successful business, this course offers real-world insights
that can be put into action. Jason Nazar, CEO of Docstoc, shares
important lessons learned over his career, first by working with new
companies then on to starting his own successful business. Drawing
from real world examples and well-known historical figures, Jason
shares invaluable tips to set yourself apart from the competition.
Jason Lawrence Nazar is the Co-Founder and CEO of Docstoc.com,
which provides the best quality and widest selction of documents to
start, grow and manage your small business and professiona life.
Jason is also the creator and host of StartupsUncensored, the
longest running and most widely atteneded technology gathering in
southern California, which regularily brings together thousands of
entrepreneurs, techies and investors. Before starting Docstoc, he
was a partner in a venture consulting firm in Los Angeles where he
worked with dozens of startups. He holds a BA from UCSB and his
JD/MBA from Pepperdine University, where he was the Student
Body President of both Universities. Jason was named one of the
"Most Admired CEOs in Los Angeles" by the LA Business Journal,
but he's more proud of his three point shot and ping pong skills.

How to Budget and Forecast for Your Business

Business

How To Build & Shape Your Body With The Under 20
Workout

Health And Nutrition

Grade Results

The U20 goal is to teach you how to incinerate body fat and build
lean muscle with easy-to-follow 20 Minute Workouts. Impossible?
Think again. What else can you do in 20 minutes that has such a
lasting impact? Ok, yeah, you can watch a sitcom or pick up dinner
from a drive-thru. But will that help you live a longer, happier,
healthier life? This isn’t just a workout, this is a lifestyle shift.
Welcome to the future of home workout routines. Just so you know,
we now have a full 6 week paid program on Udemy right here www.udemy.com/6weekfatblaster We believe that the solution to
building incredible health, melting body fat and creating an all round
better life is this: Stop doing things that don’t work - Do more things
that work You’re probably reading this thinking “duh, of course”, but
think about it. If you’re spending all day watching videos about
weight loss and reading books about how to do a million crunches in
one sitting then you’re not doing the things that work. I have done
this research for you. I literally have dozens exercises that I’ve
created that I don’t use anymore. Why? Because if they aren’t
perfect, they don’t make the Under 20 cut! You’ve Heard People
Hype Up Their Workout Plans Before. I’m not interested in hype. I’m
interested letting you try us out for free and then choose for yourself.
- I’ve trained with professional and Olympic athletes (hockey,
baseball, gymnastics, women’s softball) - I played hockey for the
Detroit Jr. Red Wings - I am one of a handful of people to compete in
two NCAA Division 1 sports at the varsity level - I have trained
professional baseball players, NCAA gymnasts and
celebrities.</strong> With my athletic background (I played hockey
for the Detroit Jr Red Wings and played 2 NCAA division sports,
hockey and baseball) and expertise in fitness I knew there was an
answer that no one had found yet. After training with male and
female gymnasts who have some of the most toned, lean bodies in
the world, I realized that they stood around during most of their
workouts waiting for their turn. But when it was their turn they
exploded into action and put their Bodies At Top Speed. All out
sprints, jumps, landings, etc. That’s when I discovered and perfected
the fundamentals of this powerful workout for my family and friends.
This is where the BATS (body at top speed) principle was
discovered. It changed my life. I lost fat so quickly it blew my mind. I
had more energy than ever before. That’s when I decided I had to
share the Under 20 Workout with the world I invite you to try out
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How to Build a Blog and Create an Opt-in Offer that
Converts

Marketing
It's time to get started making more money and building that list! This
is the #1 course you need that will show you exactly how to set up
your very own blog. You will also learn how to create this as a
passive income stream for others - through an affiliate link or
creating the site with a simple theme. We will also discuss posting
times, sending the blog to your email list and the importance of
including calls to action and so much more! More Training from the
Entrepreneur Academy here: How to Teach Online and Create a
Passive Income Stream (Advanced) - Join Now Video Marketing for
Beginners - Join Now How to Launch a Business without Quitting
Your Day Job -Join Now How to Create a Passive Income Teaching
Online (Beginners) - Join Now How to Make Extra Money Online
Now - Join Now No Excuses: 5 Ways to Jumpstart that Emergency
Fund - Join Now How to Set Simple Goals and Achieve Massive
Success - FREE Course Code How to Achieve Success as a Single
Parent - Join Now Connect with me: Facebook - Twitter - YouTube Website Includes: Video Module Training Center Lifetime Access 30
day Money Back Guarantee Access to Instructor

How to Build a Blog on WordPress

Web Design
If you've always wanted to build a blog, this course is going to teach
you exactly what you need to know. The How to Build a Blog on
WordPress course is a step-by-step video tutorial to help you get
your first WordPress blog up and running. WHO THIS IS FOR If
you've always wanted to start your own blog, this is going to be a
valuable course for you. If you need a few tutorials to help you get
through a sticking point on your blog, this course will help you. (I take
tutorial requests) Newbies who want to brand themselves online DO
NOT BUY IF You are an expert on Wordpress already. You expect to
not do any work and have a successful blog magically appear You
don't have the money for it.

How to Build a Brand Online and Build Authority

Marketing
In this course I will show simple strategies that you can use to build
your community online. I have used these exact strategies to grow
my online community to over 50,000 followers online in a few short
years. Learn EXACTLY how to maximize your time and build a
community online with proven strategies, real life examples and an
Instructor that has proven results. Do you know where your client
should be online? Do you have a presence on the TOP 5 websites
and does that presence produce a profit? Learn where you MUST be
online and focus on the right efforts that will produce RESULTS! This
is a beginner course on building a brand online in less than thirty
minutes. The course begins with a lecture that identifies the top 5
places you must be online to build your business, brand and
influence. The next part focuses on the platforms specifically
including the same exact sites I use to build my brand in 30 minutes
or less. It's simple and there are examples included. I created this
course because I see entrepreneurs online struggling to build a
community and convert their passion into profits. I also see
entrepreneurs experiencing burnout. Do you need a social media
break? How will you know? When social media becomes a chore.
When you no longer want to update a post, upload a picture or
"check-in" with your community. Social Media is WORK so be sure
that you take time out daily to recharge. In this course I provide
simple strategies that I use and have used over the years to grow my
online community to over 50,000 followers online. Now before you
start taking this course, Convince Yourself. I don't just teach social
media, I am actively involved in building my platforms too! What I
teach - works!

Grade Results
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How To Build A C and C Cage For Guinea Pig

Veterinary Sciences
In this course you will learn how to build your own C and C Cage
from scratch. You'll learn what c and c means, where you can get
your supplies and you'll also learn how to build a second story to
your C and C Cage with a ramp. We'll also look at what kinds of
bedding you can use in this type of cage. This type of cage is well
suited for Guinea Pigs and Rabbits if there is a top, which we do not
cover in this course but after you take this course, you'd be able to
do with what you've learned. Chinchillas are not good candidates for
these cages as they are known to get their heads stuck in the grids.
Hamsters, Gerbils, Mice and Rats could get out to easily I would
think, though I have seen Rats in one that just had correx with extra
high sides. Most C and C Cages are for Guinea Pigs though.
Somewhere in the mix we'll also take a break and enjoy some Piggy
fun, with some adorable Piggies!

How To Build A Customer Factory

Grade Results

Marketing

How To Build A Customer Factory is the most comprehensive small
business marketing eLearning course ever created. Every
successful business has a Customer Factory - a systematic program
that generates a steady stream of new business week after week,
month after month. And that's exactly what you'll have when you
complete this course. Through this course hundreds of students
from around the world have learned how to turn complete strangers
into customers (one-time/first-time buyers), and customers into
clients (long-term sources of repeat and referral business). . What
Students Say About How To Build A Customer Factory Excellent
Teacher, Great Course. Frank is a natural teacher. The course is full
of solid information and clear, simple steps. Going through it feels
like you're having a conversation directly with Frank. Nate D. Solid
marketing advice without the buzz-words. Frank delivers solid advice
on creating a 'customer factory' without crazy market-speak. He
uses simple examples to make his step-by-step process easy to
understand, and the steps are easy to follow. He covers everything
from your elevator speech to automated customer creation. Mike T.
Great time saving powerful information. Frank Felker knows his stuff.
This is an easy step by step course I was able to follow and put into
practice immediately. Sometimes I can get side tracked and off
process but Frank made it pretty clear with what to do when. I am
looking forward to having more clients and knowing how to keep my
marketing going. Elaine G. This course contains a massive amount
of valuable information that can be absorbed in bite-sized pieces. As
a business owner I have spent thousands of dollars and countless
hours away from home in seminars. Watching these individual
videos was like taking a $10,000 seminar from the comfort of my
home. AND, I could watch when I wanted and where I wanted. David
D. Frank Felker presents expert advice for anyone who is thinking of
owning a business, owns a struggling business or wants to take a
successful business to the next level. Kurt G. A comprehensive and
well-explained course on the complexities of establishing and
maintaining a viable customer base! G. Artley The instructor has a
very common sense and easy to understand approach to growing
clients. Martin S. Having taken numerous online courses and
attended a multitude of seminars regarding marketing, sales and
customer retention, this course OUTSHINES ALL OF THEM,
COMBINED! I highly recommend this course to anyone who has a
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How to Build a Language-Tutoring Business on the
Cloud

Education

How to Build a Letterbox

Design

Wouldn't it be nice to privately tutor hundreds of languages students
from anywhere in the world in less than one hour a day using just
your Smartphone? Impossible...right? Even 5 private students would
mean running all over town 7 days a week to meet appointments and
still make barely enough money to pay rent. You could try Skype
tutoring, but you'd still eat up your days re-scheduling cancelled
appointments and creating activities to fill up the hours of face-time
you have to spend with students. Well thanks to the social web
revolution, the old ways of teaching language have become
obsolete. In this “How to Start a Tutoring Business” course, you will
learn about the "Cloud-Tutoring" system Idahosa Ness uses to
manage over 500 hundreds language students in less than one hour
a day with his "Flow Series Courses." The system is centered
around the sound-hosting service, Soundcloud. Soundcloud allows
us to structure meaningful conversations around sound. More
specifically, it allows you as an educator to give valuable personal
instruction to your students in a streamlined manner and on your
own schedule. So throw out that scheduler join the league of
profitable and location-independent "Cloud-Tutors” and learn how to
start a tutoring business.

This is a course for the not-so-handy. If you need to call a friend to
replace a washer in the faucet or don't know your pick from your hoe
then this is the course for you! The course provides step by step
instructions on how to prepare, install and render a brick letterbox
You will learn various skills and methods of professional builders,
concretors and tradesman from mixing concrete, pouring concrete,
levelling concrete, mixing mortar, laying bricks, applying render, tiling
and more! We will even show you how to put a solar light next to
your new letterbox. Believe me, if I can do it..Anyone Can Do It!
Along the way to building your very own Letterbox, we will share the
many hints, tips and techniques of seasoned professionals. The
Course itself is broken into Four Distinct Stages 1. Framework 2.
Brickwork 3. Rendering 4. Tiling We hope you enjoy the course and
know, with practice, that you will be the handiest handyman in your
street!
How To Build a Massive Engaged Following on
Twitter
How to Build a Million Dollar Company from Scratch

Grade Results

Communications
Business
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How to build a Parallax Website without Coding

Web Design

What is the Parallax design? By definition, parallax means the
apparent displacement or the difference in apparent direction of an
object as seen from two different points not on a straight line with the
object. In web design use, parallax refers to the scrolling technique
used to create the illusion of depth on websites. This technique is not
new however, this technique has been around for quite some time in
the web design community before its recent rise to a trending style.
The use of this technique to create the illusion of depth can also be
traced back to older forms of media, like old school video games for
instance. Below you’ll find some nicely designed websites that
masterfully utilize this hot new trend. There hasn’t been a design
style that has captured the web’s creative community like that of
parallax website design in ages, which, in non industry terms, is
about a few months. You might be wondering what parallax website
design is, I don’t believe I have ever heard of this. Well actually you
have heard it, and seen its use for some time now. Before going into
showcasing some really well designed websites utilizing parallax
design, let’s take some time to examine and explain what it is. What
do you get with this course: Free Template Tips on where to get
templates Unlimited access to the instructor Dreamweaver Skills
Photoshop Skills And Much More There’s a new design trend we
see becoming more and more prevalent, especially coming into the
year 2013, and that’s parallax design. So basically what parallax
design is, is that it’s a vertical scrolling page that interacts with your
audience in a very interesting way. Basically you can scroll down on
the page, which tells a story kind of in an animation kind of way. It
interacts with your audience in a way that very usable, very friendly,
and without the use of flash, which is going to increase the likelihood
of it showing up consistently across a number of different browsers
as well as on a mobile device.

How to build a simple Character Rig in Autodesk
Maya?
How to Build a Startup
How to Build a Startup
How To Build A Strong Brand

Design

Business
Marketing
Want your customers to stick to you like glue? That's what a strong
brand can do for you. In this course, you'll find out how to make your
brand irresistible to your customers. Building a brand that resonates
with your customers can be a challenge. In Building A Strong Brand,
you'll learn what the most important characteristics of a powerful
brand are. This is a practical course that provides you with the skills
needed to build a strong brand for your business. The course starts
explaining what exactly a brand is. Then we go into what makes a
strong brand and why it is important. Finally, we analyze choosing a
company name vs using your personal name as a brand.

How To Build A Web Banner Business

Grade Results

Design
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How to build a website

Design

With this course you will learn to make your first web site. I have
developed a video course that will help you create web sites in any
area without any programming skills or having to learn learning
special programming languages Anyone can learn to make a simple
web site. It's not that hard! You will learn to make web sites with
ready-made engines that let you create sites in any area, of any
complexity and with all the functions you need. Need a business or
web commerce site? Then why overpay webmasters when you can
teach yourself all of that and make a site for yourself. Want to make
a blog? Not interested in ready-made platforms such as Blogger?
Want a full-fledged blog? Now you can afford it! Need a news site
where you can share files, news and other kinds of information? You
can make such a website! Promo site? Online shop? News site?
Blog? You can make all of those yourself if you buy my "how to build
a website" course. My course is brief. I am not going to beat around
the bush by telling you what the Internet is. Instead, I'll give you a
personal example on how to make various websites, customize,
optimize, and even profit off them. The course is divided into three
parts. Part 1. Getting familiar. 1.1 Domain and hosting registration.
1.2 Brief overview of the possibilities. Part 2. Creating a web site. 2.1
Creating a blog. Wordpress blog engine. 2.2 Making a site in any
area DataLife Engine news engine. 2.3 Making an online shop. 2.4
Making a promo site. Part 3. Promotion and monetization specifics.
3.1 Where to get visitors for my new website. 3.2 Making money on
your website.

How to Build a WordPress Form Using the Gravity
Forms Plugin

Grade Results

Web Design
How to Build a Form? This is the exact question we get asked
almost daily by our WordPress website clients. Our answer has
always been “…get the Gravity Forms plugin.” Why? Before the
Gravity Forms plugin existed we used a variety of freely available
plugins for WordPress that allowed us to build web forms but we
quickly reverted to creating our own custom web forms as soon as
something more robust than a simple “Contact Us” form was
needed. Then Gravity Forms was Released by Rocketgenius. When
we first became aware of Gravity Forms back in 2010, our first
thought was “why do we need to buy a plugin to build website forms
when we already have free ones available, and if needed, we could
simply code our own?” But that thought quickly faded as we took a
closer look at the features and capabilities of the Gravity Forms
plugin for WordPress. Not only does it provide a simple interface for
building web forms, but it also provides incredible tools for creating
very advanced web forms, all with a simple point and click interface.
Why We Created This How to Build a Form Video Tutorial Course.
Since purchasing the developer license of the Gravity Forms plugin
and using it on our sites and those of our clients, we have have been
nothing but impressed with both the ease of use and also the
support that the folks at Rocketgenius provide. Not only that, but
they are continually developing this plugin and adding new features
requested by customers. However, although there is a lot of written
documentation provided to purchasers of this plugin, we are visual
learners and do much better when seeing something in action rather
than reading through a “how to build a form” series of web pages. It
wasn’t just us. Because we own the developer license and we use
this on many clients sites, there were numerous times when site
owners wanted to use the plugin to create an additional web form for
their business and didn’t know how to use Gravity Forms. It was then
that we started including “how to build a web form” videos for our
clients, and it turned out that they were visual learners too. Seeing it
in action allowed them to “just get it”. Maybe you’re a developer or
site owner with the same set of problems? Then this course is for
you.
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How to Build a WordPress Website in a Day (for
beginners)

Web Design

How To Build An Email List From Scratch
How to Build an Email List without a Website

Education
Marketing

The first step to winning more customers is to have a website which
impresses. Investing one day of your time in building a website
you're proud of will ensure your prospects see that you mean
business. If you're still using Gmail/Hotmail/Yahoo as your main
business email address and you don't have a professional looking
online presence you can send your potential customers to, then this
“Wordpress Training: Learn How to Build a Wordpress Website”
course is for you. Mark Copeman is NOT a designer, nor a
developer, yet he knows what looks good and with his business of
online training to private and public audiences, he now has over 100
websites builds behind him, proving anyone can build their own
website... and quickly too. 16 modules, 5 hours and 100's of over the
shoulder clicks alongside pen and paper explanations which take
you from nothing to a completely finished website you can be proud
of. Take this Wordpress Training now and learn how to build a
Wordpress website for your business.

Would you like to get your message out to your ideal client? What if
you could do that with no marketing or advertising dollars? What if
you could solve problems, answer questions and offer value to
others through email? How would that feel? This training course
consists of 3 video lessons, showing you how to overcome
procrastination, build an email list and create an opt-in offer in your
business to increase profits. I will share my list building experiences,
strategies and tactics with you. At the end of this course you will be
able to build a list even if you don't have a website. Now before you
start taking this course, be sure to sign up for a free MailChimp
account! This is a BEGINNER class that covers the following: * The
Importance of building an email list * How to build an email list
without a website * Effective communication and consistency * How
to solve your ideal clients problems * How to get your clients to talk
to you * How to create a custom link * Review an email template *
The best FREE offer. More Training Here: Video Marketing for
Beginners - Join Now How to Launch a Business without Quitting
Your Day Job -Join Now How to Create a Passive Income Teaching
Online - Join Now How to Make Extra Money Online Now - Join Now
No Excuses: 5 Ways to Jumpstart that Emergency Fund - Join Now
52 Week Financial Challenge FREE - Join Now How to Set Simple
Goals and Achieve Massive Success - FREE Course Code How to
Achieve Success as a Single Parent - Join Now Connect with me:
Facebook - Twitter - YouTube Includes: Video Module Training
Center Full Listening Guide & Worksheet Lifetime Access 30 day
Money Back Guarantee

How To Build An Email Marketing List...FAST!

Marketing
Whether you realize it or not your email marketing list is your most
valuable asset. Everyone is always looking for that magical pushbutton software and in my experience and the thousands of dollars
I've spent online there is only one...and that is the SEND button for
your email marketing list. Inside this training you will find a simple
steps to guide you through the process of all the exact tools you
need to build the framework for capturing lead after lead. Once you
build the framework, which doesn't take long at all, all you need to do
is send traffic to your squeeze page and start building your list! ** If
you are looking for a proven and simple automated system for
generating passive income on autopilot that builds your email
marketing list at the same time, check out Vanguard Global Ventures

Grade Results
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How to build an online business website with
wordpress

Computer Science

How to Build an Online Teaching Career - Preview

Education

How to Build Links on High Domain Authority Sites

Marketing

This Video series is so simple a complete novice with ZERO
knowledge can have a professional website with contact forms,
graphics, new pages and multi-webpage layouts done in an
afternoon. My intuitive learning method gets you to THINK the way
Wordpress THINKS... How it works and what it needs form you,
There is no GEEK SPEAK or Techno Talk in this learning series.
Just good old fashion step-by-step, how to;s... Note: If you Have my
All Access A-Z Bundle Pass this course is 100% FREE or if you
Have my All Access Wordpress Power Bundle, then this course is
free too. Lets make learning WordPress fun again... Think! Learn!
Earn!... Carpe Diem - Robert
Make money teaching online courses. Learn from someone who is
building an online teaching career.

The course allows you to build links on reputable sites easily and
hassle-free. You'll be able to just watch course videos and follow
them to the T. No guess work. Just efficient results in virtually no
time. It's best to watch one episode per day and put everything you
just learned to practice. This way you can not only learn something
new but actually help your site's rankings in Google and other search
engines. Here are the most interesting features that the course has
to offer you: You’ll get to know how to not only create accounts and
sites on high domain authority websites but also how to run such
sites so that you get, so to put it, the biggest bang for your buck. You
will learn how to ensure that every single page that you create with
your brand new accounts is as search engine optimized as possible.
Also, you’ll be able to make sure that the major search engines get
to know about your new sites as soon as possible. Other than that,
you’ll know how to create safe passwords real fast. Since this course
tackles lots of occasions when you need to create new accounts,
you’ll also learn how to fill out all sorts of forms within literally
seconds or less. Plus you’ll be able to run multiple sites on different
platforms which allows you to both help your main site and show the
world all the skills and interests that you have up your sleeve. You’ll
discover tons of new sites that you did not know existed and could
help you with your online brand building. Many of the platforms that
you’ll create sites on also make it possible to run their respective
accounts from the comfort of your iPhone or Android device. All in
all, the video course allows for being sure that you’ll always have
ideas on how to do link building for your site or the one you’re
currently working for. And on top of that, it’s all in video format so
that you can lay back and just watch!

How to Build Websites - No programming required!

Computer Science

How to Build Your Business Through Blogging

Business

Grade Results

The easy guide to building advanced websites easily, from finding a
host to setting up your site!
C.C. Chapman, author of 'Content Rules' and 'Amazing Things Will
Happen', presents his insights on how to start blogging, how to find
ideas on what to write, and tactics and tools to create a variety of
content that will build your audience and help you find new business.
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How to Build Your Own Online Business with
WordPress

Web Design

Do you have a great business idea? Are you wondering how to
make your online business idea a reality? If so, then this course is
for you! I have started several successful online businesses, and I
want to show you how I did it. I'm not going to show you how to come
up with a great business idea, there are lots of courses out there that
do that, I'm going to show you how to actually get your online
business idea out of your head and on to the internet. After all, an
idea isn't worth a single penny until you act upon it. The Greatest
Deal On Earth When you buy this course, you get access to several
deals for your online business that will more than pay for the cost of
the course. You will be able to create as many websites as you want
for about $5 per month (regularly $7 per month) and get another $30
off your hosting account on top of that. As if that weren't enough,
purchasing this course gives you access to a discount on your web
hosting and over $100 in free online advertising with Google, Bing
and Yahoo. What Will I Learn in This Course? In this course, you will
begin by learning how to build your own website with no experience
and no coding required using WordPress. You learn how to optimize
your site for search engines so you can actually be found online. I
will also show you some great free WordPress plugins that will make
your website stand out from the crowd and free web apps you can
add to your site that will super charge your business. Along the way
you will be learning all the essentials of running an online business
from creating e-mail addresses, creating multiple websites, creating
site maps, working with your website's files and using free
accounting software. What Kinds of Websites Can I Build? Any kind
you want. You can build e-Commerce sites, blogs, company
websites, subscription sites, affiliate sites and more. In the course,
you can follow along with me as I show you how I built my latest and
greatest e-Commerce website. You will learn so much about how to
build websites using WordPress that you will even be able to build
websites for other people as a business!

How To Burn Fat For Good

Health And Nutrition
Dear prospective student, Every day, THOUSANDS of people try to
get in shape ... and FAIL. Don't be one of them. Over the past four
years, I've built my online training service, WorkoutBOX, into one of
the top 5 online fitness services in the world (as ranked by
toptenreviews.com in both 2011 and 2012). Over that time period,
we've become aware that most people FAIL in fitness because they
jump in without first building the proper foundation. Trying to make a
drastic lifestyle change without building a foundation and easing your
way in is NOT a sustainable approach. It's like trying to quit smoking
cold turkey - it can be done, but it's not easy and most people simply
can't do it. We originally created this course for our members, but
now we're bringing it here to Udemy absolutely FREE. In this course,
you'll learn: How to finally succeed where so many others fail How to
stop craving junk food What and how much to eat What the most
effective exercises are How to literally burn fat while you SLEEP
Much more There's no catch - it's 100% free. I've helped - literally millions of others get in shape, and now I'm Stop the frustration. Start
making progress towards your goals and learn how to burn fat for
good! I'll see you inside ... Sincerely, Travis Steffen, MA, CSCS
Founder, WorkoutBOX @TravisSteffen

Grade Results
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How to Buy a Home: Expert Advice on the Whole
Buying Process

Economics

How to Buy or Invest in Real Estate in the PostBubble Era
How to carry out a usability expert review

Finance

Buying your own home is the American Dream, especially once you
get into your home. But the home buying process can be confusing
and stressful, and the outcome can be costly and disheartening,
unless you know what you are doing going into the purchase
process. This course is designed to give home buyers all the
information they need to protect themselves and make smart
decisions throughout the home buying process. This course is
designed to make buying your home the fun and enjoyable process it
should be.Anybody buying a home will benefit from this course as
well as anybody new to the real estate industry including new real
estate agents, loan officers or escrow officers.
Dr. Dani Babb & Bill Nazur, authors of Finding Foreclosures, walk
you through how to buy or invest in real estate today.

Design

A Usability Expert Review is one of the most in-demand user
experience deliverables — and one of the quickest to carry out.
Knowing how to competently carry out an expert review is a skill that
should be in every UX consultant's toolbox. Expert reviews are a
great way to identify "usability bloopers" with a product or web site.
They are quick, cost-effective and provide an immediate sanity
check for the design. Expert reviews are also an ideal way to ensure
that a product or web site will meet usability standards. But many
people find it difficult to identify specific usability issues from generic
usability heuristics. Beginners also find it hard to derive actionoriented recommendations that can be passed to the design team.
This seminar reveals the practitioner secrets behind expert reviews
and will teach you how to think like a usability expert. As well as a
set of comprehensive notes, you'll download detailed usability
checklists and workbooks to help you carry out the most valuable
techniques: the Heuristic Evaluation and the Cognitive Walkthrough.
You'll also download a sample report template in PowerPoint and
Keynote format that you can re-brand and use to report back the
results of your own expert reviews. - All of the video lectures and
worksheets are download-enabled. If you have a slow internet
connection, or want to take this course with you on your laptop,
smartphone or other portable device, sign up and download all the
videos and other course materials now. - Every lecture has been
fully transcribed as a text document. This is useful if English isn’t
your native language or if you just want a readable and searchable
version of the course. - On completion of the training, you will
receive a certificate of completion and be eligible for free, e-mailbased, refresher training.

How to Change the World

Health And Nutrition

How To Choose a College or University

Education

How can we use the things we share in common to address some of
the most challenging problems facing the world? This course
examines issues concerning poverty, the environment, technology,
health care, gender, education and activism to helps us understand
better how to initiate positive change.
This course shows you how to make an intelligent choice about
which college or university to attend. The course begins with
information about what college is all about in terms of 1) learning
what's most important and 2) the qualities that employers look for in
college graduates regardless of major. After an analysis of why
college is so expensive and what constitutes a good educational
value, the remainder of the course demonstrates a step-by-step
method for comparing schools that doesn't involve marketing hype.
Using this method will make it more likely that you'll identify which
college or university is the best value for you.

How to Code: Systematic Program Design - Part 1

Grade Results

Computer Science

Learn systematic program design - how to write programs that tell a
clear story about what they do, are well-tested, and easy to improve.
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How to Code: Systematic Program Design - Part 2

Computer Science

How to Code: Systematic Program Design - Part 3

Computer Science

How to communicate well and in effective way

Basic Skills

Expand your use of the core design method from SPD1 to write wellcrafted code that operates on more complex data like lists and trees.
Adding abstraction and generative recursion to the design tools
makes complex problems like puzzle solvers and graph search
straightforward.
What are the requirements? Basic computer skills Fast internet
connection What am I going to get from this course? Over 22
lectures and 1.5 hours of content! Improve your communication skills
What is the target audience? For those who are ready to make a
shift in communication skills Komunikácia tvorí základ nášho
fungovania v spoločnosti. Bez komunikácie sa jednoducho
nezaobídeme, či už doma alebo na pracovisku. Preto je veľmi
dôležité, aby naša komunikácia bola jasná a zrozumiteľná. Nie vždy
však taká je. V tomto kurze sa oboznámite z podstatnými prvkami
dobrej a efektívnej komunikácie, tak, aby ste vedeli zlepšiť vaše
komunikačné zručnosti a dosiahli ciele, na ktorých vám záleží.V
kurze nájdete krátke video prednášky, ktoré pokrývajú základné
prvky efektívnej komunikácie.Ak sa teda chcete dozvedieť, ako
komunikovať lepšie, tak potom ste tu na správnom mieste.

How To Conquer The Excuses That Keep You From
Finishing
How to Crack a Whip like an Action Hero

Basic Skills

How to Create a Digital TV Network

Marketing

How to Create a Facebook Connect Login System for
Websites

Marketing

Design

This course teaches Fancy whip cracking from beginner to near
expert status. Upon completion of the course students will be able to
perform the whip sequence shown on the intro video. The Course
cover whips and maintenance, basic and advanced cracks and how
to create a fancy whip cracking routine
This course is for business people and experts who want to share
their expertise with the world. You no longer have to wait for the
occasional call from a newspaper reporter, talk radio host or TV
producer. You can now broadcast your news, opinions, and insights
in a TV/Video format every single day. The technology is easy, but
the step by step plan to start can be hard for most people. This
course will walk you through everything you need to know so that
you can be up and broacasting very quickly.

Have you ever logged in to a website using your Facebook account
and said, man, that was easy! Millions of people prefer the Login
through Facebook option over creating an account with yet another
password, so why don't you create this functionality for your
customers? CodeIgniter You will be learning to create Facebook
Connect logins using free CodeIgniter software. Even if you have
never used CodeIgniter before, you will still be able to follow the
lessons and create your first Facebook Connect login system. If you
know a bit about CodeIgniter, that's great too! Step by Step
Instruction Imagine you have a client that is interested in having a
Facebook Connect login placed on their website. Now image you
had someone from Facebook sitting next to you showing you
everything you need to know to create the Facebook Connect login
for your customer. That's what this course is! The simple and clear,
easy to understand lessons in this course will take you from absolute
beginner to a Facebook Connect professional in about 1 1/2 hours.
That's not too much time to spend for such a coveted skill.

Grade Results
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How To Create a High Converting Landing Page

Marketing

How to create a learning course at Udemy.com

Education

How to Create a Marketing Video for your Business
or Product

Marketing

How to Create a Passive Income Teaching Online for
Beginners

Education

Grade Results

When your website isn't generating leads or sales it can be
frustrating, costly, confusing and even scary, especially when you
don’t know how to fix it. Getting traffic is half the battle. But once you
have it, the last thing you want is to watch that traffic slip through
your fingers. In this course, you’re about to discover the secrets to
creating a high converting landing page for your offer, using proven
principles derived from over 100 of successful landing page tests,
across dozens of different industries.
============================================ "Currently
running a 26.72% conversion rate!!!" "Hi Nick, just wanted to give
you a quick update... I just launched my first campaign since starting
your course. This page is currently running a 26.72% conversion
rate!!!!" - Leah Latini
============================================ "Awesome
content, easy to take action with!" "This is fantastic, I am only on part
4 of section 1, but have already seen several things that I can
quickly implement to generate more profit from my landing pages.
My honest opinion is that Nick knows his stuff, his down to earth
practical course is really going to make a difference to anyone who
uses landing pages." - Chris Dolan
============================================ What is a
landing page anyway? If you don’t already know – a landing page is
a stripped down version of your website, built to serve one purpose;
generate a direct response. Whether you’re looking for subscribers,
orders, sales leads or anything in between, a carefully constructed
landing page gives your visitors a clear call to action free from
distraction. But there’s a science to it. And you’re about to learn the
formula! Hi, my name is Nick Brighton. Over the past 5 years, I've
written sales copy for hundreds of SMEs online. I've always been
obsessed with one simple question – what makes some people click
and buy, when others run a mile? As a result, I have picked apart,
analyzed and assimilated over 100 successful case studies and
tests to find the irrefutable laws of a high converting landing page.
What I uncovered was just as I hoped for… … consistent patterns…
… winning principles… … and practical takeaways to create a
successful landing page straight out of the gate every time. And
today, I'm sharing these winning landing page principles and
formulas with you, inside this beginner friendly course. This course
contains four sections: Section 1: The Proven Conversion Principles.

Video marketing is a simple but powerful SKILL you can use to
leverage your business, products and services. Efficient marketing
videos are simple and can be done by virtually anyone with the right
guidance. We understand the impact that video marketing has over
the selling process. That's why we created this course, to help
people like you get the skills you need to produce your very own
marketing videos. Every product can be explained through VIDEO,
and it's scientifically proven that they have a much higher influence
over regular marketing methods. In this course you'll learn: the
basics behind video production how to write a good sales script how
to mix audio, video and text how to deliver a message in an
audiovisual fashion. We got our guy Max to record himself creating a
simple marketing video for a fictitious product and to go through all
of the production process. He's going to tell you exactly what you
need to know to be able to start creating videos by yourself. In the
promo video we included the sample video that you will be able to
create when you enroll in this course.

Learn how to gather your ideas, prepare and launch a course and
make an amazing passive income stream teaching online.
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How to Create a Professional App Trailer Video

Grade Results

Photography

Create professional looking App Trailers without hiring a video
editor! No After Effects experience required! Introducing the app
trailer course that allows you to create professional looking
promotion videos in minutes. The included After Effects template
was built with an app reskinning mindset. Simply replace a few
graphic elements in the Resources folder. Only 8 Graphic Files to
Change! There are only 8 graphic files you need to modify or
change. That’s it! Just name your new files the same as the existing
files in the Resources folder to customize the templates. The files
consist of 4 PNGs, 3 PSDs and one MP3 per template. For Portrait
and Landscape Apps This course actually includes two separate
After Effects templates that will each output 15 second app trailers.
One template is designed for apps in built in Landscape orientation,
the other template is for apps built in Portrait orientation. You can
easily “reskin” the templates with new graphics to create multiple
videos for your app. Create 3 iTunes Screenshots Automatically! In
addition to creating 15 second trailers, the templates will
automatically build the 3 screenshots you’ll need in iTunes Connect
when you’re setting up your app for submission. The screenshots
will be rendered in these 3 sizes without any additional work. Portrait
Screenshot Sizes ·1536x2048 ·640x1136 ·649x960 Landscape
Screenshot Sizes ·2048x1536 ·1136x640 ·960x640 The best thing
about these screenshots is that it takes ZERO additional work to
create them! Once you have replaced the graphic assets for your
video, the screenshots are already done without you having to spend
any additional time on them! Template Features ·Built in Adobe After
Effects (.aep files) ·1280x720 HD video resolution ·Only 8 files to
change ·Switch from Black or White iPhone graphic ·Selectable
background colors ·Create 3 App screenshots with no additional
work ·Detailed Instructions ·Unlimited Use License of included
templates An app trailer is an important part of your ASO and app
marketing plan. Embed the completed video on your website and
other video sharing platforms to increase exposure for your mobile
app! Give your app a chance to generate more downloads using
these video templates! Software Requirements **Adobe After Effects
CS2 or higher required** **Adobe Photoshop CS2 or higher
required**
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How to create a Project Plan using Microsoft Excel

Business

How to Create a Social Network Site from Scratch

Business

How to create a Social Network with PHP & MySQL

Social Sciences

How to create a spoken word poetry performance (i.e
Poetry Slam) in your classroom.

Literature

Grade Results

Imagine that instead of learning about too many features of the
software product you can learn it solving a specific business problem
by doing a real world hands on solution. Like creating a project plan?
That you can learn key features of Excel by watching how
professionals use it. That is why we have created this course for
you. I am excited to share with you not just the features and
capabilities of the product but show what you can do with them. This
way you can immediately apply what you learned and improve you
career, life and anything where you can use Microsoft Excel and do
planning. How is it useful? Imagine what if you have a great idea for
the new product and would like to secure the funding. Or you have a
great marketing idea. Or you want to open up the business? Or plan
family gathering? And you want to learn Microsoft Excel at the same
time? What is the common between all these things? That is right project plan. With this course you can learn how to do it all. You can
see how professionals do it and you can apply this knowledge to
become a better person. You can plan the tasks, estimate the costs
and do it all in Microsoft Excel. And when you done you can take it to
your boss or display it to your team or share with other decision
makers to get them excited about your idea? And guess what – by
doing it all you will learn Excel at the same time. And on top of that
we teach you how project plan could be used in real life to help you
in your day to day activities and interactions. I have two examples
from the real life business project I was working on and I share with
you key tasks and how to build them as part of this course. In this
course we take you step by step on how to build a project Plan in
Microsoft Excel. At the end of the class you would be able to build it
from scratch or reuse and enhance the files we give you as part of
the course, based on your business needs. Thanks for your trust in
us. And if you like this course make sure to check us out at
www.howtoanalyzedata.net. Topics Covered: What is the project
plan Why is it helpful to create project plan? Why would you do it in
Microsoft Excel. How can you benefit from the course Create Project
plans for below scenarios 1.0 Select new storage for the small
business. What is involved? How to estimate the costs? How to
select the timeline and engage right resources to implement it? 2.0
Upgrade business computers to the newer models. What is
involved? How to estimate the costs? How to select the timeline and
engage right resources to implement it? How to build a Project Plan
Learn how to create a social network site using ASP.NET & SQL
Server technology, by following this step-by-step course.
Learn how to build a fully functional social network. Impress your
friends with your own custom social network!
The Virtuoso Project: Spoken Word Lesson Plans
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How to Create a Successful WordPress Site

Web Design

How to Create a Udemy Course

Education

How to Create a Udemy Course
How To Create a Wardrobe That ROCKS!

Education
Basic Skills
Business

How To Create a Website in a Weekend! (ProjectCentered Course)

How To Create Amazing YouTube Custom Thumbnail
Images

Grade Results

Ok, so want to promote your business online but first you need to get
a nice looking website up and running. Problem is that you have no
clue even where to start and no money to hire one of those web
designer gurus to do it for you for a zillion dollars. Luckily there is a
great solution out there to create websites for free! It's called
WordPress but you have no idea how to get WordPress up and
running and don't have the time to go out there and doing a bunch of
research to just get a basic site up. In this cool online wordpress
course I will teach you the wordpress basics on how to get a
WordPress site up and running in no time, but most importantly, I'll
teach you how to attract visitors so you can become profitable as
soon as possible. What will you learn? The basic wordpress course
will cover: ● How to get a domain: 3 tricks to find great available
domain names for your website and 1 cool trick to always pay less
for them than anyone else. ● How to get web hosting: find affordable
web hosting providers and learn your way around their admin
panels. ● How to install WordPress: how to install WordPress via
FTP or with 1-Click Installs from your webhost. ● How to make your
first post: Give it a title, HTML vs Visual view. ● Categories vs Tags:
what are they and how to use them to best organize your content. ●
Learn to use Pages vs Posts: Learn to use wordpress pages and
posts the right way. ● How to upload a picture: Learn to resize and
upload pictures to your blog. ● How to insert a video: Uploading and
embedding videos using YouTube and Vimeo. ● How to change the
look with themes: where to find great free themes for free and install
them. ● Best places to hire an affordable designer: a couple of
places to hire the best designers for peanuts. ● How to enhance
your site using free plugins: learn to install an manage plugins to
make your site faster and more reliable. ● How to track traffic to your
site: Use JetPack and Google Analytics to track everything about
your visitors. ● How rank high on search results: Learn basic search
engine optimization and social media techniques to increase those
juicy visits really fast. You will learn how to drive valuable traffic to
your new site Getting your site online is the first step to benefiting
from the great wonders the Internet can offer you. However.. It really
doesn't matter how pretty your site is if no one gets to see it.
Success on the Internet is really a numbers game, the more visitors
you get the more sales you get, plain simple. So in this course I
devote 8 whole chapters to teach you how to get your site noticed,
Welcome, Udemy Instructors! Learn the ins and outs of creating an
amazing course on Udemy. *An Official Udemy Course*

In this project-centered course*, you’ll design, build, and publish a
basic website that incorporates text, sound, images, hyperlinks, plugins, and social media interactivity. We’ll provide you with step-bystep instructions, exercises, tips, and tools that enable you to set up
a domain name, create an attractive layout for your pages, organize
your content properly, ensure that your site functions well across
different operating systems and on mobile devices, keep your site
safe, and finally, let people know your site is online. We’ll even show
you how to track your visitors. Throughout the course, you'll engage
in collaboration and discussion with other learners through course
forums and peer review.
Design
We all want more views on our YouTube videos. After completing
this course you will be able to create amazing YouTube thumbnails
that will compel viewers to watch your videos. Everyone with a
YouTube channel will benefit from this course. This course is
separated in easy to view lessons. No prior knowledge or materials
are required for this course. To create your custom thumbnails for
your YouTube videos, you will need image editing software. The
download link for a very popular program is included in the lessons.
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How to Create an Awesome Demo Video for Your
Business

Business

How to create an awesome demo video in Keynote

Computer Science

Videos Rule. If your company's website doesn't have them, you are
missing out on an awesome way of communicating with your
customers. Videos are an easy and dynamic way of letting folks
know about your products or services and they can mean the
difference between a lookie-loo and actual sales. Unfortunately,
many companies let the high costs of professional videos turn them
off to the real power of this marketing medium. Some folks even
create low quality videos in-house.

Getting a demo video produced professionally can costs thousands
of dollars which unfortunately many startups cannot afford to spend.
Professional animation software like After Effects, Flash, or Maya is
expensive and too complex to learn. In this course I’m going to teach
you how to create an awesome animated demo video with just
Keynote. Keynote is cheap, $20 bucks, super simple to use, but
comes with a great set of animation tools I'll show you how I have
animated one of our most popular demo videos (PadMapper) using
just Keynote. We will go over the entire production process, from
how to write an effective script that is fun, concise and sells, all the
way to how to publish your video for maximum impact. We will cover:
How to write an awesome script How to storyboard your script How
to record voice over How to illustrate in Keynote How to animate in
Keynote How to record/edit your animation How to add sound effects
How to pick a music track How to export/publish your video In a few
hours you will learn everything you need to produce an awesome
demo video, will save thousands of dollars by doing it yourself, and
will have fun in the process. Let’s do it!

How to Create an Awesome Online Course

Education

How to Create an Awesome Online Course
How to create an Impressive & Creative "Website
Resume"
How to Create an Internship Program

Design
Education

How to Create an iPhone App Without any
Programming

Computer Science

How to create an online brand that gets you clients
and jobs

Marketing

Grade Results

Business

Miguel Hernandez reveals all the secrets he used to make over
$90,000 last year as a Udemy instructor.

This is a Modular Course that takes you step by step through the
process of getting your internship program started in 30 days or less.
Instant digital access to all 5 Modules showing any business owner,
(no matter where they are located, what kind of business they own,
or how long they’ve been in business) how to find, hire & manage
interns to explode the growth of their business. Our most popular
product, and an absolute *MUST* for any business owner looking to
start their own internship program.
Learn how to hire developers, build beautiful user interfaces, and
making money
This is a comprehensive, info-taining course on building your own
personal brand online, so that you attract the clients and jobs you
actually want (sweet yesss) the course features 14+ modules, each
one consisting of a teleclass, slideshow, a video and sometimes
worksheets / additional help templates learn how to create an
effective and kick-ass website, use social media to build your
influence, make yourself stand out from your competition and attract
peers and customers that want to do biz with you it will also include a
premium 104 page illustrated personal branding guide on "standing
out online and getting the attention you need" This course is for you
if you want to build a thriving and profitable audience for your
existing website or new one. And hey, if you have any questions, you
can always contact us within the course. We LUV to help you out !
(and we don't bite)
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How to Create and Deliver Mobile Coupons

Marketing
Did you know that mobile coupons typically get a 10% redemption
rate? This completely crushes traditional coupons’ 1% redemption
rate and makes mobile coupons a marketing powerhouse tool that
marketers need to consider in their marketing mix. This is especially
true considering a recent survey by Millward Brown Digital that found
59% of global respondents prefer SMS and push campaigns over
other forms of mobile marketing, including video advertising, banner
or standard display ads, and even email. 1. Consumers love saving
money. 2. They are willing to give permission to receive relevant
mobile coupons. 3. And 10 times more people redeem mobile
coupons than paper ones. That’s exactly why I created a Mobile
Coupon class for marketers and mobile marketing professionals.

How to Create and Package an Information Product

Design
In this lecture you will learn exactly how to create and package
information products. You can do this! From 2009-December 30,
2012 I had zero products online. Now I have over 20 on multiple
platforms that sell every single day. If you are ready to learn how
then this is the course for you! You're not the only one that didn't
know how to start. I had NO idea how to start last year. You don't
have to feel stuck or confused any longer. I can help. Included in this
course are: Application & Tool Checklist Questions that will help you
identify your ideal client Research tools How to Create a Course
outline How to Create an eBook outline How to Create a "how to"
video outline How to Create an audio podcast outline Ideas on how
to package the product Problem solving content ideas and more!
Remember, I started my info product journey December 31, 2012
right here on Udemy and you can too! Don't take my word for it, join
one of my classes - some are FREE!
https://www.udemy.com/u/montinayoungportis/ 30 Day Money Back
Guarantee Lifetime Access

How To Create and Record Online Courses

Education
Discover Useful and Practical Tips How To Create and Record
Online Courses. Have a look at one of our courses on Udemy:
https://www.udemy.com/micro-expressions-training-body-languagelie-detection/ In this short video we cover useful tips for beginning
instructors who want to create and record their online course quickly
and effectively. You will discover the following tips: Which video
recording equipment to use Tips to record videos Body Language
guidelines Screen recording tips How to generate ROI with your
online courses How to get the Best Content How our team can
support you in creating and recording courses

How to Create Apps The Easy Way

Grade Results

Computer Science

This course is a Step-By-Step training that covers everything you
need to start building your app empire. Created by App Developers
for App developers, App Making Magic is perfect for someone who
is just starting out as well as for the expert. No need to learn
complicated coding or use platforms that limit you, App Making
Magic walks you through setting up everything you need to
outsource your app development and catapult your success. Why
develop one app at a time when you can streamline and skyrocket
productivity and earn more money.
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How to Create Awesome Demo Videos for Your
Business

Business

How to create brand video with your logo?

Photography

Videos Rule. If your company's website doesn't have them, you are
missing out on an awesome way of communicating with your
customers. Videos are an easy and dynamic way of letting folks
know about your products or services and they can mean the
difference between a lookie-loo and actual sales. Unfortunately,
many companies let the high costs of professional videos turn them
off to the real power of this marketing medium. Some folks even
create low quality videos in-house. As dynamic and powerful as
videos can be, bad videos can be just as persuasive... in a totally
negative way - giving potential customers a bad impressive of your
company. Rather than adding poor quality videos to your site, you're
probably better off not adding videos at all. Now your company can
stand out from the crowd and you don't need to spend $10K in order
to have a professional video produced for your site. Are you ready
for this? You can start enjoying the benefits of learning how to make
your own, professional quality videos now with the help of an
awesome video series that teaches you everything you need to
know.

This course about how to create video with your own logo, brand
logo, your name or other word In this course I will use materials of
Design programs, exactly After Effects, Illustrator, Cinema 4d and
imagination Only 16 lectures and 1 hour and 30 minutes. If you
repeat to me step by step you can get very fantastic result because
this course is organized in a very accessible and sections are
additional materials, which greatly facilitates many tasks This course
is too easy for everyone. If you want to create promotional video for
your video blog, your company and etc. At the end of the course you
will be able to create your other ideas and transform them into even
better video
How to Create Epic Presentations & Videos with Prezi Business

How to Create Fast and Fun Abstract Paintings

Design

How to Create Great Ecards

Design

Prezi Takeoff is the perfect course to show you how to create really
professional and creative presentations and videos. It's the ultimate
video master mind for anyone looking to make presentations or
videos. Easy to create, using free tools and creating masterpieces in
less than 20 minutes. You can do it!
In this course, you will learn to mix acrylic paint with floating medium
and to create beautiful blends of color. This is a simple technique,
using minimal supplies, that you can use with different color
combinations to achieve many different looks. Most of the instruction
is in real-time recorded video. Depending on the size of the canvas
(or other substrate) you deicide to use, you could have a completed
painting in just 1-2 hours.

What we aim to do through this course is to help bring out the latent
talent in you, to help you discover the joy of expressing yourself
through e-cards and for those who've already given wings to their
talents, we’d like to take you a step further in helping you polish and
improve your already existing set of skills, and maybe – just maybe,
add to it! In this course we cover: History of Greeting Cards The
Ecards Revolution Modern Trends Advantages of Ecards over
Paper Cards Important Occasions Important Holidays/ Events
Understanding human relationships and interpersonal skills Types of
Ecards How to Create an Ecard How to use 123Greetings Studio
Effectively Best Practices for Making Successful Ecards Marketing
123Greetings Studio Ecards Portfolio Effectively 123Greetings
Studio Ecards Portfolio Optimization

Grade Results
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How to Create Multiple Streams of Income

Business
This is a 90-minute course, broken into 10 lectures. There are 4
accompanying PDF’s full of resources for your use to create your
multiple streams of income. You will learn which of your ideas,
experiences and opinions have merit and can easily be transformed
into a residual income opportunity for you. You’ll learn how close
Insta-Cash really is and how to tap into it. After you go through the
Idea Fest and Insta-Cash lectures, you’ll see the potential profit
centers that you can tap into. Using your Self-Inventory information,
you’ll be able to identify the things that you can do to start flowing
more money to you instantly. Side note: Our video editor, just doing
some fact checking while publishing this course for us, ended up
making over $200 by following one lead.

How to create packaging that sells

Marketing

Almost every product has packaging that cries out to be noticed on
the shelves in stores. So obviously, wisely-chosen and welldesigned packaging will attract the attention of potential customers.
Packaging motivates consumers to pick the product up and examine
it, and this is a major step towards making a purchase. Nowadays,
as informational space is filled with ads, and consumers’ attention is
scattered, the role of packaging is crucial. Well-designed packaging
can be one of your most important business partners. This course
was developed by experts from the Open Union of Packaging
Designers and is the only learning program which focuses on
packaging as a stand-alone marketing tool. This is a one-of-a-kind
course that has no rival. You will learn to create packaging that is
suitable for different target audiences, and to conduct market
research. The more precisely the target audience is defined, the
easier it is to sort out and implement the necessary criteria for
packaging design. You will learn what kinds of packaging attract
attention, and what kinds of packaging buyers don’t like. You will
understand consumer behavior more clearly. There is also a section
dedicated to retailer requirements, a subject most people don’t know
the first thing about. You’ll learn to evaluate the effectiveness of
packaging and you’ll see why increased sales aren’t the only way to
measure success. At the end of this course, we have prepared
seven tests, which will allow you to evaluate the knowledge you’ve
acquired. The course will come in handy for designers, brand
managers, marketing students and manufacturers of different kinds
of products. We want to teach you how to think, analyze and develop
packaging like a professional.

Grade Results
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How to Create Promo & Explainer Videos in
PowerPoint

Business

How to create promo video with your logo?

Marketing

Good Marketing Videos Can Help Any Business As a business
owner, I’m sure you know you need video to promote your business,
but you’re busy and you probably don’t have the time or desire to
become a professional video producer. I mean do you really want to
spend all of your time learning a complicated program like After
Effects? And outsourcing is outrageous as far as price goes. Just
one 2 minute video can cost several thousand dollars. Well, I’ve
developed an alternative method specifically designed for small
business owners who are on a limited budget, have limited time and
would rather not appear in their videos. Create Promo Videos the
Easy Way This course will show you how to create various types of
marketing, promo and explainer videos for your business using
simple and affordable software (PowerPoint). Learning how to make
promo videos in PowerPoint is much faster and easier than learning
how to do it in After Effects or other motion graphics software. Here’s
How it Works… We’ll begin with a fast-start mini-course that shows
you how to make a very simple explainer video from start to finish.
This will show you how to make your first marketing video in just a
couple of hours. After that you’ll be ready for the more advanced
training included in the course. The next section of the course will
show you how to plan out the various types of marketing videos that
you’ll want to make.It will also show you how to write a powerful
marketing script. Don’t worry this training makes it fast and easy.All
you do is answer six questions and I tell you exactly how to find the
answers. The next section will show you how to make a visually
engaging presentation with text and shape effects, custom
backgrounds, lower thirds, 3D effects, images and video clips. I also
show you my very best resources for awesome audio and video
elements. Then the course really starts to become fun as we get into
the basic, intermediate and advanced animations. After that I’ll show
you how to record, edit and produce a finished video in Camtasia
screen recording software. If you don’t own Camtasia you can get a
free 30 day trial and this should be enough to create a few videos for
your business. If you would rather not use Camtasia I also show you
how to record, edit and produce your videos in a little known, but
very powerful, free recording software. Finally we go over free and
paid hosting solutions for your finished videos. Anyone Can Do It
After going through this training you’ll be able to make engaging
videos that people will want to watch. The more time that people
This course about how to create video with your own logo, brand
logo, your name or other word In this course I will use materials of
Design programs, exactly After Effects, Illustrator, Cinema 4d and
imagination Only 16 lectures and 1 hour and 30 minutes. If you
repeat to me step by step you can get very fantastic result because
this course is organized in a very accessible and sections are
additional materials, which greatly facilitates many tasks This course
is too easy for everyone. If you want to create promotional video for
your video blog, your company and etc. At the end of the course you
will be able to create your other ideas and transform them into even
better video

Grade Results
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How to Create Top Ranking Mobile App Icons - iOS
Edition

Design

How To Create Videos That Turn Viewers Into Buyers

Marketing

***UPDATED FOR iOS7*** Create professional looking app icons in
minutes WITHOUT hiring a graphic designer! Detailed instructions
and templates included with this course! Perfect for any level of
Photoshop user! Get your mobile apps noticed in the iTunes store!
Now you can create beautiful app icons easily. Make multiple
versions of your icon for testing before your app goes live. No
programming or design experience required! What makes this icon
design course different is that it won't teach you how to make an app
icon from scratch! That's the boring stuff! Instead, the initial set-up is
already done... leaving you to the fun part like choosing pre-built
frames, backgrounds and texture overlays! Once you've selected the
base elements, simply add an image or graphic from your app.
Included with this course: 9 Multi-layered Photoshop files that are
capable of producing hundreds of unique designs. Simply turn on or
off the elements you need and add a unique graphic from your app.
Within minutes, you'll have an amazing looking app icon that is ready
to upload! A FREE bonus utility that will automatically re-size your
icon according to Apple's design guidelines. Instructions on how to
test icons on an actual iOS device (such as an iPhone, iPad or iPod
Touch) without a Mac or XCode! Allows graphic designers and
developers to preview how icons will look on an actual device before
delivering to clients. Now is the time to take control of your icon
design or even start your own icon design business! Template
Features Professional Looking Time Saving Photoshop Based Builtin Backgrounds Built-in Texture Overlays Completely Customizable
Current Design Standards Easy to Make Changes Templates Built at
1024x1024 pixels Test Icons Without XCode I will show you how to
load your newly designed icons onto an iOS device so you can see
what it will look like on the home screen. This is not just an image
superimposed on a static background. Your iOS device will load the
icon and you can scroll through your home screen just like a regular
app. In other words, it is the actual app icon on your device. The best
part is that you don't need a Mac or XCode! You can even have
clients load the icon you're designing on their own device so they
can preview how it will actually look when their app is live. Don't
worry, it's easy to do... even for tech challenged clients! A great
"service" you can offer that will differentiate you from other designers
and developers! About The Instructor This app icon design course is
taught by Harlan Yee, an independent publisher, internet business

The Video Induction System will teach you how to create highly
persuasive sales videos for your online or offline business. VIS takes
you from the basics of how to write your sales scripts to make them
convert, all the way through to how you can create the videos and
get them looking professional and ready to sell your services! This is
a powerful & comprehensive course that shows you how to create
different types of videos (both on & off camera). Most importantly
you'll learn how to use those videos to convert your viewers into
buyers! You'll be taken by the hand and first shown how to script
your videos. You'll then be walked through the steps of producing
your video, and even be enrolled into a deep film fundamentals class
where you'll learn the important elements of creating a video from a
professional perspective. Video is the hottest business trend in
modern business. Video Induction System will get you up to speed
with the ins and outs of using video to grow your business.

Grade Results
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How To Create Websites Using Blogger.

Marketing
You can create awesome looking websites using the Blogger.com
platform. Go and have a go... Blogger is free to use, and this Blogger
Tutorial course will show you how to create awesome sites that
Google loves. You can have a website for your business for less
than $15 per year ($15 is for domain registration). No hosting costs,
no expensive designers. This Blogger tutorial course shows you how
to do EVERYTHING. </p> Who is this Blogger tutorial course NOT
for? </p> People who want bespoke, custom websites People who
need highly technical web applications People who have very
specific design requirements Who IS this Blogger tutorial course for?
</p> People who want a low cost website ($15 per year) People who
want an easy system to use People who don't want to compromise
quality for cost Why not take some time to invest in your own skills.
Once you learn how to use Blogger effectively, you will have a skill
for life. Just think how much money you could save on web
designers over the next few years? Grab yourself a nice cup of
coffee or your favourite tea, get settled down this weekend, and
finally learn a skill that you can put into use immediately for your
business or hobby. Remember - Blogger is completely free to use.
Reasons smart people use Blogger for their websites: Blogger is free
to use The only cost involved is your domain registration (Less than
$15 a year) Blogger allows you to create up to 100 sites Blogger is
owned by Google, and they make cool stuff Blogger can be easily
changed Search engines love Blogger sites Fully customizable
templates Easy to intergrate other online tools Take this online
Blogger Tutorial course and learn how to create websites using
Blogger.

How to create whiteboard animations that boosts
sales

Marketing

In this course, you will learn how to create whiteboard animations
that will boosts your sales, like the one I made to promote this
course. Why? Because whiteboard animations are a highly popular
marketing/advertising tool right now. They keep the audience
engaged. It's predicted by 2015, 90 percent of web traffic will be
watching video, and this is why you need a video to engage your
audience so they buy more products from you. Whiteboard
animations do just that. The problem is, they cost $100 a minute to
have someone make one for you. This is why you want to take this
course and learn how to create your own, without even needing to
draw, but if you can draw, then this course will also teach you how to
draw them and make good money doing so. It's a huge market right
now. It will only take you 9 hours to complete this course. That may
seem like a lot of time, but you learn everything you need to know in
order to create whiteboard animations and how to properly market
them, such as how to use Youtube. The hour and a half long video
about how to use Youtube to get more business is worth the price of
this course alone. Honestly. And for artists, I show you extra ways to
earn money by making custom whiteboard animations. You learn
where to find jobs, and more than one place. If you can’t draw, that’s
okay. I got you covered. I show you where to find artists to hire
without hurting your pocket. I also give you a free resource with over
300,000 completely free, ready to drop and use whiteboard animated
drawings, plus a zip file of custom whiteboard animations I drew. So
take this course if you need to drive more traffic to your site,
courses, and sell more products.

Grade Results
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How to Create World Class Websites Without Coding
(Part 1)

Web Design

How to create your Compelling Value Proposition

Business

This course is for BEGINNERS if you are NOT a beginner do not do
this course then leave a bad review because it is too basic for you,
thank you. The course starts with a brief introduction to the Internet
and how websites work. Then I introduction the tools you will be
using to make your website without needing to code or without using
free website makers that are generally below the standards you
need to look like a serious contender. Then you watch me create a
framework for your website using these tools. All you have to do is
repeat my actions, there is nothing more difficult than copying and
pasting, so if you can do that - you can do this course. Part 2 will
then go on to discuss and teach you how to get your website looking
how you'd like it. Please let me know if there is anything unclear in
the course discussion. Thanks for reading.

Being good at what you do professionally, and being good at selling
what you do – usually requires two completely different skills sets.
And one of the first steps to selling your products or services really
effectively is knowing – and being able to communicate succinctly
and confidently – what you can offer a potential customer which
differentiates you from anyone else. This is sometimes called “an
elevator speech” – the idea being that you can deliver this statement
within the average 20-30 second elevator ride. Most people call it a
CVP or Customer Value Proposition. We think there’s a better name
– your Compelling Value Proposition. The customer piece is obvious
– indeed who else would you be demonstrating your value to? But
compelling has a deeper meaning – it’s about your belief in what you
do for your customer.
How to create your FREE Blogs with blogger.com:
Beginners
How to create your FREE Blogs with blogger.com:
Intermediate

Education

Foundations of Business Strategy

Business Strategy

Advanced Business Strategy

Business Growth Strategy

Strategic Planning and Execution

Marketing

Business Strategy

Business Strategy

Business Strategy

Business Strategy Capstone
Business Strategy

Grade Results

Detailed course on Blogger.com Going through many of the
Blogger.com elements. From adding in pictures. To setting up
contact forms. Detailed videos explaining just about everything there
is. In Blogger.com
In this course, we will explore the underlying theory and frameworks
that provide the foundations of a successful business strategy and
provide the tools you need to understand that strategy: SWOT,
Competitor, Environmental, Five Forces, and Capabilities Analyses, as
well as Strategy Maps.
In this course, you'll learn the tools to analyze strategy across time
(competitive dynamics), industries ( corporate strategy), geographies
(international strategy), and institutions (non-market strategy). We'll
introduce the tools you need to complete a comprehensive evaluation
and understand the strategy dynamics of an industry: Competitive
Lifecycle, Internationalization and Stakeholder Analyses, and
Diversification Matrices.
Get the tools you need to analyze, evaluate and recommend specific
actions organizations can take to grow their value and avoid common
growth pitfalls. Learn to determine how best to build value, whether by
scaling existing markets, entering established markets or creating new
markets through innovation and acquisitions.
You'll learn the pillars of strategy execution-- analysis, formulation, and
implementation--and how to use the 4A model to effectively approach
strategy execution. Finally, a panel of leaders from entrepreneurs,
nonprofits, and industry, share their expertise gleaned from years of
successful strategy planning and execution.
A Capstone Project is an assignment designed specifically to apply and
showcase the skills you learned in the Specialization. To this end, the
Business Strategy Capstone Project, a comprehensive Strategic
Analysis, provides an opportunity for you to synthesize concepts and
knowledge from the four prerequisite courses in the specialization.
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Managing as a Coach
Setting Expectations & Assessing Performance
Issues

Coaching Practices

Coaching Conversations
Capstone Project

Accounting: Principles of Financial Accounting

Finance: Building a Robust Business

Coaching Skills for
Managers

In this course, you will learn what coaching is and learn how to
differentiate between it and all of the other myriad roles managers are
expected to perform – managing, mentoring, leading, and training.

Coaching Skills for
Managers

The most effective managers set expectations and assess their
employees' performance against those expectations, and take a
coaching approach to helping them get to the destination. That's
exactly what you'll learn to do in this course!

Coaching Skills for
Managers

In order for coaching to be most effective, it's important that there is
strong culture of coaching and accountability which you will learn how
to
incorporate into your one-on-one meetings in this course.

Coaching Skills for
Managers

Throughout the Coaching Skills for Managers specialization, we've
discussed many topics for improving coaching conversations with our
employees. It is now time to put all of that theory and discussion into
practice and examine great
examples of common coaching conversations!

Coaching Skills for
Managers

By the end of this Capstone, you will have a coaching strategy as well
as the tools you will to confidently introduce coaching to your team.

This course will provide you with the accounting language's essentials.
Upon completion, you should be able to read and interpret financial
statements for business diagnosis and decision-making. More
Foundations of Management importantly, you will possess the conceptual base to keep learning
more sophisticated accounting and finance on your own.
In operational finance, you will learn how to read the "story"; that the
balance sheet and income
statement tells about the company's operations. The insights you gain
Foundations of Management from this financial story; will then become a tool for short-term decisionmaking at the top management level relating to current assets, current
liabilities and the management of working capital.

Marketing: Understanding Your Customers

Foundations of Management Understanding who your customers are and what they need and want
is at the heart of successful marketing strategies. In this course you will
explore how to identify and classify customers and the different
methods that marketing professionals use to shed light on how they
make purchase decisions.

Organizational Behavior: Managing People

Through the study of organizational behavior, we can gain insights into
what makes people tick within a work context. Increasing your
understanding of your own behavior and that of your colleagues, teams
Foundations of Management and leaders, is an important first step to bringing positive change to
how you and your organization work.

Analysis of Business Problems: Capstone

Foundations of Management In this culminating course, it's time to use the business tools you have
learned throughout the specialization to solve this real business
problem. To help you as you develop a solution to the GAS GAS
dilemma, in the Capstone you will also learn a six- step analysis of
business problems methodology.
Inspirational Leadership:
Leading with Sense

When taking this course, you will raise your own self-awareness and
gain self-confidence for better leadership. You will discover a new
approach to leadership based on trust and sense. You will develop
relational skills, self-knowledge and selfawareness on the way to unfold your own leadership style.

Inspirational Leadership:
Leading with Sense

With this course you will position your own leadership style and grow
your resilience. In this course, second course of the "Inspirational
Leadership" Specialization, you will discover the characteristics of
charismatic leadership.

Inspirational Leadership:
Leading with Sense

In this course you will get the opportunity to apply the skills learned in
the first two courses of the Inspirational Leadership: Leading with
Sense; as an individual to a group setting. The group could not only be
an organization such as a company or a team in a company, but also a
private group such as your family or an association.

Building Your Leadership Skills

Giving Sense to Your Leadership Experience

Leading Organizations

Grade Results
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CAPSTONE: Your
Leadership Challenge

Inspirational Leadership:
Leading with Sense

Inspiring Leadership through Emotional Intelligence
Inspired Leadership

In this capstone, you will have to analyze a situation our company is
experiencing today and prepare recommendations to our executive
committee explaining how to implement the best possible solution to
our leadership challenge.
Emotional intelligence, hope, mindfulness, and compassion help a
person reverse the damage of chronic stress and build great
leadership relationships. The Positive and Negative Emotional
Attractors inspire sustained, desired change and learning at many
levels.
This course aims to inspire and empower women and men across the
world to engage in purposeful career development and take on
leadership for important causes---to lead change with more conviction
and confidence---and improve our workplaces and communities for all.

Women in Leadership: Inspiring Positive Change!
Inspired Leadership
Conversations That Inspire: Coaching Learning,
Leadership and Change
Inspired Leadership

Leading Positive Change through Appreciative
Inquiry
Inspired Leadership

Be a Leader, Develop a Leader

Inspired Leadership

Initiating and Planning Projects

Project Management
Principles and Practices

Budgeting and Scheduling Projects
Managing Project Risks and Changes

Project Management Capstone

Project Management
Principles and Practices
Project Management
Principles and Practices

Project Management
Principles and Practices

The objectives of this MOOC are to enable you to learn from applying
concepts, exercises and learning from the four other MOOCs in this
specialization.
Learners involved in our programs over the decades have repeatedly
told us that going over the material several times helps them
progressively delve into the meaning and application of the ideas and
experiences. As a result, we have designed this capstone so that it
would be the third iteration of working with the ideas and experiences
about effective leadership and inspiring its development in others
Successful projects require careful upfront planning. In this course,
you'll learn the key roles and responsibilities of the project manager
and project team.
In this course you will learn to plan and stick to time and cost
constraints in order to ensure the success of your projects.
This course will help you manage project risk effectively by identifying,
analyzing, and communicating inevitable changes to project scope and
objectives.
In the capstone, you will create several of the key planning deliverables
that have been discussed in these courses and either work on a
project you choose or use a suggested case study.
In this course, you will learn how to create a shared vision for your
team and effectively communicate it to your teammates. You will also
learn how to set effective goals and expectations in a way that best
enables your team to attain the shared vision.
Finally, you will understand the most important needs and drivers of
performance across cultures.

Leading People and Teams

In this course, you will learn best practices for selecting, recruiting, and
onboarding talent. You will also learn about the key approaches to
measuring performance and evaluating your employees. In addition,
you will learn how to develop and coach your talent so that they can
realize their full potential at work.

Leading People and Teams

This course will improve your ability to influence people in situations
where you cannot use formal authority. You will also learn influence
tactics that enable you to be more persuasive and influential in working
with your superiors, peers, and even subordinates. In addition, you will
learn how to build and maintain high-quality relationships to further
maximize your informal power and ability to influence others.

Managing Talent

Grade Results

Appreciative Inquiry is a collaborative and constructive inquiry process
that searches for everything that gives life to organizations,
communities, and larger human systems when they are most alive,
effective, creative and healthy in their interconnected ecology of
relationships.

Leading People and Teams

Inspiring and Motivating Individuals

Influencing People

Coaching can inspire and motivate people to learn, change, and be
effective leaders, among other roles in life. Although most attempts are
coaching for compliance; (coaching someone to your wishes or
expectations), decades of behavioral and neuroscience research show
us that &ldquo; coaching with compassion&rdquo; (coaching someone
to their dreams and desires) is more effective.
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Leading People and Teams

Leading Teams

In this course, you will learn how to build your team, improve teamwork
and collaboration, and sustain team performance through continuous
learning and improvement. Specifically, you will learn best practices for
composing a team and aligning individual and team goals. You will also
learn how to establish roles, build structures, and manage decision
making so that your team excels.
The capstone project will consist of three options, and you will
complete one of them as part of the course.
The first option is working with senior-level executives to help them
solve their most pressing leadership challenges.
The second option is to identify your own leadership challenge (e.g., at
work, at school, in your local community).
The third option asks you to interview an executive of your choosing.

Capstone Project

Leading People and Teams

Firm Level Economics: Consumer and Producer
Behavior

Managerial Economics and
Business Analysis

After this course, you will be able to describe consumer behavior as
captured by the demand curve; describe producer behavior as
captured by the supply curve; explain equilibrium in a market; explain
the impact of taxes and price controls on market equilibrium; explain
elasticity of demand; describe cost theory and how firms optimize given
the constraints of their own costs and an exogenously given price.

Firm Level Economics: Markets and Allocations

Managerial Economics and
Business Analysis

In this class, we will derive equilibrium outcomes across a variety of
market structures. We will begin by understanding equilibrium under a
market structure called Perfect Competition, a benchmark construction.

Country Level Economics: Macroeconomic Variables
and Markets

Managerial Economics and
Business Analysis

This course discusses how macroeconomic variables affect
individuals; personal, professional, and public activities and lays the
foundation for the analysis of the mechanisms that drive
macroeconomic variables.

Country Level Economics: Policies, Institutions, and
Macroeconomic Performance

Managerial Economics and
Business Analysis

This course examines macroeconomic performance in the short run
and the long run based on the economy's institutional and policy
environment. You will Understand how the market for aggregate goods
and services interacts with the money market to shape the
macroeconomic equilibrium that determines income, interest rate, and
exchange rate in the short run.

Exploring and Producing Data for Business Decision
Making

Managerial Economics and
Business Analysis

This course provides an analytical framework to help you evaluate key
problems in a structured fashion and will equip you with tools to better
manage the uncertainties that pervade and complicate business
processes.

Inferential and Predictive Statistics for Business

Managerial Economics and
Business Analysis

This course provides an analytical framework to help you evaluate key
problems in a structured fashion and will equip you with tools to better
manage the uncertainties that pervade and complicate business
processes. The course aim to cover statistical ideas that apply to
managers.

Capstone Project

Managerial Economics and
Business Analysis

The capstone project involves an in-depth analysis of an actual
business situation in which you will examine the global economic
environment of a business.

High Performance Collaboration: Leadership,
Teamwork, and Negotiation

Organizational Leadership

Are leaders born or made? Learn the essential skills to develop and
expand your leadership repertoire, design teams for collaboration, and
craft win-win negotiation strategies.

Organizational Leadership

Storytelling is an essential part of leadership. Effective leaders
communicate to inspire talent to excel; to partner with investors and
communities; to engage with customers and clients and to grow their
impact in the world as part of a global community. Cultivating an
authentic, trustworthy and compelling narrative is vital to a leader'ss
success.

Leadership Communication for Maximum Impact:
Storytelling

Leadership Through Social Influence

Grade Results

Organizational Leadership

This course will provide learners with a systematic general framework
for analyzing persuasive influence situations. Learners will be able to
identify different challenges faced by persuaders and to fashion
appropriate strategies for addressing those challenges. The broad goal
is to provide learners with not only an extensive persuasion tool kit, but
also with an understanding of how different tools are useful in different
situations.
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Leadership Through Marketing

Leadership Through Design Innovation

Organizational Leadership

Organizational Leadership

In this course, students will learn how to identify new opportunities to
create value for empowered consumers, develop strategies that yield
an advantage over rivals, and develop the data science skills to lead
more effectively, allocate resources, and to confront this very
challenging environment with confidence.
Today's workplace calls for a new style of leadership to embolden and
accelerate innovation. Design offers a novel way of discovering
opportunities and bringing new approaches to life in ways that benefit
all stakeholders. Learn how to engage with end users, effectively frame
problems, identify potential solutions, and build prototypes to test
assumptions and learn what works (and doesn't).
The capstone project consists of a case study that must be addressed
to complete the specialization. In the case study, you will be asked to
assume the role of the incoming chief executive officer of a fictitious
privately held medical device company. The company is currently
facing a range of challenges, including obstacles to access for worldwide users of the company's product, as well as internal conflict about
the company&rsquo;s priorities and a new disruptive technology.

Organizational Leadership Capstone
Foundations of Everyday Leadership

Organizational Leadership
Strategic Leadership &
Management

Applications of Everyday Leadership
Designing the Organization: From Strategy to
Organizational Structure

Strategic Leadership &
Management
Strategic Leadership &
Management

This course covers the following topics: negotiation, feedback and
coaching, conflict management, and leading change.
In this course you will understand how firms are organized, what
factors must be taken into account in making critical design decisions,
and what role managers play in making these choices.

Managing the Organization: From Organizational
Design to Execution

Strategic Leadership &
Management

In this course you will build a practical framework to understand the
critical linkages between organization design and the creation of
economic value through execution.

Business Strategy

Strategic Leadership &
Management

In this course, you will understand learn the tools to analyze both
competition and cooperation from a variety of perspectives, including
the industry level (e.g., five forces analysis), and the firm level (e.g.,
business models and strategic positioning).

Corporate Strategy

Strategic Leadership &
Management

By the end of this course, you will be able to better understand
economic value creation, value appropriation, competition and
cooperation from a corporate level perspective, (e.g., through vertical
integration, diversification, and geographic scope decisions).

Capstone Project

Strategic Leadership &
Management

The capstone is a strategic leadership and management plan where
you'll apply what you will learn to an actual business situation with
participation by one or more focal companies.

On Strategy: What Managers Can Learn from
Philosophy
Single course

Two Speed IT: How Companies Can Surf the Digital
Wave, a BCG Perspective
Single course

Financial Engineering and Risk Management Part I

Grade Results

Single course

In this course you will learn about the head and heart; of everyday
leadership, individual decision making, group decision making, and
managing motivation.

To help leaders to be rigorous even without figures, great philosophers
have lots of ideas. Managers are invited to rediscover the art of
thinking. They should understand the role of mental models, realize the
importance of cognitive bias, agree on clear definitions and efficient
criteria etc.
Despite the importance of IT in today's digital world, Chief Information
Officers (CIOs) often struggle to get their voices heard by executive
committees.The Boston Consulting Group has developed a business
approach that allows IT to shed off its appearance of a heavy cost
center and to adopt a new, more realistic persona as a quality service
provider, partnering with users and the management.
Financial Engineering is a multidisciplinary field drawing from finance
and economics, mathematics, statistics, engineering and
computational methods. The emphasis of FE & RM Part I will be on the
use of simple stochastic models to price derivative
securities in various asset classes including equities, fixed income,
credit and mortgage-backed
securities.
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Financial Engineering and Risk Management Part II

Single course

Leadership in 21st Century Organizations
Single course

Behavioral Finance

Innovation Management

Single course

Single course

Anticipating Your Next Battle, in Business and
Beyond
Single course

Critical Perspectives on Management
Single course

Corporate Finance Essentials

Single course

Innovating in a Digital World

Single course

Supply Chain Management: A Learning Perspective
Single course

Competitive Strategy

Advanced Competitive Strategy

Single course

Single course

European Business Law: Understanding the
Fundamentals
Single course

Grade Results

The emphasis of FE & RM Part II will be on the use of simple
stochastic models to (i) solve portfolio optimization problems (ii) price
derivative securities in various asset classes including equities and
credit and (iii) consider some advanced applications of financial
engineering including algorithmic trading and the pricing of real
options. We will also consider the role that financial engineering played
during the financial crisis.
In this course, you'll travel with Jim as he takes on leadership
challenges ranging from strategy execution, to inspiring people, to
maintaining an ethical approach. This provocative course equips you
with the insights you'll need to rise with the occasion of a rapidly
shifting business landscape.
In this course, we examine these predictable errors, and discover
where we are most susceptible to them. This course is intended to
guide participants towards better financial choices. Learn how to
improve your spending, saving, and investing decisions for the future.
Guided by world-class academics, you will develop an innovative
mindset and expertise in how firms successfully create new ideas for
marketing new products. The syllabus also includes sessions about
innovation strategy, idea management and social networks.
In this class, you will not only learn the academic and theoretical
aspects of strategic foresight, uncertainty and planning. We will also
discuss very practical examples, ranging from a discussion on
choosing the best outfit for a walk in the countryside to building a vision
and strategy for a corporation as a CEO.
Using a wide disciplinary approach - from economics and history to
social theory and even a smattering of biblical criticism - the course will
invite students to consider several core management strategies and
priorities from often unexpected perspectives in
order to judge their success or failure.
Corporate Finance Essentials will enable you to understand key
financial issues related to companies, investors, and the interaction
between them in the capital markets. By the end of this course you
should be able to understand most of what you read in the financial
press and use the essential financial vocabulary of companies and
finance professionals.
This MOOC provides a knowledge toolkit for the ongoing digital
revolution. You will discover 15 concepts that are essential for
understanding the new mechanisms of digital business and innovation.
In this course, we want to understand fundamental principles of value
creation for the consumers or the market. We try to answer questions
like how the product or service is made, how the value-creating
activities or functions are coordinated, who should play what leadership
roles in realizing all these, and so on.
In this six-module course, you will learn how businesses and
organizations behave in situations in which strategic decisions are
interdependent, i.e. where my actions affect my competitors' profits and
vice versa. Using the basic tools of game theory, we will analyse how
businesses choose strategies to attain competitive advantage.
In Advanced Competitive Strategy, we will look at how companies can
build up and maintain their customer base by increasing switching
costs and facilitating strategic customer lock-ins. We will find out how
firms can increase their profits by pursuing suitable price discrimination
and product differentiation strategies.
This five week course is the first in a series of three that will provide
students with an insight into European Business Law. The series
ranges from considering the basic structures and principles of the
European Union to focusing on various specialized areas of law.
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European Business Law: Doing Business in Europe

Single course

Design and Make Infographics (Project- Centered
Course)
Single course

Scaling Operations: Linking Strategy and Execution

Single course

Power Onboarding

Financing and Investing in Infrastructure

Food & Beverage Management

Private Equity and Venture Capital

Single course

In this project-centered course, you will create a content-rich
infographic on a topic of your choice using Adobe Illustrator (which you
can download for a free, 30-day trial). You might choose to create a
visual representation of data from the world of sports, entertainment,
politics, or science, to explain a business trend or environmental issue,
or even to present a theme or development from your personal life.
In this course, we will equip you with concepts and tools to build
operations in a way that not only supports your competitive strategy,
but also allows you to create new opportunities in the market place.
Each week, we'll explore case studies, engage in discussions and
examine realistic data. Thanks to our data-driven approach, you'll be
able to implement your learning directly into practice.
Research has shown that an actively followed power onboarding plan
will allow an individual to reach proficiency in their new position up to
30% faster than the typical transitioning manager. In this
course, students will develop their own personal onboarding plan,
allowing them to contribute sooner and be eligible for promotion earlier.
What's more, the company has the benefit of your value added sooner.

Single course

The course focuses on how private investors approach infrastructure
projects from the standpoint of equity, debt, and hybrid instruments.
The course concentrates on the practical aspects of project finance:
the most frequently used financial techniques for infrastructure
investments. The repeated use of real life examples and case studies
will allow students to link the theoretical background to actual business
practices.

Single course

The objective of this course is twofold: first, we will focus on
contemporary challenges that managers and entrepreneurs in food and
beverage businesses should be able to face; and second, we will
provide models and tools to design and implement appropriate courses
of action to satisfy customers and build an advantage over the
competition.

Single course

International Leadership and Organizational Behavior
Single course

Management of Fashion and Luxury Companies

Single course

Personal & Family Financial Planning

Single course

Grade Results

The course discusses strategic and financial considerations within
Company law, as well as Labour law issues such as restructuring
enterprises, working conditions and handling crises situations.
The course also examines other legal areas such as Tax law,
Environmental law and Private International law, and how they tie in to
doing business in Europe.

The course deals with the analysis of the private equity and venture
capital business. Over the course, students will be provided with a
deep understanding of the mechanism underpinning the creation
and/or development of a firm and the financial support it can get from
the financial system through venture capital investment.
In this course – together with a team of Bocconi expert faculty and
Bocconi alumni – we'll explore the theory and practice of international
and intercultural leadership and organizational behavior. Social science
research has revealed systematic ways in which our behavior differs
across cultural contexts – enabling us to more effectively work across
borders.
Adopting a case-study approach, the course presents strategic brand
management in luxury and fashion companies as a balancing act:
tradition vs. innovation, expertise vs. experimentation, casual vs.
stylish; in order to increase the brand value by nurturing the brand
heritage and at the same time staying fresh, relevant, and
contemporary in the global marketplace.
Personal and Family Financial Planning will address many critical
personal financial management topics in order to help you learn
prudent habits both while in school and throughout your lifetime.
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Single course

The aim of this course is to give you a practical
guide to managing people at work. It does not matter whether you are
a first time manager in a shop or a middle manager in an office
environment; the same skills apply to every work place. In the course
you
will engage with some HR theories and then see how they translate
into every day working life.

Single course

The aim of the course is to provide you with a comprehensive
framework for understanding both the traditional principles of
management inside companies today as well as the alternative
principles that are becoming increasingly important. It provides both
theoretical and practical perspectives on the nature of management in
today's organisations.

Single course

This MOOC identifies and explores a number of challenges to the
finance professional arising from the ever changing business
environment.
Increasingly, financial decisions must take account of strategic
consequences. This MOOC will be right for you if you are interested in
engaging with some of the challenges facing finance professionals,
even if you are not one yourself.

The Manager's Toolkit: A Practical Guide to
Managing People at Work

Managing the Company of the Future

Keeping up with Change: Issues for the Finance
Professional

The Three Pillar Model for Business Decisions:
Strategy, Law & Ethics
Single course

Successful Negotiation: Essential Strategies and
Skills
Single course

International Business I

International Business II

Viral Marketing and How to Craft Contagious Content

Single course

Single course

Single course

This course uses business decision making to show you how to use
the model. In essence, to achieve business and career success, you
must manage risk (the Law Pillar) and create value (the Strategy Pillar)
in a responsible manner (the Ethics Pillar).
Within a company, negotiation skills can lead to your career
advancement. In the course, you will learn about and practice the four
steps to a successful negotiation: Prepare: Plan Your Negotiation
Strategy; Negotiate: Use Key Tactics for Success; Close: Create a
Contract; Perform and Evaluate:
The End Game.
This course, Global Business Environment, Part I, introduces students
to a fundamental understanding of the socioeconomic political, cultural,
and linguistic environment in which international businesses operate.
This course utilizes an inquiry-based approach to understanding
country level relationships in the Global Business Environment.
This course focuses on managing organizations in the international
economy. Building on Introduction to the Global Business Environment
I, this second course focuses on organizational level and management
issues in international settings. The course prepares students with
practical as well as research-based knowledge and skills necessary to
successfully operating an organizational across borders.
This course explains how things catch on and helps you apply these
ideas to be more effective at marketing your ideas, brands, or
products. You'll learn how to make ideas stick, how to increase your
influence, how to generate more word of mouth, and how to use the
power of social networks to spread information and influence.
The course builds on my Introduction to Financial Accounting course,
which you should complete first. In this course, you will learn how to
read, understand, and analyze most of the information provided by
companies in their financial statements. These skills will help you make
more informed decisions using financial information.

More Introduction to Financial Accounting

Single course

Grow to Greatness: Smart Growth for Private
Businesses, Part I

Single course

This course focuses on the common growth challenges faced by
existing private businesses when they attempt to grow substantially.

Grow to Greatness: Smart Growth for Private
Businesses, Part II

Single course

This course focuses on the common human resource ("people")
challenges faced by existing private businesses when they attempt to
grow substantially.

Fundamentals of Project Planning and Management

Grade Results

Single course

This is an introductory course on the key concepts of planning and
executing projects. We will identify factors that lead to project success,
and learn how to plan, analyze, and manage projects. Learners will be
exposed to state-of-the-art methodologies and to considering the
challenges of various types of projects.
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New Models of Business in Society

Marketing Analytics

Single course

Single course

Writing Professional Email and Memos (ProjectCentered Course)
Single course

Introduction to Negotiation: A Strategic Playbook for
Becoming a Principled and Persuasive Negotiator
Single course

Financial Markets

Giving Helpful Feedback

Single course

Single course

This course is at the introductory or beginner level and focuses on
mastering the basics of email etiquette and communication. While this
course will help learners become faster and more efficient writers by
virtue of practice with common writing purposes, it does not cover
marketing emails or job application materials.
This course will help you be a better negotiator. Unlike many
negotiation courses, we develop a framework for analyzing and
shaping negotiations. This framework will allow you to make principled
arguments that persuade others. It will allow you to see beneath the
surface of apparent conflicts to uncover the underlying interests.
Professor Shiller introduces portfolio diversification, supporting
financial institutions, and discusses the opportunities and vulnerabilities
of risk management institutions. He teaches about efficient markets,
behavioral finance and the role of the psychology. He also discussing
public and non-profit finance, and finding your purpose in the world of
financial capitalism.
This course teaches you the simple principles expert managers use to
improve and motivate employee performance. As a manager, or
someone who would like to be a manager, you'll also learn specifically
what feedback is, how negative feedback is weighed more heavily than
positive, and how positive feedback can super-charge behaviors such
as creativity and teamwork.

Single course

Single course

In this course – together with a team of Bocconi expert faculty and
Bocconi alumni – we’ll explore the theory and practice of international
and intercultural leadership and organizational behavior. Social science
research has revealed systematic ways in which our behavior differs
across cultural contexts – enabling us to more effectively work across
borders.

International Leadership and Organizational Behavior

High Performance Collaboration: Leadership,
Teamwork, and Negotiation
Organizational Leadership

Managing Social and Human Capital
Single course

Grade Results

This course gives you the tools to measure brand and customer
assets, perform regression analysis, and design experiments as a way
to evaluate and optimize marketing campaigns. This course is ideal for
learners who want to grow their knowledge, develop their career
portfolio, and improve the effectiveness of their marketing campaigns.

This course will enable you to define what type of investor you are,
your investment objectives, and potential constraints; identify the main
investable assets and important players in financial markets;
understand basic portfolio management techniques; apply these
techniques in real case studies from the outset, through practical
assessments.

Investment Management in an Evolving and Volatile
World by HEC Paris and AXA Investment Managers

Marketing in a Digital World

In this course we will be discussing the emergence of a new story
about business. This new story locates business within a societal
framework. Almost every business creates or destroys value for
customers, suppliers, employees, communities and society, in addition
to shareholders and other financiers.

Digital Marketing

Are leaders born or made? Learn the essential skills to develop and
expand your leadership repertoire, design teams for collaboration, and
craft win-win negotiation strategies.We will learn how to motivate
people, optimally design a team for success, and negotiate in a
collaborative fashion in large and small business situations.
This course will teach you how to motivate individual performance and
design reward systems, how to design jobs and organize work for high
performance, how to make good and timely management decisions,
and how to design and change your organization's architecture.
This course examines how digital tools, such as the Internet,
smartphones, and 3D printing, are revolutionizing the world of
marketing by shifting the balance of power from firms to consumers.
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Digital Analytics for Marketing Professionals:
Marketing Analytics in Theory

Digital Marketing

Learn the introductory theory and strategy behind marketing analytics
that provides marketers with the foundation needed to apply data
analytics to real- world challenges they confront daily in their
professional lives.
This course builds on the theory and foundations of marketing analytics
and focuses on practical application by demystifying the use of data in
marketing and helping you realize the power of visualizing data with
artful use of numbers found in the digital space.

Digital Analytics for Marketing Professionals:
Marketing Analytics in Practice
Digital Marketing Channels: The Landscape

Digital Marketing
Digital Marketing

Digital Marketing Channels: Planning

Digital Marketing

Learn the role of digital channels in an integrated marketing campaign
and why you need a digital strategy. Interact with the content and hear
from industry experts invited to join the course.
Learn the role of digital channels in an integrated marketing campaign
and why you need a digital strategy. Interact with the content and hear
from industry experts invited to join the course.
You will have the opportunity to combine the tools and techniques
obtained through all the courses in this specialization (Marketing in a
Digital World, Digital Analytics for Marketing Professionals, and Digital
Marketing Channels) and apply them to a real business problem

Capstone Project

Digital Marketing

What is Social?

Social Media Marketing

This course is for business owners, executives, and marketing
professionals who want to significantly improve their abilities to grow
their social strategy using effective, proven methodologies.

The Importance of Listening

Social Media Marketing

In this second course, you will go deep into the Big Data of social and
gain a more complete picture of what can be learned from interactions
on social sites.

Engagement & Nurture Marketing Strategies

Social Media Marketing

In this third course, you will learn two of the most effective social
strategies used by organizations today. You'll see real-world best
practice examples and learn what metrics they use to gauge success.

Content, Advertising & Social IMC
Social Media Marketing

The Business of Social

Social Media Marketing Capstone

Introduction to Search Engine Optimization

Search Engine Optimization Fundamentals

Grade Results

Social Media Marketing

Social Media Marketing

Search Engine Optimization
(SEO)

Search Engine Optimization
(SEO)

Want your content to go viral? Who doesn't! It takes a thoughtful,
integrated approach to make content that stands out in our increasingly
oversaturated world. You will learn how marketers are successfully
navigating today's media landscape.
You will learn how to transform your organization's social marketing
from an untracked investment to an integral part of your
company&rsquo;s marketing strategy. You will learn the legal
considerations involved as well as proven performance metrics and
management tactics for success.
This final Capstone Project in the Social Marketing Specialization will
put the methodologies, tools, and insights you have learned to the test
as you create a multifaceted plan to assure effective social marketing
is an integral part of your business
strategy. Whether your company has a sophisticated Engagement
Strategy or you are a new start-up, you will learn to harness the full
power of social marketing to grow provable market share and build
stronger relationships with your high value markets.

You will be introduced to the foundational elements of how search
engines work, how the SEO landscape has changed and what you can
expect in the future. You discuss core SEO strategies and tactics used
to drive more organic search results to a specific website or set of
websites, as well as tactics to avoid to prevent penalization from
search engines. You will also discover how to position yourself for a
successful career in SEO should this subject prove interesting to you.

Gain an understanding of search engine algorithms and how they
affect organic search results and websites. Building on this knowledge,
you’ll learn the key elements for creating an effective SEO strategy.
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Learn the ins and outs of optimizing a website, from conducting an
initial audit to presenting your findings and recommendations. Handson activities include learning how to select and apply appropriate
keywords throughout a website, incorporating keyword research in a
content marketing strategy, and optimizing a site for local search.

Optimizing a Website for Search

Search Engine Optimization
(SEO)

Advanced Content and Social Tactics to Optimize
SEO

Search Engine Optimization
(SEO)

Discover the content marketing and social media ecosystems and how
these interconnected channels drive search results to a website.
Leverage content marketing and social media as part of your SEO
strategy, and how to use influence marketing to establish a website's
authority.

Advanced Search Engine Optimization Strategies

Search Engine Optimization
(SEO)

This course focuses on technical, mobile and social strategies for
increasing site traffic. Learn how to build SEO for international
audiences through content localization, global team alignment and
optimizing for local search engines.

Capstone: Website Optimization Client Report

Brand and Product Management

Search Engine Optimization
(SEO)

Marketing Mix
Implementation

Marketing Mix
Implementation
Pricing Strategy

Channel Management and Retailing

Marketing Mix
Implementation

Integrated Marketing Communications: Advertising,
Public Relations, Digital Marketing and more

Marketing Mix
Implementation

The Capstone Project will allow you to implement your SEO knowledge
and gain practical experience optimizing a website, with a focus on OnPage SEO and client relationship management. The resulting plan may
become part of your professional portfolio for interviewing prospective
employers and/or clients.
By taking this course you will be able to identify the critical information
needed to develop a product and brand strategy that generates both
quick-wins and long-term value. You will be in the position to create an
activity plan to bring your brand strategy to life (both externally towards
consumers and internally to employees) and you will be able to define
the right metrics for determining success in the implementation of your
product and brand strategy, considering any adjustments that may
need to be made under a test and learn methodology.
Pricing is one of the most important but least understood marketing
decisions. Learn and practice concepts, techniques, and get to grips
with the latest thinking on assessing and formulating pricing strategies.
Analyze how firms attempt to capture value, as well as profits, in the
revenues they earn.
Nowadays a distribution strategy is part of the DNA of many companies
and a correct channel management is key for the success of your
product. Distribution plans need to be prepared for the long run,
combining the following main areas: company profile, portfolio structure
and price positioning, go- to-market policy, trade and retail marketing, ecommerce and global retail management.
In the fourth course of the Content Strategy Specialization - Ensuring
Your Content's Impact - you will look at visual communication and the
ways you can be more effective with your font choices, photography,
and video. You'll also dive deeper into social communities to help you
understand how these communities form and what you can do to build
your role within them. The last module is pivotal for Content Strategists.
It will help you to understand how best to measure your content to
maximize its effectiveness relative to the time you commit to it.

The Capstone Project will let you demonstrate all that you have learned
throughout the Content Strategy Specialization. It is an exciting learning
experience that takes you through developing an effective Content
Strategy package to meaningfully understand its scope and impact.

Marketing Mix Implementation Capstone

Marketing Mix
Implementation

Content Strategy for Professionals: Engaging
Audiences

Content Strategy for
Professionals

This course brings together two key subjects, International Marketing
and Cross Industry Innovation. It will provide the basic foundations of
international marketing and then explain how companies can grow by
going abroad or sourcing ideas/expanding into other countries or
industries.

Content Strategy for Professionals: Managing
Content

Content Strategy for
Professionals

This course will dive in more deeply into consumer science
investigation, B2C marketing, International Marketing Entry, Targeting,
Positioning, International Product, International Promotion, International
Place and International Price.

Grade Results
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Content Strategy for Professionals: Expanding Your
Content's Reach

Content Strategy for Professionals: Ensuring Your
Content's Impact

Content Strategy for
Professionals

Content Strategy for
Professionals

Content Strategy for Professionals: Capstone Project
Content Strategy for
Professionals

This course offers a unique perspective into the differentiating aspects
of business to business (B2B) marketing that can be contrasted to
traditional business to consumer (B2C) marketing that is the subject of
most other marketing curricula.
In the fourth course of the Content Strategy Specialization - Ensuring
Your Content's Impact - you will look at visual communication and the
ways you can be more effective with your font choices, photography,
and video. You'll also dive deeper into social communities to help you
understand how these communities form and what you can do to build
your role within them. The last module is pivotal for Content Strategists.
It will help you to understand how best to measure your content to
maximize its effectiveness relative to the time you commit to it.

The Capstone Project will let you demonstrate all that you have learned
throughout the Content Strategy Specialization. It is an exciting learning
experience that takes you through developing an effective Content
Strategy package to meaningfully understand its scope and impact.

Intro to International Marketing

International Marketing &
Cross Industry Growth

This course brings together two key subjects, International Marketing
and Cross Industry Innovation. It will provide the basic foundations of
international marketing and then explain how companies can grow by
going abroad or sourcing ideas/expanding into other countries or
industries.

International Marketing Entry and Execution

International Marketing &
Cross Industry Growth

This course will dive in more deeply into consumer science
investigation, B2C marketing, International Marketing Entry, Targeting,
Positioning, International Product, International Promotion, International
Place and International Price.

International B2B (Business to Business) Marketing

International Marketing &
Cross Industry Growth

This course offers a unique perspective into the differentiating aspects
of business to business (B2B) marketing that can be contrasted to
traditional business to consumer (B2C) marketing that is the subject of
most other marketing curricula.

International Hospitality & Healthcare Services
Marketing

International Marketing &
Cross Industry Growth

This course is designed to help those who are interested in career
advancement opportunities in these industries or who want to be
inspired by these industries to better equip themselves with
enlightened and creative management capabilities.

International Entertainment and Sports Marketing

International Marketing &
Cross Industry Growth

This course will provide learners with a fundamental understanding of
the characteristics and marketing strategies related to two key global
industries, sports and entertainment. The growth in both industries
have been fueled by their ability to innovate via CCCI, i.e. crosscountry and cross-industry expansion.

International Marketing & Cross Industry Growth
Capstone Project

International Marketing &
Cross Industry Growth

This course will act as the culmination of the Specialization:
International Marketing & Cross Industry Growth. The aim is to help
you apply what you have learned during the 16 weeks of the 5 courses
and conduct an "action learning" project.

Market Research and Consumer Behavior

Marketing Strategy

Positioning: What you need for a successful
Marketing Strategy
Marketing Strategy

Marketing Mix Fundamentals

Grade Results

Marketing Strategy

The first course in this specialization is separated into two main
sections and provides you with the perfect start for your marketing
journey. You will learn how to design a research plan, analyze the data
gathered and accurately interpret and communicate survey reports,
translating the results into practical recommendations.
Positioning is the heart of any Marketing Strategy, the core that you
must get right. It does not matter whether you start with a clearly
defined target group or with a differential value proposition: You are
going to end up with a clear Positioning upon which we build our
Marketing Plan.
An introduction to the four P's of Marketing (Product, Pricing,
Promotion and Place) this course forces you to strategically analyze
your product or service. The Product Management session is designed
to provide you with the knowledge to understand and manage the
strategic role of brands and products in generating business results,
whilst the focus on Pricing Strategies will cover the main concepts and
techniques to formulate prices.
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The Marketing Plan

Marketing Strategy

Marketing Strategy Capstone Project

Marketing Strategy

Meaningful Marketing Insights

Managing Uncertainty in Marketing Analytics

Forecasting Models for Marketing Decisions

Survey analysis to Gain Marketing Insights

Introduction to Social Media Analytics

Marketing Analytics Project

Innovation Management

Viral Marketing and How to Craft Contagious Content

Marketing Analytics

Grade Results

Foundations of Marketing
Analytics

Foundations of Marketing
Analytics

Foundations of Marketing
Analytics

Foundations of Marketing
Analytics

Foundations of Marketing
Analytics

Foundations of Marketing
Analytics

Single course

Single course

Single course

In this course you will learn how to produce arguably the most
important marketing tool for any business. Rather than simply learning
the stages of The Marketing Plan, you will be asked each week to
complete a peer graded assignment which will help you complete a
simplified version of the plan.
The capstone project will require you to use all the knowledge acquired
throughout this specialization, to develop a coherent Marketing Plan for
a product or service.
In Introduction to Marketing Analytics, we introduce the tools that
learners will need to convert raw data into marketing insights. The
included exercises are conducted using Microsoft Excel, ensuring that
learners will have the tools they need to extract information from the
data available to them.
In Incorporating Uncertainty into Marketing Decisions, learners will
become familiar with different methods to recognize sources of
uncertainty that may affect the marketing decisions they ultimately
make. We eschew specialized software and provide learners with the
foundational knowledge they need to develop sophisticated marketing
models in a basic spreadsheet environment.
In Developing Forecasting Tools with Excel, learners will develop an
understanding of the basic components of a forecasting model, how to
build their own forecasting models, and how to evaluate the
performance of forecasting models. All of this is done using Microsoft
Excel, ensuring that learners can take their skills and apply them to
their own business problems.
In Analytic Methods for Survey Data, learners will become familiar with
established statistical methods for converting survey responses to
insights that can support marketing decisions. Techniques discussed
include factor analytics, cluster analysis, discriminant analysis and
multi-dimensional scaling.
In Introduction to Social Media Analytics, learners will be exposed to
both the benefits and limitations of relying on social media data
compared to traditional methods of marketing research.
Partnering with a leading social media listening platform, this course
provides learners with the foundational skills of social media listening
including the creation of monitors and common social media metrics.

This capstone project will give you an opportunity to apply what we
have covered in the Foundations of Marketing Analytics specialization.
By the end of this capstone project, you will have conducted
exploratory data analysis, examined pairwise relationships among
different variables, and developed and tested a predictive model to
solve a marketing analytics problem.
Guided by world-class academics, you will develop an innovative
mindset and expertise in how firms successfully create new ideas for
marketing new products. The syllabus also includes sessions about
innovation strategy, idea management and social networks.
This course explains how things catch on and helps you apply these
ideas to be more effective at marketing your ideas, brands, or
products. You'll learn how to make ideas stick, how to increase your
influence, how to generate more word of mouth, and how to use the
power of social networks to spread information and influence.
This course gives you the tools to measure brand and customer
assets, perform regression analysis, and design experiments as a way
to evaluate and optimize marketing campaigns. This course is ideal for
learners who want to grow their knowledge, develop their career
portfolio, and improve the effectiveness of their marketing campaigns.
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Preparing to Manage Human Resources

Recruiting, Hiring and Onboarding Employees

Managing Employee Performance

Human Resource
Management: HR for
People Managers

This course provides a foundation for developing your own approach to
skillfully managing employees by illustrating alternative human
resource management (HRM) strategies, introducing the importance of
the legal context, and thinking about what motivates employees.

Human Resource
Management: HR for
People Managers

This course is an introduction into the topic of recruitment, selection
and onboarding. Finding and hiring the right people is often cited as the
number one concern of businesses today. A critical component of the
People Manager Value
Proposition is to hire talented people who enable the organization to
achieve its strategic goals.

Human Resource
Management: HR for
People Managers

In this course, we will discuss the skills and key processes you will
need to develop your employees to attain department and
organizational goals. These skills will include setting clear expectations,
providing positive and corrective feedback, and delivering an effective
performance appraisal.

Human Resource
Management: HR for
People Managers

This course covers how to pay employees. We
begin by asking: "What kind of a person do I need to attract, retain, and
motivate for my business to succeed?" From here, we'll explain how to
translate that pay strategy into the pay mix: the salary structure, shortterm incentives, long-term incentives, and benefits that are aligned to
your business objectives.

Human Resource
Management: HR for
People Managers

The capstone project provides learners with the opportunity to apply
these key principles and practices to a real-world workplace (including
a learner's own workplace if desired). Specifically, the capstone project
will involve identifying the key human resources challenges for a
workplace-- including the most pressing motivational, selection,
performance evaluation, and reward issues.

Managing Employee Compensation

Capstone Project

People Analytics

Types of Conflict

Conflict Resolution Skills

Business Analytics

Conflict Management

Conflict Management

Intercultural Communication and Conflict Resolution
Conflict Management

Capstone Project

Conflict Management

Managing Social and Human Capital
Single course

Grade Results

By the end of this course, you'll understand how and when hard data is
used to make soft-skill decisions about hiring and talent development,
so that you can position yourself as a strategic partner in your
company's talent management decisions.
It is through proper identification and understanding of conflict that
allows for effective resolutions, some of which may yield positive
outcomes. In this course, we will examine the different types of conflict,
how to understand and embrace the positive aspects of conflict, and
how to successfully navigate conflict to positive resolution.
Knowing how to listen and deploy appropriate communication tactics is
determinative of whether a conflict will have a positive or negative
resolution. Examine listening skills, appropriate and strategic verbal
and non-verbal communication skills, and how to assemble a conflict
management plan likely to yield positive resolutions.
Examine how the process of communication can be further
complicated during interactions between people of different cultures.
The topics of stereotypes, generalizations, communication styles,
communication strategies, and communication orientations will be
explored.
The capstone project is designed to give you the opportunity to apply
what you've learned in Types of Conflict, Conflict Resolution, and
Intercultural Communication and Conflict Resolution. In this course you
will prepare a conflict management portfolio illustrating the nature of a
specific conflict, the different roles of participants in the conflict and the
significance of those roles, the perceived incompatible goals, power
imbalances, and communication skills needed for the effective
management of the conflict.
This course will teach you how to motivate individual performance and
design reward systems, how to design jobs and organize work for high
performance, how to make good and timely management decisions,
and how to design and change your organization&rsquo;s architecture.
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In this course, you will learn how to use psychology to understand and
improve the work life of yourself and those around you. We will be
looking at key topic areas in work psychology that affect people's
performance and well-being at work, including: individual differences in
personality and cognitive ability; motivation at work; teamwork;
leadership; work design and occupational health and safety.

Psychology at Work

Single course

The Language and Tools of Financial Analysis

Essentials of Corporate
Finance

In this course, participants will learn the foundations of accounting
principles and financial analysis, develop an understanding of the links
between these, and the measurement of value creation at the firm level.

The Role of Global Capital Markets

Essentials of Corporate
Finance

In this course, participants will learn about how different markets
around the world can interact to create value for, and effectively
manage the risk of, corporations and their stakeholders.

Corporate Financial Decision- Making for Value
Creation

Essentials of Corporate
Finance

In this course, participants will learn about the key financial decisions
modern corporations face, as well as the alternative methods that can
be employed to optimize the value of the firm's assets.

Alternative Approaches to Valuation and Investment

Essentials of Corporate
Finance

In this course, participants will develop an understanding of the intuitive
foundations of asset and investment valuation, and how alternative
valuation techniques may be used in practice.

Essentials of Corporate
Finance

The Capstone is designed to allow students to bring together the skills
acquired and knowledge gained over the preceding four courses of the
Specialization by taking on the role of a financial analyst tasked with
advising a wealthy private client on a significant strategic investment in
a large listed firm operating across the globe.

Capstone Project

Finance for Everyone: Decisions

Finance for Everyone

Finance for Everyone: Markets
Finance for Everyone

Finance For Everyone: Value

Finance for Everyone: Debt

Finance for Everyone Capstone Project

Finance for Everyone

Finance for Everyone

Finance for Everyone

Understanding Financial Markets
Investment Management

Grade Results

You will learn how free markets and their "creative destruction" provide
the architecture for the global economy and how those same markets
move money in ways that create and destroy wealth. Your financial
toolkit will include timeless concepts like compounding, discounting,
annuities, effective interest rates, and more.
You will learn why interest rates have always been a key barometer in
determining the value of everything. You will explore the changing
influence of interest rates; the impact of interest rates on consumption,
investment and economic growth; and the bizarre realities of negative
interest rates.
In Value, you will explore the most powerful generator of value in the
world – ideas. Ideas are the engines of productivity, both in the private
and public sectors. You will learn about the universal frameworks that
determine how ideas and money interact, leading to the allocation of
financial resources.
In Debt, we take on one of the most challenging financial questions that
remains unresolved: How much to borrow? We start by demonstrating
why using debt has always been and continues to be a great
temptation, particularly when borrowing costs are historically low. We
identify conditions for selecting the optimal amount of debt for a
corporation looking to maximize its value.
The Capstone Project is the culmination of your F4E experience. It will
engage you in a series of scaffolded and reflective exercises focused
on a single aspect of the specialization selected by you to match your
learning goals, and will help you create a piece of work that reflects
your new knowledge and showcases your new skills for your employer,
colleagues, friends and family.
In this course, you will learn what the main financial markets and their
characteristics are as well as how they are linked to the economy.
Throughout the course, experts from UBS, our corporate partner, will
show you how the concepts you just acquired are effectively applied in
a leading global bank.
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Meeting Investors' Goals

Investment Management

Portfolio and Risk Management

Securing Investment Returns in
the Long Run

Capstone Project: Planning your Wealth over a 5
year Horizon

In this course, you will dive into the concepts of rationality and
irrationality and understand how they impact our investment decisions
and what the consequences can be at the market level.

Investment Management

In this course, you will gain an understanding of the theory underlying
optimal portfolio construction, the different ways portfolios are actually
built in practice and how to measure and manage the risk of such
portfolios.

Investment Management

In this course, you will learn about the famous dichotomy between
active and passive investing, how to appropriately measure and
analyze investment performance and what the future trends in the
investment management industry are.

Investment Management

In this Capstone project, you will have to choose between three
different characters (each with a unique set of financial constraints and
objectives) and design an appropriate wealth plan for them over the
next 5 years.

Understanding Financial Statements: Company
Position
Understanding Financial Statements: Company
Performance

Fundamentals of Accounting This course is designed to provide a basic understanding of financial
statements with an emphasis on the balance sheet.
Fundamentals of Accounting This course is designed to provide a basic understanding of financial
statements with an emphasis on the income statement.

Accounting for Business Decision Making:
Measurement and Operational Decision

Fundamentals of Accounting This course provides an introduction to accounting's measurement role
inside of an organization and how accountants communicate
information that helps managers and employees make operational
decisions.

Accounting for Business Decision Making: Strategy
Assessment and Control

Fundamentals of Accounting This course provides an introduction to accounting's role in helping
managers develop and implement, and improve the organization's
strategy.

Capstone Project

Fundamentals of Accounting The capstone project will be set in the context of a realistic smallbusiness enterprise, and will require you to think deeply and apply the
accounting concepts presented in the other courses in the
Fundamentals of Accounting.

Initiating and Planning Projects

Project Management
Principles and Practices

Successful projects require careful upfront planning. In this course,
you’ll learn the key roles and responsibilities of the project manager
and project team.

Budgeting and Scheduling Projects

Project Management
Principles and Practices

In this course you&rsquo;ll learn to plan and stick to time and cost
constraints in order to ensure the success of your projects.

Managing Project Risks and Changes

Project Management
Principles and Practices

This course will help you manage project risk effectively by identifying,
analyzing, and communicating inevitable changes to project scope and
objectives.

Project Management Capstone

Project Management
Principles and Practices

In the capstone, you will create several of the key planning deliverables
that have been discussed in these courses and either work on a
project you choose or use a suggested case study.
Taught by three of Wharton's top faculty in the marketing department,
consistently ranked as the #1 marketing department in the world, this
course covers three core topics in customer loyalty: branding,
customer centricity, and practical, go-to- market strategies.

Introduction to Marketing
Business Foundations

Master the technical skills needed to analyze financial statements and
disclosures for use in financial analysis, and learn how accounting
standards and managerial incentives affect the financial reporting
process. By the end of this course, you'll be able to read the three most
common financial statements: the income statement, balance sheet,
and statement of cash flows.

Introduction to Financial Accounting

Business Foundations
Learn to analyze and improve business processes in services or in
manufacturing by learning how to increase productivity and deliver
higher quality standards. Key concepts include process analysis,
bottlenecks, flows rates, and inventory levels, and more.

Introduction to Operations Management
Business Foundations
Introduction to Corporate Finance
Business Foundations

Grade Results

This course provides a brief introduction to the fundamentals of
finance, emphasizing their application to a wide variety of real-world
situations spanning personal finance, corporate decision- making, and
financial intermediation.
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Capstone Project

The Fundamentals of Hotel Distribution

Business Foundations

Hotel Management

The Fundamentals of Revenue Management: The
Cornerstone of Revenue Strategy
Hotel Management

Demand management: Breaking down
today&rsquo;s commercial silos

Hôtel "De l'étoile"; - a hotel in crisis?

Hotel Management

Hotel Management

Managerial Accounting: Cost Behaviors, Systems,
and Analysis
Value Chain Management

Managerial Accounting: Tools for Facilitating and
Guiding Business Decisions
Value Chain Management

Operations Management

Value Chain Management

Marketing Management II

Grade Results

In today's hotel sector an increasingly complex network of traditional
and web based channels have to be managed to insure hotel success.
With the distribution environment both highly complex and constantly
evolving, this course will give you comprehensive foundation of current
industry practices to help jumpstart your career in this fascinating
domain.
Created in conjunction with Duetto, this course is hosted by a group of
revenue management leaders in both theory and with hands-on
experience at properties around the world. Upon completion of the
course students should be empowered with industry best practices,
which can be applied across the vast diversification the hotel industry
to empower those to optimize profits.
This course aims to break down these commercial silos and reveal the
journey from long-term asset development through to short-term profit
tactics and how commercial teams can align themselves throughout
the organisation.
In this case study based exercise, you will apply the knowledge you
have gained about distribution, revenue and demand management to a
&lsquo; real&rsquo; world case – Hotel &ldquo;De l'étoile&rdquo; - a
prestigious upmarket internationally branded property in Paris that to
the outside world seems to be doing well but is in fact unprofitable for
its owner.
You will learn how to use accounting to facilitate and align decisions
made by owners, managers, and employees. You will learn how
accountants create, organize, interpret, and communicate information
that improves internal processes, and allows organizations to
identify/leverage opportunities to create value within the supply chain
and with customers.
In this course, you will explore how to use accounting to allocate
resources and incentivize manager and employee behaviors in using
these
resources. You will also learn how financial and non- financial
accounting information facilitates strategic performance measurement
and how to integrate this information to continuously improve strategy.
You will learn about the role of operations and how they are connected
to other business functions in manufacturing- and service-focused
organizations. You will learn and practice the use of decision- making
frameworks and techniques applicable at all levels, from managementlevel strategic decisions such as connecting process to the needs of
various customer segments, to front-line tactical decisions.

Value Chain Management

In this course you will focus on process improvement. You will learn
how to set organizational priorities for continuous process
improvement, how to execute process improvement projects, and how
to sustain the initiative for continuous improvements.

Value Chain Management

You will learn how businesses create value for customers. We will
examine the process by which Marketing builds on a thorough
understanding of buyer behavior to create value.

Value Chain Management

You will further examine how businesses create value for customers.
You will conduct a thorough strategic analysis of marketing
opportunities and communicate marketing decisions. This will enable
you to see "marketing in action" in the business world.

Process Improvement

Marketing Management I

Wharton's Applied Knowledge Capstone Project enables you to apply
your analytic skills to real business challenges – including your own.
You'll use your newly earned business skills to thoughtfully evaluate a
real situation or opportunity from
Wharton-governed companies like Shazam and SnapDeal.
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Value Chain Management Capstone

Value Chain Management

Introduction to Financial Markets

Financial Markets and
Investment Strategy

Portfolio and Risk Management

Behavioral Investing

Investment Strategy

Financial Markets and Investment Strategy Capstone

Principles of Valuation: Time Value of Money

Principles of Valuation: Risk and Return

Financial Markets and
Investment Strategy

Financial Markets and
Investment Strategy

Financial Markets and
Investment Strategy

Financial Markets and
Investment Strategy

Introduction to Finance:
Valuation and Investing

Introduction to Finance:
Valuation and Investing

The capstone involves an in-depth analysis of an actual business
situation. The final deliverable consists of a plan based on a
comprehensive analysis of how accounting, marketing, and operations
work together to create a value chain. The plan will propose how value
creation in organizations and supply chains can be enhanced using the
concepts and frameworks learned in the three courses.
Learn the general concepts of financial markets and economy. You will
see the difference between primary and secondary markets and learn
about markets for different products. You will also look at various
economic Indicators and their influence on the markets.
This course teaches you the concepts of risk and expected return. This
course presents an overview of the basic concepts and techniques
used to
construct financial portfolios. You will learn about the investment
process and get a very good understanding of economic, industry, and
company analyses.
Through this course, you will learn how individuals and firms make
financial decisions, and how those decisions might deviate from those
predicted by traditional financial or economic theory.
Discover the basic concepts of needs analysis, investment policy,
asset allocation, product selection, portfolio monitoring and rebalancing. We will look at the types of institutional investors - pension
funds and insurance companies.You will learn the client management
life cycle and dive into portfolio management as a process. You will
learn the basic concepts, principles, and the major styles of investing in
alternative assets. Finally, we study the impact of digitization on
investment strategies.
In the Capstone project, you have to design an investment plan for an
individual at three different stages of his life. Depending on the stage of
his life the individuals biases, risk preferences and wealth
requirements change.
We will introduce the time value of money (TVM) framework in a
carefully structured way, using relatively simple applications at first and
quickly moving to more advance ones. We will then spend some time
on developing an understanding of alternative decision criteria (NPV,
IRR, Profitability, etc.) that are commonly used in the real world.
This second course in the specialization will last six weeks and will
focus on the second main building block of financial analysis and
valuation: risk. The notion of risk and statistics are intimately related
and we will spend a fair amount of time on the development of some
statistical concepts and tools, namely distribution theory and regression
analysis.
This course is a rigorous introduction to alternative methods of
valuation and will enable the learner to conduct analysis of most
projects and companies. This course will also serve useful to anyone
interested in, or required to, critically evaluating project and company
analyses conducted by experts.

Valuation: Alternative Methods

Introduction to Finance:
Valuation and Investing

Valuing Projects and Companies

Introduction to Finance:
Valuation and Investing

This course is a theoretically sound and practical exposure to
valuation. As the final course of the Specialization, it will be useful to
anyone in understanding, conducting or critically evaluating project and
company analyses conducted by experts.

Introduction to Finance:
Valuation and Investing

This is Capstone Project that is the natural culmination of the
Specialization and offers qualified learners to apply their knowledge to
analyze a real company or complex project. It will reflect the most
salient features of the real world that you are likely to confront.

Valuation Capstone

Grade Results
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Entrepreneurship 1: Developing the Opportunity

Entrepreneurship

Entrepreneurship 2: Launching your Start-Up

Entrepreneurship 3: Growth Strategies

Entrepreneurship

Entrepreneurship

Entrepreneurship 4: Financing and Profitability
Entrepreneurship

Wharton Entrepreneurship Capstone
Entrepreneurship
Developing the Opportunity for Corporate
Entrepreneurs

Building the Business Model for Corporate
Entrepreneurs

Crafting Strategies for Innovation Initiatives for
Corporate Entrepreneurs

This introductory course is designed to introduce you to the
foundational concepts of entrepreneurship, including the definition of
entrepreneurship, the profile of the entrepreneur, the difference
between entrepreneurship and entrepreneurial management, and the
role of
venture creation in society.
This course provides practical, real-world knowledge about the lean
approach, the minimum viable product, when to pivot, when to quit
your day job,
the art of the pitch, building and managing a team, allocating equity,
and building your external team, advisory board members, professional
services, and entrepreneurial strategy.
In this course you will understand how firms are organized, what
factors must be taken into account in making critical design decisions,
and what role managers play in making these choices.
This course explores different financing models, including
bootstrapping, organic growth, debt and risk capital, and also provides
a clear overview of equity financing including the key types of
investors: angels, venture capital, and crowdfunding.
In this course, learners will develop knowledge on how to navigate the
barriers to creating, developing, and sustain innovative new
businesses and programs within established companies or
organizations.

Corporate Entrepreneurship In this course, learners will develop knowledge on how to navigate the
barriers to creating, developing, and sustain innovative new
businesses and programs within established companies or
organizations.

Corporate Entrepreneurship

This course focuses on enhancing your understanding of (1) how an
internal venture is organized and (2) how to overcome resistance to
your new venture ideas within the company.This course enables you to
develop and apply the Business Model Canvas tool to scope a
corporate challenge or opportunity. You will learn how to identify and
communicate the nine elements of a business model: Customer
Segments, Value Propositions, Channels, Customer Relationships,
Revenue Streams, Key Resources, Key Activities, Key Partners, and
Cost Structure.

Corporate Entrepreneurship This course focuses on enhancing your understanding of (1) how an
internal venture is organized and (2) how to overcome resistance to
your new venture ideas within the company.

Financing and Profiting from Innovation for
Corporate Entrepreneurs
Corporate Entrepreneurship

This course is for aspiring or active corporate entrepreneurs who
wants to understand how to secure and manage funding for their
corporate venture. We will demystify key accounting and financing
concepts to give corporate entrepreneurs a guide to developing the
business case for their
ideas, and securing funding to translate ideas into reality.
The Master Class experience is designed to serve as the final project
experience for the Corporate Entrepreneurship Specialization.
Alternatively, professionals with experience in opportunity analysis,
business modeling, and corporate finance are invited to complete the
Master Class experience without the preliminary courses. With
maturing technologies and aging product portfolios requiring
established companies to create, develop, and sustain innovative new
businesses, graduates of the Master Class will develop an
understanding of how to create new businesses and initiatives within
the corporate environment. In collaboration with our award-winning
faculty, and a vibrant peer group, learners will explore and apply the
skills, tools, and best practices.

Master Class for Corporate Entrepreneurs

Grade Results

Corporate Entrepreneurship
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The Power of Team Culture

Building High-Performing Teams

Optimizing Diversity on Teams

Creating a Team Culture of Continuous Learning

Culture-Driven Team Building Capstone

Business Writing

Graphic Design

Culture-Driven Team
Building

Culture-Driven Team
Building

This course will help you understand the problems that hurt
productivity, and give you tools for creating positive change. This
course will help you create the ground rules and structure to set your
team up for success. You will gain the skills to diagnose issues such as
conflicts, groupthink, and lack of commitment in your team before they
get out of control.

Culture-Driven Team
Building

Drawing on social science perspectives, this course will enable
participants to learn what diversity is and how to use it to maximize
team performance, innovation, and creativity. Participants will learn
how to draw out the collective wisdom of diverse teams, handle
conflict, and establish common ground rules through real-world cases,
participant-to-participant discussions, and simulated team conflict
scenarios.

Culture-Driven Team
Building

Culture-Driven Team
Building

Grade Results

This course will emphasize practical and impactful ways to begin to
address this state of affairs.
Through the use of stories, scenarios with actors simulating different
team issues, examples and dialogue, this course will address: 1)
understanding teams in their larger organizational context, 2)
diagnosing the learning strengths and barriers to learning on teams, 3)
the deeper seeds of team and group ineffectiveness with an eye to
improving team and group effectiveness, and 4) ways to develop a
team and group that continually learns and impacts the larger
organization positively.
In this capstone project class, students will analyze a group conflict,
past or present, that the student personally experienced (including, but
not limited to school-based, family-based, work-based, religious, or
community). An alternate real-world case will also be provided.
Students will be expected to identify a cultural problem, and make
recommendations to solve it in a culminating PowerPoint or Prezi
presentation.

Effective Communication:
Writing, Design, and
Presentation

In this course, you'll master the simple, effective skills that drive all
successful business writing. You'll create impactful documents that not
only showcase your ideas, but showcase your own professionalism to
your audience.

Effective Communication:
Writing, Design, and
Presentation

This course introduces you to a straightforward design process that
emphasizes planning, clarity, and focus. You'll learn to use contrast,
repetition, proximity, and tension to create design that is both credible
and visually appealing, and you'll emulate best practices as you work
with examples from a wide range of media.

Effective Communication:
Writing, Design, and
Presentation

In this course, Prof. William Kuskin provides a series of pragmatic
videos and exercises for successful public speaking and
presentations. The course develops through four themes—mastering
fear, developing a creative formula, using verbal and
body language, and anticipating the room—so that you can discover
your personal power as a speaker and give excellent presentations.

Successful Presentation

Effective Communication Capstone Project

In this course, you will learn how to recognize aspects of team culture
of which most people are normally unaware. It is often these seemingly
unimportant aspects that have the greatest effect on the outcomes of
group tasks. Your recognition of them will enable you to more
effectively form, join, and lead teams.

Effective Communication:
Writing, Design, and
Presentation

In the Effective Communication Capstone learners will apply the
lessons of Business Writing, Graphic Design, and Successful
Presentation to create a portfolio of work that represents a personal
brand identity. The portfolio will include three individual elements—a
written memo, a slide deck, and a presentation—integrated around a
single topic. We will provide the elements for this topic in the capstone
itself, but we also challenge our learners to engage meaningfully with
their own world by making the project relevant to their current job or by
volunteering to write, design, and speak for a social organization of
their choice.
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Valuation for Startups Using Discounted Cash Flows
Approach
Valuation and Financial
Analysis For Startups

In this course, you are going to learn how to use excel to find present
value of future cash flows. In addition to the present value, you are also
going to learn how to find future value given investment; interest rate
given investment and future cash flows, payments given interest rates,
number of periods to wait given investment and interest rate, and so on.

Valuation for Startups Using Multiple Approach

Valuation and Financial
Analysis For Startups

In this course, you are going to learn the concept and usage of PER,
PBR and PSR. In addition to these basic multiple ratios, you are going
to learn how to make an estimate of enterprise value and
founder&rsquo;s ownership before and after additional funding.

Financial Analysis for Startups

Valuation and Financial
Analysis For Startups

In this course, you are going to learn the concepts and usage of
financial ratios. Using financial ratios such as profitability, liquidity,
leverage, efficiency, and growth, you can tell financial health of a
startup. You can also develop pro forma financial statement using
financial ratios.

Applying Investment Decision Rules for Startups

Valuation and Financial
Analysis For Startups

Valuation and Financial Analysis For Startups
Capstone

Valuation and Financial
Analysis For Startups

Supply Chain Logistics

Supply Chain Management

Supply Chain Management
Supply Chain Operations

In this course, you are going to learn investment decision criteria such
as NPV and IRR, which are most popular decision rules. Using
financial analysis and discounted cash flow method, you can make pro
forma financial statement and estimate project cash flows. Then, you
apply investment criteria to determine whether to invest or not. After
learning how to apply NPV and IRR method to investment decision,
you are going to learn how to evaluate
NPV estimate and scenario, what-if analyses and break-even analysis.

In the capstone project, you are going to apply what you have learned
in the previous courses. The final output from this project is an
estimation of a firm.
You can choose either a public company or a startup depending on the
availability of information on the firm.
In this course, I will take you on a journey to this fascinating backbone
of global trade. We cover the three major building blocks of logistics
networks: transportation, warehousing, and inventory. After completing
this course, you will be able to differentiate the advantages and
disadvantages of different modes of transportation. You will understand
what goes into designing and setting up a warehousing facility.
In the Supply Chain Operations course, we acquire essential tools to
make processes better. You will learn how to apply the Six Sigma
methodology to achieve perfection. You will demonstrate that you can
use Lean tools to eliminate waste in processes and make them more
efficient.
This course introduces you to the exciting area of supply chain
planning. Part of a broader specialization on Supply Chain
Management, you will master different forecasting techniques,
essential for building a Sales and Operations Plan. At the completion of
this course you will have the tools and techniques to analyze demand
data, construct different forecasting techniques, and choose the most
suitable one for projecting future demand.

Supply Chain Planning

Supply Chain Management

Supply Chain Management

This course introduces you to the exciting area of supply chain
sourcing. Part of a broader specialization on Supply Chain
Management, you will master the supplier selection process and
supplier segmentation. At the completion of this course you will have
the tools and techniques to find the right vendors and maintain the right
relationship with any one of your existing suppliers.

Supply Chain Sourcing

Supply Chain Management Strategy

Grade Results

Supply Chain Management

This course is the capstone of the Supply Chain Management
specialization. You will use the tools acquired in the previous four
courses to create a supply chain management strategy in a real-life
case scenario. At the completion of this course you will have shown
mastery of the tools and techniques to successfully manage a complex
network of companies that we call the supply chain.
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Trading Basics

Trading Algorithm and Trading Risks

Backtesting and Performance Management

Creating a Portfolio

Design your own trading strategy – Capstone Project

Global Financial Markets and Instruments

Portfolio Selection and Risk Management

Biases and Portfolio Selection

Investment Strategies and Portfolio Analysis

Trading Strategies in
Emerging Markets

Trading Strategies in
Emerging Markets

Trading Strategies in
Emerging Markets

Trading Strategies in
Emerging Markets

Trading Strategies in
Emerging Markets

Investment and Portfolio
Management

Investment and Portfolio
Management

Investment and Portfolio
Management

Investment and Portfolio
Management

The purpose of this course is to equip the learner with the knowledge
required to comprehend the literature on anomalies so that she can
replicate the strategies discovered by the extant literature.
This course covers eight trading strategies that work in emerging
markets. These include strategies based on momentum, momentum
crashes, price reversal, persistence of earnings, quality of earnings,
underlying business growth, behavioral biases and textual analysis of
business reports about the company.
This course will provide back test results for all the strategies in
developed and emerging markets. The learner will also be taught
scientific ways of back testing without succumbing to either look ahead
(or) survival bias.
This course integrates all the learning from the first three courses and
guides the learner about ways of building a portfolio of strategies and
integrating the same into a hedge fund. You will also get a basic
overview of the regulatory framework that is applicable to hedge funds.
You will know about different types of investors and the expectations of
each type of investors.
In the capstone project, you will develop new trading strategies,
evaluate them using the tools learned in the course, integrate them
with the existing portfolio and also develop a plan to start a hedge fund.
In this course, you'll start by learning the role of financial markets and
financial assets in a well- functioning economy. From there, you'll learn
about the wide range of financial instruments available in major asset
classes, their features and valuations. You'll explore how financial
markets actually operate in the real world, focusing on how and where
securities are traded and how various market types differ from one
another in practice.
In this course, you'll learn the basic principles underlying optimal
portfolio construction, diversification, and risk management. You'll start
by acquiring the tools to characterize an investor's risk and return tradeoff. You will next analyze how a portfolio choice problem can be
structured and learn how to solve for and implement the optimal
portfolio solution.
In this third course, you will learn how to capitalize on understanding
behavioral biases and irrational behavior in financial markets. You will
start by learning about the various behavioral biases – mistakes that
investors make and understand their reasons. You will learn how to
recognize your own mistakes as well as others'; and understand how
these mistakes can affect investment decisions and financial markets.

In this course, you will learn about latest investment strategies and
performance evaluation. You will start by learning portfolio
performance measures and discuss best practices in portfolio
performance evaluation. You will explore different evaluation
techniques such as style analysis and attribution analysis and apply
them to evaluate different investment strategies.

Investment and Portfolio Management Capstone

Investment and Portfolio
Management

This capstone project is designed to be flexible and open-ended,
allowing you, the advisor, to reach the desired goal in a number of
ways, evaluated by multiple-choice questions on one end, and creating
written investment plans on the other.

Construction Project Management

Construction Management

Construction Project Management introduces you to Project Initiation
and Planning. Industry experts join Columbia University professor,
Ibrahim Odeh, to give an overview of the construction industry.

Grade Results
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Construction Scheduling

Construction Management

Construction Cost Estimating and Cost Control
Construction Management

Construction Finance

Construction Management

Learners will discover the key project scheduling techniques and
procedures including; how to create a network diagram, how to define
the importance of the critical path in a project network, and defining
project activities float. Also covered are the fundamentals of Bar
Charts, Precedence Diagrams, Activity on Arrow, PERT, Range
Estimating, and linear project operations and the line of balance.
This course introduces the types of cost estimation from the conceptual
design phase through the more detailed design phase of a construction
project. In addition, the course highlights the importance of controlling
costs and how to monitor project cash flow. Students will work on a
break-even analysis of construction tasks in a project.
The final course of the specialization expands the knowledge of a
construction project manager to include an understanding of
economics and the mathematics of money, an essential component of
every construction project. Topics covered include the time value of
money, the definition and calculation of the types of interest rates, and
the importance of Cash Flow Diagrams.

Business Technology
Management

This course will provide you an understanding of IT- enabled changes
in the business environment, and how insightful executives leverage IT
to create value and win competitive battles. The course is divided into
three parts – the first part of the course focuses on the industry impacts
of technological innovation.

Business Analytics and Digital Media

Business Technology
Management

The course picks and uses use-cases from a variety of industries and
geographies, to showcase the potential and impact that business
analytics done properly (or not) can have on business performance.

Accounting and Finance for IT professionals

Business Technology
Management

This course presents an introduction to the basics of financial
accounting and finance for IT professionals. The first part of the course
will focus on understanding the most important financial statements,
namely, the balance sheet, the income statement, and the statement of
cash flows.

Digital Transformations

IT Project Management

Leadership and Emotional Intelligence

Business Technology
Management

Business Technology
Management

Business Technology
Capstone Project: Business Technology Management Management
Identifying Social Entrepreneurship Opportunities

Social Entrepreneurship

Grade Results

This course addresses project management in the context of IT
projects, including software projects. Using the framework of project
life cycle, the course covers various aspects pertaining to (i) project
initiation, (ii) project planning and scheduling, (iii) project monitoring
and control, and (iv) project termination. For planning and scheduling
of projects, the use of project network and estimation of time
and cost are covered in detail.
In this course, you'll learn the different components of emotional
intelligence at work. For example, you'll learn how you can work
effectively in teams, build cooperative relationships with your key
stakeholders, exercise effective influence, handle difficult
conversations, and create energy and enthusiasm to foster meaningful
change.
The Capstone Project places you in the shoes of a CIO of a
hypothetical FMCG firm, Indus Consumer Products Limited, who is
required to select a portfolio of IT investments for the decision year that
is aligned with the business strategy and objectives of the firm.
Different business units in the company have proposed different
applications to implement.
Your job as CIO will be to analyze the business case for each of the
projects and identify those that best serve the long-term business
strategy and objectives of the firm. Your choice of IT investments is
constrained by the IT budget for the given financial year.
This Course will clarify the definition and meaning of Social
Entrepreneurship and will focus on the need to learn about the source
and root of a social problem. You will be introduced to different
perspectives about Social Entrepreneurship and you will learn about
complementary and opportunistic assets which will help you to detect
an opportunity and develop an idea of how to create a business for
social change.
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Social Business Model and Planning for Social
Innovation
Social Entrepreneurship

Unleashing the Impact of your Social Enterprise

Social Entrepreneurship

Single course

Single course

This course is specifically designed for the Job Seeker, Team Member
and Manager. We will dive deep into the types and teach you how to
translate your new knowledge into business success by leveraging
personality and emotional intelligence in the workplace - wherever you
may be!

Personality Types at Work

Sales Strategies: Mastering the Selling Process

Single course

Project Management: The Basics for Success
Career Success

Work Smarter, Not Harder: Time Management for
Personal & Professional Productivity
Career Success

Fundamentals of Management
Career Success

Leadership Through Social Influence (Persuasion)

Single course

Grade Results

In this course you will be able to develop a method to evaluate the
social mission that you achieve while implementing your business plan.
Next you will outline an appropriate communication strategy for your
social enterprise and will demonstrate how to market your products
and services to beneficiaries and other customers. Here you will
employ an adaptable communication strategy as you move from early
adopters to a broader market share.
To help leaders to be rigorous even without figures, great philosophers
have lots of ideas. Managers are invited to rediscover the art of
thinking. They should understand the role of mental models, realize the
importance of cognitive bias, agree on clear definitions and efficient
criteria etc.

On Strategy: What Managers Can Learn from
Philosophy

Digital Analytics for Marketing Professionals:
Marketing Analytics in Theory

In this course we will take the social business opportunity that you
have identified in the first course to a higher level. Specifically, you will
develop a business model using the Business Model Canvas.
Gradually you will also start writing your business plan. Moreover, you
will be able to assess different organizational forms and select the one
that is appropriate for your developed business model.

Single course

This course is designed as an adventure of discovery. You will be
tested, taught and transformed through a series of lectures, readings
and real-world exercises that are designed to push
you up and out of your comfort zone. We will explore both Business to
Business (B2B) and Business to Consumer (B2C) selling and
entrepreneurship
issues and concepts. You will explore frameworks that define and
clarify the knowledge, skill and discipline to be successful in selling.

This course combines the essential elements of Project Management
and Team Leadership into one course. Through class engagement and
reflection, you will acquire further understanding of the responsibilities
of leadership and become better prepared to apply this knowledge to
the project environment.
You will be able to gain and apply your knowledge and understanding
of personal and professional awareness, organization and
commitment, and use the tools, methods and techniques that you have
learned in goal setting, prioritization, scheduling, and delegation to
overcome time management challenges and enhance productivity.
Are you about to enter the workforce? Are you an emerging
professional? Are you new to your role in the organization? All
prospective new employees benefit from understanding management
principles, roles and responsibilities, regardless of position.
This course will provide learners with a systematic general framework
for analyzing persuasive influence situations. Learners will be able to
identify different challenges faced by persuaders and to fashion
appropriate strategies for addressing those challenges. The broad goal
is to provide learners with not only an extensive persuasion tool kit, but
also with an understanding of how different tools are useful in different
situations.
Learn the introductory theory and strategy behind marketing analytics
that provides marketers with the foundation needed to apply data
analytics to real- world challenges they confront daily in their
professional lives.
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Digital Analytics for Marketing Professionals:
Marketing Analytics in Practice
Single course

Moving to the Cloud

Single course

Internet Giants: The Law and Economics of Media
Platforms
Single course

This course builds on the theory and foundations of marketing analytics
and focuses on practical application by demystifying the use of data in
marketing and helping you realize the power of visualizing data with
artful use of numbers found in the digital space.
The cloud is taking business by storm. In fact, due to the extraordinary
growth of the cloud, it has been described as a tornado, not a fluffy
white floating object! Commercial research analysts consider
cloud as one of the most significant trends with a potential to change
the whole global IT industry. But CIOs and other senior executives
aren't sure what it really means for their organisations - how to
leverage the benefits, control the commercials, manage the business
risk, and adapt their organisations. The course is targeted at the middle
to senior management level and addresses the business issues of
legacy organizations moving to the cloud.

This seven-week course will explore the relationship between law and
technology with a strong focus on the law of the United States with
some comparisons to laws around the world, especially in Europe.
Tech progress is an important source of economic growth and raises
broader questions about the human condition, including how culture
evolves and who controls that evolution.
In this course you will learn how to use theories and methods to make
predictions of the potential impact of new technology – in general, as
well as for a specific application. This will prepare you for the changes
that we are facing in society, and also help you take advantage of
transformations which are driven by technology.

The Impact of Technology

Single course

Introduction to HTML5

Web Design for Everyone

We will explore the theory (what actually happens when you click on a
link on a webpage?), the practical (what do I need to know to make my
own page?), and the overlooked (I have a page, what do I do now?).

Introduction to CSS3

Web Design for Everyone

This course will show you the basics of Cascading Style Sheets
(CSS3). The emphasis will be on learning how
to write CSS rules, how to test code, and how to establish good
programming habits.

Interactivity with JavaScript

Web Design for Everyone

This course will introduce you to the basics of the JavaScript language.
We will cover concepts such as variables, looping, functions, and even
a little bit about debugging tools.

Advanced Styling with Responsive Design

Web Design for Everyone

This course will expand upon the basic knowledge of CSS3 to include
topics such as wireframes, fluid design, media queries, and the use of
existing styling paradigms such as Bootstrap.

Web Design for Everyone

The capstone will develop a professional-quality web portfolio.
Students will demonstrate the ability to design and implement a
responsive site for a minimum of three platforms.

Capstone Project

An Introduction to Interactive Programming in
Python (Part 1)

Two-part course designed to help students with very little or no
computing background learn the basics of building simple interactive
Fundamentals of Computing applications.
This course introduces the basic elements of programming (such as
expressions, conditionals, and functions).

An Introduction to Interactive Programming in
Python (Part 2)

This course introduces more elements of programming (such as list,
Fundamentals of Computing dictionaries, and loops)- learners use these elements to create games
such as Blackjack and Asteroids

Principles of Computing (Part 1)

Two-part course that builds upon the programming skills that you
learned in our Introduction to Interactive Programming in Python
course.
The programming aspect of the class will focus on coding standards
Fundamentals of Computing and testing.
The mathematical portion of the class will focus on probability,
combinatorics, and counting with an eye towards practical applications
of these concepts in Computer Science.

Grade Results
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Principles of Computing (Part 2)

Algorithmic Thinking (Part 1)

Algorithmic Thinking (Part 2)

Capstone Exam

Google Cloud Platform Fundamentals

In part two of this course, the programming portion of the class will
focus on concepts such as recursion, assertions, and invariants.
Fundamentals of Computing Upon completing this course, you will have a solid foundation in the
principles of computation and programming.
This two-part course is designed to train students in the mathematical
concepts and process of "Algorithmic Thinking", allowing them to build
simpler, more efficient solutions to real-world computational problems.
Fundamentals of Computing Part one of this course covers algorithmic efficiency and considers its
application to several problems from graph theory.

In part two of this course, we will study advanced algorithmic
techniques such as divide-and-conquer and dynamic programming. As
the central part of the course, students will implement several
Fundamentals of Computing algorithms in Python that incorporate these techniques and then use
these algorithms to analyze two large real-world data sets.
While most specializations on Coursera conclude with a project-based
course, students in the "Fundamentals of Computing" specialization
have completed more than 20+ projects during the first six courses of
the specialization.
Fundamentals of Computing With this objective in mind, the focus in this Capstone class will be an
exam that allows each student an opportunity to demonstrate their
individual mastery of the material in the specialization.

Google Cloud Platform for
Systems Operations

Computing, Storage and Security with Google Cloud
Platform
Google Cloud Platform for
Systems Operations

Configuration Management on Google Cloud Platform
Google Cloud Platform for
Systems Operations

Designing Highly Scalable Web Apps on Google
Cloud Platform
Google Cloud Platform for
Systems Operations

This course covers the fundamentals of Google Cloud Platform. This
course introduces you to important concepts and terminology for
working with Google Cloud Platform (GCP). You learn about, and
compare, many of the computing and storage services available in
Google Cloud Platform, including Google App Engine, Google
Compute Engine, and Google Container Engine.
This course covers the details of Computing, Storage and Security on
Google Cloud Platform (GCP). In this course, you learn how to manage
both individual and groups of instances or virtual machines and their
related resources like disks and IP addresses. You also learn about
creating and configuring networks and firewall rules from scratch. You
learn about securely managing access to your projects using Identity
and Access Management or IAM. Finally, you learn about managing
Google Cloud Storage resources in your projects.
In this course you learn how to create and configure Cloud SQL
instances. You also learn how to work with Compute Engine metadata
as well as startup and shutdown scripts. These are all powerful tools
that you rely on when designing and building highly available and
scalable services as you will see later on in the next course.
In this course you learn how to configure autoscaling with Compute
Engine instance groups. You also configure a highly available
architecture to serve web content across multiple fault-tolerant instance
groups in different zones using a load balancer. This part of the course
also includes an introductory lab on Google Cloud Deployment
Manager to help you further automate the management and
deployment of Google Cloud Platform resources.

Functional Programming Principles
in Scala

Functional Programming in
Scala

In this course you will discover the elements of the functional
programming style and learn how to apply them usefully in your daily
programming tasks. You will also develop a solid foundation for
reasoning about functional programs, by touching upon proofs of
invariants and the tracing of execution symbolically.

Functional Program Design in Scala

Functional Programming in
Scala

In this course you will learn how to apply the functional programming
style in the design of larger applications. You'll get to know important
new functional programming concepts, from lazy evaluation to
structuring your libraries using monads.

Grade Results
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Parallel Programming

Functional Programming in
Scala

In this course, you'll learn the fundamentals of parallel programming,
from task parallelism to data parallelism. In particular, you'll see how
many familiar ideas from functional programming map perfectly to to
the data parallel paradigm.

Functional Programming in
Scala

Manipulating big data distributed over a cluster using functional
concepts is rampant in industry, and is arguably one of the first
widespread industrial uses of functional ideas. This is evidenced by the
popularity of MapReduce and Hadoop, and most recently Apache
Spark, a fast, in-memory distributed collections framework written in
Scala. In this course, we'll see how the data parallel paradigm can be
extended to the distributed case, using Spark throughout.

Functional Programming in
Scala

In the final capstone project you will apply the skills you learned by
building a large data-intensive application using real-world data.

Big Data Analysis with Scala and Spark

Functional Programming in Scala Capstone

HTML, CSS and
JavaScript

Full Stack Web
Development Specialization

Full Stack Web
Development Specialization

This course will give you an overview of client-side web frameworks, in
particular Bootstrap. You will learn about grids and responsive design,
Bootstrap CSS and JavaScript components. You will learn about CSS
preprocessors, Less and Sass. You will also learn the basics of
Node.js and NPM and learn about Web tools like Bower.

Full Stack Web
Development Specialization

This course concentrates mainly on Javascript based front-end
frameworks, and in particular, AngularJS, the most popular among
them. We will review the model view controller (MVC) design-pattern in
the context of AngularJS. You will be introduced to various aspects of
AngularJS including two-way data binding and angular directives and
filters. You will then be introduced to angular controllers and scopes. UI
routing and templates will then be reviewed. Finally we will look at
angular modules and services. Single page application (SPA)
development using Angular will also be explored. You must have either
completed the previous course in the specialization on Bootstrap, or
have a working knowledge of Bootstrap to be able to navigate this
course.

Front-End Web UI Frameworks and Tools

Front-End JavaScript Frameworks: AngularJS

Multiplatform Mobile App Development with Web
Technologies

Grade Results

This course will teach you the essential elements of web page
development, covering HTML, CSS and JavaScript. No previous
experience of these technologies is necessary, although it is helpful if
you have some prior programming experience. First, HTML together
with CSS are discussed and explored. Then we move on to consider
the essential components of JavaScript, including variables, arrays,
loops, events and functions. Then we explore more advanced
elements of JavaScript control, including advanced use of functions,
event control, array processing, and DOM manipulation.

Full Stack Web
Development Specialization

This course focuses on developing multiplatform mobile applications
using the Web skills (HTML5, CSS and Javascript) that you have
already acquired so far in the previous courses of this specialization. In
particular we make use of the Cordova hybrid application framework to
develop and target multiple mobile platforms with a single codebase.
We make use of the Ionic framework, one of fastest growing mobile
application frameworks, that is built with mobile-optimized HTML5 and
CSS based components and AngularJS. You will learn about UI
development with Ionic and then using Cordova's modules to access
the native mobile platform's capabilities from Javascript. You should
have already completed the Bootstrap and the AngularJS courses in
this specialization before proceeding with this course. Alternately you
should already have sufficient knowledge of Bootstrap and AngularJS
before you proceed with this course.
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Server-side Development with NodeJS

Full Stack Web
Development Specialization

Full Stack Web Development Specialization
Capstone Project

Full Stack Web
Development Specialization

Programming for Everybody (Getting Started with
Python)

Python Data Structures

Using Python to Access Web Data

Using Databases with Python

The Capstone project is the culmination of your journey through the
Full Stack Web Development specialization. The Capstone project is
aimed at building a fully functional front-end Application (both Web App
designed using Bootstrap+AngularJS, and hybrid mobile app
implemented using the Ionic framework) and full server-side
implementation using Node.js+Express+MongoDB (possibly using a
higher level framework). The project provides you an opportunity to
demonstrate the skills that you have acquired from the courses within
the specialization.

Python for Everybody

This course aims to teach everyone the basics of programming
computers using Python. We cover the basics of how one constructs a
program from a series
of simple instructions in Python. The course has no pre- requisites and
avoids all but the simplest mathematics. Anyone with moderate
computer experience should be able to master the materials in this
course.

Python for Everybody

This course will introduce the core data structures of the Python
programming language. We will move past the basics of procedural
programming and explore how we can use the Python built-in data
structures such as lists, dictionaries, and tuples to perform increasingly
complex data analysis.

Python for Everybody

This course will show how one can treat the Internet as a source of
data. We will scrape, parse, and read web data as well as access data
using web APIs. We will work with HTML, XML, and JSON data
formats in Python.

Python for Everybody

This course will introduce students to the basics of the Structured
Query Language (SQL) as well as basic database design for storing
data as part of a multi-step data gathering, analysis, and processing
effort. The course will use SQLite3 as its database. We will also build
web crawlers and multi-step data gathering and visualization
processes.

Capstone: Retrieving, Processing, and Visualizing
Data with Python
Python for Everybody

Android App Development
Java for Android
Android App Components - Intents, Activities, and
Broadcast Receivers

Android App Development

Grade Results

This course deals with all things server-side. We base the entire
course around the NodeJS platform. We start with a brief overview of
the Web protocols: HTTP and HTTPS. We examine NodeJS and
NodeJS modules: Express for building web servers. On the database
side, we review basic CRUD operations, NoSQL databases, in
particular MongoDB and Mongoose for accessing MongoDB from
NodeJS. We examine the REST concepts and building a RESTful API.
We touch upon authentication and security. Finally we review backend
as a service (BaaS) approaches, including mobile BaaS, both opensource and commercial BaaS services.

In the capstone, students will build a series of applications to retrieve,
process and visualize data using Python. The projects will involve all
the elements of the specialization. In the first part of the capstone,
students will do some visualizations to become familiar with the
technologies in use and then will pursue their own project to visualize
some other data that they have or can find.
This MOOC teaches you how to program core features and classes
from the Java programming language that are used in Android, which
is the dominant platform for developing and deploying mobile device
apps.
This MOOC builds upon the overview of Java and Android covered in
Course 1 by delving deeper into core Android components, such as
Activities, Broadcast Receivers, Intents, and Intent Filters. You will
learn by example how to program these core Android components
together with basic Java file I/O classes (such as File, InputStream,
OutputWriter, etc.) and Android storage mechanisms (such as Shared
Preferences). Throughout this MOOC you'll work incrementally on a
project involving a simple multiactivity game that requires data persistence. Each week you will add
additional capabilities to the project, based on material covered in the
lecture videos. You'll spend roughly 4 hours per week watching video
lectures, taking quizzes, and programming assignments with Java and
Android.
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Android App Development

This is a 4 week MOOC that teaches learners how to create an app
from scratch using Android Studio, as well as learning how to use
various Android Studio tools, such as the debugger, resource editor,
logging mechanisms, etc. This MOOC also covers basic concepts and
APIs related to Android’s Material Design paradigm. Students will work
incrementally on a hands- on project involving a simple Material
Design-based music streaming app throughout the MOOC, i.e., each
week they will add additional capabilities to it, based on the material
covered in that week’s lecture videos.

Engineering Maintainable Android Apps

Android App Development

Engineering Maintainable Android Apps, which is a 4 week MOOC that
shows by example various methods for engineering maintainable
Android apps, including test-driven development methods and how to
develop/run unit tests using JUnit and Robotium (or equivalent
automated testing frameworks for Android), as well as how to
successfully apply common Java/Android software patterns to improve
the extensibility and clarity of Android apps.

Capstone MOOC for "Android App Development"

Android App Development

The Capstone project will integrate material from throughout the
Specialization to exercise and assess the ability of learners to create
an interesting Android app by applying knowledge and skills learned in
previous MOOCs, including Java programming features, Android
Studio tools, Android Activity components, Material Design, file I/O and
data persistence, unit testing, and software patterns. The project itself
will be similar in design goals to previous assignments, however it will
provide less of the skeleton code than earlier MOOCs to encourage
more creativity in learners and provide greater opportunities for
learners to customize the app.

Foundations of Objective-C App Development

iOS Development for
Creative Entrepreneurs

An introduction to the Objective-C programming language. This will
prepare you for more extensive iOS app development and build a
foundation for advanced iOS development topics.
Objective-C programming requires a Mac laptop or desktop computer.
An iOS device is optional if the learner is willing to working exclusively
with the simulator. Some learners have been able to work with an OS
X virtual machine on Windows, but explaining how to do that is beyond
the scope of this course.

Networking and Security in iOS Applications

iOS Development for
Creative Entrepreneurs

You will learn to extend your knowledge of making iOS apps so that
they can securely interact with web services and receive push
notifications. You'll learn how to store data securely on a device using
Core Data.
You’ll also learn to securely deploy apps to the App Store and beta
users over-the-air.

Best Practices for iOS User Interface Design

iOS Development for
Creative Entrepreneurs

You will learn to develop sophisticated user interfaces for iOS, with a
focus on user interface design best practices, UI animations, and
responsive design. You will learn about the key UI widgets, mapping
interfaces and view restoration.

iOS Development for
Creative Entrepreneurs

You will learn to make fluid digital interactive experiences that are
suitable for gaming and use the advanced sensor hardware built into
the iPhone and iPad. This includes drawing 2D graphics, playing
sounds and music, integrating with Game Center, the iOS physics
engine and detecting device orientation and location

iOS Development for
Creative Entrepreneurs

An introduction to the Swift programming language. This will prepare
you for more extensive iOS app development and build a foundation
for advanced iOS development topics.

Building and Deploying Android App Projects

Games, Sensors and Media

Toward the Future of iOS Development with Swift

Grade Results
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iOS Capstone: Transreality Game

iOS Development for
Creative Entrepreneurs

Cybersecurity:
Developing
a Program for Your
Business
Cybersecurity and Mobility
Cybersecurity and the Internet of Things

Cybersecurity and the X- Factor

The Business of Cybersecurity Capstone

Usable Security

Cybersecurity:
Developing
a Program for Your
Business

Cybersecurity:
Developing
a Program for Your
Business
Cybersecurity:
Developing
a Program for Your
Business

Cybersecurity

Software Security

Cybersecurity

Cryptography

Cybersecurity

Hardware Security

Cybersecurity

Cybersecurity Capstone Project
Cybersecurity

Grade Results

Students will produce a networked game that will leverage sensors on
the phone to create a unique gaming experience. The focus of the
game will be to make it physical through real-world gestures, motion
and knowledge of other players real-world location. To do this students
will need to integrate knowledge of graphics, networking, sensors, and
user interface design alongside a skill set of tool usage. The final
project will involve milestones with opportunities to get ungraded peer
review feedback from fellow learners so that they can iterate and
improve their game program. The final networked game that the
students produce would be something they could showcase in job
application materials, in an interview, or offer in the iTunes store.

This course is for you if you are interested in transitioning toward a
managerial role in cybersecurity and mobility. Through interviews with
industry experts in this area, you will be able to analyze innovations
powering the rapid spread of information technology and how they
present new challenges for protecting data.
This course is for you if you are curious about the most recent trends
and activities in the internet capabilities and concerns about
programmed devices. There are complexities and areas of necessary
awareness when the industrial sector becomes connected to your
home. Security policies and practices have not yet caught up to the
internet capabilities of some of our most common products.
This course will introduce you to the types of training available to
reduce the impact of the X-Factor, evaluate its effectiveness, explore
the Security Education, Training and Awareness (SETA) program, and
learn why it may fail. The course will conclude with information
designed to assist you with some critical components for your business
security program.
This course intends to make the student familiar with information
security management. When you have finished with this course you will
know more about governance, InfoSec policies, risk management and
certain laws and ethical issues impacting information security in the
organization.
This course focuses on how to design and build secure systems with a
human-centric focus. We will look at basic principles of humancomputer interaction, and apply these insights to the design of secure
systems with the goal of developing security measures that respect
human performance and their goals within a system.
This course we will explore the foundations of software security. We
will consider important software vulnerabilities and attacks that exploit
them -- such as buffer overflows, SQL injection, and session hijacking -and we will consider defenses that prevent or mitigate these attacks,
including advanced testing and program analysis techniques.
This course will introduce you to the foundations of modern
cryptography, with an eye toward practical applications.
In this course, we will study security and trust from the hardware
perspective. Upon completing the course, students will understand the
vulnerabilities in current digital system design flow and the physical
attacks to these systems. They will learn that security starts from
hardware design and be familiar with the tools and skills to build secure
and trusted hardware.
This course presents an intensive experience during which students
build a software system they intend to be secure, and then attempt to
show that other
students' projects are insecure, by finding flaws in them.
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Cloud computing systems today, whether open-source or used inside
companies, are built using a common set of core techniques,
algorithms, and design philosophies—all centered around distributed
systems. Learn about such fundamental distributed computing
"concepts" for cloud computing.Some of these concepts include:
Clouds, MapReduce, key-value stores, Classical precursors, Widelyused algorithms, Classical algorithms, Scalability, Trending areas, And
more!

Cloud Computing Concepts, Part 1

Cloud Computing

Cloud Computing Concepts: Part 2

Cloud Computing

Understand how these techniques work inside today's most widelyused cloud computing systems. Get your hands dirty using these
concepts with provided homework exercises. In the optional
programming track, implement some of these concepts in template
assignments provided in C++ programming language.

Cloud Computing Applications, Part 1: Cloud
Systems and Infrastructure

Cloud Computing

In this course we cover a multitude of technologies that comprise the
modern concept of cloud computing.
Cloud computing is an information technology revolution that has just
started to impact many enterprise computing systems in major ways,
and it will change the face of computing in the years to come.

Cloud Computing Applications, Part 2

Cloud Networking

Cloud Computing

Cloud Computing

Cloud Computing Capstone

Cloud Computing

Ruby on Rails: An Introduction

Ruby on Rails Web
Development

Rails with Active Record and Action Pack
Ruby on Rails Web
Development

Ruby on Rails Web Services and Integration with
MongoDB
Ruby on Rails Web
Development

HTML, CSS, and
Javascript for Web Developers
Ruby on Rails Web
Development

Grade Results

This course serves as an introduction to building applications for cloud
computing based on emerging OpenStack and other platforms. The
course includes concepts of: Baremetal provisioning, Neutron
networking, Identity service, Image service, Orchestration,
Infrastructure as a service, Software as a service, Platform as a
service, MapReduce, Big data, Analytics, and Privacy and legal issues.
This course will allow us to explore in-depth the challenges for cloud
networking—how do we build a network infrastructure that provides the
agility to deploy virtual networks on a shared infrastructure, that
enables both efficient transfer of big data and low latency
communication, and that enables applications to be federated across
countries and continents? Examining how these objectives are met will
set the stage for the rest of the course.
This six-week long Capstone course of the Cloud Computing Capstone
that will allow you to apply the learned theories and techniques for
cloud computing from the previous courses in the Specialization,
including Cloud Computing Concepts, Part 1, Cloud Computing
Concepts, Part 2, Cloud Computing Applications, Part 1, Cloud
Computing Concepts, Part 2, and Cloud Networking.
In this course, we will explore how to build web applications with the
Ruby on Rails web application framework, which is geared towards
rapid prototyping. You will be able to build a meaningful web
application and deploy it to the &ldquo;cloud&rdquo; using a Heroku
PaaS (Platform as a Service).
In this course, we will be able to use the Ruby language and the Active
Record ORM framework to automate interactions with the database to
quickly build the application we want. In Rails with Active Record and
Action Pack, we will explore how to interact with relational databases
by using Active Record, a Ruby gem, which Rails uses by default for
database access.
In this course, we will explore MongoDB, a very popular NoSQL
database and Web Services concepts and integrate them both with
Ruby on Rails. The modules will go in-depth from installation to CRUD
operations, aggregation, indexing, GridFS and various other topics
where we continuously integrate MongoDB with RailsRuby.
In this course, we will learn the basic tools that every web page coder
needs to know. We will start from the ground up by learning how to
implement modern web pages with HTML and CSS. We will then
advance to learning how to code our pages such that its components
rearrange and resize themselves automatically based on the size of
the user&rsquo;s screen.
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Single Page Web Applications with AngularJS

Ruby on Rails Web
Development

Capstone: Photo Tourist Web Application
Ruby on Rails Web
Development

Object Oriented Programming in Java

In this course, we will explore the core design of AngularJS 1.x (latest
version of AngularJS 1), its components and code organization
techniques. We will enhance the functionality of our web app by
utilizing dependency injection to reuse existing services as well as
write our own.
In this Capstone project for the Photo Tourist you will implement a
Ruby on Rails web application that makes use of both a relational and
NoSQL database for the backend and expose the data through
services to the Internet using Web services and a responsive user
interface operating in a browser from a desktop and mobile device.

Java Programming: ObjectOriented Design of Data
Structures

By the end of this course each and every one of you feels empowered
to create a Java program that&rsquo; s more advanced than any you
have created in the past and that is personally interesting to you.

Java Programming: ObjectOriented Design of Data
Structures

In this course, you will use and analyze data structures that are used in
industry-level applications, such as linked lists, trees, and hashtables.
You will explain how these data structures make programs more
efficient
and flexible. You will apply asymptotic Big-O analysis to describe the
performance of algorithms and evaluate which strategy to use for
efficient data retrieval, addition of new data, deletion of elements,
and/or memory usage.

Java Programming: ObjectOriented Design of Data
Structures

In this course, you'll learn about data structures, like graphs, that are
fundamental for working with structured real world data. You will
develop, implement, and analyze algorithms for working with this data
to solve real world problems.

Java Programming: ObjectOriented Design of Data
Structures

With the support of Google's recruiting and engineering teams we've
provided tips, examples, and practice opportunities in this course that
may help you with a number of tech companies. We'll assist you to
organize into teams to practice. Lastly, we'll give you basic job search
advice, and tips for succeeding once you're on the job.

Capstone: Analyzing (Social) Network Data

Java Programming: ObjectOriented Design of Data
Structures

In this capstone project we'll combine all of the skills from all four
specialization courses to do something really fun: analyze social
networks! We will provide you with a real-world data set and some
infrastructure for getting started, as well as some warm up tasks and
basic project requirements, but then it&rsquo;ll be up to you where you
want to take the project.

Programming Foundations with JavaScript, HTML
and CSS

Java Programming and
Software Engineering
Fundamentals

Learn foundational programming concepts (e.g., functions, for loops,
conditional statements) and how to solve problems like a programmer.
In addition, learn basic web development as you build web pages using
HTML, CSS, JavaScript. By the end of the course, will create a web
page where others can upload their images and apply image filters that
you create.

Java Programming: Solving Problems with Software

Java Programming and
Software Engineering
Fundamentals

Learn to code in Java and improve your programming and problemsolving skills. You will learn to design algorithms as well as develop
and debug programs. Using custom open-source classes, you will write
programs that access and transform images, websites, and other types
of data. At the end of the course you will build a program that
determines the popularity of different baby names in the US over time
by analyzing comma separated value (CSV) files.

Java Programming: Arrays, Lists, and Structured
Data

Java Programming and
Software Engineering
Fundamentals

Build on the software engineering skills you learned in “Java
Programming: Solving Problems with Software” by learning new data
structures. Use these data structures to build more complex programs
that use Java’s object-oriented features. At the end of the course you
will write an encryption program and a program to break your
encryption algorithm.

Java Programming: Principles of Software Design

Java Programming and
Software Engineering
Fundamentals

Solve real world problems with Java using multiple classes. Learn how
to create programming solutions that scale using Java interfaces.
Recognize that software engineering is more than writing code - it also
involves logical thinking and design. By the end of this course you will
have written a program that analyzes and sorts earthquake data, and
developed a predictive text generator.

Data Structures Made Easy

Advanced Data Structures in Java

Mastering the Software Engineering Interview

Grade Results
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Java Programming: Build a Recommendation System Java Programming and
Software Engineering
Fundamentals

In this capstone, you will show off your problem solving and Java
programming skills by creating recommender systems. You will work
with data for movies, including ratings, but the principles involved can
easily be adapted to books, restaurants, and more. You will write a
program to answer questions about the data, including which items
should be recommended to a user based on their ratings of several
movies.

Introduction to Game Development

In this course you will familiarize yourself with the tools and practices of
game development. You will get started developing your own
videogames using the industry standard game development tools,
including the Unity3D game engine and C#.

Game Design and
Development

Principles of Game Design
Game Design and
Development

Business of Games and Entrepreneurship

Game Development for Modern Platforms

Game Design and
Development

Game Design and
Development

Game Design and Development Capstone

Algorithmic Toolbox

Grade Results

In this hands-on course you will explore how to develop a game for a
variety of modern platforms, including Web, Windows, Mac OS X, iOS,
and Android. While building a complete game, you will learn
intermediate and advanced game development techniques in the Unity
game engine. By the end of the course, you will understand how to
develop, refine, package, and prepare your game for distribution on a
variety of game platforms.

Game Design and
Development

Data Structures and
Algorithms

The course covers basic algorithmic techniques and ideas for
computational problems arising frequently in practical applications:
sorting and searching, divide and conquer, greedy algorithms, dynamic
programming.

Data Structures and
Algorithms

In this course, we consider the common data structures that are used
in various computational problems. You will learn how these data
structures are implemented in different programming languages and
will practice implementing them in our programming assignments.

Data Structures and
Algorithms

In this course, you will first learn what a graph is and what are some of
the most important properties. Then you'll learn several ways to
traverse graphs and how you can do useful things while traversing the
graph in some order.

Data Structures and
Algorithms

World and internet is full of textual information. We search for
information using textual queries, we read websites, books, e-mails. All
those are strings from the point of view of computer science. To make
sense of all that information and make search efficient, search engines
use many string algorithms.

Data Structures and
Algorithms

Advanced algorithms build upon basic ones and use new ideas. We
will start with networks flows which are used in more obvious
applications such as optimal matchings, finding disjoint paths and flight
scheduling as well as more surprising ones like image segmentation in
computer vision.

Algorithms on Strings

Advanced Algorithms and Complexity

This course will introduce you to game production, project
management, teamwork skills, and how to position your game ideas
and yourself in the broader marketplace. By the end of the course, you
will be able to develop an impactful portfolio of game work to get
noticed and/or develop an effective business plan to bring your game
to market.

In the game design and development capstone, you will create an
original game from initial concept through implementation and then
launch it to the world! Along the way, you will have the opportunity to
put your game ideas in front of your peers and for the best-of-the-best
you will have the chance to get feedback from game industry
professionals.

Data Structures

Algorithms on Graphs

In this course you will practice moving from game concept through
design documentation, prototyping and testing. Numerous elements go
into the overall process of game design. These range from topics such
as idea generation, story, character, and game world development,
game mechanics and level design, and user experience design.
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Assembling Genomes and Finding Disease- Causing
Mutations

Data Structures and
Algorithms

Carsonella ruddii is a bacterium that lives symbiotically inside some
insects. Its sheltered life has allowed it to reduce its genome to only
about 160,000 base pairs. With only about 200 genes, it lacks some
genes necessary for survival, but these genes are supplied by its
insect host. In fact, Carsonella has such a small genome that biologists
have conjectured that it is losing its “bacterial” identity and turning into
an organelle, which is part of the host’s genome. This transition from
bacterium to organelle has happened many times during evolutionary
history; in fact, the mitochondrion responsible for energy production in
human cells was once a free-roaming bacterium that we assimilated in
the distant past. Given a collection of simulated error- free read-pairs,
use the paired de Bruijn graph to reconstruct the Carsonella ruddii
genome.

Responsive Website Basics: Code with HTML, CSS,
and
JavaScript

Responsive Website
Development and Design

In this course you will learn three key website programming and design
languages: HTML, CSS and JavaScript. You will create a web page
using basic elements to control layout and style. Additionally, your web
page will support interactivity.

Responsive Web Design

Responsive Website
Development and Design

In this course you will learn how to apply concepts from interaction
design and human computer interaction in order to design and build an
interactive, professional looking website. You will learn how to make
your web page designs adapt to different screen sizes using
responsive grid layouts.

Introduction to Meteor.js Development

Responsive Website
Development and Design

In this course, you will learn how to create a complete, multi-user web
site using the Meteor.js framework and MongoDB. You will implement
user authentication, security features, reactive templates and routing
using iron router. You will carry out key database
operations such as inserting, removing and updating data as well as
sorting and filtering. You will see how a complete application can be
built, line by line.

Web Application Development with JavaScript and
MongoDB

Responsive Website
Development and Design

In this course, you will develop more advanced web application
programming skills. You will learn how to control data read and write
access using methods, publish and subscribe. You will learn how to
access your database and server shells using command line tools. You
will use the SimpleSchema system to validate data and generate input
forms automatically.

Responsive Website Tutorial and Examples

Responsive Website
Development and Design

In this course, we will show you exciting examples of collaborative,
interactive web applications that use various types of media including
sound, images and big data. We will show you how to build sites that
provide precisely this functionality, using Meteor. We will also provide
fully working example application code that you can use for your own
commercial web projects.

Responsive Website Development and Design
Capstone

Responsive Website
Development and Design

For your Responsive Website Development and Design Specialization
Capstone Project, you will create a complete, responsive, multi-user,
data-driven website which aims to solve a particular problem. We
encourage you to create a website addressing a problem that you are
interested in! However, if you don't have an idea of your own, we have
several that we will suggest in the course.

Robotics: Aerial Robotics
Robotics
Robotics: Computational Motion Planning

Robotics

Grade Results

You will gain an introduction to the mechanics of flight and the design
of quadrotor flying robots and will be able to develop dynamic models,
derive controllers, and synthesize planners for operating in three
dimensional environments.
In this course we will consider the problem of how a robot decides what
to do to achieve its goals. This problem is often referred to as Motion
Planning and it has been formulated in various ways to model different
situations. You will learn some of the most common approaches to
addressing this problem including graph- based methods, randomized
planners and artificial potential fields.
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Robotics: Mobility

Robotics: Perception

Robotics

You will understand how to design robot bodies and behaviors that
recruit limbs and more general appendages to apply physical forces
that confer reliable mobility in a complex and dynamic world. We
develop an approach to composing simple dynamical abstractions that
partially automate the generation of complicated sensorimotor
programs.

Robotics

In this module, we will study how images and videos acquired by
cameras mounted on robots are transformed into representations like
features and optical flow. Such 2D representations allow us then to
extract 3D information about where the camera is and in which
direction the robot moves.

Robotics: Estimation and Learning
Robotics

In this module you will learn how to get robots to incorporate
uncertainty into estimating and learning from a dynamic and changing
world. Specific topics that will be covered include probabilistic
generative models, Bayesian filtering for localization and mapping.
In our 6 week Robotics Capstone, we will give you a chance to
implement a solution for a real world problem based on the content you
learnt from the courses in your robotics specialization. It will also give
you a chance to use mathematical and programming methods that
researchers use in robotics labs.

Robotics: Capstone

Robotics

Introduction to Recommender Systems: NonPersonalized and Content-Based
Recommender Systems

Nearest Neighbor Collaborative Filtering

Recommender Systems: Evaluation and Metrics

Matrix Factorization and Advanced Techniques

Recommender Systems

Recommender Systems

Recommender Systems

Recommender Systems Capstone

Recommender Systems

Probabilistic Graphical Models 1: Representation

Probabilistic Graphical
Models

Grade Results

This course, which is designed to serve as the first course in the
Recommender Systems specialization, introduces the concept of
recommender systems, reviews several examples in detail, and leads
you through non-personalized recommendation using summary
statistics and product associations, basic stereotype-based or
demographic recommendations, and content-based filtering
recommendations.
In this course, you will learn the fundamental techniques for making
personalized recommendations through nearest-neighbor techniques.
You will learn user-user collaborative filtering, an algorithm that
identifies other people with similar tastes to a target user and combines
their ratings to make recommendations for that user. You will explore
and
implement variations of the user-user algorithm, and will explore the
benefits and drawbacks of the general approach.
In this course you will learn how to evaluate recommender systems.
You will gain familiarity with several families of metrics, including ones
to measure prediction accuracy, rank accuracy, decision-support, and
other factors such as diversity, product coverage, and serendipity. You
will learn how different metrics relate to different user goals and
business goals.
In this course you will learn a variety of matrix factorization and hybrid
machine learning techniques for recommender systems. Starting with
basic matrix factorization, you will understand both the intuition and the
practical details of building recommender systems based on reducing
the dimensionality of the user- product preference space. Then you will
learn about techniques that combine the strengths of different
algorithms into powerful hybrid recommenders.
The capstone of this specialization is designed with the goal of allowing
you to experience this process. The capstone project will take you from
data to analysis and models, and ultimately to presentation of insights.
You will be able to choose one capstone project from three different
options. This will allow you to adapt your learning experience to an
area of business that is close to your professional background and
interests.
This course describes the two basic PGM representations: Bayesian
Networks, which rely on a directed graph; and Markov networks, which
use an undirected graph. The course discusses both the theoretical
properties of these representations as well as their use in practice.
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Probabilistic Graphical Models 2: Inference

Probabilistic Graphical Models 3: Learning

Approximation Algorithms Part I

Approximation Algorithms Part II

Probabilistic Graphical
Models

Probabilistic Graphical
Models

Single course

Single course

Cryptography I

Single course

Cryptography II

Single course

Introduction to Programming with MATLAB

Single course

Gamification

This course assumes knowledge of a standard undergraduate
Algorithms course, and particularly emphasizes algorithms that can be
designed using linear programming, a favorite and amazingly
successful technique in this area. By taking this course, you will be
exposed to a range of problems at the foundations of theoretical
computer science, and to powerful design and analysis techniques.
By taking the two parts of this course, you will be exposed to a range of
problems at the foundations of theoretical computer
science, and to powerful design and analysis techniques. Upon
completion, you will be able to recognize, when faced with a new
combinatorial optimization problem, whether it is close to one of a few
known basic problems, and will be able to design linear programming
relaxations and use randomized rounding to attempt to solve your own
problem.
In this course you will learn the inner workings of cryptographic
systems and how to correctly use them in real-world applications. The
course begins with a detailed discussion of how two parties who have
a shared secret key can communicate securely when a powerful
adversary eavesdrops and tampers with
traffic.
Learn about the inner workings of cryptographic primitives and
protocols and how to apply this knowledge in real-world applications.
This course teaches computer programming to those with little to no
previous experience. It uses the programming system and language
called MATLAB to do so because it is easy to learn, versatile and very
useful for engineers and other professionals. MATLAB is a specialpurpose language that is an excellent choice for writing moderate-size
programs that solve problems involving the manipulation of numbers.

Single course

Single course

User Experience design is design that is user centered. The goal is to
design artifacts that allow the users to meet their needs in the most
effective efficient and satisfying manner. The course introduces the
novice to a cycle of discovery and evaluation and a set of techniques
that meet the user's needs.

Single course

Development of Real- Time Systems
Single course

Grade Results

Even though a PGM generally describes a very high dimensional
distribution, its structure is designed so as to allow questions to be
answered efficiently. The course discusses the key problems of
parameter estimation in both directed and undirected models, as well
as the structure learning task for directed models.

Gamification is the application of game elements and digital game
design techniques to non-game problems, such as business and social
impact challenges. This course will teach you the mechanisms of
gamification, why it has such tremendous potential, and how to use it
effectively.

Introduction to User Experience Design

Introduction to Natural Language Processing

This course addresses the question of probabilistic inference: how a
PGM can be used to answer questions. The course presents both
exact and approximate algorithms for different types of inference tasks,
and discusses where each could best be applied.

This course provides an introduction to the field of Natural Language
Processing. It includes relevant background material in Linguistics,
Mathematics, Probabilities, and Computer Science. Some of the topics
covered in the class are Text Similarity, Part of Speech Tagging,
Parsing, Semantics, Question Answering, Sentiment Analysis, and Text
Summarization.
This course is intended for the Master's student and computer engineer
who likes practical programming and problem solving. After completing
this course, you will have the knowledge to plan and set-up a real-time
system both on paper and in practice.
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Software Architecture for the Internet of Things
Single course

International Cyber Conflicts

Single course

A developer's guide to the Internet of Things (IoT)

Single course

Cybersecurity and Its Ten Domains
Single course

Internet History, Technology, and Security

Single course

Introduction to Satellite Communications
Single course

Foundations of Business Strategy
Business Strategy

Advanced Business Strategy

Business Strategy

Business Growth Strategy

Strategic Planning and Execution

Business Strategy

Business Strategy

Business Strategy Capstone
Business Strategy

Grade Results

This course will teach you how to design futureproof systems that meet
the requirements of IoT systems: systems that are secure,
interoperable, modifiable and scalable. Moreover, you'll learn to apply
best-in-class software architecture methods to help you design
complex IoT and other applications.
By nature, cyber conflicts are an international issue that span across
nation-state borders. By the end of the course, you will be able to apply
the knowledge gained for analysis and management of international
cyber incidents and conflicts including for activities such as
development of policy related to cybercrime and cyberwarfare.
This course is an entry level introduction to developing and deploying
solutions for the Internet of Things. It will focus on capturing data from
a trusted device and sending the data to a cloud platform where it can
be exploited by the many services available. You will explore all the
steps required to create a basic IoT solution using a popular device,
the Raspberry Pi, and a trial version of the cloud-based IBM Watson
IoT Platform.
This course is designed to introduce students, working professionals
and the community to the exciting field of cybersecurity. Throughout the
MOOC, participants will engage in community discourse and online
interaction. Participants will gain knowledge and understanding of
cybersecurity and its domains.
The very fact that you can take this course from anywhere in the world
requires a technological infrastructure that was designed, engineered,
and built over the past sixty years. To function in an information- centric
world, we need to understand the workings of network technology. This
course will open up the Internet and show you how it was created, who
created it and how it works.
The course is made of: teaching videos, equipment demonstrations
and simulation programs. They will guide you through the discovery of
satellite communications. Professionals in the space field will share
their vocation for this scientific and technical sector.
In this course, we will explore the underlying theory and frameworks
that provide the foundations of a successful business strategy and
provide the tools you need to understand that strategy: SWOT,
Competitor, Environmental, Five Forces, and Capabilities Analyses, as
well as Strategy Maps.
In this course, you'll learn the tools to analyze strategy across time
(competitive dynamics), industries ( corporate strategy), geographies
(international strategy), and institutions (non- market strategy). We'll
introduce the tools you need to complete a comprehensive evaluation
and understand the strategy dynamics of an industry: Competitive
Lifecycle, Internationalization and Stakeholder Analyses, and
Diversification Matrices.
Get the tools you need to analyze, evaluate and recommend specific
actions organizations can take to grow their value and avoid common
growth pitfalls. Learn to determine how best to build value, whether by
scaling existing markets, entering established markets or creating new
markets through innovation and acquisitions.
You'll learn the pillars of strategy execution-- analysis, formulation, and
implementation--and how to use the 4A model to effectively approach
strategy execution. Finally, a panel of leaders from entrepreneurs,
nonprofits, and industry, share their expertise gleaned from years of
successful strategy planning and execution.
A Capstone Project is an assignment designed specifically to apply and
showcase the skills you learned in the Specialization. To this end, the
Business Strategy Capstone Project, a comprehensive Strategic
Analysis, provides an opportunity for you to synthesize concepts and
knowledge from the four prerequisite courses in the specialization.
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Setting Expectations & Assessing Performance
Issues

Coaching Practices

Coaching Conversations

Capstone Project

Accounting: Principles of Financial Accounting

Finance: Building a Robust Business

Marketing: Understanding Your Customers

Organizational Behavior: Managing People

Analysis of Business Problems: Capstone

Giving Sense to Your Leadership Experience

Coaching Skills for
Managers

The most effective managers set expectations and assess their
employees&rsquo; performance against those expectations, and take a
coaching approach to helping them get to the destination.
That&rsquo;s exactly what you&rsquo;ll learn to do in this course!

Coaching Skills for
Managers

In order for coaching to be most effective, it&rsquo;s important that
there is strong culture of coaching and accountability which you will
learn how to incorporate into your one-on-one meetings in this course.

Coaching Skills for
Managers

Throughout the Coaching Skills for Managers specialization,
we&rsquo;ve discussed many topics for improving coaching
conversations with our employees. It is now time to put all of that theory
and discussion into practice and examine great examples of common
coaching conversations!

Coaching Skills for
Managers

By the end of this Capstone, you will have a coaching strategy as well
as the tools you will to confidently introduce coaching to your team.

This course will provide you with the accounting language's essentials.
Upon completion, you should be able to read and interpret financial
statements for business diagnosis and decision- making. More
Foundations of Management importantly, you will possess the conceptual base to keep learning
more sophisticated accounting and finance on your own.
In operational finance, you will learn how to read the
&ldquo;story&rdquo; that the balance sheet and income statement tells
about the company's operations. The insights you gain from this
Foundations of Management financial story; will then become a tool for short- term decision-making
at the top management level relating to current assets, current liabilities
and the management of working capital.
Understanding who your customers are and what they need and want
is at the heart of successful marketing strategies. In this course you will
explore how to identify and classify customers and the different
Foundations of Management methods that marketing professionals use to shed light on how they
make purchase decisions.
Through the study of organizational behavior, we can gain insights into
what makes people tick within a work context. Increasing your
understanding of your own behavior and that of your colleagues, teams
Foundations of Management and leaders, is an
important first step to bringing positive change to how you and your
organization work.
In this culminating course, it&rsquo;s time to use the business tools you
have learned throughout the specialization to solve this real business
problem. To help you as you develop a solution to the GAS GAS
Foundations of Management dilemma, in the Capstone you will also learn a six-step analysis of
business problems methodology.
Inspirational Leadership:
Leading with Sense

Inspirational Leadership:
Leading with Sense
Leading Organizations
CAPSTONE: Your
Leadership Challenge

Inspirational Leadership:
Leading with Sense

Inspiring Leadership through Emotional Intelligence
Inspired Leadership

Grade Results

With this course you will position your own leadership style and grow
your resilience. In this course, second course of the "Inspirational
Leadership" Specialization, you will discover the characteristics of
charismatic leadership.
In this course you will get the opportunity to apply the skills learned in
the first two courses of the Inspirational Leadership: Leading with
Sense; as an individual to a group setting. The group could not only be
an organization such as a company or a team in a company, but also a
private group such as your family or an association.
In this capstone, you will have to analyze a situation our company is
experiencing today and prepare recommendations to our executive
committee explaining how to implement the best possible solution to
our leadership challenge.
Emotional intelligence, hope, mindfulness, and compassion help a
person reverse the damage of chronic stress and build great
leadership relationships. The Positive and Negative Emotional
Attractors inspire sustained, desired change and learning at many
levels.
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Conversations That Inspire: Coaching Learning,
Leadership and Change
Inspired Leadership

Coaching can inspire and motivate people to learn, change, and be
effective leaders, among other roles in life. Although most attempts are
coaching for compliance; (coaching someone to your wishes or
expectations), decades of behavioral and neuroscience research show
us that &ldquo;coaching with compassion&rdquo; (coaching someone
to their dreams and desires) is more effective.
The objectives of this MOOC are to enable you to learn from applying
concepts, exercises and learning from the four other MOOCs in this
specialization. Learners involved in our
programs over the decades have repeatedly told us that going over the
material several times helps them progressively delve into the meaning
and application of the ideas and experiences. As a result, we have
designed this capstone so that it would be the third iteration of working
with the ideas and experiences about effective
leadership and inspiring its development in others

Be a Leader, Develop a Leader

Inspired Leadership

Initiating and Planning Projects

Project Management
Principles and Practices

Successful projects require careful upfront planning. In this course,
you&rsquo;ll learn the key roles and responsibilities of the project
manager and project team.

Budgeting and Scheduling Projects

Project Management
Principles and Practices
Project Management
Principles and Practices

In this course you will learn to plan and stick to time and cost
constraints in order to ensure the success of your projects.
This course will help you manage project risk effectively by identifying,
analyzing, and communicating inevitable changes to project scope and
objectives.

Project Management
Principles and Practices

In the capstone, you will create several of the key planning deliverables
that have been discussed in these courses and either work on a
project you choose or use a suggested case study.

Managing Project Risks and Changes

Project Management Capstone

Inspiring and Motivating Individuals

Leading People and Teams

In this course, you will learn how to create a shared vision for your
team and effectively communicate it to your teammates. You will also
learn how to set effective goals and
expectations in a way that best enables your team to attain the shared
vision. Finally, you will understand the most important needs and
drivers of performance across cultures.

Leading People and Teams

This course will improve your ability to influence people in situations
where you cannot use formal authority. You will also learn influence
tactics that enable you to be more persuasive and influential in working
with your superiors, peers, and even subordinates. In addition, you will
learn how to build and maintain high-quality relationships to further
maximize your informal power and ability to influence others.

Leading People and Teams

In this course, you will learn how to build your team, improve teamwork
and collaboration, and sustain team performance through continuous
learning and improvement. Specifically, you will learn best practices for
composing a team and aligning individual and team goals. You will also
learn how to establish roles, build structures, and manage decision
making so that your team excels.

Influencing People

Leading Teams

Leading People and Teams

The capstone project will consist of three options, and you will
complete one of them as part of the course.
The first option is working with senior-level executives to help them
solve their most pressing leadership challenges.
The second option is to identify your own leadership challenge (e.g., at
work, at school, in your local community).
The third option asks you to interview an executive of your choosing.

Capstone Project
Firm Level Economics: Consumer and Producer
Behavior

Grade Results

Managerial Economics and
Business Analysis

After this course, you will be able to describe consumer behavior as
captured by the demand curve; describe producer behavior as
captured by the supply curve; explain equilibrium in a market; explain
the impact of taxes and price controls on market equilibrium; explain
elasticity of demand; describe cost theory and how firms optimize given
the constraints of their own costs and an exogenously given price.
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In this class, we will derive equilibrium outcomes across a variety of
market structures. We will begin by understanding equilibrium under a
market structure called Perfect Competition, a benchmark construction.

Firm Level Economics: Markets and Allocations

Managerial Economics and
Business Analysis

Exploring and Producing Data for Business Decision
Making

Managerial Economics and
Business Analysis

Inferential and Predictive Statistics for Business

Managerial Economics and
Business Analysis

This course provides an analytical framework to help you evaluate key
problems in a structured fashion and will equip you with tools to better
manage the uncertainties that pervade and complicate business
processes. The course aim to cover statistical ideas that apply to
managers.

Capstone Project

Managerial Economics and
Business Analysis

The capstone project involves an in-depth analysis of an actual
business situation in which you will examine the global economic
environment of a business.

High Performance Collaboration: Leadership,
Teamwork, and Negotiation

Foundations of Everyday Leadership
Applications of Everyday Leadership

Business Strategy

Organizational Leadership

Are leaders born or made? Learn the essential skills to develop and
expand your leadership repertoire, design teams for collaboration, and
craft win-win negotiation strategies.

Strategic Leadership &
Management

In this course you will learn about the head and heart; of everyday
leadership, individual decision making, group decision making, and
managing motivation.

Strategic Leadership &
Management

Strategic Leadership &
Management

On Strategy: What Managers Can Learn from
Philosophy
Single course

Financial Engineering and Risk Management Part I

Single course

Financial Engineering and Risk Management Part II

Single course

Leadership in 21st Century Organizations
Single course

Innovation Management

Single course

Anticipating Your Next Battle, in Business and
Beyond
Single course

Grade Results

This course provides an analytical framework to help you evaluate key
problems in a structured fashion and will equip you with tools to better
manage the uncertainties that pervade and complicate business
processes.

This course covers the following topics: negotiation, feedback and
coaching, conflict management, and leading change.
In this course, you will understand learn the tools to analyze both
competition and cooperation from a variety of perspectives, including
the industry level (e.g., five forces analysis), and the firm level (e.g.,
business models and strategic positioning).
To help leaders to be rigorous even without figures, great philosophers
have lots of ideas. Managers are invited to rediscover the art of
thinking. They should understand the role of mental models, realize the
importance of cognitive bias, agree on clear definitions and efficient
criteria etc.
Financial Engineering is a multidisciplinary field drawing from finance
and economics, mathematics, statistics, engineering and computational
methods. The emphasis of FE & RM Part I will be on the use of simple
stochastic models to price derivative securities in various asset classes
including equities, fixed income, credit and mortgage-backed securities.
The emphasis of FE & RM Part II will be on the use of simple
stochastic models to (i) solve portfolio optimization problems (ii) price
derivative securities in various asset classes including equities and
credit and (iii) consider some advanced applications of financial
engineering including algorithmic trading and the pricing of real
options. We will also consider the role that financial engineering played
during the financial crisis.
In this course, you'll travel with Jim as he takes on leadership
challenges ranging from strategy execution, to inspiring people, to
maintaining an ethical approach. This provocative course equips you
with the insights you'll need to rise with the occasion of a rapidly
shifting business landscape.
Guided by world-class academics, you will develop an innovative
mindset and expertise in how firms successfully create new ideas for
marketing new products. The syllabus also includes sessions about
innovation strategy, idea management and social networks.
In this class, you will not only learn the academic and theoretical
aspects of strategic foresight, uncertainty and planning. We will also
discuss very practical examples, ranging from a discussion on
choosing the best outfit for a walk in the countryside to building a vision
and strategy for a corporation as a CEO.
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Critical Perspectives on Management

Corporate Finance Essentials

Single course

Single course

Innovating in a Digital World
Single course
Supply Chain Management: A Learning Perspective
Single course

Using a wide disciplinary approach - from economics and history to
social theory and even a smattering of biblical criticism - the course will
invite students to consider several core management strategies and
priorities from often unexpected perspectives in order to judge their
success or failure.
Corporate Finance Essentials will enable you to understand key
financial issues related to companies, investors, and the interaction
between them in the capital markets. By the end of this course you
should be able to understand most of what you read in the financial
press and use the essential financial vocabulary of companies and
finance professionals.
This MOOC provides a knowledge toolkit for the ongoing digital
revolution. You will discover 15 concepts that are essential for
understanding the new mechanisms of digital business and innovation.
In this course, we want to understand fundamental principles of value
creation for the consumers or the market. We try to answer questions
like how the product or service is made, how the value-creating
activities or functions are coordinated, who should play what leadership
roles in realizing all these, and so on.
In this six-module course, you will learn how businesses and
organizations behave in situations in which strategic decisions are
interdependent, i.e. where my actions affect my competitors' profits and
vice versa. Using the basic tools of game theory, we will analyse how
businesses choose strategies to attain competitive advantage.

Competitive Strategy

Advanced Competitive Strategy

Single course

Single course

European Business Law: Understanding the
Fundamentals
Single course

European Business Law: Doing Business in Europe
Single course
Design and Make Infographics (Project- Centered
Course)
Single course

Scaling Operations: Linking Strategy and Execution

Single course

Power Onboarding

Grade Results

Single course

In Advanced Competitive Strategy, we will look at how companies can
build up and maintain their customer base by increasing switching
costs and facilitating strategic customer lock-ins. We will find out how
firms can increase their profits by pursuing suitable price discrimination
and product differentiation strategies.
This five week course is the first in a series of three that will provide
students with an insight into European Business Law. The series
ranges from considering the basic structures and principles of the
European Union to focusing on various specialized areas of law.
The course discusses strategic and financial considerations within
Company law, as well as Labour law issues such as restructuring
enterprises, working conditions and handling crises situations. The
course also examines other legal areas such as Tax law,
Environmental law and Private International law, and how they tie in to
doing business in Europe.
In this project-centered course, you will create a content-rich
infographic on a topic of your choice using Adobe Illustrator (which you
can download for a free, 30-day trial). You might choose to create a
visual representation of data from the world of sports, entertainment,
politics, or science, to explain a business trend or environmental issue,
or even to present a theme or development from your personal life.
In this course, we will equip you with concepts and tools to build
operations in a way that not only supports your competitive strategy,
but also allows you to create new opportunities in the market place.
Each week, we'll explore case studies, engage in discussions and
examine realistic data. Thanks to our data-driven approach, you'll be
able to implement your learning directly into practice.
Research has shown that an actively followed power onboarding plan
will allow an individual to reach proficiency in their new position up to
30% faster than the typical transitioning manager. In this course,
students will develop their own personal onboarding plan, allowing
them to contribute sooner and be eligible for promotion earlier. What's
more, the company has the benefit of your value added sooner.
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Financing and Investing in Infrastructure

Food & Beverage Management

Private Equity and Venture Capital

Single course

The course focuses on how private investors approach infrastructure
projects from the standpoint of equity, debt, and hybrid instruments.
The course concentrates on the practical aspects of project finance:
the most frequently used financial techniques for infrastructure
investments. The repeated use of real life examples and case studies
will allow students to link the theoretical background to actual business
practices.

Single course

The objective of this course is twofold: first, we will focus on
contemporary challenges that managers and entrepreneurs in food and
beverage businesses should be able to face; and second, we will
provide models and tools to design and implement appropriate courses
of action to satisfy customers and build an advantage over the
competition.

Single course

International Leadership and Organizational Behavior
Single course

Management of Fashion and Luxury Companies

Single course

Personal & Family Financial Planning
Single course

Managing the Company of the Future

Single course

The Three Pillar Model for Business Decisions:
Strategy, Law & Ethics
Single course

Successful Negotiation: Essential Strategies and
Skills
Single course

Viral Marketing and How to Craft Contagious Content

More Introduction to Financial Accounting

Grade Results

Single course

Single course

The course deals with the analysis of the private equity and venture
capital business. Over the course, students will be provided with a
deep understanding of the mechanism underpinning the creation
and/or development of a firm and the financial support it can get from
the financial system through venture capital investment.
In this course – together with a team of Bocconi expert faculty and
Bocconi alumni – we'll explore the theory and practice of international
and intercultural leadership and organizational behavior. Social science
research has revealed systematic ways in which our behavior differs
across cultural contexts – enabling us to more effectively work across
borders.
Adopting a case-study approach, the course presents strategic brand
management in luxury and fashion companies as a balancing act:
tradition vs. innovation, expertise vs. experimentation, casual vs.
stylish; in order to increase the brand value by nurturing the brand
heritage and at the same time staying fresh, relevant, and
contemporary in the global marketplace.
Personal and Family Financial Planning will address many critical
personal financial management topics in order to help you learn
prudent habits both while in school and throughout your lifetime.
The aim of the course is to provide you with a comprehensive
framework for understanding both the traditional principles of
management inside companies today as well as the alternative
principles that are becoming increasingly important. It provides both
theoretical and practical perspectives on the nature of management in
today's organisations.
This course uses business decision making to show you how to use
the model. In essence, to achieve business and career success, you
must manage risk (the Law Pillar) and create value (the Strategy Pillar)
in a responsible manner (the Ethics Pillar).
Within a company, negotiation skills can lead to your career
advancement. In the course, you will learn about and practice the four
steps to a successful negotiation: Prepare: Plan Your Negotiation
Strategy; Negotiate: Use Key
Tactics for Success; Close: Create a Contract; Perform and Evaluate:
The End Game.
This course explains how things catch on and helps you apply these
ideas to be more effective at marketing your ideas, brands, or products.
You'll learn how to make ideas stick, how to increase your influence,
how to generate more word of mouth, and how to use the power of
social networks to spread information and influence.

The course builds on my Introduction to Financial Accounting course,
which you should complete first. In this course, you will learn how to
read, understand, and analyze most of the information provided by
companies in their financial statements. These skills will help you make
more informed decisions using financial information.
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Grow to Greatness: Smart Growth for Private
Businesses, Part I

Single course

Grow to Greatness: Smart Growth for Private
Businesses, Part II

Single course

Fundamentals of Project Planning and Management

Single course

Introduction to Negotiation: A Strategic Playbook for
Becoming a Principled and Persuasive Negotiator
Single course

Financial Markets

Giving Helpful Feedback

Grade Results

Single course

Single course

This course focuses on the common growth challenges faced by
existing private businesses when they attempt to grow substantially.
This course focuses on the common human resource ("people")
challenges faced by existing private businesses when they attempt to
grow substantially.
This is an introductory course on the key concepts of planning and
executing projects. We will identify factors that lead to project success,
and learn how to plan, analyze, and manage projects. Learners will be
exposed to state-of- the-art methodologies and to considering the
challenges of various types of projects.
This course will help you be a better negotiator. Unlike many
negotiation courses, we develop a framework for analyzing and
shaping negotiations. This framework will allow you to make principled
arguments that persuade others. It will allow you to see beneath the
surface of apparent conflicts to uncover the underlying interests.
Professor Shiller introduces portfolio diversification, supporting
financial institutions, and discusses the opportunities and vulnerabilities
of risk management institutions. He teaches about efficient markets,
behavioral finance and the role of the psychology. He also discussing
public and non-profit finance, and finding your purpose in the world of
financial capitalism.
This course teaches you the simple principles expert managers use to
improve and motivate employee performance. As a manager, or
someone who would like to be a manager, you&rsquo;ll also learn
specifically what feedback is, how negative feedback is weighed more
heavily than positive, and how positive feedback can super-charge
behaviors such as creativity and teamwork.
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